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" To keep mine honor from corruption
" But such an honest chronicler."

Shakspeare
—henry vm.
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THE EDITOR TO THE PUBLIC.
Custom forms a "common law"—it is second na-

ture. A first number Without an address would

outrage the law; as we propose to demean ourselves

in the most peaceable manner, we submit to the

law, and offer our thanks for the very liberal pa-

tronage our work has received in many parts of the

Union.
The current of sentiment is evidently in our fa-

vor (we say ur, for printers and kings have an un-

questionable right, by the aforesaid law to make

much of themselves)
—the unusual number of sub-

scribers already obtained, convinces the editor that

his opinion was just as to the want of a work such

as the Weekly* Register is intended to be; but

while so great success flatters his pride and pro-

vokes his exertion, it also alarms his fears, lest, in

despite of all he can do, the public expectation may
be disappointed, though to guard against this he

has made some extensive as well as expensive pre-

parations.
In arranging his matter for the first number, the

editor has compared himself to a young shop-keep-
er (iust commencing business) suddenly thrttst into

an immense warehouse of most valuable goods.
—

His eye is pleased with a great variety of articles,

and liis judgment convinced they would, in due

season, answer his customers—but he cannot pur-

chase all; and, flurried by the quantities before him,

perhaps, selects somethings, that, for the present,

he had better leave untouched, though ultimately

and unquestionably gocd. As time tempers hisjudg-
ment and experience, the great teacher, enlightens
his views, he enters the same warehouse without

palpitation, and deliberately lays off such articles as

are adapted to the "wants of his neighbors. We
hope thus to meet the wishes of our numerous

friends; and trust that, by a singly number, they will

not attempt to judge the merits of our work; as its

utility (if any it shall have) will not become so ma-

nifest before several are joined together.
Some have feared we may 'idabble too much in

politics"
—i. e. party politics; and others have ap-

prehended "the work will not stand." It is in our

power to remove the first cause of apprehension
—

but the latter depends on the public as well as our-

selves. The first shall be removed, as the Regis-

ter proceeds—it is not intended for electioneering

purposes, of course, party politics will be avoided;

yet, by the insertion of original and selected essays,

on both sides of great national questions, we shall

feel it our duty to preserve a history of the feelings

of the times on men and things. If we have dis-

covered the rock on which our predecessors have

shipwrecked, the second cause of apprehension may,

perhaps, be removed. We attribute the general
failure of periodical publications to too great a

dependence on voluntary contributions from per-
sons without an interest in the work, whose spirit

flags when novelty ceases to charm. Though we
intend to pay the most grateful attention to com-
munications of this kind, and hereby respectfully
solicit them, still we have made no calculation up-
on them, except so far as they relate to the arts and
sciences—to manufactures—and to agriculture, in

which, from the public patriotism, we hope for con-

siderable aid. We may sometimes do our work

roughly, but for our own sakes (that is, the editor

and those associated with him) will attend to itdili-

genth ; and by close application strive to render it

useful.

This number is to be regarded as a fair sample of

the paper and manner in which the work will be

uniformly printed. Further to manifest our views

and intentions, the patrons of the Register are in-

formed, that the editor proposes, among his selec-

tions, to insert the official reports of Alexander

Hamilton and Albert Gallatin, Esquires, on the ma-

nufactures of the United States; also the report of

the latter on Roads and Canals; likewise to pub-
lish Mr. Jefferson's celebr .ted report on weights
and measures. When the present secretaries of

State and of the Treasury shall lay their respective

reports before Congress, on the population, manu-

factures, &c. of the United State-, they shall be

given to our readers as a single number, however
voluminous they may be—and to the report of the

former shall be prefixed the state of population as

ascertained by the census of 1790 and 1800, and

such other facts as can be collected relating to the

same subject, at more distant periods: so that, by
comparison, the rising importance of our country
mav be duly esteemed. Mr. John Quincy Adams'
letter to Harrison Gray Otis, Esq. as containing an

admirable history of the causes which produced the

embargo, and rendered necessary some other im-.

portant acts of the government, shall have place in

the Register. Mr.'Pickering's political essays shall

also he recorded in an extra number or numbers;

likewise, Mr. Robert Smith's address, with the

"Review" of it, published in the National Intelli-

gencer. These things are particularized msrefy to

shew our general design.

In the original prospectus we promised only*

twenty-six numbers to a volume;—it i s more than

probable they will exceed thirty; perhaps amount to

thirty-two. For this extra expense, if incurred,

we shall seek indemnification in the hope of pleas-

ing the public, and so increase our patronage, with

which we will try to keep pace.

As a proper close for this article we put on record

the prospectus for the Weekly Register, as first;

issued from the press:
A
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SOMETHING NEW.
'PROPOSALS for publishing' by subscription, in

the city of Baltimore, on a plan entirely new,
a periodical work to be entitled

tUt mtafeta*
This work shall be published every Saturday at

noon—printed on s sheet of fine super-royal paper,

with a nonpareil or brevier type, and contain 16

pages octavo, at five dollars pep antkmn, payable
at the expiration of six months from the commence-

ment of the publication, and annually thereafter.—
But subscribers, non-residents of the cities or

towns in which the editor shall have an agent, must

always pay in advance after the first six months

above stated. Twenty-six numbers, shall constitute

a volume, making two large volumes in a year.

It shall be delivered in the city and precincts of

Baltimore on the day of publication—and be care-

fully packed up and "sent to subscribers residing at

a distance by the first mail thereafter leaving this

post-office, whithersoever it may be
directed.^

On or before the publication of the first thirteen

numbers any subscriber shall be at liberty to wich-

ilraw his name, on payment of what may be clue

for the numbers received. fThis arrangement, it is

presumed, xrill induce a liberal public to give our at-

tempt a fair trial,J But after the publication of the

said thirteen numbers, all subscriptions will be

considered as for one year, unless expressly agreed

to the contrary; and as continued thereafter if not

otherwise ordered. On discontinuance arrearages

must always be paid.

(v-j- To give an idea of the quantity of matter the

1 roposedwork -will contain, it Mill be proper to observe,

that each number of the Weekly Registeb -will liave

about one fourth more reading than is compressed in

the largest of our newspapers, outside and inside.

Advertisements tuiU not be admitted.

GENERAL PROSPECTUS
The plan on which it is proposed to conduct this

Work is stated to lie ne-.i—the following sketch of it

js, therefore, respectfully,
submitted: Its contents

! iall be'divided into several leading heads—
tojvit:

.Tries nisTOBT. geograThy, isiogbAphy—notices

-
ji nTs and sciences and manufactures, in their

ipiost liberal and extended meaning—3iiscellany-4-

JTEWS.

1. Under the general head of tolitics shall be

inserted essays and discussions, original and se

lectcd, on all matters of a public nature deemed

interesting to the generality of the readers of the

Register. It shall be open to all parties, temper,

moderation and dignity being preserv d. Selections

will be made with justice and impartiality, so that

the "public reason" may fairly discern the merits

ofa casein controversy. In mis department will

be published aZZtbe interesting pubiic documents,

laws, "orders and decrees," of the United States.

and of the several states, as well as offoreign coun-

tries, retrospective
and present

—comprehensive ab-

stracts or full details of the constitutions and forms

population, extent, resources, imparts, exports; mtt»<

mifacfures agricultural productions, naval and ?ni

litary strength, revenues, coins, -weights and measure*,
&c. &c. of all countries—the whole of which shalL
as nearly as possible, contain all the chief things ne-

cessary to be known and remembered for forming a
just idea of the matters coming under this extensive
head, as well describing what they have been as
Wnat they are.

2. Under the head of histoiit shall be inserted
brief yet comprehensive accounts of "the revohi
tions of empires"—the state of society in "different

parts of the world, at different periods—notices of
memorable events, with details of the most remark-
able battles, sieges, treaties, conventions, &.c. em-
bracing a wide range of the useful and entertaining,
to be gleaned from works of established merit, or
extracted from official documents.

Jji.
Biography, past and cotemporarv, shall form

a rich department in the Weekly Register-
'

4. Geogkaput shall he particularly attended to.
The best authorities, relative to this" highly inter-

esting concern, shall be diligently consulted, and,
by abstract or extract, laid befqre'the readers oftlie

Register—so that a good understanding may be
had of the country treated of.

5. Notices of the atits, sciences and manufac-
tures, and communications on a micui/ruRAE pur-
suits, with essays, facts or hints for their improve-
ment or encouragement, shall be eagerly sought for,
and carefully attended to.

6. Under "the general head of kiscelt.ant shall be
inserted a variety qf articles; enlightened some-
times by the reflections of the pious and researches
ofthe scientific, and, at others, enlivened by the
flashes of the witty; always avoiding whatever may
provoke religious controversy, or "give a fear to in-

nocence."

7. A neat summary of the news of the preceding
week, and occasionally details of important cents,
abroad and at home, legislative, judicial, and execu-
tive—commercial, military and miscellaneous, shall
be inserted in every number—.so as to present a ge-
neral view of what is doing in the world,-

(

* It may well be observed that the preceding
outline is very extensive; but when the great quan-
tity of matter the work will contain is considered,
there v> ill appear room enough to attend to every
part oi' it as we progress with the publication.
Such is as nearly the plan on wnioh the Weekiy

Register will be conducted as at present can be
delineated. We think it promises something in-

teresting at the present moment, and as a hook of

iiEFERKJVOE, a fond or reading always at hand, a

work of much probable value. (T/Tt is presumed
every subscriber will carefully file his number:,
under an assurance they will always be worth the
first cost, containing much more useful matter than
ever teas published in any part of tlw -world for the

same money. With the last number of each volume
will be delivered a minute index and general title, free

of expense.

ADDRESS.
It has {qng appealed to tnc proposed editor that a

work bfthjs kind was much wanted; and the gene-

af government of all nations and states, so far as ral failure of the many periodical publications at-

Shcy are known—the most esteemed speeches in tempted to be established in the Uni'ed States lui

congress, r.nd in our state legislatures, pro not been sufficient to shake his belief in its final

and con, and, occasionally, the speeches of foreign success. The political department is particularly

orators and statesmen—extracts from political

works of reputation, foreign and'domestic—and a
designed to promote a present interest to the reader,
and ihe whole calculated to form a record of useful

ff' eat variety of eminently useful tables, copied or things riot to be obtained in any other publication;

compiled from the best authorities, relative to the nor, iw'indeed, to be obtained at all, except h/ the
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.-, ,t laborious research and patient investigation

for facts, as they lie scattered through thousands of

rolumes.
_

.

The newspapers of the day, devoted to party and

partisans, seldom dare to ?tell the truth, the whole

truth, and nothing but the truth.''' Every city, town

and villiage has its little-great men, whose interests

and views must he subserved, and the dignity ofthe

press is prostrated to the will of aspiring individu-

als. There are some honorable exceptions to Ibis

general remark, which has not been made without a

due investigation of its import. I allude to publish-
ers on both sides of the question

—
republicans and

federalists. The editor does not intend to interfere

in the petty disputes between the inns and outs; for,

as he hopes the Register will receive a general sup-

port, he will endeavor to make it generally interest-

ing, having in view as an assistant, a gentleman of

the first rate literary acquirements. Its politics shall

be American—not passive, not lukewarm, but active

and vigilant
—not to support individuals, but to sub-

serve the interests of the people, so far as he shall be

able to discern in what their interest lies. There
are good and bad men in both the great political

parties which sever the people of the United States:

there are republicans who are not federalists, and

federalists v. ho are not republic -ns--there is a dif-

ference between name:: and deeds.

The intended publisher is, in the common lan-

guage of the day, a "democratic republican"
—and,

as a duty he owes his own creed will enforce it as

well as he can; at the same time granting to others

all the privileges he assumes to himself, that truth

mat/ be discerned.

To prcparefor the work a heavy expense must be

incurred; it will not be commenced unless there is

every prospect of a strong support. The drudgery
will be prodigious, and the disbursements consider-

able.

QCj^As there are many reasons very important (to
die Editor) why the probable success of this under-

taking shoud be ascertained, he solicits his friends,

generally, and others desirous of encouraging' it, to

tend in their names as speedily as possible. It is expect-
ed he will be enabled to commence it on or before

the first ofSept ember.
H. NILE3,

Late Editor of the Baltimore Evening IJost
feakimore, June 24, 1811.feS

Domestic Manil factiires.

. , (introductory.)
In the prospectus for this work it is declared that

'•"notices of the arts, sciences and manufactures, and
"communications on agricultural pursuits, with es-

"says, facts and hints for their improvement and en-

"couragement, shall be eagerly sought for and care-

fully attended to."

The present is a period naturally leading to the
establishment of manufactories. Deprived of our
accustomed commerce by the arbitrary and illegal

proceedings of the belligerent nations of Europe—
obstructed, by military power, from an exercise of
our right to cany the productions ofour own soil to

the proper markets for them; and so denied the ability
to pay for those fabrications it has hitherto (per-
haps) been our interest to receive from abroad—it

is imperiously demanded of the American people
that they should look to themselves, and in them-
selves, and from the inestimably valuable raw ma-
terials of their country's growth, make for them-
elvcs, those articles of necessity, convenience ozfcdimtru

even of luxury which it once suited them to obtain
from the workshops ofthe old world—to draw them-
selves offfrom such nations as would (if they could)
compel us to purchase their manufactures, though
draining us of the last cent to pay for them, in for-

bidding an ingress ofour commodities to such ports
and places as might enable us to preserve a well-ba-

lanced account iii our trade with the world—without
Which national as well individual poverty must ine-

vitably ensue.

Under Such circumstances it is not surprising
that many enlightened and patriotic citizens have

expressed their decided approbation ofour proposi-
tion to allot a department of the Weekly H ;oisteb
to the purposes mentioned above; under a hope that
the facts therein to be collected may become useful
to our common country now advancing with giant
strides to real independence by a proper application
of the public labor to the public wants'.

Without attempting to derogate from the
1

high
reputation foreign commerce enjoys, it may safely
be said, that the internal trade of any country (even
of Englaad herself) is incalculably more valuable.
In the United States the home trade is daily ap-
proaching its natural importance; but, though our
domestic manufactures for the year 1810 were esti-

mated at one hundred and fifty three millions of
dollars, and it is probable ihe result of the present
year will advance the mighty aggregate fifty mil-
lions more, there yet remains a great deal to be done
before we can expect to meet the current demand
of our citizens.

The editor is pleased to assure his readers that lie

has reason to expect some highly valuable communi-
cations on these interesting subjects

—and as every
man owes something to the society that affords hirn

life, liberty and the unmolested pursuit of his happi-
ness, he would respectfully suggest to all persons
whose bent ofmind or common avocation ltads them to
ascertain or apply the resources ofour country to the
wants of its population, the propriety of putting on
record the results of their individual experience for
the benefit of others and their own improvement; and
to entreat the Weekly Register may become the

repository for such facts as they may deem proper to

give to the world. TmJs a public and a private
good may be effected—the first in learning' useful

things
—the other in communicating them—for, as

the celebrated Dr. Priestly observed, there is no way
of becoming so easily acquainted with any given
subject as to write, or attempt to write, a book or

essay upon it. The justice of this remark will
strike every man on a moment's reflection.

The prejudice which existed against manufac-
tures have been dispelled or are dispelling by the in-

fluence of experience, the sure crlteri n of all

things. It has been discovered (and a mo t impor-
tant discovery it is) that we can fabricaste many,
very many articles, aS cheap as they can be import-
ed from Europe, leaving tti the manufacturer and ca-

pitalist atnple indemnities for their labor and risk,
and giving to the public a better commodity from
the immediate responsibility of the persons engaged
in casting it into the market.
The editor lias not the vanity to believe t hat any

thing- he may say, of himself, can do muc to im-

prove the knowledge of his fellow-citizens in the

"arts, sciences, and manufactures, or in agri
c ultural

pursuits," but ne hopes he may give some enc0 in-a-,

ment to them by holding up examples of th e P'ogre v.

made therein by others, and in collecting facts rela-

tive to them—in which attempt he expects to ;-

ceive the aid or good wishes of all who love .
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Of the Invasion of Spain by Bonaparte.

ABRIDGED FROM Til:. 7'OST AUTHENTIC SOURCES.

CHAPTER I.

Contpiracy of the Escttrial. Views of the prince's

party. Sjcret treaty of Fentapibleai betw&ei

France and Sfainfor thepartition ofForiugt' > 'h

French treacherously seize upon the frontier for
tresses. JLlwrm of the Spanish covrt. Tiimulcs at

Aranjuez. Abdication ofCarles IV. in favor of his

son Ferdinando Carlos.

On .he 30th October 1307, a proclamation was is-

sued from the Escurial, in which the king- of Spain

accused.his.6pp, the prince of Asturias, of conspir-

ing- ,o dethrone him. A few da; s after this a second

proclamation appeared in which two letters fromthe

prince were contained. The first is addressed to

the kir.g, and the other confesses that he has failed

in duty to his king and obedience to his father. In

the second he prays the queen to pardon the fault

he had committed and implores her mediation in his

behalf. It was in this manner that "the voice of

nature unnerved the hand of vengeance," (1.) The

prince declared the authors of this horrible plot,

and laid open every thing- in legal form, consistent

with the proofs which the law requires in such ca-

ses. The judges, therefore; were commanded to

continue the process, and submit their judgment
to the king, whSjh was to be according to the mag-
nitude of°the offence, and the quality of the of-

fender.

This mysterious affair has never been clearly elu-

cidated The Spaniards imputed it to the machi-

nations ofdon Manuel Godoy, prince de la Paz, or

of the Peace, an upstart, who, from being, in the

most infamous sense of the word the favorite of the

qtteen, had attained the highest power in the sta*e.

This man was completely subservient to France,

and it was supposed in this country, that, whether

any such conspiracy as was ailed ged had existed or

noi„ the real plot was devised by Bonaparte for the

sake of exciting divisions in the royal family. This

opinion is supported by don Pedro Cevailos, in his

exposition of Bonaparte's conduct in the usurpation

of Spain, a document against the validity of uliich

all objections that have been raised are futile and

fallacious. (2)
The Spaniards are, perhaps, the only people who

have undergone no national depredation
when their

Country was degraded. A series of imbecile sove-

reigns had reduced R from the most powerful king-

dom in the world, to a secondary state, whose go-

vernment for nearly the last century, had been inglo-

rious ; broad and oppressive at home. But while

Spain was regarded with pity or contempt, a differ-

ent feeling prevailed concerning the Spaniards; they

were universally Acknowledged to be an honorable

people. It was not so generally known that the)

felt and groaned for the degradation of their coun-

try. When the French revolution broke out, the

voting and the ardent-minded there, as in the rest

of Europe, eagerly adopted principles which pro-

(l ) Proclamation, 5th Nov. 1807, American Re-

gistei. tol 5. p. 3i 8.

(2.) Narrath e of the practices and machinations

which led <o the usurpation of the crown of Spain

and the means adopted by the emperor of the

mised a new and happier order of things, though!
the partisans or those principles were comparivively
less numerous than in any other country, in conse-

quence, partly, of the state of the press, but still

more of the feeling and devotion with which the

Spaniards are attached to their religion and all its

forms. There were, however, many, and those of
the best oi the Spaniards, who hoped to obtain that

reformation in their governmer. , by the assist;u:ce

oi France, which, without such . ;s;:;tance, they knew
i would not only be hopeless, but fatal to attempt.
That attachment which they had formed for the
French republic, too many transformed to the
French empire. Monstrous as this inconsistency
may appear, the transition is easily explained; for

having from their principles, at first acquired the

feelings of a party, they deluded themselves by sup-
posing that in serving their party, they served their

principles, till at last they had no other principle
than the party interest itself. Thus it is that Mas-
saredo and Urquijo, beginning hi feelings of true

patriotism/have ended in rendering themselves infa-

mous to all posterity, as traitors to their country.
Another ch.ss of Spaniards have been hostile to

the French revolution till its character was changed
by Bonaparte. They saw nothing to fear in the

principles ofhis government; and the acts of person-
al aurccity which he committed did not sufficiently
alarm them. The unhappy circumstance with
which the war withEnglandliad commenced, irrita-

ted them against this country, and that sentiment of

indignation natuivlh inclined them towards France.

They seem to have conceived that the best means
of obtaining reform would be by contracting a closet*

alliance with the French emperor, and therefore to
have projected, or listened to, the plan of a marriage
between their prince Ferdinand and a princess of
the impel ial family. These views would have been
reasonable if any ties could have restrinedthe mer-
ciless ambition of this blood-hunter. For though it

might be his policy then to keep Spain in a state of
weakness and consequent dependence, yet when his

own blood acquired an interest in the prosperity of
that kingdom, it might fairly be expected that these

salutary changes, which were essential to its wel-

fare, would be promoted by him, and peaceably ef-

fected under his auspices. According* to Cev.llos,
the plan wafc suggested to the prince by the French
ambassador at Madrid, instructed by his master,

though not perhaps acquainted with his elesig*ns; the

ambassador, he says, persuaded him to write to Bo-

naparte proposing such an alliance. To this he was

induced, by his anxiety to avoid a marriage with a

lady who ltad been selected for him by the prince
of peace, and who, "on that account alone," says
Cevailos "was an object of aversion." A few days
after this etter was written, occurred the imprison-
ment of his person and the decree which was issu-

ed on the subject in the name of the king. There
are strong reasons to believe, according to the

"Exposition," that the unknown hand, by which
the feigned conspiracy was frustrated, was some
French agent employed to forward the plan which

Napoleon had formed. The Spaniards considered

the whole as a calumny fabricated by Godoy, to re-

move the only obstacle which impeded his views;

and he soon found it necessary to set the prince at

liberty, and to drop those proceedings which had
been instituted by his party. Cevailos states

that the letters iiom the prince which we have

French to carry it into execution. By don Pedro
[before cited, were written by Godoy, who com-

Cevallos, first "secretary of state raid dispatches to
j
pelled the prince to sign them while he was in

hi? Catholic majesty Ferdinand VII. See American confinement. According to this writer, these

Register, vol 4. State Papers, p. 3 I schemes wer« devised by the emperor, in order to
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furnish himself with a plausible pretext for the

invasion of the peninsula. But an intrigue of this

kind, with its silly plot and counterplot, was nei-

ther necessary for' Bonaparte's views, nor consistent

with his character, lie had long- been preparing

the way for the invasion of Spain. The first step

towards the accomplishment of this design was to

remove its best troops, and accordingly, in confor-

mity to the treaty, 16,000 men, the flower of the

Spanish army, were marched into the north of

Germany under the marquis de Romans. The
next business was to introduce the French troops

into Spain, and for this the occupation of Portugal

furnished a pretext. Could any reliance have been

placed either upon the understanding or the honor

of the Spanish king, upon royal faith, and the

closest ties of alliance, the Portuguese would have

reasoned justly in supposing that if at any time,

an attack upon them should be meditated, the

court of Madrid would use its utmost influence to

avert the danger. But Charles IV. was one of the

weakestOfmen, and Godoy, his favorite, had obtain-

ed the admirtistr; tien for his vices, not for his

talents, which were of the lowest order. The
interest of this wretch, who exercised the most
unbounded influence over a mind verging upon
dotage and enslaved by ridiculous passions and

slavish pursuits, it might be supposed, had been
secured by the title ofnobility and a pension from
the crown of Portugal, Which were conferred upon
him by an Alvara in 1797. But it was in the power
of Bonaparte to offer a higher price for his. rapa-
cious villainy, and he united in the plan for the

destruction of this kingdom. At the very time
when the transactions in the Escurial took place, a

secret treaty for the partition of Portugal by the

joint forces of France .aid Spain was signed at

Fontainbleu, (27th October, 1807,) which was first

published to the world by Cevallos.(S) To gratifi
the cupidity of the prince of Peace, a portion of that

kingdom equal to about one half, lying on the

south, and at present divided into the provinces, of

Algarve and Alentcho, was to be assigned to him-
m absolute sovereignty, with the title of prince of
the Algai va-j.(4) This gift was to be in the form of
a feudal donation or investiture from Spam to don
Manuel Godoy and his heirs; but, on failure of

heirs, it was not to revert to the Spanish crown,
but to be again immediately granted to some other
on like conditions. For the other particulars of
this extraordinary treaty, in which the contracting
powers do not appear to have thought it necessary
even to invent a pretext for the justification of so

Jittrocious a design, as well as the secret convention
in Which the means for reducing the country are

settled, we refer to the documents cited.

At the time when this treaty and the annexed
convention were concluded, Cevallos held the office
of the first secretary of state. But these negocia-
tions were carried on by don Eugenio Izquierdo,
whose instructions, correspondence, and even his

appointment as plenipotentiary, were never made
known to Cevaltas, nor to that department of the

ministry of which lie was the head. The whole
transaction was of so suspicious a character, that

Bonaparte feared to trust it to the judgment of any
persons except, those of whose imbecility he was
assured. Godoy was deceived by the bait which

(3) See foreign state papers 4 Am. Reg. 27, 28.

C-l) The province of A'.garba or Algarva was di-
vided into two kingdoms in the Moorish or Arabian
times and called the kingdom of the Algarvas.

was held out to him; and the perfidy of Charles
\ V. towards Ins ally and son-in-law, the prince of
Brazil, is to be accounted for by his fatuity. In

conformity to this treaty, a French army under Ju-
no l entered Portugal, and was joined by the sti-

pulated Spanish force. After many ineffectual

attempts by concessions and negociations to avert
the storm that so suddenly burst upon him, the

prince resolved to abandon his dominions. He
accordingly embarked with all his family and many
of his faithful friends; and with the whole Portu-

guese fleet, and the Brazilian ships, sailed for Bra-
zil, to establish Ins court m that great empire,
which Philip XI. had offered to one of his ancestors,
in independent sovereignty, if he would renounce
his right to the crown of Portugal.
One provision of the secret treaty having been

thus fulfilled, Godoy was anxiously expecting to be
put into possession of his new kingdom of the
Algarvas. He relied upon the good offices of Mu-
rat, the grand duke of Berg, with whom he com-
municated through his agent and confidant Izqui-
erdo, and, if a few millions should be necessary to
expedite his wishes, the treasures which he had
amassed during- liis infamous administration, enabled
him to spare these at command. Murat, however,
informed him, that the business was now become
very delicate, owing to the extraordinary attachment
which the Spaniards had manifested towards the
prince of Asturias, the consideration due to a
princess of the imperial family, and the part taken
by her relation, the ambassador Beauhomois. The
favorite began to anticipate his fall; he employed
every means to ingratiate himself with Murat;
and, fancying that Bonaparte was favorable to the
project of the marriage, made the king write to
him, and requested his consent to it. But Bona-
parte chose at this time to keep all parties in

suspense, that they might be confused by their
own fears—he assumed an air of displeasure towards
Izquierdo, and kept mm at a distance in order to
cut ofl the direct mode of communication; and he
set off for Italy, giving to his journey an affected
importance which, excited the "expectations of all

Europe. There, carrying into execution those
parts of the secret treaty which were to his own
advantage, he expelled from Tuscany, the queen
regent and her children, and seized all the public
funds ofa court that was ignorant of the very exis-
tence of the treaty, in virtue of which they were
called upon to surrender, not only what he had giv-
en them, but those dominions which they had pos-
sessed before he and his family were banished from
Corsica.

From Italy he answered the king's letters—as-
sured him that he had nevtr received any commu-
nication from the prince of Asturias, nor had the
slightest information of the circumstances respect-
ing him which those letters imparted; neverthe-
less, he said, he consented to the proposed inter-
marriage. In a letter afterwards written to Ferdi-
nand himself; he achnoidedged the receipt of that
letter which he now denied. Holding out these
hopes to the prince, and yet, at the same time, by
his long silenee, and his reserve towards Izquierdto,
keeping him, his father, and the favorite, equally in
suspense and alarm, he was, meantime, marching
his armies into Spain. That they should enter it,
had been stipulated by the secret treaty at Fon-
tainbleu, and the court was not in a situation to
insist upon the condition that the two contending
powers were to come to a previous agreement upon
that point. Besides, each of the conspicuous per-
sonages of the court had been engaged in private*
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negociations with him, each had probably been

amused with specious promises, and all dreaded a

rupture which he might produce an ecclaircisment.

It is melancholy to pause and reflect upon the

steps of this most profligate usurpation; to note the

shameful alternations of flattering
1

promises, and

ambiguous menaces; of barefaced and unblushing
falsehood, and open ferocious violence, by which
this bold, cunning, and unrelenting conqueror ac-

complished the first part ofhis ambitious project.—
Like the lion hunters ofold, he draws his victims

on in the course which he had prepared for them,

by cajoling and by invitation, by 60othing their ap-

petites and exciting their spirit; till at last, by
trick and open violence, the royal beasts were dri-

ven into his toils, and placed completely at the dis-

posal of their stern and artful pursuer.

It was essential to his views that he should make
himself master of the principal fortresses; and his

generals were instructed to obtain possession of

them in whatever manner they could. The wretch-

ed court, fearing they knew r.dt what, Were now

punished by their own offences. The treaty into

which tltey had entered for the destruction of Por-

tugal was now turned against themselves They
had neither sense nor courage to take those mea-

sures for their own security which the people would

so eagerly have seconded! en the contrary they

gave the most positive orders that the French should

be received every where, and treated even more
honorable than the Spanish troops. In consequence
of their detestable spirit of tarnen ess or voluntary

blindness, the gates of Pamplona, St. Sebastian,

Piguiv.is, and Barcelona were thrown open to them.

The next object of these treacherous guests was
to get possession of their citadels. On the 16th of

February, the citadel of Pamplona was seized by a

party of French soldiers, who had gone thitherto

receive their rations as usual. When they had
made themselves masters of the bridges and secured
ihe powder magazines, Darmagnac, who had been
selected as the agent of this infamous baseness, had
the impudence to address a letter to the magistrates,

informing them that as he understood he was to

remain some time in Pamplona, he felt himself

obliged to ensure its safety in a military manner—
and he besought them to consider his garrisoning
the citadel as "only a trifling change, incapable of

disturbing the harmony which ought to subsist

between two faithful allies." Barcelona was sur-

prised on the same day, by a stratagem equally

disgraceful. About 10,000 French troops arrived

in the neighborhood of that
city

on die 13th Feb.

and requested permission to halt there and refresh

themselves for a few days, on their way to Valencia.

The gates were opened and they were received by
the people as friends and allies. On the 16th, ihe

generate was beat; they assembled on the parade as

if to proceed upon their march; their hosts and

acquaintances came to bid them farewell, and the
idlers of the place gathered round to see them
depart. On a sudden they filed off in two divisions,
one to the citadel, the other to Monjui, a fort upon
the hill which commands the town. Here there
was a garrison capable of resisting them; but, the
commander had not resolution enough to act up to

his duty. The French general insisted that his

orders were preremptory and must be executed. To
have resisted would have brought on an immediate
attack; and, though the commander could have

The government of Spain had not virtue Cuc/ug'u
to know the strength it possessed in such a people
as the Spaniards; feeling nothing but its own im-
becility, it had not courage to prevent these aggres-
sions, and consequently dared not resent them; and,
as the French seized these places in the name of
their emperor as an ally, this wretched court con-
sented to the occupation of them on the same plea.
It will be found—to digress from our narrative and
in the language of the ablest writers of the present
day, it will be found that the resistance to France
has been entirely begun and carried on by the peo-
ple of Spain. Their kings betrayed them—fled, and
rushed, with the whole of their base courtiers, into
the arms of the enemy. Their nobles followed—
and it is painful to reflect, that some ofthe most dis-

tinguished of this body, after attending Ferdinand
to Bayonne, returned in the train of Joseph, and,
only quitted his service when the universal insur-
rection of the common people drove him from his

usurped throne. The people, then, and, of the

people, the middle, and above all, the lower orders,'
have alone the merit of raising this glorious opposi-
tion to a common enemy of national independence.
Those who had so little of what is commonly term-
ed interest in the country, those who had no stake in
the community (to speak the technical language of
the aristocracy,) the persons of wo consideration in
the state, they who could not pledge their fortunes,
having only lives and liberties to lose, the bulk, the
mass of the people, nay, the very odious many-head-
ed beasts, the multitude, the mob itself, alone, un-

called, unaided by the higher classes, in despite of
these higher classes, and in direct opposition to

them, as well as to the enemy whom they so vilely
joined; raised up the standard of insurrection,
bore it through massacre and through victory, un-
til it chased the usurper away, and waved over his
deserted courts Happen what will in the sequel,
here is a grand and permanent success, a lesson to
all governments, a warning to all oligarchias, a

cheering example to every people. Not a name of

any note in Spain was to be seen in the records of
the patriotic proceedings, until the cause began to

flourish; and then the higher orders came round for

their share in the success.

Symptoms of this popular feeling, so generous,
so noble, and so utterly unlike the spirit of the pol-
troons and traitors to whom the concerns of the

country had been entrusted, first appeared in Barce-

lona; and the count of Espeleta, captain-general of

Catalonia, found it necessary to issue a proclama-
tion, (Feb. 29) calling upon all fathers of families,
and heads of houses, to preserve tranquility, and
thus co-operate with the intention of tlieir riders,
and declaring that the late transactions did in no

way obstruct or alter the system of government,
neither did they disturb public nor private order.—
His proclamation was posted in all parts of the city.

Uuhesme, however, soon gave the inhabitants new
cause for alarm, by calling upon the captain-general
to fill the magazines, and establish depots lor the

subsistence of his troops.

The count of Espeleta returned for his answer to

this requisition (March 18) that the French general

might consider the whole city as his magazine—
that as he had no enemy to dread, and was quar-
tered there as an ally, tiic measures which he pro-

posed to take could only create suspicion and dis-

trust, and that if he persisted in an intention si>

pointed and offensive, it would neither be in the

defended Monjui, he dared not venture upon an act power of the general or himself to remedy the con-

which would have involved bis country in a war 'sequences of the sensation which such a measure
with France.

|jnj<jbt & he among the inhabitant?
"
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In seems at this time to have been Bonaparte's in-

tention that the royal family should fly to their

American empire. He might then take possession

of the kingdom as left to him by their abdication;

and there was no means of ultimately securing

Spanish America also, so likely as by 'letting- tiiis

family retire thither—both countries would needs

be desirous that the intercourse between them

should continue; nor were there any Spaniards who
would with less relucUnce submit to hold it in

dependence upon him.

iriven so many proofs

than those persons who had
of abject submission to Jus

wiM. For the purpose of increasing- the fears of

Charles and his ministers, he wrote an angry letter

complaining in the severest terms of reproach, that

no further measures had been taken for negocia

ting the proposed marriage. The king replied, that

he was willing that it should take place immedi-

ately. He probably considered Bonaparte to be sin-

cere in his intentions of forming this alliance, and

never having been fit for business, and now, perhaps
for the first time really feeling its cares, a natural

wish for repose began to be felt, and a thought of

abdication passed his mind. "AJaria Louisa,^' said

he to the queen, in the presence of Ccvallos.—by
whom the curious fact is stated, and all the other

ministers of state, "we will retire to one of the pro-

vinces, where we will pass our days in tranquility,

and Ferdinand, who is a young man, will take up-
on himselfthe burthen ofthe government."(5) Whe-
ther this abdication was produced by the intrigues
of his son, the threats of his faithful ally, or a con-

sciousness of his own imbecility, still remains a mys-

tery and probably will never be explained in a sa-

tisfactory manner. We are induced to believe that

it was a voluntary act. Jt arose from a thought which

the example of his predecessors would readily sug-

gest to a king of Spain. But it was not this which

Bonaparte desired. He perceived his victim was

not yet sufficiently terrified, and therefore Izquier-

do, who had been kept at Paris, in a state of per-

petual suspense and agitation, was commanded to

return to Spain. No written propositions were sent

With him; neither was he to receive any; and he

was ordered not to remain longer than three days.
Under these circumstances he arrived at Aranjeuz,
r.nd was immediately conducted by Godoy to the

king and queen. What passed in their conference

lias never transpired; but soon after his departure
from Madrid, Charles began to manifest a disposi-
tion to abandon Spain, and emigrate to Alexica. If

he were capable of feeling any compunctious visita-

tions, how must he have felt at reflecting that he
had assisted in driving his kinsman and son-in-law

to a similar emigration; that he was now become
the victim of his own misconduct; and envying the

security which that injured prince had obtained, was
himself preparing, in fear and in peril, to follow his

example.
Preparations for such a removal could not so

easily be made at Madrid and Aranjeuz as at Lisbon

There was also a wide difference between the cii"

cumslances of Spain and Portugal, making that a

base action in the sovereign of the former kingdom,
which for the last half century, would have been
the wisest measure that the house of Braganza
could have adopted. The Spaniards were confident

in the si/.e and strength of their country, and in

the prince of Asturias and his party they had leaders

to whom they were enthusiastically attached. Great

agitation prevailed in the metropolis, the French
were rapidly advancing there, the intentions of the

royal family were soon suspected, and probably
the prince's friends in the ministry, to whom
those intentions were necessarily entrusted, spread
the alarm abroad. It is said that the Council of
Castile was assembled, and that, after a delibera-

tion of six hours, the answer of that house to the

king was, that he ought not to leave the country,
and that they would not allow him to do so., it'

such an answer was returned, it must have been
under the fear of popular opinion. Ai\anjeuz was
as much disturbed as Madrid. A decree was post-
ed up, (March 16) in which the king endeavored
to remove the. suspicions of the people. "The ar-

my of bis dear ally the Emperor of the French," he
said, "were traversing his kingdom in peace and

friendship, their object being to march to these

points which were threatened by the enemy," Kc.

This did not satisfy the public- -the people flock-

(5) We have no more doubt, that the resignation
of Charles was produced by the threats and cabals
of Ferdinand, than we have, that the resignation ol

the latter was extorted by the violence and meiia
ces of Bonaparte. There is something not only in

credible, but ludicrous, in the story which Don" Fe
dro tells of the free and affectionate resignation of
this unfortunate monarch, whom be represents 111

some sentimental old gentleman in a German come-
dy, takmg his elderly consort by the hand, and ad-

dressing her in these touching words: "Maria Lou-
isa," &c. Ed in. Re- Oct. 1808,

ed to Aranjeuz; they found the baggage of the
court packing up for removal. It was beyond a
doubt that their government was on the point of

abandoning them, and seeing no better way of

caving themselves, they determined to stop them
by force, and to take vengeance upon Godoy, to

whom they imputed all their calamities. They
gathered round the house and endeavored to force
their way in. His own soldiers were faithful to him
and some ofthe life guards fell in this attempt. His
brother Don Diego Godoy, came with his regiment
of guards to his assistance, and ordered them to

fire upon the people; but they refused to obey and
suffered him to be disarmed and and bound hand and
foot. The tumult encreased; it was reported that
the royal family were about to fly; they were in

bed at the time; but when the house of Godoy was

forced, it was found that he had escaped, and a party
of life guards pursued and overtook him at Ocaua.
The princess de la Paz and her daughter were with
him; and it is not improbable that their presence
preserved him from that vengeance which he had.

so righteously deserved. They were conducted
back and delivered by the populace to the prince o

xVsturias.(6)
Tiiis took pi ice during the night ofthe ITth. On

the following morning the king issued a decree,

saying, that as he intended to command the army
and navy in person, he released Godoy from his

employs of g-eneralissimo and admiral, and gave him
leave to withdraw whither he pleased. The people
were not to be appeased by a measure, the obvious
intentions of which was to screen the favorite from

punishment, and give him an opportunity of effect-

ing his escape. Their agitation still continued—
and Charles, the next day, (March 19) by a public
decree, abdicated the throne. "The complaints,"
he said, "under which he had long labored would
not permit him longer to support the heavy burthen
of government; and as it was necessary for the re-

covery of his health, to enjoy the tranquility of a

private life in a more temperate c'.imate, he had de

(6) "Official accounts," &c.

pap. 369.
Am. Beg. atai
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termined after the most 6erious deliberation to abdi-

cate the crown in favor of his very dear son." He
therefore, by this decree of "free and voluntary ab-

dication," made known his royal will, "that the

prince of Asturias should be acknowledged and

obeyed as king and national lord of all his king-
doms and 'sovereignties.'(")

Politics.

As many persons expect something on politics,

(as the word is generally understood,) in the first

number of the Register, supposing it may afford

a data whereon to form an opinion of the ground I

intend to take; and, feeling
- an earnes t desire that a

single subscriber shall not be disappointed, though
unprepared to discuss a particular subject, I will

offer a few general remarks, hoping they may meet
the wishes of my friends and patrons; premising,
in order that I may not be saddled with the sins of

others, (assured I shall have enough of my own to

bear) that I intend to make it a rule to annex my
own proper signature, or at least the initials of mv
name, to every article of this description I ma}'
write and publish. The procedure may be thou idi ;

too pompous b)
r

some, and condemned as dictatorial

by others,—but I have my reasons for it, and feel

very confident that what / have to say will not be
one jot or tittle the better for being signed Cin-

cinnatus, or Tluiles, cr Washington, or Franklin. It

is the fashion, to be sure, to attach great names to

little pieces. I would reverse the practice, if J

could. The ass was chiefly despised fqr pretending
to be a lion. >

The letter and spirit of the prospectus, shall, as

far as my better judgment candirect me, be strictly

adhered to—nay, so 'far will I carry its spirit, that

jf I myself shall advance opinions not generally held
as truly American, I will not only jnserta replication
thereto, but search for and select the best written
articles I can find on the subject, in opposition—
Let it not be inferred from this that I suppose my-
self capable of withstanding all and any opposition
tiiat mav possibly arise. J only mean that the mat-
ter may be fairly argued, devoid of personalities and
indiscriminate censures. If a literary colossus as-

sails me, I will seek a match for him—If tie proves
me incorrect, my position shall be abandoned.—
This is what /call a "broad, liberal, and indepen-
dent basis;'' and, however strange the prospect ma*

appear, I believe it practicable, seeing I have no

particular object, as to tins man or that man, to

accomplish. But essays, likely to produce such
contention will rarely, it" ever, be written and pub-
lished by mc. 1 desire to print a work useful to all,

rather than promotive of the interests of a part.
As to our relations at hoine——Every feeling of

my heart is enlisted to preserve the liberties of my
country, as laid down in the declaration of indepen-
dence, and secured by the constitution. I vene-
rate the good man who drafted that memorable
instrument, and know not how sufficiently to ad-
mire his great compatriots in the work of revolu-
tion. I believe that declaration,cannot be too oft en
read and studied; as well to put us in mind of what
we were, and make us sensible of what we are, as

teach us to appreciate the blessing s of freedom, and

rights ofself-government. And 1 cannot consider that
man a friend to this country who pronounces it a

"wished thing
" or would, in any manner, prevent

a frequent reference to it. For the fathers of the
• in.

i
i ,

(7) "Official accounts," &c. 3 Am. Keg. State

pap. 3G9.

land who framed the constitution 1 have the utmost

respect; and will manifest it, in supporting, to the
utmost of my power, the great principles they esta-

blished to preserve the integrity of the republic, and
administer to the felicities of its numerous and in-

creasing people. If I can do no more, I will do this—I will obey the dictate of Washington, and

"frown indignant'y on thefrsi dawning ofan attempt
"to allienate any portion of this country from the rest,

"or enfeeble the sacred lies which now link its various

''parts," and account that man as half a traitor or

two-thirds a fool, who would create "Geographical
discriminations" in the body politic. Some persons

pretend to fear this government cannot stand. / be-

lieve those who express such a fear do not wish it to

stand. There is a certain rankling aristocracy too

generally prevalent in the human breast, that

prompts us to think ourselves superior to our fel-

lows. From the time that government began there
has existed two parties in every country, and they
will exist till man receives a new heart; though in

some places, the public reason may controul them
more than in others. Those parties contaia, 1st,

The men who labor—no matter at what business or

profession—2nd, those who do not, or desire to live

on the labor of others. The first is struggling for

a relief of their burthens and cares—the second is as

anxious to keep themselves as they are, or exalt

their condition; and hence perpetual war. Let us

examine the matter and ourselves, carefully, and see

if it is not so—and when we find a man "despairing of
the republic," or, by vile insinuation, attempting to

undermine the faith the people put in it, probe him
to the quick; he will be found seeking for something—some post ofhonor, profit or emolument, or degree
of consideration among the people, he does not then

possess. He belongs to the aristocratic party,

though lie may call himselfby what name he pleases.
"I believe this is the strongest government on earth.

"I believe it is the only one where every man .t tiie

"call of the law, would fly to the standard of the law,
"arid would meet invasions of the public order as

'nis own personal concern. Sometimes it is said

"that man cannot be trusted with the government
"of himself. Can he then be trusted with the go -

••vernment of others? or have we found angels in trie

"form of kings to govern him?—Let lustory answer
"the question.*"

It is true, that our great men, like the planets,
have their satellites revo ving- round them—moving
as they move, and adopting all the r opinions

—and

thus, perhaps, some really honest well-meaning men

may believe a republican system of government in-

compatible with the power necessary to its own pre-
servation. I pity the weakness of such men; their

posterity will not think so. Our fathers were ac-

customed to speak of kings and lords as angels:—
some of tlic old leaven remains, but most Americans
believe them to be among the weakest, most aban-

doned and vilest of mankind, and so ihey are. The

"great commoner," William Pitt, who "sunk into in-

srgnific nice and an eaiidom ("| used lo call the Bri-

tish house of lords, "a hospital of incurables!" and I

have heard the venerable author of the Pennsylvania
Farmer's Letters say, he did not believe there ever

were congregated, in a legislative capacity, so vile,

so wretched and ignorant a body of men as this self-

same house of lords. K we travel to France we find

nothing better—what may not be said of the legion of
honor?

"Jefferson's inaugural address.

fNicknamed xrd <-'hctkam.
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Again, it is said, "our country is too large for a

republic." Why so?—Is Russia, three times as

large, more happily governed?
—Whence comes the

opinion? The Jioman commonwealth was destroyed;
hut not from the extent of its territory.

—Home had

nothing like our confederation in the constitution of

her government—a city, it may be said, pave the law
to a world. There was no representation to bring
to a common focus the feelings and interests of the

widely distributed parts
—there were no state sove-

reignties to preside over the local concerns of the

people. Their elections were civil wars; and the

army generally decided contested points between
her ambitious citizens:—yet liberty was not destroy-
ed until the jealousy of her rulers had deprived the

people of tiie use of arms—and then, indeed, despo-
tism had its full sway. With us, every citizen is

constitutionally a soldier, and may the fate of Ha-
inan be his who shall plot to deprive him of the in-

estimable privilege of bearing arms. Yet something
else is necessary

—a general diffusion of knowledge
in the establishment of schools.

It has for many years been a serious question in

enlightened England, whether it is sotaid po'icy to

teach the poor to read and write; and the magnani-
motts emperor of France, improving upon the hint,
Will not suffer a sufficient quantity of presses in his

dominions to supplv his people with mere school

books, though they work night and day.* If a man
in the United States were to attempt to reason sober-

ly on the impropriety of general education in apo-
litical point of view (or, indeed, in any other) we
would put him down for a madman or fool, with-
out any ceremony. But in England, many grave
and reverend gentlemen, holding high places in the

church and state, and distinguished for their talents,
have protested against instructing the common peo-
ple, lest "they may become proud and no longer sub-

mit to the drudgery they patiently bear in ignorance!"
What sort of a government must that be where such

opinions are tolerated, and, perhaps, found necessa-

ry? la continental Europe the state of tilings is far

worse. Bonaparte declares, in the most public man-
ner, that his subjects shall not possess information—that they shall not be instructed; and, from a know-
ledge of facts obtained through the experience of

others, correct their own understanding, and lead to

an amelioration of their condition. He intends they
shall be slaves; and to be good slaves, they must be

ignorant. Time has been when a man that could
read and write was regarded as a suspicious charac-
ter—an enemy of "order and regular government."
he time seems fast approaching in Europe, (nay,

truth being the needle of their compass, settles at
the proper point.

Thus, without expecting it, I have been led to a,

long dissertation, and must defer some remarks on
our foreign relations until another time. As to fo-

reign nations, say Great Britain and France, for
all are nearly swallowed tip in the influence of one
or the other, I will merely observe—that I consider1

the former as governed by a set of [political"} knaves
—and the latter by a single one. Which of the two
is preferable has not entered into my calculation.—
But there are a few paints as to our domestic affairs
on which it becomes me to say something.

In several parts of the United States, particularly
on the Eastern Shore of Maryland, and in the stated
of Kentucky and Ohio, ah idea has gone forth that
the Wkkklt Rkgistku was intended to oppose
Mr. Madison, and support the ex-secretary, Mr. li.

Smith. The rumor has prevented many subscript
tions, and been no small detriment to mc, thoirgli
destitute of the slightest foundation in truth. I do
not intend to oppose or support anv man* much
less to take part in the squabbles of individuals,
though principles shall be discussed. On the late
difference between these gentlemen I Rave had bi-t
one opinion which was, and is, that Mr. Madiion wt.a

perfectly justifiable in dismissing Mr. Smith; he,
being responsible to the people for the conduct of
the executive, was unquestionably right in not per-
mitting himself to be dictated to,' and in restoring
harmony to the different departments of government.
I believe that Mr. Smith, or any other man thinking
himself aggrieved, has aright to vindicate or jirstr-
fy himself "at the bar of the public reasoii."—but of
the manner and totfe in which he did it, t have al-

ways expressed the most unqualified disapprobation,
nor am I pleased with the matter itself ; many things
being highly exceptionable. In general, as an indie
vidual, I approve the measures 6f government) but
things have been done I could not support) and
others may be committed I shall not subscribe to. I
will attach myself as an editor, to no party but the
PEorafc's paktt, whose wish is "peace, liberty and
safety" II. N.

"The Western Country/'
Lord Sui:FFt£Li)'s idea on commerce, with htn

views of the United States of America, have receive
ed the force of oracles in England. He rfiaV be con.,
stdered as one of the fathers (if not the fatheii) of*

the present British system of blockading whole
coasts by pieces of paper; in defiance of national

perhaps, now is) when to reason will be accounted
|

lra' r a"d moral justice, to coerce a monopoly of tna
a high misdemeanor. There are some persons in

j

trade of the world, or at least force its commodities
the United States who affect to believe it unfit for
the. common people to examine the conduct of their
rulers—but their number is as few as their doctrine
is contemptible.

I thank heaven, there are not many native citizens
Oi the United States who cannot read and write,
and that most of them reflect on the measures of
government. To do so s it moral obligation of the

y.

through their own ports. Unfortunately for the rights
of neutrality, their greut rival in

rapacityij the ruler
of continental Europe, has so Completely ayCoiitiect
their views, by his outrageous decrees, that newtral
trade is destroyed, or pursued at a. general lesn But
this is foreign to our present subject—we meant on-

ly to notice vneo? his lordship's views of the United,
States, at this time; the British ministry appearing

highest importance, as well as a constitutional dutv. !

t0
.
SGe as he did, and, in defiance of innumerable and

At stated periods, not far distant from each other,
they have full opportunity to give effect to their
conclusions—at the polls the feeblest voice is heard
—and the verdict is final. It is true, the people maybe led away for the moment—but as the safety of
the state is every man's personal concern, and

"

zve "the p"op!e are their oiifn wo

palpable facts, refusing to be convinced of the reai
state of tilings amongst US.

In his lordship's book, written just after the ciosf
of our revolutionary war, entitled "Qbserz'atmva art

the commerce ofthe American States," (which we may
5 j

(have some further occasion to notice hereafter) -A

.. si ene-
;
col,st:,:it disposition is manifested to depress the A<

tnies," the attraction'of deceptioni passes awav, and I

meric:m cim'

; clc "
!
"iul ^"gate the natural ndvatt.

"'tages cur count;}- enjoys, as well at the eipenSjj
of probability as or' truth; leading his folfow subjects

*We intended to publish this Gothic decree—from
actual calculation the above is literally correct.

i»>

'Jfftisef, "always excepted.
1
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into gross errors, to prevent emigration, retard the

increase of population, and obstrust the establish-

ment of m nufactures.

His lordship takes frequent opportunity to assure

his reader.*, "that settlers beyond the Jllleghani] moun-

tains cannot heroins commercial-," well knowing thai

to commerce (i. e. foreign commerce) his country-

men are ar# to connect every idea of prosperity ;

for in- lordship had heard there were rich and fer-

tile lands to be had on very reasonable terms, in our
" western country," but would prove them "of little

use, and that they never can be thickly populated,
from the impossibility of finding a vent for their

produce. His lordship's lordly objects are distinctly

known; they famish full proof of his loyalty, if they

afford nothing in favor of his discernment or love of

truth.

About 27 years have elapsed since lord Sheffield

made his booh. The state of Ohio was then a mere

wilderness, and, indeed,- most of the present thickly

populated places on the western waters, not much
better. The many powerful streams which inter-

sect that delightful country bore on the bosom of

their waters only the solitary eance of the Indian,

stealing along their bank in quest of his game. But

Ohio, by the census last taken, was found to contain

230,849 inhabitants; its waters are enlivened by the

appearance of majestic ships, bound to the sect; the

veil of the savage had given place to the cheerful

note of the sailor; while hundreds of large boats,

holding their adverse courses, manifest the magni-
tude of the commerce of the country, and assure to

the husbandman a market for his productions, as

well as a supply of those articles of foreign pro-
duce which his want demands or luxury requires.

Twenty two years since there were not 100 white

persons in the country now forming the slate ofOhio
—it was an impenetrable forest; last year its inha-

bitants manufactured two millions of yards of woolen,
flaxen and cotton cloth, more than one million of

g>allon9 of whiskey, upwards of thirteen millions of

pounds of sugar with many other articles, forming
an aggregate value equal to two millions and a quar-
ter of dollars. About fifteen years ago the writer of

this article recollects to have heard that celebrated

mechanic, Mr. Oliver Evans, give an opinion that

the inan was then living who might see the Missis-

sippi and its tributary streams covered uiih hun-
dreds of steam-boats. The sentiment, from the no-

velty of the idea, appeared extravagant at the time;
but from what has happened and daily coming to

piss, it assumes probability, and may be verified in

its fullest extent, at a very short period. The wes-

tern country is receiving an unprecedented increase

of wealth and population; and the native obstruc-

tions to sack navigation will be removed as the com-
merce of the waters rises to its ultimate importance
We reserve to ourselves some more enlarged re-

marks on this subject, the preceding being intended

only to introduce the following interesting statement:

Louisville, CKen J Jltay.2tt 1811.

The following is an estimate of the boats and
their loading, which passed the falls of Ohio, from
October 5, 1810, to May 5, 1811.

745'Cider-roval barrels 1,350Boats
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Population of England and fVales according to the Census of VSOl.

II

COUNTIES.

Bedford,
Berks,

Buckingham,
Cambridge,
Chester,

Cornwall,

Cumberland,
Derby,
D^von,
Dorset,

Durham,
Esse:i»

Gloucester,

Hereford,
Hertford,

Huntingdon,
Kent,

Lancaster,
Leicester,

Lincoln,

Middlesex, *

Monmouth,
Norfolk,

Northampton,
Northumberland,
Nottingham,
Oxford,
Rutland,
S dop,
Somerset,

Southampton, -

Stafford,

Suffolk,

Surry,
Sussex,

Warwick,
Westmoreland, -

Wilts,

Worcester,
Tork, East Riding,

, N. Riding,
, W. Riding,

Total, England.
WALES.

Anglesey,
Brecon, •

C trdigan,

Carmarthen,
C irnarvon,

Denbigh,
Flint,

Glamorgan,
Merioneth,

Montgomery,
Pembroke,
Ridnor,

Total, Wales.

Army, Navy, &c.

Total, E'ig. & Wafe;

houses. [/ PERSONS.

T3

la

e

11,833

20,573
20,443
16,139

34,432
32,906
21,573
31,822

57,955
21,437

27,19

38,371

46,45?

17,003

17,681

6,841

51,585
114,270

25,992
41,395
112,912

8,948
47,617
26,665

26,518

25,611

20,599
3,274

31,182
48,040
38,345
45,198

32,2 ">3

46,072
25,272

40,847
7,897

29,462
26,71 1

25,781

31,512

111,146

18a

622
543
312

1,139

1,472
872

1,369

3,235
825

1,171

1,027

1,715
941
491

135

1,413

3,394
742

1,094

5,171
417

1,523
736

1,534
542
594
87

929

2,136
912

1,995
552

1,514
721

2,936
315

1,1 9

681

1,014

4,723

1,467,870 53,965

6,679

6,315

8,819

13,449

8,304

12,621

7,585

14,225

5,787
8,725

11,869
3,675

108,053

127
479
221
371

129
427
194
537
193

223
398
212

3,511

1,575,923' 57,476

30,523

52,821

52,094

44,081

92,759

89,868
54,377
79,401
157,210
53,657

74,770

111,356
117,180

43,955

48,063

18,521

151,374

322,356
63,943

102,445

373,655
22,173

129,842

63,417
73,3571
68.558

53,786
7.978

82,563
126,927

105,667

118,698
101,091

127,138
78,797

99,942

20,175
87,330

67,631

67,457

74,904

276,005

32,87:;

56,394

55,350
45,265
98,992

98,410

62,853

81,741

185,76i

85,951
81,741

115,081

133,629
45,236

49,514
19,047

156,250

350,375;

66,138!

106,112

444,474
2 5,409

143,529

68,340
83,744
71,792
55 t <$ i>4

8,378

85,076

146,823
113,989

120,455
109,340

141,905

80,514

108,243
21,442

97,727
71,702

71,976
80,602

287,948

OCCUPATIONS.

3,987,935

15,775

15,393

20,408

31,439
19,586

29,247
19,577

34,190

13,896

22,914

25,406
9,347

257,178
470,598

4,715,711 4,627,867

4,343,499

18,031

16,240
22,548

35,878

21,935
31,10.5

20,045

37,335

15,610

25,064
30,874

9,703

284,368

O c -

-

6

a a

18,766

38,155

25,083
28,054
oo,62o

42,687

21,062
31,743
96,208
28,204

18,217
65,174

49,420
31,261
20,611

9,536

54,124
52,018
23,823

60,584

13,417

12,871

61,791

29,303

23,190
23,904

33,109
3,995

45,046

61,434

50,696

43,930
55,744

2,746
38,925
34,756

12,141

53,517

38,865

31,538
44,061

55,695

1,524,227

9,756

14,346

16,511

32,862
12,808

21,104

10,332

18,515

10,308

13,302
20,088

8,620

189,06.:

1,713,289

. 0J !->

U .= u rt

71 "d C- ej

a a. a T3

UJ a ^z

13,816
16,921

20,138

11,988
67,447

24,870

18,387
39,516

60,844
22,259

25,208
25,283

49,645
8,588

12,861

4,484

43,253
269,255

42,036
24,263

162,260

5,540

38,181
31,426

25,738
35,513
16,346
1,923

35,535
54,05;

30,303

72,465

34,064
42,865
19,608

91,922
8,673

39,422
30,23:;

22,003
26.207

164,188

1,789,531

2,614
4,204

2,896

4,343

4,234
6,960

6,989

6,903
2,711

6,283

4,846

889

o
o
1)

sj a a 3f

•3 o S ~
o o ~> o

28,7891

51,4631

54,959

46,369

83,031'

111,276'

75,978 1

88,768i

185,835
63,422

104,146

112,993
143,437
48.857

62,888

20,565
198,616

318,712
55:334

119,266
620,009
25,217

160,313
60,563

100,285

74,585

57,^50
10,438

70,504

154,032
112,599

105,177
113,692

190,685

86,339

74,069
19,533

62,360
54,537
58,311
82,732

338,196

53,822

4,606,530

19,228

ll,8n4j
23,497
29,672
17,3 42 i

25,747
20,536

J

39,964
16,398

!

25,561
1

30,075
6,689

266,573

15843,3534,873,103

Total of

persons.

63,393

109,215
107,444
89,346

191,751
188,269

117,230
161,142
343,001
115,319

160,351
226,437
250,809
89,191

97,577
37,568

307,624

672,731
130,031

208,557
818,129
4 .532

273,371i

131,757

157,101

140,350
109,620
16,356

167,639

273,75'i

219,656

239,153
210,431

269,t'43

159,311

2^8,190

41,617
185,lt)7

139,333

139,433
155,5' 6

563,953

8,331,434

31.633

42,956

67,3.7
41,521

60,352

39,622
71,525

29,506
47,978
56,280

19,050

541,546

9,343,578
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Public Papers.
At commencing the publication of state papers we

are naturally led to those which immediately

belong to the transformation of the "British colo-

nies in America" into "
free, sovereign and

independent slates," to be followed by the con-

stitution of the United States, and a complete
analysis of the several constitutions of the differ-

ent slates—'the importance of these articles, as

matters of reference, is too manifest to demand a

remark-
The following circular letter from the speaker of

the house of representatives of the "province of

JMaasachuseits-liai/" addressed to the speakers
of the legislatures of the other provinces, gave
rise to the nasT amkmcas congiiess:

Sin,—The house of representatives of this pro-

vince, in the present session of the general court,
have unanimously agreed to propose a meeting, as

soon as may be, of committees from the house of

representatives or burgesses of the several British

colonies on this continent, to consult together on

the present circumstances of the col<uniesK and the

difficulties to which they are, and must be reduced,

by the operation of the acts of parliament far levy-

ing duties and taxes on the colonies; and to cousi-

der of a general and united, dutiful, loyal and hum-
ble representation of their condition, to his majesty
and the parliament, and to implore relief. The
house of representatives of this province have also

voted to propose, that such meeting be at the city
of New-York, in the province of New-York, on the

first Tuesday in October next; and have appointed
a committee of three of their members to attend

that service, wij:h such as the other houses of repre-

sentatives, or burgesses, in the several colonies,

may think fit to appoint to meet. them. And the

committee of the house of representatives of this

province, are directed to repair to said New-York,
on said first Tuesday in October next, accordingly.

If, therefore, your honorable house should agree
to tiiis proposal, it would be acceptable that as early
notice of it as possible, might be transmitted to the

speaker of the house of repr»senUtives of this pro-
vince.

$i) consequence of the preceding circular, a meeting
of delegates from "Massachusetts-Hay, Connec-

ticut, EJIrode-lsland, and Providence Plantations,

New-York, New-Jersey, Pennsylvania, the go-
vernment of the counties of New-Castle, Kent and

Sussex, upon Delaware, the province of Mary,
land and South-Carolina, was held at New-York;
and, on the 19th of October, 1765, they agreed to

the following '^declaration of the right of the co-

lon-sis of .America." [The number of delegates
were only twenty-eight. Virginia, North-Caro-
lir.a and Georgia were prevented by their gover-
nors from sending deputies to this congress; but

afterwards forwarded petitions to the king, lords

and commons similar to those adopted by it.

declaration of the rights of the colonists of America,
us agreed to !>;/

thefirst American congress at JVfew-

York, October 19, 17(35.

The members of this congress, .sincerely devoted.

with the warmest sentiments of affection and duty,
to his majesty's person and government-—inviolably
attached to the present happy establishment of the

protectant succession; an J with minds deeply im-

pressed by a sense of the present and impending
misfortunes of the British colonies on this conti-

nent—having considered, as maturely as time wili

permit, the circumstances of the said colonies, es-

\eeiu it our indkpcmsuble duty to lii^ke thu following

declarations of our humble opinion, respecting the

most essential rights and liberties of the colonists,
and of the grievances under which they labor, by
reason of several late acts of parliament."" ..-

I. That his majesty's subjects in these colonies,
owe the same allegiance to the crown of Great

Britain that is owing from his subjects born within

the realm, and all due subordination to that august
body, the parliament of Great Britain.

II. That his majesty's liege subjects in these co-

lonies, are entitled to all the inherent rights and

liberties of his natural born subjects, within the

kingdem of Great-Britain.

ill. That it is inseparably essential to the freedom
of apeople, and the undoubted right of Englishmen,
that no taxes be imposed on them but with their

own consent, given personally or by their represen-
tatives.

IV. That the people of these colonies are not, and,
from their local circumstances, cannot be, repre-
sented in the house of commons in Great-Britain.

V. That the only representatives of tlie people of

these colonies are persons chosen therein by them-

selves; and that no taxes ever have been, or can be

constitutionally imposed on them, but by their re-

spective legislatures.
VI. That all supplies to the crown being free gifts

of the people, it is unreasonable and inconsistent

with the principles and spirit of the British consti-

tution, for the people of Great-Britain to grant to his

majesty the property of these colonists.

VII. That the trial by jury, is the inherent and inva-

luable right of every British subject in these colonies.

VII. That the late act of parliament, entitled,

"an act for granting and applying certain stamp
duties, and other duties, in the British colonies and

plantations in America," &c. by imposing taxes on

the inhabitants of these colonies, and the said act,

and several other acts, by extending the jurisdiction
of the courts of admiralty beyond its ancient limits,

have a manifest tendency to subvert the rights and

liberties of the colonists.

IX. That the duties imposed by several late acts

of parliament, from the peculiar circumstances of

these colonies, will be extremely burdensome and

grievous; and, from the scarcity of specie, the pay-
ment of them absolutely impracticable.

X. That as the profits of the trade of these colo-

nies ultimately centre in Great-Britain, to pay foe

the manufactures which they are obliged, to take

from thence, they eventually contribute very largely
to all supplies granted there to the down,

XI. That the restrictions imposed by several lata

acts of parliament on the trade of these colonies,

will render them unable to purchase the manufac-

tures of Great-Britain.

XII. That the increase, prosperity and happi-
ness of these colonies, depend on the full and free

enjoyment of their rights and liberties, and an inter-

course with Great-Britain, mutually affectionate and

advantageous.
XIII. That it is the right of the British subjects

in these colonies to petition the king, or either

house of parliament.

Lastly, That it is the indispensible duty of these

colonies, to the best of sovereigns, to the mother

country, and to themselves, to endeavor by a loyal

and dutiful address to his majesty, and humble

application to both houses of parliament, to
procure

the repeal of the act for granting and applying cer-

tain stamp duties, of all clauses of any other act of

parliament, whereby the jurisdiction of the admi-

ralty is extended as aforesaid, and of the other late.

acts for the restriction of American commerce.
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After publishing this declaration and petitioning the , bona fids restrained to the regulation of our

king, lords, and commons, separately, for a re- external commerce, for tl>e purpose of securing the

dress of grievances, and transacting' such other commercial advantages of the whole Empire to theg
general business as the exigencies ot the moment

appeared to demand, the first congress dissolved

itself. The stamp act was repealed ; but a constant

disposition being manifested to "tax the colonies

without the consent of their immediate represen-

tatives," after a variety of incidents which belong

to the history of our country, a more general

meeting of deputies from the several colonies met

at Philadelphia early in September 1774, consti-

tuted by fifty-one delegates, all the colonies being-

represented except Georgia, then willing but too

weak to take part in the events of the times. The
first act of this congress was to approbate the op-

position made by the people of ^Massachusetts to

the British government ; and, after recommend-

ing supplies to the suffering inhabitants of Boston,

and writing a spirited letter or remonstrance to

gen. C.Hge, the British commander in chief, they

published the following

Declaration of Rights.

The good people of the several Colonies of New-

Hampshire, Massachusetts Bay, Rhode-Island, and

Providence Plantations, Connecticut, New-York,

New-Jersey, Pennsylvania, Newcastle, Kent, and

Sussex on Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, North

Carolina, and South Carolina, alarmed at the arbi-

trary proceedings of the British Parliament and ad-

ministration, having severally elected deputies to

meet and sit in General Congress in the city of Phi-

ladelphia, and those deputies -,o chosen being assem-

bled on the 5th day of September, after settling se-

veral nscessary preliminaries, proceeded to take into

their most serious consideration the best means of

obtaining the redress ofgrievances. In the first place,

they, as Englishmen, (and as their ancestors in like

cases, have usually done, for asserting and vindicat-

ing their rights and liberties,) dkclare,
That the inhabitants of the English Colonies in

North America, by the immutable laws of nature,

the principles of the English Constitution, and the

eeveral Charters or Compacts, have the following
eights :

Resolved, nem. con. 1. That they are entitled to

life, liberty, and property ; and have never ceded,
to any sovereign power whatever, a right to dispose
of ejther without their consent.

Kesolved, n. c. 2. That our ancestors were, at

the time of their emigration from the Mother Coun-

try, entitled to all the rights, liberties, and immu-

nities, of free and natural born subjects within the

realm of England.
Resolved, n. c. 3. That, by such emigration, they

neither forfeited, surrendered, nor lost, any of those

rights.

Resolved, n. c. 4 That the foundation of English
liberty, and of all free government, is aright in

the people to participate in their Legislative Coun

Mother-Country, and the commercial benefits of
its respective members, excluding every idea nf

taxation, internal or external, for raising a reve-

nue, on the subjects in America without their

consent.

Resolved, n. c. 5. That ihe respective Colonics
are intitled to the Common Law of England, and
more especially, to the great and inestimable privi-

lege of being tried by their peers of the vicinage,
according to the course of that law.

Resolved, 6. That they are entitled to the benefit
of such of the English Statutes as existed at the*

time of their colonization, and which they have,

by experience, respectively found to be applicable
to their several local and other circumstances.

Resolred, n. c. 7. That these his Majesty's Colo-

nies, are likewise entitled to all the immunities and

privileges, granted and confirmed to them by Royal
Charter, or secured by their several codes of Pro-
vincial Laws.

Resolved, n. c. 8. That they ha\'e a right peace-
ably to assemble, consider of tneir grievances,
and petition the King: and that all prosecutions,

prohibitory proclamations, and commitments for
the same, are illegal.

Resolved, n. c. 9. That the keeping a standing
army in these Colonies, in time of peace, without
the consent of the legislature of that colony in which
such army is kept, is against law.

Resolved, n. c. 10. It is indispensibly necessary to

good government, and rendered essential by the

English Constitution, that the constituent branches
of the legislature be independent of each other; that

therefore, the exercise of legislative power, in

several Colonies, by a Council appointed during
pleasure by the Crown, is unconstitutional, dangc-
rous, and destructive to the freedom of the American

legislation.
All and each of which, the aforesaid Deputies, in

behalf of themselves" and their constituents, do
claim, demand, and insrst on, as their indubitable

rights and liberties, which cannot be legally taken
from them, altered or abridged by any power what-
ever, without their own consent, by their represen-
tatives in their several provincial legislatures.

Resolved, n. c. That the following Acts of Par-
liament are infringements and violations of the

rights of the Colonists: and that the repeal of them
is essentially necessary, in order to restore harmony
between Great-Britain and the American colonies,
viz.

The several Acts of 4 Geo. III. ch. 15. and eh. 34-

—5 Geo. HI. ch. 25.-6 Geo. HI. ch. 52—7 Geo.
111. ch. 41. and ch. 46.-8 Geo. 111. ch. 22. which

impose duties for the purpose of raising a revenue
in America, extend the powers of the Admiralty
Courts beyond their ancient limits, deprive the

American subject of trial by Jury, authorise the
cil ; and as the English Colonists are not repre- Judges' certificate to indemnify the prosecutor
sented, and, from their local and other cirumstan-

ces, cannot properly be represented in the British

Parliament, they are entitled to a free and exclu-
sive power of legislation, in their several Provincial

Legislatures, where their right of representation
can only be preserved, in all cases of taxation and
internal polity, subject only to the negative of their

Sovereign, in such manner as has been heretofore

used ana accustomed ; but, from the necessity of
the; case, and a regard to the mutual interests of

from damages that he might otherwise be liable to,

requiring oppressive security from a claimant of

ships and goods seized, before he shall be allowed
to defend his property, and are subversive of Ame-
rican rights.

Also 12 Geo. HI. ch. 24. intitled, "An act for

the better securing his Majesty's dock-yards, maga-
zines, ships, ammunition, and stores;" which de-

clares a new offence in America, and deprives A-
merican subjects of a constitutional trial by Jury of

both countries, we cheerfully consent to tiie opera- the vicinage, by authorising the trial of any person
ticn cf such Acts of the British Parliament as axe 'charged with the committing any offence described
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in the said Act out of the realm, to be indicted and
tried for the same in any shire or country Within
the realm.

Also the theee Acts passed in the last Session of

Parliament, for stopping the port and blocking up
the harbor of P.oston, for altering the charter and

government of Massachusetts-Ray, and that which
is intitled, "An Act for the better administration of

justice, &c."
Also the Act passed in tiie same Session for

establishing the Roman Catholic religion in the
Province of Quebec, abolishing the equitable sys-
tem of English laws, and erecting a tyranny there,
to the great danger, from so total a dissimilarity ol

religion, law, and government, of the neighbor-
ing British Colonies, by the assistance of whose
blood and treasure the said country was conquered
from France.

Also the Act passed in the same Session for the
better providing suitable quarters for officers and
soldiers in his Majesty's service in North-America.

Resolved, That this Congress do approve of the

opposition made by the inhabitants of the Massa-

chusetts-Bay, to the execution of the said late Acts
of Parliament; and if the same shall be attempted
to be carried into execution by force, in such case,
all America ought to support them in their oppo-
sition

Geography.
[The chief object in this department of our work-

shall be to present our readers with faithful and
comprehensive abstracts of new and approved
publications on this useful and

interesting suh-
ject ; adapted to the wants of our readers, gene-
rally ; In all cases sufficient to give a correct idea
of the chief things treated of by the author under
consideration, and also detail as full a description
of the country as most persons require for com-
mon use. Many considerations have induced us to
commence with tbe Baron Humboldt's account of
.Mexico or New Spain—to whose relation, justly
celebrated as it is, we have nevertheless added a
few facts and remarks from several other au-
thors. These additions are made in the form of
•notes, or enclosed in brackets.]

MEXICO, OR NEW SPAIN.
From the vast importance this country is daily

acquiring in the eyes of the politician, and from a
want of information as to its wealth, strength and
resources, the public, with uncommon avidity, re-
ceived an account of it from the pen of so celebrated
a traveller and nice observer ofthings, as the Baron
de Humboldt. Of his work eflti led a "Political

Resolved, That the removal of the people f| Ess-ay
on the Kingdom of New Spain," the follow

Bostoh into the country, would be not only ex-

tremely difficult in the execution, but so important
hi its consequences, as to require the utmost deli-

beration before it is adopted. But in case the
Provincial Meeting of that Colony shall judge if

absolutely necessary, it is the opinion of this Con-

gress, that all America ought to contribute towards

recompensing them for the injury they may thereby
sustain.

mg is an analysis. It is by no means our present in-
tention to go into a detail of the original discoveryand conquest of Mexico which would lead to a re-
cital of cruellies and crimes disgraceful to human
nature; sufficient it is to say, it was made a province
of Spain by the daring intrepidity of Hernando
Cortex, very early in the 16th centvry, under the
reign of Charles V. MhXido, the capital of the em-
pire, was at that time a large, populous and power-
ful city, and had the state been governed by a prince
less weak and pusillanimous than Montezuma, it

Resolved, That this Congress do recommend to

the inhabitants of Massachusetts-Bay, to submit to,
a suspension or the administration of justice, where !

n
.
ug ave VVltllstood an army of Spaniards twenty

£:d and peaceable man- 1

hmes more numerous than the little band Cortez
i brought against it, though assisted as he w..s by
'large bodies of allies, natives of the country, impa-
tient under the yoke of the Emperor, and regard-
ing the Europeans as Gods.f
The country now called Mexico or New Spain,

includes a much greater extent of territory than the
former empire of Montezuma, which, according to
the Abbe Clavigera (a native of the country) 'was
bounded on the eastern coast by the rivers Guu-
saciialco and Tvspan, and on the west by the plains of
Socomisco and the port of Zacatula, including only
the present intendancies of Vera Cruz, Oax <ca, la

Puebla, Mexico and Valladolid, the area of which is

estimated at about 5,000 square leagues.
When we contemplate the situation, uncommon

and the province of Massachusetts-Bay, be advised %*'%> «»d rich mineral productions of this exten-

ts conduct themselves peaceably towards his Excel-
siv

f
and delightful region of the earth, we must cea^e

to be surprized that the bold and comprehensive
views of a citizen of the United States pointed it

out as a proper field for the exercise of his daring
ambition; that the fascinating picture he was so ful-

ly able to draw of the country, could induce many
spirits, "above the dull pursuits of civil life," to
embark in this enterprize, however problematical of
final success—for tile strength of Mexico is much
greater, and its means ofdefence far more powerful,
than we have been accustomed to esteem it, as will

-{The Creoles—Spanish Americans— i. e. the de
scendants of Spaniards, born in the country, fre-

quently give this appellation to European Spaniards
with great contempt, from their arrogant assump-
tions and intolerable pride.

it cannot be procured in a legal and p
ner, under the rules of the Charter, and the laws
founded thereon, until the effects of our application
for the repeal of the Acts by which their charter-

rights are infringed, is known.
Resolved Unanimously, That every person who

shall take, accept, or act under any commission or

authority, in any wise derived from the act passed
in the lar»t Session of Parliament, changing the
form of Government, and violating the charter of
the Province of Massachusetts-Bay, ought to be
held in detestation, and considered as the- wicked
tool of that despotism which is preparing to destroy
those rights which God, nature and compact, hath

given to America.

Resolved unanimously, That the people of Boston

lency General Gage, and his Majesty's troops now
stationed in. the town of Boston, »s far as can pos-
sibly consist with their immediate safety and the

security of the town; avoiding and discountenancing
every violation of his Majesty's property, or any
insult to his troops; and that they peaceably and

firmly persevere in the line in which they are now
conducting themselves on the defensive.

Resolved, That the seizing, or attempting to

seize, any person in America, in order to transport
such person beyond the sea, for trial of offences,
committed within the body of a country in America,
being against law, will justify, and ought to meet

I resist; rice and reprisal.

('IJociiftents to be ccntimtedj
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be seen by the sequel. But the kingdom of'Mexico belongs, to the temperate zone. The latter very
thinly inhabited, is generally called the internal

provinces
—the former, from the elevation of the

country, three fifth of the land, even the great plains,
being from 6000 to 8000 feet above the level of the
sea, "rather enjoys a cold or temperate than a burn-

ing clinv.Uc"t—Indeed a large part of the country
may be considered as a great plain situate on tint

top of a mighty ridge of mountains, on which ai ft

piled other mountains of prodigious heights. The
descents to the ocean are very gradual; travelling
is not much interrupted by those fearful ravines
and precipices usually found in mountainous coun-
tries. The region of perpetual snow commences at
the heighih of 13,500 feet. In the vicinity of tht

city of Mexico is a group of tremendous motir.'air.s;
the four greatest of which, Popocatcpil, Ltae-
cehault, CiHateptl, and Nauhcampatepetl, are re-

spectively, 17,716, 15,700, 17,371 and 13,414 feet

high, according to the most accurate measurements.
The ports along the coast ofNew Spain, possess a

warm climate like the West Indies, and are subject
to the like diseases; some of them are extremely
unhealthy,^ Acapulco, is particularly so, through
the grand emporium of a vast trade to Asia, Peru,
Chili, &c. The city of Mexico has a delightful cli-
mate—the mean heat of the coldest day is given at
62° of Fahrenheit, and of the warmest, 75°. The
general temperature of the "table land" of Mexico
is 62*—it produces wheat, corn and other vegeta-
bles in great abundance; while the land on ihe

coasts, is fertile in cane, indigo, cocoa, cotton, &c.
The provinces called interims have climates similar
to the United States. The richest veins of silver are
situate from 5000 to 6500 feet above the level of the
sea.

furnishes an extraordinary proof of the wide differ-

ence betweeen the peaceful and humane policy of

the American republic, and that insatiable avarice

which seems to be the great spring of action in

monarchical government, especially in the colonial

department. The remark is made only to excite a

laudable feeling, in prompting us to pause for a mo-

ment and compare our situation with that of any
other people in the world.

The name of Mexico, is of Indian origin, and de-

scriptive of the character of the people who inhabi-

ted it; for it signifies the "habitation of the Gad of
war." The present kingdom of Mexico, or that

vast extent of country over which the viceroy of

Mexico presides, occupies all the southern extre-

mity of North America from the 38th to the 10th de-

gree of N. lat. according to the survey of baron Hum-

boldt, but according to several other authorities,

and perhaps more properly speaking, from the 40th

to * little south of the 9th degree; bounded on the

North by regions unexplored, on the south by the

isthmus of Darien, which divides the two continents;

wit the East by Louisiana and the gulf of Mexico,
and on the west by the Pacific ocean, thus forming
an extent of territory more than 2000 miles long.

Its greatest width is from the Rio Colorado, under

the parallel of the 30th deg. to the western limits of

the province of Sonora, or the South sea, which is

1200 miles. The distance of breadth, however, must

entirely depend upon the issue of an existing disa-

greement between the governments of the United

States and Spain respecting the limits of Louisiana,

lately purchased by the former—the one claiming as

far south as the Rio Bravo, and the other as far

north as the Rio Mexicano. The narrowest part of

the continent is fixed by the Baron Humboldt from

Tecoantipec, a port on the Pacific ocean, to Vera Cruz,
on the Mexican gulf; but if we take the limits of

New Spain, as laid down by other geographers, we
shall find the narrowest part to be under the parallel
of the 9th de£. seven degrees further south, where
the distance from sea to sea is not more than 70
miles. Various schemes have been formed, accord-

ing to the different vijws of travellers, for uniting
the two great high roads of the world by means of a

canal somewhsre across the isthmus, none ofwhich

appear more visionary than some of those noted by
our author. He mentions "nine points which at

different times have fixed the attention of statesmen
and merchants."—the first of which is situate in the

45th deg. of North lat. and the last is between the

43d and 44th degree of South latitude, a range of

more than 7000 miles of coast!—But the immense
chain of mountains, extending from the 70th deg.
of N. lat. almost without interruption to the extre-

mity of the southern continent, and in the most

[Apparently] eligible places of communication not
Jess than 9 or 10,000 feet (nearly two miles) high,
will, it is presumed, for ever present an insuperable
barrier to the accomplishment of so great a design.
'•Should a canal ofcommunication," says our author,
"between the two oceans be opened, the producti-
ons of Nootka Sound and of China will be brought
mare than 2000 leagues nearer to Europe and the
United States. Then only can great changes be ef-

fected in the political state of eastern Asia; for

this neck of land, the barrier against the waves of
the Atlantic ocean, has been many ages the bulwark
of the independence of China and Japan.

The whole surface of Mexico contains about
148,478 square leagues. About one half is situate

Mexico with all its advantages, lias very few na-

vigable rivers, the chief of which are, the river of
the North fJiio del NorteJ which has a course of
512 leagues, and discharges much water into the
sea, but traverses a country very thinly inhabited
and sterile. The Rio .Bravo and the Rio Colorado
both take their rise in the Cordillera under the 46u
of latitude and discharge themselves iiUo the Mexi-
can gulf—the former under the parallel of the 14°
and the latter under the 28« N. of latitude. The
Rio Colorado is formed by the Zagaavanas and the
Nubajsa, which derive their sources from two small
rivers which empty into the gulf of California, and
thus constitute one of the Baron Humboldt's proba-
ble points of communication between the two seas.
The Rio San Jvanand the Rio Quito both arise from
a small ravine in the province of Choeo; the juncti-
on of the Quito, the Andageda and the 2itaru, forws-
the Rio d'Mrato which discharges itself into the
Atlantic ocean, while the Rio San Juan empties into
the South Sea, these two rivers therefore form
another point of the probable communication; and in-

deed, as the same indefatigable researcher tells us.
a real communication has been opened there since
the year 1783 for loaded canoes, which, bv means
of a small canal cut in the ravine, readily pass du

±The highest of the Alps is about 15,000 feel—of
the Pyrenees only 6,500 feet, and of the Pic of Ten-
enff'e, the highest land of the old world, 15,395 feet.

§Q\ving, perhaps, to their great humidity—the
quantity of rain which falls at Vera Cruz, is esti-

mated at 63 or 64 inches per ann. The general ave-

rage of France is only 37 1-2 inches, "yet with the

exception of a few seaports and deep vallies," s«ys
Humboldt, "New Spain ought to be 'considered as"*

under the scorching sky of the tropics; the other I
county remarkably salul»i;iou§.
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ing the prevalence of heavy rains, from sea to sea.

Besides these there are many other considerable

rivers.

The lakes, and Mexico abounds with them, of

which we shall have occasion to speak hereafter,
"are merely the remains of immense basins ofwater,
which appear to have formerly existed on the high
and extensive plains of the Cordillera, and, for the
most part/seem to be annually on the decline.

TO BE CONTINUED.

The Chronicle.
There lias lately occurred no important event in

Spain or Portugal; the French emperor is said to

be reinforcing his army; and Wellington, with his

strong holds, appears able to make a formidable

resistance. The ultimate expulsion of the British

is a probable event, but whether Bonaparte will

shortly obtain quiet possession of these countries,
is at least problematical—he has taught the people
to fight, and supposed to have lost in the bloody
contest not less than six hundred thousand men. "Ye
Gods! what havoc does ambition make."
Our accounts from England, to use the language

of consul O'Brien, are "squally." The affair of the

President frigate and the Little Belt has excited
much sensibility in England. A squadron of ships,
under the command of rear admiral sir Joseph Yorke,

consisting of four vessels of 74 guns and 2 frigates,
has been despatched for our coast, and may be daily

expected. Some of the London newspapers say the

admiral has orders to commence immediate hostilities

unless our government shall disavow the conduct
of commodore Rodgers. It also appears that some

important dispatches have been received from Eng-
land—"a king's messenger" the first officially ac-

knowledged as such in the United States, passed
through this city on Wednesday last to the British

minister, Mr. Foster, at Washington. In the mean
time the British ships of war are making captures
on our coast. Important events may be expected,
but at present all is rumor and uncertainty.
From France our accounts are less gloomy than

heretofore; several American vessels have been re-

leased; rather effected, it would seem, by a whim
of the government than in consequence of any ma-
terial change in its policy. But the present enor-

mous duties on American produce in France forbids

all hope of a profitable and extensive trade until they
are reduced, of which a prospect is held out.

Few domestic events of much note have reached
us during the week. At a meeting held at Vincen-

nes, Indiana territory, at which were present a large
number ofvery respectable gentlemen, it was agreed
among other resolves, as the opinion of the assembly,
rt that the persons and property of this frontier can
never be secured, but by breaking up of the combi-
nation formed by the Skaivanae prophet on the Wa-
bash." It is generally believed in the western

country that the outrages committed by the Indians

are brought about by "British influence." A war,
however is not expected, the Indians fearing the

Americans too much to engage in it. The Spaniards,
August 7, still possessed the fort at Mobile,- but
were completely surrounded by the American forces,
and had no further control over the navigation of

the river-

It is ascertained that the late election for electors
of a senate of Maryland, has eventuated in favor

of the republicans
—Thus the character of tiie state

for fivu years is established. All the returns are not
vet received.

The Editor's Department.
The public will observe from the quantity of mar

ter contained in this number and from the expecta"
tion held out that several extra numbers will be ad-

ded to every volume, that our prospectus is not too

expanded for the means embraced in the plan. But
it will take us some time to get the business in its

desired train—many books and papers are yet to be

sought for and purchased or otherwise obtained, and
various things done to complete the arrangement;
but so great is the public liberality* that we are

encouraged to do all within the compass of cur

power to meet it as we ought. Among many rare

and valuable articles already laid off for the Regis-

ter, we inform its patrons with much satisfaction,

that a gentleman of great distinction has kindly

proffered us the use of the Journal of the Stamp-
.'?ct Congress, which assembled at New-York in

1765, the copy in whose possession, we have rea-

son to believe, is, perhaps, the only one extant—
in the archives at Washington there is- no record

of the proceedings of that illustrious assembly.

Considering tables similar to those given in this

number (by way of specimen) as among the most
useful and interesting articles we can possibly insert,

affording easy reference to important facts, we
are preparing with much assiduity and care, a

great variety of them, for occasional publication.
—

Those relative to the United States will, generally,
be deferred until after the meeting of congress,

when, from the documents to be laid before that,

body, we shall be able to render them more per-
fect. A new census is about to be taken in Eng-
land, which shall be duly noticed. In our

next will be inserted a table of the population of

France.

"The history of the invasion of Spain by Bona-

parte," written by an associate, and commenced in

this number, will manifest that we do not intend to

come under "French influence.''—A history of the

war against Denmark, f Copenhagen!J designed
for the historical department, will shew there is no

"British influence" among us—and a narrative of

the war with Tripoli, with our uniform conduct,
we trust, will prove us to be influenced only by
American feelings.

The department for J^Teivs, denominated the

Chronicle, is by no means what weintend it to be.—
It is expected to contain a history of the times, and
so it shall—but the arrangement therefor is not jet

accomplished. By the next publication we hope to

receive all the necessary papers, &c. to render it

tolerably complete. A concise price-current shall

occasionally be inserted, to gratify many patrons in

the country.

(Xj
> We hope to receive the indulgence of our

friends for any irregularities that may be committed
in the delivery or address of the Weekly Rkcis-

TEit, in the first instance—for in this, as well as in

the other arrangements, it is not only impraclicauU'
but morally iihi'ossiule that we should, at once,
fall into that perfect system by which we hope to

mark our general concern. We request that no-

tice may be left at the office or transmitted to us, of

the errors or omissions made herein: they shall be
corrected or supplied.

•There are more than 1500 subscribers to the

W EEKIT Iv E (il S*rE K,
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Public Papers.
It is known to all our readers that the people of

South America, generally, have taken up an idea

thev are capnb/e of best managing' their own con-

cerns, and th.it several of the [late] Spanish pro-
vinces have cast off their dependence on the

mother country, and assumed to themselves a

"rank and name among
- the nations of the earth."

Caracas, or Venezuela for that tract of country
in South America, laid down in the old maps as

Terra Firma, extending along- the northern coast

from the Orinoco to the lake of MiWacaybn] took
the lead in the great achievement; and, more
fortunate than the other colonies, accomplished
an almost bloodless revolution.

With uncommon pleasure we prepared to Register.

the Declaration of Rights and of Independence, as

issued by the delegates from the several provinces
of this new Federal representative Republic, when
our joy was much damped by the appearance of

a decree for "regidating- the liberty of the press"
in which we are sorry to observe, the finger of

the priesthood; at all times, and in all countries

(where established religions exist) the inveterate

enemies of reason, justice and truth. We must,
however, make great allowances for this new

people, among whom the rights of self govern-
ment cannot be considered as more than a theory
not yet practically understood as in toe United
States; whose inhabitants, always enjoying a re-

presentative system with a great portion of civil

and religious freedom, and accustomed to think
and reflect on all political matters, at the first

glance could discern the natural and unalienable

rights of man. The situation of our brethren of

South America is materially different; and we
have no doubt, they will cast off all the shreds of

slavery, and put on the whole garment of freedom,
pure and undefined, in a short space of time.*

The papers alluded to follow—the two first were
translated for the .Aurora—the last for the White

Ji Declaration of Rights by the Fe< p'e of
Venezuela.

The supreme congress of Venezuela, in its

legislative session for the province of C racas,

taking into consideration that to the neglect and

disregard of the rights of man, which have hither-

to prevailed, must be ascribed all those evils which
this people has endured for three centtr. ies past.

—
and actuated by the desire of re-establishing !

sacred principles on a solid basis, has resolved, in
obedience to the general will, to declare, and d

now solemnly declare, in the presence of the Uni-

verse these rights unalienable; to the end, that every
citizen may at all times compare the acts of the go-
vernment with the purposes of the social institu-

tions—that the magistrate may never lose sight of
the rules by which his conduct must be regulated

—
and that the legislator may in no case mistake the

objects of the trust committed to him.

* The editor has had the honor frequently to

converse widi a distinguished gentleman of that

country; a man of high consideration at Caracas,
possessed of a strong mind and very correct ideas

pf the great fundamental principles on whicli a free

government should be constituted On enquiry,
.some time ago, as to the part the clergy .had taken
in the revolution, lie observed—thev behaved better
than had been expected; but, added he, we gave
into some of their measures for the moment, to
secure lasting advantages to ourselves; well knowing
that when th- government was firmly fixed they
could not shake it, though at the onset they might
perplex us a great deal, it dissatisfied with our c'on-
d ict, or words to this effect. The moment I read
'lie decree for "regulating the liberty of the press,"
the .remarks of this gentlemen occurred to me, and
! was led to hope it was fatendc4 by the l^khuuso

SOVEREIGNTY OF THE PEOPLE.
ARTICLE THE FIRST.

The sovereignty resides in the people, and the
exercise of it in the Citizens, by the medium of the

right of suffrage and -through the agency of their

representatives legally constituted.

2. Sovereignty is by its essence and nature im-

prescriptible, unalienable and indivisible.

3. A portion only of the citizens, even with the

right of suffrage, cannot exercise the sovereignty—every individual ought to participate bv hia vote
in the formation of the body which is to represent
the sovereign authority; because all have a right
to express their will with full and entire liberty.

—
This prmciple alone can render the constitution of
their government legitimate and just.

4. Any individual, corporate body, or city, which
attempts to usurp the sovereignty, incurs the crime
of treason against the people.

5. The public functionaries shall hold their
offices fi >r a definite period of time, and the inves-

titure with a public function shall not attach any
other importance or influence than what they ac-

quire in the opinion of their fellow-citizens, by the
virtues they may exercise whilst occupied iii the
service of the republic.

6. Crimes Committed bv the representatives and
agents of the republic shall not he passed over with

impunity
—because no individual has a right to

become more inviolable than another.
7. The law shall be equal for all, to punish

crimes, and to reward virtues, without distinction
of birth or hereditary preientions.

of Caracas as a temporis. ttg arrangement to effect

some great and permanent good, or, in the lan^uage-
of the hardy fisherman of die eastern states, I

compared it to "ikrownjr out a mackcir*? to catch ct

Kud" I trwji, &r the hongr «f • C«*acas
t
it will

8
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RIGHTS OP MAN IN SOCIETY.
1. The purpose of society is the common happi-

ness of the people, and government is instituted to

secure it.

2. The felicity of the people consists in the en-

joyment of liberty, security, property and equality
of rights in the presence of the law.

3. The law is formed by the free and solemn ex-

pression of the general will, declared by agents
whom the people elect to represent their will.

4. The right to declare their thoughts and opin-

ions, through the medium of the press, is unre-

itraiaed and free, under responsibility to the law

for any violation of the public tranquility, the re-

ligious opinions, property and honor of the citizen.

5. The object of this law is to regulate the man-

ner in which the citizens ought to act upon occa-

sions when reason requires that they should con-

duct themselves not merely by their individual

judgment and will, but by a common rule.

6. When a citizen submits his actions to the law

which his judgment does not approve, he does not

surrender his right nor his reason, but obeys the

law because he should not be influenced by his

own private judgment again3t the general will to

Which he ought conform. Thus the law does not

exact the sacrifice ofreason nor the liberty of those

Who do not approve it, because it never makes an

attempt upon liberty unless when the latter violates

social order or swerves from those principles which

determine that all shall be governed by one com-

mon rule or law.

7. Every citizen cannot hold an equal power in

the formation of the law, because all do not equally

contribute to the preservation of the state, to tire

security and tranquility of society.

8. The citizens shall be ranged in two classes—the

one with the right of suffrage, the other without it.

9. Those possessing the right of suffrage, are

such as are established in the territory ofVenezue-

la, of whatever nation they may be, and they alone

constitute sovereignty.
10. Those not entitled to the right of suffrage,

are such as have no certain place of residence—
those without property, which is the support of

society. This class, nevertheless, enjoy the bene-

fits of the law, and its protection, in as full a meas-

ure as the other, but without participating in the

right of suffrage.

11. No individual can be accused, arrested or con-

fined, unless in cases explicitly pointed out by law.

12. Every act exercised against a citizen without

the formalities ofthe law,is arbitrary and tyrannical.

13. Any magistrate who decrees or causes an

arbitrary act to be executed, shall be punished with

the severity the law prescribes.

14. The law shall protect public and individual

liberty against oppression and tyranny.

15. Every citizen is to be regarded as innocent,

until he shall have been proved culpable. If it be-

comes necessary to secure his person, unnecessary-

rigor for the purpose shall be repressed by law.

16. No person shall be sentenced or punished,

without a legal trial in virtue of a law promulgated

previously to the offence. Any law which punishes

crime committed previons to its existence, is tyran-

nical. A retroactive effect assumed by the law, is

a crime.

17. The law shall not decree any punishment not

absolutely necessary-^and that shall be proportion-

ate to the' crime, and useful to society.

18. Security consists in the protection afforded

bv societv to each of its members, for the preserva-

tion of his person, his rights acid his property.

19 Every individual possesses the right to aa*

quire property, and to dispose of it at will, unless
his will be contrary to a previous compact or to law.

20. No kind of labor, art, industry or commerce
shall be prohibited to any citizen, save only such
establishments as may be required for the subsis-
tence of the state.

21. No one can be deprived of the least portion
of his property without his consent, except when
the public necessity requires it, and then under the
condition of a just compensation. No contribution

can be required and established, unless for the ge-
neral utility. Every citizen entitled to suffrage,
has the right, through the medium of his represen-
tatives, to advise and consult on the establishment
of contributions, to watch over their application,
and to require an account of the same from those
he has elected as his representatives.

22. The liberty of claiming one's right in the

presence of the depositaries of the public authority,
in no case can be withheld, nor confined to any par-
ticular citizen.

23. The.e is individual oppression when one
member of society is oppressed—there is also the

oppression ot a number, when the social body is op-
pressed. In these cases the laws are violated, and
the citizens have a right to demand the observance
of the laws.

24. The house of every citizen is an inviolable

rsylum. No one has a right to enter it violently,
unless in cases ofconflagration, deluge or applica-
tion, proceeding from the same house: or for ob-

jects of criminal pioceedings in the cases, and
with the essentials determined by law, and under
the responsibility of tne constituted authorities who
have issued the decree. Domiciliary visks, and
civil executions, shall tyke place openly in open
day, in virtue ofthe law, and with respect to the per-
son and object expressly pointed out in the act au-

thorizing such visitation and execution.

25. Every foreigner, of whatever nation he may-
be, shall be received and admitted into the state of
Venezuela.

26. The persons and properties offoreigners shall

enjoy the same security as the native citizens, pro-
vided always, that they acknowledge the sovereign-

ty and independence, and respect the catholic reli-

gion, the only one in this country.
27. The foreigners who reside in the state of

Caracas, becoming naturalized, and holding pro-
perty, shall enjoy all the rights of citizenship.

DUTIES OF MAN IN SOCIETY.
AHTICLK FIBST.

The rights of others in relation to each individ-

ual, have their limit in the moral principle which
determines their duties, the fulfilment whereof is

the necessary effect ofthe respect due to the rights
of each of the individuals. Their basis is these

maxims: Render to others the good -which you -would

they should render unto you. Do not unto another
that which you do not wish to be done unto you.

2. The duties of every individual, with respect
to society, are: To live in absolute submission to

the laws—to obey and respect the legal acts of the
constituted authorities; to maintain liberty and

equality. To contribute to the public expenses.—
To serve the country in all its exigencies

—and, if

it becomes necessary, to render to it the sacrifice of

property and life; in. the exercise of these virtues

consist genuine patriotism.
3. Whoever does openly violence to the laws—

whoever endeavors to elude them declares himself

au enemy to society.
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4. No one can be a good citizen unless he be a

good parent, a good son, a good brother, a good

friend, and a good husband.

5. No one can be a man of worth unless he be a

candid, faithful and religious observer of the laws:

tlie exercise of private and domestic virtues is the

basis of public virtue.

DUTIES OF THE SOCIAL BODY.

AHTICtE FIRST.

Tlie duty of society with respect to its individual

members, is the social guarantee. This consists in

the obligation on the whole to secure to every
indi-

vidual the enjoyment and preservation of his rights,

which is the foundation of the national sovereignty;
2. The social guarantee cannot exi.it unless the

law clearly determines die bounds of the answers

vested in the functionaries—nor when the respon-

sibility of the public functionaries has not been ex-

pressly determined and defined.

3. Public succor is a sacred duty of society; it

ought to provide for the subsistence of the unfor-

tunate citizens, either by ensuring employment to

those who are capable of acquiring means of sub-

sistence, or else by affording the means of support
to such as cannot acquire it by labor.

4 Instruction is necessary for all: Society ought
to promote with all the means in its power, the

enlightenment of the public mind, and place instruc-

tion within the attainment of every individual.

This our solemn declaration, is to be communi-
cated to the supreme executive power, in order to

be proclaimed for the information of all, by such

means as it may judge most expedient.
Given at the palace of the government of Vene-

zuela, on the first of July, 1811.

CSigned by the functionaries as usual.J

DECLARATION OP INDEPENDENCE.
In the JVame of the Most High.

We, the representatives of the federal provinces
of Ciracas, Cumana, Barinas, Margarita, Barce-

lona, Merida, and Truxillio constituting the con-

federation of Venezuela, on the southern continent

of America, in Congress assembled; considering-,
that we have been in the full and entire possession
of our natural rights since the 19th of April, 1810,
which we reassumed in consequence of the trans-

actions at Bayonne, the abdication of the Spanish

throne, by the conquest of Spain, and the accession

of a new dynasty, established without our consent.

While we" avad ourselves of the rights of men,
which have been withheld from us bv force for

more than three centuries, and to which we are

restored by the political revolutions in human af-

fairs, we think it becoming- to state to the world

the reasons by which we are called to the free ex-

ercise of the sovereign authority.
We deem it unnecessary to insist upon the un-

questionable right which every conquered country
holds to restore itself to liberty and independence;
we pass over in a general silence, the long series of

afflictions, oppressions, and privations, which the

fatal law of conquest has indiscriminately involved

the discoverers, conquerors, and settlers of these

countries; whose condition has been made wretch-

ed by the very means which should have promoted
their felicity: throwing a veil over three centuries

of Spanish dominion in America, we shall confine

ourselves to the narration of recent and well known
facts, which prove how much we have been afflicted;

&'. that weshould not be involved in the commotions,
disorders, and conquests,which have divided Spain.

The disorders of Europe had increased the evils

under which we before suffered; by obstriic ing

complaints and frustrating the means of redress;

bj authorising the governors piaced over us by
Spain, to insult and oppres' us with impuni v,

leaving us without the protecion or the support of
the laws.

It is con rary to the order of nature, impr e.ica-

ble in relat.on to the government of Spt.in, and h?s
been more afflicting o Ann- ica,.that terrltoiiet ;o

much more extensive, and a population incompa-
rably more numerous, should be subjec etl . .,1

dependant on a peninsular coiner of the European
continent.

The cession and abdication made at Bayonne,
the transactions a the E ;,curial and at Ar.mjuez;
and the orders issued by the imperial lieutenant ihe
marshal duke of Berg to Americr., authorized the
exercise of those rights, which till ihat period the
Americans had sacrificed to the preservation and

integrity of the Spanish nation.

The people of Venezuela, were the first who
generally acknowledged, and who preferred that

integrity, never forsaking die interests of then-

European bre hi en while there remained the least

prospect of salvation.

America has acquired a new existence; she was
able and was bound to lake charge of her own safei v
and pro:-perit) ;

she was at liber iy to acknowledge
or to reject the authority of a king who was so lit de
deserving of that power as to regard his perVdr.il

safety more than that of ihe nation over which lie

had been placed.
All the Bourbons who occurred in the futile

stipulations of Bayonne, having- withdraw a front

the Spanish territory contrary to the will of 'e

people, abrogated, dishonored, ana stamped u
l

*

all the sacred obligations which they had e >ntr: c d
with the Spaniards of both worlds, who widi t tir

blood and treasures had placed .hem on the tfiroi ,in

opposition to the efforts ofthe house of Austria: lucit

conduct has rendered them unfit to reign over • free

people, whom they disposed of like a gang of -laves.

The intrusive governments which have aitoEja't-

ed to themselves the authority which belongs.only
to the national representation, treacherously availed
themselves of the known good faith, the distance,
and effects, which ignorance and oppression had
produced among- the Americans, to direct their pas-
sions against the new dynasty which had been im-

posed upon Spain, and in opposition to their own
principles, kept up the illusion amongst us in favor
of Ferdinand, but only in order to baffle our national

hopes and to make us with g-rcater impunity then-

prey; they hold forth to us promises or' liberty,

equality, and fraternity in pompous discourses, the
more effectually to conceal the snare which they
were insidiously laying for us by an inefficient and

degrading shew of representation.
As soon as the various forms of the Spanish go-

vernment were overthrown, and others had Beeti

successively substituted, and imperious necessity
had taught Venezuela to look to her own safety, in

order to support the king, and afford an assylum to

their European brethren against the calamiti s by
"

which they were menaced, all the r forme- sfen \es
were disregarded; new measures were adopted

against us, and the very steps taken for the pre^erva j

tion of the Spanish government were branded with
the titles of insurrection, perfidy and ingratitude,
but only because the door was closed against a

monopoly of power which they had expeced o

perpeuate in the name of iv king v/ho^c dominion
w&3 imaginary.
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Notwithstanding our moderation, our generosity,
I whatsoever, engaging tliat all who shall co-operate

and the purity of our intentions, and in opposition with us shall partake in life, fortune,
and^

opinion,

to the wishes of our Brethren in Europe, we were

declared to the world in a state of blockade; hostil)

ties were commenced against us; agents sent

among us to excite revolt and arm us against each

other: whilst our national character, was traduced

and foreign nations excited to make war upon us.

Deaf to our remons-r.'nces, without submitting

our reasons to the impartial judgment of mankind

and deprived of every other arbitrament but that ot

o>ir enemies, we were prohibited from all inter-

course with our brethren; and adding contempt to

calumny, they undertook to appoint delegates for

us, and without our consent, wh© were to assist at

their cortes, the more effectually to dispose of our

persons and property, and render us subject to the

power of our enemies.

In order to defeat the wholesome measures of our

national representation, when obliged to recognize

it, they undertook to reduce the ratio of our popu-

lation:" submitting the form of election to service

committees acting at the disposal ofarbitrary rulers:

thus insulting our inexperience and good faith, and

utterly regardless of our political importance or

our welfare.

The Spanish government, ever deaf to the de-

mands ofjustice, undertook to frustrate all our legiti-

mate rights, by condemning as criminals and devo-

ting to the infamy of the gibbet, or to confiscation

and banishment those Americans who at different

periods had employed their talents and services for

the happiness of their country.

Such were the causes which at length have im-

pelled us to look to our own security, and to avert

those disorders and horrible calamities which we

could perceive were otherwise inevitable and from

which we shall ever keep aloof: by their fell policy

they have rendered our brethren insensible to our

misfortunes and hava armed them against us: they

have effaced from their hearts the tender impression

of love and consanguinity, and converted into

enemies many members of our great family.

When, faithful to our promises, we were sacri-

ficing our peace and dignity to support the cause

of Ferdinand of Bourbon, we saw that to the bonds

of power by which he united his fate to that of the

emperor of" the French, he added the sacrifice of

kindred and friends,and thaton this account the ex-

isting Spanish rulers themselves have already resolv-

ed to acknowledge him only conditionally. In this

painful state of perplexity, three years have elapsed

in political irresolution, so dangerous, so fraught

with evil, that this alone would have authorised the

determination which the faith we had pledged and

other fraternal attachments had caused u9vto defer,

till imperious necessity compels us to proceed fur-

ther than we had first contemplated; but pressed

bv the hostile and unnatural conduct of the Spanish

rulers, we are at length absolved from the condi-

tional oath which we had taken, and now take upon
us the august sovereignty which we are called here

to exercise.

But as onr glory consists in establishing princi-

ples consistent with human happiness, and not

erecting a partial felicity on the misfortunes of our

fellow mortals, we hereby proclaim and declare,

that we shall regard as friends and companions in

our destiny, and participators of our happiness, all

those, who united by the relations of blood, lan-

guage, :ind religion, have suffered oppression under

the ancient establishments and who shall assert their

independence thereof, and of any foreign power

declaring and recognizing not only these, but those

of every nation, in war enemies; in peace, friends,

brethren and fellow citizens.

In consideration therefore, of the solid, public
and incontestible motives, which force upon us the

necessity of re-assuming our natural rights, thus

restored to us by the revolution of human affairs,

and in virtue of the imprescnptable rights of every

people, to dissolve every agreement, convention or

social compact, which doth establish the purpo-

ses for which alone all governments are instituted,

we are convinced that we cannot and ought not any

longer to endure the chains to which we were coiv

nested with the government of Spain, and we do

declare like every other independem people,^
that

we are free and determined to hold no dependence
on any potentate, power, or government, than we
ourselves establish; and that we now take among
the sovereign nations of the earth the rank which
the Supreme Being and nature have assigned :o us,

and to which we have been called by the succession

of human events and by a regard for our own hap-

piness.

Althoug'h we foresee the difficulties which rray
attend our new situation, and the obligations which
we contract by the rank which we are about to occu-

py in the political order of the world; and above all,

the powerful influence of ancient forms and habits

by which (to our regret) we have hitherto affected—
yet we also know, that a shameful submission to

them, when it is in our power to shake them off,

would prove more ignominious to ourselves, and
more fatal to posterity, than our long and painful
servitude. It therefore becomes our indispensible

duty to provide for our security, liberty, and happi-
ness, by an entire and essential subversion and re-

form of our ancient establishments.

Wherefore, believing, for all these reasons, that
we have complied with the respect which we owe
to the opinions of mankind, and to the dignity of
other nations, with whom we are about to rank,
and of whose friendly intercourse we assure our-

selves,

We, the representatives of the confederated pro-
vinces of Venezuela, invoking the Most High, to

witness the justice of our cause, and the rectitude
of our intentions, imploring his divine assistance to

ratify, at the epoch ofour political birth, the dignity
to which His Providence has restored us, the ardent
desire to live and die free, and in the belief, and the
defence of the 'holy Catholic and apostolic religion
of Jesus Christ, as the first of our duties,

We, therefore, in the name, by the will and un-
der the authority which we hold for the virtuous
inhabitants of Venezuela; do solemnly declare to the

world, that these united provinces are and ought to

be, from this day forth, in fact, and of right, free,

sovereign and independent States,-—that they are

absolved from all allegiance to the crown of Spain,
and of those who now call, or may hereafter call,

themselves as representatives or agents; and that as

free, sovereign and independent states, we hold full

power to adopt whatever form of government may
be deemed suitable to the general will of its inhab-

itants; to declare war, make peace, form alliances,

m;ike commercial all.ances, establish commercial

treaties, define boundaries and regulate navigation;
and to propose and execute all other acts, usually
made and executed by free and independent nations;

and for the due fulfilment, validity and stability of
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this, our solemn declaration, wc mutually and reci-

proc illy pledge and bind the provinces to each other

our li .s. foi tu :.c, and the honor of the nation.

Done it the Federal Palace of the Caracas,
1 with our hands, and sealed with the

; it S .d of the provincial Confederation,
ana . ..nn tersigned by the Secretary to the

( _
• 9S assembled, on the 5th day of July,

in me year 1811, and in the first of our inde-

pendence:
J. Ant. Rodriguez Dominiquez,

Ren. and president ofObispos, in province of Barinas,
Luis Ignacia .Mtmdo, representative, vice-

president of Nutrias, in province of Barinas.

Sisrned, by the Representatives assembled, of the

provinces of Caracas, Cumana, Barcelona, Barinas,

Margarita, Merida. Truxillo, and villa of Aragua
and i» ovince of Barcelona.

A true copy, (l. s.)

FRANCISCO IZN/VRDI, Secretary.
DECREE OF THE SUPREME EXECUTIVE.
Federal Palace of Caracas, 8th July, 1811.

By the executive power of the confederation of

Venezuela, i' is ordained, that the above declaration

of Independence be published, earned into effect,

and be of full authority throughout the states and
territories of this confederation.

Cristoval de JMendoza,
President pro tern.

Juan de Escalona,
Baltazeo Padron,
JWgiiel Jose Sanz,

Secretary of State.

Carlos JVtachado,
Grand Chancellor.

Jose Toma Santan,

Secretary of foreign affairs.

LEGISLATURE OF CARACAS.
REGULATIONS OF THE LIBERTY OF THE PRESS.

The legislature of Caracas, convinced that the'

press is the medium best adapted to the communi-
cation of universal light, and that the facility with
which a people can give publicity to their thoughts
is the only check upon the ambition of their rulers,
have determined the press, under the following
restrictions, to be free.

1. All bodies corporate and individual persons of
whatever state or condition, are at liberty, without

license, revision or approbation, to write; print and

publish their ideas, as well on political as on other

subjects. I

2. All licenses therefore previous to political pub-
lications are abolished, and the laws done away
which required a license, particularly the first law :

of the twenty-fourth book of the first summary of
the laws of the Indies, which ordained that no paper
whatever treating of these dominions should be

published without a special license obtained from
\

the council of the Indies. I

3. Are excepted from this regulation, all treatises

on rel.gious subjects, relating to their dogmas or
|

fundamental principles, as from the moment of
their publication they are subjected to the censure
of the ecclesiastics in ordinary, according to the
council of Trent.

4 No books, consequently, on religion, can be

published without previous 1. cense of the priest,
who shall not however pass his censure without a

previous audience of the author, conforming himself
to the spirit of the constitution provided by his ho-

Jiness father Benedict the 14th, and to thedictates
of justice.

5. If the ecclesiastic in ordinary shall insist on hi»

refusal, the author may have recourse, with a copy
of the work, to the government; who shall examine
it, and if found worthy of publication, shall notify
its approbation to the ordinary, who again revising
it, shall put a stop to all further resort.

6. When the authors of such shall not be present
or at too great a distance to attend the summons, a

person of public character and of known science

shall be appointed as the defendant, according to the

law 38 of the 7th book.

7. Authors and printers shall be individually re-

sponsible for the abuse of the press.
8. All writings are prohibited subversive of the

government establishing at Venezuela, constituting
its liberty and independence on any power or domi-
nion beyond its territory, and the au'hofs and

printers shall be punished according to the laws

and these regulations.
9. Defamatory libels, calumniating and licentious

writings, or those infringing public decency and

good morals, shall be amenable to the established

laws, and those which are pointed out.

10. Never shall the characterof moral qualities of
individauals be attacked: political opinions are

alone a subject of criticism.

11. Authors (under this appellation is included
the editor, or the person offering the manuscript,)
shall not be obliged to affix their names to the pub-
lications, although not exempted on that account
from their responsibility: tor this effect the punter
must substantiate the name of the author, as in

failure he will be himself liable to the punishment
of the unknown.

12. Anonymous publications, or self assumed

signatures shall be permitted; but the printer must
indentify the author, whose name he shall not be

compelled to disclose, until the work be condemned

by a legal authority; he is otherwise responsible.
13. Printers are obliged to sign their names and

appellations, with the place and year of the impres-
sion, in every print, of whatever size or shape, ex-

cepting only on invitation cards, keeping in mind,
that the falseness or omission of these requisites,
shall subject them to the punishment suitable to

the intention or malice intended.

14. All bodies, colleagues & committees are inter-

dicted the use of presses withoutthe express permis-
sion of government, under pain of confiscation, &c.

15. Printers, who are ignorant of the authors or
editors of works they shall print, shall not proceed
with the impression till their names are indentified

with the names of two witnesses, who shall be

obliged to sign the manuscript in company: other-

wise to be responsible as if the authors.

16. Authors or editors, abusing the liberty of the

press, who shall contravene the regulations of this

ordinance, shall not only suffer the pain announced

by the law, but shall also have their names and the

punishment they have received published in the

government gazette.
17. Authors on subjects of religion, without a

previous license, shall be punished according to the
laws already published, and over and above incur a
fine of 100 dollars for the first offence, 200 dollars

with the forfeiture of their presses for the second,
and for the third banishment from the province.

18. Authors of political works, who abusing the

liberty of the press, shall disseminate maxims con-

trary to the government, shah be punished as the
statutes direct for such offence, and be further mulct-
ed to the fine of 200 dollars for the first offence, 4t)0

dollars for the second, and for the third according
to the intention and malice of the author.
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Authors, editors, or princen- wri19

against 1 be government established at Venezuela, asm tr.icle viii. shall be punished with dea h.
20. Au'hors, &c. of libellous or defamatory writ-

ing; against bodies of men or individuals, shall in-
cur die same punishment as the crime's deserve
with which.they have accused '.hem.

21. But, if imputation although certain bedetri-
mc

ntal, then the author, &c. according- to he laws
ah sady made, with a view lo the enormity of he
circumstances of the offence.

22. Authors, &c. o? licent.ous writings^ cr of
those contrary chri- i n morality and publicde -encv, shall be punished for the firs': offence byd i rivation of he righ of suffrage, in public elec-
ti- -is; tor he second offence 200 dbjlafsj and for
the third, banishment from the capital ibr two years.

23. Printers whoshaH omi: I o sign their names,
&c. as in article 13 : siiall be punisiied, even allow.ng
the works themselves to be harmless, 10- dollars
for he first offence*, 200 for the second, and for the
third 30« and banishment from the province.

24. The supreme executive power and the high
court of justice, shall have jurisdiction over all
offences abusive of the liberty of the press, regulat-
ing themselves by the laws already in force and Tn , i , , . ,

those of this vep-nlnt;^ ln the ™hole islandthose of this regulation
FRXNCISCO X. YANES, President.
JOSE PAUL, Vice Secretary.

Caracas, Tuesday, 6 h August, 1811.

Brifisu Statistics.

GENERAL RESULTS—COLLECTED FROM MANY AUTHO-
RITIES.

C£j* It is our intention to insert a series of tables
minutely detail.ng the facts connected with these
agg egates, as well as to notice many things at

present omitted-

Population.
In Great Britain, including- ihe army,

navy, cdnvicts and seamen m regisi
tered vessels, by the census of 18ll,
ii.ere u'ere, persons

In Scotland

In Wales
There were in Great Britain, under 15

ings|The population of Ire!and-(im)—
was—persons

Of 63!

marriages only three are found
without

offspring.
Married couples are, to the whole po-

pulation, as 2 to 11.
Binhs are, to the population, as 1 to 28

genial servants,diuo,as 1 o 11 nearly.
Inhabited houses in England are
Uninhabited do. do.
Inhabited houses in Ireland
Uninhabi ed ditto
There are 122 cities and towns in Great

Britain -With upwards of 5,000 in-
habitants each.

Extent, Surface, &c.
the sea coast of Great Britain is in
miles about

Englandan<± Wales contain, square miles
Scotland ditto
Ireland ditto
In England there are, acres
~ ~

> acres of uncultivated land
in

Scotland, there are
'

acres
In Wales ditt0

5,496,944

1,575,923

56,3'>0

687,618
24,130

ditto

3,800
49,450
27,749
27,457*

34,271,0; /O

12 151,471
19,565,540
5,37 ,

uO

50,4^9,443
t

12,001,200

10,979,089

1,654/ GO

541,546

In Ireland there are (Irish acres, 7 yards
to the rood)

There are 12 acres to every person in
Scotland—nearly 1- acres to every
person in Wales, hardly 4 acres to
every one in England, and about the
same space, (in English acres) for
each person in Ireland.

Money, Stocks, &c.
Specie circulating unknown; but dif-

ficult (o be had and bearing a high
premium

Whole nominal public
L 811.893,082 g 3604,8-5,234

196,546,775
—
Sinking fund

872,678,781

333,000,000

years of age," persons
Males between 15 and 60 years of a«-e

Persons above 60 years of age
Volunteers in Great Britain and Ire~

lavd~(1805)
Persons emploved in Agriculture (Eng-

land. 1805)' •:

in trade and manufactures do.
fn the army and navy (1801) men
Persons employed in agriculture in
Wales (1805)

Ditto in *rade and manufactures
Paupers—England and Wales.-

"\

permanent 651,2 19 !

-occasional relief,—3 5,899 f
—in the work houses 83,468J

Mendicants
'

-•

Vagi-ants, gypsies, &c. -

Idle and immoral -

Prostitutes ...
Vagabonds and criminals - - „

In the friendly societies of Great Bri,
tain in 18-.'3, there were

3/59,796
2,744,847

819,357

700,006

1 524.227

1,789,539

*469,188

189,062
"53,822

1,04; ',716

50,000

20,000
io;ooq

100,000

10.J,000

674,220

wtlKit fohoS
yed in 1811 is#*&&&

S 93,936,969

Nominal public deb* pf
Ireland (about) 75,000,<co

Bank ofEngland notes in circulation,
Jan. 12, 181 —

Of 7,5 and upwards 714,663,640
Bank post b.lls 884,120
Under L5 5,854,17
Bank of Ireland notes (Oct. 1, 1803)Of Z5 and upwards 1,769,95 9 11 > „
Under L5 1, 11,891 7 4$ © 12,o51,o64
Notes of private bank-

ers in England esti-

mated in Oct. 181" 784,000,000
Notes of private bank-

ers in Ireland (Oct.
181°) 7.12,000,000

The whole public circulating paper
medium in G. Britain and Ireland

excluding the notes of private
bankers in Scotland, of whose bu-
siness we have no estimate, there-
fore amounts to the inconceivable
sum of

The rents of lands in

Great Britain are

472,860,000

53,280,000

The -whole annual in

come ofthe people
(18 '5) including
revenues, resolir-

,

ces & earnings of
J

individuals, ofeve
ry description

S 4570,333,417

727,000,000 119,880,000

> 242,000,000 1078,920,000

J
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Valuation of all the real

and personal proper-

ty in Great Britain 3,000,000,000 §13,320,000,000
Of "Bank Dollars," as they are called,

there were stamped and issued in

1797 ..... 2,325,099
Ditto 1804 - • 1,419,484
Ditto 18U9—10 - 1,073,051

By Charles IT. gold and silver was
coined to die value of - - - £7,524,105

N

By James II. 2,737,637

Anne 2,691,625

George I. 8,725,921

Ceorge U. gold 11,662,216 ?
11>966j5r6

silver o01,o60 >

G\orge HI. be-

fote Dec. 31,

17\0. gold 30,457,457'
silver 7,480

From 780 to 1£02, gold33.310,832 I

86i2rr>5oo
silver 56,473 >-

'

1812 tf Mar. 25
j

18J0. gold 22>445,258J
Whole coinage shce 'the restoration,'

A. D. 1660—equal to - - g 532,459,730
Revenue, TAXES, &c.

•The nett revenue, pay-
able into the exche-

quer, for the year

1810, was £70,235,792 g311,344,695
Tlie loans for the same

year produced ir addition §59,922,777
Poor rates in England

1810. £6,500,000 $28,860,000
Amount of tythes h do. £5, J00,000 '22,220,000

The wh»lc receipt ofthe clergy in$ng-
land may be estimated at 44,444,444

There are two arch-

bishops and 24 bishops
ir lingland, whose re-

gi;lur annual receipt
is at least . £120,000 532,800

In England and Wales there are near-

ly 6'o) livings, as they are called, un-

der £50 per annum—of which 1071

do no1

; exceed £lo, and 1467, £20.

The proportion of the land tax of

Scotlaid, compared with thatofEn-

gland's as 1 to 14—the landed pro-

perty i: estimated as 1 to 16—and

thewedth as lto 20.

The nett revenue for

Ireland., payable into

the exchequer, for

the veai ending Jan.

5, 1809-was £6,174,561 g27.415,«50
The loans for the same year produced

an addithn of 24,019,292
Expenditure.

Gress amount of expen-
diture for Great Bri-

tain, including pay-
ments for interest of

the National debt, &c.

1810. £83,099,136 $368,95,9,385
Some of the chief items of which -were—
For the support of the

24,466,998 53.133,461
17,019,729 78,131,594
4,732,276 21,001,347
958,000 4,253,520

On account of interest

of the national debt,

charge of manage-
ment, reduction, he.

The public expenditure
of Ireland for the

year ending Jan. 5,

1809, was
Some of the chief items of
For interest, charge of

management o.nd re-

duction of the public .

debt i .

Army ...
Ordnance
•Miscellaneous services

33,000,000 142,080,000

»,536,203 43,341,149
which were~

3,359,077 14,914,301

3,410,694 15,143,481

519,184 2,305,176

512,197 2,274,154

Commerce akd Manctactuues.

Shipping belonging to Great Britain
and her colonies, Ireland not includ-

ed, (1805) tons, 2,226,000
Ships built in Great Britain, 1810, re-

gistered tons., 122,683
Whole registered tons in the British

king's dominions, 1810, 2,549,683
Were navigated by, men, 164,030
British Manufactures

exported, 1609, (real

value*) £44,7^2,637 $198,513,008
Total exports, same

year, ditto, 68,972,743 306,239,089
Imports, same year cfo. 46,138,179 204,809,103
Amount ofimports and

exports do. 115,180,912 511,403,619
Ireland—real value of

exports, Irish growth,
produce or manufac-
ture, 1899, 12,577,517 56,954,175

Ditto—imports (about) 13,500,000 60,940,000
British manufactures

for home consumption 92,607,364 408,982,816
Whole value of British

manufactures! on an

average for 5 years, 137,301,605 609,659,086
Real value of woolen

goods exported, 1809 13,980,266 61,961,367
of imports from
the West Indies 17,000,000 75,480,000

Navy
-——Army
•Ordinance

The civil list

The princes and prin
cesses 27*,231 1,235,567

• There is an official value and a real value. As
for instance, the official value of goods imported in

1809 is stated at only £27,509,400, though the real
value is placed at 46,138,479, as above stated, on the

authority of a late ministerial writer. So as to the

exports for the same year—the official value wai but
£38,327,495, and the real value is estimated at

£68,972,437. By these distinctions, politicians
both sides of the question, sometimes, even when
telling the truth, lead us into gross errors, by giving
the official value for one part of their statement and
the real for the other, or vice versa, as suits then-

purpose. From tire nature and design of the work
from which this part of our table is quoted, we
have full reason to believe the real value (as it is cal-

led) is placed as high as it would bear; but have no
document whereby to test its correctness.

| This is presumed, for sundry good reasons, to
include all the productions of the mechanic ar,t* ne-

cessary to the ordinary wants of the people, as well
as what is generally understood by the word man-

ufdeturm.
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Miscellaneous.

Members of the House of Commons-
Foe England,489—Scotland,45—Wales
24—Ireland, 100 total 658

Xie number of the House of Lords
are indefinite; the king- can make as

m^nv as he pleases.

In 1793 it was estimated that twenty,
tour millions of bushels of grain, va-

lued at three millions L were made
into drinks in G. Britain.—'X/The
consumption ofgrain for this purpose
hi.s gre.itly

declined since that period,

sugar being substituted for disi illation. •

There were imported nto England for

Hie three vears, 1802, 1803, 1804,
lbs. of wool 18,467,718

Of which there came directly from

Spain, lbs. 16,986,644

Annual average from 1804 to 1808, 6,250,000

The value of the wool imported in

these vears was I. 5,560,000

Woollen cloth was never dyed and dres-
sed in England until the year 1667.

The annual consumption of silk in the
various manufactories, which is chief-

ly imported from Italy and India, has
been esiimated at il,460 bales—of
140 lbs. each—lbs. 1,604,400

CC/The stock has latterly been short—
the above estimate is for the year 1807.

The annual consumption of cotton is

about lbs. per ann. 65,000000
(£jf Though a great deal oflabor has been bes ow-

ed on this table, and perhaps, 200 reference to

various pubbcavions and statements made tc ren-

der it correct, it doubtless has many errors; y:t we
believe it may serve to give a general idea <f the

things therein contained as accurately as any other
such table usually does. In the details, it isproba-
ble we may detect some of its imperfections.
%*We are prepared to publish a sinjilar tabe rela-

tive toFrance,whichwe designed for ihe preseitnum-
ber, but have been compelled to del* it for oir nest

General View
Of the Confederation of the Rhine, exhibiting the Extent, Population ard Revenue of

each nf the states of which it is composed, and also its contingent o\ troops

STATES OF THE CONFEDERATION.

Dominions of the Prince Primate
K ngdom of Bavaria -

Do. Wurtemberg
JDo. Saxony

Du'.chy of Warsaw

Kingdom of Westphalia
Grand Dutchy of Baden -

Do Berg
Do Hesse
Do Wurtzburg

Dutchy of Nassau Using
Principality of Nassau Weilburg

Do. Hohenzollern Heching
Do. Hohenzollern Sigmaring
Do. Salm-Saini
Do. Saln.-K.vrburg
Do. Isenberg

Dutchy of Arembcrg »

Principality of Lichienstein

Do. Leyen
Dutchy ofSixe-Gotha

Do. Saxe-Weimar
Do. S xe-Meinungen •

Do. S:ixe-Hiidburghausen
Do. Sjxe-Ooburg

Principality of Anhalt-B rnburg
Do. Anhali-Xoethen
Do. Anh'b-Dessau
Do. Lippe-Dctmold
Do. Liope-Schaumbnrg

Dutchy of Mechlenbri! gh-Schwerin
Do, Mec ienburch-Streliiz

Principality of Reuss-Ebersdorf
Do. Reuss-Graitz
Do. Tleuss-Lobenstein
Do. Reuss-Schle.tz
Do. Schwartzbmg-Rudolstadt
Do: Sehwavt zburg-Sunderhausen
Do; Wddeck
Do. Holstein-Oldenberg

s. a
3 fc

3 (i

TOTAL

43

1,636
330
723

1,851
717
275
510
206
96

C 65

^40
6
10
20
10

12
50
21-
21-
54
36
18

11

19
16
15

17
25
10

226
48
6

7
61-
6

22
23
22
97

lb

170,000

3,231,570

1.183,000

2,085,476

2,277,000

2,912,303

922,649

932,000
560,000
280,000

5 166,000
I 105,000

14,000

39,000
37,000

18,000
42,000
60,000
6,000

5,000
180.000

110^000

40,000
33,000
60,000

35,200
30,000

52,000

70,500
20,500

328,636
70,000
18,000

25,000
18,000

18,000
56,000
58,000

•18,000

160,000

1 3 J
« it

ft.

605,356

8,072,727

3,229,090
5,640,907

3,229,090

5,640.907

2,623,635

2,220,000

1,291,635

968,728

$ 685,069

24215
76.6921

73,868
32.292

100,907
121.092

16,14

13,724

524,739
463,635
1 41,272

160,543

161,456
141,271

121,096

177,600

100,907
32.292

726,oo8
213.928

32,292

48,435
44,400
40.364

145,307
141.271

141 271

547,128

V 7,089 l-2'l5,477,544 38,415,822

' 68
30- *00

12^00
20>)00

30,000

25,000

8,000

5,000

4,000
1000

£},680
•'

97
193

1
S23

291
379
40
29

1,100
800
300
200
400
240
210
350
500.

150

1,900
400
100
117
118
125
325
325
400
800

148,850
===—-
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History

Of the Invasion of Spain by Bonaparte.
ABRIDGED FROM THE MOST AUTHENTIC SOUKCES.

CHAPTER II.

first acts of Ferdinand VII.—Murat enters Ma-
drid.— Bonaparte decoys the whole of the Royal
family to Bayonne.

—Transactions there, till their

compulsory resignation of the crown.

The first act of Ferdinand VII. was to re-appoint
the five secretaries of state, whose offices terminat-
ed with the former reign. Cevallos was thus con-
firmed in the same situation under the son which
he had held under the father. The appointment,
however, he thought proper to resign; the reasons
which he alledged for so doing have not been made
public; perhaps he wished to withdraw as much as

possible from increasing difficulties and dangers,
against which there appeared no remedy; perhaps
some degree of unpopularity attached to him be-

cause of his connection with Godoy. The lan-

guage in which Ferdinand, by a public decree,
refused to receive his resignation implies this. It

tad been proved to him, he said (March 21) that

though Cevallos had married a cousin of the Prince
de la Paz, he had never participated in the projects
of which that man was accused, into which judi-
cial inquiries had been instituted. This manifest-
ed in him a noble and a loyal heart, and he was
therefore a servant of whom the king would not

deprive himself. The whole of Godoy's property
was pronounced to be forfeited and the king an-

nounced his intention of speedily coming to the

metropolis to be proclaimed, expressing, however,
his wishes that the inhabitants would previously
give him proofs of their tranquility, since he hud
communicated to them this most efficient order

against the late favorite. By the same proclama-
tion the Duke del Infantado, a nobleman of the

highest character, was appointed to the command
of the Royal Spanish Guards, and to the presiden-
cy of Castile. All those persons who had been con-
fined in consequence of the affair which happened
in the Escurial,—thus the pretended conspiracy
was spoken of,

—were recalled near his royal per-
son. These various measures, it was said, were
made public that they might come to the know-
ledge of all, and that the loyal inhabitants of Ma-
drid might know how great an interest the king
took in their happiness.
A proclamation of the following day informed

the people, that the king had notified to"the French

emperor the happy event of his accession, assuring
him at the same time, that, animated by the same
sentiments as his august father, and far from chang-
ing in the slightest degree, his political system with

regard to France, he would endeavor, by all possi-
ble means, to draw closer the bonds of friendship
and strict alliance which so fortunately subsisted
beween Spain and the French empire. This com-
munication, it was said, was made, in order that
the council might act conformably to the king's
sentiments, in taking measures to restore tranquil-
ity in Madrid, as well as for- receiving the French
troops who were about to enter that city, and for

administering to them every requisite assistance.—
They were to endeavor also to convince the people
that these troops came as friends, for purposes
advantageous to the king and to the nation. It is

manifest that the people were too wise to believe
this. Their eyes were open to the danger: but

owing to the imbecility of their rulers, and the

situation in which Ferdinand found himself on his

assumption of the throne, they were delivered over

bound, as it were, hand and foot, to their treacher-
ous enemies.

The ministers of the foreign courts all congratu-
lated the new king upon his accession, except the
French ambassador, who declined it, because he
had not been furnished with the necessary instruc-

tions. Murat was at this time advancing towards
Madrid with his army: nay, supposing, says Ceval-

los, that the Royal family were already on the

coast, and on the point of embarking, and that the

people would receive him with open arms as their

deliverer,—he conceived that the Spaniards were in

the highest degree dissatisfied With their govern*
ment, and never reflected that they were only dis-

satisfied with its abuses. The occurrences at

Aranjuez were altogether unexpected, and he im-

mediately hastened with his whole army towards

the capital to profit by the occasion, and take such

steps as might, by any means, make him master of

Spain. The approach of such an army, the silence

of the French ambassador, the mysteriousness of

Bonaparte, and his journey to Bayonne, perplexed
and alarmed Ferdinand. He had immediately com.
municated his accession to this emperor in the

most friendly and affectionate terms—fear could

suggest no other. Lest this should be deemed in-

sufficient, he appointed a deputation of three gran-
dees to proceed to Bayonne, and compliment him
in his name; and another grandee was sent, in like

manner, to compliment Murat, who had already
reached the vicinity of Madrid. This worthy
agent, of such a master was fully in the Emperor's
confidence; he assured Ferdinand that Bonaparte

might be every moment expected; and he spread
this rumor on all sides. Orders were therefore giv-
en for preparing apartments ir| the palace suitable
for such a guest; and the king whose fears made
him restless, wrote again to Bonaparte, saying how
agreeable it would be to him to become personally

acquainted with him, and to assure him, with his

own lips, of his ardent wishes to strengthen more &
more the alliance which subsisted between them.

March 23. Murat, evidently for the purpose of

displaying his forces, to intimidate the Spaniards,
reviewed his whole army before the walls; then

made his entrance into Madrid, preceded by the

imperial horse-guards, and by his staff, and follow-

ed by all the cavalry, and by the first division of

foot, under general Mounier; two other divisions

were encamped without the city, and a detachment

proceeded to take possession of Toledo. Ferdi-

nand made his public entrance on horseback, the

following day, (March 24) with no other parade
than that which, under happier circumstances,
would have been the most grateful of all spectacles:
a concourse of all the people of the capital and its

vicinity, rejoicing in his presence, and testifying

by their acclamations, that ihey expected from him
the regeneration of the country.
Murat spoke mysteriously upon the change of

government which had been effected, declaring that
until the Emperor had acknowledged Ferdinand
VII. it was impossible for him to take any step which

might appear like an acknowledgement; he there-

fore must be under the necessity of treating with
the royal father. As a further indication of the
course which would be pursued, he affected to take
an interest in behalf of Godoy. A sort of military
government was immediately establidied in the me-
tropolis; the French general, Grouchy, being
made governor of the citv, ahdnatfblea instituted
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to preserve the police, under the joint superinten-
dence of a French officer and a Spaniard.
No people in time of popular tumult ever con-

ducte i themselves with such respect to the magis-
trates and the law as the people of Madrid had done

during- this revolution. They do not seem 10 have

injured the person of any individual, even Godoy
himself escaped unhurt.

In the provinces, the news of the abdication was
received with the utmost joy: Charles' imbecility-
was well known; his queen was unpopular for her
known profligacy; and nothing could exceed the
hatred in which the favorite was held. Te Devm
was performed in several places, as a thanksgiving
for his fall. At Salamanca, .he monks and stu-
dents are said to have testified their exultation by
dancing in the market place. The use which Fer-
dinand made of Godoy 's tressures increased the

general satisfaction; one of his earlies measures
was, from this money, to pay up the arrears due to
the officers and widows on the pension list.

A declaration concerning the affair of the Escu-
rial was made public (March 30) for the purpose of

proving that neither his former preceptor, D. Juan
de Escoiquiz, nor the duke del Infmt^do, nor any
other of his servants, who were implicated in the
accusation of conspiracy, had been guilty of mis-
conduct. A circumstance however, appears in the

account, which affords some grounds tor suspecting
that such an abdication as had been effected now,
was intended in October. The prince, it there ap-
t>e?red, had declared upon his examination, that he
had, in his own hand writing-, commissioned the
Duke del Infantado to assume the command of the

troops in New Castile in case of his father's de-
mise. The alledged reason was his fear lest Godoy
should continue at such a time to make an improp-
er use of his influence and power. A most flimsy
and ridiculous apology for so gross an usurpation!
Besides, there was no immediate apprehension of
the demise of the king; and, in case of such an

event, Godoy, who held his power only upon fa-

voritism, would instantly have become the wretch
that this revolution made him. It could never have
been apprehended that he would dream of chang-
ing the succession.

In the deed of abdication, Charles called it his
own free and voluntary act; and as such Cevallos

represents it. Nothing is more probable than that

the examples of Charles V. and Philip V. should
have occurred to him, and that the thought of imita-

ting them should have passed across his mind when
difficulties pressed upon him, and he was sick of
the cares of government; cares which he had never
felt till an apprehension for his own personal secu-

rity roused them. It is probable, also, that the

prince's party might not have formed the plan of

sending him into retirement, unless they had known
that he himself had entertained, however transient-

ly, a wish for retiring. To talk, even among them-

selves, of deposing the king, would have a startling
sound: but it was easy to persuade both themselves
and Ferdinand, that the object of their design was
to carry that wish and wise intention of his father

into effect for him, which he wanted resolution to
effect for himself.

These circumstances tallied too well with the de-

signs of Bonaparte to be overlooked by Murat. On
the very day that he entered Madrid, General Mou-
iheon was sent by him to draw from Charles a pro-
test against his deposition. There was no difficulty
in obtaining it from this weak monarch; though
however compulsory the act of abdication might
h.ive been, it was now as much his interest as that

of his family and of Spain, that he should acquiesce
in it. Actuated by his own resentment, and per-

haps still more by that of the queen, who trembled
for the life of her paramour, and like an adulterous

mother, hated her son, he committed his last con-

summating folly by appealing for protection to that

very person whose open and undisguised aggression
had not a week before driven him to the resolution

of abandoning the throne, and seeking refuge in

America. Thanking the Grand Duke of Berg for

his commisseration, he said to his agent, De Mou-
theon, that his affliction was the greater because

his own son was the author of it. The revolution

had been effected by forgery and corruption; the

prince and Cabellero, minister of justice, having
been the principal actors in it, he was compelled to

abdicate, to save the lives of himself and the queen;

knowing that if he had refused, they would have

both been murdered. This conduct of the prince
of Asturias was more shocking, the king said, inas-

much as, having perceived his desire to reign, and

being himself near three score years of age, he had

agreed to surrender the crown to him on his marri-

age with a French princess, an event which he, the

king, ardently desired. This part of the conference

seems to prove that he had not only thought of

abdicating, but had even promised to abdicate, and
fixed the time. It is, however, not less clear, that

the act when actually performed, was compulsory.
The prince he added, had chosen Bajados for the

place of their retreat, though that part of the king-
dom was injurious to his health. This he had re-

presented, and entreated him that he might be per-
mitted to choose another place; his wish being that

he might obtain permission of the emperor to pur-
chase an estate in France, where he might end his

days; and this had been refused. The queen said

she had begged her son at least to postpone their

journey. Her entreaties were in vain: to Bajados

they were ordered, and their journey was to begin
on the following Monday. All this is exceedingly

suspicious. There can have been no reason why
Ferdinand should not permit his father to choose

his place of residence, and it is higly improbable
that Charles should have thoughts of retiring into

France.

Having made these complaints, Charles delivered

into JL>e Moutheon's hands, a letter to the emperor,
and a formal protest, declaring, that the decree

wherein he renounced the crown in favor of his son,

was a deed to which he was compelled, in order to

prevent a greater calamity, and spare the blood of

his beloved subjects. It was therefore to be consi-

dered as of no auUiority. The letter was of a more

abject character. "Sir, my brother," said he,

"you will not without sympathy, see a king who
has been compelled to* resign his throne, throw

himself into the arms of a great monarch his ally,

placing every thing in the protection of him who
alone can fix his happiness, and that of his family,

and his faithful and beloved people," 8cc. Having

consigned this letter to De Moutheon, which if not

dictated, was evidently suggested by him, the king
said that his situation was most deplorable; they

had seized the prince of peace, and would put him

to death, though for no other crime than that of

having been at all times attached to his sovereign.

There was no efforts which he would not have

attempted to save the life of his unhappy friend, but

the whole world was deaf to his entreaties, and bent

on vengeance; & he felt assured that God -y's death

would be his own, for he should not survive him.
;;

These proceedings were concealed from Ferdi-

nand. Murat's intentions were to frighten him
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into the toils; an alarm that should have made him

start, would have ruined the plot. The interest

which this Grand T)nke affected for Godoy, his

refusal to acknowledge the new government, and

the respect which he paid to Charles, all tended to

this end. The rumour of Bonaparte's coming was

carefully spread abroad; fresh couriers were said to

have arrived:—the emperor had left Paris, and was

speedily to be expected in Madrid. The soldiers

were told that he would lose no time in putting him-
self at the head of his armies in Spain; they were
ordered to put themselves in a state to appear before

him; and in this proclamation (April 2) which ap-

peared in a Madrid Gazette extraordinary, the omi-
nous notice was given, that they would immediately
be supplied with cartridge to fire with. It was hint-

ed that it would be a delicate compliment if Don
Carlos, Ferdinand's next brother, would set off to

meet him on the way. His Highness, Murat said,

could not fail to meet him before he had proceeded
two days upon the road.—This was readily agreed
to, and the Infante, accompanied by the Duke del

Infantado, departed upon this fatal journey. Hav-

ing secured these victims, Murat endeavored to en-

tice Ferdinand himself into the snare: what had at

first been hinted at, and advised as a mark of atten-

tive consideration, was now pressed upon him as a

measure which would be attended with the happiest
consequences to himself and the whole kingdom.

—
The young king hesitated at this; it was more than

courtesy required; more than an ally was entitled

to expect, and perhaps he felc that it was more than

a king of Spain ought to perform. Cevallos con-

stantly advised him not to leave his capital until he
had received certain intelligence that Bonaparte had

actually passed the Pyrenees, and was approaching
Madrid; and even then he urged him to proceed so

sbort a way, that it should not be necessary for him
to sleep out of his capital more than a single night.
This advice prevailed for a time against repeated
solicitation of Murat and the ambassador Beauhar-
nois.

r- new actor in this detestable plot

During the interval which elapsed before this

agent could appear, Murat informed Cevallos, that

the Emperor would be gratified if the sword of

Francis I. were presented to him; and he desired
that this might be intimated to the new king. It

might be supposed that this was designed not mere-

ly to gratify the French nation, but also to lower
Ferdinand in the opinion of the Spaniards, if Bo-

naparte ever took the nobler feelings of our nature

into their calculation. But it was a mere trick for

the Parisians, and neither they nor the emperor
himself feel that France was far more c'ishonored

by the circumstances under which the sword was

recovered, than by the manner in which it had been
lost. Accordingly this trophy of Pescara's victory,
which had lain since the year 1525 in the royal ar-

moury at Madrid, was carried with great splendor
to the lodgings of the Grand Duke; (March 31)
he, it was said, having been brought up by the side

of the emperor, and in the same school, and illus-

trious for his military talents, was more worthy
than any other person could be to be charged with
so precious a deposit, and to transmit it into the

hands of his imperial majesty.

In spite of the patroles and rounds, and military
government, the suspicions of the people begnn to

manifest themselves more and more, and their poor
Prince was compelled, while he concealed his own
fears, to exert his authority for suppressing theirs.

"ty a new edict, (April 3) it was enacted that no
"'tors should be 'sold after eight in the evening;

It became necessary, therefore, to introduce

master manufacturers and tradesmen were ordered

to give notice to the police ifany of their workmen
or apprentices absented themselves from their work;

fathers were enjoined to keep their children and do-

mestics at home, and the old assurance was repeat-

ed, that the intention of the French accorded with

the views of the government.

(to be continued.")

Geography.

MEXICO, OR NEW SPAIN.

CContinuedfrom page 16.J
It is a received opinion that the environs of the

city of Mexico, were formerly more populous than

at present
—but, though our author admits that the

cruelties of the Spaniards carried many thousands

of Indians to an untimely grave, yet he considers it

the height of absurdity to trust to the fabulous ac-

counts of the conquerors of the country, who, to

trumpet their own exploits, greatly exaggerated
the facts connected with them, for their own glory.

In 1794 an enumeration of the people was attempted

by the vice roy Revillagigedo, but not completed iu

the two intendancies ofGuadalaxara and Vera Cruz,

and in the small province of Cohahuila. The fol-

lowing table was formed on this occasion:

Names of the intendancies and

governments in -which the enu-

meration, was completed in 1793.

POPULATION.
Of the in-

tendancies Of the

& govern- capitals,

merits.

Mexico -

Puebla -

Tlascala - -
Oaxaca -

Valladolid

Guanaxuato
San Luis Potosi

Zacatecas -

Durango -

Sonora -

Nuevo Mexico
The two Californias

Yucatan ....
Total population of New Spain
deduced from the enumeration
of 1793 - -

In a report to the king, count
de Revillagigedo estimated the

intendancy of Guadalnxara at

Inhabitants 485,000

Intendancy of Vera-

Cruz, at 120,000
Province of Cahahu-

ila, at 13,000.

Approximative result of the e-

numeration in 1793

1,162,886
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country, from -which he obtained regular returns of
j

neat taste in gardening, and uncommon attachment
the births and deaths, the mean term of which ap-

! to the cultivation of flowers and odoriferous piaiv.s.

peared to be 183 to 100—but he is inclined to be- 1 They are, perhaps, at this time, the best gardeners
lieve the general average of the whole territory

j

in the world, and the great market-place of Mexico
should be estimated at 170 births to 100 deaths. He !

is beautifully ornamented by flowers, each of ihe

says that in the United States, generally, it is as

201 to 100.*

The small pox has committed dreadful ravages in

Mexico—in the chief city alone 9000 persons perish-
ed with it in 1779. But great exertions have been
made to introduce a general innoculation with tbe
vaccine matter, and hopes are entertained of eradi-

cating the disease. The benefits ofthis remedy were

long known to the country people among the Peru-
vian Andes, though they never thought of innocula-

tion. There is a dreadful disease in Mexico peculiar
to the Indians, called the matlazahuatl It never at-

tacks white people—it bears some analogy to the

yellow fever, and is termed a plague by the Spaniards.
It fortunately appears but seldom, sometimes not

more than once in a century; but in 1545, 800,000 In-

dians are said to have died of it, and in 1 576, more
than 2,000,000. It has not prevailed for many years.
The black vomit, is almost exclusively confined to

the whites on the coasts, and seldom attacks the

Indians.

They reckon seven races in the Mexican popula-
tion, as in all the Spanish colonies. 1. Individuals

born in Europe; 2. Spanish Creoles, or whites of

European extraction, born in America; 3. The Mes-
tizos, descendants of whites and Indians; 4. The
Mulattoes, descendants of whites and negroes; 5.

The Zambos, descendants of negroes and Indians;

6- The Indians, the indigenous race; 7. The Afri-

can negroes. Besides these there are many indivi-

duals of Asiatic origin, both Chinese and J\falays.
Two millions and ahalfofthe population are Indians

Unmixed with any other race. Guanaxuato, Vallado-

lid, Peubla and Oaxaca have, in all, 1,737,000 inha-

bitants of whom 1,073,000 are Indians, who have a

great variety of languages, and appear to be "com-

posed of very heterogeneous elements-" The num-
ber of the languages exceeds twenty, fourteen of
which have grammars and dictionaries tolerably

comple-e; they are represented "to be as different

from each other as the Greek and the German, or
the French and the Polish." The Mexican or Atzec

language is most generally diffused; it having be-

longed to the conquerors of the country, and been

imposed upon the people for a long series of years.
"The Indians bear a general resemblance to those
who inhabit Canada, Florida, Peru and Brasil."—
All of them, in the neighborhood of the capital,
wear small mustaches. They live to an advanced

age, and are capable of excessive fatigue, as is fully

proved by the requisitions of the Spaniards. Few of
them are deformed in their limbs.—Martin Salme-

ron, the Mexican giant, was 7 feet 3 1-2 inches high.
Before the arrival of the Spaniards, the Mexicans

had made considerable progress in the arts and
sciences, as a notice of the antiquities of the country
will shew. Some of their temples and palaces were

magnificent structures, of wood and stone, and

they had a correct knowledge of the duration of the

year, which they divided into months. The con-
verts to the Christian religion practise in their de-

votions many remains of their ancient worship.
The. natives have long been celebrated for then

*
In France there are 1 10 births to 100 deaths—In

England, 120 to 100—In Sweden, 130 to 100—In
Finland, 150 to 100—In Russia, generally 166 to 100—In west Prussia; 180 to 100—In the U. States,
(State of New-Jersey) 300 to 100.—Humboldt.

market people being "seated in an entrenchment of
verdure." The effect is delightful.
The Indians seem to have been exceedingly de-

press by their own monarchical government. They
had a numerous and rapacious nobility, whose de-
scendants at this day, trusted with a little "brief au-

thority" by the Spaniards, are more cruel and tyran-
nical than the Spaniards themselves. The emperor,
nobility and clergy possessed all their fertile lands;
and in some districts this monopoly still exists.—
The conquest of the Spaniards, though productive
of many dreadful calamities, was not, (all things
considered) so grievous as has been generally sup-
posed. Thepresent state of the Indians appears pre-
ferable to their situation under Montezuma, the Mi-
ra being abolished, and no person compelled to la-

bor in the mines, as formerly, except of his own
free will; for which he receives wages. Some of
the Indian families are very wealthy, possessing pro-
perties worth from 148 to 185,000 g—(800,000 to

1,000,000 of livres) and enjoy great consideration

among the tributary Indians, who are generally
poor, wretched and miserable. They have some-
times been led to insurrection, but depressed by
servitude, appear to want courage to persevere in

their plans .

The number of individuals of whom the white
race is composed is estimated to be 1,200,000—of
whom about 80,000 are said to be natives of Europe.
There are very few negro slaves in Mexico. The
individuals of mixed blood are said to amount to

2,400,000. Males are more numerous than females.

There is one arch-bishop and seven bishops in

Mexico. The revenue of the first is estimated at

120,000 § per annum; the bishops receive from
100,000 as low as 6,000—these eight persons enjoy
about 524,000 §> per annum. The inferior clergy
are numerous. The lands and other sources of profit
to the clerical order in New Spain, is valued as a

capital of from 60 to 70 millions of dollars.

Mexico has been several times divided into pro-
vinces, according to the different views of the Spa-
nish monarchs and their deputies; and the present
divisions, though established in 1776,were generally
unknown till the travels of Humboldt appeared.
There are at this time 12 intendancies, to which

must be added three other districts denominated

provinces, making in all 15 divisions—as follows:

Under the temperate Zone—the province of JVew-
Mexico-—and intendancy of jSTeto Biscay, with the

provinces of old and new California, and the inten-

dancies of Sonora, and Sun Louis Potosi. This sec-

tion of the country, contains 82,000 square leagues,
677,000 inhabitants, or only eight persons to a

square league.
Under the torrid Zone are the intendancies of Za-

catecas, Guadalaxara, Guanavuto, f'allcdolid, Mexi-
co, La Puebla, Vera Cruz, Oaxaca, and Merida,
containing 36,500 square leagues, with a population
of 5,160,000 souls, or 141 inhabitants to the square
league.
From which it appears that nearly seven-eighths

of the inhabitants live under the torrid Zone— but
four-fifths ofthosewho inhabit the equinoctial parts
of Mexico, live on the ridge of the Cordillera, or

table lands, whose height above the sea is from 5000
to 7000 feet. The inequality of these divisions, as

well in respect to extern of country as population,
&c. will appear from the following notices of caek
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The intendancy of Mexico, extends from the 16°

34.' to the 21° 57' of North latitude, hounded on the

h by San Louis Potosi, on the west by Guanax-

uato anil Vailadolid, and on the east by Vera Cruz

La Puebla. On the south it has a sea coast of

Leagues. I is greatest length is 136 leagues, its

greatest breath is 92 leagues—its content, 5,927

Square leagues; its population in 1803, 1,511,800

souls, thus having 255 persons to the square league.
The greater part of this intendancy is mountainous,
in which are the immense plains mentioned above.

The citv oi' Mexico stands in a valley, supposed
to have been the bed of a great salt lake, surrounded

on all sides by stupendous mountains as with a wall.

The valley, elevated 7,479 feet above the level ofthe

sea, is about 67 leagues in circumference, contain-

ing several small lakes, near one of which stands the

fatuous capital city of the country. From being so
•

long accustomed to hear Mexico spoken of as a city
built in the middle of a lake, we were rather surprised
at Humboldt's declaration, that, instead of being
surrounded by water, it is a considerable distance

from it- It is admitted that Mexico -was

surrounded by water, but the waters of the lake

Tezcuco have greatly diminished, and are annually

decreasing. Cortes, in his account of this city,

"the residence of the great lord Montezuma" de-

scribed it as "situate in the midst ofa large salt lake,

having tides like the sea"—"from the
1

city to the

"continent" says he, "there are two leagues
"whichever way we may wish to enter. Four

"dykes lead to the city; they are made by the hand
"of man— the city is as large as Seville or Cordo-
"va.' —Of the streets—"some are half dry and half

"occupied by navigable canals, furnished with well

"constructed wooden bridges." The market

"place "twice as large as thaf of Seville, is sur-

"rounded with an immense portico, under which
"are exposed for sale all sorts of merchandize, eata-

bles, ornaments of gold, silver, (fee.) delft ware,
"leather and spun cotton There are lanes for

"game, others for roots and garden fruits—there

"are houses where barbers shave the head—and
"houses where drink is sold—to avoid confusion,

"every species of merchandize is sold in a separate
"lane"—to see justice was done in the market, and
to detect false measures, 8cc. several persons whose
duties were similar to those of the present clerks of

the markets in the cities of the Unied States, were

appointed and constantly employed in passing
through the crowd. From this view of the city
of Mexico a tolerabie idea may be formed of the

existing state of the people, and their knowledge in

the arts. The history of the original settlement

of this place, as derived from the best authority, is

highly interesting, but being foreign to our present
object is omitted here. Tue Atzees, as the ancient

founders of the empire were called, were said to be
directed to the spot by the oracle of Aztlan—they
first erected a temple of wood, and built the city
round it; but they afterwards erected a spacious and

superb building of stone, ofa pyramidal form, 121
feet high, having a base 318 feet long. Many mon-
uments of their labours are still existing

—
they were

well acquainted with mechanics, as the immense
rocks, brought from the continent,* and used in

their works certainly prove. A carved rock has
been discovered 22 feet long, 19 broad and 9 feet

deep, which the Spaniards in vain endeavored to
remove. Tiie stone of the sacrifices
about 300 cubic feet.

There are five lakes in the valley of Mexico; the

largest is called Tezcu'-o, near which the city stands.
Surrounded as this villey is by mountains, the most
dreadful inundations are sometimes experienced;
and it is astonishing to read of the great works
effected by the Mexicans to carry off .he surplus wa-

ters; in which, though they deserve 1 success from,

the magnitude of the attempt, they h ive failed from
the more powerful operations of nature, i propelling
the waters to their destruction, or oa&sing the eartu
on the sides of their prodigious dykes to fall in arid

fill them up. But the valley now is partially pro-
tected from inundation by the joint labors of the

Spaniards and Indians.

Mexico is at this time one of the most beautiful

cities in the world, chiefly built of stone, with streets

crossing each other in right angles, having nume-
rous canals through which are seen passing thou-
sands of boats laden with fruits, plants and flowers,
and the various species of merchandize. The
palaces of the viceroys and archbishop, the cathe-

dral, the churches and other public buildings and
the houses of the wealthy, will bear a comparison
with those of any other city. The edifice destined
for the school of Mines cost nearly §600,000, and,
as our author says, would adorn the principal places
of Paris or London. "The cathedral, an immense
edifice was 60 years in building. The grand altar

alone cost §50,000—the chalice for common use,
cost §11,000—the image ofthe virgin of pure silver,
is adorned with precious stones valued at §30,000
the revenue of the cathedral is §200,000 /ier annum.

Many of the churches are grand and highly orna-
mented with a profusion of the most costly materi-
als. The academy of the fine arts, where are casts

of the most celebrated sculptures in Europe, is a
noble institution well provided for. The hospitals
are good edifices and richly endowed—the great
market place is well worthy of notice, and so is the

treasury a building from which have been paid,

says our author, from the beginning of the 16th cen-

tury, a sum more than equal to 1,354,275,000 dollar?.

The street called Plaleria, which is chiefly inhabi-
ted by artificers in the precious metals and stones,
exhibits a most magnificent spectacle—every win-
dow displaying a vast variety of gold and silver or-
naments and utensils, With peaz-ls, rubies and jewels
of every description and fashion. There are several
convents—the great convent of St. Francis is par-
ticularly distinguished, which from alms alone pos-
sesses an annual revenue of g?0,000. There are

many other things worthy of note, but the forego-

?The reader wiurecollec
island.

that Mexico -urns on an

ing may be sufficient to give a general idea ofthem.

(It may be proper here to observe the old city was

destroyed by the Spaniards; and that the present
was erected on the same spot

—the cathedral occu-

pies the space formerly held by the great Mexican
temple.)

According to the most recent and least uncertain

data, the Baron Humboldt was induced thus t»
state the population of .Mexico, in 1803.—White
Europeans, 2,500—white Creoles, 65,000—indige-
nous, 33,000—Mestizoes, 26,500—Mulattoes, 1 0,000—total 137,000. In the 23 male convents, there
were nearly 1,200 individual's—in the 15 female
convents about 2,100—the secular e-clesiastics are
between 5 and 600.

Mexico is supplied with excellent water by means
D-f aqueducts from the springs in the mountains.—

contained
' There are two aqueducts; one of them is 33.464
fee c, say six miles long. It has an abundap.ee of

provisions: the following curious estimate of their

consumption was drawn ifp by order or' the Count
de iteviiiagegedo in 17C1." Eatables—Jktves
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i6)30 Calves, 450—-Sheep, 278,923
—Hogs,

50 676—Kids and rabbits, 24,000—Fowls, 1,255,34^

—Ducks, 125,000—Turkeys, 205,000—Pigeons,
65,300

—Partridges, 140,000, with proportionate

quantities
of maize, barley and flour. A fermented

liquor called pulque, is the common drink of the

-people; they are said to consume 44 millions *of

bottlesper annum, each bottle containing about 58

cubit inches—they also drink considerable quanti-
ties of wine, brandy, &c. and destroy near 50 millions

of pounds of bread every year.
Our author next gives a long narrative of the

inundations Mexico has suffered, and a detailed

account of the great dykes that are cut through the

mountains to carry off the surplus waters. Suffice

it to say, the city seems now pretty well protected

against similar calamities, effected at an enormous

expense
—of nearly 6 millions of dollars. The

last inundation was in 1764;—in 1803 additional

works were commenced to render it perfectly safe.

The great height of Mexico above the sea forever
' forbids the hope of possessing a water communica-
tion. It is the emporium of an immense com-
merce; but every thing must be transported to and
from it on the backs of men and animals over the

mountains.
We cannot consider this account of Mexico

complete without noticing the floating gardens with

which the lakes are filled, and from whence the

market derives its chief supply of vegetables, roots,

fruits and flowers. They are formed of reeds, rushe6

and branches of brushwood, strongly united; over

which the Indians cast a fine black mould, or mud
drawn from the bottom of the lakes. They are

generally about 300 feet in length, and from 16 to

20 broad, and are moved about at pleasure.
The other chief places in the intendancy of Mex-

ico are—Tezcuco, which formerly possessed conside-

rable cotton manufactories—Acapulco, an excellent

sea port on the-Pacific ocean, and the great empo-
rium of the trade to Asia, Peru, Chili, &c. is a

miserable and unhealthy town, and has an habitual

population of only 4000 souls, chiefly people of

color. Queretaro, celebrated for the beauty of
its aqueducts, fine edifices and cloth manufactures,

It was under the consideration of government to
suppress all companies and corporations of trades,and to leave every individual to the free exercise of
his profession. The determination ofthis question
is not known. ^

Statistics.—According to the enumeration made
tor the purpose of the conscription, the actual
population of this capital amounts to 224,548 inha-
bitants, among which are enumerated 4,128 nobles
(416 fewer than in 1808) 4,623 ecclesiastics (140
fewer than m 18081 4,623 placemen (58 more than

1808) 10,220 artizans, workmen and artists
in

(1,1 25 more than in 1 808.)' The number of houses
since 1808 is increased 92: since 1785 it is increased
1,414. The number of families is diminished 3,185
since 1808.

Notwitstanding this diminuaiion,
lodgings containing 2 or 3 rooms are much scarcer
than in 1808; and the price is doubled or trebled.
This scarcity cannot be attributed to the number of
strangers, for that is diminished 6,863 since 18 r 8.
In 1785 a population of 217,967 persons occupied
only 5,607 houses; in 1810 the houses occupied by
206,400 persons are 7,021 of which several have
been heightened one or more stories. Lodging is so
very dear and scarce that some cannot obtain it.—
Three times have the populace, broke the windows
of a rich proprietor of a house who demanded ah
excessive price for the rents of it. The number of
horses in Vienna is 4,025: of dogs nearly 30,000.

Education.—The Emperor had commanded a
learned Jew, M. Hertz Hombourg, to compose a
book of morals, particurlarly appropriate to the
situation of the Jewish nation, and in which *he
maxims of a sound philosophy were supported by
passages from all the old Testament. M. Horn-
bourg's book entitled Beni Zion, has recently been
approved by the Commissioners ofstudies, and will
be introduced into the Jewish schools. M. Hum-
bourg has received from the Emperor a present of
1,000 florins, and he will also be entitled to the pay-
ment of two per cent, of the produce of the sale of
his book^
Bohemia—The number of Births and Deaths in

the kingdom of Bohemia, for 1 year, has been
134,631 of which 69,909 were bovs; and 64,742

thousand are Indians.

TO BE CONTINUE!).

has 35,000 inhabitants, of whom between 11 and 12 Sirls - The number of deaths was 115,630; births
more than deaths 19,021.
China—The Pirates, who so long infested the

S. W. parts of the coast of China, have at length
surrendered themselves to the government of the

province of Canton. A general amnesty was grant-
ed them by the Viceroy; and upon their surrender
they were received with marks of favor and honor,
and taken into the employ of government!
Denmark—The Paper mo?\ey of this government

is at this time at the rate of 5 for 1; for'bills nego-
tiable in England.
France.—Literary Property—-The Georgiques

of M. Deliile in the course of their sale, during 40
years, have made the fortunes of a whole family, and
have been circulated, throughout the literary world,
to the number of 200,000 copies. They have lately
been sold by auction to Messrs. Michaud, printers
and booksellers, for 25,00i; francs (about 5'00 dolls.)

Sea Tyger—There is now exhibiting in Paris a
curious and rare fish, described by Buffon in his
Natural History, Vol. 26th, under the name of Sea
Tyger: it was caught in the North Sea, on the
coast of Norway. It measures 5 feet in length, and

nearly 3 in circumference. It feeds on fish, knows
its master, and rises out of the water when com-
manded. [So say the Paris papers. It is probably
nothing more than a large specimen of the Seal, or

jPhocakind.j

Miscellaneous Intelligence.
Philosophical, Literary, Political, &c.

Austrian Literature.—The periodical works

published in Austria continue increasing: and

among those which are now publishing are many
of great merit. Literary criticism is pursued with

great success in the "annals of Literature and
the Arts," by Mr. Glatz, councellor of the Protes-

tant Consistory; excellent articles of statistics

appear in the "Patriotic Journal," of which M.

Hormayr is the principal editor; as he is also of
the "Archives of Geography, History, Statistics

and Arms." There are some military journals in

high repute. Several journals are devoted entirely
to the belles lettres.

Vienna. Finance—It is said that this government
proposed in the first months of this year, to put 20
millions of money into circulation. By these
means which the Austrian monarchy still possesses
after so long and so unfortunate a war, and by the

daily augmentation of their national industry, they
hope to extricate themselves from the miserable
situation in which they have been placed by their

commercial operations with foreign countries.
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IIoi.tA5D.—Substitvtes for Conscriptsforbidden—
•General direction of the Police in Holland. "As-

sociations having been framed at Amsterdam and

many other towns and villages in the departments

of Holland, in order to furnish Substitutes for such

conscripts as may be drawn by lot, his Serene High-
ness and the Prince Governor General having been

informed of them, orders me to make known that

he cannot tolerate them. He considers these asso-

ciations but as speculations equally injurious to the

interest of the State, as to those individuals. The

substitutes must, as in the rest of the Empire, be

by mutual consent. Thus, while each considers it

as an honor to offer for his substitute a man -worthy

of entering into the ranks of the army, he also takes

care, without merely considering his interest, that

no association shall be the consequence, however

laudable his intentions.

DUTERRAGE."

[The following ouefht to have been inserted among
the items headed "British Statistics"—the omis-

sion was not observed until too late to put it in

its proper place on account of the table which

follows, without deranging the whole paper:]

British navy, 1811—whole number of arm-

ed vessels ----- 1,042

In commission - - - - 719

ordinary and repairing
- 261

Building ----- 62
Those in commission are—150 of the line;

22 of 50's and 44's; 164 frigates; 134

sloops and yachts; 4 bombs and fire-

ships; 135 brigs; 32 cutters; 78 gun
vessels ----- 719

Those in ordinary are—65 of the line; 11

of 50's and 44's; 64 frigates; 60 sloops
and yachts; 8 bombs and fire-ships; 48

brigs; 5 gun vessels ... 261
Those building are—39 of the line; 2 of

50's; J9 frigates; 2 sloop and yacht 62
- —

. Agricultural.
Hessian Flies—These flies have so spread them-

selves over the whole of this northern country, that

it is with difficulty the farmer can raise any wheat;
much has been said and done to effect means where-

by they may be kept! out of the grain; but as noth-

ing has ever as yet proved effectual, I shall endeavor

(from my experience) to inform every farmer in

what way he may dispose himself of those, his un-

friendly neighbors; and as I mean to apply to the

gos'ernment of this state for a premium, it is hoped
that every agricultural man will make a trial of the

method which I shall give, and give their satisfac-

tion accordingly.
This fly blows, or lays the eggs or nits in the

wheat while it is in "blossom, and these continue
dormant until the grain is sowed, and then it comes

up with the wheat and is always discovered in the
first joint, where it is impossible for the fly to de-

posit. The method to destroy or prevent this fly
from getting in the wheat is as follows: Soak the
wheat in weak lye or lime water, brine or chamber-

lye, many things will answer this purpose, such as

soaking the grain all winter in baskets—Care
should be taken that the grain be not soaked too

long so as to kill it. Should any farmer want any
information which I can give, all letters post paid
will be attended to with pleasure.

GILBERT BROWNE.
.Xew-Yorh, 8th mo. 2?, 1811.

Astronomical.

THE SUN ECLIPSED.
Extract of a letterfrom Wm. Lambert, Esq. dated at

Washington City, to a gentleman at Richmond, Va.

"A singular phenomenon will take place at Rich-

mond, on the 17th September, 1811: The Sun will
be annularly and very nearly centrally eclipsed by
the Moon, at 2h, 5 l-2m. P. M. apparent or solar

time. What is meant by an annular eclipse, is that
the apparent or visible diameter of the Sun will on
that day, be larger than the Moon's, and a ring of

light will appear round the dark body of the Moon
(from which the name or designation is derived) at

all places where the eclipse will be central or nearly
so. In latitude 37, 35, 44, and longitude 77, 21, 25,
west of Greenwich, which is very nearly the geo-
graphical position of Richmond, I make the eclipse
to be central, when the apparent time at Greenwich
will be 7h. 15m. P. M. The centre of the Moon's
shadow will pass from the north west to the south
east, and go off in the Atlantic ocean near Ocracock
inlet, in North Carolina. If the weather should

prove favorable for observation, this eclipse will v

afford one of the best means of ascertaining the lon-

gitude with precision in different parts of the Unit-
ed States. The beginning and end ought to be ob-
served with the greatest possible accuracy, by a
watch or clock beating or shewing seconds, and the
error of the watcn for apparent or solar time should
be carefully ascertained by several sets of altitudes
of the Sun, taken with good sextants or quadrants,
the former being preferable. No opportunity of
this kind should be lost, whenever it happens, for
such means occur but seldom, and a nobler and
more important use should be made of them than

merely as an object of curiosity. The correct solar

time of the beginning and end is all that is wanting
for the calculation, provided the latitude of the

place shall have been previously ascertained with
sufficient accuracy."

THE BEGGAR—Sons et.

[Poetry, the offspring of sensibility and feeling,
when regulated by good taste, and controled by
judgment, possesses a charm, which penetrates
the bosom of the reader, though he may know no
more of the parties with whom he sympathises
than he learns from the verses under his perusal;
while characters also drawn from life with discri-

mination, delight by their vigor and fancy.]
Of late I saw him on his staff reel in'd,
Bow'd down beneath a weary weight of woes,

Without a roof to shelter from the wind
His head, all hoar with many a winter's snows.

All trembling he approach'd; he strove to speak;
'

The voice of misery scarce my ear assail'd;
A flood of sorrow swept his furrowed cheek,
Remembrance check d him & his utt'rance fail'd;

For he had known full many a better day;
And when the poor man at his threshold bent,

He drove not with aching heart awav,
But freely shar'd what providence had sent.

How hard for him, the stranger's boon to crave,
And live to want the mite his bounty gave!

WASHING COLORS FOR LADIES' WEAR.
"Your cottons,"said Flavia, "are cheating vile trash!

"See! the colors are gone, though you said they
"would wash!"

"Yes, madam," the shopkeeper answered—no doubt,
"I said they would wash, but I meant they'd -wash

out.'" GERRO.
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The Chronicle.

Foreign Intelligence. The report given in the last
I

Since the above was written, the schooner Globe,
from Bayonne, has arrived with a cargo of wine, dry

Register, that Sir Joseph Yorke had been dis-

patched for our coast with a squadron of ships, &c.

is contradicted by later accounts from London; we

have news from that city of the 27th of July. The

king of England was not dead, but there appeared

every reason to believe that he would not live many

days". He was completely insane! and for fifty four

hours neither closed his eyes, took any aliment, or

for one moment ceased talking with incoherence;

some little ease had been given him by forcing up-

on him strong soporifics. His breathing was diffi-

cult, the glands in the throat, being swelled.
_

That a belief is held in England ofa war with the

United States, the following article froma Plymouth

paper of the 22d of July will shew. The Landrail

schooner is fitting fdfc sea in this harbor, and in the

event of an American war, will cruize between the

Channel and Atlantic to intercept the American

merchantmen.
The frigate John Adams may soon be expected to

arrive with dispatches from our agents in France

and England. We hear that three American ves-

sels were lately released in France, on proof being

produced that" the property belonged as stated. It

is sfljdthat many others will be immediately releas-

ed to the claimants; and that the French courts of

admiralty considered the Berlin and Milan decrees

as abrogated, rendered null and void, since the first

of November last, and act accordingly. We should

Uke to see full proof of this.

The British Parliament was prorogued on the

24th of July to the 22d ofAugust, by a commission,

"acting under the Prince Regent on behalf of his

Majesty," as it was inconvenient for the Prince him-

self to attend. The address delivered on this occa-

sion speaks in flattering terms of the prosperity of

the empire
—he thanks parliament for its liberal sup-

plies
—encourages a prosecution of the war in Spain

and Portugal, and congratulates them on the sur-

render of Mauritius, or the Isle of France, the last

colony of that enemy. The royal assent was given
to an act to make bank notes the same value as gold,

and to a bill for transporting the militia of England
to Ireland, and the militia of Ireland to England,
for the better preservation of "order and law," in

the two countries.

Lord Milton, after giving the notorious duke of

York a severe lashing, in the house of commons,
June 6, proposed a vote of censure on the conduct

of the ministers for recommending to the Prince

Regent the re-appointment of that creature to the

command of the army. But the motion could not

prevail. Petitions are circulating for the removal

of the ministers.

Stocks, London, July 23, 3 per cent, reduced 63

1-2; 5 per cent, consols 62 3-4.

American and colonial produce is very cheap and

plentiful at St. Petersbu-gj a great number of

cargoes are in port, and others daily arriving.
—

Russia and France continue on a friendly foot-

ing.
We learn that orders have been issued by the

king of Denmark to the privateers, to bring in for

examination in the lower court, all vessels from

the Baltic, whatever might be their destination.

From this we may expect great depredations on

our trade.

Joseph Bonaparte has returned to Madrid—and

fresh troops are marching into Spain. No event

of importance is made known to us of the war in

the penii.aiilit since our last.

goods and oil, in 31 days
—and the ship George and

Albert, in 28 days from CadiZ—bringing the latest

accounts we have had from Europe. The chief

tilings follow:

It seems understood that American vessels ar-

riving in France v:i.h native produce will be freely
admitted—but vessels with colonial articles must
have licences. The emperor was expected at Bay-
onne the latter end of August—200,000 men, it w
said, were under marching orders for Spain and

Portugal.—The British are freaking up their com-

mercial establishments at Heligoland from the im-

possibility of smuggling their goods into the conti-

nent, the coasts being so completely watched.—Oa
the 4th of July the Russians defeated the grand

army of the Turks, consisting of 160,000 men, com-
manded by the grand vizier. The Spaniards, it is

stated, had celebrated the return of king Joseph to

Madrid with great demonstrations of joy—The
king of Prussia is enforcing "the continental sys-

tem" with great rigor.
—The ports of the Levant

are stated to be inundated with British goods; and

the crops of cotton to be very abundant.—The king
of England was alive the 29th July; but all his fami-

ly had been assembled in expectation of his de-

cease.

The accounts from Spain give us notice of many
skirmishes—and detail the marches and counter-

marches of small bodies of troops, but mention no"

event of importance.

Baltimore Prices Current, September 11, 1811.

Bacon, per lb. 10 cents, Butter, in kegs, 15—18;
best Coffee, 16; Cotton, Geo. up. 10—12; Cheese,
li—11; Flour, bbl. $8; Flaxseed, rough, bush. 80 ;

Do. cleansed, cask, $10. Grain—corn, 75—8";

wheat, 145—150'; rye, 75—80; barley, 8 ; clover

seed, g9—1"; Hemp, lb. 7—11; Hops, 25; Kiln

dried corn meal, bbl. 4 50. Naval stores—tar, bbl.

3 25—3 50; pitch, 3 5'J; turpentine, soft, 2 25;

rosin, 2 75; spirits of turpentine, gal. 40; whiskey,
1st pf. 46; brown sugar, civt. 10 75—13 5< ; loaf,

19—20; shot, of all sizes, Am. not. 12 50. Tabacco
—Md. no sales; Virginia, fat, cwt. 500—600; Rap-
pahannock, 2 50; Kentucky 400—500; Tallow, Am,
lb. 11—12; Wax, bees, 25—30; -wool, full blood me-

rino, lb. 150—20> ; crossed, 75—100; common, 37;"

skinners, 30.

Excluinge on London, 16 per cent, discount-

Q^j" The present number of the Register assumes

something of the "body, form and substance" we
wish it to possess; though not arrived at the desir-

ed train of the business, we hope to reach it with a

little more experience.
The public [revolutionary] papers were postpon-

ed to make room for a new declaration of Indepen-
dence, &c.—their publication shall be resumed, and
the proposed series, leisurely, completed.
The Editor requests information of any irregula-

rity in the delivery or transmission of this paper,
that it may be remedied. Communications to him
must be free of expense.

By close attention, we hope to prove ourselves

Worthy our increased ami increasing support
—the

Editor has to present his thank to more than a hun-

dred new subscribers obtained since Saturday last.

With the third or fourth number shall be publish-
ed an extra; if the patronage of the Register goes
on as it has done, we promise at least an extra sheet

for every month. Subscribers may be furnished

from the beginning.
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President and Little Belt.

(The affair (every thing is an "affair" now-a-days)
of the President and Little Belt, appearing to as-

sume great importance in England, we have

thought proper to record the official papers
relative to it: so that, at once, our readers may
see the whole nature of the contention, giving
credit -where credit shall appear to be due.]

Copy of a letter from Commodore Rodgers to the

Secretan/ of the Nary.
U. S. FRIGATE PRESIDENT,

Of Sandy Hook, May 23, 1811.

Sir—I regret extremely being under the necessi-

ty of representing to you an event that occurred on

the night of the 16th inst. between the ship under

my command and his Britannic Majesty's ship of

war the Little Belt, commanded by captain Bing-
ham: the result of which has given me much pain,
as well on account of the injury she sustained, as

that I should have been compelled to the measure
that produced it, by a vessel of her inferior force.

The circumstances are as follows: On the 16th

inst. at twenty-five minutes past meridian, in seven-

teen fathom water, Cape Henry bearing S. W. dis-

tant fourteen or fifteen leagues, a sail was discover-

ed from our mast head in the east, standing towards
us under a press of sail. At half past one the svm-

metr>\of her upper sails (which were at tnis time

distinguishable from our deck) and her making sig-

nals, shewed her to be a man of war. At forty-five

minutes past one, p. m. hoisted our ensign and pen-
dant: when, finding her signals not answered, she

wore and stood to the southward. Being desirous

of speaking her, and of ascertaining what she was,
I now made sail in chase; and by half past three

p. m. found we were coming up with her; as, bv

this time, the upper part ofher stern beg..n to shew
itself above the horizon. Ti e wind now began,
and continued gradually to decrease, so as to pre-
vent my being able to approach her sufficiently be-

fore sun-set, to discover her actual force, (which 1 he

position she preserved during the chase was calcu-

lated to conceal) or to judge even to what nation

she belonged; as she appeared studiously to decline

shewing her colors. At fifteen or twenty minutes

past seven p. m. the chase took in her studding sails,

and soon after hauled up her courses, and hauled bv
the wind on the starboard tack; she at the same time
hoisted an ensign or fl..g at her m.zen peak, but it

was too dark for me to discover what nation it re-

presented; now, for the first time, her broadside
was presented to our view; but night had so far

progressed, that although her appearance indica-

ted she was a frigate, I was unable to determine her

actual force.

At fifteen minutes before eight p. w. being about
a mile and half from her, the wind at the time very

ligh , I direc ed captain Ludlow to i.ake a position
to windward of her and on the same tack, within

Q

short speaking distance. This, however, the com-
mander of the chase appeared, from his manarj.
vres, to be anxious to prevent, as he wore and
hauled by the wind on different tack:;, four times

successively, between this period and the ime of
our arriving at the position, which I had ordered to
be taken. At fifteen or twenty minuies past eight,
being a little forward of her weather beam and dis-
tant from seventy to a hundred yards, hailed "what
ship is that?" to this enquiry no answer was given,
but I was hailed by her commande-, and asked
"what ship is that?" Having asked the first

question, I of course, considered m\ self entitled,
by the common rules of politeness, to the first an-

swer; after a pause of fifteen o twenty seconds, I

reiterated my first enquiry of "what ship is that?"
and before I had time to take the trumpet from my
mouth, was answered by a shot, that cut off one
of our main-top back stays and went into our main-
mast—at this instant captain Caldweii (ofmarines)
who was standing very near me on the gangway,
having observed "sir, she has fired at us," caused
me to pause for a moment, just as I was in the act
of giving an order to fire a shot in return; and he-
fore Ihad time to resume the repetition of the in-

tended order, a shot wa actually fired '.' om the se-

cond division of 'his ship, and was scarcely out of
the gun before u was answered from our a/sumed
enemy by three oihers in quick succession, and
soon after the rest of i.is broadside and musketry.
When the first shot was fired, being under an im-

pression, that it might possibly have proceeded fiom
accident, and without the orders of the comr.an-
der, I had determined at the moment to fire only a

single shot in return, but the; immediate repeii ion
of the previous unprovoked outrage induced me to

believe that the insult was premeditated, d hat
from our adversary being, at that I feme, as ignouaiit
of cur real force as I was of his, he .' ugh* this,

perhaps, a favorcble opportunity of acquiring,pro-
motion, although at the expence of violating our

neutrality
7
,
and insulting our flag; I accordingly,

with that degree of repugnance incident to fee ig
equally determined neither to be the aggressor, or
suffer the flag of my country to be insulted wit' im-

punity, gave a general order to fire; the eflec of

which, in from four to six minutes, as near as I

can judge, having produced a partial silence of his

guns, I gave orders to cease firing, discovering by
the feeble opposition that it mu-tbe a ship of very
inferior force o wha I had supposed, or that some
untoward accident had happened to her.

My orders in this instance however (although they
proceeded alone from motives of humanity and a
determination not to spill a drop of blood unneces-

sarily) I had, in less than four minutes, some rea-

son to regret, as he renewed his fire, of which two
32 pound shot cut off one of our fore-shrouds and

injured our fore-mast. It was now that I found

myself under the painful necessity of giving- orders
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it that you will bepleased to request 'he President
to authorise a formal enquiry to be instituted into
all the circumstances as well as into every part of

my conduct connected wiih the same.
The injury sustained bv the ship under my com-

mand is very trifling
1

, except to the fore and main
masts, which I before mentioned; no person killed,
and but one (a boy) wounded.
For further particulars I refer you to Captain

Caldwell, who is charged with the delivery of this

communication. Ihave the honor to be, with great
respect, sir, vour obedient servant,

(Signed) JOHN RODGERS.
Honorable Patx Hawtltojt,

Secretary of the Navy.

for a repetition of ourfire against a fo;ce which m;. I cacy, connected with personal considerations, soli

forbearance alone had enabled to do us any injury of

moment; our fire was accordingly renewed and con-

tinued from three to five minutes longer, when

perceiving our opponent's gaff" and colors down,
his maintop-sail yard upon the rap and his fire si-

lenced, although it was so dark hat I could not dis-

cern any other particular injury we had done or

how far he was in a situation to do us farther harm,

J nevertheless embraced theearlie t moment to stop

our fire and prevent the fur' her effusion of blood.

Here a pause of half a minute or more took place,

at the end of which, our adversary not shewing a

farther disposition to fire, I hailed again and asked,

"what ship is that?? I learned for the first time,

that it was a ship of his Britannic majesty; but,

pwing to its blowing rather fi esher than it had done,

I was unable to learn her name.

After having informed her commander of the

name of this ship, I gave orders to wear, run under

his lee and haul by the wind on the starboard tack,

and heave too under topsails and repair what little

ihjurv we had sustained in our figging, which was

accordingly executed, and we continued lying too

on different tacks with a number of lights displayed,

in order that our adversary might the better decern

our position, and command our assistance, incase

he found it necessary dining the night. At day-

break on the 17th, she was discovered several rniies

to leeward, when 1 gave orders to bear up and run

down to him under easy sail; after hailing him I

sent a boat on board with Lieutenant Creighton, to

learn thenair.es of the ship and her commander,
with directions to ascertain the damage she had

sustained, and to inform her commander, how much
I regretted the neces-- ity on my part, which had

led to such an unhkppv result: at the same time to

offer all the assistance thai the ship under my
command afforded, in repairing the damage, his

had si sta Tied. At 9 A. M. Lieutenant Creighton
returned with information, that it was his Britannic

Majesty's ship Little Belt, Captain Bingham; who
in a polite manner declined the acceptance of any
assistance; saying, at the same time, that he had on

boar', all the necessary requisites to repair the dam-

aevs l "•ncientlv to enable him to return to Halifax.

This however, Was not the most unpleasant part

of Captain Bingham's communication to Lieut.

Creighton, as he informed him, that, in add jt ion

to the injury his ship had sustained, between 20 and

30 of his crew had been killed and wounded.

The regret that this information caused me was

much, vou may be sure, as a man might expect to

feel, whose greatest pride is to prove, without os-

tentation, by every public as well as private act,

that lie possesses a humane anel generous heart;

and with these sentiments, believe me sir, that

such a communication would cause me the most

acute pain during the remainder of my life, had I

not the consolation to know that there was no

alternative left me between such a sacrifice, and one

which would have been still greater, namely, to

have remained a passive spectator of insult to the

flag <\t my country, while it was co.ifided to m\

protection
—and I would have you to be convinced,

sir, that however much individually I may pievi-

ouslv have had reason to feel incensed at the repeat-

ed outrages committed oil our flag In British ships

of war, neither my passions nor prejudices had any

agency in this affair.

To mv country, I am well convinced of the im-

jKirtance of the transaction which has imposed

upon me the necessity of making you this oommi
ication; I must, therefore, from motives of de-li-

(LoKTioTf) Jldmiralty Office, July 15.

Copy of a letter from rear-adsnir I Sawyer, com-
mander in chief of his majesty's ships ancl'sessels

on the coast of North-Am! rj< a, to John Wilson
Crocker, esq. dated on board the Africa, at Ber-

muda, the llTh of June, 1811.

Sir,
—Enclosed I transmi you. for the infor-

mation of the lords commi . f the adr .iruhy,

acopyofaJetterfroro'captainArthurtBa 'nam,
commander of his majesty's sloop Little ¥, ell, re-

ceived this day from lord James Townsend. captain
of hi:- majesty's ship Jiolus, and senior officer at

Halifax; by which their lordships v ill perceive he
was attacked on the evening of the 16tL of May last,

when cruizir. betw en Cape Henry and C; pe
Hatteras, by the United Stares fiigote the President,
of forty-four guns, commanded by commodore
Rodgers; and that after a close action of three

quarters,of' an hour, the American ship made sail

from him.

Captain Bingham's modest, but full and clear

statement, renders any comment from me unne-

cessary, and I have only to admire the extraodinnry
bravery and firmness with which himself, his offi-

cers, and ship's company supported the honour of
the British flag' when opposed to such an immense
superiority of force. I have however deeply to la-

ment the number of valuable British seamen -alii

royal marines who hive been either killed or woun-
ded on this unexampled occasion; a list of whose
names is also enclosed, together with a copy of my
order, under which captain Bingham was cruising.

I have the honor to be, &c.

H. SAWYER, Jiear-Jdmirat.

His mqjesty'f sloop Little Belt, May?Ast 1811, lot. o&>

53, N. long. 71, 49, W. Caj,e Charles, bearing tV.

48, villi's.

Sin—I beg
- leave to acquaint you that in pursu-

ance of your orders tojoinH.M. ship Guerriere,
and being on my return from the northward, not

having fallen in with her-—that about 11 A.M. May
16th, saw a strange sail, to which I immediately
gaAe chase. At 1 P. M discovered her to be a man
of war, apparently a frigate stand ng to the east-

ward, who when he made us out < dged away for us,
and set his royals. Made the signal 2~ 5, and find-

ing it not answered, concluded she was an Ameri-
can frigate, as she. had a Commodore's blue pen-
dant {lying

at the main, Hoisted the colours and
made all s:iil south, the course T intended steering
round Cape JTat.teras; the strangei edging

-

away
but not making any mure sail. At 3,' SO,"he made
sail in chase, when] made a pi ivate signal which
was not answered: At 6, 30, finding he gained so

considerably on us as not to be able to' elude him

during the night, being icithiri'gvn shot, and clearly
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^scernin^ the stars in his broad pendunt, I imagined
• officer, and afforded me very great assistance in

the most prudent method Was to bring too, and' stopping
1 the leaks, himself in the gale, securing

hoist the colours, that no mistuhe might arise, and J tl masts and doing every thing- in his poorer. It

that he might see wiiai we were. The ship was would be the greatest injustice was T not also to

therefore brought too, her colours hoisted, her guns
J speak most highly of lieut. Level!, second Heut. of

double shotted, and every preparation made in ease
j

Mr. M'Q'.teen, master, who as I have before aed,
of a sdrprise. By his manner of steering down, he

;

was wounded in the right arm, in nearly the middle

Evidently wished 10 lay his ship in a position for of the action, and Mr Wilson, master's mate;

faking, which I frustrated by wearing- ih ee times. < indeed the conduct of every officer and man was so

About 8, 15, he came within hail—I hailed, and- good that it is impossible for roe to discriminate,

asked what ship it was? He again repeated my! I beg leave to enclose, a list of 32 men kiUed and
words, and firea a broadside, which I insiantlv

, wounded; most of tbejn,'mortally,.I fear,

returned. The action then bee.one general, and, I hope, sir, in 'his affair, I shall appear to have
continued so for three quarters of an hour, when he done mv duty, and conducted myself as I ought to

ce ised firing and appeared 1o be on fii-e about the ! have done againsi so superior a force, and fh it the
m in hatch-way. He then filled—I was obliged 1o

j

honor of the Brit ish colors was well supported.
desist from firing, as, the ship falling off, no g-un

j

I have the honor to be, &e.

Would bear, and had no after sail to keep I er too.
\

A. B. BINGHAM, Capt.
Ail the rigging and sails cut to pieces; not a brace

j

To Herbert Sawyer, Esq.
nor a bowline left. He hailed and asked whal ship Rear Admiral of the Red.

this was; I told him—He then asked me if T had]
Struck my colours? My answer, No, and asked what [jRetttrn ofofficers, petty officers, seamen and marines,

ship it was? As plain as I could understand (

having shot some distance at this
•

• iwie) he answer-

ed—the United Slates frigate. Tie 6red no more

guns, but stood from us, giving no reason for his

most extraordinary conduct.

At day light in the morning saw a ship to wind-

ward, when having made out well what we wei-e,

bore up and passed within hail, fully prepared for

action. About 8 o'clock he hailed, and sa.d if I

pleased he would send a boat on board: I replied
in the affirmative, and a boat accordingly came with

an officer and a message from Commodore Rodgers
of the President, of the United States, to saythat
he lamented much the unfortunate affair (as he

termed it) that had happened, and that had he

Jbnown our force was so much inferior he luoiild not

have fired at me. I asked his motives for firing- at

all!
1 His reply was, that "we fired the first gun at

A>m," -which was positively not the case. I cautioned

both the officers and men to be particularly careful

and not suffer more than one man to be at a gun.—
Nor is it probable '.ha' n sloop of war, -within pistol

thit of a large 44 gun frigate should commence hos-

tilities. He offered me every assistance I stood in

need of, and submitted to me that I had better put
into some port of the United States; which I im-

mediately declined.

Rv the manner in which he apologized it appeared
evident to rne that had he fallen in with a British

frigate, he would certainly have brought her to ac-

tion. And what further confirms me in that opin-

ion, is, that his guns were not only loaded with

round and grape shot, but with every scrap of iron

that could be collected.

I have to lament the loss of 32 men killed and

wounded, among whom is the master.

His majesty's ship is much damaged in her masts,

sail-, rigging and hull, and as there are many shot

through between wind and water, and many shot

still remain inside, and upper works all shot away,
Starboard pump also, I have thought proper to pro-

1

reed to Halifax, which will I hope meet with your
approbation.

I cannot speak in too high terms of the officers

and men I have the honor to command, for their

steady and active conduct throughout the whole of

this business, who had much to do, us a gale of
wind came on the second night after the action. I

have to request, sir, 'hat you will be pleased to re-

commend to the notice o
r my Lords Commission-

Jcilled and wounded on board his majesty s shop
Jjittle Belt, Arthur Fatt Bingham, esq. commander,
in an action wi.h the .Imerican f-igate President,
on the 16th ofMay, 1811.

Ri^LEtt.
—Mr. Samuel Woodward, midshipman;

Christ. BennCt, captain of the f>re-top; Jacob

Greaves, c rpenter's crew; Thomas Sbippard, trun-

ner's mate; Georsre Wilson, able seaman: Robert
Liversnge, able seaman: James Gray, ordinary sea-

man; Robert Howard, ordinary seaman; John Par-

dee, private mariner.

WotrsroEi).—Daniel Kilham, landman, dangerous-
ly, died ten hours after the action; Richard Goo-

dy, ordinary seaman, died twenty hours after the

action; John Randall, able seaman, dangerously;
Nicholas Manager, gunner's crew, do.; James
M'Queen, acting master, severely; James Du in,

2nd captain of the main fop, do.; James Lawrence,
able seamen, do.; John R.chards able seamen,
do.; Thorns Ives, able seaman, do.; Mich: el

Skinners, landman, do.; William Fe -n, boy, do.;

David D.iwd, marine, do.; William Harrold, ma-
rine, do.; Mr. James Franklin, boatswain, slight-

lv; Mr. Benjamin Angle, carpenter, do.: Peter

M'Caskell, captain of the mast, dr..; Wm. We; ton,

boy, do.; Edward Graham, able seamen, do.;

George Dalany, able seamen, do.; George Roberts,

bov, do.; George Jshoard, marine, do.; Daniel Long,
mai-ine, do.

(Signed) A . B. BTNCHA M, Captain.
W. TURNER, (2) Surgeon.

By Herbet Sawyer, Esq. rear admiral of the red,
and commander in chief of his majesty's ships
and vessels employed, and to be employed, in tbe
river St. Lawrence, along the coast of Nova
Scwtia, the islands of Amicoste, Madelaine, and
St. Johns, and Cape Brown, the Hay of Fe; da,
and at or about the island of Bermuda, or Somers
Island.

You are herebv required and directed to put to

sea in his majesty's sloop under your command,
and proceed without loss of time off Charleston

where you may expect to meet captain P> ch< >h in

the Guerriere, to .whom \ou will deliver the packet
you herewith receive; aid follow your orders 4br

vour farther proceedings. Should you mi. meet.

the Guerriere off Charleston, you will stand for

the northward, and use your utmost endeavors to

join him off ihe Capes of Virginia, or off Hew-
ers of the Admiralty, mv first 1 eutenant, M . obnl'Voik: and in the event of hot meeting the Gi er-

Molenly, who is. in every re; pect, a most excellent. '

i-iwe, ;uu w.ll cnuze as long as your provisions and
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water will last, and then repair to Halifax for farther

orders. You are to pay due regard to protecting

the trade of his majesty's subjects, and the capture

or destruction of the ships of the enemy. You are

to be particularly
careful not to give any just cause

of offence to the government or subjects of the

United States of America: and to give very par-

ticular orders to this effect to the officers you may
have occasion to send on board ships under the

American flag. You are not to anchor in any of

the American ports, but in case of absolute necessi-

iy, and then put to sea agtiin as soon as possible.

Given under my hand at Bermuda, this 19th of

April, 1811. HERBERT SAWYER.
To Arthur Batt Bingham, Esq. commander

of his majesty's sloop Little Belt.

By command of the rear admiral,
3

H. N. SOMERVILLE.

New-Yohk, Sept. 13.

Court of Enquiry.—The, court of Enquiry on

the conduct of commodore Rodgers, in the action

between the President and Little Belt, closed the

testimony in the case on Thursday.
The court, as heretofore stated, consists of Com.

Stephen Decatur, president
—

capt. Charles Stewart

capt. Isaac Chauncey—and the hon. William

Paulding, jun. esq. judge advocate.

Of the evidence furnished to this court on the

oaths of the several witnesses, we present the fol-

lowing brief outline, in the order it was adduced,

and leave the public, in acase where doubt is impos-

sible, and conviction irresistable, to make its own
comments. ( Columbian.

The first witness examined was
CHAHLES ll'DICW,

Master-Commandant, and acting- Captain of the

President.

He was on board the ship at the time of the ac-

tion with the Little Belt,, on the night of the 16ih

of Mavlast. The Little Belt had her top-sail aback;

from his position he was uncertain who fired the

first gun; but the second was from the President,

and was instantly followed by three cannon and

musketry from the Little Belt.

Com. Rodgers ordered to fire low and with round

and grape shot.—After a short, pause the Belt re-

commenced firing as did the President.—The Belt

soon appeared ungovernable and lay bow on to-

wards the President, when com. R. observed that

some accident must have happened to her, and

ceased firing
—Her gaff* was down, and her main-

topsail yard on the c?p, and mizen too, he thinks.

The action continued 14 or 15 minutes, including

the interval. There was nothing but round and

grape shot fired, or on deck on board the President.

The ship was not on fire, in any part of her, and

did not sheer off after the action. Another broad-

side would probably have sunk the Little Belt. Did

not know or believe that any part of the commo-
dore's official letter was untrue or incorrect.

John Orde Creighton, 1st Lieut.

Was stationed at the 4th division ofguns on the up-

per deck. Com. Rodgers hailed first, then a second

time, when a shot was fired, as he believes, from

the Little Belt, no gun having been fired or provo-
cation given on board the President. The order

of cum. R. was, to keep the guns upon half-cock,

and guard against accidents. After receiving the

Little Belt's broadside, was ordered to fire. The
Belt was silenced in five minutes, and the President

ceased. The Belt renewed the fire, and commo-
dore Rodgers returned it, and silenced her again in

five minutes. Boarding the Belt the next morning;

commodore Rodgers sent a
friendly message expres-

sing regret for the occurrence, and offers of assis-
tance. Captain Bingham said he took the President
for a Frenchman. President was not on fire, and
did not sheer off; nothing but round and grape-shot
was fired, or on deck; another broadside would
probably have sunk the Belt.—Commodore's state-
ment confirmed.

Henry Caldwell, Commandant of Marines—Heard
the hailing; was looking at the Liitle Belt, and saw
the first shot proceed from her; on which commo-
dore Rodgers said, "what is that?" and he answer-
ed, "she has fired into us." Orders were then giv-
en to fire. Belt silenced in five minutes. Commo-
dore Rodgers was anxious to stop his fire, and did
so. The Belt renewed the action, and in six or
seven minutes was silenced again, when commo-
dore Rodgers was anxious to prevent mischief, and
stopthis fire. No fire or sheering of. Commo-
dore's account confirmed.

Saymond H. Y. Perry, Junior Lieutenant and Sig-
nal Officer

—Was on the quarter deck, near com-
modore Rodgers' elbow. The commodore hailed,

got no reply
—hailed a second time, and got none.

Heard a gun, and was looking at the Belt, which
fired it previous to any gun or provocation from
the President. The Belt was silenced in five mi-
nutes, and orders were sent to every division ofguns
on board the President to cease. The Belt renewed
the fire, and the President also. In six minutes the
Belt ceased firing again, and the commodore was
very anxious to stop the fire on board the President.
No fire or sheering off. The Belt was in a very-

dangerous situation and would probably have been
sunk by another broadside. Heard hailing from the

Belt, and understood they said their colours were
down; and so reported. Commodore Rodgers hail-

ed, "have 5'ou struck your colours?" and was an-

swered; "I have, and am in great distress
"

Lights
were up on board the President during- the night.
Commodore's statement confirmed.

Andre-w L. B. Madison, Lieutenant of Marines—
Was on the gangway. Heard the commodore hail

first, then wait 15 or 18 seconds, time enough for
a reply, but got none, and hailed again: when the
Little Belt fired a gun from her gangway. Saw the
flash and heard the report; no gun or provocation
had been offered by commodore Rodgers. In six
seconds a gun was fired from the President, when
instantly the Belt fired three guns, and then her
broadside and musketry. Belt silenced in six or
seven minutes. Firing stepped in the President. In
two or three minutes the Belt renewed the action,
and in four or five minutes was again silenced, when
commodore Rodgers ordered his fire to cease, and
appeared anxious to prevent damage. No fire or

sheering oft" of the President. Commodore's re-

port confirmed.

Captain Caldwell confirmed the account of the
first and second guns, and broadside, as given by
the other witnesses.

Jacob Mull, Sailing master—Was on the quarter-
deck. Commodore Rodgers hailed, and got no answer
but "halloo." |After sufficient time hailed;, again,
and got no reply, but a shot, without provocation.
In three or four seconds returned the shot, and got
a general fire from the Little Belt. Thought the
Belt a heavy frigate until next day. Action con-
tinued fourteen or fifteen minutes, including three
or four minutes interval. Little Belt could not have
fired again, but President could have sunk her—
Commodore's official account is true.

Lieutenant Creighton thought the Little Belt a fri-

gate (excepting her ieeble defence) until next day.
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Captain Bingham told him the President's colours

were not hoisted, but recollected the pendant. It

is the usage, as before stated by another witness, for

the President to be prepared for action on coming

along side ofany armed vessel. Thought the Li :tle

Belt displayed bad management or want ofconduct

in her defence.

Joseph Smith, Midshipman, acting' as Master's

mate—Commanding fourth division of guns. Heard
Commodore Rodgers hail and no reply for five

seconds. Heard second hail, and was looking at

the Little Belt when the first gun was fired by her,

before a shot or any provocation was given by the

President. Then Commodore Rodgers fired a

gun, then the Belt three, and action continued.—
Thought the Belt a

f.-igate. The duration of the

action and orders to cease, as before stated. The
last order to stop firing was received by three dif-

ferent officers. Commodore Rodgers' statement

confirmed.

Henry Dennison, Acting Chaplain
—Was on the

quarter-deck. Little Belt was 70 or 80 yards dis-

tant. Heard Commodore Rodgers hail, and the

reply,* and the second hail—then a gun, he thinks

from the Belt, as he felt no jar in the President—
and no gun or provocation had been given by Com-
modore Rodgers. Account of Commodore Rodg-
ers confirmed.

Michael Roberts, Boatswain—Was on the forecas-

tle—saw the flash and heard the gun from the Lit-

th Belt, before any provocation had been given
from the President. Had not seen the Commo-
dore's account.

Richard Carson, Midshipman—Was on the fore-

cas le and gangways. Commodore Rodgers hailed,

and was answered by repeating his words; second
hailwas answered by a shot. Was looking at the

Litth Belt, and saw and heard the gun before any
provocation from Commodore R.—Gun from the

Presilent was followed by the Belt's broadside, as

stated by others. Commodore's account confirmed.
Mathew Perry, Midshipman—Was on the quar-

ter. Heard hail, reply, second hail, and gun from

Belt, b»fore any gun or provocation from President,
followel by fire from Little Belt. Statement of

Commolore Rodgers confirmed.
Silas Duncan, Midshipman—Was in the foretop.

Heard Cunmodore R. hail, reply, and second hail;

then twe guns in quick succession, and believes

first fronuhe Belt, but could not swear, as he was
behind th? foretop-sail. Commodore's statement
confirmed.

John McVlack, Midshipman—Was in the mizen
top. Heard first hail, no reply, and second hail as

stated. ThWht the Belt fired first, as he felt no

jar at first sh>t, but did the second. Confirms Com-
modore R's report.
Thomas Gamble, second Lieutenant—Commanded

the first diviuon of guns. Commodore Rodgers
hailed "ship moy!" Was answered "halloo."
Asked "what ship is that?"—Received his own
words repeated'n reply. Hailed again, "what ship
is that?" Then a gun from the Belt. Heard no

gun or
provocation

from the President—swears no

gun was fired fron, his division; Nothing but round
and giupe shot firaj after action commenced. Com-

* Some landmei (hke the reporter) might mis-
take the manner of hailing, which was thus:

President, The slip ahoy? L. Belt, halloo.

President, What ship is that'
Little Beh, Whal ship 13 that 5

President, Wha'csiiip is that?

Little B.dt. Answers by a gun!

modore's orders as before stated. Belt was in a
favorable position for firing, but another broadside
would probably have sunk die Belt. Saw no colours
on the Belt, and took her for a frigate of 36 or 38
guns. No fire on board, or sheering off by the;

President. Commodore Rodger's account con-
firmed.

Alexander James Dallas, third Lieutenant—Com-
manded third division of guns. Heard first hail,

and second, and question repeated back from Little

Belt; then th.rd hail and gun. Was looking at the

Belt when she fired, when no gun or provocation
had been given by the President. Was in the

bridle port, when the Belt fired, and after the shot

was received got into the port and fired a gun in

return, from general orders, without particular
direction. A broadside from the Belt immediately
succeeded. None but round and grape shot used
in his division; and no fire or sheering off". A
broadside more would probably have sunk the Belt.

Commodore Rodgers was very anxious to stop the

firing. The commodore's statement confirmed.

John M. Funck, 4th Lieutenant—Com. third divi-

sion, gun deck. Heard hail, reply, second hail,
and gun from Belt, as before. Heard no gun or

provocation from President, and certainly was none
from his division. Gun from Beit returned from

President, in five or six seconds, and broadsid*
from Belt ensued. Orders of Commodore Rodgers
as before. Round und grape only fired. No fire or

sheering off. Another broadside would have sunk
the Belt. Commodore Rodgers exerted himself to

stop the firing. Commodore's official account con-

firmed.

Peter Gamble Midshipman—Was on gun deck,
at second division. Heard first shot from Little.

Belt, and felt no jar on board the President. No
gun or provocation from commodore Rodgers.-—
Confirms the official account.

Ed-ward Babbet, Midshipman—Was on gun deck,
third division Was looking at the Belt, and saw
and heard the first gun from her. No gun or pro-
vocation had been given by the President. Com-
modore Rodgers account confirmed.

Lieutenant Creighton testified thatlights werehois-
ted on Board the President the night after the action.

Mr. Mull testified that the damage on board the

President was, one boy wounded, a shot in themain-

mast, and another in the foremast, widi some of the

backstays cut away: but not a single shot of any
kind from the Little Belt struck the hull ofthe Pre-

sident.

Edward Rutledge Shubrich, Midshipman—Was
forward on gun deck, at first division. Was look-

ing at the Belt, and saw and heard the first fire from

her, before any gun or provocation from the Presi-

dent, and confirms the commodore's account.

Philip Dickerson Spencer, Midshipman—Was on
the gun deck at third division. Was confident the

first shot came from the Little Belt. No gun had
fired from his division, or provocation had been giv-
en by commodore Rodger's. Heard no hail from the

Belt. Confirms the commodore's statement.

Breasted Barnes, Carpenter
—Was on gun deck,

to attend pumps, and looking at the Belt when she

fired the first shot, before a gun or provocation rroi n

commodore Rodgers. The President did not receive

a shot of any sort in the hull, but one in her main-

mast and another in her foremast.

John A'esse, Captain of first gun, in the first divi-

sion on the gun deck, was looking at the Little

Belt, and saw and heard her fire first.

EUphalett Carr, gun No. 2, gun deck, testifies

exactly' the same as Ness©.
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John Jones (capt. absent) was at gain No. 3, and From the above it appears that every particular of
Commodore Rodgers' official statement is strictly

correct; and, in general, that made by Captain
Bingham shewn to be false and scandalous—even
the place where the action ensued was 130 or 140
m'les distant from where he described it Every
officer on board the President was examined, : nd
all declared, upon oath, that the Little Bslt fired

testifies me same.

James Beach, captain No. 4, tes.ifies the same.

Tropkemus Davis, captain No. 5, testifies the

same.
John Layfield, captain No. 6, testifies the same.

Benjamin Brown, (1st and 2d capta.ns abseni)
was at N). 7, and testifies the same.

Edivard Fitzgerald, captain No. 8, testifies the

Same.
James Cornwall, captain No. 9, says Little Belt

fired first to the best of his knowledge.
John Fitch, captain No. 10, was looking at the

Belc, and saw and heard the first gun come from
her.

Richard Thompson (captain absent) was at No.

11, and saw the Bell fire first.

John .Mason, capiain No. 12, testifies the same.

James Thompson, captain No. 13, testifies the

same.

David Lawson, captain No. 14, testifies the same.

James Lee, captain No. 15, declares the same.

Edward fl'alber, captain 1st gun 4>h d.vision,

forecastle; from hearing the report and feeling no

jar,
believed the first shot came from the Belt.

Mosss Dunbar, 2d capt. (1st absent) 2d gun, 4>h

division, was loooking at the Little Belt, and saw

her fire first.

George Simmons, 21 cap\ (1st absent) 3d gun, j

4th division, declared piecise'y the same.

William Campbell, capr. 1st gun, 4th division q: .

deck, declares the same
Thomas T i/lor, captain 2d gun, qr. deck, saw Lit -

i

tie Beit fice 6 sec ttids first.

Philip Warner, captain 3d gun, qr. deck, was

looking at Little Belt, and saw her fve first.

iSamuel Brown, 21 captain (1st absent) 4th divi-

sion nu >.-: deck> declares the same.

Richard Cockle. 2d captain (1st absent) 5th gun,

quarter deck, saw the Little Belt fire 3 or 4 seconds

first.

Edward Patterson, captain 6th gun, qr. deck,
deel.res he same.

John Anderson, captain 7th gun, quarter deck,
dec,!:, res the same.

James Welch, captain 8th gun, quarter deck, de-

clares the sa.me.

Lieutenant Oreighton testifier! further, that when
the Melt was silenced the second time, she luffed tip

towards die commodore, instead o f
"

keeping away,
as she should have done to fire at the President,
and would h :ve done if her rudder had been free.

Commodore Rogers expressed much humanity and

anxiety to stop the firing.
Mr. Mull testified that the Commodore display-

ed great humanity.
Lieutenant Dallas heard two reports, one the shot

against the President's mast, and the other the re-

port of the gun from the Belt.

Silas H. String-ham, midshipman, saw the Belt fire

first.

James If. Ludlpib, midshipman, saw the same.

David G Tn«rakam, midshipman, saw the same:

lieutenant Creich'on, testified to the offers of as-

sistance from commodore Rodgers to the Belt the

next morning.
Here the examination closed, having, as we un-

derstand, embraced every deck officer, as well as

captains of guns now on board 'he President, who
Was present during the action—The hours when
the chase and action took place, with the course

steered, and some technical sea-terms, are omitted

as unessential to the material objects of enquiry.

the first gun. Had the captain suffered for his

insolence ins'ead of hL crew, it would have been
better. We hope there w It be no rnore Chesa-

peake business:—and he who tefused to support
Badgers nd the honqrofthe American flag, must
have feelings very different fiom those we pos-
sess on lie subject.

It is lamentable that some amongst ns (and perrons
of high standing too) were dispo

• d o s ive

implicit credit to Bingham's statement, and deny
that made by'Rodger£ in tnto. Rather h ! eve
an unknown impel-' inen" fellow, correc ed :oi is

insolence, and probably intoxication, ban maa
born of ourselves, pfjteribwn repi tationand u al-

lied character, whose hono is as Urumpeac ' -ie

as his courage is uriques k led- Bui the b > •' of

testimony will not ore • e *l,e prejudices of

some, and 'he defence maile by Rodgers will Je

construed into crime!

Neither the government or its officer want justifi-
cation. I

'

Rudrers had r.o- resisted, who would

no? have despised him? Will any man say that

Great Britain would suffer our ships lo hoy«r on
her coasts, impress her seamen, murder her sub-

jects in the very mouths of her harbors, ana cap-
ture her sh.'ps as they enter or leave her ports?
Certainly sot. And, if Commodore Rutgers
had received positive instructions to cl&ir the

coast of these overbear ng "lords of the tcean,"
the governmen would be supported in giving
them—but it appears no such orders were issued,
and thai Binghanij entirely, brought on himself

the chastisement he deserved
The fo lowing extracts from late LondtO papers

m. -' shew the feelings of the ministerid party on
this event. The London Gazette is the official

organ of the government—the Conrie is under-

stood to he immediately controled b) Perceval,

Wellesley, fc Co. The British regardwith parti-
cular ten; city all tilings relating totheir navy;
and the "aff: ir" will probably form jn important
item in the matters submitted for ncgociation, if

hegociatip" is thought necessary.

(Xj~
J"We liave now the word of hoior of Captain

Bingham, hat the firing was commenced by Rodg
ei-s; and who will put the veracity iff an American

captain in competition with that of an honorabh

British officer!" [Jjndon Gazette.

"The American government hiving made suet

haste to publish Rodgers' accountof his action wit!

the Little Belt, as if they were anxious to shev

, heir desire to shut the door agaiist all negociation

explanation, and adjustment, oir governmen' hav

felt it their duty not to withheld Capt. Bingham'
1

account. It will be found Wat we published
correct, sketch of it in the Coirier, of the 4th insi

and that the account given by the American is an

thing but the true one. Captain Bingham knei

her to be an American frigate by her colors; Podge)

therefore, must have kriovn that the Little Be

was but a sloop, and, as oir colors were
hoistjfl

that she was a British sloop. But he came dow

upon us with an evident iDstile inten ion, attemp

ing to lay his ship in a position to rake our's. 1!

did not hail us first, as le asserted, following 1

I
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that impudent falsehood, with a lee .lire upon the

"rules ot' politeness." We hailed the firsthand
sec Met time, receiving each time only a, repetition
of oil" question. There was no single gun fired by
us. or on either side. But the American, the ino-

meiv after he had bailed the second time, poured a

broadside into our sloop, which of course was

immediately returned, and an action took place;
not ot* five minutes only, as the Bucanneer stated

bur of three-cuiarters of an hour—18 British guns
against 44 Ajnerican! And we never struck, our

<v .t.-.! This is placed beVond a doubt by the

Bvcanneen's question and Captain Bingham's an-

•wer. The next day the American sent a boat on

b i to express his regret "for the unfortunate

affair," to tell a direct lie that he did not knowouf
force to be so inferior, and to follow it un with

another falsehood, that we fired the first gun.
—

"This" says captain Bingham, "was positively not

the case," and if we had not the sacred word of a

Brit ish officer, we still should have said how wholly

improbable it was that a sloop of war should com-
mence hostilities within pistol shot of a larg-e 44

gun frig-ate.

"There is however, one point of captain Binq--
hum,

s letter in which we do not agree with him. He

says, "by the manner he apologised, it appeared to

me evident, that had he fallen in with a -British

frigate he would certainly have brought her to

action." No, no; the man who could begin hos-

tilities by attacking a vessel of so inferior force,

would have shrunk from a contest with a ship
of equal force. However, we hope he ioill "fall

in with a British frigate, and bring her to ac-

tion."

"The American government having published
Bodqers' account, and approved of his conduct,

thereby precluding all negociat ion; captain B/ng

Kiench language
Italian

Flemish or Dutch

GerifyaH
Lower Brittany

-

This comprehends the late

additions, and includes

the ihree departments of
the Ems—to which add,

The Roman state—Italian

Valais

27,916,081
4,922,000

4,411,000

4,100,000

1,075,'>00

42,425,000

Total population of ihe empire
—
875,000

126,000

43,425,000
Another- statement giveti the population thus

In the 112 departments of

France 36,060,104

Kingdom of Italy 5,439,555
Holland 1,881,881)

Total "42,381,438
If to the mighty aggregate we add the

other tributary or dependent king-
doms and states, we may venture to

asseii, with tolejable correctness,
that the "Emperor of the French,"

pres'des over not less than sixty-jive
millions of the human race.

The military establishment, of France
varies according to circumstances—
it is believed there have been mora
than a million of men under arms,
excluding the forces of he:' allies or

dependencies
—the present amount

of French troops, in round num-
bers, is about

Say, of Infantry of the line 300,000

Light infantry 140, 00

Cavalry L0,000
Artillery & Engineers 50,000

565,000

ham's letter having placed it beyond a doubt that the

hostile conduct of the American was unprovoked,
j

Besides these there is an im

and that letter being coupled with Admiral Sawyer's \
perial guard whose num

previous instructions, demonstrative of the anxiety
of our government not to give the least provocation
or cause of offence to the United States, there is hut

one course left for vs to pursue. The blood of our

her is 8,500
The active force at the disposal of

France, at the beginning of the year
1807, consisted qf armed men 1,144 000

must ensue. The conduct of America leaves us

no alternative; and therefore it is idle, if not worse,
to treat the subject as if it were "an inconvenient

dilemma which ministers" according to the oppo-
sition, "hive solely to attribute to their own folly,

murdered countrymen must be revenged, and war
j

[Ai present we are not sufficiently informed ot the
naval power of France to venture on a statement
which shall, however, be published when we
possess the facts necessary to it.]

Reyf.nues, Expenditures, &c.

The revenue, as well as the expenditures of France,
in not confirming Mr. Erskine s sensible arrange- being chieflv, if not entn-elv, at the will of the
ment." Ot Mr. Ermine's sensible arrangement we

;

Enlperor, renders it almost impossible to form an
have so often expressed our opinion, that ft were exact calculation, as what he receives from exterior

unnecessary to repeat it. We have behaved towards
| means is not fully known—the receipts, however,

Am-rica with rxr.x a Miu.F.r> forbe xranct; but that
j

o} u\\ denominations, have been estimated at from
forbearance has produced iursolicK, and that in- 800 to 900 millions of francs—(from 150 millions to
solen-ce must be PUNISHED!!!"

[Courier.

French Statistics.

GENERAL RESULTS, FROMC MAX! AUTHORITIES,

The chisf of the items to be particularly noticed

hereafter.

. PlH'ULATION.

The Parisian board of longitude give
the following statement of the popu-
lation of the French empire, 181 f

,

distinguishing the inhabitants by
the language they speak, and exclud-

ing the military—

g 168,75' ,0
"

;) the disbursements about the same;

but, as observed berbre, these estimates are veiy
uncertain, and compaied with the revenue ana

expenditures of Great Britain, would appear n t to

amount to one-half of what we might expect them
to be. For instance, the whole support of the
Fiench armies and their contingent expenses, are

stated to be about 300 millions of francs (sa_\ 60
millions of dollars)

—the British army expenditures
for the last year amounted to more tlian 8o millions.

A French army, however, is supported at* a less

cost than a British irmy; provisions, &.c. being
much cheaper; We g ve the tacts as we find them.

•This amount by adding the "Roman state" and
Vaiais, is nearly tie same as the preceding.
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The revenues of the ancient monarchy of France

were about 90 millions of dollars; and the expenses

generally exceeded the income 8 or 10 millions—
the interest of the national deDt, at the commence-
ment o

'

die it-volution, was about 30 millions; and

the pensions paid amounted to 5 millions. The in-

terest of the public debt, with a certain sum allot-

ted for its redemption, and amount of pensions paid,

is, at trds time, stated to be about 90 millions of

francs per annum (§1.787,500.)
Cities.

Paris, according to a late census, contained

547,756 individuals—the following curious esti-

nu e of some of the articles consumed (annually)
bv them is worth recording: 193,271 head of horn-

ed cattle; 55,365 hogs; 400,000 sheep; 36,500 doz-

en pigeons, besides an immense quantity of fowls;

100,000 cwt of salt water fish, fresh and salted:

1,000,000 dozen oysters; the value of 1.002,000
francs (§187,861) in fresh water fish, 76,000 craw

fish; wine to the value of 42 millions of francs

(§7,870,000); brandy to the value of 6,400,000
francs (§1,200,000); vinegar to the value of 460,000
francs (§8o,200); c.der about the same; 206,788,224

pounds Oi bread; 107,000 quarters of oats, and

42,500, do. of barley.
Paris is distant from Rome, 840 miles; N .pies,

966; Leghorn, 612; Venice, 690; Genoa, 540;

Milan, 465; Turin, 480; Constantinople, 1596;

Baste, 300; St. Petersburg, 1488; Prague, 900;

Vienna, 840; Berlin, 636; Dresden, 636, Amster-

dam, 276; Stockholm, 912/ Copenhagen, 72U,«

London, 270/ Cadiz, 1080; LLbon, 1020/ Madrid,
750.

Among the cities of the French Empire contain-

ing more than 50,000 inhabitants are the following:

Amsterdam, 220,000/ Venice, 200,000/ Mil n,

170,00; ,. Rome, 160,000; Hambu g, 160,000/
M . eilies, 102,217/ Lyons, 100,041/ Bordeaux,

112,800/ Rouen, 87,000/ Genoa, 75,801/ Florence,
75 2. 7/ N. n.es, 77.128/ Brussels, 72,280; Turin,

65,100; Lisle, 59,724/ Antwerp, 62,025/ G.md,
57,329; Leghorn, 50^82/ Ghent, 56,000/ Leige,

50,100; T.ioulose, 51,000/ Bologna, 74,000, and

man;, q hers, of wh.ch, as well as hose as low as

twelve thousand, we may have occasion to publish
a c ornplete list.

Miscellaneous.

I:t |7§7, it was estimated that France

h d ons <>; hipping 2,007,761

Th xpo,- s in the same year were ra-
- d thus;

Pro lac ->f' T 'oe so 1. liv. 31 1 ,472,000 ~) Q1 -. 8 t &\ *?An

Indn i n 231-432,000 $
P11*'™1*™

The internal improvements m Fivnce

ar fully commensurate with the

inighty views of her ruler;- -we
hav. a list, v ith a concise de cr p-
tion of the several canals, which we
intend to publish—for the present
Will only ob e ve thai, for i" ernal

improvements this year, tlie Empe-
ror has appropriated §28,000,000

Jlgr '.culture furnishes for the internal

trftde of France articles to the vali e

of 1 ,820 millions of fi arics §341,650,000
To Wit! wine and brandy worth 350

millions; oil 60/ corn 700/ cattle

400/ forage 60; wood and charcoal

140; wool 35,- ilk 25, and hemp
flax 50 mill, ons.

The Mineral substances of France are

calculated to give employ to 1 ,100,790
heads of famiLes, and to produce an
annual value of 150,102,000 a ancs §28,147,425
The vineyards in France are staied to

produce, each year, on an average,

galls. 492,750,000
France (proper) contains square miles 186,282
bat with its adaitions since die revo-

lution 295,140
Tnere are to each square mile in France

persons 122
France (proper) contains acres 131,722,295
The ploughed lands are estimated at

acres 70,000,000

Vineyards do. 6.U0O.0OO
Woodlands do. 16,500,000
Pasture lands do- 14^000,000
Heath and uncultivated lands, rivets,

lakes, &c. about do. 25,0o0,000
The Bank oi France has nqtes in cir-

culation to the amoun of 120 mil-

lions of francs §22,500,000
&J* The foregoing may suffice for a. general v sty

we have spared no pauis to make it as c^ reel is

possible, by many reierences to the best autJ

ties When we shall enter upon the detj j
s

we propose to do, we expect to present a great ni -

ber of interesting facts not commonly knov n; and

by which we shall be able to point out the mate-
rial errors, if any there should appear to be, in the

above.

* The franc is rated at 18 3-4 cents.

History

Of the Invasion of Spain by Benaparte.
ABKIDGED FROM THE MOS"' AUTHENTIC SOURCES.

CHAPTER II.

("Continued from page 27._)

General Suvary was now announced as Envoy
from theemperoi and obtained and audience in that

capacity. He professed that he was sent mei ely to

compLment Ferdinand, and to know wue her his sen-

timents wi h respect to France were conformable to

those of die king his father; if it were so, the Em-
peror would forego all consideration of what had

passed; would in no degree interfere with the inte-

rior concerns of the kingdom; and would immedi*

ately recognize him as king of Spain and of the In-

dies. To this the most satisfactory answer was giv-
en. It neither was nor could have been the inten-

tion of the prince's party to offend France; the only
hope which they had hitherto entertained of regene-

rating their government, had been by allying them-
selves with Bonaparte, and availing themselves of
hi power. One of the charges against Godoy which
were current among the people, was that of a stci et

understanding with the English, and that he in-

tended to deliver Ceusta into their hands, and fly
with all his treasures under their protection. No-

thing could be desired more flattering than the lan-

guage p*" S..vary during this audience; and he con-

cluded it by asserting that the emperor was already
near Bayonnei and on his way to Madrid.
No sooner however had this envoy left the audi-

ence chamber, than he began, as i in his individual

c p -city, to execute the real object of his mission.

Et would be h.ghly grateful & flattering to his Impe-
rial majesty, he said, if the king would meet him on
the road; and he asserted, repeated, and in the most

positive terms, that his arrival might be expected

ever} hour. Sa positive was he in asserting this lake-
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fcood, & so urgent in pressing the advice, that Ferdi-

nand, incapable of believing, as he needs must have

been> _uat this envoy ofan Emperor was sent merely
for the purp jse ofdeceiving nim, yielded to his soli-

citations, nalt'-tempted by hus flattery, & at the same
time afraid to refuse what Was so earnestly required.
It is mourniul to transcribe the language in whicli

he communicated this resolution to the president of

the council. (Ap. 8.) "He had received certain

intelligence," that Ins faithful friend and mighty
ally, the emperor of the French and King of Italy,

Was already arrived at Bayonne, with the joyful and

salutary purpose of passing through this kingdom,
to the great satisfaction 01 himself, (the king) and
to me great profit and advantage of his beloved

subjects.
—His absence could last only a few days,

during which lie expected, from the love & fidelity
Oi his dear subjects, who nad hitherto conducted

possible, not to see the weakness of his attachments.

Oh wretchedness of human nature! imbecility and
error! such is our lot. The events of the North
retarded my journey, and the occurrences at Aran-

juez have supervened. I do not constitute myself

judge of those events: but it is very dangerous for

Kings to accustom their subjects to shed blood, and
to take the administration of'justice into their own
hands. I pray God that your Highness may not

one day find it so. It would not be conformable to

the interest of Spain to proceed severely against a

Prince who is united to one of the Royal Family,
and has so long governed the kingdom. He has no

longer any friends; as little will your Royal High-
ness find any should you cease to be fortunate

—the

people eagerly avenge themselves for the homage
which they pay us."

This was the language of a tyrant, who felt that

themselves iu so praise-worthy a manner, that they I he held his power by no other tenure than that of

would continue to remain tranquil that the good
harmony between them & the French troops would
still be maintained; and that those troops should be

punctually supplied with every thing necessary for

their maintenance." On the same day he appoint-
ed his uncle, the Infante Don Antonia, President of

the iiigh council of government, as well it was said,

on account of the ties of blood, as because of the

distinguished qualities with which he was endowed,
to b ^nsact all necessary and pressing business which

might occur during his absence. In this decree he

staged, that he should go to Burgos, evidently im-

plying an intention at mat time not to go farther.

Accordingly on the morning oi the 11th of April,
Ferdinand began this unhappy journey. Savary,

affecang the most zealous and assiduous attention,
solicited die nonor of accompanying him; he

hi-t just, he sa.d, received information of the Em-
peror's approach, and it was not possible that they
snould proceed farther than Burgos before they met
him. fhey reacned Burgos and Bonaparte was not

there, neither was there any tidings of his drawing
near. Savary, who had followed the young king in

a separate carriage,urged him to proceed to Vittoria.

Ferdinand hesitated; but the same flatteries and
falsehoods on the part of the French envoy, and the

sa ne anxiety and secret fear which had induced him
to come tnus far, made him again consent. At Vit-

toria, Ferdinand received intelligence that Bona-

parte nad reached Bordeaux, and was on his way
to Bayonne. In consequence of this advice, the In-

fante Jon Carlos, who had been waiting at Tolosa,

proceeded to the ia .er place, whither the Emperor
hai invited him: ne readied that city some days
before him.

Measures were soon resolved on. Savary who
had proceeded to Bayoane, returned thither with a

letter from Bouapor e to Ferdinand. It began by
acknowledging tiie receipt of that ietter which the

prince liad written respecting the projected marriage
beore the affair of the Escurial, and the receipt
of which Bonaparte had

formerly denied. "Your
higness" said he—for the title of king was care-

fully withneid—will permit me under the present
circumstances, to address you with frankness and
sincerity. I expected that on my arrival at Madrid,
I should have persuaded my illustrious friend to

make some necessary reforms in his dominions
which would give considerable satisfaction to the

public feeling. The removal of the Prince de la Paz

appeared to me indispensable to his happiness & the

interests of the people. I have frequently express-
ed my wishes that he should be removed; and, if I

did not persevere in my application, it was on ac-

count ofmy fi iendship for king Charles, and a wish if

force, and reconciled himself to his own usurpation

by a base philosophy—thinking ill of human nature
because he could not think well of himself. What
followed was more remarkable, "How," said he,
"could the Prince de la Paz be brought to trial

without implicating the King and Queen in the pro-
cess of exciting seditious passions, the result of
which might be fatal to your crown. Your rcyal

highness has no other right to it than what you de-

rive from your mother. If the cause injures her ho-

nor, you destroy your o-um claims. Do not give ear to

weak and perfidious councils. You have no right
to try the prince de la Paz; his crimes, if any are

imputed to him, merge in the prerogative of the

crown. He may be banished from Spain, and I may
offer him an asylum in France."
The reader will at once perceive the meaning of

the infamous insinuation which is here made against
the legitimacy of Ferdinand: and it will excite sen-

sations of a very solemn character to reflect on the

degradation of feeling which could not be roused at

the bare suspicion. In what light soever the char-
acter of the Prince may have been viewed through
the dubious vista in which it has hitherto been con-

cealed, here is an act which is stripped of all mys-
tery, doubt or denial. That a man should tamely
listen to such an accusation against his mother—
that a king—a Spanish king, should thus be deter-
red from the punishment of "his bitterest enemies,"
the author of all his country's woes, and the man
who had compelled him to sign a confession that
he had conspired against the life of his father, can

scarcely be credited by men who are alive to the

slightest sensations of honor. But Ferdinand had

resigned the sword of Francis I. and he wished to

retain the crown of Spain.
With respect to the abdication, Bonaparte said,

that as that event had taken place when his armies
were in Spain, it might appear in the eyes of Europe
and of posteri.y, as if he had sent those troops
merely to expel a friend and ally from his throne.
As a neighboring sovereign it became him, there-

fore, to inform himself of all the circumstances,
before he acknowledged it.—He added, "I declare
to your royal highness, to the Spaniards, and to
the whole world, if the abdication of king Charles
be voluntary, and has not been forced upon him bv;
the insurrection and tumults at Aranjuez, I have
no difficulty in regarding and acknowledging your
royal highness as king of Spain. I am there-

fore, anxious to have some Conversation with you
on this subject. The circumspection which I have
observed upon this point ought to convince you of
the support you will find in rne, should i\ ever hap-
pen that fictions of any khid should disturb you on
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your throne. When king- Charles infoi med me of
the affair of the Escurial, it gave me the greatest
pain, and I flatter myself that" I contributed to its

happy termination. Your Royal Highness is not

Altogether free from blame; of this, the letter which
you wrote to me, and which t have always wished
to forget, is a sufficient proof. When you are

king, you will know how sacred are the rights of
the throne. Every application of an hereditary
prince to a foreign sovereign is criminal." This
letter seems to show that Ferdinand's letter related
to something more than the proposal of marriage.
That marriage, Bonaparte said, accorded, in his

opinion, with the interests of his people, and he re-

garded it as a circumstance which would unite
him by new ties to a house whose conduct he had
every reason Lo praise since he had ascended the
throne.

After a threat about the consequences of any po-
pular commotion, Bonaparte assured the young
king that lie had laid open the inmost sentiments
of his

beartj
and that, under all circumstances he

should conduct himself towards him in the same
manner as tie had done towards the king, his father;
and he concluded wi:h this hypocritical form,
fmy Cousin, I pray God to take you into his high
and holy keeping."
Such a letter might well have alarmed Ferdinand,

bit lie had advanced too far to recede, and the
French troops in the neighborhood of Vittoria sur-

rounded him., ready, no doubt, to intercept his

retreat if he should attempt it. Cevallos and his

oilier counsellors, and ^he people of Vittoria, be-

sought him not to advance. On the other hand,
General Savary assured him with the most vehe-
ment protestations, that the Emperor took the

greatest interest in his welfare, and he offered to

pledge his life, that within a few minutes after his

arrival at B. yonne, he would be recognized as king
of Spain and the Indies. The emperor, he said, to

preserve his own consistency, would begin by giving
him the title of Highness; but he would presently
give him that of Majesty, &c. in three days every-

thing would be settled; and he might immediately
return to Spain. Confused, terrified, feeling him-
self in the power of Bonaparte, the only ease he
could find was in yielding implicit belief to those

representations. By those who will pardon him
for submitting to the disgraceful imputations on his

birth, his credulity can hardly be condemned. The
treachery was too complicated, too monstrous, to be

suspected. Centuries had elapsed since any act of
similar perfidy had stained the history of Europe.
He proceeded and crossed the stream which

divides the two kingdoms. Scarcely had he set

foot on the French territory, before he remarked,
that no one came to receive him; a neglect more

striking,
as he had travelled so far to meet the Em-

peror. At St. Jean de Luz, however the mayor
made his appearance, attended by the municipality.
Too humble to be informed of Bonaparte's designs,
and probably too honest to suspect them, he came to

the carriage and addressed Ferdinand, expressing in

the most lively manner, the joy he felt at having the
honor of being the first person to received sovereign,
the friend and ally of France. Shortly afterwards
he was met by the grandees, who had been sent to

compliment the E nperor: their account was suffi-

ciently d sc ouraging; but lie was now near B.iy-
dnne, and it was too late to turn back. The prince
of Neufchatel (Bertliier) and Duroc, the marshal of
the palace, came out to meet him, and conduct him
to the place which had been appointed for his resi-

dence—a place so little suited to such a guest, that

lie could not for a moment conceal from himself,
that it marked an intentional disrespect. Before he
had recovered from this ominous feeling which such
a reception occasioned, Bonaparte, accompanied by
many of his generals, paid him a visit. Ferdinand
went down to the street door to receive him; and

they embraced with every token of friendship. The
interview was short, and merely complimentary;
Bonaparte again embraced him at parting.

Ferdinand was not long suffered to remain uncer-
tain of his fate.—Bonaparte, as if to prove to the

world the callousness of his heart, as if he derived an

unnatural pleasure in acting the part of a deceiver,
invited him to dinner—sent his carriage for him—
came to the coacli steps to receive him—again em-
braced him and led him in by the hand. Ferdinand
sat at the same table with him as a friend, a guest
and an all}-; and no sooner had he returned to his

residenca than General Savary, the same man who
by his persuasions and solemn protestations, had
led him on from Madrid, come to inform him of the

Emperor's irrevocable determination, that the Bour-
bon dynasty should no longer reign in Spain; that

it was to be succeeded by the Bonapartes; and

therefore, Ferdinand was required in his own name,
and that of all his family, to renounce the crown of

Spain and of the Indies in their favor.

Some danger had undoubtedly been anticipated

by Cevallos, the Duke del Infantado, and Escoiquiz,
when they protested so urgently against Ids advanc-

ing' from Vittoria; and he himself could not have
been without misgivings. They might have appre-

hended, that the abdication should not immediately
be acknowledged, or that it might even have been

set aside; perhaps that a cession of territory might
be demanded. But their gloomy forebodings had
never imagined any thing like this unrivalled vil-

lainy. Astonished as they were, and completely at

the mercy of the tyrant, who, by such repeated

falsehoods, had decoyed them into his hands, they
did not lose their courage. And when Cevallos,

on the following day, was summoned to the palace,
to discuss the terms of the renunciation with M.

Champagny, the minister of foreign affairs, he

complained ofthe perfid} which had been practised,

protested in Ferdinand's name against the violence

done to his person, in not permitting him to return

to Spain; and, as a catagorical and final answer to

the emperor's demand, declared that the king neither

could nor would renounce his crown; he could

not do a prejudice to the individuals of his own

family, who were called to the succession by the

fundamental laws of the kingdom: and still less

could he consent to the establishment of another

dynasty, it being the right of the Spanish nation to

elect another family, whenever the pvesent should

become extinct.

M, Champagny replied to this by insisting on

the necessity of the renunciation, and contending
that the abdication of Charles has not been volun-

tary. Of this assertion, wh.ch was as ill-timed aS

it was irrelevant, Cevallos readily availed himself,

expressing his surprize that, while they condemned

the abdication of Charles, as not having been his

own free act, they, at the same time, were endea-

voring to extort a renunciation from Ferdinand

He then entered into details des gned to prove thai

no violence had been done to the father-king, either

by the people, the prince or any other person, and

; that he had retired from government by his own

[unbiassed
will. But Cevallos protested againsl

acknowledging the smallest authoriu in the empa
ror to intermeddle in matters which were'p'urclj

'domestic, and exclusively belonged to die Spani h
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government; following-, he said, in this respect, the

example of the cabinet of Paris, which rejected
as

inadmissible, the applications of the king
1 of Spain

in behalf of his ally and kindsman Louis XVI. It

was of little consequence that Ferdinand's minister

triumphed in argument. M. Champagny abruptly

turned the subject, by saying- that the emperor
never could be sure of Spain while it was governed
by the Bourbon dynasty; for that family must

necessarily regret to see its elder branch expelled
from France. Cevallos answered, that in a regular

system of things, family prepossessions never pre-
vailed over political interests, of which the whole

conduct of Charles IV. since the treaty of Basle,

was a proof. Every reason of policy induced Spain
to maintain a perpetual peace with France, and

there were reasons why the continuance of that

svstem was not of less consequence to the emperor.
The generosity and loyalty of the Spaniards were

proverbial; from that loyalty they had submitted to

the caprices of despotism; and the same principle,
if they saw their independence and the security of

their sovereign violated, would call forth their well

known valor. If so atrocious an insult were com-
mitted, France would lose the most faithful and
useful of her allies, and the emperor, by the artifices

and falsehoods with which he entrapped the king to

Bavonne, in order there to despoil him ofhis crown,
would have so effectually stained his own character,
that no confidence could hereafter be placed in

treaties with him; and wars with him could be con-

cluded by no other means than that of total de-

struction and extermination.

Bonaparte was listening to this conference. He
lost all patience now, and ordering Cevallos into

his own cabinet, the violence of his temper broke
out. He called that minister traitor, for continuing
to serve the son in the same situation which he had
held under the father; he accused him of having
maintained, in an official interview with* general
Moutheon, that Ferdinand's right to the crown
stood in no need of his recognition, though it might
be necessary to the continuance ofhis relations with
France; and he reproached him still more angrilv
for having said to a foreign minister at Madrid,
that, if the French army offered any violation to

the integrity and independence of tiie Spanish so-

vereignty, 300,000 men would convince them that

a brave and generous nation was not to be insulted
with impunity. The emperor then entered upon
the business of the renunciation, which he was
determined should be made; and finding that
Cevallos still insisted upon the rights ofhis master,
the reigning dynasty, and the people of Spain, he
concluded the conversation by these remarkable
and characteristic words—"I have a system of

policy of my own: you ought to adopt more liberal

ideas: to be less susceptible on the point of honor;
and not sacrifice the prosperity of Spain to the
interest of the Bourbon family."

Having found Cevallos so little inclined to yield,
Ferdinand was informed that he must appoint
another person to carry on the negociation. While
he was deliberating whom to chuse, one of the
French agents insinuated himself into the confi-
dence of E-coiquiz, and persuaded him to pay a

visit to Ciiampa^ny, from whom lie received the

propositions of Bonaparte in writing. These, which
were t.» U considered as the emperor's definitive

demand,; from which he would not recede, and
Which were the most favorable that he would grant,
declared his irrevocable determination that the
Bourbon dynasty should no longer reign in Spain,
and that one of his brothers should possess the

throne. The complete integrity of that kingdom
and all its colonies was to guaranteed, together
with the preservation of liberty and property. If

Ferdinand agreed to renounce his rights in his own
name, and that of his family, the crown of Etruria
should be conferred upon him according to the

Saliquelaw; and the emperor's niece be given him
in

marriage immediately, if he chose to demand her,
upon the execution ofthe treaty, If he refused, he
should remain without compensation, and the em-
peror would carry his purposes into effect by force.
When Ferdinand had received these demands, he
invested Don Pedro de Labrador, honorary coun-
sellor of state, in whose talents he had great reliance,
with full powers, instructing him to present them
to the French minister for foreign affairs, and to

demand his full powers m return, that the proposals
°f Bonaparte might be communicated in an authen-
tic manner. (Ap. 27.) The instructions given him,
which were drawn up by Cevallos, were to ask M.
Champagny if king Ferdinand were at full liberty?
if he were so, he would return to his dominions,
and there give audience to the plenipotentiary
whom the emperor might depute: if he were not,
all acts at Bayonne were nugatory, <md could have
no other effect than to stain the reputation of Bo-

naparte before the whole world. Ferdinand, he
was charged to say, was resolved not to yield to

the emperor's demand: neither his own honor, nor
his duty to his subjects, permitting him. He could
not compel them to accept of the Bonaparte dynasty,
much less could he deprive them of their rights to

elect another family to the throne, when the reign-

ing one should be extinct. It was not less repugnant
to his feelings to accept of the throne of Etruria as

a compensation; that country was under the autho-

rity of its lawful sovereign, whom he would not

prejudice, and he was contented with the kingdom
which providence h id given him.

(to be continued.)

Geography.
MEXICO, OR NEW SPAIN.

(~ Continued from Page 30.J
The intendancy of Puebla, bounded on the west

by that of Mexico, has a surface of 2,696 square
leagues, and 8 13,000 inhabitants—its greatest length
is 118 leagues, and its greatest breadth 50 leagues.
The general appearance of the country is similar to

that of Mexico already described: At the village
of Atlico is a famous cypress tree 73 feet in cir-

cumference—it is hollow. The greater part of the

inhabitants of this intendancy are Indians; the des-

cendants of the ancient republic of Tlaxcalla, who
greatly assisted Cortes in his operations against
Mexico, still enjoys some trifling privileges.
The progress of improvement has been very slow

in this intendancy, the greater part of the land be-

longing to the monks and priests, or chapters, cor-

porations and hospitals.
La Piiebla de los jlngeles, the capital, standing on

a plain about 7500 feet above the level of die sea, is

one of the most wealthy and populous ciiies in

America, containing 70,00 ' inhabitants. 'JHancalla,

reduced from ils ancient grandeur and great popu-
lation, has not more than 4000 inhabitants. Cholula
is a flourishing place, Willi 16,0l)U inhabitants. The
other towns are inconsiderable. The mines in

this intendancy, never very productive, are nearly
abandoned.

The intendancy of (Juanaxuato contains 911 square
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peopled of any district of New Spain. It is wholly
situated on a ridge of mountains—rich in agricul-
tural and mineral productions. The capital of the

same name, is elevated nearly 7000 feet above the

level ofthe sea, and, including the persons residing
St the mines i« its immediate neighborhood, may be
said to have 70,000 inhabitants. There are several
other flourishing places in this intendancy.

The Intendancy of VaUarfolid, has a surface of

4,446 square leagues, and contains 376,400 inhabi-
tants. It is bounded on the north bv die Bio de

Lerma, which further east takes the name of liio

Grand de Santiago; on the east it joins the inten-

dancy of Mexico, on the north, Guanoxuato, on
the west Guadalaxara. It has 33 leagues of coast
on the south sea.

This province is healthy, enjoving a mild and

temperate climate. It has -one high mountains;
but the most remarkable mountain of the world is

in this district called Volcon Me Jorullo, which rose
out ofthe earth in the night o S< ptember 29, 1759—
it is 1,695 feet higher than the level ©f the adjoining
plains, and about 46 leagues distant from any other
volcano. Our author reached i' crater on the 19th
of September, 1803. The rising >f this mountain
is one of the most remarkable phenomena record-
ed in history. A beautiful plain in this district,

containing fields of sugar cane and indigo, carefully
watered by artificial means, and in the highest state
of cultivation, has become desert. In June 1750,

leagues, and 517,300 inhabitants—being the best i its manufacturing industry, at 3,302,200. It has
several mines, and a considerable volcano.

Guadalaxara, on the left bank of the Rio de
Santiago, is the residence of the intendant, the bi-

shop, and the high court ofjustice (Audencia.) It
has a population of 19,500 souls. At San Bias are
the dock yards—it is an unhealthy place. The other
towns are unworthy of remark.

The Intendancy of Zacatecas, having 2,355 square
leagues, and 153,300 inhabitants, is a mountainous
and arid tract of country. The table land of Zaca-
tecas is generally 6,500 feet above the level of the
sea. Some of the best mines of New Spain are in
this intendancy. Zacatecas, a celebrated mining
place, having nine small salt lakes in its vicinity,
contains 38,000 inhabitants. The mine of the Veta

Neg-ra de Sambrerete exhibits an example of a seam
of the greatest wealth yet discovered.

The Intendancy ofOaxacahzs 534,800 inhabitants
on a surface of 4,447 square leagues, and is one of
the most delightful countries on the globe, having
a salubrious climate and very fruitful soil, It is

bounded on the north by Vera Cruz, on the east by
the kingdom of Gualimila, on the west by Puebla,
and on the north by the Pacific ocean. It is high
and .mountainous land, abounding with the plains
before described. The inhabitants of this country
consider the Cerro de Senpualtepec near Vilalta?

from which both seas are visible, as the most ele-

vated of their mountains. Vegetation is beautiful

throughout this intendancy—near the village of
Santa Maria del Tide, there is a cypress tree 118
feet in circumference. Oaxaca is rich in Indian

antiquities. In the ruins of Milta there are six

porphyry columns, placed in the midst of a vast

hall to support the roof. Their height is equal to

six diameters—their total height 16 feet 4 inches.

The ruins of palaces, temples and sepulchres are

numerous.
In this department is gathered the major part of

the cochineal collected in Mexico. In it, also, is the

residence of the family of Cortez, the chief ofwhich,
with the title of marquis, has a patrimony with

17,700 inhabitants.

Oaxaca, the capital, by the census of 1792, was
found to have 24,000 inhabitants. Tahauntepec is

the chief port of the intendancy
—San Jlntonio de.

los Cues is a populous place and celebrated for its

remains of ancient Mexican fortifications. There
are several mines worked in Oaxaca.

The Intendancy ofMerida, in 1803, had a popu-
lation of 465,800 souls, on a surface of 5,977 square

leagues, and comprehends the great peninsula of

Yucatan, situate between the bays of Campeche and
Honduras. This district "is one of the warmest and

yet one of the healthiest of equinoctial America;"
but on the whole coast is not to be found one spring
of fresh water—"on the northern coast, at the

mouth of the Rio Lagartos, 1,300 feet from the

shore, springs of fresh water shoot up from amidst

the salt water."

This country was never subject to the Mexican

emperors—the first conquerors found houses buiit

with stone cemented with lime, fields enclosed with

hedges, the people clothed and highly civilized.—
The^ Indian tribes inhabiting the mountainous dis-

tricts still preserve their independence.

Eiu'opean grain does not grow in this province,
the surface of the earth being too low; for it appears
that under the torrid zone at an elevation of less

than 4000 feet, wheat, &c. will not flourish. The

|
chief trade from Merida is in Campeche wood.

Merida, the capital, about thirty miles from the

subterraneous noises were heard, and frequent
earthqiukes succeeded each other for the space of
50 or 60 days; then all things became tranquil; but
on the night between the 28th and 29th of Septem-
ber the horrible subterranean noise recommenced—
the affrighted Indians fled to he mountains of
Aguasarco—a tract, of ground, several miles in

extent, "which goes by the name of Malpays, rose

•u.^ in the shape of a bladder;" all the concomitants
of a terrible volcano followed, and so it remains to
this day. The surrounding plain for a great dis-
tance being unproductive and uninhabited from the
excessive heat which prevails. Our author's spe-
culations on these events are curious, but foreign to
our subject.

Valladalid de Mechoacon, the capital, enjoys a

delightful climate, being seated 6,500 feet above the
level of the sea. It is the residence of a bishop, and
supplied with excellent water from- the neigh-
boring mountains. Its population is about 18,000.
Pascuaro, on the banks of a picturesque lake of
the same name, is still venerated by the Indians
after the lapse of two and a half centuries, as con-

taining the ashes of the famous Vasco de Quiroga,
the first bishop of Mechoacan, whose labors in

their behalf, though not more zealous were happilv
more successful, than those of the celebrated las

Casas, bishop of Chiapa. The population is 6000.
This intendancy contains several mines.

T/ie Intendancy of Guadalaxara contains 9,612
square leagues and 630,500 inhabitants. It is

bounded on the north by Sonoro and Dnrango, on
Hie east by Zacatecas and Guanaxuato, on the south

by Valladolid, and on the west by the Pacific ocean.
Tlie country is crossed by the Rio de Santiago,
which communicates with the lake of Cliapala, and
which one day may become highly interesting for

interior navigation. The maritime regions abound
with fine timber for ship building, but the coun-

try is not healthy. The interior enjoys a temperate
climate. The agricultural productions of this I

intendancy (in lt.02) were valued at 132,600,000—of sea coast, has 10,000 inhabitants. Vampedic, the
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chief emporium of trade, has a population of about

6,000 souls.

The intendancy of Vera Cruz has 156,000 inhabi-

tants, scattered over a surface of 4141 square

leagues. It extends along the Mexican gulf, and

includes a very considerable part of the eastern coast

ofNew Spain. It lies under the burning sun of the

tropics, and the plains are extremely fatal to life,

though the mountainous parts, whose peaks are

covered with eternal snow, are healthy. Here are

felt all climates in a day's journey up or down the

mountains. This province is enriched by nature

with the most precious productions
—among them

are vanilla, myrtle, cocoa, tobacco, cotton, sugar,

sarsaperilla, &c. The tobacco raised in this pro-
vince yields a revenue of almost three millions and

a half of dollars per annum.

This district appears to have suffered more than

anv other from the ravages of the Spaniards
—many

of'the most fruitful plains have become desarts for

the want of an Indian population, the climate being
fatal to the whites.

In the northern part of the intendancy is a pyra-
midal edifice of great antiquity, situate in the midst

of a thick forest. It was unknown to the first con-

querors of the country, but accidentally discovered

by some Spanish hunters about thirty years ago;
the Indians concealing it as long as they could, as an

object of veneration. It is built of stone, some of

which are of an enormous size, covered with hiero-

glyphics, among which are serpents and crocodiles;

the stones are highly polished, and cemented to-

gether with mortar. The base is 82 feet in length,
and the height about 60 feet. This monument is

composed of several stages; six are still distinguish-
able. A great stair of 57 steps conducts to the

truncated top where human sacrifices were offered.

Vera Cruz, the capital, is the residence of the in-

tendant, and the centre of the commerce of Mexico.
This city is regularly built, and the police of late

vears, represented to be very good. The fortress of
fean Juan Ulua was constructed, according to vul-

gar tradition, at the enormous expense of about 45
millions of dollars. This city is situated on an

arid plain, destitute of running water, on which the

north winds blow with so great an impetuosity from
October till April as to form great hills of moving
sand, from 25 to 35 feet high. Intermittant fevers

and the yellow fever, (vomito prieto) rage here ex-

ceedingly. All the edifices of Vera Cruz are con-

structed of materials drawn up from the bottom of
the sea, for no stone is to be found in its environs.

Water is found at the depth of a few feet by digging
in the sands; but this water proceeds from the ni-

trations of the marshes, and is of a bad quality.
—

The rich drink rain water only, which they collect

and preserve in cisterns. Many projects have been
formed to supply this important place with whole-
some water, and enormous expenses incurred, none
of which have proved successful. The population
of Vera Cruz is about 16,000 souls. Cortes landed
here on Good Friday, 1518. Xalapa, situate at the

foot of a mountain, presents an eligible retreat for

the rich merchants of Vera Cruz, who have their

country houses here. It is elevated 4250 feet above
the level of the sea, and its population is said to be

13,000. Pevote, Cordoba, Orizaba, and Tlacotlalpam,
are the other chief places in this intendancy; which
has no metallic mines of importance.

The intendancy of San Luis Potosi comprehends
the whole of the north-east part of New Spain

—its

northern limits are hardly determined, being cover-
ed either by desm countries, or districts inhabited

to contain 27,821 square leagues, and have a popu-
lation of only 334,900. The intendancy is again
subdivided, 1. The province of San Luis, which
contains the important mines of Charcas, Potosi,
Ramos and Catorie. 2. The new kingdom of Leon.
3. The colony of New Santander. 4. The province
of Cohahuila. 5. The province of Taxas, which bor-
ders on Louisiana.

This great tract of country is spoken of as gene-
rally fertile and salubrious; but with these advan-

tages, and having besides such valuable mines, it is

thinly populated. It has 230 leagues of sea coast,
but the trade is insignificant, and there is not a sin-

gle good port. Through this intendancy passes the

great road from N. Orleans to Mexico, 540 leagues.

Travelling is difficult from the want of water and
habitations.

San Luis Potosi, the residence of the intendant,
situate on the declivity of the table land of Anahaq,
to the west of the sources of the Rio de Panuca, has
a population of 1200. Neuvo Santa7ider is a sea

port, but will not admit the entry of vessels drawing
more than seven feet water. In the vicinity of this

place the cotmtry is so desart that in 1802, "tenor
twelve square leagues were sold for ten or twelve
francs." Charcas is the seat of a deputation ofthe
mines. At Catorce is one of the richest mines in
New Spain, yielding annually about three millions
of dollars. JMonterey, is the seat of a bishop in the
small kingdom of Leon. IJnares, Afoncolva and
San Antonio de Bejar are all the other places of the

intendancy worth naming.
(To be concluded in our next.J

i i

Manufactures.

Information concerning wool statable for the cheapest

supply of very strong and useful woollens and
worsteds.

In the late experiments to procure homemade
articles of military clothing for the United States,
the success was greater than could have been ex-

pected, in the present unperfected and untried
state of American manufactures. In regard to all

goods made of cotton, for purposes requiring
strength or neat uniform appearance, the present
capacity of this country was manifested, on this oc-

casion, to be far greater than our actual probable
wants require. In this valuable class of cotton

goods are included strong neat shirting and sheet-

ing, cotton (and half-cotton) hose, cotton drilling
for vests, pantaloons, guetres, bedsacks, working
frocks and trowsers, rifle frocks and overalls,

knapsacks and haversacks, sewing cotton, and vari-

ous small but necessary articles.

In the woollen branch offers were abundant and
the finer the goods or the materials proposed, the
more ready the disposition, abundant the quantity
in proportion to the demand, and moderate the pri-
ces.—The best cloths, suitable for the commission-
ed officers, were offered upon terms the least ad-

vanced above the European prices, owing to the

spreading of the Merino Sheep. The cloths for the

non-commissioned officers and privates, were offer-

ed upon terms advanced upon the next degree of
moderation above the European prices because the

great body of native or old stock of sheep pro-
duce wool, which after picking out a little coarse

and a good deal of fine, will do well for clo'hs suit-

able for these two purposes. Eut it is a s-uhstantial

fact well worthy of observation and consideration,
that the inferior qualities of strong he-.', y goods,
though most easy to m ike (reqniri >g no fi eety of

by wandering tribes of Indians—it, however, is said l color, dressing, or finishing) were tbems'st advr.rxed
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above the European goods of the same kinds, in

the terms on which they were offered. The reason

of this clearly appears to be, that a sufficient num-

ber of our sheep are not of the breeds which yield

great quantities of coarse wool. The description of

goods made out of this sort of wool in England, are

as follows:

Kendall woollen cloths (usually called Kendall

cottons) in pieces of twenty yards, 27 and 28 inches

Wide, for nineteen to twenty-four shillings sterling,

undyed, used these 10 or 12 years for vest backs—
White stoved twilled Kerseys for overalls, of the

same widths, in 30 yard pieces, at 45 shillings and 6

pence to 48 shillings and 6 pence, sterling per piece.
TJndved Rocking Raizes, 5 to 6 quarters wide, at

2 shillings to 2 shillings 2 pence sterling, per yard.
White stoved swanskins for vests, unt willed or plain,

raised, about 7-8 of a yard wide, at 2 shillings per
Yard, and Blankets for the private men at 2 shillings
to 2 shillings 4 pence sterling per pound.

It is plain, that there is not the least, difficulty to

procure an abundance of wool for these and all other

purposes of the Army, Navy and Hospitals. But
it is certain,, that they require a quality of wool
inferior to what our sheep produce. It has there-

fore appeared to be a duty to bring these .facts be-

fore the public, in order that our farmers may con-

sider the propriety of breeding sheep, which are

great bearers of long, coarse wool, the longer part
of which is necessary for combing, and the shorter

part of which Will make Kendalls, Kerseys, bock-

lrtg baize, drapery baize, Welch plains, and the

best of this coarse wool is the kind fii for common

point blankets. It is well understood, that in

making this last mentioned important article, if

ihe coarse wool be too long, the manufacturers

in England chop it with an axe, that it may be the

better raised by the card, after the blankets have

been wove.

It is well known, that there are sufficient num-
bers of these heavy fleeced sheep in the country, for

breeders. They ought to be taken great care of and

Used to get up a sufficient stork of common wool.

In England, they breed both kinds (besides Meri-

no's) and keep the breeds and flocks carefully

separated. It is to be observed, that these heavy

feeces would be in weight, more than double the

light ones, }et they will sell within ten per cent, or

perhaps five per cent, in price, of the good common
wool.

The manufacture of the coarser hosiery and coat-

ings, and cheapest wool hats and carpets, require
these cheap and heavy fleeces.

It is well known, that no nation has ever assisted

their manufactures and business in general so effec-

tual as the English, by breeding animals suitable

to the various objects and purposes. As we are to

hold competition with them we must do the same.

It is believed, on repeated examination and con-

sideration, that these ideas about heavy feeces of

coarse wool are founded in absolute truth, and high-

ly important to our manufactures of strong, useful

and coarse woollens, and especially of all worsted

stuffs and worsted hosiery, as this wool can, nearly

all, be prepared by the comb—not by the card. Calli-

mancoes, shalloons, rattincts, durants, tammies,

camblets, mareens, bombazetts, bombazines, worst-

•cd hosiery, caps and mittens, and other useful

goods, can only be made of wool long enough to

be combed. The merino and other fine wool can-

not be combed. It must be carded, and is fit only

.for Woollen, not worsted goods.
[Democratic Press.

Miscellaneous Intelligence.

Literary, Political, Philosophical, efc.
Italy.—Indigo. Doctor Victor Michellotti has

communicated to the academy of sciences of Turin,
a new mode of extracting indigo from the plants,
the isatis and the pastel.
The isatis is called 1 y the Piedmontese Vaud: the

leaves of it are boiled to obtain the fectda by filtra-

tion:—this fccula which is composed of a green
matter, ofwax and of the indigo, must be thorough-
ly washed with clear water, and at length dissolved
in a solution of caustic pot-ash, the whole being
boiled together. By a new filtration a very obscure

liquor is obtained, which concentrated and calcined

by the same process as is used to the blood employ-
ed in making Prussian blue, yields a good Prussie

ley for the preparation of the color. Afterwards a

j great quantity of water must be poured on to the
I greenish matter which remains on the filtre. This
: matter is the indigo; the presence of which is mani-
fested by the edges becoming blue, mingled with

jthe greenish matter and the wax. The action of

i
the air completes the blue color of the whole. [The

'

allusion to Prussian blue in this process derived from
'

a vegetable substance, will appear interesting to those
who are acquainted with the theory of that color.)

Cultivation of Cotton.—Turin, March 18. The
extraordinary rains of last autumn were the only
cause that hindered the cultivators of cotton from

gathering the fruits of their labors. It is now:—at this

season of the year, proper to suppose that the pe-
riodical return of the former temperature of the de-

partments beyond the Alps, will at length crown the

efforts of all those who see in the cultivation of this

plant an additional mean of prosperity for this coun-

try. The cotton has become naturalized to the cli-

mate; and has vanquished in great part the obstacles

presented by hate ; e. It is therefore necessary to con-
tinue an undertaking of which the success, hither-
to eventual, cannot fail of becoming certain with the
favorable influence of the seasons. Government has
sent a supply of seed, which may be attained by all

who are willing to extend this cultivation.

Improvements.—Rome, Jan. 1. All the streets

leading out of the Piazza St. Petri, will be cleared
down to the Tiber; by this improvement, that spa-
cious square, the finest in the world, hitherto com-

pletely concealed, will be seen from the bridge St.

Angelo, and all the banks of the Tiber. Jivtiqwties.

Trevisa, February 18. A large building ornament-
ed with columns, has been recently discovered at

Pompeia: it appears to have been a public place.—
With the exception of a few vases it contained no-

thing remarkable.
The excavations at Ostia have been suspended

for some time; when they are resumed, it is proba-
ble that some important discoveries will reward
the labor, as Ostia, formerlv a rich and extensive

city, was suddenly overwhelmed by an inunda-
tion of the Tiber. The little of the ancient city
which has been discovered, shows that it was
built in the same style and manner as Pompeia.—
The Temple of Neptune only, situated on a ris-

ing ground, is completely cleared and accessible.

That of Mercury, in which that divinity is seen
with a purse in his hand, is only half cleared. A
beautiful Tonus lias been 'found, perfectly preserv-
ed, and entirely similar to that of the capital.

Prussia.—Herlin, Februarv 14. English goods.
AVe daily see pass a great number of waggons laden
with English goods, seized at Konigsburg, and

i going to iVfagdeburgh. The King being unable to
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send cash to France remit* these as part payment
of his obligations. They are estimated at six or

seven millions of Prussian crowns in value.

Spain.—Madrid, January 20.—Paper money.
—

All paper money has lost much of its currency; but

the vales of Ferdinand are worth 8 per cent, more
than those of Joseph.

Switzerland.—Land recovered from Inunda-

tion. The river of Linth, which decends from the

Alps of the canton of Claris, had, in less than fifty

vears, raised its bed 16 feet. This elevation of the

soil stopped the course of the river Maag, which
was the outlet to the lake of Wallerstein: hence

arose an augmentation of the waters of the lake,

and frequent inundations of the towns of Wallers-

tein and Wesen, and the whole country covered,
with stagnated water, became extremely unwhole-
some. M. Escher, of Zurich, a celebrated minera-

logist, at the head of a company, undertook to

remedy these evils and has succeeded. He has

r. instructed a mole of rock stones, in length 15,000
feet: has formed anew canal for the Linth in length
50,000 feet; with roadways on the sides; and has

recovered so much ground from the waters that it

has become security, for 4,000 shares of the under-

taking, at 200 francs per share, with a certainty of

the expenses being covered.

S vxont.— Extraordinary expenses. Leipsic, Feb.

15. The estimate of extraordinary expenses for the

ensuing six years is now submitted to the diet. It

amounts to 11,606,000 Saxon crowns; and with

those now current makes 21 millions of crowns,
exclusive of 5 millions or more which may be re-

quired to finish fhe fortress of Torgan.
Commerce. The uk ;se of the Emperor of Russia

that prohibits the entrance of foreign mmufactuies,
has hurt our commerce. At our firs we were
accustomed to see, every year, a great number of

Russian traders and Jews, who made considerable

purchases.
PoRTBRAt. Bread. The Portuguese papers re-

commend the general adoption of bread formed of
a mixture of flour and potatoes. They observe
that the excellence of it has been proved bv experi-
ence, and if generally used there would be no want
of bread, as they have abundance of potatoes; and
that by this turning to advantage the produce of
their own country, large sums would be spared
which are sent abroad for wheat.
Amount of the provisions which entered the port of

Lisbon in the month of February last. 5,792 bushels,
17 alquiers, 462 Sacks, 1200 barrels, and 3000 quin-
tals of wheat—757 bushels, 37 alquiers, and 3800
sacks of barley; 2,436 bushels, 35 alquiers, 1,260
sacks, and 200 barrels of maize; 231 bushels, 115
sacks, and 20 barrels of harricoes; 5 bushels of

peases 220 tons, 80 sacks and 72 chests of potatoes;
3,809 casks and 1,085 sacks of flour; 729 casks of
fl ur of Maize; 4532 quintals, and 200 casks of
salted cod-fish; 300 barrels of salmon: 4701 casks
of butter; 5650 barrels of beef; 400 chests of cheese;
347 pipes of olive oil; 933 pipes of wine; 1''3 pipes
and 3 barrels of brandv; 40casks of dried figs.
Ghuvt Britain. Broad Cloth. The Path Chroni-

cle states, on the authority of circular letters trans-
mitted by two of the most respectable manufactu-
rers in that neighborhood, the following reduction
in the best superfine broad cloths at per yard:

Credit
'

Gash
Common colours 23s. 2 Is.

Citeiis, blacks, &c. 24 22
Bines 27 25
D.-ni!>le-milled Kerseymeres 11 10

Single do. do. 12 9

Excessive prodigality. The late Duke of Queens-
bun 's Tokay fetched only 84 / per dozen quarts,
or 71 per bottle! More than that: the Koyau,
sold at 16/ 4 s per dozen, had been but a short

time purchased from the manufactory in London at

six guineas per dozen. Such is the efficacy of a
title.

Military allowancefor Wine. The Prince Regent
has ordered an allowance to be made to the military
messes of all regiments in proportion to their

strength, equivalent to the drawback of the duty on
wine to the navy on board their ships. A regiment
of ten companies will have an allowance of 250 I

per annum, and so in proportion to regiments under
that number.

Prussia. Berlin, March 16. Eminent chimrgical
abilities honored. The 5<h of this month die physi-
cians and surgeons of this capital, gave a dinner in

honor of the professor in surgery, M. Miusinna, to

celebrate the 50th year of his profession, and the
services he has rendered his country. The opera-
tions performed by this mos* respectable man are
innumerable:—In has restored sight to more than 900
individuals. The king honored him with a letter

and present on this occasion.

Germany. Tour of a century. From Sultz in

the kingdom of Wirtemburgh we have the follow-

ing anecdote. "A workman who had left this town
at the age of 20 years to make what is called in

Germany, "his apprenticeship journey" [or tra-

vels from city to city, for the purpose of obtaining
improvements in his art] has lately returned ai'-er

an absence of one hundred vears. He was in good
health, but, as might be expected, he found great
difficulty in explaining to whom he was related, and

bringing himself to the recollection of his towns-
men.

*»* If this man is capable of.writing bis history

during this hundred years travels for improvement,
we should be glad to peruse k:s memoirs: the anti-

quity of some of his remarks would ensure their

novelty.
Haxdltrk:i. Births, Marriages and Deaths in

1810, among the Lutheran inhabitants: births 3841,
deaths 48"6, marriages 1067.

Holland. Amsterdam. Deaths in 1810, 7804—
baptisms in the Lutheran and Calvanist parishes
4454—marriages 2131—Catholics, Jews and other

sects, not included in this enumeration.

New Hiillabd. A safe and commodious harbor
has been lately discovered, about 70 miles N. W. of
Kontraroo Island, on the western coast of New Hol-
land. It is represented as capable of Containing any
number of ships of the lagest size, completely shel-

tered.

East Indies. Singular occurrence. Berampofe,
May 22, 1810.—The only news which 1 have to

communicate to you is an extraordinary event which
took place here a few days ago. The water in our

Tank, which I have known these 34 years, changed
suddenly 1.6 i he color of daik green, and an immense

quantity of fish, many D?w.hom weiglung from 13

to 13 seers, floated dead on the surface of it. Some
few were taken out by the natives and carried away;
the remainder were transported by hackney loads

.md buried, pr applied to the purpose of matu'ue.

This strange occurrence ;.; attributed by most j
e>-

ple to the recent earthquake, which I understand
Was felt in Calcutta.

It is stited, the Emperor of R-"

e,l Dr. R'-sa of Philadelphia, a i

v finable ring, a s :• ru: rk oi res

upoa Pestilential disease.-

, lias present-
ly , elegarfi smd

,r his writings
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The Chronicle.

Baltimore, Sept. 21, 1811.

The papers continue barren of intelligence.
—

London dates to the 2nd of August have been re-

ceived at Boston. The king was then alive.—Bri-

tish vessels are said to be admitted freely into the

Russian ports
—the Turks have been obliged since

their defeat, mentioned in our last, to cross the Da-

nube—a peace was expected. Various rumours

are afloat as to a new coalition between S-weden,

Denmark, Russia and England against France, but

we consider them unworthy of the least credit.—
Affairs in Spain and Portugal have not assumed a

different aspect since our last notice of them—but

it is said, the Spaniards are jealous of the English,
and have refused to admit a large body oftheir troops
into Cadiz, 20,000 men were expected to arrive at

Lisbon, from England, about the 10th of August.

Senate of Maryland.—The Electorial College of

Maryland met at Annapolis for the purpose of

choosing Senators, on Monday last. The following

gentlemen, all republicans, vrere chosen:

Wm. Pinkney and Levi Hollingsworth, Balti-

more: Wm. M'Creery, Baltimore county: John

Williams, Worcester: Solomon Frazier, Dorches-

ter: Frederick Holbrook, Caroline: Edward Lloyd,
Talbot: James Brown, Q. Anne: William Hollings-

worth, Cecil: Elijah Davis, Hartford: Upton Bruce, !

Alleghany: Win. Thomas, St. Mary's: Lloyd Dor-

sey, A. Arundle: Moses Tabbs, Washington: Tho-
mas Hawkins, Frederick.

The city of Charleston was visited by a dreadful

tornado on Tuesday the 10th instant. It came on

at the S. E. point of the city, overturning, destroy-

ing or greatly damaging, in its progress, many
houses and out-buildings, trees, fences, &c. it is

computed that the loss of the city is little short of

that experienced by the great fire in October last—
besides several valuable lives were lost.

The tornado appears to have been about one hun-
dred yards wide; it passed through the city from
S. E. to N. W. unroofing most of the houses, cast-

ing down their chimneys, or literally prostrating
them to the ground. Ten persons are mentioned
as killed—it was supposed there were several others

not reported, and a great many had their limbs

>roken, bruised, &c.

"This dreadful visitation, (says the writer of the

account in the Charleston paper,) is more afflicting
than even the ravages of a conflagration. The tor-

nado struck suddenly; passed through the city with

the rapidity of lightning, and in an instant, involved

in destruction and death both the habitations and
inhabitants. No notice of the approaching danger
was given and before friendship and humanity could

fly to the relief of the sufferers, all was involved in

ruin. It was preceded by a momentary deceitful

calm, and was attended by a steady rumbling noise,

resembling that of a carriage rattling over a pave-
ment." [A particular account in our next.]

The Mayor of New-York has issued a proclama-
tion forbidding all intercourse with the city of Am-

j

boy, in New Jersey, being informed of the prevalence
of an infectious or pestilential disease in that city.

Governor Harrison, of the Indiana territory, has
ordered a detachment of the United States troops to

march and break up the Shaivanoe association,
and a party of volunteers from Kentucky, were
about starting to join them. It is to be regretted,
that the Indians, in (listening to the councils of th
wretches who have always deceived them, should

provoke their own extermination, and, perhaps,
render it necessary. The general conduct of the
British in Canada, from lord Dorchester down to
the humblest officer in "his majesty's" service, has
been base, inhuman and detestable—and must be
checked.

The Pope.—In a Cadiz paper of June 29, is the

following notice of the Pope: "The public papers
announce, that the Holy Father has been carried,
by order of Bonaparte, from Savona to Tortona, a
fortress of Piedmont. The coincidence of this oc-
currence with the assembling of the Italian and
French Cardinals and bishops at Paris, by order of

Bonaparte, gives occasion to many conjectures."
In St. Domingo—"Henry 1. King of Hayti," ap-

pears to have established his power in the north

part of this island—the south is divided between
the rival chiefs Petition and Rigaud, by turns at
war with each other and the king:
The famed Francisco de Miranda is general in

chief of the patriot armies of Caracas. On the
7th of August, he reduced New-Valentia, a tory
district of the new republic. The European Spa-
niards, loath to give up their supposed superiority
and accustomed influence, have made many at-

tempts to provoke insurrection.

We learn, from various sources, that Miranda is

suspected of aiming at supreme power, civil and

military
—and that he is closely watched by the

people, jealous of the new-born liberty.

flj* In+
ending to have published an extra Resis-

tf.r this week, but which at a late hour, we were

disappointed in doing, some articles intended for

this number, have been unavoidably omitted, and
others, of necessity, inserted, we should rather have
deferred for our next. In the ensuing week the

design shall be accomplished, and every exertion

made to keep pace with the increase of our patro-

nage.
As no important political discussion is at present

before the people of the United States, we continue

silent; but when the proper time arrives intend to

fulfil our engagements with impartiality.
The editor again has the pleasure to present his

thanks to more than one hundred new subscribers

obtained during the -week, and is highly gratified to

learn the favorable reception the Jtegisterh&s gene-

rally received. He begs information as co irregulari-
ties or omissions—that they may be rectified, well

knowing that at the commencement of a work like

this, (when in the departments under his own imme-

diate control he is unable, as yet, to arrange his

matters as he wishes them) it is almost impassible
that such things should not occur.

(Xj'lt is proper to observe that the account of the

proceedings of the Court of enquiry .nserted in

this number, is not official; it is copied from the

New-York Columbian, but doubtless, substantially
correct should it appear otherwise, the official

account will be published as soon as received. We
may also remark that capt. Bingham's statement has

been confirmed by three or four persons on boaid

his ship. At the request of several gentlemen, who
wish to have all the facts before them at one view,
and to preserve them, we shall in a tuture number
insert the official papers connected with the attack

on the Chesapeake.
On hand, prepared for the press, an analytical

review of the essay on the principle of population,

by T. R. Malthus: and several other valuable ar-

icles, which shall be disoosed of as speedily as pos-
sible.
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The "affair' of the Chesapeake
At the request of several gentlemen; and, indeed

in strict concord with our general plan, we

proceed to Register a concise account of the

attack on the United States' frigate Chesapeake,

bv the British man of war Leopard, on the 22d

of June, 1807, off the capes of Virginia. As,

in some of the public documents we may find it

useful to insert hereafter, the nature of the trans-

action is poin*edly exposed, the annexed account

has been made as short as a history of the case

would admit of.

"Wc commence with the following annunciation of

the event from the National Intelligencer; every

part of which was afterwards substantiated by

indubitable testimony.

Washington, June 26.

British Outrage.—We give the public the particu-

lars of the following outrage on the American flag,

under the influence of feelings, which we are cer-

tain, are in union with those entertained universally

with our fellow-citizens; feelings which cannot,

which ought not to be suppressed. We know not

indeed that this savage outrage has a precedent in

naval annals.

On Monday last the U. S. frigate Chesapeake,
of 38 guns, left the Capes, where there lay at anchor

a British squadron consisting of three two deckers

and one frigate of 38 guns. As she passed dus

squadron, without molestation, one of the two

deckers, the Leopard, put off, and went to sea

before the Chesapeake. When the latter came up
with the Leopard, at the distance of about three

leagues from the squadron, her commander, cap-
tain Humphries, hailed the Chesapeake, and said he

had a despatch to deliver from the British comman-
der in chief (meaning admiral Berkeley of the Ame-
rican station.) Commodore Barron, supposing it

was a despatch for Europe, hove to, when captain

Humphries sent on board of her a letter covering
an order of admiral Berkeley, to take from the Che-

sapeake three men alleged to be deserters from the

Melampus frigate, and designating them by name.

Commodore Barron replied by letter that no such

men as named in admiral Berkeley's order were on

board, & added that his crew could not be mustered
for examination by any other officers than his own.
This answer was couched in terms of politeness. It

was no sooner received than a broadside \va3 dis-

charged from the Leopard. The crew of the Chesa-

peake at this time were not at quarters, consider-

ing the Leopard a friend, and commodore Barron
not contemplating the possibility of danger so im-

mediately after leaving the Capes. No other attempt
Was therefore made to fight he;- than the discharge
of a few straggling* guns, while the Leopard repeat-
ed three or four more broadsides; when the Chesa-

peake struck her colors, after having three men
killed and eighteen wounded.

D

A boat was then put off from the Leopaid with
an officer who demanded four men. Commodore
Barron said lie considered the Chesapeake as a prize
to the Leopard—the captain of which vessel, said

no; that his orders were to take out the men, which

having executed, he had noihing further 10 do with
her. Thus dismissed she returned to Hampton
Roads, where she now lies. She received in her
hull twenty-two round shot, her foremast and main-
mast were destroyed, her mizen-mast greatly injuiv

ed, and her rigging and sails very much cut.

Of the wounded eight are considered dangerous,
and two have lost an arm. Commodore Barron
suffered a contusion, received from a splinter which
is not serious. No other officer is wounded, except-

ing midshipman Broom, and he but slightly.

Nothing evinces in more striking colors, the in-

solence of captain Humphries, than his immediate
return after this outrage to the Capes where he now
lies with the other ships of the squadron.
On the second day of July, the President of J he
United States issued die annexed proclamation:

BY THOMAS JEFFERSON,
PRESIDENT OP THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

A PROCLAJUTIOM
During the wars, which for some time, have un-

happily prevailed among the powers of Europe, the
United States of America, firm in the principle o£

peace, have endeavored by justice, hv a regular

discharge of all their national and social duties, and

by every friendly office their situation has admitted,
to maintain with all their belligerents, their accus-
omed relations offriendship, hospitality & commer-
cial intercourse. Taking no part in trie questions
which animate these powers against each o'her, nor

permitting themselves to entertain a wLh but for

'he resteration of general peace, they have objerved
with good faith the neuirality they assumed, and
• hey believe that Uo instance of departure from its

duties can be justly imputed to them by any nation.

A free use of their harbors and waters, the means
of refitting and of refresh men., of succour to their

sick and suffering, have, at all times, and on equal
principles, been extended to all, and this too xrnidst

a constant recurrence of acts of insubordination to

the laws, of violence to the persons, and of trespass
on the property of our citizens, committed by offi-

cers ofone of the belligerent parties received among
us. In truth these abuses of the laws of hospitality
have, with few exceptions, become habitual to

the commanders of the British armed vessels ho*

vering on our coasts and frequenting our harbors.

They have been the subject of repeated representa*
tions to their government. Assurances have been,

given that proper oders should restrain them within
the limit of the rights, and of the respect due to a,

friendly nation: but those orders and assurances
have been witnout effect; no instance of punish-
ment for past wrongs have taken place. At ienrih,
a deed, tvamcenjing ail we'have lutherto seea or
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Buffered, Vi'rs the public sensibilityto a necessary

crisis, and our fnrbearance to a necessary pause.

A frigate of the United States, trusting- to a state

of peace, and leaving- her harbor on a distant ser-

Tioe, has been surprised and attacked by a British

ressel of superior ibrce, one of a squadron then lying-

in our waters and covering the transac ion, and has

been disabled from service, with the loss of a

nuiiibcr ofmen killed and wounded. This enormity
was not only without provocation or justifiable

cau=e, but was committed with the avowed purpose
of taking" by force, from a ship of waroftlie Uni ed

States, a part, of her crew, and that no circumstance

might be wantmgto mark its character, it had been

previous'" ascertained that the seamen demanded
were native citizens of the United States. Having
effected his purpose, he returned to au anchor with

his squadron within our jurisdiction. Hospitality
under such circumstances ceases to be a duty: and

a ccntimiar.ee of it, with such uncontrolled abuses,

would tend onlv by multiplying- injuries :md irrita-

tions, to bring on a rupture between the two nations.

The extreme resort is equally opposed to the in-

terests of both, as it is to assurances of the most

friendly dispositions oft the part of the British go-

vernment, ni the midst of which the outrage has

&een committed. In this light the .subject cmnot
but present itsfelfto that government, and strengthen
the mo ives to an honorable reparation of the wrong
which has been done, and to that effectual control of

its naval commanders, which alone can justify the go-

vernment of the United States in the exercise ofthose

hospitalities it is now constrained to discontinue.

In consideration of these circumstances and of

the right of every nation to regulate its own police,

to provide for its peace and for the safet\ of its ci-

tizens, and consequently to refuse the admission of

armed vessels into its harbors or waters, either in

such numbers or of such descriptions, as are in-

consistent with these, or with the maintenance of

the authority of the laws, I have thought proper in

pursuance of the authorities specially given by law,

to issue this my PROCLAMATION,' hereby requir-

ing all armed vessels bearing commissions under the

government of Great Britain, now within the har-

bors or waters of the United State?, immediately

SEftd without any delay todepart from the same, and

interdicting- the entrance of nil the said harbors and

waters to the said armed vessels, and to aJl others

hearing commissions under the authority of the

British government.
And if the ssiid vessels, or any of theni, shall

fail to depart as aforesaid, or if they or any others,

so indicted, shall hereafter enter the harbors or

waters aforesaid, ! do in that case forbid all jiiieV-

course with them or am of them, their officers or

crews, and do prohibit all supplies and aids fioru

being furnished to diem or any of them,
And I do declare and make known, that if any

person from, or wi bin the jurisdictional limits of
the United States, shall afford any aid to any such

vessel, contrary to the prohibition contained in

this Proclamation, either in repairing any such ves-

sel, or in furnishing- her, her officers or crew, with

sttppl es of any kind, or in any manner whatsoever,
or if any pilot shall assist in navigating any of the

said armed vessels, unless it be for the purpose of

carrying fhcfl) m live first instance, beyond the li-

mits and jurisdic* ion of the United States, or unless

it be in the cft't of a vessel forced by distress, or

charged with publm dispatches as hereinafter pro-
vided for, s'icii person or persons -shall, on convic-

tion, suffer all flip puia*i and penalties by the laws

provided for such offences.

And I do hereby enjoin and require all persons
bearing office civil or military within or tinder the

authority of the United States, and all others, citi-

zens or inhabitants thereof, or being within the

same, with vigilance and promptitude to exert their

respective authorities, and to be aiding and assist-

ing to the carrying this Proclamation and every
part thereof, into full effect.

Provided nevertheless, that if any such vessel
shall be forced into the harbors or waters of the
United States by distress, bv the dangers of the sea,
or by the pursuit of an enemy, or shall enter them
charged with dispatches or business from their go-
vernment, or shall be a public packet for the con-
veyance of letters and dispatches, the commanding
officer immediately reporting his vessel to the col-
lector of the district, stating the objector causes
of entering the said harbors or waters, and con-

forming himselfto the regulations in that case pre-
scribed under the authority of the laws, shall be
allowed the benefit of such regulal ions respecting
supplies, stay, intercourse and departure as shall
be permitted under the same authority.

In testimony whereof, I have caused the seal
of the United States to be affixed to these presents
and signed the same.
Given at the city of Washington this second dav

of July in the year of our Lord one
[Seal.] thousand eight hundred and seven, and

of the Sovereignty and Independence
of the United States, the thirty-first.

THOMAS JEFFERSON.
Bv the President,

JAMES MWrtSON, Secretary of State.

The British squadron still continuing in our waters,
and the citizens of Norfolk (as did the w/to/e body
ofthe American people as thenews reached them)
having- entered into some spirited resolutions on
the subject, and spontaneously seized their arms,
among other thugs forbidding all communica-
tion with the hostile ships, J. E. Douglas, the
British commodore, in a letier dated on board the

Bellona, Hampton jtioiids,Jiil\ 3; 1807, addressed
to the Mayor of Norfolk, insolently threatened as

though he would obstruct the whole trade of the

Chesapeake bay and its waters, unless some of
these resolutions were "immediately annulled."
lUJiard Evers Lee, Esq. the Mayor, answered
him as be deserved—but the brave commodore
did not carry his threats into execution, though
he suffered his people, at times, to amuse them-
selves by firing at some ofour vessels and robbing
a few others. Shortly after (July 5) the president
of the United States issued his order to the

governors of the several states for »he equipment
and organization of 100,000 militia. The requi-
sition was almost initriediaVely complied with—
a piyatcr number of citizens volunteered their

sri-v.cs.^ than the quotas of most of the states

allowed. The ardor of 1hc people was indescriba-

ble; that moor of party, which, though it

embitters goclaJ intercourse, may be necessary
to the existence" of a republican government,

appeared lost 5n the" general, desire to avenge a

commnn wrong. "At the call of the law, ell

rallied round the standard pf the 1. w, and united

in common efforts for the c< T.V-.mon godd/V—^ut
some- afterwards h: j;vn to apologize: and

finally,^ few opcriyjustified the Brnish admiral,

though the ;>ct was dteaimpfid bv >ftis &*?'& govern-
ment!

In a Halifax pane'- of June 7. v. ere punched the

following orders of Ad;yiral J'.r.^Viy-^ being
those,uiu.er which c.ajita.in JIvr. />.'?•:<:.; acteci
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*'Bv the Honorable George Cranfielcl Berkeley,

Vice Admiral of the white, and commander in

chief of his Majesty's ships and vessels, employed

in the river St. Lawrence, along the coast ot No-

va-Scotia, the Island of St. John and Cape Bre-

ton, the Bay of Fundy, and at and about the isl-

ands of Bermuda, or Samers' Island.

Whereas many seamen, subjects of his Britan-

nic Majesty, and in his Majesty's ships and vessels,

as per margin, (Belleisle,* Belona, Triumph, Chi-

ohester, Halifax, Zenobia, cutter,) while at anchor

in the Chesapeake, deserted and entered on board

the United States frig-ate the Chesapeake, and

openlv paraded the streets of Norfolk, in sight of

their officers, under the American flag, protected

by the magistrates of the town, and the recruiting

free will, by their own confession*
Of the other

man taken from the Chesapeake we have no parti-

cular information before us at present. The British

said he was guilty of piracy and mutiny, and hung
him—whether he was innocent or not appears
doubtful.

We shall close this account with the proceedings
of the court of enquiryf

—merely observing, that,

the British ministry disax'oived the act of admiral

Berkeley, and for a short time suspended him; he

was, however, soon appointed to a more important
command. By the arrangements entered into by
Mr. Erskine, reparation for this outrage, murder
and insult was partially made and accepted

—but as

his arrangement was disannulled, the assault Is yet
unatoned for, and cannot be forgiven or forgotten-

lg to gwe tnem up
Britannic Majesty's Consul, as well as the captains

of the ships from" which the said men deserted—
The captains and commanders of his majesty's

ships and vessels under my command, are, therefore,

hereby required and directed, in case of meeting
with the American frigate Chesapeake, at sea, and

without the limits of the United States, to show to

the captain of her, this order, and to require to

search his ship for the deserters from the before -

mentioned ships, and to proceed and search for the

same; and if a similar demand shall be made by
the American, he is to be permitted to search for

anv deserters from their service, according to the

customs and usage ofcivilized nations, on terms of

peace and amity with each other.

Given under my hand, at Halifax, Nova-Scotia,
the 1st of June, 1807.

(Signed) G. C. BERKELEY
To the respective captains and commanders

of his m ijestv's ships and vessels, on the

North-American station."

Three or four persons carried off as deserters

•\V("i'e ceriiinly proved to be American citizens. Mr.

E-skine, the British minister, had applied to the

S.'creVry of State for the delivery of If 'ili/'am Ware,
Daniel Afartin, John Strahnn, and John Little,

tarily. A vessel of war is always considered as part
of the territory of the nation to which she belongs;
and the act of Berkeley was,therefore,justly esteemed
as reprehensible as ifhe hadattacked one ofourcities
and after killing & wounding as many as he thought
fit, entered the same and carried ofFsome of the citi-

zens to fight the battles of "the king, his master."

At a Court of Enquiry assembled on board the
United States ship Chesapeake, in the harbour
of Norfolk and state of Virginia, by order of the

Hon. Robert Smith, Secretary of the Navy of the

United States, and continued by adjournment
from day to day, from Monday the 5th day of

October, 1807, "until Wednesday the 4th day of

November, 1807.

Present—Captain Alexander Mchrat, Presi-

dent, and Captains Isaac Hull and Isaac Chauncey,
members thereof.

It appears to the court, that antecedent to the

sailing of the Chesapeake, there had been received
on board ofher some persons who had been claimed

by the British government as deserters from their

service, but who were not ordered to be delivered

up by the American officers—'that there was also a

report in circulation, and generally known on board
the Chesapeake, that a threat had been used by the

captain of the British ship of war Meiamptis, to

alias Francis, and Ambrose Watts, alledged to be take these men from the Chesapeake—that comrr.o-
deserters from his king's service, and to have enter- 1 dore Barron had full knowledg-a of the facts that
ed on board the Chesapeake frigate. Though the

[
such meri were on board his ship, that they had

and it appeared to captain Barron, that Ware and

Martin were pressed from the American brig Nep-
fcune, by the British frigate Jlfefamfmv, in the Bay
ofBiacav. Strahv.ti, was impressed by the same

vessel from on board a British Guineaman: and,

pi'ove, that the report of the threat above, mention-
ed was communicated to him before his ship sailed.

It appears to the court, that the Chesapeake in

proceeding from Hampton Roads to sea, passed a
British squadron at anchor in Lynnhaven Bay, who

to better his situation, had entered the service*— at the time of her passing them were making sig
Ware and Strahan had protections—-.Marthi said he I n als to each other, which was not only reported To
lost his on leaving the Melampus frigate. By sub-

1 commodore Barron by one of the officers, but actu>

sequent testimony on the oaths of niany reputable ! ally observed by himself.

persons, it appeared that fVurew'-xs born in Allegha-

ny county, and Strahan in Queen Ann's county, in

the state of Maryland'. .Martin, at n years of age,
wat. brought to Westport, Massachusetts, bv Wil-
liam (lowland, supposed from some of the Spanish

•tlernents—at 14 years ofage he was bound out as

an apprentice, and after continuing some time in

that capacity, absconded: Little, alias Francis,
and Watts, were reported by captain Harron not Vo

have beet) entered by his recruiting officer. On the

tri. 1 of Hare, \Martln and Strahan, at HilifaS., by
the British, they were admitted as Americans, but
->< i re I to have e-Uered tie service of their own

tp ofIt appears to the court that the British shi
war Leopard, of fifty guns, one ofthe squadron then
at anchor within the limits of the United States,

weighed immediately after these signals were
thrown out and stood to sea.

It does not appear to the court, that at this f.'ms
there was any vessel in sight, or any.other object to

induce her to go to sea, but the Chesapeake.
'

''British account.

fWe have published only those items which re-

late immediately to the attack, and its cii-curu-

stances* SOrpoti was finally suspended.
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It appears to the court, that at the time the Leo-

pard got Under weigh, the wind was at south-south

west and therefore fair for her to proceed to sea:

but that instead of availing herself of this to clear

the land, she hauled by the wind close round Cape
Henrv, and stood to the southward, under easy sail;

thereby shewing that it was not his intention to get
off the land speedily.

It appears to the court that after this the wind

became li^ht and baffling, and likely to shift, and

came out from the eastward; that when this happen-
ed, the Leopard shortened sail, and stood to the

eastward.

V appears to the court, that after this the wind
did come out from about south south east, and that

the Leopard then having thus got the weather guage,

preserving it by tacking in shore when die Chesa"-

peakedid so in order to get off her pilot, and after

the Chesapeake again stood offto the eastward,
that the Leopard wore and bore down for her.

It appears to the court, than when the Leopard
came along side of the Chesapeake, an officer was

sent from her, with a communica -mfrom captain

Humphries, the captain of the Leopard, to commo-
dore Barron, which the latter could not and did

not misunderstand, but very correctly concluded

to be a demand with which he ought not and could

not comply, and one which, if refused, would be

enforced if possible.
It appears to the court, that although such was

the situation and impression of commodore Barron
;

at this time, yet that he did not still order his sh:p I

to be prepared for acdon, although ample time was !

allowed for that purpose, the British officer being
detained onboard the Chesapeake from 35 to 45,
minutes.

It appears to the court, that after the British

officer had left the Chesapeake, bearing a positive
refusal from commodore Barron to the demand
which had been made by captain Humphries, and
after commodore Barron was himself satisfied that

an attack upon his ship would be made, he did not

take prompt, necessary and efficient means to pre-

pare hi.j ship for battle. That his first order was

merely to clear his gun deck, and the second after

the lapse of some time, was to get his men to quar-
ters secretly without beat of drum; although with

such a crew as he had on board, and in such a situ-

ation as the ship then was, it w;,snot to be expected
that such orders could be effectually accomplished.

It appears to the court, that the conduct of com-
modore Barron dining the attack of the Leopard
manifested great indecision, and a disposition to

negociaie, rather than a determination bravely to

defend his ship. That he repeatedly hailed the

Leopard during her attack upon him—That he
drew his men from their guns to lowering down
boats to send on board of the attacking ship

—and
that lie ordered his first lieutenant from his quarters

during the attack, to carry a message onboard of

the Leopard, at that time firing upon him.

It appear;; to 'he court, that commodore Barron'
ordered the colours of the Chesapeake to be struck, j

and Li, at: they were struck, before a single gun of

any kind was fired from her; and that at the time

they were so struck, her main deck battery was in

a situation which would have enabled the return of

a broad side in a very short time.

The court is therefore of opinion, that the

Chesapeake was prematurely surrendered, at a

time When she was nearly prepared for battle, and
when the injuries sustained either on the ship or

crew did not make such, a surrender then necessary;
and that for this commodore Barron falls under a

1

part Of the sixth article of the rules and regulations
fot' the government of the navy of the United
States, adopted by an act of the Congress of the
United States, passed on the 23d day ofApril, 1800,
entitled "An act for the better government of the

navy of the United States."

It appears to the court, that although the Chesa-

peake might and ought to have been better defended
than she was, yet that she was not in a situation at

the time of the attack made upon her to have ena-

bled so gallant a defence being made as might be

expected. Some of her guns were not securely
fitted in their carriages, some of her sponges and
wads were too large, few of her powder horns were
filled, her matches were not primed, some of her
rammers were not in their proper places, the ma-
rines were neither supplied with enough of car-

tridges, or were those which they had of the proper
size. None of these circumstances however could
have influenced commodore Barron in striking
his colors, because they were not known to him at
the time.

Malthus on Population.
An Analytical Review of the "Essay en the Principle

of Population, by T. R. Malthus, A. M." with some
remarks more particularly applicable to the present
and probable future state of the United Slates.

No subject can more deservedly engage the
attention of the statistical or political reader; c-r be
more deeply interesting to the philosopher, than
that which embraces the first principles of the rise

and fall of nations,—which opens to his view the
causesof emigration, revolutions, wars, coloniza-

tion, &c. and which leads to a clear judgment
of the form ofgovernment best calculated to secure
the happiness of mankind, and thereby conduce to
the great end of creation.

Various writers in different ages of the world,
have turned their studies and attention to this

important subject, among the most celebrated of
whom may be reckoned ELord Hale, Sir James
Stewart, the count de Buffen, Hume, Chalmers,
Price, &c; but it was reserved for the learned
author under review to reduce it to a clear and

perspicuous system. For, though he has modestly
entitled his work an "Essay," it will be found to

contain so many important facts, introduced with
a force of reasoning so irresistablv conclusive, as to

deserve a place among our most finished perform-
ances. He sets out upon a posivlatem which may
without scruple be admitted, that all living nature
is constantly tending to excess of increase, but in

different ratios; otherwise the earth at the present
moment would have been insufficient to have con-

tained its animate inhabitants. In a very early

epoch of the world, philosophers found it necessary
to direct their enquiries to the means of checking
this excessive increase of the human species beyond
those other portions of creation upon which they
subsisted; and to this end in man)' countries whole
families were barbarously put to death, while others

became exiles from home, in search of a precarious
existence elsewhere. To this tendencyrin animal
life to increase beyond the means provided for its

nourishment, may be justly attributed a considera-

ble portion of the vice and misery of mankind;
how interesting then to the philanthropist must he
the inquiry into the most effectual means of correct-

ing cr ameliorating those unhappy effects!

As a preliminary step to this enquiry, cur author
endeavours to ascertain what would be the natural

increase of population, if left to exert itself with
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perfect freedom; or, in other words, to what extent

procreation would be carried wi'.h an indefin 1

mean support; and "what might be expected to

be the rate of increase in the productions of the

earth under the most favorable circumstances."—
With regard To the first question, we know of no

co'iivtry where all circumstances have combined to

give to population this freedom of exertion; but

from contemplation of its increase in those coun-

tries were the manners are the most simple, and
where the fewest obstacles exist, we are induced to

ieve that the increase of the human species
would very far exceed that of any other. In some
of the back settlements of North-America the popu-
lation has been found to double itself in 'fifteen

yearsi; in othe>- parts of the same country the

period of doubting; has been fixed at little more
than twelve years. Sir William Petty supposes it

possible for the population to double itself in ten

years.
2 From the census which at different perjod$

has been made by the direction ofCongress, it will

be seen, that the United States, since their first

settlement, have continued to double their popula-
tion in less than twenty-five years.3 This therefore as

being- the slowest rate at which any observer has
calculated the increase of population, and as being
far within the truth, our author has fixed upon as

the standard rate of increase, and pronounces, that

"population when unchecked, goes on doubling
-

itself every twenty -five years, or increases in a

geometrical ratio."

With respect to the productions of the earth, or

the means to support the population, it has not been
found so easy to determine the rats, of increase; so

much depends upon the fertility of the soil to be

cultivated, and the melioration of that already
under cultivation, that we cannot fix it at the same
ratio as the increase of population, which, with the

food necessary to support it, would go on to increase

in the same proportion ad infinitum. In order how-

ever, to fix upon the most probable rate the aver-

age produce may ,be taken of those countries
in which agriculture is studied with the greatest

assiduity,and in which industry may be supposed to

receive its, best direction. Ifwe admit the produc-
tions of the earth to be doubled in the first twenty-

five years; it would be contrary to all experience
of the nature of land to suppose, that in the next

twenty-five years, they would be quadrupled, even
under the most favorable circumstances of cultiva-

tion; it may be concluded, therefore, that the earth
cannot be made to increase its prod!ict ions faster
than in an arithmetical ratio. To shew the effects

of these two differem rates of increase in their

strongest light, the whole earth may be supposed
to contain "a population, equal to a thousand
million; the human species would increase as the
numbers 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, and sub-
sistence as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. In two centuries
the population.would be to the meansofsubsistence
as 255 to 9." This excessive foi-ce of population,
therefore, over the means of subsistence, must be

kept dawn by some still inore powerful check.—
The two first books of our author arc taken up with
the enquiry into the nature of these checks, and
their operation in different countries, lie divides
them i ito two general heads: viz", the preventive
and the positive checks: The first, as far as it is

voltiritftry, operates only upon man, who in the

1 Vide Trice's Obsers . on Rivers. Pay,
2 Vi(ie Polit. Aritb.

3 Vide a paper

2 Vide Polit. Arith.

3 Vide .1 i.Mp-rei'.uti.-d "J?actevand Osculations
respe 'c United Slates."

exercise of his reason, is led by many considerations
to avoid the distress which he sees produced in

others pursuing the dictate of nature, in an early

attachment and marriage. He sees the mi lery and
horror of giving existence to beings which he has
not the means to suppor*, and refuses that natural

inclination for obedience to the great commandment
of our Creator, crenct'tc et ntuttfplirfimiiif. And
when this self restraint is not followed by a vicious

indulgence of the passions in a promiscuous inter-

course with those abandoned females 100 frequently
to be met with, it may be considered as the ieasl

evil of the principle of papulation.
The positive checks to population include every

cause which contributes t£ shorten the natural de-

rations of life; such as all unwholesome ocenpa'ions,
severe labor, and exposure to the seasons; extreme

poverty, common diseases and epidemics; wars,

plague and famine. These obstacles, under the

heads of preventive and positive checks, are all re-

solvable into moral restraint, vice ana misery; and
when taken conjunctively, form theimmediate i:\icck.

to population asdistinguished from the vlfimatecheck

produced by famine, or the want of food. The ope-
ration of these checks varies considerably in differ-

ent countries, according to the naturally healthy f>r

unhealthy state of the climate, the vicious or moral

customs, and the peaceful or warlike manners of
the inhabitants. But in every country the effects of

population to excessive increase are constant, and
as constantly tend to produce wretchedness and mi-

sery among the lower classes of society. When the
food becomes inadequate to the support of the po-
pulation, the preventive and positive checks wiU
operate with greater force, vicious habits will pre-
vail more generally, and ill the causes of premature
death will con linue to operate till population is re-

duced to its proper level; comparative plenty must
be the consequence, populat ion will again increase,
and the same effects will ag-ain succeed. Some ex -

cedent remarks upon this vibration of the papula-
ion maybe found in Sir James Steuart's Political

Economy. He compares the generative faculty to

a spring loaded with a variable weight. Our, au-

thor, however, without stopping to establish these

progressive and retrograde movements, lays down
the following propositions:—

"1st. Population is necessarily limited by the
means of subsistence.

2d. Population always increases where the means
of subsistence increase.

3d. The checks which repress the superior pow-
er of population, and keep its effects on a level with
the means ofsubsistence, are all resolvable into mo
ral restraint, vice and misery."
The first of these propositions is passed over 3.3

needing no illustration. To establish the two last,

he conceives it sufficient to take a review of the im-

mediate checks to population in the various states

of society of the past and present time.

In tins review he begins with the lowest state of

society of Which we have any knowledge. The
inhabitants of Terra del Fuego are represented by
captain Cook as being the outcasts of human na-

ture, iheir only food, (said that celebrated voyager)
Was shell-fish, and they were tlestitute ofevery con-
venience arising

- from the rudest art.* There c;ui

beno difficulty tlien^in finding out the checks to

population in a country so represented. The same

may he said of the natives of Van DiemeivV land",

I the islands o£Andaman in the East, w,ho have

1 Yid. Cook's lirjt voyage to observe the transit

0.f Venus over the sur.'s disk.
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been sometimes found upon the shores in the last

wretched stages offamine.5 The savage inhabitants

of New-Holland are in a very little better situation

than those already described. The difficulty and

danger which every where attend their search after

food, and the barbarous customs which precede
their marriage ceremonies, leave us without sur-

prise why so til in a population should be scattered

ever such an extent of territory. "The condi-

tion of the women (says Mr. Collins6) is so wretch-

ed, that I have ofien, on seeing a female child borne

on its mother's shoulders, anticipated the miseries

to which it was born, and thought it would he a

mercy to destroy it." The same historian tells us

that the wife is generally selectedfrcm a tribe at en-

mity with that of her intended husband, who steals

upon her when alone, and after beating her to si-

lence wjth a club or stone, drags her on the ground
over every impediment, until he reaches his own

party, "where a most brutal scene ensues." This

outrage is resented only by retaliation whenever si-

milar opportunities offer. Thus treated, many of

the ft males never bear children, and those who do,

experience so many hardships and difficulties in

rearing them, that but a small portion arrives at the

age of puberty. Children who lose their mothers

while at the breast are always buried alive in the

same grave with the mother! Besides these causes

of depopulation, the frequent and bloody wars

among these savages, and above all a fatal epidemic,

resembling the small pox, which sometimes rages

among them with incredible desolation, tendtokeep
the population down to a level with the very scanty

supply of the animal and vegetable productions of

the country.
The American Indians, like most other savages,

are divided into tribes who subsist altogether by

fishing and hunting-. This mode ofliving necessarily

requires a large extent of territory to supply their

wants. Each tribe appears to entertain high
notions of the right of domain; infringements of

which by the hunting parties, are always followed

by the most bloody and revengeful wars. These
violations of mutual sovereignly must take place
whenever the numbers of a tribe increase beyond
the means of support which the territory allotted

to them affords. They will of course encroach up-
on the rights of their neighbours, and either be re-

pulsed with considerable loss, or by destroying the

proprietors ^>f the invaded land, secure to them-

selves the subsistence they sought.
Their women are, for the most part, treated more

like beasts of burden than human creatures like

themselves; being compelled to perform the most

menial offices, and execute all the laboi ions drudge-
ry of their domestic economy. The men have been

represented by some travellers as naturally void of

all amorous or lustful affections: but the dissolute

and libertine manners of some of the tribes, and the

early prostitution of the females, would seem to con-

tradict the opinion. It is certain the women are by
no means prolific, having seldom more than two or

three children, and of those few, all arc put to death

who are born with any defect of farm, which will

account f u- that exemption from deformity observed

among the American Indians, and ascribed by most

writers to their peculir.rmodeof managing their in-

fants." The people of a tribe generally reside toge-

ther, either in small villages composed of a few ill-

.< Vid. Vancouver's voyage, and 8j me's embassy
to Ava.

6 Vid. Collin's account of New South "Wales—
append: x.

formed huts, or not unfrequently in the same huts.

Perouse, Cook, Meares, and some other voyagers,
have observed that at the Nootka sound, they have
seen more than eight hundred Indians Collected in

one hut; the filth and stench of which far exceeded
what issues from the dens of any other known ani-

mals. It may readily be imagined what dreadful ha-
voc would be made by an epidemic seizing upon a

people under such circumstances; a whole tribe is

sometimes c rriedoffto a single man: these fruitful

sources of depopulation might be supposed to leave

the means of.support in abundance to the surviving

inhabitants, but destitute of the means and ignorant
of the arts of agriculture, and having since the in-

troduction of fire arms among them, considerably
reduced the number of wild beasts and game upon
which they subsist, we find the population still in

proportion to the food. At the present day this

equilibrium may be produced perhaps by another

cause; the Indians being driven from their former

lands, by the more powerful whites, to a narrow
extent of territory, having been obliged to learn from
their conquerors something of agriculture, which

supplies to them those means of support which tfiey

had been accustomed to look for in a wider range
of uncultivated forests. This progress toward ci-

vilization would naturally give a spur to procreation

—which, it might be inferred, would soon produce
an excess of population; but a counterbalance may
be found in the introduction of inebriating liquors

among them, of which they are extravagantly fond,

and bv the enervating effects of which, vast num-

bers of them annually perish. Thus is the average

population of the American Indians kept upon a

level with the average means of subsistence.*

Among the Islands ofthe South Sea, particularly

in New-Caledonia, the New-Hebrides, and New-

Zealand, we meet with a savage race of beings who

live almost wholly upon fish, which are to be

obtained only at certain seasons of the year, and

who are engaged in a perpetual warfare among
themselves; in New-Zealand, more especially, nei-

ther men nor women ever walk unarm< d; they are

incessantly on the watch for opportunities to sur-

prise and" destroy each other. So strongly does

this jealousy and revengeful disposition appear, that

if the humanity ofCook had not deterred him from

listening to the solicitations of the different tribes

or hamlets, he might easily have exterminated die

whole race, as each village, by turns, invited him to

assist in the destruction of some other.8 The
inhabitants are savage in the extreme, and for the

most part, addicted to cannibalism, to which it

appears they are instigated as much by Inclination

as by the imperious call of hunger. They devour

with voracious fury the enemies slain in battle, and

"tis not uncommon for some of their chiefs to kill

a slave every moon to gratify his .savage appetite.

Captain Cook relates that they ate with considerable

greediness the train oil from some seal blubber

which his men were engaged in preparing on the

shore; he says, "they relished the very skimmings
of the kettle, and dregs of the casks; but a little

of the pure stinking oil was a delicious feast."9—
With such powerful and constan tly operating

"
Consult Robertson's Amer.ca—the Abbe Ray-

nal, and Jefferson's notes on the state of Virginia,

in : 11 of which are to be found strong arguments in

support of our author's position.
s Vid. Narrative of captain Cooke's voyage to

the Pacific ocean.
9 Voyage to the Pacific Ocean by captains Cooke,

Gierke and Gore, Vol. 1, page 130.
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causes of depopulation, it is not wonderful that the

people do not increase beyond their precarious mode
ofsupport.
On the beautiful and fertile shores of Otaheite,

where there is a great comparative degree of civili-

zation, we meet with a scene widely different. Eve-

ry thing- seems to conspire to favor the strongest
exertions of population. The power of vegetation is

so strong
1

,
that the very rocks are described as ap-

pearing
1

luxuriantly productive. "The flat land

which hounds the hills towards the sea, and the in-

terjacent vallies teem with various productions that

grow with the most exuberant vigour; and at once,
till the mind of the beholder with the idea, that no

place upon earth can outdo this, in the strength
and beauty of vegetation."io Were there not, then,

some powerful checks to the population, the island,

in little more than a century, would become insuf-

ficient to contain its inhabitants. These checks
are to be sought for in the habits and customs of

the people. And first, we are told of strange
societies formed of the higher classes of both sexes,

called Eareeoies or Erroes, the individuals of whom
swear to perpetual celibacy, but far from intending

thereby to lead a life of cold and joyless virginity,

they seem to form a mutual contract of shameless

prostitution:

"What's fame with us, by custom of our nation,
"Is 'mongst you women styl'd yotu* reputation;
"About them both why keep we such a pother?
'•Part you with one, and I'll give up the other."

Their days are thus spent in promiscuous inter-

course, and in the constant invention of the most la-

scivious attitudes and libidinous exercises. If chil-

dren should unhappily at any time be tne fruit of
this licentious intercourse, they are immediately
smothered in the crudest manner. It cannot be

doubted, as captain Cook has very justly observed,
tbat these societies tend in a great measure to "pre-
vent the increase of the superior classes or people of
which thev are composed." Nor are their criminal
and pernicious consequences confined to themselves

only; under the inflaence of their example, the

lower classes practice infanticide wiUiout remorse,

governed rather by caprice or fashion than by any

feelings of shame at their illegitimate connection.

Wivjes are purchased from their fathers, who, if not

satisfied with the price paid by the husband, may
at any time take his daughter away and dispose of

her to some more generous candidate. If a woman
in the higher ranks of society lias children by a man
of inferior grade, she is at liberty to put them to

death. To these great checks to population may be

added the frequent wars with the neighboring is-

lands, and the civil contentions among themselves,
Which are sometimes carried on in the most destruc-

tive manner. "Yet, powerfully, as these checks, viz.

promiscuous intercourse, infanticide and war, must

operate, we find the population sometimes so over-

grown as to produce the most distressing- famines,
which to judge from the great decrease of popula-
tion since the last visit of captain Cook, must have
b"."i very frequent, notwithstanding the immense

fertility ofthe island. In the other islands Jf the

S >uui Sea, of which Europeans have acquired any
knowledg ', the same vices are observed to prevail,
widen must of course operate in a similar manner.

(to hk (usrixirr.n.)

"id. Vol. H. p. Ml
«

fiougainvJle*s vovage round t'.i ; w ,rkl, v.. III.

217.

History

Of the. Invasion of Spttiji hy Bonaparte.
AD1UDCED FROM THE MOST AUTI1KXTIC SOlUlCliS.

CHAPTER II.

(Continued from pose 4.3.)

When Labrador presented his powers, and re-

quired the usual form in return, M. Champagny
replied, these things were mere matters of form,
and wholly unconnected with the essential object
of the negotiation. iJonaparte, indeed, bad deter-

mined to force from Ferdinand the form of a volun-j

tary negociation, but he and his ministers consider-

ed ail other forms as useless. The Frenchman

proceeded to talk of ihe propositions. Labrador
declared lie could discuss nd subject whatever, tiil

the previous formalities had been observed; and

asked, if the king were at liberty!" The answer was,
there could be no doubt. Then, said he, he should
be restored to his kingdom; but M. Champagny
replied, that, with respect to his return to Spain,
it was necessary he should come to a right under-

standing with the emperor, either personally or bv
letter. Already Ferdinand had had sufrjcieirt

reason to feel himself a prisoner; this language
was such as could leave no doubt. In order, how-
ever, that the wlioie might be apparent and noto-

rious, Cevallos (April 28) addressed a note to the

French minister of state, saying, that the king had
left Madrid with the intention of meeting the

emperor at Burgos, on the assurances which the

grand duke of Berg, the ambassador, 'Seauisarftois,

and general Savary, had j,iven of his approach;
that in consequence of tiie agxuiuun oi the p.uiic
mind in Spain, it was impossible to answer longer
for the tranquillity of the people, especially as they
were apprized that their king had now been six

days at Bayonne. He had in the m>st soa-un

manner, promised them on his departure, thai he
would speedily return. This, therefore, he was
about to do; and he now made known his in ten' i st^,

that they might be communicated to the em; e.or,

whose approbation they would doubtless meet; lie

should be ready to treat, m his dominions, on ail

convenient subjects, with any persons whom it

might please his imperial majesty to authorize. Ns»

answer was returned to this despatch; but the spies
within the palace and the guards without, we \j

doubled. A
guard at the door even ordered Lhe

king and his brother one night to retire to their,

apartments. Ferdinand's mind was not vet so

subdued to his fortunes as to brook this insult.—
He complained bitterly of it; and the governor in

consequeuce soothed him with courteous lahgasge,
and expressed his disapprobation of such coudoe,..

The act, however, was repeated; anil not chit.. nig
to expose himself a third time to insult, which lie

had no means of resenting, he abstained from going
out.

Bonaparte had expected that Ferdinand would
more easily be intimidated Into, compliance; in i !.:_:-.

base he would have recognized the validity of Uie
father's abdication; which, in fact, he did virtu <i.v

acknowledge, while treating with the sou tor uTs

renunciation. He now found it necessary $o alber

his plan of proceeding, and irdered Marat to c;,d

off Charles and the queen as expeditiously 5£

possible to Bayonne. THere was no danger of

exciting any popular commotion by tv i i
s

|

stance.i; but^the deliverance of Gydoy .v.: ,

be effected: arid.artifi i iirust'be employed for th ;.

unleic he resorteel iniiiie/lLiU 1} to lore, ,-,•• .-. y
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was Kis purpose to avoid till the whole of his royal I he was duped by the hopes of aggrandizement.
family were in his hands. The release of this fa

vorite had been requested of Ferdinand during his

stay at Vittoria. He replied, that he hud promised
to his people to publish the result of a process, on
which the honor of many of his subjects, and the

preservation of the rights of his crown depended.
Throughout the whole extent of Spain, he said,
there was not a single district, however small,
which had not addressed complaints to the throne

against that prisoner. The joy at his arrest had
been general, and all eyes were fixed upon the pro-
ceedings. Nevertheless, he gave his royal word,
that, if, after a full examination of the case, Godoy
should be condemned to death, he would remit that

punishment in consequence of the emperor's inter-

position. At the time when Ferdinand returned
this answer to Bonaparte, he received advices from
the junta of" government, that Murat had required
them to release Godoy; threatening, if they re-

fused, that he would deliver him by force. They
wereinformed'in reply, of the answer which had been
sent to Bayonne, and instructed to tell the Grand
Duke, if he renewed his applications, that the busi-
ness was in treaty be ween the two sovereigns, and
that the result depended exclusively on the deci-

sion oi the king.
The French have at all times had as little public

faith as any other nation in Europe; but whether
under their old monarchy, their democracy, or

their present absolute despotism, the^ hive effectu-

al ly protected Iheir agents and pariizans in other
countr.es.—Godoy had been the creature of France,
and Bonaparte was resolved to save him: he treat-

ed, therefore, the let'er of Ferdinand wi h con-

tempt; and, having recourse to direct falsehood,
sent information to Murat, tha., the Prince of As-
turias had put the prisoner entirely at his dispo-
sal, and ordered him !o demand and obtain the sur-

render of his person. A note was accordingly
delivered to the junta, in Murat's name, by genera!
Bellaird, demanding the prisoner ( April 20). This
he said, was only a new proof of the interest felt by
the emperor for the welfare of Spam; for his im-

perii.! majesty could not recog'nize as king any oth-

er than Charles IV. .nd by removing the Prince de
la Paz to a distance, be wished to deprive malevo-
lence itself of the possible belief, that that monarch
would ever restore him vo confidence and power.—
One member of the government, Don Francisco

Gil, protested against yielding to the tyrant, be-

cause it was not authorised by Ferdinand their

king: the others were intimidated by the threats of

Murat, and commanded the Marquis de Castellar,
to vvhose custody Godoy had been committed, to

deliver him up. That nobleman reluctantly obey-
ed; and he was removed, by night, under a strong

guard, to Bayonne.
In chaining the release of this wretch, Bona-

parte had probably no other view at the time, than

pf preserving that uniform system of protection

towards, his agents, which pride as well as policy
dictated. But when he found his design unexpect-
edly impeded by the firmness which Ferdinand and
his counsellors then displayed, he perceived that

Godoy might yet be useful; and when Charles
ar ived at Bayonne, the favorite was restored to

him, and reinstated as minister, that he might, by
a last act of office, consummate his own infamy,
and complete he de traction of that dynasty which
h ,d ..hied him, and the country which had given
hirii birth. Willing to be revenged on Ferdinand,
and now also hatin? Spain, Godoy, who had liith-

now forwarded them with equal eagerness for the
-ake of vengeance. It was necessaiy that Charles

should be prepared to treat his son as an enemy, a
rebel and a traitor; and that, while he punished .

him as such, for having accepted his abdication,
he should be made to resume the crown, solely for

the purpose of transferring it to a stranger; and
that stranger one from whose treacherous and un-

provoked aggressions he himself, but a few weeks

before, attempted to fly to America, abandoning
his kingdom. To this resolution, monstrous as it

was, the unhappy king was brought. Cevallos sup-

poses that he was compelled to it; it is more pro-
bable that the ascendancy of the favorite was suffi-

cient to mr.ke him fancy it was his own act and

deed. Fear might have extorted the renuncia ion,

but the manner in which he personally treated his

son, sprung evidently from his own feelings, exas-

perated by Godoy.
Ferdinand had now only to choose between de-

gradation and destruction. He made, however,
one effort, in behalf of himself and of Spain, and

addressed his father in a letter not less
'

dignified

than respectful, in which he at the same time as-

serted his right to the crown, and his readiness to

restore it (May 1). The king, he said, had admit-

ted that the proceedings at Aranjuez were in no de-

gree occasioned or influenced by him, and had
told him, that the abdication* had been voluntary,
and that it was the happ.est act of his Lfe. He
s+ill declared that it Was an act of his own free will;

but professed !hst it had been made with the men-
tal reservation of a right to resume the throne when-

ever he thought proper; and now he reclaimed it,

avowing aM he same time, that he would neither

return to the throne nor to Spain. The fundamen-

tal hwspf .he kingdom conferred the crown upon
himself, he said, upon his father's free resignation
of i\ His father had freely resigned; and yet now
reel imed the crown, without any intention of re-

taining it. Here, then, he required an act o;' duty
which the son could not perform, without violating
the duty which he owed to his subjects. But both

might be reconciled; and Ferdinand would willing-
ly return the crown to his father, on condition, 1.

That they both return to Madrid. 2. That a Cor-

tez should be assembled there; or, if Charles ob-

jected to so numerous a body, that all the tribunal^
and deputies of the kingdom should be convoked.

3. That the renunciation should be executed in due

form, in the presence of the council, and the mo-
tives stated which induced him to make it; these,

Ferdinand said, were the love which he bore to his

subjects, and his anxiety to secure their tranquility,
and save them from the horrors of a civil war. 4.

That the king should not be accompanied by indi-

viduals who had justly excited the hatred of the

whole nation. 5. That, if the king persisted in his

present intention, neither to reign in person nor to

return to Spain, Ferdinand should govern in his

name. There is no one, said he, who can have a
claim to be preferred before me. I am summoned
thereto by the laws, the wishes, and the love ofmy
people, and no one can take more zealous and boun-

den interest in their welfare.

In the answer to the letter, the style a9 well as the

purposes of Bonaparte, are apparent. (May 2.)

Charles began, by declaring, that Spain could be

saved by the Emperor alone. From the peace of

Basle, he had seen that the essential interests ofhis

people were inseparably connected with the preser-.

vation of a good understanding with Fiance; and
--

r
o seconded the projects of Bonaparte, because he had spared no sacrifices to preserve it. Forced
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by the aggression of England into the war, Spain
had suffered more by it than any other state, and

the consequent calamities had been unjustly attri-

buted to his ministers; nevertheless he had the hap-

piness of seeing the kingdom tranquil within, and
was the only one among the Kings of Europe,
who sustained himsrif amid the storms of these lat-

ter times. This tranquillity Ferdinand had disturb-

ed; misled by the aversion of his first wife towards

France, he thoughtlessly participated in the preju-
dices which prevailed against the minister of his

parents. "It became necessary for me," said Charles,
"to recollect my own rights, as a father and as a

king. I caused you to be arrested;—I found among
your papers the proof of your crime. But I melt-

ed at seeing my son on the scaffold of destruction.

I forgave you—and from that moment, was compel-
led to add to the distresses I felt for the calamities
of my subjects, the afflictions occasioned by the

dissentions in my own family."
The part which followed must have been designed

by Bonaparte to conceal the manifest proofs of his

own hand, which appear in the rest of the letter.—
The Emperor of France, it was here said, believing
that the Spaniards were disposed to renounce his

alliance, and seeing the discord that prevailed in

the royal family, inundated the Spanish provinces
with his troops under various pretences. While
they occupied the right bank of the Ebro, and ap-
peared to aim only at maintaining the communica-
tion with Portugal, the king was not alarmed: but
when they advanced towards the capital, then he
felt it necessary to collect his army round his person,
thac he might present himself, in a manner becom-
ing his rank, before his august ally

—all whose
doubts he should have removed. For this purpose
his troops were ordered to leave Portugal and Ma-
drid, not that he might abandon his subjects, but
that he might support with honor the glory of the
throne. Extensive experience had also convinced
him, that the Emperor of the French might enter-
tain wishes conformable to his particular interest,
and to the policy of the vast system of the continent,

! which might be inconsistent with the interests of"
'

the Spanish Bourbons. Ferdinand availed himself
of these circumstances, to accomplish the conspi-

! racy of the Escurial. Old, and oppressed by infir-

mity, his father was not able to withstand this new
calamity—he repaired therefore to Bonaparte, not
as a king, not at the head of his troops, not with
the pomp of royalty, but as an unhappy and aban-
doned prince, who sought refuge and protection in
his camp. To that Emperor he was indebted for
his own life, and for the lives of the queen, and of
the minister whom he had appointed and adopted
into his family. Every thing now depended upon
that great monarch.
However suspicious were the circumstances un-

der which the decree of abdication appeared, the

probabilities that the decree was obtained by com-
pulsion are not in the

slightest decree strengthened
by the testimony of Charles at Bayonne, when he
was in far stricter duress, and far greater danger
than at Aranjuez. But in every line of this letter,
the language of Bonaparte may be recognized:
there is his dread and hatred c

c
'pular assemblies

—his affection of philosophy-
''

j perpetual refer-
ence to force as that to which ail things must bow;
and there is one ofthose direct, plain, palpable, de-
monstrable

falsehoods, of which many men, affect-

ing greatness, so often and so imprudently avail
themselves tf Ferdinand originally intended <o

sU&pl hert itwasby the help'ofFrance that
he hoped i j effect it. The only act of conspiracv

proved against him and his party, was, that they had

attempted to form this alliance. For this very act,

Bonaparte, in his letter to Vittoria, had censured

him; and yet, one reason here assigned for depriv-

ing him of die crown, is his hatred of France.

There needs no reasoning to detect so gross an ar-

tifice.

Ferdinand's answer (May 4) to this extraordi-

nary paper is like his former letter, highly honoura-

ble to himself and his advisers, lie calmly remind-
ed his father of the inconsistencies of the changes
thus adduced against him. As for the affair of the

Escurial, he said, eleven councellors, chosen by
the King himself, were unanimously of opinion,
that there was no ground for the accusation; nor

could opinion have been obtained by undue means,

wholly without influence as he was, at that time, and

virtually a prisoner. The King spoke of the dis-

trust occasioned by the entrance of so great a fo-

reign force into Spain: might he be told, that no

alarm need have been given by troops entering as

friends and allies. He said that his own troops
were collected at Aranjuez to support the glory of

the throne: might he be reminded, that he had given
orders for a journey to Seville, and the troops were

to keep upon that road. Every person believed

there was an intention of emigrating to America,
manifest as it was that the royal family were going
to the coast of Andalusia; and it was this universal

belief which occasioned the tumults
at^ Aranjuez.

In those tumults, the king knew that his son took

no other part than by his own command, to protect
from the people the object of their hatred, who was

believed to be the proposer of this journey. The

Emperor in a letter to Ferdinand, had said his'mo-

tive was to induce the king to make some reforms,

and separate from his person the Prince de la Paz,

whose influence was the cause of every calamity.

The universal joy which his arrest produced

throughout the whole nation, evidently proved that

this was indeed the case. As to the rest, Charles

himself was the best witness that, in the tumults at

Aranjuez, not a word was whispered against him,
nor against any one of the royal family:—on the

contrary, he was applauded with the greatest de-

monstrations of joy, and heard the loudest profes-
sions of fidelity to his august person. On this ac-

count the abdication surprized every one, and no

person more than Ferdinand himself, no one expec-
ed or would have solicited it.—It was entire!}' volur

-

tary on the part of the king, and he described his

signature of the abdication as the happiesttransac-
tion of his life.

He proceeded to comment upon the charge ofhis

hatred towards France. In what had it appeared
?

Were not the various letters which, immediately
after the abdication, he addressed to the Emperor,
so many proofs that his principles, with respect to

the relations of friendship and strict alliance happily

subsisting between the two countries, were those

that the king had inspired him with? Had he not

shown his unlimited confidence in the emperor, by

going to Madrid the day after the Grand duke of

Berg.had entered that city with a great part of his

army, and garrisoned it; so that, in fact, to go there

was to deliver himself!intp his hands? Had he not,

in conformity to the principle of alliance, and to

his fathers wishes, written to request a Princess of

the house of Bonaparte in marriage? Had he not

sent a deputation to Bayonne to compliment the

Emperor in his name? then persuaded his brother,

the Infante Don Carlos, to set off, that he might

pay his respects to him on die frontier? Lastly,

had he not left Madrid for the saflie purpo; e himself
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on the faith of the assurances given him by the

French Ambassador, by the Grand Duke and

by General Savary, who had just arrived from

France, and who had solicited an audience, to tell

him that the Emperor only expected him to follow
the same system towards France as his father had

adopted, in which case he should be acknowledged
as king of Spain; and all the rest would be forgot-
ten? How any of his letters, proving an enmity to-

wards France, should have come into the Emperor's
hands, he could not comprehend, knowing, as he

did, that he had never written any.
Ferdinand then referred to his former proposals.

"I signified," said he, "my disposition to renounce
the crown in your favor, when the Cortes should
be convened; and if not convene 1, when the coun-
cil and deputies of the kingdom should be assem-
bled; not because I thought this was necessary to

give effect to the renunciation, but because I

thought it convenient to avoid injurious novelties,
which frequently occasion divisions k contentions,
and to have every thing attended to which respected
your dgnity, my own honor, and the tranquility
of the realm. If your majesty should not choose to

reign in person, I will govern in your royal name,
or in my own; for nobody but myself can represent
your person, possessing, as I do, in my own favor,
the decision of the laws, and the will of the people;
nor can any other person have so much interest

in their prosperity."
On the day after this letter was written, (May 5)

Bonaparte had an hour's conference with Charles;
at the conclusion of which Ferdinand was called in

by his father, to hear, in the presence of the Empe-
ror, and of the queen, expressions,* says Cevallos,
so disgusting and humiliating, that I do not dare to

record them. While all the rest were seated, he
was kept standing, and his father ordered him to

make an absolute renunciation of the crown, under

pain of being treated, with all his household, as an

Usurper, and a conspirator against the lives of his

parents, For the sake of his adherents he submit-

ted, (May 6) and delivered a renunciation, couched
in such terms as at once to imply compulsion, and
reserve the condition of his father's return to Spain,
"His former renunciation," he said, "he had believ-

ed himself bound to modify by such conditions as

Aygre equally required by the respect due to the

king, the tranquility of" his dominions, and the

preservation of his own honour. These modifica-

tions, to his great astonishment, had excited indig-
nation in the king, who, without any other grounds,
htt4 thought proper, in the presence of Bonaparte
and of hjs mother, to revile him with the most hu-

miliating appellations, and to require from him
an unconditional renunciation, on pain of being
treated, with all those of his council, like a traitor.

Under these circumstances, said he, I make the re-

nunciation your majesty commands, that you may
return to the government of Spain, in the same
$tate as when you made the voluntary abdication
in my favor.

Ferdinand was not aware, when he executed
this form of renunciation, that his father was no

longer qualified to receive it. Bonaparte had not
Waited for this preliminary to conclude his mock
fiegociations with Charles, This wretched puppet
addressed an edict on the 4th, to the Supreme

*
It was rumoured about this time in unofficial

articles, that the queen had deckired Ferdinand to
be illegitimate. Bonaparte, it will he remembered,
told the prince he had no other right to the crown
ihm what he derived from his mother.

Junta at Madrid, nominating Murat lieutenant-ge-
neral of the kingdom, and in that quality, presi-

dent of the government. The reason assigned was
that one same direction might be given to all the

forces of Spain, in order to maintain the security
of property and public tranquility against enemies,

as well exterior as interior. A proclamation to the

people accompanied this edict. They were told that

their king was occupied in concerting with his ally,

the emperor, all that concerned their welfare, and

they were warned against listening to perfidious men
who sought to arm them against the French, and

the French against them. All those who spoke

against France were said to be men who thirsted

for the blood of the Spaniards, enemies of that na-

tion, or agents of England, whose intrigues would

involve the loss of the colonies, the separation of the

provinces, and a series of years of calamity for the

country. "Trust to my experience," said the

poor mouth-piece, and obey that authority which I

hold from God and my family. Follow my exam-

ple, and think that in your present situation, there

is no prosperity or safety for the Spaniards, but in

the friendship of the great Emperor, our ally." On
the same day Charles addressed a letter to the

Supreme Council of Castile and the Council of

Inquisition, informing them, that having resolved,

in the present extraordinary circumstance, to give
a new proof of affection towards his beloved sub-

jects, he had abdicated all claims upon the Spanish

kingdoms, in favor of his friend and ally, the

Emperor of the French. The treaty of resigna-

tion, he said, stipulated for the integrity and inde-

pendence of those kingdoms, and the preservation
of Popery, not only as the predominant, but as the

6ole and exclusive religion in Spain. The councils

were ordered to make every exertion in support
of the emperor, and above all, with their utmost

care to preserve the country from insurrections and

tumults.

The preamble to the treaty of resignation (May 5)

states, that the object of the two contracting princes
was to save Spain from the convulsions of civil and

foreign war, and to place it in the sole position,

which, under its present extraordinary circumstan-

ces, could maintain its integrity, guarantee its co-

lonies, and enable it touniteall its means to those of

France, to obtain a maritime peace. There is some-

thing like madness in Bonaparte's feelings respecting
the maritime strength of England; it haunts him

every where, and breaks out in expressions of ha-

tred upon the must irrelevant occasions. By the first

article, Charles ceded all his rights to the throne of

Spain and the Indies, having only had in view, he

said, during his whole life, the happiness^
of his

subjects, and constantly adhering to the principle,

that all the acts of the sovereign ought solely to at-

tend to that object. This cession was represented
as the only means which could re-establish order.

It was stipulated that the integrity of the kingdom
should be maintained; that the prince whom his

majesty the emperor should judge proper
• o be plac-

ed on the throne of Spain, should be independent,

and <the limits of the country shuuld undergo no al-

teration. In return *>r this cession, he promised an

asvlum in Fiance to the King and Queen, and the

Prince de la Pas, the full enjoyment of their rank

and a splendid revenue from his treasury. This

convention was signed by General Duroc, grand
marshal of the palace, on the part ofBonaparte, and

on the part of Charles bj Godoy, under his tides,

{Spanish
and Portuguese, of Prince de ia Paz, and

Count of Evora-monte. Thus did this man, the last

and worst of that succession of favorites who have
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been the cur.se ofSpain, consummate his own crimes

—and, as far as in him lay, the total degradation ot

hi-s country; rejoicing probably in the revenge

which he was taking upon a nation, by whom he was

so righteously abhorred. Having done his work,

he passed on into France, there to pass the remain-

der of his days neglected and despised, and to leave

behind him a name more infamous than any in Spa-

nish history. One proclamation more was issued

in the name of Charles, calling upon all his former

subjects to concur in carrying into effect the dispo-

sitions of his "dear friend the emperor Napoleon,

and exhorting them to avoid popular commotions,

the effect of which could only be havoc, the destruc-

tion of families, and the ruin of all.

Ferdinand, had hitherto renounced his right of

reference to his father only. A farther renunciation

Geography.

MEXICO, OR NEW SPAIN".

[cONCLUDtn FROM PA5E 45.]

The intendancy of JOurango, well known by the

name of New Biscay, has a population of 159,700

souls, and surface of 16,873 leagues. Itoccupies more

ground than the united kingdoms of Great Britain

and Ireland. Its length is 232 leagues, but the

breadth is very unequal. It is chiefly uncultivated

and inhabited by warlike and independent Indians.

One of these tribes are accustomed to use their

dogs as beasts of burthen, though they appeared to

have plenty of horses. A continual war exists be-

tween the Indians and Spaniards.
There are reckoned in this intendancv one city.

reference to his father only. A farther renunciationK ^^ ^^ hundred and ninety-nine villages

was demanded from him: it was not tamely yielded, Dura or Qaadiana, the residence of the in

and in his last conference with him upon the sut>

ject, Bonaparte bade him chuse between cession

and'death. Prince, ilfaut oper entre la cession et la

mirt This is the statement of Cevallos, and it is

so probable,
that it cannot reasonably be doubted.

That tyrant long represented the resignation as vo-

luntary on Ferdinand's part; he has, however, at

length admitted that force was used, endeavoring at

the same time, to shew that the prince was left at

freedom. A proposal, it is said, in this curious

statement of the nefarious transaction, was made to

him to return to Spain, and he was offered a convoy

Durango, or Guadiana, the residence of the in-

tendant and bishop, is situate in the most southern

part of the province, 170 leagues distant, in a

straight line from Mexico, and 298 from the city ot

Santa Fe. The elevation of the town is 6,8t)0 feet,

and falls of snow are frequent. In the environs of

Durango, is a great mass ofmalleable iron, supposed
to weigh 41,933 lbs. of the identical composition of

the xrolithos, which fell near Agrarn, in Hungary,

in 1751. Its population is 12,000. Chihuahua has

several mines in its neighborhood,
and 11,000 inha-

bitants. San Juan de liio\ a considerable place,
a convoy !hag &

'

lation of 10,200. Nombre de Bios has

of French soldiers, to escort him to any part ot the; 68Q0 ^ pasqU jar0 5,600. Soltillo 6,600. Ma-

peninsula,
which he might chuse. But it was an- '.

2 400 parras (near which the vine flourishes

nounced to him that France would immediatelv
'eXceed inglyV San Jose del Parrel, the residence of

make war upon him, and never suffer him to reign? }^ depl^a(10
'

n f the mines, has 5,000 inhabitants;

fpf
it was the duty of the emperor to make war tor ^^ ^osa dg Cosiguir!aM) has 10,500 and Gua-

the maintenance of the rights of his crown, and ^ an oW ^^ %8Q0
t hose which had been ceded to him by Charles, and

{ Tf^ intendancif f Sonora, the most thinly po-
to destroy the projects of the partizans of England. kted of all in

'

New Spain, having only 121,400
Ferdinand, it is said, would have returned, but r ^^nt, scattered over 19,143 square leagues,

not without a promise that the French armies should ^ tbe ^ of California, and is 280 leagues in

be withdrawn, or placed under his orders, and this
,' th T ids country very little known. Pure

being refused, he preferred securing to himself a
| js picked up- in "the vallies, but in no very

peaceful life. This statement has evidently been S
quantities, though a few large lumps have

published to lessen the abhorrence which the narra-
g £und gome of tQe Ind ians conform to the

live of Cevallos Has excited wherever it has reach- .
;
i2

-ion uuder the guidance of the rnis-

e4; but force is admitted, even in this statement it-
^,ia

°

monks
self; and if it were true, the atrocity of Bonaparte's JW ruinsof the ancient Aztec, considered by
conduct would not in the slightest degree be extenu- --j^ historians as the abode of their ancestors,
ated. The whole system of treachery, from the se- , ^ & ace rf nd of morc tban
cret treaty of lontambleau, under cover of which

fe ^ In ^e midst f them is an edifice

troops were introduced into the heart of Spain to *>

the
H
CVwa Grande laid down according to the'

the artifices and repeated falsehoods by which Fer-
cardinal points-fvom north to south, 445 feet,

dinaud was uccoyed into his power, remains the
and from east

'

to west 276 feet. It is constructed of
uinic - .,,,., ^ ,. , A , clay; the walls are nearlv 4 feet in thickness—it

Intimidated by threats, Ferdinand surrendered -

have had several stories and apartments;

10) In return for this base sacrifice, Bonaparte Jg^J*^^ p-ettiiy painted in white, rrd,

promised them the palaces parks and farms of Na- \ ^ of othep p]aces , formerly populous
varre, tfuh 50,000 acres of the woods dependent be^^ tfa}g intenduncv . The native in-

upon them, free from encumbrance, together with a
,

*
. ^ fieU of aaizej

'

CQiXon and gau,ds,
spfena ,d appanage rent on the treasury ot Franca.

^ civi&4
NTo mention was made in the treaty ot the Queen ot

Ktruria and her son, a boy of eight years old, who,

by the doubly villainous treaty of Fontaiubleau,
was to have been made king of North Tusitania.—
Involved in what may truly be called the common
destruction of their house, they were seized with

the Infantes at Madrid, and escorted to Bayonne;
and the whole of tins unhappy fondly, now Lhat

the mockery of n&gOc'iation was at an end, were

s-ent into the interior of Fnmce.

(to bk tosTixi'i;?).)

Arispe, the' residence of the intendant, has apopu-

lation of 7,600. Sonora, 6,400. Culiucan, l
,!,800

Canalaci, 9,500. El Rosario, 5,600. Villa del Fm-.r-

te, 7,900. Los Jilamas, the residence of a depu-

tation of the mines, 7,900.

The Province ofNew Mexico, has 40,200 inhabi-

tants, and contains 5,700 square leagues.
The

climate is cold—the 'great river of the Norths so

hardly frozen as to admit the passage of horses

and c d triages on the ice. In the description of this pro-
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vince we find nothing' interesting, except a curious

account that the channel of the great river became

dry of a sudden, having forced a new one. The
towns are, Sante Fe, population 3,600. Albu-

querqiw, 6,000. Taos, 8,900. Passo del JYorte, a

military post, on the right bank of the river.—
There is a perpetual war between the Indians and

Spaniards.
The Province of Old California is very thinly in-

habited, having but 9,000 souls, on nearly 7,295

square leagues. California was discovered by an

expedition of Hernando de Grixalva, undertaken by
direction of Cortez, to find a passage to the East

Indies. It was long supposed to be an island, and
was famous for its pearl fisheries.

The sky in California "is constantly serene, and
of a deep blue, without a cloud; and should any
clouds appear for a moment at the setting of the

sun, they display the most beautiful shades of vio-

let, purple and green." The country is barren and
desert. Good water is rarely found—the soil is

dry, sandy and mountainous. Some of the vallies,

however, are fertile. The Jesuits made many at-

tempts to establish themselves in this country, and
made considerable improvements, but were expel-
led in 1767'. The Dominicians succeeded them,
and at present have the government of the country,
aided by a few Spanish soldiers. There are no
towns worth naming. Loreto and St. Jnahare the

principal villages.
The intendancy of JVeiv California had, in 1803,

15,600 inhabitants—its extent in square leagues is

2,125, and lies on the South sea. This country
being fertile, appears likely to become important.
The population in 1790, including Indians attached
to the soil, who had began to cultivate their fields,

was 7,748—in 1802, 15,562. The state of agri-
culture bears a proportionate improvement. In

1802, an estimate of the live stock of the people was
made—beeves, 67,792; sheep, 107,172; hogs 1,040;

horses, 2,187; mules, 877. The Indians manufac-
ture coarse woollen stuffs, and are peaceable, in-

dustrious and benevolent. All sorts of game is

plentiful; some of the stags are said to have horns
nine feet long, and to rest them on their backs when

running.
There are several villages in this district. San

Francisco has a fine port, with 820 inhabitants. It

may be considered as the capital of the country.
[We have thus closely pursued our author through

all the intendancies, and noted every thing that he
2'elates we have deemed interesting

—and, though
the article has already extended to a length beyond
calculation when we commenced, to render it com-

plete, we shall follow him as briefly as possible

through his general remarks.]
So great an extent of country situated as it is,

with so great elevations of land, must possess a

great variety of climate—its productions, of course
are various—alpine plants and tropical fruits are
found in the Kingdom of New Spain

—(which, it

may be proper to observe in this place, as described

by Humboldt, comprises all the country generally
laid down in . the maps under the names of Mexico
and JVeto Mexico.) The banana is, for the inhabi-
tants of the low countries, what wheat, rye, barley,
&c. is to those who inhabit the table lands or high
plains; of which our author says "I doubt if there
is another plant on the globe which on so small a

space can produce so considerable a mass of nutri-

tive substance." The cultivation is easy, the produc-
tion rapid, & the fruit abundant. In the same regions
is also cultivated a valuable plant, the root of which
affords the flour of manioc, or magnoc, of which

is made a nutritive bread. These constitute the

chief diet of the people. In the more elevated re-

gions, European grain, maize, &c. are principally
and abundantly cultivated. The common people

depend chiefly on the maize, and its common crop
is from 130 to 170 fold. It does not flourish on

lands elevated more than 9,000 feet. The ancient

Mexicans made sugar from the stalks. The whole

produce of this article in Mexico, is estimated,
•

one year with another, to amount to 1,755 1-2 mil- I

lions of pounds, which, rating a bushel at 50 lbs. is

35,130,000 bushels. Agricultural product is much
assisted by artificial irrigation, for certain months in

the year, "(from June to September) are exceedingly

dry. In this species of labor the Indians are pecu-

liarly expert. Wheat is considered as a good crop
when it yields 18 for one, though some lands pro-
duce a great deal more. The consumption of this

grain in the whole kingdom is estimated at 331

millions of lbs. equal to 5,516,666 bushels, of 60 lbs.

each. Some wheaten flour is exported to the Hava-

na, &c. The general price of labor is very low in

Mexico—2 reals (25 cents) in the temperate regions
and 2 1-2 reals in the hot countries, are paid to

laboring agriculturalists. The potatoe is cultivated

in the highest and coldest parts of the Andes and

produces abundantly, they are the largest and best,

perhaps, in the world. The Mexicans possess all the

garden stuff and fruit trees of Europe, and. also cul-

tivate many indigenous plants. From the juice ofa

vegetable called maguey or metl, they produce a spi-

ritous liquor, which is the chief drink of the inha-

bitants of the capital. The juice is obtained by

tapping the plant, which though not more than 5

feet high, will yield, in the season, 375 cubic inches

per day; but in this tapping great judgment is

required, or the plant perishes. The liquor thus

gathered undergoes a fermentation; it is considered

as a good stomachic and strengthened as well as

wholesome. The amount of duties paid on this

liquor in the three cities of Mexico, Toluco, and

Peubla, amounted, in 1793, to 817,739 dollars. By
distillation they form a very strong brandy from

the juice of this vegetable, which to the inhabitants

also supplies the place of hemp and papyrus. The

paper on which the ancient Mexicans wrote or

painted their hieroglyphics! figures was made of the

fibres of its leaves, macerated in water and disposed
in layers. From the policy which Cortez pursued in

the conquest of the country, and which in the eyes
of the moralist must greatly detract from his merits

as a hero, very small remains of Indian antiquities

are to be found in any of those places over which he

led his cruelly victorious army. The ruins of the

Aztec dikes and aqueducts are however still to be

seen; the colossal statue of the goddess Teoyaomi-

qui, placed in one of the galleries of the University;

the foundations of the palace of the kings Alcolhua-

can; the remains of the two pyramids
of San Juan

de Teotihuacan, called the houses of the Sun and

Moon, which are supposed to have been construct-

ed in the eighth or ninth century—all evince the

trenius and science of a people whom the civilized

European looks upon as scarce pertaining to tfie

human race. The pyramid, or teocalli of Cholvla,

is nine feet eight inches higher than the Mjceri-

nus, or the third of the great Egyptian pyramids
of the group of Ghize"—it was evidently.higher
than at present, though its elevalions is 1/7 feel—
the "horizontal breadth of the base is 439 metres"

(1433 feet) and it covers a surface of 45,208 square
feet. It appears to be built of alternate strata of

bricks and clay. In the midst of it is a church,

where a priest of Indian extraction celebrates mass
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every morning—his usual above is on the summit

of the monument.
Besides the gold and silver mines in Mexico,

[said to be 1000 in number,] and too numerous to

particularize, they have mines of copper, tin, lead,

iron, sulphur, quicksilver, alum, vitrol, with va-

rious precious stones. From the researches of

the botanist it appears that there are more than 2000

plants, chiefly medical, indigenous to the country;

among these are such as produce the Gum Arabic,

Copal, Liquid Amber tmA Elastic Gum, all articles

of commerce. The trade of Guaxaca in cochineal

is estimated at an annual value of 200,000 crowns.

Latitude and longitude of the chief places in

Mexico, as fixed bv Humboldt.
JV.Zcrt. Long. W.of'Paris. L.fr.Wash.

d. m. s. d. m. s. d. m. «.

Mexico 9 25 45, 101 25 30, 22 4 6

Vera Cruz 19 29 0, 98 11 52, 18 50 52

Aeapulco 16 50 29, 102 6 20, 22 45 29

(iuanaxuato 21 15, 103 15 0, 23 50 00

Valladolid 19 42 0, 103 12 15, 23 47 15

Campeche 19 50 45, 92 50 45, 13 25 45

Names and heighths of some of the most remarka-

ole elevations in New Spain, above the level of the sea.

Volan de Popocalpetl
- - feet 17,716

Picd'Orizaba .... 17,371

Citv ofMexico - . - 7,470

h~ Toluca , - - - 8,818

Puebla ... - 7,198

Valladolid - - - 6,404

There arc many other mountains and cities about

the height of the above, but these are presumed
sufficient for our purpose.

Literary Intelligence.
We are much pleased to find that the "American

Lady's Preceptor," has been so decidedly approved
ofby the public voice, that the publisher,

—Mr. Ed-
ward J. Coale,—is enabled to issue a second edition

in so short a time, after the publication of the first.

This selection exhibits purity of taste, and what is

better, purity of principles: and the popularity
which it enjoys in the first female seminaries in

this city and in Philadelphia, is an honorable proof
of the Sound judgment and assiduous care with

which they are conducted.

Certainly, too much attention cannot be bestow-

ed on the education of women. To enlighten the

source from which society receives its earliest im-

pressions; to instruct that by which we are im-

proved and to sow the seeds of pleasure where we

reap such an abundant harvest of happMBess, must

always be regarded by the man of liberal feelings
as a duty, dictated alike by gratitude and policy.

—
But this is not the place to enlarge upon so impor-
tant a topic. The prefatory address of the Editor

evinces that he has not undertaken his task, without

ability to execute what he has deliberately planned.

PREFATORY ADDRESS.
The education of women has, at all times, been

an object of the most sedulous attention among the

more enlightened nations ofEurope. It is pleasing
to remark, as it exhibits the least dubious proof of
our progress in refinement, that this very important

subject has, of late, excited, scarcely an inferior de-

gree of interest in our own country. All our large
cities can now claim a seminary for the instruction

of females, in which the system of education is no

longer narrowed by puritanical illiberality, or vitia-

ted hv the interference of any vulga:
%

prejudice. It

may, indeed, be truly affirmed, that the women of
the present age, in the United Slates, are not excel-

led by those ofany country, whether we look to pu-

rity ofmorals, delicacy of deportment, or those de-

lightful embellishments which give splendor to the

face of society.
The only cardinal defect in the education of our

females, which strikes us, is, perhaps, an undue ap-

propriation of time to the acquisition of those light

accomplishments, which serve well to enliven and
decorate the early season of life, but which are at-

tended with no durable advantages. The arts of

painting, of music, of dancing, are expensively and

most tediously taught in our schools, but how sel-

dom are they practised, after the lapse ofa few years,

even by those who have reached the greatest profi-

ciency.
We mean not, however, to detract from the value

of personal accomplishment,
—they are, on the con-

trary, in our estimation, very essential features to

every scheme of liberal and polite education, But
there are other objects to which, we think, they

ought to be subordinate, and, especially, that they
should never be allowed to encroach on the more

important cultivation of the intellectual powers.—
As we elevate the mind, we enlarge the sphere both
of female utility, and female happiness

—with an
intellect invigorated by discipline, and properly
imbued with the love of letters, a woman has re-

sources on which she may perpetually draw in eve-

ry emergency, or vicissitude of fortune.

Thus accomplished, she, moreover, becomes bet-

ter fitted to discharge, with success, the various,

complicated, and interesting duties incident to her

condition, and the pilgrimage of her existence is

rendered not only smooth and easy, but dignified
and useful.

Convinced, therefore, of the importance of en-

couraging a fondness for eleg-ant literature, in the

period of childhood, and not less of the necessity of

guiding the immature judgment of girls in the se-

lection of proper species ofreading, the editor has,

with some labour, and no small care, prepared a

work which he trusts will be found subservient to

these ends.

Of the value of compilations, like the one now
offered to the public, little need be said. Elegant
extracts from the purer sources of literature, pre-
sent us, (as has been happily expressed by one of

the first classical writers of our own country,)
"with wisdom in a nut shell, and the quintessence
of sweets in the acorn bowl of the fairies." Tkey,
at least, supply, at a moderate expence, the place of

many books, and insinuate a taste for reading which
often lays the foundation of very extensive improve-
ment in subsequent life.

The editor cannot close this address, without a

due acknowledgment for the abundant success of
his first edition, which has been sold in little more
than seven months—in grateful return of such pub-
lic patronage, he has redoubled his attention in the

revision of the second edition, and by additional ap-

propriate selections, he hopes at least to retain the

public opinion of this favoured little work.

The "Missouri Company" are extending their

trade to the uttermost branches of that mighty river,

in parties of from 50 to 100 men each, well armed
and completely equipped. The Sioux, a numerous
and warlike tribe of Indians, are chiefly feared; but
as they become better acquainted with the supe-
rior power of the whites, it is presumed, they will

acquire peaceable dispositions. The various tribes

are well supplied with arms and ammunition,

supposed to be furnished by the British to annor

this trade.
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Dreadful Calamity at Charleston.

From the Charleston Courier, of Sept. 11.

It is again our painful duty to detail the awful

effects of a dreadful visitation upon our ill-fated

city. A Tornado having; passed through it carry-

in? death and desolation in its progress.

On Sunday evaning last, the wind, which had

been for some days light and variable, shifted to the

north east, and blowing very fresh through the

mffht, it continued in the same quarter all day on

Monday and Monday night; on Tuesday morning

it blew with increased violence, and during the

whole time from Sunday evening, there was an

almost uninterrupted fall of rain. About 10 o'clock

in the forenoon of Tuesday, the wind shifted to

south east, and at half past twelve o'clock, a Torna-

do, unprecedented here in its extent and.effects, cross-

ed a section of our city. It first took effect at Fort

Mechanic, situated on the south east point of the

citv, and passing from thence in a north west direc-

tion it crossed the town in a direct line to the pond

on the north side of Cannon's bridge; how far it has

extended its ravages into the country we have not

vet learnt. In its progress it overturned and com-

pletely destroyed a great number of houses and out

buildings, unroofed others, and prostrated trees,

fences, and almost every thing coming in contact

with it. It is computed, from a hasty view of the

scene ofdevastation, that the loss ofthe city will fall

little if any, short of that experienced by the cala-

mitous fire in October last. But, in addition to

this great loss ofproperty, we have, on this occasion,

to lament the loss of several valuable lives.

The Tornado appears to have been about one

hundred yards in width—after it had prostrated the

flae-staff on Fort Mechanic, unroofed the house

within the enclosure of that fort, thrown down the

blacksmith shop contiguous to it, and unroofed all

the houses immediately adjoining the fort, it crossed

over to Lvnch's Lane, where it unroofed several

houses; from thence it proceeded across Church

street, continued to Meeting-street, where several

houses were unroofed, particularly the new brick

house of Benjamin Russel, Esq. whose loss in

furniture, &c. cannot amount to less than 20,000

dollars; from Meeting-street it crossed to Thradd-

slreet, where a large three story wooden house

on the' south side, about half way between Meet-

ing and King-streets, was blown over, which

crushed two adjoining houses in its fall; and most

of 'the houses on both sides ofthe street to the cor-

ner of King-street were unroofed or much shattered.

It passed up King-street, nearly to Broad-street,

unroofing and shattering several houses in its pro-

gress, until it reached Broad-street; here the house

of Dr. Alexander Baron, situated at the corner of

Orange-street, and the venerable mansion of the late

Dr. Chandler, on the opposite corner, were very

roughly handled; the latter being old and weak was

completely wrenched to pieces; on the opposite

side of Broad-street, th.e premises lately purchased

by the St. Andrew's Society, and occupied by Mr.

Henry Ingleshv; the mansion of the late general

Macpherson, and some other buildings, were either

unroofed or much damaged; passing througl.

Vaux-Hall Garden, it crossed over Queen-stroct,

near to the corner of Friend-street, and shattered

several houses in its progress, it went to the corner

of Magazine and Ma/.yck-streets; two or three

houses fronting on the former of these streets were

blown down; and in the progress of the Tornado

up Mazvck-street severaj houses were unroofed or

otherwise much damaged.—One or two houses

were prostrated on Beaufain-street.—After leaving

Beaufain-street the houses being less compactly
situated, the marks of its ravages are not so dis-

tinctly to be traced, though it appears to have lost

nothing of its violence.—The mansion house of the

honorable Judge Desaussure, was violently assailed,

and suffered very considerably; one of the chim-

neys was thrown down; and a part of the family,

who were at the time in an upper room ofthe house,

were precipitated with the falling bricks through
the two floors into the kitchen. Providentially no

lives were lost, excepting that of a negro girl. Se-

veral other houses in the outer skirts of the city

were either unroofed or much injured; and we also

understand that much injury has been sustained in

the village of Islington/ but we were unable, last

evening, to obtain any further particulars.
The most painful part of our duty still remains-

it is to record the deaths which have been occasioned

by this dreadful disaster; they are, so far as has

come to our knowledge, as follows: Miss Margaret
Cozens, aged 21 years, killed in a house adjoining
fort Mechanic.

Dr. Conton, a native of France, a worthy man—
killed by the falling of his house in Beaufain-street.

Mr. Peterson, a native ofGermany, grocer, at the

corner of Magazine and Mazyck-street.
A free Mulatto man, in Church-street, continued.

A French Mulatto girl in King-street.
Two Mulatto children either-killed or drowned

by the falling of a wooden house which was

blown down into the mill-pond of Cannon's bridge.
A Negro man, belonging to Mr. Denar, Mazyck-

street.

We-have also heard of two or three other Ne-

groes killed, but did not hear to whom they be-

longed.
Besides which, a great number of persons have

either had their limbs broken, or been very much
bruised; and we fear that others have perished
whose bodies have not yet been discovered.

This dreadful visitation is more afflicting than

even the ravages of a conflagration. The Tornado

struck suddenly; passed through the city wrh the

rapidity of lighting, and in an instant, involved in

destruction and death both the habitation and the

inhabitant; no notice of the approaching danger
was given, and before friendship and humanitv

could"fly to the relief ofthe sufferers all was involved

in ruin. It was preceded by a momentary deceitful

calm, and wis attended by a steady rumbling noise,

not unlike that of acariage rattling over a pavement.
Last evening the winri shifted to the south-east,

and although it continued to blow wi'.h seme vio-

lence, we trust the storm has spent its force.

We did not gain any intelligence from Sullivan's

Island—but as the tide did not rise so high as on

former occasions, we hope that the citizens at pre-

sent upon the Island have escaped without injury.

What effect this severe storm may have had upon
the crops, remains to be seen—we think the damage
sustained must be considerable.

We trust that our seafaring brethren upon the

coast have been enabled to whether the storm—the

-Slipping in the harbor have sustained but little inju-

ry; a few small craft have been sunk by the wharves*;

From the Cnwier of September 12.

In addition to the particulars furnished in yester-.

day's Courier, of the dreadful devastation occasion-

ed bjt the awful visitation to our city, many other

particulars have come to our knowledge. We shall

not attempt to particularise 'lie numerous sufferers
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on this melancholy occasion, convinced that it

would be impossible to give a correct statement of

every individual loss. Our opinion of the great

general loss which has been sustained, is strength-
ened by a resurvey of the ruins, which are even

more extensive than we had at first apprehended;
an immense number of houses winch were not im-

mediately within the vortex of the Tornado, have

suffered more or less from the falling ruins of those

which were more immediately the subjects of its

fury. Slates and tiles, torn from the roofs of the

houses, are to he seen in every direction, half buri-

ed in the sides of neighbouring buildings; and in

some instances, joists, and even massy beams, are

found transfixed through the contiguous buildings.

Large musses of lead and pieces of iron, which had
been attached to houses, have since been discovered

nearly buried in the walls of other buildings, at the

distance of several hundred yards. The more we
reflect upon the awful subject, the more we are as-

tonished, that comparatively so few have perished
under the ruins. In addition to the deaths of white

persons enumerated in our last, Mrs. Stewart's

daughter, about 12 years old, has since died from

the wounds received by the falling of a house in

Churcii street, and several negroes have also since

died of their wounds. The number of deaths alto-

gether will not, probably, fall short of twenty.

Among the many instances of divine protection
on this awful occasion, the following was particu-
larly interesting:

—A lady, far advanced in pregnan-

cy, was reposing with her sister on her bed in an

upper apartment, when the Tornado reached the

house. The noise so alarmed a negro girl in wait-

ing that she sought for refuge under the bed on
which her mistress was lying. A stack of chimnies
was struck by the wind with such tremendous vio-

lence that it fell on the roof and forced its way
through the house to the ground, precipitating the

floor along with it. The bed fell with the floors,
but the ladies, we are happy to state, escaped with-

out any injury. The negro girl beneath the bed,
was crushed to pieces.
The happy tidings that no injury had been sus-

tained on Sullivan's island, reached town early

yesterday morning, gave relief to many an agonized
heart, whose family or connections were in that

exposed situation, While it was utterly impossible
to fly

to their assistance.

The carrier of i •.,- southern mail, on crossing the

causeway on this side of Ashley's river bridge in a

sulky, was swept offand carried nearly 200 yards—
the horse was drowned, but the driver fortunately

escaped, with the m.iil, aitho' it was much damaged.
The effects of the Tornado have extended some

distance into the country, prostrating trees and
fences in its progress.MM———W—I

A hoy from an American vessel was received into

the public infirmary here a few days ago, under

very peculiar circums lances—While yet on the
American coast, the legs ofthis unfortunate youth,
which were very badly frost bitten, exhibited such

symptoms of gangrene, that nothing but immediate

amputation seem -d to have any chance of saving
his life. In this desperate extremity, with no sur-

geon-at hand, an Italian sailor offered his serViC.es,
Whxh :.'.'•;• some deliberation were uccenled. He
CiC off' the poor boy's legs with u common case

knife, and *iwed the bones with a large carpenter's
saw, and bomjdyp the stumps in the best manner
h< could. I'be boy happily survived^ this scene of

Butchery, -j.\

% Li. w.iv of complete peeoven London boiier.

now in the Liverpool Infirmary, in

American Statistics.

FROM blodoett's ECOyOWICA.

Total consumption of all the foreign merchandize
only, within the United States, for the year 1307,
from known facts and from estimates on the ex-

perience of the last five years; rated at the

prices at which they were sold to the consumers.

Merchandize, du
ties ad valorem at

12 1-2 to 22 1-2

per centum
Nails and Spikes
Lead & manufac-
tures of lead

Steel, &c.

Beer, ale & porter
Cheese, British &
Dutch
Boots and shoes
Coal
Salt

Hum and spirits

49,505,000

520,030

358,290

336,000

155,500

43,000
171,840'

72,600
i,506,ooo;

5,103,000

Cocoa

Hemp
Geneva

Brandy
Wines
Teas
Coffee

Sugar
Molasses
Cotton

Pepper
Indigo
iPimento
•VII other ^
articles 5

136,000
960,000
850,000

3,500,9i'0

3,127,480

2,608,660
2,644,382

5,027,630

2,917,220

32,080
206,000
266,('00

54,000

4,000,000

Total, §83,876,612

Although the total consumption at the cost to the

consumers may amount to 86,000,000 dollars, near
20 per centum of this sum was realized in profits

by our trading citizens. The nett cost ofgoods, or
the sum paid for them in Europe, was not more
than 69,000,000 dollars; but as this was more than
10 dollars a head tor our population, then amount-

ing to above 6,500,000 persons, the times require we
should think of the best mode to save as much of
this sum in future as we can, and by the earliest

and most salutary mode in our power,"

FINANCES OF CONNECTICUT.

ST. 1TEMEJ\'T
To the General Assembly in May, 1811, of the

Funds ofthe State, viz:

Stock in Banks,
Funded 6 per cent, of the U. States ?

real capital, 5
Funded 3 per cent, stock
Cash in the Treasury appropriated ?

to Civil List expenses, 5
Bo!kL, new Lands, &c. Avails of ^
new Lands sold, the interest of 1

which is appropriatedfir sup- f
port of H'hools, J

The State owed no debts at the above date,

every Tax was paid.

§125,050

245,437 49-

50,038 6

28,618 91

1,304,929 81

and

The Chronicle.
Various accounts confirm a report sometime in

circulation, that every American vessel detained in

France since the 1st of November last, (the day on
which the French decrees were to have been re.

yoked) are released. This is a fortunate occurrence;
and must lead to the abrogation of the British

orders in council, if any fiiith can be put in the de-

clarations of the government of that country
—

they
have repeatedly promised to rescind their orders
when the French decrees were revoked.

Seven ships from Holland, with special licenses

under the sign nianuel of Napoleon, arrived at Lou-

den on the 26th ofJuly, laden with cheese.

The Emperor of the French is aga:n torn; ing an

encampment at Boulogne
—the flotilla, prepared
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long since, for the ostensible object of invading' I The Emperor of Russia, it is said in a Londorr

England, has been exercised, and is said to be in a
J
paper, has assembled their lines of troops, extend-

miserable condition

Bonaparte has issued a decree forbidding any

young woman worth 6000 francs (Jg 1125) or up-

wards, to marry without his special permission!
This outrageous interference with the native rights

of society, shows us the extent of the despotism

prevailing in France. By another decree, the pu-
nishment of death, within 12 hours after detection,

is to be inflicted on any person found guilty of cor-

responding with the subjects of Great Britain, or in

negociating English bills of exchange.
The following sublime stuff presents a choice

picture of royalty, and makes us wonder that men
can become such sycophantic fools:

The French legislative body was dissolved on the

26th of July. The President addressed the mem-
bers in a long speech, of which the following is an

article:

"Gentlemen—The deputation which you com-

missioned to carry to the King of Rome the

homage of the legislative body, repaired this morn-

ing to St. Cloud; none of us could behold without

a livelv interest^ this august infant, upon whom so

many destinies repose, and whose age inspires the

most tender sentiments. We have borne to him all

your sentiments. Gentlemen mixing with them

those wishes which the love of our own children is

calculated to inspire, madame, the governess, re-

ceived them, and thanked us in the name of the

young prince; doubtless, at the same time regret-

ing that he was unable to join his personal senti-

ments in those which she expressed to the legisla-

tive body." Applauses from all parts of the hall!

Lucien Bonaparte's daughter (with her father now
in England) is about to be married to a young gen-
tleman of Shropshire, named Charlton. The

ing from Riga on the right to the river Dwina on
the left, comprising upwards of 300,000 men.—
There is many reasons to believe he is about to
make peace with England, which seems consider-
ed as tantamount to a declaration of war against
France.
On the 27th of September a battle—as important

in the opinion ofthe Amateurs, as that ofAusterlitz,
Jena or Wagram, is to be fought near Doncaster in

England, between the famous bruisers, Cribb and
JMolineaux. The latter is a negro; a native of Ame-
rica. Betting at present equal. A sum equal to

jj§ 250,000 is already said to be betted on the issue

of this contest!

As, according to the British doctrine of blockade
a vessel is liable for a breach of it SOOO/niles from
the port declared to be so—between the dangers of

capture on our otvn coast, on the high seas, and
on the coast of France, vessels from the latter coun-

try for the United Stages are as completely running
the gauntlet as though we were actually at war.
We have a list of forty-four American vessels late-

ly condemned in England, on various pretences.
It is possible the captain of the brig Alert may be
tried for piracy (as resistance to the will of the Bri-

tish on the ocean is piracy or ivar) for he gallantly

recaptured his vessel, sent part ot the prize-master's
crew adrift in the jolly boat, and secured four others

in the hold. But immediately after being over-

hauled by another British frigate, was captured
and sent into Portsmouth.
A contest between the French and Prussian

troops garrisoning Dantzic lately took place in

which nearly 100 were killed. Great animosity
seems to prevail between the troops of these na-

tions.

Prince Regent of Portugal has settled a pension of

20,000 crowns per annum on Lord Wellington—of

10,000 on General Beresford, and 5,000 on Colonel

Trant. The king ofEngland was alive on the 13th

ofAugust,buthis dissolution still hourly looked for.

The exportation of gun-powder, arms, lead, &c.

is prohibited in England; even coastwise; but large

quantities have lately been shipped by express order

of the government
—supposed to Russia; between

whom and England there seems a good understand-

ing; about to take place. Considerable numbers of

British troops are still embarking for Portugal.
—

We are yet without any important news from that

most arbitrary and extraordinary efforts in all parts

of his empire to furnish his ships with seamen. On

July 25, an American ship sailed from Portsmouth,

(Eiig\) with 80 masters of vessels and seamen be-

longing to American ships condemned at that port.

A Court of Inquiry on Captain Bingham, of the

the Little Belt, has approved of his conduct.

Private letters from France inform us that large
bodies of troops are entering Spain; and strong

hopes are entertained of bringing the long and

bloody conflict to a conclusion. A report is circu-

lated that Bonaparte wilhhimselftake the command.

Count de Segur, one of his ministers, in a late speech
to the legislative body, said—
"The emperor wishes for peace, and the liberty

of the seas; he has 800,000 men under arms; the

Princes of Europe are his allies; his whole empire

enjoys profound tranquillity; without loans, with-

out anticipations, 954 millions (francs) raised with

facility, secure the free execution of his noble

The Editor's Department.
With this number we present a supplement of

eight pages
—not because of any late events which

rendered the exertion necessary, but merely as aif

evidence of gratitude. We intend, however, to re-

serve the greater portion of our strength in this

respect, until the meeting of Congress; when we
shall not only have much interesting matter before

us, but, from the arrangements we expect to make,
be enabled to give it ne-w—"piping hot," as the say-

country or from Spain. Bonaparte is making the ing is, to our inends; as it is our particular desire

<\v
plants; and his majesty commissions us to address
• on only in the language of satisfaction ancl hope."

to record contemporaneous matters; and endeavor

first to give them to the public with order and har-

mony, and in ample form. In the interim we shall

proceed to Register such things of former transac-

tions as are deemed generally interesting.

The tables furnished in this work are not calcu-

lated for present or immediate use; bin to afford

reference for interesting and important facts as

they arc wanted.

We have the pleasure this week to offer our

thanks to nearly thvo hundred I)»W subscribers re-

ceived since the last number went to press. Siich

evidence of public opinion in our fayor, we trust/

will not be lost. There are now 1893 subscribers

to the Weekly Register.

New subscribers will be furnished from the be-

ginning
—we have yet some extra copies left.—

Notices of irregularities or omissions arc icquesied
to be transmitted to the office.

In the next number, we intend to devote several'

pftges to manufactures, agriculture, kc.
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/By
several acts oi parliament made in thi-fouri"-

fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth years ofyour m<'-jesty'
sAmerican Public Papers.

[REVOLUTIONAH V.]

C Continued from Page 14.^

The sarae congress agreed to a petition to the king,

which, as it may serve to shew the spirit ofthe times,

and is, besides, a piece of most elegant and eloquent

composition, is annexed [It was drawn up by the

iate venerable John Dickenson, Esq.]

To the King's most excellent Majesty.

We your majesty's faithful subjects of the colo-

nies of Neiu-Hampshire, JMassachtisets-Bay, Rhode-

Island and Providence Plantations, Connectictit,

New York, New-Jersey, Pennsylvania the counties

of New-Castle, Kent, and Sussex, on Delaware,

Alaryland, Virginia, North Carolina, and South

L'a-ohna, in behalfof ourselves and the inhabitants

of these colonies, who have deputed us to represent
them in general congress, by this our humble peti-

tion, beg leave to lay our grievances before the

throne.

A standing army has been kept in these colonies

. ever since the conclusion of the late war, without
the consent of our assemblies ; and this army, with

a considerable naval armament has been employed
to inforce the collection of taxes.

The authority of the commander in chief and
under him of the brigadiers-general lias, in time of

peace, been rendered supreme in all the civil go-
vernments in America.

The commander in chief of all your majesty's
forces in North America has, in time of peace, been

appointed governor of a colony.
The charges of usual offices have been greatly

Increased ; and, new, expensive and oppresiive of-

fices have been multiplied.
The judges of admiralty and vice-admiralty

courts are impowered to receive their salaries and
tees from the effects condemned by themselves.

The officers of the customs are impowered to

break open and enter houses without the authority
of any civil magistrate founded on legal information.

The judges of courts of common law have been
made intirely dependent on one part of the legisla-
ture for their salaries, as well as for the duration of

their commissions.

Councellors, holding their commissions during
pleasure, exercise legislative authority*
Humble and reasonable petitions from the repre-

sentatives of the people have been fruitless.

The agents of the people have been discountenan-

ced, and governors have been instructed to prevent
the payment of their salaries.

Assemblies have been repeatedly and injuriously
dissolved.

Commerce has been burthen^d withmanv useless

fL.v.\ oppressive restrictions.

reign, duties arc imposed on us, for the pufpdse o*

raising a revenue; and the powers of admiralty ;»nd

vice-admiralty courts are extended byond their an-

cient limits, whereby our property is taken from us

without our consent, the trial by jury in many
civil cases is abolished, enormous forfeitures are

incurred for slight offences, vexatious informers,
are exempted from paying damages, to which they
are justly liable, and oppressive security is required
from owners, before they are allowed to defend their

right.
Both houses of parliament have resolved, that

colonists may be tried in England, for offences

alledged to have been committed in America, by
virtue of a statute passed in the thirty-fifth year of

Henry the eighth ; and in consequence thereof at-

tempts have been made to inforce that statute.

A statute was passed in the twelfth year of your

majesty's reign, directing, that persons charged
with committing any offence therein described, in

any place out of the realm, may be indicted and
tried for the same, in any shire orcounty within the

realm, whereby inhabitants of these colonies may,
in sundry cases, by that statute made capital be

deprived" of a trial by their peers of the vicinage.
In the last session of parliament, an act was

passed for blocking up the harbour of Boston;
another impowenng the governorof Massachusetts-

Bay to send persons indicted for murder in that

province, to another colony, or even to Great Bri-

tain for trial, whereby such offenders may escape

legal punishment • athird for altering the chartered

constitution of government in that province ; and a
fourth for extending the limits of Quebec, abolishing
the English, and restoring the French laws, whereby
great numbers of British freemen are subjected to

the latter, and establishing an absolute government
and the Roman catholic religion throughout those

vast regions, that border on the westerly and north-

erly boundcries of the free, protestant, English set-

tlements ; and a fifth for the better providing suita-

ble quarters for officers and soldiers in his majesty's
service in North America.

To a sovereign, who glories in the name of Bri-

ton
; the bare recital of these acts must, we pre-

sume, justify the loyal subjects who fly to the foot

of his throne and implore his clemency for protec-
tion against them.
From this destructive system of colony adminis-

tration, adopted since the conclusion of the last war,
have flowed those distresses, dangers, fears, and

jealousies, that overwhelm your majest'y dutiful

colonists with affliction; and we defy our most sub-

tle and inveterate enemies to trace the Unhappy
differences between Great Britain and these colo-

nies, from an earlier period, or from other causes

than we have assigned. Had they proceeded on
our part from a restless levity of temper, unjust

impulses of ambition, or artful suggestions of scdL

E
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tious persons, we should merit the opprobrious
terms frequently bestowed upon us of those we re-

vere. But so far from promoting innovations, we
have only opposed them ; and can be charged with

no offence, unless it be one to receive injuries, and

be sensible of them.
Had our creator been pleased to give us exist-

ence in a land of slavery, the sense of our condition

might have been miUga'ted by ignorance and habit.

But thanks be to his adorable goodness, we were,

born the heirs of freedom, and ever enjoyed our

right under the auspices of your royal ancestors,

whose family was seated on the British throne to

rescue and secure a pious and gallant nation from

the popery arid despotism of a superstitious and

demonstrate their loyalty to your majesty, by exert*

jng their most strenuous efforts- in granting supplies
and raising forces. Yielding to no British subjects
in affectionate attachment to your majesty's per-
son, family, and government, we too dearly prize
the priviliges ofexpressing that attachment by those

proofs that are honorable to the prince who re-

ceives them, and to the people who give them, evec
to resign it to any body of men upon earth.

Had we been permitted to enjoy, in quiet the in»

heritance left us by our fore-fathers, we should at

this time have been peaceably, cheerfully, and use-

fully employed in recommending ourselves, by eve-

ry testimony of devotion to your majesty, and of
veneration to the state, from which We derive oui*

inexorable tyrant. Your majesty, we are confident, I

origin; But though now exposed to unexpected

justly rejoices that your title to the crown is thus and unnatural scenes of distress, by a contention

founded on the title of your people to liberty ; and

therefore we doubt not but your royal wisdom must

approve the sensibility that teaches your subjects

anxiously to guard the blessings they received

from Divine Providence, and thereby to prove the

performance of that compact, that elevated the

illustrious house of Brunswick to the imperial dig-

nity it now possesses.
The apprehension of being degraded into a state

of servitude, from the pie-eminent rank of English

freemen, while our minds retain the strongest love

of liberty, and clearly foresee the miseries preparing
for us and our posterity, excites emotions in our

breasts, which though we cannot describe, we
should not wish to conceal. Feeling as men, and

thinking as subjects in the manner we do, silence

Would be disloyalty. By giving this faithful infor-

mation, we do all in our power to promote the great

objects of your royal cares, the tranquility of your

government, and the welfare of your people.

Duty to your majesty, and regard for the preser-

vation of ourselves and our posterity, the primary

obligations of nature and society, command us to

intreat your royal attention ; and as your majesty

enjoys the signal distinction of reigning over free-

men^ we apprehend the language of freemen cannot

be displeasing. Your royal indignation, we hope,
will rather fall on those designing and dangerous
men, who daringly interpose themselves between

your royal person and your faithful subjects, &. for

several years past incessantly employed to dissolve

the bonds of society, by abusing your majesty's

authority, misrepresenting your American subjects,
and prosecuting the most deperate and irritating

projects of oppression, have at length compelled
us by the force of accumulated injuries, too severe

to be any longer tolerable, to disturb your majesty's

repose by our complaints.
These' sentiments are extorted from hearts, that

much more willingly would bleed in your majesty's
service.—Yet so greatly have we been misrepresent-

ed, that a necessity has been alledged of taking our

property from us without our consent,
" to defray

the charge of the administration ofjustice, the sup-

port of civil government and the defence, protection
and security of the colonies." But we beg leave to

assure your majesty that such provision has been

and will be made for defraying the two first articles

as has been and shall be judged, by the legislature
of the several colonies, just and suitable to their

respective c ireurn stances : and for the defence, pro-

tection, and security of the culorres, their militias,

if properly regulated, as they earnestly desire may
immediately be done, would be fully sufficient, at

least in times of peace; and in case of war, your
faithful colonists will be ready and willing, as they
ever Lave beer., when constitutionally required, to

with that nation, in whose parental guidanceon all

important affairs we have hitherto, with filial re-

verence, constantly trusted, and therefore can derive
no

instruction
in our present unhappy and perplex-

ing cirsumstances from any former experience ; yet,
we doubt not, the purity of our intentions, and the

integrity of our conduct, will justify us at that

grand tribunal, before which all mankind must sub-
mit to judgment.WE ASK BUT FOR PEACE, LIBERTY, AND
9AFETY. We wish not a diminution of the pre-

rogative, nor do we solicit the grant of any new
right in our favor. Your royal authority over us,

l and our connection with Great Britain, "We shall

always carefully and zealously endeavour to sup-
port and maintain.

Filled with sentiments of duty to your majesty,
and of affection to our parent state, deeply impress-
ed by our education, and strongly confirmed by our

reason, and anxious to evince the sincerity of these

dispositions, we present this petition only to obtain

redress of grievances, and relief from fears and jea-

lousies, occasioned by the system of statutes and

regulations adopted since the close of the late war,
for raising a revenue in America——extending the

powers of courts of admiralty and vice-admiralty—
trying persons in Great Britain for offences alledged
to be committed in America—affecting the proivnee
of .Massachusetts-Bay—and altering the government
and extending the limits of Quebec ; by the aboli-

fcibn of which system, the harmony between Great
Britain and these colonies, so necessary to the hap-
piness of both, and so ardently desired by the latter,
and the usual intercourse willbe immediately restor-

ed. In the magnanimity and justice of your majes-
ty and parliament, we confide for a redress of our
other grievances, trusting that when the causes of
our apprehensions are removed, our future conduct
will prove us not unworthy the regard, we haVe
been accustomed in our happier days, to enjoy.

—
For appealing to that Being who searches thorough-
ly the hearts of his creatures, we solemnly profess,
that our councils have been influenced by no other

motive, than a dread of impending destruction.

Permit us then, most gracious sovereign, in the
name of all your faithful people in America, with
the utmost humility to implore you, for the honor
of Almighty God, whose pure religion, our ene-
mies are undermining ; for your glory, which can be
advanced only by rendering j our subjects happy,
and keeping them united ; for the interests of your
family, depending on an adherence to the principles
that enthroned it ; for the safety and welf-.ire of your
kingdoms and dominions, threatened with almost
unavoidable dangers and distresses, that your ma-

jesty, as the loving father of your whole people,
connected by the same bonds of law, loyalty, faith
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and blood, though dwelling in various countries,

will not suffer the transcendent relation formed by
these ties to be farther violated, in uncertain expec-
tation of effects, that if attained, never can compen-
sate for the calamities, tlvrough which they must

be gained.
We therefore most earnestly beseech your majes-

ty, thatyour royal authority and interposition may

be used for our relief, that a gracious answer may
be given to this petition.
That your majesty may enjoy every felicity,

through a long and glorious reign over loyal and

happy subjects, and that your descendants may in-

herit your prosperity and dominions till time. shall

be no more; is, and always will be, our sincere and

[fervent prayer.

BRITISH STATISTICS.
REVENUES ORDINARY 1805.

Nett produce applicable to national objects, and to payments into the exchequer^
. 16,715.794

*

Customs - 19
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Great Britain', in 1810

ordinary and extrao-

dinary ...
Loans, including"

/2,300,000 for Ireland

Grand total

70,235,792 18 4 1-2

13.498,621 16 8 3-4

83,856,614 16 V

Expenditures—1805.
Interests on the vnrc-

ileemed\ public debt l\ 9,589,305 18 11

Charges of managetnent 271,911 11 9
Reduction of national debt 7,615 167 7 9

1-2

3-4

3-4

Salaries and allowances

Bountxs -

5. Civil government of

Scotland
6. Payments in anticipa-

tion of exchequer re-

ceipts, as bounties,

pensions. &c.

Z27,485,384 18
2. Interest on exchequer billst 1,478,316 3 1-2

3. The civil list

4. Courts of Justice

Mmt
Allowances to the royal
familv§

958,000
59,350 17

14,686 10

278,281 4 1-2

*
It may gratify a laudable curiosity to ascertain

the revenves of England, as -veil as of Great Britain,
at more distant periods, as shewn in the annexed ta-

ble—premising, that in considering it we ought to take
into view tfie depreciated value of money- Time has
been when an ox was soldfor Is. 6c/. JMure of this

Lereaf er.

KINGS.

William the Conqueror
William Rufus ...
lienery I.

7. The navy
8. The ordinance -

9. The army
Extraordinary services

[including remittan-

ces, as subsidies to

foreign powers]
10. Loans, remittances Si

advances to other

countries—to Ireland

•Miscellaneous services

at home
abroad

25,282

591,583
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Education.
The following interesting letter will be perused with

pleasure even by those who long since have read
it. We intend to follow it by some notice of
JPestalozzi's method and Lancaster's system and
also with an acount of a famous school at Paris.

NEEF's SCHOOL.
FROM THE PROVIDENCE AMERTCAK.

.9 letter from a gentleman in Philadelphia , to another

in this town, dated, April 23, 1811.

Dear Sir—I have just received yours of the
24th. Every thing I have said or which the pow-
er of language could express, would fall far short of
an adequate description ofthe effects already produ-
ced by Neef's system, which will not have been two

years in operation till the 9th June. Such indeed
are the effects, that many who go there, and see

and here, are amazed, become incredulous only
because they cannot conceive how it is produced.
I, who have been a constant visitor, have had an

opportunity to mark the manner of the method, as

well as to note the astonishing ease, simplicity and

certainty of process. The school is tilling and
will fill, and I felicitate myselfwith the hope of find-

ing in it a future security for the liberties of our

country, as, when once established, that is, after

one class has passed through a course which may
be accomplished in six years from the time ofbegin-
ning it will then carry with it such evidence of its

efficacy and superiority, and of its utility, as to ren-
der its access into general use easy and certain. In-

deed the course once gone through, it will be such
as any one may teach.

I could refer to hundreds who have seen the school
and witnessed the examination on all, and ten
times morj of the subjects concerning which you
have seen the publications ; but you must be aware
that to judge of any thing, you must compare it with

something else : Xow the usual visitor can have no
idea of the state of the mind of a child who went to
this school twelve or eighteen months ago, yet
without this knowledge he can form no conception
of the effects produced on that child's mind. On
the other hand, I have been intimate and familiar
with them all and find children whom I dandled on

my knee were able in ten months to puzzle me with
abstract propositions, and astonishing calculations.

Strangers who have not studied, nor had an oppor-
tunity of seeing the course of instruction, have

great difficulties and prejudices to surmount before

they can enter into an estimate of its utility. For
instance, take the following parallel :

By the old system, children have a primmer or
horn book put into their hands, and they begin to
learn the arbitrary and unmeaning names and certain

signs called an alphabet.
By NeePs system they begin to learn the names

of all their limbs, members, and different relations
and use of all parts of the human body. Nearly
two years elapse before they hear of an alphabet or
a book, nor pen and ink, until they are able to read
and write. This is an apparent parodox, but it is

nevertheless true.

The second stage of the old system is to spell
single syllables.
The second stage of Neef's is to put a slate and

pencil before the boy, and to bring his hand to the
habit of drawing a straight line without the aid ofa
rule, and to draw the line to any given number of
inches as called for, by the eye only, and without

any rule to measure by, excepting after it is done,
to exhibit its accuracy.

The third stage in the old is by words of three

syllables, to spell.
The third stage in the new, is to divide the

straight line into any required number of parts by
the eye instantly, and with an exactnes that shall
stand the test of the compass and rule.
The fourth stage of the old school is words offour

syllables.
The fourth stage of the new school is to discriroi -

nate between the properties oflines
—

horizontal, ver-
tical and oblique

—and so he proceeds to figures of
visible objects. Thus, a boy being able to draw a
horizontal line, and an oblique line decending from
the left to the right, or the contrary, and who can

by his eye draw it exactly of a length required, is

competent to discribe any figure composed on its

exterior of straight lines; and by the same process
the child is carried to form any for figure, curved
lines curve in their turn with all their diversites.

Strange as it may appear, these very
r lessons lead

to the act of alphabetical writing, and the alphabet
after this course is not a matter" of mere rote, but a
matter established in the mind with precise ideas of
its uses, as an agent for convenience to the memory,
not as the essential object of learning.
The lessons are conducted like sports, and they

arc rarely more than an hour at any time in the
school room : nor do the lesson proceed in an

arbitrary rotation.—Tlierc is a certain order, but it

is in the teacher's mind, and is always calculated
like the lines to writing. The preceding lesson invari-

ably leads to, and aids that which is to follow the
lesson of the morning for example may be straight
lines, or triangles ; the lesson after breakfast may
be the table of computation, Which of itself pro-
duces effects that are inconceivable but upon expe-
rience. The lessons may vary 1o fifteen different

subjects in the course of the day ;
but are all so

contrived as to depend upon, or to aid each other—
and like the Peripatetics, their morning rambles
over hills and vallies, rocks and declivities, are no-

thing more than exercises in Gymnastics, or in na-

tural history ; minerals, earths, plants, and trees

are investigated; the measurement of a triangle by
the eye on a slate, is now applied to the measure-
ment of a similar figure in the open field, and the

chain of perches perform the operations which are

assigned to the compass in the school room. The
regular course is to consist of all this knowledge of

Algebra, and of course, all the arithmetical know-

ledge it embraces—Geometry and Grammar : the

system itself is a perfect logic, and the scholar be-

comes master of all in three languages, the English,
French and German. If it be required the Greek
and Latin are tanghi by the sr.mc method, little

more than two years being required to attain both.

The course for general education is from six years
old to twelve, for six years. As there is no limita-

tion to knowledge, those, who choose to continue

after six years, progress in learning' of the higher
kind ; mathematical and scientific. The ordinary
course, however, comprehends general anatomy,

chemistry, botany, mineralogy, natural philosophy,

geography, drawing ; and all this knowledge is

taught and 'acquired with accuracy by a strict ana-

lysis of the properties of every substance and thing'.

These general ideas suggested from memory and
the result of observation and familiar intimacy with
the school, perhaps no other person out of the school

can give ; and Mr. Neef himself is a person who,
with the most comprehensive mind, appears total-

ly divested of ostentation. He is blessed with a

wife, as wise and as amiable and happy in her tem-

per as himself; He seems as if formed by Heaven
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for the station which he has chosen and his whole

faculties are directed to it ; and can embrace no

other pleasures but those which he enjoys in the

midst of his innocent and. cheerful companions and

his sweet family.
I shall now give you what information is necessa-

ry as to the economical part of the business. The
terms are these : a child must be in good health,

and must be provided with a matrass, bed clothes

and apparel. With these he enters the school, and

pays, tor the year 200 dollars, for which the child is

found in meat, washing and every other attention

and care.—The health and happiness of their chil-

dren is the best evidence of tneir good treatment.

They are combed and cleaned every day. Among
the rest, they are taught to swim in the summer,
and skate in the winter ; and their propensities to

mechanics or gardening are encouraged, the fullest

opportunity being given to unfold their faculties.

A new class opens on the first Monday in May.*
There arc two children from Boston, some from

Virginia and Maryland, and from different parts of

this state. Should the gentleman you mention think

fit to send his son, 1 w-ll give him every aid in toy

power if he calls on me ; and I can say, from expe-

rience, that he never will repent it, nor have any oc-

casion to fear for the happiness any more than the

intellectual acquirements of his child. The boys
come to tows occasionally, but what is not very

nsual, they are ail eager to' get back to school again
the town is so little interesting to them. This is a

faithful account so far as it goes, but it is far short

©f the reality.

Desultory Remarks,
BY THE EDITOR.

of. These papers are a monument of their glory : of
their patience; their talents ; their courage ; their
civic virtues ; and, more than all, of their devotion
to liberty. Let the American lay his hand on his
heart and ask himself,

"
if they should be forgottten .?**

I, at least must say, No—and could not hold myself
guiltless, situated as I* am, were Fto refuse to in-

sert them, and hold up examples so wholesome to

patriotism, and my country.
It is true, these papers are old ; but they are of

a goodfashion and will not -wear out. Copies of them
are becoming scarce ; not one in fifty of the pre-
sent generation have had a convenient opportunity
to read them. I would place them in the hands of

every one, and respectively suggest to the heads of

families, the propriety of pointing them out to their

children—the young mind will ardently receive

them, and impressions may be left that shall never
be effaced.

The petition to the king inserted in this number,
as a mere literary production, is an honor to our

country ; and, while it shews the firmness and dig-

nity of the old Congress, manifest their love of peace
and the virtues. A celebrated British Historian

(Jielsham) thus speaks of it—" The address of Con-
"
gress to the king, is penned with extraordinary" force and animation, in many parts rising to a

"
very high strain of eloquence. It is difficult

" to conceive how this address would be read with-
" out exciting in the breasts of the most obdurate,
"
strong emotions of compunction and remorse.*'

In England—though every man boasts of his free-

dom derived from the Magna Charta a particu-
lar reference to that memorable instrument is ac-

i counted a species of jacobinism ! In France the

Emperor, we ave told, was elected by the people of

their own free will—but if a man were noiv to re-

I could not expect every person to be pleased pent him of his vote, and express a desire that he

With every part of my plan
—If I succeeded in giv- had been rejected, would he not be considered as

almost guilty of treason ? In the United States, all
ing general satisfaction to the patron:; of the Regis-

ter, it was all that I hoped for. How nearly I have

arrived to the point of utility I desired the work to

attain, is not for me to say
—the matter is before the

public, and will be fairly judged.
But objections have been made that appear extra-

ordinary— I would not notice them except I believ-

ed a few minuted might be useful spent in repelling

them..—much dissatisfaction has been expressed by
three or four persons a 1 our design to insert in the

SvKiusTF.n, a short series of revolutionary state pa-

prr/L, on this plea
—" the* ctrhtto be forgotten."

One of these gentlemen appeared sorry to learn

1 was about to obtain a copy of the Journals of

the stamp act Congress, 1765, and publish it
j

for their proceedings were almost obliterated;

and it would excite old animosities to revive

them !

I cannot agree with these gentlemen. Most of

the actors in the great scenes of those times have

departed; a new generation supplies their place ;

who, to value their freedom as they ought, should

'he acqeainted with the events connected with its at-

chievment. They should see and admire that no-

ble spirit of their ancestors—that suffering virtue

that prayed,
—

petitioned,
—remonstrated; and, when

all was "unavailing, indignantly shook olf the yoke
of a tyrant, by a solemn appeal to God, to mankind

at large, and themselves individually. Our youth
should be taught to emulate their fathers—a race of

mejn whose actions will shine more resplendent in

history than aught that Greece or Rome can boast

• Mr. Neef, in his public notice, states the mid-

dle of last month.

profess to love independence—shall it be esteemed

jacobinic or treasonable to bring into view the caus-

es which led to it ?—Heaven fordid !

We shall, therefore, leisurely, proceed in our

plan, and, when not pressed by other matters, suc-

cessively present, the declaration of Congress sitting

forth the cause, and necessity of taking up arms ;
—the

declaration of independence, (and the counter decla*

ration of dependence by the tories at JVev/ York,)
the articles of confederation and union agTeed upon
in 1778 ; and close the whole with General Washing-
ton's ciradar letter to the governors of the several

stater, with an account of the resignation of his com-

mand into the hands of those who gave it, the most

glorious event of his memorable life.

Again—it is thought as though I did not speak
of kings and nobles with sufficient respect and re-

verence- As an American, I am a constitutional

enemy of these men ; I believe the whole business

of kingcraft, a horrid knavery, and that the present

King-s and princes of Europe are among the most

"rascally members of creation." A reference to

facts—an observance of their proceedings, will

shew what they ace ; and, when I have occasion to

speak of them, I will endeavour to press upon
others the sovereign contempt for them.
The common mind is too easily led to a veneration

for monarchy and aristocracy ; and, unfortunately,
too many of our books (written by British authors,)
are calculated to cast false lights upon them. I can-

not any more believe that a man is born royal or no-

ble (in the trite meaning of the words) because his

supposed father is called a king or a lord, than that

a man must be a horse if the place of his,birrh were
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a stable. The talk about "divine right," •'legitimate

'sovereigns," &c. With wluch too many in the Uni-

ted States endeavor to mislead the public mind, is

tk kind of treason against humanity—they are all

**
Usurpers"—power alone constitutes their right;

all other pretension is a barefaced cheat. I have

no commisseration for them. I am glad that some

have felt a portion of the suffering they heaped on

the heads of the people. There are two things

which every American should solemnly hate and

religiously despise- hereditary governors and an

tstablihed priesthood
—

twin-agents of innumerable

blasphemies and crimes. H. N.

Amusing and Interesting Scraps.

^Liverpool corn -exchange, July 23, 1811. Wheat

(American) 12s. 6d. a 13s. per 70lbs. (g 2 79 a 2 91)—Flour, (Am.) barfel, 56s. a 58s. Oats, per Ablbs.

5s. tOii. «4s. -Indian corn, per 60/6?. 5s. 9d. a 6s:

•TcHKrsa Fcnerax.—-Died, in Upper Berkeley-

street, London, Siddi Effendi, charge d'affaires

from the Sublime Ottoman Port—His excellency
was interred in the burial ground of St. Pancras.—I

The procession consisted of a hearse containing the

body covered with white satin, followed by his car-

riage, and two mourning coaches, in which were

the priest and the late ambassador's attendants. Up-
on arriving at the ground the body was taken out of

the shell which contained it, wrapped in rich robes,

and dropped into the grave, and immediately after

a large stone, nearly the size of the body, was laid

upon it: and after some Mahometan ceremonies had
been gone through, the attendants left the ground.
The procession, in going to the church yard, gal-

loped nearly all the way.

From the first of January to the 15th of August,
there were exported from New-Orleans to foreign
markets, no less than 25 thousand barrels of flour.

This city will probably become one of the greatest

emporiums of trade in the world, when the country
to the westward has a full population.

Mr. Galusha (republican) has been elected go-
vernor of Vermont, by a large majority. The le-

gislature has the same political character.

The charitable design of starving the people of

France in the early part of the revolution, by Great
Britian and the allied powers, is finely contrasted

by the following statement from a London paper of
fne 2.5th of June last:

" fcaroRTs.—From a return just presented to the
House of Commons, it appears that we imported
last year,

1,387,200 Quarters of Wheat,
533,613 Cwt of Flour,
403,122 Quarters of Oats, and
33,226 Bolls of Oatmeal.

Of this quantity the imports were—
From France, 3.34,806 Quarters of Wheat, and

502,922 Cwt. of Flour.
From Holland, 189,016 Quarters of Wheat,
From Germany, 145,186 do and
From Poland and Prussia, 296,756,
From Denmark and Norway, 110,935 Qrs.
From America, 34,829 Quarters of Wheat, and

210,209 Cwt. of Flour.
Hence more than one-third of the Wheat, and

nearly one-third of the Flour, -ame from France
and Holland; while from America we imported no1
more Flour than we did from the countries with

from America did not exceed one fortieth part of
the whole quantity imported."

Though the annexed articles is not of late dati?,it.

wiil be ineresting ne-w.t to many of our readers-—We
Register it because it givi a an account of the arrival

'•of theJirst rigged vessel at Cincinnati from below."

Cincinnati, May 29.—Ship tyif&xvs.
—Arrived at

this place, on Sunday morning, the 26th instant,

barge Cincinnati, Beatle, commander, from New-
Orleans, with a cargo of sugar, hides, iogwcod,
crates, &c. She sailed from New-Orleans the 3d
of March, arrived at the Tails the 9th of May, 68

days
—remained at the Falls 9 days, and sailed from

thence on the 17th instant. This is the first rigged
vessel that ever arrived at Cincinnati from beldw .

She is 100 feet keel, 16 feet beam : rigged eloop
fashion, and burthen 64 tons- She was warped
over the Falls by 18 men, in half a day.

A writer in the New Jersey Journal, gives us file

following statement of the whole number of eclipses
solar and lunar, visible and invisible, that t-afe;

place during a century, from which the scarcity of

large and solar eclipses will appear.

Eclipses. Visihte. Invisible.

Solar, 238 43 195

Lunar, 152 76 76

271

which wc

Solar and Lunar, 390 119
Of the 76 visible lunar eclpses, 34 will be total,

but of the 43 solar eclipses, not more than one wiir
be central, and perhaps that may not be total.

The irritation in England on account of the at-

tack of the Little Belt on our Frigate the IJreslde?ut

in whichjthe former "caught a yankee," still conti-

nues ; and a thousand falshoods are publishing in the
ministerial newspapers, about it.

Chinese Tartary—It is stated in a German pap",
on the authority of some merchants who have ar-

rived at Moscow, from China, that an adventurer,
named Baghvan-Ho, has recently collected a num-
ber of followers In Grand Tai'iary, and has induced

them, in conjunction with several wandering tribes

of Mingas, to submit to his authority in the double
character of Prince and Pontiff. Mis followers be-

lieving him to be possessed of supernatural power,
profess the utmost devotion to his will ;

and their

conduct on several occasions, when attacked Ity
other tribes, was characterized by all that zeal which
marks the adherents of a new religion- The Cara-
vans which traverse the desert islands pay him tri-

bute, though escorted by Chinese or Russian sol-

diers. The merchants who were introduced to him
fell prostrate at the threshold of his tent and re-
mained in that posture during the audience ; he

spoke to them in four languages, and was courteous
in his manner. The Chinese governor of Nayman,
not daring to attack him, lately sent some individu-
als in his confidence with presents and orders tp
learn his views, resources ike. Baghvan-Ho, at this

audience, assumed the title of King of Tartary, and
made a pompous display of his followers, about

60,000 of whom were armed with bows, arrows",
lances and different trims. To skew the influence

he possessed over them, he made a signal, and 100

voluntarily embraced death by stabbing themselves
to the heart. The Chinese government alarmed at

the proximity of this aspiring Chieftain* was

strengthening the frontier garrisons and taking
other measures of precaution against the consolida-

t.on of a power, which not only threatened the in-

lepcndence of the country, but menaced the ex-
c are at war; and the quantity of Wheat Jtinction of the present dynasty. [Lon. Fap.
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Captain Posey and Lieutenant Jennings.
The following' account ofthe unfortunate rencoun-

ter between captain Thornton Posey, commanding
at Fort Knox in the Indiana territory, and lieutenant

Jesse Jennings, on the evening- of the 14th June last,

which terminated in the death of the latter, is gi-

ven by a gentleman just arrived from Vincennes,

where he learned the following particulars.
"For some time previous to the day on which

lieutenant Jennings fell, he appears to have enter-

tained a violent animosity towards captain Posey,
which induced him to indulge, when not in the pre-

sence of the captain, in terms of reproach and abuse,

frequently declaring his determination upon re-

venue, and if no other means offered he would cer-

tainly take the captain's life. These threats ap-

pear to have readied the captain and induced him

t.0 be vipon his guard against any attempt to take

his life. Some ineffectual efforts made by lieute-

nant Jennings at a late hour on the night of'the 20th

June, to get into captain Posey's room, confirmed

him in the opinion that the lieutenant's threats al-

luded to a clandestine attempt to take him off. Ac-

cordingly it appears his conduct became more cir-

cumspect and guarded, and he determined if pos-

sible not to be taken by surprise. This the captain

imparted to some of his friends, at the same time

deprecating the intentions of lieutenant Jennings,

in seeking a clandestine mode of satisfaction, as un-

becoming an officer in the army.
On the evening of the 24th June last, about a

quarter of an hour previous to the fatal rencounter

in which lieutenant Jennings fell, squire Purcell, a

gentleman living .n the neighborhood, came to the

fort and receiving information from one of the sol-

diers that captain Posey was not in his quarters, and

seeing his door shut, he passed on and entered the

quarters of lieutenant Jennings. The lieutenant

was lving in his bed reading, and Mr. M'Call, the

deputy contractor, was sitting also reading. Mr.

M'Call took up a bottle and walked off, and imme-

diately after Jennings also walked out leavmg Pur-

eed alone who not thinking their conduct altoge-

ther polite, stepped out a faw paces upon the pa-

rade ; just at that moment he heard a noise in cap-

tain Posev's room resembling the shoving or push-

ing about of chairs or tables ; but Mr. M'Call

coming up with the bottle in his hand invited him

to walk in. They returned to the room they had

just left, and took a drink of grog ; scarcely had

thev set down their glasses, when they heard a

sharp noise but could not tell what ; Mr. M'Call

stepped to the windo v, and at that instant they

heard the report of a pistol ;
M'Call observed the

Lieutenant is killed. Purcell and M'Call hurried

to the captain's quarters, where they found lieute-

nant Jennings dying at the door, and captain Posey

standing within'the door—the captain's cloths were

much torn about the bosom. Captain Posey order-

ed his sergeant to lay the. lieutenant's head straight,

draw his boots and* have him decently laid out.—

Then turning to M'Call and Purcell invited them

into his room, observing that the lieutenant had

fallen by his hands.—One'ball entered the left shoul-

der, and ranged towards tlic middle of the bnck,

4 or 5 inches just under the skin. The other en-

tered just below the right breast, passing through
the lungs, diaphragm, &c. came out of the left

side of'the spine just below the short ribs."

JulvUth, 1811.

Indian hostilities.
—Our readers have doubtless

perused with interest the \arious accounts given,

at different times, of the hostile attitude of different

tribes of Indians. It has very naturally been a sub-
ject of surprise to those not acquainted with the
cause of it, that a handful of these aboriginal savages
should seek their own destruction by provoking the
indignation and resentment of their more powerful
neighbors of these states. It is not likdy, indeed,
they would have stirred, but for the active exertions

of the British agents on our frontier. It is a fact that
the latter have been exc. ting them to hostilities

against the United States by every means in their

power, for several years past; and have scarcely
ever intermitted their good offices in this way. In
the year 1810, a Miami chief, having received at
Fort Maiden his annual donation of goods was thus
addressed by Ellicott, die British agent :

" My son,"
keep your eyes fixed on me—my tomahawk is up ;

'* be you ready
—but do not strike tint.l I g.ve you"

the signal." So long ago as 1808 an agent from
the British provinces arrived at the prophet's town
and delivered a message, the substance of which
was to urge the prophet to unite as many tribes as
he could against the United States but not to com-
mence hostilities until they gave the signal. A great
belt has lately been sent round among those tribes
on our northern frontier, for the purpose of uniting
them in a confederacy, the object of which was, as
we are currently advised,

" to confine the great iva-

ter and prevent it from overflowing them." This
belt, since its return, was shewn a p ominent British

agent in that country, who danced for joy to see that
so many tribes had jo.ned against the United States.

Every account we receive from that country con-
firms the belief, that British agents among the In-

dians excite them against us, and furnish them with

muskets, powder, ball, provisions, &c.

These facts exhibit so profligate a destitution of

humanity and principle in the authors of the scheme,
that we have been unwilling to place much confi-

dence in them ; but they are now confirmed by such
mass of evidence as cannot be withstood. If the
actors in this drama had no regard for their own
honor, no feeling for their own reputation, to deter
diem from this course of policy, humanity might
have shielded the Indians from these detestable in-

trigues of the British emissaries, which will wc
fear, devote these deluded natives to destruction,
unless the exercise of their natural good sense
should snatch them from the prccip.ee on the brink
of which they hover.

Mean while let us one and all look out for " the

signal" which is to be given when the Indians are

to strike. [A''at. Intel.

From a speech delivered in ihe British house of

Peers, June 13, it appears in 1807, there were em-

ployed in British commerce, only 42,000 British

seamen and 43,000 foreign seamen ;
—and m 1809,

29,000 British and 43,000 foreign; and in 1810,
34,000 British and 58,000 foreign

—the foreigners
are denominated '

foreign European seamen."

Died, lately, at Sardinia, Victor Emanuel, king of

Sicily (as the newspapers have it, but we presume
of Sardinia) full of years and overwhelmed with
sorrows. He was a subsidiary of England. Victor

Emanuel, king of Sardinia mounted the throne in

1802, upon the resignation of his brother; and

having joined the coalition against France, was the

same year dethroned of all his continental posses-
sion, consisting of Savoy, Piedmont, &c- now form-

ing certain departments of the Empire.
A great number of workmen are employed in the

ports of the Adriatic, in building ships of war for

the Emperor of France. Several of the line have

been launched at Venice, &.c.
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-I wish no other herald
"W^'w «-P»"

" No other speaker of ?ut/ living actions,
" To keep mine honor from corruption
«'But such an honest chronicler."

Shakespeare
—BBBftY vm.

Public Papers.
As immediately connected with the " affair of the

Chesapeake/' noticed in our last, and to bring to

recollection many important things which ought
not to be forgotten, we are induced to register

the correspondence between Mr. .Madison, then

secretary of state, and Mr. Rose, the British

envoy-extraordinary, sent out (as we understood)

chiefly to make reparation for the attack on that

frigate
—in which the American will recognise,

with pride and pleasure, the master-hand of his

countryman. But the history is humiliating.

Mr. 7?ose's reply shall have place in our next.

COWlESrONDr.NCE BETWEEN" MB. MAni30"* AND
MH. HOSE.

Wasldngton, January 26, 1808.

Sir—Having had the honour to state to you,
;hat I am expressly excluded by my instructions,

from entering upon any negotiation for the adjust-
ment of the differences arising from the encounter

of his m-jesty's ship Leopard, and the frigate of

the United States, the Chesapeake, as long as the

proclamation of the president of the United States,

of the 2d of July, 1807, [see page 49] shall be in

ibrce, 1 beg leave to offer you such farther expla-
nation of the nature of that condition, as appears
tome calculated to place the motives, under which

it has been enjoined to me thus to bring it forward,

in their true light.
In whatever spirit that instrument was issued, it

'is sufficiently obvious, that it has been productive
of considerable prejudice to his majesty's interests,

as considered to his military and other servants in

the United States, to the honor of his flag, and to

the privileges of his ministers accredited to the

American government. From the operation of

this proclamation have unavoidably resulted effects

of retaliation, and •self-assumed redress, which

might be held to affect materially the question of

he reparation due to the United States, especially

tination on the part of bis majesty's government
on the contrary, its anxiety to terminate as expedi-

tiously as possible the discussion of a matter so in-

teresting to both nations, has been evinced by the

communications made by Mr. secretary Canning
to Mr. Monroe, before that minister of the United
States was even informed of the encounter, and
now by the promptitude with which it has dispatch-
ed a special mission to this country, for that express
purpose.

I can have no difficulty in stating anew to you,
with respect to the provisions of my instructions,
calculated as they arc to insure an honorable ad-

justment of the important point in question, and to

remove the impressions which the late cause ofdif-

ferences may have excited in the minds of this na-

tion that I am authorised to express my conviction

that they are such as will enable me to terminate
the negociation amicably and satisfactorily.

Having learnt from you, sir, that it is solely as a

measure of precaution the provisions of the procla-
mation are now enforced, I must persuade myself,
that a due consideration of his majesty's conduct

in this transaction, will remove as well as any misap-

prehensions which may be entertained respecting
his majesty's disposition towards the UnitedStat.es,

as the grounds upon which that enforcement rests,

and the more so, as it has long been a matter •!'

notoriety, that the orders issued to the officers of

his majesty's navy, in his proclamation of the 16th

October, 1807, afforded ample security, that no at-

tempt can again be made to assert a pretension,
which his majesty from the first disavowed-

I may add. that if his majesty has not command-
ed me to enter into the discussion of the other causes

of complaint, stated to arise from the conduct of

his naval commanders in these, seas, prior to the

encounter of the Leopard and the Chesapeake, it

was because it has been dimmed improper to mingle
them, whatever may be their merits, with the pre-
sent matter, so much more interesting and impor-
tant in its nature ; an opinion originallyand distind-

inismuch as its execution has been persevered in
'

ly expressed by Mr. Monroe, and assented to by Mi
after the knowledge of his majesty's early unequi-

vocal, and unsolicited disavowal of the unauthori-

sed act of admiral Berkjely";
—n 'i R disclaimer of the

pretensions exhibited by that officer to search the

national ships ofa friendly power for deserters, and

'^he assurances ofprompt and effectual reparation,
all communicated without loss of time, to the mi-

nister of the United States in London, so as not to

.cave a doubt as to his majesty's just and am. cable

intentions. But his majesty, "tanking c\cry allow-

ance for the irritation which was excited, and the

misapprehensions which existed, has authosired me
to proceed in the negociation upon the sole discon-

tinuance of measures of so inimical a tendency.
You are aware, sir, that any delay which may

have arisen in the adjustment ofthe present differ-
J
of

snees, is not imputable to an intention of procrns-|jg

Secretary Canning. Hut, if, upon this more recent

and more weighty matter ofdiscussion, upon which
the proclamation mainly and materially rests, his

majesty's amicable intentions are unequivocally-
evinced, it is sufficiently clear, that no hostile dis-

pos".tion can be supposed to exist on his par't, nor

can any views be attributed to his government,
rich as requiring to be counteracted by measures

of precaution, could be deduced from transac-

tions which preceded that encounter.

In offering these elucidations, I should observe

that the view in which I have brought forward the

preliminary, which I have specified, is neither as to

demand concession or redress, as for a. wrong
committed ; into such the claim to a discc "timunce

hostile provisions cannot be constru t"; but it.

simply ta ren'iire a.cessation of cnacty. ;nts inj :
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rious in their effects, and which if persisted in,

especially after these explanations, must evince a

spirit of hostility, under which his majesty could

not authorise the prosecution of the present negoci-

ation either consistently with his own honor, or

with any well founded expectation of the renewal or

its neutrality also, which did not pcrrniv a belligcr*
ent ship thus to augment its force within the neu-

tral territory.
To finish the scene, this commander went so far

as to declare, in an official letter, to the minister

plenipotentiary of his Britannic majesty, and by-

duration ofthat good understanding between the him communicated to this government, that he

two countries, which it is equally the interests of considered his ship, whilst lying in the harbor of

both to foster and to ameliorate

I have the honor to be, with the highest con-

sidera ion, sir, your most obedient and most hum-
ble servant (Signed) G. H. ROSE.

COPY.

Department of State, March 5, 1808.

Sin—I have had the honor to receive and lay

before the president, your letter of the 26th Janua-

ry, in which you state that you are "expressly

precluded by your instructions from entering upon

any negotiation for the adjustment ofthe differences

arising from the encounter of his Britannic majes-

ty's ship Leopard, and the frigate of the United

States, the Chesapeake, as long as the proclama-
tion of the president of the 2d of July, 1807, shall

continue in force."

This demand, sir, might justly suggest the sim-

ple answer, that before the proclamation of the

1'rcsident could become a subject of consideration,

satisfaction should be made for the acknowledged

aggression which preceded it. This is evidently

agreeebly to the order of time, to the order of rea-

son, and if it may be added, to the order of usage,
as maintained by Great Britain, whenever in analo-

gous cases, she has been the complaing party.
But as you have subjoined to the preliminary

demand, certain explanations, with a view doubtless

to obviate such an answer, it will best accord with

the candor of the prei dent, to meet the m with

such a review of the whole subject as will preseut

New-York as having dominion around her, within

the distance of her buoys. All these circumstances
were duly made known to the British government
in just expectation ofhonorable reparation. None
has ever been offered. Captain Bradley was advan-

ced from his frigate to the command of a ship of

the line.

At a subsequent period, several British frigates,
under the command of Captain Whitby, of the

Leander, .pursuing the practice by vexing the in-

ward and outward trade of our ports, and hovering
for that purpose about the entrance of that of New-
York, closed a series of irregularities, with an at-

tempt to arrest a coasting vessel, on board ofwhich
an American citizen was killed by a cannon ball

which entered the vessel, whilst lying within less:

than a mile from the shore.

The blood of a citizen thus murdered, in atrade
from one to another port of his own country, and
within the sanctuary of its territorial jurisdiction,
could not fail to arouse the sensibility of the public,
and to make a solemn appeal to the justice of the

British government. The case was presented more-
over to that government by this, in the accent which
it required ; and with due confidence that the ot-

fender would receive the exemplary punishment
which he deserved. That there might be no failure

of a legal proof of a fact sufficiently notorious of it-

self, unexceptionable witnesses to establish it were
sent to Great Britain at the expense of the United

solid grounds on which he regards such a demand States

as inadmissible. Captain Whitby was, notwithstanding, honorably
I begin with the occurrences from which the acquitted ; no animadversion took place on any

proclamation of July 2d, resulted. These are in

general terms referred to, by the instrument itself.

A more particular notice of the most important of
them will here be in place.

Pass ng over then, the habitual but minor irregu-
larities ofhis Britannic majesty's ships of war, in

makingthe hospitalities ofour ports subservient to

the annoyanc e ofour trade,both inward and outward,
a practice no', only contrary to the principles ofpub-
lic law, but expressly contrary to British ordinaiv-

ccs enforced during maritime wars, to which she

bore a neutral relation ; I am constrained, unwel-

come as the task is, to call your attention to the fol-

lowing more prominent instances.

In the summer of the year 1804, the British fri-

gate, the Cambrian, with other cruisers in compa-
ny, entered the Harbor of New-York. The comman-
der, captain Bradley, in violation of the port laws,

relating both to health and revenue, caused a mer-
chant vessel just arrived, and confessedly within

the limits and under the authority of the United

States, to be boarded by persons under his com-

mand, who, after resisting Ihe officers of the port,
in the legal exercise of their functions, actually im-

pressed and carried off a number of seamen and

passengers into the service of the ships ofwar. On
an appeal to his voluntary respect to the laws,
he first failed to give up the offenders to justice,
and finally lcpclledthe officer charged with the

regular process for this purpose.
This procedure was not only a flagrant insult to

the sovereignty of the nation, but an infraction on

other officer belonging to the squadron ; nor has

any apology or explanation been made since the

trial was over, as a conciliatory offering to the dis-

appointment of this country at such a result

A case of another character occurred in the month
of September 1806. The Impeteux, a French ship
of 74guns, when aground within a few hundred

yards of the shore of North Carolina, and therefore

visibly witbirt the territorial jurisdiction and hospi-
table protection of the United States, was fired

upon, boarded and burnt, from three British ships
of war, under the command of Captain Douglas.

Having completed this outrage on the sovereignty
and neutrality ofthe United States, the British com !

mander felt no scruple in proceeding thence, into

die waters near Norfolk, nor in the midst of the

hospitalities enjoyed by him to add to what had

passed, a refusal to discharge from his ships, im-

pressed citizensof the UnitcdStates, not denied to

be such ; on the plea, that the government of the

United States had refused to surrender to the demand
ofadmiral Bcrkely, certain seamen alledged to be

British deserters ; a demand, which it is well under-

stood, your government declaims any right to make,

ft would be very superfluous to dwell on the fea*

turcs which marked this aggravated insult. But I

must be permitted to remind you, that in so serious a

light was a similar violation of neutral territory by
the destruction of certain French ships on the coast

of Portugal by a British squadron under the com-
mand of Admiral Boscawan, regarded by the eoupt

of Great Britain, that a minister extraordinary
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\£^s dispatched for the express purpose of expiat-

ing- the aggression on the sovereignty of a friendly

power.
Lastly presents itself the attack by the British

skip of war Leopard, on the American frigate

Chesapeake, a case too familiar in all its circum-

stuiicfes to need a recital ofany part of them. It is

sufficient to remark, that tlic conclusive evidence

wh.chhad preceded of the uncontroled excesses

ofthe British naval commanders, in insulting our

sovereignty and abusing our hospitality, determin-

ed the president to extend to all British armed

flihips, the precaution heretofore applied to a few by

name, of interdicting to them the use and privileges
ofour harbors and waters.

This was done by his proclamation of July 2.

1807, referring to the series of occurrences, ending immediate abandonment of it on the part of the

complaining party, he had required and obtained*
as a preliminary to any counter complaints whate-

ver, a precise replacement of things, in every prac-
ticable circumstance, in their pre.existing situation.

Thus in the year 1764, Bermudas and other
British subjects, who had according to annual cus-

tom, taken possession of Turk's Island for the sea-

son of making salt, having been forcibly removed
with their vessels by a French detachment from
the Island of St. Domingo, to which Turk's Island
was alledged to be an appurtenance, the British

ambassador at Paris, in pursuance of instructions

from his government, demanded, as a satisfaction
for the violence committed, that the proceedings
should be disavowed, the intention of acquir.ng
Turk's Island disclaimed, orders given for the

with the aggression on the frigate Chesapeake, as

the considerations requiring it. And if the appre-
hension from the licentious spirit ofthe British naval

commanders, thus developed and uncontroled,

which led to this measure of precaution, could need

other justification than was afforded by what had

passed, it would be amp'.y found in the subsequent
conduct of the ships under the command of the

same captain Douglas.
This officer, neither admonished by reflection on

fhe crisis produced by the attack on the Chesa-

peake, nor controled by respect for the law of

nations, or the laws of the land, did not cease with,

in our waters to bring to, by firing at vessels pur-

suing their regular course of trade ; and in the same-

spirit which had displayed itself in the recent out-

rage committed on the American frigate, he not

only indulged himself in hostile threats, and in in-

dications of a hostile approach to Norfolk, but actu-

ally obstructed our citizens in the ordinary com-
munications between that and neighboring places.

H:s proceedings constituted in fact a blockade of

ib •

port, and as real an invasion of the country,

according to th-j extent of his force, as if troops had

been debarked, & the town besieged on the land side.

Was it possible for the chiefmagistrate ofa nation,

who felt for its rights and its honor, to do less thai,

interpose some measure of precaution; at leas.

against the repetition of enormities which had been'

so long uncontroled by the government whose offi-

cers had committed them, and .which had at last

taken the exorbitant shape of hostility and of in-

sult seen in the attack on the frigate Chesapeake ?

Candor will pronounce that less could not be done ;

and it will as readily admit that the proclamation

comprising that measure, could not have breathed

a more temperate spirit, nor spoken in a more be-

coming tone. How far it has received from those,
whose intrusions it prohibited, the respect due to

the national authority, or been made the occasion
of new indignities, ni.eds no explanation.
The president having interposed this precaution-

ary interdict, lost no time in instructing the minis-

<er plenipotentiary of the United States, to repre-
sent to the British government the signal aggression
which had been committed on their sovereignty
and their flag, and to require satisfaction due for it ;

indulging the expectation that his Britannic majesty
would at once perceive it to be the truest magna-
nimity, as well as the strictest justice, to offer that

prompt and full expiation of an acknowledged
wrong which would re-establish anil improve, both
in fact and in feeling, the state of things which k
had violated.

This expectation was considered as not only
honorable to the sentiments of his majesty, but was

supported by known esamB}es..'m which h^ing £fee

French, every thing restored to the condition m
which it was at the time of the aggression, and repa-
ration made of the damages which any British sub-

jects should be found to have sustained, according-
to an estimation to be settled between the gover-
nors of St. Domingo and Jamaica. A compliance
with the whole of this demand was the result.

Again :
—In the year 1789, certain English mer-

chants having opened a trade at Nootka Sound, on
the north-west coast of America, and attempted a
settlement at that place, the Spaniards, who had

long claimed that part of the world as their exclu-
sive property, dispatched a frigate from Mexico,
which captured the two English vessels engaged in

the trade and broke up the settlement on the coast.

The Spanish government was the first to complain,
in this case, of the intrusion committed by the
British merchants. The British government,
however, demanded that the vessels taken by th::

Spanish frigate should be restored, and adequa*.;
satisfaction granted, previous to any other disevssiou.

This demand prevailed; the Spanish government
agreeing to make full restoration of the captured
vessels, and to indemnify the parties interested in

them for the losses sustained. They restored also*

the buildings and tracts of land, of which the Bri-

tish subjects had been dispossessed. The British

hoA'cver, soon gave a proof of the little value they
;et on the possession, by a voluntary derelictioi\,

under which it has since remained.

The case which will be noted last, though of a
date prior 1o tiie case of Nootka sound, is that oi'

Falkland's Islands. These lie about luO leagues
eastward ofthe streights of Magellan. The title to

them had been a subject ofcontroversy among seve-

ral of the maritime nations of Kuropc. From the

position of the islands, and other circumstances,
the pretension of Spain bore an advantageous com-

parison with those of her competitors. In tluj

year 1770, the British took possession of Port Eg-
mont, in one of the islands ; the Spaniard! be-

ing at the time in possession of another part, and

protesting against a settlement by the Britia^i
—

The protest being without effect, ships and troops
were sent from Beunos Avres, by the governor of

that place, which forcibly dispossessed and drove
off the British settlers.

The British government looking entirely to the

dispossession by force, demanded as a specific cOm
dition of preserving harmony between the two

courts, not only the disavowal of the Spanish pro-

ceedings ; but that the affairs of that settlement
should be immediately restored to the precise state

in which they were previous to the act of disposses
sion. The Spanish government made some diffi

culties ; requising particularly a disavowal on the

p?rt of fvi'cit Britain, of tV cpn.ISe^ pf her offii
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cer at Falkland's Islands which it was alledged, gave
occasion to the steps taken by theSpanish gover-
nor : and proposing an adjustment by mutual stipu-
lations in the ordinary form.

The reply was, that the moderation of his Bri-

tannic majesty having limittcd his demand to the

smallest reparation he could accept for the injury

clone, nothing was left for discussion but the mode
of carrying the disavowal and the restitution into

execution : reparation losing its value if it be condi-

tional, and to be obtained by any stipulation whate-

ver from the part injured.
The Spanish government yielded. The violent

proceedings of its officers were disovowed. The
lort, the port and every thing else were agreed to

be immediately restored to the precise situation

which had been disturbed ; and duplicates of or-

ders issued for the purpose to the Spanish officers,

were delivered into the hands of one of the British

principal secretaries of state. Here again it is to be

remarked, that satisfaction having been made for

the forcible dispossession, the islands, lost their

importance in the eyes of the British government,
were in a short time finally evacuated, and Port

Egmont remains with every other part of them in

the hands of Spain.
Could stronger pledges have been given than

are here found, than an honorable and instant re-

paration would be made, differing no otherwise
from those recited, than as it furnished to the same
monarch of a great nation, an opportunity to prove,
that adhering always to the same immutable prin-

ciple, he was as ready to do right to others, as to

ccquire it for himself.

Returning to the instructions given to the minis-

ter plenipotentiary of the United States at London,
1 am to observe, that the President thought it just
and expedient to insert, as a necessary ingredient
In the adjustment of the outrage committed on the

American frigate, a security against the future

practice of British naval commanders, in impres-

sing from merchant vessels ofthe United States on
the high seas, such of their crews as they might
undertake to denominate British subjects.
To this association of the two subjects the presi-

dent was determined, 1st, by his regarding both as

resting on kindred principles, immunity of private

ships, with the known exception made by the law
of nations, being so well established as that of

public ships, and there being no pretext for includ-

ing in these exceptions the impressment (if it could
be freed from its enormous and notorious abuses)
of the subjects ofa belligerent by the officers oi'tliat

belligerent. The rights nf a belligerent, against
the ships of a neutral nation, accrue merely from
the relation of the neutral to the other belliger-
ent, as in conveying to him contraband of war, or in

supplying ablockaded port.
The claim ofa belligerent to search for and sci^c

on board neutral vessels on the high seas, persons
under his allegiance, does not therefore rest on

any belligerent right under thelaws of nations, but

on a prerogative derived from municipal law ; and
mvolves the extravagant supposition, that one na-
1 ion has a right to execute at times and in all cases

its municipal laws and regulations, cm board the

-/nips of another nation, not being within its tcrci-

lor al limits.

'] he president was led to the same determination,

2ndlyj by his desire of converting a.particular inci-

dent, into an occasion for removing another and
more extensive source 6f danger to the harmony of

the two countries.; and 3dly, by his persuasion
that the liberality of the propositions authorised

with this view would not fail to induce the read^y
concurrence of his Britannic majesty ; and that the
more extensive source of irritation and perplexity
being removed, a satisfactory adjustment ofthe par-
ticular incident would be less difficult. The pre-
sident still thinks that such would have been the

tendency of the mode for which he had provided
-

and cannot therefore but regret that the door was
shut against the experiment, by the peremptory re-
fusal of Mr. Canning to admit it into discussion,
even in the most informal manner, as suggested by
Mr. Munroe.
The president felt the greater regret as the step

he had taken towards a more enlarged and lasting
accommodation became thus a bar to the adjustment
of the particular and recent aggression that had been
committed against the United States. He found
however an alleviation, in the signified purpose of
his Britannic majesty, to charge with this adjust
ment a special mission to the United States, which
restricted as it was, seemed to indicate a disposition,
from which a liberal and conciliatory arrangement
of one great object, at least, might "be confidently
expected.

In this confidence your arrival was awaited with

very friendly solicitude j and our first interview

having opened the way, by an acquiescence in tl»e

separation ofthe two cases insisted en by his Bri-
tannic majesty, notwithstanding the strong ground
on which they had been united by the president, it

was not to be doubted that a tender ofthe satisfac •

tion claimed by the United States, for a distinguish-
ed and acknowledged insult, by one of his officers,
would immediately follow.

It was not, therefore, without a very painful sur-

prise, that the error of this expectation was disco-
vered. Instead of the satisfaction due from the ori-

ginal aggressor, it was announced that the first

step towards the adjustment must proceed from the

party injured ; and your letter now before me, for-

mally repeats, that as long as the proclamation of
the president, which issued on the 2d July, 1807,
shall be in force, it will be an insuperable obstacle
to a negociatian, even on the subject of the aggres-
sion which precluded it; in other words, that the

proclamation must be put put of force, before an

adjustment of the aggression can be taken into dis-

cussion.

'l In explaining the grounds of this extraordinary*
demand, it is alledged to be supported by the con-
sideration that the proceeding and pretension of the

offending officer has been disavowed ; that generel
assurances are giving ofa disposition and intention

in bis Britannic majesty to make satisfaction ; that

a special minister was dispatched with prompitude
for the purpose of carrying into effect this disposi-
t'on ; and that you have a personal conviction tha 4

.

t'.ie particular terms, which you are not at liberty

previously to disclose, will be deemed by the Unit-

ed States satisfactory.
With respect to the disavowal, it would be unjust

not to regard it as a proof of candor and amity
towards the United Slates, and as some presage of
the voluntary reparation which it implied to be due-
But the disavowal can be the less confounded with
the reparation itself; since it was sufficiently requir-
ed by the respect which Great Britain owed to her
own honour ;

it being impossible that an enlighten-
ed government,- had hostility been meditated, would
nave commenced it in such a manner, and in the
midst of existing professions of peace & friendship-
She owed it also to consistency with a disavowal on
a former occasion, in which the pretension had been,

enforced by a British sqiradron, against the sloop of
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War Baltimore, belonging to the United States ;

and finally to the interest which Great Britain has

more than any other nation, in disclaiming a princi-

ple which would expose her superior number ot

ships of war, to so many indignities from inferior

navies.

As little can the general assurances that repara-

tion would bo made, claim a. return which could

properly follow the actual reparation only. They
cannot amount to more than a disposition, or at

most a promise to do what the aggressor may deem

a fulfilment of his obligation. They do not prove
even a disposition to do what may be satisfactory to

the injured party, who cannot have less than an equal

right to decide on the sufficiency of the redress.

In dispatching a special minister for the purpose
ofadjusting the differences, the United States ought

cheerfully to acknowledge all the proof it affords

on the port of his Britannic majesty, of his pacific

views towards them, and of his Respect for their

friendship. But whilst they could not, under any

circumstances, allow to the measure more than a

certain participation in an honorable reparation, it

is to be recollected that the avowal and primary

object of the mission was to substitute for the more

extended adjustment proposed by the United States,

at London, a separation of the subject, as preferred

by his Britannic majesty ; and you well know, sir,

how fully this object was accomplished.
With respect to the personal conviction which

vou have expressed, that the terms which you de-

cline to disclose, would be satisfactory to the United

States, it is incumbent on me to observe, that with

the highest respect for yourjudgment, and the most

perfect confidence in your sincerity, an inseparable

objection manifestly lies to the acceptance of a

personal and unexplained opinion, in place of a
j

disclosure which would enable this government to

exercise its own judgment in a case affecting so

essentially its honor and its rights. Such a course

of proceeding would be Without example; and

there can be no hazard in saying that one will never

be afforded by a government which respects itself

as much as yours justly does ; and therefore can

never be reasonably expected from one which re-

spects itself as much as this has a right to do.

I forbear, sir, to enlarge on the intrinsic incon-

gruitv of the expedient proposed. But I must be

allowed to remark, as an additional admonition of

!
the singular and mortifying plerplexity in which a

compliance might involve the president, that there

are in the letter of Mr. Canning, communicating to

Mr. Monroe the special mission to the United States,

pregnant indications that other questions and con-
. litions may have been contemplated, which would
be found utterly irreconcilable with the sentiments

of this nation.

If neither any ncr all of these considerations can
sustain the preliminary demand made in your com-
munication, it remains to be seen whether such

American frigate, as well as for this particular
aggression, and that effectual control be interposed
against repetitions of them. And as no such re-

dress has been given for the past, notwithstanding
the laspe of time v hich has taken place, nor any
such security for tiie future, notwithstanding the

undiminished reasonableness of it, it follows, that a
continuance of the proclamation would be consist-
ent with the entire discontinuance of one only of
the occurences from which it preceded.
But it is not necessary to avail the argument oT

this view of the case, although of itself entirely con-
clusive. Had the proclamation been founded on
the single aggression committed on the Chesapeake,
and were it admitted that the discontinuance of that

aggression merely, gave a claim to the discontinu-
ance of the proclamation, the claim would be der
feated, by the incontestable fact, that that aggression
has not been discontinued. It has never ceased Co
exist ; and is in existence at this very moment.—
Need I remind you, sir, that the seizure and ex-

portation of the seamen belonging to the crew of
the Chesapeake, entered into the very essence of
that aggression j that with an exception of the vic-
tim to a trial, forbidden by the most solemn consid-

erations, and greatly aggravating the guilt of its

author, the seamen in question are still retained,
and consequently the aggression, if in no other re-

spect, is by that act alone, continued and in fefee ?

If the views which have been taken of the subject
have the justness which they claim, they will have
shewn that on no ground whatever can an annul-
ment of the proclamation of July 2d be reasonably
required as a preliminary to the negotiation with
which you are charged. On the contrary, it clear-

ly results, from a recurrence to the causes and ob-

ject of the proclamation, that, as was at first intima-

ted, the strongest sanctions of Great Britain her-
self would support the demand, that previous to the
discussion of the proclomation, due satisfaction
should be made to the United States ; this -Sa-

tisfaction ought to extend to all the wrongs which
preceded and produced that act ; and that even li-

miting the merits of the question to the single refa-

tion of tha proclamation to the wrong coamnittcd
in the attack on the American frigate, and deciding-
the question on the principle that a discontinuance
of the latter, required of right a discontinuance of
the former, nothing appears that does not leave such
a preliminary destitute of every foundation which
could be assumed for it.

With a right to draw this conclusion the presi-
dent might have instructed me to clese this commu-
nication, with the reply stated in the beginning of
it; and perhaps in taking this course, he would on-

ly have consulted that semsibility to which most go-
vernments would, in such a case, have < ielded'.—
But adhering to the moderation, by -which he has
been invariably guided, and anxious to rescue the
two nations from the circumstances under which

a demand rests with greater advantage on the more i an abortive issue to your mission necessarily places
precise ground on which you filially seem to them, he has authorised me, in the event of you*
place it.

The proclamation is considered as a hostile mea-
sure, and a discontinuance of it, as due to the dis-

continuance of the aggressions which led to

disclosing the terms of reparation which you believe
will be satisfactory, and on its appearing that thev
are so, to consider this evidence of the justice of
his Britannic majesty as a pledge for an effectual

It has been sufficiently shewn that the prcelama-j interposition with respect to all the abuses, agamst
tion, as appears on tlic face of it was produced byja recurrence of which the proclamation was meant
."a train of occurrences terminating in the attack on (to provide ; and to proceed to concert with you fe

the American frigate, and not by this last alone.— ] a revocation of that act, bearing date with the act oY
To a demand, therefore, that the proclamation be

j
reparation to which the United States are entitled,

'jevoked, it would be perfectly fair to oppose aj
lam not aware, sir, that according to the view

demand that redress be first given for the numerous which you appear to have taken of your instruct

4¥Pg'ifljfl$tie^ whifh peeettedtfee aggression oa theitions^ suA a ctrtJWC'off pjQCBedhjj Tin rot befit
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contemplated by them. In a spirit, in which I am
well persuaded it will he made, may discover them
to be not inflexible to a proposition, in so high a de-

gree liberal and conciliatory. In every event, the

president will have manifested his willingness to

meet your government on aground of accommoda-

;ion, which spares every concession, not essen-

tially due to those which must be equally respected,
and consequently will have demonstrated that the

very illegible posture given to so important a subject
in the relations of the two countries, by the unsuc-

cessful termination of your mission, can be refer-

red to no other source than the rigorous restrictions

vender which it was to be executed.
I make no apology, sir, for the long interval be-

tween the date Sf your letter and that under which
I now write. It is rendered unnecessary by your

knowledge of the circumstances, to which the

delay is to be ascribed.

With high consideration and respect,
I have the honor to be, sir,

Your most obedient servant,

(•Signed) JAMES MADISON.
Geo nc e H. Rose, Esq.-

His Britannic majesty's minister, &c. &e. He.

New York Statistic!^.

,7 brief Topographical and Statistical Jlfanval of the

state of Aew-York—ly Sterling (ioodenow.

(FHO?I A NIW-JOIIK I'APEK.)

This Manual, which the author informs us, he

originally compiled for his own use, comprises
within a very small compass, more topographical
and statistical information respecting this state,

than any work that has hitherto appeared. The

plan is simple and perspicuous. The 45 counties

of this state arc- separately described, with their

situation, boundaries, cities, towns, villages, bays,

rivers, islands, creeks, lakes, ponds, mountains,

places where the courts are held, clerks offices,

post offices, population, distance from Albany, &c.

The following extracts from the prefatory remarks,

present an idea of the merits of this valuable

Manual ; and afford a gratifying view of the im-

mense increase and unbounded resources of our

important state.

In 1731 this state contained 10 counties aid only
xY291 souls—in M71, same counties and 163,33S
>nuls—in 1786 (25 yea*s ago) 12 counties and

238,896 souls—1791," sixteen counties and 310,120
souls—and in 13G0, thirty counties, 305 towns

(including 3 cities) and 58.\000 inhabitants. Now
(1811) tl'.e st..te contains about S00 villages, of

from 15 or 20, but generally from 30 or 40, to 600
houses ; 452 town (including 4 cities ;) 45 coun-

ties
; and (in 1810) 960,000 inhabitants ; giving an

increase of. 15 counties, 147 towns, and 374,000

people in the last ten years ! ! And the militia of

the state regularly enrolled amounted to 102,068 in

1809.

The annual amount of the manufactures of this

state, as furnished by the census in 1810 , details

of which have been heretofore published in our

paper, is g 16,000,000.
There are now made annually 525,000 bushels of

salt, viz, in Onondaga 453,840 (though in 1800

only 43,754;) Cayuga 54,000; Genesee 1400;
Seneca (at least) 25,000 ;

—and Ontario about

N760— iotal value at works g 147,000. In Cayuga
2240 skeins of silk. To all which may be added

$69,0Qp; tiie value o tides annually made by

ufi^viiAs in Dw. state, prison..

I have not sufficient data to calculate tile quau*
tity of the ashes, maple sugar, Hoar, &c. made*-
or the grain, cattle, sheep, beef, pork, Sec raised

annually, so as to make a valuation of our products
or lands. But as the sheep returned for Dutchess
were 83,855—Albany 34,342—Cayuga 49,872—
Onondaga 44,893—and Jefferson 20,000—we may
conclude, judging from the population, (exclusive
of New York county) that the whole state eon1

tains 1,28(,000—Dutchess contains 14,341 horses
and 51,650 neat cattle, which (N. York omitted)
gives probably 300,000 horses, and 1,000,000 neat
cattle as the true amount in the whole state.

The provisions made for Roads and Bridges, be-

sides the numerous roads and bridges authorised to

be laid out, made and built, at the r?sk of indivi-

duals or expense of the counties, the state, or the
lands benefitted thereby •• are 36 bridge companies
with g 509,000 stock, and 135 turnpike companies
with g 7,658,000 stock, extending their roads over

a length of 4500 miles, about one third of which iy

completed.

The capital stock of the several incorporate^
banks is g 11,690,000. The fund set apart by the.

state for the benefit of common schools now
amounts to g 483,326 : 29—the last year's revenue
of which was g 36,427 : 64—besides which 314,770
acres of unsold land still belong to this fund.

The revenue and expenditures of the state are,
in the abstract, as follows : Lands, about 1,000,000
acres unsold ; and state funds $4,191,803: 23 (in 1800
about g2,900,000) the annual revenne of wiiich is

now g 278,439 : 96—besides which, the receipts at

the treasury from various other sources, were, for

the year 1810, §626,042. 88 (for 1791, gl2r,648; for

1801, gl92,023: 71)—and during the same time

were paid out §606,328 : 22 ;in 1791 S143,417 : 64;
and in 1801 g261, 765 ; 03. —Estimated expenses
for 1811, g268,366 : 22. Debts which the state owes,
besides some small unliquidated demands, §| 880,008

(in 1810, g346,234 : 89.) Which (exclusive of tbe

school fund and land, and of the 1,000,000 acres pub-
lie lands above named) gives about g 30,000, annual

excess ofrevenue over expenditures, and a permanent
fund exceeding the public debt g3,31 1,803 : 25.

There are established in state two college*
and upwards of 40 academies : Also, 364 post offi-

ces, being more than l-7th of the whole (2440) in

the United States, and sixty different news-papers,
and in all about 90 printing establishments. The

shipping owned in this state; in 1809, was 251,525

tons, (besides that on the three hikes,] being- l-5tii

of the whole owned in the United States. Amount
of exports in 1807, g26,357 963 ; and revenue on

imports, &.c. more than 1 4th of the whole paid in

the United States [from 1 4th to 1 3d of which two
last items is however derived from the trade of

other states.]

In addition to the goodness of our soil and the

excellence of our timber, we have plenty of iron- ,

ore, slate, plaster of Paris, and inexhaustible salt

springs, the most valuable in the world. There
have also been found coal, copper, lead, sulphur,

zinc, marble, ising-glass and some silver. Our

territory [containing 55,000 square miles, of which
4 or 5000 are water,] stretches from the Atlantic the

whole length of New-England, and spreads along
the St. Lawrence and three great navigable lakes.

Embracing the head waters of the Ohio, and two

other large rivers which pass southerly througk
other state*——the whole course of the best l-ive*
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m the United States and perhaps in the world—
together with twenty other nvers navigable by
boats and rafts, this state affords the best pas-

sage in the United States, both by land and water,

from the tide-waters to the extensive navigable
lakes of the west. There is not a mountain or any

great unavoidable hill to pass between Albany and

lake Erie. It is the only state, too, (except at the

marrow and N. E. cxtrimity) which extends across

-flic whole width of the United States' territory : and

the only spot on which the Atlantic and the lakes

can be united by sloop navigation. This peculiar

situation, with its other advantages, renders this

state highly interesting to the politician, the man of

business or enterprise, the emigrant and the travel-

ler. With the latter especially, the ready and safe

conveyance up the Hudson and to Lower' Canada,
and the good roads and accommodations westward,
will be additional inducements to visit a country of
this description, which moreover furnishes mineral
waters more efficacious and valuable than the best

medicinal springs in Europe, and which (besides
many interminate sxiblime natural views and objects)
contains on its western confines the greatest natu-
ral curiosity in the world ;

a country interspersed
(exclusive of the great waters before named) with
more than fifteen lakes, from ten to forty miles in

length, and numerous smaller ones, exhibiting as

great an extent, variety and beauty cf inland watcr-

sccnerv as all the other states together.

United States' General Statistical Table.

mOM BIODGET S ECONOMIC A.

ASVliAL STATKMK.VTS, I'lZ.
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TABLE, presenting at one nkw jnany interesting facts respecting the appointment, &fc. of State and
United State*' authorities.

EXECUTIVE.

STATES
rt. ©

3 <f

ChiefMagisfate

elected b>

New Hampshire,

Massachusetts,

Rhode-Island,
Connecticut,

New-York,

New-Jersey,

Pennsylvania,

Delaware,

Maryland,

Virginia.,

1792 Citizens paying
1

tax

t/'SOiCiti/ens, worth; 1W
1663

'

1662

1777

1776

1790.

1792

1776

Citizens

Citizens of IA0

freehold

Citizens ofMOO
freehold

By Legislature

joint ballot

Citizens paying
tax

1770

North Carolina.
;

i776

Citizens paying
tax

By Legislature,

joint ballot

By Legislature,

joint ballot
j

By Legislature,

joint ballot,

QuaLifcations and

elegibility.

Residence, 7 years ; age,
30 ; property /.500—
1.250 freehold

Property MO0O, free-

hold ; residence, seven

years, a christain

A citizen

A freehold ofMO

A freehold

Citizenship

Residence 7 years ; age
30 ; incapable of hold-

ing the office more than

9 in any term of 12 yrs
Residence in the state 6

years ; citizen of the

U.States 12; age 30—
cannot serve more than

one term in succession

Residence, 5 years ; age
25 ; real and personal

property to the value of

^.1000; re-el. 3 yrs. suc-

cessively, & not again
until the exp. of4 yrs.
Residence Sc freehold—
eligible as in Maryland

JUDICIAL.

Hotu appointed

and

tenure ofoffice.

Hotu removed.

G overnorSccoun

cil, good beha
viour

Governor&coun
cil, good beha-
viour

Legislature,! yr
Legislat. one yr.
and re-eligible

Gov.and council,

good behaviour

AssemblySccoun.

Supcourt7yrs.
Com.Pleas5yrs
Governor, good
behaviour

South Carolina,

Georgia,

Vermont,

Kentucky,

Tennessee;,

Ohio!,

United States,~\

ommenced 0-
(^

peration Mar.
{

4, 17,39. J

1790 u}
.

Legislature,

joint ballot

1798 By Legrslature,
joint ballot

1/ 93 Citizens,

1799 Free white
males

1796 Citizens

1802 Citizens

1787 Federal electors

Impeachment or on
address of Legis-
lature to the Gov.

Impeach, or by gov.
Sc coun. on address
of legislature
Impeachment
Impeachment

Governor, good
behaviour

1

Residence 5 yrs.
—free

hol<Lthe value ofUOOOj
eligible 3 years in any
term of 6 years
Residence 10 years j age
SO'; a « settled estate"

worth /.13006'£, maynot
be re-elected until the

e::piration of4 years
Gitiaen of the U. S. 12

yrs; resid.6ys.age 30ys
500 acres land & other

property worth §4000
Citizenship

Citizen of the U. S. 35

years of age and yrs.

resid.—not re-eligible
until expira. of 7 years
Residence 4 years; age
25; freehold, 500 acres

not eligible more than

6, in any term of 8 yrs.
Citizen of U S. 12; re-

sidence 4 yrs; age 30 ;

payment of tax—eligi-

ble as in Tennessee
A. natural born citizen,

or a citizen at adoption

Impeachmt. disqual-
ified after 60ys.old
Impeached by As-

sembly and tried

by Council

Impeachment or re-

moved by Gov. on
address from 2-3

of both Houses

Impeachmt. by H. of

Representatives,
or removed by the

Governor on ad-

dress

GovernorSt coun-ilmpeachment or by
cil good beha-j

the governor after

viour conviction on in-

dictment with con-

|
currence of both

1 Houses

Legislature,good Impeach, by lower
II Judges of Gen.

Court, tried by
Court of Appeals
and so vice versa.

Impeach't, by As^

sembly. Indict, by
gr. jury Sc tried by

behaviour

Legislat.on nom-
ination by Gov
ernor, good be

haviour

Legislature,goo
behaviour

j

a special court
d!Impeached by the

Assembly and tried

by Senate

Legislat 6 years
and re-eligible

Coun. & Aesem-

bly annually
Gov. and Senate-

good behaviour

Fx:gislaturc,good
behaviour

Impeached by th^

Assembly and tried

by Senate.

Impeach, by Assem.
I tried by gov. & co.

Impeachment or by
the joint address

of 2-3 of both
Houses

Impeached by the

AssemMy and tried

by the Senate

Legislature, se-

ven years

Nom. by Pres nt

ipp'd by Senate
of constitution. Ag'd 35|l good behaviour

As in Tennessee

Impcach'd by H.

Representatives
tried by Senate.

o.F
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T'tBLE, the-wing at one view many interesting facts respecting the appointment, &c. of the State and
United States' authorities continited. ( See note on the next pagefor conclusion.J

LEGISLATIVE.
SENATORS.

H
>
H

N.H.

Mas.

81
Con.
N. V.

N.J.

Penn.

Del.

Alan-

Elected by Qualifications, &c.

Vir.

% C.

a.c.

Geo.

Citizens pay-

ing tax

Citizens worth
60/.

Citizens

Citizens, fr. h.

Citizens of
100/. freehold

Citizens worth
50/.

Citizens pay
ing tax

Citizens pay
ing tax

Electors, cho-
sen by the cit-

izens; 2 from
each county

Citizens, free-

holders

Citizens, free

holders 50ucrs

Citizens, free

held or paying
tax

Citizens pay>
in? ui

Vt.

iv.'y.

Ten.

Ohio.

1X8 t's

Free white
male citizens

Citizens

Citizens

State Wi-la-
ti .'. i

'{evidence and age as

)i- governor; proper-
. , 200/. freehold

Residence five years;

property 300/. freehold

r 600/. personal

itizehship
: tizen, 40/. freehold

freehold 100/. Clergy
excluded from the le-

gislature St from office

REPRESENTATIVES.

Elected by IJ

5

Citizens

ing tax
pay-

Citizens worth
60/.

Citizens

Ci'izens, fr. h.

Citizens; free-

holders of 20/.

or renting pro-

perty the val.

of40s.& pd.tx.
Citizens worth
50/.

How selected.

pay-

pay-

free

pay-

Residence in the coun-

ty 1 year; a freehold;
or worth 1000/. real or
real and personal est

Residence 4 years; age Citizens

25; payment of tax ing tax

Residence 3 years; ageCiiizens
27; fi-eehold or other ing tax

proper'y worth 1000/.

chosen by counties

Residence 3 vears; age Citizens

25; property 1000/; 9
from the western & 6
from the eastern shore

clergy excluded from

legislature or council
R sidence & freehold; Citizens,
25 years of age holders

One for each county— Citizens

residence 1 year; free- ing tax

hold 300 acres; age 30.

clergy excluded
Residence in the state Citizen, free

5 years; age 30; if a holders or pay
resident of the co'ty a ing tax

freehold of 300/ St. it

non-resid. 1000/. Cler.

exclud. from legislat.
One for each co.; age Citizens

25, a citz. of U.S. 9ys. ing tax
a resid of the state3 ys.
in thecountvone year;
freehold of" §500 or

Uxable prop.ofglOOO.
Clergy excluded from

uie.

Citizens

Free wh ite

male citizens

By towns.having

regard to their

population
As in N.Hamp-
shiie

1 By towns

4 |Rv towns
1 By counties a-

greeably to pop-
ulation

Qualifications.

Residence 2 vearsj

propertj 100/.--50/.

freehold

Residence, 1 vt. in

dist;prop. 100/. f.h.

or 2'JO/. personal

Citizenship
A iiechoid
A freehold

1 By counties a-'Residence in co. I

greeably to pop- yr. wi.h 5<X)/. real
ilut'^n or real and person-

pay.

4 Oil izen of the V. S. age
35; 6 years residence

clergy exclud. fr leg
1

.

2 Residence 3 vs. in the

state, 1 vr. in the dist.

200 Seres land. Cler-

gv exclud. fr. legislat.
Residence 2 vs. in the

, county or district; age
3"; payment oftax
Nine ys. a citizen; age
30; a resident of tin

sute uheu ciioaea.

Citizens

Citizens

See state laws

1 By counties a-

greeaolv to pop
1 By conn t ies with-

out regard to

population

By counties,
without regard
to population

I By
regard to pop.

1 By go's, -without

regard to pop.

al estate

Residence 3 years,
payment of tax
Residence 3 years,
a freehold

Residence in the co.
1 yr. property tiie

value of 500/.

Residence and free-

liohJ

Residence in the

coamy one year;
100 acres of iand

Ry counties a-

greeably to pop
illation

1 By counties a-

greeably to pop
ulation

By towns

By counties or

districts, accor-

dingtopopula.,

2 As above

As above

See state laws; e

lee Led from th<

States accordin.'

to popuhit'-on

Residence in the
state J yr;,. a free-
hold of 150/. ster.

If a non-resident of
the co. of 5001. sc.

Seven yrs. a citizen
if \he U. S. re*i.
dence as for Sena-
'ors; freehold of
$252, or property
wixed to the value
of §500

Citizenship
Resid. in ue stale 2
yrs. in the co. o:te

24 yrs. ot age

Residence and qua-
lifications as" for

Senators

R-s.in co. ljr;25ys
old; payment oftax
Seven years a cit-i.

zen; 25 years of

..ge
—residence in,

stale where. rho^*T\
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W'tfTES OX THIS PHF.ClCniXG- TABLE.

The plun on which the preceding table is formed

w:.s designed by fVtlUaih Loughton Smith, Esq. of

South Carolina—how nearly we have attained the

excellent manner of that distinguished gentleman
we do not recollect, for we have not seen his tables

(we believe) tor 12 or 14 years We have endeavor-

ed to make it as plain and us simple as possible, and

apprehend it is nearly, if not qui:e, correct; should

errors appear thev will be noticed.

In all cases, citizenship being- required as the

first property to elect or be elected, we have noticed

this qual.fication (in regard to the latter) only in

the cases where it constitutes the right, of itself.

Where it is not otherwise stated, the chief magis-

trate niav be re-elected without intermission.

The senators are chosen by districts, with regard
to population, except in Delaware, M irylaiid and

Yirginia^the two first are noticed in the table—in

the List they are chosen by districts of counties, ezc\\

county having the same right.
In A*<nt> Jersey, any person, possessing the proper-

ty qualification, may vote. In Maryland, Virginia,

and jYorthCarolirui, some of the c ; ties & towns form

election districts for members ofthe legislature
Vermont h:is no senate

kiture is called the council jn Acw-Jersey

this branch of the legis-

B istory

Of the Invasion of Spain by Bonaparte.
AUU1DOKD FROM THE MOST AUTHENTIC SOURCES.

CHAPTER III.

(cosTixuEn ?ko:M paoe 59.)

Insurrection at .Madrid, and military murders after-

wards —Base conduct of the junta of government,

of the council of Castile, and of the inquisition.
—

Address, in the name of Ferdinand and the infantes,

comnvnidinsr the Spaniards to submit to Bonaparte's

pleasure. Assembly ofnotables convoked at Bayoniw,
and Joseph Honaparte nominated by his brother

King ofSpain and the Indies.— General'insurrection

of the Spaniards.
—Formation ofthe provincial jun-

tas; the junta of Seville take iiieleud.—Their pro-
clamations, anilthe measures they recommend.

Thus had Bonaparte succeeded in dispossessing
the house of Bourbon of the throne of Spain. Mofe
than two years ago, during my residence in Paris,

says one of the ablest writers in this country, I

bid occasion, to know that this plan was in agita-

tiofi. T was a common iopic of conversation, that

the Bourbons were to be dethroned in that country,
and a Bonaparte introduced

'

in their stead. This

..peculation was usually accompanied by a prophe-

cy Concerning the inevitable fall of Austria. All

this, too, at a moment, when both nations were in

alii.ir.ee with F.-ance. For three years previous to

the seizure of the royal family, Spain was deluged
wit i Fir-nch emissaries, commissioned to prepare

rlje minds of the people for the event—and with

French engineers arid draughtsmen, who Were

opciijv engaged in mapping the face of the country,
n examining the strong

-

holds, and in exploring' the

lucidity ,and amount of the spoil which they expect-
ed to

9,eiiJ.e.*

The wfeale of that miserable family, (with the

exception yt' the infanta don Pcdio,f nephew to

C i;w',< IV, wlo had fortunately beep adopted by
tfi'e PoMvignesc Court, and accompanied them to

lii'./.il,) were now in the power of Bonaparte as

"Walsh's letter on -the- genius and dispositions^!'

tie French Government. I'hil&d: 1809-

i.Dcu Invito wus'buru 3J&S9.

prisoners. In his character as an ally he had st-
cured the passes of the Pyrenees, seized the impor-
tant city of Barcelona and obtained possession of
the capital itself. The train of perfidy by which he
had thus far accomplished his purpose, is unexam-
pled, even in the worst ages of history. The whole
transaction was, on his part, a business ofptue, un-

mingled wickedness, unprovoked, unextenuated
and equally detestable in its motives, its means and
its end.

The emperor had now displayed himself in his

true character. For the mere, selfish, vulgar am-
bition of aggrandizing his own family, he had com-
mitted an act of usurpation as impolitic as it was

! iniquitous. Spain had been the faithful ally of
France'—let Trafalgar v.itress how fatally for her-
self! Her fleets were at the disposal of Bonaparte;
her armies were in his service in Portugal, and upon
the Baltic,- her treasures were at his demand, as

completely a* if Charles had been a tributary-

king. Fratic6 then could gain nothing by this

change of dynasty; and the loss of all the ad-

vantages which she derived from Spanish Ame-
rica was hazarded by it, even if Spain herself

should passively submit to the insolent intrusion

of a stranger, whose only merit was that he was the
brother of Napoleon Bonaparte, and sufficiently un-

principled, mean and cruel, to be his tool and exe-

cutioner.

The artifices by which he had thus far accom-
lished his purpose were of the basest kind.—
Never, perhaps, was any plot of perfidious ambi-
tion so coarsely planned. The term of policy
cannot be applied to it; even cunning implies more
exertion of talent than was displayed in this whole
transaction. Nothing more was required than to

employ falshood and violence equally without re-

morse; to repeat professions and protestations

enough tq deceive the prince; and to shed blood

enough to intimidate the people. The former ob-

ject had been effected, and Murat, perceiving a

spirit of patriotism in the Spaniards, which neither

he nor his master had expected, was eager to give
the word for slaughter. He seems as soon as he en-

tered Madrid, resolved to make them feel that

they were no longer an independent nation,but that

they must learn obedience to a military yoke.—
(April 14) A French g-overnor of the city had been

appointed; a French patrole established: a notice

was given that as the great coats for the French

troops had not arrived, the heads of the police were
to call at every house to receive a contribution of
those articles. After the departure of Ferdinand
from Madrid, the anxiety and agitation of the peo-

ple hourly increased;—they knew that he had

expected to meet Bonaparte at Eurg
-

os;—and the

tidings that he had crossed the frontiers, and pro-
ceeded to Bayonne, excited in thorn as much alarm
as wonder. An extraordinary courier arrived

every evening from that city;—^thc intelligence
which he brought was never published in the ga-
zette, but circulated as extracts from private cor-

respondence: the first of these, accounts consisted

solely of details of the honors with which Ferdi-

nand had been received by the emperor. Subsequent
ones became each less satisfactory than the last;

hints were given out that all was not going o;i well;

and the intentions of the emperor became more
and more developed, till it could no longer be

doubted that Ferdinand was to be deprived of his

crown.
The courier, who was expected on Saturday the

30th of April, did not arrive;—he was still expect-
ed on the following c&ning; and great multitudes
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assembled at the Puerto del Sol, and in the other

streets near the post-office, anxiously waiting- for

his news. The French garrison were under arms

all that night; their commanders, "cool spectators
of these things," according to their own relation,

saw a crisis approaching and saw it with pleasure.

(May 2) The following morning- had been fixed

upon for the departure of the poor queen pfEtniria
and her broUier, the infante don Francisco de Pau-

la, for Bayonne. Many people collected before the

palace. It was reported, that, the infante don An-

tonio, the president of the provisional government,
had been desired or rather ordered by Mnrat, to

join his bio her and nephew at Bayonne; the French

general intimating at the same lime, that he ex-

pected to be appointed regent during his absence;

but the infante refused to obey. In consequence of

this act of firmness, Murat recalled some troops to

Madrid, which had been ordered to a different sta-

tion, and entered the city with them that morning,

intending, as was supposed, to seize the person oi

the infante, and make himself regent. A rumor

arose, that one of- the carriages, when it drove up
to the gate, was intended for don Antonio; and the

populace, determined that they would not suffer the

last of the royal family to be takers from them, es-

pecially as he had been entrusted with the govern-
ment during the king's absence, cut the traces of

harness, and forced the carriage back into die pa-
lace yard. Being, however assured that don Anio-
nio was not to leave Madrid, they permitted it

again to be yoked, and brought out. Murat sent

one of his aids to enquire into this disturbance: the

people were disposed to treat him roughly,but some
Spanish officers interfered, and rescued him from
their hands: The carriages with the queen ofEHru-
ria and her brother were now suffered to proceed;

• the latter, a boy of fourteen, was crying
-

bitterly,
and manifestly unwilling to go. This both affected
and enraged the people. At this moment, the aid-

de-camp returned with a party of French soldiers,
and the scene of bloodshed began.
The Spanish troops were locked up in their bar*

racks, and thus prevented from joining the people;
some of their officers being, perhaps, in the French
interest and others foreseeing the inevitable issue of
so unequal a contest. The people behaved with

great spirit; there is, indeed, scarcely upon record
an instance of an attempt so brave, and at the same
time so hopeless, when all the circumstances are
considered. As fast as the alarm spread, every man
of the lower ranks who could find any kind of wea-

pon, armed himself and hastened to the nearest
scene of action. Hut a tumultuous multitude could
do nothing against the legions of disciplined
troops which now poured into the city on all sides-
Tiie chief scenes of slaughter were in the great
street of Alcala, the Puerto del Sol, and the Ureal

Square; the infantry fired vollies into every cross
street as they passed; and every window and bal-

cony was aimed at where anv person was to be seen.
The people were followed into their houses hv the

- French and bayonctted wherever they were found—
not those alone, as wag said in the Monifcur, who
had arms in their fcnndsj but in whatever place oi

concealment they were discovered. The loss o{

the French in this •] \

'

iiwnrrectiow kvas carefulljj
'•or.cealcd; they neprcv afed it as trifling; but it ap-
pears froiti the most impartial testimony which ha.

been obtained, that the greater pjirc of "their troops
in ti;e city were killed before tlreir civei<p(»vcring
force from the catnps could come up. (.h thv

following day one of Bonaparte
1

. military h
wws f '•. , Lh-oucht ; triaunals

not less disgraceful to the French nation than those

by which their own countrymen were sacrificed

under Robespierre. By their own accounts many -

thousands of the Spaniards had fallen; nor can it \v.

doubted, but that the slaughter among them must.

have been very great. This however did not satis-

fy the blood-thirsty Murat:—and those who weiv

spared in the massacre, and made prisoners, were

reserved to be executed after it. Great numbers
were grouped together and deliberately shot in the

Prado and in other parts of the city.* In this man-
ner was that second of May employed by the French
at Madrid. The inhabitants were forced to illu-

minate their houses, for the safety of their oppres-

sors; so that through the whole night, the streets

were lighted up, and the dead and dying might be

seen distinctly as in broad noon day, laying in heaps

upon the bloody pavement. When morning came
the same mockery of justice was continued, and

fresh murders committed deliberately, with the

forms of military execution, during several suc-

ceeding days.
The junta of government on this occasion, betray-

ed their country: (May 4) They nominated Murat
their president; and dun Antonio was sent to Bay-
onne to join the rest of his family in captivity. Fe-

rocious as Murat was, he found it necessary to at-

tempt to soothe the people, by suppressing the mi-

litary commission—giving them .judges appointed
by their own authorities—relieving the muleteers

one half of the requisition upon their cattle, &c.

From the time that Ferdinand left Madrid, Ceval-

los had communicated to the junta daily what ap-

peared necessary fpr their information and direc-

tion. After Ins arrival at Bayonne these. couriers

were intercepted. Nevertheless Cevalloo con'dnu-

ed to make his situation known to them, and to con-

vey discretionary powers, authorising the boldest

measures. In appointing Murat their president and

aiding him with all the influence of their authority,
the junta 'icted, not so much from compulsion, as

from treachery. Their duty was obvious;—if they
could not re reat themselves to a place of security,

they ought to have delcgaud their authority to

persons who were in a situation v here they could

act for the good of the country: but those among
them whose intentions were good, wanted courage
and decision, and the mnjorby were slaves to

France. They were in possession of an explicit
order from Ferdinand, enjoining them to execute

whatever was expedient for the service of thekirig,
and authorising them, to employ the same powers
as he himself should possess were he upon the spot.

Yet such was the timidity of the better mem-
bers, and the faithlessness of others, thai instead

of acting upon it, they sent a confidential perse.!

to confer with Ferdinand, and learn from him,
1. Whether he thought fit to authorise them to

substitute one or more persons, either of their own

* Mr. Walsh states that 300 innocent v.dim
were thus butchered, upon the authority of "an

eve-witness, one of the first depudes from Spain to
'

the government of F,ngiand. Don Andres tie ia

Vega, to whom I allude, merited the iuosf implicit

:'.d h, and conciliated, hv hi-; genius and love of

countrv, the highest respect bom all th'o'ie who
ktaew'himi lie. w,t.-; n I'awjer of XstuTias before the

'> -r;tt Ktriigglc in Spain, ;\;\d deserved 'he eulogi-

miwbkh Oiccro passes upon Qumtus Scavola—
thai lie was the most eloquent of the learned, .md

die mos' learned of the eloquent" "Jails pferV.y-

vum eltapieptissimus
—

cloqucniium J*--vis j*rjdsst
•

:iims''. A otter, he. p '5.
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body er otherwise, to hold a council in a secure, people, when their domestic hearths were thus rude

situation where it could freely act. 2. Whether it fy invaded. In addition to this pious exhortation

was his wish thnt hostilities should be commenced
against the French, and where and how it should
be done. 3. Whether they should endeavor to pre-
vent the entrance of more French troops into

Spain, by guarding
1 the passes. And, 4. Whether

he thought it right to convoke a cortes ; in which
case a decree from him would be necessary, addres-

sed to the royal council. If the cortes were to be

assembled, they asked likewise, what subject it

should proceed to discuss .'

It is next to impossible to believe that a delibera-
tive body could act with so much absurdity, and we
must therefore conclude that their conduct was

guided bv treachery At the time when every hour
was of such importance, they dispatched a messen-

ger four hundred miles, to ask Ferdinand's opinion
upon points, on every one of which he would have
consulted then had he been in Madrid ; all which

they were better able to determine than he could be ;

and on which, in fact, he required that information
wh ch could only be possessed on the spot.

—
Ferdinand replied that he was not in a state of
freedom ; and being therefore incapable of taking"

any measures, either for his own preservation or
that of the monarchy, he invested them with full

powers to repair to any place that might be most
convenient, and exercise, in his name, as the re-

presentatives of his person, all the functions of

sovereignty; that they should commence hos-
tilities the moment they knew that lie was proceed-
ing into the interior of France, which he should! body to the emperor. "Oh! that there were no
not do, unless compelled by violence; and they

|
Pyrenees!" exclaimed these sycophants and slaves

should prevent in the best manner thev could the
|

in this document of their disgrace. "This was

to "peace and good will among men, and subjec-
tion, honor and obedience, to all that are in au-

thority" from the holy college, a proclamation
wa , issued, with the names of Ferdinand, his bro' her

don Carlos and the infante don Antonio affixed,

condemning the spirit of resistance, which had
shown itself, absolving the people from all duties

towards them, and recommending obedience to

France. The people were here informed by Fer-

dinand that his sense of filial duty determined him
to give back he throne to his father the instant he
heard of the protest against his occupation of it:

that the king his father in his own name and in that

of all his race, abdicated it in favor of the emperor
of the French, in order that the emperor, consulting
the good of the nation, should determine *he per.
son and race which should hereafter occupy it :

that the emperor had engaged to maintain complete,
the independence and integrity of the Spanish mo-

narchy and its transmarine colonies, without retain-

ing the smallest of its dominions for himself: that

he engaged to maintain the unity of the Catholic

religion—but it is idle labor and waste of paper to

repeat what probably never was promised,
—or, if

promised, was never designed to be performed.

May 13—To prepare the way for Joseph and to

spin more closely the web in which ihe minds of the

Spaniards were to be entangled, Marat animated to

the junta, the intention of placing him upon the

throne, and procured an address from that ignoble

in* roduct ion of more troops into the peninsula.
—

In another decree which acepmpanied this, he
directed that the cortes should be assembled in such

place as should appear most convenient; that they
should occupy themselves at first exclusively 'in

attending to the levies and subsidies necessary for

the defence of the kingdom ; and that the sittings
should be permanent. This decree reached Madrid
in safety, and wa.-, delivered into the hands of one of
the council; but he made no use of it, and did not

even communicate it to that body; and before they
arrived indeed the insurrection had taken place:
Murat was president of the government; and these

base ministers had sanctioned with their authority
the murder of their countrymen bv the military

tribunal, and the subsequent measures disarming
the people, and enslaving the country.
The inquisition also,—that accursed tribunal,

which has been equally the disgrace and the bane
of every country in which it has been established-
lent its last aid towards the degradation and de-
struction of Spain.

May 6.—Four days after the insurrection, a cir-
cular letter, was addressed bv the inqui^i'or-gen-
eral, in the. name of tie supreme council, to all

its subordinate tribunals. Tha< insurrection, the

anniversary of which, however hopelessly ii hegan,
and disastrously it terminated, will he celebrated
here.if.er by Spain, as one of the most solemn days
in heir calendar,—a day of proud and pious com-
me-noration,—was here sidled a disgraceful tu-

mult, accasioned by the evil inrentions or icnio-

rince of thoughtless men, who under the mask of

patri'V. 'SHi and loyalty, were preparing the way for

reVolut-ionafry disorders. These infamous hypo-
crites, who feared nothing hut the loss of their

temporalties, audaciously invoked the ..id of spirit-
ual doctrines to enforce the duty of hospitality
towards a military horde and tranquility among the

the constant wish of good Spaniards ; because

there could be no Pyrenees, whenever the wants
of each should be the same, when confidence

should be returned again, and each of the two
nations have received, in the same degree, the re-

spect due to their independence and worth. The
interval which yet 'separates, us from this happy
moment cannot now be long

1

. Your imperial

roajeSty, Mho foresees every thing, and execti.es

them still more' swiftly, has chosen for the provin-
cial government of Sipain, a prince educated for

the art of government in the great school of your

majesty. He has succeeded in stilling the boldest

storms bv the moderation and wisdom of his mea^

sures. What have we not, therefore, to hope
from his deeds, now that all Spaniards unite to

devote o him that admiration to which he has sd

many claims, and assist him in those labors which
he applies to our service;—The Span'ih monarchy
shall resume the*ank which belongs to it among
the powers of F.urope, as soon as it is united by a

new family compact to its natural ally, whose

power is so great. Whoever the prince may be,

.vhom your majesty destines for us, chosen from'

vour illustrious family, he will bring that securi.y
we so much need; but Spain can urge a plea
which none of the other countries connected wiih

your majesty can dispute. The Spanish ihrone

rises to a greater height. The consequences aris-

ing- from its relations to France are of an impor-
tance commensurate with the ex'ent of its posses-
sions. It seems therefore that the throne itself calls

for your majesty's eldest brother to govern it. On
the other side, it is a happy presage that this

arrangement, which nature has confirmed, so

well corresponds with the sentiments of reverence

and admiraion with which the actions of this

pi ince, and the wisdom of his government !>ad

inspired us. The council of Capites wbdSe **§-
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«5rrrn commanded their giving all the support to

"these principles winch stood in their power, unites

'with the wish of the supreme junta. May God

^rant prosperity to your imperialand royal majesty.'

May 15—The following address to Marat was

-framed in the name of "the city of Madrid to his

Imperial and Royal Highness," &c.

"Monseigneur;—Tne city of Madrid has been

informed, thut its illustrious sovereigns have

resigned the crown of Spain into the hands of the

great emperor, and that the supreme junta of the

government, as well as the council of Castile, have

notified to his imperial and royal majesty their

wishes for the well being of this monarchy; since

they think it is certain, that his imperial and royal

majesty intends to place the said crown upon the

head of his illustrious brother, Joseph Napoleon,

king of Naples. This city, monse'.;neur, distin-

guished for its love of, and obedience to its sove-

reign, and desirous of the happiness of the people
whom it contains, cannot omit joining its homage
to that of the supreme junta of the government,
and of the council, and to request your highness
will have the goodness to notify the same to his

imperial and royal majesty, if yovy higness thinks

proper. The city avails itseif of this opportunity to

assure your highness of its respect and submission."

Graves could hardly yet have been dug for those

who had bec-n massacred, and the places of execu-

tion were still covered with fl kes of blood, when
the wretches of the junta thus fawned upon Mural
and praised him for his moderation: and while mo-

thers, widows and orphans were vet cursing him
and his accursed master, in every street, and well

nigh in every house, the matchless effrontery of

French impudence palmed this forgery of the peo-

ple's address.

May 22—A letter was also obtained from the car-

dinal archbishop of Toledo. "The resignation of

Charles," he said, "and the confirmation of that

act by the prince and the infantes, imposed upon
him, according to God's -will, the pleasing duty of

laving at tl e emperor's feet the assurance of his ho-

mage, fidelity, and reverence. May your imperial and

royal majesty be graciously pleased to look upon
me as one of your most dutiful subjects, and instruct

me concerning your high purposes, that I may be

furnished with the means of manifesting my un-

feigned and zealous submission."

May 25—Bonaparte now convened an assembly
of the notables, as he styled it, to be held on the

15th of June, at Bayonne, confirming Murat as

lieutenant-general of the kingdom, and continu-

ing all the existing authorities. At the same time

of the Spanish nation.—It is my will that my me-

mory shall be blessed by your latesi posterity, and
that they shall say

—he was the restorer of our

country."
June (5—Shortly after the date of this proclama-

tion he crowned his brother Joseph, king of Spain
and the Indies, guaranteeing to him the indepen-
dence and integrity of his states in Europe, Africa,
Asia and America.
Had all the Spaniards been as base as those who

were in authority at ihe seat of government, they
would now have been passively transferred, like a
herd of beasts, from one master to another. Spain
would have fallen ingloriously like Holland; year
after year her youth would have been sorted out by
Bonaparte's conscription, and marched off to be

slaughtered in distant regions, wherever new pro-

jects shoidd direct the desolating career; burthen
after burthen would have been imposed upon the

exhausted country; submission would only have
invited new oppression; and finally, some sweep-
ing decree would have deprived it of its existence as
a separate state and of its name as a nation. But
the Spaniards are an uncorrwpted people. The
massacre of Madrid, and the transactions at Bav-

onne, were no sooner known, than they fled to arms,
as if by one instantaneous impulse, over the whole

peninsula. Abandoned as they were, by one part
of the royal family, deprived of the rest: forsaken

too, as then appeared, by those nobles and states-

men on whose talents and patriotism they had for-

merly fixed their hopes,—for the friends of Ferdi-

nand, who had accompanied him to Bayonne, had
transferred their services to the intruder;—beirayed
by their government, their strong places and fron-

tier passes in possession of the enemy, t

the flowfcr

of their own troops in the north of Europe, and

60,000 French, accustomed to victory, and already
flushed with Spanish slaughter, in their capital and
in the heart of their country,—under these compli-
cated disasters, they rose in universal insurrection

against the mightiest military power that ever yet
existed: a force not less tremendous for its magni-
tude than its admirable organization, directed al-

ways with consummate skill, and wielded by con-

summate wickedness. A spirit of patriotism burst
out which astonished Europe. Ti.ey who were
best acquainted with the Spanish people were least

surprised, though most delighted; those persons
who were familiar witli their past history and their

present state,—who had heard the peasantry lalk of
their old heroic ancestry, of the Cid and of Hernan

Cortez,—had witnessed the passionate transfigura-
tion which a Spaniard underwent when recurring

he issued one of his hypocritical proclamations:-- itrom those times to his own, his bivve impatience,

'Spaniards!" it said, "after a long lingering dis

ease, your nation sunk into decay. I have seen

your sufferings; I will relieve them. Your great-
ness makes a part of mine. Your princes have

c.ded to me all their rights to the Spanish crowr .

I will not reign over your provinces, but I will ac-

quire an eternal right to the love and jrratitude of

your posterity. Your monarchy is old; it must be

renovated, that you may enjoy the blessings of a

rtnovatinri which shall not be purchased by civil

war or desojai ion.

. "Spaniards! I have convened a general assembly
of the deputes of vour provinces and towns, that

I ma\ know your desires and wants—I shall lav

down my rights, and place your
1 iilustiious crown

upon the head of one who resembles me: s</curing

ynu a constitution which will unite the salutary

-power of the sovereign with the liberties and rights

'his generous sense of humiliation, and i he feeling
with which his soul seemed to shake off the yoke
of these inglorious days, and take sanctuary among
the tombs of his ancestors,—they knew that the

.'piritoi' Spain was still alive, and had looked on to

this resurrection of the dry bones.

(to bt. rovTi\trr.n.)

To the editor uf the. Weekly Register.

Mr. Niles—As hemp appears likely to become

one of the greatest staples of our counln ; and as I

hold the same opinion of the following article as

that entertained by Mr. Baxter, certainly a good

judge of the matter,— I shall feel a personal grati-

fication, and beikve you will render a public benefit,

bv eiviiig it a place in the Register*.
A SUBSCRIBER'.
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PROCESS FOR HOTTIXG HT.ltfP.

The following article, which I lately read in a

newspaper, and which I understand to have been

written by one of the best chemists in this state, is

in my opinion, of too much value to be suffered to

perish as a mere newspaper paragraph. I have there-

fore, had it printed in its present form, in the belief

that the adoption of the method recommended, will

be a national good. Having been for thirty years

past in the habit of manufacturing hemp and flax,

and having paid that attention to the subject which
its near connection with my own interests required,
I do not think I can justly be accused of vanity, in

presuming to think, that I am qualified to judge of

the advantages or disadvantages, which must ac-

crue from the adoption of a particular process in

the manufacturing of either Hemp or Flax. With
these impressions and views, I give the article a new
mode of existence and new means of usefulness.

JOHN GEORGE BAXTER.
Block-ley Flax and Hemp Spinning Mill,

Philadelphia County, April 21, 1808.

In September, 1803, the French government hear-

ing of some improvements in the steeping ofHemp,
m^de by a M. Bralle, of Amiens, sent for him to

Paris, and directed a set ofexperiments to be made
on the new method of M. Bralle, under the direc-

tion ofM. Molard, administrator of the conservato-

ry of arts and manufactures. The experiments
were made in January, February and March, 1804;
and Bonaparte directed the result to be published
for general information.

In the old method for treating Hemp, it is laid

(down on the grass and exposed to the dews and

rains, for a month or six weeks, being turned two
or three times a week. This facilitates the sepera-
tion of the tow* [hemp] from the stalk: but this

process takes away so much from the string of the
tow [hemp] that government will not buy hemp
thus manufactured.

Another method is, to steep bundles of hemp in

creeks, or ponds, or ditches, from ten to twenty
days according to the state of the weather: the tow

[hemp] is thus rendered seperable from the hemp
stalk. In creeks this method is liable to loss, and
in ponds or ditches the mud and dirt hurts the co-

lor and quality of the tow [hemp.] To say nothing
of the infectious nature of the air generated from
this putrifving substance in the heat of summer.
M. Bralie's method is as follows:—
Provide a cupper or brass vessel (iron will proba-

bly stain the tow) [hemp] allowing rather better

than one gallon and a half (wine measure) in con-

tents, per lb. of hemp; thus, to work on fifty pounds
of hemp, the vessel should hold about eighty gal-
lons. 'It should be in shape cylindrical, for the

hemp to lay length-ways, but if it can be set on end

(vertically) it answers still better. This quantity of

hemp will require one pound or one pound and a

quarter at the utmost oi' (Savon Vevd, green soap,)
soft soap, well made, and not containing a super-
abundance of lye, as our common family-made
soft soap in the back country often does, but boiled
till it lias taken up a sufficient quantity of fat; that
kind of soft soap in fact, that will not chop '.he

hands. Put this soap to as much water as with the

hemp to be put in afterwards, will nearly fill the

*
By some error, the word toiv has, in several

places, been printed in place of the word hemp. I

have put the word [hemp] in brackets directly after

the word tow, where this last word is used instead
of the word hemp.

vessel. Bring the water and the soap to a boiling
heat, or near it: when it is little under a boiling
heat (200° Fahrenheit's thermometer) put in tho

hemp, cover the vessel close, draw out the fire and
let the hemp stay two hours. Take it out at the

end of that time; cover it over with straw that it

may cool gradually. Spread it on the floor, next

day, run a heavy roller over it several times, which
answers the purpose of beating. It peels easily,
whether wet or dry. When peeled, spread the tow

[hemp] on the grass for five or six days to bleach.

If the hemp is intended to be stripped, not wet but

dry, spread the hemp stalk itself on the grass for

that length of time to bleach it.

It will not answer to put the hemp in the cold

soap and water—This process may perhaps be im-

proved. Thus I suppose an establishment of one
boiler holding eighty gallons, and three cylindrical
wooden tubs or barrels near it. Firr the barrels

with fifty pounds weight of hemp each. Fill the

boiler with water, and one pound and a quarter of
soft soap; when it boils let it run off by a cock into

one of the barrels of hemp placed below. Cover it

up, and while this is steeping, fill the boiler for the

second barrel. In less than an hour you can make
the second eighty gallons boil; turn it into the se-

cond barrel of hemp. Then boil a third portion of

soap and water, and by the time it boils you will be

ready to empty the barrel of hemp first filled, and
thus in a summer's da}' one person can manage with
ease 750 weight of hemp, if another be employed in

taking it out and spreading it. Consider, war may
ensue; and whether for our own consumption or for

sale to others, is there an article of culture so pro-
fitable as hemp?
The advantages of this process are:

1st. It saves time.

2dly. The hemp is stronger, whiter, softer and
cleaner.

3dly. It can be carried on at all times of the year.

4thly. The produce is greater: by the old process
800 pounds of hemp stalks produced when steeped,

pulled and beaten, 150 pounds of pure tow [hemp]
by M. Bralie's process the yield is 200 pounds.

5thly. The new method is beyond all comparison
more healthy than the old one, to which in this

country there would be serious objections in point
of health. We suffer enough as it is from the un-

happy atmosphere of putrifying vegetables on a

moist soil, exposed to the heats of an autumnal sun

6thly. Whereas the old method of treating hemp
requires the vicinity of creeks, ditches, rivers or

ponds, in this method any well can furnish water

enough, and the manipulation can be. carried off

any where. In France they make their steepings
in copper. Yours, &c. T. C.

A'orthvmbcrlnr.d.

Patent Machine,
Account of a patent, granted in France (Brevet

d'Invention) for an improvement in weaving, to

the Sicur Despiau, Manufacturer at Condon,
January 5, 1805.

The invention renders it unnecessary for the

workmen to throw the shuttle with his hand, ac

cording to the ordinary metlirad. The follow in;? is

the mode of proceeding* The weaver, when he Sets

his foot on the treadles to open the warp, at the

same time moves tv a springs, placed on each side

of the loom, by which the shuttle is thrown st the

moment when the frame is removed l>HCk as far as

it outrht to be. His hands therefore remain at
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liberty, and he can pull back the frame either

alternately* with one or the other or with both

hands at once, when he wishes to make the texture

closer. The experiments made on this loom at

the conservatory prove that a weaver may work a

longer time at it, and with much less fatigue, than

at the loom with the ordinary shuttle: that he may
weave in 12 hours, 14 metres, 24 centimetres, or 12

Paris ells of any kind of yard wide cotton stuff. It

is certain that a good workmen cannot make by the

hand in the same time, more than four ells of the

same kind of stuff, and six ells at most by the ordi-

nary flying shuttle.

The same experiments likewise demonstrated

that his improved loom may be employed with ad-

vantage in the manufacture of all kinds of stuffs,

particularly woollens, blankets, linens, &c. that the

additions and alterations required by ordinary looms

will be attended wilh very little expense; that the

construction of the mechanism by which the shut-

tle is thrown is simple and requires no expense to

keep it in repair; and lastly, that it may be adopted
to all the looms of the ordinary construction. The
loom for weaving woolen cloth, for a single man,

according to the invention of M. Despiau, has been

simplified by M. Renon. From this it results that

in eleven hours, one man can weave 4 ells and a

quarter of cloth of3,600 threads, while in the same

space two men with the common loom could only
finish 3 ells 3 eighths.

As the patentee is unable to supply all the de-

mands that have already been made for his inven-

tion he lias resolved to have models of it executed.

All the parts composing these models, together with

the box in which they are packed, weigh only twen-

ty eight kilogrammes, and are sold at the moderate

price of thirty-six francs.—With one of these mo-
dels any manufacturer may himself adopt the new
invention to his loom.

Messrs. Barbazon and Co. cloth manufacturers)
at the Gobelins at Paris, are fitting up all their

looms in this principle. Two springs, 40 francs;

two latches, 5 francs; two swings of wood, 6 francs;

stretchers for the frame, and a case for the shuttle,
15 francs. Total 66 francs. For looms for weav-

ing woollen stuffs, silk, or cotton, up to an ell in

width, the total expense is only 48 francs.

French Budget for 1811.

PUBLIC L>EIIT.

Perpetual debt -

Ditto of Holland

Floating debt -

Ditto of Holland

Pensions.

Pensions civil and military
Ditto of Holland

Ecclesiastical pensions - <

Civil list and French Princes -

Services.

Judicial salaries

Exterior relations -

Interior -

Finances -

Imperial treasury
War
Commissariat
Marine ....
Public worship
General police -

Expences of negociation -

Fund of reserve -

Granp" Total

Equal to

Francs 62,300,000
- 62,000,010

15,300,000
.

- 1,200,000

105,800,000

- 20,000,000

3,300,000
- 28,900,000

28,300,000

80,500,000

- 27,466,000
8,800,000

- 60,000,ro0
34,000,000

- 8,000,000

280,000,000
^- 180,000,000

140,000,000

16,500,000

2,000,000
- 8,500,000

23,034,000

- 954,000,000

jg 178,855,000

Copenhagen, July 23, 1811.

Particulars of goods that passed the Sound for

Baltic markets in American ships, from January 1,

toJuh-15,1811.
1,393,894 lbs, rice
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The British have on hike Ontario, the ship Royal

George, of 22 guns, long I2's; Earl of Moria, 12

guns; Duke of Kent, 6 guns; Duke of Gloucester,
6 guns, and Ternato, 6 guns; all manned. The
United States have there only one brig mounting"
12 twenty-four pound carronades.

The frequent marching of troops, and the forma-

tion of several new military posts, induces a belief

that the governor of Canada expects a war with

the United States. But Canada contains, in itself

the seeds of its own subjugation whenever the Unit-

ed States shall give the word. We mean in the

American emigrants, as well as the dissatisfied

French descendants. But Quebec and some oiher

places would make a formidable defence.

Tiie following statement of the French force

that entered Spain and Portugal from the year 1807

to January 1, 1811, is copied from the London

Courier.

Statement of the French force -which entered Spain

from 1807, to January 1, 1811.

In 1807—Infantry - -

'

- - 47,500

Cavalry .... 7,120

In 1808—Infantry - - - - 209,500

Cavalry .... 36,200

In 1809—Infantry .... 44,950

Cavalry .... 4,302

In 1810—Infantry .... 124,500

Cavalry .... 25,734

Total in four vears:—

Infantry .... 426,200

Cavalry - • • 73,356

Emploved in the civil line ... 7,650
'

Guides, &c. - - - 7,530

Grand total - - - - 514,796!

Pieces of artillery - -
'

- - 820

From the 1st January, 1811, to the 28th there

had only entered Spain by Bayonne, 600 infantry

and 130 Korse.

Down to the 26th February, 1811, there had been

marched into France by way of Irun, 42,228 Spa-

niards, Portuguese, &c. prisoners.
From 1807 to 1811 not more than 53,000 of the

French troops returned to France.

Statement ofthe Frenchforce -which entered Portugal.

Before the siege of Cuidad Rodrigo the grand
total was 105,000 men, deducting 8000 sick.

They lost in the siege of Rodrigo 6 or 7000 men.

Massena entered Portugal with 70,000 men, to

which is to be added the 9th corps, which raised

his force to 88,000 men.

The present French force in Spain and Portugal,
is estimated at nearly 121,000 men—which being
added to the number said to have returned to

France, leaves a grand total loss of about six hun~

dred thousand men/
The present disposable force of the "allies"—

British, Spanish and Portuguese, including the late

reinforcements, may be estimated at 160,000 men
besides partizan corps, very destructive to the

French.

Bonaparte seems determined to extirpate the use

of foreign sugars in his dominions. The same dis-

position prevails in Austria. 32,000 acres of land

(in France-) are-planted or planting with BEETS,
pursuant to a decree for that purpose. By calcula-

tion, it appeal's, that 300 acres will produce 133,200

kilogrammes (266,400 American pounds) of crude

sugar, which will not lose more than one eighth in

refining. Il is stated that the importation of sugar
will be entirely prohibi ed after January 1812.

The exportation of gold coin to France from

England, appears to be carried to a great extent,
in despite of the exertions of the government of
the latter; who, nevertheless, have lately adopted
a method (making paper a legal tenderJ that will

banish the metal from circulation, perhaps, in their

own dominions.

Vermont, 1811.—From the most correct infor«

mation we have been able to obtain, we believe the

political parties in our next legislature will stand

as follows:

Counties. liep. Fed.

Bennington ... 95
Rutland . ... - 20 5
Windham '

- . - 8 13

Windsor - - . - 18 2
Addison ... 15 5

Orange • - . . 15 2
Chittenden ... 78
Caledonia - - • - 10 5

Grand Isle ... 14
Orleans - - - .69
Essex .... 63
Franklin - . . - 4 12

Jefferson - - 10 3

129 77
77

Majority in the house
Lieutenant gov. and council

52
13

Majority in joint ballot 65

A vessel has arrived at Philadelphia in 37 days
from Liverpool, bringing London dates to the 21st

of August. George the third still lived; but all

hopes of his recovery was at an end. One of his

sons called the duke of Sussex is dangerously ill.

The Belliqueux of 74 guns, which came home
last week as escort of the China fleet, brings intel-

ligence that the Dutch, after having destroyed all

the fortifications had evacuated Batavia and retired

to Murrack a strong position in the streights of

Sunda. {London Aug. 18

Price of stocks this dav at 1 o'clock, 3 per cent.

63 1-2 98—3 per C. R. 63 1-2-7-8-3-4-5-8—4 per C.

80 5-8—5 per C. 94 3-4-5-8-7-8—Omnium 113 5 8

dis. August 21.

Died lately in England, Richard Penn, in the

76th year of his age. He was second in lenial de-

scent from the illustrious founder of Pennsylvania*

The Editor's Department.
Disappointed in the receipt of an expected com-

munication on manufactures, the intention express-
ed in our last has not been complied with.

At the request of several gentlemen we have in-

serted Mr. Bludgefs general table of the United

States—we rather considered it premature to do so,

as a knowledge of many facts, to be communicated
to congress, will remove conjectures The actual

population of the United States in 1810 was 7,238,

421 souls.

As an evidence of die opinion held of the Week-
ly Register, the editor again (with pride and

pleasure) offers his thinks to more than one hundred

new subscribers since the last publication.
New subscribers are furnished from the begining—notices of irregularities or omissions are teqttefct-

ed to be tranmitted to xhr- office.
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MR. HOSE'S ULTIMATUM.
Washington, March 17, 1808

Sm_ Being deeply impressed with the sense of

his majesty's anklety, that full effect should be

given to those views of justice and moderation, by

which his conduct has been regulated through the

whole of the unfortunate transaction whence the

present differences have arisen ;
and of the disap-

pointment with which he would learn the frustra-

tion of his just and equitable purposes ; I have

felt it incumbent upon me, on the receipt ot the

letter which you did me the honor to address to

me on the 5th instant, to apply anew to this mat-

ter the most ample and serious consideration. It

is with the most painful sensations of regret, that

I find myself on the result of it, under the necessi-

ty of declining to enter into the terms of negotia-

tion", which by direction of the president of the

United States^ you therein offer. I do not feel

mvself competent, in the present instance, to de-

part from those instructions, which I stated in my
letter of the 26th of January last, and which pre-

clude me from acceding to the condition thus pro-

posed-
I should add, that I am absolutely prohibited

from entering upon matters unconnected with the

specific object I am authorised to discuss, much
less can I thus give any pledge concerning them.

The condition suggested, moreover, leads to the di

rect inference that the proclamation of the presi-

dent of the United Staters of the 2d of July, 1807,

is maintained either as an equivalent for reparation

for the time being, or as a compulsion to make it.

It is with the more profound regret, that I feel

myself under the necessity of declaring, that I am

unable to act upon the terms thus proposed ; as it

becomes my duty to inform you, in conformity to

my instructions,' that on the rejection of the de-

mand stated in my former letter on the part of his

majesty, my mission is terminated. And as his ma-

jesty's government in providing me with those in-

structions, did not conceive that after the declara-

tion of his sentiments respecting the affair of the

Chesapeak was made known to this government,
the state of any transactions pending or untermina-

ted between the two nations could justify-
the per-

severance in the enforcement of the president's pro-

clamation, I can exercise no discretion on this point.

As on a former accasion I detailed, though

minutely, the motives for that demand, on the part
of his majesty which I, with so much concern,

learn to be deemed inadmissable by the government
of the United States : I should here abstain from

any exposition of them which visibly can have no

further effect upon the negotiation, if I did not

deem it essential that they should not be left under

nay misapprehension wjilch, 1 might bjj
able to

remove; I shall therefore uike a short review of the*

transaction which has given rise to these discus-

sions, in order the more correctly to determine the

soundness of the principles upon which the demand
is made.

Certain deserters from his majesty's navy, many
of them his natural born subjects, having entered

into the service of the United States, were repeated-

ly and fruitlessly demanded by the British officers,

of the recruiting officers of the United States ;

but were retained in their new service. As it was
a matter of notoriety, that several of these deserters

were on board the frigate of the United States the

Chesapeake, they were demanded of that frigate
on the high seas, by his majesty's ship Leopard ;

and all knowledge of their presence on board being-

denied, she. was attacked, and four of them, one

avowedly a native-Englishman, were taken out of
her. Without being deterred by the consideration

of how far circumstances hostile in their nature,
hud provoked, though they undoubtedly by no
means justified this act of the British officer, his

majesty's government directed that a positive disa-

vowal of the right of search asserted in this case ;

and of the act of the British officer, as being au-

thorised, and a promise of reparation, should be

conveyed to the American minister in London,
before he had made any representation by order of
the United States.

This disavowal made on the second of August
last, was transmitted by him to his government be

fore the 6th of that month ; but before Mr. Monroe

|

had received his orders to demand reparation, his.

[majesty learnt with what surprize it is needless to

J

dwell upon, that the president of the United States

had interdicted by proclamation bearing- date the 2d
of July. 1807, the entry of all their ports to the

whole of his navy ; this surprize was certainly in-

creased, when in the letter delivered by that minis-

ter to require address for the wrong, although it

went into details unconnected with it ; not only no
concern was expressed on the part of the United

States, at having felt themselves compelled toenact

measures of so much injury and indignity towards
a friendly power, but no mention was made of the

causes of such measures being resorted to, or e'en
of the fact of their having been adoptedV In addi-

tion to the embarrassment arising from these cir-

cumstances, and the insufficiency of the expla-
nations subsequently given to Air. Canning, the

introduction of a subject foreign to that of the

complaint, became the main impediment to the

success of this discussion which took place iu

London. When I had the honour to open the ne-

gociation with you, sir, as I had learnt that the

proclamation was still in force, it became my
duty conformably to my instructions, to require
its recall, as a preliminary to further discussion :

had it not been in force, I was uot ordered to have

taken it uitQ eoarsi deration in the adjustment of re--
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paiation; and it Was considered as haruij posa . le

that it shoutd not nave been recalled immediately
upon the knowledge of his majesty's disavowel of
the attack upon the Chesapeak, as an authorised
act But his majesty could not suffer the negociu-
tion to be carried on in his behalf, under an inter-

dict, which even if justifiable in tne first moment of

irritation, canno. be continued after the declaration
of hia m 'jesty's sentiments upon the transaction,

except in a spirit of hostility.
Ic iii .(-,!; have been tairly contended, that in the

first instance, the exercise oi sucii an act of power,
before reparation was refused or unduly protracted,
was incompatable with the purposes and essence of

pacific negociation, and w.di a demand of redress

through that channel : but such have been his ma-

jesty's conciliatory views that this argument lias not

been insisted on, although it might now be more
ibrcibi / urged, as it appears that the government of
the United States was from the first sensible that

even had hostility been med.taied by the British go-

vernment, it would not have commenced m .-uch

a. manner. But the exception taken, is to the en-

force. neiiL continued up to the present time, of

measures highly unfriendly in their tendency, per-
sisted in, not only after the disavowel in question ;

the promise of the proffer, of suitable reparation,
and the renewed assurances of his majestey's amica-
ble dispositions, but, after security has been given
in a public instrument bearing date of the 16th of

October, 1807, that the claim to the seizures of de-

serters from the national ships of other powers,
-cannot again be brought forward by his majesty's
naval officers, it is unnecessary to dwell upon the

injury and indignity to which his /m jesty's service

is exposed both a9 touching the freedom and secu-

rity of correspondents of his agents and accred ted
ministers in the United States, or as resulting from
a measure which in time of war, excludes the whole
of his navy from all their ports ; which ports are

completely open to the fleets of his enemies. It

Will be sufficient to observe, that even where exemp-
tions from it are granted, they are made subject to

such conditions, that of the three last British ships
of war, which have entered these ports upon public
business, two of them, his majesty's ship Statira,

having on board a minister sent out for the adjust-
ment of the present differences, and a schooner

bearing dispatches, ifi consequence of their inabili-

ty to procure pilots, were obliged to enter their

waters without such assistance, and were exposed
to considerable danger. Great Britain, by the forms

established, could repair the wrongs committed,
even to the satisfaction of the United States, no

otherwise than by the channel of negociation : yet
slit avowed distinctly that a wrong was committed,
and that she was ready to make reparation for it ; it

cannot therefore be contended, that the unavoidable

delay of actual reparation, subjected her to the

imputation of presisting in an aggression, which
Was disclaimed from the first ; if this is true, how-
ever much she will regret any impediment in the

adjustment of a difference, in which the feelings of

this nation are so materially interested, can she

consistently with a due care of her own honor and

interests, allow it to be concluded on her part under
an adherence to a conduct which has a decided cha-

racter of enmity in the proceedings held towards
her by the other part}'.

I know not in what view the perscrverance in the

president's proclamation, up to this moment, can be

considered, but in that of a measure of retaliation,

or of self assumed reparation ; or a measure intend-

ed, to compel reparation; unless it be tiut which,

ii rightly I understand, you define it to be a mea-
sure of precaution.

If, when a wrong is committed, retaliation is

instantly resorted to by the injured party, the door
to pacific adjustment is ciostd, and the means of
reconciliation precluded. The right to demand re-

paration is incompatible with the assumption of it.

When parties are in a state of mutual hostility, they
are so far on a tooting, and as such they may treat i

But a party discUum.ng every unfriendly intention
and giving unequivocal proofs of an amicable dispo-
sition, cannot be expected to treat with another,
whose conduct towards it has the direct effect of
actual hostility. If then, the enforcement of the

pres ident's proclamation, up to the presentm oment,
is a measure of self assumed reparation, it is directly
repugnant to the spirit and fact of amicable negoci-
ation ; if it is a measure to compel reparation, it is

equally so ; and by the preseverance in it, Great
Britain is dispensed with the duty of proffering re-

dress. But if it is a m-asure of precaution, in or-
der to secure reparation, or in order to compel it,
it falls under the objections I have stated. If it is a
precaution adopted as a guard against acts of violence

ipprehended on the part of h.s majesty's naval offi-

cers, it surely cannot be considered as being as ef-

ectual a security as that aris.ng from the renewed
assurances of his majesty's friendly disposition,
which imply a due observance of the rights of na-

tions, with which G. Britain is in amity; by
r all

persons holding authority under his majesty's go-
vernment, from the disavowel of the pretension of
the search of national ships ; and from the further
assurance of that disavowel, given in his majesty's
proclamation of the 16th October last ; neither un-
der these concurrent circumstances can the plea of

necessity be maintained, and if such a proceeding
has not the plea of necessity, it assumes the charac-
ter of aggression. If these concurrent securities

against such an apprehension have any value, the

necessity no longer exists ; if they have no value,

negociation cannot be attempted, as the basis upon
which it rests* the mutual confidence of the two
parties, would be wholy wanting.

Fro«i the moment after the unfortunate affair of
the Chesapeake, that his majesty's naval comman-
ders, in these waters, had ascertained that they were
safe from the effervescences of that popular fury,
under which the most glaring outrage were com-
mitted, and by which they were naturally led to the

supposition that they were objects of particular

hostility, and that a state of war against them, re-

quiring precautions on their part, had commenced,
no conduct has been imputed to them, which
could vindicate the necessity of maintaining- in

force the president's proclamation. Since that

time such of those officers as have been necessitated

by the circumstances of the war to remain in these

waters, have held no communication with the shore,

except in an instance too trifling to dwell upon, and

instantly disavowed by the commanding officer ;

and they have acquiesced quietly in various priva-

tions, highly prejudicial to the service they were
upon, and in consequence of an interdict, which,
had they been regardless of their duty towards a
state in amity with their sovereign, and had they
not carefully repressed the feelings its tone and lan-

guage had a direct tendency to provoke in them,
would have rather excited than averted the evils it

was stated to be intended to prevent ; were they re-

gardful of these duties, it was unnecessary . Had
they felt themselves obliged completely to evacuate
the waters of the United States, especially while

tin auemy's squadron was harbored in them, they
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could have done; but under the admission of hos-

tile compulsion, and under such compulsion, carri-

ed into full effect, his majesty could not have dis-

sembled the extent of the injury received.

In the several cases adduced, in which Grnit Bri-

tain required certain preliminaries, previously to

entering into negotiation, she regulated her conduct

by the same principles to which she now adheres;

and refused, whilst no hostility was exhibited on

her part, to treat with powers, whose proceedings
denoted it towards her ; and who maintained their

right in what they assumed.

From the consideration thus afforded, I trust

that neither the order of reason, or that of usage,
are in contradiction to the demand I have urged,
nor am I aware how the order of time opposes the

revocation in the first instance, of that act, which

affects injuriously one of the parties, and is still

avowed by the other.

The subject is thus presented to you, sir, in the

light of which it was natural that it should offer it-

self to his majesty's government. It certainly con-

ceived the president's proclamation to rest chiefly

and most materially upon the attack made upon
the Frigate of the United States the Chesapeake,
bv his majesty's ship Leopard, although other to-

pics were adduced as accessories. In this appre-
hension it may be held to have been sufficiently

warranted by the precise time at which, and the

circumstances under which it was issued, and by
its whole context , and the more so, as the impulse
under which it was drawn up appears to have been

so sudden as to have precluded a due examination

of all the grounds of allegation contained in it.—
And here I beg leave to assure you, that with res-

pect to the spirit and tone of that instrument, it

would be highly satisfactory to me, if I could feel

myself justified in expressing on the part of his

majesty, any degree of coincidence with the opin-
ions you have announced, or when thus appealed
to, and making" every allowance for the irritation of

the moment, I could dissemble the extreme sur-

prise experienced by Great Britain, that the go-
vernment of a friendly nation, even before an ami-

cable demand of reparation was made ; and yet

meaning to make that demand; should have issued

an edict directing measures of injury very dispro-

portionate to what it knew was an unauthorised

offence, and both in its terms and its purport so

injurious to the government to which that demand
was to be addressed, and tending to call forth in

both nations the feelings under which a friendly ad-

justment would be the most difficult. But if, as I

learn from you, sir, the proclamation rests substan-

tially upon other causes, it is then peculiarly to be

regretted, that together with the demand for re-

dress made in September last, the government of

the U.iited States did not think fit to offer a nego-
ciation or an explanation of so momentous a mea-
sure, or to declare that its recall must be more or

lass connected with the adjustment of other alledg-
cd wrongs. Neither did it think necessary to re-

turn any answer to the remonstrance given in by
his majesty's envoy at Washington, on the 13th of

Jul}', 1807, in which he represented, "that he con-
sidered that 'interdiction to be so unfriendly in its

object, and so injurious in its consequences to his

majesty's interest, that he could not refrain from

expressing the most sincere regret, that it ever
should have been issued, and most earnestly depre-
cating its being enforced."

It could not be supposed that a circumstance of
so great weight could be overlooked by his majes-
ty's government, in determining the line of conduct

to be held m the ncgociation ; and as little could it

be expected to pass it over, when on the failure of

the discussion with Mr. Munroe, it directed a spe-
cial mission to be sent to the United States. It had

the less reason to imagine that any othe grievances
could be connected with that for the adjustment of

which I am empowered to negotiate, as Mr. Mun-
roe, in his letter to Mr. Canning of the 29th July

last, had stated with respect to other subjects of

remonstrance, that it was improper to mingle them
with the present more serious cause of complaint ;

an opinion to which Mr. Canning declared his per-
fect assent, in his letter to that minister of the 2d
of the subsequent month ; so that tins act was left

a6 single and distinct, to be singly and distinctly con-

sidered. His majesty's government therefore could

not consistently with any view of the subject then

before it, or indeed with the just object of my mis-

sion, direct or empowerme to enter upon matters not

connected with that of the Chesapeake ; and they
could with the less propriety do it, as in order to

render the adjustment of differences ofsuch a nature
the more easy and the more conspicuous, the minis-

ter charged especially with such offices, have been,
with few exceptions, restricted to the precisef-affair

to be negociated. With respect therefore to those

other causes of complaint, upon which you inform
me that the president's proclamation rests, I cannot
be furnished with documents enabling me either to

admit or to controvert those statements ofgrievance

foreign to the attack upon that ship, contained in

your letter ; or authorised to discuss the matters

themselves. I shall therefore not allow myself to

offer such comments as my personal knowledge of

some of those transactions suggest to me, although
their tendency would materially affect both the
marked manner in which those transactions are

pourtrayed, and the disadvantageous light in which;
his majesty's government is represented to have
acted respecting them.

I am moreover led to the persuasion that my go-
vernment will be the more easily able to rescue it-

self from inculpation by the inference arising from

passages in Mr. Munroe' s letters to Mr. Secretary

Canning of the 29th of September last, that the

differences unhappily existing between the two.

nations were in a tram of adjustment.
If his majesty has not permitted me to enter into

the discussion ef the search of neutral merchant

ships for British seamen, together with the adjust-
ment of the amount of reparation for the attack up-
on the Chesapeake, it was no wise with a view of

precluding the further agitation of that question it

a suitable time ; but it was that the negociation

might be relieved from the embarrassment arising
from the connection of the present matter with the

one so foreign to it, and as it was but too well

known, so difficult to be adjusted, of a right dis-

tinctly disclaimed, with one which Great-Britain
has at all times asserted, of enforcing her claim to.

the services of her natural born subjects, when
found on board merchant vessels of other nations ;

a claim which she founds in that principle of uni-

versal law, which gives to the state the right of

requiring the aid and assistance of her native citi-

zens. The recurrence, therefore, to that cause of

ncgociation, which had been originally settled be-

tween Mr. Secretary Canning, and Mr. Munroe,
and which had been alone broken in upon by the

orders subsequently received by that minister, can

only be considered as a resumption of that co'-se
of things which Great Britain strenui 1

•

ntendj-

ed there was no ground to depart from.—I may-
observe that tins purpose might have been af-
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fected without the intervention of a special mi-

nister.

It will be in your recollection, sir, that in our

iii st interview, I stated the condition, which makes
the 'subject of the present letter, before I was in-

formed by you that the president of the United

States would consent to the separation of the two

subject?.
I Jiud trusted that the exposition, which I added

in my h tter of the 26th of January, to the verbal

explanation I had before offered, of the grounds of

Ins oiaje sty's demand, was both in its purport, and
in the terms in which it was couched, such as to

prevent a suspic on that they were in their intention

derogatory to the honor, or calculated to wound
the just sensibility of the nation. I may add that

such a supposition could not be reconciled with the

various ostensible and unequivocal demonstrations

of his majesty's good faith and anxiety, that this

transaction should be brought to an amicable ter-

mination, which were exhibited even prior to any
remonstrances on the part, or by the order of this

government. The other topics winch I felt myself
authorised to advance in that letter, in illustration

of that amicable disposition on the part of the king,
were brought forward from the conviction I enter-

tained thai they must be of a nature to be satisfac-

tory to this government, and therefore such as it

was particularly my duty to enforce, but not with

a view to rest upon them the right to advance the

claun which I have stated.

I may here remark, it is obvious that far from

requiring that the first step towards an arrange-
ment of reparation should be taken by the United

States, Great Britain has already made them openly
and distinctly: they are indubitable testimonies, to

the respect borne and decidedly marked by Great
Britain to the ties of amity subsisting between the

two nations—and of her cordial desire to maintain
them unimpaired; and as such alone they were

urged.
As his majesty would have derived sincere satis-

faction from the evidence of corresponding feelings
on the part of tlie United States ; so it would be

the more painful to me to dwell upon a series of

insults and menaces, which without any provoca-
tion or warlike preparations on the part of Great

Britain, have been for months accumulated upon
her through the United States, and but too fre-

quently from quarters whose authority necessarily
and powerfully commanded attention.

I ought perhaps to apologise for adverting to an

incidental expression in your letter, if I did not

tnink it right to remove any ambiguity respecting
the nature of the claim which Great Britain main-
tained t<> her seamen, native citizens of the realm,
who have deserted from her service to that of oilier

powers : it is, that on demand they shall be dis-

charged forthwith, and consequently they shall in-

stillMy be freed from their newly contracted obli-

gations. .

Before I close this letter, allow me to state to you,
sir, that I have felt it my duty to transmit to his

majesty's government, the exposition contained in

your letter of the 5th instant of the various de-

jnands oh the honor and good faith of Great Britain,
on which the complaint is made, that satisfaction

has not been afforded to the United States, and on
which conjointly with the affair of the Chesapeake,
you inform me that the proclamation of the pre-
sident of the United S stes of the 2d July, 1807, is

founde 1. It will be for his majesty's government
to determine on the part of Great Britain, whether

any and what obligations remain to be fulfUJed by

her—whether any denial or such protraction of re'2

dress have occurred on her part, as to render it ne-

cessary or justifiable, the perseverance in an edict,
which when not necessary or justifiable, assumes
a character of aggression ; and whether, oh the re-

sult of these considerations, the present negotia-
tion can be resumed on the part of his majesty,
with a due regard for Lis own honor, or With a

prospect of a more successful termination.

I haTe the honor to be, with the highest conside-

ration, sir, vour most obedient, and most humble
servant. (Signed) G. H. ROSE.

Revolutionary Public Papers.
THE DECLARATION

BY THE HEPRESENTATIVF.S OF THE UNITED
COIOSTES OF JfORTH AMEHICA,

Note met in congress at Philadelphia, setting forth
the causes and necessity of their taking up arms—
July 6th, 1775.

If it was possible for men, who exercise their

reason to believe, that the Divine Author of our
existence intended a part of the human race to hold
an absoiute property in, and an unbounded power
over others, marked out by his infinite goodness
and wisdom, as the objects of a legal domination
never rightfully resistable, however severe and op-

pressive, tlie inhabitants of these colonies might at

least require from the parliament of Great Britain

some evidence, that this dreadful authority over
them has been granted to that body. But a reve-

rence for our great Creator, principles of humanity,
and the dictates of common sense, must convince
all those who reflect upon the subject, that govern-
ment was instituted to promote the welfare of man-

kind, and ought to be administered for the attain-

ment of that end. The legislature of Great Britain

however, stimulated by an inordinate passion for a

power not only unjustifiable, but which they know
to be peculiarly reprobated by the very constitution

of that kingdom, and desperate of success in any
mode of contest, where regard should be had to

truth, law, or right, have at length, deserting those,

attempted to effect their cruel and impolitic purpose
of enslaving these colonies by violence, and have

thereby rendered it necessary for us to close with
their last appeal from reason to arms. Vet how-
ever blinded that assembly may be, by their intem-

perate rage for unlimited domination, so to slight

justice and the opinion of mankind, we esteem our-

selves bound by obligations of respect to the rest of
the world, to make known the justice of our cause
Our forefathers, inhabitants of the island of

Great Britain, left their native land, to seek on
these shores a residence for ci^il and religious free-

dom. At the expence of their blood, at tlie haz-
ard of their fortunes, without the least charge to

the country from which the}' removed, by unceas-

ing labour and an unconquerable spirit, they effect-

ed settlements in the distant and inhospitable wilds
of America, then filled with numerous and warlike
nations of barbarians.—Societies or governments,
vested with perfect legislatures, were formed under
charters from the crown, and an harmonious inter-

course was established between the colonies and the

kingdom from which they derived their origin.
—

The mutual benefits of this union became in a short
time so extraordinary, as to excite astonishment,
It is universally confessed, that the amazing in-

crease of wealth, strength, and navigation of the

realm, arose from this source ; and the minister,
who so wisely and successfully directed the me»-
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stores of Great Britain in the late war, publicly de -

clared, that these colonics enable her to triumph
over her enemies. Towards the conclusion of

that war, it pleased our sovereign to make a change
in his councils. From that fatal moment, the af-

fairs of the British empire began to fail into con-

fusion, and gradually sliding from the summit of

glorious prosperity to which they had been advan-

cediby the virtues and abilities of one man, arc at

length districted by the convulsions that now shake
it to its deepest foundations. The new ministry

finding the brave foes of Britain, though frequently
defeated, yet still contending-, took up the unfortu-

nate idea of granting them a hasty peace, and of

then subduing her faithful friends.

These devoted colonies were judged to be in

such a state, as to present victories without blood

shed, and all the easy emoluments of statuteable

plunder. The uninterrupted tenor of their peacea-
ble and respectful behaviour from the beginning
of colonization, their dutiful, zealous, and useful

services during- the war, though so recently and

amply acknowledged in the most honourable man-
ner by his majesty, by the late king, and by par-

liament, could not save them from the meditated
innovations. Parliament was influenced to adopt
the pernicious project, and assuming a new power
over them, have in the course of eleven years given
such decisive specimens of the spirit and conse-

quences attending this power, as to leave no doubt

concerning the effects of acquiescence under it.

The have undertaken to give and grant our money
without our consent, though we have ever exercised

an exclusive right to dispose of our own proper-

ty -,
statutes have been passed for extending the

jurisdiction of courts of admiralty and vice admi-

ralty beyond their ancient limits ; for depriving us

of tlie accustomed and inestimable privilege of trial

by jury in cases affecting both life and property;
for suspending' the legislature of one of the colo-

nies ; for interdicting all commerce to the capital
of another ; and for altering fundamentally the

form ofgovernment established by character, and se-

cured by acts of its own legislature, solemnly con-

firmed by the crown ; for exempting the "mur-
derers" of colonists from legal trial, and in effect,

from punishment ; for erecting in a neighbouring
province, acquired by the joint arms of Great Bri-
tain and America, a despotism dangerous to our

very existence ; and for quartering soldiers upon
the colonists in time of profound peace. It has also

been resolved in parliament, that colonists charged
with committing certain offences, shall be trans-

ported to England to be tried.

But why should we enumerate our injuries in

detail? By one statute it is declared, that parliament
ran "of right make laws to bind us in all cases

-<v/tatjoevcr." What is to defend us against so enor-

mous, so unlimited a power ? Not a single man of

those who assume it is chosen by us ; or is subject
to our controul or influence ;

but on the contrary,

tiny are all of them exempt from the operation
of such laws, and an American revenue, if not di-

verted from the ostensible purposes for which it is

raised would actually lighten their own burdens
in proportion as they increase ours. AVe saw the

misery to which such despotism would reduce us.

We for ten years incessantly and ineffectually be-

sieged the throne as supplicants ; we reasoned, we
remonstrrted with parliament in the most mild and
decent language.

Administration, sensible that we should regard
these oppressive measures as freemen ought to do
sent over fleets and ajmies to enforce them. The

indignation of the Americana was roused, it is true;-

but it was the indignation of a virtuous, loyal, and

affectionate people. A congress of delegates from
the united colonies was assembled at Philadelphia
on the fifth day of last September. We resolved again
to offer an humble and dutiful petition to the

king, and also addressed our fellow subjects of

Great Britain. We have pursued every tempe-
rate, every respectful measure ;

we have even pro-
ceeded to brake off our commercial intercourse

with our fellow subjects, as the last peaceable ad-

monition, that our attachment to no nation upon
earth, should supplant our attachment to liberty.

This,, we flattered ourselves was the ultimate step

t

of the controversy ; but susequent events have

shewn, how vain was this hope of finding modera-

tion in our enemin*.

Several threatening expressions against the co-

lonies were inserted in his majesty's speech ; our

petition though we were told it was a decent one,
and that his majesty had been pleased to receive it

graciously, and to promise laying it before his par-

liament, was hudtlled into both houses among a bun-

dle of American papers, and there neglected. The
lords and commons in their address, in the month
of February said, that "a rebellion at that time

actually existed within the province of Massachu-
setts Bay ; and that those concerned in it, had been

countenanced and encouraged by unlawfnl com-
binations and engagements, entered into by his

majesty's subjects in several of the other colonics;

and therefore they besought his majesty, that he
would take the most effectual measures to enforce

due obedience to the laws and authority of the

supreme legislature."—Soon after, the commercial

intercourse of whole colonies, with foreign coun-

tries, and with each other, was cut off by an act of

parliament; by another, several of them were

entirely prohibited from the fisheries in the seas

near their coasts, on which they always depended
for their sustenance ; and large reinforcements of

ships and troops were immediately sent over to

general Gag-e.
Fruitless were all the entreaties, arguments, and

eloquence of an illustrious band of the most dis-

tinguished peers and commoners, who nobly and

strenuously asserted the justice of our cause t©

stay, or even to mitigate the heedless fury with

which these accumulated and unexampled outrages
were hurried on. Equally fruitless was the inter-

ference of the city of London, of Bristol and many
other respectable towns in our favour. Parliament

adopted an insidious manoeuvre calculated to divide

us, to establish a perpetual auction of taxation,

where colony should bid against colony, all of them
uninformed what ransom would redeem their lives;

and thus extort from them at the point of the bayo-
net the unknown sums that should be sufficient to

gratii'v,
if possible to gratify, ministerial rapacity,

with the miserable indulgence left to us of raising-,

in our own mode, the prescribed tribute. What
terms more rigid and humiliting could have been

dictated by remorseless victors to conquered ene-

mies ? In our circumstances to accept them, woidd
be to deserve them.

Soon after the intelligence of these proceedings
arrived on this continent, general Gage, who in the

course of the last year had taken possession of the

town of Boston, in the province of Massachusetts

Bay, and still occupied it as a garrison, on the 19th

of April, sent out from that place a large detach-

ment of his army, who made an unprovoked assault

on the inhabitants of the said province, at the town

of Lexington, as appears by the affidavits of a great
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number of persons, some of whom were officers,

and soldiers of that detachment, murdered eight of

the inhabitants, and wounded many others. From
thence the troops proceeded in a warlike array to

the town of Concord, where they set upon another

party of the inhabitants of the ame prov nee, killing
several and wounding- more, until compelled to re-

treat by the country people suddenly assembled to

repel his cruel oppression. Hostilities, thus com-
menced by the British troops, have been since prose-
cuted by thorn without regard to faith or reputation.
The inhabitants of Boston being confined within
that town by the general their governor, and having
in order to procure their dismission, entered into a

treaty with him ; it was stipulated that the said in-

habitants having deposited their arms with their own
magistrates, should have liberty to depart, taking
with them their own effects. They accordingly
delivered up their arms, but in open violation of

honor, in defiance of the obligation of treaties,

which even savag-e nations esteem sacred the govern-
or ordered the arms deposited as aforesaid, that

they might be preserved for their- owners, to be

seized by a body of soldiers ; detained the greatest

part of the inhabitants in the town, and compelled
the few who were permitted to retire, to. leave their

valuable effects delnnd.

By this perfidy, wives are separated from their

husbands, children from their parents, the aged and
the sick from their relations and friends, who wish
to attend and comfort them

,- and those who have
been used to live in plenty and even elegance, are

reduced to deplorable distress.

The general, further emulating his ministerial

masters, by a proclamation bearing date on the 12th

day of June, after venting the grossest falsehoods

and calumnies against the good people of these

colonies, proceeds to " declare them all either by
name or description, to be rebels and traitors, to

supercede the course of the common law, and
instead thereof to publish and order the use and
exercise of the law martial." His troops have
butchered our countrymen, have wantonly burnt

Cliarlestoton, besides a considerable number of hous-

es in other places; our ships and vessels arc seized ;

the necessary supplies of provisions are intercepted,
and he is exerting his utmost power to spread de-

struction and devastation around him.

We have received certain intelligence, that gene-
ral Carlton the governor of Canada, is instigating
the people of that province and the Indians to fall

Upon us ; and we have but too much reason to

apprehend that schemes have been formed to excite

domestic enemies against us. In brief, a part of

these colonies now feel, and all of them are sure of

feeling, as far as the vengeance of administration

can inflict them, the complicated calamities of fire,

sword and famine. AVe are reduced to the alterna-

tive of choosing an unconditional submission to

the tyranny of irritated ministers, or resistance by
force. The latter is our choice. We have coun-
ted THE COST OF THIS CONTEST, AND FIND
Npr.lljf'i PO DREADFUL AS VOL1NTAHK SLAVERY
J'o ^r, justice and humanity forbid us tamely to sur-

render that freedom which we received from oiir gal-
la hcestors . and which our innocent posterity hare
a right to receive from us. We cannot endure the in-

famy atid guilt of resigning succeeding generations
to that wretchedness which inevitably awaits them,
if we basely entail hereditary bondage upon them.
Our cause is just. Our union is perfect. Our

in resources are great, and, if necessary, fo-

reign assist nice is undoubtedly attainable. We
guue'.dily a:kno\\ ledge, as signal instances of the

Divine favour towards us, that his providence woul<S
not permit us to be called into this severe controver-

sy until we were grown up to our present strength,
had been previously exercised in warlike operations,
and possessed the means of defending ourselves.—.

With hearts fortified by these animating reflections,
we most solemnly, before God and the world,
declare, that, exerting the utmost energy ot those

powers, which our beneficent Creator hath graci-
ously bestowed upon us, the arms we have been
compelled by our enemies to assume, we will, iij

defiance of every hazard, with unabating firmness
and perserverance, employ for the preservation of
our liberties ; being with one mind resofved to die
freemen rather than to live slaves.

Lest this declaration should disquiet the minds of
our iriends and fellow-subjects in any part 01 the
empire, we assure them that we mean not to dis^
solve that union which has so long and so happily
subsisted between us, and which we sincerely wish
to see restored. Necessity has not yet driven us
into that desperate measure or induced us to ex-
cite any other nation to war against tiie.i.. We have
not raised aimies with ambitious designs o sepav

rating from Great Britain, and establishing inde-

pendent states. We fight not for glory 01 for con-

quest. We exmbit to mankind the remarkable
spectable oT a people attacked by unprovoked ene-

mies, without any imputation or even suspicion of
offence. They boast of their privileges and civili-

zation, and yet proffer no milder condition than
servitude or death.

In pur own native land, in defence of the free-
dom that is our birth right, and winch we ever en-

joyed till the late violation of it—for the protection
of our property, acquired solely by the honest in-

dustry of our forefathers and ourselves, against vio-

lence actually offered, we have taken up arms.—
We shall lay them down when hostdities shall
cease on the part of the aggressors, and all danger
of theu- being renewed shall be removed, and not
before.

With an humble confidence in the mercies of the

supreme and impartial Judge and Ruler of the
universe, we most devoutly implore his Divine
g-oodness to protect us happily through this great
conflict to dispose our adversaries to reconciliation
on reasonable terms, and thereby to relieve the

empire from the calamities of civil war.

Malthus on Population.
An en ly icat review of the "

Essay on the principla

a/Papuui. .. by'V.R. Malthus, A. M.*' -with some
remarks v.ore particularly applicable to the present
and probablefuture stale of the United States.

[continued from page 55.]
Our author next adverts to the state of the anci-

ent inhabitants of the North of Europe, but we
deem it unnecessary to pursue him closely through
the long detail of historical facts, by which he
arrives at the proofs of the proposition upon which
he set out : namely, that there is a constant tenden-

cy in population to increase beyond the means of
subsistence. To this tendency, is obviously to be
traced, the long and bloody wars which continued
for so many centuries, to ravage all the fairest parts
of the earth, and which finally caused the overthrow
and complete destruction of the Roman empire:-—
The laws and customs of the ancient German na-

tions, of which Tacitus(i3) has left usan entertain-

ing as well at a very learned account, were emi-

(isj lu uis book Demoribus G ennanirunt.
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*Te*tly calculated to promote the spirit of procrea-
tion. The women were treated with the most mark-

ed attention and regard, and indeed ever held in

veneration, for they were considered as endowed
with a foresight of future events, and as being in-

terpreters of Uie Divine will. They sometimes car-

ried their women with them to the field of battle,

where their presence served to animate them with

nuu-tial ardor, and often to turn the fate of a battle,

when they would have ingioriously retreated or suf-

fered themselves to be taken captives, (t *) Marria-

ges were every where strongly inculcated, and ma-

trimonial infidelity was acarccly known. The man
who debauched a woman was obliged either to mar-

ry her, to give her a portion, or to suffer death :

and no qualification of youth, beauty, or riches

could procure a husband to the prostitute. These

people were called barbarians : how unlike the ci-

vilized people of the present enlightened age ! who
can mite at seduction as a fashionable pastime, &

encourage the harlot to look down upon the virtu-

ous woman.

It will be readily conceived that in a state of so-

ciety like this, population would increase rapidly,
and that as the people were ignorant of agriculture,
or practised it only in a very inconsiderable degree,
it would be necessary for them to resort to arms,
either to extend their territory, or force to them-

selves a settlement in other countries. The fertile

provinces of Spam, Italy, and Greece, offered an

enticing field for these emigrations ; but for many
centuries they were unable to resist the valor of

the Roman arms; as fast, however, as one host

was destroyed another succeeded ;
" clouds of bar-

barians seemed to collect from all parts of the nor-

thern hemisphere. Gathering fresh darkness and
terrors as they rolled on, the congregated bodies

at length obscured the sun of Italv, and sunk the

western world in night." We can be at no loss to

discover the checks to population among a people
who were never at peace; war, and its attendant

famine, were the means by which it was kept down
to the level of their scanty means of subsistence.

In the countries of China, Persia, Tartary, Syria,
&c. where the inhabitants lead a pastoral life, and

where, from the nature of the soil and climate, and

great scarcity of water, pasturage must be scanty ;

it is evident, infringements of territorial right and

consequent war would be frequent. Warol itself,

however, would be insufficient to repress the super-
abundant population among a people whose very re-

ligion teaches them the blessings that flow from
fruitfulness. Every man who has ten children is

promised the lasting enjoyments of Paradise ; but,
as in the islands of the South Sea, the women are
here considered as the absolute property of the fa-

ther, and are held up to sale until such an offer is

made as will induce him to dispose of them—the con-

sequence of this custom is, that the poor (and they
in all countries constitute the largest portion of the

people) live single, and the rich are permitted to

hold as many wives as they choose to purchase.
—

If a greater number of children are born than the
father is able or willing to maintain, he may dispose
of them to the traders for money, or exchange
them for necessary conveniences, or murder them ;

lor " when they have. not wherewithal to maintain

them, they hold it a piece of charity to murder in-

fants new-born, as also they do such as are sick,

and past recovery." (
15

) From the prevalence of the

venereal disease, wc are induced to believe that those

who are unable to purchase wives, do not on that

account lead a life of chastity, promiscuous inter-

course must take place, which is, at all times, un-

favorable to population. We are to consider, there-

fore, in addition to wars and famine, this restraint

from inability to obtain a wife, licentiousness of

manners, epidemics, and the diseases incident to

poverty, as the principal checks winch keep the

population down to its proper level.

In different parts of Africa, we have reason to be
astonished at the principle of increase which is

found to be sufficiently powerful to keep up the

population under so many rigorous impediments-.
The exportation of slaves has at all times acted as a
considerable drain to the population of Africa, and

yet as Dr. Franklin has observed, it would be diffi-

cult to find the gap made by an hundred years ex-

portation of negroes, which has blackened half

America. Like the savages of North America, the

people subsist chiefly by fishing and hunting, and

must, of eourse, during some seasons of the year,
suffer greatly from want; and being divided into

numerous petty states, independent and jealous of

each other, wars frequently originate from trifling

provocations, and are carried on with the most:

destructive animosity. Longevity is rarely to be
met with among the inhabitants of Africa, a cir-

cumstance which our author is inclined to attribute

chiefly to the heat of the climate : arriving soon-

er at maturity, he supposes, they must naturally

perish sooner than the inhabitants of colder coun-

tries. But we do not find this to be the case in

other hot climates. In the West Indies, in South

America, and in some of the South Sea Islands,

under favorable circumstances, the people live to

extreme old age. We remember to have seen

some years ago in the Island of St. Christopher's a
woman who had attained her one hundred and
twentieth year, and who possessed the use of all her

faculties unimpaired. Buffon, with great proprie-

ty, attributes the shortness of life in Africa, to the

early intercourse of the sexes. The children are

so debauched and so little under the constraint oi*

their parents, that from the age of ten or eleven

they give themselves up to every species of lust-

ful practices, (is) Fevers of the most violent kind,

plagues, small pox, &c. are common in various

parts of Africa, and annually rage with desolating
violence. Under such circumstances, in a climate

naturally unwholesome, the cheeks to population
must be too obvious to need being pointed out.

(TO B'E continued.)

(") History of women, by William Alexander,

fyD. vol. 1. ?• 155, et sequent,

British Parliament.
The House of Lords and House of Commons, are

known by the general name of "the parliament."
The house of lords consists of an indefinite num-
ber of persons called dukes, marquisses, earls,

viscounts, barons and bishops, all o. whom, except
the latter, the king

1

(at once the the' fountain of

wisdom and honor,j may make as many as lie

pleases; and it frequently happens, when a favor-

ite measure is to be carried, that a "batch of peers"
is created to secure a majority. At present the

House of Lords may be considered as the most

servile hody of men in Great Britain—now and

(
15

) Sir John Chardin's travels. Harris's col. b.

iii. c. ii. p. 865.

(
10

) Yid. pufl'an'i Historic natujclk «.*e l'Homme.
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then a light shines through the gloom that envelopes

them, but a large majority are generally found on

the side of the minister, be he whom he may. S.x-

teen Scottish peers are elected by their brother-no-

bles, to serve during- the parliament ;* the twenty

eight Irish peers are elected for life. The bishops
hold their seats ex-officio, having the dignity of ba-

rons attached to their ecclesiastical preferments.
The House of Commons, before the union with

Ireland, consisted of 558 members elected, or ap-

pointed, and designated as follows.

England.

40 counties send to parliament 80 knights.
24 cities, (London 4, Ely none) 50 citizens.

167 boroughs 334 burgesses.

5_ditto—Abbington, Bambury,"^

*Bewdley
r
, Hingham-Ferres, )>o citizens.

and Manrnouth—one each

2 universities

5 cinque ports
—

Hastings,!"^
Dover, Sandwich, Kom-

|

ney, Hythe,
—and their I

dependencies, Rye, Win- ^

chelsea, and Seaford—
two each

Wales.
12 counties

12 boroughs
—(Pembroke two,

Merioneth none)
Scotland.

33 shires

67 cities and boroughs

J
4 represent.

16 barons.

I

12 knights.

12 burgesses.

30 knights.
15 burgesses.

558 monbers.
Ireland.--

32 counties 64

33 cities and boroughs—one each 33
1 city, (Dublin) 2
1 college 1

Grand Total 658 members.
Of the 658 members it rarely happens that 400

attend, The most numerous assemblages known
for many years, took place when the notorious Mrs.
Clark (the Duke of York's " dear angel") was ex-

amined as a witness at the bar, touching certain ap-

pointments she had made in the church and army !

at this time more than 500 members were general-

ly present; but the average number does not amount
to 300. Less than 100 members often decide the

most important questions.
The members of parliament do not receive any

compensation, by law, for their services ; but it is

said that some of them contrive, by selling ayes and

noes, to carry on a pretty profitable commerce. Per-

haps, two thirds of them are placemen or pensioners,
of one kind or another—at least a majority of the

attending members are calculated to be so. It is

well known that seats in the British house of com-
mons are disposed ofwith as little ceremony as bags
of wool ; and that the ministers dictate to the elec-

tors, as well as the elected, in many cases- Proofs

ofthese things, and ofplain, positive, palpable bribe-

ry, have been frequently offered to be laid before

the house, but always voted down without a hearing.
It is possible a majority of the members have •& fel-

low feeling on all such subjects, and would not care

to establish a precedent that might bring them-
selves into difficulty !

* For seven years
—but the king, or rather his

ministers, dissolves it at will. This is always done
when the members arc troublesome.

j Has only 14 voters—Hue has but six,

A person may be a member of parliament ami
hold any office in the gift of the crown, those be-

longing to the judiciary and to the church except-
ed.—Hence the corruption of that body. A man
may also be a member and have employment in Bo-

tany Bay or JYova Scotia. There are from 50 to 60
members of parliament with the British armies at

this time m Spain and Portugal.
Further, and completely, to shew the nature of

the representation of the people in the British par-
liament, let us pursue the subject :

The county of Cornwall (see the table page 11)
in 1801, contained 188, 69 inhabitants—

London, comprehending the city, with Westmin-

ster, and what is called Southwark, &c. the same
year contained 864,825 inhabitants—

Yorkshire (which is divided into three districts in
the table page 11) called "

Ridings," the same year
had a population of 858,892 souls—

Cornwall sends forty four members to parliament—to wit : for tlie county 2 ; and two for each of the

following boroughs: Bodmyn, Boss ney, Calling-
ton, Camelford, East Looe, Fowev, St. Germans.,
Grampound, Hellestone, St. Ives, Launceston,
Leskeard, Lestwithiel, St. Mawes, St. Michael,
Newport, Penryn, Salash, Tregony, Truro, West
Looe—44.

London (as above) sends eight members—to wit a

the city (proper) 4 ; for Westminster, 2 ; for South-'
wark (a borough) 2 ;

—total 8.

Yorkshire sends sixteen members to parliament ;

to wit : for the county 2 ; for the city of York, 2;
and two for each of the following boroughs. Aid-

borough, Beverly, Boroughbridge, lleyden, Kings-
ton upon Hull, Knaresboroug-h, Maiton, Northal-

lerton, Richmond, Ripon, Scarborough, Thirsk—
total 16.

The town of Manchester with 100,000 inhabitants,
does not send one member. The borough of Old
Sarum, consisting of the ruins of one old house,

standing on a private estate, and uninhabited,* sends
two members !

Mr.fBrugh gives a list of 28 boroughs in which
the majority of electors is below 20—these bo-

roughs send 56 members to parliament.

According to his statement, and there is every
reason to believe it correct, 354 members are re-

turned by 5,772 voters.

.iylesburgh, one of the boroughs, was a royal ma-
nor of William the conqueror; he gave it to one of
his favorites provided he should find litter and straw
for the king's bed chamber, and furnish him with
three eels in the winter, and two green geese in the

summer, whenever his majesty came into the neigh-
borhood. For these supplies, though we have not
heard of their being latterly demanded, one person
has the right of sending

- two members to parliament.
It is the practice, when a member becomes trou-

blesome to the ministry for his talents, to attempt to

corrupt his virtue. The famous Edmund Burke af-

fords a memorable instance of this—but it is useless

to particularise cases ; they
7 are " as plenty as black-

berries." .Andrew JIarvel was the last of the Bri-

tish representatives that was paid by his constituents—he lived about 150 years ago, and was a man of

great talents and probity. The minister of the day
(the Duke of Newcastle) if my memory serves me,

*
Except on the day of election—when the own-

er, with great gravity, takes possession; appoints
himself judge or inspectos of the voters ; puts his

own solitary ballot into his hat, and solemnly de-

clares such and such persons to be representatives

of the people in parlijyncntj
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correctly) visited him at his lodgings, in " a back gar-

ret, up three pan- ofstairs,"—sad after a httie pre-

lude otfered him, in the name of the king, a pension
worth several thousand pounds per annum. Instead

of replying to the duke, the representative of tlie peo-

ple caWed his housekeeper the only servant lie kept
anil asked her ,

" what he had had lor dinner yester-

day ?"—She said,
" a neck of mutton." " And

what am I to have for my dinner to day ?" demand-
ed Marvel "The remmainder of the piece you had

yesterday, hashed," was the reply. Then turning to

the Duke, who stood confounded, and astonished at

the procedure, he said in a firm tone—" You see

how I hve—tell the king, that, at all times, when
lie acts for the good of ins country, he shall have

my support, without a pension
—hut in any other

case the wealth of the Indies shad not, purchase it."

Such traits are honorable to humanity—the anec-

dote is quoted from memory but substantially true.

Though such is the general corruption, there

are some members in parliament whose talents and

virtues save it from a total condemnation, and pre-
vent it from becoming as.lent non-resistant automa-

ton in the hands of the minister, as in the legislative

body of France. But truth, mighty and powerful
as it is, clothed in the most elegant language, and

told in all the majesty that belongs to it avails but

little—the majority look for the nod of the person
who dispenses the " loaves and fishes'' of office,

and obey it—provided always, he himself stands

firmly in his place. If he does not—like the ass in

the fable of the " sick lion," they seize upon a

popular occasion and desert and " kick
" him—in

this case, he commonly resigns.
With all its imperfection and pollutions, howe-

ver, the British parliament is perferable to the

legislative body of France. The latter is a mere

The bill was strongly opposed by Mr. W. Smitii
and Mr. Marryatt. Mr. 1\ Moore, supported the.

Mr. Hutchinson in a speech of considerable
length, defended the bill, and did not think it un-
reasonable that in this solitary instance, Ireland
should be allowed to retain the trifling advantage
which the articles of union gave her. It appeared
to be the decided object of the British distillers, nei.
ver to allow the English market to be open to the
Irish distillers, but that the Irish market should be
at all times open to them. This was almost the

only advantage which Ireland had derived from that
abominable and most disgraceful measure, the
union ! Order ! Order ! Chair !

The speaker. The honorable member will do
well to recollect, that such is not the language
which it becomes this house to hear or him to use
in speaking of a grave and solemn act ofparliament
(Hear, hear, hear.)

Mr. Hutchinson. Sir, I trust I am incapable of

usmg language unworthy this place or myself. In

saying what I have said, I have obeyed the dictate oi

feelings of which I am not ashamed ; and while I

know them to be just, I know not why I am to suf-
fer the expression of them to be dictated tome.—
(Here the cries of order, order, chair, chair, chair.
became louder and more general.)

Speaker.
" I hope the honorable gentleman

will see the necessity of conforming to the usage oi
the house."

Mr. Hutchinson. To conform to the usage of
this house I am in every way disposed, (hear) bin

my first right as a member of "it is what I will never
tool whereby the emperor or his ministers give a

willingly resign-, fOrder !J If privilege of speech
shape and fashion to things as they want them.— be not the right of every member of 'this house I

Freedom of discussion does not exist ; and if a know not what is—I have always thought it to be
man of spirit, feeling for the wrongs of his bre- .he right of every member of this house, what he
thren, were to thunder forth their suffering as is feels honesty, to "declare boldly—my feelings with
sometimes done in the House of Commons, his life respect to that measure of union, have been strong
would be the forfeit :

—the Frenchman silently

acquiesces in all that his master or his master's
" confidential servants" propose ; or like a vile

slave, kisses the rod that lacerates his countrymen;
and crawling on the earth, utters forth the basest

adulation at the foot of the throne. But in parlia-

ment, the high mettled Englishman, well inform-

ed of his own rights and accustomed to speak oi'

them freely, sometimes comes forth, armed with

truth, and rives corruption to its centre j surround-

ed by prostitution he is virtuous. In the language
of a freeman, he speaks of the blood and sweat of

his fellow subjects wickedly exhausted ; boldly

charges the ministers with the crimes they have com-

mitted, and makes knavery tremble for her place
on viewing a picture of herself, in despite of the

clamor of the writhing wretches, and the calls of
" order" from the chair.

The following extract from the proceedings of

the House of Commons is so exactly in point, and
so excellent of itself, that we cannot retrain from

inserting it, as proper close to our subject.
IMPERIAL PARLIAMENT.

House op commons, June 14.—Mr. Perceval

moved the re-consideration of the English spirit-

duty suspension drawback bill, and gave notice that

and uniform. When it was first proposed, I fore-
saw in it danger to this country, in the danger, thje

degradation and the ruin of my own, and as a com-
mon friend to both, I resisted it by every means in

my power—and ami now to be denied the melan-

choly privilege ofdeploring the humiliating state to
which that measure has reduced my country, by
making her a party in effecting her national extir.c-

Ition ? Am I to be denied the r.ght of complaining
that she has been tricked out of her independence
by promises which have all been violated, and hopes
winch have been all blasted ? If^ however, after all

this it be the secret determination to rob her gra-
dually of the very few advantages, and those too of
partial operation, to which under even such an act
she may be entitled, why then let but gentlemen
avow this, and let the union be dissolvedV- flfea>\
hear.J

After a few words in explanation from Mr. J..

Taylor, and Mr. Wm. Smith, the house divided-
Ayes 66—Noes 12—majority 47-

We have paid more attention to the preceding'
subject than some may think it demanded.—Bwt
he object was, by holding up a faithful view of

he should produce two more clauses to be added to
| things as they really are in Evrope, to impress

the bill j the one to enable English distillers to ex-

port spirits, upon the same advantageous terms as

the Irish distillers, and the other to prevent the

lowering of the strength of the spirits.
Sf.conj» of jjb

ipon the youthful American the superior excel-
lence of his oion constitution, and induce him to

cling to it as the ark of his safety and hftptttneS".-;
We have not d :

storted a single f".c*.

6, rez. I.
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fri-kale t\f TTranop **. The central canal extends 60 miles, a»d pene-
^/dlldlS Ul F I dliuc.

, trates a mountain for t^g space f aD0Ut 140 yards.
In a late work we find a list of all the canals

ot| lt communicates with the Mediterranean by the

France, with a brief description of them, of winch
j
Rnon6j v/itn the Atlantic by the Loire, with the

the following- is an abstract. Some of those com-
(channel by the Seine, and hence is sometimes

mencsd by the present emperor, are among the

greatest works of the kind in Europe ; and are

now nearly completed from this enumeration

Vith a good map of the country before him, the

reader will be enabled to draw many important

conclusions, when he desires to ascertain the

state of that mighty and powerful empire. It

may serve also to shew the prodigious efforts

Bonaparte has made and is making to counter-

poise the loss of the external traffic of his sub-

jects sustained by the naval preponderance of

his rival England.
1. The canal which is to supply Paris with water

*Vom the river Ourcp. It forms a communication

from Paris to Dieppe, by Rouen, without the neces-

sity of passing up the Seme, which is not sate at

all times.
'

2. The canal of the Ardennes. This canal con-

nects the Meuse and Aine, by means of the river

Bar. The Rhine thus communicates with the

Meuse, Bar, Aine, Oise and Seine ; which greatly

facilitates the exportation of Dutch merchandize

as well as wood fion the extenBive forests of Ar-

dennes.
2. The canal from Le Fere to Landrecies and

from Maubeuge to Brussels—it has several branches.

4. The canal of Nievre joins the Higher Loire

with the Seine.

5. The canal of Provins joins the Vouzie with

the Seine—intended chiefly lo supply Paris with

provisions.
6. The canal from the Rhine to the mouths of

the Rhone. This It the most important work of

the kind yet planned in France, as it connects the

Germain
*

sea with the Mediterranean, passing

through a great extent of rich country.

7. The canal from the Rhine to the Seine,—also

a very important work,witli respect to commer-

cial intercourse between the heart of the French

empire and Germany,
8. The canal of St. Quint in, with five branches.

It communicates with the sea by the Somme, with

the river Seine, with the Oise, the Meuse, the

Sambre and the Scheldt—a mighty and most im-

portant work.
9. The canal of La Censee is considered as a

branch of the canal of St. Quintin. It establishes

a communication between Calais, Dunkirk, Lisle,

Douay, and Paris.

The above have all been commenced since Bona-

parte was appointed first consul. Some of them

are not yet finished. The following were fully

completed and in use in 1807. some of them are

ancient works;**
1. The canal called Des Alpines, connects the

Durance with the Rhone. It has two branches.

2. Canal de Bourdignon is small—it connects

D'Aigues Morteswith the Rhone, in the depart-

ment of Gard.
3. Canal of Braire, is 60 miles long, and has 42

sluices By means of this work the Lo'mg is

rendered navigable as far as the Seine, a little below

Neumours.
4. Canal of Bruck, in the department of the Low

er Rhine, is 12 miles long commences at Mol-

shein and ends at Strasbourg.

Burgundy
the Saone

called the " canal of the three seas."

7. The canal of the Gold coast, or

canal, is 150 miles long. It connects

with the Yonne, receiving several small rivers.

8. The canal of Craponne in the department of

the mouths of the Rhone. It is not navigable, but
turns a vast number of mills and fertilises the coun-

try.
9. The canal of Douay to Lisle and Lens ; several

improvements are intended to be made to this canal

which will greatly promote its usefulness. Among
them it is proposed to unite the Scheldt with the

Somme, by means of a subterranean passage.
10. The canal of Givors connects the Rhone and

the Loire.

11. The canal of Louvain to Malines is 12 miles

long, 60 feet wide and 11 deep.
12. The canal of Lucon extends from Lucon to

the sea—it is only 6 miles long.
13. The canal of Lune communicates with the

sea.

14. The canal from Meuse to the Rhine.

15. The southern canal, formerly called the

canal of Lartguedoc. This connects the Atlantic

with the Mediterranean, and is 135 miles long. The
basin is at Norouse, the highest spot between the

seas—and is 400 yards long and 300 wide—but in

order always to retain a sufficient supply of water,
there is a reservoir at St. Ferol 2400 yards long and
1000 yards wide and 60 deep—its shape is triangular,
and is enclosed by two mountains and a very strong
bank. From hence there is an aqueduct to No-
rouse. This canal is the greatest work of its kind

in Europe—it is cut through mountains and carried

over vallies. A full description of it would fill

a small volume.
16. The canal du Morbihan, connects the Ran-

nes with the sea, and is only about 4 miles long.

17. The canal of Orleans, or du Loibet, connects

the Loire with the Seine, it is 54 miles long and
has thirty sluices.

18. The canal of Montargis was constructed iu

consequence of the river Loing not being naviga-
ble from Montargis to the Seine.

19. The canal from Ostend to Burges. There
ai'e three canals which serve to open a communica-
tion from Burges to the sea, one of which has water

enough for ships of 400 tons burthen. The basins

are capable of containing 100 vessels. Many rivers

and places are united by these canals.

2'J. The cannal de la Robine, or de l'Ande joins
the southren canal,—passes through Narbonne,
and throws itself into tne Mediterranean at Nou-
velle.

21. The canal de la Rudelle communicating
with the Rhone and the sea.

The Mamlukes of Egypt.
COMPILED FROM VARIOUS AUTHORITIES.

The origin of this celebrated people is given as

follows : In the year 1227 the Tarters residing
on the shores of the Caspian sea, under the fa-

mous Djenkiz-kan, spread desolation and death

through the regions of Asia, as far as the Tigris.—
5.The canal from Brussels to Antwerp, forms a (Weary of slaughter, they brought back with them

communication between the Sciiat? and the Scheldt, {a great number of young persons, of both sexes,

by means of the Ru£cl* (whom Ihey exposed and sold as slaves. The
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then reigning sultan of Egypt,' of the Turkman

race, in 1230, purchased 12,000 of the handsomest
of the young men, chiefly Circassians, had them

carefully instructed in military duties, and soon

obtained the finest body of soldiers in the east, but

at the same time most mutinous, for they pre-

sently gave laws to their master, and shortly after

put him to death, substituting one of their own

body in his stead. They retained possession of

Egypt for 250 years, during which time they put
up and destroyed forty seven chiefs. In 1517 they
were conquered by t!u Ottomans under sultan Se-

Mm, who took and hanged Touman Bey, and ended
the djTiasty.

Selim, however, did not exterminate the Mam-
lukes. Sensible that if he established a Pacha in

Egypt with the same powers as the Pachas of
other provinces, that the distance from the capital
of his empire would afford strong temptations to

revolt, he called the remaining Mamlukes together,
and established a Divan, or kind of regency, com-

posed of the Pacha and chiefs of the seven military

corps. The first to represent the sultan* collect

the tribute, &c. The latter to serve as a check upon
him, having the right to reject his decrees and even
to depose him. Still further to guard aginst revolt,
he divided Egypt into twenty four provinces, over

each of which he placed a Mamluke as the bey, or

governor. These were the " checks and balances"

which secured the sovereignty of the country for

many years. The sultan also established the tribute,
and ordei-ed that 32,000 troops should always be

kept under pay and ready for service.

Selim's system answered his purpose exceedingly
well, while the head of the empire was vigilant and
active. But about 50 years ago many innovations

began to take place; and the Mamlukes made them-
selves the real sovereigns of Egypt, paying very
little deference to the orders of the Divan, at Con-

stantinople unless it suited their convenience to

obey.
"If the first establishment of the Mamlukes was

a singular event" says Mr. Volney,
" their conti-

nuance is not less extraordinary. During the 550

years that there have been Mamlukes in Egypt, not

one of them has left surviving issue ; there does

not exist one family of them in the second genera-
tion ; all their children perished in the first or se-

cond descent. Almost the same thing happens to

the Turks ; and it is observed they can only secure
a continuance of their families by marrying women
who are natives, which the Mamlukes have always
disdained [their wives are slaves, like themselves,

brought chiefly from Circassia, and Mingrelia] ; let

the naturalist explain (continues Volney) why men
well formed and married to healthy women, are un-
able to naturalize on the banks of the Nile."

The means by which the Mamlukes are perpetua-
ted are the same as those by which they were estab-

lished, to luit, by the purchase of slaves; some of
them are sold by their miserable parents to the
wholesale dealers ; others are kidnapped and car-

ried off, to be disposed of as other merchandize.
The purchasers are the beys, who educate them
with great care, promote them to offices, and from
them fill up all the vacancies which occur in their

own body. The Mamlukes are remarked for a
warm attachment to their masters, whose fortunes

they generally follow with unwearied constancy.
As many interestirg particulars relative to this

singular race of people are not generally known,
Wr shall give a detailed account of their dress, arnii,
manners and customs.

Dress of the Mamlukes. First they have a shirt
of thin cotton, over which they wear a gown of thin

light stuff, descending' from the neck to the ankles,

folding over the fore part ol the body towards the

hip, where it is fastened by strings. Over this is a
second of like form and width, with sleeves which
descend t-> the fingers' ends, generally made of silk.

Kound the waist they wear a belt which divides the
dress into two bundles. Over these is thrown a

gown of cloth, made like the former, except that the
sleeves only descend to the elbow. To cover all,

they wear a large cloak. " The whole habit (saya
Mr. Volney) has the appearence of a long sack*
from which is thrust a hire neck and bald head,
covered with a turban." The turban is of a cylin-
drical shape, made of yellow muslin. " On' the
feet they wear socks of yellow leather, and slippcra
without quarters, always liable to be left in the
mud." But the most singular part of their drese
is a kind of pantaloons or trowsers, so long as to
reach up to their chin, and so wide that each leg is

large enough to contain the whole body. Thus
swaddled, we cannot suppose the Mamlukes are
active walkers, yet they think the dress commodi-
ous, and would not, on any account, make an altera*
tion in it. They never but once attempted to fig-ht
on foot, and that was to storm a town in Syria, un-
der the famous Ali Bey they were repulsed, and
wisely concluded that that place must indeed he
impregnable which could not be taken ox\ horse-
back!

Their horse accoutrements are as badly coatriveot
as their own dress. The saddle is a clumsy frame,
loaded with wood, leather and iron, on which a

trussequin rises behind, eight inches in height
above the hips of the horsemen. The pummel
projects from four to five inches. The saddle is

not stuffed, but they put woollen cloths under it, and
fasten the whole with a circingle tied with leather

thong's. They do not use cruppers. A pair of
stirrups weighs from nine to twelve pounds. They
are formed of a plate of copper, longer and wider
than the foot, with sharp edges, which are used
instead of spurs—the saddle and saddle cloths weigh
about twentyJive pounds. The bridle is as badly
constructed—"

it is a kkid of snaffle, without a

joint, with a curb which being only an iron ring,
binds the jaw so as to lacerate the skin, and injure
the bars of the horse's mouth." In their manoeu-
vres they consider it the most graceful to stop their
horses

suddenly when at tlieir highest speed.—>

" Checked by this bit, the horse bends in his hind
legs, stiffens his fore, and slides along like a horse
of wood." How much this must injure the horse

may easily be concieved ; but they think it

adapted to their method of fighting, and persist in
it. Notwithstanding, the Mamlukes are firm and

vigorous horsemen, aud have a warlike appear-,
ance.

jJiyns. The principal weapon of the Mamlukes
is a carbine thirty inches long, of a very large bore,
into which they put ten or twelve balls at a time.

They all carry a pair of pistols fastened to some part
of their dress by strings. At the front of the saddle

hangs a heavy mace to knock down the enemy, and
on the lefi side they suspend acrooked sabre, which,,
measured with the curve is about thirty inches loag,
but in a right line from heel to point, not marc
than twenty-tour. The beys rival eachoiher in the

beauty and goodness of their sabres, and sometimes

pay as high as g30Q for the blade only, if of the
ancient manufacture of Damascus Some of t^ese,

sabres bear so fine and keen an edge,
" as to c it a

clew of Wet cotton like a piece of butter."
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Education and exercise. The art of using their

arms is the chief object of the Mamluke's attention.

They are exercised every morning on horseback,

and taught all the manoeuvres connecting with then-

manner of fighting. In their exercises it frequent-

ly happens that some of them are killed, for they
handle each other very roughly. But the Mamlukes
have no order, discipline or subordination.

" Their

troops are a mob—their march, a riot—their battles,

duels—and their war, a scene of robbery and plun-

der." Experience has proved them totally inade-

quate to combat with the organized cavalry of

Europe, though their whole lives have been spent
in military exercises. The maintenance of each

Mamhike is supposed to cost his patron, on an

average, §500 per annum ; their luxury is excessive,

and they are much indulged by their masters, as

well to gratify their own vanity as to secure then-

attachment. The horses they ride frequently cost

1009 dollars each—they wear the richest Cashmere
shawls worth from 150 to 300 dollars a-piece, and

h&ve a variety of costly pellices, trinkets and pre-
cious stones. Their women are also gratified with

the most expensive articles of finery.
Manners. The manners of the Mamlukes are

universally reprehended. They commit deliberate

murder without apparent remorse, and are corrupt-
ed by every species of elebuueher}'. M. Volney
says thev are all guilty of the most horrible pollu-
tions. Without parents and generally without

children, the present is all they regard
—"the past

has done nothing for them, and they have nothing
to do for the future." They are cunning, deceitful

and treacherous—cruel, vindictive, and oppressive ;

and, in fine, so desperately wicked, that none but a

Mamluke can compare With a Mamluke. Such are

the men who govern Egypt. Their whole number
does not exceed 8000—yet they so manage their

matters as to keep under check nearly three mil-

lions of people, though always in dread of the dag-
ger or poisoned cup of each other.

Geography.
Extracts from Breckenridge's sketches vf Louisiana.

St. Grnevieve—Is at present the principal de-

posit of tin- lead, of the mine la-Mottc, the mine
a Burton, New Diggings, the mines on liig river,
with several others ; and is the store house, from
whence those engaged in working the mines are

supplied with a variety of articles. This town was
commenced about the year 1774.

It is situated about one mile from the Mississipi,
between the two branches of a stream called the

GabourTe, on a flat of about one hundred acres, and

something higher than the river bottom. There is

a second branch about 20 feet higher than this, up-
on which the town begins at present to extend, this

is merely a step however, and bounded by a thud
bank, 80* feet above the level of the river ; there are

scattering houses for seme distance up each branch
ofthe Gapourie. West of the town, and north ol

the Gabourie, the country is high, and somewhat
broken. The soil is a yellow clay ; in places strew-
ed with horn stone, but produces good corn and
wheat. The timber has been in a great measure
destroyed for the use of the town. In front of the
•town on the Mississipi there is a fine bottom com-
nencing from the Gabouvie, and extending eight or
r.'me miles along the river; the greater part of the
distance three miles in width; 'The common field

under Fence contains about seven thousand acres.
There are six rticrcantilc stoics, and in the course

of the present [last] year about one hundred and fifty
thousand dollars worth of merchand.ze and pro-
duce has been brought to it for sale. Si. Genevieve is

a rismg town ; a greater number of buildings have
been erected here than at St. Louis, and prepara-
tions are making for budding a number more ,n vhe
course of the next season. There are two brick

yards, A very hanelsome edifice has been erected
of limestone, on the hill, or third bank, that I have

mentioned, and commanding an elegant prospect
of the river and the American bottom, and the
bluffs on the other side of Kaskaskia. This build-

ing is intended for an academy, and does great ho-
nor to the public spirit of those gentlemen who
were engaged in so laueiable an undertaking. They
are at present at a loss for a teacher of the classics ;

a thousand dollars per annum it is said has been
offered. A seminary such as this has been much
wanted, and St. Genevieve is a good situation for

it. There are two schools in this town ; one French
and the other English.
The population of this town, and new Bourbon,

an inconsiderable village on the bluff", or second,
bank, two miles below, it amounts to 1,450. There
is about the same proportion of slaves, as at St-

Louis ; the number of Americans is about the same.
There was formerly a village of Pionas, below the

town, but they left it a few years ago.
St. Genevieve was formerly built immediately ori

the Mississippi, but the washing away of the bank,
and the great flood which happened about twenty
years ago, and is called Pan des eaux, caused the
inhabitants to choose a higher situation.

The principal employment of the inhabitants was-

agriculture, but there are very few who have not,
also, been engaged m thermne business. This be-

ing a field or industry and enterprise open to eve-

ry one, it is here that the young men generally
make their debut on commencing business tor them-
selves. A number of inhabitants, however, arc

chiefly employed as boatmen, or for the purpose of
conducting voyages. There is some Indian trade,
from the neighboring Shawanese, Piorias, and;

Delaware's.

There are a number of wealthy and respectable
families, and the society as in those villages, gene-
rally, is pleasant and agreeable. There are but few
mechanics

; and to those that arc industrious and
ingenious this place woulel give encouragement.

Sheep's Wool.
FROM THE DEMOCRATIC PRESS.

A CLOTHIER—No. I.

TO TOJiACCO PLANTERS AST) SHEKP BREEDERS.
It will be found in Mr. Arthur Young's "Report

(p. 367) on Lincolnshire" in England, that the whole
land in that country is 1,848,000 acres ; having on
them 2,400,000 sheep of two heavy jheced breeds,
producing 21,610,000 pounels of wool, selling at
one sixth of a dollar (or 15 pence sterling) per
pound. The whole value of unmanufactured wool
is /810,000 sterling; equal to 3,600,000 dollars.—
Tbis, at our prices tor wool, would be equal in value
to all the American cotton exported from the United
States in a year, being 7 or 8 millions of dollars.
The weight of this wool is greater than the weight
of all the sheep wool yet made in the United States
in any year.
When it

jjs considered that the quantity of land
in Lincolnshire. (G. B.) is not more than one fif-

teenth of the land, in Pennsylvania, or in New-York,
a tenth of South Carolina/or one twelfth of North
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Carolina, there can be no doubt of the immense ca-

pacity of the United States to produce wool.—
The county of Lincoln (G. B.) is in a great part

fenny or marshy : in part it js heath : in parts dry
and rich. Some of the fenny districts produce flee-

ces of fourteen pounds. It is probable that some of

our richest drained swamps would be excellent for

such sheep.
Mr. Youig states, that the average of the Lin-

coins/tire sheep, of the two different breeds, is nine

pounds of wool to the fleece : and those farmers

who confine themselves to the Lincolnshire breed

get ten pounds. Some authorities say eleven

pounds, are the true average weight of the fleeces

of the true Lincolnshire breed. Let us encrease

our care of sheep, and omit to kill any lambs or

sheep under three years old, and we shall have
more wool in the next year or two for our army,
navy, militia, and camp followers and all attendants

and privateers, th;m will be requisite for any war
with any power in Europe.

No. II.—It is wonderful, that the profits of sheep
and tvooI have remained so long unobserved in the

United States. This branch of farming particu-

larly suits our country, because, we have so great
a quantity of land, and so moderate a population in

proportion to our extensive territory. One man,

boy or woman can take care of many sheep. In

Scotland, the least fertile country upon earth, that

sagacious, steady and energetic people produce
-wool in their poorest counties, and sell it as low as

7s. 6d. and 8s. sterling for a stone of 24 and 26

pounds.* This is less than seven cents per pound!
Of this wool coarse hats and bonnets, carpets and

stockings are made. Our poorest districts are all

milder than Scotland and more fertile than one half
of its sheep districts. They are also much drier,
which favors the health, flesh and wool of sheep.
With the extension of sheep, the extension of

manufactures should and will go hand in hand.—
Manufactures are one of the handmaids of agricul-
ture. Our steepest lime-stone lands are very favor-

able to sheep. They are so healthy on that strong
kind of soil, as to thrive well on it, without salt.

Since beef, pork and grain may be low, in the en-

suing year, because our vessels are captured, let

us use our beef, veal and pork, and feed our poul-

try with our grain for our own table and spare our

sheep for one or too years, and thus increase our
stock of* them. By g'irdling in all our lightly
wooded lands, we may open the surface of the
earth to the air and sun and make good sheep pas-
tures. The brush scythe will cut up the brambles,
briars and underwood. The brush scyth or brush
cutter would be better always in our sheep keepers
hands, than the Shepherd's crook and pipe,
We certainly ought very considerably to diminish

our tobacco cultivation. Sug-ar lands are employ-
ing part of our Southern laborers, who used to
make tobacco, cotton, indigo, rice and corn.—
Sheep will employ a number of hands which were
lately engaged in raising cotton, tobacco, hemp,
indigo, rice and corn. The poorest and bleakest
lands in the northern states may be brought into use
for sheep, though too stony or too steep for the

plough. By thus adopting new modes of agricul-
ture, and new modes of industry, we shall give
ourselves a complete self-dependence, under a benign
Providence.

It is a fact, (which Sinclair's Statistics of Scotland

* See Sir John Sinclair's books on Scotland and
its parishes, in seventeen volumes : a work full of
bistru-ction to the farmers, freeholders and planters

prove, and which Mr. Arthur Young's English
farming books confirm) that our oak barrens and
underwooded plains may be profitably applied to

sheep. The brush scythe, or other cutting instru-

ment would rapidly bring them into a condition for

range. The burnt lands of many neighborhoods
could be employed advantageously for sheep-walks.
The streams which fall from our hilly lands,

could be made, by little channels, to water their
sides and produce great quantities of grass in poor
and stony and broken grounds : a good employ-
ment for the industrious shepherd.
As manufacturers should be ever in t>iew to support

the value of wool, sheep and lands, the trade of

dressing skins should be diffused through all the

counties, in the morocco style, and for book-binders,

glovers, wool card-makers and others. A pound of

leather gloves can be brought from the state of Ohio
to Philadelphia for a five cent piece. So of a pound
or square yard of merino superfine cloth.

No. HI.—On the whole of the counties of Eng-
land (exclusive of Scotland) it is computed, that

nearly twenty nine millions of sheep are maintain-
ed ! These produce (at five pounds coarse and fine,
on an average per head) one hundred and forty-five
millions of pounds weight of wool, which brings
there the medium price of eleven pence sterling or
a little more, per pound. This is equal to about

twenty cents and one half, as much is coarse wool
for working' people. The whole value is nearly

thirty millions of dollars to England alone for her

luinianufacfvredwool, though her quantity of land is

not more than half the joint contents of New-York
and Pennsylvania, and is far less than the lands of

Virginia, or cf New-England, or of Ohio, or of

Georgia, or of the Mississippi Territory. Though
so vast a quantity of wool was produced in England
in 1809, yet Scotland and Ireland each produced
much wool, and six millions of pounds of fine

wool were imported into Britain from Spam. The
British manufactures of wool were computed, for

exportation, to be 1 8,500,000. Similar woollen

manufactures, for home use, were estimated at

1 17,000,000 the two making the sum of7 25,5 60,000

sterling*, or one hundred and thirteen millions, six

hundred thousand dollars.

We can then easily and profitably discontinue

most of our tobacco and some of our cotton and
beef cattle farming, for this immense object of agri-

culture, the produce of which is wanted in c.vr

home market, for our own use. We can manufac-
ture it in part within our families, and in part,

within the houses for carding and spinning- machine-

ry, which we are everywhere erecting-. No spoli-
ation will injure our home wool markets, as in tin-

case with our tobacco, our cotton and our beef, and
indeed all exports to foreign countries. Our poor-
est barrens, plains and burnt lands will serve for

sheep walks as in England, Wales and Scotland,
and so will our rich marshes, and our strong lime-

stone and other fertile lands. Here any quantity of

land can be spared for sheep, without, lessening the

quantity we require to sow with grain, hemp, flax

and other productions. Wool is wortli from 50 to

100 per centum, more here than in England. One
man can tend many sheep, and he can farm, in that

way, a large quantity of our redundant land. Va-
luable sheep grounds, to a vast extent, can be pur-
chased in America for much less than the lowest

average rent of the poorest county in England,
Ireland, Scotland or VVales. The sheep are fine in

Arabia, fine in Spam, and fine in England, and will

therefore thrive, in all our climates, from the Gulph'
of ?>Iexico to the river of St. Croix.
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Strange things.
Literary Prodigy.

— The following account is ex-

tracted from the Moniteur of the 28th of last May,
under the head of the Kingdom of Westphalia.

(ioTTixBEN, May 20.

For these eight months we have had among the

students of our university, a boy who is ten years
and a half old, which is a real phenomenon. The
name of this young scavant is Chari.es Witte.

He understands the languages, history, geography,
and literature, as well ancient and modern ; at the

ut>-e of eight years he possessed, besides his mother

tongue, Greek, Latin, French, English and Italian,

to such a degree of perfection, that he could not

only translate currently the Eneid of Virgil, and

the Mliad of Homer, but could besides speak with

an astonishing facility, all the living languages
which we have just mentioned. Of this he last

year gave such satisfactory proofs, in a public ex-

amination, which he underwent at the University

of Leipsic, tiiat that body honored him with a di-

ploma.
Till his arrival at Gottingen this child had no

other instructor than his father, the clergyman
Witte. His majesty the king of Westphalia, desi-

rous that he should continue to direct the studies

of his son to their determination, has granted him

a pension, which has enabled him to quit his pasto-

ral functions, and to accompany his pupil to our

University. The young Witte is now studying

philosophy: he is engaged in a course of mathema-

tics, physic, and metaphysics, and shows the most

happ\ disposition for all the sciences.

The Mathematical Phenomenon Hearing so

much said about this child, the editor sent for him,

in order to form some opinion for himself, and for

the purpose of giving some particulars to the pub-

I'c, if any. thmg should appear worthy public pa-

ironage. The child appears to be not more than

six or seven years old, and in nothing, except his

power in figures, remarkable for a child of that age,

either as to mind or manners. He could not write

Bar read figures so as to enumerate ; I then put to

him among others the following questions : a gen-
tleman present having first ascertained the result

with his pen.
Question 1. Suppose 39 apple trees, 13 limbs to

a tree, and 170 apples on a limb, how many apples
". all

' He screwed up his brows a little and in 14

seconds by a slop watch, gave the answer, 86,190.

Q, 2. What numbers multiplied by themselves

w'rll produce 703,529 ? He said in two seconds, there

were no numbers which so multipped would give

that result. The gentleman present re-examined

his figures and asserted there was. The child in-

stantly replied, no, and desired him to try once

more : mi this trial lie found he had multiplied

wrong ;
he then varied the cpiestion and asked him

what numbers multiplied by themselves would pro-

duce 603,729 ? the boy answered as if by instinct,

777 : which was right.

Q. 3. How many seconds are there in 60 years ?

In half a minute "he answered, 1,892,160,000, (one

billion, eight hundred and ninety-two millions, one

hundred and sixty thousand.

Several more questions were asked with similar

SilCtess, and utterly to my astonishment; but I

have not room for them here. When we consider

the unheard of pdwers of this child and the lauda-

ble purposeto which the proceeds of bis exhibitions

'; re to be appropriated, we cannot but hope that a

liberal encouragement mav be experience/1.

[J\: York E. Post

The Rotax Iitstitctiox—On Saturday se'nnightf
Mr. professor Feinaigle, of Baden, gave a public

experiment of the efficacy of his method of facili-

tating and assisting memory. The managers of the

institution in consequence of the application of the

committee of literature and science, granted per-

mission for this public display of the art, without,

however, making themselves responsible for its

character. The exhibition took place before an as-

semblage of several hundred ladies and gentlemen,
who were astonished and delighted with the result

of the experiment. Four children, two boys and

two girls, all under fourteen years of age, had been

put under Mr. Feinaigle's care but two or three

days before ; he had one of the girls but an hour

and an half; and the longest tuition that any of them

had received was but four hours and a half.

One of them repeated Goldsmith's Hermit back-

ward and forward, and stated the stanza, the line and

the order ofany remarkable word required of him.

One litte girl answered to questions in the chro-

nology of the Roman emperors : another multiplied
without slate or paper, two sums of eight figures,

by eight, and declared that she had not been pre-

viously taught arithmetic.

A boy determined the geographical situation in

the degree and minutes of fifty different cities ; and

on a planisphere chalked out on a board, marked
down the true situation of places named to him.

M. Fmcher, of the institution, also recited the

Mineralogical Tables of Hany, the second part of

which he had taught himself on Mr. Feinugle's

system, together with the first part of Brison's

Ornithologic system; and he declared, from his

experience, that the principles of Mr. Feinaigle's

art were equally calculated to give facility in the

acquisition and certainty in the retention of the ta-

bles of any other science -a fact which was con-

firmed by several gentlemen present, who have at-

tended the private courses of the professor.

The examinations were carried on by Mr. Disney,
chairman ofthe literary and scientific committee; and

for a great partofthe time,
Mr. Feinaigle retired from

the lecture room. Nothing could be more satisfacto-

ry than the result of the experiment ; and the compa-

ny returned Mr. Feinaigle their thanks. [Lon, Pap.

The Chronicle.
Baltimore, October 12, 1811.

Mainland election for delegates.
—The election

held in this state on Monday last, for delegates to

the General Assembly, failed to excite its usual

sensibility, from the confidence of one party in its

strength, and the assurance to the other of
its^

weakness, as demonstrated in the late choice of

electors of Senate. By our next publication, we

expect to receive all the returns, when a full record

of the gentlemen elected, as also of the number of

votes, &c. shall be made. The republican majority
in the house will be about as large as usual.

The Court-Martial at Frederick-town are slowly

going on with the evidence in the case of general
Wilkinson. The testimony is very voluminous; it

is supposed it will be three months, at least, before

they will be able to get through the business.—
Col. dishing and Major Pike have been summoned
at the request of the accused.

The President of the United States, under his

letters patent and the great seal of the said states,

has acknowledged and recognized Monsieur Les-

catttier
" as consul general of his imperial and roy-

al majesty, the emperor of the French and king *f

Italy, to the United States of America."
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A considerable body of Americans celebrated the

fourth of July, with great glee, at Montreal in

Canada. Among
- the toasts drank on that occasion

the following are worthy of remark r

Our country
—May she never doubt the fidelity

ef her absent sons in the hour of danger.
Patriots of '76—Your children best know your

worth when bore down by overbaring spirits.

Sojourning Americans—May you all be ready at

your country's call.

Brother Jonathan*—May his great gun be loaded
with true American principles, wadded with trai-

tors, and pointed at the enemies of liberty. Yan-
kee doodle.

May Washington and Franklin never be forgot-
ten, and may the words of Algernon Sidney never

perish.
—" Where liberty dwells there is my country."

Many in one (epluribus unum) the motto of the

United States.

The American Constitution—The greatest piece
©f human ingenuity, the safeguard of our union,
and the shield of our liberty.
Our native country

—May she have a 6peedy and
amicable adjustment with all nations.

Yankee doodle—More powerful than the shouts

of rams' horns which brought down the walls of

ancient Jericho.

The British merchants trading to the United

States, generally called the "American merchants,"
have tested the sincerity of the British ministry, as

to their desire to revoke the orders in council on

proof being adduced that the French decrees have
ceased to have effect. It appears from a late Lon-
don paper, that they applied to Lord Bathurst, pre-
sident of the board of trade : and, on his affecting
to doubt whether said decrees were revoked, they
said, that proof could not be expected while his

majesty's ships captured all vessels bound to France—
but one of the deputation offered to send a valuable

ship and cargo, i/ien at the Mother Bank, waitingfor
orders, direct to France to afford practicle proof of
the state of the case, provided his lordship would

grant to said vessel a protection against the British

cruizers—which his lordship refused to do.

The like application was made to the marqtds Wellesly,
with the same effect.

The sloop Express, from Oporto, arrived at

Philadelphia, was boarded by a French frigate,
said to be from the isle of France, bound to Brest,
and robbed of 1500 dollars in specie, and a variety
of other articles, on the 8th of September last.

A letter from captain Thomas Quail of the schoo-
ner Hound, of Philadelphia, dated "

prison Cape
Francois, July 2, 1811, states that the on day after his

departure from Aux Caves, (Feb. 6) he was cap-
tured by one of King Christophe's fleet, and carried
to Gonaives, from whence he and his crew were
marched to their present prison

—detained ever since
in dungeons, without the use of the air, and allow-
ed only a biscuit each per day—his royal majesty
has not deigned to assign any reason for this treat-

ment. But "
Xinge can do no wrong."

The amount of British captures since the revoca-
tion [or partial abrogation] of the French decrees,
so far as we have heard of them, are stated to amount
to more than fifty valuable vessels. But captures
and detentions, are so common, even on our own

•Americans are atigma^zed in Canada wiXh the
epithet of Jonathan,

coasts, by the British, that they arc noticed in the

papers as mere articles of intelligence, arising from
the nature of things

—" Uie whole sea belonging to hiu

majesty."
It is stated that a great deal of smuggling is car-

rying on to the eastward. If the British have mana-

ged for so many years to force their goods into the

continent of Europe, whose coasts are lined with

troops, it is not wonderful they should be able to

manage such matters in the United States. They
have reduced the business to a science ; and it is to

be hoped, that one of the first acts of Congress will

be—to enforce the non-importation law, by putting
into commission a number of small armed vessels— —or, to repeal it. As it at present stands, the

people are demoralized; the government defraud-

ed; and our own manufacturers disappointed in

their calculations,

King Joseph has issued a decree convoking the

Cortes of all Spain to Burgos, the capital of Old
Castile. They are to assemble in the present month .

The Congress of the new republic of Venezula
consists of 45 members, deputies from the several

provinces according to their population : to wit :
—

from Caracas 24 ;
Bannas 9 ; Cunrana 4

; Barce-

lona 3 ; Merida 3 ; Truxillo 1 ; Margarita 1 ;—
total 45.

Dreadful conflagration. Two thirds of the city
of Smyrna was destroyed by fire between the 10th

and 14th of June last. The greater part of its im-

mense magazines of goods, particularly of cotton,
fell a prey to the flames ; and, in consequence, a

great rise of productions of the Levant has taken

place in Europe.

Smyrna, a city of Natolia, or Asia Minor, is

situate on a spacious bay of the Mediterranean, and
has one of the most commodious harbours in tL s

world. The city has l>een several times nearly de-

stroyed by earthquakes ; but rebuilt from its eligi-

ble situation being the common rendezvous of the

merchants who trade to that part of the world, and
the great deposit of the rich productions of the

east. It contained about 20 mosques, with several

churches of the Creeks, Latins and Armenians,
and eight synagogues for the Jews, and about

120,000 inhabitants ; the greater part of whom
were actively engaged in commerce or manufac-

tures. It was 1 he most busy place in that part of

Asia-—the whole town being represented as a con-

tinual fair.

The locust is also making dreadful ravages in

those portions of Asia situate on the Mediter*

ranean sea. The accounts we hayeof the numbers,
or quantity, of this insect would be incredible, were
not the fact attested by so many travellers of unim-

peached veracity. They are said to come from the

deserts, and in such prodigious swarms as to ob-

scure the light of the heavens ; consuming every

green thing, and sometimes covering the ground
a foot in thickness—wherever thy pass, says Mr.

Volney, one would imagine that fire had followed

them. " The noise they make in browzing on the

trees and herbs, may be heard at a great distance

and resembles an army foraging* in secret." When
a strong wind off the land prevails they are driven.

in such quantities into the sea, and drowned, that*

when their carcases are driven on shore, the air is

infected for several days to a great distance. The
Samarman, a bird resembling a wood pecker, at*

tacks them with such fury, and kills them with sue u

amazing rapidity, that it would seem as though the

great Author of all things had designed it for this

very Dttrpose. ThCst: birds are much respected b'v
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he people : and no person is allowed to injure one

of them. Fortunately, the locust does not often

appear in so great quantities ; unless the preceding

winter has been very mild, they do little injury.

Pennsylvania election. Simon Snyder, Esq. is,

doubtless, re-elected governor of Pennsylvania—;
there was no candidate in opposition. In the city

of Philadelphia ihe Federalists have carried every

man—the majority is about 800.

The annexed article is copied from the " Tune

Piece," a spirited gazette, printed at " St. Fraft-

cisville in West Florida," as it is called- The

document is interesting as shewing the organiza-
tion of the territory (or part of it) heretofore m
dispute ;

the right of the soil having been claim-

ed by Spain.

By William Charles Cole Claiborne,

GOVERNOR OF THE TERRITORY OF OREEAX6,

Jl PR CLAMATIOJS .

Whereas by an act of the legislature of the ter-

ritory of Orleans, passed on the 24th day of

April, of this present year, 1811, the biennial elec-

tion of representatives to the general assembly is

directed to take place, on the first Monday in Octo-

ber next, and the two following- days ,—l do therefore,

issue this my proclamation, hereby requiring that

an election as aforesaid, be holden in the several

counties of this territory, and that there shall be

returned from the county of Orleans, six repre-
sentatives to the general assembly ; from German

Coast, two ; Acadia, two ; La Fourche, two
;
Iber-

ville, two ; Attakapas, two ; Opelousas, two ;

Point Coupee, two
; Rapide, two ; Concordia, one ;

Ouachitta, one; Natchitoches, one ;
and from the

country of Feliciana five representatives, of which

there shall be returned three from the parishes of

East Baton Rouge and Feliciana ;
one from the pa-

rishes of St. Helena and St. Tammany, and one

from the parishes of Siloxy and Pascagoula.
And I do further direct and require, that due

notice be given of the times and places of election

in the several counties and parishes aforesaid, and
that the same be, under the direction of the parish

judges and other officers, conducted in the manner

pointed out by
" An act prescribing the formalities

to be observed in the election of representatives of

the territory of Orleans," passed on the 4th of

.lime, 1806, and "An act supplementary" to the

sict last mentioned, passed on the 14th April, 1807.

Given under my hand, and the seal of the terri-

tory, at New-Orleans, on the first of August,

eighteen hundred and eleven, and in the 36th

year of the independence of the United States

of America.

WILLIAM C. C. CLAIBORNE.
Note.—" No person is eligible or qualified to

apt as a representative, unless he shall have been a

citizen of the United States three years, and be a

resident in the distr.ct or territory ; or unless he

hall have resided in the district three years ; & in

either case shall likewise hold in his own right, in

fee simple, 200 acres of land within the same"
" No man is entitled to the right of suffrage,

unless he shall possess a freehold in 50 acres ofland

in. tlie district or territory, having been a citizen

*jf one of die states, and being resident in the dis-

trict, or the like freehold, and two years a resident

in the district," «

By an act of the legislature, it is made the duty

of the judges or commissioners of election,
" to

cause the. title of property
of the voter to be exh>

hited, or in defect of such title, to administer to

the voter on oath, whereby he shall swear that be

possesses truly and bona fide, at least 50 acres of

land in the territory, for at least three months past."
W-m. C. C. CLAIBORNE.

Late intelligence, by an arrival at New-York.

Loxdon, August 24.—Advices from France by
the last cartel state, that the proceedings of the

Council at Paris had been resumed, and it was

supposed that an arrangement would at length be

agreed upon by Napoleon and the Pope.
Moniteurs of the 19th, and other Paris papers of

18th, were received this morning. The Moniteur
of the 19th contains the following declaration made

by Bonaparte, in reply to an address from a depu-
tation of the Ionian isles :

" I will never abandon the islands which the su-=

perionty of the enemy has placed in their power.
(Xjln India, in America, in the Mediterranean; to--

ry one that is and has been French shall always be so.

Conquered by the enemy, by the vicissitudes of war,

they shall return into the empire by the other events

of the war, or by the stipulations of peace. I should

always consider it as an eternal blot upon my reign,
if I ever sanctioned the abandonment of a single
Frenchman."
The king of England was alive on the 29th Aug.

—It was expected that the British parliament would

assemble in October for the chief purpose of invest-

ing the Prince of Wales with full powers
—By ad-

vices from off Flushing it was understood in Eng-
land, that the French fleet, consisting of 17 sail of

the line and many frigates, had exhibited some ap-

pearance of putting to sea. The French have also 3

ships of the line at Goree, and 5 in the Texel. A
part of the fleet at Toulon ventured from the port'

in the beginning of August, but returned on the

appearance of a British squadron, which exchang-
ed some shots with the batteries :

The king it seems was not expected to survive

many days. All the ceremonials used in the pro-

clamation of a new sovereign had been prepared &
arranged, and the principal officers in the College
of Arms and other departments concerned, had re-

ceived notice accordingly. £<& Y. paper.
Another accounts says

" the king still lives, h
many people think he may continue in his present
state for many years."

The Editor's Department.
We have prepared for the press a translation of a

"manifesto by tlie confederation of Venezuela, to the

whole world"—an article of much interest, & well

worthy of record—but its great length St the pre-

occupancy of our pages, prevent its insertion in

this number.
The History of Spain, from circumstances be-

yond our controul, is not continued in the present

number, but shall be resumed in our next.

The editor tenders his thanks to gentlemen at a

distance who have interested themselves in obtain-

ing subscribers to the Weekly Register—and of

them, and all others well disposed towards him or

his work, requests information of irregularities or

omissions, for some such yet there are. He will be

thankful to postmasters to give him notice ofwhat-

soever may promote the speedy or safe conveyance
of the Register to its places of destination. They
are packed up with uncommon care, and ought to

reach subscribers without being injured.

Among other "good things" we have the plea*,

sure to Register the names of 140 subscribers since

the last week, Present number—2144,.
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A Manifesto

By the confederation of Venezuela, in Sovth Ameri-
ca, of the reasons which influenced them in the

formation of an A r jolote Iniiki-kxhevii-. of Spain,
and every otherforeign power, Drawn np and or-

der :/ to b published by the General Congress of the

United Provinces.

America, for more than three centuries con-

demned 'O hold, an existence only as subservient

to the political preponderance of Spain, without the

smallest .nfluenceor participation in her grandeur,
w uld have become, by a succession of events in

Which i' bore no other share than a patient resigna-
tion, the victim of the confusion; corruption and

Cpnquest, which have disorganized the nation,
if an bstinc ive sense of their own security had
not dictated to tiie Americans, that 'the momen
had arrived when they should labour to reap the
fruits of three hundred years of inactivity and

pa ience.

If the discovery of the New World was «ne of
the most interesting" events to mankind, the rege-
neration of the same world, which has been ever
since degraded by oppression and servitude, will be
no less so. America, without passing through the

poli'ical gradations of other nations, having raised
itself from the dust and chains, will, in its turn,

conquer the old world without invading or enslav-

ing it. The revolution of America will become
useful to the whole human race, when, constitut-
ed and governed by itself, it shall open its arms to

receive the people of Europe, weighed down by
political exactions, put to flight by war, and pur-
sued by the fury of every passion; thirsting there
after peace and tranquility, the inhabitants of the
other hemisphere will cross the ocean without the

ferocity or perfidy of the heroes of the 16ih century:
as friends, and not as tyrants; as petitioners, and
not as lords: not to destroy, but to build: not as

tigers, but as men, who, indignant at our former

disgrace, and feeling it as their own, shall not con-
vert their reaosn into malignant interest, nor seek
to make our annals again become the annals of
vexation and blood. Then shall navigation, geo-
graphy, astronomy, industry and commerce,
brought to perfection by the discovery of America
to its cost, he converted into so many means of

accelerating, consolidating and perfecting the hap-
piness of both worlds.
Nor is this a pleasing dream only, but a homage

which reason pays to Providence. It was written
in its ineffable decrees that one half of the human
species should not groan under the tyranny of the
other half, and tl*« the last judgment-day should
not arrive untilevery portion of its creatures should

enjoy their rights. Every thing combined to
forward this epoch of felicity and joy. In Europe,
the shock and fermentation of opinion, the con-

tempt and overthrow of the laws, the profanation
H

of the rights which linked Uie state togethe , he

luxury of the palace, the misery of the cottage, the

triumph of vice, and the oppression of virtue: in

America, the increase of population, the necessi-

ties created by it, the expansion of agriculture in a

soil new and Vigorous, the germ of industry under

. benificent climate, the elements of the sciences

in a privileged organization, the disposition to a

rich and prosperous commerce, and the vigor of a

political youth, all, all accelerated the progress of

evil in the one world, and of srood in the other.

Such was the advantageous alternative which

enslaved America presented beyond the ocean to

her m stress, Spain, when oppressed by the weight
of every evil, and undermined by all the destruc-

tive principles of society, she demanded to be re-

leased from her chains, that she might fly to her as-

sistance: the genius of evil and disorder possessed
the governors: resenful pride occupied the place of

calculation and prud nee: ambition triumphed over

liberality: and substituting fraud and perfidy to

geHBrosity and good faith, they turned against us

the very arms by which, in the honest simplicity of
our attachment, we had taugh1

Spain the way to»

resist and triumph over her enemies, under the

banners of a presumptive king, unfit to reign, and
with no other rig-ht than his misfortunes and the ge-
nerous compassion of the people.

Venezuela was the first to swear to Spain that

generous aid which she believed a necessary hom-

age; Venezuela was the first in her affliction to

pour upon her wounds the consolatory balsam of

fraternity and friendship: Venezuela was the first-

to discover those disorders which threatened the

destruction of Spain: she was the first to provide
for her own preservation without breaking" the

bonds which connected them together: she was the

first to feel the effects of ambitious ingratitude;
was the first to suffer hostilities from her brethren,
and will be the first to recover her independence
and civil dignity in the new world. To vindicate

this measure of necessity and justice, she hae

thought i; due to her own respect and principles
when about to occupy the high rank designed her

by Providence, to present to the world the reasons

by which she was actuated.

It would be superfluous to exhibit to the view of

impartial Europe, indignities and vexations which
she has of en lamented whenever that privilege was
denied to ourselves: nor would it be less so to ex-

patiate upon the injustice of our dependence and

degradation, when it must be looked upon by

every nation as an insult to political equity, that

Spain, a small spot of ground, depopulated, cor-

rupted, and plunged into disgraceful inactivity by
a despotic government, should usurp to her own
exclusive use the industry and activity, the preci-

ous and incalculable resources of the continent.

The interests of Europe cannot be in opposition

to the liberty of the fourth part ot the world, which.
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is now opening to itself the felicity of the other

three; the southern peninsula could oppose the

interests of its government to those of the nation,

and excite the old hemisphere to hostilities against

the new, for a time, but they have already seen

their inability to oppress it any longer. It is against

their attempts, more injurious to our dignity than

to our prosperity, that we shall oppose the reasons

which, since the 15th of July, 1808, have drawn

from us the resolutions of the 19th of April, 1810,

and of the 5th of July, 1811, which three opocns
Trill form the first period in the records of regene-

rated Venezuela, when the impartial pencil of his-

tory shall trace the first lines of the political exis -

ence of South America.
_

Having made known in our manifestoes ard pub-
lic papers nearly all the reasons for our resolution,

|

all our designs, and all the just and honorable
j

means we have employed to carry them into effect, ;

it will suffice to make an exact and impartial coin-i

parison of our conduct with that of the govern-
ments of Spain, in more recent times; to justify no.

onlv our moiiera ion, our measures of security, our

independence, but ever, the declaration of an in«-

Conciliable enmiy against those who have direc-ly

or indirectly contributed to the unnatural system j

adopted against us. Let those, who have borne no

•hare in our disgrace, and seek to take no part :n
;

Our dispute, hear and judge; and let them not lose

»ight of the solemn act of our just, necessary and
,

modest emancipation.
A long habit of obedience, the apathy wh'ch ;

despotism had created, and the fidelity and good !

faith of Caracas, were for the moment superior to
j

every combination; and even after the dispatches \

of the lieutenant Murat had been received, the

people of Caracas continued faithful, without fore-

Seeing the evils to wSdch such generous and noble

conduct would expose them Influenced only by
a sen9e of honor, Venezuela refused to follow the

Voice of the nobles of Spain, when, in support of

the orders of the lientenant of the kingdom, they

exacted from us the acknowledgment of the new

king and the other authorities; declaring and pub-

lishing that Spain had commenced a new existence

from the moment of the cession of the Bourbons

and the introduction of another dynasty, giving an

example thereby to America for the recovery of

her liberty and independence;! but as soon as the

centraljunasawth.it we were determined to pro-

vide for our own safety, they began to vary their

language of liberality; they perfidiously held out

Fernando as the talisman of our fidelity: the simple
and lawful project of Caracas to follow the example
of the governments of Spain,2 was with deceitful

severitv stifled in its bir thj and a new kind of des^

potism began to be established by those who usurp-
ed the sovereignty.
New governors and judges, instructed to adopt

and support anew system against America according
to the policy of the other hemisphere, were sent ou

in consequence of the surprise wh.ch our unexpect-
ed generosity had caused to the central junta. Am-

biguity and cunning were all the resources of their

trail administration; as they saw the empire expos-

ed, and their own authority depending upon that of

their constituents, they thought of nothing but to

support each other under the shelter of our delus.on

iSee several papers which were published in the

commencement of the revolution in Spain.
sThe project of the year 1808 to form a conser-

vativejunta aain Spain.

and good faith. There was no existing law to pre-
vent their plans; and every expedient, howeyer
adverse to the pi nciples of equity and justice,
which could favour this new order of political free-

masonryj
assumed the force of law. The declara-

tion of the captain -general to the audience, that

there was no law nor will in Caracas but ti,eirs:—
*

the intercepting and opening the papers addressed

by Don Pedro Gonzales Ortega to the central jun-;

ta; the carrying our citizens out of these provinces,
and

confining fherh at Cadiz and Porto Rico: chain

ing and condemning to public labor a great number
of good ciiizens, dragged from their homes unaer
various pretexts, without even the form of a judg-
ment: revoking

1 and .uspending the determinations

of the audience, whenever they were not conform*
able to their caprice and will; appointing a Syn-
dickalcentraTy to the will of the council: causing
their officers to be received without titles or autho.

rity: h.v ng numerous disgraceful disputes with,
ihe audience and trie council: and then forming a
reconcilia ion with the magistrates, to the end .-hat

these despots might with the greater impunity carry
in their project agafhst us. 4

Under these '-map ces, the defeats and misfortunes
of tiie army in Sp; jn were concealed: pompous ac-
counts of their triumphs over the French in the pe-
ninsula and on the Danube, were forged and promul-

gated, the streets were illuminated: bonfires were
made: the bells were rung, and religion i<seif pros-
tituted by singing Te Deiim as if to insult Provi-
dence and render our evil.-- perpetual. That no time

mig<>< be left us to reflect upon our situation and
discover the snares which surrounded us, conspira-
cies were formed, parties and factions were feigned,
French squadrons and emissaries were said to be in

our seas, and on our shores; our intercourse with
the neighbouingeolonies was restrained andlimitech
our commerce was destroyed; all wi'h a view to

keep us in perpetual agitation, and divert our atten-
tion from our true interests.

Our patience now alarmed, and our vigilance
awakened, we began to mistrust the government of

Spain and their agents: informed of their intrigues
and machinations, we discovered all the horror of
our situation; the genius of truth raised above the
the thin atmosphere of oppression and calumnv,
pointed out to us with the finger of impartiality, the
u-ue state of the peninsula, the disorder of the go-
vernment, the exertion of the inhabitants, the for-

midable power of their enemies, and the small hope
of their salvation. Shut up in our houses, sur-
rounded with spies, threatened with infamy and
transportation, scarce could we lament our situa-

tion, or do more than murmur in secret against our

vigilant and crafty enemies. The consonance of
our sighs, breathed in bitterness and oppression,
created an uniformity of sentiment, and united our

opinions: enclosed by the four walls of his house,
and allowed no external communication, the citizen
of Caracas could do no less than think that the mo-
ment was come when he should be forever free, or
give his irrevocable sanction to a new and horrible
servitude.

Every thing conspired to shew the nullity of the
transactions at Rayonne.the invalidation ofthe rights
of Fernando.andof all the Bourbons who had concur-
red in certain illegal stipulations: the ignomy with
which those who had placed them on the throne in

V receiver of fines and confiscations.

*Of all this we haye an authentic testimony in our
archieves.
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•pposition to the pretentions of vhe house o Austria,
were now delivered up as slaves; the connivance o

the self-created governors 01 Spain with the plans
of tae new dynasty: the fate which they Were pre-

paring for America: and the necessity of taking
measures to defend the new world from the evils

which 'he nature of its relations with the old was

bringing upon it. They saw their treasures buried in

the unfathomable gulph of European corruption;

they had to lament the blood of Americans mixed
in strife with that of the enemies of America, to

support 'he slavery of their country; they penetra-
ted, iii spite of the vigilance of their tyrants, even

Spain itself, and saw nothing but disorder, corrup-
tion, factions, defeats, misfortunes, treasons, ar-

mies dispersed, provinces invaded, a hostile army,
and a government weak and imbecile.

Such was he general impression which the agents
of tyranny, sent to maintain at every hazard the
infamous cause of their constituents, made upon the

people of Venezuela; every word was followed by
proscription: a single speech was cause of transpor-
ts 1 >n to its author: and every attempt of the Ame-
ricans to better their condition, was considered as

sufficient cause for their ruin and disgraces Such
mistaken calculations could only multiply disputes,
increase the popular discontent, ami prepare the
combustibles which by a single spark should take
nre and consume every vestige of iheir miserable
condition. It appeared that Spain, though pillaged
and necessitous, with her fate depending on die ge-
nerosity of the Americans, and almost at the point
of being struck off from the catalogue of nations,
carried herself buck to the 16th and 17th centuries,

endeavoring once more to conquer America with
arms more terrible than the bullet and sword: every
day was pregnant with some sew proof of the fate

that threatened us; plated in the horrid predica-
ment of being sold to a foreign nation, or of groan-
ing forever under a new and irrecoverable servitude,
we waited only for the happy moment which should.

give impulse to our opinion, and unite our endea-
vors to assert and maintain it.

In the midst of the general exasperation we heard
of the irruption of the French into the Andalusias,
the dissolution of the central junta, and the abortive
institution of another new-proteus government un-
der the name of a regency. This announced itself

with the most liberal ideas; and foreseeing the ne-

cessity of creating an interest in the Americans for
this extraordinary government, they endeavored to

strengthen the illusion by brilliant promises, futile
theories of reform, and presages of what would be
our condition under the h:mds of the vicerovs and
ministers, and not of the governors; at the very
moment that these agents were receiving the strict-
est orders to watch our conduct and our opinions,
lest we might discover, through the flimsy elo-

quence which gilded this specious act of emancipa-
tion, the chains prepared for us.
At any other period this would have dazzled the

Americans; but the central junta and that of Se-
ville, had now, to our reproach, laboured too long
to deceive us with hyperbolical promises, which
only served to redouble our vigilance, unite our
sentiments, and form a firm and invincible resolu-
tion to perish rather than any longer remain the
victims of cabal aiic. perfidy. The day on which
religion celebrates the solemn mysteries of the

5 Witness the transportation of several officers
of distinction, and of citizens of rank ami probity
bv a decree of tlie emperor on the 2<ith of\jjiarch,
3810.

reuem ui c mankind, was the day which Provi-
(iu.ee nwketi out for the commencement of tha

poii ical ledemp.ion ofAmerica. On the 19th April,
holy Thursday, tell the colossus ot despotism in

Venezuela, die empire oi die laws was p. ocLimed,
and tyrants expelled, with a tranquility and modera-
tion which have filled the world witi, admiration.
Who would have supposed ,t possible tor a peo-

ple to nave shewn so much forbearance .n the net
ot freeing themselves from iheir oppitssors and re«

covering theii rignts! Venezuela, faithful :o her
promise^, oniy secured her own destiny, that she

might ;utfil them; and if, with one hand she diove
off the agents of her misery and slaveiy, wirh the
other she placed the name of Ferdinand VII. in
the front of her new government, swore to pre-
serve his rights, pioinised to acknowledge the unity
and political integrity ot the Spam si 1 nation. >

;
en-

ed her arms to her brethren of Europe, ohued
hem an asylum in their misfortunes and calamities,
procured the generous alliance 01 England, and wag
ready to take part in the happiness or misery of the
nation from which she has found it necessary to se-

paraie for ever.

But this was not what the Regency demanded of
us. Whilst in their theories they declared us free,
in their practice they subjected us to a diminutive
and insignificant representation; believmg that
those to whom they thought nothing due, would
content themselves with what their masters chose
to give them. With this liberal calculation, the

Regency sought to keep up our illusion, and pay
us in words and promises for our long servitude,
and for the blood and treasures we had soent in

Spain. We well knew how little we had to hc.pe
horn the policy of Ferdinand's proxies: we were not
ignorant, that if we were not dependant on the vice-

roys, ministers, and governors, still less couid we
be the subjects of a captive king wi.hout rights or
authority, a governmen null and

illegal, a na ion

incapable of maintaining their right to another, or
a peninsular angle of Europe, occupied almost
wholly by a foreigi, power; but wishing to gain our
liberty by means ot ge; erosity and moderation, we
acknowledged the imaginary rights oi the son of
Maria Louisa, we respec.ed the misfortunes of the
nation, and, imparting our resolution to the Regen-
cy, which we disavowed, we offered never to sepa-
rate from Spain provided she should establish a le-

gal government, formed by the will of the nation,
and in which America should bear that share to
whice justice, necessity, and .he political import-
ance of her territory entitled her.

If three hundred years of former servitude were
not enough to author, ze our emancipation, we had
abundant cause in the conduct of the government
which i.rrogated the sovereignty of a conquered
nation which could not have the smallest claim to
America, declared an integral part of it; though
they sought to involve it in the conquest. If the
governors of Spain had been paid by their enemies,
they could not have done more against the welfare
oi the nation connected, as it was with America.
With perfect contempt for our importance, and the
justice of our claims, though they could not deny
us an appearance of representation, they subjected
it to the influence of their agents, to whom the
election was entrusted; and though even to the pro-
vinces occupied by the French and to the Canary-
islands, a representative was allowed for every fify
thousand souls, elected fieely bv the people, in
America a million was scarcely thought enough to
give the right to a representative named by the
viceroy or CftpWn-£eneral, tuid*r seal of the eottccil.
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Whilst strong' in the testimony of our justice, )
not hazarding: in the voracious bunds of the govern,

and the moderation of our proceedings, we hoped j

meiit die public funds which might serve in a time

that if the reasons we assigned to die Regency of of greater need to relieve the distresses oi the'natietfj

the necessity of our resolmiorTwere not thought, but they appealed to the generosity and
sensibility

sufficient, 1 hey would, at least, respect the noble of the people, by publishing in their gazettes, the

disposition which deterniined us not to become the
j plaintiye manifesto of ibe regency in which tSH

enemies of our oppressed and unfortunate brethren; nation was represented as in the last extremity;
—

the new government 01 Caracas wishpd no, to con- |The deputies of the regency for Quito, St. Fe, and

fine this disposition to vain reasoning; and the un

prejudiced world will acknowledge that Venezuela

passed ihe interim from the 19 h April 1810, to the

5thJuly„ 1811, in a painful round of insults and

hos iii ies, on the part of Spain, and of generosity,

moderation, and patience on her own. This^s

the most interesting epoch in the history of our

revolution, in as much as its events furnish a con-

trast so favourable to our cause thai we must hope
to gain the impartial judgement of those nations

who have no i'.terest in discrediting our efforts.

Previous tb ihe results of our political transfor-

mation, there daily fell into our hands new motives

to urge the event. In every ship which arrived from

Peru, were hospitably received, treated as friends,
and their pecuniary wants satisfactorily supplied—
But we waste 100 much time ;n analysing the da k
and suspicious conduct of our enemies, .hough all

their efforts have been insufficient to destroy .lie

triumphant influence of ours.

The haughty masters o^* our territory were not

the c
*
/ ones who were authorised to support -tha

detestable plot of their const ituenls: the.g\nts of
the juntas and of the regency inundated America,
and bound in a mach ; avelian compact of pol tical

free-masonry, mutually aided and assi^ied each
other in their combinations against the happiness
and political existence of the new world. The

Spam there came but new agents furnished with \; s \.m^ f Porto R ico was soon mjui e tne den of the
fresh instructions, to support the cause oi-ambition

j hellish agents of the regency; % rendezvous of all

and perfidy: wilh the same view, pennission was

denied to the military and other Europeans to return

to Spain; though they petitioned to join in the war

against the Freuch. Orders were issued, under pre-

tence of expecting war, which deprived the Ame-
ricans of every privilege.

6

The gazettes were filled with triumphs, victories,

their expeditions; the Ik ad quarters of all the anti-

Americari forces; the workshop of all the impose
tures, caliimnies and threats of the regents; the

refuge of the infamous, and the harbor of a new

company of freebooers, that none of the calamities

of the sixteenth cehturv might be wanting to ihe

now conquest of America, in the nineteenth. lTie

and acknowledgements forced from those who were ! Airiericans of Porto Rico overpowered by the bayo-

yet ignorant of our resolution; and under the se- nets, cannons, chains, and fetters which er.com-J

verest threats of apolitical inquisition with all its hor-
j
passed them, were compelled to add to their i.wn

rors, wasestablished against those who held, receiv-
; evils and misfortunes the painful necessity of con-J

ed, or read anv other writings, whether Spanish j tribirtmg to ours. Such was lie condition of the

or otherwise, than those winch immediately pro-
' Americans condemned, not onlv to be accessary to,

ceeded from the regency: with the most scahda- but to assist in the dtV. ruction ofeach oilier,

lous impudence they declared void a decree which! The conduct which Spain observed towards

encouraged our commerce and agriculture, and _\n:er .ca, appears much more harsh and insulting, <

prpsCTibed the. authors and promoters oi it; at the when compared with what it was in respect to-

same time they exacted supplies from all classes France. It is notorious that that portion of
thdj

Without giving the smallest account of their <<pnli- country which resisted ihe new dynasty had many*
cation; in contempt of public f: ith they caused decided partizans among those who were distin--]

the wh .le correspondence of the county to be fished for their rank, employmen s, and enlighl
Opened without exception, an outrage proceeding e ,- eci understanding;? vet, n6\withstand.ng, there

from the despotism of Godoy, and adopted only to was not ope to.be found among them, anxious as]
renderstill more tyrannical theu- despicable system they were for the liberty, independence, and regeJ
oi Espionage against America. In a word, they neration of the peninsula, willing to excuse the]
began to give us an experiment." 1 knowledge of the conduct of the American provinces; who, actuate*

system they had adopted to perpetuate our slavery. !

by ihe same principles of fidelity and national in-1

In tiie mean lime, Venezuela become her own tegrity, sought only io preserve themselves from 1

mistress, thought nol ot imitating the detestable dependence on those illegitimate, imbecile, anal

conduct of the regency and their agents; content
j

turbulent governments formed alternately by ;liei

wih baying secured her file against the an bition agents of the king or representatives of the nation.-;

of an intrusive arid illeg-i
imate government, and An ostentaiious liberality and pretended patriotisSJ

placed herself out of die reach of' their dark and with respect to the exhausted, disorganized, and

complicated schemes, she elide; coined to prove
j

almost conquered country of Spain, and parsimony,
bv her actions her des re for peace, friendship and suspicion, prejudice and pride in regard to the*

intercourse with her European brethren. Those noble, generous and faithful Americans, character

who were already anion}? us were treated as such,

and two thirds of die polit .c:l, civ.l, and military

employments ei. her remained or were placed in the

hands of Europeans, with a frankness and candour

but too fatal to our in'erests: our coffers were ge-

nerously opened »o supply ihe luxury and extrava-

gance of our tyrants: the commanders of their

sh.ps were rece veri in our harbors, and aided in

the execution of their respective commissions; the

offences of one of them were even submittedd to the

judgment of the Spanish government. The gov-

erning junta of Caracas assigned their reasons for

« The 30th April, 1810.

ised the conduct of the Cortes. The treasons, m<§

trigues, commotions and disturbances in the revol

fuiion of Spain, were passed over as unavoidable'

circumstances; but none of the provinces which

rested contented under the French dominion, were]
treated as Venezuela; their conduct was scrutinis-

ed and judged according to the motives and
cirj

cumstances which dictated it, and conformably to

the rules of war; but none of them have yet been

declared traitors and rebels, and tor none or them

has a public commission of diplomatic incendiaries

7 Vforla, Azanza, Osarill, Uiquijo, Mazarredo,

and many others of all classes and professions.
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been created, to. arm Spaniard against Spaniard,
sJ.' up civil war, and devote to destruction all who
would not bow to the name of Ferdinand VII.

America only was condemned to undergo these un-

exampled miseries.

It appears that the independence of America
awakened greater fury in Spain than the foreign

oppression wiiich threatened it, as all their resources

were employed against it: the turbulent and incen-

dious spirit of a minister or' the council of India

could not be more worthily employed than in the

conquest of Venezuela, with the arms of he Alfin-

gera and the Welsers. 8
i.i the name of a king wi h-

out a tide to the throne upon which he was placed.
Under this name all flood gates of iniquity were

opened upon us, and all the horrors of conquest
renewed: under this name we were treated with

greater severity even than those who had abandoned
it before us: and under this name they sought to

continue the- Spanish dominion in America, which
was considered as a political phenomenon even
in the days of the greatest energy and vigour of t'.ie

•monarchy. Guild any law be made to bind us to

the patient toleration ofthe torrent of abuses which,
those who called themselveshis representafivesjpour-
-ed upon us in his name? His name obtained tor them
the treasures, fhe obedience and acknowledgment
of America; and, by means,of their fltgitiouscon-
duct, die name ofFerdinand hasforever-lost all con?
side: at ion and respec upon us.9

The tyrant of Borriqucnio not content with

cahiminiating, insulting -.nd declaring war against
us, thereby usurping the privileges of a sovereign:
not satisfied with appointing himself the volun arv

goaler of the messenger of peace and alliance, b< -

c use they counteracted the plans which the new
king of' Spain had already accepted from the Re-

gency: riot believing hi-, eminent services suffici-

entlv recompenced bv the honour ofhavingfakhfuily
served 'tis kings; with the most audacious insolence
he seized the public goods of Caracas, which had
been shipped on board 1 he frigate Ferdinand VII.
for the purpose of purchasing milk ry stores in

London: and that no insult might be wfenting, he
aliedgcd that the Spanish government would confis-

cate them, dial England, ignorant of our design,
would appropriate them to her own use, and that
no where would they be more safe than in his hands:
such were the reasons which the governor of Porto
Rico assigned for this attrocious plunder: but this
is not all which this worthy agent of the regency
has done to promote their designs.
However aggrieved by these robberies and insults,

Venezuela persisted in the resolution not to change
the principles adopted as the rule of her conduct:
the act of the national representation was published
in the name of Ferdinand VII: all the acts of our
government and administration were done under
his imaginary authority: by the laws and codes of

Spain, a most horrible and bloody conspiracy of
the Europeans was tried, and these were infringed
to pardon them, that we might not stain with the
blood of our perfidious brethren, the glorious re-

membrance of our revolution.
It appeared that nothing now remained but a re-

conciliation with Spain, or the entire abandonment

8The first tyrants of Venezuela, under the au-

thority of Charles V. and the instigators of a civil
war among the primitive inhabitants.

qF.t qua persona qvis lucrum capit ejus factum
pea store tenetur. [Tf.n receiver is as bad us the thief.]

ioT!„ original name of the island of Porto Rico.

of our ruinous and unrequkted system of generosi-

ty; Ven< zuela was willing, however, to use every
means within her power, until forced by necessity
to the declarations of the 1 5tl. July, 1808, and again
ofthe 19 h April, 1810. Having forgiving the horrid

transactions 'at Quito, Pose and la P. s: finding our-

selves supported by Buenos V res, Santa Fe, Flo-

rida, Mexico, Guatimala and Chi' i: after obtain-

ing a conditional guarantee from England: and

gaining over to our cause Barcelona, Merida and
Truxilio: after having our conduct approved bv

every impartial man in Europe; and seeing die

triumph of our prineiplesfromthe Orinoco to M..g-
di leu, and from Cape G.d to the Andes, we still

wailed but to endure new insults, before we took
the painful resolution of breaking of)' our connec-
tion forever with ourbrethern.

Caraj as hiving done no more than imitate many
provinces of Spain, and exercise only those rights
which had been ceded to it in common with all

America, by the council of the regency; having
had no other design than what the supreme law
of necessity requited, to secure ourselves from an

unhappy rate, and relieve the agency from the
ur of attending- to the government of countries

so extensive and remote, while they were employed
in war: without having broke our uni'y and politi-
cal integrity with Spain: w thout having disavow-
ed, as we r dgjjt and ought to have done, the feeble

rights of Ferdinand: without designing to submit
our demands and requisitions to the voice of die

nation, we were declared in a state of war, de-
nounced as traitors and rebels; and deprived of
our commerce and communication with England
or our European brethern: all the excesseswh.cn

malignity of heart could dictate, and such as. would
have disgraced die despots of India, were approved
aiid authorised; as willappea'r by the order of the 4th
S p ember, 1810; and as a climax to their savage

proceedings, a new emissary with the title of pacifi-
cator was sent out, who with greater prerogatives
than the original

•

conquerors and founders of the

place, posted himsell at Porto Rico to pillage,

plunder, and destroy in the name of Ferdinand VH.
Until then the system which the regency adopted

from the moment they knew of the movements at

Caracas, had been slower in its progress; but the

principal focus of the civil war being now brought
nearer to us, the subalterns acquired greater vigor,
and the zeal of all who commanded the subsidiary
forces of Cortabarria and J\Iclend:z was encreased.
Hence the energy of that ephemeral sedition: the
discord created by Miyares, proped up with the
ileal title of captain-general of Venezuela: hence
to our regret the American blood, shed upon the
fields of Coro: hence the robberies committed on
our coast by the pirates of the regency: the insults

given to the English flag, the decay of our com-
merce: the conspiracies in the vallies of Aragua
and Cumana: the horrid perfidy of Guayana, and
the degrading transportat ion of their nobles to the

dungeons of Porto Rico: hence the generous inter-

position of an officer of the British government in
1

the Antilles,
1 ! and its

rejection by the pseudo-pacifi-
cator: and hence, in fine, all the evils, atrocities
and Crimes whiih must for ever be inseparable from
the haxa^of'Conabuvrla and Melenilez in Venezuela,
and which have force.! its government, contrary to

their Original intentipus, to tike under their pro-
tection, all who have honoured them with their

fidence-

11 His excellency admiral Cochran.
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The mission of Cortabarria in t.. . . t lie in terior of the empire was shackled;—-

century, considering die relative situations oi Spain
:

;;e productions of the departments of its centre'

and America, demons! rates how blindly ambition could only reach the sea, by paving- tribute to fo-

leads on those who forget that the people are the reign powers. These inconveniences have dis;p-
fou v;ain of all authority. The spirit of Charles V.

| peared forever. The maritime arsenal of ihe

the memory of Cortes and Pizarro, and the names
j
Scheldt, on which such great hopes are founded^

of Montezuma and Atahualpi, involuntarily pre- i has received in this manner all the extension it

sented themselves to our imagination when we i ough t to possess. The mouths of the Ems, of the

saw ;ho e scenes renewed in a country which had
! Weser, and of the F.lbe, place in our possession all

numbered, three hundred years of submission and

sacrifices, and which had promised to continu
the timber which (Germany furnishes. The fron-

tiers of ihe empire lean on the Baltic, and bus

them, upon no other condition than being- free, that having- n direct communication with the north, it

slaverv might not tarnish the merit offidelity.
|

will be easy for us to dr;-w from it the spars, the
It is obvious that America neither does nor can > hemp, he copper, and other naval stores which we

appertain to the Spanish territory; and that, howe-
j may have occasion for. We now command all ihe

ver just or unjust were the riglu.s which the Bour-
(

materials necessan in the constructing of ships,
bons assumed over it, these could not be transferred produced by France, Germany and Italy.
to another without the consent of the American

j

The Simplon having become French, secures t©

people. The bull of Alexander VI. .md the titles : us a new communication with It-dy.

brought forward by the house of Austria could have I The re-union of Rome has c. used to disappear
no other origin than the right of conquest which the nebnvenrent intermediary space which exi'ed
was ceded by the conquerors to the crown Inde [between our armies of the north of Italy and i os«

pendent of the depopulation of the territory, the of lie south; and has given us on the Med iter ra-

exlermination of the natives, and the emigration neap new and useful coasts, necessary to T.-.uion,

from Jie capital, it appears the fury of conquest was -as those .*" the Adriatic are to Vei ice. The re-

abated: the i hirst for gold satisfied: the cbntinen-flation Carries also with it, the double advantage,
tal equilibrium declared in favor of Spain: thefeudal

,
that he popes are no longer sovereigns, and Strang--,

government from the reign of the Bourbons in.ers tr France. We have only to examine history
Spain destroyed and annihilated: and all right 'to discover the evii . which the confusion of the

which had not its origin in 'he concessions or edics temporal and spi; tual po> . rs have occasioned to

of the prince being- annulled, the original conquer- religion. The popes have incessantly sacrificed flo-

ors were of course suspended from -heirs. If Jaejly ihings to those of ate. 1 nature.

invalidity of ihe rights which the Bourbons arro-j I; was not the divocc nry VIII *hat separa-

ga
fed be shewn, the title by which the descendants i ted England from ;he church of Rome: it was ihe

of the conquerors possessed die country must be tribute to St. Peter. If it is adv. ritage* "S to the

revived: not in prejudice of the original proprie- s'ale and relis-ion,
'

a< he popes should no longer
tors, but to render equal the enjoyment of liberty, be sovereign, it is equally advantageous to the em-

property and independence, with greater rig-nt than pire, thai the bishop of tfome, '.he chtigl o >ur

the B )urbons or any other .0 whom they have ceded church, should nor ba a stranger to us, and that ho
America, without the consent of the natural lords 'should unite tothelove of religion., that of hecoiut-
of the soil, 'try, which characterises elevated minds. Tin.-, ig

That America does not belong to the Spanish besides, the only way '.< render compatible, dn just •

territory is a principle of natural law and equity influence widen the pope is to have over spiritual
None of the itle-? which exist o'" its slaverv whether matters, With the principles or the empire, which

just or unjust, can apply to the Spaniards of Europe; do not permit that any foreign bishop may or do
and all the liberality of Alexander VI. could do no exercise anv ii-fluencein it.

more than declare the Austrian kings promoters of
the faith in making themselves masters of America

Ne.ither the title of metropolis nor mother-country,

Religion.—The emperor is satisfied with th<;

spint that animates all his clergy.
The attention of the administration has been di-

can give the right of s.gniory o the peninsula of rected to the wants of the dioceses: Theestabiish-

French Empire.

Spain: die first was lost from the momen: he men< of secondary ecclesiastical schools, common-
monarch, who was acknowledged by the Americans, ly fcalled small seminaries: the foundation ©fa great
left it and renounced his rights; and the second many large seminar ies of the most advanced stu-

was always a ridiculous abuse of terms, jus' as con- dies: the re-establishment of the churches where-
sistent as that of calling our slavery, felicity,

—the ever thev have been destroyed, and the compiete-
iiscals of India, protectors.^-anA the Americans, ment of several great metropolitan sees, the build-

without either right or evil dignity, sons. ing of which had been interrupted on account of
to be continued, the revolution, are manifest proof, of the zeal that

the government bestows on the splendor of wor-

ship and prosperity of religion.

Religious dissentions, die consequerce of our po-
litical troubles, have entirely disappe. red; there are

no longer in France hut priests in communion with
•heir bishops, and united in their religious princi-

ples as they are in their attachment to their govern-
ment.

Twenty-seven bishoprics, having been vacant

for a long time, and the pope having refused at

two different epochs from 1805 \o 1807, and from
1808 to the present time, to execute the clauses of
• he concordates which oblige him to institute the,

nshops nominated bv the emperor, this refusal had

Pahis, June 30, 1811.

Extracts from the French Expose.
Of the situation if *he' French empire, presented to

the legislative body, in is sittings of the 29'h of

June, bv his excellency the comte de Montalivet,
minister of the interior.

Gentlemen,—Since your last session, the em-

pire iias been increased by he addition of six.een

departments, five millions of population, a terril.o;--.

affbrdintr 11 revenue of one hundred millions, nine

hundred miles of coast, with all its maritime re

ources. The mouths of the Rhine, the Meusfe, ^rendered the concordats void: it no longe.
• xir.ts

and of the Scheldt,^were not French; the circula- The emperor has. therefore been obliged to cvn
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vokeall the bishops of the empire, that they might |men< theif prosperity. The hospitals have been

consult on the means of providing for the vslbaftt improved every where: it may be said that they

sees, and of nominating to those that should be- 1 never were kept better at any time. Charity is

come vacant, in conformity to what was done un-1 abundantly exercised, and the legacies accepted in

der Charlemagne, under St". Lewis, and in all
the]

the council of state for the hospitals amount yearly

ce uiries that preceded the concordate of Francis; to sever. ! millions.

1. and Leo. X. for t is the essence of the Catholic
|

H. \I. lias imoroved and endowed a great mini

religion not to beahle to dispense with the ministry
and mission of bishops
T'ms has ceased to exist that famous transaction

of Francis I. and Leo X. against which the church,

her of congregations of charitable sisterhoods, hav-

ing foi 'heir aim to attend the sick and wait on the

hospiiats. The intention of II. M. is that all these

sisters be, m religious afl'airs, under the direction

the university and the sovereign courts have so long i of their bishops, vvho alone have the power to mea-

contended, and which led the writers on public law i die in spiritual affairs in the extentof their dioceses,

and magistrates of those times to say that the king j

No congregation under any pretence whatever can

and pope had mutually yielded to one another what
'

nor ought not to be, exempt from their junsdic-

did not belong to either. Henceforth it is to thetion
deliberation of the council of Paris thai the state

of episcopacy which will have so much influence

even on that of religion is attached.

As for the rest, if other divisions, have existed

Poor houses have been erected in sixty-five de-

partments; these are already in operation in thirty-

two: and it is no longer permitted to beg in these

thirty-two departments. Those depots want yet

between the emperor and the temporal sovereign i furflier improvements, so as works may be wed

of Rome, there has not exb'.ed any be:w.en the! established in them and that they may then detray

emperor and the pope, as the chief of religion, and the greatest part or' their expences.

there is nothing that can excite the least uneasiness Matuve.—We have lost Gaudaloupe and the

in the most timorous souls.
j

Tsle of France. The wish to save those colonies

JunicunY.—Civil justice has been separated from; was not so great as to cause us to risk our fleets

criminal justice; the magistrates pursued crimes; in i heir relative inferior state. Since the reunion

only when these were pointed out by the police.—
> of Holland, that country has furnished us with ten

The latecode that you have adopted has re-united
j thousand sailors, and thirteen ships of the line.—

civil and criminal justice; it has instituted imperial , We h-.ive considerable fleets in the Scheldt, and at

courts invested with the right of pursuing and
\
Toulon.— Divisions of ships of the line, more or

accusing, and has armed them with the necessary
j
less strong, l.e in our different ports, and fifteen

force to cause the laws to be executed. The main-; shins in the docks of Antwerp. Every thing is

tcnance and perfection ofthejury, and confrontation
; arranged so as to add each year a great, number ot

of witnesses, and the publicity of the trials, have I ships of war to our fleet of the Scheldt, Two ships

brought together what was good in the old and new
\
of '.he line are building at Cherbourg, and the su^p

system. j

plies of timber and materials of every sort are so
'

In nominating to the different offices, H. M. has
j

plentiful n that port, that we may have five more

sought the members that yet remained ofthe former j on the stocks before the close of the year 1811.—
parliament, and whose age and knowledge qualified. L'Orient, Rqchefbrt, Toulon, have all their docks

them for employment in the imperial courts; He has '. occupied. N merous vessels are building at Ve-

called them to it of his own accord, thus giving a 'nice. According" to treaty, Naples was this year to

proof of his constant desire to see the French forget
ih ir former quarrels, and finish to blend themselves

in the only interest of their country and of the

throne!

Administration.—Many reclamations have

been presented upon the limits of the different de-

have six ships of the line and six frigates. This

kingdom has not fulfilled this engagement: The

govi-, nrnent of that country will he convinced of the

necessity ©f repairing that fa dure. Oiu* resource?

our interior navigation, are sufficient to raise the

material part ofour navy, in a few years to the same

partments. Even opinions have been intimated i degree of elevation as that of our enemies. Our
which would wish to substitute great prefectures I experiments on the maritime conscrip, .on hava

to the actual prefectures, but H. M. has rejected succeeded; the young men of 18, 19, and 20 years

them, and has set as a principle to consider what
has been done as established and permanent. Insta-

bility destroys every thing. A great revolution has

taken place in this organization of the departments;
it is an act of property which II. M. does not wish
to touch. Those departments have been formed,
•onsolidated in the midst of awful circumstances

which have brought together their inhabitants, and

they shall always remain united in the same manner.
The communal administration has been every

where perfected. The budgets deliberated upon it:

the council of state direct and censure thus the ad-

ministration of all the communes of the empire,
which have more than 10,000 francs revenue.—
Already the mass of those revenues arises to more
than eigh'y millions. Never were the communes
at anv time or in any country so rich, Every where
else the octroi (municipal duties) is a sovereign
impost: H. M. has lefr it to the communes; conse-

quently all their establishments are in the best state,

and in almost all they have undertaken the building
of town houses, markets, public magazines, or

other works which are te embellish them, or aug-

6f age, shew the best disposition, and are rapidly )

progressing. The frequent, excursions of our

fleets,, the evolutions of our squadrons and flotillas

in the Kuyder and Zee, the Scheldt, and our roads

and the coasting navigation, have so far improved
our young conscripts, as to excite the highest hopes.

War.—In one year, the greatest part of the

strongest places in Spain havebeen taken afterseiges
which do honor to the genius and artillery of the

French armies. More than two hundred standards,

eighty thousand prisoners, and an hundred pieces
of cannon have been taken from the Spaniards in

several pitched battles.

This war was drawing to a close when England,

departing from her accustomed' policy, took the

lead in the field. I' is easy to foresee this struggle*
and to comprehend all its consequences on the des-

tinies ofthe world.

The population of England, insufficient for the oc-

cupation of the two Indies, America, and many
establishments on the Mediterranean; insufficient

for the .defence of, J-reiawd and-herpw*) coasts, fo»

her garrisons and immense fleets, and foV the \o.rt
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of men in an obstinate war sustained against France
in the peninsula of Spain, leave many chances in

our favor—and England is placed between the ruin
of her population, it she persists in maintaining this

war, or shame, if she abandon it after having taken
so conspicuous a part.

France has eight hundred thousand men under
arms; and when new forces, new armies, march
towards Spain, to fight these our eternal enemies,
four hundred thousand infantry, and tiny thousand

cavalry, will remain in our interior, on our coa-ts,
and our frontiers, ready to march for the defence of
our rights wherever they shall be threatened. The
continental system, which is kept up w'.th die great

loans is declaring that, in a few years, no other al-

ternative will oe lefi but that of bankruptcy. This
observation is every day made by discerning men;
at each campaign it will become yet more striking
to all the capitalists.
We are in the fourth year of the Spanish war:

and though ii should last a few more campaigns,
Spain shall ' be subdued, and die Engfsli driven
from it. What are a few y ears to consolidate he

great empire, and to secure the tranquility of our

est perseverance, is undermining die basis of the
finances of England.—Already her exchange loses
33 per cent; her colonies are without outlets for
their produce; the greater part of their manufac-
tures are closed; and ths continental system is but

just in operation! If continued for ten years, it

would alone destroy the resources of England.
Her revenue is not rounded on the produce of

her soil, but on that of the commerce of the world.
Even now her factories are half closed. In vain do
the English hope from procrastination, and the
events excited by her intrigues, that outlets will be

opened to her commerce—As to France, the conti-
nen.al system has notaltered in tiie least her posi-
tion—we have been for ten years without maritime
commetce, and we shall continue without it.

The prohibition of English goods on ihe conti-
nent has opened a market to our manufactures;
should even that fail them, the consumption of the

empire prevents a reasonable support. It belongs
to our manufactures to regulate themselves upon the
wants of sixty millions of consumers.
# The prosperity of the imperial treasury is not
founded on the commerce of the universe. More
than nine hundred millions that are necessary to
meet the expences of the empire, are the result
of natural, direct, or indirect impost. England
requires two thousand millions to defray her expen-
ces, and her own revenue would not be able to fur-

nish more than one third. We shall believe that

England can maintain as long as we, this struggle,
when she shall have subsisted many years without

oans, without consolidating the exchequer bills,

and when her payments shall be made in specie,' or

at least in paper exchangeable at pleasure.

Any reasonable man must be persuaded that

France may remain ten years in her present state

without experiencing
- other embarrassments than

those she has experienced for these ten years, with-

out augmenting her debt am#meeting all her expen-
ces. England is obliged every year during ill* war,
to borrow eight hundred millions, winch in ten

years would make eight thousand millions. How
is it possible to- conceive that she can succeed in

Supporting an increase of contributions of four

hundred millions 10 meet the interest of her loans,
when she can only now provide for her expences by
borrowing eight hundred millions yearly? Tl e

actual system of English finances can only be found-

ed on a peace establishment. Indeed all systems of

finances grounded on loans, are pacific in their

nature, since borrowing is called the resources of

futuri'v to the relief of present wants. Notwith-

standing however, the actual administration ofEng-
land has procl timed the principle ofperpfetual war,

children. I is not that the government is not desi-

rous of peace, but it cannot be made so long as the

affairs of England are directed by men who have
I declared dieir determination of carrying on a per-

petual war; and woidd such a peace be to France,
without a guarantee? In two years the Engiisrj
fleets would seize our vessels and ruin our ciiu s of

Bordeaux, Nantzj Marseilles, Amsterdam, Genpa,
Leghorn, Venice, Naples, Triest, and Hamburg, as

they have heretofore done; such a peace v ould on-

ly be a snare la d for our commerce: It Would only
be useful to England, who would find a vein for

her merchandize, which would change the conti-

nental system. The pledge of peaee is in the exist-

ence of our navy, and our maritime power.
We shall be able to make peace with safe'y, when

we shall have an hundred and fifty ships of the line;

and notwithstanding the obstructions of war, such
is the situation of the empire, that we shall short-

ly have this number of ships. Thus the gua-
rantee of our fleet, and that of an English adminis-
tration founded on principles different from those

of the present cabinet, can alone give peace to the
universe. It would be useful to us without doubt,
and it would be desireable in another point of view: .

we will say further, the continent, the whole world
call for it; but we have a consolation, which is,

that it is much more desirable for our enemies, than

for ourselves; and whatever efforts the English
ministry may make to stun that nation by a crowd
of pamphlets, and by every thing that can keep in

agitation a populace anxious for news, it cannot
conceal from the world, how much peace becomes

every day indispensable to England.
(to he continued.)

History
Of the Invasion of Spain by Bonaparte.
ABRIDGED FROM THE MOST ATJTAENTIC SOURCES.

CHAPTER III.

(continued viiom pare 85.)
Asturias and Gallacia were the first provinces

that raised the standard; but the rest of Spain pur-
sued the same course so rapidly, as to show that

the people acted, not from the influence ofexample,
but from one common feeling, acting co-instant a-

neously over the whole kingdom. In every. pro-
vince a junta or general government was immediately
formed, who, acting under the name of Ferdinand,
were to take measures for the general defence, and
for the recovery of the country. Their first

measure was to issue proclamations, calling upon
the people to revenge their brethren who had been
massacred; to remember their fathers; to defend
their wives and sisters; and to transmit their in-

heritance of independence to their children. They
reminded them how Pelayo, with the moun-
taineers of* Austrias, laid the foundation of 1 he

this is as if the chancellor of the exchequer had Spanish monarchy, and began thai war against the

announced that he would propose in a i'cw years
bill of national bankruptcy' [t is indeed mathema-

tically demonstrated, that to wish to provide for

the expences with eight hundred millions of actual

Moors which his posterity continued for 700 years,
till thev had rooted out 'he last of the invaders.—
They reminded (hem of the Cid, Reydier de Bivar,
a fierce and nobie Castilian of the City of Burgos,
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how, when the emperor, Henry II. claimed autho-

rity over Spain, and ; council where the king oi

Casii elfpreskli . discussed his'pretensions,
tha hero refused to d< berate on such. a demand,

Saying
1 that the independence 6f Spadi was estab-

lished above all title; hat no true Spaniard would
Buffer ii o be brought ,n question; that it should

bo upheld with their lives; and thai he declared

himself the enemy of any man who should advise

th. king to derogate in one point from the honor oi

their free country! They reminded them of the

baseness, the perfidy and the cruelty which they
had il eady experienced fri m that proud tyrant,
v. rotates, said hev, to him eU '.ne i i t le of

arbi •. of de inies, because ne has succeeded in

pppt-e ing the French na on. without recollecting
th i hfe himself i mortal and tha} he only holds
the power delegated to him for our chastisement.
Had he not, under the Eaitb. pf treaties, drawn

awaj oir soldiers to the Balticj Had lie no., in

the eh..racier of a friend and ally, marched his

troops into the very c pita!, and made himself
master of the frontiei for resses, hen robbed them
of '.heir king and the wjiole of their royal family,
and usurped their government? What if they
perished in resisting these barbadians? ""It is

Better," said they, "to die in the defence of your
religion and independence, and upon your own
native sod, than to he led bound to slaughter, and
was.e your blood for die aggrandizement of his
ambition. The French con.-cr p ion comprises
you If \ou do nor serve your country, you will
be t'orcel away to perish in the north. We lose
no hing; for even should we fail, we shall have
freed ourselves by a glorious death, from the »ntol-

erable burden of a fore gn yoke. What worse
attrocities would the worsl savages have perpetrated,
than those which the ruffians; of this tyr ni have
tommitl ed? They have pro;'„ned our temples^r-they
have massacred our brethren, -r-they have assailed
our wives'—more than 20^0 of the people of
Madrid, oF that city where they had been so hos-

pitably received, the. have murdered in cold blood
lor no other cause than for having defended their
families and themselves,—To arms! to arms—no
foreign nation could ever lord it over us when we
resisted as we ought. Will you ben 1 vour necks to
the yoke? Will you allow yourselves to be insulted
by injuries the most perfidious, the most wicked
the nost disgraceful—committed in the face of the
whole world! Will you submit to the humiliating
slavery that is prepared for you! To arms! Fly to
arms!—not like the monster who oppresses you, to

indulge an insatiable ambition; no' like him, to vio-
late the law of nations and the rights of humanity,

When Mara: addressed his proclamation to the
French before they entered Madrid recommending
to idem Hie "utmost friendship towards a nation
which had treated them so kindly on their marc!!
which was allied to them, and which deserved their
friendship!" he thought it necessarv, in warningthem agamst any excesses, to specify, that ail
soldiers found guilty of violation should be shot.—
The French armies are above all others infamous
for his wors spgices of

atrocity. Knttner says, he
never heard so much of this "crime as in Styriawhen he passed through that country two years
after the treaty of Leoben. The excesses com-
mitted by Bonaparte?s soldiers were then remem-

' "" ''' •''
_

greatest horror; and (he peasants
expressed the bii crest indignation against heir-own
government for having prevented them from taking-
arms.

—not to render yourselves odious to mankind, but.

to assist your country men, to rescue your king irom

captivit) : to restore to your government, liberty ener-

gy and vigor; to preserve your own lives and those
oi yoUi children; to maintain the uncoatroied'right
of enjoying

-

and disposing of your property: and
to assert the independence ot Spain.

—The time is

come: the nation has resumed the sovereign authority,

which, undet such circumstances, devolves upon it*

Let us be Worthy of ourselves. Let us perpetuates
die renown of our fathers.—If she remains firm

and const.nl, Spain will triumph. A whole people
is more powerful than disciplined armies. Those
who unite to maintain die independence of heir

couuify, must triumph over tyranny. Spain will

inevitably conquer in a cause the mos. just that

lu. sever raided the deadly weapons of war; for she

fights, not for the concerns of a day, bu for the

security and happmess of ages; not for an insolat-

ed privilege, btr for all the rights of human nature^
n a for the temporal blessings, but for eternal happi-
ness; not for the benefit of one nation, but for the

benefit of all nunkind, and even for France her-

self. Humanity does not always shudder at the

.sound of war,—the slow and interminable evils of

slavery a:-e a thousand imes more to be abhorred:

here is a kind of peace more fatal than the field of

battle drenched with blood, and strewed with the

b dies of the slain. Such is the peace in which
th tet ropolis of Spain is held hy the enemy. The

to: respectable citizens, there is exposed to the

ins race of the basest French ruffian; at every
i he has to endure at least the insult of being

ed with the disdain of the conqueror towards the

[uered. The inhabitants of Madrid, strangers,

i were, and by sufferance in their own houses,

annot enjoy one moment's tranquility. The
public festivals, established by immemorial custom,

he attendants on religious ordinances, are consi-

dered as pretexts for insurrection, and threatened

with being interrupted by discharge of cannon.—
The slightest noise makes the citizen tremble in the

bosom of his family. From time to time die ene-

my run to arms, in order to keep up the terror im-

pressed by the massacres of the second and third

pf May. Madrid is a prison, where the jailors
take pleasure in terrifying 'he prisoners, for the

purpose of keeping them quiet by perpetual fear.

But the Spaniards have not yet U-.t their country!

those fields, which, for so many years, have seen

no steel except that of the plough share, are about

amid the splendor of arms, to become the new
cr: die of their freedom'.—Fly then to the field of

honor!— Life or death, in such a cause, and t~

such times are indifferent. You "ho return will

be received bv vour conntry as her deliverers! and

* We have uniformly thought on this subject
that V would have been well for this unfortunate

people, if tbev had preserved the authority which
reverted to them upon -he dereliction of the royal
familv. There is so< thing absurd in the present

plan o? using tiie name of Ferdinand, who is pro-

bably as base a sycophant as any of the wretches

that fawn upon Bonaparte. Besides, there is

nothing in the old king or the young king worth

fighting for, and the nobility and priesthood had
become equally contemptible. The chains of rot-

ten monarchy are probably rive.lfed upon them

again, and they have lost a glorious opportunity of

establishing a government, calculated, like oUrown
to secure the true rights and 'die real interests of

humanity.
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yfu whom Heaven has destined to secure, with

y-t-r blood, the independence of your native land—
tie honor of our women—the purity of our holy
f ith—you will not dread the anguish of the last

moments. Remember what tears of grateful love

will be shed over your graves
—what fervent pray-

ers will be sent up for you to the Almighty Father

of mercies; who will hear such supplications, and

grant you your reward of glory. Let all Spain

becomk a camp; let her population become an

armed host: let our youths fly to the defence of

the state, for the son should fall before the father

appears in the ranks of battle; and you, tender

mothers, affectionate wives, and fair maidens, do
not retain within your embraces the objects of

your love, until, from victory returned, they de-

serve your affection. They withdraw from you
not to fight for a tyrant, but for their God, for a

monarch worthy the veneration of his people; for

yourselves and for your companions. Instead of

regretting their departure, like the Spartan wo-

men, sing ye the song of jubilee!
—The noble

matrons, the delicate maidens, even the austere

religious recluse nuns, must take a part in this

ho!v cause: let them send up their prayers to Hea-
ven for the success ofour undertaking, and succour,
in ( heir domestic economy, the necessities of" their

warlike sons and brethren."

Their popular faith as well as their patriotism was
aroused. They were told to implore the aid of the

immaculate conception, of Santiago, so often the

patron and companion in victory of their ancestors;

of our lady of battles, whose image is worshipped in

the most ancient temple of Covadonga, and who
had there so signally assisted Palayo in the first

§reat

overthrow of the Moorish invaders. The fire

amed the brighter for this holy oil of superstition;
but it was kindled,;by noble pride, and brave shame
and indignation; by the remembrance of what
their forefathers had been, and the thought of what
their children were to be. While their leaders thus

eloqu>: fitly availed themselves of the popular faith,

they called upon the clergy for their sacrifices

is done by violence, and by an army which had bee*;

admitted as a friend; either by indiscretion or timi-

dity, or perhaps by a vile treason which serves to

give an authority that cannot easily be esteemed

legitimate. Who appointed the serene duke of

Berg lieutenant-governor of the kingdom' Is it

not an appointment made at Bayonne, by an affec-

tionate king worthy of all the respect and love of

its vassals, but who is in the hands of persons im-

perious through the ascendance which they hav«

gained over his heart, and the force and power to

which he is subjected? And is it not a deceitful illur

sion to name for lieutenant-general of this kingdom
the commander of an army which threatens it, and

immediately to abdicate the crown? Did Charles

IV. wish to return to the throne merely to take it

from his son? And was it necessary to name a,

lieutenant, who by his authority, and by a military
force would impede every effort which might be

made to avoid the consummation of a project of

this nature. I doubt whether, not only in Spain,
but in ail Europe, there c; n be found one sincere

person who would not cry out in his heart against
such extraordinary, and to say no more, such sus-

picious acts."

This letter from a venerable prelate in his seventy-
third year, could notbe read without shame by those

who still hoped or affected to hope, for any amelora-

tion in the state of Spain from Bonaparte,
—for the

bishop addressed the emperor himselfas if he really .

possessed those talents for legislation, and that philo-

sophy and benevolence, to which he lays claim, re-

presented to him how impossible itwas to do good for

a nation by enslaving it;
—how strongly all his pro-

ceedings towards it bore the character of usurpa-
tion and violence; and he besought him whatever

might be the disorders of Spain not to persist in ap-

plying remedies to her in fetters, as she was not mad.

Among the persons who had accompanied Ferdi-

nand to Bayonne was Don Joseph Palafox, the

youngest of three brothers, ofone of the most dis-

tinguished families in Arragon. He was about thirty

four years of age, had been all his life in the Spanish
which the circumstances of the country rendered guards without ever having seen actual service;

necessary.
—"Venerable orders of religion," said ; and at Madrid, where his time had principally been

they, "withhold not the supplies which are requir-
j

past, was distinguished for the splendor and fashion

ed for the support of the common cause. If your
civic virtues did not impel you voluntarily to offer

this assistance, your interest would extort it; for

your incorporation sanctified by authority,
—your

political existence,—the possession of your proper-

ty,
—your individual security,

—all depend upon the

issue of this war. But Spain this day receives from
those her favorite sons, proofs oftheir affection and

gratitude, for the riches she has bestowed, on the

splendor she has conferred, for her pious generosi-

ty, and her ardent zeal, in sustaining the religion
and the customs of their fathers." And to the
honor of the clergy, no men exerted themselves
more stenuously in the common cause; a conduct
the more praiseworth , after the submission of their

pnmate, and the infamous part which the inquisi-
tion had taken.—The bishops of Oviedo and San-
tander distingushed themselves by their zeal and

activity in Asturies and Bisca; and the venerable

bishop of Orense, when summoned to attend Mu-
rats's assemby of notables at Bayonne, replied to the

junta in a letter of mild and dignified remonstrance,
which had scarcely less effect than the most anima-
ted military proclamation. In Napoleon, he said,

Spain saw, "or she thinks she sees the oppressor
of her princes and of herself. She looks upon
herself as enchained and enslaved, when happiness
is offered to her. More than is worked by artifice, mution which he issued (May 31) was distinguished

of his appearance. At the revolution of Aranjuez,
he was selected to be second in command, under

the marquis de Castellar, to whose custody the

prince de la Paz was committed: and had Palafox

been present when that wretch was rescued from

the justice of his country, it is probable he would

not tamely have submitted to resign him. From

Bayonne he escaped in the disguise of a peasant to

his country seat near Zaragoza. The cap.ain

general of Aragon, Guilliamah, was a traitor, and

attempted to disarm the people; they seized him
and threw him into prison; and the inhabitants of

Zaragoza, and of the neighbouring villages, con-

ferred the government, by acclamation, upon Pala-

fox. The neighbouring provinces of Navarre and
Catalonia were possessed by the French, the passes
of the Pyrenees, leading directly into Aragon, were

open, and Vlurat, with the mam body of the French

army, was on the other side at Madrid. Thus sur-

rounded by the enemy, and in a defenceless city,

the walls and gates of Zaragoza, being merely for

the purpose of levying the customs, Palafox declar-

ed war against the French. The regular troops which
he mustered amounted only to two hundred and

twenty men, and the public treasury could furnish

him with no more than two thousand reals, a sum
not equal to twenty English guineas. The procla-
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by its boldness. He declared "the French emper-

or, all the individuals of his family, and every

French officer and general, personally responsible

for the safety of king Ferdinand, his brother and

uncle: that should the French army commit any

robberies, devastations, and murders, either in Ma-
drid or any other town, no quarter should be given
to any of them: that all the acts of the present go-

vernment, and the transactions at Bayonne, were

illegal, null and void, and had been extorted by vio-

lence: that whatever might be done hereafter by
the roval family in France, should, for the same
e&tson be accounted null; and that all who took

an active part in such transactions shotdd be deem-
ed i rotors to their country. If any violence should

be a< empted against the lives of the royal family,
he declared that the nation would make use of their

elective right in favonr of the Arch-duke Charles,
as the nephew of Charles HI. in case the other

heirs should not be able to concur." This procla-
mation was not less remarkable for the prophetic
suspicion which it expressed of some of those in

whom the nation had confided, and who held the

supreme power in their own hands. "They," he

said, had been the first to form traitorous connec-
tions with the enemy of the country, and to work
its ruin. Thirst of gold made them view its destruc-

tion with indifference;—though, now perhaps, when
the resolution of the people was known, they might
change their purpose, affect a zeal for the right
cause, and endeavour to shake off the yoke which

they themselves had tried to impose upon their coun-

try by means the most iniquitious. "Should I be

mistaken," said Palafox, "time will discover the
truth As for myself," addressing the Aragonese,
"my life, which can only be of any value to me as

far as it can promote your happiness and the pros-
perity of my beloved country, is the smallest sacri-

fice I can make for the many proofs of confidence
an I love with which you have honoured me. My
mind is neither able to harbor treachery, nor to as-

sociate with those who cherish and protect it."

Catalonia and Navarre, were in the possession of
the French:—every where else the insurrection
broke out. The captain-general of Grenada was
deprived of his command, for endeavouring to sup-
press the public spirit. At Carthagena a similar
revolution was effected. Count Florida Blanca,
at the age of fourscore, came from the retirement
where he had designed to pass the remainder of his

days in peace and piety, to proclaim Ferdinand in

Murcia and hoist the standard of independence.—
The peace of Valencia burnt the paper which had
been stamped in Murat's name,—stopped several
chests of money which were on their way to Ma-
drid,—and elected the count of Cervallon for their

governor. In this state of things it was necessary
that there should be some seat of actual government
to which (he nation could look, and this rank was
occupied by Seville. The inhabitants of Seville
assembled in arms, (May 27) and, by virtue of that

right which was inherent in the people, called upon
the constituted authorities to appoint a supreme
board of government. The choice fell upon men
able, enlightened, and truly patriotic, who instantly
began their work with zeal and wisdom. Their
irst measure was to establish in all the towns with-
in their jurisdiction, containing 2000 householders,
corresponding juntas, who were to enlist all the
inhabitant between the age of 16 and 45, and
embody them.—Funds were to be raised by order
of the supreme junta, on all corporations and rich

individuals,and above alLby voluntary contributions.

Tney declared war against x'.tt emperor Napoleon

and against France, in the name of Ferdinand and
of all the Spanish nation, protesting that they
would not lay down their arms till tnat emperor,
restored to them the whole of their royal family,
and respected the rights, liberty, and independence
of the nation which he had violated. This, said

they, we declare with the understanding and accord-
ance of the Spanish people.

—By the same decla»

ration, they made it known that they had contract-

ed an armistice with England, and that they hoped
to conclude a lasting peace.

TO BE CONTINUED.

Lord Sheffield.

If any reflecting American can take up Lord Shef.
field's book entitled, "Observations on the Commerce
of the American States," published in 17&3, and ex

i

amine his prognostics, suppositions and say-sos, as
to the future and then existing situation of our

country without laughing outright at his absurdi-
ties, he must possess a small portion, indeed, of the

spirit of Democritus. The book was made for the

purpose of reconciling the British nation to the loss
of her colonies; and, for aught we know, answered
a purpose exceeding well—perhaps, got his lordship
a pension. But on reading it,

—
seeing his nobility

made us dependent (nay, nearly swore, we should
forever continue to be so) upon his country for al-

most every article our necessities or luxuries de-

manded, I was rather surprised that his lordship did
not include tobacco potatoes and Indian com among
the things we shouid be compelled to import from

! England,
—"at least for many ages!''—to use one

of Ids favourite terms.

On the 26th of July last, at the "great wool fail*

in Leeds," his lordship presided, and made his an-

nual report
—

stating in substance, as follows:

That the manufactures in Wiltshire, Somerset-

shire, and Gloucestershire, and their neighborhoods,
are in general employed, and, as it is called, at fair

work on the finest Spanish wools.

That, though no considerable quantities of su-

perfine cloth had been exported to
foreign countries,

they were actually scarce, from the great, consump-
tion of them by British subjects.
That the foreign wool imported in 1810, amount-

ed to 10,921,000 lbs. the greatest importation ever

known except in 1807.

That the official value of woolen goods exported
in 1810 was 5,774,214/.—exceeding the value of the

exports for 1809 by 350,000/.—and that the annual

average value of woolen goods exported for forty

years back was no more than 4,662,523/.
That the exports of cloth to America in the early

part of that year were
, very great, in anticipation

of a renewal of the non-importation law.

That the East and West India demands were the

same as usual; but that very little business was do-

ing with Germany, Holland and the north of Eu-

rope.
That it was demonstrated that good wool could

be raised in England as could be imported
—he,

therefore proposed that a duty of Is. per lb. should

be laid on all foreign wool; this would have produ-
ced a revenue the last year of 546,500/.

That the scarcity of gold arose chiefly from the

importation of grain and wool—that the deficiency
of grain in 1796 brought on the bank restrictions

in 1797—that the annual average value ofgrain im-

ported, from that year to the present, amounted to

seven millions of pounds—which with the foreign
wool received caused an unnecessary yearly drain at

ten millions per annum.
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His lordship goes on, and says
—

"I fear some of these details will appear super-
1

fluous, but they are necessary to justify and explain
j

some conclusions that I mean to draw from them:—
"That the demands for woolens for the home

market is not diminished, but probably much in-

creased, and that the export of them is much in-

creased also.

"That, comparatively, with the whole amount of

the manufacture, .he demand for foreign countries

with which we are now at war, was not considera-

ble.

"That it is not the decay of the manufacture, or

the want of demand for it, but difficulties respect-

ing money and the great stock of wool in hand, that

occasion the debasement in price.
"That speculations in foreign wools, and the ex-

travagant variations of price, have deranged the

trade and manufacture of that article; but those

wools being now reduced to their former price, and
the manufacture of them being principally for the

home market, there is little doubt of its being re.

stored to its former state.

"That the scarcity of gold is not to be attributed

merely to the war, to the particular conduct of the

enemy, nor to the hostile and unfriendly conduct
of the American states, but in a great degree to bad

policy in our interior management.
"That through the want of a due encouragement

of agriculture, and the cultivation of waste lands,
this country has paid during the last 15 years, con-

siderably more than 10,000,^00?. sterling yearly, for

grain and wool, which might have been raised in

the united kingdom.
"That the great import of grain in 1796, occasion-

ed a drain ofgold, much more than foreign subsidies

and in a great degree brought on the bank restric-

tion in 1797, and that the value of grain imported
in the years 1800 and 1801, amount to 19,000,000Z.

sterling.

"That large quantities of gold coin are not ne-

cessary to commerce, as apppears from the exam-

ple particularly of Holland and Scotland, which
countries had a very small quantity of coin in their

most flourishing state.

"That the restoration of confidence is more
wanted than any other circumstance to promote
the woolen manufacture."

The meeting appeared very much satisfied with
the report.

The wool buyers acknowledged the fairness and
correctness of the statement; they said they
HAD SUFFERED SO MUCH, . THAT THE TRADE
COULD NOT AFFORD EVEX THE REDUCED PUKES
TFOPFSED BY HIS LORDSHIP, AMI THEY ALLUD-
ED TO THE NON-IMPOHTATIOW LAW OF THE
AMERICAN STATES. Lord SHEFFIELD insisted

"that the home consumption, and the export trade,

being both increased, there was no ground for a

reduction of the pi-ice given of late years for the

South Down wool, except that of the market being
overstocked with foreign wool. That he was satisfied

that if a non-intercourse with the American states

should continue fin
- a time through a partiality for

France, or the lorongheadedness of a parti/ in the

lAtnirican states, it will not be general. The peo-

ple of that country will not go naked through their af-

fectum to the French, or enmity to this country. It

does not appear, he said, that thpy can get clothing

from any other country at present, nor -will it be pos-
sible for them, for a long time, to manufacture suffi-

"iently f>r themselves ; an^l this is mott certain, that

•'i cannot get payment for their produce or mer-

chandize but through this country, and that the unit-

ed kingdom can get every article of the American
states' produce or merchandize, full as good and
cheap, from other countries"

Though his lordship's fine theories and positive
assertions are cut up by the roots by rhe simple ob-

servation of the wool buyers, we are content to let

them pass for tuhat they are -worth, without anv
comment. But we regret to see such misei-able

stuff re-published in an American paper with strong
marks of approbation, and recommended to the

perusal of our members of Congress! Ii is noto-

rious that Sheffield is among the most rancorous

enemies we have in Europe; understood as hostile

to us in every particular; and eagerly embracing
every occasion to speak fi.lselv of us and our coun»

tn> as is sheivn in all his -works He never v ill

forgive us our "rebellion"—would fetier our trade

by every means in his power; and seems as though
he would move heaven and earth to eheck our

prosperity.

Newspapers.
Thomas' "History of printing" gives a list of

the news papers published in the United States, in

the commencement of the year 1810.—Of these,

N. Hampshire has
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25 "dailti" papers, averging 1000

each, pubiisiied Jll da s io each

year, deducting Sundays and
Ciu'iBiuiaoAiiduie (ounii oi July,
iriv\. per unriitm

19 "duplicates generally published
tli.ee v.aiea in a week, issuedfrom

t^e offices ot ..ne dam papers, will

average 300 each, published 156

(jays in uie year

16 "thrice weekly," averaged at

1500 each, published upon 156

33 '^emi weekUff
at 1000 each, for

104 publications,
262 '-weekly," at 750 each—for 52

ditto

Papers.

7, 75,000

889,200

Mrazitletto -

Cut on -

J. 1 p .

Logwood (Campeachy) -

Copper ...
Tallow -

Cochineal -

Granillalla, or Sylvester
-

Sugar (p. incipally Havana,

Grand total

The preceding calculation is formed on a reasonable

(|aU an ,l is rathei under than above the number

aeually printed in the United States, every year.

To which should be added, to aid the commparison,

an estimated number or' supplements and extras, all of

which issued from the British press, are liable to the

stamp duty, and therefore computed; but not taken

LltO view in the foregoing aggregate.

Ti results, that in tne United States there are

published 364 newspapers, for a [white] population

of about 6 millions of souls —and, in Great Britain

and Ireland, 213, for 16 millions. From the Ameri-

can press, making an allowance for supplements and

extras, there sre annually issued, at least, twemy-six

millions of newspapers; from the English press

about fifteen million's for, though the calculation

of the later is as far back as the year 1792, there

are many reasons to believe (among them, chiefly,

the great advance of their prices, and the increased

difficulty of, the people to obtain a livelihood) that

the number of newspapers primed in England has

not been augmented since then.

We recollect to have seen, sometime since, an

estimate of the number printed in France, and shoud

be glad to annex it but that estimate was formed

long before Bonaparte's go hie decree respecting
he press, and it would be unapt to the present times.

Sou tii \p erica.

From the following account of arrivals at Cadiz,

in the year 18; ;9, from South America, and list ofthe

cargoes of the vessels, some general idea may be

obtained of the immensely valuable product of that

extensive countrv. But in forming a mental esti

Sarsaparilla,

Indigo, (chiefly Flotant

3,584,000
; Coffee -

Jesuit's bark

Pimento
Cocoa (Caracas)

-

Do (Guayaguil Peru)
Hides -

Do. for soals

Do. tanned
Do. horse

Horn tips
-

Horns -

3,432,000

9,542,000

25,222,200

Guana.cn wool

Hellebori Pultis (Helebore)
Vienna wool -

Tortoise shell

117

. 870 quintals

7,725 do.

- 3,572 do.

29,029 do.

. 21,849 do.

5,307 do.

;,_ „,.
. > Arrobas

lj '8b4 W251bS

874 do.

1,191,956 idem

15,394 do.

1,342.650

2, 94,922 do.

3,028 277 do.

458,800 do.

75,550} Fanegas
21,239 $ of llOlbs

346,189
7.999

2,364
19,300

283,900
34,412

~) bales about

475 300 lbs

27
17

33^
341

66

5,919

1,529

271

boxes of
100 lbs

do.

barrels

boxes

mate, it ought to be considered, 1 'tat during thi-

Gum Copal - - - -

Achiote, the seed of a tree in

Soutii America, used as a dye
Sal, beef - -

Segars, in sugar boxes equal
to 20 of the ordinary size

Snuff', in idem
Do. in pachment - - 2,971 bales lOOlbs
Theabov imports have been estimated at a value

of more than twenty millions of dollars—besides

which, $27,400,34 , were received at the custom-

house, iu specie; making a grand total of nearly
fifty millions—to this aggregate should be added

many millions in specie and goods, clandestinely
received by individuals.

time many of the provinces were in a state of revo-

lution, or actual revolt, from the mother-country,
and that, in others; the state of Spain herself, un- Connecticut, -

certain as she still is, of her destiny, must have Rhode IsLnd,

forbidden that free and unreserved intercourse New-York,

which, in more pe:icible times, it must be supposed, X' w-Jersey,

would have existed. Pennsylvania,
From Eaguira there arrived at Cadiz, in the year Delaware,

1809, 39 vessels; Buenos \vres, 29; Cumana, 6; M.ryland,

Havana, 71; Vera Cruiz, 43; Porto Cavello, 9; , Virginia,

Carthagena 7; Santa Martha, 1; Porto R.co, 9; ! North Carolina,

Lima, 6; Oronoke, 1; Santiago de Cuba,
2;j

South Carolina,

Guayana, 1; Maricaibo, 6; Matanzes, 4; Guati- ! Georgia, -

mala, 2:—making in all, 23c, many of which were Tennessee,

exceedingly large and burtheusome—in all which

w:.-, imported
—

Block tin - - - - - 2,736 quintals
Festic - ... 1,283 do.

Congress.

A writer in the Fredoninn has introduced the fol-

lowing table to give a co uparative view of the num-
ber of senators and representatives from the seve-

ral states, by the census, of 180 J and 181—suppos-

ing the present ratio (33,000 inhabitants- to a repre-

sentee) will be retained.

Senators and Representative's in 1800

New Hampshire, - - —

Vermont, -

Massachusetts, and Main, -

Ohio,

Kentucky, -

Orleans, should it adopt a state gov.

1800
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The British Parliament.

As immediately connected with remarks in the last

number of the Register, the following statement

pf the durations of the several parliaments, in the

reign of the present king may be acceptable

New Parliament in 1761

ditto - - 1768
ditto - - 1774
ditto - - 1780

ditto - - 1784

New Parliament in 1790
ditto - - 1796
ditto - - 1802
ditto * - 1806
ditto - * 1807

Square
miles.

Papula-
lion.

Revenue,
in dollars.

44,528

15,376

6,336

59,536

1,296

Austrian Statistics.

Anterior to the famous treaty of Pilnitz, and the

fir3t war against France, by which that country

was to have' been partitioned among the royal con-

spirators as Poland was, the dominions of the

house of Austria were designated as follows:—

1. The whole circle

of Austria, containing
the archduchy ofAus-

tria,theduchies ofSty

ria, Carinthia, Carni-

ola, the Tyrol and Vo
rarlburg, Friuhtheter

ritory ofTriest, Saltz-

burg, and some other

small states*

2. The kingdom of

Bohemia.
3. The marquisate

of Moravia.

4. The kingdom o

Hungary
5. Austrian Silesia

6. Do. Netherlands

7. Lombardy [Italy]

8. Illyria,withlstria.
8cc. - - -

9. Transylvania
10. The Buckowine

11. GalliciaandLodo-

meria. [Poland]
12. Slavonia

13. Croatia&Dalmatia

14mncipalityofSwabi
Totals

5,200,000

2,806,493

1,256,240

6,300,000

250,000

7,504 2,000,000

3,0721,324,000

12,928 1,330,000

16,800| 1,250,000

2,900 130,000

o7,000 3,903,297

10,000} 250,000
8,000J 77<

;

,000

1,600! 200,o00

17,163,000

6,216,000

1,943,600

9,002,153

278,6'. 4

1,592,067

1,454,585

1,200,000

1,970,000

200,000

6,000,000

274,000
600,000
350,000

48,24^009

Square
miles1. Part ofupper Aus

tria

2. The Netherlands
3. Lombardy
4. Illyria with Istria,

8cc.

5. The Buckowine
6. Gallicia and Lodo-
meriu
7. Croatia and Dal

matia
8. Saltzburg and Ber

tochsgalden
9. The Brisgau, &c.

10. Carinthiaf
11. Carniolaf
12. The Tyrol, Vo.

rarlberg

Totals 92,136 11551007 16,244.426

If these statements may be depended upon, there
remains to Austria, 134,740 square miles, 15,519,023
inhabitants; and a revenue of go 1,999,573.

Since the first war against France, the former Ve-
netian territory east of the Adige, with the capital

city, was ceded to Austria by France, in exchange,
but, as it has since been lost to her, no notice is tak-
en of it.

Popula-
tion.

218,710
2,000,000

1,324,0'

1,330,000

130,000

3,903,297
'

77i> ,000

450,000'

115,000^

300,000

400,000

Revenue,
in dollars.

~600,006
1,592,067

1,454,585

1,200,060

200,000

6,000,000

600,000V

400,'..00

130,000
1,193,442

1,044,976

610,000 1,829,356

22687626970030
Besides those enumerated there were some small

states or territories which are generally included in

the estimates to which they seemed most properly
to belong.

It was well observed by a late writer that the

"geography of Germany is the most perplexed of

any region in the globe." After a whole day's
hard labor, we were tempted to cast our work under

foot; so contradictory and confused were the

various statements to which we referred, though
some of them are of late date, and apparently

worthy of credit. In several instances we have

taken the liberty to judge tor ourselves: and form-

ed estimates from the Circumstances and facts as

they appeared before us;—and, on the whole, are

tempted to conclude that the preceding schedule is,

perhaps, as correct as any other.

By the several wars with France, Austria has lost

the following countries—being severally annexed to

the French empire or attached to some of the new
made kingdoms of Italy, Bavaria, Saxony, West-

phalia, Wirtemburg; ihe grand duchy of Warsaw,
&c. as we shall attempt more particularly to describe

on some future •ecasion when speaking of these

statee.

I

Miscellaneous.
A NOVEL PROCESSION.

At the Berkshire cattle shoio in Pittsfield, (Mass.)'
a procession was formed on the public square, ;;nd

proceeded through the principal streets in the ibliow-

ing order:

Sixty yoke of prime oxen, connected by chains,
and drawing a plough held by Charles Goodrich,
Esq. and Mr. Nathaniel Fairfield, being the two
most aged farmers present.
Farmers of the country carrying a flag, represent-

ing a sheaf of wheat on one side and a plough on
the other.

A large stage drawn by oxen, carrying on it a

large broad cloth loom, witli a flying shuttle and a

spinning jenny of 40 spindles
—both of these ma-

chines in actual operation by skilful workmen.
Mechanics of the country carrying a flag, repre-

senting a ram on one side, and a shuttle on the other.

A large stage drawn by horses, carrying on it

various specimens of Berkshire manufactures,

among which were a number ofrolls of broad cloth,
rolls of sail duck, handsome rose blankets, mus-

kets, &c. with the flags of the United States and of
this commonwealth, displayed on it.

Officers and members of the Berkshire Agricul-
tural Society, with heads ofwheat (being the badge
of the society) in their hats.

The whole was attended and regulated by the

marshal of the day on horseback (Mr. Sheriff Lar-

ned) together with four deputy marshals, all mount-
ed on white horses, and carrying the badges of
their office. The members of the Pittsfield band of
music accompanied and enlivened the procession:
A number of premiums were awarded by the

Berkshire Agricultural Society, according to previ-
ous regulations.

fThe revenue stated to be received from these coun-

tries appears loo great for the population compared
with the other districts. It is true, they contain

mineral productions of great value, which materi-

ally afiect it, and may produce the given agg»egat«\s.
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The society have also resolved to pay certain pre-
miums upon household manufactured woolen cloths,
to be exhibited in Januarv next.

SEA TURTLE.
A few days since, a curious sea-turtle, whose

dimensions were minutely taken under the eye of

T)r. Samuel Mil chill, was caught about 30 miles

S. E. of Sandy Hook, and brought to New-York.
When struck with a harpoon he took a slanting
direction and soon run out all the line to which it

was made fast, and came well nigh to take the

boat under. It is a Testudo Cariaria or Leather

torioise, a native of the East Indies, and the first

seen on our coast. He very soon died in conse-

quence of his wound; but was purchased for

Sc udder's museum.
dimension's. Feet. Inches.

Length from the extremity of the snout

to the end of the tail, 7 6

Length of the buckler between the neck
and tail, 5 8

Girth of the bodv, 8

Circumference of the buckler, 13 2
Do. do. neck, 3 5
Do. do. fore fin above thejoint 2 5
Do. do. fore fin at the joint, 2 8

Length of the fore fin, 3 9 1-2

Length of the neck and head from the

buckler, 1 7 1-2

Distance between the extreme tips of the

two fore fins, 8 5
Breadth of the buckler, 3 10 1-2

Length of the hinder fin, 2 1

Distance between the extreme tips of
the two hinder fins, 5 $

Length of the tail 1

Circumference of the tail in the middle, 1 5
Projection ofthe tail beyond the buckler, 4
Width of the mouth across from corner

to corner. 10
Distance from the upper to the lower

extremity ofthe jaws when the mouth
was wide open, 9 1-2

Circumference of the eye-ball after ex-
traction from the socket, 5 1-2
His weight when taken was supposed to be rising

9 cwt. but from the loss of blood previous to his

death, he weighed only 8 cwt.

THE COMET.
Time whose wheels are constantly rolling for-

ward, has brought to our view a comet of our

system, which perhaps has been for hundreds of

years flying
with inconceivable velocity through the

vast field
g
of either, millions oe miles beyond the

ken of m 3 rtal sight. It is in our meridian, and
bout in our zenith at 12 o'clock, and may be seen
n the N. W. about 7 in the evening. Its tail at
esent may be computed at 784,000 miles in length,

an
d is constantly increasing as the comet approach-

e3
the sun.

The human mind, uncultivated with science, is

urried with a thousand emotions, when they
fiIew this uncommon blaze of light streaming
vhrough the azure concave. But few of us now
living have ever had an opportunity of seeing one
lof those splendid orbes of Heaven's architect;

though it is understood that there are twenty-one
comets belonging to our system, winch perform
their revolution round the sun in every direction in

longer and shorter periods. However, only three
of the above have been calculated to any degree of
certainty. .

Comets are solid bodies like our earth; they
perform their revolutions in vast ecliptic orbits,
which brings them nearer to the sun in one part of
their revolution. Whenever they approach the sun
there are fine streams of light, which seem to is-uc
from the body of the comet in the form of a tail,,

and are considered to arise from the intense heat

they receive from the sun. These tails diminish as

the comet recedes from the sun, and finally dis-

appear.
The Comet that appeared in 1680, in its nearest

approach, came within forty-nine thousand miles
of the sun's body: at which time the heat of the
sun on the comet must have been 2000 times hotter

than red hot iron. No substance that we are ac-

quainted with tn our world could have endured such
a degree ofheat. Its tail at this time measured more
than 80,000,000 of miles in length. We may calcu-

late that this comet is now beyond the planetary

system, on its way through the vast expanse, till it

shall arrive to the amazing distance of 10,000 mil-
lions of miles beyond the orb of the planet
Saturn, at which distance it will arrive in the

year 1967, and then begin its return forwads to the
sun again. Some of the ancients concluded that the
comets were so many hells to torment the damned,
by the extreme vicissitude of heat and cold;-—
but we know not but these opaque bodies may be
habitations for rational creatures suited to such
climes.

What an august idea does rf give of our system!
yet if our sun with all the planets belonging to the

system were to be annihilated, they would no more
be missed by an eye that could take in the whole

universe, than a grain of sand taken from the sea

shore. Let us then in the language of inspiration,

cry out—"Wkatis man, that thou art mindful ofhim?

[N. Courier.

MISSISSIPPI.

Though the following is not of a late date, its value
is not, on that account, diminished—the nature
of the f\cts it communicates, justly entitles it to
a place in the Register.

Port Gibson, (Notches,) Dec. 8th, 1809.—The
senior class of the school, near port Gibson, pro-
ceeded to the Mississippi on the 28'h ult. to measure
the quantity of water that decends that river in a

given time. They constructed a graphometer witk
so great a radius, that they ascertained angles to the
fraction of a minute, and a log line, with which,

they measured the velocity of the stream.
The position they took was about a mile and a

half below the Grand Gulph where the river was
4376 feet wide and never swells above its banks.—
They sounded the bottom seven times, and as often
took the velocity of the current. The greatest depa
was twenty fathoms, and gaeatest velocity not quite
three miles an hour. The quantitv that decends
here in a minute ii 673,400 tons, and 40,404,000 in
an hour. If these respective numbers be multiplied,
by 2.44 &c. the quantity will arise which decends
at the common height of the annual inundations;
on the supposition thatthevelocity is then accumu-
lated one-third, and the depth thirty feet greater.

They then proceeded to the Grand Gulph, to

measure an abyss which strikes the distant navagator
with dread. But in the present stage of the waters
it is stripped of all its terrors. Above the stream
moves easterly with a velocity of three miles an
hour at right angles against a high bluff of soft,

Imperfect stone; whence it results at an angle of

sixty-one degrees through a contracted span of tw©.
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thousand feet, to the western shore; hence the

accumulated waters Seek an equilibrium by a retro

gade current in a wide semicircular basin on die

east. The eddy on the west, is leeble, and scarcely

perceptible. The line between the two currents is

distinctly marked by the perpetual ebullition of die

conflucting waters. The basin is seventeen fathoms

deep, is covered with innumerable small vortices,

and has a velocity of one mile and one and a hah'

an hour, which is greatly increased by the swell

of the river, In the Grand Gulph, however, there

is nothing but the name formidable to die navigator.

The bluff is here two hundred and sixteen feet

high, the direct channel is forty four and a half fa-

thoms deep, and the whole bed of the river of solid

rock. While the Mississippi therefore is every

where else perpetually receding from one* bed and

form.ng another-, it has probably flowed on the same

here for ages and will for ages o come.

The '" hronfcle.
Michael Keppele, Esq. is elected mayor of Phila-

delphia, vice Robert Wharton, Esq. declined.

Lisbon is really stuffed with American produce,
if "extracts of letters" are to be believed. On die

7th of September last; there were at that port, for

sale, 170,000 barrels of flour; 720,000 bushels of

corn; 300,000 bushels of oats; 800,000 bushels of

barley; 30,000 barrels of rye meal; 25,00*: barrels

corn meal, with great quantities of biscuit, beet,

pork, Sic.

We have no intell gence, since our last, from the

armies in Spain and Portugal. Wellington's head-

quarters were at Faent.es Gumaldq in Spain
—rein-

forcements are constantly arriving from Em Ian L.

J It is said that John Quncy Adams his declined

to accept his appointment to the bench of the

supreme court of the. United States.

We learn that the Spanish commandant of Mo-
bile has received positive orders from the captain-

general ofCuba to refuse a passage to armed vessels,

or powder, belonging to die United States. If the

attempt is made, as we claim a right to the free na-

vigation of the Mobile rivet, it may be justly pre
sumed the Spaniards will be expelled from the

territory.
A new road is to be opened by the United States

troops on the S. W. frontier, from Baton Rouge to

Fort Stoddart. The distance from Fort Stoddart to

Tennessee, is 280 miles; to Fort Hawkins, 359

miles; to Milledgeville, Geo. 360 miles;

The commissioners, appointed by the legislature,
at their last session, to view the northern and south-

ern turny^ke routes from Harrisburgh to Pitts-

burgh, on the 4ih instant, deposited their report,
with a correct draft accompanying the same, in the

office of the secretary of the commonwealth, by
which they have unanimously established the south-

therii route. [Phil, paper.
The distances are: Jiiles Per.

Northern Route, 214 60

Southern do. bv Chambersburg, 193 35
Middle do.

'

188 22
The Boston Patriot mentions—that a gentleman,

a few days since, in paying his first instalment b 1 he

State Bank observed, "that the money (gold)
had

becJi in his possession ever since the siege" [of

Boston!]
It is said, that the country at present forming the

territory of Orleans, lately authorized by Congress
to be erected into a state, is to be called Washixh-
t»»x.

Maryland election.—The following is the state of

parties in the House of Bfelagates, lately elected.

federalists.

Montgomery 4
Piiuce George's 4
Calvert 4
Charles 4
S Mary's 4
Kent 4
Somerset 4
Worcester 4
Dorset 1

Alleghany

Republicans.
Hartford 4
Baltimore (city) 2
— county 4
Anne Arundle 4

Annapolis (city) 2
Frederick 4

Washington 4
Cecil 4
Queen Ann's 4
Talbot 4
Caroline 4
Don-set 3

Alleghany 1

44
Delaware election.—The legislature of thi8 state

is composed, as usual/ of-SiX federalists and lived

republicans in the senate, and 14 federal. sts and 7

republicans in the house of representatives. At
the late election the average majority for the iederal

ticket, in

Kent county, was - - - - - 122
Sussex .... til5

Rep. maj. in New Castle -

737
697

Fed. maj. in the state - 40
A"exv Jersey election.— From a general statement

it appears that the republican majority in the legis-
lature is greater than it was last year.

George Washington Campbell, Esq. is elected a

senator of the United States, from Tennessee, vice

J. Wniiesides Esq. resigned.
A ship of 450 tons has lately been launched ;n

the -cioto river! The steam boat of Ohio is to carry
400 tons!!

The Editor's Department.
{^fThere is still a complete dearth of politics and

nevjs.
«--

That portion of the manifesto of Caracas which

appears in this number, is rather tedious and un-

interesting
—vet it is one of those matters which

ought to be registered:
—the latter part is full of

animation and spirit, and details some important

things. The expose of th? French empire is an
"

article coming so immediately within our plan, that

though some parts of it have alreadybeen publish-'
ed in many of the newspapers, we could not refrain

from inserting a document so necessary to direct our

judgment as to the state of that country.
We have occasion to present our thanks" to the

•Usual number of new subscribers received during
the last week. The continued access, on to our list

has induced us to commence re-printing the first

numbers, though we have yet a few complete settS

which will be sent 1 o new subscribers. Gentlemen

designing to use the perfect liberty allowed them

by the terms of the prospectus, and relinquish the

work, on or before the publication oftlie 13th num-

ber, are respectively informed that a very liberal

price will be allowed for the numbers received by
diem, if sent to the office, (in good order) within
wo weeks of this date. We hope, and are flattered

to believe, however, that few will quit us -o .-non,

though we do not expect to please every individual*

Some communications will be noticed in our next.
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"To keep mine honor from corruption
"But such an honest chronicler."

Shakespeare
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A Manifesto
By the confederacy of Venezuela, in South America,

of the reasons which influenced them in the forma-
tion of an Absolute Independence of Spain, and

every other foreign Power. Drawn up and order-

ed to be published by tlw General Congress of the

United Provinces.

(concluded from page 110.)

The simple circumstance of men passing
1 from

one country to people another, can give no right of

property to those who never left their homes nor

exposed themselves to the fatigues and dangers of

emigration : if this were the case, then would
Spain herself belong to the Phcenccians, or the Car-

thegenians and their descendants ; and all the na-
tions of Europe would change proprietors accord-

ing to the necessities and caprice of man. The ma-
ternal character assumed by Spain with regard to

America, is a still greater abuse of moral right : it

is well known that in the order of nature, it be-
comes the duty of the father to emancipate his son

when, at the expiration of his minority, he is enabled

by the use of his faculties and reason to procure a
subsistence for himself; and that it becomes the

right of the son to exercise those faculties when-
ever the cruelty or improper management of the fa-

ther or guardian shall compromit or expose his des-

tiny : let these principles be compared with the three
centuries of our filiation with Spain ; and if she-

can prove herself to have been our mother, it will
still remain to be proved that we are yet minors.
When Spain awakened the doubt of the rights of

the Bourbons or any other dynasty to dominion in

America, it appeared the Americans were relieved
from the allegation of reasons against so unfounded
a principle ; but the representative body who de-
clared their indepenpence of all foreign sovereignty,
imposed upon Venezuela a conditional oath of alle-

giance to Ferdinand VII. ; being anxious to leave

nothing to conscientious scruples, ignorant preten-
ces, or the malice of resentful ambition which could
discredit or enfeeble a resolution adopted with all

the deliberation proper to its great importance.
It is evident that the conditional oath, of which

we speak, is only an auxiliary support to the vali-

dity and legitimacy of the contract ratified by it :

and if there is nothing in the contract itself to ren-
der it null, we may trust that the Deity whom we
invoked by that oath, will not refuse his aid in the
accomplishment of our promises; since the obliga-
tion to accomplish them is founded upon a maxim
of that law instituted by the Divine Author himself.
It would be an insult to his wisdom to suppose that
the Almighty would sanction our vows, were thev
repugnant to those natural laws which he enacted
for the happiness of mankind; or that he could feel

solemnizes, the nullity of the one, must be insepe-
rable from the want of force in the other ; and if

the violation Of a sworn contract is considered cri-

minal and obnoxious to punishment, it must be no
less so to break good faith, the only bond of socie-

ty. The natural law which obliges us to fulfil our
promises, and the divine law which forbids us to
call upon the name of God in vain, do not change
the nature of obligations contracted under the ef-

fects of both laws which are so inseperable and si-

multaneous, that the infraction of one, must neces-

sarily suppose an infraction of the other ; for our-
selves we call upon the Deity, to whose eternal jus-
tice and supreme will We submit the contract we
have made, to bear witness to our promises, confes-

sing our full belief in his power to avenge their vi-

olation. With these principles it becomes neces-

sary to analyse the Conditional oath by which the

congress of Venezuela promised to maintain the le-

gitimate right of Ferdinand VII. without
attributing'

to the contract any thing more than hostility to the
hberty of the people, it invalidates itself, and the
oath becomes void.

'

We have at length seen, that, at the impulse of
the conduct pursued by the government of Spain,
the Venezuelans arrived at the knowledge of the
annihilation of the tolerated rights of Ferdinand by
the transactions of the Escurial and Aranjuez, and
those of all his house by the cession and abd.cation
at Bayonne : from the demonstration of this fact,
it necessarily follows that the oath, which, besides

being conditional, could not be in force longer than
the contract to which it was annexed as an addition,
al link, must be null and void. To preserve the

rights of Ferdinand Was all that Caracas promised
on the 19th April, while they were ignorant whe-
ther he had lost them, 3 and though they might be
preserved With respect to Spain, it nevertheless re-
mained to be shewn whether by them he could
cede America to another dynasty without their con-
sent. The knowledge which, in spite of the op-
pression and suspicion of die intrusive governments,
of Span, Venezuela acquired of the conduct of
the Bourbons, and the fatal effects which this con-
duct tended to produce in America, have formed,
a body of irrefragable proof's, from which it must
appear that, Ferdinand having no right, the preser-
vation of it which Venezuela promised, as well as
the oath which accompanied the promise, must
fall to the ground.

4

Neither the Escurial, nor Aranjuez, nor Bayonne
were the first theatres of the transactions which

3 Judicio caret juramentxun incautem. Div. voL
22, question 89, art 3. Si vero sit quidem possibile
/ieri ; sedfieri non debeat, vel quia est per se malum,
vel quia est boni impeditivum, tunc juramento deest

et ideo non est servandum. Id. art. 7.any interest in multiplying our duties, to the pre- \j"stitia,

.judice
of natural liberty But when a new obhga- 1

* And thou shalt swear, in truth, in judirmemwon is added by the oath to tiro contract which it land in righteousness. Jeremiah, chap. 4, v. 2.
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stripped the Bourbons of their rights over Ameri-

ca: the fundamental laws of the Spanish dominion

in this country were infringed at Basle and Tn the

court of Spam.
5 In violation of one of them Char-

les IV. ced^d the island of St. Domingo to France,

and transferred the allegiance of Louisiana to the

same nation ; these scandalous infractions were an

authority for the Americans, and for the whole pos-

terity of the Columbian people, to take back the

oath of obedience which they had only lent to the

crown of Castile, as they still reserved the right

of protesting against the imminent danger which

menaced the integrity of the monarchy in both

worlds, by the introduction of French troops into

Spam previous to the journey to Bayonne ;
sum-

moned, no doubt, by some of the Bourbon factions

to usurp the national sovereignty in favor of some-

intruder, foreigner, or traitor ; but these events b* -

ing out of the course we have prescribed to our-

selves, we shall return to the justification
of our

conduct since the year 1808.

The transactions of the Escurial in 1807, are

known to all ; but there may be some perhaps ig-

norant of their effects. It is not our intention to en-

quire mtothe discord which was introduced into the

house and family of Charles IV.; it has been attri-

buted by turns to England and France, and both go-

vernments haye their accusers and defenders ;
as lit-

tle is it our purpose to speak of the match made up
between Ferdinand and the daughter-in-law of Bo-

naparte : the peace of Tilsit : the conferences at Er-

fuhrt : the secret treaty of St. Cloud : or the emigra-
tion of the house of Braganza to Brazil. Our present

object is the journey to the Escurial, by which Fer-

dinand VII. was declared a traitor to his father, Char-

les IV. A hundred pens and a hundred presses, pub-
lished at the same time in both worlds, his perfidy &
the pardon which his father granted to his prayers ;

but this pardon, as an attribute of sovereignty and of

paternal authority, relieved the son from corporal

punishment only- the king his father had not the

power to dispense the infamy, and the disability

which the constituti mal laws of Spain impose upon
the traitor, not only from obtaining the regal digni-

ty, but even the meanest civil employment. Ferdi-

nand could never be kingof Spain, nor of the Indies.

Tlie heir of the crown was reduced to this con-

dition, till the month of March, 1808, when the

court met at Aranjucz, and the frustrated project of

the Escurial, was commuted by the parti zans of

Ferdinand to insurrection and mutiny. The public

exasperation against the minister Codoy, served as a

pretext to Ferdinand's faction, indirectly to convert

to the advantage of the nation what was, no doubt,

designed with very different views. The having

employed force against his father ; the not having
availed himself of his pardon : the having excited

the people to mutiny and collected them in front of

the palace for the purpose of surprising it, arrest-

ing the minister and forcing the king to abdicate the

crown, far from giving him a right to it, has only
served to augment his crime, aggravate his treason,
and confirm his disability to mount a throne vacated

by violence, perfidy and faction. Charles IV. out-

raged, insulted, and threatened with force, had no
other part to take suitable to his revenge and honor,
than to fly to France to implore the protection of

Bonaparte, in favour of his offendedrovalty. Under
the nullity of this renunciation at Aranjucz, all the
Bourbons collected at Bayonne, contrary to the
wishes of the people, to whose safety they preferred

The treaty of Basle, the 15th July, X79$~

their own private resentments : the emperor of tij*

French took advantage of them, and when he had

got under his arms and his influence all the lui.ily

oi Ferdinand With various Spanish nobles, he caus-

ed the son to restore his crown to the father, and

the latter to resign it in favor Of himself, that it

might be given in safe keeping to his brother Joseph,

Venezuela was ignorant of all this when the

emissaries of the new king arrived at Caracas. The
innocence of Ferdinand in comparison with the in*

solence and despot ism of the favorite Godoy, was the

motive of their conduct and the rule by which the

fluctuating authorities of the 15th of July, 1808,

were governed ; and between the alternative of de-

livering themselves up to a foreign power, or of be-

ing faithful to a king who appeared unfortunate and

persecuted, ignorance of the true interest of the

country triumphed, and Ferdinand was acknowledg*

ed, under a persuasion that by this means the uni-

ty of the nation might be maintained, that it might
be secured from the oppression which threatened

it, and that a king of whose virtues, wisdom & rights
we were erroneously impressed, might be redeem-

ed. Ferdinand, unable to come at the crown, inca*

pable of govern ng America, and under the chains

and influence of a hostile power, became from that

moment a lawful but unfortunate prince, it was

thought a duty to acknowledge him, his heirs and

delegates as they had the audacity to call themselves,

returned, and profiting by the fidelity of the Span-
iards in both worlds, the intrusive governments
that had usurped the sovereignty, began to tyran-
nize anew over the people in the name of a chime-

rical king; while the mercantile junta at Cadiz

sought to exercise dominion over America.

Such were the antecedents and the consequences
of an oath which, given under the pure dictates o**

a generous sensibility, was now cast in our teeth,

to perpetuate the evils which a dear-bought expe-
rience of three years, had shewn us were inseperable
from this fatal and ruinous compromise. Instruct-

ed, as we were, by the long series of insults, vexa-

tions and ingratitude we had suffered from the 15th

July, 1808,°to the 5th July, 1811, it was time to

abandon a talisman which continued to heap upon
us all the evils of doubt, suspicion, and discord.—
The rights of Ferdinand and their lawful represen-
tation on the part of the intrusive government of

Spain : fidelity and the obligation to compassion
and gratitude on ours, were the two favorite resorts

alternately employed to keep up our illusion, de-

vour our substance, prolong our degradation, mul-

tiply our evils, and prepare us passively and igno-

minously to" receive the fate which was destined for

us. Ferdinand VII. was the watch-word of tyran-

ny in Spain and America.

Their distrustful vigilance, which the inconsis-

tencies, arts and falsehoods of those governments
that so rapidly succeeded each other in Spain after

the Junta of Seville, produced among us, at length
rent the veil which concealed from our eyes the

snares laid for us. In this extremity the cortes

were tumttHuously and hastily assembled to stop the

torrent of liberty and justice which was breaking

through all the barriers of oppression and iniquity

in the New World j
but it was still thought that

the habit of obedience and dependence in u», would

be superior the want of confidence which we
had acquired at so dear a rate. It is inconceiva-

ble by what fatal error Spain supposed that the part
of the nation beyond the ocean, born between the

Tropics, had acquired a constitution for slavery in-
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capable of yielding to the efforts of liberty. But for

this deep rooted prejudice Spain, perhaps, would

not have lost the rank of a nation ; and America in

her endeavors to attain tliat rank would not have

travelled the thorny paths of a civil war, moiv

ominous to its promoters thai} to ourselves.

The vices of which the cortes were guilty in re-

gard to America, and the illegal and insulting expe-
dient which they adopted With respect to our repre-

sentation, have been sufficiently explained in our

public papers.? The reasons which we gave to their

perfidious ambassadors must have come to then

knowledge. But notwithstanding, new schemes
and tricki were formed to pave the way for the

bloody hosts of Coro, Maracoybo, and Porto Rico;

the cortes, convinced that the conduct ot Ferdinand,
his connection with the emperor of the French,
and the influence of the latter over all the Bourbons
who were now under his protection, had began to

weaken the favorable impressions of the Americans,
hastened to open counter fires to pevent the flame

from reaching themselves, and to confine it to

the precise point necessary to their vast and com-

plicated designs. To this end the maifesto, writ-

ten with an eloquence worthy a better object, was
addressed by the cortes to America on the 9th Janu-

ary of the present year: but under the brilliancy of

this discourse we discovered the intention to blind

us. Fearful that we should anticipate their designs
they dared not venture too far. The unfortunate

Ferdinand had been the pretext which drew to his

pseudo-representative* the treasures, the submission
and the slavery of America ; but Ferdinand, deceiv-

ed, seduced and prostituted to the designs of the

emperor of the French, is now the last to whom
they appeal to quench the flame of liberty which
Venezuela had kindled on the continent. In one
of our journals

9 we have laid open the true spirit
of the manifesto in question, of which the following
may be looked upon as an exact commentary ;

" America finds herself threatened either with being" made the victim of a foreign nation, or of cont-
** nuingour slave ; to recover their rights and inde-
"
pendence, they have thought it necessary not

"
violently to break the bonds which connected

** them with these people ; Ferdinand was the sig-
** nal of re-union adopted in the new world, and
<s we have followed it ; he is suspected of conni-
" vance with the emperor of the French, and if
" we blindly cease to acknowledge him, we give a

"pretext to the Americans who believe us to be his
"
representatives openly to deny the representation"
now, though these designs begin partly to shew

"themselves in America, let us previously manifest
" our intention of renouncing Ferdinand, but upon
*'
certain conditions

; these conditions will never be
"

verified, and whilst Ferdinand is neither in fact
•* nor in right our king, we shall be supreme in

•' the eyei of America, and this country, so coveted

''by us, and so difficult to hold in slavery, will
•• be readily kept in our hands."
This splendid shew of liberality is now the real

and visible spring ofthe complicated machine, des-
tined to act upon America j whilst at the same time

every species ofbaseness was practised by the cortes
and all the horrors of the inquisition renewed :

when an American, worthy of the name, raised his
voice against the abuses of the regency in Forto
Rico, the energetic and imperious claims which

•The gazettes of Ctyacas 4th January et.

sequent.
I
i\s notorious and execrable Montenegro.9Ths Veuzuelan Mercury for Febuary 1811.

d stingu.shed him from the satellites of despotism
were silenced, and by a short and artful decree he
was compelled to quit the conflict ofjustice against

iniquity. Melendez, nominated king of Porto Ri-

co by the regency, dropped that title for the equiva*
lent investiture of g'overnor by a decree of the cortes,
for it now appeared too absurd to have kings in a
little island of the Spanish Antilles. Cortabarria^

only, managed to elude the effects of this decree
which was dictated by an involuntary sense ot de-

cency. Thus, while the investiture given by the

regency to Melendez was declared m.quitous, arbi-

trary and tyrannical, and its revocation ex tended to

all the countries oi America which were placed in

the same situation with Porto Rico, nothing* was
said of the plenipotentiary, Cortabarria, who was
invested by the same regency with powers against
Venezuela, more monstrous than any to be found in

the records of despotism.
It is since the decree of the cortes that the discord,

engendered, promoted and maintained from the fatal

observatory of Porto Rico, has been most felt : it is

since this same decree, that the fishermen and coast-

ers in Ocumare have been inhumanly murdered, by
the pirates of Cortabarria: tis since the decree, that

Cumana, and Barcelona hate been threatened and
blockaded : it is since the decree of the cortes that'

a new and bloody conspiracy against Venezuela
was planned and organized, by the vile emissary
perfidiously introduced into the peaceful bosom ot*

his country, to devour it, whose ringleaders we
were reluctantly compelled to sacrifice tojustice and

tranquility, on the scaffold : it is since the decree
that the political unity ofour constitution has been

interrupted by the suggestions of the pacificator of
the cortes : that it has been attempted, in vain, to
seduce other cities ofthe interior : that a false inti-,-.

mation was made to Carora by the seditious m
habitants of the west, to the end that Venezuela
attacked at every point within the reach of the
wretches whom the same governor that dispatched
the decree in favor of Porto Rico & of all America,
held ready against us, might in one day be drowned
n blood and desolation. The name of Ferdinand
ATI is the pretext under which the new world is

to be destroyed ; if the example ofVenezuela should
not have every where caused the banners of liberty
to be unfurled.

The severe duty of vindicating ourselves would

carry us much further, did we not fear to fall into

the error of the governments of Spain, substituting
resentments to justice : ifrancour and malignity had
been the agents, of this our sincere, undisguis-
ed and solemn manifestation, we should have com-
menced our invalidation of the rights of Ferdinand

by alledging the illegitimacy of hss birth, which
was declared in Bayoane by his mother, and pub^
lished in all the French and Spanish journals : we
mi^ht have availed ourselves of the personal defects

ofFerdinand, his unfitness to reig-n, his weak and

degrading conduct iK the cortes at Bayonne, his in-

sign ficant education, and the small foundation
he afforded for the gigantic hopes of the govern-
ments of Spain, which had no other origin than the
illusion ofAmer c, no other support but the politi-

cal interest of England, widely different from the

rights of the Bourbons. The public opinion of

Spain, and the experience of the revolution of the

kingdom, will furnish us sufficient proofs of the

conduct of the mother, as well as ofthe qualities of
the son, without recurring to the manifesto of the

minister Azanza, and the secret memoirs of

Maria Louisa, but decency is the rule of our cor-

duct ; that we are ready to sacrifice our stronger'
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reasons ; what we have alledged are sufficient to

shew the justice, the necessity and utilay ofour

resolution, upon whose support alone we rest the

examples, with wh^ch we shall seal the judgment of

our independence.
The partizans of the slavery of the new world

must proscribe or falsify history, that unalterable

monument of the rights and usurpations ofman, to

maintain that America could not be subject to the

changes of other nations. Even had the rights of

the Bourbons been incontestable, and the oath

which we have reduced to nothing, been indestruc-

tible, the injustice, force and fraud by which it

was drawn from us, would have sufficed to render

it null and void the moment it was found to be

adverse to our liberty, subversive of our rights,

prtjud.cial to our interest, and fatal to our tran-

quillity, Such is the nature of the oath given to

conquerors or to their heirs, while they hold the

people under the oppression which conquest puts
into their power. In no other manner could Spam
have recovered herliberty after swearing submission

to the Carthagenians, Romans, &c. &c. and above

all to the French, at the same time that she refused

to acknowledge the right of America to indepen-
dence. It would be superfluous, to remind our

enemies of what they must know, and upon what

they themselves have founded the sacred right of

their own liberty and independence, wihch, surely
deserves not to be tarnished with the slavery of the

greater partof the nation situated on the other side

of the ocean ; but to our misfortune, they are not

the ouly ones whom we are compelled to convince

by palpable examples, of the justice and common
resemblance of our independence to that of every
naLon who have once lost and again recovered it;

the slavery of the Americans being kept up and

maintained, by the nmst criminal abuse of reli-

gion, which was given for the liberty, the happiness
and the salvation of the people, it becomes neces-

sary to remove the pious apathy engendered in the

solitude of their dungeons, that the people may
know that governments neither hold, have held, or

can hold, any other duration than their utility and
the happiness of man; that kingtare not of a privi-

leged nature, nor of a superior order to other men ,•

that their authority emanates from the people, wider

the direction and Support of the Pi-evidence of God
who gave our actions to the guidance of afree will;

that his Omnipotence does not interfere in favour of
this or that form of government ; that religion does

not nor can its ministers anathematize the efforts of \

a nation, to be independent in a political sense, and iu
'

a moral and religious sense dependant only on God,
The chosen people of God, who are directed by

miracles and prod.gies, which will perhaps never

be repeated, offer a proof of the right of insurrec-

tion ai the people, which can leave nothing for the

lovers of'publick order and orthodox piety to desire.

The Hebrews, subject to Pharaoh, and kept under
his obedience by force, repaired to Moses, and
under his direction, triumphed over their enemies,
and recovered their independence, without subject-

ing their conduct to any malediction or anathemas
from God or his chief priest and legislator Moses:
subdued afterwards by the power ofNelmchadnezar,
under the direction of Holophernes, the same God I

brought them to Judea, that the independence of his,

'

people might be redeemed. Under Antiochus sand leagues across the ocean, we have for three

Epiphanes, Mathias and his sons raised the stand- J years which have elapsed since we ought to have
ard of* independence ; and God blessed and aided t been free and independent, only suffered a painful
their efforts even to the obtaining the perfect liberi eries of conspiracies, insults, hostilities and de-
A. his people against the oppression of ths impioi. predations from the very people with whom we
king and his successors. Not only against foreign agreed to participate the benefits of onr regenera*

kings did the Israelites exercise the right of insuree*

tion, breaking the obedience to which force com-

pelled them ; against those whom God himself had

given them from within their own country and fami-

ly, we find them claim this imprescriptable right
whenever their liberty, or the sacredness of those
bonds by which God had

subj|ected them to those
whom he chose to rule over them, required it—
David obtained the acknowledgment of the He-
brews to his dynasty, and his son Solomon ratified

it in favor of his posterity ; but scarce was this

king dead who had oppressed his vassals with tri-

butes and contributions to support the pomp ofhis

court, and feed the sumptuous luxury of his plea-
sures when his son ltehoboam was acknowledged
only by the tribes of Judea and Benjamin ; the other
ten exercising their rights, recovered their politi-
cal independence ; and gave their sovereignty into
the hands of Jeroboam son of Nebat. The mo-
mentary harshness of Solomon's reign was enough

I

to set aside the obedience of the Hebrews to his

) dynasty, and induce them to place another on the
throne without regarding what God had told them,
that their fate depended not upon the king of
Judea nor upon the ministers, pr.ests, and chiefs

of Solomon. And shall the christian people of
Venezuela in a worse condition, though declared
free by the government of Spain, not be suffered to
do that, which the God of Israel whom they adore

permitted heretofore to his people without the
manifestation of his indignation or wrath ? This
divine will is the guide of our conduct, and to his

eternal judgment we submit our resolution.

If the independence of the Hebrew people was
not a sin against the written laws ; neither can that
of the christian people be against the law ofgrace.
The apostolic see has excommunicated no nation
for rising against the tyranny of kings or govern-
ments that violated the social compact. The Swiss,
the Hollanders, the French, and the North Ame-
ricans proclamed their independence, overturned
their constitutions, ai*d varied the forms of their

governments, without having incurred other cen-
sures than these which the church may have fulmi-
nated against their encroachments upon the dog-
mas and discipline of religion. The Swiss were
bound by oath to Germany, as were the Hollanders
lo Spain, the French to Louis XVI. and the Ame-
ricans to George HI. Neither they nor other pow-
ers who favored their independence were excom-
municated by the pope. The grandfather of
Ferdinand VII. one of the most pious and catholic

kings who ever sat on the throne of Spain, with
his nephew Louis XVI. assisted in the independence
of "North America; without fearing ecclesiastical

censure > or the anger of heaven; and now, that
the order of events offer it with more justice to

South America, those who call themselves the re-

presentatives of his grand-son, seek to abuse the

religion which Charles III. so much respected, to

continue the most atrocious and unexample usur-

pations
—Just and Omnipotent God ! How long

shall fanaticism dispute the empire of the holy re-

ligion which thou hast given us for thy glory and
our happiness ?

The succession of events in Europe were, without

doubt, intended in the high designs of providence
to terminate the slavery of America. Two thou-
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tion, and for whose felicity we were anxious to

op'-U the doors of the new world, enslaved by
communication with the old, plundered and laid

wasu; by war, famine and desolation. Three dis-

tincL oligarchies declared war upon us, despised
our claims, stirred up our brethren against us,

sewed the seeds of distrust, and rancor among our

great, family, plotted horrible conspiracies ag-ainst

our liberty, interrupted our commerce, discourag-
ed our agriculture, aspersed our conduct and exci-

ted .iga.nst us the powers of Europe, imploring in

Tain, their aid m oppressing us. The same Hag,
the same language, the same religion, and the

same laws, have, until now, confounded liberty
with tyranny : Ferdinand the deliverer, has fought

against Ferdinand the oppressor ; and if we had
not resolved to abandon a name synonimous both

to crime and virtue, America would at last be en-

slaved by the very means which served for the in-

dependence of Spain.
Of such nature have been the imperious events

which compelled Venezuela to seperate her destiny
for ever from a name so ominous and fatal. Placed

by t in the irreversible predicament of being either

the slaves or the enemies of our brethren, we have

chosen to purchase liberty at the expence of friend-

ship ;
without wishing to impede the means of fu-

ture reconciliation. Weighty and substantial rea-

sons, sacred interests, serious reflections, profound
meditation, elaborate discussions and debates, im-

perious events, urgent dangers, and a loudly pro-
nounced public op.nion were the data which pre-
ceded the solemn declaration, made by the general

congress of Venezuela on the 5th of July, of the

absolute independence of this part of South America;
an independence desired and applauded by the peo-

ple of the capital, sanctioned by the power of the

(Confederation, acknowledged by the representatives
of the provinces, solemnized and approved by the
head of the Venezuelan church, and supported
with the lives, the fortunes, and the honor of all

the citizens.

Freeman, companions of our fate !
—

ye who have
known how to cleanse your souls from fear or hope;
f direct from the elevation to which your virtues
" raise you, an impartial and disinterested glance
"upon the picture which Venezuela offers to your" Tiew. She constitutes you arbiters of her differ-
" ences with Spain, and judges ofher new destinies.
" If our evils have affected you, and our felicity in-
" terests you, unite your efforts with ours, that the
"
footsteps of ambition may no longer trample upon"
liberality and justice. To you belongs the task

" of undeceiving Spain. Arrest the madness which
" has seized their governments : shew them the
"
reciprocal advantages of our regeneration ; ex-

"
pose to their view the flattering perspective of the

"
tin.on and assimilation of hearts in America; tell

"them what awaits them in Europe and what they"
may hope for in a new and peaceful world, now

" surrounded by all the blessings of liberty ; and
f* lastly, swear to them in our name, that Venezu-
" ela with open arms expects her brethren to par-" take in her felicity ; with no other sacrifice
«« than of the prejudices, the pride and the ambition
" which for three centuries created the unhappiness" of both Spains."

J-'ederal Palace of Caracas,
30th July 1811.

Jnan Antonio Rodriguez Dominguez,

French Empire.

President

Francisa Isnardy,

Secretary:

EXTRACTS FROM THE FRENCH EXTOSE.

C Concludedfrom page 112.J
Public Instruction. The university ha*3

made progress. Some lyceums were badly consti-
tuted : the principles of religion, the foundation of
every institution as of all morals, were removed or
were freely practised. The grand master and the
council of the university have remedied the great-
est part of those abuses. There remain however
many things to be done to realize the hopes and
the views of the emperor in this great creation.

Family education is that which deserves most
encouragement ; but since parents are so often

obliged 1o confide their children to colleges or in-

stitutions, the intention of the emperor is, that the

organization of the university should extend to all

the colleges and institutions of every degree, to the
end that education may no longer be like a manu-
facture or a branch of commerce, exercised with
views of pecuniary interest. To direct education
is one of the noblest functions of a father of a fa-

mily, or one of the principal ends of national insti-
tutions. The number of lyceums and that of com-
munal colleges, will be augmented, and the num-
ber of private institutions will be gradually dimin-
ished until the moment when they all shall be closed.

All public education must be governed by mili-

tary discipline, and not by civil or ecclesiastical

police. The habit of military discipline is the most
useful, since in all the classes of life the citizens
have need of being able to defend their property
against interior or exterior enemies.
Ten years are yet requisite in order that all the

good that his majesty expects from the university
should be realized, and his views be accomplished;
but great advantages have already been obtained,
and what now exists is preferable to any thing that
ever existed.

For the primary instruction of children II. M.
sees witli pleasure the establishment of small
schools—he desires the diffusion of them.

Independent of the houses of St. Dennis and
l'Ecouese, six houses have been instituted for the
education ofgirls, whose fathers have devoted them-
selves to the service of their country.
Sciences and Arts.—The discovery cf the

magnet has produced a revolution in commerce ;

sugar has destroyed the use of honey ; indigo that
of pastel (woad.) The improvements in chemistry
operate at this moment a revolution in an inverse

way; it has succeeded in drawing sugar from
grapes, the maple and beets. The pastal (woad)
which had enriched Languedoc and a part of Italy,
but which had not been able, in this infancy of that
art, to bear the competition of indigo, resumes in
its turn superiority : chemistry extracts from it

now a substance which gives it an advantage over

indigo in price and quality. All the branches of the
sciences and arts are perfecting themselves.
Public Works.—Great works have been under-

taken these ten years, and are pursued every year
with a new zeal and increase of means. In 1810,
one hundred and thirty-eight millions were appro-
priated for these works ; one hundred & fifty-five

are destined for this of 1811. [Here follows acorn -
'

parative statement of the expenses for the public
works, in 1810 and 1811.]

In the midst of war and of the expenditure that
immense armies, the creation and organization of
numerous fleets require, the sacrifices that the im-

perial treasury makes for public works, are such
that they exceed in one year alone, all that was em-*
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ployed in them under the old monarchy, in one

generation.
Fortifications.—A great part of those expen-

ses has for its end the erection of new and strong

places : these are works executed for future benefit,

in order to consolidate and fortify the empire.
A place. of the second order is founded in the

Texel, for the purpose of defending the mouth of

the Zuyder Zee ; three thousand men will be able

to maintain a siege of several months. Antwerp,
Brcskcns, the imperial fort of Cadsand YVilhein-

stadt, the Sluice, tlie Sas de Ghent are already
formidable barriers : Flushing, surrounded by forts

beyond the reach of bombs, covered w,th regular
inundations and by multifarious works, is hence-

forth sheltered from any attempt.
In 1810 and 1811, more than eight millions have

hecn spent in the places of the Scheldt ; it was
natural to execute great works on a point which
will always be the abject of the jealousy arid fears

of our natural enemies.

New works have been built at Ostend, there was

existing an enclosure, but it was of little conside-

ration. Great works have also been begun in Bou-

logne, Havre and Cherbourg. The Havre had
been buiit by Yauban ; a few years before the invo-

lution, under vain pretences it had been contrived

to destroy its tbrtificatnj:is. That city, the key of

the Seine and which may be called the port of Pa-

ris, had been left dismantled and opened. Consi-

derable works are executed in it ; the place is alrea-

dy closed and able to maintain a siege.
The establishment of the port of Cherbourg re-

quires vast fortifications ; and about the end of this

year that city will be enabled to maintain a siege.
The plans adopted are upon a large scale ; this will

be a place of the first rank.

The works of Dunkirk, Montreuil and Abbeville,
which had been neglected, have been resumed since

last year. Those bulwarks are re-establishing upon
the best footing. Tlie defence of Brest is comple-
ted and repaired. A new system of fortifications is

established for L'Orient and Rochefort.

The works of the islands of St. Marcouf, Belle-

Isle and Isle D'Aix, are continued. New works
are added to the fortifications ofToulon, others are

building in the Islands D'llyeres, Genoa and Spez-
zia. They have been and are still at work in en-

larging, considerably, on the land side, the impor-
tant fort.fications of Porto Fernjo.
At Corfu, a place already very strong, great for-

tification.'; have been building tor these four years

past. New schemes have been adopted, and that

key of the Adriatic is kept by 12,000 troops, hav-

ing provisions for two years and a numerous artil-

lery, provided for a siege of the longest duration

Fort Napoleon is rising on the left bank of the

Rhine, in front of Wesel, the ancient defences of

which are corrected and improved. Yenloo and
Juliers are placed in the best state. Cassel and
Keil are created : the works begin since 1S07,
have already a satisfactory result ; and the impor-
tant bridges of Wesel, Mentz and Strasburg, are

covered on both banks by as many places, of the

first order—Alexandria, which is the formidable

centre of our magazines and our support beyond
the Alps, has been for these ten years the object of

an annual expence of three millions of francs.

They are working in the kingdom of Italy with

the same ardor in the fortifications of Palma Nova
and Osopy, as also to increase the works of Ancona,
Venice and Mantau.
At seeing the activity that has pervaded for 8

years the works upon our frontiers, one would

think that France is menaced with an approach-,
ing invasion. I shall not have occasion to lay be-
fore you, to contrast with that idea, the situation
of all our neighbours who are our allies and whu
are re-united to our system & the preponderance
that the last campaigns have given us ; but I shall

only remark, that when m the like circumstances
more than one hundred millions have been sacrifi-

ed in a few years for a defence which interests on-

ly the future ; we must give thanks to the govern-
ment which, not content with securing the happi-
ness of the present generation, wishes also to gua-
rantee the tranquility of posterity, and controls

thus even the most remote chances of fortune.

Harbors.—The same activity is displayed in

the works of our harbors. At Antwerp the dam
of the bas n was taken away about the end of last

year. Eighteen ships of the line, even three deck-
ers, may be received and depart from it entirely
armed. In the beginning of this year, two 80 gun
ships have been coppered and fitted there. The im-

provements are continued with ardor. Before the
end of September next, the basin will be able to

contain thirty ships.
The ships of the line could only enter the basin

of Flushing when disarmed. Its sluice has been dri-

ed up and insulated. People are employed to lower
its road, so that twenty ships may enter the basin

entirely armed. The Keys that the English had
overthrown, are re-established. Men are at work
lo rebuild the general magazine, and are placed
out of the reach of the bombs.
The first funds have been provided for the basin

of Terneuse ; its foundation is laying. Twenty
ships of the line entirely armci, will be able to de-

part from the basin in one single tide. It will be

capable of containing more than forty.
The sluice tide of Ostend is terminated : it has

done the greatest good to the harbor : that of Dun-
kirk will be in play at the end of the year ; great
advantages are expected from it for the digging of
the pass. The sluice of Havre is completed ; it has

happy effects.

At Cherbourg, the expences of the road are of
two kinds. The objects, is, 1st. to raise the dyke
above the level of low tides ; this end will be attain-

ed this year : 2d. to establish forts at the extremities
of the dykes, so as to defend the road. The fort of
the centre has just been completed. The road be-

ing thus secured, there remained a harbor to be dug—this great undertaking is„almost completed ; thir-

ty ships of the line will be 'afely accommodated in

the basin and outer harbor. Already one ship which
hail been damaged by a sea accident has been able

to enter the basin, and has refitted in it. The outer

harbor and the basin will be finished in 1812; the

ship-y^ds and frames exist already. The works of

Cherbourg alone require more than three millions a

year.
All the ports of the second and third order are

the object of more or less works : all are improved
witli great rapidity.
Canals—The canal of St. Quintin is completed—from the beginning of this year it has been enli-

vened with much navigation : it already influences

the price of, fuel and coal in the capital.
The canal of the North which unites the Rhine

and the Scheldt, was one-third executed, but the

re-union of Holland having rendered it useless, that

work has been suspended.
The canal Napoleon, which joins the Rhine to

the Saone, will be finished in four years. Three

millions a year are appropriated to it. The canal of

Burgundy, which joins the Saone to the Seine, ie^
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arogre9sing briskly. One million and five hundred

thousand francs will be spent on it this year. The
canal of Aries, which is to connect the Rhone with

he port of Bouc, is one-third executed ; that which

cuts the peninsula of Brittany by joining the

Ranee to the Vilainc, is executing; the canal 01

Biuret, which joins Napoleonville to L'Orient, and

which will one day stretch from Napoleonville to

Brest, is almost completed. Several other canait.

of less importance are either terminated or in great
forwardness.
Koads—By improving the roads distances are

shortened. It is estimated that Turin has been ap-

proximated to Paris by thirty six-hours travel : to

wit twenty-four hours for the passage of Mount-

Cenis, and twelve hours for the new road of Mau-
rienne. H. M. has decreed the establishment of a

new road from Pans to Chamberg through Tour-
nus. That road, avoiding the mountains, will be

shorter by eight hours ; thus Turin will have been

approximated to Paris by forty-four hours, which

makes almost half the distance.

Milan is brought nearer to Paris by the road oi

Simplon, by more than fifty hours march, in com-

paring the actual road to what existed ten years ago.

Bayonne and Spain have been brought never to

Paris be eighteen hours, through the causeway made
on die sands of the heaths bet veen Bordeaux and

Bayonne.
Mentz and Germany have been approximated

twelve hours by the causeway built on the sands of

Mentz to Metz. Hamburg will next year be near-

er sixty hours, by the causeway made through the

sands from Maestnch to Wesel, and from Wesel to

Hamburg ; and this will be the first instance in his-

tory of eighty leagues of road having been made in

the course of two years. Ten different troops of

laborers are imployed in it, and before the end of

1811, much more than half of that road will be

finished. Amsterdam will likewise be approximated
to Paris by twelve hours by the causeway on the

sands from Antwerp to Amsterdam, on which men
are working at different points. New roads are

opened from Spezzia to Parma ; from Florence to

Rimini, from Nice to Genoa.
All the councils general of the departments arc

vyeing in zeal to second the intentions of the so-

vereign; and every where roads are opening to es-

tablish communications between the different points
x»f the departments.
The building of several bridges is undertaken. 1

Those of Bordeaux, Rouen, Avignon, on the

Rhone, of Turin on the Po, are the mosl re-

markable. Those of Bordeaux and Rouen, as well
as that on the durance, which was conpleted last

vear, were considered as impossible. A great num-
ber of other bridges are also finished.

Works of Paris.—The canal of the Ourcq and
the distribution of its waters in the different parts of

Paris, are the object of 2,500,000 francs expence per
year. In a few years those works will be completely
finished. Already sixty fountains spread the waters
of the Ourcq in the principal wards and markets of
the capital. The water reaches and washes them
continually. The Seine, Marne, Sonne, and
Oise, are the object of considerable labors, to

improve their navigation. -The cut of St. Mauze,
which will be finished next year, will shorten
the navigation of the Marne five leagues, and will
tvffbrd water for numerous uses.—The sluices estab-
lished at Point-ded'Arche, atVarnon, &c will facili-

tate the navigation of the Seine, and other sluices
will prolong it as far as Troves and Aubc The
ipidgrs of Cho'sy, Reson9 and Jena, facilltatr; fhe-

communications or concur to the embellishment of
the capital.
The Louvre is finishing; they are pulling down

the great number of houses that lie beUveen the

Louvre and the Thuillenes. A second gallery re-

unites those two palaces.
Ans-wer of the president ofthe minister* of the interior

and to the counsellors of ttate, charged to present:
the expose of the situation of the empire.
The legislative body has heard with the most

,.vely interest, the expose that you have presented
10 it of the prosperous situation of the empire, and
the faithful recital of all that the government con-

ceives and executes for the safety, happiness and

glory of the state ; until now we have been able to

dmire the genius at once capable to found a great

empire and give it the arts and laws which are to

make it flourish ; but a new spectacle presents it-

self before us ; we see ancient and fatal barriers,

which opposed the relation ofthe people, disappear.
The interior commerce will no longer meet with

those obstacles which suspended its course, and will

not be stopped by vain inquietudes: the national

wealth will enable to undertake every thing that is

great and useful, and the zeal ofgovernment will be
able to anticipate the wants of the people.

But such is the destiny of the most generous
undertaking hat they spread all their benefits only
in future generations, and that they are fully requit-
ed only by the gratitude of posterity". Our descen-

dants will see commerce freed from the uncertain-

ties of politics, and its fortune become independent
from the vicissitude of events An immense coun-

try which comprizes all the climates and so many
industrious nations, is opened to its activity ; it will

neither fear the jealousy of the neighbouring na-

tions nor the ravages of war ; but in circulating in

its numerous provinces, it will animate every spe-
cies of industry, and will find in its bosom the arti-

san and consumer of all its produce ; it is for this

purpose that so many enterprizes are formed and
executed ; the mountains are levelled, the rivers are

no longer seperated in their course, the distances

approximated, and magnificent monuments are ri-

sing to celebrate this memorable epocha. Our as-

tonished descendants will learn that one and the
same reign has seen commence and finished those

prodigious works ; and if their enjoyments are not.

to be mingled with any sacrifice, we shall at least

have the advantage of having
1

participated in the

honour of those generous efforts, and of having
rendered ourselves equally worthy of the glory of

our age and of the gratitude of posterity.—— —==-

State of Tennessee!
three o'clock the
received from the

ksoxviiar., Sept. 16.—At

following communication was

governor :

Gentlemen of the Senate

And House nf Representatives,

Coming from the different sections of the state,

clothed with the powers of a free and independent
people, possessing their confidence bottomed on
their knowledge of your love of country and ability

to serve them in your representative capacity, the
best hopes are entertained that great diligence will

be used throughout your session to better the poli-
tical condition of the state, and to promote in every
practicable degree the welfare and comfort of your
constituents, in a manner that shall redound to jour
credit, and to the credit of Tennessee.
The political relations between the United States

and fomigTv natieOs have net of Vat« undergone ;.ny
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material change, whereby to better the condition 01

the former, owing in a great measure, as is to be

presumed to the peculiar circumstances under which

the belligerent powers of the old world find them-

selves compelled to act one towards the other ;

which situation appears to be such as almost to re-

quire the friendly interposition of the Supreme Be-

ing to save them from destruction, or to put their

affairs so to rights', as that they may be enabled and

disposed to act liberally and justly towards the

government of the United States, which has uni-

formly observed a dignified and respectful neutral

course, the observance of which under existing

circumstances, has tended to promote the welfare of

our government in the greatest practicable degree ;

but notwithstanding the uniform disposition of our

government to continue in amity with the nations

of the earth, on terms which would be honorable

to a nation as manifested by the neutral course ob-

served, a wanton attack was made in the course of

the past summer on the flag of the United States

by the commander of a British armed vessel, which
was instantly repelled in a becomming manner by the

gallant commodore Kodgers, whose highly praise-

worthy conduct soon taught captain Bingham to

know his error and feel his inferiority.
—I fell a per-

fect confidence in the patriotism, independence,
firmness and ability of the administrators of the

general government, and entertain a thorough be-

lief that they will administer it so as best to promote
the general welfare at home and so as to inspire
cofidence abroad among all nations who duly ap-

preciate the blessings of liberty and who are attached

to pure republican government, so pre-eminently
calculated to promote the best interests of mankind.

No doubt is entertained but that your attention

to the militia laws will be such, as to produce such a

system for the better regulation of that most valua-

ble and useful class of citizens, as to Cause each to

vie with the other ina laudable performance of duty,

thereby to enable them to be prepared to act prompt-
ly in support of the rights of freemen on all proper
occasions—that description of citizens who are

justly considered to be the strength of the govern-
ment, and the protectors and defenders of our best

and dearest rights, at all times feel disposed to do

what their country rightfully may require, and eve-

ry possible exertion should be made to enable them
to deserve well of their country in the execution of

the trust reposed in them.

[The governor then adverts to many local objects,
which shews his attention to the interests of the

state ; but are not of sufficient general interest to

require insertion in the Register. Among other

things he informs the legislature, that Messrs Ful-

ton and Livingston proposed to bring a steam boat

into use in the waters of that state—and suggests
the propriety of revising the laws calculated to

preserve the credit of bank notes issued by banks

regularly chartered in the several states. A wag-
gon road is to be opened from the river Tennessee

leading direct to Fort Stoddart, on the Mobile—
a better road than is at present in use between

Tennessee and the United States'saline works, situ-

ateinthe territory of Illinois, <s expected to be made.]

State of Connecticut.

The general assembly met at WewJTaven on the lOlnst.

GOVERNOR'S SPEECH.
Gentlemen of the council, Mr. Speaker, and

Gentlemen of the House of Representatives,
No important "change in the political or commer-

cial relations of the United States with foreign

nations, appears to have taken place, since the last
session of the General Assembly.
The relaxation ofthe general plan of depredation,

which has been observed in a tew cases, on the part
of one of the belligerent powers, has not been at-

tended with a general restoration of American pro-

perty sequestered in violation of our rights, or any
frank and explicit revocation of the decrees, under
which the great mass of seizures have been made.
The same course of depredation appears also to be

continued, and little hope can be entertained, that

our rights wdl be respected in future. Nor can we
perceive any change m the disposition of the other

beligerent power towards the United States. The
capture and Condemnation of our property by that

power, appears to increase with the opportunities
for executing their unjust orders. Whilst our trade
is so extensively plundered by foreign nations, it

would have afforded great satisfaction to refl ct that

no part of our commercial embarassments had
arisen from the measures of our own government.
But we have to regret that the restrictive laws of

the Union still remain in force, and without essen-*

tially affecting foreign nations, are aggravat ng the

evds which their injustice has produced, and are

felt with peculiar severity by the commercial and
other important interests of this State. It is how-
ever to be presumed that the advocates of that sys-
tem must before this time, have become satisfied

that the measure originated from mistaken. views of

the public interest, and that the national Legisla-
ture will abandon it, at the approaching session o£

Congress.

Intelligent men, however, will perceive that our

public concerns require something more than a

repeal of particular obnoxious laws. It has been-

our misfortune to pursue a policy which has ren-

dered us contemptible in the view 01 foreign nation*

and we are treated as a people, who are ready to

submit to every indignity, which interstor caprice

impose upon us. It cannot, however be too lateta

retrieve the national honor, and we ought to ex-

pect, that our pubhc councils will find, that a man-

ly, impartial, and decided course of measures has

now become indispensible
—such a course as shall

satisfy foreign nations, that whilst we desire peace,
we have the means and the spirit to repel aggression.
The interests of the United States undoubtedly re-

quire a secure and honourable peace ;
but the only

guarantee which ought, or can w,th safety be re-

lied on for this object, is a sufficient organized force

and a spirit to use it with effect when no other ho*

norable means of redress can be resorted to The
extensive resources, aided by the geographical situ-

ation of our country, have furnished every neces-

sary means for defending our territory and our com-

merce, and we are false to ourselves when either

is invaded with impunity. To the general govern-
ment however belongs the care of these important
c oncerns, and it is not for the State authorities to

encroach on the prerogat ws of the Union. Yet it

is important for every State to know and to feel the

condition of our general concerns, and to be pre-

pared to co-operate with the nation in those mea-

sures which the publick honor and safety demand.

No information regarding the Treasury has been

received by me particularly deserving your atten-

tion ; the regularity and success with which the

business of that department has been long conduct-

ed is too well known to require an explanation.

The present condition of the schoolfind, with

the improvements in its sec jrity, where that was

practicable, and the new arrangements for a more

punctual payment of interest, fully proves the judg-
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•mcnt and activity of the gentlemen, to whom the

legislature has confided the management of that

important property. The nominal amount ot the

fund, as it stood in the books of the treasury on the

1st day of October, was $1,332,756 15.

This gross sum consists of the following items :

Debts well secured, and on interest $900,687 78

Lands taken in payment of debts 223,651 96

Bonds and contracts which may be

paid in lands 101,190 56

Debts partially secured 85,119 10

Bad debts 22,106 66

§1,332,756 06

From which amount if

we deduct the bad
debts amounting to §22,106 66

The probable loss on the

sale of lands actually
received and which

may hereafter be re-

ceived, estimated at

25 per cent. 81,210 63
The loss on debts par-

tially secured estima-

ted at 28,373 03

Amounting to 131,690 32

There will remain §1,201,165 74

being the amount ultimately to be relied on as the

productive school fund.

I have not been able to attend any review of

militia during the autumn, but I have the most

satisfactory information that the troops have im-

proved in discipline and appearance since the last

year. The situation of our country, and the crisis

which is probably approaching, certainly demands

your particular attention to this object ; and it rests

with the legislature to consider, whether it is not

prudent in addition to those measures which may-
be contemplated for improvements in discipline, to

provide for an increase of field artillery, and such

military stores as may be least liable to decay. It

is unwise to shut our eyes to the events which

threaten our tranquility ;
and imprudent to wait

until the storm overtakes us, before we are fully

prepared to resist it.

The accidents to which all men of enterprize in

business are exposed, has in most governments

produced a code of insolvent laws. Our laws on

the subject are probably defective ; and I submit to

your consideration, whether it is expedient to re-

vise that subject at the present session, and attempt
to devise a system which shall be better calculated

to secure the rights of the creditor, and at the same
time more effectually to restore the unfortunate

debtor to usefulness in the community.
You may be assured, gentlemen, that I shall

with great satisfaction, contribute all in my power
ibr expediting the public business ; and having no
doubt that the same spirit of conciliation will gov-
ern your proceedings, which has on former occa-

sions distinguished the legislature, I flatter myself
that your deliberations will result in measures bene-

ficial to the community. R. GRISWOLD
^Gtober Session, 1811.

Swedish Statistics.

In common with the other nations of Europe
Sweden has undergone great changes within a few

years. The following notes, collected from several

late publications, may assist the reader in forming a

Second part No

general idea of the present state ofthe coi n ry, and
serve lor common reference. The presumptive
heir of the crown of Sweden is the ex-French
general Bernadotte, called by his late master, the

prince of Ponto Corvo, and appointed
" crown

prince," a short time ago by the states of Sweden;
whose king, tottering with imbecility, must soon
descend to the grave.

Before her late wars with Russia and France,
Sweden was estimated to contain 210,000 square
miles, and possesses 2,977,355 inhabitants—exclu-
sive of Pomerania [in Germany] with 1,440 square
miles and 110,000 inhabitants, and the wild regions
of Lapland, not taken into the account, and of lit-

tle value.

By Russia she has lost all that part of Sweden
situate east of the gulf of Bothnia, called Finland,

containing about 50,000 square miles, and 624,000
inhabitants. Pomerania has been annexed by France,
to the new-made kingdom of Westphalia.—Sweden,
therefore, at present, possesses 160,000 square
miles, with the very thin population of 2,353,355
souls—not 15 to a square mile.

The following items are calculated on the king-
dom as it was—if one-fourth is deducted from the

general results they may apply to the kingdom as it

is, with tolerable accuracy.
The revenue of Sweden, arising from rents df

crown lands, capitation taxes, customs, &c is es-

timated at §6,438,000 per annum. The expences
have generally exceeded the income, and the na-
tional debt lately amounted to §45,000,000.
The regular standing army does not amount to

more than 15,000 men—but what are called the
" national troops," being, in truth, nothing more
than an exceedingly well organized militia, fre-

quently exercised, and at a moment, ready to as-

semble at the call of the government, amount to

nearly 40,000 m^n, of whom 10,000 are horsemen.
The naval poiver of Sweden is not very g-reat, most
of the ships being old and unfit for service—they,
however, boast of about. 25 ships of the line, and 12
or 15 frigates.

Stockholm contains 72,000 inhabitants—here is

established the national bank, a reputable institu-

tion, with a capital of about two millions of dollars.

Gothenburg, or Gottenburg, is the second city
of Sweden—a busy, active and commercial place,
with a population of 25,000 souls.

Carlscrona, the station of the royal navy—has a
fine harbor strongly fortified and 12,000 inhabitants,

Upsal is famous for its university. This city was
formerly the capital of Sweden. Its library contains

40,000 volumes.

Abo, in Finland was a place of considerable trade,
and one of the most pleasant towns in the north.—
Population 12,000. In the university here are 300
students.

In 1748 there were in Sweden, 496 founderies,
539 large forge hammers, 971 smaller ones, making
bar iron and other manufactures of iron, that year,
to the amount of 304,415 ship-pounds, or 40,588

fAmericanJ tons. The present produce is about
400,000 ship-pounds, or 53,330 tons, per annum.
The copper produced in Sweden is 10,000 ship-

pounds, or 1400 tons a year
Some small quantities ofgold and silver are still

obtained, though the mines are considered as ex-
hausted.

Lead was formerly obtained in great quantities in

Sweden, but the mines are generally abandoned and
the article imported.
For home consumption and exportation, the

Swedes make 160,000 barrels of tar per armum, bs*
. 8 Vol. 1.
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sides pitch-large quantities of timber have been ex-

ported, chiefly to England.
Sweden imports a great deal of corn and meal-

not being able to raise enough for the consumption
of her people.

They catch 300,000 barrels of herring a year on

the shoals of Marstrand.

British Statistics.

THE CHUnClI ESTABLISHMENT.

Piielimijjahy bemaiiks.—In monarchical goveria-,

ments, the church (as it is called) forms too im-

portant an item of their political economy to be

passed over slightly.
for true religion and the comfortUnfortunately, .

There are several fine canals in Swedefr-H»e ot 1
and eage of the

'

people) it hap^ens> that kings, im-

piously affecting a right from God to enslave andthem connects the Baltic with the Atlantic-it has

eight locks—the highest ground passed over is 112

feet above the level of the sea—it is navigated by
vessels of 150 tons, and cost only 358,988 rix dol-

lars—the king employing a great number of soldiers

on the work, and giving to the company all the tim-

ber and stone they wanted to complete it.

In 1804 there were exported from Stockholm

"227,394 ship-pounds of iron ; 5129 do. copper and

brass wire, 103,640 barrels pitch and tar.

From Gottenburg in the same year were exported,
,"7,303 ship-pounds of iron: 7,401 do. fine forged
work ; 2,813 do. steel ; 79,512 bbls herrings ; 28,582

fispounds mountain moss ; 12,398 ells of linen
;

10,662 ells [Swedish] sail duck
; with some smok-

ed herrings, cod, tar, pitch and window glass, and

a large quantity of boards. Imported, among other

articles the same year, 55,303 bbls. salt—148,494
do. grain.

The exports of Gefle and Mo are iron, a litUe

copper, and a great deal of timber—and, from the

{atter, some pitch and tar.

In the year 1800, the number ofmerchant vessels

belonging to Sweden was 956, burthen 63,534 tons,

ajvid navigated by 9,929 men. Of tuese ships Stock-
holm possesssd 234 ; Calmar. 43 ; Gottenburg 168

;

Whisby 55 ; Carlscrons 33 ; Carlshamm 40 ;

Malmo 31 ; Uddvalla 2*
; Abo 16.

In 1801, vessels 994—tons 62,955, navigated by
9,689 men. In 1802, 946 vessels, 62,234 tons

;

10,185 seamen.

The Swedish exports amount,to about §6,250,000
per annum—imports $4,560,000—balance in favor

the country §1.690,000.

The whole kingdom contains only 104 towns,
80,250 villages and 1200 estates of nobility. The
manufactures, except of iron and copper are incon-

siderable. The produce of oroad cloth manufactur-

ed, amounts to about 500,000 r:x dollars per annum.
The Swedish Diet, in 1786, consisted of 49

counts, 136 barons, 188 knights, 396 gentlemen,
51 ecclesiastics, 94 representatives of the cities, &
165 deputies from the peasantry. The diet, or as-

sembly of the states, possess some important privi-

leges, though the government may fairly be called

a despotism.
Monies weights and measures—12 runstucks make

1 schilling
—48 schillings 1 rix dollar, equal to §1,

04. Accounts are chiefly kept in rix dollars, schil-

lings and runstucks. The copper dollar is 11 cents

and a half. The Ducat §2,07. There are several

other coins and monies used in some of the provin-
ces. In calculating duties, the United States value
the rix dollar as an American dollar.

75 lb. (of Iron weight) is 56 lb. English. 60 lb.

(victualu, a standard weight,) is equal to 56 lb En-

glish. 20 lb. is a lispound—20 lispound a ship-powul—7 1-2 ship-pounds (iron weight) an English ton
6 ship-pounds (victualu) a ton. A last is 12 ship-
p minds.

Fifty seven Swedish ells are equal to 37 yards En-

glish ; it is, therefore nearly $3 1-2. inches long.

oppress, and murder and destroy their fellow be-

ings, have found it necessaay to bolster their claims

by a pensioned priesthood :—hence what are term-

ed established religions, the chosen curse of man*

kind; the true box of Pandora, as pregnant with

evil, as though every fallen spirit, (conjured up and

named by jfilton,) had commingled his favorite

crime and darling vice to form the hornd congre-

gation :
—the grand agent of knavery ; the choice

engine of tyrants ; and of all delusions die most

base and unpardonable, as it would render the great

duty that man owes his Creator of adoration & ho-

mage, the medium of his own debasement & servi-

tude. In England, thotigh at this time, they do not

occasionally
" roast woman and children for the

sake of Christianity," as they used to do, and have

done, in other countries, the church is not among^
the least of the impositions on the good people of

that nation—but it is not our intention to go into si

minute detail of its demerits ; from what follows

the reader may draw conclusions for himself.

France, like England (and, indeed, most of the

countries ofEurope) has her established religion
—

Turkey as well as the rest, and on more liberal

principles than several of them. Perhaps, they are I

just as necessary to monarchies as dark-lanthorm

are to midnight thieves.

Bonaparte, though possessed ofgreater resources

of mind than all the kings of Europe united, and

enjoying more personal influence over the will and

destinies ofman than has ever fallen to the lot of an

individual in that quarter of the globe, has, notwith-

standing, found it convenient to employ this engine
on many occasions. Before he went to Egypt he

was an atheist or deist, as was the fashion of the

time—In Egypt he was a Mussulman, and, in the

common language ofthe Turks and Arabians, cried

out " there is no God but God, and Mahomet is his

prophet." Since his return from ithat country, he

has become a most zealous Roman Catholic • and so

conscientiously scrupulous was he, that he re-married

Josephine, the pope himself performing the cere-

mony, who also solemnly crowned them emperor
and empress of France, and kirtg and queen of Italy.

In the holy farce, pope Pius was an unwilling actof;

but Bonaparte thought it necessary so to cheat the

people, and there was no resisting his will.*

Since then the emperor of the French has insti-

tuted priests and parishes
—

and, like the infamous

Henry \TIIth of England, been stiled the " restorer

of religion
"
when, in fact, lie has only restored the

ministers : who, true to their pensions, salaries and

perquisites, describe him to the people as the imme-

diate agent of heaven, called to accomplish its pur-

poses ! teaching them the most abject obedience to

his decress, and extolling his schemes of ambition.-

* It is, however, an act ofcommon justice to say
that no man is persecuted in France for his religi-

ous opinions. A protestant is as readily appointed
to office as a catholic-no distinction is made between-

litem. This is not the case in free and enlightened;
Britain. The French priests are supported by go-

vernment ; but mprotestant countries areprotectants
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In Prussia, among other regulations concerning

religion, it was ordered, that the soldiers, when
formed in line, should be allowed some precise

i space of time, (say two minutes) to pray. They
jwere notified of its commencement and termination

by beat of drum ;
—but if any man, in his devotion to

his maker, forgot what was due his earthly master,

and, for half a second, prayed ^longer than the tow

permitted, the sergeant's cane across his shoulders

reminded him of his mortality, and taught him to

be less religious in future.

In the year 996, Haken-b'amr-Allah, calif of

Egypt established a religion
—lie went further; he

•procla.med himself God, and many thousand men
registered their names acknowledging that he was
so The priest offered sacrifices to him as a divinity—but his godship was killed in a tumult; some of

his disciples escaped and fled to the mountains of

Lebanon in Syria : where establishing themselves;

they gave rise to the people at present known by
the name of Druzes who yet retain some part of

their opinions.
In the United States we have nothing of this kind,

though in the constitutions of some of the states

there are provisions manifesting a spirit of intole-

rance directly at variance with the general scope of

all >ur institutions. The increase of that liberality
of sentiment which has so greatly promoted the

cause of true religion in the United States and the

happiness of the people, we trust, will speedily de-

stroy the yet remaining shreds of despotism, and

give to e.very man the free and inestimable pnvileg-e
of worshiping in his own way. and according to his

•wn consience, without depriving him of any right
another enjoys on that account.

Ecclesiastical government of England-—England!
is divided into two ecclesiastical provinces. The

archbishop of Canterbury, with 21 suffragan bi-

shops, is called primate of all England. The arch-

bishop of York, having only three suffragans, is

stiled pnmate of England. They have precedence
over all the nobility not of the blood royal.

The following are the dues appertaining to each
<—as well what "they are rated at on the king's

hooks," as what they really produce, extracted

from a late British publication :

Rated at I Sterling. Produce,^.

Vrchbishop of Canterbury2816 17 11 1-4 35,520
York
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We close this article by observing, that, though

among the clergy of all established religions, there

arc men of great piety and virtue (if piety and

virtue can exist in a person who lives on the labor of

others, without their consent) they are generally

among the most venal and corrupt of mankind.

This remark is made without particular relerence

to England j though, at the " reformation" of 9000

beneficed clergymen, less than a hundred refused

to conform to the new order of things, rather than

lose their "livings" and, perhaps, -would now turn

back again if desired. It is so, and naturally will

be so, in all parts of the world, where pre-eminence
and exclusive privileges are enjoyed by any particu-
lar sect. How much reason have the United States

to be thankful for their envied lot—for that benefi-

cent spirit of toleration which recognizes no other

distinction than virtue, and causes the catholic, the

quake-*, the episcopalian and the presbyterian, the

baptist and the melhodist, and all other sects, to meet in

harmony, and part in brotherly love, kindly hoping
iid firmly believing, that all may arrive at the con-

summation of happiness^ though travelling toward!
»'c by different roads. Such a state of things
liOES NOT EXIST IN A\T OTITKU COUNTRY.

History
Of the Invasion of Spain by Bonajmrte.
ABRIDGED FROM THE MOST AUTHENTIC SOUHCES.

CHAPTER. III.

(continued from page 115.)
An eloquent address from the junta was sent

forth to the people of Madrid :
—"Seville," said they

'
lias learned with consternation and surprise your

dreadful catastrophe of the second of May ;
the weak-

ness of a government, which did nothing in our fa-

vor ; which ordered arms to be directed against you,
and your heroic sacrifices. Blessed be ye, and your

memory shall shine immortal in the annals of our

nation.—She has seen with horror, that the authors

of all your misfortunes, and of ours, has published a

proclamation, in which he distorted every fact, and

pretended, that you gave the first provocation, while

it was he who provoked you. The government was
weak enough to sanction and order that proclama-
tion to be circulated, and saw with perfect compo-
sure, numbers of you put to death, for a pretended
violation of laws Which did not exist. The French
were told in that proclamation, that French blood

profusely shed, was crying out for vengence ! And
the Spanish blood, does not it cry out for vengeance ?

—that Spanish blood, shed by an army which hesi-

tated not to attack a disarmed and defenceless peo-

ple, living under their laws and their king, and

against whom cruelties were committed which shake
the human frame with horror. We all Spain,
exclaim—the Spanish blood shed in Madrid cries

aloud for revenge !
—Comfort yourselves, we are

your brethren : we will fight like you, until we per-
ish in defending- ourkinerand countrv. Assist us
with your good wishes, and your continual prayers
offered up to the most high, whom we adore, and
who cannot forsake us because he never forsakes a

just cause. Should any favourable opportunity offer

oxert yourselves as valiant Spaniards, to shake off

the ignominious yoke imposed on you with the

slaughter of so many of your imiocent fellow

citizens, and with a perfidy horrid beyond example."
The proclamation to the people of Spain, was

worthy of its cause and object
—

higher praise cannot
be bestowed—and of that praise this admirable ad-

dress is fully worthy.

was contained in it, the precursor of others, and
irj,.

itself and of the most dangerous and fatal tendency.
It was said "that the number of the enemy's troops
was not so great as the French stated, to intimidate
them ; and that the positions which they had taken
were exactly those in which they could be conquer-
ed and defeated in the easiest manner." Whatever

momentary advantages might be hoped for by thus

decieving the people as to the extent of their dan-

ger, was sure to be counterbalanced, ten-fold,

whenever they were undeceived, as mevitably they
would be.

Palafox, in his manifesto, had invited deserters

from the French army to enlist under him. Many
of the provincial proclamations, in like manner,

distinguished between Bonaparte and the people
over whom he governed, calling the French an

enlightened, a generous, an honorable nation ; and

saying, that they, as well as the Spaniards,
were eager to see the destruction of the tyrant
who oppressed and disgraced them. They ex-

pressed a hope, that the success of Spain might*
induce the French people to offer him up as a vic-

tim for their own sakes, for the sake of universal

justice, and to expiate the shame which his perfidy
and cruelty had brought upon France. "Do not,"

said they,
" believe that all Frenchmen are accom-

plices in these iniquities. Even among those who

compose the armies of this barbarian, we know
that there are some unhappy individuals, who,
amidst all the evils with which they are surrounded,
still cherish in their hearts the seeds of virtue."-*Ii

The junta of Seville addressed a proclamation ex-

pressly to the French armies :—"
Frenchmen,"

said they, "you possess no longer laws or liberty.
You have shed streams of your own blood only to

reduce Europe under the tyranny of a Corsican.—

Spain has been your true and faithful ally, and in

many ways contributed to your triumph : yet she

has been dispoiled by your tyrant, of her laws, her

monarchs, and her freedom, not by gallantry and

valor, but by treachery and fraud, in which you
are forced to co-operate. Your arms are defiled,

and you are made to assist in deeds of infamy in-

consistent with your generous character, and with

the name of the great nation which you have acSJ

quired. We invite you to withdraw from banners

which are destined to enslave all nations, and to

enlist under ours raised for the best of causes, ttf

defend our laws and our king, whereof we have

been robbed, not by force of arms, but by fraud,

treachery and ingratitude of the deepest dye. t

'

Wipe off the stain which otherwise will indelibly

disgrace your nation ! The Spaniards tender you
the just reward of such an action ; with open arms

will they receive you, and fight by your side ; and,

when the war shall be terminated with that success

which they have every reason to expect, land shall

be given you, which you may cultivate unmolested,
and pass your remaining days amidst a nation

which loves and respects you, and where impartial

justice shall incorruptibly protect all your fair enjoy
im nts.

'*
Italians, Germans of all the provinces of that

great country, Polanders, Swiss, and all ye
who compose the armies called French, will ye

fight for him who oppressed and despolied you of

what you held most sacred ? For him who dragged

you from your families and homes, robbed you of

your property, your wives, your children, your
native land, which he has enslaved? will you fight

against a nation, which it is intended to subdue and

i enslave, under the cloak of alliance and friendship*

Excellent as this address was*, one grievous fault
| by fraudulent treachery, detectable and horrid be-
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yond any precedent in history, even among barba-

rous nations ? come to us, and you shall meet with

valor, generosity, and true honor. We tender the

same reward to you as to the French ;
and we

trust that you and your posterity will enjoy them

in peace and happiness."
But in nothing was the wisdom of the Seville jun-

ta more conspicuous than in the precautions which

they published as necessary to be observed in the

conduct of the war. After giving the most prudent
directions on this head, they animated the feelings

of the people by reminding them of their former

acluevments. "France," said they, "lias never

domineered over us, nor set foot in our territory.

We bave many times mastered her, not by deceit,

but by force of arms. We have made her kings

prisoners, and we have made the nation tremble.

We are the same Spaniards ; and France, and Eu-

rope, and the world shall see that we have not de-

generated from our ancestors."—They were also

watcliful to confute the falsehoods which the French

circulated, and particularly those which the base-

ness ofthe late government still permitted to be pub-
lished in .Madrid. Care was taken to convince the na-

tion, that when they had freed themselves from this

intestine war, the cortes should be assembled, abu-

ses reformed, and such laws enacted as the circum-
stances of the time and experience might dictate

for the public good.
"
Things," said they

" which
we Spaniards know how to do, and which we have

done, as well as other nations, without any neces-

sity that the vile French should come to instruct,

and, according to their custom, under the mask of

friendship, and wishes for our happiness, contrive

(for this alone they are contriving) to plunder us,
to violate our women, to assassinate us, to deprive
us of our liberty, our laws, and our king ; to scoff

at and destroy our holy religion, as they have hi-

therto done, and will always continue to do, as long
as that spirit ofperfidy and ambition, which oppress-
es and tyranizes over them, shall endure."

Such was the noble resolutions and so eloquent
was the language with which these men commenc-
their opposition to this lawless invasion of their

rights. There was no wavering-, no timid calcula-

tions of policy. TO HE CONTINUED.

The Non-Importation Law.
The twelfth congress convenes at Washington in

a few days—If they do not, immediately, adopt mea-
sures to enforce, I hope they will flatly repeal, the

non-importation law. If they will do neither, let the
title be changed, and the act be called, "ax act for
THE BETTER ENCOURAGEMENT OF ROGUERY AITD

OTHER PURPOSES."
In Great Britain the most severe laws exist

against smuggling; and the commission of forgery
is never pardoned. But if these things are done
out of the realm, or, only to affect persons not sub-

jects of
"

his majesty," they become virtues, and are

patronized by the government ! The counterfeiting
of our paper money ; the manufacture of the French

assignats
—the public sale of forged papers hi Lon-

don, at this day, and the immens'd smuggling busi-
ness that has been carried on in the north of Eu-
rope, under the immediate protection of British
national vessels of war, prove the truth of our asser-

tion, and leave the fact unquestionable. Methinks
this is a curious morality.

Fifteen thousand voyages, per annum, have been
made by British ships withforged papers, under the
American flag, to ports and places of the continent,
under the cannon of her national vessels, to wl>ich

a bona fide American would be refused ingress by
the commanders of the said ships ; andj indeed, be
made good prize for attempting to enter. Here is

the true explanation of the orders in council.

I have so far deviated from the subject, to shew
that congress must have had great faith in British

amity indeed, to suppose, they would not attempt to

smuggle in the United States, in opposition to a mere

law when they have smuggled to the amount of mil-

lions in Europe, in defiance of the law, supported by
numerous bodies of troops stationed upon its coasts !

The policy or propriety of this law has nothing
to do with the question, and we shall not attempt
to discuss it—but, while it is a law it should be

maintained:—unfortunately there are too many in the

United Slates, whoreg-ard it meritorious to cheat the

government, and aid the British in their smuggling

operations, as well at home as abroad.

British goods are feloniously introduced into the

United States to a prodigious amount. Canada, the

grand centre point of this business in America, like

Heligoland was in Europe, has prospered beyond
example by it :

—and, into every considerable port
of the United States, immense quantities are intro-

,

duced in defiance of law ; to the detriment of the

revenue, the demoralization of the people, and the

great injury ofthe honest trader. The business is re-

duced to a system
—and Boston, it seems, is to become

the great reservoir for the states on the sea board.

Is there no remedy for these things ?—Are our
laws to become dead letters on the statute book?

Suppose.
—One hundred fast sailing vessels, well

armed and appointed, were put into commission,
for guarding the coast—and three or four thousand
" Green mountain boys" employed to look towards

Canada—giving to those who sei zed smuggled goods
three-fourths of the amount, and appropriating the

other fourth to defray the expenditure occasioned

by the exertion to support the law~ would not.

the law be supported ? We think it would.
" A spark from the altar of seventy six"—a little

of the energv of old times would put all to rights.
H. N.

Sheep Breeding.
FIRST MEETING OF THE MERINO SOCIETY OF

THE MIDDLE STATES.
On Saturday, the fifth of this month, the Merino

Society of the middle states held their first stated

meeting since their organization, at the farm of Mr.

Caldwell, their president, near Haddonfield, in Jer-

sey. Besides the members of this most laudable

association, several farmers, proprietors, and manu-
facturers attended, and count Pahlen, doctor Lo-

gan with some other gentlemen, were present as

guests. Between two and three hundred full blood-

ed merinoes, in the finest, order both of fleece and

flesh, some in the open enclosures, others in sepa-
rate folds were exhibited : their appearance prov-

ing, beyond all controversy, that the soil, climate,
and food of Jersey, are fully congenial with the

health and excellence of this inestimable animal. A
large number of those examined on the present oc-

casion, when purchased from the importers, were

feeble, pining-, and more or less diseased : but the

whole flock is now completely recruited and re-esta-

blished in, at least, as good condition as they ever

enjoyed in Spain. As the Spanish sheep improve the

fleece of the sheep of England, France and other

countries, to which they have been transported,
there is every reason to believe from that circum-

stance alone, that their amelioration will attend

their establishment in the Tinted States, and that
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by care and attention to preserve the breed pure, the
merino may reach the highest state of perfection in

the United States. And it is certain that Mr. Cald-

well, m all his enterpr.zing purchases from the late

importations of Spanish sheep, has never met with

any equal in appearance, fineness of fleece or length
of pile, to those of his own raising from his original
flock. About one hundred lambs have been the

produce of this year, nearly all of which have been
so far reared without accident or distemper. Re-
duced as Spain is, beyond all hopes of immediate
reinstatement, and, indeed, with the moral certain-

ty of farther devastations, cut off, as we are, by
England from French supplies of clothes, and re-

solved, as we ought to be, ourselves, not to import
from England while she insists on monopolizing
our market, the accession of merino wool, to the
stock of American staples, is a matter of the highest
gratification. In a few years we may undoubtedly
furnish our own consumption, and, perhaps, export
fine wool in large quantities, as we have cotton. The
factory of Messrs. Dupont and Bauduy, near Wil-

mington, (Del.) is already well advanced in its ope-
rations, on an extensive scale, mid will before the

expiration of the next year, turn out superfine cloths
of the finest and most durable fabric ; and the zeal
which animates almost every portion of the commu-
nity, for atchieving this great measure of American

independence is the sure pledge of its early and com-
plete success.

After visiting the various accommodations which
Mr. Caldwell has arranged for the preservation and
comfort of his fine flock, the company sat down be-
tween three and four o'clock, to an elegant dinner,

spread in the genuine American exuberance, and

passed the remainder of the afternoon in social and
rational festivity. [Aurora.

A CLOTHIER—No. V.
Heavy fleeced sheep.—It is stated in "Arthur

Young's Lincolnshire" that Mr. Graves, of that

county, had a true Lincoln sheep, which clipped
twenty three pounds of wool, the first year, and with-
in half a pound of that weight the second year, and
was sold in the London market the following Christ-

mas, weighing forty pounds the quarter.
This gentleman (Mr. Graves) sold in 1796, no

less than 3568 tods of wool, weighing each 281bs.

They feed often on oil cakes, often on turnips,
and sometimes on a plant called the Saw thistle

which grows on rich lands. Nothing makes wool

grow so fast as oil cake.

It is also stated, that the sheep around Boston,
hi Lincolnshire, (Great Britain), yield, on an ave-

rage, 14 pounds of wool per annum, fit for kerseys,
blankets, carpets, shalloons, &c.
A lady of Spalding, in the same county, spun one

pound of this wool into 168,000 yards, or 95 miles
of yarn. The apprentices spin it to the length
of 13,440 yards to the pound, or 8 miles.—Hence
we may learn the profits this country can make on

long wooled or heavy fleeced sheep, by combing
the wool and making

" worsted" stuff's, such as shal-

loons, durants, moreens, bombazetts, &c.

They use a machine to comb wool called " a Big
Ben."
The price of a fat Lincolnshire sheep, after the

third shearing is 38.9. to 72s. sterling : or eight dol-

lars and forty-four cents to 16 dollars for the sheep.
The Lincoln sheep are preferred to any other by the

English marsh graziers for hardiness and for profit.

Heavy sheep have been found to eat less in pro-
portion to weight, on some experiments, than Hght.
er sheep.

The Leicestershire sheep in England yield in
Lincolnshire 6£ to 9$ pounds of wool. It is finer
than that of the Lincoln breed. The carcase is not
so heavy ; but so good lands are not required for
this breed.

The Herefordshire, English sheep, yield very fine

wool: but only 2 to 3 pounds to the fleece.—The
Merino sheep yield finer and much more wool, and
our dry climate particularly well suits this valua-

ble breed. '
[Bern. Bres's.

Miscellaneous.
BLESSINGS OF ROYALTY.

Of one of Bonaparte's wives—the ex-mistress of
Barras—and present discarded Josephine, we had
the following account a few years ago, extracted
from a French work, published in October, 1803.
" Madame Napoleon never puts on any plain gown

twice, and she changes her dress four or six times

every day. In the summer she makes use of four
dozen of silk stockings and three dozen of gloves
and shoes ; and in the winter she uses three dozen
of the best English cotton stockings, and two do-
zen of French silk stockings every week. She ne-
ver weirs any washed stockings nor puts on twice
1he same pair of gloves and shoes. All her chemis-
es are of the finest cambrick, with borders of lace
that cost tenlouis d'orseach ; sixdozei? of chemis-

es, with lace are made up for her every month.—
Every three months she exchanges her diamonds
and jewels, or has them newly set according to the

prevalence of fashion. Four times in the year her

plate, china, furniture, tapestry, hanging, carpets
&c. are changed according to the seasons. She has
ordered as her regular establishment, two new car-

riages and twelve different horses every month i

and of the thirty six horses in her private stable, the

master of the horses has a power to dispose of
twelve every three decades, to be replaced by twelve
others of fashionable cole*. Twelve tnurs in the

year, all persons belonging to her household receive

new accoutrements or liveries. Her own wardrobe
is divided every thirty days between her maids of

honor.
" Madame Napoleon has four distinct established

wardrobes, different diamonds, &c. for travelling', for

the Thuilleries, for St. Cloud and Malmaison ; and

though she cannot reside but in one place at the

same time, in the Thuilleries as well as at St. Cloud
and Malmaison, four changes of furniture, Sec. are

always ordered for the same period. At St. Cloud
she has at the expence of thousands of louis d'ors,

improved the bathing cabinet of the late unfortunate

queen. By touching certain springs, she can com-
mand what perfumes her caprice demands to mix
with the waters, the reservoir always containing for

fifty louis d'ors, the finest odours and best perfumed
waters, by handling other springs, she commands
the appearance of drawings, or other pictures, ele-

gant or voluptuous, gay, or libertine, as her fancy
desires. When she wishes to leave the bath, at the

signal of a bell, she is, by a mechanical invention,

lifted without moving herself from the bathing ma-

chine, into an efegant, moderately warm- and per-
fumed bed, where she is dried in two minutes; and

from which she is again lifted and laid down upon a

splendid elastic sofa, moved without her stirring, by
another piece of mechanism, into an adjoining cabi-

net for her toilet, of which the furniture and deco-

rations cost 100,000 livres. For the improvements
only of her luxurious, though less expeasive bath-

ing cabinet, at the Thuilleries and at Malmaison,
the French republic has pajd 200,000 Jivres-.''
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THE BALTIC TRADE.
Though we have just reason to complain of the

depredations committed on our Lawful trade by
the continental powers of Europe, they have

some reason to be dissatisfied with us for neglect-

ing-
to adopt a certain plan whereby our property

might be more surely identified than it is. It is

an unquestionable fact, that many ofthe condem-

nations and seizures of American property, in

the North of Europe, for several years p<tst, have

been d.rectly or indirectly brought about by the

prostitution of our flag by the British. It is noto-

that all sorts of America shipping-papers

r,1V

Dutch in 1598, who gave it the name of Mauritius
honor of the prince of Orange. About 40 ye.u-s

afterwards they began to form settlements upon it,

but at the begiinng of the last century the colony
was withdrawn, and the .French took possession,
and held it until its last subjugation by tiie British

under admiral Bertie. In the hands of the French,
while at war with the British, it was a place of the

h.ghest importance: being the g*reat rendezvous fog
their vessels of war and privateers stationed and
fitted out to harrass the British vessels trading to

India, many of whom, with immensely valuable

cargoes, were captured and brought in here. Portmai. .ui ^«v» m»-.«,«w. rr ...& ,.„!-„ _ — D—, r _.

nufactoryed in London—nay, they arepub Louis, lately called Port Napoleon, is an excellent

Lcly offered for sale in complete sets, with all

the signatures duly counterfeited, and'left in blank

for the i.ame of the vessel, 8tc. &.c. Hence it

will easily be perceived, our trade must continue

liable to the most grievous vexations while the

practice continues. The following extract from a

late London paper is strictly correct, and deserves

to be remembered.
From a London Paper.

"When we hear the accusation of treacherous

neutrals" dady made against the American nation,

we ought at least to enquire whether it is just before

we give it any credence. If, however, we assist her

in obtaining this character, and reap the advantages
of the prositution of her flag', we ought to be silent.

Q^j
3
It is an undoubted fact, and well known to all

concerned in the Baltic trade, that most of the En-

glish ships that have gone to the north of Europe
for two years past, have assumed the American flag,

and taken simulated papers, by which they have

been permited to an entry. The general prevalence
of this practice produced a seizure of all the ships
under American colours, so that, in many instances

the neutral American merchant suffered. It was a

subject of remonstrance by Russia, Denmark and

Sweden, to the American consuls there, that their

neutral flag was thus unfairly assumed by one of the

belligerents. In these instances therefore, we have
i no right to charge the Americans with bad faith, as

the adventures were commenced and concluded by
| English merchants in England."

ISLE OF FRANCE.
This island is situated in the Indian ocean.E. Ion

67, 29, S. latr 21, 10, about 500 miles east of Mada-

gascar and according to the Abbe de la Cuba, no
more than 31 leagues in circumference, about 11 in

length and 7 in width, having a surface of432,690
acres.

The population of the isle of France, and the

contiguous isle of Bourbon, is stated to have been I To the last moment his courage remaii

121 thousand, in the year 1799, a great number of i ken. Like the staff of Moses, it suppor

harbor, strongly fortified.

Bourbon, is nearly of an oval form and 150

miles in circumference- It is healthy, pleasant and

fertile, producing all the necessaries of life, such as

wheat, corn, he. with sugar, cotton, tobacco, coffee

various kinds of gums, oranges, cinnamon, he. in

great abundance, yielding two crops in a year It is

finally watered and well stocked with horned cattle#

hogs, &c. coffee is the chief article for export, and
was introduced originally from Mocha.
The island was discovered by the Portuguese, but

first settled by the French in 1672. The chief pla-
ces are St. Dennis, St. Paul's, Mataman and pori

Dauphin. The whole population is g-iven at 30,000,
of whom 24 thousand are negro slaves. Lat 20, 52,
S. long. 55, 30 E.

From tlie Georgia Journal.

CHARACTER OF AN INDIAN CHIEF.

History presents fetr instances of greater valor

and magnanimity, than are displayed in the charac-

ter of Opechanchanough, and Indian Chief. Bold,

artful, insinuating; skilled in dissimulation and in*

trigue ; he for many years kept the early settlers ojf

Virginia in a state of continual alarm, and more
than once menaced them with destruction Alj
though so decrepidby ag-e as to be unable to walk,
he commanded in person, and directed from the
litter on which he was borne, the onset and retreat

of his warriors and the dreadful massacre of 1641,
which almost exterminated the colonists. The ex-

cessive fatigues of this campaign completed the-

wreck of his constitution. His flesh wasted away,
and his sinews lost their elasticity' .- so that his eye-
lids hung over the balls and obscured their sight.
In this forlorn condition, bending tinder the weight
of years, and worn out by the hardships of war, he
was surprized ; taken captive and carried to James
Town, where he was basely shot by one of the sol^

diers appointed to guard him.
ned unbro-
ted him in

whom are negro slaves, obtained chiefly from Mada-

gascar. In 1765, the population of the isle of
France was as follows—1 169 white people besides

the troops (about 5000) 1587 Indians and free ne-

groes and 11,881 slaves. *
The soil and climate of this island are spoken of

in the highest terms. It is fertile, healthy, pictur-

esque and luxuriant ; coffee, cotton, and indigo are

its chief productions : and the former is excelled in

its quality only by that of Mocha. Attempts have
been made to introduce the spices, but they have
failed of success. The ebony, which grows here,
is admired as more solid, close and shining than in

any other part of the world. Oranges, citrons and

pine apples grow spontaneously in the greatest
perfection- The island is well stocked with black

cattle, and has a variety of game.

adversity and prosperity, in sickness and in death.-

Just before he expired, "he heard," says the histo-

rian, "an unusual bustle in his prison. Having or-

dered his attendant to lift up his eye-lid, he disco-

vered a numher of persons crowding around him
for the purpose of gratifying an unseasonable and
cruel curiosity. The dying chief felt this indignity
with a keenness of sensibility the more violent, as it

was new and unforseen. It was a burst of passion,
a momentary ascendancy of nature over the habits

of education, and its exhibition and effect must be

acknowledged to correspond with the greatness of
the occasion. Without deigning to notice the in-

truders, he raised himself from the earth, and with,

a voice and tone of authority, commanded that the

governor should be immediately called in. When
he make his appearance, Opechanchanough scorn-

The We of France was fi<st discovered by the J fully told him, had it been hi? fortune to have tttkeji
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Sir William Berkely prisoner, he would not mean-

ly have exposed him as a shew to his people !

What nobleness of spirit ! What matchless hero-
ism ! At the age of one hundred years : blind, un-
able to stand ; wounded and captive, his courage
was unsubdued. The prospect of power and in-

centive of example, are the usual sources of splen-
did actions ; it remains for the truly great soul to

preserve its equanimity in the gloom of dungeons
and embrace of death.

The exploits of this extraordinary man in the vi-

gor of life, are unknown to us. We saw him only
For a short time on the edge of the horizon; but from
the lustre of his departing beams, we may easily
conceive what he was in his meridian blaze.

The Chronicle.
Baltimore October 26, 1311.

A letter from the captain of an American vessel,
dated Dantzic, July 7, 1811, has been published,

—
he states that his ship was captured by the French,
on her voyage to Gottenburg to Petersburg, and
carried into that port—and that six of his men -were

impressed by the French, and sent to man the Jieet at

Antwerp. Some remarks on this circumstance, and
on impressment generally, are postponed for want of

room.
The governor of Canada, is expelling from that

country many persons whom he pleases to suspect,
"without judge or jury." This is Turkish energy
A Mr. Gibom, a merchant of Montreal was seized

by a sergeant and four soldiers, and escorted to the

the state of Vermont, without beingallowed to take

any thing with him but the clothes he had on his

black, friendless and pennyless. It does not appear
that he was charged, much less convicted of any
Crime.

Many American vessels have lately been sent into

Halifax and condemned by the British—whose de-

predations appear daily to become more extensive
and alarming. It is said that the British naval offi-

cers stationed on the American coasts, have recei-

ved orders to capture all our vessels coming- from
Russia. A temporary relaxation of robbery may
be expected, as the greater part of the vessels of
Avar have been dismasted or otherwise severely

damaged in a late gale
—so much so that they will

not be able to get to sea again for six or eight
weeks.
A mortal fever prevails at Carthagena in Spain.
The schooner Silena, Dobbins, arrived at ".Niagara

on the 31st ult. having on board a cargo of ruiw,
estimated at one hundred and fifty thousand dol-

lars.

Russia has permitted the exportation ofcorn from
her ports on the Black sea, to Constantinople—
from hence it is inferred the peace between these
two powers is not far distant.

In a speech of Lord Cochrane \a the British par-
liament, it is stated that" the ship Centurion had
been in the East Indies 11 years—the Rattlesnake,
14 years ; the Fox frigate 15 years ; the Sceptre
8 years; the Albatross 12 years, &c. during which
time not a farthing of pay had been given to the
men. The Rattlesnake, at her return, had only
one man of her original crew.

By the late accounts from England the old king
still lived—From Spain and Portugal we have no-

hing new. We may reiterate what we said in our
st that '* there is a complete dearth of politics and
vs." After the meeting of congress we expect to

ertain our readers with many novel articles.

dreadful Catastrophe.
—The schooner Melinda,

,ai» Brown, hence, for New-York, while lay-

ing at anchor at Bombay-Hook, on Thursday morn-
ing, at 4 o'clok, caught fire in the binnacle, and
burning through the deck, communicated to aquan-
tity of gun powder, which instantly exploded, and
all on board perished except" one man, who was
taken up at daylight, by a pilot boat, miserably
burnt and was this morning- brought to the city,
and carried to the hospital. Besides the crew, there
were four passengers on board, two of whom were
women. Captain Brown has a wife and family at
New-York. [Phil. Gaz.

Savaxnah, Oct. 10.

Shipwreck. J. D. Broadbrooks, late mate of the
schr. Elizabeth Cjty, Merrian, from Nassau for

'

Charleston, has arrived here, and informs, that
said vessel, in going into St. Simons for a harbor,
on the 2d inst. struck upon the North Breaker,
drove over, and sunk in 4 fathoms water—Three
passengers, Mrs Flemming, Mr. Noah, Mr.
Smith, the captain, and 3 seamen were drowned,
mate and two black seamen saved, 12,000 dolls, spe-
cie also lost. The mate was 7 hours in the water.
The body of Mrs. Flemming was found on shore 4
hours after being drowned, and buried at St. Si-

mons.

The Editor's Department.

I desire no better evidence of the kindness of the

public towards myself, and my work, than the still

continued, unprecedented accession daily made to

my list of subscribers. I will endeavour to requite
this liberality.
The manner in which I have treated things belong']

I ing to royalty seems entirely approved ; the explana-*-
tions are useful to teach the unthinking American
the real value of the blessings he enjoys. "For the

republic," is our motto. If any have foreign attach
ments—may their ignorant prejudices give way to

reason and reflection, and our whole people become
united indeed ! The times demand it. Who that
can truly discern the miseries and oppressions of

the people of Europe ; and the intolerable pride,
boundless extravagance, accursed ambition, and
horrid rapacity of their rulers, and not resolve to

support the happier destinies of man in the new
world, with all his heart and soul ? It is true, we
have our own mortifications, arising as well from*

foreign as domestic causes; and some feel very'
uneasy under them. Let such examine the corrupt j

systems of Europe, see the bloody sweat of her '

population
—and compare the old world with the

new : sweet consolation and joy will eradicate

chagrin and grief.
Next week I propose to publish a supplementary

number.
With "Cebes," an unknown correspondent, I am

highly pleased from the subjectheld out inhisfir9t

number—but am unwilling to insert it until the
second is received, that the whole scope of the

matter may be more fully before me. Were not the

author anonymoxis this procedure might be unne-

cessary.

I have to inform the correspodent, assuming a-

signature that no characters in my office, or the

English language, will express, proposing to afford

v series of essays on literary subjects, that until the

ensuing session of Congress has closed, I cannot

engage to allow him the room required
—But shall

be glad to hear from him occasionally.

X. with several other MS. articles on bantfr

shall appear next we^c
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Legislature of Vermont.
GOTF.RJJOIl's SPEECH.

On Friday last, at 3 o'clock, p. m. his excellency
delivered the following

1

speech before both

branches of the legislature:

Gentlemen of the council, and
Gentlemen of the house of representatives,

Being elected by the independent freemen of this

state, their chief magistrate for the ensuing year,
with the highest sense of gratitude I tender them

my sincere thanks, for so far approbating my past
conduct as again to honor me with their confidence.

I feel to acknowledge, as formerly on similar occa-

sions, that the magnitude of the office and the im-

portance of its duties are far above the sphere of my
talents; and at a period so momentous as the

present, I should shrink from the arduous, under-

taking, did I not, under the auspices of a benign
Providence, confide in your wisdom, firmness, and

virtue, not only for support in the duties which
devolve upon me, but to transact all the duties of

legislation. With these impressions, while inspired
with the love of my country, and prompted by the

voice of my constituents, which I ever hear with

reverence, t resume the important station. When
we realize the greatness of the trust reposed in us

by so many thousands of our fellow-citizens; to di-

rect, as their faithful representatives, the affairs ofa
siate in which the happiness of each individual

claims equal regard, and the rights ofall demand the
same protection and support, we shall feel it our

indispensable duty to lay aside all party prejudices,
and suffer ourselves to be actuated by no other mo-
tives than those which coincide with individual

justice and the greatest general g'ood; and diligently

pursue such measures as will be productive of pub-
lic and private virtue, without which the inestima-

ble blessings of a free government cannot long exist.

We are, gentlemen, convened at a time by no
means the least eventful, although we have hereto-

fore suffered much by the unjust policy of the belli-

gerent powers of Europe, yet no period since the

commencement of our differences has appeared to

me so portentous as the present. Great Britain

seems not inclined to relinquish her offensive or-

ders in council, surrender up our impressed seamen,
or permit us to enjoy the common and legal rights
of a neutral nation; but assumes the attitude of a

threatening invader, although Frav.ce has mitigated
the rigor of her hostile measures, and so modified

hjr Berlin and Milan decrees, that they have ceased
to operate against the United States. But as it

is not our province to decide on the subject of

peace or war, that being by the constitution of the

United States confided to the general government,
of which this state is a component part, and has an

equal voice in her councils, it is not my intention

to advance any opinion on the subject, or suggest
any idea which may tend to excite the passions of

my fellow-citizens, against any foreign nation what-

ever; and it would much less become nic, while

negotiations for an adjustment are still progressing,
which I pray God may terminate in an amicable

settlement of all our differences, and that war m -y

never be the unhappy fate ofour beloved country. As
the president has for some cause, thought fit to

convene congress, prior to the usual time of their

convention, we may then expect to have a more
extensive and perspicuous view of our national af-

fairs. Let us, in the mean time, as far as possible,
be prepared for any event which may occur. To
be united is indispensably necessary to be prepared
either for a state of war or the full enjoyment of

peace. The political divisions in the United Scales

are productive of the most unhappy consequences;

they not only tend to defeat every honorable at-

tempt to terminate our differences with foreign

powers by amkuble treaty, but also to embolden the

aggressors to persist in their unrighteous depreda-
tions on our property and add new insults to former

injuries. A people we'll agreed in the principles of

their social compact, and firmly united in the sup-

port of their government, can surmount almost any
obstacle which may oppose their prosperity and

independence But when divided and torn asunder

by faction, all domestic tranquility and enjoyment
are at an end, and, the greatest nation thus severed,

may fall an easy prey to a foreign invader, or their

liberties be destroyed by a domestic usurper.
Suffer me, gentlemen, on all occasions, to re-

commend to you in the most pressing manner, to

keep ii\ view the union of citizens and states, fox

on this pivot turns the happiness and independence
of our country.

It were not my purpose, ifmy abilities and infor-

mation wouhi, admit, to enter into aparticul ir detail

and vindication of the measures ot the national .id-

ministration, but only to excite you to a candid and

dispassionate examination for yourselves. It will,

1 believe, be acknovdedged by all, that the measures

adopted by congress, restrictive of commerce,
were intended to protect us against fore i-'i aggres-

sions, or cause them to be removed. Whether

they were the best possible measures to effect those

purposes or not, cannot for certainty he known,
since they have been tried, and others remained
untried. But I can conceive of no measures that

would have been more likely to succeed against the

determined policy of two great belligerent nations,

while attended with that party opposition at heme,
which is manifest on all occasions. I wish not

prohibit a strict scrutiny of the conduct ot the offi-

cers of the general government, or •> careful al

tion to our liberties and national Safety but to pre-
vent the dangerous evils arising from unreasonable

and unfounded jealousies. Have noi equal
•

rageraents, with impartiality, been extender

Great Britain and France with an •

to procure a repeal or suitable raaniheenoe of tl *
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uniust orders and decrees?—And have not political

parties occasionally acknowledged and applauded

the talents and virtue, the firmness and moderation

of the president
of the United States? Nor, has

any one act of his life, either in his public or pri-

vate capacity, manifested a des gn to change our

government from its republican j»-ity? What

then, should induce him, while possessed of the

highest honors which the country can confer upon

him, to sacrifice her dearest rights and indepen-

dence to the will of a foreign monarch? From what

source, then proceeds the continual charge of par-

tiality 'and French influence? Have we not reason

to suspect that it proceeds from a vehement party

spirit, or a different foreign influence, operating up-

on some disappointed or ambitious individuals?

The confidence, gentlemen, which I have already

expressed in your wisdom and integrity, supersedes

the necessity of a particular detail of the business

of the session. You, being selected from the vari-

ous parts of the state, are possessed of a knowledge

of the wants and wishes of your constiuents.—
There are some objects, however, which

ought
not

td escape our notice. The militia, on which de-

pend! our safety in ppace, and our defence in war

is ever worthy of consideration. But, under the

present unsettled state of our national affairs, more

than ordinary attention may be requisite.

The militia, if well equipt and disciplined, im-

pelled as they are, by motives of interest, and in-

spired by the love of liberty, are, I trust sufficient

to protect our rights, and repel any invasion of our

territory. I consider it highly expedient, that a

suitable supplv of arms should be provided, either

by this, or the United States, for the use of our

militia, in cases of urgency. But whether the present

state ofour finances wilf admit of an appropriation

for that purpose or not I shall submit to your sound

discretion.

The manufacturing interest received considerable

encouragement at our last session, but I trust that

an object so beneficial in the system of economy & so

favorable to our real independence, will be ever kept

in view and fostered by every prudent legislature.

One of the greatest benefits of the system of juris-

prudence, is the permanency of those laws under

which we erjoy our personal security, nnd the pro-

tection of private property. The frequent changes in

our general statutes render them perplexing to ma-

gistrates and jurors
—tend to increase litigation, or

promote what is by some styled the glorious uncer-

tainty of the law, and frequently subjects the honest

citizen to expence and loss before the laws are fully

promulgated or their operation rightly understood. I

should, therefore, recommend alterations in those ca-

ses only where experience had discovered material

defects.

I have received a resolution of the senate and house

of representatives of the U. States, proposing an a-

mendment of the constitution of the U. S. which,
with other communications from the executives of

individual states, I shall cause seasonably to be laid

before you.
That economy which has ever characterized the le-

gislature of Vermont, I trust, will stimulate you to

make all thatdispatch inthe public business ofthe ses-

sion,ofwhich a free &candid invesi igation will admit.

I shall, gentlemen, readily concur with you in the

adoption of such measures as may conduce to the

best good of our constituents; and I ardently im-

plore that Supreme Being who hath all hearts in his

hands, so to direct our deliberations that they may
terminate in the true interest of the state and na-

tion. JONAS GALUSHA

New ^p-,nish Constitution.
The following has been published in a late C^diz

paper, a9 the -ub.stance or' the projec. of a new
consthuvion for Spain, laid before the cortes on
the 18l1i of August last.

Spain belongs to the Spaniards, and not to any
particular' family. The nation alone can establish

fundamental laws. The Cadiohc, Apostolic, and
Roman reiigion, to t/ie exclusion of every other, is

the one that the nation does and will profess. The
form of her government is that of au hereditary mo-

narchy. The cortes will enact the laws, and the

king cause them to be executed. They enjoy the

rights of citizens who have been born of Spanish
parents, as also foreigners who have married Span,
iards, or are come widi a capital to get themseives

naturalized, or to trade in the country, or vo teach
some useful art. Citizens alone can be preferred to

the municipal offices. The rights of citizens are
forfeited by long absence f.om the kingdom, and by
undergoing afflictive and disgraceful punishments.
The king's person is inviolable and sacred, he has

the power of sanctioning the laws enacted by the

cortes; can declare war and make peace; is to ap-

point all civil and military officers out of a list of

individuals proposed by the council of state; con-
ducts diplomatic affairs, watches over the applica-
tion of the public funds, &c.

Restraints on the regal power.
The king cannot oppose the meeting of die cortes

at the periods or under the circumstances pointed
out by the constitution, nor restrain the freedom of
their deliberations when met, nor suspend them,
Sec. and such as shall advise him to do so, shall be
i.eld and created as traitors. He cannot undertake
a journey, marry, alienate any thing, abdicate the

crown, lay on taxes, nor exchange any town, city,
&c. without the previous consent of the cortes.

Ferdinand VII. is acknowledg-ed by the cortes,

king of Spain; and upon his demise, his legitimate
descendants. [The oetilement of the succession the

cortes appear to nave reserved to themselves.]
The king is a minor until he shall have completed

Ids 18th year.
The kiiig-'s eldest son is styled prince of Asturias,

and as such will, when 14 years old, swear before

the cortes that he will observe the constitutional

ws, and be faithful to the king. During the hitter's

regency shall be established, which will
ifn

1

minority,
take care that he be brought up in conformity to

the plan adopted by the cortes. The regency will

be presided by the queen mother, if alive, and com-

posed of the two oldest deputies of the permanent
deputation from the corte»; which deputies will

continue the whole year m function—and of two
councillors of state according to their seniority.
The cortes will grant a yearly sum sufficient for

the maintenance of the king and his family, and alse

country seats for his amusement, &c.

The king's sons may be appointed to all offices ex-

cept those ofjudges or deputies of the cortes. They
cannot leave the kingdom without the consent ofthe

latter.

There will be eight secretaries of state—two of

whom for North and South America. They should

be responsible for the transactions in their respec-
tive departments, and the cortes will determine
what appointments they are to receive.

A council of state will be established, composed
of forty members, four of whom to be grandees of

known merit and virtue; four to belong to the cler-

gy, out of whom two bishops; twelve Americans;
and the others to be taken from among the deserv-

ing- of the other professions.
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The councillors of state are to be appointed by

the king out of a list of candidates proposed by the

cortes. The latter to be convened every year on

the first of March, and to continue sitting three

months, unless the session should be prolonged up-

on the king's demand, or for some very urgent rea-

son; but in no case, for a longer term than one

month.
As to the election of the delegates to the cortes,

it is to be managed as directed by the constitution,

(the dispositions relative thereto being very much

derailed and framed with great judgement and a lau-

dable foresight).
There wUl be one deputy for every 70,000 souls.

The king will open the cortes, or, in his name, the

president of the deputation; which must be per-

manent to enforce the execution of the constitution-

al laws of the Spanish monarchy.

American Catholic Prelates.

Translation of a letter from the original Latin into

English, of the Catholic bishops of North America

to the Catholic bishops of Ireland.

To the most illustrious and reverend Catholic arch-

bishops and bishops of Ireland, the archbishop
and bishops of the United States of America,
send greeting in the Lord.

"We have received, venerable brethern, with

gratitude,
and with the respect which is due to your

distinguished merit, the letter dated February 26,

which you addressed to the bishops of the whole

Catholic church.

"We are resolved, with Divine assistance, to

preserve the unity of the church of Christ, and to

assert and defend that authority ofthe holy see, and

primacy of honor and jurisdiction which the chief

pontiff is possessed of, and which are essential to

the maintenance of this unity. We are equally led

bv sentiment and by duty to profess our fidelity and

obedience to pope Pius VII. who now holds that su-

preme station. We adhere, like members to their
'

head, to this incomparable pontiff, and since, as St.

Paul says, "Whsn one member suffers, the other

members partake in the pain," how much more sen-

sible must we feel the bitter afflictions of this our

spiritual head!

"We lament, in common with you, venerable

brethren, and we are animated with a pious indig-
nation at the idea of "a reverend ancient being
" turned out of his house, and driven from his
"
country; of an innocent bishop being cruelly op-

"
pressed; of the head church being stripped of its

"
patrimony; and of a most meritorious pope be-

"
ing overwhelmed with contumelies." It is our

duty to confess that we, in particular, are under
the g.-eatest obligations to the venerable Pius VI.

since it its owing
- tohis wise and apostol.cal conduct

thatth.s portion of the Lord's flock, situated in the

United States of America, have been formed into a

tegular ecclesiastical province consisting of the

archbishop of Baltimore, and of four suffragan
bishops.
"We firmly trust in the Lord, that the same in-

vincible fortitude which shono forth in Pius the VI.
of happy memory, will

'

all times, beequally con-

spicuous in his succu: sor, Pius VII; and we have
not the smallest doubt that he will continue to exhi-

bit, for the consolation of the church, that invinci-

ble firmness in bearing afflictions, which he has

hitherto manifested, whatever it m.iy become his
d uty to pronounce, to transact, or to endure.

"In tii mean tim 3, we declare before: God, th;r

ioly father, notwithstanding his captivity; and that
we will yield a cheerful submission to his directions
uid ordinances, provided they bear the proper and

genuine character of the voice of Peter, and of
the real intention and authority of tiie supreme
pontiff. But we shall not think ourselves bound
by any briefs, or other documents ofany kind wMch
may be circulated in hisname, and underhis alledg-
ed authority, unless even the least apprehension of
his not enjoying full and perfect liberty in deliberat-

ing and resolving, shall be removed from our minds.
"And should the chief pontiff depart this life,

(which God forbid should happen in the present
perilous state of the chinch), we no less than you,
venerable brethren, are fully persuaded that God
wdl not be wanting tohis church, which though it

should even for a considerable time, he deprived
of its chief pastor here on earth, would be expo-
sed to less mischief than if any person, by force
or terror, were to place himself in the chair of

Peter, and thus the mystical body of Chri' twere
to be torn to pieces by a fatal schism. Hence we
are resolved to instruct the flock committed to our

care, to acknowlege no person as the true and

genuine successor of Peter, but him whom the far

greater part of the bishops of the whole world, and
the whole Catholic people, in a manner, shall ac-

knowledge as such.

"If we, who are hardly yet known among the

Christian churches, thus venture to declare our-

selves to you, our venerable brethren, it is in conse-

quence of your sending to us, in common with the

other bishops of the Catholic world, your late en-,

cyclical letter: for it wouJd be highly unbecoming
us not to acknowledge this high mark of the esteem
in which you hold us. As to yourselves, you are

seated in those episcopal sees which have been il-

tustrai ed, through a long series of ages, by the vir-

tues or the holy prelates, your predecessors in them.

In imitation of them, you conduct the people in-

trusted to you, by example as well as by instruction,

in the ancient and true faith, and in sincere piety;
and L gether with them, you exhibit, in defiance of

ill human artifice, fraud, and violence, a rare a^d

perhaps singular instance of invincible :brtitude in

preserving and fostering the Catholic faith.

"We humbly commend ourselves to your pray-

ers, and we earnestly beseech God to shew all

favor to your country, your churches, and each

one of yourselves.
'Fare ye well, most illustrious and reverend

prelates.

"JOHN, Archbishop of Baltimore,
" LEONARD, Bishop of Gortyna,

coadjutor of the Bishop of Bait.
" FR. MICHAEL, Bishop of Phi-

ladelphia,
" JOHN, Bishop of Boston,

"BENEDICT, Bishop of Bairds-

town."

"Baltimore, Nov. 11, 1810."

[ Freeman's Journal,

New Swisserland.

Cincinnati, Octoher 9, 1811.

Bv the politeness of a Swiss gentleman, residing

at Vovay, Indiana territory, we have been favoured

.vith the following sketch of the Swiss settlement;

NEW SWISSERLJJU)
Is situate on the right bank of the Ohio river, in

Jefferson county, Indiana territory, about seven

iles above the mouth of the Kentucky i i er. Tntes aDOve tne moutn oi tue ikeuiuuBor n>v»« •• ins

we will respectfully listen to the admonitions of oil;
\
settlement was began in the spring of the year 1803,
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by some Swiss of the canton of Vaud, formerly a

part of the canton of Bern, their principal object is

the introduction of the culture of the grape vine in

this country. This settlement, or rather the place
called New Swisserland, extends from about three

quarters of a mile above the mouth of Plumb creek
down ihe river to the mouth of Venoge creek,
known by the name of Indian creek,* a distance of
about four miles and a half fronting the river, and
extends back for the quantity of about 3700 acres of
land—2500 of which they have purchased under a
law in favor of J. James Dut'our and his associates,

allowing them twelve years to pay for it from 1802,
the time of the purchase; the remainder they
have bought as other purchasers, and paid for it.

The lower end about two miles along the river,
is occupied by thirteen Swiss families, containing
sixty-six individuals, of every age—10 of those fa-

milies have succtssivly come to join the three first

Who had began the settlement. Mad it not been for

th£ difficulties in crossing the ocean, it is believed

the whole distance of four and a half miles would
have been filled up with as ttiany more of those in-

dus'tripus people.

improvements of the Swiss are considerable,

considering the time when they began, the few
hands employed in them, and their inexperience in

the way of improving lands in this country. They
have now about 140 acres in cultivation, about

eight of which are planted in grape vines, now
bearing; which offer to the eye of an observer the

handsomest and the most interesting agricidtural

prospectperhaps ever witnessed in the United States.

There are about 8 or 9 acres more planted in vines,
which are not yet bearing; and they continue plant-

ing more every year. The crop of wine of 1810,
has exceeded the quantity of 2400 gallons, the

quality of which has been thought, by judges of
vine, superior to that of the claret of Bordeaux.
Out of the quantity about 120 gallons was white, or

yellow wine, made out of the Maderia grapes.-
—

These two kinds of vines are the only ones which
JiaVe hitherto succeeded, but others are going to be
tried, and it is very probable that some of them will
also produce good wine. When the vines are

older, and the vine dressers able to let their wine
acquire age before they sell it, the qualjty will cer-

tainly be greatly superior to what it is now; and
there is no doubt that, in the course of a number of

years, the United States will be able to do without

imported wine. Tie precious culture of the vine
will be tried in different parts of the Union, and
will undoubtedly multiply with rapidity. The
Swiss will encourage it with all their power; they
g'ive vine slips gratis to whoever will plant them,
y th directions and instructions for their cultiva-
tion.

i .:e Swiss also cultivate Indian corn, wheat, po-
tatoes, hemp, fia.x, and other articles necessary to

farmers, although in small quantities. Some oftheir
women make straw-hats, which they sell in Cincin-

nati, and on the river, to trading boats, which usu-
allv stop thereto purchase them, to carry to thei

Mississippi country, where tiiey are very ready!
Bale. They are made quite different from the other

straw-hat?, by tying the straws together, instead
or plaiting and sewing the plaits. One of Mr. F

* On account of the great number of creeks in

the United S '<•:- called by the name of Indian,
the Swiss, who own its mouth, hayg thought proper
to alter i". name to thai of Venoge, a small ri- r

. r fr

the Pays die VmhI, m the. bank of which some of
the Swiss spoken of here were raised.

J. Dufour's sisters first brought the art to this coun-
try, from Swisserland.
As the Swiss enlarge their vineyards every year

more and more, their settlement will become of

greater consequence to the United States, not only
in producing good and wholesome wine, but also in

being a model for those who may establish new
vineyards in other parts of this continent which

may be found suitable for their culture.

JVew Stvisserland has the advantage of two roads;—one is a fork from the road leading from Law-

renceburg to Port William, taking off to the right,
about one mile and ahalfbefore arriving at Venoge,
or Indian creek, and leads to Dufour's ferry; op-
posite is a road leading to Frankfort and Lexington,
Kentucky. The other leads from the upper end of
Jefferson county, down to Madison, all along the
river. There is a post office, by the name of

Vevey, which is the name of the town intended to
be shortly laid off

j for the accommodation of me-
chanics. (Liberty Hall.

History

Of the Invasion of Spain by Bonaparte.
ABHTDGED FROM THE MOST AUTHENTIC SOUIICES.

CHAPTER IV.

Deputies from Asturias sent to England. Effect of
the Spanish revolution in that country. Speeches in

parliament. Proceedings at Cadiz. The governor
put to death by thepeople, and Morla appointed in
his place. The Spaniards compel the French squad-
ron to surrender. liupont eitters Andalusia -with a
French army; is defeated by general Heeling at

Baylen, and surrenders. The terms which had been

granted broken. Correspondence vpon that subject
•with JMavla. The French eagles deposited as tro-

phies in the church of king St. Fernando at Seville.

One of the first measures of the junta of Astu-
rias was to dispatch two noblemen as deputies to

England. They came off from Gijou in an open
boat, and got to an English privateer which hap-
pened to be cruizing off there. Their arrival was
soon followed by information that the insiu-rection

had burst out in Andalusia as well as in the north,
and along the whole south of Spain. The attitude

in which England stood, says the writer with whose

eloquent page this narrative has before been inter-

rupted, when Spain first implored succor from her

generosity, was infinitely more grand and impos-
ing, than an)' in which her own annals or those of
the. world exhibited any nation whatever. The
nature of the contest which she h;-;s so long waged—the melancholy condition of the continent—the

relation in which Spain before stood in her regard—the cruel wrongs and miserable weakness of .he

suppliants
—the importance ofthe ends to be achiev-

ed by the successful exertion of her strength
—a>l

gave an interest to this conjecture, Which no pos-
ture of human affairs, or vicissitude of fortune, was
ever before calculated to inspire. Both the govern- J

ment and the people correspond by the exuber-

ance of their .succors, to the liberal and disinterest-

ed zeal, with which they embraced the Spanish
cause, and completed a picture, upon which man-
kind Mall hereafter love to dwell. I saw the effect

which it procuced upon the deputies, who were
welcomed as if they had been deliverers—not sup-
pliants. The}' fi . quently shed tears of gratitude
nd joy, and appeared to be more overpowered ba-

ilie nature pf their reception, than by the contem-

plation of that unrivalled scene of public and indi<
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j&luai felicity—that vigor and independence ol

mind, and those moral and political institutions—
which place England so far above every other Eu-

ropean country in the scale of excellence.*

The annalist f whom we have hitherto followed,

gives
the same honorable picture of the national

feeling. Never, he says, was any intelligence re-

ceived with more goneral joy, Notwithstanding
the numerous hostilities in which Spain had been

involved with England; first, through its connec-

tion with the Bourbons: and, afterwards, from the

ascendancy which the directory and Bonaparte had

obtained over an infamous minister, an imbecile

king, and a wretched government, the English had

always regarded the Spaniards as the most honora-

ble people with whom they were engaged either in

commerce or in war, nor was there ever a war in

which some new instances of honor and generosity
on their part did not make us regret that they were
our enemies. Hitherto the present contest had
been carried on with little hope. No other sympa-
thy than that of mere political interest was ever felt

in our alliances with Austria or with the Czar; but,

from the moment that the Spaniards called upon us

for aid, we felt that we had obtained allies worthy
of our own good cause, anil the war assumed a

higher and a holier character. It now became tru-

ly, avowedly and plainly to every man's understand-

ing, a war for all good principles; and we looked on
to the end with faith as well as hope.
The first parliamentary notice of these proceed-

ings was by a speech (15 June) of Mr. Sheridan's,
made by him for the purpose of stimulating the mi-

nistry to a vigorous co-operation with Spain. He
was followed by Mr. Canning, who stated with great
explicitness that his majesty's ministers participat-
ed with the feelings of the country, and were dis-

posed to contribute every practicable aid in a con-
test so magnanimous, Mr. Whitbread, who is styl-
ed one of the friends of the people, was satisfied

with this declaration.

Arms, ammunition, and clothing were dispatch-
ed to the northern provinces, immediately upon the
arrival of the deputies;

—"men," they said, "they
did not want." The Spanish prisoners were re-

leased and sent home; and in the king's speech, at

the close of the session (4 July) Spain was recog-
nized as a natural friend and

ally. It was there de-

clared, "that the British government would make
every exertion for the support of a people thus no-

bly struggling against the tyranny and usurpation
of France, that it would be guided in the choice
and direction of its exertions by the wishes of those
in wfoise behalf they were employed; and that, in

contributing to the success of this just and glorious
cause, England had no other object than that of

preserving unimpaired the integrity and indepen-
dence of the Spanish monarchy. An order of
council appeared on the same day, announcing that
hostilities against Spain had ceased. This measure
had been anticipated by the commanders at Gibral-
tar and on the Cadiz station. General Castanos,

C'ho

commanded the Spanish Army, which had
een stationed in the camp of St. Roquc to threat-

en Gibraltar, declared for Ferdinand, opened a com-
munication with sir Hew Dah-ymple, then gover-
nor of that fortress, and raised a loan there of

50,000 dollars^ which was advanced in a few hours

by the merchants, without interest, and without
other security than the honor of a Spaniard. A

* Walsh's letters, p. 24.

t Edin. An. Reg. The historical part of this

WhiablS work is said to be written by S;*uUiey.

French squadron consisting of five sail of the line
and a frigate, under admiral Ros

illy, was lying at
Cadiz. Admiral Purvis was invited by the Span-
iards to anchor his fleet at the mouth ofthe harbor

1

and prevent their escape. The people of Cadi!
finding that the marquis de Solan.), their governor
endeavored to repress their patriotism, and that he
was manifestly in the interest of France, put hini
to death. The populace, in their indignation, gut*
ted his house, not leaving even a beam standing'
but not an article of property was taken. \Yhert
some one proposed to sell his effects for the benefit
of the poor, a general cry made answer, "we want
nothing that belonged to a traitor!" The jewels
and money that were found, were deposited in the
treasury for the public service. The command was
then assumed by don Thomas de Morla, at that
time one of the most, respectable names in Sp:un.—>
Morla commanded at Cadiz in 1801, when the Eng-
lish expedition appeared before the city, after sir
James Fulteney's attempt upon Ferol; an attack,which would have been even more disgraceful than
that memorable failure, was threatened, and which
had it succeeded, would have been more fatal in ifj

consequences than the most fatal defeat: for the
yellow fever was then raging in the city- this facing
the first year of its appearance in Spain. Upon
this occasion, Morla replied to the summons of ti e
British commander, in a manner as solemn as it
was dignified; telling him under what a visitation
the people of Cadiz were then

suffering. It had
its due effect, and sir Ralph Abercrombie instantly
forbore from adding the horrors of ivar to those of
pestilence. During the same dreadful season, Mor-
la gave another proof of talents and resolution; fin-
in defiance of all opposition from the clergy' and
bigoted populace, he ordered all places of worship
to be closed.

Upon his accession to the government, measures
were immediately taken for compelling the French,
fleet to surrender. The French admirals were
never deficient either in personal ability or orofes-
sional skill. Rosilly took a defensive position in
the channel leading to the Caracas, out of reach
of the works. Knowing that every effort would
be made to relieve him, and, probably, fullv ex,

pecting that the force winch would be sent to "occiu

py Cadiz, would be able to bear down all resistance
that the Spaniards could possible oppose; his oh-
jeet was to gain time. He proposed, j

r t, io quit
the bay, for the purpose, as he sakl, ot tranquillize
ing the people, as his imposing attitude hud occa-
sioned some inquietude. In ease the Engl ish should
not assent to this, he then offered to land his guns.'
keeping his men on board, and not hoisting- hi|
colors; in this case he required that hostages
should be exchanged, and demanded protection
against the exterior enemy. Morla replied, that
though these proposals were what it became the
French admiral to make, it was incompatible w|ijj
his honor to accept them; his orders were positive
and he could hear of nothing but an unconditional
surrender. Lord Coliingwood, who had arrived"
from before Toulon, to lake the command uporf
this more important station, offered to co-operat>;
with the Spaniards; but, being confident in their
own strength, they declined the offer. Batteries
were erected on the Isle of Leon, and near Fort
Luiz; and. from these and from their gun aricf

mortar-boats, they Began the attack (9ih June.)--
The Spaniards kept them at a distance, becausS
closer proceedings would have occasioned greater

.loss on their side, and have injured ships whit il

dhey -i;Aei for their eiwri use. }',<)< g
< i;,~ of hx
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ing them at last, they wished to take them with as
j
fore, to Ecija, where the troops which he had de-

little injury as possible: and in this they succeed-
j

feated at Cordova were rallying' under Echevavie,
ed, on the morning' of the 14th, having in vain at- he found it necessary to fall back to Audujar.
tempted to obtain more favorable terms.
Two addresses to the poeple, published by Morla

upon this occasion, explained why he had proceed-
ed so slowly against the French, and he declared his
resolution to enforce good order. Every person
admired these able compositions; but, upon exa-

mining them after the subsequent treachery of the
author, it is observable, how carefully he abstained
from any one expression which might imply a
sense of the righ eousness of the Spanish cause, or

indignation against the atrocious usurpation which
was in ended. Wise, therefore, as his operations
against Rosilly's squadron had been, it is 'obe sus-

pecied that Morla acted not more from prudence
than from a secret purpose of sparing- the French.

Bonaparte had probably relied upon his secret

agents in Cadiz, upon Solano, and Morla himself,
or he would have secured that important citv, as
he had done Barcelona, before he avowed his inten-
tion of usurping the throne of Spain. A siesre of
Gibraltar had been the pretext under which he
marched his troops into the peninsula; and, if the
suciden and universal insurrection of the people had
no' prevented him, a sufficient force would have
been stationed before that fortress to have over-pow-
ered Castanos, in case he had been found incor-

ruptible: die greater part of the Spanish armv,
which had not been sent out of the kingdom* being
under that general's command. A detachment un-
der Dupont, had marched from Madrid towards
the southward, soon after Murat's arrival in that

City. Their destination was for Cadiz, of which
place that general had been appointed governor,
soon after the mock abdication at Bayonne had been

completed; but some tumults at Toledo requited
his presence; and immediately afterwards, the dis-

position of the people of Madrid became so mani-
fest, that Murat thought it prudent to keep the
whole of his force in the vie nity of tha' city. But
when Seville and Cadiz declared for Ferdinand,
perilous as his situation was in the capi'al, it be-
came of the utmost importance that a vigorous ef-

fort should be made to reduce these important ci-

ties; and Dupont, with a considerable force, was

instantly dispatched upon that service.
A long and deep chain of mountains called the

Sierra Morena, a name which Cervantes has made
familiar throughout the whole of Europe, divides

Andalusia from New Castile, and from Es*remadu-
ra. The passes are exceedingly strong: Dupont
crossed them, without opposi ion, and descended

upon he city of Cordova, which lies at their foot.

Th< city was feebly defended; for the armed inhabi-

tants did not standtheir ground, andtheregul .r force

was not sufficient to oppose such a body ofdiscipline
ed troops. He ob'.ained possession of it after a

confl.ct of two hours,—b; u here his successes end-

ed; for tidings reached him of the surrender of
the fleet; the passes of die S.erra were occupied
by the peasantry] the country rose on all sides;

and f'as anas advanced against him with allthe force

of Andalusia, and with a considerable body oftroops
from Ceuta, which had been sent to garrison that

place early in the year, in consequence of a rumour

thatEngland designed to attack it. Dupont ex-

peeled to be joined by the three or four thousand men
from Junivt's army, who were ordered to proceed
along the coast of Algarve and cross the GuadLna;
bui a body of English troops from Gibraltar, under

general Spencer, took post at Ayamonte, and de

Here his situation soon became perilous. Cas-

tanos, acting upon the wise principles which the

junta of Seville had laid down, continually harras-

sed the enemy, without venturing to a battle till

he had previously given confidence to his troops,
and brought them into habits of discipline. All the

hospital stores of the French, together with aiaige

convoy of supplies from Toledo, were intercepted
in the mountains: and their soldiers were soon

obliged to reap the standing corn, and make it into

bread themselves, the peasantry having left the

harvest to take up arms against them. They were

not long at leisure to do this,
—the perpetual alarms

given them by the Spaniards on all sides, kept them

always under arms. A council of war was held by
Castanos, on the 17di July, and it was determined

that the uni*ed divisions of the marquis deCampagny
and of major general Theodore Reding (brother of

Aloys, the Swiss patriot,) should attack lie van of

the French army atBaylen, while the third division

and the reserve made a feinted attack upon Audujar,,
o distract the enemy's attention. Reding, on the

following morning (18ih July) won the village of

Baylep, when the French general, Cobert, had been

stationed to guard the road to La Carolina, as of

the utmost importance in maintaining a communi-

cation with Madrid. Having thus succeeded, he

was ordered by the commander in chief not to pur-

sue the retreating column, but to march against

Audujar without delay, and attack that pLce in

flank,' while he with the remainder of his force,

should assail it in front. This was prevented by the

sudden movement ofDupont, theheigh; m the neigh-

borhood of Audujar had been occupied on the 15th

by general don Manuel de la Pen a, and field mar-

shal don Felix Jones, who, from thence, annoyed
them with great effect. The}' were too strongly

posted, to be attacked with success; and Dupont
had determined upon a more important enterpiize;

at n neon the evening of die 18; h, he evacuated

Audujar, after pillaging ic, and took the road to-

wards Baylen.
Castanos complained in Ins dispatches, that the

people of Audujar, did not give him die slightest

notice of these 'movements. That city contains.

about 14.000 inhabitants; and though a few of the

higher orders may have been corrupted, it cannot be

supposed that the people in general wer^ well

disposed to a set of ruffians, who had, for some

weeks, been preying upon them. Dupont's mea-

sures were, probably, kept secret, till the moment

of executing them; "and die art of obtaining intelli-

gence seems to have been ill understood both by the

Spaniards and their allies, during the whole of this

'.ear's war. At two in the morning of the 19th,

Castanos was informed of their retreat: he imme-

diately ordered general Pena to pursue and h; rass

the enemv's rear, expect ng that, by Reding's ad-

vance, they would thus be placed between two

fires. The Swiss general, meantime, haying
re-

passed the Gudalquiver, and effected a junct.on

with Campagny, was forming his troops, at three

in the morning' ofthe 19th, to march against Audu-

jar, when Dupont fell upon him, thinking to take

him by surprise. The attack was made with gi eat

vehemence, and would not improbably have been

successful, had not the Spaniards, owing to their

intended movement, been in some degree of readi-

ness. The first company both of horse and foot

uffeiN d > reath; nevertheless, the Span aids rapid-

featdd this intention. Instead of' advancing, there- ly took, their stations, and repelled then- assamma
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on all points. Their lines were sometimes broken, I without any other interruption than what arose

and the French figh ing with the resolution of men ' from occ.u.ional recession and the formation of new

who bad never \et known what ijt
vr..s to be defeai-

;
columns, till half past twelve of the following noon,

ed, eve,i made Way to their battei ies; bin tlie Spa-
j

when Dupont, with all his generals, putting him-

niard, stood firm; Jiey had conhdence in their
j

self at the head of the columns, made a last despe-

officers and in their own strength; the\ knew that
;
rate 'charge, which the French supported with

jtjxey had reinforcement^ at hand, and di.*t the ene- ! great firmness, attempting, at the same time, to

mvJs situation, if thev repelled them, was despe- ,

break the centre of the Spaniards, and turn the right

rate—above all} they had a perfect conviction ofthe wing; they were, however, finally repulsed, with

righteousness of their cause, which, when other
! great loss, Dupont himself being wounded, and two

points are equal, will inevitably turn the scale.— thousand of his men killed. At two o'clock Pena's

division came, up; as soon as the guns ofhis advance

guard began to fire, Dupont sent a Hag of truce, and
Campagny, wito held the posi ol camp-marshal,
and the brigadier-general, don Francisco Vanegas,
both distinguished themselves, as much by their

j

proposed to surrender.

skill as the,r intrepidity. The action continued, I (to be coxtijtded.)

fr'l
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British Parliament.

FROM A CORRESPONDENT.
Remarks on the state of the representation in thejoint

British and Irish parliament, in tlie 95th page of
he. Weekly Register.the Weekly Register.

The whole ancient and enlightened kingdom of

Scotland has only 45 representatives, and the

rough and course county of Cornwall, with its 21

boroughs, has 44 members.

The whole of the 33 Scotch counties have no

more than 30 members, and the Cornish boroughs
have 42 members.

The twenty-one of finest and most populous
English and Irish counties have forty-two members.
The English boroughs with one, two and three

votes and no substance or property, have two mem-
bers each, and all the Catholics of the empire, the

colonies and dependent territories, do not send one!

O'jc part in two hundred of the free adult

males (deducting paupers and absentees), elect the

majority of the house of commons of the united

kingdom. The remaining 199 parts arc outweigh-
ed by that one.

The owners, and directors, and sellers, and pur-
chasers of the boroughs are most often royal, or mi-

n'.steml, or baronial, to the utter destruction of the

little share of power in the commons.

India, which does not send a member, has more
mill ens of subjects, than there are of little hun-
dreds in the majority of those, who chuse the par-
liament, that exercises an iron despotism over their

religion, minds, manufactures, bodies and estates.

The whole of the counties of England, Wales,
Scotland and Ireland have fewer members in the

house of commons than the miserable boroughs.
—

The 117 counties with London, Westminster and

SouUiwark, Dublin, Glasgow, and Edinburg and
other principal trading cities and seminaries, send

less than 150 members, and the boroughs, minor
cities and seminaries send 508 members. Are pro-

perty and particularly are the landed and commer-
cial interests and the freemen of the country repre-
sented in Britain and Ireland, as they are by the re-

presentatives of the United States, from seaports,
se. board counties, and great landed settlements?

The mere boroughs of England proper, send
more members to- the commons than all the Welsh,
Irish, and Scotch members of the lords and
commons.
But what is all this, says some unconcerned

and honest American, to us, since we are indepen-
dent} I'll tell you friend. This parliament, thus

composed, passes laws to indemnify the ministry of

Britain for all its criminal advice to the crown as to

neutrals, and to authorise the crown to violate any
right of ours, without the limits ofour; territory, at

their discretion. The marine and navy officers,

who despoil you, and their relations and family con-

nexions are members of the two houses of parlia-
ment and of the superior courts of admiralty, or

. appeds, or of the royal council, who advise the

orders by which you are dishonored and ruined; and

by which other nations are provoked and led to do
the same. The civil maladies of a country, (which

rejects the natural force of the members of the

community as its pure and safe defence and rests it

upon a despoiling navy) are maladies nf the -world.

They are as contagious and as destructive, as any
other plague. Those, who buy an arbitrary power
over their neighbors, their brothers, and the rest of

their own political family, w ill pervert that power to

the inconvenience, injury, and ruin of the neutral

states, as freely as to the inconvenience, injury, and
ruin ofIndia, Ireland, the dissenters, the Catholics or
the real and proper mass of the commons and other

deprived persons of their empire. Everv thing
wrong every where affects us. This particular evil

of the constitution of the British national power
brought on the civil war of 1775. It has brought
on the war which has afflicted us, under the name
of peace, since November 1792, and June and
November 1793. .

The crown, in Britain, has considered it safe to

violate the laAv of nations, because it procured an

express act of indemnity in the winter of 1792 and 3,
and a covert indemnity on the 17th June, 1793, (re-

peated again in 1803), from this parliament, consti-
tuted as we have seen it really is.

Let it not be said that this is hostility to the Bri-
tish and Irish empire. No: it is the common cause
of the whole of those united nations, (who are de-

prived by the 5722 effective voters) and ofourselves,
who are also deprived by them. Heaven, the prince,
the new king or the deprived in that empire, must
be the source of relief there. Heaven and ourselves
are the sources of our relief; if the ministers of

George the third and the borough 5000, are suffered
to govern his substitute or successor.

It is no mitigation, extenuation or justification
of a lawless British confiscation of our ships, our

crops, our outward foreign goods and our supplies
from abroad and seizure of our persons, that the

government of France is as arbitrary in one hand,
as the British government is in five or six thousand
hands. France has decreased in her wrongs, and
Britain continues and pretends to a formal legitimate
right to increase in indignities, restrictions and

injuries. Such are the actual evils of the day. The
reform of the British parliament has become neces-

sary, not only to the tranquility of their empire,
but to our "peace, liberty and safety" X.

FROM THE VIRGINIA ARGUS,

Birtish Naval Establishment,
According to SieeVs List for July 1811.

Of the line - - - 254
Fifties and forty-fours S5
Frigates .... 247
Sloops and yachts - 195
Bombs and fire-ships ... 12
Brigs 183
Cutters 32
Schooners, gun vessels, luggers, &.c. 83

Total, 1,042
The actual disposition of this force is as follows-
In the Downs.—3 ships of the line; 1 frigate,

10 sloops or vachts; 8 brigs; 2 cutters; 3 gun-ves-
sels—Total, 27.

In the North Sea and Baltic.—20 ships of the
line; 2 fifties; 12 frigates; 22 sloops or yachts;
29 brigs; 6 cutters; 6 gun-vessels—Total, 97.

In the English channel and on the coast of France.
9 ships of the line; 1 fifty; 9 frigates; 10 sloops
or vachts; 12 brigs; 9 cutters; *6 gun-vessels—
Total, 56.

On the Irish station.—1 ship of the line; 5 fri-

gates; 1 sloop or yacht; 2 brigs; 2 Cutters; £
gun-vessels—Total, 19.

Off Jersey, Guernsey, &c.—1 ship of the line; 1

fortv-four; 2 brigs; 2 cutters; 3 gun-vessels—To
tal, 9.

On the coast of Spain, Portugal and Gibraltar—'
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29 ships of the line; 1 fifty; 22 frigates; 14 sloops

or yuchts; 3 bomb, or fire-ships; 16 brigs; 5 cutters;

4 gun-vessels
—Total, 94.

In the Mediterranean and on Passage.—'19 ships

of vhe line; 33 frigates; 13 sloops or yachts; 17

brigs; 1 cutter; 2 gun-vessels
—Total, 85.

On the coast ofAfrica.—\ frigate; 1 sloop—Total 2.

At Halifax,' Newfoundland, &c.—3 ships of the

line; 1 fifty; 5 frigates; 11 sloops or yachts; 2 brigs;
j

7 gun-vessels
—Total, 29.

West Indies, viz. Leeward Islands, Jamaica, and

on Passage.—2 ships of the line; 1 fifty; 19 fri-

ga es; 17 sloops and yachts; 20 brigs; 1 cutter; 9

gun-vessels
—Total, 69.

In South America.—-2 ships of the line; 7 frigates;

1 sloop; 3 brigs
—Total, 13.

Cape of Good Hope and Southward.—2 ships of

the line; 10 frigates; 4 brigs
—Total, 16.

East Indies, and oil passage.
—5 ships of the line;

1 fifty; 19 frigates; 3 sloops and yachts; 3 brigs;

1 cutter—Total, 32.

From which it appears that the British have, at sea—
Sh psof the hue - - - • 96

Fifties or forty-fours
- 8

Frigates
.... 143

Sloops and yachts - - 103

Bombs and fire-ships
... 3

Brigs
.... 118

Cutters - - - 29

Gun-vessels ... 48

BUILDING;

Ships of the line

Fifties or forty-fours

Frigati

Sloops and yachts

39
2
19
2

Total, 548

It furthermore appears from this statement, that

the British have, in the American seas, that is to

Bay, a t Halifax, Newfoundland, in the West-Indies,
and in South America—

Ships of the line ... 7
Fifties or forty-fours

- - 2

Frigates
- - - - 21

Sloops and yachts
- - - 29

Brigs ----- 25
Cutter ... - - 1

Gun-vessels - - - - 16

Total, 62
All of which make the grand total, before men*

tioned, of 1,042. Of these the following- numbers
have been taken from the nations specified:
From the French - * - - 109

Danish - - - - 46

Spanish .... 25
Dutch --- - 24

— Italians .... 3

Total, 207
ESTABLISHMENT OF RATES AND MEN.

1st rate ship of 100 guns, has from 875 men to

850. 2d rate from 98 to 90 guns, and from 750 to

700.—3d rate from 80 to 64 guns, from 650 to 500.

—4th rate, from 60 to 50 guns, from 420 to 320.—
5th rate, from 40 to 32 guns, from 300 to 220.—
6th rate, from 28 to 20 guns, from 200 to 140.—
Sloops from 18 to 16 guns, from 120 to 90.—Gun-
brigs, cutters, &c. from 14 to 6 guns, from 50 to 25,

When an admiral's flag is hoisted in a first rate,
her compliment of men is 875; when a vice admi-
ral, 870; a rear-admiral, 865. Ships of the line fif-

ties, frigates, and royal yachts, are commanded by
post-captains. Sloops of war, bombs, fire-ships,
armed ships, store ships, and arme's en flute under

fifty guns, by commanders. Schooners, cutters, &c.

by lieutenants. Store-sloops, occasionally, by mas-
ters. Small craft by midshipmen who have past for

lieutenants.

Total, 101

Besides the ships at sea, there are in port and fit-

ting, 20 ships of the line; 8 fifties or forty-fours;

13 frigates; 27 sloops and yachts; 1 bomb or fire-

ship; 17 brigs; 3 cutters; 30 gun-vessels. Total 119.

Guard-ships.
—4 ships of the line; 2 fifties or forty-

fours; 4 frigates; 4 sloops and yachts. Total 14.

Hospital-ship.?, prison-ships, &c.—30 ships of the

line; 4 fifties or forty-fours; 4 frigates. Total 38.

TOTAL IN COMMISSION.

Ships of the line - - - 150

Fifties and forty-fours
- - 22

Frigates
- - - - 164

Sloops and yachts
- - - 134

Bombs and fire-ships 4

Brigs
.... 135

Cutters - - - 32
Gun-vessels ... 78

Total, 719
IN ORDINARY AND REPAIRING FOR SERVICE.

Ships of the line

Fifties or forty-fours

Frigates

Sloops and yachts -

Bombs or fire ships

Brigs
Gun-vessels

65
11

64
60
8

48
5

Total, 261

Malthus on Population.
An Analytical revieno of the "Essay on tlie principle

of Population, by T. R. Malthiis, A. M." -with

some remarks more particularly applicable to tha

present ami probable future state of the U. States.

(continued from page 95.)
In the northern parts of Asia, Siberia, &c. the

poverty and wretchedness of the people are extreme.

j They depend chiefly on the fruits of their labor in

• fishing and hunting for subsistence; from the for-

i mer of which sources they are frequently excluded

j by the heavy rains and floods which drive the fish

from the rivers, and produce the most distressing'-

famines; particularly in Kamtschatka, where these*

floods very often occur. The small-pox is also a

frequent visitor among them; and, when it is un-

derstood, that the inhabitants of these countries

live, for the most part, in habitations under ground,
where many families are sometimes crowded to-

gether, and where from their natural filth, the heat,

impure air, and stench, are almost insupportable;
it cannot be wondered at that this disease, dread-

ful under the most favorable circumstances, should

act with peculiar fatality. M. de Lesseps supposes
it has carried ofl* three-fourths of the native inha-

bitants. They are rarely engaged in war; famine

and disease, therefore, and the laborious servitude

to which the women are condemned, may be re-

garded as the checks by which the population of

these dreary countries is kept down to the level of

the means of subsistence.

The soil of southern Siberia is so rich and fertite

that very little labor is requisite to produce an abun-

dant harvest; yet most of the districts are but thin-

ly peopled, and population in none of them increas-

es in proport ion to the apparent facility of acquiring
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the means of subsistence. This is accounted for

by sir James Stuart upon the moral principle that

where there is little demand for men the population

goes on slowly. The farmer who owns a piece of

land finds the members of his family quite sufficient

limited to the following' description of girls, it is

natural to suppose that a man may search a long
time without being able to find "a girl whose form
has no defect; who has an agreeable name; who
walks gracefully like a young elephant; whose

for the little cultivation it wants; and as he would ;hair and teeth are moderate respectively in quantity
find no market for the surplus produce, no more of and size; whose body has exquisite softness."—

course is raised that will feed his own family. It

is of no consequence that the produce of the soil is

cheap, while labor is still cheaper; for though the

supernumerary laborer may purchase his day's pro-

vision for a penny, he will find even this impossible
when his own labor is worth only a farthing; it

follows therefore, that he must either emigrate to

some country where his labor is n ore wanted, or

perish at home of poverty.
The want of proper vents for the products of the

soil and their consequent cheapness, may therefore

be considered as the principle obstacles to the in-

crease of population.
In the Turkish dominions the checks to popula-

tion may be referred to the tyranny and despot-

ism of the government. The cultivator of the land

is perpetually subject to the extortions and exactions

of the pachas and petty administrators of the laws,

and therefore seeks to make no larger crop than

will suffice his own necessities. And as the land of

the father, instead of descending to his children,

reverts to the sultan, and moreover, as in times of

From this view, it will be seen that the obstacles

which the laws themselves involve to their own
execution, are sometimes insurmountable, and that
so far from promoting the object intended, they have
rather a contrary effect. Among the higher classes

ofpeople there, wemay consider thepreventive check
as principally operating. The poorer sort are indi-

gent in the extreme, and are subject to frequent epi-
demics the consequences of their bad nourishment.
The Abbe Raynal has asserted, but without naming
jhis authority, that when the crops of rice fail, the
huts of these miserable wretches are set on fiie,
and the flying inhabitants shot by the proprietors of
the grounds to prevent their consuming any part of
the produce. It was a custom als» among some of
the tribes, until a stop was put to it by the English
East India company, to destroy the female infanta

as soon as born, that they might avoid the offence

and difficulty of procuring suitable matches for

them.
In Tibet, a very unfertile country ofIndia, nature

seems to have given habits and dispositions to the

scarcity, a maximum is fixed to the price of produce I people, well calculated to repress the population,
at which the peasants are compelled under severe

j

The nation is divided into two distinct classes, the

penalties to furnish it to the towns, an indifference : clergy and the laity; the former, who compose a large
is created towards landed property, and agriculture portion of the population, lead a lite of the strictest

necessarily falls to ruin. Many provinces are some-
celibacy, and meddle in nothing which concerns the

times entirely stripped to furnish provisions at a business of the world. Among the latter it is the

cheap rate to the large towns. To these causes of common custom for all the brothers of a family, to

depopulation may be added the plague and several associate their fortunes with one female, and thus

other epidemic and endemic diseases to which the live together under the same connubial compact.
whol# empire is very much subject. _ Yet, notwithstanding the powerful operation of

Nearly the same causes operate in Persia; for these preventive checks, such is the natural sterility

though the plague does not extend to that country, its of the soil; that the population is kept fully up tp

destructive effects are more than equalled by the rav- the level of the means of subsistence,

ages of the small-pox, and the dreadful convulsions jn China the population is much greater in pro-
and internal commotions to which Persia has been

portion to the means of subsistence, than that of
for many centuries continually subject, and which any ther country in the world. Its territorial ex-

have proved greatly injurious to her agriculture. tent is about eight times more than that of France,
It would appear from the. ordinances of the Indi- an(j the number of its inhabitants nearly twelve

an legislator, Menu, of which sir William Jones has times larger. Our author, rejecting the supposition

given us a translation, that though marriage is for- f Montesqueiu that the climate of China is in a

cibly inculcated as a duty of the first importance; peculiar manner favorable to the production of
various obstacles are mrown in the way ox popula- children, or that the women are more prolific there

tion. The man who begets a son is said to obtain tilan ;n any ther country, ascribes this enormous
"a victory over all people; oy a son's son he enjoys population in the first place, to the excellence of the

immortality; and afterwards by the son of that natural so il, and its advantageous position in the

grand-son he reaches the solar abode." Here js warmest parts of the temperate Zone; secondly, to

certainly the strongest inducement a man can have
t]ie verv great encouragements that have always

to mar.y; but as by the birth of one son alone, his Dcen giVento agriculture, the emperors themselves

debt to his progenitor is discharged, he is considered not disregarding to follow the plough, to set an ex-

as being actuated by a reprehensible love of plea- ampie f industry to the peasants; and lastly, the

sure if he begets more. Again, an elder brother
extraordinary incentives to marriage, bv which

not married before the younger is looked upon as aj^^ed property is divided into small portions, and

person to be particularly shunned; and what is tnus t jic Dest possible direction given to the exer-

somewhat extraordinary the younger brother who

marries before the elder incurs the same disgrace.

—Widows, except those of the servile order, are

strongly prohibited from taking a second husband;

they are not even allowed to pronounce the name ol

another man, but are to "con inue till death forgiv-

ing all injuries, performing
1 harsh duties, avoiding

every sensual pleasure, and cheerfully practising the

incomparable rules of virtue." These ordinance

also regulate the choice of a wife. Various sorts o

women are mentioned, all of whom are to be stud;

ously avoided; and when we find that the choice i.>

tions of industry. To these causes, might with

much justice have been added the mild and patriar-

chal nature of the government. It must be admit-

ted that the procreative power, if left to itself, could

as easily double the population of China in 25 years,

is it could that of any other country; but ihen it

would be utterly impossible for the soil to support
,his increase; it becomes therefore an interesting

nqttiry how this mighty power is repressed?
There are certain descriptions of men in China

who never marry; the bonzes or the priests em-

ployed in the pagodas and ether places
of worship
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and those who devote themselves to literary pursuits.
Of these, Dulialde has reckoned nearly an hun-

dred thousand in Pekin alone. Great numbers of
the poor also remain unmarried, from the fear of

"being unable to support their families; and among
the slaves, the masters would exert their influence

to prevent marriage, that their increase might not

add too much to his expences. Notwithstanding
the assertion of some of the missionaries that

plagues or epidemic disorders are not seen in China
once in a century, other accounts leave no room to

doubt that they 'are frequent, and particularly fatal

among the children. The exposure of infants is so

commonly practised, that it would be difficult to

form an estimate of the numbers thus annually left

to perish or to depend upon precarious charity for

existence. Infanticide is allowed, or at least not

punished, by the laws of the country; and the

wretched mother is frequently reduced to the sad

necessity, however much it may cost her parental

feelingsj of devoting her babe to destruction, that

her own and her husband's lives may be prolonged.
Unfavorable seasons from drought, from excessive

rains, from hurricanes, and from multitudes of lo-

custs, are common; and the famines which follow

them are destructive almost beyond imagination.
—

Meares, speaking of Canton, says "it was no un-

common thing to see the famished wretch breathing
bis last, while mothers thought it a duty to destroy
their infant children, and the young to give the

stroke of fate to the aged, to save them from die

agonies of such a dilatory death." The checks to

population from wars and internal commotions,
have likewise not been inconsiderable.

The populousness of Japan is accounted for upon
the same principles; and the checks are likewise

nearly the same, except that here infanticide is not

practised; but the check from that cause is balanc-

ed by the greater frequency of plagues, famines,
wars and intestine commotions, and the greater
dissoluteness in the manners of the people with re-

gard to the sex.

It is undeniable that agriculture is not only re-

quisite to the support of multitudes, but is, in fact,

the sole species of industry by vhich multitudes can

exis.: and the smaller the po dons into which land

is divided, the greater w.ll b » the product of agri-
cultural industry, and the more vigorous the opera-
tion of the procreative power. This is strongly ex-

emplified in the history of the early per;ods of die

Greek and Roman states. The great law-giver,

Solon, found it necessary to permit infanticide;

and both Plato and Aristotle recommended the

adoption of expedients which, however execrable

in themselves, clearly shewed their comprehension
of the tendency in population to increase beyond
the means of subsistence, and the wants and mise-

ries which this would consequently bring upon the

people.
In the Roman territory, the gradual abolition of

equality of property, and the consequent accumula-
tion ofthe lands in the hands of a few proprietors,

operated powerfully in repressing increase among
those >vho were thus thrown out of emplovmcnt and

deprived of the means of support. For the positive
checks to the population, it is hardly necessary to

look farther than the bloody Wars in which the

states of Italy were continually engaged, and by
which such destruction to human life was caused,
that historians have wondered how they could find

such constant supplies of men to renovate their ar-

mies.

Here our author concludes his researches among
tlie less civilized and ancient nations, from which

it may be clearly inferred that all the checks to

population are resolvable into moral restraint, vice

and misery. Among the violent causes which have

repressed the redundancy of the procreative power,
war may be ranked the most prominent, and after

this famines and diseases.

The enquiry now becomes more interesting by
being brought down to the different states ofmodern
Europe. (t« bb continued.)

Impressment.
In the last number of the Register, I noticed the

publication ofa letter from the captain of an Ame-
rican vessel, carried into Dantzic, which stated,

that several of his crew had been impressed by
the French, and sent to man the fleet at Ant-

werp, and promised some remarks on the circum-

stance, as well as upon impressment generally.
The case is new. I believe it is the first time

that France has been charged with the direct im-

pressment of American seamen, though I apprehend
that, by indirect means, (hard usage and short al-

lowance) many of our citizens [to use an English.

phrase] have been compelled to volunteer their ser-

vices. We know that "extracts of letters are not

always to be depended upon; but suppose this

statement may be true; not seeing any reason why
Bonaparte should fail to emulate his enemy, and

take one American seaman for every thousa?id the

British hold in Algerine bondage.
I am highly pleased with the sensibility some per-

sons appear to feel at this insult and injury. I trust

that all our news printers will hereafter publish ev-

ery thing of the kind in CAPITALS.. The stealth

of a man' is a common concern—he forms an integral

part of our poliucal system; every member should

feel the injustice, and prepare himself to redress or

avenge it. Did I possess absolute power, for one

moment, I would decree*—that six Frenchmen

should be immediately taken into custody, and re-

tained at hard labor until the American sailors were

discharged—thus, we might make many roads and

canals on very reasonable terms; for, serving the

British in the same way, we should have 10,000 or

12,000 young and hearty laborers, at the disposal of

government. To keep them in order, they should

occasionally receive from 100 to 500 lashes with the

cat-o'nine-tails; and, now and dien, I would hang
a few of them in terrorem, if they were disposed to

mutiny, i. e. to escape. This is Chinese policy-
man for man—and I can see no other complete and

effectual remedy for the horrible injustice than by

retaliating it, and making the wretches feel the

wounds they inflict upon others.

This may be called a sanguinary resolution—so,

perhaps it is—but, while power is law, let the law

bear equally upon all, and so correct a partial evil.

We are so much accustomed to hear of British

impressment, that the acu'.eness of feeling so natu-

ral on account of it, has become blunted, and our

sailers have began to make a kind of calculation

upon it. How base and degrading! How inconsis-

tent with our pretensions to sovereignty and inde-

pendence! But there are thousands in the United

States who justify or palliate the practice; and to

this turpitude must be attributed, in some degree,

the want of energy in the government on behalf ot

injured society.

Suppose a gang of those fellows known in the

middle states by the name of "Georgia traders,"

•The fact ascertained and the men refused instant

liberation.
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were to seize on a parcel of free negroes and carry

them off—and that the negroes were to rise upon
them and destroy every one of them—who is there

that would call this a "mutiny?"—-who that would

"give up" the blacks to be tried by another band of

the "traders."

I do not believe there is a single British vessel of

war upon the ocean that is not partly manned with

impressed Americans, many of whom have been

detained for eight or ten or twelve years. The cap-

tain of a ship lately seized by a British frigate, on

being ordered off the quarter deck to associate with

the crew, found many of his fellow townsmen and

neighbors
—persons whose fate was unknown to

their friends; and supposed there were at least fifty

Americans on board this single vessel:—let the

station of a British ship of war be where it may—
in the East Indies or at the poles—she has impressed

Americans on board of her.

On a subject so fertile as this, a man might write

for a twelve month and leave off half-done. I am
not disposed to imitate the conduct of the 10th or

11th congress. I hope the 12th will ait; and, by

premiums or some other means, excite and promote
a spirit in the American seamen to hew their way
to freedom, if enslaved; or to destroy all who shall

attempt to fetter them. Their countrymen will

protect them in doing- so. H. N.

Letter to the Editor.

Thefollowing extracts ofa letterfrom a gentleman of

great respectability to the editor, though not written

for publication, contain many valuable hints and
remarks.

"I have received five numbers of the Register,

and am of opinion it is calculated to inform the

American public. I think some pains should be

taken to exhibit tivo great truths, which are the

inore necessary from one material part of these

numbers. The truths I mean are, the degree in

which Great Britain has prevented the early univer-

sal armament of the European and American Spa-
niards and Pertuguese

—and the degree in which she

has aimed at securing advantages and monopolies
in the Portuguese and Spanish European and Ame-
rican trade to the injury of their relations with this

country.
"If the United States' government had prevailed

in the British kingdoms, and they had engaged in

the war on the side of Spain, Portugal and their

colonies, they would have sold a military equip-
ment for every man to those governments, which
could not have cost more than four or five millions

sterling, in cannon, muskets, pistols and swords.

Arming en masse could alone save them from the

ultimate impression,
of so near and so numerous an

enemy. The two kings, Carlos and Ferdinand,
were weak, and in many serious respects, negligent
and vicious. These things invited the French;

and they have gone into Spain and Portugal full of

;* spirit of rapine and oppression.
"The only comfortable fact in the affairs ofEu-

rope is the deportment of France on the subject of

exclusive religious or ecclesiastical establishments.

On that subject she is doing substantial good, and I

trust, under God, it will be found, that no nation,

•with unshackled consciences, ivill be quiet under 7>iili-

tara despotism. Jiavoriu, tlie leading power in the

confederation of the Rhine, and once a great sup-

porter,
at arms, of the bishop of Borne, has or-

dained that her people of both sexes, shall choose

their religion at the ages of 20 and 21 years.
"The piii.ee of Wales, as regent, since the con-

firmation of his father's insanity, has an opportu-
nity to serve mankind, and immortalize his name,
which has, perhaps, never been offered to a civil

ruler. If he will search at home and among naiions

abroad, having natural or actual relations of interest

and amity -with his kingdom, for causes of just 'com-

plaint against the acts of the governments of Great
Britain and her adversaries, and do all he can to'

relieve them, he will fix his own power,' raise his

country and his name, and excite Europe,—aye, and
America too,

—to wonderful exertions.—The follow-

ing cases occur:

"The relief of the neutrals by a mere restoration

ofThe law of nations.

"The relief of the British and Irish dissenters,

including the catholics. i

"The amelioration of the constitution of the
united parliament.
"The improvement of the condition of India.

"The introduction of sound religious liberty into'

the continent of Europe, through Spain, Portugal
and Russia.

"The employment of the people at large of Spain
and Portugal to obtain a check upon the power of
the Bom partes and Bourbons—by establishing a'

representation of the freeholders, tiers clat, or com-
mons, in these countries; the introduction of which
would correct the military despotisms of Europe.

"I know it is much to hope that such things will
be done by a man who has been thought a high-
blooded voluptuary; but the times and the condition
of England will make him think. In such a won-
derful course and condition of human affairs, when
nothing seems tending to a good and sober end
in the old world; and when such reformations^
carried to their extent or true principles, are pro-

ducing so much internal blessedness in America,
projects which seem Utopian in Europe, may be
allowed here to an honest enthusiasm, which, seeing
no other hope, fondly sighs for the happiness ofman
in our new form."

For an official copy of the following very interesting
decree we are indebted to a citizen of Venezuela.

Law abolishing Torture.
The government of Venezuela, desirous of era-

dicating every vestige of their former oppression
have regarded torture as one of the detestable re-

mains of the barbarity which characterised the con-

quest of America; as an enormity shocking to hu-

manity, unnecessary to the purposes of justice;
and as an outrage against the dignity of man. No-

thing can be more unworthyfree Venezuela than this

practice, as humiliating as it is useless to the con-
fession of crimes; and nothing can be more wor-

thy their liberal and protective legislature than the
absolute abolishment of an atrocity invented by the

severity of the feudal government, and kept up by
the interests of despots who have raised their power
upon the terror of the human race.

The legislative department of Caracas, penetrat-
ed with these truths, and impressed with a lively
sense of the dignity conferred upon them by their

constituents, have declared, and do declare, that

from this day the use of the torfure is abolished, and
all former laws in any manner relating thereto an-

nulled; and to render this declaration more solemn
and notorious, they do decree that as many of the
instruments employed in this execrable practice (in

contempt of humanity and the civil dignity of the
virtuous people of Caracas) as may be found among
us, be publicly burned by the hands of the common
hangman.
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This resolution is communicated to the supreme
executive power that they may see it carried into

complete execution, by promulgating
1 with proper

solemnity, and causing it to be made known, by
whatever means they may j<tdge convenient.

Given in the federal palace of Caracas, 6ealed

with the seal of the confederation, and countersign-
ed by the secretary of the congress and provincial

legislature, 011 the' 17th August, 1811.

Jose Angel. Alamo, President.

Juan Joss de Maga, V ice-President.

Luis Jose de Ribas and Tuvar.

Jjuis Jose de Cazorla,
Salvador Dels-ado,

Francisco X. Yanes,
Francisco Hernandes,
Jose Vicente Unda,
Juan Antonia Diaz Argots,
Gabriel Perezde Pagola,

FeUppe Fermin Paul,
Nicholas de Castro.

[Countersigned,]
Francisco Jsnardi, Secretary.

Miscellaneous Intelligence.
Cheat Britain.—Dr. Hayter's report to the

prince regent of his literary mission to the court of

Naples in relation to the Herculaneum MSS. which

mission excited so great a sensation and expecta-
tion in the literary world, and made so great a noise

throughout Europe, has been published.
Mr. Trotter's account of Mr. Fox's tour in

France and Flanders, in the year 1802, and of the

four last years of the life of that great man, is an-

nounced. It is to be accompanied by numerous

original letters and other documents, illustrative of

his latter years. As his private secretary, Mr.
Trotter is eminently qualified to perform the inte-

resting task which he lias undertaken.

It is one ofthe literary novelties of this age, that

the Fast India company has established a Sanscreet

press; and the Hetcopadesa is the first work that

will appear in that language from a printing press.

By a letter in Mr. Flower's Political Review, it

appears, that the celebrated John Howard did not

die of the plague, but of a fever caught from a

young lady, in going to visit her; for which pur-

pose he rode twenty miles on horseback; and, being
benighted, he was thrown from his horse, "and lay a

considerable time in the snow, and would have been

frozen to death, but for the aid of an accidental

passenger. Like Goldsmith, too, he took too large
a dose of James' powders. He was buried by a

French gentleman, in his garden, about two miles

from Cherson, at his own particular request.
Dr. Busby has just completed a translation in

rhyme, of the six books of Lucretius on the Nature
ofThings—Lord Grenville, to whom the work is

to be dedicated, has seen the first book, and expres-
ses his unqualified approbation ofthe style in which
the doctor has executed this arduous undertaking.
The second volume of Moore's Tales of the Pas-

sions, containing the Married Man, being an illus-

tration of the Passions of Jealousy, was expected
to be published in April last.

The very witty lucubrations of the "Salmagundi"
gentlemen at New-York, have been re-printed in

London.
The booksellers in London are printing a stereo-

type edition of the bible in French.
That indefatigable traveller and writer, Sir John

Carr, has given to the public "Descriptive Sketches
•of the south-east parts of Spain,and ofthe islands of

Majorca, Minorca, Sardinia, Sicily and Malta,"

during a tour in those countries in 1809 and 1810,

accompanied by engravings of views taken on the.

spot.
A report of the speeches of the late Mr. Fox in

the house of commons, from his entrance into

parliament in 1786 to the close of the session of

1806, has been published.
The number of provincial banks in Great Britain

decreased from about 280, in the beginning of 1790,

to about 230 in the beginning of 1793. Since th

period the increase has been truly astonishing,

appears that in 1810 the total number of banks was

796, viz.

In London, Westminster and Southwark, inclu-

%

ding the bank of Engrand
In the rest of England
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most of the mathematical sciences, and to be a pro-

ficient in music. He is a native of Lower Austria,

and the son of a reduced clergyman: for the last six

months he has been blind, the emperor Francis

settled a pension upon him.

The base of the Carpathian mountains, near Ma-

konitza, fell last year, with a report so loud that it

was heard at the" distance of twelve leagues. Six

villages were lost.by this precipitation.

The Pope.—The" Cadiz papers contain the fol-

lowing article, under the head of "Intelligence

from Italy."
"The holy father continues in custody, without

any access to him being permitted, at Savona:—
After he had promulgated the excommunication

against cardinal Maury, archbishop of Paris, which

was affixed to his own cathedral, his holiness was

deprived of the use of pen and ink. The cardinal

of Pietro and M. Gregory were on the same ac-

count thrown into the public prison in Paris, and,

after being threatened with death, were ultimately

banished. The circumstance has led to the belief

of an intended change of the holy see; but of this

there is at present no certainty. Napoleon Bona-

parte has given a commission to cardinals Fesch,

Borghese, and some others, to confer with the

pope, but to no purpose. Some have refused to

accept the commission, because they anticipate the

reply, "restore myself and the sacred college to

liberty, restore the patrimony of the church, and

then we will confer." The cardinals Gonsalvis,

Mattis, Oppizonl, Pietry and Zitta, have immor-

talized themselves in the annals of the church,

especially the first, who Bonaparte hates mortally.

The curate of Rome, the canons, and beneficiaries

afford matter of comfort and edification. In vain

have attempts been made to draw them aside from

their duty, by a new form of oath Three hundred

of them have been banished to Bastia, in Corsica

M. Fulacapho, D. Arrero, Tibeci, Secloper the

curate Carbous, the celebrated abbot Pereira, the

canon Belli, in short, the flower of the clergy of

St. John, St. Peter. St. Mary the greater, and of

all the churches, are suffering a glorious banish-

ment in that disagreeable island. Some are left in

Rome,where they do much good and supply the place
of those Curates, who are disabled by their infirmi-

ties from performing their duty. Three or four

curates, and some of the most ignorant and incapa-
ble canons, are the only ones who have taken the

oath. All the foreign clergy, even such as are

travelling, have been sent back to their

French court. If they enter the service ofa foreign

power without permission, they are to be considered
as having borne arms against France.

Tennessee Legislature.—Friday, October 4.
Mr. Claiborne offered the following resolution,
which was adopted.

Whereas, it appears that the United States are

likely to be involved with one of the belligerent
nations—and whereas, it is important on all occa.
sionsofthat description, that the general govern-
ment should re informed of the disposition of the

people composing that government to pursue the
most efficient means for the maintenance of lhe

sovereignty and independence of the United States,

therefore,

Resolved, That a committee be appointed to draft
an address to the president of the United States,

expressive of a determination, on the part of this

state, to support such honorable measures as the

general government may pursue for the attainment
of the before cited objects.

respective
countries. The Roman nuns have been reduced to

four convents, of different orders; each has a pen-
sion of nine scudi. The same sum is paid to those

who held situations under the former government,
and even to the secretary of state."

Naturalization of Frenchmen.
—Bonaparte has de-

creed that no Frenchman can be naturalized abroad

without his authority: and that, if naturalized, they
must not at any time, carry arms against France.

Frenchmen naturalized abroad without his per-

mission, shall incur the loss of their property ir

France, and shall not be capable of succeeding to

property in France. The above regulations are

prospective
—those who have already been naturaliz-

ed abroad, are to have their naturalization confirm-

ed, within a period prescribed. No Frenchman
can enter the service of a foreign power, without

permission, and even then are not allowed to bear

arms against France, and must quit the service

should that foreign power go to war with France.

They cannot be accredited while in the service of a

foreign power to any diplomatic capacity at the

The Chronicle.

London, Sept. 4.—A recent case has occurred
at Hamburg, which will ever be ranked amongst the
most cruel acts of the emperor of France. About
three months ago, a young merchant of the name
of Schroder, son to Octavian Schroder, of Ham-
burg, was arrested and sent to Paris, on a charge of

having been found in his possession some carica-
tures and pamphlets, which mditated against the
character of Bonaparte. It now appears that this un- .

fortunate has been brought to trial in the usual way,
and his sentence was, "to be branded in the fore-

head and sent twenty-five years to the galleys." As
soon as the same was made known te the emperor,
he expressed his approbation thereof, and whether
from motives of mercy or cruelty we are at a loss
to say, lie altered the sentence, and gave orders
that the youth should be shot with his back towards
his murderers. This sentence, we have reason to

know, was immediately carried into execution.—
The news of the young man's sad catastrophe had
reached Hamburgh, and made every heart bleed for

his unfortunate sufferings.

Sept. 9.—Population.—The census for the ci-

ties of London and Westminster, with the suburbs
and parishes immediately contiguous, has been com-
pleted. The total is 1,099,104, including 483,781
males, and 615,323 females. The increase, compar-
ed with the census in 1801, is 133,139.

Sept. 19.—Our minister, Mr. Wellesdey, has pre-
sented a remonstrance against the numerous publi-
cations that have appeared in Cadiz, tending to vi-

lify the British character..

Same date.—The Melampus, 36, Captain F. Haw-
ker, was cruising on her station, and perceiving a

large frigate bearing down upon her, lay to, with
her topsails to the mast. The fi igate soon proved to

be the President, 44, Commodore Rodgcrs, who
hailed the Melampus, and rather peremptorily or-

dered captain H. to d. -.charge all Arnevc .n se?men
on board his ship, and send them on board the Pre-
sident. Capt. Hawker said he could not discharge
one seamen from his ship without an order from
the admiralty, or his own Admiral; on which
Commodore Rodgers said, "I must use force," and
fired a shot athwart the fore part of the McL-rpus.
He then repeated the same demand) arid fire' 1 e-

cond shot: then repeated the samedemand and fired

a third shot; on which captain H. poured - 1

"

1 such a

^hacking broadside, as quire hulled the President,
when a desperate action began, and continued for
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some time; the President's fire then slackened, and I in such large boats as these that the produce will oe
the Melampus' fire was continued with great vivaci-

ty, when the President struck, her colors and was

conducted to Halifax! This account comes by the

Peacock, 18, captain Peake, which arrived here

th as morning; she spoke a brig from Halifax, out

3 • days, which left the Melampus and President at

Halifax; the master of the brig told captain P. the

above account of this gallant action!!!!!

Letters from Carlsham, of the 24th and 26th of

August do not bear a favourable aspect to com-

merce, as the courts of condemnation there of the

Danish and Prussian vessels have of late again been

revived and acted upon. Several vessels have been

confiscated, and it is determined that the regula-
tions shall extend to all vessels which have not

fully observed the continental system: All inter-

course between Gotenburgh and Hamburgh re-

mains cut off, by orders of the French government.

CoxconD, (-*. h.) Oct. 22.

MF.nRiMACK canal.—We are happy to learn,

that the locks and canals for the improvement of

the navigation of the Merrimack river, and which

will open a direct communication between this town

and Boston, are nearly completed. The vast ad-

vantages that will result therefrom to the farmer, the

merchant, and to every description of citizens, and

tiie great increase that will be occasioned hereby in

the value of real estate situated near the waters of

the river, must be obvious to every one. It is re-

ported, that early in the ensuing spring, regular

p icket boats will be established between this place
and Boston.

New Youk, October 26.

Extraordinatit.—All the news-papers have

contained an account of the misfortune that befel

the Norwalk packet, the Slow and Easy, in the

gale on Sunday last. She was upset in the sound,
and the crew and 13 passengers, only saved them-
selves by clinging to the vessel and rigging, until

they were taken off" by the generous exertions of

Captain Earl, of the Packet Fame, belonging to

Newport, R. I. who went to their relief and afford-

ed it at the hazard of his life. One passenger how-

ever, Mr. Samuel War.ng, was not to be found

among those who had sustained themselves on the

wreck and the supposition was that he had been

drowned in the cabin. The packet drifted on the

Long-Island shore opposite Fairfield, and the next

day a number of people went down to the beach to

secure her. When she was righted, behold! there

was Samuel Waring, alive and well, incredible as

it may seem, and highly rejoiced you may be sure,

to find himself once more in the land of the living.
It happened that he was lying in a birth to the wind-

ward when the packet overset. He held on as well

as he could, and finding that tho' the cabin was

nearly full of water, it did not quite reach his head,
he stuck fast, kicked away the boards from the

birth at his feet for air to breadie, and had nothing
to do but keep away the rats from eating him alive,

until he was taken out the next day.
Ricuxojrn, (Va.) Oct. 18.

Internal navigation.—Yesterday for the first

time, the 12 locks which have been lately put up in

this city, for connecting- the basin of James' river

with the tide water, were filled with water, and a

large scow was passed up and down. The ascent

was accomplished in from 45 to 50 minutes; the

descent in 55, accompanied by the discharge of

cannon. Tie boat is one which has been built bv

taken down from the basin through the locks to
Rocket's landing, where the shipping lays.

—The
spectacle was witnessed by the directors of the
.fames' River company, and a considerable body of
citizens. We understand that the locks have been
tendered by the superintendant to the company.
Time, we imagine must test their execution.

October 25.
On Monday night last, the treasury office was

broken into, and upwards of fifteen thousand dollars
stolen thereout, which had been received that day
for taxes. The treasurer, we understand, is not in
Richmond. Strong suspicions are entertained that
this robbery has been committed by some person
well acquainted with the regulations of die office,
as means were found to get at the key of the iron
chest.

Nashville, October 15.
A report has reached town, by a gentleman from

Shelbyville, that a courier from colonel Joseph H.
Daviess, of Kentucky, to the governor, states he
had a re-encontre with the Indians on the Wabash.
He commanded 800 mounted dragoons, and on
their approach, the Indians, 1500 strong, fired on
him and killed 14 of his men.—A charge was im~.

mediately made on the Indians, and victory ensued,
leaving 200 killed on the field of battle. The In-
dians fired but once and dispersed. This is very
glorious

_

news and we hope the mail papers will
confirm it.

[A letter to the editor from a gentleman of Ken-
tucky, dated Paris, October 17, informs ttiat
the volunteers have been withdrawn from the
Wabash; the regular troops, under captain
Boyd remaining, and employed in erecting seve-
ral forts.]

?»lr. Cooly, the BitperinteK
i, and

Baltimore, November 2, 1811.
We hare London dates to the 20 th of September,

and are informed, that the old king was si ill alive,
but completely mad. It would seem as though the

high-blooded folks about him were renouncing the

strange idea that kings -we irresponsible
—

infuilble
—

incapable of doing wrong; for they have caused the
walls and floor ofhis room, with everything contain-
ed in it, to be so completely covered with cushions
as to prevent him from dashing himself to pieces.
Poor old man!—though, late, we desire that he and
the people of England, may recover their reason!

Dantzic is declared a free port, to all commerce
except English—the duties are reduced one-third.
It is said that Prussian ports will be opened in like
manner. If so, we might have a lively trade to the
north of Europe—if Great Britain would please to

permit it.

Murat, king of Naples, ha's been very sick—and
Bernadotte. crown prince of Sweden, "was ill of a
fever. They may be spared. The empress of
France has forbidden Louis Bonaparte's wife her
presence. She is the daughter of Josephine, and the

English prints have always told us that, while mar-
ried to her mother, the emperor was accustomed to
hold improper intercourse with her. As this is truly
voyal, it is probable enough—we cannot expect
Bonaparte to be more correct than his neighbour-
ing princes.
A French agent has arrived at St. Petersburg to

demand, peremptorily and immediately, the repay-
ment of the money the I)vtch lent to the emperor.
The United States frigate Constituifori landed

our minister in France, J ;el Barlow, Esq. at Cher-
is capacious bonrg on the f9th of September; from whence she

enough to hold near 500 bbls. flour. It is probable sailed for the Texel with the remittance of the. inter-
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Mr.est on our funds held by the Dutch,

was very courteously received.

It is said, that Louis Bonaparte, ex-king of Hol-

land has disappeared—it was further said, on

Wednesday last, that he had arrived in this city!
Great satisfaction was produced in London by a

report that the Melampus, of35 guns, had captured
our frigate the President, commodore Rodgers,
whom they call a "buccaneer." The writer of one
of the paragraphs, however, supposed the report
was not true because "no vessel belonging- to any
other nation, of A4- guns, -would venture to attack a

36 gun JBritishfrigate." See a comical account of
the battle under the London head.

Vessels frequently arrive in England direct from

France, with cargoes, and are treated respectfully.
But American vessels are not permitted to leave a

port of France for the United States, without be-

coming liable to seizure, by virtue of the orders in

council!

The British frigates, in the channel, take many
opportunities to have a brush with some of Bona-
parte's praams, gun-boats and batteries—in which

they appear generally successful.

Bonaparte is making great exertions to man h is

fleets and discipline their crews. His fleet in the
Scheldt consists of 27 sail of the line and several
stout frigates, watched by 17 sail of British vessels.

Figueras was surrendered by the Spaniards to the
French on the 13th of August, after the besieged
had ate every animal in it for subsistence, from a
horse to a mouse. The Spaniards endeavored to

break their way through the enemy and escape, but
were beaten back and capitulated. 3500 prisoners
were made by the French, including 350 officers—
1500 persons were sick in the hospital, 2000 were
killed during the siege.

Fifty-two ships charged in Russian ports with

having English property and produce on board,
have been liberated on bonds.
The people of the Cape of Good Hope were

dreadfully alarmed on the 7th of June by an earth-

quake.
'

They ran from their houses in the greatest
consternation and terror, and presented a terrible

scene of wretched confusion. Though most of the
houses suffered more or less, and the earth is said
to "have cracked upwards of 50 feet," only one life

was lost.

The vice-roy ofMexico, in an address to the in-

habitants of the capital, dated August 6, 1811,

gives notice that a "conspiracy" had existed, whose
chief "object was to secure his person, and thereby
disjoint the government," &c. He says that the

principle persons engaged in the enterprise have
been discovered and arrested—three of them were
executed immediately. The seeds of revolution
are planted deep in the province of Mexico—it has
several times been shaken by insurrections of the

people; and we trust, they will yet effect their in-

dependence.
Decrees and orders.—The London Statesman,

of September 17, says
—"We, a few days since,

challenged the editors of any paper who denied
the repeal of the Berlin and Milan Decrees, to pro-
duce a single instance of the detention of an Ame-
rican vessel, which had arrived in France since
the second of November. No instance can be pro-
duced, and they are silent. But if they are re-

pealed, say some of the papers, "it is done merely
to embroil the United States with us; besides, let

Bonaparte restore the American property which
was seized before the repeal." As to the motive
oi Bonaparte for doing a just action, we have
neither the ability nor the right to enquire into;

—

Barlow
|
moreover, we ought to have so much magnanim-
ity as not to permit the man we style the robber

and pillager of Europe, to exceed us in acts ofjus-
tice to neutral nations. With respect to the A-
merican property seized before the repeal of these

decrees, when we have restored the hundreds of

vessels captured under the orders in council, we

may with some propriety ask the question
—and not

till then.

A new British order in council has been issued con-

tinuing in force the order of February, 1810, im-

posing certain duties on the products of the United

States imported into the West Indies, in order to

force a trade with Canada and Nova-Scotia. It ap-

pears from a statement made by the Barbadoes

merchants, that not one-tenth of their supplies are

received from these colonies, and that their trade

with the citizens of the United States is draining
them very rapidly of their specie.
The British papers state that, notwithstanding

the severe penalties inflicted for exporting the coin

of the kingdom, the practice prevails to an alarm-

ing extent. Many boats appear stationed on the

coasts ofKent to carry the specie to the opposite

shore, paying 140/. in paper for 100/, in gold! Bo^

naparte has collected an immense quantity of spe-

cie, the chief of which is English guineas.
Crib and the Negro, had not fought the battle so

interesting to civilized Englishmen, at the date of

our last accounts. It is more than probable thai

one of these fellows will be killed, secundum aritm

to gratify the nobility and gentry.
A lady, says a late Augusta (Georgia) paper,

was lately indicted, tried and convicted, in that

state for scoldimr. Her sentence was to be
-scolding.

publicly ducked in the river.

The state ofparties in the New-Jersey legislature

are as follows— Republicans. Federalists.

In council ------ 9 - - - - 4

Assembly 30 - - - 10

39 14

On Saturday last, in joint meeting, Joseph

Bloomfjeld, esq. was re-elected governor of the^

state ofNew-Jersey.
Philadelphia, October 29.

Case of tlie schooner Exchange.-—Judge _

Wash-

ington yesterday delivered his opinion in this most

important and delicate case. He reversed the opi-

nion of the district court and has adjudged that the

property of a foreign sovereign, though a public

armed vessel, is subject to the jurisdiction of our

courts, if found within cur territory, on the claim

of a private citizen.

The vessel in question was seized by Napoleon,
under his Rambouillet decree, and taken immedi-

ately into his service, without (as the libellants al-

ledge) any form of a trial or adjudication.
On her arrival in the port of Philadelphia, she

was libelled by her American owners.

A note by the Editor-. A disappointment, in not

receiving our paper in season, prevented the publi-

cation of a supplement, as was designed last week.

The like, most probably, will never occur again.

We have made such arrangements at Wushivgton,

that, generally, we shall be able to present the doc-

uments laid before congress, to our readers, in a

collected and perfect form, sooner than they can

receive them by any other ordinary medium; and,

as in duty bound to our very numerous and still

continually increasing patrons, will leave no effort

mr.i led to give that satisfaction the unprecedented

support of the Reciter so justly demands,
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-I wish no other herald
" No other speaker of my living' actions,
"To keep mine honor from corruption" But such an honest chronicler."

Shakespeare
—ueskt vnr.

Congress oi the bmted States.

IN SENATE.
November 4:, 1811.—There were present, at the

Usual hour of assembling", the vice president of the
United States, .Messrs. Gilman, Cutts, Goodrich,
Dana, Bradley, J. Smith, German, Cpndit, Lam-
bert, Gregg, Leib, Horsey, Smith, Reed, Giles,

Franklin, Gaillard, Taylor, Crawford, Tait, Pope,
Anderson, and Worthingtoh.

George M. Bibb, elected from Kentucky, G.

W. Campbell, from Tennessee, J. B. Howell,
from Rhode Island, and Joseph B. Varnum, from

Massachusetts, were also severally sworn in and
took their seats.

The usual messages were interchanged with the
other house, &c. and the Senate adjourned.
November 5.—Mr. Rrent attended.
The Senate, after transacting some minor busi-

ness, proceeded to ballot for a door-keeper (who
also discharges the duty of sergeant at arms,) in

the place of Mr. Mathers, deceased. There were
taken 27 votes of winch Mountjoy Bailey had 20,
and was accordingly declared elected-

The message from the President was then read,
and 300 copies ordered to be printed.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
Jtfpnday, November 4.—This being the day de-

signated by the proclamation of the President of
the United States, for the meeting of the Congress
of the United States, ?£out eleven o'clock" the
house was called to order ; when it appeared that
there were present one hundred and twenty-eight
members.
The house then proceeded to ballot for a speaker.

On counting- the votes the following appeared to be
the result.

Henry Clay, of Kentucky. 75

George \V. Bibb, of Georgia, DS

Scattering, 6 .

So that Mr. Clay was duly chosen, and was con- '

ducted to the Speaker's chair accordingly ; wheuce
he addressed as follows :

Gr.xTLKMi-.x,—"In coming to this station which

you have done me the honor to assign me—an ho-
nor for which you will be pleased to accept my
thanks—I obey rather your commands than my own
inclination. I am sensible of the imperfections
winch I bring' along with me, and a conc.ousncss
ofthese would deter me from attempting a discharge
of tiie duties of the chair, did I not rely confidently

Upon your generous support. Shouldthe rare and
delicate occasion present itself when your speaker
should be called upon to check or control the wan-

derings or intemperance of debate, your justice will,
I hope, ascribe to his interposition 'he motives only
of public good and a regard to the dignity of the
house. And in all instances,, be assured, gentle-

L

men, that I shall, with infinite pleasure, afford eve-

ry facility in my power to the dispatch of public
business, in the most agreeable manner."
The members were sworn m, in the usual form.
The house next proceeded to ballot for a cierk ;

when on counting the votes there were
For Patr.ck Magruder 97

William Lambert 16
_

Thomas Dunn was then re-elected sergeant at

arms, and Thomas Claxton doorkeeper, without

opposition ; Benjamin Burch was also re-chosen
assistant doorkeeper.
The usual messages were interchanged with the

senate on the subject of their being formed and
ready to proceed to business.

Mr. Mitcliel and Mr. Pitkin were appointed a
committee to join with Messrs. Anderson and Brad-

ley, th,e committee appointedby the senate, to wait
on the president and inform hiin .that the houses
were formed and ready to receive any communica-
tion he might have to m.ike to them.

Mr. Mitchell soon after reported the performance
by the committee of the duty assigned them; and
that the president had informed them he would
make a communication in writing to-morrow at
twelve o'clock. And the house adjourned.

Tuesday, J\ ovemher 5—At 12 o'clock this day the

message which follows was received from the

president of the United States, by Mr. Edward
Coles, his secretary, accompanied by a voluminous
collection of documents, in the reading of which,
the house progressed till half past 3 o'clock, when
the house adjourned.

President's Message.
The president communicated to both houses by-

Mr. Edward Coles, his private secretary, the toi
j

lowing Message.
Fe!lo~v citizens of the senate,
and of the house of representatives.

In calling you together sooner than a separation
from your homes would otherwise have been requi-
red, I yielded to considerations drawn from the pos-
ture of foreign affairs ; and in fixing the present,
for the time of your meeting, regard was had to

the probability of further developeraents of the po-
licy of the belligerent powers towards this country-,
which might the more un.te the national councils,
m the measures to be pursued.
At the close of the last session o (

"

Congress, it was

hoped that the successive confirmations of the ex-
tinction of the French decrees, so far as they viola-

ted our neutral commerce, would have induced lie

government of Great Britain to repeal its orders in

council ; and thereby authorise the removal of the

existing obstructions, to her commerce with the

United States.

Instead of this reasonable step towar s sat sfac-

tion and friendship between the two nation*, the or«
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ders were, at a moment when least tohave been ex-

pected, put into more rigorous execution ; and it

was communicated through the Britisfi envoy just
arrived, that, whilstthe revocation of the edicts oi
France as officially made known to the British

government, was denied to have taken place ; it

Was an indispensable condition of the repeal of the
British orders, that commerce should be restored
to a footing, that would admit the productions and
manufactures of Great Britain wlien owned bv
neutrals into market shut against them bv her ene-

my ; the United States bemg given to understand
thai, in the meantime, a continuance of their non-

importation act woidd lead to measures of retali-
ation.

At a later date it has indeed appeared, that a com-
munication to the British government, of fresh evi-
dence of the repeal of tiie French decrees against
our neutral trade, Mas followed by an intimation,
that it had been transmitted to the British Plenipo-
tentiary here; in order that it mightreccive full

Consideration in the depending discussions. This
communication appears not to have been received i

But the transmission of it hither, instead of found-

ing on it an actual repeal of the orders, or assuran-
ces that the repeal would ensue, will not permit us
to rely on any effective change in the British cabi-

net. To he ready to meet with cordiality satisfac-

tory proofs of such a change, and to proceed, in the

meantime, in adapting our measures to the views
which have been disclosed through that minister,
will best consult our whole duty.

\n the unfriendly spirit of these disclosures, in-

demnity and address for other wrongs have conti-

nued to be withheld, and our coasts and the mouths
of our harbors have again witnessed scenes, not
less derogatory to the dearest of our national rights,
than vexatious to the regular course of our trade.

Among the occurrences produced by the conduct
Of British ships of war hovering on our coasts, was
an encounter between one of them and the Ameri-
can frigate commanded by captain Rodgers, ren-
dered unavoidable on the part of the latter, by a fire,

commenced without cause by the former; whose
commander is, therefore, alone chargeable with the
blood unfortunately shed in maintaining- the honor
of the American flag

-
. The proceedings of a court of

enquiry, requested by captain Rodgers, are com-
municated—together with the correspondence rela-

ting- to the occurrence, between the secretary of
state and his Britainc majesty's envoy. To these
are added the several correspondences which have

passed on the subject of the British orders in coun-
cil—and to both the correspondences relating to the

Floridas, in which congress will be made acquaint-
ed with the interposition which the government of
Great Britain has thought proper to make against
the proceedings of the United States.

The justice and fairness which have been evinced
on the prat of the United States towards France,
both before :~nd since the revocation of her decrees
authorised an expectation that her government,
would have followed up that measure by all such
others as were due to our reasonable claims, as well
as dictated by its amicable professions. No proof,
however, is yet given of an intention to repair the
other wrongs done to the United States ; and par-

ticularly to restore the great amount of American

property seized and condemned under edicts, which

though not affecting our neutral relations, and
therefore not entering nto questions between the

In addition to this and other demands of strict

right, on that nation, the United States have much
reason to be dissatisfied with the rigorous and un-

expected restrictions, to winch then- trade with the
French dominions has been subjected ; and which,
if not discontinued, will reqnire at least correspon-
ding restrictions on importations from France into
the United States.

On all those subjects our minister plenipotentiary,
lately sent to Fans, has carried with him the neces-

sary instructions—the result of which will be com*
municated to you, and by ascertaining the ulterior

policy oi the French government towards the Uni-
ted States, will enable you to adapt to it that of

the United States, towards France.
Our other foreign relations remain without unfa-

vourable changes. With Russia they are on the
best footing of friendship. The ports of Swedeit
have afforded proofs of friendly dispositions towards
our commerce, in the councils of that nation also.

And the information from our special minister in

Denmark, shews that the mission had been attended
with valuable effects to our citizens, whose proper-
ty had been so extensively violated and endangered
by cruizers under the Danish flag.
Under the ominous indications which commanded

attention, it became a duty to exert the means com
mitted to the executive department, in providing- for
the general security. The works of defence on our
maratnne frontier have accordingly been prosecuted
with an activity leaving little to be added for the

completion of the most important ones ; and as par-
t.cularly suited for co-operation in emergencies, a

portion of the gunboats have in particular harbors,
been ordered into use. The ships of war before ia

commission, with the addition of a frigate, have
been chiefly employed as a cruising guard to the

rights of our coast. And such a disposition has
been made of our land forces as was thought to pro-
mise the services most appropriate and important.
In this disposition is included a force consisting of

regulars and militia, embodied in the Indian territoj
ry, and marched towards our north western frontier.
This measure was made requisite by several murJ
ders and depredations committed by the Indians -3

but more especially by the menacing preparations
and aspect of a combination of them on the Wabash
under the influence and direction of a fanatic of the
Shawanese tribe. Wi h these exceptions the Indian
tribes retain their peaceable dispositions towards
us, and their usual pursuits.

I must now add, that the period is arrived, which
claims from the legislative guardians ofthe national

rights a system of more ample provision for main-

taining them. Notwithstanding the scrupulous
justice, the protracted moderation, and the multipli-
ed efforts on the part of the United States to substi-

tute for the accumulating dangers to the peace of'the
two countries ; all the mutual advantages of re-

established friendship and confidence; we have
seen that the British cabinet perseveres, not only
in withholding a remedy for other wrongs so long
and so loudly calling for it ; but in the execution,
brought home to the threshold of our territory, of
measures which under existing circumstances, have |

the character, as well as the effect, of war on our
lawful commerce.
With this evidence of hostile inflexibility, to

trampling on rights which no independent nation
can relinquish ;

—congress will fell the duty of

putting the United States into an armour, and an

United States and other belligerents, were neverthe- P attitude demanded by the crisis and corresponding
less founded in such nujust principles that the re-1 with the national spirit and expectations,

paration ought to have been prompt and ample. 1 recommend accordingly, that adequate provision
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be made 'or filling the ranks and prolonging- the

gnlistments at" the regular troops ; tor an aux.liary

force to be engaged lor a more limited term ; for the

acceptance of volunteer corps, whose patriotic

ardour may court a participation in urgent services
j

for detachments, as they may be wanted, ot other

portions of the milit.a; and for such a preparation
pf the great body, as will proportion its usefulness

to its intrinsic capacities. Nor can the occasion

fail to remind you of the importance of those mili-

tary seminaries, which, in every event, will form a

valuable and frugal part of our military establish-

ment.
The manufacture of cannon and small arms has

proceeded with due success, and the stock and
resources of all the necessary munitions are ade-

quate to emergencies. It will not be inexpedient,

however, for congress to authorise an enlargement
of them.

Your attention will of course be drawn to such

provisions on the subject of our naval force, as

m \y be required for th<- service to which it may be

best adapted. I submit to congress the reasonable-

ness, also, of an authority to augment the stock of

such materials, as are imperishable in their nature,

or may not at once be attainable.

In contemplating the scenes which distinguish
this momentous epoch, and estimating their claims

to our attention, it is impossible to overlook those

develop.ng themselves among the great communi-
ties which occupy the southern portion of our
own hemisphere, and extend into our neighborhood.
An enlarsetl philanthropy, and an enlightened fore-

cast, concur, in imposing on the national councils

an obligation to take a deep interest in their desti-

nies ; to cherish reciprocal sentiments of good will ;

to regard the progress ot events ;
and not to be

unprepared for whatever order of things may be

ultimately established.

Under another aspect of our situation, the early
attention of congress will be due to the expediency
of furtlier guards against evasions and infractions of

our commercial laws. The practice of smuggling,
which is odious every where, and particularly cri-

minal in free governments, where the laws being
made by all for the good ofall, a fraud is committed
on every individual as well as on the state, attains

its utmost guilt, when it blends, with a pursuit of

ignominious gain, a treacherous subserviency, in

the transgressors, to a foreign policy adverse to that

of their own country. It is then that the virtuous

indignations of the publick should be enabled to ma-
nifest itself, through the reguhr animadversions of

the most competent laws.

To secure greater respect to our mercantile flag,
and to the honest interest which it covers ; it is

expedient also, that it be made punishable in our

citizens, to accept licences from foreign govern-
ments for a trade unlawfully interdicted by them to

other American citizens ; or to trade under false

colors or papers of any sort.

A p-ohibition is equally called for against the ac-

ceptance, by our citizens, of special licences, to

be used in a trade with the United States ; and

against the admission into particular ports of the

United States, of vessels from foreign countries;
authorised to trade with particular ports only.

Although other subjects will press more imme-

diately on your deliberations, a portion of them
cannot but be well bestowed, on the just and sound

policy of securing to our manufactures the suc-

cess they have obtained, and are still attaining in

some degree, under the impulse of causes not per-
manent ; and to oil* navigation, the fair extent «.f

which it is at present abridged by the unequal regu-
lations ot

foreign governments.
Besides the reasonableness of saving our manu-

factures from sacrifices which a change of circum-
stances might bring on them, the national interest

requires that, as respects such articeles at least, as

belong to our defence, and our primary wants, we.
should not be left in unnecessary dependence on
external supplies. And whilst foreign governments
adhere to the existing discriminations m their ports
against our navigations, and an equality or lesser dis-
crimination is enjoyed by their navigation, in our
ports, the effect cannot be mistaken, because it has
been seriously felt by our shipping interest ; and in

proportion as this take place, the advantages of an
independent conveyance of our products to foreign
markets and of a growing- body ofmanners, trained

by their occupations for the service of their countiy
in times ofdanger must be diminished.
The rccipts into the treasury, during the year

end.ng on the thirtieth of September la.st, have ex-
ceeded thirteen millions and a half of dollars, and
have enabled us to defray the current expences,
including the interest on the public debt, and to
reimburse more than five millions of dollars »f tha
principle, without recurring to the loan authorized
by the act of last session. The temporary loan
obtained in the latter end of the year 1810, has also
been reimbursed, and is not included in that amount.
The decrease of revenue, arising from the situa-

tion of our commerce and the extraordinary expen-
ses which have and may become necessary, must.
l)e taken into view in making commensurate provi-
sions for the ensuing year. And I recommend to

your consideration the propriety of ensuring a suf-

ficiency of annual revenue, at least to defray the

ordinary expences of government, and to pay the
interest on the public debt, including that on new
loans which may be authorised.

I cannot close this communication without ex-

pressing my deep sense of the crisis in which you
are assembled ; my confidence in a wise and hono-
rable result of your deliberations, and assurances of
the faithful zeal with winch my co-operating duties
will be discharged ; invoking, at the same time, Ihe

blessings of Heaven on our beloved country, and
on all means that may be employed, in vindicating
its rights and advancing its welfare.

(Signed) JAMES MADISON.
Washington, JVov. 5, 1811.

-~>

Public Documents.
ORDERS LY COUNCIL.
MR. FOSTER TO WK. MUNKOE.

Washington, *vly, 3, 1811.—Sir, I have had the
honor of slating to you verbally, the system of de-

fence to which his majesty has been compelled to

resort for the purpose of protecting the maritime

rights and interests of his dominions against the

new description of warfare that has been adopted by
his enemies. I have presented to you Ihe grounds
upon which bis majesty finds himself still obliged
to continue that system, and i conceive that I shall

best meet your wishes as expressed to me this morn-

ing, if in a more formal shape I should lay before

you the whole extent of the question, as it appears
to his majesty's government to exist between Great*

Britain and America.

I beg leave to callyour attention, sir, to the prin-

ciples on which his majeiy's orders in council

were originally founded. The decree of Berlin was

d^ectly sw«l expressly jm. act »f war, by whi<|SV
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France prohibited all nations from trade or iriler-
|

course with Great Britain under peril of Confisca-

tion oi their ships and merchandize ; although
France had not the means of imposing an actual

blockade in any degree adequate to such a purpose.
The .mmediate and professed object of this hostile

decree was the destruct,on of all British commerce

through means entirely unsanctioned by the law of
J

nations and unauthorized by any received doctrine

of legitimate blockade.

Tins violation of the established law of civilized

nations in war would have justified Great Britain

iti retaliating upon the enemy, by a similar inter-

diction of all commerce with France, and with such

other countries as rmght co-operate with France in

her system of commercial hostility against Great

Britain.

The object of Great Britain was not, however,
the destruction of trade, but its preservation under

siiich regulations as might be compatible with her

own security, at the same time that she extended an

indulgence to foreign commerce, which sinct prin-

ciples would have entitled her 10 withhold. The reta-

liation of Great Britain was not therefore urged to

the full extent of her right, our prohibition ofFrench
trade was not absolute but modified, ami in return

for the absolute prohibition of all trade with Great

Britain, we prohibited not all commerce with

France, but all such commerce with France as

should not. be carried on through Great Britain.

It was evident that this system must prove prejudi-
cial to neutral nations ; this calamity was foreseen,

and deeply regretted. But the injury to the neutral

nation arose from the aggression of France, which

liad compelled Great Britain in her own defence to

resort to adequate retaliatory measures of war. The

operation on the American commerce of those

precautions which the conduct of France had ren-

dered indispensable to our security, is therefore to

be ascribed to the unwarrantable aggression of

France, and not to those proceedings on the part

p.fGre it Britain, which that aggression had rendered
nee i ..try and just.
The object of our system was merely to counter-

act an attempt to crush the British trade ; Great

Britain endeavoured to permit the continent to re-

ceive as large a portion ofcommerce as might be prac-
ticable through

"
Great Britain

;
and all her subse-

quent regulations, and every modification of her

system by new orders or modes of granting or with-

holding- licenses, have been calculated for the pur-
pose of encouraging the trade of neutrals through
Gre at Britain, wherever such encouragement might
appear advantageous to the general interests of com-

merce, and consistent with the public safety of the

nation.

The justification of his majesty's orders in

Council, and the continuance of that defence
have always been rested upon the existence of

the decrees of Berlin and Milan, and on the per-
severance of the enemy in the system of hostility
Which has subverted the rights ofneutral commerce
on the continent

;
and it has always been declared

On the part of his majesty's government, that when-
ever France should have effectually repealed the de-

crees of Berlin and Milan, and should have restored

neutral commerce to the condition in which it steed

previously to the promulgation of those decrees,
we should immediately repeal mir orders in council.

France has asserted that the decree oi' Berlin

Was a measure ofjust retaliation on her part, occa-

sioned by our previous aggressions and the French

government lias insisted that our system of blqck-
ude, as it existed previous to the decree of Ber-

Iiii, was a manifest violation of the received law of
nations ; we must therefore, sir, refer to the arti-

cles of the Berlin decree, to find the principles of
our system of blockade which France considers to

be new, and contrary to the law ot nations.

By the 4th and 8th articles it is stated as a justi«
fication of the French decree, that Great Britain
" extends to unfortified towns and commercial
"

ports, to harbors, and to the mouths of rivers,
" those rights ot blockade, which by reason and
" the usage of nations are applicable only to forti-
" fied places ; and that the rights of blockade ought
" to be limited to fortresses really invested by a suffi-
" cient force."

It is added in the sams articles that Great Britain
" has declared places to be in a state of blockade,
" before which she has not a smgle ship of war, and
" even places which the whole British force would
" be insufficient to blockade, entire coast and a
" whole empire."

Neither the practice of Great Britain nor the
law of nations has ever sanctioned the rule now
laid down by France, that no places excepting for-

tresses in a complete state of investiture can be
deemed lawfully blockaded by sea.

If such a rule were to be admitted it would be-

come nearly impracticable for Great Britain to

attempt the blockade of any port of the continent,
and our submission to this perversion of the law of

nations, while it would destroy one of the principal

advantages of our naval superiority, would sacri-

fice the common rights and interests of all maritime
states.

It was evident that the blockade of May, 1S06,
was the principal pretended justification of the de-

cree of Berlin, though neither the principles on

which that blockade was founded, nor its practical

operation, afforded any color to the precedings of

France.

In pomt of date the blockade of Ma)-, 1806, pre-
ceded the Berlin decree ; but it was a just and legal
blockade according to the established law of nations,
because it was intended to be maintained and was

actually maintained m an adequate force appointed to

guard the whole coast described in the notification,
and consequently to enforce the blockade.

Croat Britain has never attempted to dispute that

in the ordinary course of the law of nations, no

blockade can be justifiable or valid unless it be sup-

ported by an adequate force destined to maintain it>

and to expose to hazard all vessels attempting to

evade its operation. The blockade of May, 1806,
was notified by Sir. secretary Fox, on this clear

principle, nor was that blockade announced until

he had satisfied himself by a communication with

his majesty's board of admiralty, that the admiralty

possessed the means and would employ them, of

Watching the whole coast from Brest to the Elbe,
and of effectually enforcing the blockade.

The blockade of May, 18'J6, was therefore (ac
cording to the doctrine maintained by Great Britain)

just and lawful in its origin, because it was sup-

ported both in intuition and fact by an adequate
naval force. This was the justification of that

blockade until the period of time when the orders

in council Were issued.

The orders in council were founded on a distir.ct

principle, that of defensive retaliation. France
had declared a blockade of all the ports and coasts

of Great ritain, and her dependencies, without

assigning, or being able to assign any force to sup-

port that blockade. Such apt of the enemy would'

have justified a declaration of the blockade of the

whok co.ist of Fraficct even without the application
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©fany particular force to that service, b.nce the

proniulg..i Oil 01 the orders in council the blockade

01 May, 18J0, has been sustained and extended by
the more coniprehens ve system 01 defensive retalia-

1

lion on which vhose regulations ore founded. But
it the orders in counc 1 should l)e abrogated, the

blockade tit' May, 1806, could not continue under

our construction oi'the law oi nations, unless that

blockade should be maintained by a due application
of an adequate naval force.

America appears to concur with France in assert-

ing* that Great fJntian was the original aggressor in

the attack on neutral rig-hts, and has particularly

objected to the blockade of May, 1806, as an ob-

vious instance of that aggression on the part oi

Great Brtian.

Although the doctrines of the Berlin decree re-

specting the rights of blockade, are not directly as-

serted by the American government, mr. Pmkney's
correspondence would appear to countenance the

principles on which those doctrines are founded—
The objection directly stated by America against
the blockade of May, 1806, rest on a supposition
that no naval force which Great Britian possessed,
or could have employed for such a purpose, could

have rendered that blockade effectual, and that

therefore it was necessarily irregular, and could not

possibly be maintained in conformity to the law of

nations.

Reviewing the course of tins statement, it will ap-

pear that the blockade of May, 1806, cannot be

deemed contrary to the law of nations, cither under
the objections urged by the French, or under those

declared or insinuated by the American govern-
ment, because that blockade was hit .ntamed by a

sufficient naval force ; that the decree of Berlin

was not therefore justified either under the pretexts

allcdgcd by France, or under those supported by

Amer:ca, that the orders in council were founded
on a just pr nciple of defensive retaliation against
the Violation of the law of nations committed by
France in the decree of Berlin, that the blockade
ofMay 1806 is now included in the more extensive

operation of the orders in council, and lastly, that

the orders in counc. 1 will uot be continued beyond
the effectual duration of the hostile decrees of

France, nor will the blockade of May, 1806, conti-

nue aiier the repeal of the orders in council, unless

his majesty's government shall think fit to sustain it

by the special application ofa sufficient naval force.

This fact will not be suffered to remain m doubt,
and if the repeal of the orders in council should take

place, the intention of his majesty's government
respecting the blockade ofMay, 18u6, will be noti-

fied at the same time.

I need not recapitulate to you the sentiments of

his majesty's government so often repeated on the

subject of the French Minister's note to gen. Arm-

strong, dated the 6th of last August. The stu-

died ambiguity of that note has since been amply ex-

pi lined by the conduct and language of thegovern-
me it of France, of which one of the most remark-
abl • instances .s to be found in the speech of the

ci^ef of the French government on the 17th of h.st

month to certain deputies from the free cities Oi

Hamburg, Bremen and Lubeck, wherein he de-

clares that the Berlin and Milan decrees shall be the

public code of France as long as England maintains
her orders in council of 1806 and 1807. Thus pro-

nouncing as plainly as language will admit that the

system o violence and injustice of which he is the

founder, will be maintained by him until the defen-
sive measures of retaliation to which they gave rise

<to the part of Great Britain shall be abandoned.

Ii other proofs were necessary to shew the conti-

nued existence of those obnoxious decrees, they
may be discovered in the imperial edict dated at Fon-

tambleau, in October 19, 1S10, that monstrous pro-
duction of violence, in which they are made the

basis ofa system ofgeneral and unexampled tyran-

ny and oppression over all countries subject to, alli-

ed with, or within reach of the power of France ;

in the report of the Frer.Ji minister for foreign af-

fairs dated last December, and in the letter oi the

French minister of justice to the president of the

council of prizes. To tins letter, sir, I would wish

particularly 10 invite your attention ; the date is the

25th December, the authority it comes from most

unquestionable, and you will there find, sir, the
duke of Massa in giving his instructions to the

council of prizes in consequence of the president of
the United States' proclamation of November 3,

most cautiously avoiding to assert tl.at the French
decrees were repealed and ascribing" not to such rer

peal but to the ambiguous passage which he quotes
at length from Mr. Champagny's letter ofAugust 5,
the new attitude taken by America, and you Will
also find on evidence in the same letter of the conti-

nued capture of American ships after November,
and under the Berlin and Milan decrees, having
been contemplated by the French government, since

there is a special direction given for judgment on
such ships being suspended in cohsccjuence of the
American proclamation, and for their being kept as

pledges for its inforccment.

Can then, sir, these decrees be said to have been

repealed at the period when the proclamation of the

President of the United States appeared, or when.
America enforced her iion-importation act against
Great Britain ? Arc they so at this moment ? To the

first question the state papers which I have referred

to, appear to give a sufficient answer. For even

supposing that the repeal has since taken place, it is

clear that on November the 3rd there was no ques-
tion as to that not being then the case ; the capture
of the sh.p New-Orleans Packet seized at Bordeaux,.
and of the Grace Ann Green, seized at or carried in-

to Marseilles, being cases arising under the French
decrees of Berlin and Milan as is very evident.—
Great Britain might therefore complain of being
treated with injustice by America, even supposing
that the conduct of France had since been unequi-
vocal.

America contends that the French decrees are re-

voked as it respects her ships upon the high seas,
and you, sir, inform me that the only two Ameri-
can ships taken under their maritime operation as

you are pleased to term it, since November 1
, have

been restored
;
but may not they have been re-

stored in consequence of the satisfaction felt in

France at the passing of the non importation act,

in the American congress, an event so little to b:;

expected ; for otherwise, having been captured in

drrect contradiction to the supposed revocation,-

why were they not restored immediately r

The fears of the French navy however prevent
many cases of the kind occurring on the ocean un-

der the decrees of" Berlin and Milan but the raosl!

obnoxious and destructive parts of those decrees
are exercised with full violence not only in the ports
of France, but in those of ail other countries t<>

which France thinks she can commit injustice will*

impunity.
Great Britain has a right to complain that neu-

tral nations should overlook the very worst feature

of those extraordinary ac Is, and should suffer their

trade lobe made a medium of an unprecedented,

vieletitj o.iid cicns.trour, system of attack upon h~?
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resources, a species ofWarfare unattempted by any

civilised nation before the present period. Not only-

lias America suffered her trade to be moulded into

the means of annoyance to Great Britain under the

provisions
of the French decrees, but a construing

those decrees as extinct upon a deceitful declara-

tion of the French cabinet, she has enforced her

non-importation act against Great Britain.

Under these circumstances I am instructed by

my government to urge to that of the United States

the injustice ofthus enforcing that act against h s

majesty's dominions, and I cannot but hope that a

spirit
of injustice will induce the United States' gov-

ernment to reconsider the line of conduct they

have pursued, and at least to re establish their

former state of strict neutrality.

I have only to add, sir, that on my part I shall

ever be ready to meet you on any opening which

may seem to afford a prospect of restoring com-

ple'at harmony between the two countries, and

that it will at all times give me the greatest satis-

faction to treat with you on the important concerns

so interesting to both. I have the honor to be, &.c

AUG. J. FOSTER.
To the Hon. James Monroe, &c. &c. &e-

MR. FOSTER TO MB. MUXROE.

Washington, July 11, 1811.

Slit,
—In consequence of our conversat.on o{

yesterday, and the observations which you made

respecting that part ofmy letter to you of the 3d

instant, wherein I have alluded to the principle on

which his majesty's orders in council were origi-

nally founded, I think it right to explain myself in

order to prevent any possible mistake as to the

present situation of neutral trade with his majesty's
enemies.

It will only be necessary for me to repeat what

kas already, long since, been announced to the

American government, namely, that his majesty's
orders in council of April 26, 1809, superceded
those of November, 1807, and relieved the system
of retaliation adopted by his majesty against his

enemies from what was considered in this country
as the most objectionable part of it, the option

given to neutrals to trade with the enemies of Great

Britain through British ports on payment of a

transit duty.
This explanation, sir, will, I trust, be sufficient

to do away any impressions that you may have re-

ceived to the contrary from my observations re-

specting the effects which his majesty's orders in

council originally had on the trade of neutral na-

tions. Those observations were merely meant as

preliminary to a consideration of the question now
at issue between the" two countries.

I have the honor to be, with th<* highest consi-

deration and respect, sir, your most obedient hum-
ble servant. AUG. J. FOSTER.

To the honorable James Monroe, &c.

MR.

mg the operation of the late act of congresg pro*
hibiting all importation from the British dominion?.

There have been repeated avowals lately made by
the government of France, that the decrees of
Berlin and Milan were still m full force, and the
acts of that government have corresponded with,

those avowals.

The measures of retaliation pursued by Great
Britain against those decrees are consequently to

the great regret ot his royal highness still necessa-

rily continued.

I have had the honor to state to you the light in

which his royal highness, the prince regent, viewed
the proclamation of the president oflast November,. ,

and the surprise with which he learnt the subse-

quent measures oi Congress against the British

trade.

American ships seized under his majesty's order$
in council, even after that proclamation appeared,
were not immediately condemned, because it was
believed that the insidious professions of France

might have led the American government and the

merchants of America into an erroneous construc-

tion of the intentions of France.
But when the veil was thrown aside, and the

French ruler himself avowed the continued exist-

ence of his invariable system, it was not expected
by his royal highness that America would have
refused to retrace the steps she had taken.

Fresh proofs have since occurred of the resolu-

tion of the French government to cast away ail

consideration of the rights of naticej in the un-

precedented warfare they have adopted.

America, however, still persists in her injurious
measures against the commerce of Great Britain,

and his royal highness has in consequence been

obliged to look to means of retaliation against
those measures which his royal highness cannot

but consider as most unjustifiable.
How desirable would it not be, sir, ifa stop could

be put to any material progress in such as_\ stem of

retaliation, which, from step to step may lead to the

most unfriendly situation between the two countries?

His majesty's government will necessarily be

guided in a great degree by the contents ofmy first

dispatches as to the conduct :.iey must adopt to-

wards America.
Allow me then, sir, to repeat my request to learn

from you whether I may not convey to his royal

highness what 1 know would be most grateful to his

royal highness' feelings, namely the hope that he

may be enabled by the speedy return of America

from her unfriendly attitude towards Great Britain,

to forget altogether that he ever was obliged to have

any other object in view besides that ofendeavoring
to promote the best understanding possible between

the two countries.

I have the honor to be, with the highest consi-

deration, sir, your most obedient, humble servant.-

FOSTER TO MR. MUXROE.

Washington, July 14, 1811.

Sir—His majesty's packet boat having been so

long detained, and a fortnig-ht having elapsed since

my arrival at this capital, his royal highness the

prince regent will necessarily expect that I should

have to transmit to his royal highness some official

communication as to the line of conduct the Ame-
rican government mean to pursue. I trust you
will excuse me therefore, sir, if without pressing
for a detailed answer to my note of the third instant,

I anxiously desire to know from you what is the

president's determination with respect to suspend.

AUG. J. FOSTER.
The honorable James Monroe, &c He. i£c.

MR. FOSTER TO MR. MONROE.

Washington, July 16, 1811.

Sir—I had the honor to receive the letter which

you addressed to me under yesterday's date request-

ing an explanation from me, in consequence of my
letters ofthe 3d and 14th instant, of the precise ex-

tent in which a repeal of the French decrees is by
his majesty's government made a condition of the

repeal of the British orders, and particularly whe-

ther the condition embraces the seizure of vessels

and merchandize entering French ports in contra-

vention of French regulations, as well as the cap?
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ture on the high seas, of neutral Vessels and thcirl

cargoes, on the mere allegation that they ai'e bound
to or from British port9, or that they have on board

British productions or manufactures ; as also, stat-

ing that in your view of the French decrees, they

comprise regulations essentially different in their

principles, some ofthem violating the neutral rights
of the United States, others operating against
Great Britain, without any such violation.

You will permit me, sir, for the purpose of an-

swering your questions as clearly and concisely as

possible, to bring into view the French decrees

themselves, together with the official declaration

of the French minister which accompanied them.

,
In the body of those decrees, and in the declara-

tions alluded to, you will find, sir, express avow-
als that the principles on which they were founded,
and the provisions contained in them, are wholly
new, unprecedented, and in direct contradiction to

all ideas of justice and the principles and usages
of all civilized nations.

The French government did not pretend to say
that any one of the regulations contained in those

decrees was a regulation which France had ever

been in the previous practice of.

They were Consequently to be considered, and
were indeed allowed by France herself to be, all of

them, parts of a new system of warfare, unautho-

rised by the established laws of nations.

It is in this light in which France herself has

placed her decrees, that Great Britain is obliged to

consider them.
The submission of neutrals to any regulations

made by France, authorised by the laws of nations

and practised in former wars, will never be com-

plained of by Great Britain; but the regulations of

the Berlin and Milan decrees do, and are declared

to violate the laws of nations and the rights of neu-

trals, for the purpose of attacking through them
the resources of Great Britain. The ruler of

France has drawn no distinction between any of

them, nor has he declared the cessation of any one

of them in the speech which he so lately addressed

to the deputation from the free imperial Hanse

Towns, which was on the contrary a confirmation

of them all.

Not until the French decrees therefore shall be

effectually repealed, and thereby neutral commerce
be restored to the situation in which it stood previ-

ously to their promulgation, can his royal highness
conceive himself justified, consistently with what
heowes to the safety and honor of Great Britain,

in foregoing the just measures of retaliation, which

|
his majesty in his defence was necessitated to adopt
iagainst them.

I trust, sir, that this explanation in answer to

your enquiries will be considered by you sufficiently

satisfactory; should you require any further, and
which it may be in my power to give, I shall with
the greatest cheerfidness afford it.

I sincerely hope, however, that no further

delay will be thought necessary by the president
in restoring the relations of amity which should
rver subsist between the United States and
Great Britain, as the delusions attempted by the

government of France have now been made mani-

fest, and the perfidious plans of its ruler exposed ;

by which, while he adds to and aggravates his sys-
tem of violence against neutral trade, he endeavors
to throw all the odium of his acts upon Great Bri-

tain with a view to engender discord between the

neutral countries, and the only power which stands

up as a bulwark against his efforts at universal

tyranny and oppression.

Excuse me, sir, if I express my wish as early as

possible to dispatch his majesty's packet boat with
the result of our communications, as his majesty's

government will necessarily be most anxious to
hear from me- Any short period of time, however,
which may appear to you to be reasonable, 1 will

not hesitate to detain her.

1 have the honor to be, with the highest conside-

ration and respect, sir, your most obedient humble
servant. AUG. J. FOSTER.
To the honorable James JMonroe, (Jc. &c. &c.

Mil. MONROE TO MU. FOSTER.

Deportment of State, May 23, 1811.

Sir—I have transmitted to the president your
several letters of the 3d and 16th of this month re-

lative to the British orders in council and the block-

ade of May 1806, and I have now the honor to

communicate to you his sentiments on the view
which you have presented of those measures of

your government.
It was hoped that your communication would

have led to an immediate accommodation of the dif-

ferences subsisting between our countries, on the

ground, on which alone it is possible to meet you.
It is regretted that you have confined yourself to a
vindication of the measures which produced some
of them.
The United States are as little disposed now as

heretofore to enter into the question concerning the

priority ofaggression by the two belligerents, which
could not be justified by either, by the priority of
those of the other. But as you bring forward that

plea in support of the orders In council, I must be

permitted to remark that you have yourself fur-

nished a conclusive answer to it, by admitting- that

the blockade of May 1806, which was prior to the
first of the French decrees, would not be legal*
unless supported through the whole extent of the

coast, from the Elbe to Brest, by an adequate
naval force. That such a naval force was actually

applied and continued in the requisite strictness

until that blockade was comprised in and superced-
ed by the orders of November of the following year,
or even until the French decree of the same year,
will not I presume be alledged.
But waving this question of priority, can it be

seen without both surprise and regret, that it is still

contended, that the orders in council are justified

by the principle of retaliation, and that tins princi-

ple is strenghtened by the inability of France to

inforce her decrees. A retaliation is in its name,
and its essential character, a returning like for

like. Is the deadly blow of the orders in council

against one half of our commerce, a return of like

for like to an empty threat in the French decrees,

against the other half? It may be a vindicative hos-

tility, as far as its effects falls on the enemy. But
when falling on a neutral who on no pretext can b-j

liable for more than the measure of i jury received

through such neutral it would not be a retaliation,
but a positive wrong, by the plea on which it is

founded.
It is to be further remarked that the orders in

council went even beyond the plea, such as this has

appeared to be, in extending its operations against
the t.\ide of the United States, with nations which,
like Russia, had not adopted the French decrees,
md with all nations which had merely excluded the

British flag; an exclusion resulting- as matter of
course with respect to whatever nation Great Bri-

tain might happen to be at war.

I am far from viewing the modification originally
contained in these orders, which pe?-mits neutrals to
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prosecute their tFade with the continent, through
Great Britain, in the favorable light in which you
represent it. It is impossible to proceed to notice

the effect of this modification without expressing
our astonishment at tl ; extravagance of the politi-

cal pretension set up - y it : a pretension which is

utterly imcompatible with the sovereignty and inde-

pendence of other states. In a commercial view it

is not less objectionable as it cannot Fail to prove
destructive to neutral commerce. As an enemy,
Great Britain cannot trade with France. Nor does

France permit a neutral to come into her ports
from Great Britain. The attempt of Gi-eat Britain

to force our trade through her ports; would have
therefore the commercial effect of depriving the

United States altogether of the market of her enemy
for their productions, and of destroying their value

in her m.irket by a surcharge of it. Heretofore it

has been the usage of bellig-erent nations to carry
on their trade through the intervention of neutrals ;

and this had the beneficial effect of extending to

the former the advantages of peace, while suffering
under the calamities of war. To reverse the rule

and to extend to nations at peace the calamities of

war, is a change as novel and extraordinary as it is

at variance with justice and public law.

Against this unjust system, the United States en-

tered, at an early period, their solemn protest:
—

They considered it their duty to evince to the world
their high disapprobation of it, and they have done
so by such acts as were deemed most consistent

with the rights and the policy of the nation. Re-
mote from the contentious scene which desolates

Ettrope, it has been their uniform object to avoid

becoming a party to the war. With this view they
have endeavored to cultivate friendship with both

parties by a system of conduct which ought to hare

produced that effect. They have done justice to

each party in every transaction in which they have
been separately erg-aged with it. They have observ-

ed the impartiality which was due to both as belli-

gerents standing on equal ground, having in no
instance given a preference to either at the expence
of the other. They have borne too with equal in-

dulgence injuries from both, being willing- while

it was possible to impute them to casualties insepa-
rable from a cause of war, and not to a deliberate

intentioft tp violate their rights, and even when that

intention could not be mistaken, they have not lost

sight of the ultimate object of their policy. In the

measures to winch the}' have been compelled to re-

sort, they have in. all respects maintained pacific re-

lations with both parties. The alternative present-
ed by their late acts, was offered equally to both, and
could operate on neither, no longer than it should

persevere in its aggressions on our neutral rights.
The embargo and non-intercourse, were peaceful
measures. The regulations which they imposed on
our trade were such as any nation might adopt in

peace or war, without offence to any other nation.

The non-importation is of the same character, and
vfit makes a distinction at this time, in its operation
between the belligerents, it necessarily results from
a compliance ofone with the offer made to both, and
which is still open to the compliance of the other.

In the discussions which have taken place on the

subject of the orders in council and blockade, of May
1806, the British government in conformity to the

principle on which the orders in council are said 1o

"be founded, declared that they should cease to ope-
rate as soon as France revoked her edicts. It was
stated also, that the British government would pro-

Qccdpurri passu, frith the government of France, in

the revocation of her edicts. I will proceed to shew
that the obligation on Great Britain to revoke her
orders is complete, according to her own engage-
ments, and that the revocation ought not to be lon-

ger delayed.

By the act of May 1st 1810, it is provided,
" That

if either Great Britain or France should cease to

violate the neutral commerce of the United States,
wh.ch fact the president should declare by procla-

mation, and the other party should not within three

months thereafter revoke or modify its ediats ml ke

manner, that then certain sections in a former act

interdicting the commercial intercourse between
the United States and Great Britain and France ann
Jieir dependencies, should from and after the expi-
ration of three months from the date of the procla-

mation, be revived and have full force against the

former, its colonies and dependencies, and agamst
all articles the growth, produce or manufacture of
the lame."
The v,olations of neutral commerce alluded to in

this act were such as were committed on the high
seas. It was iri the tradte between the United States
and the British dominions, that France had violated
the neutral rights ofthe United States by her blocka-

ding edicts. It was with the trade of France and her
allies that Great Britain had committed similar vio-

lations by similar edicts. It was the revocation of

those edicts, so far as the* committed such vio-

lations, which the United States had in view, when

they passed the law of May 1st 1810. On the 5tU

August 1810, the French minister of foreign affairs

addressed a note to the minister plenipotentiary of

the United States at Paris, informing him that the

decrees of Berlin and Milan were revoked, the revo-

cation to take effect on the first of November
following : that the measure had been taken by his

government in confidence that the Brit.sh govern-
ment would revoke its orders and renounce its new

principles of blockade, or that the United States

would cause their rights to be respected, conforma-

bly to the act of May 1st, 1810.

This measure of the French government was
founded on the law of May 1st, 1810, as is expressly
declared in the letter of the duke of Cadorc announ-

cing it. The edicts of Great Britain, the revocation of

which were expected by Franco, were those alluded

to in that act
;
and the means by which the United

States should cause their rights to be respected, in

ease Great Britain should not revoke her edicts^
were likewise to be found in the same act. They
consisted merely in the enforcement of the non-

importation act against Great Britain, in that un-*

expected and improbable contingency

The letter of the 5th of August, which announced
the revocation of the French decrees was commu-
nicated to this government, in consequence of when
the president issued a proclamation on the 2nd of

November, the day after that on which the repeal of

the French decrees was to take effect, in which he

declared, that all the restrictions imposed by the act

of May 1st, 1810, should cease and be discontinued

in relation to France and her dependencies. It was

a necessary consequence of this proclamation also,

that if Great Britain did not revoke her edicts, the

non-importation would operate on her at the end of

three months. This actually took place. She de-

clined the revocation, and on the 2d of February

last, that law took effect. In confirmation of the

proclamation an act of congress was passed on the

2d of March following.
Great Britain still declines to revoke her edicts on

the pretension that France has not revoked bus
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under that impression she infers that the United

.States have done her injustice by carrying' into ef-

fect the non-importation against her.

The United States maintain that France has re-

voked her edicts so far as they violated their neutral

rights, and were contemplated by the law of May
1st, 1810, and have on that ground particularly

claimed and do expect of Great Britain a similar

revocation.

The revocation announced officially by the French

minister of foreign affa.rs to the ministers plenipo-

tentiary of the United States at Paris, on the 5th of

August, 1810, was in itself sufficient to justify

the claim of the United States to a correspondent

measure from Great Britain. She had declared

that she would proceed pari passu in the repeal

with France, and the day being fixed when the re-

peal of the French decrees should take effect, it

was reasonable to conclude that Great Britain

would fix the same d :y for the repeal of her orders.

Had this been done the proclamation ofthe president
would have announced the revocation of the edicts

of both powers at the same tune, and in consequence
thereof the non-importation would have gone into

operation against neither. Such too is the natural

course of proceeding in transactions between inde-

pendent states ; and such the conduct which they

generally observe towards each other. In all com-

pacts between nations it is the duty of each to per-

form what it stipulates, and to presume on the good
faith of the other, for a like performance. The
United States having made a proposal to- both belli-

gerents were bound to accept a compliance from

cither, and it was no objection to the French com-

pliance, that it was in a form to take effect at a fu-

ture day, that being a form not unusual in laws and

other public acts! Even when nations are at war
and make peace, this obligation of mutual confi-

dence exists, and is respected. In treaties of com-

merce, by which their future intercourse is to be

governed, the obligation is the same. If distrust

and jealousy are allowed to prevail, the moral tie

which binds nations together in all their relations,

in war as well as in peace, is broken.

What would Great Britain have hazarded by a

prompt compliance in the maimer suggested ? She

had declared that she had adopted the restraints im-

posed by her orders in council with reluctance, be-

cause of their distressing effect on neutral powers.
Here then was a favourable opportunity presented
to her, to withdraw from that measure with honor,
!>e the conduct of France afterwards what it might.
I!;id ('rent Britain revoked her orders, and France
failed to fulfil her engagement, she would have

jya'ned
credit at the cxpenoe of France, and could

sustained no injur} by it, because the failure

of Trance to maintain her faith would have repla-
ced Great Britain at the point from which she had

departed. To say that a disappoi ited reliance on

the good faith of her enemy, would have reproached
her foresight, would be t.> set a higher value on that

o'.iality than on consistency and good faith, and
would sacrifice to a mere suspicion towards an ene-

my the plain obligations ofjustice towards a friendly
power.
Great Britain has declined proceeding pari passu

with France in the revocation of their respective
edicts. She has held aloof and claims of the Uni-
d States proof not only that France has revoked

hep decrees, but that she continues to act in com-
formity with the revocation.
TO shew that the repeal is respected it is. deemed

sufficient to state that not one vessel has been cen-
deained by French tribunals, on the principles of

Vol. 1

those decrees, since the 1st of November last. The
New-Orleans Backet from Gibraltar to Bordeaux
was detained but never condemned. The Gracu
Ann Green, from the same British port, to Mar-

seilles, was likewise detained but was afterwards de-

livered up unconditionally to the owner, as was such

part of the cargo of the New-Orleans Packet as con-
sisted of the produce of the United States. Both
these vessels proceeding from a British port, carri-

ed cargoes, some articles of which in each, were

prohibited by the laws of France, or admissible by
the sanction of the government alone. It does not

appear that their detention was imputable to any
odier cause. If imputable to the circumstance of

passing from a British to a French port, or on ac-

count of any part of their cargoes, it affords no
cause of complaint to Great Britain, as a violation

of our neutral rights. No such cause would be af-

forded, even in a case of condemnation. The right
of complaint, would have belonged to the United
States.

In denying the revocation of the decrees so far

as it is a proper subject of discussion between us, it

might reasonably be expected that you would pro-
duce some examples of vessels taken at sea, in

voyages to British ports, or on their return home,
and condemned under them, by a French tribunal

None such has been afforded by you. None such
are known to this government
You urge onjy as an evidence that the decrees

are not repealed, the speech of the emperor ofFrance
to the deputies from the free cities of Hamburg,
Bremen and Unlock ; the imperial edict dated at
Fontainblean on the 19th October 1810 j the re-

port of the French minister of foreign affairs dated
in December last, and a letter of the minister ofjus-
tice to the president of council of prizes of the
25th of that month.
There is nothing in the first ofthese papers incom-

patible with the revocation of the decrees, in re-

spect to the United States. It is distinctly declared

by the emperor in his speech to the deputies ofthe
Hanse Towns, that the blockade of the British Is-

lands shall cease when the British blockades cease
;

and that the French blockade shall cease in favor of
those nations in whose favor Great Britain revokes

hers, or who support their rights against her pre-

tension, as France admits the United States will do

by enforcing the non-importation act. The same
sentiment is expressed in the report of the minis-
ter of foreign affairs. The decree of Fontainbleau

haying no effec-k on the high seas, cannot be brought
into this discussion, It evidently has no connection
with neutral rights. The letter from the minister of

justice, t^the president of the council of prizes, i.->

of a different character. It relates in direct terms
to this subject, but not in the sense in which you
understand it. After reciting the nete from the
duke of Cadore of the 5th of August last, to the
Vmerican minister at Paris, which announced the

repeal of the French decrees, and the proclamation-
of the President in consequence of it, it states that
all causes arising under these decrees after the 1st of

November, winch were then before the court, o-

might afterwards be brought before it, should not b -

judged by the principles of the decrees, but be sus-

pended until the 2d of February, when the Unitei

States having
1 fulfilled their engagement, the cat!

tures should be declared void, and the vessels and
their cargoes delivered up to their owners. This

paper appears to afford an unequivocal evidence e#
the revocation of the decrees, so far as relates to ti: e

United States. By instructing the French tribunal
to make no decision till the 2d ofFcbuary, and then
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neutral. When advanced in favor of an enemy, it

would be the most preposterous and extravagant
claim ever heard of. Every power when not re-

strained by treaty, has a right to regulate its trade
with other nations, in such manner as it finds most^
consistent with its interests ; to admit, and on its

own conditions, or to prohibit the importation of
such articles as arc necessary to supply the wants,
or encourage the industry of its people. In what

light would Great Britain view an application from
the United States for the repeal of right of any act

of her parliament, which prohibited the importa-
tion of any article from the United States, such as

their fish or their oil P Or which claimed the dimi-
nution of the duty on any other, such as their to-

bacco on which so great a revenue is raised ? In
what light would she view a similar appl, cation
made at the instance of France, for the importa-
tion into England, of any article the growth or
manufacture of that power which it was the policy
of the British government to prohibit.

If delays have taken place in the restitution of
American property, and in placing the American
commerce in ihe ports of France on a fair and

satisfactory basis, they involve questions, as had

| already been observed, in which the United States

are interested. As they do not violate the

to restore the property to the owners, on a particular

event which lias happened, all cause ofdoubt on that

point seems to be removed. The United States may

j ustlv complain of delaying the restitution ofthe pro-

perty, but that is an injury which affects them only.

Great Britain has no right to complain of it. She

was interested only in the revocation of the decrees

by which neutral rights would be secured from fu-

ture violation ; or if she had been interested in the

delay it would have afforded no pretext for more than

a delay in repealing her orders, till the 2d of Febru-

ary. From that day at farthest the French decrees

would cease. At the same day ought her orders to

have ceased. I might add to this statement, that

every communication received from the French go-

vernment, either through our representatives there,

or its representatives here, are in accord with the

actual repeal of the Berlin and Milan decrees, in re-

lation to the neutral commerce of the United States.

J>ut it will suffice to remark that the best, and only,

adequate evidence of their ceasing to operate, is the

defect of evidence that they do operate. It is a case

where the want of proof against the fulfilment of a

pledge is proof of its fulfilment. Every case occur-

ring, to which, if the decrees were in l'orce, they
would be applied, and to which they are not applied,
is a proof that they arc not in force. And if these

|

;ilone

proofs have not been more multiplied, I need not revocation by France, of her' edicts, they cannot
remind you that a cause is to be found in the numer-

impair the obligation ofGreat Britain to revoke hers,
ous captures under your orders in council, which

continue to evince the rigor with which they are en-

1'jrced after a failure of the basis on which they
were supposed to rest.

But Great Britain contends, as appears by your
last letters, that she ought not to revoke her orders

in council, until the commerce of the continent is

restored to the state in which it stood before the Ber-

lin and Milan decrees were issued; until the French

decrees are repealed not only as to the United States,

but so as to permit Great Britain to trade with the

continent. Is it then meant that Great Britain

.should be allowed to trade with all the powers with

whom she traded at that epoch ? Since that time

France has extended her conquests to the north and
raised enemies against Great Britain, where she

then had friends. Is it proposed to trade with them

notwithstanding the change in their situation ?

Between the enemies of one date and those of anoth-

er, no discrimination can be made. There is none in

reason nor can there be any, of right, in practice.
Or do you maintain the general principle and con-

tend that Great Britain ought, to trade with France

and her allies ? Between enemies there cat) be no

yommerce. The vessels of either taken by the

other are liable to confiscation and are always con-

fiscated. The number of enemies or extent of

country which they occupy, cannot affect the

question. The lawa of war govern the relation

which subsists between them, which especially if

the circumstances under consideration are invaria-

ble. They were the same in times the most remote
tint they now are. Even if peace had taken pli.ee

between Great Britain and the powers of the con-

tinent, she could not trade with them without their

consent. Or does Great Britain contend, that

ihe United States as a neutral power, ought to open
the continent to her commerce, on such terms as

she may designate ? On what principle can she set

up such a claim ? No example of it can be found

in the' history of past wars, nor is it founded in any

recognized principle of war, or in any semblance
of reason or right. The United States could not

j
tion, worthy of the prompt and amicable measure

maintain such a claim in their own favor though (adopted by the prince regent in coming into poty-

nor change the epoch at which the revocation ought
to have taken place Had that duly followed, it is

more than probable that those circumstances, irre-

lative as they are, which have excited doubt in the

British government of the practical revocation of

the French decrees, might not have occured.

Every view which can be taken of this subject in-

creases the painful surprise at the innovations oit

all the principles and usages heretofore observed,
which are so unreservedly contended for. in your
letters of the 3d and 16th inst. and which, if per-
sisted in by your government, present such an ob-

stacle to the wishes of the United States, for a re-

moval of the difficulties which have been connect-

ed with the orders in council. It is the interest of

belligerents to mitigate the calamities of war, and

neutral powers possess ample means to promote
that object, provided they sustain with impartiality
and firmness, the dig-nityof their station. If belli-

gerents expect advantages from neutrals, they
should leave them in the full enjoyment of their

rights. The present war has been oppressive be-

yond example, by its duration, and by the desolation

it has spread throughout Europe. It is highly im-

portant that it should assume, atleast, a milder cha-

racter. By the revocation of the French edicts, so

far as they respected the neutral commerce of the

United States, some advance is made towards that

desirable and consoling; result. Let Great Britain

follow the example. The ground thus gained will

soon be enlarged, by the concurring and pressing
interests of till parties, and whatever is gained,
will accrue to the advantage of afflicted humanity.

I proceed to notice another part of your letter ot

the 3d inst. which is viewed in a more favorable

light. The president has received with great sa-.

tisfaction the communication, that should the orders

in council of 1807 be revoked, the blockade of May,
of the preceding year, would cease with them, and

that any blockade which should afterwards be insti-

tuted, should be duly notified and maintained by
an adequate force. This frank and explicit declara-
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er, seems to remove a material obstacle to an accom-

modation of differences between our countries, and

when followed by the revocation of the orders in

council, will, as I am authorised to inform you,

produce an immediate termination of the non-im-

I portation law, by an exercise of the power vested in

1 the president for that pih-pose.
I conclude with remarking that if I have confi-

ned this letter to the subjects brought into view by

jours, it is not because the United States have lost

sight in any degree, of the other very serious caus-

es of complaint, on Which they have received no

Satisfaction, but because the conciliatory policy of

this government has thus far separated the case

of the orders in council from others, and because

With respect to these others, your communication
has not afforded any reasonable prospect of .resu-

ming them, at this time, with success* It is

presumed that the same liberal view of the true

interest of Great Britain, and friendly disposition
towards the United States, which induced the

prince regent to remove so materia] a difficulty as

Jlad arisen in relation to a repeal of the orders in

council, will lead to a more favorable further con-

sideration of the remaining difficulties on that sub-

ject, and that the advantages ofan amicable adjust-
ment of every question, depending" between the two

countries, will be seen by your government, m the

same light, as they are, by that ofthe United States.

I have the honor to be, &c.

(Signed) JAMES MONROE.

(to be coxtikted.)

Statistical Notices of Russia.
The Russian empire contains a greater extent of

country than ever before was governed by an Indi-

vidual.* It reaches from the g-ulf ofBothnea, on the

west, to the sea of Katnsehatka, in the east ; and, in

some places, from the 45lh to the 72nd deg. of north
latitude ; computed to have a surface of 4,900,000

square miles, and to contain between 45 and 50 mil-

lions of people.
The greatestextent ofterritory is in Asia. Russia,

in Europe, has about 1,400,000 square miles, and

41,500,000 inhabitants, or 35 to a square mile—the

empire averages between nine and ten.

The enumeration of 1783 was taken with great
accuracy ; it appeared there were then, in the 41

governments of Russia, 12,838 529 male persons
—

Supposing an equal number of fe-

males, the amount will lie - 25,677,800
Add for the Cossacs and other un-
numbered tribes - - - 1,720,000

27,397,000

6,355,000

"Whole population in 1783
New acquisitions since 1782, inclu-

ding Finland, lately wrested from
Sweden

Natural increase since 1783—say""
one half of the original number
in that year, allowing the popula-
tion to double itself in 56 years, > 13,698,500
without regarding the geometri- 1

cal proportion on which popula- I

tion advances J
Whole population in 1811 - 47,440,000

Of which we allow only five millions and a half
to Russia, in Asia. This estimate raises the popu-
lation nearly 10 millions more than is generally ad-

mitted in our geographical treatises ; but is founded,

* The Persian and Roman empires, at their utmost
height, contained about. 1,700,000 square miles.

we apprehend, upon pretty correct principles. In
1803 there were married in the empire 302,467
couples died, 791,979. Born, 1,279,321—mul-

tiply tlie latter by 33 years, which is sometimes
considered as a generation, and we have a grand
total of 42/317,593. In this statement nothing is

exaggerated, but much mtlst have been omitted t

for from the wild nations inhabiting Russian
Asia, the receipt of correct returns could not be

expected. Besides, when we call to mind the im-
mense improvements that have latterly been made
in this country ; examine its roads and canals, and
the various excitements held out to industry, in the

general amelioration ofthe condition of the people,

(though yet extremely wretched) and view the exer-

tions made to encourage agriculture and commerce,
we are inclined to believe we are still below the real
amount of the population of the empire, which is

certainly increasing.

Though the population of Russia is greater than
that of France, the physical force of the empire is

much less ; owing to the scattered situation of the

people, nnd the moral impossibility of concentrat-

ing their force at any given point. France, it is

said, can spare a million of men for her armies, ani
sometimes has sent 600,000 troops out of her ter-

ritory, to carry war into the countries of her

neighbors. Russ'a, by the most powerful, and

arbitrary exertions, more cruel, perhaps, than the
French conscription itself, has never been able to
muster half of this force for tln3 purpose. Her
army is said to consist of about 600,000 men, of
whom 500,000 are effectives.

The last return we have seen ofthe Russian navy,
rendezvousing chiefly at Cronstadt, Revel and
Archangel, gave 8 ships of 1 10 guns ; 42 of 74 and
66

; 27 frigates of 38, 32 and 28 ; 50 galleys ; 300

gun-boats, and about 30 smaller armed vessels.

Besides these, the fleet in the Black sea was said
to consist of 13 ships of the line, and about 30 fri-

gates, corvettes, &c. 20,000 saflors were then

kept in the pay of the government.
The revenue of Russia, arising from capitation

taxes, customs, monopolies, 8cc. amount to about

§60,000,000 per annum—a very moderate sum con-

sidering the population and resources of the coun-

try, but a mighty amount when the high value of

money, or cheapness oflabor, is duly estimated. It is

sufficient for ail the expences of government,
though the court is among the most luxurious and

profligate in the world.
Gold and silver mines have been worked in Russia

for many years. The whole produce, for about
100 years past, is estimated at 42,6751bs of the for i

mer, and 1,56-1,750 of the latter.

The whole annual produce of the copper mines is

computed to bs 7,350,000 lbs. The greatest expor i

tation of iron was 3,03,249 poods, valued a

§5,204,125—of this value there was exported from

Petersburg more than four millions and a half.

The timber and boards exported have been valued
at gl ,500,000 per annum.

Hemp, exported, (1793) 2,774,728 poods, worth
§'^066.615. Flax, 1,146,125 poods, valued at

554,104,100, with great quanties of hempsccd and
flaxseed, and nearly two mdliops of gallons of

hemp seed oil. The value of the flax exported
amounted, (in 1802) to nearly six millions of
dollars.

Russia manufactures an immense quantity of
sail cloth and linen. In 1802 the export was esti-

mated at £3,537,856.
In 1803 there was exported from the ports on the

Baltic and Archangel, 34,500 tohs of tallow—worth
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more than nine millions and a half of dollars. The
further produce of neat cuttle (exported) the same

year, was estimated at §5,118,571.
Wheat, rye, barley ami oats, the same year, worth

SI 1,496,245.
The balar.ee of trade, in favor of Russia, is said

to amount to $5,000,000 per aim.

Accounts in Russia are kept in Rubles and

Copecs—100 of the latter make one of the former,
worth an American doliar. When we hear of

rubles and copecs, we understand precisely so many
dollars and cents, for the value is exactly the same.

Wiights.—96 solotmcs make a Russian lb.—
401bs (which make a.pood) are equal to ^5 3-4 Ameri-
can lbs. 10 poods make a Berquet—6 berquets a

last. A berquet of10 oods is equal to 356 1-2 lbs.

American.
M'-as-ures.—Liqid, 3 Cmshkas are equal to

1 American gallon
—8 Krushkas make 1 Vedros.

D '..,—A Chetwenck is equal to 5 1-4 American
&n>; tels.

Length.—The Arsheev contains 28 American
Inches. The Sas/ien is 3 Arshcens. The tierst or

Russian mile is equal to 1500 Arsheens, or 1169 2-3

yards—a little more than 5-8 of the English or

American mile. 12 feet Russian are equal to 11

English;
(to be coimsruEB.)

American Manufactures.

Extract from Cobbett's essay, oh the English Regen-
cy, arid the difficulties of the Jilinistry.

I for my own part, do not hold, that foreign
trade is at ali necessary to the maintenance of the

independence and greatness of England. I am
quite convinced, that it is not necessary. But, it

makes part of the present system ; and at any rate,

a great diminution of it must produce a shock ; it

must, as to certain parts of the kingdom produce
very serious embarrassments ; and it must affect the

revenue and the means ofpropping up the paper money
It is quite useless to laugh at the idea of Napo-

leon's banishing all our trade from the continent of

Europe; for, it is plain that he will do it. He has

already reduced it to a mere smugging trade. He
has so loaded it with embarrassments and penalties,

tjiat it cannot be carried on but with a loss to vs.

Manufacturing cstabli hments will grow up on

the continent, whither English manufactures will

go in swarms, as they are now going from Ireland

to America. Is it preposterous to suppose that in

the countries, whence we draw our raw materials

the same goods cannot be made as we make in Eng-
land. It is not absurd to believe, that, while all the

Wool that we make into superfine cloth, comes from

Spain and Germany, superfine cloth cannot be made
in those countries ?

See what has been, only by the short operation
of the embanro and non-intercourse act, done in

America. To such an extent have the cloth and
the cotton manufactories grown up there, that I

have been credibly informed, that during last year,
the cards for carding wool and cotton shipped for

America from the port of Liverpool, have exceeded
•n amount the cloths shipped at the same port,
from the counties of Somerset and Gloucester.

I always thought, that the United States could
not produce wool in sufficient quantity, on account
of the long winters, which prevented 'the keeping
of sheep. This was a wrong notion, grounded upon
the universal mode in practice in England, ofkeep-
ing .sheep upon greeji food in winter. I now find,

th^t, in Germany, whence comes the finest wool
in the world, and where is (in Silesia) the veryj fin*
est tiock of sheep in the whole world, all the sheep
are kept in yards during six months m the year, and
no small part ofthe tune actually in houses. These
are facts not to be doubted of.

'

The food of the

sheep, during the long winter, consists of hay,
straw and roots, chiefly potatoes ; and this being
the case, America may have sheep in as great abun-
dance as they are in England.

Indeed, 1 understand that very great progress has
been already made in the increase of sheep in Ame-
rica, which has received much assistance from the

breaking up of the Spanish flocks, of which Ame-
rica has had a share.

So great is the spirit ofenterprize in this way, that
a very intimate friend of mine, near Philadelphia,
wrote to me, in July last, that the price of a Spa-
nish ram there was, in some cases, a thousand dol-

lars ; that is to say, 225 pounds of our Rank ol Eng-
land note money. But there have been great num-
bers sent to America since that time, from Spam
and Portugal ; and, whici is not a little curious,

many thousand, which I, at one time, notified that

I expected to receive in Hampshire, are, I have rea-

son to suppose, and for the sake of the worthy
owner, 1 anxiously hope it, now safely landed in

tlit: United States ! His wish, they being the finest

Hock in Spain, was to bring them to England,
where his intention was to have made a most liberal

and public spirited distribution of them : but, as I

understand, he was refused leave to send them home
in empty transports, and was, therefore, compelled
either to leave chem for the French, or ship them
off to the United States, and, of course, he chose
the latter

; and thus, perhaps, by this single act,
the epoch of the final and complete independence of

America upon England for woolens will be accele-

rated by several years ; and, with regard to the

fineness of wool, that country will be, at once,

put upon an equal footing with this.

There would be no excuse for a detail like this,
were I not thoroughly persuaded, that we have here
before us the seeds of a great event : nothing less

than the complete & absolute independence ofAme-
r.ca upon English manufactures. Cotton she had
to export ; iron she had to export ; and she had

every thing but wool, and now she has that with an

abundance of food for all sorts of manufactures ; so

that in a very short time, so far will she be from

wanting woolens from England, that she will have
them to export ; and that the manufacturers will fol-

low the manufactory, there can be no doubt at all.

Now. observe, I draw from this, no conclusion

unfavorable to the happiness or the security ,
orthe

greatness of England, none ofwhich are at all favor-

ed by the country's being a work shop for other

nations. I am satisfied that foreign trade is injurious
to England ; and that it has been one of the great
causes ofthe danger she now has to dread. But,
as I said before, foreign trade is a part ofthe pre-
sent system of finance, audits sudden decline must
add to the difficulties that the government will have

to encounter.

The regent's ministry therefore, will not in this

respect, be upon "a bed ofroses," any more than

as to matters connected with warand paper money.
They will, in short, be beset with difficulties. Look
which way they will these d. faculties face their,

not in single rank, but in column. And do they

imagine that they are destined to subdue all these?

without the cordial co-operation ofthe people I If

they do they wilMiiid themselves most cgregiously
deceived
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Population of London.
FROM A LONDON rAFEJl.

The census for the city being now arranged, we
.have subjoined a general view of the returns for

Westminster and the respective districts. The re-

turns ot the same districts in the year 1801 are ad-

ded, and the increase in the population more mi-

inutely stated, while the relative numbers of males

land females arc also given. The disproportion of

females to males is equally general throughout the

kingdom ; notwithstanding, from the registry of

births within the bills of mortality, it is calculated,
that to 105 males, there are less than 100 females

born. The parishes conspicuous for an accession

of inhabitants are also noticed. Sir William Petty,
in 1682, expected London would go on increasing-
till the year 1800, at which time ne thought the

population would amount to five millions ! Dr.

Brackenridge, in 1754, calculated the population of
London at 751,812, which was probably an over
estimate at that time.

Mates. Females. Total.

London (city) 1811 57,062 59,693 116,755

Westminster (city)

Increase

The borough

Increase

Holborn district

Increase

Tinsbury district

Increase

Tower division

Increase

"Surrey ditto

increase

^Middlesex ditto

Increase

1811

1801

1811

1801

1811

1801

1811

1801

1811

1801

74,530

70,986

,544

28,579

26,761

1,818 2,666

96,264

79,035

17,229

44,262

33,585

10,677

86,748

77,366

87.543

82,286

5,257

32,590

29,92

12 ",815

101,787

26,028

52,383

39,683

12,700

9,382

1811J6-1.219
180147,499

1811
1801

16,720

34 177

27,364

6,813

125,121

94,619

30,502

81,346

59,831

162,077

153,272

8,805

61,169
56,685

4,484

224,079
180,828

44,257

96,645

73,268

23,377

211,869

171,985

39,884

21,313

46,770
35,191

11,579

145,563

107,330

80,947

62,555

18,392

The population of London, Westminster, and the
above districts, by the present census, appears—
males 483,781, females 613,323 : total 1,099,104

Increase in ten years 133,139

The statement for the city of London includes
the whole of the 105 parishes within the boundaries.
The population of the city has not increased

within the last ten years, because its limits are fixed,
and a greater number ofhouses are yearly converted
into warehouses, Sec.

In the estimate for the Surry district, twelve
parishes are included, viz. Christchurch, Lambeth,
PTcwington, Camberwell, Putney, Cfepfttan* Wands -

worth, Kotherhithe, Strcatham, Battcrsca, Ber-

mondsey and U.chmond.
The Middlesex parishes are Kcnsing, Chelsea,

Fulham, Hammersmith, Chiswick, Ealing, Ed-
iTi mion, Tottenham, Enfield, Harrow, Twicken-
. a u, Slames, and Oxbridge.
The influx of inhabitants since 1804 appears

very conspicuous in the undermentioned parishes.

Increase.

St. Giles and St. Andrews,' Holborn - 13.948

St. Marylebone .... 11.6G0
St. George's andPancras - * - 20,680

Hackney and Bethnal Green - - 15,340
Clerkenwell and Islington - - 11,994
Lambeth and Newington - - 2 ,711

Kensington and Chelsea ... 8,936

I -

Gold coin of the realm of England.
A BILL, (as amended by the comnv ns) int'i-

tled, art act for making more effectual provisions for

preventing the current gold coin of the realm from

being paid or accepted for a greater value than the
current value of such com ; for preventing any
note or bill of the governor and company of the:

bank of England from being received for any small-
er sum than the sum therein specified ; arid for stay-

ing proceedings upon any distress by tender ofsuch
notes :

Whereas, it is expedient to enact as is herein af-

ter provided : Be it enacted by the king's most
excellent majesty, by and with the advice and con-
sent of the lords spiritual and temporal, and com-
mons, m this present parliament assembled, and by
the auth ority of the same, that from and after the.

pa.is.ng of this act, no person shall receive or pay
or any gold com lawfully current within the realm,

anymore in valve, benefit, profit or advantage, than
he true lawful value of such com; whether such
valne, benefit, profit or advantage be paid, made, or
taken in lawful money, or in any note or notes, bill

or bills, of the governor and company ofthe bank of

England, or in any silver token or tokens issued by
the said governor and company, or by any or all of
the said means wholly or partly, or by any other

means, device, shift or Contrivance whatsoever; anil

every person who shall offend therein, shall be
deemed and adjudged guilty of a m.sdemeanor,
And be it further enacted, by the authority afofe-

s.Vid, that no person shall by any means device, shift
or contrivance whatsoever, receive or pay any note
or notes, bill or bills of the governor arid company
of the bank of England, for less than the amount
oflawful money expressed therein, and to be thereby
made payable on demand

; and every person who
shall offend herein shall be deemed and adjudged
guilty of a misdemeanor.
And be it enacted, by the authority aforesaid, that

in case any person shall proceed by distress or poind-
ing to recover from any tenant, or other person
liable to such distress or poinding, any rent or sum
ofmoney due from sucli tenant or other person, it

si * 1 be lawful for such tenant or other person, in

':ver)' such case to tender notes of the governor and

company of the bank of England, expressed to be

payable on demand, to the amount of such rent or
sum so due, either alone or together with a suffi-

cient sum of lawful money, to the person on whose
behalf the distress or poindage is made, or to the
officer or person making such distress or poinding
on his behalf; and in case such tender shall be ac-
cc pted, or in case such tender shall be made and
reftrsefi; the goods taken m such distress or poind-
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ing, shall be forthwith returned to the party dis-

trained upon, or against whom such poinding' shall

have been used, unless the party distraining or poind -

ing and refusing to accept such tender, shall insist,
that a greater sum is due than the sum so tendered,
and in such case the parties shall proceed as usual
in such cases ; but if it shall appear that no more
was due than the sum so tendered, then the party
who tendered such sum shall be intitled to the costs

3. TI*e atmosphere becoming clear, and the
barometer above changeable, and rising, indicate
fair weather.

4. The atmosphere, and the barometer near
faju ; and rising, denote continued fair weather.

5. Our prognostic of the weatheris to be guided,
relatively, thus, if, notwithstanding the sinking of
the barometer, little or no rain follow, and ii;u"ter«

wards rise, we may expect continued dry weather.
6. If, during a series ofcloudy rainy weather, theof all subsequent proceedings : Provided always,

that the person to whom such rent or sum ofmoney ! barometer rise gradually, though yet be below RAili

is due, shall have and be intitled to all such other especially if the wind change from the soinh or

remedies for the recovery thereof, exclusive of dis

tresses or poinding, as such persons had or was inti-

tled to at the time ofmaking such distress or poind-

ing, if such person shall not think proper to accept
such tender so made as aforesaid Provided also,

that nothing herein contained shall affect the right
of any tenant or other such person as aforesaid

having a right to reply or recover the goods so

taken in distress or poinding, in case, withmaking
such tender as aforesaid, he shall think so fit :

Provided ahuays, and be it enacted, that every

person who shall commit in Scotland any offence

against this act, which by the provisions thereof is

constituted a misdemeanor, shall be liable to be pu-
nished by fine and imprisonment, or by either other

of said punishments as the judge or judges before

whom such offender shall be tried and convicted

may direct.

Provided always. That nothing in this act con-

tained shall extend to Ireland.

Provided akvays, and be it further enacted, That
this act shall continue and be in force to and until

the 25th day ofMarch, one thousand eight hundred
and twelve and no longer.

Barometers.

Barometers have become a very fashionable arti-

cle of furniture in this country, from the most

splendid edifice down to the meanest hovel. Yet few
stem to make any other use ofthem than to inspect
the height or depression of the mercury and to

make some inane expression of wonder at the indi-

cation wh eh they observe. This instrument is cal-

culated for other and better purposes. A late

English philosopher, who has made a variety of

curious and accurate observations on it in order to

prognosticate the weather, lays down one general
rule, which is very little attended to, by many of

these sagacious observers, viz. that previously to

observing the barometer, the state of the weather
at the time, should be accurately noticed in every

particular. Hence, to speak figuratively, we

might affix this motto to the barometer,
"

tell me
what the barometer is, and I will tell you what it

will be."

The circumstances to be collected previously to

inspecting the barometer, are, 1st. The state ofthe

atmosphere, respecting its degree of clearness or

cloudiness : 2ndly. The direction of the wind,

together with its steadiness or variableness ; and

3dly. The attitude and density of the clouds.
In order to make these observations with some

degree of certainty the following directions should
be observed

1. The barometer rising may be considered as a

general indication that the weather comparatively
with the state of it, at the time of observation, is

becoming clearer.

2. The atmosphere apparently becoming clearer
and the barometer above rain, and rising, show
a disposition in the air for fair weather.

west towards the north or east points, clear and

dry weather may be expected.
7- The weather for a short period, viz. from morn*

ing till evening, may commonly be foretold with a

considerable degree of accuracy. If the barometer
has risen during the night and is still rising, the

clouds are high and apparently dispersing, and the

wind calm, especially if it be in or about the north

or east points, a dry day may be confidently ex-

pected ; the same rule applies for predicting the

weather from evening till morning.
8. During the increase of the moon there seems

to be a greater disposition or effort in the ah for

clear dry weather than in the wane : but this dispo-
sition does not usually commence till about three or

four days afier the new moon, and ceases about

three or four days afier the full moon.
9. The barometer should be observed occasionally

thrice in the day, or oftener when the weather i»

changeable, in order to notice whether the mercury
be stationary, rising or sinking ; for from this cir-

cumstance, together with the direction of the wind

and the apparent state of the air at the time, is in-

formation to be collected, and a continuance ofthe

same, or a sudden change of the weather, to be fore-

seen.

1 0. Lastly observe always ; the higher the mer-

cury shall stand in the scale in each instance, and

the more regularly progressive its motion shall be,

the stronger will be the indication : likewise, the

more the wind inclines towards the north or cast

points, the greater will be the disposition in the

air for fair weather.
The indications for rainy weather will obviouslv

be the direct reverse of those rules which predict;

fair weather.
Frost is indicated in winter by the same rules that

indicate fair weather, the wind being in or about

the north east points and the thermometer sinking
towards 32.

A fall of snow seldom comes without a previous
frost of some duration, and is indicated by the sink-

ing of the barometer, especially if the mercury be

below changeable, and the thermometer at or near

the freezing point.
When the temperature of the air is about 35 deg.

snow and rain sometimes fall together ; at a -.varmer

temperature than 35 deg. it seldom snows, or rains

at a colder temperature.
Thunder is presaged by the same rules which

indicate rain, accompanied by sultry heat ;
the

thermometer being up to 75.

Storms, hurricanes, and high winds, are indica-

ted by the barometer falling suddenly or sinking

considerably below much nAiN.
The barometer is known to be rising or sinking

by the mercury having either a convex or concave

surface, or by the perceptible rise
.
or descent of

the mercury, If at the time ofobservation the baro-

meter be gently rapped.
If at any time the weather should differ widely

from the indications of the barometer, it may be
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presumed, as is sometimes known to happen, that a

particular
is affected by local circumstance.

After a long continued series of wet weather, we

may, when the weather becomes fine, expect an

uninterrupted continuance of dry weather.

If after a long series of wet weather, the barome-

ter rise above changeable, and the wind veer

steady to the north or east points, a continued dura*

tion of fair weather may be expected.
Slow and progressive variations in the barometer

with a fixed and steady state of the wind, indicate

permananev with the change.
The barometer standing at or above faiu denotes

generally lair weather, although the atmosphere
wear at the time an unfavourable aspect.

Lastly the greatest coincidence there is of the

circumstances enumerated in the rules above men-

tioned, the stronger may our confidence he in the

expectation of fair weather and in the continuation

of it when present, by the barometer whilst high,

remaining stationary, or varying but little, and the

state of the atmosphirc, and direction of the wind

disponed to be settled.

FROM A DISTANT COHM J-.SJ'ONDENT.

Philosophical Disquisitions.
No. I.

Since most of the operations of nature elude the

eye of philosophy, by reason of their being carried

on in the dark ; it becomes necessary to employ
collateral and relevant acts by way of analogy to

gain insight. Our knowledge of chemistry affords

great assistance in illustrating those mysterious

subjects, since the disposition of matter depend
principally upon the laws of affinity.

Various opinions have been entertained by men of

information respecting the solar system and the

great and wonderful changes which are continually

taking place in it. The sun they suppose to be fix-

ed, and the planets placed at a proper distance,

obey the sum as a centre of motion. It seems rea-

sonable to suppose that the sun was first formed,

by Divine Providence, of a certain portion of mat-
ter which was acted upon by two causes, riz. attrac-

tion and repulsion.

By attraction we understand the relation or affinity
which the particles of matter have for each other.

By repulsion, we understand a power called heat

flr caloric, which is continually acting in opposition
to attraction. If a sufficient quantity enters a solid,
it changes to a liquid. If a still greater, it is changed
to a state of vapour or gas.
The above agents act upon all matter ; it was

given by the God of nature that different effects

should be produced by them. It has pleased the
Wise Disposer of all things to create matter, per
haps it is nothing more than attraction and repul-
v'm; be this as it may, it is not our business to

inquire what it is, or why it was formed.
Now it seems evident that the planets were first

formed by the action of the above agents
—and that

all minor changes which take place on each planet

individually were effected by said causes variously
modified.

As soon as the sun was placed out of the reach
of remote causes the heat which it contained began
to act upon it in opposition to attraction. This
gave rise to motion. After heat had acted some
time on this matter, the parts of which it was com-
posed became separated in such a manner as to
throw the particles partially out of the sphere of
each others attraction contained in the separated
particles.

The quantity of matter in the sun being lessened
in consequence of the repulsive power of heat, it

follows that the particles which were first separa-
ted have a less affinity for the solid aggregate, be-
cause the quantity of solid matter is diminished and
ot course its attraction lessened. After a certain

portion of heat was evolved to volatilize the sun's?

surface, and diffused throughout space for the pur-
pose of keeping the component parts of matter at a

respectful distance from the solid mass, a sufficient

quantity remains to keep up motion or combustion.
The particles already separated from the sun and

partly out of its sphere of attraction, begin to act

upon each other in consequence of lessened affinity
to the parent. A new aggregate is now formed at a
certain distance from its parent matter. As the young
agg''egate increases in size, its attraction for the

separated particles likewise increases, and, in a short

time, it begins to be acted upon by the parent. Re-

pulsion is now employed in preventing the new ag-
gregate from uniting with the old. Repulsion,
therefore being removed from parts of matter first

separated, and the separated particles continually
uniting with the newly formed mass, its whole force
is now employed in preventing attraction from unit-

ing the infant matter to its parent.
The attraction which the parent and offspring

have for each other, and the repulsion they meet
with by heat, cause great exertion to be made on
the part of both. This exertion compels the infant
to lance or revolve round its parent in an orbit ; in

consequence of which a just balance is kept up
between the two contending powers. This infant

mass we call Her^hell. Nov.- a certain portion of
heat has been continually acting upon the original
mass, so as to cause a separation of some of its

parts; these parts of matter can have no affinity
for the first offspring

1

, as there is an equal balance
between attraction and repulsion. They necessari-

ly come in contact, unite and form another infant

mass nearer the parent than the first, this is called

Saturn, lie not only respects his parent, but looks

up to his elder brother and is partly governed bv
him. They respect and attract each other and
travel round their parent, making considerable ex-
ertion to get to him but are prevented by their re-

pulsive enemy—an equal portion of attraction and

repulsion being employed in keeping up a just ba-
lance between primitive matter and that which in-

formed from it, whilst repulsion continues its action

on the original. A third being in a short time
makes his appearance called Jupiter. Still near-
er the parent than the second: thus a certain num-
ber of new beings are continually forming from the

old, until there is an equal portion of pr imitive

and disengaged matter separated. Repulsion now
is obliged to exert its whole force upon them to pre-
vent their united affections. The original matter
of which the sun Mas composed behiff first actedwas compo
upon by heat, gave rise to motion. The effect of

this motion is a number of new beings, viz. Hershell,

Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Earth, Venus, Mercury,
&c. The new being, in course of time, form laws
of their own. Although the parent is the govern-
or, having imbibed the same principles of which
the oid is composed, they begin to be acted upon
after they come to maturity by the same cause
which gave them existence, viz. repulsion by heat

which acts upon the eldest first and in a short time
it is delivered of its own grand son to the original.
This is llershcll's most remote moon. The same
mode of generation is carried on by him until he is

not capable of further propagation. The same

change takes place in the next eldest offspring Sa
:
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turn, until it comes down to the j'oungest of the

orig.nal stock. It seems highly probable tha.

the fixed stars are so many suns, with their several

regions and sets of planets revolving' round them
formed in the same manner. It is certainly absurd
to suppose they are fixed in the heavens only to
adorn a canopy over our heads.

I have traced several modifications of matter from
the original, and these modifications produce a great
variety of causes, or exciting powers, which exciting
powers produce effects to be mentioned hereafter.—
The above theory to some may seem absurd. But

thev will think more favorably of it, after the se-

cond number in whiqh I shall take into considera-
lion minor changes produced in each individual

planet. _______ Cebes.

The Chronicle.

The legislature of Maryland me,t at Annapolis on

Monday. Colonel Thomas, of St. Mary's county,
was elected speaker of the senate ("the station he held
in the last senateJ after having declined being consider-
ed a candidate for the office of governor. Tobias E
Stansbury, the former speaker, was elected speaker Bnffaloc in the British sloop of'war Queen Charlotte;

ofthe house of delegates, without opposition. Thomas
\

ana
"

sne complimented him with a salute on his landing.

Rodger's, Esq. was appointed clerk of the senate, and

had quartered for the night—that himself made his

escape with much difficulty. He expects Manshac
and party were either killed or taken.
" The report is generally believed here, as the

Spaniard appears intelligent." He moreover states, that Manshac had an in-

tercepted letter from governor Cordero to some of
the commandants of the royal party, in which he

says
" that he intended soon to march against Fort

Claiborne with a force of 6000 men, in consequence
of our interference in Florida." Mexico is be-

sieged by a large army of republicans—they are

badly armed—the royalists posses the magazines.
The American captain R. Smith has been killed in

the republican service."

Bostox, November 2
Canada oak.—The Queen Charlotte of 12J guns,

'

launched at Deptford, (~EnglandJ last July, was

found-in September last to be in a rapid state of decay ;

the timber in which the decay has taken place was

principally of Canada oak- She was about seven

years in building.
Complusaxck.—His excellency William Hull, go-

vernor of Michigan, was conveyed from Detroit to

John Brewer, Esq. clerk of the house of delegates.
The proceedings endpapers laid before the legislature
shall be particularly noticed in our next number.

William Hunter, is chosen a seiiator of the United
Statesfrom Rhode Island, in the place ofMr. Cham-
plin, resigned.
We are yet with/rut definite intelligence from the

north western frontier. Governor Harrison is on the
Wabash with about 1300 men, of whom 130 are U?iited
States' troops, 700 militia, 130 cavalry, and a body
of riflemen.

It is stated that Wade Hampton has resigned his
commission as a brigadier general in the army of the
United States, on account of the requisition made bif

the Secretary of War for the attendance of colonel

Cashing; at the court martial for the trial of general
Wilkinson, who was under arrest by order ofgeneral
Hampton.

Extract of a letter from an officer in the American
service, to his friends in Frankfort, Ken. dated

"Nachitocks, September 23.
" A Spaniard arrived here yesterday, who made

oath before Or. Sibly, a justice of the peace, that
he was an artillerist sometime since at St. Antoine,
in the service of the republicans, and that the corps
to which he had been attached had joined the royal
party much against his inclination; and that co'lo-
nels Manshac and Bernard, with captains Gon-
salvcs and Hanandes, (all in the republican interest)had been empowered to go to the United States
with instructions to treat for arms and ammunition,
saying that the republicans had upwards of three
millions of dollars, which the United States' go-
vernment could have by sending a vessel round to

bring it away— arid that the governor Cordero. who
commands somewhere in the interior, learning of
the expedition, gave intimation of it to governor
Sftlcedo, at St. Antoine, with an order to send out
patrohs to intercept the partv, if possible. That
himself was one of the patroles sent—that he de-
serted his party and joined Manshac—that thev
crossed the Sabine, and had gotten within 60 mile's
of this place (Nachitocbes) when they were over-
taken by a large party, who surrounded the house
£Mr. Bernard's) in which Manshac and his partv

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES.
HOUSE OE IlErilESEXTATIVKg.

Thuhsday, Nov. 7.—Mr. Mitchell, moved, that

the usual standing committees be appointed, viz. a
committe of elections, of claims, of commerce and

manufactures, and on the district of Columbia, of

ways arid means, on public lands, of post-ojficcs and

post-roads, of revisal ami unfinished business, and a
committee of accounts.

Mr. Dawson thought it would be better to postpone,
the appointment of these committees until to-morrow,
in order to give the speaker further time to become

acquainted with the members.
Mr. Mitchell had no objection to a short delay.
Mr. Bimvell hoped the committee of elections at

least would be appointed immediately, as he had a pe-
tition to present relative to a contested election.

Mr. Burwell's propositoji was assented to, and the

appointment of all other committees wan post[toned un-

til To-morrow.

Mr. Burwell then presented the petition of Johr*

Talliaferro of Virginia, complaining of the undue
election of John JJ . Hungcrford, as a. member of flu',

house. Referred to the committee of elections^

Mr. Blackled'je observed, that as the house at pre-
sent appeared to have no business be rore them, he would

move to adjourn. This motion was agreed to—47 to 43.

And the house ailjo timed( quarter before 1 2 o'clock.J.
'

The Editor's Department.
Accompanying this number is a supplement of eight

pages, containing a variety of miscellaneous matter.

The pressure of the public documents, which it i-; a.

chief design to Register, received at a late hour, and

coming upon us unpreparedfor so great a quantity,
has deranged this week's business not a little. Their

publication will be continued in the next number ;

vith which, f.or the more early conveyance of them to

our readers, another supplement will be isssed, if

necessary.

fXj* With mingled sensations ofpleasure and regret »

the editor is compelled to make known his present ina-

bility to supply many new subscribers with the

four first numbers of the Register. They are

reprinting with all convenient dispatch, and will b>.„

forwarded in a very short time, as ordered.
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Of the Invasion of Spain by Bonaparte.
ABRIDGED FROM THE MOST AUTHENTIC SOtJKCES.

CHAPTER IV.

(CONTINUED FROM PARE 143.)

Tiie Trench general Wedel had been dispatched
from Madrid, with 6000 troops, to the succor of

D.rpont, who ordered him to guard the roads from
Jaen to Baylen and to Ubeda. During the truce
this general advanced upon Baylen, and suddenh
attacked Med ng, who was altogether unprepared.
The battalion of Cordova was surprized and made
prisoners, and two field pieces were also taken ;

but the success, thus basely obtained, was dearh

purchased ; for Dupont, in consequence, was com
pelied to include Wedel in the capitulation, with
all the French troops who might be stationed be-

tween the summit of the Sierra and Baylen. The
French force, before the battle, amounted to 14,000,
that ofthe Spaniards to 25,000, half of whom were

peasantry. When Dupont first demanded terms,
C.istanos replied, that they Would grant no other
than that they should be prisoners of war, with

permission to the general and his officers to wear
their swords, and take with them a portmanteau
each, filled with clothes only, in consequence of
the pillage which they bad committed ; and in the

official dispatches it was stated, that the whole of

Dopont's division were prisoners of war, whereas,
those under Wedel were to be sent to France by
sea. These terms were communicated to the junta
of Seville, both by Castanos and count de Tilly,
one of their own body, who was with the army,
and they were officially made known to lord Col-

lingwood. Nevertheless, it seems, by what after

Wards occurred, that the actual capitulation was of

a very different character—that Castanos did
not] army to France, and he addressed a letter of com*

insist upon stripping the French of their plunder, [plaint
to Morla. Moria replied, that the Conditions

anil that he agreed to transport the whole of them! of the treaty were in themselves impossible, The
to llochefort. V±hy the 'official accounts differ so Spaniards had neither transports nor the means of

materially from the truth, has not been explained ;jprocuring them ; nor, if they had, was it supposed

therefore were exasperated against, die French on
accountof these atrocities, :>s veil as by thai £ene«
ral feeling of just indignation which the cause of
the war necessarily excited. Their junta had issu

ed a formal declaration of hostilities gains! Fran<
|

but the people knew and felt that this •

ordinary war, and that no formality could
it so ; that the French hud not entered t! ir c<

try as fair and honorable enemies, but basely and
perfidiously, in the character of allies ; that- their

actions, after the first treachery, had be n those of
ruffians and murderers; and that thus they had.
forfeited all claim to the common courtesies aiv ;

i

'•

servances of war. The Spaniards, therefore, did
not consider these men as sdldiers, but as cr mirtals ;

they had laid down their arms, but they could not

lay down their crimes ; and it was impossible for
those who had any sense of the importance of
contest in which they were engaged, the sanelity of
the principles for which they were struggling^ even
of what was due to the it own honor and individual

feelings, to regard the French as they would have
regarded any other enemies. Dupont, after his sur-

render, invited the Spanish officers to dine flitli him,
and they, one and all, per mptorily refused, without

assigning any apology or excuse — hut with an •un-

disguised impulse of abhorrence, shrink:."!; from
him, as from one with whom it was infamous -to as*
sociate.

It is said that letters were intercepted Which h'<3

had dispatched toJunot after his capitulation, yrg*
ing him to march with his main force into Andalusia,
pointing out to him what places to a'tfcaok, aw!
promising to rally the prisoners and join him.—•

Whether this were true, en- only a fabrication, in*

tended to excuse the junta for breaking the engage"
ment into which Castanos had entered, Dupont
soon perceived it was not intended to transport Ida

nor why terms were granted so much more favora

ble than Dupont, under such circumstances, was en-

titled to demand. It is more easy to discover why
they were not executed.

Dupont had entered Andalusia in full expectation

ofeasdy crushing the rebels, as he styled them,

following the monstrous language of his master.

According, therefore, to the usual custom of the

French generals, he had plundered wherever he

went ; his soldiers had been let loose upon the

t country and nothing wus safe from their rapacity,
their, cruelty, and their lust. Cordova, where they
had experienced some, resistance, suffered especi-

ally ; but the people of Aud'ujar, who fo-bore to

aid their countrymen, in the hope, perhaps, of

purchasing their own security by submission, were

ah: i pillaged without mercy. The Andaiusians,ltrhmiphant.
M

that, the English would suffer them to pass, certain
as they must he, (hat the French v ild immediate*
Jy carry on the war on some other point or perhaps
on the same. Neither Castanos, he said, nor Du-
pont himself, could ever have thought that the

capitulation would be executed ; the object of the
former was to relieve himself from embarrassment g

that of the Utter, to obtain conditions, winch,
though impossibleto fulfil, might give an ppearaneto
of honor to his surfen ier.

There can be little doubt that .Morla was original'

iy disposed to submit to the F'i fcncfe ; his subsequent
conduct is not explicable upon any other supposi*
tion ; but it seems ai if 'he great arid unexpected
luccess oi' the Spaniards had shaken him,' and that
he wilting to be a patriot, while patriotism was

In his correspondence-with admiral
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Rosilly, 'tie had carefully abstained from all language
Which might foment the indignation of Ins country-

men, and offend Bonaparte. Now, on the contrary,

he'spofci boldly, and tsked Dupont what right such

an inny as his could have to demand the execution

of treaties? Had it not entered Spain professing

friendship and alliaBce ; imprisoned the king and the

royal -&niily ; plundered his palaces ; ravaged his

towns; and robbed ami assassinated his subjects?
The national honor of" the Spaniards; lie said, would
iiot permit their rulers to treat sitch enemies other-

wise -than as they were treated 5 and Dupont was
warned against drawing upon himself, by his impru-

dence., more and more he indignation of; the people,
and admonished, by submission and a suitable be-

haviour, to weaken the strong sense, of the atroci-

ties he li id committed at Cordova. That general, and

his st frj however, would have been sent to France,
had it not been for an accident which inflamed the

indignation of* the- Spaniards to the highest degree.
As his baggage was on the way to the water-side to

be embarked, some church plate, part of the plunder
from Cordov 1,/e!! on', of one of the bag's. It was
seen by the people, and they instantly seized upon
the whole of the plunder which ths French were
about to -carry off. Dupont, with great effrontery,
addressed a second letter to Morla, on which he

"invoked the principles of honor and probity for

the restitution of his property" This provoked
tli indignant reply which it deserved, "

It never was

my intention" said Morl.», "and si ill less that of the

supreme junta, that you and your army should car-

ry out of Spain, the fruit of jour rapacity, cruelty
and impiety. II^w cottklyou conceive this possible ?

ITnv could you believe us to be so stupid, and sense-

less ? Can a capitul .'ion which speaks onlj of your
equipage, give you a property 'm the treasure's which

your army has accumulated by means of murder,
cruelty, and sacrilege .' Is there an}' reason or right,
which requires that faith or even humanity, should
be observed towards an army which entered the

kingdom of a friend and ally under false pretences;
seized its king and all his family, extorted from
him a renunciation in favor of their own monarch,
and, because the nation would not submit to a

transfer, which, even if their king had been at liber-

ty he ha 1 no power to make, proceeded to pillage
the palaces and towns, to profane and plunder the

churches, murdering the ministers of the altar, ra

vlshing virgins, seizing every article of value which

they could transport, and destroying what thev
were forced to leave behind } Is it possible," said

Morlaj "that they when deprived of the fruits of their

iniquity, should have the impudence to appeal to

the principles of honor and probity ? My natural mo-
deration," lie added, "has induced mc to write to your
excellency hitherto with a certain respect ; but, in

reply to such extraordinary demands, which amount
to this, "do you sack the temples and houses of

C.tuiz, in order to indemnify me for the plunder of

Cordova and other towns, which the populace ha^e
tak 11 from me," I could not refrain from a slight
sketch of your conduct. Lay aside such expecta-
tions, and congratulate yourselves that the noble
character of the Spanish people makes them abstain
from exercising the vile officer ofexecutioners."

Dupont and his staff were now detained as prison-
ers. It would probably have been dangerous to

have embarked them
; and the general himself,

perhaps, began to apprehend, that, however
wretched his situation in Spain, there was little

hope of amending it by returning to France. Morla
informed the people that their transportation was

suspended by the junta of Seville, for weighty

reasons, not fit to be made public. Those reasons

have never transpired ; but, for the terms which
Castanos had agreed to, of carrying the whole aimy
to France, it is manifest that such terms ought not

to have been granted, and that the junta of Seville

could not execute them without betraying their

country
— fot what was it but transporting them

out of Andalusia, that they might recross the Py-

renees, and begin their atrocities anew ; hrst in

other provinces, and finally in Andalusia itself,

whither they would return with additional forces to

complete their work, and take vengeance for their

defeat ? It is not to be supposed that any terms can
bind a government to act in direct, certain and
maniest opposition to the welfare of the people ; but
it behoved the junta of Seville solemnly to have

proclaimed this, to have disavowed the act of their

general, and to have censured him, notwithstanding
his victory.
The feeling of the Spaniards was so strong, in

consequence of the atrocities which they had wit-

nessed, that Morla was called. upon, by anon) mous
letters from many parts of Spain, to consider. Du-

pont.and the other generals as robbers and murder-

ers, ai>d bring them to condign punishment. If

Murat, indeed, had been made prisoner, the execu-
tions which he had ordered at Madrid after the in-

surrection, and in cool blood, would havejustified the

Spaniards,,in putting him, and every member of his

bloody tribunal, to a public and shameful death ; the

blood of theiv murdered brethren, the honor ol their

country, and the general good of mankind would
have required such an example. With regi vd to

Dupont and his staff, it Was otherwise ; and Morla,
wiio thought the wish of putting ihem 'o death was

disgraceful to his countrymen, ought not to have
ifiixed a stain upon them by publicly replying to

anonymous letter- . But it is apparent, from the

general style of his reply, that he now expected
Bonaparte would be successful in his usurpation,
and that he took this opportunity of publishing
opinions to which he might refer as proofs of con-

sistency, after he should have abandoned the patri-
otic cause, and betrayed his country.

—In detaining
the prisoners, he said, he had only obeyed the junta
of Seville ; to obey was all he had to do : for it

was not in his character or manner of thinking ever
to resist a constituted authority; such resistance

could only occasion civil dissentions, which were
the greatest evils a nation could suffer, and which
he would never spare any sacrifice to avoid. This

night have been the careless language of an honest

man, but it became apparent that Morla had weigh-
ed his expressions well, and used them with a defi-

nite meaning, and a definite purpose, which he after-

wards acknowledged the government of the intru-

der as a constituted authority ; informed the Spa-
niards that no evil was so great as tiiat of seeing
their country the seat of war, and exhorted them
to put an end to that evil by the sacrifice of indivi-

dual honor and national independence, and becom-

ing slaves and traitors like, himself.

By the battle of Baylen, Andalusia was left in

peace; not a Frenchmen in arms remained in the

whole province. The victory was splendid in itself,

and of great importance in its immediate consequen-
ces ; it was worthy ofthanks-givings and rejoicings,
and policy required that the junta should celebrate

it with ostentatious solemnities. Castanos had
made a vow to dedicate his victory to king St. Fer-

nando, who, having won the city of Seville from
the Moors, is worshipped there with especial vene-

ration. Tiie ceremony was performed on the 4th

August with great pomp, and the French eagles were
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offered at the shrine, of the canonize, i Gonaueror,. persons shall lose their titles if they have any, to.

as trophies of the most signal victory thnt had been gether with the property attached to them, which
fchieved in Andalusia since his time. liut in the

|
shall devolve to the nearest heir, being French, the

language ofC istanos, there were marks of vanity
and boastfulness which detracted from the estima-

tion in which he had previously been held ; he arro-

gated to himself as much merit for the victory, as

if he, and not Reding, had commanded in the field.

(to he gontisukd.)

French Decree.
Pahceoftiiian'ox, August 23.—Napoleon by the

gnceof God, and constitutions, emperor or the

French, &c. to all present, and to come, greeting.
Different questions having been submitted to us

win regard to the condition of Frenchmen estab

lisuedin foreign countries, we have thought it right
to make known our intentions on that subject.

By our decree of the 5tii of April, 1809, we have

already pronounced with regard to such French-
men as have borne arms against their country; and

tiiose, who, residing witli a power with whom we

go to war, do not quit its territory ; or who being
summoned by us, do not obey that order.

Cut no law has yet been laid down either with

regird to Frenchmen naturalized in foreign coun-

tries, with or without our authority, or with regard
to such as have already entered, or choose to eater

in future, into the service of a foreign power.
And as it is not our wish to confound those of

rights of the wile being secured, which shall be re-

gulated as in the case of widowed.
11. Those who are naturalized abroad without

permission, and against whom the above process
has taken place, if found in the territory of the em-
pire, shall, for the first time, be arrested and con-
ducted beyond the frontiers! if they return, they
shall be condemned to a certain number of years
imprisonment not less than a year, nor more than ten

years.
Title III —Of individuals already naturalized a-

broad.

12. Individuals naturalized abroad at the period
of publication of this decree, may within a year, if

on tiie continent of Europe, within three. years, if be-

yond that continent ; within five years if beyond the

cape of Good Hope and in the Indies, obtain our con-

firmation according to the forms prescribed in tbe

present decree.

Title IV.—Of Frenchmen in the service of a fo-

reign power.
13. No Frenchman can enter the service of a

foreign power without our special permission, Mid

except under condition of returning, should we re-

cal him either by u general proclamation or a direct

order.

14. Those of our subjects who shall have obtain-

ed this permission, cannot take the oaths to the

power which they serve, without a proviso of neverour subjects who are induced from legitimate mo
tives to naturalize themselves abroad, with those I bearing arms against France, and of quitting the

whose conduct will assume the character of felony, service, even without being recalled, should that

we have resolved by these presents, to complete and power happen tn go to war with us

nukj known tms important branch of legislation. 15. The permission of entering the service of a

For these reasons, on the report of our grand foreign power, shall be granted by letters patent Ac-

cording to the forms presented m art. 21.

16 Tiiey cannot act as ministers plenipotentiary
in any treaty where our interests come into discus-

sion.

17. They must not wear a foreign cockade in

counties in subjection to us, nor there appear in a

foreign uniform ; they shall be authorised to weir

the national colours when in the empire.
13. They may nevertheless wear the decoration

of foreign orders, when they shall have received

them with our consent.

19. They may not enter France but with our spe^

c:al permission.
20. Frenchmen entering the service of a for-ign

power without cur permission, and remaining in it

after war is declared between France and that pow-

er, shall be considered as having borne arms ig:iinst

us, from the circumstance alone of their h vine, con-

tinued to form a part of a military corps destined to

net against the French empire or its allies.

21. Our ministers are charged each in his own

department, with the execution of the present de-

cree. (Signed) NAPOLEON:
By the emperor,

Count DARU, secretary o/ state;

judge, minister ofjustice, and our council of state

being heard,
We have decreed 2nd ordered, and do decree and

order as follows :
—

Title 1 OfFrenchmen naturalized abroad with
our permission

Art. I. No Frenchmen can be naturalized abroad
without our authority.

2. Our permission shall be granted by letters pa-
tent, arawn up by our grand judge, signed oy our

hand, countersigned by our secretary of stale, in

specte 1 by our cousin the price arch-chancellor,
inserted in the bulletin of laws, and registered in

the imperial court of the last place of domicile of the

person to whom they relate.

3. Frenchmen dius naturalized abroad shall en-

joy the right of possessing, of transmitting, and dl

succeeding to property, even when the subjects of
the countries where they shall be naturalized, do not

enjo, these rights in France.
4 The children of a Frenchman born in the

country where he is naturalized are aliens.

5. Frenchmen naturalized abroad even with our

permission, can at no time carry arms against
France, under pain of being indicted in o::r courts,
and condemned to the punishments enacted in the

penal code, book 3d, chap. 73.
Title II. Of Frenchmen naturalized abroad

without our permission.
6. Every Frenchmen naturalized abroad without

our permission, shall incur the loss ot his prope tv,
which shall be confiscated; he shall no longer en

joy the right of succession, and the succession f.d-

ling unto him shall p isst o the next heir, provided
he is domiciliated in Franee.

By the 7th, 8th, 9th and tenth, it is provided that

by a process instituted in the courts of justice, such

The lieutenant governor of the state of Virginia

has issued a proclamation, offering fifty dollars re-

ward, for the apprehension of a cert.in John John-

son, 'who lately made his escape from the
ja.l

of

Louisa county, to which he had been committed on

i charge of" grand larceny—said "Johnson is five

feet eight or nine inches high, of a pale complc xion

an Irishman

viour,

ian by bir:.h, very impertinent in In- bepa-

;ars hard, and is" very fond of ardent sp;

nts.
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jit'ier Hie 1st day of December, 1811, on sll staves,

lumber, horses', mules, asses, neat cattle, sheep,

hogs, poultry, live: stock, live provisions, aiid anj

kind of provisions whatever, being cf the growth
or produce of the United States of America, the

Following duties shall be paid :—
For every quintal of dried or salt cod fish fifty-five

cents; and a proportionate duty lor every barrel of

cured or pickled shad, alewives, mackarel, or sal-

mon, and the following duties in Jamaica currency.

Wheat Hour, per barrel, 6 8

Wheat bread, do. 3 4

Other bread, per hundred, 3 4

Meal, from rye, peas, beans, Indian

corn, &c. per bbl. 3 4

Peas, beans, rye, corn, Sec. per bushel, 10

llice, per cwt. 3 4

Common shingles (Boston chips) per

thousand, 3 4

Other shingles, per thousand, 6 8

Red oak staves, per thousand, 10
White oak do. do. 15

White or yellow pine lumber, do. 10

Pitch pine lumber, do. 15

Hoops, per thousand, 5

Horses, neat cattle, stock, &.c. ten per cent, advo-

lorem, at the port or place of importation.
It is also ordered, that the said permission to im-

port and export, until the said 31st day of De-

cember, 1812, shall cease in six months after notifi-

cation of such cessation shall appear in the London

Gazette, and at the expiration of six months, after

the ratification of a definitive treaty of peace.

British America.
Barbados, August 27-—At a meeting of the

planters rm(i merchants engaged in the sugar manu-

factory and trade, the following resolutions, among
others, have been passed :

That the distresses of the West India planters
have increased to an extent hitherto unexampled
and the effects which the disuse of sugar in the

distilleries has already produced, are such as to ex-

cite in our minds just and most alarming apprehen-
sions, that nothing short of speedy relief can enable

the planter to preserve his capital from the most ra-

pid deterioration.

That a partial export of stigar from the West
Indies was formerly allowed in American bottoms,
the prohibition of which has proved extremely in-

jurious to tiie planters, who receive those stores so

essential to the existence of their plantations from the

United Slates, to pay for which, money is now drain-

ed from the colonies. Hence it was recommendacl
in the year 180S, by a committee of the House of

Commons, that the planters thould be allowed to

barter sugars with the Americans, to the value of

the stores which they receive from them; and it

has been proved befoie a committee of the House
of Commons in 1807, that British America is ill

suited to supply the wants of the planters, who are

furnished only with one-tenth of their stores thence;
the value of these stores from the United States has
Leen computed at 25,000 finds, of sugar, the vent
for which would afford a great relief to tiie planter
and prevent a reduction of his crops, which under

existing circumstances, most ultimately ensue to

his ruin, and to the consequent injury of the ship
owner and merchants; on the other hand, the ad-

mission of this barter would contribute to redeem
him from a rapid approach of insolvency, and ena-
bled him to pay those debts which would otherwise
be lost to his British correspondent; and :it the

same time, an intercourse of this kind with Ame-
rica is not contrary to the navigation laws, since tltey
do not restrain direct intercourse between us and
any foreign country, whose shipping brings us her
own produce and carries back ours.

That another mode of relief, at once obvious and
fust, is the reduction ofthe duties uhder a regula-
tion proportioning them to the avenge price of su-

gar:
That a committee of twelve gentlemen be appoint-

ed to prepare a petition to parliament and lo the

throne, and to carry into effect the general objects
of litis meeting; of which number any five with the
chairman of this meeting, shall be deemed compe-
tent to transact business

Resolved, That the committee be instructed to

apply by petition to the legislature, requesting that
a fund be provided to meet the necessary expences
incurred in carrying the objects of the meeting into
effect.

The following gentlemen were chosen as a com-
mittee :

Hon. John F. Alleyne, Hon. Samuel Hinds,
Hon. Joint B. Skeete,' Hon. John A. Heckles,
Hon. John Beckles, Henry E. Holder, George
Carrington, John P. Mayres, John H. Pindar,
Dr. II. Ilainden, jr. James Maxwell, C. Cadogan,
Esqrs.
The chairman (Hon. John Barrows) received the

thanks of tiie meeting, and the business of the day
was closed.

By order of the Hon. the chairman,

A Day at Madrid.
From a PrcTtnii: or Maiihid, taken on tie spot.

By • CftBisTiAN Augustus Fiscaun. Translated

from the German.

ieI wake—'lis four o'clock in the morning ! Tl
whole broad street of Jllcala is spread before me like
an immense square

—churches—palaces and con-
vents :

—at the further end the shady walks of tiie

Prado—a grand sublime sight, baffling description.
The matin bell, announces the early mass—the

streets become more animated—Veiled women in

black, men in long brown cloaks with redisillas,

wearing their hair in a kind of net work, hanging
low down their back. The doors of all tiie balco-
nies open, and water is sprinkled out before every
house.

Now the goat-keepers with their little herds en-

ter the gates, crying milk! milk! goat's milk!—
fresh and warm ! who will have any ? There I see
market women pass by with their asses loaded
with vegitables

—bakers With bread, in carts made
of Spanish reed—water Carriers and porters hasten-

ing to commence their day's work, while With a

hoarse voice two consequential looking alguarzils
proclaim the thelts committed on the preceding

night.

By degrees, all the warehouses, shops, and
booth, s, are opened. The publicans ("tabernerosj
expose their wine cups ; the chocolate women get
their pots ready ; the water carriers Begin to chaunt
their "Quieubebe ?" (who'll drink ?) and the hack-

ney coach and hackney chaise drivers, with l hi

persons who let mules [vji- hire, take their usual
stands.

Soon the whole street resounds with the various
cries of numberless criers—Cod, white cod ! Oni-

ons, onions from Gallacia ! Walnuts, walnuts from

Biscay! Oranges, oranges from Mi :ia Hot
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Hurricane.smoked sausages from Estramadura ! Tomatcs,

iarpe tomates ! Sweet citrons, sweet citrons ! bar-

ley water ! Ice water ! A new journal ! A new ga-

zette ' Water melons ! Long Malaga raisins ! Olives,

olives" from Seville! Milk rolls ! Milk rolls, fresh

and hot! Grapes, gragcs ! Figs, new figs! Pome-

eianai.es, pomegranates from Valencia.

I, strikes ten ; the guards mount ; dragoons

Swiss regiments, Walloon guards, Spanish infantry,

" Alos pics Vin Donna Mmuela!" (Let us go to

mass.J)

All the bells are ringing, all the streets are co-

vered with die rock roses, rich carpets hanging

from every balconv, and altars raised on even

square under canopies of state. The procession

sets out. What a number of neat little angels, with

paste board wings, covered with gilt paper ! ima-

ges of saints, with fine powdered bob wigs, ana

robes of gold brocade! What swarms of priests !

How many beautiful girls ! all pleasant and in mix-

ed groupes.

The clock proclaims noon-day ! We return thro'

the square of the Puerta del Sol ! All the rifas,

(raffles) have begun, all the hackney writers are

busy and the whole square thronged with people.

One o'clock ! we are all called to dinner ; a great

dead ofsiffron, many love-apples, plenty of oil and

pimento! But then, wine from La Mancha, old

Ceres and Malaga/! What a nice thing is Spanish

cookery !

La Siesta ! la Siesta, Senores ! A deadly silence

is in all the streets, all the window shutters are put

iip, or the curtains let down ; even the most indus-

trious porter stretches his length on his mat, and

falls asleep at the fountain, with his pitcher behind

him.
At four o'clock every body repairs to the bull-

fight, to the canal, or to the prado, .-11 is gaiety and

merriment, one equipage after another, one chaise

after another, drive lull speed to those places of di-

version.

riie Puerto del Sol becomes si crowded as before

an 1 the water-carriers and the orange women, the

procuresses of the frail fair, are all as busy as

bees.

Tims passes the afternoon ;
and the dusky shades

of evening set in at last. All the bells ring and

every Spaniard says the prayer of salutation to the

Virgin. Now all hasten to the tertulias and thea-

tres, and in a fr-\\
T minutes tiie rattling of carriages

resmndk in every street. The lamps before the

houses, or the images of the Virgin, are already

lighted ; the merchants and dealers have illuminated
l!i2ir houses -\\\\ ships, and the sellers of ice water
and lemonade their stalls. Every where are seen
rush lights, paper lanthorns, and bougies on the ta-

bles of the fruit women and cake men.

Meanwhile the crowd on the square has prodi-

giously increased, and it is soon stowed with people.
In one part you will hear the soft sounds of the

guitar, or a seguidilla; in another a female ballad

We have noticed the gen"ral suffering of the
British vessels of war on our coasts by the lite

gales. The following extract from the log book of
an officer on board the Spartan, is awfully descrip- .

tive of the storm, and deserves record. It is copied
from a Halifax paper of the 9th ult.

Extract from a log bonk kept on board his majesty's

ship Spartan, giving an account ofthe hurricane of
Monday, September 30.

"At 2 A. M. wind S. E. fresh gales and cloudy,
Africa in company— at three, down top gallant

yards, and close reefed her topsails, at 7 struck

top-gallant masts—at the same time the barometer
had fallen to 28 6 10, this was attempted to be com-
municated to the Africa by telegraph, bu it cirae
on so thick that we lost sight of her. A» 8 it blew

very hard from S. E. handed the topsails and courses
the sea got us so suddenly that we could not send
i man aloft to send the top-gallant masts on deck;
at 10 A. M. the barometer at 2S 3-10 at 10, 20, the
wind suddenly died away to nearly a calm, so that

the storm stay-sails were set to keep' the ship steady,
the wind gradually shifting round from S. E. to

N. W. and about half past 11 it came on to blow
with a fury which it is impossible to describe; the

noise of the wind resembled a continued discharge
of heavy artillery, and its effects upon the storm sails

which were quite new and of the strongest canvas,
was the same as if struck by a shot, the instant

they felt the wind they shivered to atoms and blew

away in very small pieces ; and now without a rag
of sail except a trysail, the ship lay on her side like

a log, the sea was one sheet of foam, the iee guns
on the main deck were under water, and noifiing
but the hatchways being buttoned down in time

prevented our receiving much water below; the

miz;n top sail blew loose, and at the same moment
the mizen top mast went over the side, but the wind
was so loud that we'did not hear it fall ; the sea was
at this time breaking over the slip to windward,
and the scene on deck was most awful. For nearly
an hour and an half this continued; every moment
we expected the masts to be blown over the side,

and by the greatest exertions imaginable, a hawser
was passed round the lee rigging to enable us to cut

away the shrouds whenever the masts might fall.

"The men behaved nobly, and the officers set them
a good example, but such was the violence of the

tempest, that the most daring seaman could do little

more at first than look at it with astonishment. At 1

r. m. the carpenter reported the mainmast to be so

badly sprung that he thought it must soon fall ; the

foremast was nearly in the same state, the ship la-

boring so much that we considered the loss of the

masts as inevitable; at half past one the wind abated

but still blew a heavy gale, and we saw the Africa to

windward, with her main and mizen topmasts gene ;

at this time the larboard or weather bower anchor

broke adrift, and we apprehended that the force of
'

,

at
'l the sea would drive it through the bow, so we Cut

hinger tells in rlivme the tale of tne last murder ,. ,, ,,,.,„ „. ... „. Ku,i mnj ,.-ioJ
the cable and let it go ; at 4 the gale had moderated.

committed; in a third, a thundering missionary at-

tempts to move the hearts of obdurate sinners,
while the light-footed Cyprian corps carries off his

audience by dozens. Soon passes the rosary and
tattoo with music, and the equipages return from
the theaters.

It grows still later ; the crowds begin to disperse
—by one o'clock in the morning all the streets ate
still and quiet, and only here and there resounds a

but the sea still ran very high ; all hands were em-

ployed in securing the masts. At 30 minutes past
10 P. M. the maintop mast fell over the side, which,
we were not sorry to see as it certainly saved the

mainmast ; we were employed all night in clearing
the wreck, the next morning the sea still ran high,;

and to s ive the mast we were obliged to cut the man;

peers and let the yard come down ; but we secured

it without its doing any injury, we saved all oar

solitary guitar through the solitary gloom of night. I wreck.~Many of the men distinguished.themselves^
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Ijy their intrepidity in volunteering aloft, when it \ those that remain, how have they changed rank and
•as not justifiable to order them up, hut they made

the offer, ami it was* reluctantly accepted."

Literary Intelligence,

importance ! Of the papal court, that thus dictated
to others, what are we to say now. unless it be
what Anthony said over the inanimate body ofC&sar

"but yesterday
His word might have been weigh'd 'gainst half the

world :

Now none so low as do him reverence ;"

Such is the mutability ofhuman greatness.

FROM SELECT REVIEWS.

We have witnessed, with very great pleasure, the

taste and judgment with which the three volumes

of the "American Law Journal," by John E. Hall, |

Esquire', of llaltimore, have been produced We
have no doubt that the subsequent volumes win Agents for the Weekly Register.
Furnish additional reasons to applaud this very use- &

k].,^ f „
'

ful nublicatibn. It has been justly valued by the Bei"S often requested to pub! sh .he names of the

gentlemen who have kindl\ consented to ,act as

agents for the Weekly Register, in their re-

spective cities, towns or neighborhoods—and con-

sidering this supplementary number as my own
property, a free-will offering to the liberality of
the public, in which I have a right to insert the

list, having some resemblance to an advertisement,

though immediately connected with the business
of the paper; I embrace this occasion to ihank
the undernamed for the honor they have conferred

upon me, in so generously aiding my work, and
to make known to the public that they are autho-
rized to receive (and will transmit to me) the
names of new subscribers; and also, on my ac-

count, to receive monies due from persons desirous
ot discontinuing the paper at or before the ptibli-
lication of the 13th number, as by the terms of the

prospectus every genthman is left at perfect

liberty to do ;
—making out their accounts at the

rate of $5 per annum, or for 52 numbers, mid at
the same time giving me notice i hereof. At the

regular period of payment, to secure harmony to

the system adopted, the proper receipted bills will

be forwarded.

(Xj^The list of agents is by no means complete. In

many places to which the Weekly Register is

sent, 1 have not yet appointed regular agents. In

such cases, the editor politely requests the post-
masters to act for him as above; apprehending,
for any service they may be pleased to render him,

they will have no reason to complain of his illibe-

rality or want of gratitude. When need requires,
an additional list of agents will be published for

the information of the friends of the Register;
as well to take in omissions in the following (if

any there are) as to give notice of new appoint-
ments.

*J* While on this subject the editor begs leave toob-

lawyers of our country; has been quoted as authority

in the several professional publications, which

Messrs. Day. Condy, Story, Ingersoll, and Dupon
ceau,* have' issued from the American press, and is

frequently cited on the trial of causes before our

highest tribunals. It is also gradually making its

way among those other classes of readers, to whom
some knowledge of the improvements and changes
in the law is either incidentally useful in their avo-

cations, or desirable, in order to fill up the stoak of

general information. It is not merely a compilation
but embraces original articles, with which it will,

doubtless, be more frequently enriched, as the ta.sk

becomes more familiar to the editor, and his profes-

sional friends shall be more generally engaged to

contribute to its variety and advance its utility by-

studies of their own. Its use is not confined to any
state in tiie union. Ii contains decisions of the

judicial tribunals of every stale, and copious ex-

tracts from those of their laws, which, being
founded on general principles, it is important should

be consulted by all our lawyers. No work of the

kin 1 has appeared before in the United Stales, and

assured!) no work is calculated for practical utility,

more than this, if the industrious and meritorious

author shall be patronized as he deserves, by those

fbr wh im he has 1 'bored.

T'le "American haw Journal" is published in

quarterly numbers: at a very moderate price. It

commenced in 1808, and three volumes have been

published.

Miscellaneous.
Mutability of Human Greatness.

In the year 1504, only 367 years ago, the master

ofthe ceremonies of Pope Julius 11. ranked the

powers of Europe as under. This was the rule of

precedence for ambassadors.

1 Emperor of Germa- 14

15nv,

Poland,
Denmark.

16 Republic of Venice.

17 Duke of Br-itanny,
18 Duke of Burgundy,
19 Elector of R.varii,
20 Elector of Branden-

burg,
21 Elector of Saxony,
2 3 Arch Duke of Aus-

tria,

23 Duke ofSavoy,
24 Grand Duke" of Plo-

rence.

Neither Russia or Prussia appear on this list;

but how many in return hive (lis ippeared, and of

9
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In RnonElsLAxn. At East Greenwich, J. G. M w-

ney, esq. P. M. Warren, Samuel Randall, esq. P.

M. Providence, the editor of the Phoenix.

In Vermont. At Guildhall, Joseph Berry, esq.

P. M. Stoantim, William Brayton, esq- P.M. Fair-

haven, A. M'FarJand, esq. P. M. Orwell, Josiali Aus-

tin, esq. P. M. Craflsbury,
Thomas Kingsbury, e-,q.

P. M. Berkshire, Josiah Wheeler, esq. P. M. Fitf-

vet/, A. Manly, esq. P. M. Bridepori, Benjamin

Heartt, esq. P. M. Burlington, C. P. Van Ness, esq.

P. M.
In New- York:. In the <%, the editor of the Co-

lumbian; and Messes. G. and It. Waite. At tfloom

ingsbnrg, Mr. Simeon W. Beckwilh.- Albany, the

editor of the Register. Whitehall, Gideon Taft,

e^q P M. Adams, David. Perry,.esq. P. M. Brook-

field, J. H. D^ight, esq. P.M. Smj/KfiOi Samuel

"Gu thrie, esq P.M. Lewistown, (Niagara river,)

Bites Cook, esq. Mon.ticello, Samuel F. Jones, esq.

P.M. Bnllston-Sf>a, Mr.li S. Brown, printer. ./-W

Schlosser or Manchester, Augustus Porter, esq. P.

M. Troy, the editor of the Register. Willsbo^o'

Levi Higley, esq. P. M. Watcrtown, S. Clarice, esq

P. Ml.

I.y New-Jersey. At Newark, Matthias Day, esq.

P. M. or Mr. William Tuttle, printer. Mendham,
Daniel Dodd, esq. P M. Elizabeth Town, Thomas

Burch, esq. P, M. Rockaway, Joseph Jackson, esq.

V. M
In Pennsylvania. At Shippensburg, David Mc-

Glure, esq, P. M. Cannonsburg, John Roberts', esq.

P. M.' Armagh, William Parker, esq. P.M. Stras-

burg, (Franklin co.) G( org? M'Cl ll;*nd, esq. P. M.

Parkinson's Ferry, Adam Hailmari, esq. P.M. J3«ft-

rer VV.wi, James Alexander, esq. P. M. M :
(. onndls-

bnrx, David AgnevV, esq. P. M. Somersett, James

Clarke, esq. P. M. Washington, (Washington co.)

Mr. William Simple, printer. Reading Messrs

John Hitler & Co. printers. Catawisse, John Clark,

e;q. P. M. Strasburg, (Lancaster co.) John Cald-

well, esq. P. M. Lancaster, Mr. William Dickson,

printer.

In Dklawar n. At Wilmington, Mr. James Wilson

printer. Middletown, Joseph Ireland, esq. P. M.—

Smyrna, Jacob Pennington, esq. P. M. Dover, 3 nn is

Schee, esq. P. M'. Milton, Eli Hall, esq. P. M. /,«,•/

re/, Samuel Jacob, esq. P. M.

In Mastlami. A Annappfys4 Mr. Jehu Chandler.

printer. Vansvilie, Gabriel G/Van Horn, esq. P.

M. Elkton, J. Richardson, esq. P. M.
Jo/i/jw ^

//.orufc, John Rouse, esq. P. M. Silicon's Mills,

Samuel Heston, esq P. M. Saddler's M Roads,
John Kennedy, esq. P. M. Jonasyille, John Jonas,
P. M. esq. Benton, Montgomery Denny, esq* P.M.
New Market, Richard Kober'ts, esq. P. M. Friend-

ship, Henry Guilds, esq. P. M. Snow TJill, Francis

Rosso, esq. P. M. St. Michaels, Richard Harring-

ton, esq. P. M. Boonsborough, Henry Locker, esq.

P. M. New Town Trap, James Torrence, i q
r. M. Nanjemoy, William Jackson, esq. P. M.

Westminster, Mr. James M'Haffie. IEmmittsbvrgi

Mr. George M. Eichelberger. Queen Ann's, Mr.

John Ctaytor. Wqodtborongh, Brook B.;ker, esq. P.

AI. Hancock, John Watt, jun. esq. P.M. Easton,
Mr. Thomas P. Smith, primer.

Is Virginia. At Gloucester, C. IT. William

Smart, esq. P. M. Surry, C. H. James Holt

esq. P. M. Liberty, John Marckie, esq. P. M.

New Baltimore, William Ball, esq. P. M. Harri-

simaburg, Henry Tutwilier, esq. P. M. Mundles-

tulle, William R. Almond, esq. P. M. Charlotte,
('. If. John Morton, esq. P. M. Goochland, C. II.

Benj am in Anderson, esq. P. M. Richmond, Simtiel

Pleasants, esq Fauquier C If. Richard Baker,

esq. P. M. Port Royal, N. Berrvman, estj! P. M.
liuckland, William Brooks, esq. P. M. Brook, C.

if. John Fling, esq. P. M. Martinsburg, William

Somerville, esq. P. M. Hillsborough, (Loudon

pounty) Mahlon Roach, esq. P. M. Fairfax C. If.

John RatclifTe, esq. P. M. Amissville, John Amiss,

esq." '. M. Lunenburg C. H. Pleasant Barnes,

esq, P M. Norfolk, the Editor ot the Herald.

Culpepper, C. It. John C. Williams, esq. P. M.
James City, Robert. B. Spilnim, esq. P. M. Am-
harst C. H. Arthur B. Davis, e--q. P M. Natural

Bridge, Mathew Houston, esq. p. m. Horn Town,
D Wilburn, esq. p. x. Fowhatan C. U. Thomas

Scott, esq;, p. m. Painejsvilte, Bernard Seay, esq. p.

:i. St. Tammany's, Ebenezer Magowan, esq. p. m.

Marysville, Benjamin Davis, esq. p. si. JamesTown,
William White, esq. v. m.

In Nokth Cakulina.—At .Murfreesboro''',
Wil-

liam P. Morgan, esq. p. m. Washington, John G.

Blount, esq. p. m. Palmyra, J imes Gordon, esq
p.m. Red Bouse, George W Jtffris, esq. p. m. Wind*.

sor, John W Warburton, esq. p. m. Randolph C. If

B. Elliots esq. p. m. Halifax, James Johnson, esq-

p. m. Rockfird, T. Wasiiington Lister, esq. p. m.

Gales C. II Charles Townsend, esq. p. m. Dvprces-.

ville, James D.ipree, esq. p. m.

In Soutu-Carolina. At Young's Store, A.

Young, psq. i> M. Cambridge, John M'Kellar, esq.
p.ar. Columbia, Samuel Green, esq f. m. Charles-

ton, Mr. John Hoff. Lancaster C. II. John Stewart,

esq. p. m. Pendleton C. II. John T. Lewis, esq.
• m. Indian Town, George M'Cutchen, esq.
r. m, EUm, (', orge Parker, esq. p. m. Poplar
Grove. James M'Maniers, esq p. m. York C. H.

Join Feemster, >'sq.r. m. Salem, Willi ".m M'Intosh,

esq i'- m. Dorchester, Richard Maynard, esq. r.

Marlborough C. II. R. Carlos, esq. p. m.—
fi'mgittee, .Tamts Burgess, esq. p. m. Winnsborovgh}

John Batkley, esq. p. m.

In GicoroiA.—At Milledgeville, John W. Deve-

reaux, c q.
p. m. Clinton, Roger M'Carthy, esq. p.

m. Monticello, William Cook, esq. r. M. Columbia

C II J-mesC rey, esq. p. m. Pagans, John Ragan,

esq. r. m. Powelton, S. Duggar, -sq. r. m.

1%' Kestockt.—At. Lancaster, Joseph P. Letch-

q p m. Flemmir.g C. II. A. C. Ballard, esq.
p. m Georgetown, Geo. W. Miller, esq. p. m.—
Henderson, John Husbands, esq. p. m. Lexington,
John Jordan, esq. p., M. Stanford, Benjamin Mun-

roe, esq p.m. Greenburg, William II. King, esq;
p. m Cynhiana, James Finley, esq. p. at.

In Temitessbk. At Tazewell, Hugh Graham,
. sq. p. m. Rendersonville, L. Henderson, esq. p. m.

UurysviUe, John Montgomery, esq. p.m. Winches-

tetf, John Davidson, esq. p. m. Elizabeth 'Town,

William B. Carter, esq. p. m.

In Ohio.—At Zanesville, the editor of the Weekly
M :ssi riger. Bainbridge, Elisha Killy, esq. p. m.

Athens, Eliphaz Perkins, Esq. p. m. Portsmouth,
Jolin Brown, esq. p. m. Williamsburg, Thomas S.

Foote, esq. p. m. Washington, Simeon Beymer,

esq. p. m. New Lisbon, Thomas Rowland, esq. f. stj

Canton, Samuel Coulter, p. m. New Market,
Jonatlvan Bereman, esq. p. m. Cambridge, C. P.

Beatty, Esq. p. m. GalUopolis, Francis Le Clercg,

:sq. p. m.

In Illinois TEiniiToifj, At Clinton Hill, John

Messinger, esq. r. m.

I^f Uppek Louisana. At St. Louis, Rufus Eas-

q i*. m.

Is Indiana. At A'askaskia, William Arundle,

esq. p,
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MR. FOSTER TO MR. MONROE.

Washington, July 24th, 1811.

Sir—Having been unable to ascertain dis-

tinctly from your letter to me of yesterday's

date, whether it was the determination of

the president to rest satisfied with the partial

repeal of the Berlin and Milan decrees, which

you believe has taken place, so as to see no

reason in the conduct of France for altering
the relations between this country

and Great

Britain by exercising his power ot suspending
the operation ofthe non-importation act, allow

me to repeat my question to you on this

point as contained in my letter of the 14th

instant, before I proceed to make any com-

ments on your answer.

I have the honour to be, with distinguished

consideration, sir, your most obedient hum-
ble servant, AUG. J. FOSTER.

MR. FOSTER TO MR. MONROE.

Washington, July
L

26th, 1811.

Sir—I have had the honour to receive your
letter of Jul v 23, in answer to mine of the 3d

and 14th instant, which you will permit me to

sav were not merely relative to his majesty's
orders in council, and the blockade of May,
1806, but also to the president's proclamation
of last November, and to the consequent act

of congress of March 2, as well as to the just

complaints which his roval highness the

prince regent had commanded me to make to

your government with respect to the procla-
mation and to that act

If the United States' government had ex-

pected that I should have made communica-
tions which would have enabled them to

come to an accommodation with Great Bri-

tain on the ground on which alone you say it

was possible to meet us, and that you mean
by that expression a departure from our sys-
tem of defence against the new kind of war-
fare still practised by France, I am at a loss

to discover from what source they could have
derived those expectations, certainly not from
the correspondence between the marquis
Wellesley and Mr. Pinkney.

Before I proceed to reply to the arguments
which are brought forward by you to shew
that the decrees of Berlin and Milan are re-

pealed, I must first enter into an explanation
ar

upon some points on which you have evidently

misapprehended, for I will not suppose you
could have wished to

misinterpretmy meaning.
And first in regard to the blockade of May

1806, 1 must avow that I am wholly at a loss

to find out from what part of my letter it is

that the president has drawn the mqdalif^d
inference that should the orders in council of

1807 be revoked, the blockade of May 1806,
would cease with them. It is most material

that on this point no mistake should exist

between us. From your letter it would ap-

pear as if on the question of blockade which.

America had so unexpectedly connected with
her demand for a repeal of our orders ia

council, Great Britain had made the conces-

sion required of her ; as if, after all that has

passed on the subject, after the astonishment
and regret of his majesty's government at the

United States' having* taken up the view
which the French government presented of

our just and legitimate principles of blockade
which are exemplified in the blockade of May
1806, the whole ground taken by his majes-

ty's government was at once abandoned.-—
When I had the honor to exhibit to you my
instructions, and to draw up as I conceived

according to your wishes and those of the

president, a statement of the mode in which

that blockade would probably disappear, I ne-

ver meant to authorise such a conclusion, and I

now beg most unequivocally to disclaim it.—•

The blockade of May 1806, will not continue

after the repeal of the orders in council, un-

less his majesty's government shall think fit

to sustain it by the special application of a suffi-

cient naval force, and the fact of its being so

continued or not, will be notified at the time.

If in this view of the matter, which is cer-

tainly presented in a conciliatory spirit,
one

of the obstacles to a complete understanding
between our countries can be removed by the

United States' government waving all further

reference to that blockade, when they can be

justified in asking a repeal of the orders,

and I may communicate this to my govern-

ment, it will undoubtedly be very satisfacto-

ry; but I beg distinctly to disavow having
made any acknowledgment that the blockade

would cease merely in consequence of a reyo-

cation of the orders in council ; whenever it

does cease, it will cease because there will b&

no adequate force anniicd to maintain it.
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On another very material point, sir, you

appear to have misconstrued my words ;
for

in no one passage
of my letter can I discover

any mention of innovations on the part of

Great Britain such as you say excited a pain-
ful surprise in your government. There is no

new pretentions set up by his
majesty's go-

vernment. In answer to questions ot yours
as to what were the decrees or regulations of

France which Great Britain complained of,

and against which she directs her retaliatory

measures, I brought distinctly into your view

the Berlin and Milan decrees, and y<Ju have

not denied, because, indeed, you could not,

that the provisions of those decrees were new
measures of war on the part of France, ac-

knowledged as sucii by her ruler, and contra-

ry to the principles and usage of civilized

tsations. That the present war has been

Dppressive beyond example by its duration,

and the desolation it spreads through Europe,
I willingly agree with you, but the United
States cannot surely mean to attribute, the

cause to Great Britain. The question be-

tween Great Britain and France, i3 that of

an honorable struggle against the lawless ef-

forts of an ambitious tyrant, and America
can but have the wish of every independent
nation as to its result.

On a third point, sir, I have also to regret
that my meaning should have been mistaken.
Great Britain never contended that British

merchant vessels should be allowed to trade

with her enemies, or that British property
should be allowed entry into their ports, as

you would infer; such a pretension would
indeed be preposterous j but Great Britain

does contend against the system of terror put
in practice by France, by which, usurping
authority wherever her arms or the timidity
of nations will enable her to extend her influ-

ence, she makes it a crime to neutral coun-
tries as well as individuals that they should

possess articles however acquired which may
nave been once the produce of English in-

dustry or of the British soil. Against such
an abominable and extravagant pretension

every feeling must revolt, and the honor no
less than the interest of Great Britain encases
her to oppose it.

Turning to the course ofargument contain-

ed in your letter, allow me to express my
surprise at the conclusion you draw in con-

sidering the question of priority relative to

the French decrees or British orders in coun-
cil. It was clearly proved that the blockade

of May 1806, was maintained by an adequate
naval force, and therefore was a blockade

founded on just and legitimate principles,
and I have not heard that it was considered in

a contrary light when notified as such to you
by Mr. Secretary Fox, nor until it suited'the

wishes of France to endeavour tohave it con-

ducted otherwise Why America took up

the view the French government chose to
"ive of it, and could see in it grounds for the
French decrees was always matter of aston-
ishment in England.
Your remarks on the modifications at vari-

ous times of our system of retaliation will

require the less reply from the circumstances
of the orders in council of April 1809, having
superceded them all. They were calculated
for the avowed purpose ot softening the ef-

fect of the
original

orders on neutral com-

merce, the incidental effect of those orders

on neutrals having been always sincerely re-'

gretted by his majesty's government ; but

when it was found that neutrals objected to

them they were removed.
As to the principle of retaliation, it is

founded on the just and natural right of self-

defence against our enemy : if France is un-

able to enforce her decrees on the ocean, it

is not from the want of will, for she enforces

them wherever she can do it ; her threats are

only empty where her power is of no avail.

In the view you have taken of the conduct

of America in her relations with the two bel*

ligerents,
and in the conclusion you draw

with respect to the impartiality of your coun-

try
as exemplified in the non-importation law,

I lament to say
I cannot agree with you.

—
That act is a direct measure against the Bri-

tish trade, enacted at a time when all the

legal authorities in the United States appear-
ed ready to contest the statement of a repeal
of the French decrees, on which was founded

the president's proclamation of November 2d,

and consequently to dispute the jgstice of the

proclamation itself.

You urge, sir, that the British government

promised to proceed pari passu with France

in the repeal of her edicts. It is to be wished

you could point out to us any step France .

has taken i n the repeal of hers. Great Britain

has repeatedly declared that she would repeal
when the French did so, and she means to

keep to that declaration.

1 have stated to you that we could not con-

sider the letter of August 5, declaring the re-,

peal of the French edicts provided we revok-

ed our orders in council, or America resented

our not doing so, as a step of that nature ;
and

the French government knew that we could

not ; their object was evidently while their

system was adhered to in all its rigour, to en-

deavour to persuade the American government
that they had relaxed from it, and to induce

her to proceed in enforcing the submission

of Great Britain to the inordinate demands

of France. It is to be lamented that they
have but two well succeeded ; for the United

States' government appear to have considered

the French declaration in the sense in which

France wished it to be taken, as an absolute

repeal of her decrees without adverting to the

conditional terms which accompanied it.
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But you assert that no violations of your

neutral rights by France occur on the high

seas, and that these were all the violations

alluded to in the act of congress of May 1810.

I readily believe indeed that such cases are

rare, but it is owing to the preponderance of

the British navy that they arc so, when scarce

a ship under the French flag can venture to

sea without being taken, it is not extraordi-

nary that they make no -captures. If such viola-

tions alone were in the purview of your law?
there would seem to have been no necessity for

its enactment. The British navy might have
been safely trusted for the prevention of this

occurrence. But I have always believed, and

my government has believed that the Ameri-
can legislature had in view in the provisions
of their law as it respects France not only her

deeds of violence on the seas, but all the no-

vel and extraordinay pretensions and practi-
ces of her government which infringed their

neutral rights.
We have had no evidence as yet of any of

those pretensions being abandoned. To the

ambiguous declaration in Mr. Champagny's
note is opposed the unambiguous and

personal
declaration of Bonaparte himself. 1 ou urge
that there is nothing incompatible with the

revocation of the decrees in respect to the

United States in his expressions to the depu-
ties from the free cities of Hamburg, Bremen
and I^ibeck, that it is distinctly stated in that

speech that- the blockade of the British islands

shall cease when the British blockades cease,
and that the French blockade shall cease in

favor of those nations in whose favor Great
Britain revokes hers, or who support their

rights against her pretensions.
It is to be inferred from this and the cor-

responding parts of the declaration alluded to,

that unless Great Britain sacrifices her prin-

ciples of blockade which are those authorised
bvthe established laws of nations, France will

still maintain her decrees ofBerlin and Milan,
which indeed the speech in question declares
to be the fundamental laws of the French

empire.
1 do not, I confess, conceive how these

avowals of the ruler of France can be said to

he compatible with the repeal of his decrees
in

respect to the United Suites. If the United
States are prepared to insist on the sacrifice

bj Great Britain of the ancient and establish-
ed rules of maritime, war practised by her,
then indeed they may avoid the operation of
the French decrees, but otherwise according
to this document it is very clear that they are
»tiU subjected to them.

The decree of Fontainbleau is confessedly
J'mnded on the decrees of Berlin atid Milan
dated the 19th of October, 1810, and proves
their continued existence. The report of the

fr/ench minister of December 8, announcing
t

nepersevenlnr« of France in her decrees is

still further in confirmation of them, and a

re-perusal of the letter of the minister of jus-
tice, of the 25th last December, confirms me
in the inference I drew from it, for otherwise,

why should that minister make the prospec-
tive restoration of American vessels, taken
after the first November, to be a consequence
of the

non-importation and not of the French
revocation. If the French government had
been sincere, they would have ceased infring-

ing on the neutral rights of Anifrici, after

the first November:—That they violated

them,howeverr after that period is notorious.

Your government seem to let it he under*
stood that an ambiguous declaration from
Great Britain, similar to that of the French

minister, would have been acceptable to them.

Cut, sir, is it consistent with the dignity of a
nation that respects itself, to speak in ambigu-
ous language ? The subjects and citizens of
either country would in the end be the vic-

tims, as many are already in all probability,
who from a misconstruction of the meaning of
the French government, have been led into

the most imprudent speculations. Such con-

duct would not be to proceed pari passu with
France in revoking our edicts ; but to descend
to the use of the perfidious and juggling con-
trivances of her cabinet, by which she fills

her coffers at the expence of independent na-

tions, A similar construction of proceeding
pari passu, might lead to such decrees as

those of Itambouillet, or of Bayonne, to the

system of exclusion or of licences ; all mea-
sures of France against the American com-

merce, is nothing short of absolute hostility.
It is urged that no vessel has been condemn-

ed by the tribunals of France on the princi-

ples of her decrees since the first November.
You allow, however, that there have been
some detained since that period, and that such

part of the cargoes as consisted of goods, not

the produce of America, was seized, and the

other part, together with the vessel itself, on-

ly released alter the president's proclamation
became known in France : These circumstan-

ces surely only prove the difficulty, that

France is under in reconciling her anti-com-

mercial and anti-neutral system, with her
desire to express her satisfaction at the mea-
sures taken in America against the commerce
of Great Britain. She seizes in virtue of the

Berlin and Milan decrees, but she makes a

partial restoration for the purpose of deceiv-

ing America.
I have now followed you, I believe, sir,

through the whole range of your argument,
and on reviewing the course of it, I think I

may securely say that no satisfactory proof
has as yet been brought forward of the repeal
of the obnoxious decrees of France, but on
the contrary that it appears they continue in

full force, consequently thatno grounds exist

ju which you can *ith j }6tice deaiaud of
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Great Britain a revocation of her orders in

council ;
that we have a right to complain

of (he conduct of the American government in

enforcmgtheprovisionsofthcactofMay,18LQ,
to the exclusion of the British trade, and af-

terwards in obtaining a special law for the same

purpose though it was notorious at the time
that France still continued her aggressions

upon American commerce, and had recently

promulgated anew her decrees, suffering no
trade from this country, but through licenses

publicly sold by her agents, and that all the

suppositions you have formed of innovations

on the part of GrcatBritain or nf-bfer preten-
sions to trade with her enemies are wholly

groundles. I have also stated to vou i\\e

view his majesty's government has taken ot

the question of the blockade of May, 1806,
and it now only remains that I urge afresh

the injustice of the United States' govern-
ment persevering in their union with the

French system for the purpose of crushing
the commerce of Great Britain.

From every consideration which equity, good
policy or interest can suggest, there appears
to be such a call upon America to give up this

system which favors France to the injury of

(ireat Britain
; that I cannot, however little

satisfactory your communications arc, as yet
abandon all hopes that even before the con-

gress meet, a new view may be taken of the

subject by the president, which will lead to a

more happy result.

I have the honor to be, with very high con-

sideration and respect, sir, your most obedient
humble servant,

'

AUG. J. FOSTER.
To the kon. Javics Monroe, §c A(c. Sfc.

XrR. MOXROE TO MR. FOSTER.

Department of State, 9,7th July, 1811.

BIR- [ bad the honor to receive your letter

m -yesterday's 'date,in time to submit it to

the view of the president before he left town.

It was my object to state to you in my let-

ter of the 23d inst. that under existing cir-

cumstances, it was impossible for the presi-
dent to terminate the operation of the non-im-

portation law of the 2d of March last; that

France having accepted the proposition made
by a previous law equally to Great Britain
and to France; and having revoked her de-

crees, violating our neutral rights, and Great

Britain having declined to revoke hers, it be-

came the duty of this government to fulfil its

engagement and to declare the non-importa-
tion law in force against Great Britain.

This state ofafiairs has not been sought
by the United States.

'

"When the proposition
contained in the law ofMay 1st, 1810, was
offered equally to both powers there was cause
to nresume that Great Britain would have ac-

It is in the power of the British government
at this time to enable the president to set the

non-importation law aside by rendering to the

United States an act of justice. If Great
Britain will cease to violate their neutral

rights by revoking her orders in council, on
which event alone the president has the pow-
er,! am instructed to inform you that he will,

without delay, exercise it by terminating the

operation of this law.

It is presumed that the communications
which I have had the honor to make to you,
of the revocation by France of her decrees,
so far as they violated the neutral rights of

the United States, and of her conduct since

the revocation, will present to your govern-
ment a different view of the subject from that

which it had before taken, and produce in its

councils a correspondent effect.

I have the honor to be, &c.

(Signed) JAS. MONROE.
Augustus J. Foster, Esq. Qc. 4J*c. Sfc.

MR. MONROE TO MR. FOSTER.

Department of State, Oct. 1, 1811.

Sir—I have had the honor to receive your
letter of the 526th ofJuly, and to submit it to

the view ofthe president.
In answering that letter, it is proper that I

should notice a complaint that I had omitted

to reply in mine of the 23d of July, to your
remonstrance against the proclamation ot the

president ofNovember last, and to the demand
which you had made, by the order of your go-
vernment ofthe repeal of the non-importation
act of March 2d of the present }

Tcar.

My letter has certainly not merited this im-

putation.

Having shewn the injustice of the British

government in issuing the orders in council

on the pretext assigned, and its still greater

injustice in adhering to them after that pre-
text had failed, a respect for Great Britain, as

well as for the United States, prevented my
placing in the strong light in which the sub-

ject naturally presented itself, the remon-

strance alluded to, and the extraordinary de-

mand founded on it, that while your govern-
ment accommodated in nothing, the United

States should relinquish the ground, which by
a just regard to the public rights and honor,

they had been compelled to take. Proposi-
tions tending to degrade a nation can never

be brought into discussion by a
'

government
not prepared to submit to the degradation.
It was for this reason that I confined my reply
to those passages in your letter, which in-

volved the claim of the United States, on the

principles ofjustioe, to the revocation of the

orders in council. Your demand, however,
was neither unnoticed or unanswered. In lay-

ing before you the complete, and as was be-

tejjted it, in which event the non-importation I lieved, irresistible proof, on which the United
law would have operated againt her; (States expected, and called for the revocation
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of the orders in council, a very explicit an-

swer was supposed to be given to the demand.

Equally unfounded is your complaint that I

misunderstood that passage which claimed, as

a condition of the revocation of the orders in

council, that the trade of Great Britain with

the continent should be restored to the state

in which it was before the Berlin and Milan

decrees were issued. As this pretention was

novel and extraordinary, it was necessary that

a distinct idea should' be formed of it, and,
with that view, I asked such an explanation
as would enable me to form one.

give any sanction to the conduct of Great
Britain towards neutral nations.
The United States can have no objection

to the employment of their commercial capi=-
tal in the supply of France, and of (lie conti-
nent

generally, with manufactures, and to

comprise in the supply those of Great Britain,
provided those powers will consent to it. But
they cannot undertake to force such supplies
on France or on any other power, in com-

pliance with the claim of the British govern-
ment, on principles incompatible with the

rights of every independent nation, and they
In the explanation given, you do not insist will not demand in favor of another power,

on the right to trade in British property, with |

what they cannot claim for themselves.
All that Great Britain could with reason

complain of, was the inhibition by the French

decrees, of the lawful trade of neutrals with
the British dominions. As soon as that inhi -

tion ceased, her inhibition of our trade with
France ought in like manner" to have ceased.

Having pledged herself to proceed pari passu.
with France, in the revocation of their re--

spective acts violating neutral rights, it has
afforded just cause of complaint, and even
of astonishment, to the United States, that

the British government should have sanction-

ed the seizure and condemnation of Ameri-
can vessels under the orders in council, after

the revocation of the French decrees was

announced, and even in the very moment
when your mission, avowed to be conciliato-

ry, was to have its effect.

I will only add that had it appeared finally,
that France had failed to perform her engage-
ment, it might at least have been expected
that Great Britain would not have molested
such of the vessels of the United States as

might be entering the ports of France, on the
faith of both governments, till that failure was

clearly proved.
To many insinuations in your letter I make

no reply, because they sufficiently suggest the

only one that would be proper.
If it were necessary to dwell on the impar-

tiality which has been observed by the United

States towards the two belligerents, I might
ask, whether if Great Britain had accepted
the condition which was offered equally to

her and France, by the act ofMay 1st, 1810,
and France had rejected it, there is cause to

doubt that the non-importaion act would
have been carried into effect against France ?

No such doubt can possibly exist, because in

a former instance, when this government,

trusting to a fulfilment by yours of an ar-

rangement which put an end to a non-inter-

course with Great Britain, the non-intercourse

was continued against France, who had not

then repealed her decrees as it was not doubt-

ed England had done. Has it not been re-

peatedly declared to your government, that il

Great Britain would revoke her orders in

British vessels, directly with your enemies.

I Such a claim, you admit, would be prepos-
I ferous. But you do insist by necessary im.-

pliction, that 'France has no right to inhibit

the importation into her ports' of British

manufactures, or the produce of the British

soil, when the property of neutrals ;
and that

until Fiance removes that inhibition, the

United States are to be cut off by Great Bri-

tain from all trade whatever with her enemies.

On such a pretension it is almost impossi-

\
ble to reason. There is, I believe, no exam-

ple of it in the history of past wars. Great

Britain, the enemy of France, undertakes to

regulate the trade of France ; nor is that all,

she tells her that she must trade in British

goods. If France and Great Britain were at

peace, this pretension would not be set up,
nor even thought of. Has Great Britain then

acquired in this respect, by war, rights which
she has not in peace ? And does she announce
to neutral nations, that unless they consent to

become the instruments of this policy, their

commerce shall be annihilated, and their ves-

sels shall be shut up in their own ports.
I might ask whether French

mitted into Great Britain, even in peace, and
if they are, whether it be of right, or by the

consent and policy ofthe British government ?

That the property would be neutralized

floes not affect the question. If the United
States have no right to carry their own pro-
duction into France without the consent of

goods are ad-

the French government, how can they under-

take to carry there those of Great Britain ?

In all cases it must depend on the interest and
tiie will of the party.
Nor is it material to what extent, or by

what powers, the trade to the continent is pro-
hibited. If the powers who prohibit it, are

at war with Great Britain, the prohibition is

a
necessary concequence of that state. If at

peace, it is their own act ; and whether it be

voluntary or compulsive, they alone are an-
swerable for it. If the act be taken at the

instigation and under the influence ofFrance,
the most that can be said, is, that it justifies

reprisal against them, by a similar measure
On no principal whatever can it be said to [council, the president would immediate./
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cause the non-importation to cease ? You
M ell know that the same declaration has often

been made to yourself, and that nothing more
is wanting to the removal of the existing ob-

structions to the commerce between the two

countries, than a satisfactory assurance, which
T.viil be received with pleasure from yourself,
that the order in council are at an end.

By the remark in your letter of the third

of July, that the blockade of May, 1806, had
been included in the more comprehensive
system of the orders in council- of the follow-

ing year, and that, if that blockade should he

continued in force after the repeal of the or-

ders in council, it would be in consequence of

the special application of a sufficient naval

force, I could not but infer your idea to be,

that the repeal of the orders in council would

necessarily involve the repeal of the blockade
of May. I was the more readily induced to

make this inference, from the consideration

that if the blockade was not revoked by the

repeal of the orders in council, there would
be no necessity for giving notice that it would
he continued ; as by the further consideration,
that according to the decision of your court

of admirality, a blockade instituted by pro-
clamation docs not cease by the removal of

the force applied to it, nor without a formal

notice of the government to that effect.

It is not, however, wished to discuss any
question relative to the mode by which that

blockade may be terminated. Its actual termi-

nation is the material object for consideration.

It is easy to shew, and it has already been

abundantly shewn, that the blockade of May,-
1 806, is inconsistent on any view that may be

taken of it with the law of nations. It is also

easy to shew that, as now expounded, it is

equally inconsistent with the sense of your
government, when the order was issued ;

and
this change is sufficient reply to the remarks
which you have applied to me personally.

If you will examine the order, you will n\\(l

that it is strictly little more than a blockade
»>f the coast from the Seine toOstend. There
is an exjjress reservation in it in favour of neu-
trals to any part of the coast between Brest
and the Seine, and between Ostend and the

Kibe. Neutral powers are permitted by it to

take from their own ports every kind of

produce without distinction as to its origin,
to carry it to the continent under that limi-

tation, and with the exception only of contra-

band of war and enemy's property and to bring
hence to their own ports in return, whatever
articles they think lit. Why were contraband
of war and enemy's property excepted, if a

commerce even in those articles would not

otherwise have been permitted under the re-

servation ? No order was necessary to sub-

ject them to seizure. They were liable to it

by the law of nations.

Why then did the British government in-

stitute a blockade which with respect to neu-
trals was not rigorous as to the greater part of
the coast comprised in it ? If you will look
to the state of things which then existed be-

tweeri the United States and Great Britain,
you will find the answer. A consroversy had
taken place betwen our governments on a

different topic, which was still
depending.

The British government had interfered with
the trade between France and her allies in the

produce of their colonies. Theiust claim of

the United States was then a subject of nego-
ciation

; and your government professing its

willingness to make a satisfactory arrange-
ment of it, issued the order which allowed the

tradcj without making any concession as to the

principle, reserving that for adjustment by

treaty.
It was in this light that I viewed, and

in this sense that I represented that order to

my government; and in no other did I

make any comment on it.

When you reflect that this order by allow-

ing the trade of neutrals, in colonial produc-
tion, to all that portion of the coast which
was not rigorously blockaded afforded to the

United States an accommodation in a princi-

pal point theu at issue between our govern-
ments, and of which their citizens extensively
availed themselves that that trade and the

question ofBlockade, and every other question
in which the United States and Great Bri-

tain were interested, were then in a train of

amicable negociation, you will, I think, see

the cause why the minister who then repre-
sented the United States with the British go-
vernment did not make a formal complaint
against it. You have appealed to me, who

happened to be that minister, and urged my
silence as an evidenee of my approbation of,

or at least acquiescence in the blockade. An
explanation ofthe cause of that supposed si-

lence is not less due to myself, than to the

true character of the true transaction with the

minister with whom I had the honor to treat.

I may add, that an official formal complaint
was not likely to be resorted to, because

friendly communications were invited and

preferred. The want of such a document is

no proof that the measure was .approved by
me, or that no complaint was made. In re-

calling to my mind as this incident naturally

does, the manly character of that distinguished
and illustrious statesman, and the confidence
with which he inspired all those with whom
he had to treat, I shall be permitted to express,
as a slight tribute of respect to his memory,
the very high consideration in which I have

always held his great talents and virtues.

The United States have not nor can they

approve the blockade of an extensive coast.

Nothing certainly can be inferred from any
thing that has passed relative to the blockade

of May, 1806, to countenance such an infer-

ence.
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It is 9een with satisfaction that you still

admit that the application of an odcquate

force is necessary to give a blockade a legal

character, and tliat it will lose that character

whenever that adequate force ceases to be ap-

plied.
As it cannot be alledgcd that the ap-

plication
of any such adequate force has been

continued, and actually exists in the case of

the blockade of May 1806, it would seem to be

a fair inference that the repeal of the orders

in council will leave no insuperable difficulty

with respect to it. To suppose the contrary,

would be to suppose that the orders in council

said to include that blockade, resting them-

selves on a principle of retaliation only, and

not sustained by the application of an ade-

quate force, would have the effect of sustain-

ing a blockade admitted to require the appli-

cation of an adequate force, until such ade-

quate force should actually take the place of

the orders in council. W henever any block-

ade is instituted, it will be a subject for con-

sideration, and if the blockade be in conformi-

ty to the law of nations, there will be no dis-

position in this government to contest it.

I have the honor to be, &c.

(Signed) JAS. MONROE.
Aug. J. Foster, Esq. #c. Sfc. $c.

MR. M0KR0E TO MR. FOSTER.

Departmeizt of State, Oct. 17, 1811.

Sir—I have the honor to communicate to

you a copy of two letters from the charge des
< affaires of the United States at Paris, to their

charge des affaires at London, and a copy of

a correspondence of the latter with the mar-

quis of Wellesley on the subject. By this it

will be seen, that Mr. Smith was informed by
the marquis of Wellesley, that we should

transmit to you a copy of the communication
from Paris, that it might have full considera-

tion in the discussions depending here.

Although an immediate repeal was to have

been expected from your government, on the

receipt of this communication, if the new-

proof which it affords of the French repeal
was satisfactory, yet it will be very agreeable
to learn that you are now authorised to con-

cur in an arrangement that will terminate

both the orders in council and the non-impor-
tation act.

P. S. Hearing that you will not be in town
for several days, this letter, and one bearing
date on the first of this month, which I had

prepared and intended to deliver to you on

my return here, are forwarded by a special

messenger. I have the honor to be, &c.

(Signed) JAS. MONROE.
Augustus J. Foster, Esq. Sfc. Afc.

MR. RUSSELL TO MR. J. S. SMITH.

Faris,5th July, 1811.

Sir—I observe by your letter of the 7th
ult. your solicitude to obtain evidence of the

relation of tjie Berlin and Milan decrees.

On the 5th of August last the duke of Ca~
dore announced to general Armstrong, thai;

these decrees were revoked, and that they
would cease to operate on the first of Novem-
ber. Since the first of November these de-

crees have not, to my knowledge, in any in-

stance, been executed to the prejudice of A
merican property arriving since that time.—
On the contrary the Grace Ann Green, com-

ing clearly within the penal terms of those

decrees, had they continued in force, waa li

berated in December last, and her cargo ad-

mitted in April. This vessel had indeed been

taken by the English and retaken from

them ; but as this circumstance is not as-

signed here as the cause of the liberation of

this property, it ought not to be presumed to

have operated alnne as such.

Whatever special reasons may be supposed
for the release of the Grace Ann Green, that*

of the New Orleans Packet must have result-

ed from the revocation of the French edicts.

The New Orleans Packet had been boarded

by two English vessels of w\ir, and had been

some time, at an English port, and thus doubly

transgessed against (he decrees of Milan.—
On arriving at Bordeaux, she was in fact sei-j

zed by the director of the customs, and these

very transgressions expressly assigned as the

cause of seizure. When I was informed of

this precipitate act of the officer at Bordeaux-,
I remonstrated against it on the sole ground
that the decrees, under which it was made,
had been revoked. This remonstrance was
heard. All further proceedings against the

New Orleans Packet were arrested, and on the

9th of January, both the vessel and the cargo
were ordered to be placed at the disposition
of the owners on giving bond. This bond has

since been cancelled by an order of the go-
vernment and thus the liberation of the pro-

perty perfected. The New Orleans Packet has

been some time watting in the Garonne, with

her return cargo on board, for an opportunity
only of escaping the English orders m council.

1 know of no other American vessel arriv-

ed voluntarily in the empire of France or the

kingdom of
Italy,

since tbe first of November,
to which the decrees of Berlin and Milan
could be applied.

I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient

servant, (Signed) JONA. RUSSELL.
I. S. Smith, Esq. Charge des Ajfaires, London-

MR. RUSSELL TO MR. SMITH.

Paris, 14th July, 1811.

Sir'—I had the honor to address to you, on
the 5th instant, a brief account of the Grace
Ann Green and of the New-Orleans Packet;.

The proof of which these cases furnish, espe-

cially the latter, ought, when unopposed^ as

it is", by any conflicting circumstance, to be.

considered as conclusive. In addition howe-

ver to their existence, I have now the satisfac-
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tion to communicate to you the liberation of

the Two Brothers, the Good Intent and the

Star, three American vessels captured since

the first of November, and brought into this

empire or into ports under its control, I

should have no doubt been able to have an-

nounced the release, by one general decision,
of every American captured since that period,
if the only enquiry were whether or not they
had violated the Berlin and Milan decrees.—
Unfortunately, however, the practices of late

years render the question of property ex-

tremely difficult to be satisfactorily decided

amidst the false papers and false oaths ; after

the most minute and tedious investigation, it

often remains doubtful whether this property

belongs to a neutral or an enemy. The time

employed in this investigation has surely no
connection with the Berlin & Milan decrees,
and cannot be considered as evidence of their

continuance.
It is possible that these decrees may be

kept in force in their municipal character,
and be applied for the confiscation of English
merchandize on the continent—and to pre-
vent their performing this function does not

appear to be a concern of the United States,

nor can the measure adopted in retaliation of
j

it, on the part of England, be justly extend-

ed beyond its limits and made to reach an un-

offending neutral power, which the act of her

enemy does not affect.

It is sufficient for us that the Berlin and

Milan decrees have ceased to be executed on

the high seas, and if the orders in council

still continue to operate there, they surely
are not supported by any principle of the law

of retaliation, but must be considered as a

simple and unqualified violation of our neu-

tral and national rights.
The proof now before you of the revoca-

tion of the Berlin and Milan decrees consists

in the precise and formal declarations of this

government, in its discontinuance to execute

them to our prejudice in a single instance; in

its having exempted from their operation eve-

ry vessel arriving spontaneously since the first

of" November, to which they could be appli-
ed : and every vessel forcibly brought in since

that time on which there has been a decision.

After such evidence, to pretend to douut of

their revocation with regard to us would seem
to be the result of something more than mere

incredulity.
With much respect, &c.

JONA. RUSSELL.

LORD WEI.LESLEY TO MR. JOHN S. SMITH.

Foreign Office, August 14, 1811..

Sir—Since the date of my last letter, I

have the honor to inform you, that I have re-

ceived a letter from Mr. Foster, his majesty's
minister in America, by which it appears that

he had actually commenced a negotiation

with the government of the United States,

respecting the British orders in council. His

dispatches containing the particulars of the

negociation have not yet reached me : Under
these circumstances I have transmitted a copy
of your letter, together with its enclosure to

Mr. Foster, in order that those documents

may receive full consideration in the progress
of the discussions, now depending in Ameri-

I have the honor to be, &c.ca.

(Signed) WELLESLEY.

MR. FOSTER TO MR. MONROE.

Washington, Oct. 22, 1811.

I had the honor to receive your letter of the

17th instant, together with its three enclo-

sures, on the road between Baltimore and

this city ; I had that of receiving at the same
time your letter dated October 1, in answer to

mine of the 26th of last July.
Not having had any dispatches from his

majesty's government lately, I have not
yet

received the copy of the recent communication
from Paris in regard to the supposed repeal
of the French decrees which the charge d'af-

faires of the United States at London has inti-

mated to you that he understood the marquis

Wellesley intended to transmit to me, and

which I conclude is the same as that contain-

ed in the letter of Mr. Russel, the American

charge d'affaires in France. I am however in

daily expectation of the arrival of his majes*

ty's packet boat, when it will in all probabi-

lity reach me, and when if I should receive

any fresh instructions in consequence I will

not fail immediately to acquaint you. In the

meanwhile however I beg you will permit me
to make some remarks in reply to your letter

of October 1, being extremely anxious to do

away the impression which you seem to have

received relative to the demand I had made
for the repeal of the non-importation act of

the present year.
It is, I assure you, sir, with very great re-

gret that I find you consider that demand as

involving in any degree propositions tending
to degrade your nation. Such an idea cer-

tainly never existed with his majesty's go-

vernment, nor would it be compatible with

the friendly sentiments entertained by them

for the United States, neither could I have

suffered myself to be the channel of conve}'-

ing a demand which I thought had such a

tendency. However you view the demand
made on the part of Great Britain, I can

safely say that it was made in consequence ot

its appearing to his majesty's government on

strong evidence that the chief of the French

nation had really deceived America as to the

repeal of his decrees, and in the hopes that

the United States' government would there-

fore see the justice of replacing this country
on its former footing of amicable relations

IC7* SEE NO. 11 ITCR. CONTINUATION.
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with England, nothing appearing' to be more natu-

ral than such an expectation, which seemed a ne-

cessary consequence of the disposition expressed

bv America to maintain her neutrality, and desi-

rable in even- other point of view. I cannot indeed

brine myself to think, sir, that your candor would

allow you, on a consideration, to put any other

construction on the matter, and had my arguments

bad sufficient weight with you in shewing that the

French decrees were still in force, I cannot doubt

but yon wotdd have agreed with me in the conclu-

sion I drew; it would seem therefore only owing
to your not viewing the deceitful conduct of the

French government in the same light that it ap-

pears to his majesty's government, vhat a difference

of opinion exists between us as to the proposal I

made, which under the conviction entertained by

them, was surely a very just and natural one.

From the earliest desire of vindicat ing myselfand

mv government from the charge of making any de-

grading or unjust demands on that of America, Ihave

taken the liberty to trouble you so far, and I will pro-

ceed to shew why I thought you had misunderstood

the passage ofmy letter which related to the extent

in which the repeal of the French decrees was re-

quired bv Great Britain. In the explanation which

vou desired on this point J gave you that which the

marquis Wellesley gave to Mr. Pinkney in answer

to his letter of August 25, 1810, and I beg to refer

Vou to the message of the president of the United

States on the opening of congress in December

1810, for a proof that the demand of Great Britain

in the extent in which I have stated it was known

to your government several months ago; how was

I therefore to suppose in the term innovations, as

applied to the explanation given by me, that you
could mean otherwise than some really new pre-

tension on the part of Great Britain, such as that

France should suffer British property to be carried

inio her ports lor the purposes of trade? If the

warmth I was betrayed into in endeavoring to re-

fute a supposed imputation of this sort gave any

offence, I sincerely regret it, and I will beg permis-

sion here to say, sir, that if unconsciously I have

bv any of my remarks led you to suppose they

conveyed any improper insinuations, as one para-

graph of your letter woidd appear to imply, I am
most unfeignedly sorry for it, as I entertain the

highest respect for you personally and for your go-

vernment, and could only have meant what I wrote

in the wav of argument, or for the purpose of con-

trastiof the proceedings of France in her conduct

towards the United Slates with that of Great

Britain.

In reverting to the extraordinary and unprece-
dented situation of things that has arisen out of the

war in Ktii'opc it Wfluld seem needless to repeat the

evidence there is that the lawless and unbounded
ambition of the ruler ofFrance has been the origin
of it, and it cannot be a secret to 'he United States'

government that his plan has been, and avowedly
continues to be, not to scruple at the viol/itiop of
any law, provided he can thereby overthrow the
maritime power of England. Is it not therefore
reasonable in Great Britain to distrust an ambigu-
ous declaration of his having suddenly given "up
any part of a system which he thought' calculated
to produce such an effect? You say however chat
the decrees of Berlin and Milan are revoked.—
America, as not being at war and therefore not

seeing so nearly into the views of France, may be
less scrupulous as to the evidence necessary to

prove the fact; but, sir, it surely cannot be expect-
ed that Great Britain, who is contending for every
thing that is dear to her, should not require more
proof on a point so material to her. It is undoubt-
edly a very desirable thing for the United States to
have a free and unrestricted trade with both belli-

gerents, but the essential security and most im-
portant interests of America are not involved in the

question as are those of Great Britain. France
has levelled a blow which she hopes will prove
deadly to the resources of Great Britain, and be-
fore the British government can with safety give
up the measures of defence in consequence adopted
by them, very strong proof must exist of the ces-
sation by France of her novel and unprecedented
measures.

I confess sir, with the sincerest disposition to
discover on the part of the ruler ofFrance a return
to the long established practice of warfare as ex-
ercised in civilized Europe, I have been unable to
succeed; and if the French govermrvit had really
meant to withdraw their obnoxious decrees, it is

inconceivable why, instead of allowing their inten-
tion to be guessed at or inferred, they should not

openly and in plain language have declared so—the
decrees themselves having been clearly enough
announced on their enactment; why should not
their revocation be equally explicit.

While however numerous declarations have been
made on the part of France of the continued exist-
ence of the decrees, and captures made under them
of neutral ships have occurred, a few of the Ame-
rican vessels seized since November 1, have been
restored, and the foregoing, a very small part of
his plunder, is desired by Bonaparte to be consider-
ed as a proof of the sincerity of his revocation by
America; but it must be recollected that besides
the object of ruining the British resources by his
own unauthorized regulations, he has also that of

endeavoring to obtain the aid of the United States
for the same purpose, and herein you will, as I had
the honor to remark in a former letter, be able to
obsene the cause of the apparently contradictory
language held both by himself and his ministers.

I »h«H be extremely happy, ta receive, from voa
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sir, the information that in a frank and unambigu-i
oils manner, the chief of the French government

J

had revoked his decrees. Why he should not do so

is inexplicable if he means to revert to the ordinary
rules of war, but while he exercises such despotic

sway wherever his influence extends, to ruin the

resources of England, it cannot be expected that

Great Britain shall not use the means she possesses
for the purpose of making him feel the pressure of

his own system. There is every reason to believe

that ere long the effects on the enemies of Great
Britain will be such as irresistibly to produce a

change which will place commerce on its former
basis. In the mean time, sir, I hope you will not
think it extraordinary if I should contend that the

seizure of American ships by* France, since No-
vember 1, and the positive and unqualified declara-

tions of the French government, are stronger

proofs of the continued existence of the French
decrees and the bad faith of the ruler of France,
than the restoration of five or six vessels, too pal-

pably given up for fallacious purposes or in testimo-

ny of his satisfaetien at the attitude taken by Ame-
rica, is a proof of their revocation, or of his return
to the principles of justice. .»

1 will only repeat, sir, in answer to your obser-

vations oH the late condemnation of the ships taken
under his majesty's orders in,council, what I have

already had the hpnor to state to you, that the delay
which took place in their condemnation was not in

consequence of any doubt existing in his majesty's
government} as. to whether .the French decrees
were revoked, as you seem to imagine, but in con-

sequence of its being thought that .the American

government, upon its appearing that they were
deceived by France, would have ceased their inju-
rious measures against the British commerce. A
consiferable time elapsed before the decision

took place on those ships, and there is no doubt,
but- that had the United States' government not

persisted in their unfriendly attitude towards Great
Britain on discovering the .ill faith of France, a

spirit of conciliation in his majesty's government
would have caused their release.

In reply to your observations on the pretensions
of Great Britain relative to the revocation of the
French decrees, I beg to repeat that the sum of the
demand made by England is that France should
follow the established laws of warfare as practised
in former wars in Europe. Her ruler by his decrees
of Berlin and Milan declared himself no longer
bound by them, ^e has openly renounced them in

his violent efforts to ruin the resources of Great
Britain, and has trampled on the rights of indepen-
dent nations to effect his purpose. If the French

government make use of means of unprece-
dented violence to prevent the intercourse of Eng-
land with unoffending neutrals, can it be expected
that England should tamely suffer the establishment
of such a novel system of war .without retaliation,
and endeavoring in her turn to prevent the French
from enjoying the advantages of which she is un-

lawfully deprived?

Having explained already the situation in which
the question of the blockade of May 1806, rests

according to the views of his majesty's government,
and the desire of Great Britain to conduct her sys-
tem of blockade according to the laws of nations, I

will only advert to it on this occasion for the pur-
pose of taking the liberty of acknowledging toyou
the very great pleasure I received from' the highly
honorable flaarK of respect which you have taken
the occasion ir> express for the. illustrious .statem&n
from whose counsels that measure emanated.

I need not repeat to you, sir, what sincere satis-

faction it would give me if without the sacrifice of
the essential rights and interests of Great Britain
all the points in discussion between our two coun-
tries could be finally adjusted.

I have the honor to be, with the highest conside-

ration and respect, sir, your most obedient humble

servant, AUG. J. FOSTER.
To the honorable Jamas Monroe, &c. &c. &c.

MB. MONROE TO MR. FOSTER.

Department of State, Oct. 29, 1811.

Sir—I have had the honor to receive your letter

of the 22d of this month, and to lay it before the

president.
The assurance which you have given of your

disposition to reciprocate, in our communications
on the important subjects depending between our

governments the respectful attention which each
has a right to claim, and that no departure from it

was intended in your letter of the 26th July, has

been received with the satisfaction due to the frank

and conciliatory spirit in which it was made.
I learn, however, with much regret, that you

have received no instructions from your govern-
ment founded on the new proof of the revocation

of the Berlin and Milan decrees, which was com-
municated to the marquis of Wellesley by the

American charge des affaires at London, in a docu-
ment of which I had the honor to transmit to you a

copy. It might fairly have been presumed as I have
before observed, that the evidence afforded by that

document, of the complete revocation of those de-

crees, so far as they interfered with the commerce
of the United States with the British dominions,
would have been followed by an immediate repeal
of the orders in council. From the reply of the

marquis of Wellesley, it was at least to have been

expected that no time had been lost in transmitting
that document to you, and that the instructions

accompanying it would have manifested a change
in the sentiments of your government on the sub-

ject. The regret therefore cannot hut be increas-

ed in finding that the communication which I
had the honor to make to you, has not even had
the effect of suspending your efforts to vindicate
the perseverance of your government in enforcing
those orders.

I regret also to observe, that the light in which
you have viewed this document, and the remarks
which you have made on the subject generally,
seem to preclude any other view of the conditions
on which those orders are to be revoked, than
those that were furnished by your former commu-
nications. You still adhere to the pretension
that the productions and manufactures of Great

Britain, when neutralized, must be admitted into

the ports ofyour enemies. This pretension, howev-
er vague the language heretofore held by your gov-
vernment, particularly by the marquis of Welles-

ley, in his communications with Mfr. Pinkney o\
the subject, was never understood to have been em-
braced. Nothing indeed short of the specific de-

clarations which you have made, would have induc-
ed a belief that such was the case.

I have the honor to be, &c. &c
(Signed) -- JAS. MONROE.

Augustus J. Foster, Esq. &c. &c. &c.

MR. FOSTER TO MR. MONROE.

Washington, October 31, 1811.
Sir—-J did not reply at great length to the obser-

vations contained in your letter of the first instant

on lie pretensions of Great Britain as relative to
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the French system, because you seemed to me to

have argued as if but a part of the system contin-

ued, and even that part had ceased to be consider-

ed as a measure of war against Great Britain. For

Tfte to have allowed this, would have been at once

to allow in the face of facts that the decrees of

France were repealed, and that her unprecedented
measures, avowedly pursued in defiance of the laws

of nations were become mere ordinary regulations
of trade. I therefore thought fit to confine my an-

swer to your remarks, to a general statement of the

sum of the demands against Great Britain, which

was, that France should by effectually revoking
her decrees revert to the usual method of carrying
on war aspractised in civilized Europe.
The pretension of France to prohibit all com-

merce in articles of British origin in every part of
the continent is one among the many violent inno-

vations which arc contained in the decrees, and
which are preceded by the declaration of their being
{bunded on a determination of the ruler of France,
as lie himself avowed, to revert to the principles
which characterised the barbarism of the dark ages,
and to forget all ideas of justice and even the com-
mon feelings of humanity in the new method of car-

rying on war adopted by him.

It is not however a question with Great Britain of

mere commercial interest, as you seem to suppose,
which is involved in the attempt by Bonaparte to

blockade her both by sea and by land, but one of

feeling and of national honor, contending as we do

against the principles which he professes in his

new system of warfare. It is impossible for us to

Submit to the doctrine that he has a right to compel
the whole continent to break off all intercourse with

us, and to seize upon vessels belonging to neutral

nations upon the sole plea of their having- visited an

English port, or of their being laden with articles

of British or colonial produce in whatsoever man-
ner acquired.
This pretension, however, is but a part of that

system the whole of which, under our construction

of the letter of M. Champagny of August 5, 1810,
corroborated by many subsequent declarations of

the French government and not invalidated by any

unequivocal declaration of a contrary tenor, must
he considered as still in full force.

In the communication which you lately trans-

mitted to me, I am sorry to repeat that I was una-

ble to discover any facts which satisfactorily proved
that the dec ees had been actually repealed, and I

have already repeatedly stated the reasons which
too probably led to the restoration of a ihw of the

Amc' ir.an ships taken in pursuance of the Berlin

aurl Milan decrees aner Nov. 1. Mr. Russell does
Trot seem to deny that the decrees may stdl be kept
in force, only he thinks they have assumed a muni-

cipal character; but in M. Champagny's declara-

tion, ambiguous as it was, there is no such division
of them into two different characters, for if the

contingency required by the French Minister took

place, the Berlin and Milan decrees were to cease

according to his expression without any qualifica-

tion.
If therefore a part of them remain or be re-

vived again, as seems to be allowed even here, why
may not the whole be equally so? Where proofcan
be obtained of their existence, we have it, namely,
in he ports of France, in which vessels have been

avowedly seized .under their operations since No-
vember 1. Of their maritime existence we cannot
10

easily obtain evidence, because of the few French
*hi[>s of war which venture to leave their harbors.
Who can doubt however but that had the ruler of

France a navy at his command equal to the enforc-

ing of his violent^ decrees, he would soon show
that part of them to be no dead letter. The prin-
ciple is not the less obnoxious because it is from
necessity almost dormant for the

'

moment, nor

ought it therefore to be less an object to be strenu-

ously resisted.

Allow me, sir, here to express my sincere regret
that I have not as yet been able to convince you, by
what I cannot but consider the strongest evidence,
of the continued existence of the French decrees,
and consequently of the unfriendly policy of your
government in enforcing the non-importation against
us and opening the trade with our enemies. His

royal highness will, I am convinced, learn with un-

feigned sorrow, that such continues to be still the
determination of America, and whatever restric-
tions on the commerce enjoyed by America in his

majesty's dominions may ensue on the part of G.

Britain, as retaliatory en the refusal by your go-
vernment to admit the productions of Great Britain
while they open their harbors to those of his majes-
ty's enemies, they will, I am persuaded, be adopted
with sincere pain, and with pleasure relinquished
whenever this country shall resume her neutral po-
sition and impartial attitude between the two belli-

gerents.
I have the honor to be, with the greatest consi<-

deration and respect, sir, your most obedient hum-
ble servant,

AUG. J. FOSTER.
To the hon. James Jfouroe, &c. &fc. £Sc.

OCCUPATION OF FLORIDA.
MR. FOSTER TO MR. MONROE.

t Washington, July 2. 1811.
Sin—The attention of his majesty's government

has of late been called to the measures pursued by
the United State:; for the military occupation of
West Florida. The language held by the president
at the opening of the late session of congress, the
hostile demonstrations made by the American forces
under captain Gaines, the actual summoning of the
fort of Mobile, and the bill submitted to the appro-
bation of the American legislature for the interior
administration of the province, are so many direct
and positive proefs that the government of America
is prepared to subject the province of West Florida
to the authority of the United States.

The Spanish minister in London addressed a note
in the month of March last to his majesty's secre-

tary of state for foreign affairs, expressing in suffi-

cient detail the feelings of the government of Spain
respecting this unprovoked aggression on the inte-

grity of that monarchy.
Mr. Moner in his note to Mr. Smith of Decem-

ber 15, 1810, has already reminded the American
government of the intimate alliance subsisting be-
>veen his majesty and Spain, and he has desired
such explanations on the subject as might convince
his majesty of the pacific disposition of the United
States towards Spain. Mr. Smith in his reply has
stated that it Was evident that no hostile or un-

friendly purpose was entertained by America to-

wards Spam; and that the American minister at his

majesty's court had been enabled to make whatever
explanations might comport with the frank and

conciliatory spirit which had been invariably ma-
nifested on the part of the United States.

Since the date of this correspondence Mr. Pink-

ney has offered no explanation whatever of the
motives which have actuated the conduct of the
United States in this transaction; a bill has teen
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introduced into congress for the establishment, go-

vernment and protection ofthe territory of Mobile,

and the fortress of.that name has been summoned

without effect.
~
Bis royal highness the prince regent in the name

and on the behalf of bis majesty, is still willing to

hope that the American government has not been

ure;ed to this stepby ambitious motives or by a de-

sire of foreign conquesl, and territorial aggrandize-

ment. It would be satisfactory however to be ena-

bled to ascertain that no consideration connected

with the present state of Spain has induced America

to despoil that monarchy ofa valuable foreign colony.

The government of the United States contends

that the right to the possession ofa certain part of

West Florida will be not less open to discussion in

the occupation of America than under the govern-

ment of Spain.
But the government of the United States, under

this pretext, cannot expect to avoid the reproach,

which must attend the ungenerous and unprovoked

seizure of a foreign colonv, while the parent state

is engaged in a noble contest for independence,

.icrainst a most unjustifiable and violent invasion of

the rights both ofihemonarch and the people ofSpain

While I wait, therefore, for an explanation from

you, sir, as to the motives which led to this unjust

agression by the United States on the territories

o't his majestv's ally, I must consider it as my duty

to lose no time in fulfilling the orders of bis royal

highness the prince regent by which I am com-

manded in the event of its appearing on my arrival

in this city that the United States stiil persevere by

menaces and active demonstration to claim the mi-

lit" rv occupation ofWest Florida, notwithstanding

the remonstrances of his majesty's charge d'affairs

and the manifest injustice of the act, to present to

3 ou the solemn protest of his royal highness in the

m-meand on behalf of his majesty against an at-

tempt so contrary to every principle of justice,

yood faith, and national honor, and so injurious

to the alliance subsisting between his majesty and

the Spanish nation.

I have the honor to be, with the highest consider-

ation sir, vour most obedient humble servant,

AUG. .1. FOSTER.

To the hon. James Monroe, &c. &c. &c.

Mil. WOHOK TO MB. FOSTEH.

Tiefmrtment of State, July 8, 1811.

Stn—I have had tie honor to receive the note

•which vou have presented, by the order of his royal

highness the prince regent, to protest, in behalf of

the regencv of Spain, against the possession lately

taken by the United States of certain parts of Wes"t

Florida ,-..,„
Although the precedent cannot admit the right of

Great Britain to interfere in any question relating

to that province, he is willing to explain, in a friend-

ly manner, the considerations which induced the

United States to take the step against which you
have been ordered to protest.

p is to be'inferred from your view oflhe subject,

that the British government has been taught to be-

lieve that the United States seized a moment of na-

tional embarrassment to wrest from Spain a province

to which they had no right, and that they were

prorated to it by their interest alone, and a know-

ledge that Spain could not defend it. Nothing,

however, is ivore remote from the fact, than the

presumption on which your government appears to

have aced. Examples of so unworthy a conduct

are unfortunately 100 frequent in the history of

nations, but the United States have not followed

them. The president had pursuaded himself that
the unequivocal proofs which the United States
have given in all their transactions with foreign
powers, and particularly With Spain, of an upright
and liberal policy, would have shielded them from
such an unmerited a suspicion. He is satisfied that

nothingis wanting but a correct knowledge of facts

completely to dissipate it.

I might bring to your view along catalogue of

injuries which the United States have received from

Spain since the conclusion of their revolutionary

war, any one of which would most probably have
been considered cause of war, and resented as such

by other powers. I will mention two of these only;
the spoliations that were committed on their com-
merce to a great amount in the last war, and die

suppression of their deposit at New-Orleans, just
before the commencement of the present war, in
violation of a solemn treaty: for neither of which
injuries has any reparation or atonement been made.
For injuries like those of the first class, it is known
to you that Great Britain and PYance nude indemni-

ty. The United States, however, do not rely on
these injuries for a justification of their conduct in

this transaction, althoug-h their claims to reparation,
for them are by no means relinquished, and it is to

be presumed, will not always be neglected.
When 1 inform you ihat the province of West

Florida to the Perdido was a part of Louisiana,while
the whole province formerly belonged to F,avcet

that although it was afterwards "-eparated from the
other part, yet that both parts were again reuivted
in the hands of Spain, and by her reconveved to
France in which state the entire province ot Louisi-
ana was ceded to the Unhed States in 1803, that in

accepting the cession and paying for the territory
ceded, the United States understood and believed
that they paid for the country as far as the Perdido,
as part of Louisiana; and that on a conviction of
their rights they included in their laws provisions

adapted to the cession in that extent— it cannot fail

to be a cause of surprise to the prince regent, that

they did not proceed to take possession of the ter-

ritory in question as soon as the treaty was ratified.

There was nothing in the circumstances of Spain at

that lime, that could have forbidden the measure.
In denying the right of the United States to this

territory, her government invhed negotiation on
that and every other point in contestation between
the parties. The United States accepted the invi-

1

tation, in the he pe that it would secure an adjust-'
ment and reparation for every injury which had
heen received, and lead to the restoration of perfect

harmony betweai the two countries, but in that

hope they were disappointed.
Since the year 1805, the period of the last nego- s

ciation with Spain, the province of West-Florida
has remained in a situation altogether incompatible
with the welfare of these states. The government
of Spain has scarcely been felt there; in conse-

quence of which the affairs of that province had
fallen into disorder. Of that circumstance, howe-

ver, the United States took no advantage. P was
not until the last year, when the inhabitants, per-

ceiving that all authority over them h..d ccased,iwe
in a body with intention to take the country in their

own hands, that the American government inter-

posed. It was impossible for the United Stages to

behold with indifference a movement in which they
were so deeply interested. The pie.delent would
have incurred the censure of the nation, if he suf-

fered that province to be wrested from the United

States under a pretext of wresting it from Spain.
In taking possession of it in their iiame, and under
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Uuur authority, except in the part which was occu-

pied by the Spanish troops, woo have not been dis-

turbed, he defended the rights and secured th-

peace of the nation, and even consulted the honor

of' Spain herself. By this event the United States

hive acquired no new tide to West Florida. They
wanted none. In adjusting

1 hereafter all the other

poiius which remain to be adjusted with Spain, and

which it is proposed to make the subject of amica-

ble neg-ociatio:i as soon as die government of Spain
shall be settled, her claim to this territory may also

be brought into view, and receive all the attention

wh ch is due to it.

. Aware that this transaction might be misconceiv-

ed and misrepresented, the President deemed it a

proper subject of instruction to the ministers of the

United States at foreign courts to place it in a true

lighv before them. Such an instruction was for-

warded to Mr. Pinkuey, their late Minister Pleni-

potentiary at Loudon, who would have executed

it, had not the termination of his mission prevented
it. The president cannot doubt that the frank and

candid explanation which I have now given, by
his order, of the considerations winch induced the

United States to take possession A' tins country,
will be perfectly satisfactory to his royal highness
the Prince Regent.
With great respect and consideration, I have the

honor to be, air, vour most obedient servant,

(Signed) J AS. MONROE.
Augustus J. Foster, Esq. &c. &c. &c.

MR. FOSTER TO MR. MONROE.

Philadelphia, Sept. 5, 1811.

Str—The Chevalier d'Onis, who has been ap-

pointed minister from his Catholic majesty to the

United States, has written to inform me that he

understands by letters from the governor of East

Florida, under date of the 14th ult. that governor
Matthews, of the state of Georgia, was at that

time at Xev/town, St. Mary's, on the frontiers of

Florida, for the purpose of reating with the inha-

bitants of thar province for its being delivered up to

the United States' government, that he was with

this view using every method of seduction to elfect

his purpose, offering to each white inhabitant who
would side with him fifty acres of land and the gua-
rantee of his religion and property; stipulating
also that the American government would pay the

debts of the Spanish government, whether due in

pensions or otherwise, and that lie would cause the

officers and soldiers of the garrisons to be conveyed
to such place as should be indicated, provided they
did not rather choose to enter into the service of

tl»e United States.

M. u'Onis has done me die honor to communi-
cate to nie a note which he purposes transmitting
to you, sir, in consequence of this detached and
most extraordinary intelligence, and considering
the intimate alliance subsisting between Spain and
Great Britain, as well as the circumstances under
which lie is placed in this country, he iias urgently
requested that I would accompany his representa-
tion w itli a letter on my part in support of it.

After til- solemn asseverations which you gave
•'ac in the month uf July, that no intentions hos-
tile to :.ne Spanish interests in Florida existed on
the part of your government, 1 am wholly unable

t0.9uppo.se .hat governor Matthews can have had or-

ders from the President for the conduct widen he is

sla l-'I t.» be p irsiung; but the measures he i.-> stat-

eu to be taking in co 'responding with traitoJs, and
n

endeavoring by bribery and every art pi" seduc-

tion to infuse a spirit of rebellion into the subjects
of the king of Spain in those quarters, are such as
to create the liveliest inquietude, and to call for the
most early interference on the part of the govern-
ment of the United States.

The government of the United States are well
aware of the deep interest which his royal highness
the Prince lleg-ent takes in the security of Florida,
for any attempt to occupy the Eastern part ofwhich

by the United States not even the slightest pretext
could be alledged, such as were brought forward in

the endeavor to justify the aggression on West
Florida.

I conceive it therefore to be my duty, sir, in

consideration of the alliance subsisting between
Spain and Great Britain, and tiie interests of his

majesty's subjects in the West India Islands, so

deeply involved in the security of East Florida., as

welt as in pursuance of the orders of my govern-
ment in case of any attempt against thai country,
to lose no time in calling- upon you for an explana-
tion of the alarming seeps which governor Mai-
thews is stated to betaking for subvening the Spa-
nish authority in that country, requesting to be
informed by you upon what authority he can be

acting, and what measures have been taken to put
a stop o his proceedings. I have t lie honor to be, be.

(Signed) AUG. J. FOSTER.
To the lion. Jcunes Jfoivoe, &c. &c. Use.

Mil. MONROE TO MR. FOSTER.

November 2, 1811.

Sin—T have had the honor to receive your letter

of September 5th, and to submit it to the view of

the president.
The principles which have governed the United

States in their measures relative to West Florida,
have already been explained t» you. With equal
frankness I shall now communicate the part they
have acted with respect to East Florida.

In the letter which I have the honor to address 10

vou on the 8th of July, I stated the injuries which
the United States had received from Spain, since

their revolutionary war, and particularly by spolia-
tions on their commerce inV.he last war, to a great

amount, and of the suppression of their right of

deposit at New-Orleans, just before the commence-
ment of the present war, for neither of which had

reparation been made. A claim to indemnity lor

diese injuries, is altogether unconnected with the

question relating t» West Florida, which was ac-

quired by cession from France in 180.3.

The government of Spain lias never denied the

right of the United States to a just indemnity for

spoliations on their commerce. In 1802, it expli-

citly admitted tiiis right by entering mto a conven-

tion, the object of which was to adjust the amount
of the claim, with a v,ew to indemnity. The sub-

sequent injury by the suppression or the deposit at

New-Orieans produced an important change in the

relations between the parties, which has never been

accommodated. The United States saw in that

measure eminent cause of war, and that war d:d

not immediately follow, cannot be considered in any
o her Ught than as a proof of their, moderation and

pacific policy. The executive could not believe

that the government of Spain would refuse to the

United States the justice clue u> these accumulated

injuries, when the subject should be brought so-

lemnly before it, by a special nnssion. F is known
that an envoy extraordinary was sent to Madrid iu

16)5, on this subject, and that the mission did not

accomplish the object intended by it.
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It is proper to observe, that in the negociation,
with Spain in 1805, the injuries complained of by
the United States of the first class were again sub-

stantially admitted to a certain extent, as was that

also occasioned by the suppression of the deposit at

New-Orleans, although the Spanish government,

by disclaiming the act, and imputing it to the inten-

dar.t, sought to avoid the responsibility due from

it; that to make indemnity to the United States

for injuries of every kind, a cession of the whole

territory claimed by Spain, eastward of the Mis-

sissippi was made the subject of negociation, and
that the amount of the sum demanded for it was
the sole cause that a treaty was not then formed,
and the territory added.

The United States have considered the govern-
ment of Spain indebted to them a greater sum for

f
the injuries above stated, than the province of East
Florida can by any fair standard between the parties
be estimated at. They have looked to this province
for their indemnity, and with the greater reason,
because the government of Spain itself has coun-
tenanced it. That they have suffered their just
claims so long unsatisfied, is a new and strong
proof of the moderation, as it is of their respect
for the disordered condition of that power. There
is, however, a period beyond which those claims

ought not to be neg-lected. It would be highly
improper for the United States, in their respect for

Spain, to forget what they owe to their own cha-

rades, and to the. rights of their injured citizens.

Under these circumstances it would be equally
unjust and dishonorable in the United States to suf-

fer East Florida to pass into the possession of any
other power. Unjust because they would thereby
lose the only indemnity within their reach, for

injuries which ought long since to have been re-

dressed. Dishonorable, because in permitting
another power to wrest from them that indemnity,
their inactivity and acquiescence could onlv be

imputed to unworthy motives. Situated as East Flo-

rida is, cut off from the other possessions of Spain,
and surrounded in a great measure by the territory
of the United States; and having also an important
bearing on their commerce, no other power could
think of taking possessic n of it, with other thai)

boHtile views to them. Nor could any other power
take possession of it without endangering their

prosperity and best interests.

The United States have not been ignorant or inat-

tentive to what has been agitated in Europe, at

different periods, since the commencement of the

present war, in regard to the Spanish provinces' in

this hemisphere; nor have they been unmindful of
the consequences into which the disorder of Spain
tnight lead in regard to the province in question,
without due care io prevent it. They have been

persuaded that remissness on their part might in-

vite the danger, if it had not already done it, which
it is so much their interest and desire to prevent.—
Deeply impressed with these considerations, and
anxious, while they acquitted themselves to the

just claims of their constituents, to preserve friend-

ship with other powers, the subject was brought
before the congress at its last session, when an Vet
was passed authorising the executive to accept pos-
session of East Florida from the local authorities,
or to take it against the attempt of a foreign power
to occupy it, holding it in either case subject to

future and friendly negociation. This act theretbr-e

ev:nc''s 'hf juut and amicable views by which the
United S >?e<? have been governed, towards Spain,
in themeasu e authorised by ix'. Our ministers at

London and Pans were immediately apprised ofthe

I act and instructed to communicate the purport of

it, to both governments, and to explain at the same
time, in the most friendly manner, the motives
which led to it. The president could not doubt
that such an explanation would give all the
satisfaction that was intended by it. By a late let-

ter from the American charge d'affaires at London,
I observe, that this explanation was made to your
government in the month of last. That
it was not sooner made was owing to the departure
of the minister plenipotentiary of the United States

before the instruction was received.

I am persuaded, sir, that you will see, in this

view of the subject, very strong proof of the just
and amicable disposition of the United States

towards Spain, of which I treated, in the confer-

ence, to which you have alluded. The same dis-

position still exists; but it must be understood that
it cannot be indulged longer than may comport with
the safety, as well as with the rights and honor of
the nation. I have the honor to be, fee. &c.

JAMES MONROE.
Augustus J. Foster. Esq. &c. &c. &c.

CORRESPONDENCE
BETWEEN MR. MONROE AND MR. FOSTER ON THE

SUBJECT OF THE AFFAIR OF THE LITTLE BELT.

Baltimore, July 26th, 1811,
Sin—I have the honor to enclose the copy of an

official letter addressed to rear-admiral Sawyer, by
captain Bingham, commanding his majesty's sloop
the Little Belt, which contains an account of the
late engagement between that ship and the Ameri-
can frigate the President.

In thus communicating to you, without orders
from his majesty's government, this document,
which in the most essential fact differs so materially
from that of commodore Rodgers, I trust that this

government will receive it as a proof of the sincere

desire which exists with me, to open the way to an
amicable arrangement of the question which may
arise out of this unfortunate affair, when it shall be
known to his majesty's government.

I have the honor to be, with the highest respect,
sir, your most obedient humble servant,

J. P. MORIER.
'l'h->hon. James JMonroe, &c. &e. &c.

[Here:follows the letter from captain Bingham to

ad.nirat Sawyer—see page 31.]

MR. MONROS, SECRETARY OF STATE, TO MR. MO-

RIEK, CHARGE D'AFFAIRES TO HIS BRITANNIC
MAJESTY.

Department of State, June 28, 1811.

Sin—I had the honor to receive yesterday your
letter of the 26th inst. communicating a statement
from captain Bingham to admiral Sawyer, of the

circumstances attending the late unfortunate en-

counter between the United States' frigate the Presi-

dent and Ins Britannic majesty's sloop theLittleBelt.

It is to be regretted that the statement made by
captain Bingham should have varied in any cir-

cumstance, from that made by the commander of
the American frigate. I flatter myself, with the

disposition of the president, when lam authorized

to express, to make it the subject of mutual and

friendly explanations, its disagreeable tendency
will be obviated. I am induced to express this

expectation, with the more confidence, from the

conciliatory manner in which you have made tl-is

communication. I have the honor to be, See.

(Signed) .IAS. MONROE,
Mr. Morier, charge (faffaires of

h.s Britannic majesty.
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MB. FOSTEH TO MR. MONROE.

Washington, Julp 3, 1811.

Sin,—The assurances which you did me the

honor to give me yesterday verbally, that no in-

structions whatever had been given to commodore

Rodgers which could under any construction be

meant to authorize his attempting to recover by
force any person claimed as an impressed American

citizen from on board any of his majesty's slaps of

war, were amply sufficient to convey to my mind

every satisfaction upon that subject: the reports,

however, current in the United States, and connect-

ed with commodore Rodgers' conduct and pro-

ceedings, as well as the inferences which will be

drawn from the expressions which he used to the

captain of his majesty's sloop Little Belt, being of

a tendency to create doubts in Great Britain as to

the nature of the authority under which he acted, I

willingly accept your offer of making me the same
statement in a more formal manner, in order that I

may transmit it to my government, to prevent all

possible mistakes on so important a point.
The question arising out of the rencounter be-

tween the United States frigate President and his

majesty's sloop Little Belt, will then remain limited

to the act itself. You are already, sir, in possession
ofthe British commanders' statement of the circum-

stances which attended it; his account, and that of

the American commodore's, differ very materially
with respect to some of the most important
features of the transaction, but in this they agree,
that the chace which brought on the action, com-
menced on the part of commodore Rodgers; for

it cannot be maintained that the advance made by
-captain Bingham for the purpose of ascertaining if

the sail descried by him was his majesty's ship
:Gurrier, which it appears he had orders to join, was
For the purpose of chasing, even if that fact

be urged as a plea by the American commander, for

as soon as he found his signals unanswered, he bore

away, until to his infinite surprise he found himself

the object of the strange vessel's eager pursuit and
hostile attitudes. What could be commodore Rod-

gers' intention is not apparent. That he could not

discover at the distance of seventy or one hundred

yards, that the ship before him was a flush deck

sloop, though it was but a little after eight o'clock

on the 16th of May; that he could not make out

her colors at half past six o'clock; that his guns
were double shotted; and that with the security he

possessed from the great force and superior sailing
of the ship under his command, and the circum-
stance of belonging to a neutral nation, he did not

rather hold off during the night if he wished to

speak the sloop, than by running- under her stern

in a menacing attitude, incur the risk ofprovoking
a misunderstanding, must appear unaccountable to

|the comprehension of every unprejudiced person,
and will I am sure, sir, seem to you a sufficient

reason, if there were no other, to warrant my de-

manding that an examination be instituted into his

conduct, with a view to suitable satisfaction being
afforded to his majesty for the loss of so many of
his subjects so wantonly slaughtered, and for the

insult offered to his flag. But should captain
Bingham's charges be brought home to commodore

Rodgers, for his having re fused to state the name
of the nation he belonged to, though asked to do so

on their nearing each other in the dark, ar,d of

paving fired a broad-side into the sloop without

provocation, which might at once have sunk so

small a vessel, 1 am convinced I need oaly appeal
to the justice of the American government, for the

govern.nent to see in its proper light the magnitude

of the outrage, and offer to his majesty every re-

paration that can appear due.

It is with great pleasure, sir, that 1 avail myself
of this opportunity to acknowledge the promptness
with which you came forward with the assurances

alluded to in the first part of this letter, and the

readiness which you showed to receive any c< « nu-
nications from me in regard to the unhappy occur-

rence which forms the subject of the remainder.

I haVe the honor to be, &c.
AUG. J. FOSTER.

Hon. James Monroe, &c.

MR. MONROE TO MR. FOSTIR.

Department of State, July 16, 1811.

Sin,—I have had the honor to receive your note

respecting the late rencontre between the American

frigate the President, and his Britannic majesty's
sloop of war the Little Belt.

It is very satisfactory to find that you received the

communication which I had the honor to make you,
in our first interview, on the subject of your en-

quiry, relative to that unfortunate occurrence, in

the amicable spirit in which it was intended. Al-

though the excitement which had been produced
by previous and recent aggressions, particularly by
the impressment of American cp.jzens from Ameri-
can vessels, even on the coftst of the United Suites,

was great, yet, no order had been given by the go-
vernment for the recovery, by force, of any citizens

so impressed, from any British ship of war. The
orders given to the commanders of frigates, and

other armed vessels of the United States, were fov

the protection of their coasts and of their com-

merce, within the legitimate limits.

I need not repeat to you, sir, the sincere regret
of this government that such an encounter took

place, and more especially that it should have pro-
duced the unfortunate consequences which attend-

ed it.

I have the honor to be, &c.

JAMES MONROE.
Augustus J. Foster, Esq. &fc. &.*c,

MR. FOSTER TO MR. MONROE.

Washington^ July 24, 1811.

Sin—I have had the honor to receive your letter

dated on the 16th inst. in answer to mine of the 3d, in

which I expressed a desire to have stated, in a more
formal manner, your denial to me, of orders having
been given to commodore Rodgers which could,
under any construction, authorise that commander
to attack any of his majesty's ships of war, iri

search of any person claimed as an American sea-

man, and in which I also demanded that an exami-
nation should be instituted into that officer's, con?

duct, with a view to suitable reparation being nfi
forded to his majesty, for what appears a wan' on
and unprovoked attack made by the frigate Hixter

his command upon his majesty's sloop of war, the

Little Belt.

The denial I asked for, you have given me, anil I

beg to assure you, sir, that though I troubled you
with the demand, because the exfensiveness of the
rumor which had attributed such orders to the

American government, had made it my duty so to

do; yet I never entertained an idea for one moment
that the government of the United Slates could
have issued such orders, because they must have
been considered as manifestations of direct inteiv-

fions cf hostility, which would have been incompa-
tible with the relations of amity subsisting between
America and Great Britain.

On ouch a point, 6ir, a 6iraple denial «nw &H I
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asked, and what I expected to receive. It was,
therefore with pain that I found you had connected
it with allusions to other topics, calculated to pro-
duce irritation, on which, whatever complaints you
may have to make to me, I shall be ever ready to

receive and forward them for redress to the com-
mander in chief of his majesty's naval forces at

Halifax, or to his majesty's government: but the

mentioning' of which in your note in answer to

mine on a distinct subject, of the most serious im-

portance, you will pardon me if J must consider as

matter of regret, especially as you wished me to re-

ceive the communication you made me as given in

an amicable spirit.

Moreover from the tenor of the part of your let-

ter in which you have connected the question of im-

pressment with that of an attack on a. British ship
of war, an inference is forced upon me, which you
surely never could have meant mc to draw, but

which, nevertheless, the passage conveys, namely,
that, although the government of the United States

had not given orders for the recovery by force of

any American citizen claimed from a British na-
tional ship, they still maintain they might have
been justified in so doing. The right of searching
a ship of war has been so positively disavowed on
the part of his majesty's government, and so dis-

claimed by that of America, that I could not have

expected any doubts would ever again have been
thrown on the matter, and yet the language of your
letter, until it is explained, will certainly authorize
such doubts, as far as relates to the American gov-
ernment.

I have no answer at all from you, sir, to my de-

mand for an inquiry being instituted into the con-
duct of captain Rodgers. This omiss.on has occa-
sioned to me the more surprise, because in addition
to there appearing to be no cause why the govern-
ment of America should decline to listen to so' just
a demand on my part, there seemed to be every
reason why they should even for tHfeir own satisfac-

tion have desired to clear up the circumstances of
his most extraordinary proceeding. I will indeed

frankly own to you that I did think on reaching
this city to have found that officer's conduct alrea-

dy, by the spontaneous act of the g-oveniment of
the United States, undergoing an examination, in-

stead of hearing that he had been sent immedi-
ately to sea again, which seemed to denote an ap-

probation of his behaviour; and I though' I could
the more rely on this being the course the presi-
dent would have pursued, from a consideration of

that which his majesty's government hud taken in

tlif case of the Chesapeake when every reparation
prac icable at the instant the intelligence reached
London of the unfortunate event, was made to you,
sir, promptly and unasked for.

I feel the more regret, sir, at the course taken

by your government in this affair, because I have
been necessarily obliged in consequence to suspend
carrying into execution that part of my instructions

by which I was directed immediately on my ai rival

here to offer such further reparation for the attack
on the Chesapeake frigate as would, I am convinc-

ed, have proved satisfactory. I iiad the honor to

istate to you, in our first interview, that I had such

instructions, although I omi ted to mention it in

niy note, because, as you may remember, I express-
ed to you at the time, it seemed to me the American

government might feel more free to act as the jus-
tice of the case required, if the two subjects were
kep unconnected; and in this op,mon I uioughtyou
appeared to concur.

I have the honor to be, with the greatest consi-
deration and respect, sir, your most obedient hum-
ble servant, AUGUSTUS J. FOSTER.
The hon. James J\fonroe, Secretary of State.

MB. FOSTER TO MR. MOHROE.

Philadelphia, Sept. 4. 181 J.

Sir—1 have now by an express messenger from

England received the commands of his royal high-
ness the prince regent, acting in the name and on
the behalf of his majesty, relative to the late vio-

lent aggression committed by the United States

frigate, the President, on his majesty's ship Little

Belt, and I have the honor of communicating to

you the enclosed documents, which have bt$n trans-

mitted to me by my government to be laid before
that of the United States, comprehending a copy
of a letter from lord James Townshend, command-

ing officer at Halifax, dated May 30, 1811, enclos-

ing a statement of the action by the officers of the
Little Belt—the report of the commissioner of his

majesty's navy board at Halifax, in respect to the

damage done the Little Bek; a copy of rear admi-
ral Sawyer's letter, enclosing his instructions to

captain Bingham, as well as a list of killed and
wounded on board the sloop of war—and finally a

copy of the correspondence on the subject which
took place between the marqu.s Wellesley and Mr.

Smith, the American charge d'affaires, in London;
of that of captain Bingham's official letter ycu are

already in possession.
In communicating to you, sir, these documents,

I am particularly directed to call your attention to

the instructions of admiral Sawyer, which furnish-

es the strongest evidence of the pacific and friendly
intentions of his majesty's government towards
this country. The very pointed manner in which
the commander in chief on the Halifax station had

enjoined captain Bingham to avoid giving, offence
to the government or subjects of the United States,,

in* officers statement, even if there were not such

strong evidence as appears from the deposition of

the different officers on board his majesty's ship as

tq the action having been commenced by captain

Rodgers.
His majesty's government were entitled to ex-

pectj as I have already had the honor to observe to

you, sir, in my foi mer letter, that the American go-
vernment would have manifested a prompt disposi-
tion to obviate, by an early disavowal and by just

reparation, the necessary tendency of such an event
to disturb the friendship subsisting between the

two states, and this expectation was the more natu-

ral from the example afforded by his majesty's go-
vernment in the c.se of the Chesapeake.

Such, however, not having been the case, I am
commanded by his royal highness to lose no time
in communicating to you the papers enclosed, which

explain in the fullest manner the circumstances of
the transaction and the very great extent of the out-

rage committed, by which so many valuable lives

were sacr.ficed, and in demanding the immediate
disavowal on the part of the United States of the
act of aggression committed against his majesty's
ship; as also in/equiring a just reparation of *he

injury received.

I iiave tike honor to be, &c.

AUG. J. FOSTER.
To the honorable James Jllonroe, &c.

* There appears to be an error in the printing of
this paragraph in the Intelligencer, from which the"

documents are copied.
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MR. MONItOE TO MR. TOSTEH.

Department of State, Sept. 14, 1811

•Sir—I have had the honor lo receive your letter

.of the 4th instant respecting
1 the encounter between

the United States' frigate the President and hisBn
-tannic majesty's ship Little Belt, which I have laid

before the president of the United States.

In the first interview which look place between

us, after your arrival at Washing-ton, I stated expli-

citly that no instructions had been given to take

any seamen from on board a British ship of war,
nor any order whatever of a hostile nature. I made
the same declaration afterwards, at your request, in

a more formal manner; and it is with the same
frankness that I now again repeat it.

Such a declaration was deemed proper in order

to obviate misapprehensions which might obstruct

any conciliatory and satisfactory propositions with
which you might be charged. It was in conformity
also with the candor and friendly policy which have

been shown by this government in all its transac-

tions with Great Britain.

If the answer to your former letter was limited

to this disavowal of hostile intentions on the part
of this government, it need scarcely be remarked,
that no further view of the subject could then nor

as vet can be entered into on the demand of the Bri-

tish government, without forgetting an essential

preliminary to such a demand.
It might be added that with the circumstances

of the transaction, as officially before this govern-
ment, the true ground on which it claimed atten-

tion was that of a violent aggression by a British

on an American ship, in a situation and manner

authorising the strongest appeal to the British

government for redress. If an instant representa-
tion and demand to that effect were not made, it

was a proof only that this government permitted
the event of the encounter to temper the feelings
and retard the complaint, prompted by the origin
and character of it.

It is not seen without surpriie that the case of
the Chesapeake is cited as an example supporting
a demand of reparation in the present case. No
other remark will be made than that the fifth year
is now elapsing without reparation in that case, al-

though so palpably and even confessedly due to the

rights of the U. States and the honor of their flag.
In the instruction to captain Bingham thus frank-

ly communicated, the president sees a token of ami-

ty and conciliation, which, if pursued in the extent

corresponding with that in which these sentiments
are entertained by the United States, must hasten
a termination of every controversy which has so

long subsisted between the two countries.

I have the honor to be, &c.

(Signed) J AS. MONROE.
Augustus J. Foster, Esq. &c. &c. &c.

MR. 1M0NROE TO MR. FOSTER.

Department of State, October 11, 1811.
SfR—I have the honor to transmit to you a copy

of the proceedings of a court of inquiry, held by
order of the president on the conduct of commo-
dore Rodgers, in the late encounter between a fri-

gate of the United States, the President, and his
Britannic majesty's ship the Lit tie Belt.

The result of this inquiry, which was conducted
in public, in a manner the most fair and impartial,
and established by the concurrent testimony of all

the officers of the American ship, and of others
whom it was proper to summon, cannot, it is pre-
sumed, leave a doubt in the mind of any one that

captain Bingham made the attack and without a

justifiable cause.

That commodore Rodgers pursued a vessel which
had at first pursued him, and hailed her as soon as

he approached within a suitable distance, are cir-

cumstances which can be of no avail to captain
Bingham. The United States have a right to know
the national character of the armed ships which
hover on their coast, and whether they visit it with

friendly or illicit views. It is a right inseparable
from the sovereignty of every independent slate,
and intimately connected with their tranquility and

peace. All nations exercise it, and none with
more rigor, or at a greater distance from the coast

than Great Britain herself, nor any, on more jus-
tifiable grounds, than the United States. In addi-

tion to the considerations which have recommend-
ed these precautions to other powers, it is render-
ed of the more importance to the United States, by
the practice of armed vessels from the West Indies,

investing our coast tor unauthorised and even pi-
ratical purposes. Instances have also occurred, in

which the commanders of British ships of war, af-

ter impressing seamen from American vessels, have
concealed their names, and the names of their

ships, whereby an application to their government
for the reparation due for such outrages, widi the

requisite certainty, is rendered impracticable. For
these reasons the conduct of commodore Rodgers,
in approaching ihe Little Belt to make die necessa-

ry inquiries, and exchange a friendly salute, was

strictly correct.

The president, therefore, can regard the act of

captain Bingham no' otherwise than as a hostile ag-

gression on the flag- of the U States, and lie is per-
suaded that his Britannic majesty, viewing it in the

same light, will bestow on it the attention which it

merits. With great respect, &.c.

JAMES MONROE.
Augustus J. Foster, Esq. &c. &c. &c

MR. FOSTER TO "MR. MOJJROE.

Washington, October 26, 5 811.

Sir—I have had the honor to receive your leiler

of the lldi instant, inclosing a copy of the pro-

ceedings of a court of inquiry held by order of the

president of the United S\ates, on the condtic. of
com. Rodgers in the late encounter between a fri-

gate of tiie United States, the President, ^nd his

majesty's ship the Little Beh, fixing' on ea.pt. Bing-
ham the charg-e of having commenced the engage-
ment, and churning in consequence the attention of

his majesty's g-overnment. towards it, as to an act

of hostility on the part of the British officer.

I may be permitted to remind you, sir, that after

I had ascertained from you that no hostile intentions

on the part of the government of the U. States were
connected with the proceeding- of captain Rodgers,
all I asked in the first instance was, that the presi-
dent of the United States would be pleased to order

an inquiry into his conduct, which had tended so

seriously to interrupt the harmony subsisting be-

tween our two countries; and which having- hither-

to received no palliation whatever from any evidence
in contradiction of captain Bingham's statement, as

officially transmitted to his majesty's government,
must have cominueu to them lo be utterly incapa-
ble of receiving any.
The document you have now done me the honor

to communicale to me, widi a copy annexed of

captain Rodgers' letter, (tor the first time officially
before me) ;s however so tar satisfactory as it shows
that captain Rodgers has endeavored to exculpate
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himself, exhibiting' the ground on which he rests

his defence, and I shall without delay transmit it to

he laid before his royal highness the prince regent.
It certainly proves a most unaccountable difference

to exist between the statement of the commander
and officers of the Little Belt and those of the Pre-

sident, as to the firing of the first gun; but I must
remark that from the concurrent testimony of seve-

ral of the officers of the United States' ship, as to

the orders given by captain Rodgers on nearing the

little Belt, there appears to have been an impres-
sion on his mind that an encounter was to ensue,

end as the Little Belt was evidently endeavoring to

avoid him, such an idea it would seem, could only
have arisen from the opinion he entertained of his

own proceedings as being likely to bring it on.

I take this occasion to acknowledge the receipt of

your letter dated September 14, in answer to mine
of the 2d, a copy of which I immediately forward-

ed to my government.
I have the honor to be, with the highest conside-

ration and respect, sir, your most obedient humble
servant, AUG. J. FOSTER.
To the honorable James Monroe, &c. &c. &c.

[The above concludes the correspondence be-

tween Mr. Monroe and Mr. Foster, and embraces
the whole of it, with the exception of the three fol-

lowing notes, which appear to have been introduc-

tory to the openingofthe written intercourse between
the secretary of state and the British minister.]

FROM MH. FOSTER TO MR. MONROE.

Washington, July 2d, 1811.

Sir—I have the honor to inform you that I have
received the special commands ofhis royal highness
the prince regent, acting in the name and on the be-

half ofhis majesty, tomake an early communication
to you of the sentiments which his royal highness
was pleased on the part of his majesty, to express to

Mr. Pinkney, upon the occasion of his audience of

leave. i

His royal highness signified to Mr. Pinkney the

deep regret with which he learnt that Mr. Pinkney
conceived himself to be bound by the instructions

of his government to take his departure from

England.
His royal highness informed Mr. Pinkney, that

one of the earliest acts of his government, in the

name and on the behalf of his majesty, was to ap-

point an envoy extraordinary and minister pleni-

potentiary to the government of the United States;

and added that this appointment had been made in

the spirit of amity, and with a view of maintaining
the subsisting relations of friendship between the

two countries.

His royal highness further declared to Mr. Pink-

ney that he was most sincerely and anxiously desir-

ous on the part of his majesty, to cultivate a good
understanding with the United States by every
means consistent with the preservation of the mari-

time rights and interests of the British empire.
His royal highness particularly desired that Mr.

Pinkney would communicate these declarations to

the United States in the manner which might ap-

pear best calculated to satisfy the president of his

royal highness' solicitude to facilitate an amicable

discussion with the government ofthe United States

upon every point of difference which had arisen

between the two governments.
I have the honor to be, with the greatest respect

and consideration, sir, your most obedient humble
servant. AUG. J. FOSTER.

To tK& honorable James Monroe, CJc. Zfc. £s?c.

MR. MONROE TO- Mn. FOSTER.

Department of State, July 6, 1811.

Sir—I have had the honor to receive your letter
of the 2d inst. in which you express the regret of
his royal highness the prince regent, at the depar-
ture of the American minister from Great Britain,
and state that it was one of the first acts of his go-
vernment to appoint an envoy extraordinary and
minister plenipotentiary to the government of the
United States, with a view of maintaining the sub-

sisting relations of friendship between the two
countries, and that he Was solicitous to facilitate an
amicable discussion with the government of the
United States upon every point of difference
which had arisen between the two governments.

I am instructed by the president to acknowledge
to you the great satisfaction, which he has derived
from the communication which you have made of
the disposition of bis royal highness, the prince
regent, to cultivate friendship with the United

States, and to assure you that the prompt and friend-

ly measure which he adopted, by the appointment
of an envoy extraordinary and minister plenipoten-

tiary to this country, to maintain the relations of

friendship and facilitate an amicable discussion on

every point of difference that had arisen between
the two governments, is considered as a favorable
and interesting proof of that disposition.

I am also instructed by the president to state his

ready disposition to meet in a similar spirit these

frank and friendly assurances of the prince regent,
and that nothing will be wanting, on his part, con-

sistent with the rights of the United States, that

may be necessary to promote the re-establishment,
in all respects, of that good understanding between
the two countries, which he considers to be highly
important to the interests of both.

Permit me to add, sir, that if, as the organ ofmy
government, I can be, in any degree, instrumental

in concert with you, in promoting such a result, I

shall derive from it a very great and sincere satis-

faction,
I have the honor to be, &c.

[Signed] JAMES MONROE.

MR. FOSTER TO MR. MONROE.

Washington, July 7, 1811.

Sih—I beg leave to acknowledge the receipt of

your letter dated yesterday, in answer to mine of

the 2d inst. and to assure you that it gives me very
sincere pleasure to have to transmit for the purpose
of being laid before his royal highness the prince re-

gent, acting in the name and on the behalf of his

majesty, so satisfactory a testimony of the amicable

manner in which the president of the United States

has received the instances and assurances of a friend-

ly disposition on the part of his royal highness, to-

wards the United States, which, by command of his

royal highness, I had the honor to communicate to

the president, through you.
The assurances which you have added, sir, of the

gratification that you would yourself derive if, ;;sthe

organ of your government, you could be instru-

mental towards re-establishing a good understand-

ing between both our countries, are too congenial
with my own feelings on the subject, not to be re-

ceived with very high satisfaction.

I have the honor to be, with the highest conside-

ration and respect, sir, your most obedient humble

servant,
AUG. J. FOSTER
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letters of Mr. Pinknry, our late minister to Great

Britain, to the secretary of state, and of Mr. Rus-

«(.'/, our late charge d'affaires in France to Mr.

Pinbncy.
MR. FISHNET TO MB. SMITH.

London, January 17, 1811.

Sfr—I had the honor to receive on the 6th inst.

While I was confined by a severe illness, your let-

ters of the 15:h of November, and as soon as I was

able, prepared a note to lord Wellesley in confor-

mity with it.

On the 3d instant, I had received a letter from
lord Wellesley, bearing- date on the 29th ultimo, on
the subjects of the orders in council and the Bri-

tish blockades, to which I was anxious to reply, at

the same time that I obeyed the orders of the

president signified in your letter abovementioned.
I prepared an answer accordingly, and sent it in

with the other note, and a note on the 1 jfh respect-
ing two American schooners lately captured on
their way to Bordeaux, for a breach of the orders in

council. Copies of all these papers are enclosed.

My answer to lord Wellesley's letter was written
under the pressure of indisposition and the influ-

ence of more indignation than could well be sup-
pressed. His letter proves, what scarcely required
proof, that if the present government continues,
we cannot be friends with England. I need not

analyse it to you.
I am still so weak as to find it convenient to make

this letter a short one, and will therefore only add,
that I have derived great satisfaction from your in-

structions of the 15th of November, and have de-

termined to return to the United States in the
Essex. She will go to L'Orient for Mr. Grayson,
and then come to Cowes for me and my family. I

calculate on sailing about the last of February.
The choice of a charge d'affaires embarrasses me
exceedingly, but I will do the best I can. The
despatches by the Essex, were delivered to me by
lieutenant Rodgers on Sunday. I have the honor
to be. &c. WM. FIXKNEW

lioberi Smith, Esq. &c. fcfe.

LORD WELLESLEY TO Mil. PIXKKEV.

Foreign Office, December 29, 1810.

Si.b—In acknowledging the receipt of your letter

of the 10th instant, I must express my regret that

you should have thought it necessary* to introduce
into that letter any topics which might tend to in-

terrupt the conciliatory spirit in which it is the
sincere disposition of his majesty's government to

conduct every negociation with the government of
the United States.

From an anxious desire to avoid all discussion of
that tendency, I shall proceed without any further
observation to communicate to you the vieu* which
his majesty's government has taken of the principal

question, which formed the object of my enquiry
during our conference of the Jth instait. The let-

ter of the Trench minister for foreign affairs to the
American minister at Paris, of the 7th. August,1810,
did not appear to his m jesty's government to con-
tain such a notification of the repeal of the French
decrees of Berlin and Milan as could justify his

majesty's government in repealing the British or-
ders in council. That letter states, "That the
"decrees of Berlin and Milan are revoked, and that

"from the first of November, 1810, they will cease
"to be in force, it being understood that in doniHe-

"q'uice of this declaration the English Shall revoke,
"their orders in council and renounce the new
"principle : of blockade, which thev Lave attempt*
fed to establish."

The purport of this declaration appeared to be
that the repeal of the decrees of Berlin and Milan
would take effect from the 1st of November, provid-
ed that Great Britain antecedently to- that day,
and in consequence of this declaration, should re-

voke the orders in council, and shovdd renounce
those principles of blockade which the French go-
vernment alledged to be new. A separate condition

relating to America seemed also to be contained in

this declaration, by which America might under-
stand that the decrees of Berlin and Milan would
be actually repealed on the 1st of November, 1810,

provided that America should resent any refusal of
the British government to renounce the new princi-

ples of blockade and to revoke the orders in coun-
cil.

By your explanation it appears that the Ameri-
can government understands the letter ofthe French
minister as announcing an absolute repeal on the
1st of November, 1810, of the French decrees of
Berlin and Milan, which repeal, however, is not to
continue in force, unless the British government
within a reasonable time after the 1st of November,
1810, shall fulfil the two conditions stated distinctly
in the letter of the French minister. Under this

explanation, if nothing more had been required
from Great Britain for the purpose of securing the
continuance of the repeal of the French decrees
than the repeal of our orders in council, I should
not have hesitated to declare the perfect readiness of
this government to fulfil that condition. On these
terms the British government has always been sin-

cerely disposed to repeal the orders in council. It

appears, however, not only by the letter of the
French minister but by your explanation, that the

repeal of the orders in council will not satisfy either
the French or the American government. The
British government is further required by the letter

of the French minister to renounce those princi-

ples of blockade which the French government al-

ledges to be new. A reference to the terms of the
Berlin decree will serve to explain the extent of this

requisition. The Berlin decree states that Great
Britain "extends the right of blockade to com-
mercial unfortified towns, and to ports, harbors
and mouths of rivers, which according to the prin-

ciples and practice of all civilized nations is only
applicable to fortified places." On the part of the
American government, I understand you to require
that Great Britain should revoke her order of bloc-
kade of May, 1806. Combining your requisition
with that of the French minister, I must conclude
that America, demands the revocation of that order
of blockade as a practical instance of our renuncia-
tion of those principles of blockade which are con-
demned by the French government. Those prin-

ciples of blockade Great Britain has asserted to be
ancient and established by the laws of maritime
war, acknowledged by all civilized nations, and on
which depend the most valuable rights and interests
of tli is nation. If the Berlin and Milan decrees
are to be considered as still in force, unless Great
Britain shall renounce these established founda-
tions of her maritime rights and interests, the pe-
riod of time is not yet arrived, When the repeal of
her orders in council can be claimed from her, ei-

ther with reference to the promise of this govern-
ment or to the safety and honor of the nation.—
I trust that the justice of the American govern-
ment will not consider, that France by the repeal
of her obnoxious decree.; under such a condition,
has placed the question in that state which can
warrant America in enforcing the non-intercourse
act against Great Britain and not against France.
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In reviewing' the actual state of this question Ame-
rica cannot fail to observe the situation in which the

commerce of neutral nations has been placed by
many recent acts of the French government.

—
Nor can America reasonably expect that the system
of violence and injustice now pursued by France
with unremitted activity, (while it serves to illus-

trate the true spirit of her intentions) should not

require some precautions of defence on the part of
Great Britain.

Having thus stated my view of the several consi

derations arising from the letter of the Frencl

minister, and from that with which you have honor-
ed me, it remains only to express my solicitude,
that you shoidd correct any interpretation of either

which you may deem erroneous. If either by the

terms of the original decree to which the French
minister's letter refers, or by any other authentic
document you can prove, that the decrees ofBerlin
and MiJan are absolutely repealed, and that no fur-

ther condition is required of Great Britain than the

repeal of her orders in council, I shall receive any
such information with most sincere satisfaction,

desiring you to understand that the British govern-
ment retains an anxious solicitude to revoke the or-

ders in council, as soon as the Berlin and Milan de-

crees shall be effectually repealed without cond,-
tions injurious to the maratime rights and honor of

the united kingdom.
I have the honor to be, with the greatest respect

and consideration, sir, your most obedient humble
servant,

(Signed) WELLESLEY.

Jill. PIXKNEY TO LOm> WELLESLEY.
Great Cumberland Place, 14tk Jan. 1811.

My lord,—I have received the letter which you
did me the honor to address to me on the 29th oflast

month, and will not fail to transmit a copy of it to

my government. In the mean time, I take the li-

berty to trouble you with the following reply,
which a severe indisposition has prevented me from

preparing sooner.

The first paragraph seems to make it proper for

me to begin by saying, that the topics introduced
into my letter of the 10th of Dec. were intimately
connected with its principal subject, and fairly
used to illustrate and explain it; and consequently
that, ifthey had not the good fortune to be accept-
able to your lordship, the fault was not mine.

It was scarcely possible to speak, with more mo-
deration, than my paper exhibits, of that portion of
a long list of invasions of the rights of the United

S;<.tes, which it necessarily reviewed, and of the

apparent reluctance of the British government to

forbear thoje invasions in future. I do not know
that I couid more carefully have abstained from
whatever might tend to disturb the spirit which

your lordship ascribes to his majisty's government,
if, instead of being utterly barren and unproduc-
tive, it had occasionally been visible in some prac-
tical result, in some concession either to friendship
or to justice. It would not have been very surpris-

ing, nor Very culpable, perhaps, if I had wholly for-

gotten to address myself to a spirit of conciliation,
which had met the most equitable claims with

steady and unceasing repulsion; which had yield-
ed nothing ;hat could be denied; and had answer-
ed complants of injury bv multiplying- their causes,

Withthis-fergetfulnesshowever! am not chargeable;
fir, against Bill the discouragements suggested by
the past, 1 h :ve acted still upon a presumption, that

the disposition to conciliate, so often professed,
v>ould finally be proved by some better evidence

than a perseverance in oppressive novelties, as

obviously incompatible with such a disposition in

those who enforce them, as in those whose patience
they continue to exercise.

Upon the commencement of the second para-

graph I must observe, that the forbearance, which
it announces, might have afforded s«jme satisfac-

tion, if it had been followed by such admissions as

my government is entitled to expect, instead of a

further manifestation of that disregard of its de-

mands by whicli it has so long been wearied. It has
never been my practice to seek discussions ofwhich
the tendency is merely to irritate; but I beg your
lordship to be assured that I feel no desire toavotd

them, whatever may be their tendency, when the

rights of my country require to be vindicated

against pretensions that deny and conduct that

infringes them.
IfI comprehend the other parts of your lordship's

letter they declare in effect that the British govern-
ment will repeal nothing but the orders in council,
and that it cannot at present repeal even them, be-

cause, in the first place, the French government
has required, in the letter of the duke of Cadore to

General Armstrong of the Sth. of August, not only
that Great Britain shall revoke those orders, but
that siie shall renounce certain principles of block-

ade (supposed to be explained in the preamble to the
Berlin decree) which France aUedges to be new;
and, in the second place, because the American

government has (as you conclude) demanded die

revocation of the British order of blockade of May
1806, as a practical instance of that same renuncia-

tion, or, in other words, has made itself a party,
not openly indeed but indirectly and covertly, to

the entire requisition of France, as you understand
that requisition-

It is certainly true that the American government
has required, as indispensable in the view of its acts

of intercourse and non-intercourse, the annulment
of the British blockade of May 1806, and further
that it has through me declared its confident expec-
tation that other blockades of a similar character

(including that of the Island of Zealand) will be
discontinued. But by what process of reasoning
your lordship has arrived at the conclusion, that the

government of the United States, intended by this

requisition, to become the champion of the edict of

Berlin, to fashion its principles by those of France,
while it affected to adhere to its own, and to act

upon some partnership in doctrines, which it would
fain induce you to acknowlege but could not pre-
vail upon itself to avow, I am not able to conjec-
ture. The frank and honorable character of the

American government justifies me in saying that,

if it had meant to demand of Great Britain an ab-

juration of all such piineiplesas the French govern-
ment may think fit to disapprove, it would not

have put your lordship to the trouble of discover-

ing that meaning by the a.d of combinations and
inferences discountenanced by the language of its

minister, but would have told you so in explicit
terms. What I have to request of } cur lordship,

therefore, is, that you will take our views and prin-

ciples from our own mouths, and that neither the

Berlin decree, nor any other act of any foreign

state, may be made to speuk for us what we have

not spoken for ourselves.

The principles of blockade which the American

government professes, and upon the foundation of

wliioh ii has repeatedly brotested against die- order

ofMay 1806, and the other kindred innovations of

these extraordinary times, have already been so

clearly explained to your iurdship, in my letter of
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the 21st of September, that it is hardly possible

to

rcid 'iat letter and misunderstand them. Recom-

mended bv the plainest considerations of universal

equity, you will find them supported by a strength

of argument, and a weight of authority, of which

they scarcely stand in need, in the papers, winch

will aecompaw this letter, or were transmitted in

thai of September. I will not recapitulate what I

cannot improve; but T must avail myself of this

opportunity to call your lordship's attention a

second time, in a particular manner, to one of the

papers to which mv letter of September refers. I

au > Is To the copy of an official note, of the 12lh of

Ap: '.' 1304, from Mr. Merry to Mr. Mad. son, re-

specting. «. pretended blockade of .Martinique and

Guadeloupe. No comment can add to the value of

that manly and perspicuous exposition of the law

of blockade, as m ide by England herself, in main-

tenance of rules, which havebeen respected and up-

held, in aU seasons and on all occasions, by the go-

vernment of the United States. I will leave it,

therefore, to your lordship's consideration, with

only this remark, that, while that paper exists, it

will be superfluous to seek in any French document

for the opinions of the American government on

the matter of it.

The steady fidelity of the government of the

United Stiles to its 'opinions on that interesting

subject is known to every body. The same princi-

ples which are found in the letter of Mr. Madison

to Mr, Thornton of the 27th of October 1833, al-

ready before you, were asserted in 1799, by the A-

merican minister at this court, in his correspondence
with lord Ore ivi'.le, respecting the blockade ofsome

of the ports of Holland; were sanctioned, in a letter

of the 20th of Sep.ember 1830, from the Secretary

of State of the United States to Mr. King-, of which

an extract is enclosed; were insisted upon in re

besieged place is the evidence by which we decide

whether the siege which may be commenced, rais-

ed, recommenced and raised again, is continued or

not; that of course a mere notification to a neutral

minister shall not be relied upon, as affecting, with

knowledge of the actual existence of a blockide,
either his government or its citizens, that a vessel,

cleared or bound to a blockaded port, shall not be
considered as violating in any manner the blockade,
unless on her approach towards such port she shall

have been previously warned not to enter it;

that this view of the law, in itself perfectly cor-

rect, is peculiarly important to nations situated

at a great distance from the belligerent parties,

and therefore incapable of obtaining ocher than

tardy information of the actual state of their ports;

that whole coasts and countries shall not !>e de-

clared (for they can never be more than declaredJ to

be in a state ofblockade, and thus the right of block-

ade be converted into the means of extinguishing
the trade of neutral nations; and lastly, that every
blockade should be impartial in its operation, or in

other words, shall not open and shut for the con-

vemencc of the party that institutes it, and at the

same time repel the commerce of the rest of the

world, so' as to become the odious instrument of an

unjust monopoly, instead of a measure ofhonorable
war.

These principles are too moderate and just to

furnish any motive to the British government for

hesitating to revoke its orders in council and those

analogous orders of blockade which the United.

States expect to be recalled. It can hardly he
doubted that Great Britain will ultimately accede to

them in their fullest extent; but if that be a san-

guine calculation, (as T trust it is not) it is still in-

controvertible, that a disinclination at thia moment
to acknowledge them, can suggest no rational in-

peated instructions to Mr. Monroe, and the special |ducement for declining to repeal, at once, what <rr>.

mission of 1806; have been maintained by the

United States against others, as well as against

m
United states ag
England, as will appear by the enclosed co*?y of in

st ructions, dated the 21st of October 1801, from

Mr. Secretary Madison to Mr. Charles Pinkney,
then American minister at Madrid; and finally

were adhered to by the United States when bellige-

rent, in the case of the blockade of Tripoli.
A few words will give a summary of those prin-

ciple.;; and when recalled to your remembrance, I

am not without hopes that the strong grounds of

law and right on which they stand, will be as ap-

parent to your lordship as they are to me.

It i-i by no means clear that it may not fairly be

contended, on principle and early usage, that a

maritime blockade is incomplete with regard to

states at pi-ace, unless the place which it would af-

fer t is invested by land as well as by sea. The Uni-

te! States, however, have called for the recognition
of no such rule. They appear to have contented

themselves with urging in substance, that ports not

actually blockaded by a present, adequate, station-

ary force, employed by a power which attacks them
all all not be considered as shut to neutral trade in

articles not contraband of war; that, though it is

usual for a belligerent to give notice to neutral na-

tions when he intends to institute a blockade, it is

possible that he may not act upon his intention at

all, or that he may execute it insufheicntiv, or that
he may discontinue his blockade, of which it is not

customary to give any notice; that consequently,
the presence of the blockading force is the natural
criterion bv which the neutral is enabled to ascer-
tain the existence of the blockade at any given pe-
riod, in like manner as the actual investment of a

ry principle disowns, and what must be repealed at

last.

With regard to the rules of blockade which the,

French government expects you to abandon, I do
not take upon me to decide whether they are such
as your lordship supposes them to be or not. Your
view of them may be correct; but it may also be

erroneous; and it is wholly immaterial to the ease •

between the United States and Great Britain whe-
ther it be the one or the other.

As to such British blockade's as the United States

desire you to relinquish, you will not, I am sure,

alledge, that it is any reason for adhering to them

that France expects you to relinquish ethers. If

our dermoids ate suited to the measure of our own
rights, and of your obligations as they respect those

rights, you cannot thinkoffounding a rejection of"

them upon any imputed exorbitance in the theories

of French government, for wh eti we are not respon-
sible, and with which we have no concern. If,

when you have done justice to the United Bwfoi,

your enemy should call upon you to go farther,
what shall prevent you from refusing? Your free

agency will in no respect have been impaired Your
case will be better, in truth, and inthe opinion of

mankind, and you will be therefore, stranger in

maintaining it; provided that, in doing so you re-

sort only to legitimate means and do not. once
more forget the rights of others while you seek to
vindicate your own. Whether France will he sa-

ti-.fied with what you may do, is not to be known
by anticipation, and ought not to be a subject o?

enquiry. So v.-gue a speculation has nothing to do
with your duties to nations at peace; and, if «t hcitl

WoulwUHvfeihit'ethefR. It cannot serve vyrrr ]~ .-.._
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rests; for it tends to lessen the number of your
friends, without adding

1 to your security against

your enemies. You are required, therefore, to do

right and to leave the consequences to the future,

when by doing right you have every thing to gain
and nothing to lose.

As to the orders in council, which professed to

be a reluctant departure from all ordinary rules,
and to be justified only as a system of retaliation

for a pre-existing measure of France, their founda-

tion (such as it was) is gone the moment that mea-
sure is no longer in operation. But the Berlin.de-

cree is repealed; and even the Jlfilan decree, the
successor ofyour orders in council, is repealed also.

Why is it, then, that your orders have out-lived

those edicts, and that they are still to oppress and
harrass as before? Your lordship answers this ques-
tion explicitly enough, but not satisfactorily. You
do not alledge that the French decrees are not re-

pealed; but you imagine that the repeal is not to

remain jn force, unless the British government
shall, in addition to the revocation of its orders in

council, abandon its system of blockade. I am
not conscious of having stated, as jxmr lordship
seems to think, that this is so; and I believe in fact

that it is otherwise. Even if it were admitted,
however, the orders in council ought nevertheless
to be revoked. Can "the safety and honor of the

British nation" demand that these orders shall con-

tinue to outrage the public law of the world and

sport with the undisputed rights of neutral com-
merce, after the pretext winch \\ ;is at first invented
for them is gone? But you are menaced with a re-

vival of the French system, and consequently may
again be furnished with the same pretext! Be it so;

yet still, as the system and the pretext are at pre-
sent, at tlie end, so of course should be your orders.

According to your mode of reasoning, the situa-

tion of neutral trade is hopeless indeed. Whether
the Berlin decree exists or not, it is equally to jus-

tify your orders in council. You issued diem be-

fore it was any thing but a shadow, and, by doing
so, gave to it all the substance it could ever claim.

It is at this moment nothing. It is revoked, and
has passed away, according to your own admission.

You choose, however, to look for its re-appearance,
and you make your own expectation equivalent to

the decree itself. Compelled to concede that there

is no anti-neutral French edict in operation upon
the ocean, you think it sufficient to say that there

•sill! he such an edict you know not when, and in the

mean time you do all you can to verify your own

prediction, by giving to your enemy all the provo-
cation in your power to resume the decrees which
he has abandoned.

For my part, my lord, I know not what it is that

the British government requires, with a view to

what it calls its safety and its honor, as an induce-

ment to rescind its orders in conned. It does not,

I presume, imagine that such a system .will be suf-

fered to ripen into law. It must intend to relin-

quish it sooner or later, .19 one of those violent

experiments for which time can do nothing, and to

which submission, will be hoped in vain. Yet, even

after the professed foundation of this mischievous

I do not mean to grant, for I do not think, that
the edict of Berlin did at any time lend even a color
of equity to the British orders in council with re-

ference to the United States; but it might reason-

ably have been expected that
tht^',

who have so
much relied upon it as a justification, would have
suffered it and them to sink together. How ihis

is forbidden by your safety or your honor remains to

be explained; and I am not willing to believe that

either the one or the other is inconsistent with the

observance or substantia.' justice, and with the

prosperity and rights of peaceful states.

Although your lordship has slightly remarked

upon certain recent acts of the French government,
and has spoken in general terms of "the system of
violence and injustice now pursued by France," as

requiring "some precautions of defence on the part
of Great Britain," I do not perceive that you de-

duce any consequence from these observations, in

favor of a perseverance in the orders in council. I

am not myself n.ware of any edicts of France which,
now that the Berlin and Milan decrees are repealed,
affect the rights of neutral commerce on the seas.

And you will yourselves admit that if any of the

acts of the French government, resting on territo-

rial sovereignty, have injured, or shall hereaf ier in-

jure, the United States, it is for them, and for ihem

only, to seek redress. In like manner it is tor

Great Britain to determine what precautions of
defence those measures of France, which you de-

nominate unjust and violent, may render it expedi-
ent for her to adopi. The United States have only
to insist that a sacrifice of their rights shall not be

among the number of those precautions.
In replying to that passage in your letter, which

adverts to the American act of non-intercourse, it

is only necessary to mention the proclamation of
the president of the United States of the 2d of No-
vember last, and the act of cong-ress, M'hich my let-

ter of the 21st of September communicated, and to

add, that it is in the power of the British govern-
ment to prevent the non-intercourse from being en-

forced against Great Britain.

Upon the concluding paragraph of your letter I

will barely observe, that I am not in possession of

any document which you are likely to consider as-

authentic, shewing that the French decrees are

"absolutely revoked upon the single condition of

the revocation of the British orders in council;"
but that the information, which I have lately re-

ceived from the American legation at Paris, con-

firms wiiat I have already stated, and I think prov-

ed, to your lordship, that those decrees are repealed
and have ceased to have any effect. I will now

trespass on you no farther than to suggest, that it

would have given me sincere pleasure to be enabled

to sav as much of the British orders in council, and
of the blockades, from which it is impossible to dis-

t'ngiu-fh them.
I have the honor to be, with great respect and

consideration, my lord, your lordship's most obe-

dient humble servant, WM. PINKNEY.
The most noble /he marquis WeMetleyj &c. &c. &c.

(to hu continued.)

system is taken away, another and another is in-

dustriously procured for it; so that no man can

veil at what time, or under what circumstances, it

is likely to have an end. Wlven realities cannot he

found, possibilities supply their place, and that,

which was originally said to be retaliation for ac-

tual injury, becomes at last, (if such a solecism car.

be endured or imagined) retaliation for apprehended

injuries^ which the future may or may not produce,
but which i; is certain have no existence v<-

Affair of the Chesapeake.
SITe.isag-c to the senate and house of representatives of

the United. States.

I communicate to congress copies of a correspon-
dence between the envoy extraordinary and minis-

ter plenipotentiary of Great Britain and the secre-

tary of state, relative to the aggressions comm.Ucil

by a British Ship of War on the United States fri-

gate Chesapeake, by which it will be seen that that
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subject of difference between the two countries, is

terminated bv an offer of reparation which has

been acceded' to. JAMES MADISON.
Washington, November 13, 1811.

MR. FOSTER TO MR. MOSTHOE.

Washington, October 30,1811.
Sin—I had already the honor to mention to you

that I came to this country furnished with instruc-

tions from his royal highness the prince regent, in

the name and on behalf of his majesty, for the pur-

pose of proceeding to a final adjustment of the

differences which have arisen between G. Britain

and the United States of America in the affair of the

Chesape:ike frigate, and I had also that of acquaint-

ing you with the necessity under which I found

myself of suspending the execution of those in-

structions in consequence of my not having per-
ceived that any steps whatever were taken by the

American government to clear up the circumstan-

ces of an event which threatened so materially to

interrupt the harmony subsisting between our two
countries, as that which occurred in the month of

last May, between the United States ship President,
and his majesty's ship Little Belt, when every evi-

dence before his majesty's government seemed to

shew that a most evident and wanton outrage had
been committed on a British sloop of war by an
American commodore.
A court of inquiry, however, as you informed

me in your letter of the 11th inst. has since been
held by order of the President of the United States

on the conduct of commodore Rodgers, and this

preliminary, to further discussion on the subject,
being all that I asked in the first instance as due to

the friendship subsisting between the two states, I

have now the honor to acquaint you that I am ready
to proceed in the truest spirit of conciliation to lay
before you the terms of reparation which his royal
highness has commanded me to propose to the
United States' government, and only wait to know-
when it will suit your convenience to enter upon
the discussion.

I have the honor to be, with the highest conside-
ration and respect, sir, your most obedient humble
servant AUG. J. FOSTER.
The hon. James Jtfonroe, &c. Wc.

FROM MR. MONROE TO MR. FOSTER.

Department of State, Oct. 31, 1811.
Sir—I have just had the honor to receive your

letter of the 30th of this month.
I am glad to find that the communication which

I had the honor to make to you on the 11th instant
relative to the court of enquiry, which was the sub-

ject of
it, is viewed by you in the favorable light

which you have stated.

Although I regret that the proposition which
you now make in consequence of that communica-
tion, has been delayed to the present moment, I am
ready to receive the terms of it whenever you mav
link proper to communicate them. Permit me to
»dd, that the pleasure of finding them satisfactory
nil be duly augmented, if they should be introduc-
tory to a removal of all the differences depending
between our two countries, the hope of which is so
little

encouraged by our last correspondence. A
aspect of such a result will be embraced, on my
V'kT'

th a spirit oi concll:'a ion, equal to that
»luch has been expressed by you.

I have the honor to be, &c.

.
,

JAMES MONROE.
««. '.

roster, Esq. &c. He.

MR. FOSTEH TO MR. MONROE.

Washington, Nov. 1, 1811.

Sir—Tn pursuance of the orders which I have
received from his royal highness the prince regent,
in the name and on the behalf of his majesty, for

the purpose of proceeding to a final adjustment of
the differences which have arisen between Great
Britain and the United States in the affair of the

Chesapeake frigate, I havethe honor to acquaint you—
First, that I am instructed to repeat to the Ame-

rican government the prompt disavowal made by his

majesty (and recited in Mr. Erskine's note of April
17, 1809, to Mr. Smith,) on being apprized of the

unauthorised act of the officer in command of his

naval forces on the coast of America, whose recal

from an highly important and honorable command

immediately ensued as a mark of his majesty's dis-

approbation.

Secondly, that I am authorised to offer in addi-

tion to that disavowal, on the part of his royal high-
ness, the immediate restoration, as far as circumstan-

ces will admit, of the men who in consequence of
admiral Berkley's orders were forcibly taken out
of the Chesapeake to the vessel from which they
were taken; or if that ship should be no longer in

commission to such seaport of the United States as

the American government may name for the pur-
pose.

Thirdly, that I am also authorised to offer to the

American government a suitable pecuniary provi-
sion for the sufferers in consequence of the attack
on the Chesapeake, including the families of those

seamen who unfortunately fell in the action, and
of the wounded survivors.

These honorable propositions, lean assure }
T
ou,

sir, are made with the sincere desire that they may
prove satisfactory to the government of the United
States, and I trust they will meet with that minea-
ble reception which their conciliatory nature enti-

tles them to. I need scarcely add how cordially I

join with you in the wish that they might prove in-

troductory to a removal of all the ddterences de-

pending between our two countries.

I have the honor to be, with the greatest consi-

deration and respect, sir, your most obedient hum-
ble servant,

AUG. J. FOSTER.
To the hon. James JSTonroe, &c &c.

MR. MONROE TO MR. FOSTER.

November 12, 1811.
Sir—I have had the honor to receive your letter

of the 1st November & to lay it before the President.
It is much to be regretted that the reparation due

for such an aggression as that committed on the
United States frigate the Chesapeake, should have
been so long delayed; nor could the translation of
the offending officer from one command to another,
be regarded as constituting a part of a reparation
otherwise satisfactory; considering however the

existing circumstances of the case and the early and
amicable attention pnid to it by his royal highness
the prince regent, the President accedes to the pro-

position contained in your letter, and in so doing
your government will, I am persuaded, see a proof
of the conciliatory disposition by which the Presi-

dent has been actuated.

The officer commanding the Chesapeake now
lying in the harbor of Boston, will be instructed to

receive the men who are to be restored to that ship.
I haVe the honor, &c.

JAMES MONROE.
Aur. J. Foxier, ??e. &c. £fi
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CONFESS OF THE UNITED STATES.
Our sketch of the proceedings of congress for the

vieek last past, must necessarily be short—but as yet

nothing ofgreat interest has been done.

HOT79E OF nEPHESENTATTVES,

Friday November 8.—On motion of J\Tr. Dawson,
Resolved, That a committee be appointed to bring in

a kill for the apportionment of representations among
the several states, accord/tig to the third enumeration.

Some private petitions were received and referred
z—and also a message from the president, inclosing
two letters from our present plenipotentiary in France,
&c. which shall be duly noticed. The house adjourned
till Monday.
Monday, November 11.—The following

1 members
for the several standing

-

committees, &c.

Committee of watts and mea7ts.

Messrs. B con, Cheeves, Smilie, Bibb, Burwell,
Johnson and Pitkin.

Committee of'commerce and mamfactvrcs.
Messrs. Newton, Lowres, MkchelL'M'Kitn, Tall-

madge, Seybert and Tsllman.

Committee of claims.

Messrs. Bassett, Butler, Shaw, Brown, Mosely,
Standford and Archer.

Committer ofpublic lands.

Messrs. Morrow, M'Kee, Gold, Breckenridge,
Blackledeje, Boydj Smith, of Penn.

Committee for the district of Columbia.

Messrs. Jiewis, Riaggold, Piper, Pearson, Baker,
Stow and Ormsby.

Committee of rev:sal and unfinished business.

Messrs. Seybert,, Jackson and Ely.
Committee of accounts.

Messrs. Turner, Blount and Little.

Committer of the appointment ofthe representatives.
Messrs. Dawson, Williams, Grundv, Hall, (of

New-Hampshire,) Quincy, Potter, Mosely, Strong,
Porter, Condit, Milnor, Wright, Ridgeley, Alston,

Bibb, Morrow and M'Kee.
Committee of poet-offices and post-roads.

Messrs. Rhea, Porter, Lysle, Dinsmoor, Tag-
tjrrt, Potter, Law, Chittenden, Hufty, Ridgeley,
Kent, ShefnV, King, Earle, Hall, (of Georgia,)
Desha and Morrow.
November 12.—The house was chiefy occupied in a

committee of the -whole in a desultory debate arising

from certain resolutions offered by Mr. Smilie,for re-

ferring different sections of the President' s message to

different committees, which were agreed to.

Sundry petitions were received and a good deal of
minor business done.

November 13.—A message ivas received from the

president co7<ering the correspondence between Jilr.

Mtatroe and Mr. Foster respecting the attack o?i the

Chesapeake—{see preceding page,) a?idalsoa return

of the late census of the United States.

Thf following gentlemen have been namedupon the

select committees appointed yesterday:

Committee of foreign relations.—Messrs. Porter,

C»lhoun, Grundy, Smilie, Randolph, Harper, Key,
Desha and Sever.

On the Army, &c.—Messrs. Williams, Wright,
Macon, Nelson, Stow, Maxwell and Talmage.

On the naval force, &c.—Messrs. Cheeves, New-
ton, Milnor, Quincy, Cook, M'Kim and Fisk.

On the Spyush American colonies.—Messrs. Mit-

chell, Bibb, Blackledge, Taggart, Champion But-

ler and Shaw.
Oft iJte manufacturing of cannon, small arms, &c.

Messrs. Seyberi, Lh tie, Goodwin, Tracy & Sturges.
On Indian affairs.

—Messrs. M'Kee, Sever, Mor-
row, Sheffev and Brown.

A resolution was agreed to instructing the com*
mittee of commerce and manufactures to enquire
into the expediencyofencouraging the manufacture
of iron, either by imposing additional duties, or pro-
hibiting the importation of certain kinds of iron.

The Senate have also referred the message to

several distinct committees. On the 12th inst. gen.
Smith brought in a bill to make further provision
for the corps of engineers; which, on the 13th was
read a second time and referred—same day he offer-

ed a resolution to request information of the presi-

dent, whether tobacco of the United States "may be

purchased by the Regie, to the full consumption of

France," and, also to obtain a tariff of the duties

imposed by France on sundry articles the produce
or manufacture of the United States, &c.

ERRATA.
The National Intelligencer, from which we have co-

pied the documents, has noticed the following errors?
which the reader will please to correct.'

Erkita.—In our paper of Wednesday, owing to

gieat haste, two or three slight errors occurred: In

Mr. Monroe's letter to Mr. Foster, dated Oct. 1. the

following words occur at the end of a patagTaph
near the conclusion of the letter, viz. "They were
"liable to it by the law of nations. It should be "they
"were liable to it according to the law of luitions ao
"asserted by Great Britain"
An error in punctuation in another part ofthe same

letter materially changes the sense of the sentence.

The following is the sentence as it was printed:—
"An explanation of the cause of that supposed silence

"is not less due to myself, than to the true character of
"the transaction with the minister with whom I had
"the honor to treat. I may add, that an officialfor.
"mal complaint was not likely to be resorted to,

"because friendly communications were invited and

"preferred.'"
The first sentence should have ended at the word

"transaction." The other sentence would then read*

"With the minister with whom I had the honor to treat*
"Imay add that an official complaint was1 not likehf-
"to be resorted to, &c.

The general interest excited by the documents

accompanying the president's message, and an ear-

nest desire to lay them before our readers in a com-
pact and regular form as soon as possible, has in-

duced us to issue an additional supplement to No. 10,

and compelled us to exclude almost every thing
else. They will repay the reader for the labor of

perusing them—among ; he documems is to be found
an account of the "adjustment of the affair of the

Chesapeake."
We had several thing's to mention this week of

some concern to the public and ourselves—bur must

postpone them. It is probable we may issue another

supplement next week, by which we shall get

through the press of documents, and afford room for

a considerable portion of miscellaneous matter.

(£/" The exertion made to lay the documents be-

fore the readers of the Register has prevented the

editor from completing the second edition of hisfour

first 7iu?nbers; but they will soon be read} for deli"

very, and carefully transmitted to all the new sub-

scribers who have not received them.

On hand—"Cebes" No. 2—and a valuable "ac-

count of the manners and custoinsof the ancient int

habitants of Louisiana—government—histoiy, &.c-

&c: from Brackenridge's sketches, corrected and

amended by the author, and politely transmitted by
him from St. Louis.
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-I wish no other herald,
" No other speaker of my living actioJie,

"To keep mine honor from corruption
" But such an honest chronicler."

Shakspeare
—hexiit tut.
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Public Documents.

Letters of Mr. Pinkneyt ovr late minister to Great

Britain, to the secretary of state, and ofMr. lhis-

sel. our late charge d'affaires in France to Mr.

Pinkney.
—cosTiNiF.n vhoi* page 199.

jm. pinkney to ronn wei.leseey.

Great Cvmbt Hand Place, 14th Jem. 1811.

Mr lord—After a lapse of many months since

I had the honor to receive and convey to my govern-

n : vour lordship's repeated assurances, written

as we'll as verbal, (which you declined, however,

t, put into an official form)" "that It was your inten-

1
ion immediately to recommend the appointment

"of a minister Plenipotentiary from the King to

"the United Siafes," tbe British government con-

tinues to be represented at Washington by a Charge

tTJffatrcs and n6 'steps whatever appear to have

fcten taken to fulfil he expectation which die above

toeritiohed assurances produced and justified.

In ins state of things h has become my duty to

inform rout? lordship^ in compliance with my in-

struct ions, that the government of the United

States cannot continue to be represented here by a

Minister Plenipotentiary.
As soon, therefore, as the situation of : lie king's

'

government will penr.it, 1 shall wish to take my
leave Mid return to America in tie United States

frigate Essex, now lying at Plymouth; having first

named, ; s I am specially authorised to do, A fit per-

son to take charge of the affairs of the American

legation in this country.
1 have 'he honor to be, !<c.

(Signed) WM. PINKNEY.
77ie most noble the Marquis Wellesley.

si:. rtxF.rtr.Y to t.oiui wellesley.

Great Cumberland Place, 15th Jan- 1S11.

My Lord—1 have the honor to inform you that it

has been represented to me ihat two American ves-

sels (the schooner Polly and the schooner Mary) la-

den with codfish, and bound from Marblehead to

Bordeaux, in France, have since the 1st hist been

captured and brought into Plymouth as prize, for

an' imputed breach of the British orders in council.

It is mv duty to demand the restoration of these

vessels L-nd their cargoes to the American owners,

together with compensation for then* unjust deten-

tion, and liberty to resume the voyages which that

detention has "interrupted.
—I have the honor to

be he. (Signed) WM. PIXKNEY.
The most noble the Marqvir, Wellesley, &e. &c.

Extract of a litterfrom Mr. Pinkney to the secretary

ofstate of the United States.

"Loxdox, February 12, 1811.
" I received a few hours since a letter from lord

Welletlev (a copy of which is enclosed) in answer

to mine ef the liihult. respecting the Br-itishor-

dcrs in council and blockades"
P

THE MARQ.UIS WEEEESLEt TO MR. PlJfKNEY.

Foreign Office, February 11, 1811.

Sir.—Tlie letter which I had the honor to receive

from you, under date the 14th of January, 1811,

has been submitted to his royal highness the prince

regent.
In communicating to you the orders which I have

received from his royal highness on the subject of

your letter, I am commanded to abstain from any
course of argument, and from any expression, which

(however justified by the general tenor of your ob-

servations) might tend to interrupt the good un-

derstanding which it is the wish of his royal high-

ness, on behalf of his majesty, to maintain with the

government of the United States.

No statement contained in your letter appears to

affect the general principles which 1 had the honor

to communicate to you in my letter of the 29ih of

December, 1810.

Great Britain has always insisted upon her right

of self-defence** against the system of commercial

warfare pursued by France; and the British Orders

oi council were founded upon a just principle £>f

retaliation against the French decrees. The inci-

dental operation of the orders of council upon -he

commerce of the United States (although deeply

to be lamented,) must be ascribed exclusively to the

violence and injustice of the enemy, which compel'

led this country to resort to adequate means of de-

fence. It cannot now be adimted :hat the founda-

tion of the original question should be changed,

and that the measure of retaliation adopted against

France should now be relinquished at the desire of

the government of the United States, without any

reference to the actual conduct of the enemy.
The intention has been repeatedly declared ofre-

pealing the orders of council, whenever France

shall actually have revoked the decrees of Berlin

and Milan, and shall have restored the trade of neu-

tral nations to the condition in which it stood pre-

viously to the promulgation of those decrees. Even.

admitting that France has suspended the operation

of those "decrees, or has repealed them with refer-

ence to the United States, it is evident that she has

not relinquished the conditions expressly declared

in the letter to the French minister, vnder date the

5th of August, 1810. France therefore requires

that Great Britain shall not only repeal the orders

of council, but renounce those principles of block-

ade Which are alledgcd in the same letters to be new,

an allegation which must be understood to refer to

the introductory part of the Berlin decree. If

Great Britain shall not submit to these terms, is is

plainly intimated in the same letter that France

requires America to enforce them.

To these conditions his royal highness on behalf

of bis majesty, cannot accede. No principles of

blockade have been promulgated or acted upon by
Gre:.i Britain previously to the Berlin decree,

I which av» not strictly conformably to the rights of
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civilized war, and to the approved usages and law
of nations. The blockades established by the orders

of council rest upon separate grounds, and are

just ified by the principles of necessary retaliation,
in which they orginatcd.
The conditions exacted by France would require

Great Britain to surrender to the enemy the most

important maritime rigiits and interests of the Unit-

ed Kingdom.
I am commanded to inform you that his royal

highness cannot consent to blend the question which
hjs arisen upon the orders of council with any dis-

cussion of the general principles of blockade.

This declaration does not pieolude any amicable
discussion upon the subject of any particular block-

ade, of which the circumstances mav appear to the

government of the United States to be exceptiona-
ble, or to require explanation.

T have the honor to be, with great respect and

consideration, sir, vour most faithful and humble

servant, '(Signed) WELLESLEY.

MR. riXKXEY TO LOUD •\vri.T..T.SLET.

London, February 13, 1811.

My Lord—I have had the honor to receive your
letter of the 11th instant, and will transmit a copy
of it to my government. I can have no induce-

ment to trouble your lordship any further upon the

subjects o which it relates.

I have the honor, &c. &c.

(Signed) Wm. PINKNEY.

toRD wf.t.t.tst.hy to srn. hnkset.
Foreign Office, February 12, 1811.

The Marquis Wellesley has the honor to inform

Mr. Pinkney, that his royal highness the prince
regent will receive the foreign ministers at his levee

at Carlton House on Tuesday next, the 19th inst.

at two o'clock.

jra. pivKvrr to low> wt.t.t.t.st.ty.

Great Cumberland Place, 13th Feb. 1811.

My Lord—Metering to my letter of the 14th of
last month, 1 beg to be informed by your lordship
at what time his royal highness the prince regent
will do me the honor to give me audience of leave.

I have the honor to be, with great respect and
consideration, my lord, your lordship's most obe-

dient humble servant,

(Signed) Wm. PINKNEY.

mn. riSKXEY to Tiirc rlxhf.titiy or stitt:.

London, February 16th, 1811.

Sir—I received at a very late hour last night two
notes from lord Welle .ley (hearing date "February
15th, 1811"), of winch copies marked No. 1, and
N-i. 2, are enclosed.—Taken together (as of course

theymost be);,they announce the appointment of Mr.
Foster as envoy extraordinary and minister pleni-

potentiary to the United States, and set. forth the

reasons why an appointment has been so long de-

layed.
Y.m v. ill perceive, in the second an I third para-

graphs of the Unofficial paper, a distinct disavowal
of the offensive views which the appo nlmcnt of a

more charge, d'iifaine's, and other circumstances,

appeared originally to indicate.

We are now told, in writing, that the delay in

appointing a minister plenipotentiary was occasion-

ed in the firtt instance, not by any such considera-

tions as have been supposed, but "by an earnest

"de.iire of rendering die appointment satisfactory to

•the
*

Tniied States, and conducive to the effectual

"'establishment of harmony between the two go-

"vernments;" that more recently "the state of his
"majesty's government rendered it impossible to
"make the intended appointment," and that lord

Wellesley was therefore "concerned to find by my
"letter of the 14th of January, that the govern-
"ment of the United States should be induced to

"suppose, that any indisposition could exist on the

"part of his majesty's government, to place the
"British mission in America on the footing most ac-

ceptable to the United States, as soon as might
"be practicable consistently with the convenience
"of affairs in this country."
The two papers are evidently calculated to pre-

vent me from acting upon my late request of an au-

dience of leave, and they certainly seem to put it in

my power, if they do not make it my duty, to for-

bear to act upon it.

I have it under consideration (looking to the in-

structions contained in your letter of the 15th of

November) what course I ought to pursue. It is at,

any rate my intention to return to America in the

Essex, as I shall doubtless have the president's per-
mission to do in consequence of my letter to you of

the 24th of November.
I have the honor to be, with great respect, &c.

Win. PINKNEY.
The secretary of state of the United States.

LOUD WKT,T,KST,EY TO MR. PTWKXET.

(Marked "Private.")

Foreign Office, February 15, 1811.

Sir—In the various unofficial communications
which I have had the honor to make to you, re-

specting the appointment of a minister plenipoten-

tiary from the king to the United States, I have en-

deavoured to explain to you in the most distinct

manner, the circumstances which had delayed that

appointment; and I have expressed my intention to

recommend that it should be carried into effect as

soon as the situation of his majesty's government
might permit.
The delay was occasioned in the first instance

(as I stated to you repeatedly) by an earnest desire

of rendering the appointment satisfactory to the

United States and conducive to the effectual es-

tablishment of harmony between the two govern-
ments! Since that period of time the state of his

majesty's government rendered it impossible to

make the intended appointment.
1 was therefore concerned to find by your letter

of the l4 1 h of January, that the government of

the United States should be induced to suppose that

anv indisposition could exist on ihe part of his ma-

jesty's government, to place the British mission in

America on the footing most acceptable to the Uni-

ted States, as soon as might be practicable, con-

sistently with the convenience of affairs in this

country.
In pursuance of the intention so often declared

to you, his royal highness the prince regent has

been pleased, in the name and on behalf of his ma-

jesty, to appoint Mr. Foster, (lately charged with

his majesty's affairs in Sweden) to be his majesty's

envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary to

the United States; and that appointment will be

notified in the next gazette.
You will of course exercise your own judgment'

under these circumstances, respecting the proprie-

ty ofrequiring an audience of leave, on the grounds
which you have stated.

I have the honor to be with great respect and

consideration, sir, your most obedient and humble
servant.

,

(Signe'd) WELLESLEY
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LORD WBZ.t1iRI.EY TO MR. PTVKNF.V.

Foreign Office, February 15, 1811.

Sir—Having
1 submitted to his royal highnebs the

{Jrince
recent, your desire to have an audience of

cave, with a \ic\v to your return to America, I am
commanded by his royal highness to inform you
that he will be prepared to receive you at Carlton

house on Tuesday the 19th instant. T am also

commanded to inform you, that his royal highne*>,
in the name and on behalf of his majesty, has been

pleased to appoint Augustus J. Foster, esq. (lately

charged with his majesty's affairs in Sweden) to be

his majesty's envoy extraordinary and minister ple-

nipotentiary, to the United Stales.

I have the honor to be, sir, with great respect
and consideration, your most faithful and humble
servant.

(Signed) WELLESLFY.

MR. PTNKNET TO THE SECRETARY OP PT4.TF.

London, February 18, 1811.

My Lord—The result of my reflections on lord

Wellesley's two communications of the 15th inst.

will be found in my letter to him of yesterday's date,

of which 1 now transmit a copy.
It appeared to me that the appointment of a mi-

nister plenipotentiary to the United States was no-

£hing,or rather worse tha«i nothing, if the orders in

council were to remain in force, the blockade of

May 1806 to be unrepealed, the affair brine Ches-

apeake to continue at large, and the other urgent

questions between us to remain unsettled.

The "posture of our relations," as you have ex-

pressed it in your letter of 15th November, would
not be "satisfactorily changed" merely by such an

appointment; and of course my functions could

not be resumed upon the sole foundation of it.

I have put it to lord Welleslev to say explicitly
whether lull and satisfactory arrangement is inrend-

ed, before I answer his official letter concerning my
audience of leave. Ifhe is prepared to do at once
what we require, or to instruct the new minister

to do at Washington what does not demand imme-
diate intei ference here, I shall think it my duty to

forbear to take mv leave on the 26ih inst. If he de-

clines a frank replv, or refuses our demands, I shall

press for my audience, and put an end to my mis-

sion.

I have the honor to be, Sec.

W\f. PINKNEY.
To the secretary ofstaff of the United States.

MR. PIJflCVEY TO LORD WELT.ESLEY.

Great Cumberland Place, Feb. 17, 1811.

My Lord—Before I reply to your official commu-
nication of the 15th instant, you will perhaps al-

low me, in acknowledging the receipt of the unof-

ficial paper which accompanied it, to trouble you
with a few words.

From the appointment which you have done me
the honor to announce to me, of a minister plenipo-

tentiary to the United States, as well as from the

language of your private letter, I conclude that it

is the intention of the British government to seek

immediately those adjustments with America, with-

out which that appointment car. produce no benefi-

cial effect. I presume" that, for the restoration of

harmony between the two countries, the orders in

council will be relinquished without delay, that

the blockade of May 1835 will be annulled, that

the c iseof the Chesapeake will be arranged in the

manner heretofore intended, and, sn general, that all

such just and reasonable acv.i will be done as are ne-

cessary" to make us friends.

My motives will not, I am sure, he misinterpreted,
if, anxious to be enabled so to regulate my Conduci
in the execution of my instructions as the best re-

sults may be accomplished, 1 take the liberty to ra-

ttiest such explanations on these heads as \nur

lordship may think fit to give me.
I ought to add th:>t, as the levee of his royal

highness the prince regent has been postponed un-
til Tuesday twe 26th inst. I have supposed that my
audience of leave is postponed to the same day, and
that I have on that ground undertaken to delay my
reply to your offie.al communication, until 1 it;,

eeive an answer to this letter.

I have the honor to be, with great respect and

consideration, my lord, your lordship's most obedi-

ent humble servant,

(Signed) WM. pT\KNT EY.

Tim most noble marquis JJ'eUesley, &c. Sjfc. &c.

MR. PTXKNBY TO MR. SMITH.

London, 2AthFeb. 1311.

Sir—I received last night turd Weliesley's an-

swer (of which a copy is enclosed) to my letter o<"

the 17th inst. He has marked it private, and speaks
of my letter to him as being private also. My let-

ter, however, was not so marked or intended; an. t

his answer, however marked, is essentially an offi-

cial communication of peat importance.
His letter amounts to an explicit declaration that

the orders in council are to be persisted m; and i\

furnishes no evidence of a disposition to give us

any thing but vague and general professions on ajnv

subject. I did not therefore hesitate to send him ;i

reply, declaring- my intention to take leavtj on the
28th in pursuance of my request of the 13th, and
declining to attend the prince's leveeon Tuesday the

26th—of this reply a copy is now transmitted.

To mistake the views of this government isnpw
impossible. They are such as I aluays believed*

them to be, and will, I hope, be resisted with spirit
and firmness.

In shaping my course on this occasion, I have en-

deavored to conform to the orders of die president,

signified to me in your letter of the 15th of Novem-
ber. With those, orders, as I understand them, my
own wishes certainly concurred; but I trust that I

have not suffered inclination to influence my inter-

pretation of them.

According to your letter, my functions were, to

be considered as suspended on the ivecipt of it, if

the Fjritish government had not then appointed a mi-

nister plenipotentiary to the Uni.ed States. Such
an appointment had not at that time been made, and

consequently the suspension took place.

Upon a careful consideration of your letter, it ap-

peared to me to look to a revival of my functions, m
dieevenf of "asaiis- ic'iory change in 'die posture of

our relations" widnhis country. I could not, in-

deed, find it in any precise provision to dut eilLci;

but there was apparently room foi; such a. construe

tion, and I have already informed you, tilrtt how-

ever anxious to close my mission and retire fi-oni

the public service, I was disposed to act, for a few

weeks, upon that implication, in case such a change
occurred in our relations as I deemed »0itiafut(tiry
one.

[fc could notTje imagined that the appointment of

Mr. Foster produced that change; and, supposing
it to be lel't in some degree at least, to my discretion

to determine in what it. should consist, i had no

difficulty in decidinyr-fhat the immemuie repeal of

the orders in council and the blockade '>r .May
1806, a distinct pledge on the aSUivoi'dw Clies-

apeake, and a manifestation of a dup.jdition u
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accommodate with us, on principles ofjustice, on

all other concerns, were indispensable ingredients.
It followed that, upon receiving lord Wellesley's
letter of yesterday's date, I had no choice but to

press for my audience qf leave.

It may perhaps be thought that I ought not to

have refused to appear at Carleton house on the 26th

for the purpose of being presented, with the other

foreign ministers, to the regent. I have not my-
self, any doubt at all upon that point. My ap-

pearance at the levee for such a purpose would im-

port that I consider my capacity, as the minister of
the United States, to be entire; and would, more-

over, encourage the delusion which now prevails

concerning the views of the British government to-

wards America.
I have the honor to be, with great respect and

consideration, sir, your most obedient humble ser-

vant, WM. PINKNEY.

LOUD WEIXXSLEF TO MR. PIKKSTEY.

(Marked "private.")

Apsley House, February 23d, 1811.

Sir—I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt
of your private* letter, under date the 17th int.

I take the liberty of referring you to my foimer

unofficial letters and communications for an expla-
nation of the motives which have induced this go-
vernment, in pursuance of those amicable views,
which I have uniformly declared, to appoint a mi-

nister plenipotentiary to the United States.

I have already assured you, that the delay of that

appointment was occasioned in the first instance by
an anxious desire to make it in the manner which
was likely to prove most acceptable to the United

States. Tile appointment was recently delayed by
the state of his majesty's government: and it has

ultimately taken place in pursuance of the princi-

ples, which I have repeatedly stated to you, and not

in consequence of any change of system.
It is, perhaps, unnecessary to repeat the desire of

this government to relinquish the orders in coun-

cil, whenever that measure can be adopted, without

involving the necessity of surrendering the most

important and valuable maritime rights and inter-

ests of the United Kingdom.
No objection has ever been stated on the part of

this government, to an amicable discussion of tile

principles of any blockade, which may be deemed

exceptionable by the United States.

I have expressed to you, without reserve, a desire

to arrange the case of the Chesapc:ike on just and

equitable principles; and T twist that no apprehen-
sion can be entertained of the general disposition of

this government to adopt every reasonable measure
which maybe necessary to conciliate the friendship
of the United States. But it would be neither can-

did towards you nor just towards this government,
to countenance any interpretation of the motives of
the late appointment, which might favor a suppo-
sition that it was intended by this .government to

Relinquish any ofthe principles which I have so of-

.ten endeavored to explain to you.
His royal highness' levee will take place on Tues-

day the :26th instant; but [ have received his com-
mand'; to signify to such of tiie foreign ministers as

may desire to have private audience, that his royal

highness will receive them on Thursday the 23'h

instant. The foreign ministers, however, will all

he presented to his royal highness on Tuesday the

*«V. B. This is a mistake. Mn. Pinkneifs letter

-!•.-:.; r.U rr.arkcd private, nor intended to tie so/

26ih instant, on which day I shall attend for thai

purpose. .

I have the honor to be, with greatest respect and
consideration, sir, vour most obedient and humble
servant. .[Signed] WELLESLEY.

MB. FINKNEY TO LORD WEELESLEY.

Great Cumberland Place, February 23, 1811.

My Lord—I have had the honor to receive your
private letter of this day's date.

It only remains for me to inform your lordship,
that I have transmitted to the secretary of state of
the United States, a copy ofyour official communi-
cation ofthe 15th instant, and of the unofficial pa-

per which accompanied it; and that I will avail

myselfof the disposition of his royal highness the

prince regent, to give me an audience of leave on.

Thursday next, the 28th of February, in pursuance
of the request contained in my letter of the 13th

instant, which referred to my letter of the 14th of

January.
I take the liberty to add, that until the time ap-

pointed for my audience, I will not trespass on his

royal highness for the purpose of being presented
to him-

I have the honor to be, with great respect and

consideration, my lord, your lordship's most
1

obe-

dient humble servant,

[Signed] WM. PINKKEY.

Extract of a letter from Mr. Pinhney to Mr. Smith,

secretary of state of the United States, dated Lon-

don, March 1, 1811.

"I had my audience of leave at Carlton house

yesterday. In the course of the short address
which the occasion required, I stated to the prince

regent the grounds upon which it had become my
duty, to take my leave and to commit the business
of the legation to a charge d'affaires; and I con-

cluded by expressing my regret, that my humble

efforts, in the execution of the instructions of my
government, to set to rights the embarrassed and

disjointed relations of the two countries, had whol-

ly failed, and that I saw no reason to expect that the

great work of their reconciliation was likely to be

accomplished through any other agency.
The prince's reply was of course general; but I

ought to say that (exclusively of phrases of cour-

tesy) it contained explicit declarations of the most
amicable views and feelings towards the United
States. Lord Wellesley was the only person pre-
yent at this audience.

While I was in the outer room, waiting until the

prince regent was ready to receive me, lord Welles-

ley told me that they intended to send out Mr. Fos-
ter immediately."

Extract of a letter from Mr. Pinlcney, to the secre*

tan/ of state of the United Siate3.

Cowes, May 7, 1811,
I encloseduplicatecopies (more legible thaiitho.se.

transmitted in my letter of the loth of March) of

Mr. Russel's communications to meofihe 1st, 11th,
loth and 30tft of December last. They are neces-

sary to account for, not the general character or

substance of my late correspondence with lord

Weliestey, but that particular part of the last para-

graph of my letter to that nobleman of the 14th of

January, 1811, which is contained in the following
words: "The information which I have lately re-

ceived from the American legation at Paris, con-*

firms v/hi.t I have already stilted, ai'jd I thi : '.k proved
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vo your lordship, that those decrees are repealed,
and have ceased to have any effect.

I have the honor to be, &c. &c.

W.m. PINKNEY.

MB. RUSSEL TO MR. P1XKNEY,'

Paris, December 1, 1810.

Sir—As nothing' has transpired hereof sufficient

importance to be communicated by a special mes-

senger
—and as no safe private conveyance has

hitlierto presented itself till now, to acknowledge
the receipt of your letters under dates of the 7th

and 28th of October.

No event within my knowledge has occurred,
either before or since the first of November, to vary
the construction given by us, to the very positive
and precise assurances of the duke of Cadore, on
the 5th of August, relative to the revocation of the

Berlin and Milan decrees. That these decrees have

not been executed for an entire month, on any
vessel arriving during that time, in any of the ports
of France, may, when connected with the terms

in which their revocation was announced, fortify
the presumption that they have ceased to operate.
I know of no better evidence than this which the

negative character of the case admits, or how the

sion-existence of an edict can be proved, except by
the promulgation of its repeal, and its subsecpient
non-execution.
Our attention here is now turned towards Eng-

land and the United States. The performance of

one of the conditions on which the revocation of
the decrees was predicated, and which is essential

to render it permanent, is anxiously expected, and
it is devoutly to be wished that England, by evinc-

ing the sincerity of her former professions, may
save the United States from the necessity of resort-

ing to the measure which exclusively depends on
them.

I need not suggest to you, the importance of

transmitting hither as early as possible any infor-

mation of a decided character, which you may pos-
sess relative to this subject, as an impatience is al-

ready betrayed here, to learn that one or the other
of the conditions has been performed.

I am, sir, with great respect, vour faithful hum-
ble servant, JONA. RUSSEL.

His excellency William Pinkney.

MR. RUSSEL TO MR. PINKXKY.

Paris, December 11, 1810.
Sir—I have had the pleasure to receive your let-

ter of the 22nd ult. by Mr. Page, and I thank you
most sincerely for the paper which accompanied it.

It is no where more necessary than at Paris, to

hear both sides of a qoestion in order to give a near

guess at the truth. The way in which the story is

told on your side of the channel, will enable me to

correct, many errors which it contains as told here.

The obligations you confer on me this day I shall

endeavor to dischage in kind.
I wrote you a few days since by the way ofDieppe,

and gave you the best statement of affairs here that

the truth would warrant, in hopes that you might
derive some advantage from it. I assure you I have
felt disappointed and grieved at the conduct of th'_-

British ministry. If they distrusted the sincerity
of their enemies with regard to the revocal ion ofthe
decrees here, still it would have been good policy to

have appeared to believe them and to have acted

accordingly. By pursuing a different course they
have missed a golden opportunity of honorably* re-

peal- -[• their offending
1

orders; and in so doing to

yed at tee tjii

'

; ' m3 con -

ciliated the good opinion of the United States. If

the frigate Essex, which arrived on the 4th instant,

at L'Orient in twenty-eight [days] from Norfolk,has

brought the president's proclamation in pursuance
of the law of the first of May, the British ministry
will be placed in an awkward situation. They will

have to persevere in their orders at the expense of

their veracity and at the hazard of war with the

United States, or to withdraw them under very

equivocal circumstances, which will give to their

conduct the appearance of being rather the result,

of neoessity than the dictate of principle. That the

frigate has brought this proclamation there is good
cause to suppose from the time when she left the

U. States, being a few days subsequent to the period,

when the Berlin and Milan decrees were to cease to

operate. If she has brought this proclamation, it

will without doubt, render absolute the revocation

of those decrees, whatever uncertainty might have

before attended it. There are probably then hut a

few dcys left in which the repeal of the British or

ders can appear to be the spontaneous act of the

ministry, and I sincerely hope that by properly im-

proving this short period, they may do with a good

grace what cannot be done afterwards in away either

to save their pride or deserve our friendship.

Agreeably to your request, I shall change the file

of the Journal de L'Empire which I intended for

you for that of the Moniteur.

I am, sir, very truly and respectfully, your obedi

ent humble servant. JONA. RUSSEL,
His excellency William Pinkney.

COPT OF A LETTER FROM MR. RUSSEL TO ME. PIXK>

UET, DATED

Paris, December 27, 1811.

Sir—I have received your letters of the 5th and

6th of this month by Mr. Bowdoin and Mr. Wells.

The vessel you mention (the Charles) haying on

board a large quantity of turpentine, which is consi-

dered here as naval stores, will probably be condemn-

ed for carrying contraband ofwar to an enemy, with-

out any reference to the Berlin and Milan decrees.

On the other hand the American vessels which

have been permitted to land their outward cargoes
in the ports of France, and to take in return cargoes
to the United States, are, as far as I can learn, bur

two in number, and, in fact, arrived before the first

of November, and to them the decrees were not

applicable. The other vessels which have taken

away cargoes arrived here in ballast, and were re-

commended by special circumstances to the consi-

deration of this government.

Nothing can therefore he inferred cither for or

against the revocation of the French edicts from the

j

facts referred to in your letter of the 6th Inst.

Since I last wrote, however, I have learnt the

seizure and capture of two or three American ve;,-

sieh'i but the course which this government will

pursue in relation to them being marked out by the.

letters of the minister ofjustice to the president of

the council of prizes, and from the minister of

finance to the director general of the customs,

which you will find in the Moniteurs which I hen -

with send to you, it is unnecessary to enter into a

particular detail of the circumstances which attend-

ed these cases.

I aihwillimjto believe that what this government
has done,, although it may not be entirely satisfaeto-

ry to the TJriil cd States, wiil at least be sufficient to

procure from the British government a repeal of the

orders in council, and the restoration or all Ame-

rican property taken under them since the Bra) oi

November.
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It is possibly that the French cruizers may here-

after continue their depredations, but abuses of this

kind are very distinct from the operation of the

Berlin and Milan decrees, and cannot by the most

extravagant construction of the law of restoration,

afford a pretext for the continuance of the British

orders.

I am, sir, &c. &c.

(Signed)
JONA. RUSSEL.

MB. RUSSBL TO MR. PTNKNBT.

Paris, December 30, 1810.

Sir—A gentleman called on me last evening from

the duke of Cadore, to inform me that the Ame-

rican schooner the Grace Ann Green had been

released. This vessel arrived at Marseilles since

the first of November, and was last from Gibraltar,

where she had remained some time. As she came

clearly within the Berlin and Milan decrees, her

release may be considered as conclusive evidence of

their revocation.

I am, sir, with great respect, your verv humble

servant, (Signed) JONA. RUSSEL.
His excellency William Pinlcney.

Correspondence ofJohn Spear Smith, Esq. ourpresent

charge des affaires in Great Britain.

EXTRACT OF A LETTISH FROM JOHN S. SMITH, ESQ..

TO THE SECRETARY OF STATE, DATED

London, May 25, 1811.

"1 had yesterday for the first time an interview

with lord'Welleslcy. I presented to him the letters

of introduction that Mr. Pinkney had given me, and

he received me in the most poliLe manner."

MR. SMITH CHARGE DES AFFAIRES AT LONDON, TO

THE MARQX'IS WELLESLEY, DATED

May 27, 1811.

My Lord—I have the honor to inform your lord-

ship (from official information, this day received by
me from Paris) that all the American vessels which

have voluntary arrived in France, since, the first

of November, have been admitted. This (if any
additional evidence of the repeal of the Berlin and

Milan decrees were wanting) will sufficiently esta-

blish the fact of their revocation, as most of the

vessels now admitted, would otherwise have been

subject to their operation.
1 have the honor to be, with the greatest respect,

your lordship's most obedient and humble servant,

(Signed) J. S. SMITH.
The most noble the marquis Wellesley, &c. Zfc.

EXTRACT OF A LETTER FROM MR. JOHN S. SMITH

TO THE SECRETARY OF STATE, DATED

London, June 8, 1811.

"Enclosed is the copy of a letter which I ad-

dressed to lord Welleslev on the 5th instant. I had

delayed making this communication, in the hope
that I should do it at the interview which lie had

promised me, and which I again requested on the

third instant. I did not consider it necessary to

enter at length into a subject which has been so

often and so ably discussed, and on which nothing
has been left to add. I shall, however, enter into

any explanations that may be necessary when I

again see his lordship."

MR. JOHN SPEAR SMITH TO LOUD WI2LLE9IEY,

18, rtentick-sireet, June 5, 1811.

My Lord—I have the honor to communicate to

your lordship the copy of an act passed during- the

last session of Cotigress, which, though it renews

certain parts of the non-intercourse law against this

country, yet it carefully gives to the president the

authority to repeal it "when Great Britain shall so

revoke or modify her edicts as that they shall cease

to violate the neutral commerce of the United

States." In this, as well as in the other provision*

of the act, his majesty's government cannot fail to

observe the invariable disposition of the United

States, to preserve harmony with Great Britain,

and to re-establish that happy intercourse between

the two nations, which it is so much the interest of

both to cultivate, and the president confidently ex-

pects that his majesty will not hesitate to abandon

a system, always urged to be merely retaliatory, now

that its cause* have ceased to exist.

I have the honor to inform your lordship that

the gentleman who will be the bearer ofmy dis-

patches to the United States in the John Adams,
will leave town on Friday evening, and that I shall

be happy to forward by the same conveyance any

dispatches that your lordship may wish to send to

the United State! I have the honor to be, &c.

(Signed) J. S. SMITH.
The most noble the marqtds Wellesley.

Mr. Smith, charge des affaires at London, to the se-

cretary of state oftlie Uitited States.

London, 6th June, 1811.

Sir—I have the honor to enclose a report of tl**

trial of the Fox and others.

The John Adams will leave Cowes this week—
The messenger goes down to-morrow evening.

I have the honor to be, &c. &c.

(Signed) J- S, SMITH.
The hon. the secretary of state, &c. &c.

Extract of a letterfrc-m Mr. J. S. Smith, to the secre-

tary of stale, dated

London, 16th June, 1811.

"On the 9th ins.mt, the day after Mr. Hamilton

left town with my dispatches, I received the enclo.-.-

ed note from lord Wellesley, appointing Tuesday,
the 11th, to see me at his" house. I immediately
wrote to captain Uent to detain the frigate until lie

heard from me again; but he had gone to sea be-

fore my letter reached Cowes, and I am now compel-
led to send this by another opportunity.

"I waited on lord Wellesley according to his

appointment. He commenced the conversation by

observing, that whenever there was any thing of

importance to be communicated, it wras better to do

it in writing, as*when merely verbal, it was liable to

be misunderstood; that he did not mean any thing

personally to me; that the same rule was observed

with other foreign agents here, and was customary.
I replied, that I was ready to pursue this system;
that in the note which I had written him, enclos-

ing the non-importation act, I had not gone into a

lengthy discussion, as that whatever I might sat

would be only a recapitulation of what had so often

been written. I however proceeded to exph.in the

new act, and to remark to him the particular ami-

cable nature of the second section of it; that I

conceived this to be a most favorable opportunity
for Great Britain to" abandon her system of restric-

tions, and particularly at this moment, when I had

communicated practical instances of the repeal o!

the obnoxious measures of Prance. He said that

he did not think they would do any thing befi >re

they heard from Mr. Foster, who had full instruc-

tions upon this and the other points of disp'Ue.
I turned the conversation to the subject of your

letter of the 22d of January, and asked him 'S Mr.

Piakney had giver, any explanations about thr t:»k-
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ing possession of West Florida. He replied, that

the first he had heard of it was through Mr. Mo-

rier, though he had reason to expect something
1

from Mr. Pinkney; that Mr. Foster however was in-

structed on this point. I asked if East Florida was

indued in these instructions? He replied that it

was. I then communicated to him the substance

of your letter, and explained with frankness the in-

tentions of the U. States. He expressed his wish

that this, as well as the other subjects, should lay
over until they heard from America.

I shewed him the letter of the President to his

majesty, containing Mr. Pinkney's permission to re-

turn. He said that it would be proper that I should
write him a note, enclosing this letter, and request-
ing him to present it to the prince regent.
The vessels detained here under the orders in

council have not yet been finally condemned, and I

represented to lord Wellesley how important it was
that they should be released, or that they should be
still suspended. He said that he desired it also, but
that private rights being concerned, is was difficult

for government to interfere for their longer suspen-
sion. I am induced to believe that they will wait
until they hear from Mr. Foster.

Extract of a letter from John Spear Smith, Esq. to

the secretary of state of the United States, dated

Lonuon, 27th Juke, 1811.
"I have the honor to enclose a copy of the final

decision of sir William Scott in the case of the Fox
and others.

The court on Tuesday last, the 25th inst. con-
demned the remaining American vessels captured
under the orders in council. As soon as I can pro-
cure a correct list of them, I will have the honor to

forward it. The seamen who are left destitute by
condemnatains will be taken care of by gen. Lyman.
They are of course numerous.

Extract of a letter from Mr. J. S. Smith, to the se-

cretary of etute, dated

Lonuon-, Julv 10, 1811.
"Enclosed is a list of the American vessels that

have been condemned at ihe late sittings of the
court of admiralty. Two only of them have not vet
been decided upon. They will, however, share the
f.te of the others. Vessels and cargoes will be sold,
and the money deposited in the court to await (for
twelve months) the appeal of the captured, from
which very little is, I fi-ar, to be expected."*
Brig Fox, captain Porter, from Boston, cargo
colonial, &c. value of vessel §10,000, carff0

£29,500.
°

*
Schr. Betsey, Lindsey, Marblehead. fish, oil, indi-

go and cotton, vessel 3,500, cargo 21,500.

Mary, Yickeiy, do. fish, green, vessel 2,000,
cargo 1,800.

Pollv, Devereux, do. do. do. vessel 2,000, car-

go 1 ,800.

Ann, Dolliber, do. do. do. vessel 2,000, carsr
1,800.

fa

Woodbridgc, Kimman, Boston, fish, oil, 8;c
vessel 3,500, cargo 7,000.

*
Ship Danube, Pearce, New-Yoik, cotton, rice, in-

dkro, &c. vessel 20,000, cargo 35,000.
*
Brig Matilda, Lee. Boston, cotton, fish, teas, nan-

keens,_
vessel 12,000, cargo 25,000.

Eliza, Corgi, Philadelphia, cotton, peltry, &c
vessel 8.000, cargo. 38,000.

*
Ship Adolphus, BrevouL, New-York, tobacco, pel-
try, &c. vessel 20,000, cargo, 45,000.

*
Rebecca, Toby, dido, sugar, cofiVe, &c , vessel

lSjOOOj cargo 30*000

*
Schr. Two Sisters, Bridges, Marblehead, fish,

(green) vessel 2,000, cargo 1,800.
*
Brig Garland, Haft', New-York, cotton, indigo and
cod, vessel 8,000, cargo 30,000.

*
Ship Betsey, Milwood, Norfolk, tobacco, vessel

8,000, cargo 20,000.
*
Brig Ida, Stacy, Boston, fish, &.c. dry, vesser

13,000, cargo 7,000.
*

Beauty, Morris, Philadelphia, cotton, coloni-

al, &c. vessel 17,000, cargo 20,000.
*
Ship Charles Wicket, Weakes, do. cotton and
peltry, vessel 10,000, cargo 35,000;

f Andrew, Coggins, Bavonne, brandy, wine,
silks, vessel 12,000, cargo 25,000.

f Hose in Bloom, Allot, do. do. do. vessel 12,000
cargo 25,000.

*
Projector, Brown, New-York, cotton, ivorr,

&c. vessel 8,000, cargo 30,000.
t Schr. Lydia, Kelham, Bordeaux, brandy, wine,

silks, vessel 3,500, cargo 14,000.
t Ship Eleanor, Kempton, Savannah, cotton, rice,

tobacco, vessel 8,000, cargo 20,000.
i Schr. Helen, Elkins, Marblehead, fish and oil

vessel 3,500, cargo 4,000.

t Brig Telemachus, Berry, Bordeaux, brandy, wine,
silks, vessel 4,000, cargo 6,000.

\ Schr. Lark, Cloutman, -Marblehead, fish, (green)
vessel 2,000, cargo 1,800.

t Ship Golden Fleece, Silkman, Charleston, cotton,
rice, wax, &c. vessel 25,000, cargo 45,000.

§ Louisiana, Richards, New-York, cotton, &c.
vessel 7,500, cargo 15,000.

§ Brig Fox, Goodav, do. cotton, indigo, vessel

15,000, cargo 50,000.
Total amount of vessels £5256,500
do. do. 576,000

Copt/ ofa letter from John Spear Smith, Esq. charge

d'affaires of the United States at London to the

secretary of state, dated

Loxdo*, 22d July, 1811.
Sir—I have the honor to enclose a copy of Mr.

Russell's letter to me of the 14th inst. which con-
tains the agreeable intelligence of the release of
three of the captured American vessels. I shall
communicate iis substance to this government with-
out the formality of an official note, supposing that
Mr. Foster is fully instructed on the subject of the
orders in council; and that any thing I might under
these circumstances offer would be attended with
no advantage. I inclose a letter from Mr. Russell
of the 5th instant.

I have the honor to be, &c.

(Signed J. S. SMITH,
The honorable ihe secretary of state.

Extract of a letter from John S. Smith, Esq. to the

secretary of state of the United Slates, dated

Loxnov, 5\h August, 1811.
"I have now the honor to transmit to you, lord

Wollesley's answer 10 my note coveting Mr. Rus-
sell's letter of the 14th July, and also another hole
from his lordship on the subject, which I received
last evening."

Note.—The papers that came in those letters

n.-ide part of the inclosurcs in Mr. Monroe's letter

«f the Tih October, to Mr. Foster, and are printed
vkh i .

* Condemned June 18.—f ditto June 21.—f ditto

July 5.~{ Not yet decided, bat n.u.vt be Jike the
others*.
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Correspondence of Jonathan Russel, Esq. charge des

affaires in France.

MR. RUS9EL TO MR. SMITil, SECRETARY OF STATE.

Paris, 16th January, 1811.

Sir—Your letter of the 8lh of November, relative

to the powers given by this government to its con-

suls in the United States, under its decree concern-

ing licenses, were received by me on the 11th insi.

and the next day I communicated its contents to

the duke of Cadore in a note, a copy of which you
will find enclosed. I remain, &c. &c.

(Signed) JONATHAN RUSSEL.
The honorable Robert Sinith, &fc. &c.

MR. RUSSEt TO THE DUKE OF CADORE.

Paris, 12th January, 1811.

Sir—The public journals and letters from gene-
ral Armstrong have announced to the American

government an imperial decree, by which permis-
sion is to be granted to a stated number of Ameri-

can vessels to import into France from certain ports
of the United States the articles therein specified,

and to export in return such productions of the

French empire, as are also enumerated in said de-

cree. This trade it would appear is to be carried

on under the authority of imperial licenses, and can

only be perfected by the act of the French consul re-

siding within the jurisdiction of the United States

at the specified ports.

The United States have no pretension of right to

object to the operation of commercial regulations,

strictly municipal, authorized by the French go-
vernment to take effect within the limits of its own
dominions; but I am instructed to state to you the

inadmissibility on the part of the United States, of

such a consular superintendance as that which is

contemplated by this decree respecting a trade to

be carried on under licenses.

France cannot claim for her consuls, either by
treaty or custom, such a superintendance. They
can be permitted to enjoy such legitimate functions

only as are sanctioned by public law, or by the usage
of nations growing out of the courtesy of indepen
dent states.

Besides the decree in question professes to invest

certain consuls with a power which cannot be re-

gularly exercised in the United States without the

tacit permission of the American government; a

permission that cannot be presumed, not only be-

cause it is contrary to usage, but because consuls

thus acting would he exercising functions in the

United States, in virtue of French authority only,
which the American government itself is not com-

petent to audiorise in any agents whatever.

If the construction given by the government of

the United States to this decree be correct, the go-
vernment of France should not for a moment mis-

lead itself by a belief that its commercial agents will

be permitted to exercise the extraordinary power
thus intended to be given to them.

I pray your excellency, &c. &c.

(Signed)

'

JONATHAN RUSSEL.
His excellency the duke of Cadore.

MR. RUSSEL TO MR. SMITH, SECRETARY OF STATE.

Paris, 51st January, 1811.

Sir—On the 18th instant, I received a note dated
that day from the duke of Cadore, in answer to the

representation which I made to him on the 12th of

this month, relative to the exceptionable powers in-

tended to be exercised by the French consuls in the

United States in perfecting the coitcmplsted trade

under license*.

You will perceive with satisfaction that not only
>ese powers but the system itself under which they
vere to have been exercised have been abandoned.

I have the honor, &c. &c.
Honorable Robert Smith, secretary of state.

THE DUKE OF CADORE TO MR. RUSSEE.

Paris, 18'h January, 1811.

Sir—I have read with much attention your note of
die 12th January, relative to the licenses intended

to favor the commerce of the Americans in France,
this system had been conceived before the revoca-

tion of the decrees of Berlin and Milan had been re-

solved upon. Now circumstances are changed by
the resolution taken by the United States, to cnuse
their independence to be respected. That which
has been done before this last epoch can no longer
serve as a rule under actual circumstances.

Accept the assurances of mv high consideration,
CHAMPAGNY, DUKE DE CADORE.

The honorable Mr. Mussel.

MR. RUSSEE TO THE DUKE OF DASSAXO.

Paris, 29th April, 1811.

Encouraged by the assurances which your excel-

lency was pleased to give in the conversation winch
I had the honor to hold with you yesterday, thai the

French government was disposed to promote, as far

as it might be in its power, the success of the mis-

sion of the special minister of the United States to

the court of Denmark, I dare persuade myself that

your excellency will iccl no hesitation in returning
such an answer to the following enquiries, as shall

place the facts to which they relate beyond the pos-

sibility of doubt or controversy:
1st. Did not the minister of foreign relations by

a dispatch, dated the 20th of April, 1808, authorize

the consuls of France in the United States to de-

liver certificates of origin to vessels destined for

neutral or allied ports, and prescribe the formalities

required for such certificates?

2d. Was not the dispatch of the duke of Cadore,
of the 30th of August last, the first that was re-

ceived in the United States, either by the French
minister or consul general there, prohibiting .he

further delivery by French consuls of certificates of

origin, except to vessels destined to French ports?
3rd. AVas not this last mentioned dispatch fi;st

received by general Turreau on the 13th ofNovem-
ber? last, and for the first time communicated by him
on that day to the French consuls. And were not

these consuls in the official and authorised practice
until the said 13th of November, of furnishing cer-

tificates of origin to American vessels bound to

neutral ports, or to ports belonging' to the allies of

France, and might not some of these consuls, by
reason of their distance from the place of residence

,->f general Turreau have lawfully executed and de-

livered such certificates several days subsequent to

that time.

These facts are directly established by the letter

of general Turreau to Mr. Smith, of the 12*h of

November last, or necessarily inferred from the de-

claration contained in that letter, and I cannot per-
mit myself to doubt that your excellency will rea-

dily repeat them in a form that shall claim the at-

tention of the Danish government, and induce it to

correct any errors which an ignorance or misappre-
hension of them may have occasioned in its pro-

ceedings against American property
I rely with the more confidence on the frankness

of jour excellency in according the request now
prcenicd to you, as a refusal might operate the con

See JVb. 12, for cmtintiatton.]
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fiscation of much innocent property, and at the
Same time-appear to falsify the lawful acts of the
consuls and the official declaration of the minister
af France in the United States.

I beg- leave to renew to your excellency the assu-
rances, Sec. &c.

(Signed) JONATHAN KUSSEL.

MB. RT7SSEI, TO JtD. SMITH.

Paris, 27thMay,lSll.
Sir—By the first opportunity which presented

itself after the admission of our vessels on the 4th
of Maj-, I communicated this event to the American
charge d'affaires at London, in hopes that it might
Le useful there. The enclosed is a copy of the
note which I addressed to him on the occasion.

I am, £;c 8cc.

(Signed) JONATHAN RUSSEL.
The kon. Robert Smith,

Secretary of state of the United States.

COI'T OF A LETTER FROM MR RUSS7.I, TO MR.
SMITH, CHARGE D'AFFAIRES, &.C &C &C

Paris, \0th May, 1811.
I hand you herewith, the copy of a letter to me

from his excellency the duke of Baasano, dated the
•4Ui instant, and enclosing a list of the American
vessels whose cargoes have been admitted by order
of the emperor.
As this list contains all the American vessels ex-

cept one only whose papers were mislaid, which
have arrived spontaneously in the ports of Trance,
since the first of November last, which had not

already been admitted—the measure adopted by
this government, may perhaps be considered to be
of a general character, and a consequence of the
actual relations between the two countries; grow-
ing out of the revocation of the Berlin and Milan
decrees, so far as they violated the neutral rights oi
the L'ni ed Sates.

I am, sir, with great consideration, he. Sec.

(Signed) JONATHAN RUSSEL.
John S. Smith, Esq. &c. &c.

MR. RUSSEL TO THE SECRETART OF STATE.

Paris, 9th June, 1811.
Sir—The case of the New-Orleans Packet having

apparently excited considerable interest, it may not
be unacceptable to you to receive a more particular
account of i? than J have hitherto U-ansmitte'd.
This vessel owned by Mr. Alexander Ruden of

New-York, left that place on the 25th of July, with
^.clearance for Lisbon, but actually destined for

See this copy in the enclosi res of Mr. Rus-
Stl's letter 16th July, which will be foil- d ina sub-
sequent part '•!' this correspondence.

Q

Gibraltar. Her cargo, likewise the property of
Mr Ruden, consisting of 207 whole tierces and 31
half tierces of nee, 330 bags of Surinam cocoa, 1(J

hogsheads of tobacco, 6 tierces of hams, 50 barrels
of pork, 60 barrels of beef, 200 barrels of flour, 30
tir. ces of beans and 64 firkins of butter. On her
passage to Gibraltar she was boarded by an English
frigate and an English schooner, and after a short
detentiDn allowed to proceed. On arriving at Gibral-
tar, the 26th of August, Mr Monro, the supercar-
go, proceeded to sell the cargo & actually di' posed
of the flour, the beans and the but;er, when about
the 20ih of September a packet arrived there from
England, bringing newspapers containing the publi-
cation of the letter from the duke ofCadore of the 5th
of August. On the receipt of this intelligence Mr.
Munro immediately suspended his sales^ and after

having consulted with Mr. Hackley, the American
consul at Cadiz, he determined to proceed with
the remainder of his cargo to Bordeaux. He re-

mained, however, at Gibraltar until the 22d of Oc-
tober, that he might not. arrive in France before the
1st of November, the day on which the Berlin ' and
Milan decrees were to cease to operate. He arrived
in the Garonne on the 14th of November, but by
reason of his quarantine did not reach Bordeaux
before the 3d of December. On the 5th' of this
month the director of the customs there, seized the
New-Orleans Packet and her cargo under the Milan
decrees of the 23d November and 17th December
1807, expressly set forth, for having come trom an
English port and for having been visited by an
English vessel of war. These facts having been
stated to me by Mr. Munro, or by Mr. Meyer, the
American vice-consul at Bordeaux and the principal
one, that of the seizure under the Milan decrees,
being established by the process verbal put into my
hands by Mr. Martini, one of the consignees ofthe
cargo, I conceived it to be my duty not to sufier the
transaction to pass unnoticed and thereby permit it

to grow into a violation of the engagements of this

government. While I was considering the most
proper mode of bringi . the conduct of the custom
house officer at the port under the eyes of his supe-
riors, I learnt of the arrival of the Essex, at L'Q.ient.
From the time at which this frigate was reported to
have left the United States, 1 had no doubt that she
had brought the proclamation of the president, an-

nouncing the revocation of the very decrees under
which this precipitate seizure had been made. I

could but think, therefore, that it was important to
afford to this government an opportunity of disa-

vowing the conduct of its officer, so incompatible
with the engagements on which the president had
in all probability reposed with confidence, in season
to shew that tiiisconfider.ee had not been misiimed
or misplaced. To have waited for the receipt oi"

the proclamation in order to mt.ke use of it for the
liberation of the New-Orleans Packet, appeased
to me r, preposterous and unworthy cour.se of piv
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ceeding, and *° De nothing better than absurdly

and basely employing the declaration of the presi-

dent that the Berlin and Milan decrees had been

revoked, as the means of obtaining their revoca-

tion. I believed it became me to take higher

ground, and without confining myself to the mode

best calculated to recover the property, to pursue
that which the dignity of the American government

required.
A crisis in my opinion presented itself which was

to decide whether the French edicts were retracted

as a preliminary to the execution of our law, or

whether by the non-performance of one party and

the prompt performance of the other, the order in

which these measures ought to stand was to be re-

versed, and the American government shuffled into

the lead where national honor and the law required

it to follow. Uncertain what would be the conduct

of this government, but clear what it ought tc. be,

I thought it politic to present briefly the honest

eonsvrucuon of the terms in which the revocation

of the decrees was communicated on the 5th of

August, that the conditions mit>hi not be tortured

into a pretext for continuing them. I believed this

to be the more necessary, as no occasion had hither-

to occurred of offering such an interpretation. I

[likewise supposed it to be desirable to take from

mis government, by a concise statement of facts, the

power of imputing neglect to the United States, in

performing die act required of them, for the pur-

po;e of find,ng in this neglect a color for again exe-

cuting the decrees. These were my views in writ-

ing promptly and frankly on the occasion.

So acceptable indeed did I suppose it would be to

the feelings of the American government to obtain

at least an explanation of an act ostensibly proving
the continued operation of the decrees, previous to

communica'ing the proclamation of the president

announcing their revocation, although I received

this proclamation on the 13'h of December, I de-

ferred the communication of it to the Duke of Ca-

doie until the 17th of that month, nor should I

then have communicated it, had not an interview

with him on the 15th led me to believe that much
time might be neceeary to procure .official reports
frortf the custom-house relative to the seizure in

.question, and that until these reports were received,

it would be impossible formally to explain or cor-

rect this proceeding. When, however, I declined,
uninsfructed as I was, incurring the responsibility
of this protracted delay, and decided on communis

eating the proclamation before a satisfactory expla-
nation was received, I took care to guard against

any misconstruction, by explicitly declaring at the

outset that this proclamation "had been issued

alone on the ground that the revocation of the

Berlin and Milan decrees did not depend on any
•condition previously to be performed by the United
States."

The custom-house officers at Bordeaux com-
menced unlading the New-Orleans Packet on the

10th of December, and completed this work on the
20th of that month, as appears by their proces-ver-
beaux of those dates. That of the 20th expressly
-declares that the confiscation of this property was
to be pursued before the imperial council of prizes
.at Paris, according to the decrees of the 23d of
November and 17th of- December, 1807, or, in

-other words the decrees of Milan. The decree of
the 23d of March, or the Rambouillet decree, is

also mentioned, but as I wrote my note of the 10 h
of December, with a view only to the letter of the
Duke of Cadore, announcing the revocation of the

Berlin una Milan decrees, and as the proccs-verbuloi

the 5th appears to have the application of the Ram-
bouillet decree, as unnecessary, I took no notice

oi it.

On Monday, the 17th of December, my remon-

strance was submitted to a council o commerce,
and referred by it to the director-general of the

customs for his report. From this time all further

proceedings against the New-Orleans Packet were

suspended. The papers were not transmitted to

the council of prizes, nor a prosecution ins'ituted

before that tribunal for the confiscation of the pro-

perty as was professedly the intention of the officers

concerned in the seizure. This prosecution was

not only abandoned, but on the 9th of January the

vessel and cargo were placed at the disposition of

the consignees on giving bond to pay the estimated

amount, should it definitively be so decided.—

Nothing is now wanting to complete the liberation

of the New-Orleans Packet and her cargo, but the

cancelling of this bond.

It appears therefore that the remonstrance of the

tenth of December arrested the proceeding com-

plained of before it had assumed a definite charac-

ter, or unequivocally become a breach of faith, and

not only rescued the property from the seizure with

which it had been visited, but, by procuring its

admission, placed it in a situation more favorable

than that of many other vessels and Cargoes which
continued to be holden in a kind of morie-main by
the suspension of all proceedings with regard to

them.
I have the honor to be, Sec. &c.

(Signed) JONA. RUSSEL.
James Monroe, Esq. &c. &c.

P. S. July 5. I have the satisfaction to announce
to you, that since writing the above, an order has

been given to cancel the bond, and a letter just re-

ceived, from the commercial agent of the United

States at Bordeaux informs me that it is actually
cancelled.

MK. RtTSSEL TO MV. MONROE.

Paris, UthJuhj, 1811.

Sin—I have the honor to hand you herein a copy
of my note of the 8th instant, to the Duke of Bas-

sano, claiming the release of twenty-three Ameri-
can seamen stated to liave been pressed into the

French service at Dantzic and in its vicinity.—
When I called on the Duke on the 9 th, he acknow-

ledged the receipt of this note, and said that he

should immediately write to the minister of marine

on the subject. In the conversation which I had

with him yesterday, he informed me that he had

performed this engagement, and that the minister

of marine had replied, that no American citizens

had been pressed by his orders; that the city of

Dantzic had been required to furnish a certain

number of seamen, and was alone responsible for

the manner in which it had complied with this re-

quisition. The Duke of Bassano also added, that

my note had been laid before the emperor, and that

his majesty had ordered, that on the arrival of the

seamen from Dantzic at Antwerp, where they were

expected yesterday, all that were American, citizens

should be discharged, and the city of Dantzic

should be required to furnish others in their stead.

From the solicitude which the Duke of Bassano

evidently discovered to get rid of the imputation of

having pressed our citizens, I doubt not every thing
will be done in this afiitir to remove all cause of

complaint. I am, &c. &c.

(Signed) JONATHAN RUSSEL.
The &ccrcta?i! of State of the United States.
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2IH. KUSSEL TO THE nUKE OF BASSANO.

Paris, 8th July, 1811.

Sir—I have just received information by letter

from J. W. Zubre, Esq. who holds a commission as

consul of the United States at Stettin, that on the

17th ult. twenty-three American seamen passed that

place under escort of a French guard to be put on

board the ships ofwar at Antwerp. It is represent-
ed to me that these seamen had been forcibly press-
ed at Dantzc and other places on the Baltic by or-

der of his excellency the minister of marine. In

confirmation of this fact I have a letter from captain
Charles Payne, of the American ship Atlantic, tak-

en into Dantzic by a French cruiser, stating- that

twelve of his men, including- his mate, had been

pressed in this way at that place. These twelve
men probably constitute a part of the twenty-three
above-mentioned.

It is my duty to engage your excellency to cause
an enquiry to be bad by the competent authority in-

to these facts, and to procure the release of ail the

seamen above-mentioned, who are citizens of the

United Stales. I prav your exccllencv to accept, &c.

(Signed) JONATHAN RUSSEL.
His excellency the Duke of Bassano.

Extract of a letter from Mr. Russel to the secretary

of state of the United States, dated

Paius, 15th July, 1811.

t>n the 5th of that month [May] I received a note

[No. 1.] from the duke of Bassano, dated the 4th,

containing- a list of sixteen American vessels whose

cargoes had been admitted by order of the empe-
ror. I immediavely transmitted to you several co-

pics of this communication, and I gave you on the

8th such an account [No. 1.] of the admitted cases

as might aid you in forming a correct estimate of
the political value of the measure adopted in their

favor.

Although I was fully impressed with the impor-
tance of an early decision in favor of the captured
vessels, none of which had been included in the
list above-mentioned, jet I deemed it proper to wait
a few dnys before I made an application upon the

subject. By this delay I gave the government here
an opportunity of obtaining the necessary infor-

mation concerning these cases, and of pursuing
spontaneously the course which the relations be-

tween the two countries appeared to require. On
the 1 I'll, however, having learned at the council of

piizes, that no new order had been received there,
I judged it my duty no longer to remain silent, lest

this government should erroneously suppose that
what had been done was completely satisfactory to

the United States, and, construing my silence into

an acquiescence in this opinion, neglect to do more.
I therefore on that day addressed to the duke of

Bassano. my note [No. 3.] with a list of American
vessels captured since the 1st of November. On
the 16th, I learnt that he had laid this note, with a

general report on it, before the emperor, but that
his majesty deefned taking any decision with re-

gard to it before it had been submitted to a council
of commerce. Unfortunately this council did not
meet before the departure of the emperor for Cher-

bourg, and during his absence, and the festivals

which succeeded it, there was no assemblage of
this body.

Immediately on receiving the communication of
the duke of Bassano of the fourth of May, I ad-
dressed him a note [No. 4] concerning the brig
Good Intent, detained at St. Andero. Although
this vessel had in fact been captured, yet fvom the

peculiar circumstances of the case, I hoped that
she should be placed on the same footing as those
which had been admitted. The answer [No. 5.]
Which was returned by the duke of Bassano, dated
die 25th and received the 28th, announced tome,
however, that this affair must be carried before the
council of prizes. Wishing to rescue this case
from this inauspicious mode of proceeding-, I again
addressed him in relation to it, in a note (No. 6) on
die 2nd of June. If I could not obtain at once the
restoration of this vessel, it was desirable, at least,
'hat she should be committed to the benefit of the

general measure, which I insinuated migin be taken
in favor of the captured class mentioned in my note
of the 11th of May.
As in this note I have stated the case of the Good

Intent to be analogous to those of the Hare and the

John, it may be proper to explain to you both the

points of resemblance and diversity, an order to re-

concile this note with im declaration, that no cap-
tuied vessel was on the list of the 4th ofMay. The
cases agree in the destination to places under the

authority of France, and in the arrestation bv laun-
ches in the service of the French government"—they
differ in the Hate and John, having already before

they were taken, arrived at the port, and within ;he
territorial jurisdiction of the country to which they
were bound, and the Good Intent having been tak-

en without such jurisdiction, and conducted to a

port to Which she was not destined. The taking
possession of the Hare and the John, may be consi-

dered then as a seizure in port, and that of the
Good Intent as a capture on the high seas.

On perceiving that the schooner Friendship was
not named in the list of admitted vessels, I caused

enquiry to be made at the custom-house concern-

ing the cause of this omission. It was stated that

her papers had been mislaid, but that search was

making for them, and that when found, a report
would immediately be made. I waited for this re-

port until the 18th of May, but finding it had not
been made, I conceived it might be useful, in order
to accelerate it, and to render complete the admis-
sion of the entire class to which this case belonged,
to attract towards the Friendship, the attention of
the rr inister of foreign relations. With this view
I presented to him my note (No. 7) of that date.

Having reflected much on the condition, attach-

ed to the admission of the American cargoes, to ex-

port two thirds of the proceeds in silks, and being
persuaded that the tendency of this restriction, ad-
ded to the dangers ofa vigilant blockade and to the
exactions of an excessive tariff, was to annihilate all

commercial intercourse between the two countries,
I believed it would not be improper for me to offer

to this government a i'ew remarks on the subject.
This I was the more inclined to do, as it was to be

apprehended that this condition was not imposed
as an expedient for temporary purposes only, but
that it was intended to be continued as the essential

part of a permanent system. In a note, therefore,
of the 10th of June, (No. 8) I suggested to the duke
of Bassano the evils which might be expected na-

turally to result from the operation of this restric-

tion on exports. It is indeed apparent diat a trade
that has to run the gauntlet of British blockade,,
and is crushed with exravagant duties inwards, and
shackled with this singular restriction outwards,
cannot continue.

On the 14th of .Tune, Mr. Hamilton, of the John
Adams, reached Paris, and informed me that this

vessel had arrived at Cherbourg. Unwilling to-

close my dispatches by her, without being able to
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communicate something
1 of a more definite and sa-

tisfactory character, than any tiling which had
hitherto transpired, I immediately called at the

office of foreign relations, but the minister being at

St. Cloud, I was obliged to postpone the interview

which I sought until the Tuesday following. At
this interview I stated to him the arrival of the fri-

gate, and my solicitude to transmit by her to the

United States, some act of his government, justify-

ing die expectation with which the important law,
which she had brought hither had undoubtedly
been passed. I urged particularly a reply to my
note of the 11th of May relative to the captured
vessels, and observed that although the mere pecu

Uime, in the mean while, informed myself of the

proceedings with regard to the captured vessels,
and ascertained that in fact, the duke of Bassano had
made a report in relation to them. The emperor,
it appears, however, still wished for the decision of
his council of commerce, and the report was laid

before them on the first of this month, being the

first time they had assembled, since the date of my
letter of die 11th of May. I waited in daily expec-
tation of hearing the result of their ('liberations,
until the 9th inst. when conceiving sufficient time
had been allowed for receiving it, and not feeling

perfectly at my ease under the responsibility I was in-

curring for the unauthorised detention of the John

niary value of this property might not be great, Adams, I determined to learn from the duke of

yet in a political paint of view, its immediate libe

ration was of die utmost consequence. I intimated

to him, at the same time, that my anxiety w:is such
to communicate by the John Adams, a decision of
these captures to the American government that I

would detain this vessel until I had received it.—
He replied that his sentiments accorded precisely
with mine in this matter, and ascribed the delay
which had taken place to the same causes as I have

assigned. He assured me, ho\ve\ _* •, that he would

immediately occupy himself again with this busi-

ness, and unless a council of commerce should be
holden within a few days, he would make a special

report to the emperor, and endeavor to obtain a

decision from him in person. He approved my
intention of detaining the frigate, and engaged to

do whatever might depend on him, to enable me to

dispatch her with satisfaction. He added that he

had already made enquiries of the competent au-

thorities, concerning the Good-Intent and Friend-

ship, and that when their reports should be receiv-

ed, he would do whatever the circumstances of the

case might warrant.

I now suggested to him the evils which resulted

to our commercial intercourse with France, from

Bassano in person, what I might reasonably expect
in the matter. 1 accordingly procured an interview

with him on the day last mentioned. I reminded
him of what had passed at our conference on the

18th ultimo, and told him that in consequence there-

of I nud kept the ship, but I could not with proprie-

ty detain her longer without the evident prospect
of obtaining from the French government, the re-

lease of the captured vessels. He expressed a con-

viction of the justice of my observations, and as-

sured me that he was in hourly expectation of re-

ceiving a decision on the captured cases, and hoped
that the John Adams might not be permitted to re-

turn without it. I thereupon consented to keep my
dispatches open, until the 13th, assuring him that

I could not take upon myself to protract the deten-

tion of the John Adams beyond that period.
On the 13th about one o'clock, I received a note

from the duke of Bassano, of which the inclosed

(No. 9) is a copy. I waited upon him immediately,
and was informed that the Two Hrothers, the Good
Intent and the Star, three of the captured vessels,
had been liberated. He added that no unnecessary
delay would be allowed in deciding upon the whole.

I shall dispatch Mr. Hamilton this day, and I

the great uncertainty which attended it, owing to shall send with him a messenger to be hnded on the

the total want on their part of clear and general re- other side, who will cany to Mr. Smith an account

(No. 10)* of what has been done here, to be used by
him as he shall judge proper.

gulations. After making a few observations in ex-

planation
of this remark, I requested to know if lie

would have any communication to make to me on
the subject previous to the sailing of the John
Adams. I was led to make this enquiry from in-

formation which I had indirectly obtained, that

several resolutions for the regulation of our trade,
had been definitively decreed. He replied that no
such communication would be made here, buttha'
Mr. Seriurier would be fully instructed 011 this

head. The resolutions just mentioned, as far as 1

have learnt, are to admit the produce of the United
S' ates (lekcepl ing sugar) without special permits or

license;, to admit coffee, sugar and other colonial

produce with such permits of licenses, and to pro-
hibit every thing arriving from Great Britain or

places under her control.

He again mentioned the discovery of the regula-
tion of the year twelve, authorising the certificates

of origin for French ports only, or for ports in pos-
session of the, French armies, but declared that af-

ter the most thorough examination of the archives
of his department, no document or record had been
found permitting these certificates to be granted
for the ports of neutral and allied powers. He
again, ho\ycver, professed a favoral.V- disposition to-

wards our negociations in Denmark, and said—"ie

succ.es de la mission tie la monsieur Erving s'ac-

coixlerait parfaitement avec nos sentimens, and ne
contrairernit nullement notre politique."

"With tlie view above stated I detained the John
Adams until the 9lh instant. I had from time to

[No. 1.] Translation.

THE DtJKE OF I!ASSANO TO Mil. 11VJSST.1.

Paris, 4th May, 1S11.

Sir—I hasten to announce to you that his majesty
the emperor has ordered his minister of finance to-

authorise the admission of the American cargoes
which had been provisionally placed in depo.sk on
their arrival in France.

I have the honor to send to you a list of the ves-

sels to which these cargoes belong; they will have

to export the amount of them in national merchan-

dize, ofwhich tws-thirds will be silks.

I have not lost a moment in communicating to

you a measure perfectly in accord with the senti-

ments of the union and friendship which e::iats be-

tween the two powers.
Accept, sir, the assurance ofmvhigh consideration.

(Signed) DUC DE BASSANO.

[No.
sr;j

Jin, HCSSEL TO THE SECRETARY 07 STATE.

Paris, 8th May, 1ST?.

Sir—Iliad the honor to address to- you on the

6th instant, by various ports, several copies of the

note of the duke of Bassano, to me on the 4th,

* See the letter from Mr. llusscl to Mr. Smith,

charge des affaires, he. &c. dated 14th Julv, enclos-

ed inMr. Monroe's letter of 17th Oct. to Mr. Foster
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containing
1 a list of the vessels, the admission of

whose cargoes had been authorised by the emperor.
This list comprises all the American vessels

which had arrived, without capture in the ports of

France or the kingdom of Italy, since the first of I

November, and which had not already been admit-

ted, excepting the schooner Friendship,
The papers of the Friendship had been mislaid at

the cus.tdna-h.ouse, and no report ot'her case made to

the emperor.
As the New-Orleans Packet and her cargo had

been given up on bond in January last, there can

be no longer any question with regard to their ad-

mission; but to make their liberation complete, the

bond should be cancelled.

All the vessels mentioned in the list, excepting
the Grace-Ann-Green, had come direct from the

United States, without having done or submitted

to any known act, which could have subjected them

to the operation of the Berlin and Milan decrees,

had these decrees continued in force.

The Grace-Ann-Green stopt at Gibraltar, remain-

ed many days there, and in proceeding thence to

Marseilles was captured by an English vessel ofwar.

The captain of the Grace-Ann -Green, with a few of

his people, rose upon the British prize-crew, re-took

his vessel from them nnd carried her and them into

the port to which she was bound.

The captain considered this re-capture of ins ves-

bc immediately released and that orders will be

given to bring- on the trials of the remainder, should
such a course be judged indispensable, widiout any

unnecessary delay.
The measure lor which I now ask, being in per-

fect accord with the friendly sentiments which pre-
vail between the two countries, I persuade myself
will obtain the early assent of his majesty.

I pra\ your excellency to accept the assurances

of my highest consideration.

"(Signed) JONATHAN RUSSEL.
His excellency (he duke of liassano, &c. &V.

List of American vessels taken bit French privateers,
since thefrst of November 1810, and carried into

the ports of France.

Robinson Ova, from Norfolk to London, cargo

tobacco, cotton and staves, taken 21st December,
1810, into Dunkirk.

Mary Ann, Charleston, do. cotton and rice, 3d

March, 1811, do.

General Eaton, from London, to Charleston, in

ballast, 6th December do. Calais.

Neptune, do. do. do. 7th Dec. do. Deippe.
Clio, do. Philadelphia, English manufactures, do.

do. do. vessel lost off Trequier, part of the cargo
saved-.

Two Brothers, Boston, St. Malo, cotton, indigo,

potashes, cod-fi *h, fish-oil and dye-woods, 20th do.

do. St. Malo. N. B. ibis vessel was taken within
sel as an act of resistance to the British orders in .^ tew.itorial jurisdiction of France.
council, and as exempting his property trom the,, g ^ Sa) tQ Napl coffc incw fish,

sued

in retaliation of those orders. He likewise made a

merit of delivering to this government nine o

enemies to be treated as prisoners of war.

His vessel was liberated in December, and his

cargo the beginning of April last, and there is some

operation of the French decrees
professedly

issue, x dye-wood, &c . 2d February, do. Marseilles.

t

:

'

Zebra, from Boston to Tarragona, 40,000 staves,

,
27th January, do. do. do.

difficulty m precisely ascertaining whether this

liberation was predicated on the general revocation

of the Berlin and Milan decrees or on a special ex-

emption from them, owing to the particular circum-

stances of the case.

It is somewhat singular this vessel was placed on

the list of the 4th inst. when she hud been liberated

and her cargo admitted so long before.

It may not be improper to remark that no Am

MR.
[No. 4.]

nrssr.t to the dvkt. of bassa:?™.

JParis, May 6, 1811,

I feel it my duty- to represent, to your excellency,
that, the American brig, Good-Intent, from Mar-

blehead, with a cargo of oil, fish, cocoa and staves,

bound to Bilboa, was captured in December last, by
an armed launch in the service of the French go-
vernment, and carried into Santander. Mr. J. F.

Rattier, the consul of his majesty the emperor at

that place, has taken possession of the cargo and
rican vessel captured since the 1st of November Spldjfchat part which was perishable, retaining in

has yet been released or had a trial.
]-.; s hands the proceeds, and plating in depot the ar-

These are the explanations which belong to the uc ]es unsold until iie shall receive the superior or-

jfheasurc I had the honor to communicate to you on ders f his government.
tlve 6th instant, and may afi'ord some assistance in -y\}e prCsent flattering appearance that the rela-

iorming a just appreciation of its extent and char- t ;ons between France and the United States will be
Kcter.

_ preserved on the most amicable footing, encoura-
[ have the honor to be, sir, with great considera-

ges me to hope that the case of the Good-Inlent,
jet, your faitfiful and assured servant, ^?tcr tne jon„ detention thattion and respec

(Signed) JONA. RUSSEL.
has occurred, will

tract the early attention of the French government,
and that the property will be restored to the Ame-
rican owner.

I pray your excellency to accept: the assurances

of my high consideration.

(Signed) JONA. RUSSEL

[No. 3.]

3IH. HrSSEt TO TliF. DDM OF IMSSANO,

Paris, Uth Ma*,) 1811.

Sin—I have the honor to present to your excel

iency a list of the American vessels, which accord-
gfi&excellency the, duke of Passa?w,

ing to the information I have obtained, have been minister of exterior relations.

captured bv French privateers since the first of No-

vember last, and brought into the ports of France.

All proceedings in relation to those vessels have

been suspended in the council of prizes, with the

same view, no doubt, as the proceedings in the cus-

tom-house had been deferred with regard to those

which h:id arrived voluntarily. The friendly ad-

mission of the latter encourages me to hope thai

such of'the former at least ns were bound to French

ports, or to the ports of the allies of France, or to

the f-niied State*, esprftiaUy those inb&Uast, wjli

[No. 5.]

BUC DK BASSAKO TO. MR. IUTSSF.L.

hire, 25th May, 1811.

Sir—The object of the letter you havg done me
the honor to address to me the 7th of this month,
was to remonstrate against the sequestration of the

American ship, the "Good-Intent," which had been
carried into St. Andero by a French vessel.

The minister of the marine to whom I hastened
to write on this subject^ has just answered me, thstt
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the case is carried before the council of prizes,
which is alone competent to decide on the validity
of the capture. He adds that it is before thai

tribunal, that the owners of the Good Intent ough>
to bepreptred to establish their rights, and that he
will have no other agency in this affair, than to

cause to be executed the dicision which shall be
made.

Accept, sir, the assurances of my high conside-
ration.

(Signed) LE DUC DE BASSANO.
J\Tv. Russet, charge des affaires

of the United States of America^

[No. 6.]

Jin. MUSSEL TO THE DIKE OF BASSANO.

Paris, 2d June 1811-

By the letter which your excellency did me the
honor to address to me on the 25th ult, I perceive
that the minister of marine declines interfering

m
the case of the American brig, the Good Intent,

except to enforce the decision which the council of

prizes may render.

As the Good Intent was caplured bound to a

port in the possession of the French armies, by a
launch in the service of the French government, I

had persuaded myself she would not be treated as a

prize, but that she would be restored like the John
and the Hare at Civita Vecchia, without the delay
of a formal trial. It was in this expectation, that'l
omitted to place heron the list of American- ves-
sels captured since the first ofNovember last, which
I had the honor to address to your excellency in

my note of the 11th ult. If his majesty the emperor
should find it improper upon being acquainted with
the circumstances bffchis case to distinguish it from
cases of ordinary capture, I presume there will be
no objection to extend.ng to it the benefit ofany ge-

. neral decision which may be taken in regard to
those mentioned in the list aforesaid.

I pray your excellency to accept the assurances
of my highest consideration. '

(Signed) JONA. RUSSEL.
His excellency the duke of Bassano.

[No. 7.]

MR. RUSSEL TO THE DUKE OF BASSANO.

Paris, 18th May, 1811.
On examining the list of vessels whose cargoes

have been admitted, and which your excellency
did me the honor to enclose to me in a note dated
the fourth of this month, I have discovered that the
schooner Friendship has been omitted.

This vessel, as I am informed, arrived at Bor-
deaux on the 6th of December last, with a cargo of

coffee, which from loner detention^ has suffered con-
sider fble damage As there is no circumstance,
within my knowledge, to distinguish the cargo of
this vessel from those which have been admitted, I

Sloubt not that her case will be enquired after- and
that she will be placed upon the same footing as
the others.

I pray your excellency to accept the assurance
of my highest consideration.

(Signed) JONA. RUSSEL.
His excellency the duke of Bassano,

'

minhier of exterior relations.

[No. 8.]
MR. RUSSEL TO THE DUKB OF BASS 1NO.

Paris, 10th.Tune, 1811.

Pir,
—I conceive it to be my duty to represent to

"cur excellency, that the condition, attached to the

admission of American property in France, to ex-
port two thirds the amount in silks, is attended
with great inconvenience and loss to the American
merchant.
A general requisition to export the neat proceeds

of imported cargoes in the produce and manufac-
tures of the French empire, would have been so

obviously intended to favor its industry and to

prevent any indirect advantage resulting to its

enemy by the remittance ofexchange, that the right
and policy of the measure would have been uni-

versally acknowledged. The American merchant,
in this case, permitted to select from the various
and abundant productions ofthe arts and agriculture
of France, those articles which the habits and
tastes of the American people demanded, might
freely and advantageously have exercised his com-
mercial skill for the advancement of his interests,
and hoped from the profit on his investments here
to obtain an indemnity for the loss on his outward
voyage.
The condition however, imposed on him to re-

ceive two-thirds of these investments in ^.particular
article takes from him the faculty of profiting of his

experience or information, either in bargaining for
his purchases or in adapting them to the wants of
the market for which they are intended. The
holder of this article becomes, by this requision,
the master not only of the price, but of the kind
and quality of his merchandize, and his interest
will strongly incite him to abuse the powerwhich he
feels. He knows full well that the purchaser cannot
dispense with his merchandize, and that sooner or
later, he must accede to the terms on which it is

offered Should indeed the American merchant,
from his repugnance to invest his funds in an
article forced upon him, loaded with the arbitrary
exactions of the seller, refuse for a while to receive
it, yet beholding the funds inactive and wasting on
his hands, and his vessel perishing in a foreign port,
he must eventually yield to the duress which he
suffers. V

Such are some ofthe evils to which the condition
in question will expose the American merchant in.

this country. In the United States it will be by
him still more severely felt

The overstock of the article forced by this condi-
tion on the market there, exceeding the consump-
tion, must necessarily become a drug, and the
American merchant, after having taken it here

against his will, and paid for it more than its ordi-

nary Value, will be compelled in the United States
to keep it on hand, or to sacrifice it for the most it

w, 11 bring. Thus alternately obliged to purchase
md to sell under unfavorable circumstances, He
will have to add to the losses ofthe outward voyage,
the losses on the returns, and the sum of them* both
may amountto his ruin.

These disasters of the merchant must-inevitably
impair, if not extinguish the commercial intercourse
between the two countries. This intercourse expo-
sed to the unusual perils, and oppressed ivith unpre-
cedented burdens, has already nothing in the voyage
hither to tempi the enterprize of mercantile men,
and should it be embarrassed with the restrictions
of this condition, rendering the homeward voyage
also unprofitable, it must undoubtedly cease. It is

in vain to expect the continuance of any branch of
trade which m all its relations is attended with loss

to those *ho are engaged it.

I have taken the liberty respectfully to submit
these observations to your excellency, not without
a hope that a consideration of then/may lead to a

remedy of the evils- which they suggest.

"
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I pray your excellency to permit me to renew

the assurance, &c. &c.

(Signed) JONA. RUSSEL.

[No. 9.]

[TRANSLATION.]
The minister of foreign relations has the honor

to inform Mr. Russel, charge des affaires of the

United States, that he will be happy to receive him
at any time to-day before two o'clock, if it should

be convenient to him.

He begs him to accept the assurance of his per-
fect consideration.

Paris, UthJuhj, 1811.

Correspondence of O. W. Erving; Esq. special mi-

nister to Denmark -with the Secretary of State.

TO THE SECRETARY OF STATE.

Copenhagen, June 23, 1811.

Sir—Having had my audience of his Danish

majesty on the 5th inst. on the 6th I addressed to

Mr. de Rosenkrantz, minister of state for foreign

affairs, a note*, upon the subject of the American
cases generally, then under adjudication, by appeal
before the high court of admiralty; and on the 7th

a separate note respecting the cases of capture un-

der British convoy:
—Copy of those two notes

[A. and B-] and the lists to which they refer, I

have the honor herewith to submit. In an inter-

view winch I had with the minister on the 8th inst.

in the course of conversation he told me, that as

the matter of both those notes was very important,
arid the latter particularly required a great deal of

consideration, he must have them perfectly trans-

lated into the Danish language, to be laid before the

king;
—therefore I must not expect very prompt

replies, but in the mean time that he was sincerely
desirous of doing, and would do every thing in his

power, to forward our
'

business towards a favora-

ble termination. I suppose that the convoy ques-
tion may be referred to his majesty's chancery,
which is the highest tribunal, and that by which
the king is accustomed to declare his will in mat-
ters which he does not submit to, or chooses to take

out of the ordinary course of proceedings.

Having now fully informed myself of the busi-

ness entrusted to me, it is with very great satisfac-

tion that I find myself authorized to state to you,
that the evils which our commerce has suffered

here, though very considerable, yet have not been

quite so extensive as has been generally believed;

and you will learn also, with very particular plea-

sure, that the depredations of the Danish privateers
have been discontinued since my arrival. I have

prepared lists and statements with a view to place
the whole matter before you in the most particular
and at the same time most distinct and simple form:

these Will be completed when I have received re-

turns from Norway and from Holstein, respecting
the fate of some few of the cases which occurred in

the year 1809. In the mean time I can state the

results to be nearly thus—
Captures in 1809 38
Condemnations 12

Captures in Norway, in the year 1810 36
Of which are pending in the high court 8
And not one has been finally condemned.

Captures in Holstein, Sleswick and the

Danish Islands, in 1810, 68
Condemned 22

Pending (j

t'onvuy cases—year 1810 18
Condemned 8

Pending 10
Total amount of captures in 1809 St 1810 160
Total condemnation^ 42
Of which 16
Were vessels which had broken the

Embargo, or non-intercourse, or
are otherwise not genuine Ameri-
can cases.

Pending cases, including ten convoy
cases 24
In this year the only two vessels which reached

these seas from the United States previous to my
arrival, were taken, in the beginning of April, and
condemned in Norway; two others just about the

time of my arrival were carr.ed in and are now un-
der trial there; but since the 11th ins '.ant, upwards
of forty vessels from the United States, have passed
through the Sound and gone up the Baltic, and
more or less are every day passing without interrup-
tion; the papers of some few have been slightly
examined in the subordinate court of Elsineur; there

have been tried in the lower prize court of this

place, and acquitted without delay, two or three;
one of them with damages against the captors;

being the first case in which damages have been

given at Copenhagen:
—

Finally, of the fourteen

cases (not convoy cases) wh.ch were pending before

the high court on my arrival, four had been ac-

quitted, and though the privateersmen and all con-

cerned with them (and the ramifications of their

business are immense) have made every effort to

bring on condemnations, yet the tribunal, other-

wise perhaps well disposed to proceed, has been

steadily held back by the government; and I see

the best reason to hope that at least eight of the

remaining ten cases will be acquitted. As to the

convoy cases, my confidence is not so strong, yet
even of them I do not despair. The ground on
which they stand, I am aware, is not perfectly solid,

yet I did not feel myself authorized to abandon

them, and therefore have taken up an argument,
which may be difficult, but which I shall go as far

as possible in maintaining.
I have had several interviews with Mr. de Roveu-

krantz, subsequent to that last mentioned, and. have

acquired addi'ional reasons to hope for the iting's

perseverance in the change of system wliicb has so

happily taken place, but he discourages ar«y expec-
tation of indemnification for the injuries sustained

by our commerce, under that which no;^ appears to

be relinquished. Yesterday he told rr.e rery explicit-

ly, that against the definitive decisions of the higher
court, I must not hope for any repress, he trusted
that for the future we should not have any cause to

complain: but for the past, there was no remedy. I

thought it not opportune to enter much into the
matter at that time, and therefore contented myself
with some general protestations against his doc-
trines.

I cannot close this tetter without acknowledging
the very great serv^es of Mr. Isaackson, our consul

atChristiansaud.. Ton will observe, sir, in the lists

which I send to you, that of thirty-six vessels' carri-

ed into the yiorts of Norway, in the year 1810, only
four were condemned in the inferior couHtyof that

district; this has been wholly owing to the unwea-

ried exertions of Mr. Isaackson; he found our peo-

ple in the must distressed situation, entirely iViend-

leSs-»ciu the hands of, surrounded by, and read}' to

be sacrificed to the rapacity of the privateersmen
and their connections; he volunteered in their ser-

vice—he boldly opposed himself to the host ofthey"

oppressors
—he made each man's cause his own, he

provided for every man's wants—in shor , his inu-e^
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pidity and independence and disinterestedness of
j practices

which may have that
tendency; it has

character—his constant zeal and industry saved
j
therefore seen with the most indignant sensibility

them fro?n ruin, and with gratitude, very honorable
to themselves, they never cease to praise him.

Willi (he most perfect respect and consideration,
I have the honor to be, sir, your most obedient ser-

vant. GEORGE W. ERVING.

various instances of the prostitution of its flag by
unprincipled adventurers, in Europe; and I have
it in express command to assure your majesty of its

determination to discountenance by all practicable
means such proceedings, and of its sincere dispo-
sition to co-operate with his majesty in detecting
and punishing all similar frauds and impostures.
Your excellency will perceive, in the frankness

of these observations and in the loyalty of this

declaration, the true character of the American go- .

vernment:—they iill also, I trust, strengthen my
title to that confidence on the part of his majesty
which it is at once my duty and my desire to merit.

To carry into effect this two-fold purpose of my
government;—to protect the property of its citi-

zens, and to cast off from any reliance on its pro-

tection, those spurious and fraudulent cases (if any
such autually exist) which have injured the cha-

racter of the American trade and jeopardized the

interests of American citizens, I will enter into

candid explanations with your excellency upon all

the questions which arise on the cases now pending,
so as to establish the bona fide character of the ves-

sels under adjudication, and thus remove from be-

fore his majesty every obstacle to that course of

justice which he is always desirous to observe, and
to a manifestation of the amicable and conciliatory

feeling's towards the United States which it is con-

fided prevail in his mind.
I have the honor herewith to transmit to your

excellency, two lists, containing together twenty,

eight cases of American captures, being those now

actually pending before the supreme court of admi-

ralty on appeal, or waiting for his majesty's deci-

sion. The list No. 1, comprising twelve of the

whole number, are "convoy cases"—that is, cases

in which no question has been raised as to the

genuine' character of the vessels, but wherein the

decision rests upon the clause "d," of the 11th

article of the royal instructions of March 10th,

1810, declaring as a cause of condemnation "the

making use of English convoy." I stated to your
excellency in conversation, as well as in the note

which I took the liberty of addressing you on the

2d inst. that it would be my duty to object to tire

principle assumed in that declaration. I trust that

I shall be able to show you that it is entirely novel:

that it has not any foundation in public law, and
that it lias not even such sanction as might be sup-

posed derivable from the practice of other nations.

Certainly much effort will not be necessary to

prove, th.it it is entirely repugnant to the broads

ground of neutral right formerly occupied and firm-

ly maintained by Denmark herself; but upon 'this

point I propose forthwith to address to your excel-

lency a separate note; in the present, I will confine

myself to observations on the cases (sixteen in num-

ber) mentioned in the list No. 2-

With respect to the "Egeria,," captain Law, I
send to your excellency a separate note in reply to

that with which you honored me on the 2d instant,
that case must now stand so perfectly clear, that I

am sure I need not trouble you with any additional

remarks on it.

Tn the two cases, viz. the "Nimrod," and

"Richmond," the sole objection made is to the

French certificates of origin which they had on

board; these are presumed to be forgeries, open a

supposition that at the time they bear date, the

French consuls in +he United States had ceased to

issue such certificates. Now the cases must be

Copenhagen, Jims 6, 1811.

TO MR. TIE T»OSE\-

KtlA?7TZ, &C.

Sir—It was under the fullest conviction and the

strongest sense of the injustice which has prevailed
in the sentence of the Danish tribunals on cases of
American capture, as well as an anxiety immediate-

ly to arrest the course of those excesses on the

part of the privateers too much countenanced

by such decisions, which are laying waste the pro-

perty of American citizens; that I ventured on the

31st ult. and on the 2d inst. to request that the pro-

ceedings of the tribunals should be suspended,
until having had the honor of presenting my cre-

dentials to his majesty, I should be enabled to en-

ter into regular communication with your excel-

lency.
In this first formal address to you upon the subject

of the reclamations with which I am charged, it is

incumbent upon me to express the extreme surprise
and concern with which my g-overnment has seen
the property of its innocent citizens, whilst employ-
ed in fair and iegal commerce, ravaged by the crui-

zers of a nation between which and the U. States the

most perfect harmony has always hitherto subsisted
—against which they have never heretofore found

any cause of dispute or anv ground of offence,—
and to which they felt themselves attached notmere-

ly by the ordinary ties of reciprocal good offices,

but by a common interest in the defence and pre-
servation of those neutral rights, which have so

much contributed to the political importance of

Denmark—by which her prosperity has been so

greatly promoted—and which formerly foremost

amongst nations, she has so magnanimously and

successfully contended for. But at the same time
that I make this reflection so necessary and so ob-

vious, I must also say, that the president retains art

entire confidence in the personal good dispositions
of his majesty

—in his steady adhereance to those

irreat and liberal principles and those just political
views which to eminently distinguish his character
—and the president assures himself that it is only
necessary that his majesty should be made acquain-
ted with the nature and extent of injuries winch the

rights of the United States as a neutral nation, and
the property of their citizens have suffered and are

Bt ill exposed to, to induce him to apply an immedi-
ate and an adequate remedy to the evils complained
of. His majesty On his part cannot fail to feel that

confidence in the correct views and honorable in-

tentions of the United States which their uniform
conduct in all their negociations and transactions

with other powers has so justly entitled them to;—
nor can he be indifferentwhen the friendly relations

and matua'i good dispositions which have hitherto

so inviPibl}
-

sub listed between the two countries,
and which it is so much the interest of each to

maintain, are in question.
Animated by the most just and friendly disposi-

tions, the American government whilst it resists

all aggressions on its neutral rights, and Will never

eeasg to oppose all violations of the public law

which may offend' them; solicitously avoids any
inter Terence with the rights or others, nor will

admit it under cover of its name and authority, any relieved from that objection and the question which
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has been raised upon French cert ificates of origin

be put at rest forever, by the facts which appear m
tlie correspondence between the secretary of state

6f :he United States and general Turreau, the

French minister, a copy of which I have herewith

the bono:- to enclose, [No. 3]. Your excellency

Will observe that in general Turrcau's letter of De-

cember 1'2 tn, replying- to the secretary's letter of

November 28th, it is expressly and unequivocally

suited, that the French consuls in America, "had

always delivered certificates of origin to American
vessel ; for the ports of France," and bad also,

^delivered them to vessels aest'iied to neutral or allied

ports"
—

by the authority of the French government,
and that it was only by the United States' ship
"Hornet" which arrived in America on the 13 th of

November, 1810, that the French consuls received

orders to discontinue the granting such certificates

to vessels bound to other ports than those of

France: Your excellency will also perceive in the

secretary's reply, of December 18ih, how impor-
tant this explanation was deemed by the president
in its application to the vessels of the United States

taken by Danish cruisers, upon the ground of their

having- on board such certificates.

Of the thirteen remaining cases in the list No.

2, eight have been acquitted in the subordinate

courts of Norway and at Flensborg, and are now

depending
- in the high court on the appeals of the

captors, and five have been condemned in the subor-

dinate courts and aije depending in the high court

on the appeals of the American masters.

I annex to this note a summary of each class [A
and ft] showing the nature of the questions and

objections which have arisen upon the several cases,!

and I do confide, that if your excellency will be

pleaded to lay it before the king, that his majesty
will become immediately sensible to the undue pro-

ceedings ofhis tribunals, and will readily apply his

royal authority to administer prompt and effica-

cious redress for the injuries and vexations which
the commerce ofthe United States and its citizens

are suffering.
I can only add, that in all cases where any doubt

shall arise respecting the authenticity of American
documents. I have it fully in my power to establish

the truth: and I beg leave to re-assure your excel-

lency, that on this point, as on every other, you
shall not experience any proceedings on my part,
which will not conform to the s'.rict honor and good
faith, to the just and liberal sentiments which cha-

racterise, and to the friendly and conciliatory dis-

positions towards his majesty, which influences the

government which I have the honor to represent.
I offer to your excellency assurances of the very

distinguished respect and consideration with which

i\sxa always, &c. GEO. \V. ERVIXG.
(to dx re.NTJvt'F.n.)

MESSAGE.
To the cenate and house ofrcpr •sentdti'ves of the

United State*.

I now lay before congress, two letters to the de-

partment of state, one from the present plenipoten-
tiary of France, the other from his predecessor,
which were not included among the documents ac-

companying my message of the 5th inst. the fcrans-

. ion ofthem being net then completed;.
November 7, 1811. JAMES MADISON.

Translation ofa tetterfrom grneral Turreau to the

secretary of state, dated

NoVF.MKF.Tl 14, 1810.

Sir— AlthO'tgh you iiiay have been already in-

formed through another official channel of the re-

peal of the decrees of Berlin and Milan, it is agree-
able to have to confirm to you this new liberal dis-

position of my court towards the government of the

states of the union.

You will recollect without doubt, sir, that these

decrees were adopted in retaliation for the multi-

plied measures of" England against the rights of neu-

trals, ^nCi especially against those of the United
States: and after this new proof of deference to

the wishes of your government, his majesty the

emperor has room to believe, that it will make new
efforts to withdraw the American commerce from
the yoke which the prohibitory acts of Great Britain,

have imposed upon it. You will at the same time

observe, sir, thai the clearly expressed intention of

my government is, that the renewal of commercial
intercourse between France and the United Stater,

cannot alter the system of exclusion adopted by all

Europe, against all the products of the soil, or of

the manufactures of England or her colonies; a

system, the wisdom and the advantages of which
are already proved bv its developcment and its suc-

cess. And of which also, the United States, as an

agricultural and commercial power, have a particu-
lar interest, in aiding in, and hastening the com-

pletion. Moreover, sir, this measure of my govern-
ment and those which yours may think proper to

adopt, will prove the inutility of the efforts ofthp
common enemy tobreakthe ties of friendship which
a humane and generous policy has necessarily form-

ed between France and the United States, and
which the actual crisis ought to draw closer. AVe

ought hereafter, sir, to hope, or rather we may bo

assured, that new relations, still more close and
more friendiv, are about to be formed between Ame-
ricans and Frenchmen, and that these two people
will be more than ever convinced, that their glory,
their interest, and their happiness, must eternally
consecrate the principle and the conversation of

these relations. I seize with eagerness this occa-

sion, sir, of renewing to you the assurance of my
high consideration.

(Signed) TURREAU.

jr. serukteh to m. ?ioxror.

"Washington, July 23, Jffll.

Sir—"The new disposit ions of your governmen .

expressed in the supplementary act of the 2nd of
March last, having been officially communicated
to my court by the charge d' affaires of the Un'.^sd

States, his imperial majesty, as soon as he was mad -

acquainted with them, directed that the America; i

vessels sequestered in the ports of France since tho

2nd of November, should be released. Their bar-

goes have been admitted, and some of them have

departed upon conforming with the municipal laws

of the country, that is to say, by exportingwir.es,
silks, and the products of French manufactures.—
Orders were to be given at the same time, that all

the American vessels coming from the United

States, and loaded with merchandize the growth of

the country, should be admitted and received into

all the ports of France.

"I hasten, sir, according to the orders I have re-

I ceived, to make these dispositions known to your

government.
"I:i order to prevent all difficulty in relation to

the cargoes of vessels, the table indicating the mer-

chandise the growth of the United States, has been

prepared; and it has been thought that a rulecouM
not be adopted more favorable and more sure than

the statement itself of the exportation^; made by the.

Americans during the year which preceded ihe em-
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bargo, viz. from October 1, 1806, to September 30,

1807, a period during which your commerce ofex-

portation was in full activity. I annex this table to

my letter. Coffee, sugar and cocoa are not includ-

ed in this statement. These articles ofmerchandise

have always been ranged in the class of colonial pro-

ducts; and whatever may be their origin, his majes-

ty, while favoring in his states many branches of

culture and many new establishments, with a view
of supplying their place by indigenous productions,
could not encourage indefinitely their exportation.
Vessels arriving with permits, by means of which
the importation of merchandize is authorized, will

be admitted.

"The introduction of tobacco is not prohibited.
—

It forms the first object of culture in some of the

states of the union; and his majesty having an equal
interest in the prosperity of all, desires that the re-

lations ofcommerce should be common to all parts
of the federal territory, but tobacco is under an

administration [enregie] in France; the adminis-
tration is the only consumer, and can purchase only
the quantity necessary for its consumption. It be-

came necessary that measures should be taken on
this subject, and they have been conformable to the

common interest. Tobacco will be received in the

ports of France, and placed in actual deposit [in en-

trepot real] and if more arrives than the administra-
tion can purchase, the transit of the surplus will

be permitted across France for Germany, and the

other states of Europe, in which the American
merchants may find a sale for it.

"All the vessels ofthe United States which may
arrive in France will have to discharge the custom-
house duties, to which the merchandize they bring
is subject; and their return must be effected by
exporting an equal value in French wines, silks and
other articles of French manufacture, in the pro-

portions determined by the regulations.
"Merchandize of the growth of the United

States, composing the cargoes of American vessels,
must be accompanied by a certificate of origin, de-

livered by the French consul from whence the ves-

sel departed.
"I flatter myself, sir, that the communication of

these dispositions of the emperor in favor of Ameri-
can commerce, will be as agreeable to your govern-
ment, as it is to me to be the means of making it

"I have the honor, sir, to renew to you the as-

surance of ray high consideration.

The minister of France,
SERURIER.

Jilr. Monroe, secretary of state.

'Productions of the soil and of the manufactures o.'

the United States, exported October 1, 1806, to

September 30, 1807, [and the exportation of
which is now allowed in France.]
"Salt or smoked fish, dried or pickled do. whale

and other fish oil, whalebone, spermaceti candles,
3taves and heading, shingles, hoops, plank, timber,
lumber of all kinds, masts and spars, manufacture:
of wood, oak bark and other dyes, tar, pitch, rosin,

turpentine, skins and furs, ginseng, beef, tallow,
hides, horned cattle, pork, hams and bacon, lard,

hogs, butter, cheese, pot and pearl ashes, horses,
mule*, sheep, poultry, mustard, cotton, wheat,
flour, rye meal, buck-wheat meal, biscuit or ship
bread, Indian corn, Indian meal, rye, oats, barley,
buck-wheat, beans, peas, apples, potatoes, rice,

indigo, tobacco, flaxseed, hops, wax, house-hold

furniture, coaches and other carriages, hats, saddle-

ry, boots, silk and leather shoes, beer, porter and
cider in casks & bottles, spirits from grain, starch..

candles, soap, wax candles, hair-powder, snuff, tc-
bacoo manufactured, bricks, essence of bark, lin-

seed oil, spirits of turpentine, wool and cotton

cards, maple and other brown sugar, bar-iron, nails,

castings, canvass and sail cloth, cables and cordage,
spirits from molasses, refined sugar, chocolate, gun-
powder, copper manufactured, medicinal drugs.

true copr.

The minister offoreign relations,

(Signed) DUKE OF BASSANO."

History

Of the Invasion of Spain by Bonaparte.
ABRIDGED FROM THE MOST AUTHENTIC SOURCES.

CHAPTER V.

(continued from page 171.)

Description of Spain, geographical, moral and politi-
cal.—Circumstances tending to encourage the $pa~
niards in their resistaiice against the French.

Spain, in ordinary language, is considered as

consisting ofone extensive state or kingdom, and
so it is in its foreign relations, and sundry other

points of the greatest importance. But under the
crown of Spain are united many states or king-
doms, which have gradually coalesced into one

monarchy; each kingdom,—formally so called—
retaining still, together with many particular laws
and usages, a peculiar and distinct character, and
some of them, separate local interests:—circum-

stances, which, no doubt, presented to such a mind
as that of Bonaparte, hopes of being able to call to

his aid the destructive power of division and dis-

cord. The northern districts, containing the

kingdom of Navarre, the three provinces of Bis-

cay, and the principality of Asturias, enjoy peculiar

privileges; being governed, in some sort, by them-

selves, and by far the greater part of their contri-

bution appropriated to the expenses of their own,'

municipal establishments. These provinces, con-

sisting chiefly of prodigious tracts of mountains,

produce a race of hardy, active, and industrious

people, who, for want of sufficient employment in

the cultivation of the ground, or in the iron mines
with which their country abounds, have naturally
devoted themselves to the sea service in various

branches; and from those tracts of sea coast, the

Spanish navy draws the most energetic portion of
its mariners.

The other parts of Spain are very unequally dis-

tributed into those belonging to the crowns of Cas-
tile and Arragon. To Castile belong the kingdom
'f Gallicia, the provinces of Burgos, Leon, Zamora,
Salamanca, Estramadura, Valencia, Valladolid, Se-

govia, Avila, Toro, Toledo, La Mancha, Murcia,

Guadalaxara, Cuenca, Loria, and Madrid; to these

are added, the lour ancient Moorish kingdoms,
composing the provinces of Andalusia, namely,
Seville, Cordova, Jaen and Grenada. To the crown
of Arragon belong the kingdoms of Arragon and

Valentia, the country of Catalonia, and the king-
dom of the island of Majorca. The states under
the crowns of Castile and Arragon, had their sever-

al cortes or assemblies of representation of the dif-

ferent orders of inhabitants; but those of the two
crowns were never united into one body; and, in-

deed, since the days of Charles V. who resigned the

government in 1555, the cones were seldom con-

vened.

The government, however, though in appearance
despotic, and independent of the will of the nation,

was, as is the case in even the most arbitrary Euro
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pean state!?, tempered by a complicated system of

councils, in which, if judgment was tardy, it was

oommonlyjust.
The great and important peninsula of Spain,

—
including Portugal, naturally a part of the same

country, and at various periods subject to the same

sovereign,
—is most advantageously situated be-

tween the Atlantic and the Mediterranean. It com-
mands the narrow straits of Gibraltar, the only
communication between these seas, and occupies,
in some respects, the centre of the habitable globe.
This peninsula, a name by which the Spanish fre-

quently designate their country, extends, where

broadest, from west to east, about 640 miles: and
from north to south, about 540 miles. The popu-
lation of the whole peninsula has been computed at

between thirteen and fourteen millions: of which

Portugal is supposed to contain two millions. The
remainder distributed over Spain will afford only
about 74 persons for every square mile, while the
inhabitants of England are computed to exceed 150,
and those of France 170, on a similar extent of ter-

ritory; many parts of the interior being almost
destitute of springs and rivers, and others being
exceedingly mountaneous. Indeed, on the first

glance at the map of Spain, it appears to be a coun-

try shaped, and in a very great measure consisting
in, belts of mountains, ramifying from one another
and leaving intervals of various breadths between
them, yet all of them linked to the same mass or
stock. The sea coasts of Catalonia, Valentia, Mur-
cia, Grenada, and Andalusia, present scenes of
active industry, amazing fertility, and crowded po-
pulation.
The hardy industrious and adventurous moun-

taineers of the north; the sedate and solemn in-

habitants of the broad and arid plains of the two
Castiles and La Mancha; the pensive and taciturn

Estramaduran; the volatile and talkative Andalu-
sian; the laborious cultivator of the shores of the
Mediterranean—these different descriptions of the

population of Spain, resemble each other in so few

points as to appear to be of very different descent,
and indeed the production of very different coun-
tries and climates. In one important particular,
however, the national character of the Spaniards
nvght be traced in every corner of the kingdom.
Entire and respectful submission to the authority of
the sovereign was every where predominant. For
while the Catalonian was proud to think that the

king was not king, but only count of Catalonia;
and the Biscayan that he was 'only lord of his moun-
tains; they both agreed in yielding most implicit
obedience to his mandates, when promulgated in

the customary forms of each respective district-
that the Castilians and the Arragonese should glo-
ry in their submission to the royal authority, is not

surprising, as from the union of the sovereigns of
Castile and Arragon, sprang tht family which in

the course of time became masters of the whole
country.

_
Arragon and Castile had likewise embra-

ced the interests of the house of Bourbon in the

dispute with that ofAustria in the beginning of the
last century. That the Catalomans, however,
should have evinced in 1808, a decided attachment
to the reigning family, againsjt whom they had ob-

stinately and long contended, and from whom thev
had received no favors, but many marks of dislike,

having been disarmed and experienced various oth-
er proofs of distrust from those in power—that the
Catalonians should manifest now a decided and de-
termined attachment to the interests of the house
(Jf Bourbon, cap be attributed only to an inveterate

aversion from their neighbors on the northern side

of the Pyrenees, with whom for ages they had been
in almost continued hostility; from whose in-roads

and devastations they had often severely sufiercd,

and whose revolutionary doctrines, moral, political
and religious, as well as their actions, were calcu-

lated to inspire Spaniards with aversion and horror.

Another feature, strongly characterising all the

provinces of Spain, and indeed all the subjects of his

catholic majesty in any quarter of the world, was
an absolute devotion not only to the "doctrine, but
to the policy of the see of Rome. In this absolute

devotion to' the church, the Spaniards, with per-

haps the exception of the Portuguese alone, exceed

all the nations of Europe. The church or secular

clergv in Spain possessed immense revenues, even

the third part, it has been computed, of the whole

land. But it would be extremely erroneous to con-

clude that these revenues were appropriated to the

sole enjoyment, application or accumulation of the

several incumbents. Of late years it became the po-

licy of government to grant pensions on the richest

benefices for the support of various public estab-

lishments; so that even the metropolitan of Tole-

do, the most exalted dignitary of the kingdom, al-

though nominally enjoying a revenue of perhaps

500,000 dollars, could not in reality, dispose of

more than a fourth part of that sum. The opening
of roads, the construction of bridges, the establish-

ment of inns and schools, the reparation of church,

es and chapels, and various other works of public

utility, are often imposed in Spain on those who

enjoy large ecclesiastical possessions, and where

such duties have not been imposed, the incumbents

from zeal to the public good, or even from a desire

to imitate the conduct of their predecessors or co-

temporaries, have often charged themselves with

that performance.
The attachment of the people to the church and

its ministers was also warmly cherished by the ex-

emplary deportment of the episcopal body, who
from the day of their appointment, immediately re-

paired to their respective dioceses, in which they

uniformly resided, there devoting themselves en-

tirely to the various duties of their station.

The abbies and convents over Spain, appropriat-

ed to the reception of females, were some years age-

calculated to contain about 34,000 persons, while

tiiose for the accomodation of monks and friars,

of all descriptions, were inhabited by nearly doub!-:

that number. Of this last description of persons,

by far the greatest number might certainly be con-

sidered as lost to the prosperity of the kingdom.—
But the Benedictine, Bernardine, and some others

of monks, might, in many respects, be considered

by the population around, as eminent benefactors to

the country. Continually axed to one spot, in the

midst of their possessions, they were naturaliy led

to cultivate and improve their common heritage:

and being destitute of the power of accumulation ,

they regularly expended their income in the quar-

ter whence it was drawn.

On the other hand the great nobles and proprie-

tors of lands with a very few exceptions, abandoning

the care of their vast domains to agents and inten-

dants, drained the country and its cultivators, to

supply the exigencies of an idle and often dissipal

ed life in die capital and other great towns. This

injurious dereliction of the country is, no doubt, to

bji attributed, in a great measure to the introduc-

tion of French manners, and a frivolous taste, and

above all, to the jealousy enlertaiued by the first

Spanish kings of the' house.' of Bourbon, of the
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nobles of Spain who in the war of the succession

had very generally and very naturally manifested a

predilection for all the house of Austria.

A great and opulent lord residing; constantly on
his own dominion, was an object of displeasure to

the court; of discountenance and even molestation.

The noble spirit of the Spanish grandees, in

general, sunk in luxury, indolence and vice, suf-

fered a gradual depression. They were neither

invited nor ambitious to share in the employments
of the state, so that with the exception of a few
ancient names in the church or the army, and still

fewer in the navy, the great body ofthe Spanish no-

bility ceased to be of any political importance in the

kingdom.
It is extremely remarkable, that it was not a-

mong the great landed proprietors, who had, in the

common phraseology, the greatest stakes, that the

patriotism of the Spaniards shone forth with the

greatest spendor: but among the commercial class,
whose property was in some measure moveable, and
the clergy, who at best were only life-renters. The
nobility in general, did not seem to feel the amor
patriae, the attachment to natal soil, so strongly as

the clergy of all ranks, who resided in their own
dioceses, parishes, and monasteries, nor even as that
of the poor peasants.
The deep-rooted aversion to the French, already

noted, was not confined to the province of Catalonia,
but pervaded all the northern and middle provinces
of the kingdom.*
From the earliest periods, down to the beginning

of the last century, the Spaniards were engaged al-

most without intermission in hostilities. Another
reason for the peculiar dislike of the Spaniards to

their northern neighbors, is found in the national
character and deportment of the French, who not

only affected or really felt some degree of contempt
for the Spaniards, but commonly 'took very little

pains to conceal or disguise their sentiments to-

wards them. In this national dislike, persons of all

nations who entered Spain from France, were in-

volved, until their real country was known.
As the Spanish had their national aversion; so

they had likewise their national attachments. It

would, at first sight, be difficult to account for any
partiality ii<ey should enlertain for the British na-
tion. But such a partiality they certainly did pos-
sess, and were eager to demonstrate. "The two
countries, it is true, were formerly connected close-

ly by various ties, polhical and "commercial; and
tnbseties, notwithstanding the dissolution of the
ancient inlimacy by the accession of the house of
Bourbon to the throne of Spain, si ill retained a
firm hold of the steady and honorable character of
the Spaniards. As men are never more intimately
united than by a community of senliments or feel-

ings, and as the Spaniards believed the English to
have no greater respect for the French nation than
they had themselves, this warm-hearted people
looked or. a Briton as in some measure a sharer in
his own existence. The Spanish traders in gene-
ra!, had an opinion that in all commercial transac-

* We could not read 1 he following note of Mr.
"Walsh's letter, p. 21. without a smile\it the exces-
sive vanity which characterises the French nation.

"Favier, in his 'Conjectures Raisonnees,' contain-
tained in the 'Politique dc tons les Cabinets,' com-
mences a chapter on the subject of Spain in this

way: 'De la haine nationale contre les Francois,'
and dwells With great indignation on the 'blind and
stupid hatred'' entertained so universally by the

Spaniards against hi> countrymen."

tions, no nation came so near as the British to their

own, in probity, punctuality, and fairness ofdealing.
On the subject of religion, the Spanish sincerely

lamented the defection of the English from their

ancient professions of faith. But this sorrow was
attended rather by a hope that at some future period
Britain might return to what they considered as the

right way, than by any aversion from their compa-
ny, or their opinions on other subjects: whereas the

natives of Ireland, formerly more numerous in their

service than of late years, who professed to be in

communion with the church ofRome, were, in ma-

ny instances, subject to the suspicion of a temporis-

ing policy.
The frequent wars between Britain and Spain,

unquestionably kept alive a spirit of estrangement
in the Spanish nation. But a great portion of

the people who pretended not to enquire into the

secret cause of political events, were in the habit of

attributing those public enmities rather to the pre-

dominating influence of the French consuls in the

administration of national affairs, than to the exist-

ence of any just cause of complaint immediately
between Great-Britain and Spain. The epoch and

the manner, however, of the commencement of the

late hostilities had materially affected the general

feelings of the Spanish nation with regard to their

ancient ally.
It may appear surprising, that a nation once so

distinguished as the Spaniards in science, and in

arms, for so considerable a lapse of time as that be-

tween the abdication of Charles V- of Austria and

Charles IV. of Bourbon, should have been content-

ed with a system of government presenting so few

positive advantages, and producing so many real

evils to the various classes in the state. The Span-
ish nation, however, had been for more than two

centuries in a state of gradual decay, so that the de-

terioration was scarcely perceptible in its progress;
and it was only by comparing the situation of the

country at different periods, that its decay could be

ascertained. It is not by any aingle act, but by an

accumulation of facts, examples, customs, prece-
dents and laws, that a nation loses its liberty. What
is considered by the present genera ion, at the

worst, only as a mist, as seen by succeeding ages as

a dark and portentous cloud.

The personal character, too, of a sovereign, or

of a minister, has a verv powerful influence in even

the best organized constitutions on the happiness
of a state. The general dispositions and conduct

of some of the late sovereigns of Spain had conse-

quently a strong tendency to attach a people, natu-

rally honorable and loyai, and of great sensibility,

to their government in general, and to incline them
to attribute what hardships they endured, to the

malign influence of corrupt counsellors, rather than

to the dispositions or intentions of the prince.
—

These observations, however, arc applicable only
to the mass of the Spanish people; for an improved

system of things, both civil and religious, had been

long and earnestly wished for by many of the ablest

and most enlightened individuals in the state. Oth-

ers there were also, who, infected with the ph'doxo-

phism of modern times, secretly longed and waited

for a general dissolution of the administration in

church and state, in order to raise in its stead an

edifice more conformable to their conceptions of a

perfect government.
When we reflect that all public discussion ofmat -

ters relating to either religion or government, was

almost eniirelv prohibited throughout the Spanish
dominions; and that men desirous of information

on these points, had po other source than secf< \
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to avail themselves of the writings ofauthors living
under mere liberal systems of government, we can

easily conceive, that an aversion, and a degree of

hostility too, must naturally have been produced in

ibe minds of even g-ood men to an administration

by which such restraints were imposed on the ex-

ercise on the human faculties on subjects the

most congenial and important to his nature. Such
men may, for various reasons, carefully observe the

rules of exterior submission; but their wishes for a

change must, in the end, produce an alteration in

their language, and also in their conduct. In such
a case, how happy it is for the country of which the

established constitution acknowledges the duty,
and allows the means of improvement, and when
reformation may supercede the necessity of revolu-

tion!

The dread tribunal of the inquisition in Spain,
had been for many years back, gradually with-

drawing from public notice. Its powers, however,

though seldom exerted, were not diminished. The
unfortunate Olavide, the founder of the establish-

ments for peopling the Sieuiia Moresa, sunk
under the power of the holy inquisition, though as

much probably for his political as his religious of-

fences. In the beginning of the French revolution,
when neither pains nor cost was spared, clandes-

tinely to introduce and disseminate throughout
Spain publications calculated to excite disorders in

the state, the formidable weapons of the inquisition
were actively and successfully wielded, in defence
of the established system of government; for anv as-

sault on the rights of the temporal sovereign of the

kingdom was regarded as a direct attack on the

paramount authority of the spiritual head. The
alliance between church and state in Spain, was
extremely close; or rather, the political and eccle-

siastical authorities were, in a great measure, iden-
tified. The kings of Spain were the great cham-

pions of the church, and the most brilliant era in

history of the Spaniards is that, when they pro-
ceeded by degrees to take possession of the munifi-
cent donations of the pope, with the sword in one
hand and the cross in the other.—And, in fact, it

was not less by the religious zeal of the missiona-
ries than the heroic valor of the military order,
that the vast transmarine empire of Spain was es-

tablished.

The steady devotion of the chvirch is not there-
fore founded in a greater propensity to piety, than
is felt by other nations only, but in part, by a re-

collection of former tirr.c; when they were exalted
to so high a pitch of glory by the sword of the Lord
and of Gideon. The high-minded pride of the

Spanish nation, finding no support in recent, turns
to the contemplation of events long past: to the
victories of Pavia, Lepanto, and St. Quintoin, to

their contests with the Moors, and with the Ro-
mans. They had suffered many indignities and in-

sults at the hands of Bonaparte and his agents,
when the massacre of Madrid and the captivity of
the royal family kindled the accumulated combusti-
bles of indignation and revenge into a flame, which
spread into every part of the empire, with the ra-

pidity of lightning. There is no instance of anv
nation so widely scattered, rallying so unanimously,
and with so much alacrity, around the standard of
their country. Their motto was, "The Spanish blood
shed at Madrid on the 2nd of May cries aloud for
vengeance."
The flowers of the Spanish arm}

7 was serving un-
der the banners of the enemy in the north of Eu-

rope. The iron frontier of Spain on the north-east
• •

s in the hands of French erarrisons. The me-

tropolis and the greater part of the interior, and
the adjoining kingdom of Portugal, were occupied
by 100,000 veteran troops, commanded by able and

experienced officers. The Spaniards, without arms,
without ammunition, and without a public treasury,
wero abandoned by their government, and left

wholly to themselves; and not a few of the grandees
and other persons of high distinction, to whom
they might look up for bringing the resources of
the monarchy into one uniform direction, they had

reason, though not quite so much probably as they
imagined, to consider as traitors to their country.
The bands of society were broken asunder. There
was no visible mode of combining their separate
force into any regular plan of co-operation. Yet,
under all these circumstances, they did not hesitate

to enter on a conflict with the most numerous and
most, warlike nation of Europe, their neighbours,
under the direction of the subtlest politician, and
first general pfthe age. Nor was this an arrogant
and blind presumption; a mere fit of passion, or
frantic enthusiasm. An act of phrenzy may he
committed by a single person; not; by a great na-

tion, widely spread over different and distant re-

gions and countries, and least of all by the Spa-
niards, renowned for circumspection, foresight,

patience, and perseverance, in designs formed on
due deliberation. Though deserted by government,

they had confidence in the justice of their cause,
and in one another. It seemed to be deeply im-

pressed, or rather inborn in their minds, that how-
ever severe the conflict might be, and how much,
soever protracted, the star of Spain would gain the

ascendant at last, and ultimately conduct her to na-

tional independence and glory.
The confidence of ultimate success, under cir-

cumstances so discouraging, is one of the most

wonderful, if not the most wonderful feature, in the

whole of the origin and progress of the general-

rising of the Spaniards. It was not confined to

one class, sex or age. It was universal. It pre-
dominated in the breasts of old and young; of tillers

of the ground, shepherds, shopkeepers, monks and
women. The enthusiasm of the Spaniards, though
exalted, was deliberate. It was the confidence of

men who had calmly surveyed the mighty power
opposed to them; who were prepared to encounter

privations, defeats and disasters; and who were

persuaded, that by bringing constantly into play
alt their means of annoyance, they should be able to

exhaust and weary out, at last, the enemy whom
they were unable to subdue by a direct encounter.

The first circumstance of encouragement, that

would naturally occur to the Spaniards, \Vas

the geographical position and great extent of

their country. Its peninsular form,—for Portu-

gal was not only a congenial and friendly power,
but part of the same country

—secured it on all

sides, except that of the Pyrennees, a natural

rampart of no inconsiderable consequence, from

being invaded by land, and combined with the

naval power of England, the sworn enemy of

the emperor of France, opened a safe and sure

communication with her colonies, with Great

Britain and Ireland, with Sweden; and, in short,

with every nation on the face of the earth, that

might be disposed tu espouse and maintain" the

cause of political freedom against unprincipled am-

bition and aggression; although the continent of

Europe might not dare to give any direct ad, by
declaring v/ar agaihst'the common oppressor^ yet
in fact they would, even France herself not except-
ed, contribute, assistance in an mdpect and passive

manner, by oblfgihi? him fa fnploy a pavt of his
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armies in watching and keeping them in subjec-
tion.

The principal towns and seaports of Spain, isolat-

ed from one another, by vast distances, were not all

of them to be occupied by an invading- army, how-
ever numerous. In the interior, and particularly
the north of Spain, the ground in many parts, is hil-

ly and broken, rising into lofty mountains, with de-

files here and there, and in some places, even

towns, inaccessible to artillery. The plains of the
two Castiles and Estramadura, are scarcely less

favorable to invading armies than the rugged re-

gions that separate them from the rest of Spain.
—

The excessive heat of the climate, and the conta-

gion of intermittent fevers, would be more fatal to

an army of strangers, than detachments ef natives.

The French would have to encounter a great scarci-

ty of provisions, of forage, and a difficulty of trans-

porting these from one place to another.
In the other countries Bonaparte had supplied

his magazines from the depots of the countries he
had invaded, improvidently suffered to fall into his

hands. In Spain no such depots were to be found.
Out ofevil there sometimes arises good. In former
times there had been in every village of Spain,
small granaries, called positos, "where the farmers
were obliged to deposit, every year, a certain por-
tion of their harvest, as a security against famine.
In the last war with Portugal, government had
drained those positos for provisioning the army,
sent against that power in 1801, and failed in its

promise to replenish them. Nor could the farmers
ever be persuaded to confide thereafter any portion
of their grain or forage to the public granaries.
The Spaniards, of proper age, might form them-

selves at first into small bodies, and take every ad-

vantage to be derived from local knowledge; and
when they should be under the necessity ofquitting
one district, or province, they might retire to

another. They could break up roads, cut down
bridges, intercept convoys and intelligence, fall up-
on the enemy on his flanks; and, in short, harrass
him in all possible ways, without allowing him a
moment's repose by night or day. By degrees,
smaller would be organized into larger masses, and
duly trained until a local and raw militia, would be-

come equal, at length, to a regular army. It was a
fortunate circumstance, that the Spanish armies
had always been recruited upon limited service;

by which means there were spread over all the

provinces of Spain, veterans who had been trained
to arms and who could now train others. Nor was
it the least favorable circumstance to the cause of
the patripts. that both their kings, the old and the

new, with their courtiers, and so many suspicious
characters, were dancing attendance in the anti-

chamber of,king Joseph, at Bayonne. Add to all

these favorable circumstances, that the Spaniards
were patient under hardships and privations, and

many of them accustomed to make long journies on
foot. (to be continued.)

CONGRESS.
HOUSE OF nEPUESENTATTTES.

Wednesday, November 13.—Mr. M'Kim presented
the petition ofJames ii. M'Culloch, collector of the

port of Baltimore, stating the insufficiency of his

emoluments, owing to the operation of the laws

restricting our commerce, and praying for relief.

Beferred to the committee of ways and means.—
Like petitions have been received from some other
collectors.

The Speaker communicated to the house a peti-

tion from Matthew Lyon, of Kentucky, stating that
he had been prosecuted and convicted, under the
sedition law; that one part of his punishment was
the payment of a heavy fine, which he prays may be
refunded, &c. The petition being read,

Mr. New moved that it be referred, with the ac-

companying documents, to the committee of claims.

Mr. Basset was opposed to this reference. It .he

petition had any claim upon the United States, it

must be on the ground that the law under which he
was convicted was unconstitutional. A claim of
this kind could not be recognised by mat commit-
tee. He thought, therefore, it would be more pro-

per to refer this petition to a select committee.—
This was desirable also from the consideration that

the committee ofclaims is generally oveiburthened
with business.

Mr. Randolph, after reminding the house that a
committee had been appointed in 1809. "to enquire
whether any, and what prosecutions had been in-

stituted before the courts of the United Slates for

libels at common law, and to report such provisions
as in their opinion may be necessary for securing
the freedom of speech and of the press," which
had not reported, and making some gener: I re-

marks on the subject, moved to amend the resolu-

tion by adding to it the following, which was agreed
to, and the petition referred:

"With instructions to enquire whether any, and
"what prosecutions have been instituted before the
"courts of the United States for libeis, under the

i
"sedition law or the common law, and by what au-

"thority; and to make such provisions as they may
"deem necessary for securing the freedom oi speech
"and of the press."

Thursday, November 14.—The following mem-
bers form the committee to which Matthew Lyon's
petition is referred, viz. Messrs. New, Troup,

: Cooke, Randolph, Whitehill, Wright and Mosely.
Mr. Rhea, from the committee appointed on the

•

subject, reported a bill providing for the govern-

J

ment of the territory of Louisiana, which wa.> twice
! read and committed. [This bill provides a govern-
1 ment of the second grade for Louisiana.]

Mr. Rhea moved the adoption of the following
' resolution:—"Resolved that the co mittee of com-
'

merce and manufactures be instructed to enquire
into the expediency of laying additional duties on

[all
coarse manufactures of flax and hemp." Laid

i on the table.

Mr. Condit laid the following resolution on the

|

table:—"Resolved, that she committee ofcommerce

j

and manufactures, be instructed to enquire into the

'expediency of encouraging the manufacture of

j
iiemp goods, either by protecting impost duties, or

by prohibiting the importation of all hempen arti-

:
cles into the United States, with leave to report by
bill."

Friday, November 15.—Mr. Rhea proposed the

following resolution for adoption:—"Resolved,
that a committee on Indian affairs be instructed to

enquire into the expediency of extending the laws
of the United States over those parts of the states

and territories of the United Siates to which the

Indian title is not extinguished, in such manner as

that all white persons residing withi*1 any of the

said parts ofthe United States may and shall be lia-

ble to the operation of these laws."

After some remarks on the resolution it was laid

upon the table.

Mr. Rhea called up the consideration of the reso-

lution which he laid upon the table yesterday, pro-

posing an additional duty on coarse hemp and flar

manufactures.
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The resolution was considered, and, on motion,

the words "and cotton," were added to it by a con-

sent of the mover.
A proposition made by Mr Grundy to extend the

enquiry to manufactures, generally, was ordered to

lie on the table<—yeas 51, nays 47.

Mr. Milnor having made some remarks on the

importance of protecting American seamen, stated

that protections were fraudulently obtained by many
who were not entitled to them, and that the laws

made no provision for the punishment of perjury
in such cases, offered the following resolution for

adoption which was agreed to:—Resolved, that a

committee be appointed to enquire and report whe-
ther any, and what amendments are necessary to

the laws of the United States relating to the pro-
tection of American seamen, and that the commit-
tee have leave to report by bill or otherwise."

The house adjourned till Monday.
Monday, December 18.—Mr. Seybert presented

the petition ofsundry manufacturers of Philadel-

phia praying for protection.
On motion of Mr. Morrow, it was resolved,

"That the committee appointed on the 11th instant,

on so much of the petition of the inhabitant of the

staie of Ohio, as relates to the opening of a certain

road to Vincennes, be instructed to report on the

expediency of making provision by law, for laying
out two roads, agreeably to a treaty with certain

Indian tribes held at Brownstown in 1803."

Mr. Rhea, called for the consideration of the

resolution which he had laid upon the table a few

days ago, for instructing the committee of com-

merce and manufactures to inquire into the expe-

diency of encouraging the manufacture of coarse

hemp, flax and cotton: which being agreed to,

some desultory debate took place for and against

agreeing to the resolution. It was objected to,

because that commitce had already the subject of

manufactures generally referred to it, and it was

necessary to give them any special instructions.

Tuesday, November 19.—The following engrossed
bills were read a third time and passed, viz. "A
bill to extend die time for opening the several land
offices established in the territory of Orleans;" and
"a bill for the relief of Abraham Whipple, late a

captain in the Navy of the United States."

Mr. Dawson called up for consideration the reso»

lution which he yesterday laid upon the table, for

appointing a select committee to enquire into the

expediency of making provision bylaw, for infirm,
disabled and superannuated officers and soldiers of
the revolutionary and present army. It was consi-

dered and agreed to without a division. The com-
mittee consists of seven members.
On motion of Mr. Rhea, the house went into a

committee of the whole, Mr. Nelson in the Chair,
on the bill for the government of the Territory of
Louisiana. The bill being read by paragraphs,
Mr. Fisk moved to strike out the 5th section of the

bill, which makes it necessary for persons to be in

possession ofa freehold to have a right to vote. This
motion was opposed by Mr. Randolph, on princi-

ple, in a speech of considerable length, in which he
advocated the freehold qualification for voters. The
motion was opposed also by Mr. Rhea, as unneces-

sary for the attainment of the mover's object; as he
stated the qualification for voters was two-fold; one
was the possession of a freehold, the other a resi-

dence of a year previous to the time of election,
Mr. Poindexter made a motion, which superced-

ed that of the gentleman from Vermont, to strike

out all that part of the section which defined the

qualification of voters, and insert "every free white
male citizen residing in the said Territory, who shall

have attained the age of 21 years, and paid a tax?'

This amendment was debated till the usual hour
of adjournment, when the committee rose without

taking the question, and obtained leave to sit again.
This debate, though protracted to considerable

length, embraced a very narrow question, viz.

"whether it is better to require voters to hold free-

In support of this resolution, it was said to be a' "hold property, or to suffer every man to possess the

common practice to send instruct-.ons to commit-

tees; that it had been done, a few days ago, to this

committee, in relation to the encouragement of iron

manufactures; that without such special instruc-

tions, the committee might not have their attention

called to the articles in question: and besides this

it was wishedjthat the house by such reference,

evince their disposition to encourage the man-

ufactures of our country.
After the debate had progressed for some time.

Mr. Smilie moved that the resolution lie on the

table, which was agreed to, ayes 69.

A resolution was entered into, instructing the

committee on public lands, to enquire what altera-

tion ought to be made in the law relating to the

location of military land warrants.

Mr. Randolph asked for the consideration of the

resolution which he laid on the table some days

ago, directing
- the appointment of a committee to

enquire into the expenditure of public money,
which being agreed to, he made some remarks

thereon, pointing out the utility and necessity of

its adoption; it was unanimously agreed to and a

committee of seven appointed.
The following resolution was offered by Mr.

Dawson:—"Resolved, that a committee be appoint-
ed to enquire into the expediency of making pro-
vision by law, for the relief of infirm and super-an-
nuated officers and soldiers of the late revolution-

ary army, and of the present army of the United

States, and report by bill or

*o lie on the table

privilege of voting who has arrived at the age of 21

years." As already stated, Mr. Randolph took the

first ground, and introduced the practice of. Virgi-
nia to shew that it was attended with the best effects.

Messrs. Fisk, Wright, Smiiie and Poindexter took
the opposite side of the question. They argued
that life and liberty are superior to property; that

these are dearer to a poor man than all the property
of the rich. Mr. Wright said, that the state of

Maryland had tried the property qualification for

voting, had found it attended with bad effects, and
had now abandoned it. It was formerly required,
he said, that a voter should be possessed ofproperty
to the value of thirty pounds; so that if a man pos-
sessed a horse of that value, he was entitled to a

vote; but, if the horse happened to die before the

election, he lost his priviledge, which was placing
the right in the horse instead of the man. As to

freehold qualifications, they were evaded too by
deeds made for the occasion, which were afterwards

cancelled.

Mr. Randolph, in combatting the principle of

vniversal suffrage, said that it was impossible for the

gentleman himself (alluding to Mr. Smilie) or any

piping hot member from a Jacobin club—for any

disciple of Tom Paine or of the Devil, to carry
tins principle of"equality to its full extent, for even

they must exclude from its operation minors and
females. He also took occasion to pronounce a

strong philippx against foreigners having any part

otherwise^ Ordered tin the government. Mr. Smilie in his reply paid a
:

ribute of to th memory ox. rame, on ac-
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count of his valuable political writings, which had

been considered as highly serviceable in the revolu-

tion, and which would be always esteemed wherever

•the rights of man are understood, and reminded him

oftheforeigners who had assisted in fighting our re-

volutionary battles. Mr. R. justified his allusion to

Paine, said he was sorry the gentlemen had not re-

collected his Age of Reason, as well as the Rights of

Man, and as to any service, which he had rendered

by his writings, he thought little ofthem, the heroes

engaged in that great cause did not need the assis-

tance of an English stay-maker. In reply, Mr. S. said,

he never interfered with a man's religious opinion;

that was a private concern, which lay between God
and a man's own conscience; and as to the profession
of Paine, that he apprehended would never lesson

the value of his writings.

Wednesday, November 20.—Mr. Poindexter pre-
sented the petition of the inhabitants of West-Flo-

rida, praying to be annexed with the Mississippi

Territory rather than to the Territory of Orleans.

Ordered to be printed.
Mr. Milnor stated that the present compensation

to witnesses who are compelled to appear in the

courts of the United States is very inadequate. Se-

veral distressing cases of this kind had occurred ir.

Pennsylvania. To remedy the evil, Mr. M. propos-
ed the adoption of the following resolutions:

"Resolved, that a committee be appointed to

enquire into the expediency of providing by law for

the compensation of witnesses held under the re-

cognizance to give testimony in criminal prosecu-
tions in courts of the United States, with leave to

report by bill or otherwise."

Agreed to, and a committee of three appointed.
The following members form the committee for

considering the expediency of providing by law for

the relief of disabled soldiers, viz. Messrs. Dawson,
Blount, Butler, Davenport, Ormsby, Gold, and Fisk.

Thursday, November 21—The house appears to

have been this day very busily employed in doing
nothing. Mr. Findley, from the committee of elec-

tions reported in part on the case of the contested

election of John P. Kungerford of Virginia; the

report was unfavorable to the sitting member, but
recommended delay in order to obtain further infor-

mation. The report and documents were ordered
to be printed.

IN" SENATE,
Wednesday, November 20.—Mr. Smith, (Md.)

presented the memorial of the religious society of

Friends ofthe yearly meeting held at Baltimore for

the western shore of Maryland, the adjacent parts
of Pennsylvania and Virginia and the state of Ohio,

complaining against the traffic which has been car-

riod On in negroes and people of color from the

middle to the southern states, in which people of
color entitled to freedom are frequently carried off",

praying for a revision of the law of congress in re-

lation to this subject. Referred to a committee cou-

nting cf Messrs. Smith of Md. Taylor and 'Fait.

The Chronicle.

Many petitions have been presented to congress
praying the passage of a law to enable the memo-
rialists to import goods from Great Britain and her

dependencies, purchased before the issuing of the

president's proclamation, ail which were referred to

the commiVeeof commerce and manufactures.
General Robert Ronuie (rep ) was elected governor

of the state of Maryland, without opposition, on

Monday, the 12'.h inst. George E. .Mitchell, John

Stephen, James Iiutcher;Tkomaa W. Hall and lisverehf

Gheislin, Esquires, were appointed his council oil

the following day
We have no official intelligence from the army

on the Wabash.
The ship Cordelia has arrived at Philadelphia

from Batavia, turned off from that place by the
British Blockading squadron—The officers ofwhich
informed the captain ofthe Cordelia that the Dutch

governor had burnt the city and retired to the inte-.

rior with the troops and inhabitants.

Many vessels from France have lately arrived in

the ports of the United States with valuable car-

goes. The United States frigate Constitution was
at Cherbourgh about 40 days since. The emperor
had gone to Holland, whither he had been followed

by our new minister, Mr. Barlow. The accounts,

generally, afford us practicable evidence of the re-

peal dT the French decrees. Several vessels under
seizure have been released, but no new seizures

have been made.
We have Lisbon accounts to the 7th ult.—but no

news. The armies remained inactive. The markets
were improving—flour §> 15.

Late London papers have been received. The

king was still alive, and the battle between Crib

and Molinemix (the American negro) had been

fought. London was depopulated of its nobility

and gentry, and thousands ofpersons travelled hun-
dreds of miles to enjoy the refined spectacle!

—
Molineaux lost the battle—his jaw-bone and three

of his ribs were broken at the eleventh round.

The Editor's Department,
Aided by a supplement to No. 11, issued with

the present, we have got through the pressure of
the documents acompanying the president's mes-

sage, in which the reader possesses a complete
history of the transactions of our government with
the nations of Europe to which they relate. With
the correspondence of Mr. Erving, our special
minister at the court of Denmark, we shall progress
leisurely: and, this series being completed, we shall

then have laid the whole body of the documents
before our patrons, except the official account of the

proceedings of the court martial on commodore
Rodgers; which, if found to differ in any material

point from that already inserted, shall be properly
noticed. But we have yet other documents of

greater importance, because they more immediately
interest us, as Americans, to publish; we allude to

the repoi ts of the several secretaries, particularly
those of the secretaries of state and of the treasury,
on the population and manufactures of the United
States. The first has been received, from which
it appeares that the whole population of the Unit-

ed States and their territories, is 7,239,903. In our
next it shall be published in detail, contrasted wjth
the enumerations of 1790 and 1800, and such other

facts of an earlier date as we have been able to,

collect. While speaking of the documents, a just

regard to our own interest ma}' warrant a declara-

tion of the fact, that they alone, as we shall publish
them, cannot be obtained in a book-form, fit for

preservation and reference, for less than double the

amount of the whole annual subscription to the

Weekly Register.
We have on hand many valuable articles of mis-

cellany, which sh;.ll appear as soon as possable.
"Like causes produce the like effects"—the first

four numbers of the wbekii RiGiSTsn are not yet

re-printed, for the reason given in our last—wc ex-

pect to forward them in about 10 or 15 days to all

the r.ew subscribers who have not received th'-ni-
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Public Documents.
(continued from page 217.)

B.

COPliSIIABEy, JUNE 7, 1811.

To his excellency .1/r. de Itosenkrtints, First JMinister

of Stale, S/c. &c. 6'c.

Sin—With my note of yesterday, I transmitted

<i your excellency a list (No. 1,) of the "convoy
cases," twelve in number—the two last in that list

are not depending on appeal before the high court

as is mentioned in a memorandum opposite to their

names; the first eight vessels of the remaining ten

were bound immediately from Petersburg and Cron-

stadt to the United Slates; they had all paid their

sound dues, and several of them had been examined
before the Danish marine tribunals on entering the

Baltic, and they were all arrested iii going out by a

British force and compelled to join convoy; when
that convoy was attacked by his majesty's gun-

brigs, the Americans not conscious of any illegality

in the nature of their voyages or of any irregularity
in their own conduct, made not any effort to escape;

they were cap Hired and brought into port: no ques-
tion has been made as to the genuine American

character of the vessels in question, but they have

been condemned under the authority of the article

"d" in the 11th clause of his majesty's instructions

for privateers, issued on the 10th of March, 1810,

which declares to be goood prize "all vessels which

have made use of British convoy either in the At-

lantic or the Baltic." At the time of this declara-

tion, these vessels were in Russia on the point of

Sailing, and wholly ignorant of iti

. Tlijs is a brief hisiory of the "convoy cases"—it

is now my duty to protest against the principle as-

sumed in the instruction referred to, upon which

they have been condemned: I shall endeavor to shew

to your excellency that it is wholly new, not founded

in, or supported by any reasoning to be derived from

the law of nations—not even countenanced by pre-

cedents, and as wholly repugnant to the doctrines

heretofore held by Denmark, itself, as it is to the

rights and to the interest of the United States.

That the belligerent has a right to ascertain the

neutrality of vessels which he may meet with at sea,

and therefore under certain suspicious circumstances

to bring such vessels into port for examination, I

am not disposed to deny : it may also be allowed

that the being found under enemy's convoy does af-

ford such reasonable ground of suspicion against the

vessels so found, as to authorise their being sent into

port for examination—but this is the full extent of the

belligerent right on this point; the examination had,
and the vessels being found bona fide neutral must
be acquitted :

—to say that the neutral shall be con-

demned on the were fact that he was found under

enemy's convoy, is to impose upon him a necessity
of sailing without protection even against his own

separate engraics; f
v;r t%e case might well happen,

indeed", has happened, that though neutral with re-

gard to the belligerent powers, he has had an enemy
against whom either of the belligerents was disposed
to protect him—of such protection the American
commerce has often availed itself during the war be-

tween the United States and the Barbary powers, nor

was it ever supposed by either of the great belliger-
ent powers, that such commerce so protected by its

enemy had thus become liable to capture and confis-

cation ; the case might also occur, that of two allied

belligerent powers, a thii^i power should be enemy
as to one and neutral as to the other; in that case,
liis seeking protection of the common enemy of these
allied powers against that of them to which he -was

enemy, could not subject them to capture and confis-

cation by the allied power with re9pect to which lie

was neutral; his rlgtit in either of these, and in all

cases to protect himself against his enemy bv avail-

ns: himself of whatever convoy offers, is unques-i

lionable. I state these arguments against the broad

grounds taken in the royal instructions above quoted—but it will be said that the belligerent having »lso

an unquestionable right to ascertain the neutrality* of

vessels, and belligerent rights being paramount to

«»>utral rights where the two happen to be in colli-

sion, hence the attempt of the neutral to deprive the

belligerent of his right by putting himselfunder con-

vey, forms of itself a ground oi capture aad confis-

cation. To this I answer,

Firstly, that the belligerent rights where they come
into Collision with those of neutrals are not to be
deemed in all cases, paramount, and ihxt nothing
can establish such a general rule, but force, which
is not law or justice.

Secondly, that no presumption necessarily arises

against the neutral from the mere circumstance
of his being found under enemy's convoy—but that
this point will entirely depend upon the peculiar
circumstances of each etise.

Thirdly, that where the belligerent and neutral

rights 'conflict all' other circumstances being equal,
the plea of necess'ny ought to decide the question in

favor of the neutral ; in the case supposed, the bel-

ligerent is seeking the mere exercise of right, but
the neutral is occupied in his self-preservation.

Fourthly, superadded to this reason in favor of the
neutral right, is one springing out of the immutable

principles of equity; for, since according to' modern
practice, the neutral has no representative in the

judicature by which Ids cause is tried, that it is no

longer an umpirage or a court of arbitration, so his

claim to a favorable leaning towards his right in all

questionable cases is very much strengthened.
But it is also proper to enquire whether the vesj"

sels in question did in fact put themselves under con-

voy, with a view to amid examination by Danish
cruizers. Now it appears in the first place that

they did not seek convoy for any purpose, but;

that they were forced into it. Apart however front

that question, there were net any Danish ftrivsf
•$$
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ordinances which they knew of subjecting .htm to

capture, nor could they apprehend or anticipate

;

.i^'
such, the less as they had previously passed

through the sound or belt with safety and without

convoy—hence they had not any motive to seek

convoy as a protection against Danish cruizers

—
they had, indeed, other inducements to put

themselves under convoy, the decrees of his ma-

jesty the emperor of France (since happily for

the harmony between the United States and

France repealed) were then in force, that system

working against the English orders in council pro-

duced such a state of things with regard to the com-

merce of America,, that scarcely one of its ships

could move on the face of the ocean without being

exposed under this unfortunate co-operation of hos-

tile systems, to capture and confiscation; hence it

is not surprising, if American vessels have from

time to time been terrified into the convoy now of

one p:.rty now of the other—hut had this happened
in the cases before us, yet it would not have formed

a just ground of capture and confiscation, for the

merits or demerits of the Berlin and Milan de-

crees out«f question, those decrees have not been

adopted bv Denmark—indeed at the time the vessels

were taken, his majesty had not assumed any course

with respect to the American commerce from which

evil was' to be apprehended, hence 1 beg leave to re-

peat that the vessels in question, cannot be presum-
ed to have sought protection under British convoy
for the purposes or avoid.ng hio cruizers. But it the

contrary had been proved, if it stood confessed thyt

thev had sought convoy against Dini.sh cruisers—
in that case they would have been liable to capture

certainly, but it is equally certain that they would

not h ive been liable to condemnation: I must again

totally deny that the rule laid down in the article of

the royal instructions above cited, is supported b)

any principle to be found in the law, and I can

confidently ask your excellency to show me any

authorities in its favor. If the writers be silent on

the subject, then their silence is to be construed fa-

vorably' for the neutral, it supposes that his right to

sail under convoy in all cases is indisputable, what

is not expressed against the claim cannot be implied
—+>ut i will adtl that all the analogies to be drawn

from 'he law, are in favor of the neutral: in this

v.ew, the rule laid down in the instructions, by its

sweeping latitude forms its own condemnation; for

it would comprise not only vessels winch might ac-

cident ly be within si^ht of, or at any indefinite dis

stance trom an enemy's convoy, but vessels found in

enemy's harbors undercover of his guns: but the

law says that neutral goods so found under his

forts, within his territory, or even on board his ves-

sels at sa.i—which is to be as immediately and totally

under his protection as is possible
—that these are

table to confiscation but shall be restored to the

neutral owners, 'the doctrine laid down by Grotius

in the "de jure belli ac pacis" on this point, has lie-

r r been refuted, but has on the contrary been adept-
el by subsequent writers; treaties indeed may have
k;i d otherwise,, but treaties change not the law, they
bind only the parties to them. I may equally ask

your excellency to shew me examples in the practice
of nations, countenancing the rule laid down in the

royal order; and I can quote in favor of the neutral

n i.t the example of England, a power which nei-

ther. your excellency or myself are disposed to extol

f >r~ tur moderation m the exercise of her belligerent

rights, o for any disposition which she has mani-

fested favorable to tbo«e of neutrals. England her-

self has never gon; to the extent of condemning ves-

sels upon the meie ground of their having been taken

under enemy's convoy ; but 3 ].e has captured them
in that situation and acquitted them.

1 might occupy your excellency's attention by expa-
tiating on the conduct of Denmark in former times,
by carrying back your view to a consideration of
' hat great system of neutral rights which she so bold-

ly adopted and so ably supper-ted in the year 1780,
which are again recognized in her convention with
Sweden in 1794, which she ha^, subsequently co-ope-
rated with Russia to establish, and the leading fea-

ture of which still appears in the very royal instruc-

tions on which [ have been commenting; but it

would be an ungrateful task, and not necessary to

be undertaken because the mere mention of the sub-

ject carries conviction to the mind on the point to

which I would itpply it, and because on every other
I have already slid more than enough to establish
the chief position with which I began, viz. that no-

thing to be found in the law will authorise the con-

demnation of neittral property upon the mere fact of
its being found under enemy's convoy, and that
therefore on due proof of its neutrality it must be

acquitted.
I consider it to be a propitious circumstance, that

in acting upon this very important question, his

majesty's government is unembarrassed by the
claims of privateersmen, and that the cases of these
vessels are thus presented in the plainest form, un-
mixed with any extraneous matter; the captures
having been made by public ships, leaving the full-

est scope to the magnanimity and justice of his ma-

jesty's disposition
I have the honor, kr.

GEORGE W. EllYING.

Ko, 1.

List of American vessels taken in coftpany with thf

remainder of a fleet wider convoy of a British gun-
brig and sent into Christiunsand by jive Danish.

gun brigs in July, 1810.

Ship Annawan, captain Donaldson, from St.

Petersburg, bound to Philadelphia and owned in

Philadelphia.

Ship Ilesper, Gushing, do. Boston, Newbury-
port.

Ship IJope, Rhea, do. Providence (R. I.) Pro-
vidence.

Ship Janus, Gawn, do. Newburyport, Newbu-
ryport.

Barque Mary, Ropes, do. Salem, Salem.

Brig Elisabeth, Campbell, do. Philadelphia,
Philadelphia.

Brig Hope, Meik, do. Marblehead, Marblehead.

Brig Polly, Graves, do. do. do.

Schooner Rebecca. Meik, Gothenburg, do. do.

Schooner Iris, Russel, do. Salem, Salem.

*Brig Sophia, M'Kentire, do. Liverpool.

•Barque Eliza, Lufftkin, do. do.

No. 2.

List of American cases mto pending before the High
Court of Admiralty at Copenhagen, June 1, 1811.

Capturel May 14, 1810, schooner Egeria, capt.

Law, owned in "New-York, from New-York, bound
to St. Petersburg, detained in Fahrsund.

June 5, do. brig Minerva, Baker, Portland, Port-

land, do. do.

June 2, do. ship Oscar, Cunningham, Baltimore,

Baltimore, do. do.

July 31, do. ship Minerva Smyth, Minn, Phila-

delphia, Philadelphia, Kiel, Kiel.

July 31, do. ship Fairtrader, Craig, do. do. do. do.

*These vessels American, but the cargoes on

freight, supposed for English account no appeal
declared for either vessel.
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July 31, do. hri— Ariel, Tin tier, do. do. do. do.

August 18, do. ship Resolution, Eldridge, New-

York, New-York, Gottenburg, Chnstiansand.

August 8, do. brig Nimrod, Smith, do. do. F.lsi-

hetir, Aalbourg.
August 8, do. ship William &, Jane, Bunker; do.

do. Russia, Callenbourg.
August 29, d«f. brigfRichmdnd, Jervis, Philadel-

phia, Philadelphia,' Gottenburg, Fahrsund.

October, do. ship Pittsburg, Yardsley, do. do. do.

Hickiford.

October, do. ship Maria Theresa, Phelps, New
"\ ork, New-York, Kiel, Fabrsund.

November, do. ship Amiable Matilda, Hague, do

do. do. do.

December, do. ship Washington, Almy, do. do

Russia, Callenbourg.
April 1, 1811, brig Rachel,

•on, do. Copenhagen.
April, do. ship Charlotte,

Stockholm, Isle of Bonholm.

Joseph, Salem, Bos-

Pierce, Boston, do

TO THE STimr.TART OF STATU;

Copenhagen, July 15th, 1811.

Sin— I have the honor herewith to enclose copies
of my correspondence with this government since

my last communication, viz.

No'. 1. Mr. de Rosenkrantz, his note of June 28th,
in reply to mine of the 6h and 7th of June.

No. 2. My note to Mr. de Rcwenkrantz of June

SOlhj in reply to the above.

No. 3. Mr. de Rosenkrantz, his note of July 9th, in

reply to mine of the 3(Jth of June.
On the 28th of June, 1 waited upon the minister

for the purpose of conversing with him on such

part of his note of that date as respected the con-

voy caspp, but did not obtain any thing more satis-

factory than what is contained in it; on the 29th, he
went into the country, from whence he did not re-

turn till the morning of the 21 inst.—in the mean
time the cases were pressed forward in the high court—arid it was determined to condemn four of them

instantly} as though it were to preclude the possi-

bility of any further remonstrance on my part. I had
received an intimation of this intention on the 30th
of June; and then wrote to Mr. de Rosenkrantz un-

officially; hoping that he would be able to arrest the

progress of the tribunal. On the 1st inst. having
ascertained that intention, I again addressed him in

the same way, and in terms rather more forcible.
That communication, though unofficial, Mr. de Ro-
senkrantz, actuated by the most friendly motives,
immediately sent to his majesty; jet !t failed of its

intended effect, and on the second inst. four of the
cases were condemned.

On the receipt of the minister's last note (on the
9th) I again waited on him, and warmly remonstrat-
ed against this precipitate procedure, and the deter-
mination taken to condemn all the convoy cases
without admitting any justificatory ple^s.

'

He re-
verted to whatever is found in his written communi-
cations to support the determination, and yet seem-
ed to regret that it had been taken, but withal was
Unable to effect, and did not afford the least encou-
ragement to hope for any modification of it; never-
theless, some of these are cases of great hardship,and I have concluded not to relax my efforts in their
favor, whilst any one of them remains uncondemn^.

In every other respect the position of our affdrs
>s not unsatisfactory, the privateers are discouraged,and nearly all our vessels pass without interruption

[ transmit herewith the list and statements as cor-

in relation to, and the actual state of the business
with which Jam charged.

Willi the most perfect respect and consideration*

sir, your very obedient servant,
GEORGE W. ERY1NG.

Affair of the Little Belt.
PMOl'KKIIOJTns OF TMK COURT OF ISaflllT,

[These proceedings as officially published, do not

appear to differ in any material point from the state-

ment already inserted in the Register, (see page
36.) The following is the address of commodore

dodgers to the court of enquiry, with its judgment
on the case]

J)lr. /'resident, and Gentlemen pf the court :

I avail myself of the present moment to express

my thanks for thf patient investigation of the merits
of the transaction which caused its convention :

and I feel perfectly convinced that the evidence ad-

Juced is amply sufficient to insure that my conduct
in this affair will meet the approbation of every un-

prejudiced mind, as well for its general tenor as for

the lenity shewn to an assumed enemv, whom I had
it in my power to destroy by a single broadside more,
and tint too without any risk of injuring the ship
under my command.

Many of the interrogatories put by myself to the
witnesses may have appeared to the couit superflu-
ous, ! fear; but when it considers the odious fea-

tures of the statement which has been exhibited in

the news-papers, said to be captain Bingham's offi-

cial statement to admiral Sawyer, (dated his majes-
ty's sloop Little Belt, May 21, 1811, lat. 35, 53,

long. 71, 49, VV. Caps Charles, bearing west, distant

4-8 miles,) I am sure it cannot complain of the time
I have tnken up in proving (while I had it in my pow-
er) that unblushing representation to be palpably
and wilfully false.

I should not now longer trespass on the time and

patience of the court, was it not probable that the

present proceedings may be published to the world,
and a consecpient desire that even my motive for

chasing the Little Belt should be known—and this

I am the more desirous of, as great pains have been
taken by a few individuals who call themselves

'Americans, to impose a belief that I chased with a
hostile intention, not however because I entertain a

hope of producing any change in sentiment of men
like themselves, (and for the honor of my country, I

hope there are but few such) who are disposed to

represent all the acts of their government, as well as

of its agents, in an odious light ; but to undeceive
not only my own countrymen, but even every liberal

Englishman, who may have been deceived by theie

sophistry.
That I did chase the Little Belt, I acknowledge j

but that I did so with the intention of offering me-
nace or insult to tiie British flag, 1 declare, in the

presence of my Co;l, is without any foundation

whatever; neither would the orders under which I

was acting authorise such a course, any more than

they would h.ive justified my submitting to an insult
from a British, or any other ship of war.

Without furt iter observation or comment than is

necessarily Connected with the subject, the follow-

ing are therefore my reasons for having chased that

ship:
—On the 10th of May, being then at anchor

off Annapolis, I gat under \ve?gh to proceed to my
station at New-York, in consequence of an order
from the honorable the secretary of the navy to that.

effect, mi which he acquainted me of his havingrvct as it is possible to make them, which place in issued this order Owing to his being informed that
Uie most distinct point of view whatever has passed

\
the -trade of Tfew&nk had .bggomfe interrupteiJ
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by British snd French cruizers. At tins traif I

discovered by the news-pipers, that a British frigau ,

supposed 10 be tae Guerriere, had, in the vicinity of

Sandy Hook, and during my absencs from the sta-

tion, :i:it; esv.d out of the American brig- Spitfire,
bound coastwise, a young man by the name of Dig-
gio, an American, and apprentice to tiie master of

the brig
—on the 16th of May, at a little past me

ridian, being at the time in seventeen fathoms water,
about fourteen or fifteen leagues to the northward
and eastward of Cape Henry, and about six leagues
from the land to the southward of Chingotealc, a

sad was discovered to the eastward standing to-

wards us under a press of canvas, which I soon
made out by the shape of her upper sails, as they
became distinguishable from our deck, to be a man
of war. Not having heard of any other ship of

war, than the befo-e mentioned frigate being on

our coast, I concluded (and more particularly from

the dirtction in which she was discovered) that it

was her ; and aceordingly determined to speak her,

as -.veil because I considered it my duty to know
the names and characters, if possible, of all foreign
Cruizers hovering on our coast, as from an impres-
sion, if it turned out to be the vessel I had conceiv-

ed, tt ;t her commander from having learnt through
the medium of the newspapers the sensation which
the before mentioned outrage had produced through-
out the United States, might be induced, if he
was not tot.dly regardless of American claims to

justice, to mention that he had the young man in

question on board, and would deliver him up to

me, and perhaps at the same time assign some
cause for such a gross violation cf the sovereign
rights of the American nation. At any rate, whe-
ther lie was so disposed or not, if I could learn

frotnhim that the man was on board, I should have
it in my power to represent the same to my govern-
ment, and thereby be the means of more readily

effecting his emancipation^ from vassalage, and the

cruel necessity of lighting the battles of the very

country whose officer had thus unlawfully enslaved

him ; and in doing this, t considered I was doing
no more than a duty imposed on me by my situation

;

consequently I felt regardless if, in accomplishing
it, a further attempt should be made to insult my
country by offering violence to the (lag flying over

my bead—as I was then, am now, and ever shall bo,

prepared to repel any such insult or injury to the

very utmost of the force under my command ; and
that too without regard to the consequences result-

ing therefrom.

These, gentlemen, were my motives for having
chssed the ship winch I supposed to be the frigate
that impressed Diggio, but which afterwards proved
t > be his Britannic majesty s ship Little Belt. But
even if 1 had no such reason to justify my chasing,
1 maintain that the usage of nations, the treaty con-

cluded in i7u.>, betwen the United States and Great

Britain, as well as th~ British precedents almost
Without number, gave me that right, if it be admit-
ted that our country possesses any comparative or

reciprocal rights, whatever.

AUhotlgh l admit I did chase the little Belt, I

nevertheless deny that her commander wished to

prevent my coming up with him, otherwise he un-

doubtedly would not have kept away, and set his

studding sails when he was several miles to wind-

ward cl me ; added to this, his conduct was unfriend-

ly, to say the least, as he declined shewing his colors

Until after it was too dark to distinguish what they
were, although he must have perceived, as well from
the courses I steered, as from my colors (of which he

undoubtedly saw the pendant) that I wished to speak

tiro. Indeed the several circumstances make it ap-
11 -rent to me, that he was ignorant of our force, and
Wished to procrastinate our meeting only until after
it should be dark.

(Signed) JOHN RODGERS.
The following judgment comes after die evidence

and the address, and concludes the report of the

proceedings of the court of enquiry :

The court of enquiry, authorized and required by
precept issued by the honorable the secretary of the

navy of the United States, bearing date the 24'h of

July, 1811, have in conformity with the same, mi-

nutely examined into every circumstances stated in

the letter of John Rodgers, Esquire, bearing date,
off Sandy Hook, May the 23d, 1811, and addressed
to the honorable the secretary of the navy of the

United States, relative to the affair between the

United States' frigate the President, and his Britan-

nic majesty's ship the Lilie or Little Belt ; and hav-

ing taken all the testimony that could in any manner
or degree elucidate facts, do, in obedience to the

aforesaid precept, state all the facts that h.ive been

disclosed.

First—It has been proved to the satisfaction of tiie

court, that commodore Rodgers, on perceiving his

Britannic majesty's ship tlr; Little Belt to be a ship
of war, made e\try exertion to come up with her

before dark.

Second— It has been proved to the satisfaction of

the court, that the flag of the United States was dis-

played on board the United States' frigate the Pre-

sident, as soon as his Britannic majesty's ship the

Little Belt, was discovered to be a ship of war, and
was kept flying until noon of the following day.

Third—ft lias been proved to the satisfaction of

the court, that captain Bingham acknowledged that

the broad pendant of ti^e United States' frigate the

President, had been distinguished during the chase

from his Britannic majesty's ship the Little Belt.

Fourth—It has been proved to the satisfaction of

the court, that no colors were perceived flying on

board of It is Britannic majesty's ship the Little Celt,

until she hove too, and Uiat it was then too dark to

distinguish to what nation they belonged.
Fifth—It has been proved to the satisfaction of

the court, that commodore Rodgers hailed his Bri-

tannic majesty's ship the Little Belt, first.

Sixth—it has been proved to the satisfaction of

the court, that commodore Rodgers' hail was not

satisfactorily answered.

Seventh—ft has been proved to the satisfaction of

the court, that his Britannic majesty's ship the Lit-

tle Belt fired the first gun.

Eighth
—It has been proved to the satisfaction of

the court, that the first gun fired by his Britannic

majesty's ship the Little Belt, was without any pre-

vious provocation or justifiable cause.

, Ninth—h has been proved to the satisfaction of

the court, that the shot fired from his Britannic ma-

jesty's ship the Little Belt, was returned from the

United States' frigate the President by a single gun.
Tenth—It has been proved to the satisfaction of

the court, that the general fire was commenced by
his Britannic majesty's ship the Little Belt.

Eleventh—It lias been proved to the satisfaction of

the court, that after the firing had continued four or

five minutes, his Britannic majesty's ship the Little

Belt ceased firing.
Twelfth—It has been proved to the satisfaction of

the court, that after his Britannic majesty's ship the

Little Belt had ceased firing, and the fire of the Unit-

ed States' frigate the President had, in consequence
thereof, ceased ; that the former ship in about three

minutes recommenced her fire upon tbje latter.
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Thirteenth—ft has been proved to the satisfaction

of the court, that the second lire continued about

five minutes, when his Britannic majesty's ship the

little Belt was totally silenced.

Fourteenth—It has been proved to the satisfaction

of the court, that in both instances, when the lire of

his Britannic majesty's ship the Little licit was silen-

ced, commodore Rodgers exerted himself to preve/it

further injury being done to her.

Fifteenth—It has been proved to the satisfaction

of the court, that the United States' frigate the Pre-

sident was lying to with lights hoisted during the

night, afler'the affair with his Britannic majesty's

ship the Little Belt.

Sixteenth—It has been proved to the satisfaction

of tiie court, that commodore Rodgers proffered aid

to the commander of his Britannic majesty's ship the

Little Belt, the morning after the rencontre.

Seventeenth—It has been proved to the satisfaction

of the court, that iu consequence of the fire from

his Britannic majesty's ship the Little Belt, one boy
was wounded on board the United States' frigate the

President, one shot struck her main-mast, another

struck her fore-mast, and some of her rigging was

cut.

Eighteenth
—It has been proved to the satifaction

of the court, that, the letter of commodore Bodgers,

bearing date oil' Sandy-Hook, on the 23d day of

May lust, and addressed to the honorable the se-

ceretary of the navy of the United States, is correct,

and a true statement of the occurrences which took

pl.ice between the United States' frigate the Presi

dent, and his Britannic majesty's ship the Little

Belt.

The court adjourned to meet to-morrow morning
at Mechanic Hall, in Broadway, in the city of New-
York.

Friday, the loth of September, 1811.

The court met pursuant to adjournment.
Present, commodore Stephen Decatur, President.

Captain Charles Swart, ? Members
Captain Isaac Chauncey. y

The proceedings of the court of yesterday were

read and approved.
The court whereupon adjourned without day.

(Signed) STEPHEN DECATUR,
President.

Wji. PAULDING, jun. Judge Advocate.

[We close the "affair of the Little Belt" by annex-

ing the following extracts from British official docu-

ments, shewing the sentiments of the British govern-

ment, as to the neutral right, in case of belligerent

ships of war frequenting their coasts. We are indebt-

ed for them to the research of the editor of the JVe-

tional Intelligencer. ~\

Declaration of his Britannic majesty, Jatnes I. pub-
lished in the year 1604.

"Our pleasure is, that within our ports, havens,

roads, creeks, or other places of our dominions, or

so near to any of our said ports or havens, as may
be reasonably construed to be within the title, or

precinct, there shall be no force, violence or sur-

prise, or offence suffered to be done either from man
of war to man of war, or from man of war to mer-

chant, &c. but that all, of what nation soever, so

fong as they shall be within those, our ports and

places of jurisdiction, or where our officers may pro-
hibit violence, shall be understood to be under our

protection, and to be ordered by course of justice,
&c. And that our officers and subjects shall prohi-

bit, as much as in them lies, all hovering of men of

war, &c. so near the entry of our havens or coasts ;

and that they shall receive and succor all merchants

and others that shall fall within the danger of any
such as shall await our coast, in so near places, to

the hindrance of .trade to and from our kingdom."
Extract from a proclamation of his Britannic majesty

Char/as II. dated 8lh February, 1667—S

"2. We will and command, that all our officers

:»nd subjects, by sea and land, do, as much as in them
lies, prohibit the roving and hovering of men of war
so near the entry of any of our haiUprs, or our

coasts, as that merchantmen, homeward or outward
bound to and from any of our ports, shall apprehen 1

their passage to be unsafe, or their danger of being
set upon and surprised, to the hindering and divert-

ing of trade and. commerce from our ports : And
we strictly charge and require our officers and sub-

jects to rescue, succor and defend all merchantmen
and others, that shall happen to be set upon, or

surprised so near our coasts, or the entry of our

harbors, as may easily be construed to be under our
more special cure and protection; and that they ap-
prehend and seize all offenders in this kind, in order
to bring them to condign punishment, for disturb-

ing and hindering the trade and commerce between:
our subjects, and those of our neighbors and al-

lies."

Extract of a charge given at an admiralty sessions'

held at the Old Bailey, by Sir L. Jenkins.
"You are therefore to enquire, if any men of war

under foreign commissions, from any the parties now
in war, do lie hovering near any of his majesty's ports,
havens or harbors ; or skulking within any of those

places called the king's chambers, in order to sur-

prize merchants' ships belonging to the king's
friends and allies, and to snap them as they are com-

ing or going out of our ports ; you are to present
such if you know any ; and the king's majesty is to
be informed of it outof the recordsand presentments
of this court; that they may be seized and arrested, if

they be driven, or do course in, or else may be fe idl-

ed in by his majesty's ships, and punished as wilful

violators of the treaties his majesty bath with his

neighbors, and as malicious disturbers of our trade.

"You are to enquire if any men of war have pre-
sumed to searah, stop or carry away by force, our
merchants' ships in their course at sea, under pre-
tence of suspicion that they belonged to their ene-
mies : if they have brought them out of their course
to their own ports without sufficient cause, such na
is allowed by treaty between his majesty and the

prince or state from which the man of war has his

commission ; that is a grevious tresspass, and the

party that hath done it, coming into any of his ma-

jesty's ports, may be arrested and his ship made to

answer and satisfy the merchants' damage. If they
have robbed or pillaged them, it is downrightpiracy
as I have already told you."

Treasury Report.
Treasury Department, .A'ov. 22, 181 1.

Sin—I have the honor to enclose a report prepar-
ed in obedience to the act entitled, "an act to estab-
lish the treasury department."

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, sir, youjr
obedient servant,

ALBERT GALLATIN.
The hon. the speaker of the house of representatives.

REPORT.
In obedience to the directions of the "act supple-

mentary to the act entitled "an act to establish the

treasury department," the secretary of the treasury
respectfully submits the following reports ai::! esti-

mates •
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KECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES.
1. To the end of the year 181 1.

The actual receipts into the treasury, during th°

yearending the 30th of September, 1811, have con-

sisted of the following sums—viz :

Customs, sales of lauds, arrears, re-

payments, and all oiher branches

of revenue, amounting together,
as appears by the estimate [E] to 510,541,446 57

Temporary loan of 31st December,

1810, 2,750,000 00

Total amount of receipts

Making together.witli the balance in

the treasury on the 1 si of October,

1810, and amounting to

An aggregate of

The disbursements during the same

year have been as followeth, viz :

Civil department, including miscel-

laneous expenccs aj*i those inci-

dent to the intercourse with fo-

reign nations

Armv, fortifications,

arms and arsenals 52,129,000 Q0

Navy department 2,136,000 00

Indian department 142,725 CO

16,291,446 37

19,750,476 09

Payments for interest on the public
debt

Total current expences
Reimbursement of the temporary

loan (in March and September,
1811)

Payments on account of the princi-

pal of thepublSs debt

Amounting together, as will appear
lore in deta'.l by the statement

[E] to

And leaving in the treasury on the

30th of September, 1811, a balance
ol

exceeds |6,000,000 ; and it may for the whole year
be estimated at about #7,500,000.
The custom-house bonds outstanding on the first

day of January, 3 812, and falling due in that year, are
also estimated after deducting bad dehts,at 7,500,00U
dollars. This sum may therefore be assumed as the

probable amount of receipts into the treasury dm lug
the year 1812, on account of duties on merchandize
and tonnage ; the portion of the revenue arising fi am
importations subs-quent to the present year, which
will be received in 1812, being considered sufficient

to pay the debentures atid expences of collection of
that year.
The payments made by purchasers of public lands

north of the river Ohio, having during die two last

,459,029 72
1

years, after deducting the expences and charges on
that fund, amounted to near 600,000 dollars a year ;

that branch of revenue may, for the present, be esti-

mated at that sum. Allowing one hundred thousand
dollars for the other small items of revenue, which
consist principally of arrears and repayments, the

whole amount of actual receipts into the treasury

during the vear 1812, may therefore be estimated at

g8,200,000

The current expences for the same year are est'-f

mrted as followeth, viz.

1. Expences of a civil nature, both do-

mestic andforeign $1,260,000
2. Military and naval establishments, ac-

cording to the estimates of those two
departments, and including the addi-

tional and permanent appropriations
for the purchase of arms, and Indian

annuities, viz. '

Army (including 32,000 dol-

lars for militia) 2,581,000
Arsenals, arms and ordnance 614,000

1,360,358 98

-4,407,725 00

2,225,800 93

7,994,384 91

2,750,000 00

5,058,272 82

15,802,657 73

3,947,818 36

519,750,476 09

Naval department
Indian department

3. Interest on public deb;

Amounting together to

2,500,000

220,000

-5,915,00t'

2,225,000
— ;

59,400,000

The actual receipts arising from revenue alone,

and exclusively of the temporary loan, since reim-

bursed, appear from this statement to have exceeded
the current expences, including therein the interest

paid on the debt, by a sum of more than 55,500,000.
liut the payments on account of interest, during the

year ending on the 30th September, 1811, have, from
an unavoidable delay in making the usual remittances

to Holland, fallen short of the amount due during
the same period; and the real excess of receipts,

arising from revenues beyond the current expence<-,

including therein the interest accrued on the debt,
amounts only to near g5,100,000.
The receipts for the iast quarter of the year 1811,

are estimated at 53,300,000 ; and the expenditures

{including the payment of arrears of interest, and
siear 5-2,160,000 on account of the principal of the

pubic debt) at 54,300,000, which will leave at the

end of the year, a balance in the treasury of nearly

53,000,000. It will not, therefore, be necessary to

resort for the service of the present year, to the loan

authorised by the act of the last session of congress.

2. Year 1812.

It is ascertained that the nett revenue arising from
duties on merchandize and tonnage, which has tie-

vase/during the three first quarters cfthe year 1211,

And exceeding, by 1,200,000 dollars, the probable
amount of receipts. The deficit may be paid out of
the sum of three millions of dollars in the treasury.
But under existing circumstances, it docs not seem

eligible to exhaust that fund ; and the estimate of re-

ceipts being also liable to more than usual uncertain-

ty, the propriety of authorising a loan sufficient «o

supply the difference, and to defray such other ex-

traordinary expences as may be incurred during the

year, is respectfully submitted.
It must at the same time be observed that the sum

of 9,400,000 dollars, thus stated as the amount ot

current expences for the year 1812, includes, in fact,
a portion of extraordinary expences arising from the

present state of affairs. For if the military and naval

expenditures had been estimated at a sum notexceed-

ing the amount actually expended
1

for those objects

during the year ending the 30th of September, 1811,
that is to say, at 4,400,000, instead of 5,900,000 dol-

lars, the estimate of receipts would exceed that of
current expences.
The disbursements on account of the

naval establishment, have amounted, in

the year ending on the 30th September,
1810, to 51,675,000
And in the yeir ending on the 30th of

September, 1811, to

They are estimated for the vcar 1812,
at

2,13.6,000

2,500,000

!
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The disbursements on account of the

military establishment have amounted
in the veal" ending on the 3Uth Septem-
ber, 1810, to

And in the year ending on the 30th,

1811, to

They are estimated for the year 1812,
at

2,309,000

2,129,000

3,195,000

Three per cent, stock in-

cluding converted slock re-

imbursed 2,079,'269

Registered debt, and debt

due to foreign officers 90,092

-46,022,810

Hut the detailed annual estimates for the year

1812, will show that they a-e predicated on the em-

ployment of almost the whole of the naval force,

and of the whole military establishment of the Uni-

ted States, as authorised by law, covering, besides

several other items, all the expenses of more than

1T,0C0 effective men in the land and sea service.

With respect to the payments on account of the

principal of the debt, it is evident that an authority
to borrow a sum equal to that which will be reim-

bursed during the year 1812, will be necessary. The

payments which, according to law, must be made

during that year on that account, consist of
1. Annual reimbursement of six per

cent, and deferred stock 1,570,000 00

2. Reimbursement of the residue of

the converted stock 555,318 41

Leaving the amount of old

debt unredeemed on first

January, 1812, and consist-

ing of the following spe-

cies, viz.

Six per cent and deferred

stocks, unredeemed, a-

mount 17,0Cr,095
Three per cent

stock 16,157,890
Converted do. 565,313

33,900,189

1796 f> per cent

stock

Registered debt and debt due
to foreign officers

-16, i Zo s 'Z
OS

80,003

S3,8iS5

33,904,189

Amounting together to 2,135,318 41

This sum, and that payable for interest, amount-

ing together to 4,360,000 dollars, leave, in order to

complete the annual appropriation of eight millions,

a balance of 3,640,000 dollars which can be applied
in no other than in purchases of stock at the prices
limited by law. The amount which may be thus

applied is therefore uncertain.

PUBLIC DEBT.
It appears by the statement (D.) that the payments

on account of the principal of the public debt will,

from the 1st of October, 1810, to the 31st December,
1811, have exceeded six millions four hundred thou-

sand dollars. With the exception of the annual

reimbursement of the six per cent, and deferred

stocks, there will remain at the end of the year 1811

no other portion of the public debt reimbursable at

the will of the United States than the residue of con-

verted stock, amounting as above stated, to 565,000

dollars, and which will be paid in the year 1812.—
There being nothing afterwards left, on which the

laws, passed subsequent to the year 1801, for the

rede option of the debt, can operate, a general view

of the result and effect of those laws will now be

presented.

Exclusively of near three millions of unfunded

debt, since reimbursed, as detailed in the report of

18th April, 1808; the public debt of the United States

amounted on the 1st of April 1801, to

And to which adding the

Louisiana six per cent.

stock b<*ing a new debt

contracted subsequent to

the 1st of April, 1801, 1!,250,000

Makes the whole amount of

public debt on the 1st Ja-

nuary, 1812 §45,154,189

The annual interest on the public debt
due on the 1st of April, 1801, amount-
ed to

The annual interest on the public debt

extinguished between the 1st April,

1801, and the 1st January, 1812, a-

mount to

Leaving for the amount of annual inter-

est on the old debt unredeemed on 1st

January, 1812
The annual interest on the Louisiana

stock is

$4,180,46:;

2,632,982

1,547,481

675.000

The whole amount of principal ex-

tinguished during the period of ten

years and nine months, commencing
on the first of April, 1801, and ending
on the 31st of December, 1811, exceeds

forty-six millions of dollars, viz.

Foreign debt paid in full 10,075,004

Eight per cent, five and
half per cent, four and half

per cent, and navy 6 per cent,

stocks and temporary l^ans

due on the 1st of April 1801,
to the bank of the U. S. all

paid in full 12,657,700
Six per cent, and deferred

stocks, including the ex-

changed stock reimbursed 20,820,744

$79,926,999

Making the annual interest on the

whole debt due on 1st Jinilary, 1812 2,222,481

Which substracted from the annual in-

terest on the debt due on the 1st April,
1801 4,180,463

Leaves for the difference between the

amount of interest respectively paya-
ble at tluose two dates, 1,967,942

The disposable national revenue, or that portion

which alone is applicable to defray the annual na-

tional expences, consists only of the surplus of the

gross amount of revenue collected, beyond the

amount necessary for paying the interest on the

public debt. A diminution of that interest is, with

respect to the ability of defraying the other annual

expenses, a positive increase of revenue to the

same amount. With an equal amount of gross

revenue, the revenue applicable to defray the nation-

al expenses is now, by the effect of the reduction

of the debt, two millions six bunded thousand

fiollars greater than on the 1st day ot April, 1801.

Or, if another view of the subject be thought iimr

correct, the laws for the reduction of the debt hive

in ten vears and nine months, enabled the United
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States to pay in kill the purchase money of Louisi-

ana, and increased their revenue near two millions

of dollars.

If tiie amount of annual payments on account of

both the principal and interest of the public debt,

during the last eight years, be contrasted with the

payments hereafter necessary for the same purpose,
the difference will be still more striking. Eight mil-

lions of dollars have been annually paid on that ac-

count during those eight years. The whole amount

payable after the year 1812, including the annual re-

imbursement on tiie 6 per cent and deferred stocks,

is .3,792,382 dollars, making an annual, difference of

more than four millions two hundred thousand dol-

lars, which will be liberated from that appropriation.
And this annual payment of about three millions

eight hundred thousand dollars, would have been

sufficient, with some small variations, to discharge
in ten years tiie whole of the residue of the existing

debt, with the exception of the three per cent stock,
the annual interest on which amounts only to

485,000 dollars. The aspect of the foreign relations

of the United States, forbids, however, the hope
of seeing the work completjd within that short

period.
The redemption of principal has been effected

without the aid of any internal taxes, either direct

or indrect, without any addition during the last

seven years to the rate of duties on importations,

which, on the contrary, have been impaired by the

repeal of that or, salt, and, notwithstanding the great
diminution of commerce during the last four years.
It, therefore, proves decisively the ability of the

United Suites, with their ordinary revenue, to dis-

charge, in ten years of peace, a debt of forty-two
millions of dollars; a fact which considerably lessens

the'weight of the most formidable objection to which
that revenue, depending almost solely on commerce,
appears to be liable. In time of peace it is almost
sufficient to defray tiie expenses of a war; in time of

a war, it is hardly competent to support the expen-
ses of a peace establishment. Sinking at once under
adverse circumstances from 15 to 6 or 8 millions of

dollars, it is only by a persevering application of the

surplus, which it affords in years of prosperity, to

the disch .rge of the ('ebt that a total change in the

system of taxation or a perpetual accumulation of
di-'bt can be avoided. But, if- a similar application
of such surplus b<5 hereafter strictly adhered to, for-

ty millions of debt, contracted during five or six

years of war, may always, without any extraordina

ry exertion, be reimbursed in ten years of peace.—-
This view of the subject has, at the present crisis,

appeared necessary for the purpose of distinctly

pointing out one of the principal resources within
the reach of the United Stales. But to be placed on
a solid foundation, it requires the aid of a revenue

"sufficient, at least, to defray the extraordinary ex-

penses of government, and to pay the interest on the

public debt, including that of new loans which may
be authorized."

provision for die ensuing year-,.

The revenue is derived from two sources; the du-
ties on importations and the sales of public lands.

The nett revenue arising from duties on merchan-
dize and tonnage, which accrued during the year
2809, amounted to 6,527,168 dollars.

The nett revenue arising from toe same sources,
which accrued during the year 1810, as will appear
by the statement A. and B. to 12,51.3/190
The same revenue for the year 181J, i;- estimated

** already stated, at $7,500,000
A por'ion of the revenue of this year having been

eidhcled on British merchandize, imported before

the prohibition took effect, the permanent revenue
arising from duties on tonnage and merchandize,
will not probably, at their present rate and under

existing circumstances, exceed #6,000,000
an estimate which is corroborated by the view of the

subject exhibited in the statement [112. j

The sales of public lands north of the river Ohio.,

have, during the year ending the 30lh of September,
1811, amounted, as appears by the statement C, to

207,000 acres, and the payments by purchasers to

600,000 dollars. It has already been stated that those

payments on the average of the two last years

amount, after deducting the expenses and charges
on that fund, to the annual sum of §>6G0,000
the sales in the Missisippi territory, being in the

first instance appropriated to the payment of

Si,250,000 to the state of Georgia are distinctly
stated.

The permanent revenue, or annual re-

cejpts after the year 1812, calculated

on the existing state of affairs, may
therefore be estimated at $6,600,000

Which, deducted from the annual expen-
ditures calculated on the same princi-

ple, and amounting by the preceding
estimate of the year 1812, to

Leaves a deficiency to be provided for,

9,200,COQ

2,600,000

An addition of fifty per cent, to the present amount
of duties, together with a continuance of the tem-

porary duties heretofore designated by the name
of the "Mediterranean Fund," will be sufficient

to supply that deficiency, and is respectfully sub-

mitted. This, mode appears preferable for the pre-
sent to any internal tax. With respect to the

sales of public lands, besides affording a supple-

mentary fund for the ultimate redemption of the

public debt, they may, without any diminution of

revenue, be usefully applied as a bounty to soldiers

enlisting in the regular service, and in facilitating
the terms of loans. But it does not appear that the

actual receipts into the treasury arising from the

sales, en be materially increased, without a reduc-

tion in the price; unless it be by an attempt to offer

certain portions for sale in the large cities of the

union.

The same amount of revenue would be necessary,
and with the aid of loans, would, it is believed, be

sufficient in case of war. The same increase of du-

ties would therefore be equally necessary in that

event. Whether it would be sufficient to produce
the same amount of revenues under existing circum-
st nces, cannot at present be determined. Should

any deficiency arise, it may be supplied without dif-

ficulty by a further increase of duties by a re9tora-

tipn of that on salt, and br a proper selection of mo-
derate internal taxes. To raise a fixed revenue of

only nine millions of dollars, is so much within

the compass of the national resources, so much less

in proportion than is paid by any o'Jier nation, that,

under any circumstances, it u ill only require the will

of the legislature to effect the object.
The possibility of raising money by loans to the

amount which may be wanted, remains to be exam-
ined. For the fact that the United States may easily,
in ten yea' s of peace extinguish a debt of forty-two
millions of dollars, does not necessarily imply that

they could borrow that sum during a period of war.

In the present state of the world, foreign loans

may be considered nearly unattainable. In that

respect, as in all others, the United States must

solely rely t>» their otp. r^-urces. These have
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i.hcir natural hounds, but arc believed to be fully ade-

quate to the support of nil the national force that

can be usefully and efficiently employed.
The ability and will of the United States faithful-

ly to perform their engagements, are universally

known ; and the terms of loans will in no shape,

whatever, be affected by the want of confidence in

ei'Jier. They must, however, depend, not only on

ihe state of public credit, and on the ability to

lend, but also on the existing demand for capital

required for other objects. Whatever this may be,

the monev wanted by the public must be purchased
at i is market price. Whenever ihe amount wanted

for the service of the year or the whole amount of

stock in the market, shall exceed certain limits, it

may be expected that legal interest will not be suf-

ficient to obtain the sums required. In that case the

most simple and direct is also the cheapest and safest

mode. It appears much more eligible to pay at once

the difference, either by a premium in lands, or by

allowing a higher rate of interest, thai:, to increase

the amount of stock created, or to attempt any ope-

ration, which n^ght injuriously affect the circulat-

ing medium of the country. This difficulty, audit

is the only serious one which lias been anticipated,

will not, indeed, if analysed, appear very formida-

ble. For to take an extreme cast", and supposing
even forty millions of dollars to be borrowed at eight

instead of six per cent, a year, th« only difference

would consist in the additional payment of eight

hundred thousand dollars a year, until the principal
was reimbursed; a payment inconvenient indeed, and

to be avoided if practicable, but inconsiderable if

compared either with the effects of other means of

raising money, or with some other branches of the

public expenditure.
It appears from the preceding estimates, that no-

thing more may be strictly wanted for defraying,

during the year 1812, the expsns-s as yet authorised

by law than an authority to borrow a sum equal to

that which may be reimbursed on account of the

principal of the public debt. With a view to the

ensuing years, and considering the asp.ect of public
affairs presented by the executive, and the measures

of expense which he has recommended, it has been

attempted to show—
1. That a fixed revenue of about nine millions of

dollars is necessary and sufficient, both under the

existing situation of the United States, and in the

event of their assuming a different attitude.

2. That an addition on the rate of duties of impor-
tations is at present sufficient for that purpose, al-

thoagh, in the course of events, it may require some
aid from other sources of revenue.

3."That a just reliance may be placed on obtaining
loans to a considerable amount, for defraying the ex-

traordinary expences which may be incurred beyond
the amount of revenue above stated.

4. That the peace revenue of the United States

will be sufficient, without any extraordinary exer-

tions, to discharge in a few years^ the debt which

may be thus necessarily incurred.

All which is respecfully submitted.
ALBERT GALLATIN.

Treasury Department, J\"ov.22d, 1811.

Twelfth Congress.
List of the members of the senate and house of repre-

sentatives of the United States, according to states
— shewing also their political character—republi-
cans in Italic.

NEW-HAMPSHIKE. MASSACHUSETTS.
Richard Cutts, James Lloyd, jun.
Nicholas Gilmav. , Joseph £ Varreum.

CONNECTICUT.
Chauncv Goodrich,
Samuel W. D.ma.

RHODE-ISLAM).

William Hunter,
Jeremiah !> Ho-a-ell.

VERMONT.

Stephen R. Bradley,
Jonathan Robinson.

NEW-YOKK.
Obadiah GSrman,
John Smith.

NEW-JKnSKT.

John iMmbert,
John Condit.

PKSSSTLWMA.
.hulrew Gregg,
Michael Lei'b.

DELAWARE.
.lames A, Bayard,

Outerbr'ulge Horsey.
MARYLAND,

Samuel Smith,

Philip Reed.

RfiPRESEN
NEW-HAMI\SHIRE.

Josiah Bart'ett,

Samuel Dinsmoor,
Ohed Hall,

John A. Harper,

George Sullivan.

MASSACHUSETTS.
F.zekiel Bacon,

Abijah Big«low,

Elijah Brigham,
Riehard Cutts,

William Ely,
J'arzillai Gannett,
Isaiah Ij. Green,
Josiah Quincy,
William Reed,
Fbenezer Seaver,
Suuuel Taggart,
Peleg l'allma7i,

Charles Turner, jun.
Laban Wheato.n,
Leonard White.
William Widgery,
William M. Richardson.

HHODK-ISLAND.

Richard Jackson, jun.
Elish R. Potter.

'

CONNECTICUT.

Epaphrodit us Champion
John Davenport, jun.

Lyman Law,
Jonathan O. Moseley,
Timothy Pitkin, jun.
Lewis B. Sturges,

Benjamin Tallmadge.
Vermont,

Martin Chittenden,
James Fisk,
Samuel Shaw,
William Strong.

new-yohk.
Daniel Avery,
Harmanus Bleecker,
'Thomas B. Cook,
James Emott,
Asa Fitch,
Thomas R. Gold,
R. Le Roy Liviogston,
Arunah Metcalf,
Samuel L, Mitchill,

VIIUUNIA.

Richard Brent,
William li. Giles.

NORTH-CAROLINA .

.htm&g 'Turner,
Jessa Fraidv'lin.

SOUTH-CAROLINA.
John GaiUurd,
John Taylor.

(JKOKUl A,

Charles Tait,
William If. Crawford.

KENTUCKY.

George M. Bibb,
John Pope.

TENNESSEE.

Joseph Anderson,

George W. Campbell.
OHIO.

Thomas Worlhingtov,
Alexunder Campbell.

TAT1VES.
William Paiddir.g, jvn,

jJenjamin Pond,
Peter B. Porter,
Fbenezer Sage.
Thomas Summo7is,
'Silas Sto-.v,

Uri Tracy,
Pierre Van Cortlan.dt,j.

new-jeksey.

Adam Boyd,
J.eivis Condit,
Jacob Hvfty,

George ('. Maxme.ll,
James J\forgan,
Thomas JVewbold,

PENNSYLVANIA.

TVilliam Andersar:,

David Bard,
Robert Brown,
William Crawford,

Roger Davis,
William Find'vy,
John M. f/ynemanj
Abner Lacock,

Joseph 7^-Jbver,
Aaron Lyle,
Jam^s Milnor,
William Piper,
Jonathan Robert^;

William Rodmaiij
Adam Seybert,
John Smilie,

George Smith,
Robert Whitehill.

DELAWAHE.

Henry M. Ridgely.
MARYLAND.

Stephenson Archer,
Charles Goldsborough,^
Joseph Kent,

Philip B. Key,
Peter Little,

Alexander M'Almx

Samuel Ringgold,

Philip Stewart,
Robert Wright.

VIRGINIA.

John Baker,
Bunnell Bassetl,

James Breckenridge,
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Tfilliam Jl. Burwell,
Matthew Clay,
John Clapton,
John Dawson,
Thomas Gholson,
Peterson Goodwyn,
Edwin Gray,

Jlylett Howes,
John P. Hungerford,"

Joseph Lewis, jun.
William M'Coy,
Hugh JVelson,

Thomas A'ewlon,

James Pleasants, jr.

John Randolph,
John Roane,
Dmiel ShefFey,
John Smith,

Thomas \Vilson,

NORTH CAROLINA.

Willis Alston, jun.

William Blackledge.
Thomas Blount,
James Cochran,
Meshack Franklin,
William R. King,
Nathaniel Macon,
Archibald M'Bryde,
Joseph Pearson,
Israel Pitkens,

J,emuel Sawyer,
Richard Stanford,

SOUTH CAROLINA.

William Butler,

John C Calhoun,

Eaugdon Cheves,

Ellas Earle,

William Lowndes,

Thomas Moore,
David R. Williams,
Richard Winn.

GEORGIA.

Willam W. Bibb,
Howell Cobb,

Boiling Hall,

George M. Troup.
KENTUCTT.

Henry Clay, (Speaker.)

Joseph J}esha,
Richard M. Johnson,
Samuel M'Kee,
Jinthony New,

Stephen Ormsby.
TENNESSEE.

Felix Grundy,
John Rhea,
John Sevier.

OHiO.

Jeremiah Morrow.
MISSISSIPPI TERRITORY.

GeoPoindexter, delegate
INDIANA TERRITORY.
Jona. Jennings, delegate
ORLEANS TERRITORY.

(~ Vacant.J

*Mr. Hungerford's seat is contested ;
the commit-

tee of elections have reported in favor of the repub-
lican candidate, Mr. Talliaferro

—but no decision has

yet been had.

The following estimate

Colonial population
— 1753.

of provincial population in 1753, (see Marshall's life of Washington) was given

i authentic account from militia-rolls, poll-taxes, bills of mortality, returns from governors and

other authorities of the times-
COLONIES. INHABITANTS.

Brought up - - 885,000

Virginia - - - 85,000
North Carolina - 45,000

COLONIES.

Nova Scotia

New-Hampshire
Massachusetts-bay
Rhode-Island
Connecticut
New York -

The Jerseys

Pennsylvania and
Delaware

Maryland -

INHABITANTS.

5,000
- 30,000

220,000
- 35,000

100,000
- 100,000

60,000

250,000

85,000

885,000

Soutli Carolina -

Georgia

Total

Louisiana, French colony
Canada, do.

30,000

6,000

1,051,000

7,000
- 45,000

52,000

UNITED STATES' CENSUS FOR 1790.

^es

DISTPvICTS.

Vermont

New-Hampshire
£ Maine

(_ Massachusetts
Rhode-Island

Connecticut
New-York

New-Jersey
Pennsylvania
Delaware -

Maryland
C "Virginia

-

i Kentucky
North Carolina
South Carolina -

Georgia -

Western terriO

tory, south ofv
the river Ohio \

- a
a

'-fq a

"o =

*l
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Interesting Statistical Table,
Shewing the whole amount of the population of the

United States,- together with their several enumera-
tions as constitutionally* estimated for the apportion-
ment of representatives; the number of representa-

tive.?, supposing the ratio to be fixed at 35,000, 37,000,

38,000 and 4o',000, and the fractions thereafter re

inaining to each, on each supposed ratio. The pre-
sent ratio is 33,000.

The Census.

I,«
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Tavlor the nanies of the others, or of the ves-

sels to which they belonged, could not be ascer-

tained.

The seamen yesterday, became so exasperated that

they determined on being avenged by destroying the

privateers. They accordingly embodied themselves

last evening, and before the civd or military au'hori-

ty had the knowledge or opportunity of interfering

in the transaction, set fire to L'Agile, and burnt her

to the Water's edge.
Li Vengeance was then taken possession of by a

detachment of ihe Savannah Volunteer Guards con-

vened lo the upper part of the town, and remained

in their custody until between 11 and 12 o'clock nt

rtiffhl; when the seamen procured a lighter boat, and

rf parcel of tat artd other combustibles, which were

put into the boat; towed towards the vessel and

obliged the guard to abandon her, for their own safe-

ly, as svfeU as to avoid the painful task of firing on

iheir fellow-citizens. The fire soon communicated,

and La Vengeance soon shared the fate of the

L'Agile.
Previous to the assemblage of the seamen, yester-

day, several of the crews of the privateers had con-

cealed themselves in a vacant store on Auciaux's

wharf, where it seems they had some arms and am-

munition deposited. On the seamen attempting to

get on board the privateer they were fired upon
from the upper windows of the store. Captain Mil-

iar, of the Champlin, (New-York packet) was dan-

gerously wounded; having one of his eyes slvot en

tirely out; the other much injured; bridge of his

nose broken, and his life doubtful. A seaman

wounded, (since dead) and a colored person (wound-

ed) were shot nearly at the same time and in like

manner.
One of the priv*teer's crew was killed on the bluff

yesterday, in the affray, and another died in jail last

night of his wounds. Several others on both sides

are wounded, but, we understand, not dangerously.

Upwards of one huudred of the rioters are now in

jail.
We pretend not to give this as a correct statement.

As soon as ths matter is fully investigated, we will

endeavor to lay before our readers a clearer account

of the occurrences.

CATTLE WITH THE INDIANS.

The following is an extractfrom a letter to a member of

congress at Washington, dated

Vi-.ck.nnks, November 12.

"This day we have just received information

that the governor has had a battle with the Indians

thirty men killed and about one hundred wound-

ed. The governor marched up to the Prophet's
town in the evening, had a short conference with

the Prophet, and it was agreed to hold a council

the next morning. A negro had deserted to the

Indians, and told them that the governor had but

about three hundred men; that he had a great deal

of goods with him, and that the next day, when

they were in council, that the governor intended to

fall upon them. and destroy them. This informa-

tion, it is. supposed, induced the Indians to com
mence hostilities. The Indians commenced the at

tack in the night. The battle lasted about two

hours. They were charged by the regulars and

broke. The Prophet's town is burned and the corn

destroyed. From this specimen we may now ex-

pect an Indian war. The army were not disturbed

until they arrived at ths Prophet's town, except the

wounding of a centinel. supposed to be doas by i!ip

Indians."

Extract of another letter from a gentlemen i;i Vni-

ennes to a member of congress, of the same date.

"The governor has had a severe engagement, in

which Harrison county suffered great loss. Berry
and Spencer are both killed, and a great many of

their men. The action continued two hours. By
the regulars' bravery the governor proved victorious—defeated the savages—destroyed their towns and
i heir corn. The Indians fell upon them two hours

before day, where they were encamped, within three

quarters of a mile of their towns, and ran into some
of their tents. Randolph was shot through and
fell dead—colonel Davies, from Lexington, who
commanded the horse, although the horse was no':

brought into action, vet several of them lost their

lives."

Extract of a letter from a gentleman in Imtisville to

a member of congress, dated the 16th November.
"An action took place on the 7th November, be-

tween the troops under governor Harrison and the

Indians under the Prophet. The following are some
of the particulars: "I give you a list of a few that

were killed in the action—colonels Davies and
Owen of Shelby, .colonebWhite of the Saline, cap-
tain Spencer and both his subalterns, and captain

Berry from Corydon; also captain Bain, of the re-

gulars. There were 170 whites billed and wounded
and as many Indians. The Indians made the attack

on the night of the 7th instant; they surprised our

army, they kdled all the guards with arrows and
were in the camp before the whites had the least no-

tice of them. The battle was fought in sight of the

prophet's town. Three Indians attacked colonel
E. Geiger in his tent at one time—he killed one and

vanquished the other two; he was shot through the'

arm. Governor Harrison was shot through the

hat and slightly wounded in the head. Thomas
Randolph was killed dead; Judge Taylor's horse wag
killed under him. It is said that major Floyd
fought like Caesar in his shirt tail. The Indians

rushed up and came to the point of the bayonet
with their tomahawks. There has been dreadful

slaughter.
"Since writing the above, I have seen a letter from

Hunter to captain Clark; he states that he is slight-

ly wounded, and among the number killed are .las.

Summerville and Stephen Mars— Hunter states that

the Indians got all their beef and a great number
of their horses; they got about five thousand bushels

of corn and burned the prophet's town the day after

the action."

In addition to the above we learn that other letters

received state, that governor Harrison had an inter-

view with the prophet on the 7th November, and it

had been agreed between them to hold a council on

the next day—that a negro had deserted from the

American army, had went over lo the Indians, and
told them the intended council was only meant as a

decoy to the Indians, whom it was the intention of

the whites to massacre when gathered together, and

that the American troops only consisted ofabout two'

hundred.— [JK'at. Intel.

Baltimore, November 20.

Appoint- i ;xs. Ey the President of the United
Stales —Gai>iuel Duval, Esq. of Maryland, late

comptroller of the treasury of the United States—
and JosF.ru Stout, Esq. of Massachusetts, associate

judges of the supreme court of the United States, in

the places of Samuel Chase, Esq. deceased, and John

Quincy Adams, Esq. who declined to accept the ap-

pointment.
Jl<> the stme,—- Rir;£ARi> Ristf, Esq. of Penn-
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sylvania, comptroller of the treasury of the United'proof to destroy him. When the facts are properly
States, vice Gabriel Duval, appointed a judge
These important appointments have been ratified

by the senate of the United States ; who have also,

by an unanimous vote, confirmed the appointment ot

James Monroe, Esq. to the office of secretary of

state.

The legislature of Georgia convened at Milledg-
ville the 5th instant. Mattiew Talbot, Esq. was chosen

president of the senate, and Robert Jverson, Esq. spea-
ker of the house of representatives. D B. .Mitchell,

E;q. lias been re-elected governor of this slate by a

very larye majority.
With uncommon pleasure we are enabled to state

that the Penitentiary system is now in full operation in

•Maryland. On Monday, the l8tii inst. 54 convicts,

working on the roads, were brought into court, ana

privileged to make their election—to remain as they
were, or enter the workhouse ; 47 chose the latter.

As the semi-barbarous wheelbarrow-law expires, fu-

ture criminals will be condemed to expiate their

faults by labor and confinement in the Penitentiary.
We have a very interesting report from the trea-

sury oi .Maryland. "The states' capital," consisting

chiefly of stock of the United States ; stock in se-

veral banks of this state ; and in turnpike and other

companies,amounts to the enormous sum of .£604,412
2s. 6id. (|1,611,760)—besides some balances, due
the state, of about £4,000 more. The probable
receip's of the ensuing ye-r, are estimated at £61,104
6s. Id.— which, added to the balance remaining
in the treasury, after deducting the estimated ex-

pences of 1812 (£39,938) leaves, subject to appro

priation, £63,516 17s. 2\d. The detail is laid oft' for

our next.

[Why should the state of Maryland persist in the

old, inconvenient, anti-national, and absurd method
of keeping her accounts in pounds, shillings and pence?
From the legislative body we have a right to expect
wholesome examples—we presume every individual
is endued (at least) with wisdom enough to discern

tint the decimal manner of keeping accounts, adopt-
ed by the laws of the United States, and generally

practised by the states and the people, is the most
certain as well as the most easy

—it is therefore to be

wondered that no member has thought of making a

motion to effect so good a change. Let us, as far as

lee can, sheiu ourselves a distinct and separate peo-

ple.]
In the district court of North Carolina, held at

Raleigh two weeks ago, judges Marshall and Potter

presiding, in the case of the United States vs. Robert

Mitchell and others, for a violation of the embargo
laws, a verdict was found against the defendants for

between 26 and &27.000 !

Lisbon papers to the 18lh of October, afford us no

news.

Count PahJen, late minister to the United Slates

from Russia, presented his letters of recal a few

days since to the president. It is understood he is

going to the Brazils in a similar capacity. He is suc-

ceeded by M. Andre de Daschkoff, who has presented
his letters of credence, &c.

One hundred and ninety-two Scotch emigrants,
from the Isle of Skye, have lately arrived in one sliip

at Wilmington, N. C. They comprise many families,

and are said to intend to settle on Cape Pear river in

that state.

We have rumors of some strange things that have

appeared on the trial of general Wilkinson, before

the court martial, now sitting at Fredericktown ;

not as implicating the character of the general ;

but as coming from congress-kail, instigating the

famous Thomas Po-wer to be active in procuring

made known they shall be recorded.

CONGRESS.
HOUSE OF RKIMIKSENTATIVES.

Friday, J\"ov. 22.—After transacting some minor

business, the house resolved itself into a committee
of the whole, Mr. Basset in the chair, on the bill for
apportioning the representatives among the several

states, according to the third enumeration.

To fill up the blank in the bill various numbers
were proposed—35,000—37,000—33,000—39,000 and
40,000—each member endeavoring to procure for his

own state as small a fraction [unrepresented] as

possible. The yeas and nays were several times

called : for 35,000 there are 48 yeas
—76 nays ; for

40,000, 50 yeas—72 nays ; the motion for 38,000
was negatived without a division—But the question,
shall the blank be filled with 37,000 .' was carried as

ToHows :

YEAS—Messrs. Alston, Anderson, Archer, Avery,
Bacon, Bard, Bartlett, Bassett, Bigelow, Bleecker,
Blount, Breckenridge, Brigham, Brown, Burwell,
Butler, Champion, Cheves, Clay, Clopton, Condit,
Crawford, Davenport, Davis, Dawson, Desha, Earle,

E'y, Emott, Findley, Fitch, Franklin, Gholson, Gold,
Goodwyn, Gray, Grundy, O. Hall, Hawes, Hufty,
Hungerford, Hyneman, Jackson, Kent, Key, King,
Lucock, Law, Lefevre, Lewis, Livingston, Lowndes,
Lyle, Macon, Maxwell, Moore, M'Bryde, M'Coy,
M'Kee, M'Kim, Metcalf, Milnor, Mitchill, Morrow,
Mosely, Nelson, New, Newbold, Newton, Ormsby,
Pickens, Piper, Pitkin, Pleasants, Pond, Potter,

Randolph, Rhea, Roan, Roberts, Rodman, Sage,
Sammons, Sevier, Smilie, G Smith, J. Smith, Stan-

ford, Stow, Sturges, Tallmadge, Tillman, Tracy,
Troup, Turner, Van Cortlandt,Wheaton, Whitehil!,

Williams, Widgery, Wilson and Winn—102.

NAYS—Messrs. Bibb, Boyd, Calhoun, Chittenden,
Dinsmoor, Fisk, Green, B. Hall, Harper, Morgan,
Quincy* Ridgely, Eb. Seaver, Seybeit, Stow, Strong,
Sullivan and Taggart

— 18.

Mr. Dawson moved to fill the other blanks in the

bill as follow :
—New-Hampshire, five members :

Massachusetts, eighteen ; Vermont, five ; Rhode-

Island, two ; Connecticut, seven ; New-York, twen-

ty five ; New -Jersey, six ; Pennsylvania, twenty-cne ;

Delaware, one ; Maryland, nine ; Virginia, twenty-
two; North Carolina, thirteen; South-Carolina, nine;

Georgia, five ; Kentucky, ten ; Ohio, six; and Ten*

nessee, six.

The bill was ordered to be engrossed for a third

reading.
The house adjourned till Monday.
Monday, J\'ov. 24—The annual report from the

secretary of the treasury was received (~seepreceding

pagesJ and referred as usual, to the committee of

ways and means. The bill for the apportionment of

representatives was then taken up—a motion for re-

commitment being lost (ayes 56—nays 76) it passed
its third reading without opposition. The ratio*

therefore, is ope representative for every 37,000 souls,

or 170 members in the whole. The bill has yet to

pass the senate.

Mr. Randolph, after some pointed prefatory re-

marks, moved that "the committee on the military
establishment, &.c. be instructed to enquire whe-
ther any, and what, alterations are necessary in the

rules and articles for the government of the army
of the United States," with a view to the abolition

of corporal punishment. Tire motion lies on tW
table.
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On motion of Mr. Poindexter,

Resolved, That so much of the petition from the

citizens of West Florida as relates to the annexa-

tion of that province to the Mississippi Territory,

be referred to the committee appointed on the me-

morial of the legislative council and house of repre-

sentatives of said territory, praying admission into

the union on an equal footing with the original states;

and that so much us relates 10 land claims be referred

to-the committee on public lands.

Tuesday, J\ov. 16—Mr. Little offered a resolution

requesting the president to cause to be laid before

the house a list of impressments of Americans, by
what authority or nation, distinguishing native Ame-
ricans j and such other information relating to the

subject as may be in the possession of the executive.

The list to commence in 1793. Ordered to lie on the

table.

Mr. Shea called for his resolution for laying addi-

tional duties on hemp and flax manufactures, Sec.

The yeas and noes, on the motion of Mr. Rhea, were

called on the question. Will the house consider the

resolution ? Yeas 44, noes 69.

The house went into a committee of the whole,
Mr. "Bassett in the chair, on the bill providing for the

more convenient taking bail in causes depending in

the courts of the United States. After considerable

debate the committee rose, and the bill was recom-

mitted to the select committee who reported it for

amendment, and four new members were added to

the committee.
Mr. Kelson presented the petition of the' Alexan-

dria Protestant Episcopal 'Society, praying for an act

of incorporation. (A bill was passed last session, in-

corporating this society, but returned by the presi-

dent with constitutional objections.) It was referred

to Mie committee on the district of Columbia.

Wednesday, Nov. 27—The speaker present etl a re-

port of the secretary of the treasury, exhibiting a

statement of all duties and drawbacks on goods,
wares, and merchandize, imported and exported for

the years 1808—'9—"10. Referred to the committee
of commerce and manufactures.

The house was occupied the greater part of the

day on the contested election of Mr. Hungerford, a

sitting member for Virginia. The rival Candidate,
Mr. Talliaferro, was permitted to address the chair

on his own behalf—Mr. H. replied at considerable

length, and Mr. T. »ejoined. The house rose with-

out coming to a decision. Monday next is assigned
for discussing the propriety of repealing the statutes

of limitation, as to claims again*, the United States.

Thursday, November 28.— Hie spe.iker laid before

keeping and return, save damages sustained by losS
and use in actual service.

The business of the contested election between
fiungerford and Talliaferro was then resumed.

_d7The senate, as yet, has been chiefly occupied
with private petitions, and minor matters, and in

preparing business.

The Editor's Department.
We deem it a due to plain dealing to call the at-

tention of our subscribers to the terms on which
the Register is printed. See the prospectus, page 2.

On or before the publication of this (the 13th) num-
ber, every subscriber retained to himself the right
of withdrawing his name at any time, on payment
of what might be due for the numbers received, to

the editor or his agent
—but that thereafter, he made

himself responsible for one year's subscription, to be

paid at the expiration of six months from the com-
mencement of the publication^ or on issuing the 26th
number. The general plan is now fairly before the

public, though we hope many improvements will

result from experience, and our extending means of
information—and, as we expect a scrupulousfregard
to the conditions of payment, without which the
work must lose its vitality, we esteem it candid to

notify our readers what they are, wishing to receive

every man's money of his own free will, and for va-
lue received.

On this occasion it may be proper to observe, that
the subscription list to the Register increases daily.
This distinguished patronage' spurs on exertion ; if

it is continued, we shall, during the ensuing summer,
present our subscribers with some valuable plates

—
maps, plans, views, or portraits, useful or pleasing;
being determined to spare no reasonable expence,
(ivhen able to bear itJ to render the Weekjli Regis-
ter as splendid as useful.

This is. also a fit opportunity to give notice, that
the price of the^rsf volume, should any remain in the
editor's hands, will oe considerably enhanced to non*
subscribers at the time it shall be completed.

Q^j-Frequent applications has been made at this

office to purchase the numbers of the Register con>

uining the documents—the public are respectful-

ly informed that this paper cannot be sold, or given
away, except to regular subscribers, on any pretence
whatever.

With much exertion, and at a considerable extra

expense, having disposed of the chief of the public
papers we shall return with pleasure to JMiscellany.
As this paper literally circulates from "Maine to

the house a communication from the secretary of] Georgia,
and from the Atlantic beyond the Missis-

the treasury, relative to foreign coins. sippi," we felt it our first duty to insert all impon-
Mr. Morrow observed that he held in his hand a< taut things of general concern, before we attended

resolution relating to a subject of very great impor to the local matters even from our own state ; the

tance to the state he had the honor to represent i proceedings of whose legislature shall be noticed in

(Ohio.) The late occurrences on the Wabash must our next. We have on hand several biographical*
convince every person of the absolute necessity of I geographical, philosophical and other tracts, which

putting our frontiers in a proper state of
defence) we much desire to present to our readers ; some of

against Indian hostility. He had long been of opi- them shall appear in the ensuing publication.
nion that it was as absurd to expect to make men
soldiers without putting arms in their hands, as to

undertake to make them mechanics without the use

of tools. He accordingly ofFeied the following reso-

lution, which was referred to a committee of the

whole house tomorrow.

Resolved, That the president of the United States

be authorised to loan to the state of Ohio
stand of arms, with bayonets and airlouch boxes,
and pieces of field artillery, on the legis-
lature of that state making such provision by law

as shall in his opinion afford securing for their safe

To printers of newspapers. More than a hundred

propositions have been made to us for an exchange
of papers, eleven-twelfths of which have been ne-

glected, because of the existing inequality. We
have selected such papers as we thought might be

useful, and freely exchanged with those editors who
were so obliging as to publish our prospectus

—if any
such have been omitted, they shall receive com-

plete files when the fact is made known to us—but

we cannot undertake to effect a general exchange ;

though disposed reasonably to accommodate ,.oiU?

brethsv* of the typt.
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Legislature of Maryland.
Cbmimnication front the Executive Council of Mary-

land to the General Assembly.

IN COUNCIL.

AsNAl'OLlS, NoTETKBKR A; 1811.

Gentlemen.—It is to us a source ofgreat pleasure,

to be enabled to inform the general assembly, that

the building erected tor the purpose of carrying into

effect the act concerning crimes and punishments,

passed at November session, 1809, is now completed,!
and in all respects prepared for the reception of

those criminals, who may be condemned to work

and labor therein. This valuable institution,, we

confidently trust, will fully answer the wise, politic,

and humane views of the legislature, and while it

shall greatly promote the moral improvement of

those unhappy persons, who may become victims

to the lawless violence of their own unbridled pas-

sions, will effectually enforce every necessary pur-

pose of the criminal justice of our country. In

cherishing this hope so consolatory to the philan-

thropic feelings of the heart, we derive much en-

couragement from the happy experience of our

sister states, whose enlightened policy it has been

to reduce to actual experiment what before was only

admired in theory and speculation. Under the wise

and superintending care of the legislature, this

useful establishment cannot fail to prove an efficient

corrective of vice, and a powerful auxiliary to virtue.

in conformity to the direction of the legislature,

expressed at their last session, a copy ofthe resolu-

tion relative to the divisional line between this state

and the commonwealth of Virginia, has been trans-

mitted to til e governor of that commonwealth, to

whom the wish of the general assembly, that a

similar resolution might be passed by the legislature
»f that state was also communicated. To this pro-

position, no answer has yet been received; to what

cause the omission is to be ascribed, has not yet
been understood, and therefore cannot be stated,

or even conjectured. No commissioners have

been appointed on tiie part of this state, because as

tiie concurrence of both parties interested was es-

sential to the accomplishment of the object of the ^c^ w em61ument, tro.n d.ny

resolution, it was deemed unnecessary to make an
£owei. 'xiiey also transmit sundry comtnuniesations

appointment until it was ascertained that a similar
l^u^'ila^e been received from oar sister states, re-

eling would be adopted by the legislature of
ladve to '.,n exchange of laws. The general assem-

bly will likewise receive herewith a copy of an act

trust tiie) believe/to have been regularly and atten-

tivcU executed. The executive have
ajfeo

contracted

for such repairs of the state hous? as' they deemed

necessary for its preservation, which have been irv>-

part executed. They think it at thesame lime pro-

per to suggest that a further appropriation
will he

indispensable' to execuie the object, of the general

assembly, and repair tne depredilii.is committed

by time upon that valuable and costly building.—

Upon this subject, however, it is supposed unneces-

sary further to enlarge, as the means ofinformation

are' equally accessible to all.

Tiie resolution relative to an exchange of laws

wiili our sister states, has been complied with.-*

Conformably to a resolve of the legislature passed at

then- last sassion, we have caused to be printed tex-

tile use of the state, one tho itsand copies of chan-

cellor Kilty's compilation ofK.igiisn and ilritisft

statutes, upon such plan and arrangement, as to con-

sult economy, and make them conveniently assort

with the revised code.

They beg leave also to remark, that no time has

b«en lost in adopting every practicable means to have

arsenals properly fitted up and prepared, at Frede-

rkktpwn. andEaston, for the reception and safe keep-

ing of the public arms.

Contormably to the provisions of an act ofthe

general assembly, passed at November session,

eighteen hundred and eight, tiie executive have

purchased twelve hundred stand of arms, two field

pieces, fifty braces of horsemen's pistols, and one

Hundred horsemen's swords, all of which .lave bee.»

received, except the pistols, which it is expected

will be sent on as soon as practicable; twelve nun-

dred cartridge boxes have also beencontracted tor,

one half of which have been received: tiie remain-

der are ready for delivery, and are daily expected.

The governor and council herewith transmit to

the general assembly, sundry communications from

the executive departments of our. sister states, upon
sed amendment of the con-

biting

thereof from accepting, claiming or retain-

ing any title of honor, or nobility, without consent

of c'ojigress, or accepting or retaining any present,

foreign

the subject of die propos
stitution of the United States, mm biting any cm
zens

Virginia
n he resolution empowering- the executive to grant

indulgence to certain debtors of the government,
upon the terms and conditions therein stated, has

not been acted upon, because no application has

been made for the extension of payment thereby
authorised.

As directed by a resolution of the legislature, the

executive have appointed a person to take care of

and preserve tiie public arms deposited in the arsenal

at. the seat of governmejil; the duties of whicii

*
r
°i.- L,

i'sect by tne legislature of tne state of New York,

together with a communication from toe commis-

sioners thereby appointed, the object of which

ins to be to solicit our aid and co-op era uo;i in an

overaent of tiie internal navigation of that
se

impr
tate

safe
Coivtatulating you, gentlemen, upon your sate

rrivalat the seat of government, and hoping, fronj

tae united wisdom, and exertions of all, tiie happi-
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est results for the common good, in the management

of our public concerns.

We have the honor to be,

With hig-h consideration and respect,

Your fellow citizen,
EDWARD LLOYD.

Resolved, that the president's message, moderate,

impartial and decisive, deservas all tnvr praise. tt

points out the best course to an honorable indepen-
dence.

Resolved, that the independence established by
the aid and valor of our fathers, will not tamely he

yielded by their sons. The same spirit which led

[Mr Lloyd'sconstitutional period of service havin, , j^^{^ ^^^ ^^^ ^ c^si% ^ ^
state and waits only for its country's call.expired, Robert Bowie, esq. was elected governor

of the state of Maryland, as already noticed. The

following is his reply to the joint letter written

by the president of the senate and the speaker of

the house of delegates, informing him of his ap-

pointment]
JVoiingham, November 13th, 1811.

Gentlemen.—Your joint letter of the 11.h in-

stant, announcing my appointment to the govern-

ment of the state, was handed te me yesterday by

express. Satisfied with the good opinion of my
fellow citizens, hidierto expressed by the various

situations to which, at different times, they have

thought proper to summon me, and engaged in the

management of my private concerns, I had formed

a determination, correspondent with my wishes, ne-

ver again to return into public life; but at the pre-

sent interesting crisis of our affairs, a call so im-

portant as that which is contained in your letter, has

determined me, However reluctantly, to wave all

private, personal considerations, and to exchange my
present retirement for the more active performance
of public duties. I accept the appointment

—and
'

it me, through you, to express to the honora-

adies over which you respectively preside,

sincere acknowledgments for the confidence

ich they have thought proper to repose in me,

at the same time, to inform them, that 1 shall at-

tend at Annapolis on Friday next, to qualify agreea-

bly to the constitution and form of government o.

ihis state.

Ihave the honor to be, gentlemen, with the high-

estconsideralion, your obedient servant,
ROUT. T'.OV.'IS.

To the honorable, the president of the senate

and speaker of the iusitse of delegates.

The following resolutions -were inirdduced into the se-

nate, by Mr. Lhyd, late governor, on the l lJihiilt.

"Whereas, it is highly important, at this eventful

crisis in our foreign relations, that the opinions and

feelings of every section of the union, should be

ftirly and fully expressed: Therefore, we, the le-

gislature of Maryland, do resolve, that in the opini-

on of this legislature, the measures of the adminis-

tration, with respect to Great Britain, have been ho-

norable, impartial and just; that, in their nr-gocia-

tiu.is thev have evinced every disposition to termi-

nate our differences, on terms not incompatible with

our national honor; ami that they deserve the confi-

dence and support of the nation.

Resolved, that the measures of Great Britain have

been, and still are destructive of our best and dearest

lights; and being inconsistent witlijustice, with rea-

son, and with law, can be supported only by force:

Therefore, if persisted in, by i'vjtce should b^ re-

sisted.

Resolved, that the measures ofthe administration

with respect to France, we highly approve. They
}:ave been fully authorised by the law and by theyac;.

Resolved, that the acts of injustice and violence,

committed on our neutralrights, by France, have ex-

cited all that indignation which a lawless exercise of

r-ower could not fail to do; but having- now ceased to

violate our neutral rights, we trast that the period

is not far distant, when by acts of ample justice, all

-cause, of co'Ephi.'.'.
v. ill b ~ r ejeoved.

TREASURY REPORT.
Extracts from the Treasurer's Report, showing the

Funds and Expenditures of the State ofMan hud;

including the permanent expenses.
THE STATE'S CAPITAL. I. s. d.

Six per cent, stock of the United

States, g344,632 34,

Ditto redeemed by
the U. States,

'

187,123 61
Deferred 6 per cts. 672,205 95
Redeemed 186,766 85

Leaving with 3 per
cts. §335,104 74
the sum of 979,052 55or367,U4 14 00

Loaned to Charlotte Hall school, 1,000 00 00
Installed bonds, valid,

Uninstalled, do. do.
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%ith! to thi* the probable re
eeiptfor the ensuing- \>.u-

Estimate ofexpense for 1312,

Sul^V'-Tt to future appropria-
tions

61,304 6 1

103,454
39,933

17
00

2 3-4

00

63,516 17 2 3-4

REVENUE OF MARYLAND, Sec.

deceived from the 1st of November, 1810, to the
1st of November, 1811, on the

following-, to wit:

Balance remaining in the J. s. d.

treasury on the 1st of No-
vember, 1810 43,713 9 3 1-2

For Escheats, caution and imf

provements on land

For confiscated property
For taxes under the Act for es-

tablishing' and securing the

salary to the chancellor

For bonds taken for money lent

For bonds taken for vacant
land in Allegha»y county

For bonds taken for Indian
lands

For fines, forfeitures and amer-
ciaments

Sor marriage licenses

For ordinary, retailers, hawk-
ers and pedlars' licenses

For militia fines

Prom the treasurer ofthcEast-
-ern Shore
From the president, directors
and company of the Bank of
Baltimore

Bo. Union bank of Maryland
Bo. Farmers' Bank of do.

Do. Mechanics' bank of Baits

Bo. Hagerstcwn bank
From the president, manager^
and company of the Balti-

more and Yorktown Turn*
pike road

From Benjamin Hanvoodtms*
tee for the dividends of in-

terest and reimbursement of
principal on stock

^JVom Wm. Marbury for a ba-
lance due from him on the
auditor's books

From the United States for di-
vidend of interest and reim-
bursement of principal on
stock transferred to the trea*
surer of the Western Shore,
on behalf of and for the use
of the state of Maryland,

960
507
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of their in^enee retr.ins its pristine customs and

manners. The Spaniards of Mexico, are said to

hear a stronger resemblance to their ancestors of

tjrciii'tee th century, than to their present brethren

c>: 0:d Spjun; the French inhabitants of the Mis-

.;••'.;;.. have little resemblance to the gay, but dia»

solute, ual frivolous Frenchmen of Louis the fif-

teenth and sixteenth, and still less, to those wi»
have ,'bu the racking storm ofthe revolution.

To t! c country on both sides of the Mississippi,
the general name Les Illinois, was given. It was

inhabited by a powerful nation of that name, and at

present reduced to a handful ofmiserable creatures.

After the discovery of thje Mississippi, by M<ms.

Jollietj and the priest Marquette, from Canada, a

number of Canadian traders, about the year 1686,

settled i,i Kaskaski::,* originally a large Indian

town. By degrees a number of families were in-

thiced to quit Canada; for a country represented as

much more desirable. A monastery ot Jesuits was

established here, which succeeded in converting a

number ofthe Indians to Christianity. I aiu credi-

bly informed, that they had at one time twenty-five
hundred catechumens. In time, these people, as it

%U3 ever been the case, were found to degenerate
and diminish, from theii intercourse with the whites:

and the 'French were left the possessors and propri-
etors of their village.'

About the beginning of the last century, the ce-

lebrated scheme of X..C20 and company, was set on

foot, and supported by the high reputation for wealth

vtvl fertility, which Louisiana had already acquir-
ed. To further this delusion, it was represented in

stall more glowing colors, and it became the paradise
of Frenchmen. The Illinois, were regarded as of

immense importance; the attention ofthe nation was

tinned towards them, and notwithstanding the fai-

lure of Taw's project, this remote colony flourish-

ed surprisingly. Besides Laskaskia, which became
a rich and considerable town, there were several

huge villages, a lucrative fur trade was carried

on,, and an extensive agriculture. These settle-

ments sent to New Orleans, in one year, (1746)
cirdit hundred thousand weight of flour. But, at

this time there was not one permanent establish-

ment on the west side of the Mississippi; althougn
resorted to by traders, and the lead mines known

and worked. Twenty-five or thirty years after the

i'ailureof Law's scheme, when the French govem-
ffteftt, with something more substantial in view, had

ibrn.ed the plan t>f 'securing* the' immense and fer-

tile valley o£the Mississippi, and of connecting it

with Canada, immense sums of money were expend-
ed. Foil Chartrcs, which is said to have cost the

c:-'rii hifce millions of livre.;, was built, and the

wttage ot Fort tie Chartres rose by its side. But,
S" :. iX&s\ a; c the reverses to which the affairs or

iftei'i are subject, the-village has disappeared for-

(?i ef, and the fori is huta noble ruin Thepost was

deerncd an important one, at which there was sta-

tioned ..n officer of high rank with' a suitable com-

. .:. r,J. Muebof'thc elegance' and refihehient ol the'

officers; w..s comrutuicated io the susceptible iuha-

biiisittS.

The war between France and England Which
1 rt>ke out about the year 1.'54, deprived France o ;

hit possessions in this pxrt of the world. Inconse-

quence, ot'ih'n. Illinois, expeiiehced a sudden and

KPeriktps Eiiessanie with ;).iis-q-iisnuo, near wiiid

a parts o' UK' it- -<\u '•. >-:^v r'. ion of Hernandes
de Soto, were defeated and almost destroyed, about

f-fli year 1539. A tradition prevailed uinongst the

kaskians, qftheir having destroyed Uie firs* white

"xaeu difv '.-.. I ctrer seen.

rapid decay; which was again accelerated by the

conquest of general Clark, for the United States in

1779. The greater number of the wealthy and res-

pectable, descended the Mississippi and "settled in

New Orleans, and the lower country. Others cross-
ed the Mississippi, aitd established St. Louis and
Sc Genevieve. Scarcely any but natives of the

country remained. The foreigners, chiefly return-
ed to the countries, from whence thev first emi-

grated.
Such is the origin of the greater part of that class

of the population of this territory-, which I have de-

signated by the name of tlie ancient inhabitants.—
They are chiefly natives of the country; but few fa-

milies are immediately from Fiance, or even from
New Orleans or Canada.

In the character of these people it must be remem-
bered; they are essentially Frenchmen; but without
that restlessness, impatience and fire, which distin-

guishes the European. There is even in their de-

portment something of the gravity of tiie Spaniard!
yet, extremely fond of every kind of gaiety and
amusement. From the gentle and easy- life which

tney led their manners and even language, have be-

come soft and mild—the word paisible, expresses
this characteristic In this remote country, there
were i'ew objects to urge to enterprize, and few oc-
casions to call forth, and to exercise their energies.
The necessaries of life were easily procured, and ft

beggar was never heard of amongst them. Ambi-
tion soared far hence, for here there was no prey.

—
Hospitality was exercised, because no one thought
of being otherwise; a tavern amongst them is but a
late thing. Judges, codes of law, and prisons were
of little use, where the utmost simplicity of man-
ners prevailed, and every one knew how far to con-
fide in his neighbor. In such a state ofthings, to

what end are learning and science? The schools
were few, they were merely taught to read and write,
and a little arithmetic. The number of those who'

were lovers of knowledge, or had made any profici-

ency was small. From the habits of these people,.
it wouldnaturally be expected, that they would have
been little accustomed to reason on political subj ects.

These inhabitants, were as remarkable for their tame
and peaceable disposition, as tiic natives of France
are for the reverse.

Amongst their virtues, we may enumerate, hones-

ty and punctuality in their dealings, hospitality to

strangers, friendship and afFection amongst relatives

and neighbors. Instances of abandonment on the fe-

male side, or of seduction are extremely rare. The
women make faithful and affectionate wives, but will

not consent to be considered secondary personages
in the matrimonial association. The advice of the

wife, is taken on all important as well as on less

weighty concerns, and she generally decides.

In opposition to these virtues it must be said, that

they were devoid of public spirit, of enterprize or

ingenuity, and were indolent and uninformed.

They are catholics, but very tar from being- bigot-
ed or superstitious, as some travellers have said.—

They have been more justly charged with a neglect
jf uYeir priests. They were however strict observ-

ers of the rules and discipline of their cmrcii, <*a&

of all the different hoi} days in the calender. Their

fetes were considered as the mosi interesting occa-"

ioiws; thev doubtle s contributed much to their so-

i I happiness. Of late this attention to die cere-

monies of their religion is much relaxed, since otner

objects of pursuit ;
" !

. interest have been opened to

!

their view. The GalhpHc worship, is t:ie only o;m

yet known in the territory, excepting in private fa-

milies, acid b a few instauces of lUaerani preachers
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-Amongst, the ancient inhabitants, there could

not properly be said 10 have l>een more than two

classes, the wealthy or intelligent, and those with-

out education or property. But they all associated,

dressed alike, and frequented the same ball room.—

They were in fact n'earfj all connected by the lies of

affinity or consanguinity: for so extensive is this

connection) that I have seen the carnaval, from the

death of some common relation, pass by cheerless,

and unheeded. The number of characters ex-

cluded from society was exceedingly small.

What an inducement to comfort ones self with cii-

Cumspectien and propriety! the same interest ai

stake, tlie same sentiments, that in other countries

influence the first classes of society were here felt

by all its members. Unhappily the smugglers in

the cause of virtue are faintj when there
.
is no pros-

pect of a reward from our fellow men; and to yield

is little dreaded when the loss is small, for we value

ourselves according- to the estimation of the world.

How many from havingbeen unjustly despised, have

become truly despicable, and how many from un-

merited praise have been formed into the most valu-

able characters!

Their wealth, consisted, principally, in personal

property; lands were of a secondary value except
when improved. Slaves were regarded in the light

oi'bien aonciere, or real property, and in fact, the

highest species. Plate and money, the representa-
tive of wealth, and generally considered a very good
one, and merchandize occupied the next place.

—
Lead and peltry, were frequently used in the place
of a circulating medium.

There was little variety in the employments of

the inhabitants. The more enterprising and weal-

thy, were the traders, with exclusive privilege of

trading to a particular nation, or section of country,
and at the same time kept a small stock of goods at

their bouses, for the accommodation of the inhabi-

tants, but not in open stiops or stores as in the U-

nited States. There were no taylors or shoema-

kers; such as pursue these occupations, are Ameri-

cans. The few mechanics, principally carpenters

and smiths, who exercised their trades, scarcely de-

served the name. The lead mines I have already ob-

served, engaged a considerable number. The go-
vernment gave employment to very i'ew, excepting
at St. Louis. By far the greater proportion was en-

gaged in agriculture; in fact it was the business, of

all, since the surplus produce of the country was

too inconsiderable to be depended upon. A num
ber of the young men embraced the employment of

boatmen, which was by no means disreputable,
—

It was a desirable thing for a young fellow to

have it in his power to say, that he had made a voy-

age in this capacity. They took a pride in their oc-

cupation, as if it afforded a field for generous
ambition. They certainly possess great dexterity
as oarsmen.

Adductia spwiiaiit fretaversa lacertis. Infin-

dun' pariter sulcov; totamque deldstfit convatsum te-

riiii rostiisqite iridentibus osquor.

But tins occupation amongst many other changes
has been reduced to the same looting as with the A-
ftiAricans. It is true the greater part of those who
followed this employment, were little more respect-
able tiiau the same class in all countries; but the cir-

cumstance of their being engaged in it was not suf-

ficient to exclude them from bails or respectable so

cieties, and on such occasions they conducted them
selves with the utmost propriety.
There were no domestic manufactures. The spin-

ning wheel and tlie loom were alike unknown. So
deficient were they in this respect, that, although

po •':•" ssed of numerous herds, the churn w-as not used*
they made butter by beating the cream in a bowl, o£»
shaking it in a bottle.

Tiicir amusements were cards, billiards, and
dances; this last of Course the favorite. "The dan-
ce:; were cotillions, reels and sometimes the'minuet.

During the carnaval the bails follow in rapid succes-
sion. They have a variety of pretty customs, con-
hided with their favorite amusement. Children
aiho, have tiicir balls, and are taught from infancy a,

propriety and decorum of behavior highly pleasing.
Tney learn a certain e.tse and freedom of address,
and are taught the secret of real politeness, self*
denial; bufwhich by the apes ofFrench manners, ijj

mistaken for an affectedgrimace of complaisant rev

gard, and a profusion of bows, scrapes and profes*
sioiis.

Their language, every thing considered, is much
more pure than could be expected; their manner of
lengthening the sound of words, although languid,
and Without the animation which the French usual-

ly possess, is by no means disagreeable. It i-i mora
soft than the European French', but is very differ-
ent from the language of the Creoles of the islands.

They have some
provincialisms, and some words

are in use, which in France have become obsolete,
but in general, the French language is well spoken.
The ancient inhabitants are far from being deficient
hi understandings their minds arequick and spright-
by.

In their persons, they are well formed, of an a-

greeable, pleasant, countenance; indicating cheer-
fulness and serenity. Their dress was formerly
extremely simple; the men wore a blanket coat, or
of coarse cloth or coating, with a cap behind in.

place of the cape, which could be drawn over the
head; from which circumstance it was called a
capot; it was made something like a frock coat—•

They wore a blue handkerchief en their beads; no
shoes, and seldom any stockings; moccasins were
used by both sexes, and hats were rarely seen. The
dress of the ladies was likewise simple," and the va^
riations of fashion were few: they were however
dressed in a much better taste than the other sex.—
Yet, these manners will soon cease to'exist but hi
remembrance and description: every thing has chan-
ged. The American costume is generally intro-

duced, among the more genteel. I'"never saw any
where greater elegance of dress than I have at a ball
in St. Louis. We still see a few of both sexes in,

their ancient habiliments; capots, moccasins, blu*
handkerchief on the head, a pipe in the mouth, and
a long queue behind.
The condition of their slaves, when compared,

with most countries, where slavery is tolerated, is'

not hard or severe. Their labor" is not great, op
painful, they are allowed many privileges, and are
well clothed and fed. [Better information satisfies]
me that this encomium is unmerited.]
The government of the province, though a mix-

ture of the civil and military, was not complicated.
Each distrist had its commandant, and the smaller

villages or settlements their syndics. They were
the judges in civil matters under a certain amount,
and the captains of the militia. These were ap-
pointed by the governor at New Orleans, to who!n\
there was an appeal from their decisions, and to
whom were referred such matters as exceeded their

jurisdiction. Arbitration, under tlie direction of
the commandant, had in some degree the effect of
obviating his want of

authority. A party cora'J
plaining obtained a notification from the command-
ant to his adversary, of the complaint and com-
mai4 to render him justice; if this hid not fhe
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desired effect, he was notified to appear before the
J

some of their more penile and amiable cu-v »ms-'^
commandant at a certain day and answer^ the com- Upon the whole, the American manners a, 1 even

plaint; and if this was heglecte'd, a serjekrit was
j
language, begin to predominate. The you ig men

sent with a fde of men to bring in the delinquent, -have already been formed by our governirt ;»\t, an I

The lieutenant governor, who' resided at St'Lay is, those growing up will have known no o't >et\ A
was the commander of t!ie militia, and had a gene- singular change has taken place, which, one would
ral superintendance oftlie public, works, and affairs think, ought not to have been brought about, by a

ofthe province, but I am not informed of the
exact]

transition from a despotic government to repti >lie"e>-

«xtent of his powers. The laws ef Spain were in
|

ism; luxury has increased to a considerable cHgreoi
force here; but it does not appear that any others

j

the different classes of society have becomedi.cincfa
Ind taken effect, besides the laws respecting lauds, ] ly

marked. On the other' hand, more pahs are

and such as related to the municipal arrangements.
Laws regulating social contracts arc so intimately

interwoven with the manners of a people, that it i-

no easy task to separate them; hence, la couttime

dc Paris the common law of France, was the

svstem bv Which their contracts were governed.
—

The judges, in administering justice according to

the American jurisprudence, are often perplexed,

by the article of session, Which; provides that res-

pect should be paid to the usages and customs of

the country. A iew troops were kept up in each

district, throughout *he province, but too inconsi-

taken in the education of youth; some have sent
their sons to the seminaries of the United States*
and all seem anxious to attain this desirable e\-\J.—t

Several or 1 he young men have received commi id Big
in the army of die United States. The you ig In-

dies are instructed with more care, and the sound?
of the piano, is heard within their wails for thefirst
time.

Personal property, a few articles excepted, has
fallen on an average, two hundred per cent, and'red
property lias risen nearly five hundred. The cul-
tivators raised little -produce, beyond what was ne

derablc to afford much protection to the inhabitants,
j

eessary for their own subsistence, it was, therefore,
This country being so remote from the main posses- held at What price they pleased;f and in this they
sions of Spam, it was net regar.led with much atten- were somewhat justified by the high rates ofmer-
tion, when wc consider its natural importance. The chandize. Their agriculture was so limited, th it

rod of government -was so light as scardely to befait; I
there have been, instances, of their being supplied,

the Worst of the governors were content, with impo-
j

on the failure of their crops, from the inundation of

flinjr on their king, by exorbitant charges for use-
1

the Mississippi, by the Spanish government. Tiie

less fortifications and public works, or for supplies [low
value of lands was owing to the vast quantities

never furnished. I have heard of some oppressions !
of it, which lay waste and unoccupied, in propir-

practised on strangers, but I have been informed
byjtian

to the extent of the population, and the con ,e-

a number of Americans settled here before the! quent ease with which it could be procured. Ren:

change, that the Spanish government treated them
j

was hardly known.

With? a particular attention and respect I believe! It may be a question whether tlte poorest clas<

instances of individual oppression were few; I attri-
j

have been benefi edby the change. Fearless ofab-
bttte this, not so much to the nature of the govern- soiute want, they always lived in a careless, thought-
ment, as to the state of society.

j

less manner; at present the greater part of then
The present government appears to be operating obtain a precarious subsistence. They generally

a general change; its silent, but subtle spirit, is felt
|

possess a cart, a horse or two, a small stock of cat-

, every nerve, and vein, of the body politic. The: tie, and cultivate
trifling" garden spots. At St. Lou-

UnitedStates, acting upon broad principles, cannot is, they have more employment than in the other

villages; they make hay in the prairie, haul wood
for sac, and are employed in small jobs about torn—some are boatmen, and patroons, a kind of freak
water saiijm; masters. At St. Genevieve they pur-

he influenced, by those contemptible partialities, that

would cause distinctions between their adopted chil-

dren., and their own sons. The United States do

not want colonies—thev will not hold others in the

same state as that which they themselves so nobly
j

sue a little more agriculture, having portions In' the

despised. They are, in fact, both natives of the great field, but this will most probably be tafcei

same land, and both can claimfreedom sis their birth from them* by the greater industry of the Ameri-

right.
lean -cultivators, who can afford to give double the

ft requires many hands to work the complicated! sum for rent; their chief dependence is in the er.i-

machinery of our government; the object of which) Payment they have from the lead mines, and the

js to enable men, as much as possible, to govern
themselves. Each of the principal towns, has its

officers, its legislatures, in which, the ancient inha-

bitants have the principal voice. They have been

placed on the bench, they are jurors and magis-
trates; titles are distributed, which, although of*

little consequence in themselves, yet, serve to make
a man feel that he counts something-; for instance,

the commissions of general, major, c*lonel, cap-

tain, &e. Thus, one might suppose, that their

manners, and habits of thinking are ripening for the

reception of a free government. The Americans*
have communicated to them, their industry and

.spirit of enterprize, and they in turn, have given

This name has been given exclusively to tne

citizens of the United States, by foreign nations.—
Perhaps, from their having been the first American

colony that became an indepandent nation. Bona-

parte, I hope, has involuntarily given rise to several

mora

A number of late have re*

and are settled on public

American merchants.
moved to the country
lands, where they cannot expect to remain long
Those who live in the more remote villages, are less

affected by the change, but there is litde prospect
of their being better situated. But few of then*
have obtained riquetl es or permissions from the co.n-
mandahts to settle on lands; in fact there was no safe-

ty from the depredations of the Indians, in forming
establishments beyond the villages. Land was on-

ly valued tor what it would produce, and any one
could obtain as much as he chose to cultivate. This
uninformed class, perhaps the most numerous; have
been so little accustomed to look before them on po-
litical subjects, that they have scarcely begun to sec

fOut, it is to be observed, that produce did not
bear the same proportion to merchandize that it doe*

now; for instance, from six to ten bushels of corn,
were necessary tor the purch ise .. a common hand-

j

kerchief, which now cwi be b. \d for. one.
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thei? situation. But, I fear they will feci, there are

hundreds that do not own a foot of land. Poverty

is stealing upon them with a slow but sure step. It

is only of late years that they have become sensible

of the advantages ofownership inland. The Ame-

ricans will occupy the greater part of that whicii

has been put in order for cultivation; and the ranges

for cattle with the liberty of taking wood, in the

neighborhood of most of the villages,
is already

abridged. Something ougln to hedone for them by

the government: it would be a well placed genero-

sity. It would be doing nothing more than acting

consistently with the principles upon winch these

people have been brought into "the bosom of the

American family;" not to augment the number of

subjects, and extend our territory, but to encrease

the sum of human happiness. Could it ever liav t

been supposed that the consequence of a change
from the Spanish government to that of the United

States would be destructive of their happiness and

prosperity.
Until possession of the country was taken by us,

there was no safety from the robberies of the Osage

Indians. That impolitic tenderness and lenity

wi.ich the Spaniards, and even the French govern-

ment have manifested towards them, instead of a

firm, though just course, gave rise to the most inso-

lent deportment on their part. I have been inform-

ed by the people of St. Genevieve, who suffered

Infinitely the most, that they were once left without

a horse to turn a mill. The Osages were never

followed to any great distance, or overtaken. This

siana, generally, until it came into the hands of the
United States, is the history of this territory. By
the

treaty of Ildefonso, October 1800, this country
was re-ceded by Spain to France; the situation of
France at that period, not permitting her to take

possession, she ceded it to the United States. The
tears of its falling into the hands of the enemy, and
the sum to be received for it, were also strong in-

ducements.
<Jn the part of the United States, possession was

taken of mis territory in 1804, by captain [now
major] Stoddard, who was the first civil comman-
dant. According- to the act of Congress which
divided it from the district of Orleans, with the
name of the district of Louisiana, it was placed for

the moment under the government of the territory
of Indiana. Governor Harrison of that territory

accordingly organized the government and put it in
motion. In 1805 it was erected into a territory
by the name of the Territory of Louisiana. For
these things I must refer the reader to the differ-
ent acts of Congress. Two important trea-'

ties were made with the Indians, one with the Sacs
and Foxes and the other with the great and little

Osages.
If I am asked whether the ancient inhabitants are

more contented and happy under the new order of

things, or have reason to be so? I should consider
the question a difficult one, and answer it with he.
sitation. It is not easy to know the secret senti-
ments of men, and happiness is a relative term. It

is true I have heard murmurrings against the pre-

eowardly and 'despicable conduct only served to en-
j

sent government, and sorrowing after that of Spain
courage them. They generally entered.die neigh-

—which I have attributed rather to the chagrin of
the moment than to real and sincere sentiment.—borhood of the villages, divided into small par

ties, and in the night, stole in and carried away

every thing that they could find, frequently break-

ing open stables, and taking out the horses.—Afiei

uniting at someplace of rendezvous they marched

leisurely home, driving the stolen horses before

. them, awd without the least dread of being pursu-

ed. They have not dared to act in this manner un-

der the present government; there have been a few

Solitary instances of robberies by them, within these

three or four yearaj but they "are sufficiently ac-

quainted with the American character to know,

that diey will be instantly pursued and compelled
1o restore. The following well attested fact will

serve to shew the insolence of the Osages under the

former government. A young couple were on then-

way from Bigltiver to St. Genevieve, with their

company, to have the matrimonial knot fixed by the

pries'; they were met by sixty of them, robbed oi

their horses, and snipped entirely naked!—It must

be said however, that they have been rarely known

to take away the lives, ofsuch as may have chanceu

to fall into their hands The insolence of die othei

nations.who come openly into villages, the Piorias,

Uoups, Kickapoos, Ch'acktaws, Cherokees, Sec. is

inconceivable. They appeared to be the masters oi

the town, and excited general terror. The house s

"nave on some occasions, been closed up, and the

seen any of those signs which une-But I have not

quivocally mark a suffering and unhappy people.
—

The principal source of uneasiness arises from the
difficulties in settling the land titles between the
United States and the ancient inhabitants. Nearly
all the larger claims still remain unsettled, whi:o
the claimants still continue in a state of vexatious
doubt and uncertainty, whether they are to be
rich or restricted to circumstances, perhaps, more
moderate than Under the Spanish government—for

these persons have, in a great measure, lost their-

influence, and are superceded in trade and lucra-
tive occupations by strangers their claims are

consequently their chief dependance. But this sub-

ject embraces such a variety of considerations, thai
it is not possible to do justiee to it by a {c\v remarks.
It is a subject upon whicii the claimants, are feel-

ingly alivei There is do doubt but that the United
States will dp them justice. This anxiety is a tacit

compliment to our government, for under tiie

former the lands would not have been worth it.—
Completed titles carry with them their own proof,
and there is no doubt, but that the United States

will feel bound to perfect, an inchoate or in-

complete title, which would, in all probability, have
>een perfected by Spain. I think further, that

equitable circumstances should be considered, and

doors barred by the terrified inhabitants; they were ! rigid, or strict proof not required; and a title resting
not always safe even there. It is strange how these even upon slender grounds, with respect to Spain

people have disappeared within these few years:

there are at present scarcely enough to supply the

towns with game.
The historical epocha of this territory are few

and simple. Shortly after the first formation of the

settlement, by the treaty of '63, it was ceded to

Spain-
—the secret treaties between this power and

France of 1762 were not known, and perhaps never

would have been if France had proved successful

and doubtful whether it would have been confirmed

by her, should be taken into view where there is no
evidence of fraud. It would not be for the honor o'i

the United States, that rigid and niggardly' justice
should be done to a people who came into their

power, without their own choice, and without be-

ing consulted. It is difficult to comprehend how
six years should have transpired, without an apparent

•approach to this final adjustment. It is not any

ijj her center with Britain, The, history ofLoui- wonder thtte sJwuH be h^t-burnings gjid digcjgiv
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ten 4
.; that they should give vent to thei*- impatience.

and accuse the United States of injustice. When
I say this in favor of the* inhabitants, T am foot s_0

much influenced by wishes for their welfare, as anx
ions for the character of my country.
The poorer class reason but little; but it is in the

power of the United States to prevent them from

feeling-. Tnere is a middle class whose possessions,
or claims, were not extensive, but sure, and with
the increased value of propertv, hive obtained since

the change of government, a handsome compel enct-

—These upon the whole are the most satisfied; I

have heard many of them express their approbation
of the American government. They feel and speak
with the freedom of men, and are not slow in de-

claring
1

, that formerly the field of enterprise was oc-

cupied by the monopoly of a few, it is now open to

every industrious citizen. There are some things
in the administration of justice, which they do not

yet perfectly comprehend: the trial by jury, the

delays, and multifarious forms, of our jurispru-
dence. They had not been accustomed to distill-

j

guish, between the slow, and cautious advances of
even haadad justice, and the quick despatch of arbi-

trary will. In their simple state of society, the ad-

ministration of justice was equally simple; but they
are not aware, that when a society becomes exten-j

sive, and its occupations, relations, interests more >

numerous, people less acquainted with each other,
the laws must be more complex. The trial bv jury, |

is, however, foreign from the customs and man-i
jiers of their ancestors; it is*therefore not to be ex-|

pected that they should at once comprehend its im
I

portance and utility.
From the change of government, they derived

j

security from the mstdts of the Indians; a more ex-|
tensive field, and a greater re* ard was offeree! to in-

dustry and enterprise; money became more plenty,
|

and merchandize, comparatively cheaper. Landed)
property has increased in value. In opposition to!

this, it may be said that formerly, they were morej
contented, and had less anxiety; there was morei

cordiality and friendship, they constituted but one

family, without clashing interests, and living in the
I

utmost harmony with each other. The idea of be-

coming extinct, by dissolving- before a people of a

different race, and of losing their habits, manners,

sentiments, and language might excite unhappy
sensations. Already the principal villages look like

the towns of the Americans: are not the cherished

customs and manners of our fathers and of.our own

youth dear to us all? Is it not better to see them va-

nish as a dream? Sentiments like these must some-
times steal into their breasts. They awake, and
their home lias disappeared.

liut is it likely that this state of societv could
Rave been of long continuance? That very policy of

encouraging American emigrants, if continued,
would by this time, have overwhelmed them by a
torrent of emigration: and it would have been the

receptacle of the worthless part of the Americans.—
They would not have been able, isolated as they
were, to withstand the accumulating wave of Ame-
rican population. Had they been transferred to

France, they might have been assailed by the hor-

rors of the conscription: had they continued at-

tached to Spain, what miseries might not have reach-
ed them from the convulsed state of the Spanish
monarchy. And is it nothing, to exchange the
name of colonists. Creoles, for that of'citizens of
Mi independent nation, where they can aspire to the

highest offices and honors. There are some who
can feel what it is to be exalted to the dignity of

£syjieil. Ncvejcwijitfcey again be ttajps&rred from

one nation to another; they have become the broth
e-*s

ofthe Americans, and if max aks BviinsoU} igai^,
IT WILL BE FOtl IJLOOD.

I own allowances must be made for those parting

pangs, which on this occasion would n t trally be

felt. Like two streams, that come from climes, re-

mote from each other, although flowing in the-same

channel, they will not soon unite their coutribuury
waters, and mingle into one.

Philosophical Disquisitions.
No. II.

Having explained*the manner in which the planets:

and moons, were formed we are naturally led to Hie.

consideration of minor changes produced in each

individually. When tiie earth was first formed, it

must have been primitive matter without the le it

vestige of furniture,- as a proof of this, read the 2d

v. of the 1st chapter of Genesis: "And the earth

was without form and void." The first sensible

change, then, that was produced on the surface of

this naked mass was probably brought about by the

action of light from the sun, disengaging- latent heat,

which volatilized its surface; as a proof of this

read the 3d v. of the 1st chapter of Genesis: "And
God said, let there be light, and there -was light."

—
Light, w el her it is received from the sun or fixed

stars, or diffused throughout space, is hard to tell.

It is the opinion of some philosophers, that heat is

produced by the action of light on matter, and that

without light there can be no heat, whether this is

the case or not, we will first suppose heat acted tip-

on the earth's surface, dissolved it and gave rise to

an atmosphere.
This atmosphere is composed of every possible

modification of matter existing in a variety of forms,

assuming a gaseous state; this jeriform gas acts

upon the surrac^fiom which it was raised. It now
becomes a secondary cause, producing effects, which
must necessarily grow out of these causes. Not
it seems evident, that a certain portion of hydrogen,
which is a component part of the atmosphere, might
unite to a certain portion of oxygen, which is the

principal of combustion, and form water; which is

mentioned in the 2d and 6lh vs. of the 1st chapter of

Genesis. Another component part of matter called

carbon, might unite with t lie two first mentioned,
and form the first and most simple germ of the ve-

getable kingdom, which is mentioned in Genesis 1st

and 11th vs. This germ, in a short time, might
have been roused into action by the stimulating ef-

fects ofan atmosphere. The exciting cause contl-.

niies its action upon the germ, until it is evolved,

and its evolution depends entirely upon the manner

in which the cause acts. Tne afii.iilies of tiie pri-

mitive principles, which first form a vegetable, be-

comes greater by their frequent union with each

other? and in proportion as their affinities increase,

the more perfect becomes the vege< able.

The \ egetable kingdom, now continues improving

by the more perfect, union of its p.ttts, until a distinc-

tion is made between the primitive vegetable, and

those of a more perfect order. It now possesses

organization, which exhibits a phenomenon called

life. Vegetation now goes on by rapid strides to-

wards perfection, until we observe motion and sen-

sation; here the vegetable kingdom ends, and the

animal begins. At first it would seem difficult to

draw a line between the vegetable and animal king-

doms; but I look forward to a time, when natural-

ists will arrive at such a state of
perfection

in lie

works of nature, as not only to dra.v the exact

bouwkry between vegetable ami animalmanner, bu.
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have cherished and tupfeortvUi hostile disposition m
the Indians towards us; though, under every ad-

ministration, the deluded aborigmes'iiavebeen
tri :al-

ed with mildness and fatherly ( -arc. The speech o 1

.'

lord JJorchester\ cannot be forgotten
—
particuhrly

as it has been succeeded by an uninterrupted chain

of circumstances calculated, to keep \l; infernal prin-

ciples alive. The tomahawk of t!,e savage was up,

waiting for the signal; tin; signal has been given;

the murdered innocents at 11 yuming bleed afresh,

and the perfidious race, with thejr more picked
allies, must feel the force of a just resentment, to

prevent a repetition of slaughter and death. H. N,

On the same.
FIJJOJI THE FEDUllAL HEFUBLICANV

We do not object to any article of the war-like

preparations with which tbe report of the commit-

tee of foreign relations concludes, as far as they go.

But we look upon them to be materially inadequate.
If it is meant to take Canada, the addition to the

army is vastly inferior to what it ought to be. Mili-

tia cannot be rejied upon for operations of any

, great extent, or ior service of a long duration.—

Volunteers, such as can be favorably distinguished
from militia, are not to be raised. Another defi-

ciency respects the navy, which ought to be imme-

diately enlarged, or laid by ik totally useless.

There is no medium. It is too small as an instrument

to chastise England, or to afford our coast and

commerce any valuable protection against her.

The arming of merchantmen meets our peculiar
It is well known that if an impressed American I

approbation; and we should extremely regret to -see

citizen runs away from a British vessel of war,
j

t^e intrigues of Bonaparte's adherents prevail hi

that he would be treated as a deserter if retaken !

—if he refuses to obey the imperious man-steal-

cr who dragged him from his home, his coun-

try and his friends, he is punished for mutiny
—and,

if more than all, he "he seeks his long lost liberty

through blood and slaughter," and indignantly bursts

the bonds that held him, he is esteemed guilty of

piracy. The constant usage of England will surely

shores of the Wabash. In the language of the report
"Forbearance has indeed ceased to be. a virtue. .

If congress shall adopt these resolutions, and

manfully give them that energy and spirit the
pos-

tureof affairs demand, they may certainly calculate

upon the zealous support of their fellow-citizcus.—
In foreign countries, and in England particularly,

muchstress has been laid upon the political divisions

prevalent amongst us—but it is afact, that the whole

number of the opponents of the present adminis-

tration is far short of the number of the tories and

disaffected we had in the revolutionary war—and

that, of those opponents, when the question shall

be put, "For America or England?" a very small

and contemptible portion, indead, will fail to rally

round the standard of government. If any there

are who shall refuse it, a war will not be without its

blessings—-for it will tvecd our country of traitors.—I

never have held that miserable opinion of the peo-

ple of the United States that some men have profess-

ed, for sinister views; and the time may shortly ar-

rive when the truth will appear, that, though, with

the spirit of freemen, we may dispute among our-

selves, ^foreign power, touching a part, will make
an enemy ot the whole.

Mifiy are disposed to think the report ofthe com-
mittee is not sufficiently strong

—we believe, if carri-

ed into effect, it will speedily bring all questions in

dispute to issue, A permission to arm necessari-

ly implies a determination to support an exercise

of it. The arming ofthe merchantmen will therefore

bring the matter to a test, and the preceding reso-

lutions are evidently bottomed on this anticipation

frustrating the salutary measure. If armed mer-

chantmen^
-

cannot cope with British men of war,

the trade ought to be protected by powerful escorts

of the public navy, against the exercise of any act

of force or indignity not warranted by the law of

nations. But the utility and the expediency of arming

the merchantmen would be peculiarly evinced in

. the repression of French and Danisjh piracy. The

interpret any resistance on the part of an Ameri-
j

marauders, which line our coast and infest our

can vessel as an act of hostility; and the conse-
cities, would be so cramped and harrasscd as to spoil

quence will be, open uoslst war, or an abandon-! their projects, and render buccaneering a trade not

ment of her cruel, unjust ami unreasonable preten- 1 much worth. We should then hear of comparative-
sions. We shall scow ascertain whether the prince ] y vei.y few burnings of our vessels and robberies of

regent and his ministers are actually as mad as the oul.

citizens. The vessels, which might have oc-

kinrhimself—as ready to dash out their [politically] | Casion to visit the Baltic, would be easily placed
brains against every necessary resisting obstacle,

| oUt of danger from the combined robberies of the

as he, poor simple creature, is to break his scJull

against the walls of his chamber, and the tilings it

contains.* If so they are, why let it come. The

people of the United States do not wish the down-

fall of England; they would much rather she might
preserve her present high standing in the world,

provided her government would learn moderation,
and practise justice; and, believing that a war with

US more-than any thing else, would lead thereto,

seeing that v.e alone possess ability to attack her in

the tertderest points [her convtaerce andman-fifactures]
have on lhat very account deprecated the long ap-

parent necessity fcr taking such an attitude as might
tend to it.

But the cup of humiliation has been drained of

Danes and French. For most of the piracies have

been perpetrated there by a force calculated to in-

ffcst only an imarmed trade. But it may be object-

ed, that the armed merchantmen will be restrained

by instructions accompanied with £he demand oi'

security, from exercising their power against any
vessels but those of Great Britain. Could such a

restriction be enforced, we grant that nobody would

fo to the expense of arming—for scarcely a Bri-

tish cruizer is to be met against which a merchant-

man could effectually defend herself there being

no British privateers. Should Congress act so un-

wisely as to limit defence to o,ne power only, it

would be war, but not war begun in that declared

magnanimous form, widen the spirit of outand magnanimous iorm, widen the spi

its very dregs—forbearance has become a crime, and! democratic preservers promises. Still it is not to

pati .nee ceased to be a virtue. Added to the long be expected, that an American having provided him-

tist of causes for complaint against England, the self with the means of defence would tamely re-

late affair 3:1 the Wabash is not the least calculated ceive insult or injury from equal or inferior force,

to excite our sensibility. It is notorious, that ever merely because the aggressor was a French tree-

since the peace of 1783, the British agents in Canada hooter or a piratical Dane.

"Sec page 111. rTiiis speech ;ih>ll ks published ia the Biaisjsu
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As to the money necessary to accomplish every

public purpose, to signalize our revenge, ensurejus-

tice, find render the glory of democracy triumphant-

ly resplendent, that is the smallest consideration of

any. Since the Smith's have strayed from grace,
Mr. Gallatin's eyes have been opened. He has dis-

covered, that 40,000,000 of dollars may be borrowed
at shaving interest, and in case that fails, larger du-

ties may be laid upon the dead carcase ofcommerce,
and we may receive another fillip from internal tax-

es. When we laugh at his ways and means, and

their annual inconsistent a* he happens to be in

good or ill humour with his patron, we by no means
wisn to be understood that the resources of the na-

tion are insufficient to maintain its honor and avenge
its wrongs. Those resources are double at least

wl at they were when wedrew the sword and threw
the scabbard away in the war of the revolution.—
Wise and patriotic statesmen would draw them
forth and render them efficient for every purpose for

which they -.vight now be required. But whether

they can be beneficially wielded by the men in pow-
er is another question, which would be solved soon

©fter the war commenced; when, if they proved in-

competent, ifthey did not manifest humiliation by
retiring, the sublimed spirit of the people would
correct their errors and remedy their folly; War is

in some respects a distressful season, but it is the

parent ofnoble feelings arid the touchstone, in re-

publics, of i

'
• -

:c-.hs and worth. State juggling
becomes high treason; and want of capacity, a cer-

tain passport to contempt and oblivion.

It is now nearly thirty years since the general

peace closed the scene of American glory inarms.—
A recurrence to that period freshens indeed the me-

mory of much evil and suffering, but it inspires the

heart with hope and confidence in any struggle
which is necessary to be repeated for objects the

most precious to patriotic pride, such as swelled the

bosoms of the heroes of tii.it day. But it must never
be forgotten that they were too stern stuff to be
converted into the tools of personal 'ambition or of

individual passion. They fought for their country
under her banners, but disdained to be seen near
the dirty streams of faction. So it will be again.

—
A war willpurify the political atmosphere, and break
down the entrenchments by which chicanery forti-

fies itself in undue prerogatives. Idiots who bellow
in public bodies will be sent to Bedlam, and im

posters to the stocks. AH the public virtues will be
refined and hallowed; and we snail again behold at

the head of affairs citizens who may rival the im-
mortal men of 1776, when the dignity, firmness and
wisdom of congress caused it to be compared tj a

Roman senate. How different from that of our own
days.

Againit striking out.—Messrs. Bibb, Brent.-Cann -

bell of Ohio, Campbell of Ten. Condit, Frank -in,

Gaillard, Lambert, Pope, Reed, Smith of Md.
Taylor, Turner, Worthington.

—16.

A motion was made by Mr. Taylor to fill up the

blank with the word "forty," and determined in the

negative
—13 to 21.

On motion by Mr. Bayard to insert the words

"thirty-five"' in lieu of the words stricken out, it

was determined in the affirmative, as follows:

For the motion—Messrs. Bayard, Bradley, Brent,

Crawford, Cutts, Dana, German, Giles, Oilman,
Goodrich, Gregg, Horsey, Howell, Hunter, Leio,

Lloyd, Reed, Robinson, Smith of Aid. Smith of N,
Y. Tait, Varnum—22.

Against the motion—Messrs. Anderson, Bibb,
Campbell of Ohio, Campbell 6f Ten. Condit, Frank-

lin, Gaillard, Lambert,Rope, Taylor, Turner, Wv»rth-

ington
—12.

The bill being amended on the foregoing princi-

ples, was ordered to be read a third time as amended.

Tuesday, December 3.—Tne bill for the apportion-
ment of representatives among the several states

according to the third census, was read a third time
and passed.
The senate took up for consideration the h\]\ ma-

king further provision for the corps of engineers,
And further amendments having been agreed to,

the bill was ordered to be engrossed for a third

reading (leaving the academy still at We'stPoipj.)
December 4.—The bill making further provision

for the corps of engineers, was read the third time
and passed.

Twelfth Congress.
IN SENATE.

tyonday, December 2.—Agreeably to the order of
the

day, the senate resumed the consideration ol

the bill for the apportionment of representatives
among the several states, according to the third

enumeration.
On motion by Mr. Bayard, to strike out the words

"Lhirty-seven," being the ratio fixed by the house
of representatives as necessary to entitle to a repre-
sentative; it was determined in the affirmative as

follows:

For striking cut—Messrs. Bayard, Bradley, Cra<
ford, Cutts, Dana, German, Gilmah, Goodric. ,

Gregg, Horsey, Howell, Hunter, Lei!), Lloyd,
Robiwon, Smith, ofW. Y. 'fait) Vavauia.— 18.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
Fridtiy, November 20.—The house were engaged

until a late hour on this day, in the discussion and

decision on the contested election of general Hun-

gertbrd,, of Virginia.
Tito report of the committee of elections in this

case, states, that further lime should be allowed ta

the sitting member to procure testimony, &c.

The tepo.it w^ls overruled by the house; the sit-

ting member was declared not 1 .> lie entitled to his

seat, and Jo.in TaLLiAtEuao, esq. declared to have

been duly elected.

Mr. Porter from the committee on foreign rell-

tions, made the following report, which was re-

ferred to a committee of the whole:

The commitwe to wium was referred that part of tJie

ppesidaii 's message, which relates to our Joreign.

affair?,, beg leave to—report in part,
That they have endeavoi ed to give to the subject

submitted to them, that foil and dispassionate con-

,ideation which is clue to one so intimately connect-

ed widi the interest, the peace, tne safety and honor

of their country.
Your committee will not encumber your journals

and waste your patienee with a detailed history of

all the various matters growing out of our foreign
relations. The cold recital of wrongs, of injuries

and aggressions known and felt by every member
of this Union, could have no other effect than to

deaden the national sensibility and render the public
mind callous to injuries with which it isalready too

f

V'itl 'it recurring then to the multiplied wrongs

;.
r ial or temporary operation, of which we

have so just cause of complaint against the two

i . Pigerents, your committee will only call

tentfon, at this me, to the systematic ag-

,ion ofthose power authorised by their edicts

against neutral cenmertt.—a system, which as re-
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tt ili provej that there is one cont inued chain from the

most s i t n
j
> I e form of vegetable existence, to the

highest order of animal organization. For my part,

I am perfectly satisfied upon this subject, no candid

philosopher will doubt, but that the highest order of

the vegetable kingdom is but one degree below the

lowest grade of animal existence. This then being

afact, which I trust will not be doubted, may not

the most simple form of animals, derive their exist-

ence from the higher class of vegetables, by their

perfection, in structure and organization? I think it

highly probable, and shall take it for granted that

this is the case.

After an animal is forme;! from the more perfect

order of vegetation, it is dependent on it afterwards,

for subsistence, it looks up to it for protection and a

mean by which it is supported and nourished. ^s

the animal goes en progressing in improvement, it

becomes capable of continuing its species, without

the assistance of the parent vegetable, merely by t. e

action of one organized body upon another.

Mow the male and female, of the most simple

animals, first came in contact, seems hard to tell—

hut as lhave entered the field of conjecture, I hope

it will not be considered a piece of impudence or

presumption, if I should continue the journey. It

seems probable, that when the most simple animal

organization was first formed and motioned, exciting

matter continued its action upon it, and caused this

organized body to give out principles, affinities, &c.

which were, in'every respect, similar to the original:

these united and' formed an organized body,

power of feeling. A certain quantity of seiv.ntioli

produces desire or aversion, this is thought or per-

ception, which takes place in that part of an animal
which is the most exquisitely organized; this is the

highest point of improvement, to which matter can
be carried by complicated affinities: The brain,

therefore, is matter in the highest possible state of

perfection; at least, when we speak with reference
to terrestrial affairs.

The reader will observe, I have made no mention
of the soul. It is left to its proper guardir.r.:: what
it is, or in what form it exists, is not for me to de-
termine. I am, therefore, of opinion, that the
mind exists independent of the soul, and that it is

no ways connected with it, that it has no connec-
tion with any tiling, but matter on which it is con-

tinually acting. Mind, then, seems to be nothing
more than matter disengaged from the brain of
an animal, for purposes best known to God '•' fa-

self. I infer, that it is matter, from this circum-
stance, that when the exciting mat'er, which is ne-

cessary for the support oflife, is withdrawn, it ceases
to exist, or exert any influence at all upon inani-
mate matter. As an example, we will withhold the

ordinary portion of food necessary to +he healthy
state, in this case, the mind becomes enfeebled—
continue this abstraction, and in a short time the
mind is incapable of acting at all; it perishes with
the body; this is invariably the case with respect to>

mind, when any stimuli are withheld, necessary to)

healthy motion. I beg- pardon for this digression.—
From what has been said, it is evident that there are

similar to the first. Now the similarity and affinity various stimuli from a variety of causes, producing
which exists in the one, must necessarily exist in the different effects

other, because the principles are the same, and the

exciting matter, which acts upon the otie, is equal

to the exciting matter which acts upon the other,

and of course, the motions produced in the one,

correspond with the motions produced in the other.

Inconsequence of these motions produced in each,

bv exciting matter, principles are evolved, which

by their union, would form an organized body, par-

taking of the form, eolour, Sec. of the originals.
—

Agreeably to the laws of affinity, the two originals

united, as soon as this union took place, the disen-

gaged principles from them, likewise united, and

formed a tertium quid. The affinities of the two

originals, now, are lessened inconsequence of their

mutual embraces, the first affinity acts with the

greatest force, the second with a less, and the third

with a still less force, until there is an indifference

on the part of both. The affinities which exist be-

tween the organic germs, increase until they are

evolved. The animal now borrows its support not

only from its vegetable parent, but begins to com
mit outrages on its own species. Now the first

spark of intellectual intelligence begins. A sponge,
which by some naturalists, is supposed to be the first

order of animals, have the power of dilating and

contracting its cells, in such a manner, as" to take

in food and drink, when it comes in contact with

its mouth. Simple vegetation is pushed forward

by stimulants; but by intellectual intelligence, I

mean a power of acting, choosing, and designing in

a body, properly organized, the different organs of

which are capable of a variety of motions, superior
to simple vegetation, or the first degree ofanimation.

Animal matter has now become so much changed and

modified, that a variety of causes and effects are pro-
duced. It not only possesses motion and sensation in

a high degree, but it is endowed with thought; mo-
tion produces organization, the great variety of

exciting matter, which is the effect of motion, acts

Upon organization, producing sensation, or the

Vox. .1. isb os S.

The stimulus of the atmosphere acts upon the

lungs, the vital part called oxygen is absorbed, for
the purpose of keeping up a sufficient degree of
heat to preserve the animal in a healthy state; the
stimulus of food acts upon the stomach, it is neces-

sary to the growth of all animals, as well as plants;
these and a thousand other stimuli are continually
acting upon all animals from thefirst commencement
of their embryo state, down to the closing scene of
life. All the variety of stimuli act upon the organ,
for which they were intended by the author of our
existence.

Animals, as well as vegetables, are compelled to>

exist; they are forced into existence, by exciting
matter acting upon other matter prepared toreceive
it. Existence, or life, then, is nothing more than
an effect produced by a great variety of exciting-
matter. It has always been called exciting causes,
but as I suppose all causes, which act upon an ani-

mal, to be nothing more than matter in a peculiar
form, I use the term exciting matter.
The learned Dr. Rush define* life to be "the efl

feet of stimuli acting upon the organs of sense ami
motion." I define it to be exciting matter acting
upon organized animal matter, producing motion
in the animal upon which it acts. There is no dif-

ference between the doctor's definition and mine—•

his stimuli must be matter, as well as his organs o£
sense and motion. Dr. Brown, supposes life'oba
"exciting causes acting upon excitability, nrodu-

cing excitement." His exciting causesmust bemat-
ter, as well as his excitability and excitement. Wts
only differ about words. The fact is, we are unac-

quainted with animal and vegetable life: we know i£

to be effects, produced from causes, and that is en.ougli
for our purpose. We observe a great variety or

phenomena, it is true; our senses convince us of fi-

gure, color, sensation, thought, Cvc. and it is en-

tirely unnecessary, that we should know the variety

of motions, which produce the great varietyj
of
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erases and effects, in matter. We know all mat-

ter p-^ses^s motion: motion is nothing
1 but a

dfSrige otriirure, this changeof figure is continually

taking pL.ce all over the universe, which universe

is entirely kept up and supported by it. One set of
•
e "table and animal productions spring up, ru«

their course aft3 rot; a new set follow the old and

i-i&n a sinii! »r course, so that all matter is nothing
inori than composition and decomposition of a few

pnTmlive principles, and the great variety of changes
which are continually taking place is brought about

bv compile itrdaninii its, which will never be proper-

ly understood.

The reader will, perhaps, reproach me for having
sVart'edout with two first principles, and increased

the number 1o several millions; but is this more

strange, than thai myriads of beings should origi-

nate from a single stock? Adam and Eve were first

tunned and from them have descended the whole

human race; this is, likewise, the case, with re-

gard to every other class of animals.

It may, likewise, be objected to my theory, that

exciting" matter cannot act upon animal matter, to

produce sensation and thought. Is it not as reasona-

ble to suppose, that sensation and thought are pro-
duced by exciting matter on animal matter, as to

suppose motion is produced by it? Where is the

difference? If you are at a loss to account for sen-

sation and thought, you must, likewise, be at a loss

to account for motisn; you, therefore, dare not deny
sensation and thought from exciting matter, as you
cannot account for motion from its application.

Cebes.

Swiss Decree.

Soieche, Sept. 30.

The subsequent particulars are the substance of a

decree of the. diet of the confederation relative to

the Swiss soldiers in the service of England.
"The diet of the confederation having' considered,

that notwithstanding the decree issued under its

authority in compliance with the wishes of the

Trench emperor prohibiting all recruiting and en-

rolment for the military service of those powers
with which Switzerland is not in alliance, it is dis-

covered that there are in the English service certain

individuals of whom his imperial majesty requires
Wthe Swiss gar&nment the immediate recall; the

said diet convinced tirat'the near relations between

France and the confederation with respect to cchti-

•i erce, make it ob'n jatow upon the bitter to accom-

iii.nhu itself to the wishes of his imperial majesty,
iocl bo remove every obstacle which may impede
{•he recruii uig of' the Swiss regiihfctn already en;; ;•;-

co. in the set \ tee of Fr'a&cewid decrees as follows:

AIL'f. i flie P'vi'-snow in tlteBritish service are

. fled, and to the end of tJie present year is allow-

ed for their return; and" those. Who, after that term

:.!. J! be found disobedient to thi; order, shall forfeit,

tin ir right ol citizenship and their property.

ART. II; Every S\» L... who after the publication
of this decree, shall entev into I fee military service

ofEngland, shall suffer the same penalties.

ART. I!!. The Ian"dutHh1an will submit the present
decree to the cantons for their ratification, without

(..'.}, ar-i the government Will provide that all pos-
sible means ol' publicity be given to it, that none

Oiij plead igiYbvaiifee ofthe Baiiie.

Foreign relations.

The committee of foreign relations have made a

very important and interesting report (see con-

gressional proceedings, page 252.) The resolutions

attached to this report
—

aye, and others of a

much stronger and more pointed nature, have long
since been "carried" by the nation, by "ayes and

noes," at the places of voting. Tne sentiment of a

people was never more clearly expressed, on any
subject, than it has been in America on the matters
treated of by this committee—they are ripe for any

thing but submission: and should this report be

adopted, and immediately receive effect, congress
will do nothing more than ratify the deliberate

judgment and cool determination of their constitu-

ents, who "have counted the costs of the contest,
and found nothing so dreadful as voluntary" de»

basement.

For the honor of our country, however, we
hope, before these resolutions shall assume the
forms of law, that the representatives of the people
will search their own hearts, and ascertain, if it be

possible, whether they have fortitude to give energy
to them and persevere in them—whether they can
bear the brunt and bustle of the new order of things
that may ensue—whether they can be apalled by
clamor, or will suffer their plans to be unhinged
by the threats and menaces of a discontented minor-

ity. This preliminary is indispensably necessary;
such another reirogade movement as the tenth con-

gress made, would, we fear, undermine the repub-
lican institutions of our country, by inducing the

people to apprehend that government, so constitut-

ed, cannot have energy enough to preserve its own
dignity.

The American nation was delighted with the fa-
mous report of the committee of foreign relations,
some years ago, when Mr. C. W. Campbell was its

chairman—they have frequently been gratified with
the striking ascendancy of their statesmen in the
field of argument—they have admired Madison's
correspondence with Rose, Armitfong'a with Cham-
pagny, and found many excellent things in the
letters ofMr. Pinkney to the marquis Wellesley.—
JJut what of all these? Have they, or either of
them, removed one cause of complaint? The noble
stand taken in "Campbell's report" was timorous-

ly (I had nearly said traitorously) abandoned—the

eloquent truths of Madison, redressed no wrong,
though they confused his adversary——and the
honest bluntness of Armstrong, with the polished,
indignation of Pinknsy, have done as little for us—
tiie people are wearied of words; and too many
have began to look upon the state papers of their

country (which (/tight to be most interesting to

them) as chiefly calculated to fill up the columns of
our newspapers in a dearth offoreign matter, rath-

er more gracefully than old advertisements, setting
forth the virtues of JilackketuCs essence ofpitchforks,
and the iike.

The doleful story told by the committee is truly

humiliating—it would hardly be believed.in future

ages that America had submitted to such indigni-

ties, were not the facts substantiated in thearchives

of her government: but so it is; we have given line

upon line, and remonstrance upon remonstrance—
sent on ssage after message, with despatch upon
despatch, bundles of papers, mountain high, like

PellOn upon bssa. From England we have not

gained a single "point
—the whole chain of injury

remains unbroken—nay, it would appear, that a

.bloody Htjfc of it had "been extended even to the
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Afterronsiderablefurtherdebale the house then ad-

journed. [For Thursday's proceedings see page 2 56.]

The Documents.
On aslight consideration ofthe subject we design-

ed to have ottered some remarks on the correspon-

dence between .Mr. Monroe and Mr. Foster, respect-

ing the orders in council. But, on reflection, as v i

mode-;?/;! believed we could not "argufy the topic,"

better than the secretary of state, we thought it as

well to abandon the idea!—Perhaps, however, it

may be right to call the attention of our readers to

this conclusion, inevitably to be drawn from a care-

ful perusal of the arguments of these gentlemen, pro
and con, that Great Britain d&inaii&s, an a condition

for the revocation of these orders, that we should com-

pel France and the powers of the continent, with whom
the is at war to receive her manufactures and produce.
Tins is the plain English of the matter, in shout

IA.XD.

I have not been able to ascertain the number of
Indian ; in the action, it mast however have bee:t

considerable;

The principal-chief of those Potawatemies, who
havejoined the Prophet, is wounded, and in our pos*
session. 1 have taken care of him, and shall send
him back to his tribe. At a more leisure moment
I shall do myself the honor to transmit a more par-
ticular acGount of the action, and of our previous
movements, and am, with the highest respect, sir.,

vour humbLe servant,

Wm.HENRV HARRISON.
The ho a. inn. Eusiis, secretary of JFar.

The Chronicle.
Washington, Dec. 5.

We learn that letters from Yincennes announce

the return to that place of the United States' troops
and volunteers who were present at the late engage-
ment near the Prophet's town. It is not understood

that the Indians made the least attempt to impede
their return. Indeed their complete dispersion, and

the loss they encountered on the held of battle, pro-

bably put it out of their power.
A letter from an officer in col. Boyd's regiment of

regulars, states that the officers and men, volun-

teers as well as regulars, displayed great bravery
and determined courage. The loss of the regular

troops is said to have been, including the wound-
ed that have died since the battle, about 20 killed

and 37 wounded.
Extract of a letter from governor Harrison to the

secretary of war, dated head Quarters, near the

Prophet's town, Nov. 8th, 1811.

Sir—I have the honor to inform you, that the

dawn of yesterdav terminated an action between the

troops under my command, and the whole of the

Prophet's force. Their precipitate retreat leaving
a number of 'their warriors dead on the field, and

the subsequent abandonment of their town, (which
was partially fortified) attest for us a complete and

decisive victory: It has, however, been dearly pur-
chased. A number of brave and valuable men have

fallen victims to their zeal for their country's ser-

vice. Trie behavior of the regulars and militia

troops was such as would have done honor to vete

fans. I arrived at my present position (a mile from
the town) on the evening of the 6th instant—a

correspondence was immediately opened with the

Prophet, and there was every appearance of a sue

cessful termination of the expedition, without
bloodshed. Indeed there was an agreement for

suspension of hostilities, until a further communi-
cation should take place on the next day. Contra

ry, however, to this engagement, he attacked me
at half pact four o'clock in the morning, so sudden-

ly, that the Indians were in the camp before many
of the men could get out of their tents. A little

confusion for a short time prevailed, but aided by
the great exertions of the officers, I was soon ena-

bled to form the men in order. The companies
which were hard pressed were supported, several

successful charges made, and about day-light, the

enemy were finally put to flight. Our killed and
"Wounded wnoutit to 179, of these 42 are now dej«J-

Baltimore, December 7, 1811.

Foreirt.. We have London advices to the 2Jtb,
of October, with late dates fffip France, Portugal
and Spain". In England the crops ofwheat and other

grain, have been very deficient, and a large foreign
supply will Ire demanded. American wheat is rated
it 13 y. 6.7. to 14s. 6«f. per 70tf>s. Flaxseed, clovor-

rseed, rice and tar are in deiinuid. A serious dispute
is reported to exist between themarcmis Wellesley
and Mr. Perceval; "when rougiies fall out," &c.—
Bonaparte is collecting a considerable army (30,000
men) at Cherburg with the ostensible view of at-

tacking the islands of Jersey and Guernsey—it is

also saiil that he is making preparation to take pos-
session of Denmark; a most improbable report -

Captain Bingham, late of the Litde Belt, has been
made a post-captain and promoted to the command
of a frigate

—for his gallant attack on the President.
The king of England still lived but was pronounced
incurable An Englishman by .the name of Wag-
staff, detected in putting on board a vessel for New-
York a quantity of spindles used in spinning cotton,
in which vessel he himself also designed to have
left the country, has been committed to prison, and
doubtless, will be severely punished. From Ire-

land we expect interesting news: this nation ha?

long been in a ferment. The catholic delegates
were determined to hokl their convention in Dublin
in October last, the lord lieutenant's proclamation
to the contrary notwithstanding. Public anxietv
was wound up to the highest pitch, to know the
course that would be pursued. The prevailing
opinion at Sierre Leone is, that the celebrated

traveller, JWungo Park, died at Tombucto.
An American schooner, with 400 slaves on board,
was lately captured in the African seas by the
British. The emperor of the French, in his latt

tour, wfts accompanied by all the ministers of state

except the duke of Bassano, who remained at Paris
to receive Mr. Barlow. The many vessels visited

by French privateers and public vessels near the
coasts of France, though bound to or from England,
and suffered to proceed unmolested, gives us happy
assurance that the decrees are repealed. The
British, on the contrary make numerous captures of
American vessels passing to and from the ports of
France—between 80 and 100 are known to have
been seized since the revocation ofthe French edicts.

A division of the French army, said to. be command-
ed by marshal Soult, appeared in the neighborhood
of Algesiras, about the 10th of October, and com-
pelled the Spanish general Ballesteros, to seek pro-
tection under the batteries of Gibraltar. His force

was less than 6000 men, and he effected his retreat-

without much loss. The French are in full posses-
sion ofSt. Roque.

Various rumours have reached us of the unsettled
state of Mexico; but as we have little other intelli-

gence than what comes from the royalists (on which
we place no dependence) and^ indepd noj much of
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•\:.t, we knew not what credit to erive tliem. It

appears, however, thr.t a bloody civil war was raging

in the internal provinces. May "the Gods** be de-

feated.

The war in Turkey has assumed a more active ana

vigorous character. Some warm actions have ta-

ken place on the left bank of the Danube, in winch

the Russians claim the victory. The army oi the

Vizier is receiving great reinforcements. But on

the 18th ofOct. a Turkish frigate arrived in England.

conveying, it was said, official intelligence of peace

harjn""been concluded between Turkey and Russia.

The British parliament is to assemble for the dis-

patch of business in the first week in January. The

restrictions oh the regency are to cease in six weeks

thereafter. Price of Stocks, Oct. 20.—3 per cent;

consols for money, 63 1-8—1-4—tor account 63 5-8

—omniuutl d)s.

The prince regent has appointed Charles Stuari

Esq. (minister to Portugiili and member of the

Portuguese Regency,) rear-admiral George Cock

burne, and John Philip ffloner, late Charge d\\f

/aires to the United State?, commissioners to

mediate on the affairs of the Spanish colonies, am.

Oh] Spain. [A decree lately passed the Spanish
Cortes for the above purpose; which, from various

circumstances, we are assured will avail them noth-

ing. The tree of liberty is too deeply planted (we

trust,) in South America, to be cast down
yb)

foreign force, or undermined By foreign emissaries.

Tiic people have tasted the sweets of civil and reli-

gious freedom, and will not part with them easily]

The cardinals sent by the emperor of France to

the pope have returned "to Paris without accomplish-

ing the object of their journey. The holy fathei

{irmly resisted all they demanded, not deigning ever,

a reply . He spoke only to (he Italian cardinals.

The Messenge?-s. Lieutenant Biddle, of the U.

S. navv,and Mr. Taylor, arrived in this city on Satur-

day evening, from Washington. They are to wait

here ior their despatches (which are expected by

this morning's mail;) on the receipt of winch they
will embark immediately in the U. S. sloop of war

Hornet, capt. Lawrence, lor Prance and England.

[N. York paper.
The general assembly of X. Carolina convened at

Raleigh on the 19th ult. Gen. .lusEen KEimicitwas

chosen speaker of the Senate, and Wm. Hawkins

speaker of the house of commons.
The legislature of Virginia convened at Rich-

mond on Monday last. Robert Taylor, esq. was re-

elected speaker of the senate, and James Ji arbour,

esq. speaker of the house of delegates.

T)*c convention elected in Orleans Territory to

frame a constitution, &.o. met at the lime appointed

bylaw; but, without commencing the business tor

which they were convened, adjourned for 14 days,

on account of the continued insalubrity of the at-

mosphere at that place.
It is understood that Cesar Jl. Rodney, Esq. has

resigned the office of attorney general of the United

States; and that William Pinkney, esq; is to be his

successor, who has resigned his seat iti the senate

of Maryland.
JBxtract of a letter from colonel Hawkins, the Creek

agent, dated September 20,1811, to a gentleman of

respectability near Columbia.

"1 am now at Tookaubatchce, attending on the;

national council just convened, to prepare theid

minds for the opening of roads through the Indian

country in conformity with the orders ofgovernment j

i

*The Spaniards
—so galled by the natives on ac/

count of th°iv nride.

.

" V deputation arrived last night ^ I? ChoctaW*.
4, Cherokees, and 15 Shawanees, from the north-
west, including two or three from tribes unknown
to us, for want of interpreters. The Shawanees
were afccnm'paniec! by a Creek, who has resided--
mong them tor the Inst twenty tears. A great num-
ber of our chiefs are assembled.
"The Cherokees inform rnc, they have eirdr-

confidence in the justice of our government, and *>
far as the road from Tennessee passes through the'.-

land, they have given their consent. They neiet'.
fore had some do;;bts relative to the affairs of therr

nations; but the just conduct of our government
has now united them in an unshaken confidence in

if—their business here islo adjust some matters re-

lative to property between tlie Creeks and them,
and to meet the Chickasaws in relation to their Ian 1

claim."

house sundfy resolutions of the people of St. Lou:
tT.L. expressive of their wishes for an alteration

HOUSE OP REPRESENTATIVES.
Thursday, Dec. 5.—The speaker laid before the

lis,

nn in

the form of government of that territory.
The bill from the senate nuking provision for the

corps of engineers, was referred to a committee at
the whole on Wednesday.
The amendment of the senate to the bill for ap.

;

ortioning representatives was then taken up, and af-

ter some time spent therein, the question on agreeing
was taken and determined in the negative

—
ayes 6T—noes .64—the speaker voting in the negative. A

committee of three members was appointed to con-
fer with a committee of the senate' relative to this

disagreement between the two houses.

The, Editor's Department.
Fearing to fatigue our readers with political mat,

ter, we have postponed several articles of that nature
to make room for misceUami The next paper will
be valuable instatisticsj with the succeeding(No. 16)
shall be issue;! a supplement, to dispose ofa greater,

portion dftthe matter that presses upon us, from the

meetingofcongress ami the several state legislatures.
To getm hereafter more articles specially designed
as record*, a very small, but beautiful type will be

procured as soon as possible.
Eur.ATA. In the table (pasje 237,) for present

number of members in the house of representative,
from Massachusetts, for "18" read 17.

And, in themotion made byCol.Little (page 240)

respecting American seamen, strike out all thai part
which makes a distinction between native and adopted
citizens. It is astonishing how this distinction could
have been drawn by the reporter, seeing there was

nothing like it in the resolution, or the design of
the mover; whose principles, I know, are hostile to

such discrimination.

Died, on Tuesday morning last, in the 38th yes?
of his atJ-e, Mr. Geo tire Dob biw, of this city, print-

er, and one of the proprietors of the "American."
For the decease of an honest man society mourns;

and, as his acquaintance was general, few per-
sons have been more extensively and sincerely la-

mented. His warm heart, liberal ideas, and gen-

tlemanly deportment—plain sincerity, active charity
and universal benevolence, secured him the love ot

all. He was at peace with mankind living; and di-

ed with a blessed assurance that his peace was made
with his God. Eulogy is lost in bringing to mind
the practical virtues of our endeared and departed
friend
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gsuded its principles, was founded on pretentions
.1 ut went to the subversion of our national indepen-

dence: and which* although r.cu- abandoned by one

j
i wcr, is, in its broad and destructive operation

as

i-iill enforced by the other, sapping the foundation

of our prosperity.
It is more than five years since England and

J-'rance, in violation of those principles of justice
•and public law, held sacred by all civilized nations,

(commenced this unprecedented system, by seizing

the property of the citizens of the United States,

peaceably pursuing their lawful commerce on the

high seas. To shield themselves from the odium
which such outrages must incur, each of the belli-

gerents sought a pretext in the conduct of the

other—each attempting to justify his sistem of ra-

pine as a retaliation for similar acts on tiie part oi

his enemy. As if the law of nations, founded on

Uie eternal rules ofjustice, could sanction a princi-

1 lc, which if engrafted into our municipal code

y.puld excuse the crime of one robber, upon the sole

1
lea that the unfortunate object of his rapidity, was

:.lso a victim to the injustice of another. The fact

t f priority could be true as to one only of the par-

ties; and whether true or false, could furnish no

ground ofjustification.
The United States thns unexpectedly and violent-

ly assailed by the two greatest powers in Europe,
withdrew their citizens and property from the

ocean: and cherished the blessing of peace, al-

though the occasion would have fully justified war,

sought redress in an appeal to the justice and mag-
i annuity of the belligerents. When this appeal
i ad failed of the success which was due to its mo-

deration, other measures, founded on the same pa-
t iiic policy, but applying u> the interests, instead of

the justice of the belligerents, were resorted to.

Such was the character of the non-intercourse and

Don-importation laws, which invited the return of

both powers to their former state of amicable rela-

tion, by offering commercial advantages to the one

who should first revoke his hostile edicts, and im-

posing restrictions on the other.

France, at length, availing herself of the proffers

Hiade equally to her and her enemy, by the non-im-

pcrtation law of May, 1810, announced the repeal

pn the first of the following November, of the de-

nies of Berlin and Milan. And it affords a sub-

ject of sincere congratulation to be informed,

through the official organs of the government, that

those decrees are, so far at least, as our rights are

concerned, really and practically at an end.

It was confidently expected that this act on the

part of France, would have been immediately fol

lowed bv a revocation on the part of Great Britain of

her orders in council. If our reliance on her jus-
lice had been impaired By the wrongs she had in-

flicted; yet when she had plighted her faith to the

world that the sole motive of her aggression on

neutral commerce was to be found in the Berlin

and Milan decrees, we looked forward to the ex-

tinction of those decrees, as the period when the

ft eedom of the seas would be again restored.

In this reasonable expectation we have, however,
been elisappointeel. A year has elapsed since the
French decrees were rescinded and yet Great Bri-

tain, instead of retracting pari passu that course
cf unjustifiable attack on neutral rights in which
; lie professed to be only the reluctant follower of

France, has advanced with bolder and continually
increasing strides. To the categorical demands

lately made by our government for the repeal of
her orders in council, she has affecteel to eleuy the

practical extinction of the_French decrees; and she

has, moreover, advanced a new and unexpected de"

mand, incj easing in hostility the orders themselves
She has insisted* through her accredited minister at

this place', that the repeal of the orders in council

mostbe preceded, not only by the practical aban-

donment of the decrees of Berlin and Milan, so far

as they infringe the neutral rights of the United

States; but by the renunciation on the part of

France, of the whole of her system of commercial

warfare against Great Britain, of which those de-

crees originally formed apart.
This system is understood to consist in a course

ofmeasures adopted by France and the other pow-
ers on the continent subject to, or in allience with

her, calculated to prevent the introduction into their

territories of the products and manufactures of

Great Britain and her colonies; and to annihilate

her trade with them. However hostile these regu-

lations may be, on the part of France towards

Great Britain; or however sensibly the latter may
feel their effects, they are, nevertheless to be re-

garded only as the expedients of one enemy against

another, for which the United States, as a neutral

power, can, in no respect, be responsible: they

are, too, in exact conformity with those which

Great Britain has herself adopted and acted upon
in time of peace as well as war. Audit is not to be

presumed that France would yield to the unautho-

rised demand of America what she seems to have

considered as one of the most powerful engines of

the present war.

Such are the pretentions upon which Great Bri-

tain founds the violation of the maritime rights of

the United States—pretentions nottheoritical mere-

ly, but followed up by a desolating war upon our

unprotected commerce. The ships of the United

States, laden with the products of our own soil and

labor, navigated by our own citizens and peaceably

pursuing a lawful trade, are seized on our own

coasts, and at the very mouths of our harbors, con-

demned and confiscated.

Your committee, are not, however, of that sect

whose worship is at the shrine of a calculating ava-

rice. And while we are laying before you the just

complaints of our merchants against the plunder of

their ships and cargoes, we cannot refrain from pre-

senting' to the justice and humanity of our countrv

the unhappy case of our impressed seamen.— Al-

though the groans of these victims of barbaritv fi,r

the loss of (what should be dearer to Americans

than life) their liberty
—although the cries of their

wives and children in the privation of protectors
and parents, have, of late, been drowned in the

louder clamors at the loss of property; yet is the

practice of forcing our mariners into the British

navv, in violation of the rights of our flatr, carrieel

on with unabated rigor and severity. If it be our

dutv to encourage the fair and legitimate commerce
of this country bv protecting the property of the

merchant, then indeed, by as much as life and liber-

ty are more estimable than ships and goods, so

much more impressive is the duty to shield the

persons of our seamen, whose hard and honest ser-

vices are employed, equally with those of the mer-

chants in advancing, under the mantle ofits laws,

the interests oftheir country.
To sum up, in a word, the great causes of com-

plaint against Great Britam, your committee need

only say—That the United States as a sovereign

and independent power, claim the right to use the

ocean, which is the common and acknowledged

highway of nations, for the purposes of transport-

ing in their own vessels, the products of their own
soil and the acquisitions of their own industry, to£
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market in the ports of friendly nations, and to brin g

kome, in return, such articles as their necessities or

tonveuience may require—always regarding the

lights of belligerents, as defined by the established

laws of nations. Great Britain in defiance of this

incontestable right, captures every American ves-

sel bound to or returning from a port whereher

commerce is not favored: enslaves our seamen, and

in spite of our remonstrance*; perseveres in these

To wrongs so daring in character, and so dis-

graceful in their execution, it is impossible tii.it the

people of the United States should remain nidifiei-

ent. We must now tamely and quietly submit, or

we must resist by those means wliich God lias plac-

ed within our reach.

Your committee would not cast a shade over the

American name, by the expression of a doubt

which branch of this alternative will be embraced.

The occasion is now presented when the national

character, misunderstood and traduced for a time by

foreign and domestic enemies, should be vindicated.

If we have not rushed to a held of battle like the

nations who are led by tiie inad ambition of a single

chief or the avarice of a corrupted court, it has not

proceeded from a fear of war, but from our love of

justice and humanity. That proud spirit of liberty

and independence, which sustainedour fathers in the

successful assertion of their rights against foreign

aggression, is not yet sunk. The patriotic tire ol

tlie revolution still burns in the American breast witli

a holy and unextinguishable flame and will conduct

this nation to those high destiniei, which are not

less the reward of dignified moderation, than of ex-

jdted valor.

But we have borne with injury until forbearance

lias ceased to be a virtue. The sovereignty and in-

dependence of these states, purchased and sanctifi-

ed by the blood of our fathers, from whom we re-

ceived them, not for ourselves only, but as the in-

heritance of our posterity, are deliberately and sys-

tematically violated. And the period b:« arrived,

when in the opinion of your committee, it is the

sacred duty of congress to call forth the patriotism
and resources of the country. By the aid of these,

and with the blessing of God, we confidently trust

we shall be enabled to procure that redress, which

has been sought for by justice, by remonstrance and

forbearance in vain.

Your committee, reserving for a future report,

those ulterior measures, which in their opinion

ought to be pursued, would at this time earnestly

ness to act on such service as the exigences of th
C

government may require.
4. That the president be authorised to order out

from time to time such detachments of the militia,
as in his Opinion the public service may require.

5. That all the vessels not now in service belong,
mg to the navy and worthy ol repair be immediately
fitted up andput in commission.

6. That it is expedient to permit our merchant
vessels owned exclusively by resident citizens, and
commanded and navigated solely by citizens, to arm
under proper regulations to be prescribed by law,
in self-defence, against all unlawful proceedings to-

wards them on the high seas.
The house adjourned to Monday.
Monday, December 2. John Taliaferro, declared

by the house to be entitled to the seat lately occu-
pied by John P. ifungcrlbrd, appeared and took his
seat.

Mr. Gold reported an amendment to the bid res-

pecting taking affidavits and bail in and fertile cir-

cuit courts of the United States, which was referred
to a committee of the whole.
The amendment of the senate to the bill "extend-

ing the time for opening the several land offices es-

tablished in the territory of Orleans," was agreed to

by the house. So the bill requires only thesigruw
ture of the president to become a law.
The house resolved itself into a committee of the

whole, Mr. Bassett in the chair, on the bill allowing
further time for completing the payments on certain
lands held by right ol pre-emption in the Mississippi
territory; which was gone through, reported to the

house, and ordered to be engrossed for a third read-

ing.
Mr. Little, from the committee appointed to wait

on the president of the United States, with a resolu-

tion passed on Friday, calling for certain infori na-

tion, reported that they had" performed that duty,
and received for answer that the president would
cause due attention to be paid to the request of the
house. And the house adjourned.

Tuesday, December 3. Mr. Dawson, from the

committee on that subj ect, reported a bill for the

reliefof the infirm, disabled and superannuated offi-

cers and soldiers of the late and of the present army
of the United States; which was read the first and

second time and committed to a committee of the

whole house.

On motion of Mr. Randolph,
Ordered, that tiie committee appointed to enquire

into the faithful application of public monies, beau-

recommend, in the words of the President, "Thatj thorised and empowered to send for persons ami

the United States be immediately put into an ar

mor and attitude demanded by the crisis, and cor

responding with the national spirit and expecta
tions." And to this end, they beg leave to submit,
for the adoption of the house, the following respiu

tions:

1. Mesvlved, That the military establishment as

authorised by the existing laws, ought to be imme-

diately completed by filling up the ranks and pro-

longing the enlistment of the troops; and that to

encourage enlistments, a bounty in lauds ought to

be given in addition to the pay and bouiity now al-

lowed by law.

2. That an additional force often thousand regu-
lar troops ought to be immediately raised to serve

ipr three years; and that a bounty in lands ought to

lc given to encourage enlistments.

3. That it is expedient to authorise the president,
under proper regulations, to accept the service of

any number of volunteers not exceeding fifty thou-

ymct> to be organized, trained and heidin rewli-,

papers.
On motion of Mr. Newton,
Resolved, that the committee of commerce and

manufactures be instructed to enquire whether any,

and if any, what alteration and amendments are ne-

cessary to be made in the several acts of congress

establishing' ports of entry and delivery.
An engrossed bill allowing a further time for com-

pleting the payments on certain lands held by the

right of pre-emptions in the Mississippi Territory,
was read a third time and passed.

Wednesday, Dec. 4. On motion of Mr. Williams,

Resolved, That the committee of commerce and

manufactures be instructed to report a bill explana-

tory of the act laying duties on manufactured copper.

apportionment bill.-—The amendments ofthe senate

to the bill for the apportionment of representatives
were then considered.

Mr. Stanford moved that the further consideration

thereof be postponed until to-morrow; which was de-

termined jn the negative
—Yeas 56—IfJys 72-
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Public Documents.
(continued from page 227.)

Translation of a note from count Jiosenk) nntz, to Mr.

Erving, dated 28th June, 1811.

The undersigned minister of state, chief of the

department of foreign affairs, has hud before the

king, his master, the no'es which Mr. Erving, spe-
cial minister from the United States of America ad-

dressed to hilt) on the 7th current. lie is charged
to assure this minister that his majesty has seen

with great satisfaction, that the president of the Uni-

ted Slates recognizes the reciprocal utility of the

relations which unite the two governments.
The king having always had it at heart to main-

tain a good understanding with the American go-
vernment, would be much pained if he could be con-

vinced that the subjects of the United States who
have carried on commerce and navigation either dn

the ports of his majesty, or in the waters which
wash the shores of his states, and in the adjoinini.

origin granted to American vessels bv the French
consuls residing in the. ports of the U 3' .tes. The
French government caused it to bfe officially declared
to the court ofCopenhagen, on the22^i of Septembers
that the consuls ot France would not gram ahv more
certificates of origin, and that every America:; ves-
sel that had them on board, iiad false paper.., and
was to be treated accordingly. Taking into vie^f
the strict and happy union Which subsisted between
the king and his majesty the emperor of the French—his majesty could not but pay attention to his com-
munication, lie therefore ordered that the certifa
cates of origin, which had been thus declared to be
all false, should be considered by the prize c:.urls

as false documents, which would authorize the con-
demnation of die vessel that had them oil board.—
The undersigned, hiving been afterwards informed

by the charge des affaires of his majesty in the Uni-
ted States, and recently by Mr. Erving, that the con-
suls of France in the United States had not received
the order of their government to abstain from grant'

latitudes, have had just cause to complain of the ing these certificates until the 13th of Nove
treatment which they hav'e met with there, in conse

ouence of the privateering which his majesty has

been forced to authorize by the war into which the

Danish nation have been drawn by the government
of Great Britain. His majesty is persuaded that the

vessels captured under (he flag of the United States

have not been brought into his ports unless there

was reason to suppose that the vessel was r.ot duly
authorized to carry that flag, or that she was engag-
ed in an illicit trade. The ordinances an to privateer-

ing which was published on the 28th of March of

the last year, prescribed to those fitting out priva-

teers, the conduct they were to pursue, and it also

fixed the responsibility to which they were subject-
ed. The high court of admiralty waxhes over the

execution of this or linance, which has met the ap

probation of all the governments of Europe.
If there had been many vessels under the Ameri-

can flag brought in, it is because there have been

a great number of them furnished with false papers,
that evidently carried on a simulated and justly pro-
hibited commerce. It was naturally very difficult

for the courts to distinguish at first the navigation
which was fair and in rule (en regie) from that

which was devoted to the service of the enemy of

Denmsrk. The conduct of the navigators who fol-

lowed the latter, compromitted those who had no-

thing to reproach themselves with; but in every case

where the high court of admiralty discovered that

the papers on board proved that the vessel was real-

ly American, and that the captain had notmr.de an

improper use of them, to cover the property of th-

enemy, passing it off as American, the vessels nn .-.

cargoes have been released. There was one cause o v

seizure and of process against American Vessels

which in a certain degree applied to those that pro-
duced false papers or to those in whose documen's

there were irregularities. This was the certificate of

last year, by the Ilsniei; and that they had not ceased

granting them until after that period, and haVirig re

ported this to his majesty, he immediately directed
that the certificates in question should no longer be

injurious to the vessels that were furnished Willi

them, provided that these certificates bore date pri-

or to the 13ih of November, of the Inst yeaf.
The king has not confined himself to giving this

proof of his attention to the remonstrance made to*

him on the part of the government of the United
States: his majesty has also, ha7inj; in view the re-

presentations made by the special minister of the
United States, just ordered that the cases of the fol-

lowing vessels under the American flag brought tlitd

the ports of his dominions, viz.

Minerva, Captain Baker,
Resolution^ Eldndge,
Pittsburg, Vardsleyi
Mrtiia 1 lieresa, Phelps,
Amiable Matilda, Hague,
Minerva,

•

Smithy
should be reported to him by his chancery be ford
the definitive sentence was pronounced— in case the"

supreme court of admiralty should find the charged
alleged by the captors were so well founded, as ty

make it probable that the sentence woidd be unfa-
vorable to the vessels. Mr. Erving will be pleased
to observe that these are vessels acquitted in the
first instance by th : prize courts, and in whose cases

appeals had been made by the captors. His majes-
ty had also determined to cause to be reported to

him in the same manner the eases of the following
1

vessels:

O car, Captain Cunningham,,
William and Jane Bunker,
Washington, Almy,
Rachel, Joseph,
Charlotte. Pieree-,
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he masters of the vessels have ftiid re
| the will

(volonte) of the king, offer sure guirardees
n appeal ^o the decisions of the

supremejto
the commerce of the United State*, that the ves-

i«i which th

bourse to an

court. The undersigned flatters himself that Mr.js? Is under their flag will be able to navigate in the

Erving will-find in this compliance of the king his.seasand waters visited by die Danisii cruizers, with

master, an evident proof of the desire of his majes- out any risk of being molested by them or brought
ty to see that the most exact justice may be observ- in if their papers are in order (en regie) and there is

i'd towards the American vessels brought into the no reason to suppose that they have been improperly
Danish ports. (used. Toe vesselwhich is destined to carry intoanj

His majesty who has seen with great satisfaction) port whatever produce and merchandize which ar

that the president of the United States properly ap

preciaies the sentiments of justice and equity which

animates him; feels gratified in manifesting to him
that he desires to preserve and to cultivate on Ids

part, the relations of good understanding and of ami-

ty, which have always subsisted between UieDmish
governmen t, and that, of the United States of Ame-
rica. Ic is enjoined on the undersigned to charge
Mr. Erving with assuring his government that the

intentions of the km»' his mister, are invariable i»

this respect.
i.i regard to vessels under the American flag, ar

rested at sea by Danish cruizers, anil which were

found under the convoy of British ships of war, Mr.

Erving will permit tire undersigned to have the

honor of observing to him that when the tact is fully

proven, the searching afler, and the use made of the

protection of the enemies of Denmark in the se<s

which wash the shores of his majesty's dominions,
or in those which environ them, cannot be viewed

by the D misb government, but as having taken from

those vessels their original character of neutrals.—
But the king, not having Keen willing that the courts

should attribute to vessels under the American fl ig

t.te having placed (de s'e'.re mis) under the protec-
tion of Ins enemies unless the fact was proven, has

very recently directed that proofs the most eviderii

be required to establish the fact that a vessel under
the American flag had been (ait ete) under English

convoy. The undersigned cannot but urge in favor

of the principle established by the Itth article of

the ordinance for privateering, the argument, that he

who causes himself to be protected by that act,

ranges himself on the side of the protector, and evi-

dently renounces the advaniages attached to the cha-

racter of friend to him, against whom he seeks the

protection. If Denmark should abandon this princi

pie, the navigators of ail nations would find their

account in carrying on the commerce of Creat Bri-

tain under the protection of English ships of war,

without running any risk. We every day see that

this is done, the Danish government not being able

to place in the way of it sufficient obstacles.

heir enterprize

re

not admitted into that port according to the laws
of the state to which it belongs, will not be consi-
deied as in rule (in regie) and the navigators who
may aim at employing their vessels in this way, will

only hate to blame themselves if th

leads to injury.
The undersigned, in acquitting himself as he has

just done of ihe orders of nis sovereign, cannot de-

prive himself of the honor of again reminding Mr.

Erving, that the navigation and the commerce of iha
citizens of the United States, found a reception and
an outlet for the productions of their country, in the

ports under the dominion of the king of Denmark, at
a time when they did not enjoy the same advantages
m the ports of the greater p.i't of the states of Eu-

rope. This circumstance will sufficiently prove to

the American government that that of Denmark is

fully aware of the reciprocal utility of the relations
of commerce and a good understanding between die
two nations.

The undersigned has the honor, &c.

ROSENKRANTZ.
Copenhagen, 23th June, 1811.

undersigned will dd a single
will serve to convince Mr. Ervi

is in the view of his majesty as

ble— it is, that every Danish vessel which should

make use of English convoy is condemned— if she i»

convicted of it in like manner as a foreign vessel.—
It is but too well known that in all timz-s during ma-
ritime wars, neutral navigation has been exposed to

embarrassments and delays. The Danish navigation
has had experience of it in its time. It i3 there

fore that the king has established rules for priva-

teering which place the navigation truly neutral un-

der cover from vexations. Mis majesty would equal-

ly have wished, entirely to have prevented captured
vessels from experiencing delays of any importance
when it was found that they had their papers on

hoard in order (in regie) and that they had not im-

properly used tnem to carry on a simulated com
merce on account of the enemy of Denmark:. He is

convinced that he has taken for this purpose all the

measures in Ids power, and he is resolved carefully to

watch over their execution. These measures, and

Malthus on Population.
.In Analytical review of the ''Essay on the principle of

Population, by T. 11. Multhus, A. Jil." -with some
remarks more particularly applicable to the present,
and probable future state of the United States.

[COKTISUEJl FIIO.II PAGK 147 J
Until within a few years pas', the preventive check

will be found to have operated almost exclusively in

Norway. The military enrollments, which enjoin-
ed a service of ten years, included even' man un-

der the age of thirty six. The choice of the soldiers

was left to the officers, who generally preferred the

oldest on the list as being the most effective men;
and as none of these weve permitted to marry with-

out the special consent of his officer, and a cer-

tifieate from the minister of his parish that lie

was possessed of enough to support a wife; those

who were not in very good circumstances, rather

dian encounter the trouble, expense and difficulty

ng that this principle
|

f obtaining these requisites, preferred to remain

just as it is invaria-
jungle till the ^expiration of their service; so that

the men were, for the most part, pretty fur advanc-

ed in life before they thought of marrying. Odier

obstacles to early marriages existed in the peculiar

state of the country. There are no large manufac-

turing towns to give employment to a redundant

population; every man is an artisan and every fami-

ly includes within itself, its own artificers, butchers,

observation, which

bakers, brewers, &c. The farmer who owns 'a quan-

tity of land, divides it into such portions as are ade-

quate to the support of a family, and lets them out

to a certain portion of married laborers, who are

called housemen, and who in return are obliged to

work for the farmer at a fixed and low price when-

ever called upon. A vacancy among the", house-

men is the only prospect which presents itself to the

laborer of supporting a family; and as the mortal-

ity is very small, being only as one to 48, it is not

surprising that we find from the registers, the pro-

portion of marriages to the population only as 1 t->
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l>0. Until a vacancy happens the young men and

\vo nen remain with the farmer as servants, live na

lural consequence of this state of the country is,

that the lower classes of people in Norway are placed

in a much better situation than might be expected
from the nature of the soil ami climate. Along the

sea coast, 0,1 the contrary, where the hopes of pro-

curing adequate supplies of food from fishing, induce

the people to marry more frequently and early, the

rise of population above their means of subsistence

renders tlleril miserably poor and Wretched in com-

parison to the interior inhabitants.

The great improvements which have lately been

made in agriculture, the division of the land into

smaller farms and tne consequent increase of the

number of housemen, have tended to give a consi-

derable start to the population;
The only difference between Norway and Sweden credible; but from what ! saW myself, I should be

in respect' to the population is, that in the lattei inclined to believe, that both this and the mortality
before mentioned migljt not be 'far from the truth;

I was at the house about noon, and foui children had

just been received, one of Which was evidently cly-

the author's own words. "In the maison ties Enfuiii

troxives, (or foundling hospital
1

!
the mortality is pro-

digious. No tegular list is published, and verbal

communications are always liable to some uncertain

ty. I cannot therefore rely upon the information
I collected upon the subject) but from the most
careful enquiries which 1 could make of the atten-

dants at the house in Petersburg!), I understood 'hat

01-ie hundred a month was the common average, lit

the preceding winter (which Was the winter of lf88J
it had not been uncommon to bury eighteen d da)
The average number received in the day is about l< n,

and though they are ail sent into the country to be

nursed, three days after Ihey have been in the house,

yet, as many of them are brought in a dying slate,

the mortality must necessarily be grcat t Ti e rium-
ber said to be received appe«t"Sj indeed, aliribs't in-

fcountry, agriculture seems to be better Understood,

the farms are divided into smaller tenements: and

the impediments to early marriage; of course fewer.

The proportion of marriages to the population as

registered, is as 1 to 112. In proportion; however,
as the preventive check is less prevalent, the positive

checks operate with greater force. Whether from

the natural iinhealihiiiess of the soil, the habits of the

people, or the nature of the government, which ha;

Been constantly directing its efforts to increase the

population without attending to the means of sup

porting it, the mortality of Sweden is very great;

the average proportion of deaths being to tne popu-
lation as 1 to .35. The medical colleges, the lying-in

and foundling hospitals which were established by

government tor the purpose of encouraging popnla

and
survive,

another did not seem as if it would !<

'• A part of the house is destined to ttie purpi
a lying-in hospital, where every woman thut cmncrf

is received and no questions are asked. The cliil

A-!iich are thus bora iu
-e brought up by nurses I he

house, and are sent into the country like Ihe 1 thefs<

A mother^ if she choose it^ may perform the office)

of nurse to her own child in the hotise, bin is nog

permitted to take it away with her. A child bftiilghfc
to the house may at any time be reclaimed b) ii i

parents, if they can prove themselves able to supper .

it, and all th.- «'.hildrdn are marked and numbered cit

lion, or at least of impeding the mortality, nave not being received, that they may be known and prod lie*

been found in any degree to answer the desired end

Indeed our author is of opinion that hospitals of that

description, so far from producing any good effect,

directly tend to increase the evils of society by hold-

ing" out encouragements to vice.

Considering the vevy great natural resources of

Russia, its population m iy be looked upon as com-

paratively much interior to that of most other coun-

tries. This is ascribed to two causes, both powerful
fu their operations namely* the hospitals before

spoken of, and the abject slavery to which the boors

an 1 peasants are condemned, being considered as

much the transferable property of the noblemen, as

t!i2 cattle which graze their fields. The revenue of

a It issi m nobleman arises frofin a capitation tax upon
all the males of his estate. Each family is allowed

a certain portion of land sufficient to support it and

pay the tax. According to their increase, new divi-

sions of land are occasionally made; and if it is

found that one farm has yielded more 'haft the sup-

part and tax of the farmer, it is divided into two.

It thus becomes the interest of the boor not to pay
nauch attention to the cultivation of his lan€ beyond
those necessary purposes, as the consequence would
be the loss of half his farm at the next division. To
which may be added the indolence and ignorairce
which must necessarily accompany a state of igno-
minious bondage. As the imputation of inhumanity
era want of a proper respe.ct for the condition of the

poo'-, may be cast upon the author from what has

been said respecting institutions apparently benefi-

cial to the general interest of society, and so honora-

ble to the motives of their founders, as hospitals for

the reception of foundling children and lying-in wo
men; it would be doing him injustice not to make
the reader acquainted with the facts arid arguments

ed to the parents, when required} wno, if they can
not reclaim litem, are permitted to visit them.

" The country nurses receive only two rubles it

month (which is only about fife} cents a wick
j) y*.

'.,

the general expences are said td i>e one iiiinclred

thousand rubles a month. The regular revenues

belonging to the institution are net nearly equal to

this sum ; but the government takes on itself thrf

management of the whole affair, and eoilseqileiniv
bears all the additional expehCes. As chii Iten are
reclaimed without any limit, it is absolutely neces-

sary that the expences should also Le unlimited.—
It is evident that the most dreadful evils must result,

from an unlimited reception of children, and only
a limited fund to support them. Such malkutionsj
therefore, if managed properly, that is, if the ex-

traordinary mortality do not prevent the rapid :»ccu=*

mutation of expence, cannot exist loflg except Under
the protection of a very rich government ; and eve.i

under such the period of their failure cmnot be very
distant.

"At six or seven years old the children' who have
heen sent into the country return to the bouse, when.

they are taught all sorts ot trades and manual opera*
tions. The common hours of working are from six
to twelve, and from two till four. The girls leave
the house at eighteen, and the boys at twenty or

twenty-one. V. hen the house is too full, some of
those who have been sent into the country are not

brought back. The principal mortality of course;
takes place ajrtiong the infants who are iilst received*
and the children which are brought tip in the
house ; but there is a considerable mortality among
those which are relumed from the coimtrj, and are
in the firmest stages of life. I was in some degree
surprised at hearing this, after having been partiCJ

Upon which he has founded his opinion of their inju- larly struck with the extraordinary degree of ne •.'

tions tendency. We cannot do this better than in nes»> elpunHnsss arid sweeliifsss which apneaved ',
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prevail in every department. This degree of neat-

ness, almost inconceivable in <t large institution, was

to be attributed principally to the present empress

dowager, who interested herself in all the details of

the management, and when at Petersburgh seldom

pissed a week without inspecting them in person.

The mortality which takes place in spite of all these

attentions is a clear proof, that the constitution in

early youth cannot support confinement and work for

eight hours in the day. The children had all rather

a prtie and sickly countenance, and if a judgment of

all the national beauty had been formed from the

girls and boys of this establishment it would have

been most unfavorable.

" The maison des Enfans trouves at Moscow is con-

ducted exactly upon the same principles as that at

Petersburgh ; and Mr. Tooke gives an account of

the surprising loss of children which it had sus-

tained in twmty years, from the time of its first

establishment in 17S6. On this occasion he observes,

if we knew precisely the number of those who died

immediately after reception, or who brought in with

them the germ of dissolution, a small part only of

the mortality would probably appear to be fairly at-

tributable to the foundling hospital; as none would

be so unreasonable as to lay the lass of these certain

victims to death to the account of a philanthropical

institution, which enriches the country from year to

vear with an ever-increasing number of healthy, ac-

tive, and industrious burghers. It appears to me,

however, that the greater part of this premature

mortality is clearly to be attributed to these insti-

tutions, miscalled- philanthropical. If any reliance

can be placed on the accounts which are given of

the infant mortality in the Russian towns and pro

vinces, it would appear to be unusually small. The

greatness of it, therefore, at the foundling hospi

tais, may justly be laid to the account of institutions

which encourage a mother to desert her child, at the

very time when, of all others, it stands most in need

of her fostering care. The frail tenure by which an

infant holds its life will not allow a remitted atten-

tion, even for a tew hours. The surprising mortality
which takes pi ice at these two foundling hospitals of

Petersburgh arid Moscow, wh.ch are managed in the

best possible manner, as all who have seen them with

one consent assert, appears to me incontrovertiblv

to prove that the nature of these institutions is not

calculated to answer the immediate end they have

in vi-.w, which I conceive to be the preservation of

a certain number of citizens to the state which might
otherwise perhaps perish from poverty or False

shame. It is not to be doubted, that if the children

received into these hospitals had been left to the

management of their parents, taking the chance of

all the difficulties in which they might be involved,
a much greater proportion of them would have reach-

ed the age of- manhood, and have become useful

members of the state.

" When we look a little deeper into this subject,
it will appear that these institutions not only fail in

their immediate object, but by encouraging, in the

most marked manner, habits of licentiousness, dis-

courage marriage, and thus weaken the main spring
of population. All the well informed men with

whom 1 conversed on this subject at Petersburgli,

agreed invariably, that the institution had produced
this effect in a surprising degree. To have a child

was considered as one of tiie most trifling faults

winch a girl could commit. An English merchant
at Petersburgh told me that a Russian girl living in

his family, under a mistress who was considered as

Wy strict, had sent six children to ths foundling

hospital without the loss of her place. It should bs
observed, however, that generally speaking six chil-

dren are not common in this kind of uuercourse-
Where habits of licentiousness prevail, the births
are never in the same proportion to the number of
people, as in the married state ; and therefore the

discouragement to marriage, arising from this licen-

tiousness, and the diminished number of births
which is the consequence of it, will much more than
counterbalance any encouragement to marriage from,
the prospect held out to parents of disposing of the
children which they cannot support. Considering
the extraordinary mortality which occurs in these

institutions, and the habits of licentiousness, which
hey have an evident tendency to create, it nwy be

said, perhaps with truth, that if a person wished to

check population, and were not solicitous about the

means, he could not propose a more effectual mea-
sure, than the establishment of a sufficient number
of foundling hospitals, unlimited in their reception
of children. And with regaru to the moral feelings-
of a nation, it is difficult to conceive that they must
not be very sensibly impaired by encouraging mo-
thers to desert their offspring and endeavoring i»
teach them ihat their love for their new born infants
is a prejudice which it is the interest of their coun-

try to eradicate. An occasional child-murder, from
false shame, is saved at a very high price, if it can

only be done by the sacrifice of some of the best and
most useful feelings of the human heart, in a great
part of the nation.

"On the supposition that foundling hospitals at-

tained their proposed end, the state of slavery in

Russia would, perhaps, render
;
them more justifiable

in that country than in any other ; because every
child brought up at the foundling hospitals becomes
a free citizen, and in this capacity is likely to be
more useful to the state than if it had merely increas-
ed the number of slaves belonging to an individual'

proprietor. But in countries, not similarly ciicum-
stanced, the most complete success in institutions of
this kind, would be a glaring injustice to other

parts of the society. The true encouragement to

marriage is the high price of labor, and an increase
of employments, which require to be supplied with
proper hands ; but if the principal part of these em-
ployments, apprenticeships, &c. be filled up by.
foundlings, the demand for labor among the legiti-
mate part of the society must be proportionately di-

minished, the difficulty of supporting a family be in-

creased, and the besl encouragement to marriage
removed."
The author notices an extraordinary fact recorded

in the registers for the city of Petersburgh, for

which, however, he does not pretend to account, and
which is directly the reverse of what has been observ-
ed in all other countries ; namely, the much greater

mortality of female children than of male. 01 1000

boys born, 147 only died within the first year—but of
the same number of girls, 3 1 0.

There is so little difference in the general opera-
tion of the checks to population to be found in the
middle countries of Europe, that our author has

thought it sufficient to direct the reader's attention
to the register of marriages and deaths without a re-

ference to each particular country. From the re-

sults furnished by these, the inference is clearly de-
ducible that the former are dependent on the latter,
or that they reciprocally influence each other. I15

countries, therefore, where no great or sudden in-

crease in the means of subsistence is to be expected,
the government acts unwisely to hold out encou-

ragements to marriage, as they would be only sc

many means of increasing the mortality. Monies-
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(juieu has justly observed, in his Esprit des hoix

that wherever there is a place for two persons to hv

.comfortably, a marriage will certainly ensue: parti-

cular laws, therefore, to encourage the propagation
of the human species, are not only superfluous,

but

destructive of the happiness of the people.
The ex-

act proportion which marriages bear with deaths is

Strongly exemplified in Holland. Crome and Suss-

milch, two statistical writers, of acknowledged ac-

curacy, have estimated the average proportion of

marriages t inhabitants as 1 to 108, and by the same
calculation the mortality as 1 to 36. But in certain

J)utch villages it appeared from the registers that

the proportion of m images was 1 to 64, a number
which S isimilch endeavored to account for by the

Various tr des and means of getting a livelihood in

Holland; bu< this extraordinary deviation from the
men proportion is more correctly solved by the

Sim* regisf r, by which it appeared that the mor-

tally was 1 to 22 instead of being in the usual pro-

portion of 1 in 36. This increased number of mir

rfages, therefore, produced no increase of popula
tion, being occasioned merely by the vacancies which
death h id created in employments, wh?reby a family

might be supported. A further illustration of the

subject will be found upon recollecting the contrast

exhibited in the state of Norway. In that country
the, mortality was stated to be 1 in 48, and the mar-

riages only i in 130. Thus it will be seen that an

exact relative proportion is maintained.

[to be continued.]

Debt of Ireland pat/able in Great Britain.

Consolidated annuities, 3 per
cent. 30,238.875 00 00

Reduced annuities, 3 per cent. 16,028,750 Co 00
Consolidated annuities, 4 per

cent. 3,254-375 0'> 00
Ditto do. 5 per cent. 572,000 00 00

Total Irish debt payable in
G. B. 50,094,000 00 00

Debt of the Emperor of Gf.rmant, p-.iyuble in Great
Britain.

Consolidated annuities, 3 per
cent. 7,502,633 6 8

British Statistics.

NATIONAL DEBT—EXPENDITURE—TAXATION
National Debt.

When queen Anne came to the throne
in 1701, the debt was £16,394,702

When George I. came to the throne in

1714 54,145,362
When George II. came to the throne in

1727 52,092,235
When George III. came to the throne in

1760 146,632,844
At the close of the American war the

debt was (1784) 257,213,043
At the close of the war against "revo-

lutionary France" (1801) 579,91 1,447
January 5, 1810 811,393,082

Description of debt, from papers laid before Parlia-

ment, in February, 1809.
capitals at 3 per cent, rcit annum—

Bank of England, and annuities
created in 1726, £12,686,800

South ssa, old and new annuities
in 1751, 25,984,684 13 11|

Consolidated annuities 379.757,656 8 8i
Reduced annuities, 148,448,550 5 2

Total at 3 per cent. 566,857,691 7 9}

Consolidated annuities at 4
percent. 59,116,984 17 2

Capitals at 5 per cent.
Consolidaiel annuities 50,104,095 19 4
Annuities created in 1797 and

lg02, 1,916,346 18

Total capitals,

Totalfunded debt of G. B. 735,611,762 8 11 J

Debt of Iiseland payable in Dublin.
3 per cent, per annum 6,630,962 17 1

4,per cent. 227,600
5 per cent. 12,875,450 11 3

Total Irish debt, payable in

Dublin 19,783,023 8 4

678,015,119 2 3$

Total funded debt of G. B. and

Ireli.nd, January 1, 18.9, 755,395,775 17 3|
Unfunded debt of Great Britain and Ireland.

Exchequer bills, £40,093,200

Treasury bills, 1,302,817

Army, barracks, ordnance,navy,
civil list advances 9,470 311 19 4£

Total Irish unfunded debt 570,747 6

Total British debt, Janua-

ry, 1809, 806,832,851 16 10*

The present amount of the national debt is various-

ly stated by different writers. It is somewhere be-

tween 830 and 850 millions of pounds; a "handful of
millions," to use the appropriate and signific mt words
of a member of the house of commons, is of no great

consequence
—one way or the other.

As the greater part of the debt bears only three

per cent, per annum, and £100 of its stock wili pro-
luce no more th n from 60 to £65 in money, the Bri-

tish financial writers estimate its real amount to be
bout 500 millions, because (say iht'y) it might be pur-
chasedfr that sum in cash.

The following facts will explain to the reader why
>uch great quantities of stock have been created at

such low rates of interest.

In 1806, the British government borrowed 18 mil-

lions of money—but the stock created by i>. was ex-

actly £29,880,00' •; thus—they gave £7 stock, 3 per
cent, reduced; £70, 3 per cent, consols. ; and £10, 5

per cent navy; making £150 stock for £1U0 money;
besides, t here was £2,880, 00 more stock created than

the money produced, at this rate. Whether this w.;S

i bonus to th.- lenaers, we are unable to say
—the facts

ire as stated.

Again—in 1808, £10,500,000 were raised—for eve-

ry £100, the lenders agreed to take £118 3- . 6 i. in

the 4 per cents—making a stock of £12,4i<8.4?'5, und

.o bearing a real interest of nearly 5 per ceut. besides

the Usual discounts .wv\ premiums.
The foregoing may serve to give a general ideaef

the nature of. the British funds. But we do not pre-
tend to understand the subject minutely, or com-

prehend clearly, the financial operations of 'his go-
vernment. They are surrounded by mystery ; and
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completely known only to the few who "gamble" in

them. The annexed explanation of terms will assist

the Header to feel the moni.ed pulse of the nation, on

seeing' the price of stocks quoted in the newspa-

5>ers :

B!-.Sr,njrT10N- OF THETUBLIC FUJJDS.

Navy five per cent, annuities, produced from about

fifty millions of stock, partly formed out of navy bills,

converted, in 1784, into a stock bearing mterest at

fire per cent- whence the name.

Four per cent, consolidated annuities, produced

frqm the same quantity of stock as the last, bearing

interest at four per ccin. as Lhe title indicates ; these

annuities are called consols, or consolidated, from the

stock having been formed, by the consolidation of

several debts of government.
Three per cent, reduced annuities, produced by

about 170 millions of stock farmed from several

debts, tint originally bore a higher rate of interest,

nut which, on, various conditions, has been reduc-

ed to U.e rate wl^ich the name of the stocks ex-

press.

Three per cent, consolidated annuities produced by

a'M>ve four hundred millions of stock, in part formed

by the consolidation of several stocks, bearing inte-

rest at three per cent.

N. D. When the. word consols, is indefinitely used

it is always understood to mean these annuities.

Three psr cent, imperial annuities, produced by

above eight millions of stock created by loans to tiie

emperor of Germany, with the security of the inte-

rest being p*id by the government of this country,

whenever the emperor should fail in his engagement.

Jr:u-e percent. Irish annuities, produced by about

two millions of stock formed by loans for the use of

Ireland, before die union.

B >nk stock, is a capital of nearly 12 millioas with

which the company of the bank has accommodated

government with various loans, and with which they

carry on the banking business; purch ise bullion, Sec.

Tfie dividends on b.mk stock are now ten per cent.;

so that the profits of the company are near twelve

hundred thousand pounds per annum.

India slock, forms the trading capital of the

East India company ; this stock (Consisting of six

millions) produces an annual dividend of lOi per

Cent, ; ,

South sea stock and annuities consist of, or are

produced from a capital' of nearly twenty millions.

The greatest part of this is lent to government, for

which the company receive three percent, but from

the increase of other profits, the dividend to the pro-

prietors is 3V percent. ..

The terminable annuities nr?,

Bank long annuities, so called from the annual

p ivment being from their origin made payable at die

baftk, and from their being granted for a greater

length of time, titan other terminable annuities*—

These annuities extend* to the beginning of the year

1836, and ;.he annual payments are about eleven him

died thousand pounds.

Imperial short annuities, formed in the same man-

ner, and upon the same conditions, as the imperial

three per ccut. annuities ; they extend to May, 1809.
'

Besides 'he permanent loans to government, which

have created the perpetual and terminable annuities,

various sums have been raised from time to time, as

temporary loans, on what are called exchequer. bills,

from being made payable at the treasury oi the ex-

chenuer.

Exchequer bills are issued for different hundreds

p thousand of pounds, an i bear an interest of 3A

per cent, per diem, from the day of their date to the

tie wheVi they are advertised t
•

bepaid off.

Navy bills are merely bills of exchange, drawn ;, .-.

90 days date, and are given by the commissioners of

the navy for the amount of supplies, fur the use of

that dep -rtinent, and the interest upon those amount
to three per cent, per diem.

India bonds are issued by the East India company,
and bear interest at 5 per cent, per annum.

Omnium is a term denoting the different stocks

formed by a loan, while any part of the loan remains

unpaid. For example, suppose 20 millions of mo-

ney were to be raised, and for every l.l 00 in money,
are to be given U00 stock in the 3 per cents. ?.50

stock in the 4 per cents, and 6s. 3d. per cent, in the

long annuities ;' then if any person engage to advance

1 10,000 in money, upon paying the first instalment,

(for the money is usually advanced at the rate of about

10 per cent, per month, until the whole is paid) he

will receive three receipts, which separately contain

an engagement to answer to the person possessing

them 7.10,000 stock in lhe three per cents, t.5,i)U J

stock in the four per cents, and /.:>! 10s. in the long

annuities, upon the whole of the instalments being

paidj at or before the appointed time— While these

three receipts are sojd together, and before the

whole of the instalments have been paid they are cal-

led omnium, as they are made up of all, or of several

of tlie stocks,

Script is a term given to each of the receipts of the

omnium, they sire sold separately ;—thus, in the,

foregoing supposition, if the receipt containing lhe

engagement to transfer the U 0,000 in the 3 per cent.

be sold without the other two receipts, this would

be called a sale of script. Immediately the whole of

the instalments upon any script is paid, the transfer

of the stock is made to the person who holds it, and

there is usually a discount allowed for any prompt

payment.
N. B. When the stock created by any loan is form-

ed in only one sort of stock, there is, properly speak-

ing, no omnium; though, then by a misnomer, the

script receipt is caded by that name.

The prices of the stocks, &c. ire exhibited in the

lists that are published, in this manner :

The value of any perpetual annuity, thus :

Three per cent, consols. 63 1 8, 64, 3-4, 1 2-

Signifies that the value of /.100 stock of these an-

nuities sold on the day this price is given, for 1.63

2s. 61. in motiey at the beginning of the market, that

This stock ro.se to / 64 15s. and left off at 1.61 10s.

The value of any terminable annuity, thus :

B.nk Ising Annui lies, 16 3 S, 16 1-16.

Signifying that any annual payment of these annui-'

ties was worth 16 3-8 years purchase at the beginnings

and left off at 16 1 16 years purchase at the end un

the market. <

Thevalue ofeither exchequer bills, or India bonds,

thus :

Exchequer bills, 2 a 4 premium, or India bends, 1

pr. 2 discount.

This signi'fies'that every MOO in exchequer bills

bore a premium of 2s. at the beginning which ad-

vanced to 4s. at the end of that day ; and that every

/ 100 in India bonds, sold at first at is. premium ;.:,<l

afterwards sold at 2s. discount.

The value of omnium is expressed thus.,

Omnium 3 1 S premium ;

And signifies that every .MOO of amniiym, .sold at

! a premium '3 10s.

B \Tiii-Vir. EXPKNIHTUBK.

When queen Anna came to the throne, 1/0!, the

wildle annual expenditure, inchidihg the hm?res[j

ori the national d'-bt. was ^5,610,987 ,<
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Wlien George I. came to the

throne (1714) just after queen
Anne hud been at war 11 years

Wnen George If. came to the

throne, 1727,
When George 111. came to the

throne, 1760
At tlie end of the American war,
and beginning ofPitt's adminis-

tration, 1784
At the latter end of the war a-

gainst "revolutionary France,"
1801

For the year 1309
1810

TAXATION.
When queen Anne came to the}

a- s

6,653,581 peace.

5,441,248 peace

24,456,940 roar.

21,G57,940 peace.

61,278,218 w«r.

82,027,288 wiiP

83,099,186 -war.

throne in 1701, the yearly a- V =£4,212,353
mount of taxes was j

When George 1. came to the

throne in 1714 6,763,643
When George II. came to the

throne, 1727 6,522,540
When George III. came to the

throne, 170J 8,744,682
After the end of the American

war, 1784 13,300,921
At the close of the war against

••revolutionary France," 1801, 36,720,071
For the year 1809 70,240,229

1810 (nett revenue) 70,235,792
£3? The sinking fund to be noticed nereafter.

Kingdom of Sicily.

of Uomparte; the wife of the latter, it is presumed
has interfered on behalf of her kinswoman, and

probably induced him to mike some favorable over-
tures to the Sicilian government, which, seeing an
end to all hopes of recovering its continental do-

minions, through the aid of the British, may easily
be supposed inclined to enter upon any arrangorm nt

calculated to secure the remains of the monttfcehy.
This beautiful island, once esteemed "the^t'ranary

of the wort i," and still capable of the most luxu-

riant vegitation, by bad government and a numeuous
and truly worthless nubility and clergi/, has been re-

duced to a most miserable state— the people are lazy
and vicious, having but little encouragement to be

otherwise, and the stale of society is at the tosvest

ebb of-debasement. The number of inhabitants

are said to be about 1,500,000—Palermo cpntai .

120,000.

Miscellaneous.
Piujssia.—State of the remnant of the Prussian

monarchy in 1S09:

Provinces.. Gevmnn square miles.

Lithuania
h istern Prussia

Western Prussia

Pomerahia
The New Marche
Electoral Ma'rche, country of

Magdeburg on the right
bank of the river Kibe,

Silesia

Population.
376.578
454 734

367,067
490,106

265,714

703,992

1,896,359

2 779 14 4,559,550
(Jj" The German mile is rather more than four

An unexpected, but very important change, has
] miles English.

litely taken place in the foreign policy of tins king-
dom. S cily has long been the subsidiary and ally

of Great Britain, who, by her fleets and armies have

undoubtedly preserve I it from tlie French; though,

perhaps, with a view to secure the real sovereignty
of the country to themselves, or preserve an iinpor-
tini depot for fheir trade in the Levant, &&-. The
latter end of July last the q aeen issued a proclama-
tion ordering all the English travellers to quit th

capital, Palermo, without delay, "in consequence of
their having interfered too much with the government
if the country'

— it the same time several princes

[Sicily is full of them] were seized "for having- con

spired against their sovereign, and for apply ng for
the ussista/Lce of Great Britain 10 withstand the legal

authority" Tne queen has declared she will be in-

dependent of the English, and that she will not ac

cept any further pecuniary aid from them. At this

critical juncture, lord William Bentinck, the British

minister, arrived at Palermo; he was politely re-

ceived, but speedily returned home on ascertain-

ing the unfriendly disposition of the court. One re-

port stated that the British forces were withdrawn,
and that the queen was left at perfect liberty
"to manage her own concerns in her own way"—but another account says, that in a full assembh

th

Las Viseayrws, or the Basque Girls.

From a Picture op Madbid, taken on the spot. Hn
CiiTiisTiAX Augustus Fxscheu. Translated from
the German.

La carta! la corta! To court! to courM i-; the

device of all the country girls in Biscay. They for-

sake their native mountains in great number's, and
Hasten to the fine and matchless city of Madrid.
Here they are sure of getting places, as or. account
of their cleanliness and industry they are usually

preferred to all others. Most of them arrive in

spring and autumn. They commonly make tlie

journey With the muleteer and carrier from Bilbos,
who packs them like a b de of goods, two by two,
on a mule. They are also distinguished by their

long tresses, parti colored handkerchiefs on their

heads, yellow j .ckets, and red striped pc tticoats,

such a girl finds a pice in a few days, and a few
weeks afterwards she is seen walking about in a.

Spanish cloak, mantilla and a basquina, or Spanish

upper petticoat, like a lady of fashion;

The Basque girls are handsome; their graceful

shape, lovely complexion, and captivating vivacity,
•

'render them extrenielv attraoiiye. They under-
ol the cabinet:

ministers,
at whic.i the prince regent J sUnd ^ al

.

t f emptying men's pockets,, without
at London ou tne 5th October, it was, „nant -ma. lhem any ,;ivur . ,U)ll llS ua!ly amass a

island, i<nd dis- granling
without having committed any in-

resolved immediately to seize on thv. .

possess the "legitimate" authorities. Lord William ,

l
.

,
.

**'

U .• • i r , , i i r-* i discretion.
Bentincic leu England snortly alter to mike new
efforts on behalf of his government with tin Sici

|

Incredible as it may appear, it is however true,

lian court. >wilh a few exceptions, all a Basque girl thinks.of,

Tne chang- is thus accounted for— die queenol is to lay by something; which having done, she

Sicily (who, though the king is living, appears tojgaily
hies back to her mountains wijli tne-.liVHe

direct all the concerns of the government) is aunt
j

treasure. There s'.ie ;s sureot findings

to the empero" of Germaj f.ither-in law 1 for whom »lie preserves all a maiden can •-•\^.
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Population of the United States,
Having published (in the 13Ui number of the Register) four views of the population oi' the several

states of the United States, we now proceed to give a comparative view of the lihTerent counties of the
several states, by the enumeration of 1790,1800 and 1810.

^tate of Vermont.HOW r—
COUNTIES.
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JDeto^ersep.

CCity and suburbs
< The remainder ^

(_ni
%

the county* S

Montgomery
Bucks
D daware
Chester
L incaster

Berks

Northampton
Luzerne

Dauphin
Northumberland
Mifflin

and Centre

Centre

Huntingdon
Cumberland
Bedford
Franklin

York
Westmoreland
A llegany .

Washington
Fayette

Wayne
Adams
Armstrong .

Beaver .

Butler

Crawford
Green

Lycoming
Mercer
Somerset

Venango
Warren
Erie

c am is iii a

Indiana
Clkatifikld

Jeffbmson-

Tioga
I'OTTKU

M'Kkan

Totals

Note—see note in p
•For note, see the !
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This comparative view has cost much 10 ' labor I Mr. Smilie presented a memorial from the Union
than we apprehended; arising, in part, from ihe irre- Canal Company of Pennslvanh, praying the aid of

ffttlarity of the several offici, i Lists in respect to dis the government in accomplishing the works in which
tricts. The census ot 1~90, gives us the city and -iu- they were engaged ; which was read and referred to

Surds of Philadelphia in the aggregate—the e»ume
rations of 1800 and 1810 make an absolute distinc

tion between the city and the suburbs, tlie latter of

which is included in the county aggregate. There
(ore tlie above statement gives the population of the

city and suburbs in 1790 and th« remainder of the

county in that year
—but for 1800 and 1810 shews the

city and the county, separate and distinct; tlie suburbs

rf Philadelphia contain the greater part ©f the popu-
lation of the coitnty. When we give a list of the po-

pulation of the chief cities and towns of the United
Vl atfs this matter shall be fully explained.

Twelfth Congress.
IN SENATE.

December 9.—Mr. Giles, from the committee to

vhorn was referred certain parts of the president's

Message, reported fcur hills, v.z. a bill completing
tiie existing military establishment ; a bill to raise

for a limited time an additional military force ; a bill

providing for the purchase of certain munitions of

war ; and a bill for the establishment of a quarter-
master's department ; which were severally read a

first time and passed to a second reading.
December 10—The bill for completing the existing

military establishment ; the bill to raise for a limited

time an additional military force ; the bill appropri-

ating a sum of money for procuring munitions of

War ; and the bid for the establishment of a quarter-

masters department, were read a second time, and,

on motion of Mr. Giles, were made the order of the

d«y fqr Friday next.

Mr. Bayard from the committee of conference on

the apportionment bill, submitted the following
RtPoiiT—That Vhe committee had held a confer-

ence with the managers appointed in behalf of the

house of representatives, and that the joint commit-

tee of the two houses, upon the close of the confer-

ence, finally separated without coming to any agree-
ment : that the committee heard nothing on the

conference sufficient to induce them to depart from

the amendments made by the senate to the bill from

the house of representatives : They therefore re-

commend it to the senate to adhere tc the said

amendment.
December 11.—The senate then resumed the con-

sideration of the report of the managers of the con-

ference upon the subject of the bill entitled "an act

for the apportionment of representatives among the

several states according to the third enumeration,"
and it was determined, on motion of Mr. Bayard,
that the. senate adhe^to their amendments to said

bili—yeas 18—nays 16.

Yea's— Messrs. Bayard, Bradly, Cutts, Dana, Ger-

man, G'dman, Goodrich, Gregg, Horsey, Howell,

Hunter, Leib, Lloyd, Reed, Robinson, Smith of Md.
Smith of N. Y. and Varnum— 18.

Nays—Messrs. Anderson, Bibb, Brent, Campbell
of Ohio, Campbell of Ten. Cond it, Crawford, Frank-

lin, Gaillard, Giles, Lambert,; Pope, Tait, Taylor,

Turner, Worthington— 16.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
Friday, Dec. 6.— Mr. Lewis presented a petition of

the trustees of the Georgetown Lancastrian Socie-

ty, in the district of Columbia, praying an act of

jncorpovation ; which was referred to die district

committee.

a select committee.

Foreign Relations—The house resolved itself into

a committee of the whole, Mr. MaCoS in tlie chair,
on the report of the committee of foreign relations

inane some days ago.
The report having beer, read—
Mr. Porter said that the house were probably ex-

pecting from the committee on foreign relations

some explanations of their views in reporting the

resolutions now under consideration, in addition to

the general exposition of them contained in the re-

port itself. The committee themselves felt that

such explanations were due, insomuch as they had

only reported in part, and hf>d intimated their inten-

tion to follow up diese resolutions, should they be

adopted, by the recommendation of ulterior mea-
sures.

The committee, Mr. P. said, afvsr examining the

various documents accompanying the president's

message were satisfied, as lie presumed every mem-
ber of the house was, that all hopes of accommodat-

ing our differences with Great Britain by negociation
must be abandoned. When they looked at die cor-

respondence between the two governments ; when

they observed the miserable shifts and evasions (for

they wire entitled to no better appellation) to which
Great Britain resorted to excuse the violations of

our maritime rights, it was impossible not to per-
ceive that her conduct towards us was not regulated
even by her own sense of justice, but solely by a re-

gard to the probable extent of our forbearance. The
last six years lias been marked by a series of progres-
sive encroachments on our rights ; and the princi-

ples by which she publicly upheld her aggressions,
were as mutable as her conduct. We had seen her

one year advancing doctrines, which the year before

she had reprobated. We had seen her one day cap-

turing our vessels under pretexts, which on the pre-

ceding day she would have been ashamed or afraid

to avow. Indeed, said Mr. P. she seems to have

been constantly and carefully feeling our pulse, to

ascertain what portions we would bear; and if we

go on submitting to one indignity after another, it

will not be long before we shall see British subjects.
not qnly taking our property in our harbors, but

trampling on our persons in the streets of our

cities.

Having become convinced tiiat all hopes from

further negociation were idle, the committee, Mr. P.

said, were led to the consideration of another ques-

tion, which was—whether the maritime rights which

Great Britain is violating were such as we ought to

support at the hazard and tlie expence of a war? And
he believed it was correct in stating that the com-

mittee was unanimously of the opinion that t!:?\

were. The committee thought that the orders in

council so far as they go to interrupt our direct tnade,

that is, the carrying the productions of this country
to a market in the ports of friendly nations, and

returning with the proceeds of them—ought to be

resisted bv war. How far we ought to go in support
of what is commonly called the carrying- trad:', ai

though the question was agitated in the committee-,

no definitive opinion was expressed. It was no!

deemed necessary, at this time, to express such sn

opinion, inasmuch as the injury we sustain by die

inhibition of this trade is merged in the grer.ter drte

to our direct trade.

The orders in council, Mr. P. said, of which

there seemed noT to he no prospect of a speedy re-
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peal, certainly none during the continuance of the north i Those provinces were not only immense!;*

present war, authorised the capture of our vessels valuable in themselves, but almost indispensable 10

bound to and from ports where British commerce is

not favorably received ; and as that nation is at war
With most of the civilized world, the effect was, (..s

he understood) from those who had much better in-

formation on the subject than he could pretend to,

to cut up, at once, about thr.e-fourths of our, best ana
most profitable commerce. It was impossible that

the mercantile or .igrkuhurat interests of the Unit-

ed States, which on the question of a right to the

direct track could never be separated, could submit
to Mich impositions. It was his opinion that going
upon the ground of a mere pecuniary calculation, a

cal .ulation of profit and loss, it would be for our in

teres t to go to war to remove the orders in council,
rather than to submit to them, even during the term
of their probable continuance.

Bat there was another point of view in which the

subject presented itself to the committee, and that

Was as regarded the character of the country. We
Were a young n tio'i, and he hoped we cherished

Jtude pride and spirit, as well as a great deal of jus
tice and moderation. Our situation was not unlik.

that of a young man just entering into life, and who,
if lie tamely submitted to one cool, deliberate, intern

lional indignity, might safely calculate to be kickeu
and cuffed for tne whole of the remainder of his life .

or, if he should af erward s undertake to retrieve his

character must do it at ten times tlie expence which
it would nave cost him at first to support it. We
should clearly understand and define thosj rights
which as a nation we ought to support, and wt
should support them at every hazard. If there b

any such thing as rights between nations, surely the

people of the United Slates, occupying the half of a

continent, have a right to navigate the seas, without

being molested by the inhabitants of the little islam:

of Great Britain.

It was under these views of the subject that the

committee did not hesitate to give it as their opinion,
that we ought to go to war in opposition to the or

ders in council. But as to the extent of the war and
the time when it should be commenced, there would
of course be some diversity of sentiment in the house,
S3 there was, at first, in the committee.
That we can contend with Great Britain openl)

and even handed on the element where she injures
us, it would be folly to pretend. Were it even in

our power to build a navy which should be able to

cope with hers, no man who has any regard for the

happiness of the people of this country, would ven-

ture to advise such a measure. All the fame and

glory which the British navy has acquired at sea,
have been dearly paid for in the sufferings and raise

ry of that ill-fated people at 'tome—sufferings occa

slotted in a great measure by the expence of thai

.stupendous establishment. But without such u

navy, the United States could make a serious im

pression upon Great Britain, even at sea We could

have, within six months after a declaration of war,
hundreds of privateers in every part of the ocean.
WT

e could harrassj if not destroy, the vast and pro-
Stable commerce which she is constantly carry-

ing on to every part of this continent. We could

destroy her fisheries to the north ; we could depre-
date upon her commerce to the West India islands

which is passing by our doors ; we could annoy her
trade along the coast of South America: we could
even c irry the war to her own shores in Europe.—
But, Mr. P. said, thers was another point where we
could attack her, and where she would feel our pow-
er still more sensibly. We could deprive her of her
extensive provinces lying abng cur borders to the

the existence of Great Britain, cut off as she now
is in a great measures from the north of Europe. He
had been credibly informed that the exports from

Quebec alone amounted during the last year, to near

six millions of dollars—and most of these too in ar-

ticles of the first necessity
— in ship timber and in

provisions for the support of her fleets and armies.

By carrying on such a war as he had described, at

tiie public expence, on land, and by individual enter-

prise at sea, we should be able in a short time to

remunerate ourselves tenfold for all the spoliations
she had committed on our commerce.

It was with a view to make preparation for such

a war, that t he committee had offered the resolutions

on the table. Whether the means recommended
were adequate to the object, or whether they were
best adapted to the end, it would be for the house,
when they came to discuss them separately, to de-

termine. For himself, Mr. P said, and he presumed
such were the feelings of all the members of the

committee, he should have no objections to any mo-
difications of them which might be agreeable to the

house, so that the great object was still retained. If

these resolutions, or any other similar to them in

object, should pass ; it was then the intention of the

committee, as soon as the forces contemplated to be

r used should be in any tolerable state of preparation,
o recommend the employment of them for the pur-

pose for which they shall have been raised, unless

Great Britain shall, in the mean time, have done us

justice. In short, it was the determination of the
committee to recomnu.nd open and decided war—a
•.var as vigorous and effective as the resources of the

country, and the relative situation of ourselves and
>ur enemy would enable us to prosecute.

The committee, Mr. P. said, have not recommend-
ed this course of measures without a full sense of
the hig.i responsibility which they have taken upon
ihemselves. They are aware that war, even in its

best and fairest form, is an evil deeply to be depre-
cated : But it is sometimes, and on few occasions

perhaps more than on this, a necessary evil. For

myself, I confess I have approached the subject not

only with diffidence, but with awe : But 1 will never
shrink from my duty because it is arduous or un-

pleasant, and I can most religiously declare that I

never acted under stronger or clearer convictions of
"

duty than I do now in recommending these prepara-

tory measures; or, than I shall ultimately in recom-

mending war, in case Great Britain shall not have

rescinded her orders in council, and made some sat s«.

factory arrangements in respect to the impressment
of our seamen. If there should be any gentlemen in

the house who were not satisfied that we ought to

go to war for our maritime rights, Mr. P. earnestly
entreated that they would not vote for the resolu-

tions. Do not, said he, let us raise armies, unless we
intend to employ them. If we do not mean to sup-

port the rights and honor of the country, let us not

drain it of its resources.

Mr. P. said lie was aware that there were many
gentlemen in the house who were dissatisfied that

the committee had not gone further and recom-

mended an immediate declaration of war, or the

adoption of some measures which would have in-

stantly precipitated us into it. But lie confessed

such was not his opinion. lie had no idea of plung-

ing ourselves headlong into a war with a powerful
nation, or even a respectable province, when we had

not three regiments of men to spare tor that ser-

vice. II- hoped that we should not be influenced
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by*he bowlings of newspapers, nor by a fear that

the spirit of the twelfth congress would be question-

ed, to abandon the plainest dictates of common

sense and common discretion. He was sensible

that there were many good men out of congress as

well as many of his best friends in it, whose appe

tites were prepared for a tearfeast.
He Was not sur

prised at it, for he knew tlie provocatives had Jeen

Sufficiently great. But he hoped they would not

insist on calling in the guests, at least until the ta-

ble should have been spread. When this was done,

he pledged himself in behalf of the committee oi

foreign relation?, that tiie gentlemen should not be

Mr. M'Kee said the parties had joined issue, the
pleadings were made up ; the case -Was now to be
decided by battle and not by jury. He therefore
desired to retain the sinews of our strength, and
moved an amendment contemplating an kmi'iakuo
for ninety days on vessels in our ports, Lc.
The motion was declared to be out of order.
The sixth resolution Was then agreed to.

The committee rose and reported their.agreement
to the resolution.

The house took up the report.
The question was put on the first resolution—
Mr..Randolph, wishing lime, moved that the re-

dis mpointed of me entertainment for want of bid- port lie upon the table. Motion Jest 65 to SO.

ding ; and he believed he might also pledge himseli

for many of the members of the committee, that they

would not be among the last to partake personally

not only in the pleasures, if any there should be,

but in .ill the dangers of the revelry.

Mr. P. said that this was the time and occasion

on which, above all others, within his experience,

we should act in concert. If the ultimate object of

the great body of this house and of this nation was

the same, and so far as he had been able to ascertain

|Ke sentiments of both, it was—there would be no

difficulty in attaining it. But we must yield some-

thing '.o the opinions and feelings of each other.—

Instead of indulging in party reflections and recri-

minations in this notice, he hoped that the whole ot

the house and of the Union would form bu one party,

And consider a foreign nation as ihe other.

Mr. P. said he had risen merely tor the purpose

•f expl lining to the house the opinions' and views of

the committee in relation to the resolutions now to

be discussed, and he should be satisfied if he had

been so fortunate as to succeed.

The question was taken on the first resolution for

, filling the ianksof the present army, &.c.and carried.

The second resolution for raising ten thousand

regulars, being under consideration
Motions were made to strikeout "ten" and insert

1

fifteen and thirty. Mr. Alston wished to leave it

discretionary with the President; not exceeding

50,000—at length, the word "ten" being stricken

out, on the suggestion of Mr. D. R. Williams, the

motions to fill the blank created by striking out

"10,000," were withdrawn ; and

The resolution, thus varied, was agreed to.

Tiie 3d, 4th, and 5 th resolutions, authorising vo-

lunteers, militia, and equipment of our little navy,
Were agreed to by the committee of the whole.

The sixth resolution, to permit our merchant ves-
j

administration, to go all lengths to support it," but
sels to arm, in self-defence, against all unlawful I wishing further time for reflection on so important
proceedings against them, being under considera- J a subject, made a motion to adjourn which was

The question was tlien taken on the first resoju..
tion, in the following words :

"Jiesohccl, That the military establishment, as
authorised by the existing laws, ought to be imme-
diately completed by filling up the ranks and pro-
longing the enlistment of the troops; and that to

encourage enlistments, a bounty in lands ought be
given in addition to the pay and bounty now' allow-
ed by law."

The following are the yeas and nays on the .ques-
tion :— l

Ykas.—Messrs. Alston, Anderson, Archer, Aver}-,
Bacon, Baker, Bard, Bartlett, Basset, Bibb, Black-
ledge, Biecker, Blount, Boyd, Breckenridge, Brown,
Bnrwell, Butler, Calhoun, Cheeves, Chittenden,
Clopton, Cooke, Condit, Crawford, Davis, Dawson,
Desha, E<rle, Ely, Emott, Findley, Fi.sk, Fitch,
Franklin, Gholson, Gold, fcoldsborougll, Goodwvn,
Gray, Green, Grundy, B. Hall, O. Hull, Harper,
Hawes, Hufty, Hyneman, Johnson, Kent, Key, King,
Lacock, Lefever, Lewis, Little, Livingston,
Lowndes, Lyle, Macon, Maxwell, Moore, M'-
Bryde, M'Coy, M Kee, M'Kim, Metcalf, M.lnor,
Mitphill, Morgan, Moselv, Nelson, Newbold, New-
ton, Ormsby, Paulding, 'Pearson, Pickens, Piper,
Pitkm, Pleasants, Pond, Porter, Quincv, Reed,
Ridgely, Ringgold, Rhea, Roane, Robert's, Sae;e,
Summons, Seaver, Sey&ert, Shaw/Smi'lie, G. Smith,
J. Smith, Stewart, Stow, Strong, Sullivan, Tag-
gart, Tallmage, Tallman, Talliaferro, Tracy, Troup,
Turner, Van Cortland', White, Whitehill, Williams,
Widgery, Wilson, Winn, Wright—117.
Nais—Messrs. Bigelow, Brigham, Champion,

Davenport, Jackson, Law, Poller, Randolph, Stan*
lord, Si urges, Wheaton— 12.

Mr. Goldsborough, after expressing his readiness,
should war be once determined and declared bv the

tion-

Mr. M'Kee spoke against it, conceiving it at vari-

ance with the system comprised in the other resolu-

tions. He had no idea now of merely resisting; if

attacked, he would retaliate.

Mr. Smilie supported the resolution. If we were
not now in war, he said he verily believed we soon

should be.

Mr. Wright took the same ground with Mr. M'-

Kee, and moved to amend the resolution by adding
thereto words similar to tl.e following : "And
if attacked by any vessel contrary to the law of na-

tions, to capture and bring them in for adjudica-
tion."

Mr. Porter explained. The proposed amend -

carried. And the house adjourned.
December 7.—Mr. Pleasants presented a remon-

strance and petition from sundry inhabitants of St.

Louis, in Louisiana territory, praying that no afera-
t on may be made in their present form of govern-
ment.— Referred.

Mr. Rhea presented a petition of a directly oppo-
site tenor to tiie above ; which was referred in the
same manner.

Mr. Condit presented a petition of sundry inhabi-
tants of Sussex county, New Jersey, praying the
aid and patronage ofcongress in the culture of hemp.
Referred to the committee of commerce and manu-
factures.

The house adjourned at an early hour, this being
ment wotild make the resolution an act of war, |

the day on which the several committees generally
which it was not the intention of the committee

toj
assemble.

declare in this report, or to commence un'.i-l they)
December 9.—Several petitions were presented,

had prepared for it. I and resolutions adopted of instructions to the corn-
Mr. Wright's motion was tost. ! mittee, on the subject of post offices and post roads-
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The house resumed t!ie consideration of the re-

port of the committee of foreign relations.

The question being on the agreement to the

second resolution, authorising the raising an additi-

onal regular force,
Mr. Grundy, as a member of the committee,

stated his impression that this was the vital part of

the report ; and although he had no desire to pro-

long debate, invited those who were opposed to the

report now to come forward and state their objec-
tions to it.

Mr. Randolph took the floor, in order, as he 9aid>

to call up some member of the committee in sup-
port of the report, as it lay with them to state the

specific object of the
#
force proposed to be raised.

Until this explanation should be made, he said it

could not be expected that those opposed to the re-

port could combat it otherwise than on the disad-

vantage ground.
Mr. Grundy then explained at some length his

views of the subject. He considered the passage of

this resolution as passing the Rubicon, as pledging
those who supported it to a war against Great Bri-

tain. He called upon all those who had a different

object in view to vote against the resolution ; for af-

ter that was passed it would be too late to retreat.

Mr. Widgery next speke in favor of the report.
Mr. Cb.ee.ves followed next in debute, and advoca-

ted the report at some length.
Mr. Randolph commenced some observations in

reply, and Mr. Grundy rose to explain. Before Mr
Randolph resumed his speech,

A motion to adjourn was made by Mr. Grundy,
wilh a view, as it was understood, of giving the op-

ponents of the report time to prepare fully to rebut

what had been to day advanced by its supporters.
And the house adjourned.

December 10—Mr. Mitch ill from the committee

appointed on that part of the president's message
which relates to the Spanish American colonies,
made the following Report:—
The committee to whom was referred so much of

the president's message, as relates to the Spa-
nish American colonies, have, in obedience to the

order of the house, deliberately considered the

subjects before them, and directed a report, in

part, to be submitted to the consideration of the

house, in the form of a public declaration, as

follows :

Whereas several of the American Spanish provin-
ces, have represented to the United States that it

has been found expedient for them to„ associate and
form federal governments upon the elective and re

presentative plan, and to declare themselves free and

independent—Therefore be it

Resolved, by the Senate and House of Representa-
tives of the United States of Jlmcrica in Congress
assembled, that they behold with friendly interest,
the establishment of independent sovereignties, by
1 he Spanish provinces in America, consequent upon
the actual state of the monarchy to which they be-

longed; that as neighbors, and inhabitants of the
same hemisphere, the United States feel great soli-

citude for their welfare ; and that when those pro-
vinces shall have attained the condition of nations

house of representatives, Dec. 5, iSli
Sin—In beh.df of the committee appointed to con-

sider so much of the president's message of the oil;

November, as relates to the Spanish American pro-
vinces, I beg leave to inquire whether it is known
to our government, that any of those provinces
have declared themselves independent, or that ma-
terial changes have taken place in their political re-

lations. It is not expected, however, that my it-

quest will be understood to extend to those com-
munications which, in the opinion of the executive,
it would be improper to disclose*

Be pleased, sir, to accept the assurances of my
high consideration and respect.

Honorable James Jllonroe.

SAMUEL L. MITCHILL.

by the just exercise of their rights, the Senate and
House of Representatives will unite with the execu-
tive in establishing with them, as sovereign and

independent states, such amicable relations and
commercial intercourse, as may require their legis-
lative authority.

Jlouse of Representatives,
lOth Decentbrr, 181 J.

Washington, Department of State
t
Dec. 9th, 1811.

Sin— I have the honor to transmit to you, in com-

pliance with the request contained in your letterof

the5'lh instant, a copy of the declaration of inde-

pendence made by the provinces of Venezuela. This
act was communicated to this government, by order

of the congress, composed of deputies from those

provinces assembled at Caracas. It is not ascer-

tained that any ether of the Spanish provinces h..ve,

as yet, entered into similar declarations ; but it is

known that most, if not all of them on the continent,
nm in a revolutionary state. The progress made
in that direction by some of them will best appear
in the documents which have already been commu-
nicated to you.

I have the honor, to be, with great respect, sir,

your obedient servant, JAMES MONROE.
The honorable Samuel L. JMitcluil, &c. cJc. HJc.

Which was read and referred to the committee of

the whole on the state of the union.

Tiie house resumed the consideration of the re-

port of the committee of foreign relations.

The 2d resolution of the report was still before the

house.

Mr. Randolph spoke for about two hours and a

half.

Mr. Johnson proceeded in reply, but had not gone
far before he sat down, to afford Mr. R. an oppor-

tunity to explain, after which an adjournment was
moved and carried.

December 11—Mr- Dawson reported a bill to a-

mend the act providing for persons disabled by
known Wounds received in the revolutionary war ;

which was twice read and referred to a committee
of the whole house.

Mr. Newton reported a bill to authorise the re-

funding of the duties paid on the importation of

certain copper arricles—Twice read and committed-

Mr. Randolph from the committee of conference'

on the subject of the census bill, submitted the fol-

lowing

Report.—That the committee had held a con-

ference with the managers appointed on the part of

the senate. That the following propositions were

submitted by the committee to the managers of the

senate—
To fix the ratio at 34,000

at 35,000
at 40,000

All which being promptly rejected by the commit-

tee of the senate, your committee as a last effort

at accommodation, proposed 36,000 r.s t)\£ medium
between the two numbers adopted by the two hou-

ses respectively ; which was also rejected,
as the

others had been, without any discussion whatever

on the part of the managers of the senate. No

{proposition being submitted, on the other side^ty
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yofir committee, the conference was broken up, and

the joint committee of the two houses finally sepa-

rateil without coming to any agreement.
The house resumed the consideration ot the re-

port of the committee of foreign relations

EXTRACT.
" The hooping c ugh has been the prevalent di-

sease in this neighborhood, since the first of Jane.
It has been very mild, and required medical aid only
in a few cases , and in those a free use of the lancet

Mr. Johnson spoke at considerable length in sup- , was all that was necessary. There have been a few

port of the report He was followed at great length cases of Typhus, within two or three weiks pas^,

by Mr. Wright on the same. side. on the high hills, about five miles from this place.

Mr. Calhoun, after stating his desire to give his Blisters, bark, wine, &c. were successful. The per-

support to the report of the committee of which he sons attacked were under 20
3
e:<rs of age. An infiam-

w:is :i member, muved an adjournment on account of imatory disorder has appeared among the horses in

the lateness of the hour, which was carried

For Thursday's proceedings, sec last page

the neighborhood of these cases; which is generally
mortal, principally from their being generally wrong
treated. On the first appearance of the hooping
cough amongst the human species, an inflammatory
sore throat was epidemic among the horses through-
out this country ; attended with loss of appetite,

fever, inflammation of the tonsils, suppuration and a

very severe, cough. I found that bleeding and ping-
ing was the remedy indicated ill the beginning of the

FIIOM THK AMERICAN DAILY ADVERTISER..

Philadelphia Society
FOR PROMOTING AGRICULTURE.

November 12, 1811

ORDERED, That the following communication! disease, or at any time before the suppuration of the
foe published in such newspapers as are best calcu-

[tumors.
Eul after suppuration, Peruvian balk, steel

lated to forward its circulation; and it is hoped the asafcetida and tar, were useful—and bleeding, &c.

editorsof such papers will assist the society in their injurious. This disease has been generally called

views; as well for the purpose of giving, as inviting! the throat distemp r.

information, on a subject peculiarly interesting at "I never was more forcibly struck with (lie simi-

this time; when efforts, highly laudable and useful, Urity of the diseases of the human and brute crea-

are making, to increase and ameliorate our flocks of
I tion, than last winter; of which the following is a

sheep, as well is other domestic animals, throughout : history, from my note book.

our country. Ex'.raci from the minutes. "
.January 1 1, visited six patients

—
Diseases, Pneu-

JAMES MEASE, Sec'ry. |monia—pulse tense and quick;
—remedies—bleed-

ing, cathartics, and blisters to breast:—C.lled in a
visit to Mr. W. R. Montgomery. Several of his

Belmont, Oct. 7, 1811.

Dear Sir—My friend, Dr. Rush, having been so

obliging as to communicate tome a letter (to him)
from Dr. David Petrikin, of Danville, in Northum-
berland county, in Pennsylvania, containing some in-

formation, apparently important, on a subject which,
in this country, is most lamentably neglected

—to

wit—the diseases of domestic animals, 1 extract a

part of the letter (dated 1st Sept. 1811) for the in

formation of the society. Any tiling relative to ve-

terinary subjects is desirable, in our present dearth

of information—but this seems peculiarly, worthy of

attention—though I have before observed ver)

strong ficts proving the similarly of diseases in

horses, cattle and other animals, with those afilicl-

"ing the human species; originating in like, or the

same causes, and requiring- similar treatment. Wlie
ther the symptoms or exact description of the mila-

dies existing at the same time, and in the same place,
both in men and the brute creation, arealike, I will

not determine. But f have repeatedly observed di

seases appearing to me to originate in the same caus-

es, and existing at the same time in the same place,
in our domestic animals and the human species. No
doubt this has been observed by others more compe-
tent to turn the circumstance to useful account.—
And it is very desirable that those qualified in such

subjects should promulgate both facts and opinions.
Dr. Petrikm has set a laudable example to profes
Sional characters, who cannot employ their anatomi
cal and medical talents to more advantage, than by

exerting them in enquiries of this nature. Some of

the most respectable men of their profession in Eu-

rope, have deemed the subject honorable to them;
and have devoted their acquirements in the medical

art, as well as all branches of knowledge connected

with.it, to the great benefit of their country, by de-

veloping the causes and cures of diseases in domes

lontgomery.
sheep have died of disease. Upon dissection, I find

considerable inflammation of the membrane lmi:;g
the thorax; an effusion of water around the lungs ;

in one of them the lungs do not appear to be in-

flamed ; in several others the* lungs are ir-fl imed ;

and upon cutting into the substance of the lungs,
the cells appear full of a frothy liquid. The rest of
the body appears healthy, as albo the brain. Exa-
mined several alive.—Symtdms—tough, the falling
of both ears backwards, vertigo ; so that in attempt-
ing to walk they stagger.

— Prescribed bleeding, and

purges of molasses and yeast.
—January 16, called

to see Mr. Montgomery's sheep. Several had reco-

vered that had been bled and purged lie first day of
the disease."

"The similarity of the diseases is evident; and
Mr. Montgomery asserts, that bleeding alone saved
one or two valuable half-blooded Merino sheep in

this disease. The blood was taken by opening a
vain npar the articulation of the lower jaw. Mr.
.VI. had at the time a-bout three hundred s4ieep; of
which he lost about thirty of this inflammatory dis-

ease ; and chiefly ihe fattest of the flock."

1 copy no more of tiie letter, bfcause it concludes
with an apology to Dr. Bush, for the trouble given
to him by the writer. The society have had the
most satisfactory proof, in the excellent lecture de-

livered by Dr. Hush, and printed in our first volume,-
that he inquires no apology ; but takes an interest in

all such communications of information :— 1 mention,
With not the most distant idea of reproach, but
with serious and sincere regret, that until this com-
munication, we have had no instance of the good ef-

fect produced on medical men, by the important ex-

ample set in that lecture. So that our domestic

animals are either from necessity, placed in the

tic animals, whereof a most valuable part of the pro- 1 hands of indolent and fraudulent quacks, and low.

perty of all countries consists. Your very obedient pretenders to veterinary knowledge, or abandoned to

servant, UICH'D PETERS. their fate. The latter is, in most cases, the safest

Dr. James Mease, Secretary of the Philadelphia alteVnative.

Societyfor promulgating Agriculture. It. PETERS .
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The Chronicle.

Louisvru.n, Not. 15, 1811.

Arrived at this place on the 23th ult. Mr. Rose-

vglt's steam boat NeW Orleans—we are informed

she is intended as a packet boat, between Natchez

and New Orleans. Her burden is four hundred and

five tons, and can accommodate from sixty to eighty

cabin and steerage passengers, in a style not inferior

to any packet in the union. She arrived st this

place in sixty four hours sailing from Pittsburg.—

Frequent experiments of her performance have be. n

made against the current, since her arrival, in the

presence of a number of respectable gentlemen, who
have ascertained with certainty she runs thirteen

miles in two hours and one half.

St. Francisville, (W. F.) Nov. 7.

I have been informed from a source which is

respectable, that two hundred Americans have

crossed the Babine near Nachitoches, and are

marching against Nieagdoches, a garrison town of

the province of Tax*s, now occupied by Spanish

troops. It will be remembered by my readers, that

about twelve months ago, there was some severe

fighting between the Creoles of T.ixas and the

Spanish troops, when the latter succeeded in crush-

ing what they were pleased to call rebellion.—

As far as I can now learn, a Creole officer, named

Manehac, m 'he patriotic cause, came to Nachito-

ches lately to recruit for the republican service, and

succeeded in getting two hundred of the finest ri-

ilemen of our country, who have marched in high

spirits, flushed with the love of liberty, and panting
for glory.

—[Times.

Baltimore, December 14, 1811.

The fink arts.— Six'y five small paintings

["Landscapes] by Gut, were disposed of a few

days since in this city, at a very short notice, for

gl600. It is thought that the artist might have re-

ceived nearly double the amount for them, had he

not been disposed to make a compliment to his pa-

trons in Baltimore, by putting them up on such mo-
derate terms.

The bill for appropriating 5000 dollars a year
for three years, for completing the Baltimore Hos-

pital, has passed the house of delegates of this state

a/id been sent to the senate.

The house of delegates, have also unanimously

passed a bill to appropriate some portion of the rich

funds of the state to the relief and comfort of the

"surviving officers and soldiers of the J\lary!avd line"

When it becomes a law, we will with pleasure re-

cord it.

William Pixknet, Esq. of Maryland, our late mi-

nister to Great Britain, has been appointed by the

"President of the United States, with the consent of

the Senate, Attorney- General of the United States,

vice Mr. Rodney, resigned.
The following is the amount and species of mili-

tary force proposed to be raised by the bill reported
in the senate by Mr. Giles, chairman of the

committee raised in that body on our foreign re-

lations :

Infantrv, 20,702

Artillery, 1,618

Light Arti'.lerv, 1,158

rivalry, £3,182
General Staff, 21

Hospital 50

The legislature of Pennsylvania met at Lancaster"
on Tuesday the 3d instant. The senate unanimously
re-elected Phesley Carr Lame, esq. of Fayette
county, their speaker. John Ton, esq. of Bedford
county, was unanimously elected speaker of tue
house of represents iv s.

George William Smith, E c
q. was elected governor

of the state of Virginia, by a joint ballot of both
houses of the legislature.

—For G. W. Smith, Esq.
100—J«mes Barbour, Esq. 97.—Majority 3.

The legislature of Ohio met on the 2d inst, Thomas
Kirker, was chosen speaker of the senate, and Jl/a«

thias Covvin, speaker of the house of representatives.
Tht- legislature of Tennessee have incorporated a

state Bank, with a capital of 400,000 dollars.

Indians.—We have received informal ion from 'a

highly respectable source, that the men engaged in

cutting a road from the Tennessee river to Mobile,
have been attacked by a party of Southern Indians,
(said to be Cherokees) 17 of them killed, and the
balance compelled to fly.

—
Reporter.

The British king's malady has been pronounced
incurable. On the meeting of Parliament (January
7, 1812) it is supposed that the restrictions on the

regency will be taken off, and anew ministry of the
"
Whig party," come into power, Wellesley, only, to

be retained.

house or representative?.

Thursday, December 12.—After reading a petition
from certain inhabitants in New York, praying the

liberty to import coal from Great Britain (we pre-
sume as ballast,) and another petition from certain

manufacturers of the' said city, praying for liberty
to import brass -wire.

The speaker laid before the house a petition from
the legislative council of the Mississippi Territory
praying to be admitted as a state in the Union—!
which was laid on the table.

The house then resumed the unfinished business
of the preceding day—the speakers were Messrs.

Calhoun, Smilte, Key, Dana, Troup and Macon ;

with some explanatory remarks from Messrs. Ran-

dolph, Grundy and Potter. The house adjourned at

3 o'clock.

C^* We intend to publish a few of the speeches
on the report of the committee of foreign relations—the general spirit of the members, republicans
and federalists, appears friendly to positive and etier*

getic measures ; and we cannot hesitate to believe'

they will be adopted.

25,091

Note from the editor.—Many interesting arti*

cles in manuscript are postponed.^-During the en-

suing week the first four n • mbers of the Registef
will be forwarded to such of our subscribers as have

not received them, the second edition being finished*

(£y The editor has the pleasure to inform the

friends of the Register that he is now in posses*
sian of a complete and official copy of the proceed-

ings of the congress of 1765, in the hand writing of

John Cotton, Esq. clerk to that illustrious assembly ;

perhaps, and probably, the only perfect account of

'heir transactions now extant. Though in these

proceedings we see nothing calculated to excite

surprise, there is mueh to admire ; and as an anti-

quity, immediately connected with a history of the

struggles of our country for freedom, it is inestima-

bly valuable. The whole, every line and word, shall

be speedily published in an extra number of this

paper. If any are anxious to see the venerable

, manuscript they may gratify themselves by calling

at the office-.
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Public Documents;.

(covTivrEn fhom page 258.)

Jifr liming to his excellency Jlf. T>. Jtosenkrantz,
'

Jtrst nUnister of <state end chief of tlie department

of fcreign affairs, &c. &c.

Copenhagen, June 30th, 1811.

The undersigned, special minister of the United

States of America, has received the note which his

excellency M. de Rosenkrantz, first minister of

•tate, md ch ; ef of the department of foreign affairs,

Was pleased to address to him on the 25th instant, in

reply to the representations made by the undersigned
on the 6th and 7th instant, respecting' the reclama-

tions with which he is charged; he shall immedi-
ate''/ transmit his excellency's said note to the

government of the United States, and is persuaded
tli'" the nresident will receive with great satisfaction

the reciprocation which his majesty has therein

offered, of the friendly sentiments which the un-

designed was ordered to express. The dispositions,
and \he just and liberal views of his majesty with

regard to the neutral commerce of the United States
as declared in his excellency's note, since they leave

not he least doubt but that his majesty has been

wholly unaware of the great injuries which that

commerce has lately sustained wi bin his dominions,
afford to the undersigned the happy presage of a

favorable termination to the business with which he

is entrusted, and a sure pledge that the harmony
which has hitherto always subsisted between the

two governments will still be maintained in its full

extent id perfection. Thus assured of meeting
on the part of his majesty's government with no
disnosi tions but hose which are of the most just
jMid friendly charac e:\ it is with more than ordina-

ry pleasure that the undersigned proceeds in the

performance of his duty.
His excel! i icy the minister of state, after shew-

ing the cause, which have occasioned the capture of

•o many vessels under the American flag, observes,
that in all cases where the supreme tribunal of

admiralty has found that the papers on board such
vessels proved their American character, and where
their neutrality has not been abused by any attempt
to cover enemies' property under simulated papers,
both vessels and cargoes have been released. Such
is undoubtedly the impression on the mind of his

majesty, who has been convinced that the enquiries
pointed out by Ids instructions have been conducted
with all the impartiality by which those instructions

were dictated: but it can be shewn in a multiplicity
of cases that the high court has entered into matter

entirely irrelevant to the object of the instructions,
that it has given weight to evidence entirely inad-

missible, and has resorted to pretexts for condem-
nation entirely insufficient; it shall be shewn to

his majesty that thus contrary to his royal intention
a great mass of American property has been unjust-

ly condemned in the high court, whether by a

misconstruction or misapplication ol his M jesty's

regulations, the undersigned will not undertake to

say. Perhaps it may be important to enquire,
since, be the source of this evil what it may, to the

royal sense of justice only the injured now have to

look, and they look with confidence for redress.—
The details upon this subject will be voluminous.—
The undersi ned will here point only to one, and
that a recent decision, (beini?- the first which pre-
sents itself) bv "- '

r
exemplification.

In the case of the American sliip "Swift," CkamfHn.
In the high court, on the 11th of March, 1811,

this ship was condemned on an allegation that

oaptaia Camplm had thrown some papers over-

board; which allegation had no better or other

support th-m the oaths of seven of the privateers-
men who captured her.

It is to be observed on this sentence:

First, as to the alledged fact. The royal instme-
tions o r March 1810, after string what shall be
deemed causes ofcondemnation, in the 12th sec don,
states what shall be cause of suspicion and subject
vessels to further examination; and in the article

E. specifies the throwing over-board or destroying
papeVs. This throwing overboard of papers "then

constitutes ground of suspicion only, and authori-
ses further examination wi :h a view to ascertain
whether that fact can implicate the neutral charac-
ter of the vessel Now in the course of the further
examination on this trial, the neutrality of the ship,
and the fairness of her voyage were fully establish-

ed: the alledged circumstance with respect to her

papers therefore remained naked and unsupported
by any sort of ground or pretext for condemnation;
and yet she was condemned!

Secondly as to the evidence. The American
master objected that it was contrary to all the prin-

ciples of justice and law to admit the evidence of

privateersmen who were parties interested in his

condemnation; but the court decided that they
were not interested, and that their evidence must
be admitted! and that the evidence of the crew of
the \merican ship should not be admitted to rebut
it! the American master then went on to shew that
the witnesses were interested and produced a con-
tract made between them and the owners o*" the

privateer (the authenticity of which was aekowl-

edged) by which it appeared tha t the equipage of
the privateer were to receive halfof the next prize
which they might take; stil! the court determined
that they were not interested in the condemnation
of this ship, and that their evidence should be ad-

mitted!! The American master then went or. to

prove, that it was impossible they should have swora

truly; they had declared that the papers thrown
over-board were of the size of about six inches

square, and had been passed through a certain

opening in the afer part of the ship. The Ar.ieri.

can master proved by the examination and declara.
tion of two Danish masters, that the privateersmen

IT
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could not have seen them dropped in - .. wi£er,l

as r.hev had stated; and further, that the hole point-
e: out was not large enough for them so to have

p; ised through. But neither did these proofs pro-
duee any effect in favor of the American—he was

predestined to condemnation: the court had no

disposition to rejec*
fhe evidence of the privateers-

tfien, though the same privateersmen had produced
two other men to swear that they had seen this same

ship "Swift" at Liverpool, and captain Champlin
proved that one day after the day in which this evi-

dence stated that he was at Liverpool, he spoke to

his majesty's gun brig the "Sea-Gull."
The undersigned trusts that any comment what-

ever upon such a sentence would be entirely super-
fluous; a sentence in direct violation of his majes-
ty's instructions. He will only add, that the pro-

per v thus condemned is valued at J00,000 Spanish
dollars!!

The explanation which the minister ofstate gives
as to the objection made by the tribunals of French
certificates of origin, and the orders which his

majesty has now been pleased to issue on that sub-

ject though applying onlv to the two cases, viz.

"Nimrod" and "Richmond," named in the lists

transmitted to his excellency on the 6ih inst. and
both lately acquitted—cannol fail ofbeing satisfac-

tory; but observing
1

therein that the notification

made by the French government was not till the

22i of September, the undersigned cannot refrain

from again adverting to the conduct of the high
court* which in a sentence given on the 22d of

December, in the case of the "Agent, Row,"
justified the capture of that ship in the month of

June, upon the ground that she had with her papers
a F.ench certificate of or, gin! and upon that same

jrround, and upon that only, decreed that a sum of

five hundred rix dollars should be paid to the cap-
tors!—precisely the same decision was given about

the same time in the case of the "Julian, Abbott."
In the order which his majesty has now issued

with respect to theeleven cases pending in the high
court, and as specified in the minister of state's

no e, the undersigned recognizes the determination
of his majesty to ensure justice to the American
ch'.ims; and he has the honor to assure his excellen-

cy the minister, that the president will receive with

peculiar satisfaction the declaration of his majesty
accompanying this act, and charging the undersign-
ed to communicate to his government his majesty's

invariable disposition to cultivate the good intelli-

gence and friendly intercourse which ought always
to subsist between the two countries.

When on every other point there is the pleasing

prospect of a perfect accord, it is with regret that

the undersigned feels the necess.ty imposed on him
of differing in opinion with his excellency Mr. de

Rosenkrantz on the subject of the convoy cases,

and of contesting some of the doctrines which the

minister lias laid down as applicable to those cases.

His excellency has not thought proper to reply
to e reasoning upon which the undersigned basis-

eii 'ii s reclamation, which therefore remains in its

entire, force—nor has he produced any thing which
Cannot be deemed satisfactory in support of the

principle assumed in the royal instruction to which

that reasoning lias been applied. The minister of

fetate has produced in fivor of the principle in ques-
tion, the single argument, that he who puts himself
under the protect! on of another, does thereby take

side with his protector, 8c renounces the advantages
whic't belong to the quality of friend as to him a-

g:-inst whom he seeks protecion. In vain are the

books examined to discover the source from which

this argument is drawn: in vain are history and the
records of diplomacy resorted to, for authority or for

any countenance given to the doctrine which it em-
braces; but these books and these records—have
thevlos' their title to respect? have they become a
dead letter? His majesty certainly does not assume
to act on principles unknown to them; to originate
a practice at once undefined in its limits and .ie-o-

rous in its character beyond ail precedent; in hosti-

lity also with the ancient doctrines of Denmark, and
a stranger to all her maritime codes; so much as

that it is not found even in >he royal instructions is-

sued on the I4ih September 1807. His excellency
the minister of state supposes an acquiescence n 'his

new rule, upon the consideration that it is applied
to Danish sh.ps as well as strangers. Certainly the

United States will never dispute the equity or pro-
priety of any law emanating from his majesty's au*

thority and applied to his own subjects; but it is

equally certain that they found their rights upon the

public law only, and cannot consent to place them
at the disposition of any partial authority, oi to limi£
them by the convenience of the belligerent powers.
Ii is sot readily conceived how Danish ships, or

ships of the allies of Denmark, being subject to the

capture of the enemy, can be found under his con-

voy. Vessels carrying
1 such flags and so found, can-

not but be enemy's property; but if, by whatever

means, his majesty's subjects do put themselves
under enemy's convoy, they are doubtless guilty of
a high crime, and richly merit all the punishment
which the laws inflict but is the same rule to be

applied to the property and to the cit.zens of a neu-
tral and independent power?
Thus much the undersigned has found it his duty

to say in addition to what has been before stated,
and remains unanswered, respecting the princ pie
assumed in the royal instruction of March, 1810;
but he finds one part of the minister's note which, as

he apprehends, g'oes much beyond that instruction,
and which would preclude the neutral from any kind
ofjustification for being found under enemy's convoy.

It were a gross dereliction of the interests of the

United States, should the undersigned leave the

least room for his excellency to suppose that the A-
merican government will accede to the fiction pro-

pounded by his excellency, viz. "that neutral vessels

found under enemy's convoy have eo facto lost their

original quality of neutral." This idea was cer-

tainly more fully and distinctly expressed in conver-

sation, and seeing that there are parts cf his excel-

lency's note which favor a different conclusion, he

eagerly seizes the hope that it is not really intended

to carry the doctrine to such an extent; yet as, in a
matter of such importance, nothing- should remain

equivocal, the undersigned, desirous of laying it be-

fore the president in the most distinct manner, re-

quests that he may be favored with an explanation
as to whatever is susceptible of misconstruction.

His excellency, pursuing the idea above cited,

in mentioning the instructions which his majesty
has now given to his tribunals to direct their exam-
inations on American vessels found under enemy's

convoy, says, "que les preuves les plus evidentes

seront requises pour prouver qu'un navire sous

pavilion Americain ait ete sous convoi Anglois."—
Yet it is hoped that the words ait ete are not intend*

eel to be connected with what is above quoted, but

rather that they are to be governed by the sense of

the words "s'etre mis sous la protection''' found in

the same sentence; by the words "la recherche et

Vnnage faites" in the paragraph preceded by the

words "se fait protegee" which will bear the same

construction in the paragraph following, and finally
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by the words in the article "D." clause 11, of the

royal instructions of March 1810, construed "using

convoy" which must be supposed to mean a volun-

tary use of convoy, and cannot intend vessels which

hav; been forced into or have accidentally found

themselves in convoy. For to condemn vessels un-

der such unfortunate circumstances—is that the

course of a power friendly to the neutral? This re-

flection so strengthens the above construction of

the words used in the royal order of March 10th as

not to leave a possibility of supposing that his ma-

je-uv in ended that such innocent vessels shoul4 be

affected bv it.

The undersigned cannot conclude this note with-

out expressing his full confidence that the friendly

disposition professed by his majesty will dispose
hi a so to regulate the conduct of his tribunals upon
the convoy cases, as to satisfy the just claims of the

United States; or without assuring his excellency
the minister of state, in reply to the last observa-

tions in his note, that the American government is

also fully sensible to the value of the commercial
and friendly relations whch have always subsisted

between the two countries.

GEORGE W. ERVING.

Copy of a letter from count Rosenkrantx to Jlfr. Er-

ving, dated Copexhagex, 9th July, 1811.

The undersigned, minister of foreign affairs, has

seen with particular satisfaction, from the note of
" Mi -

. Erving, minister of the United States of Ame-
rica, under date of the 30th ult. that he was not

disappo nted in his expectation of finding that Mr.

Erving would acknowledge the sentiments of jus-
tice and equity, which animate the kmg his master,
as well as the desire of his majesty to maintain a

good understand ng with the government of the
United States. But it is not without pain that the

same minister of state sees that Mr. Erving remon-
strates against the sentences already definitively

pronounced. It is with the same sentiment that the

undersigned finds himself charged by the orders of
his sovereign to repeat to the minister of the United

States, that his majesty cannot make any general
change in the regulations of the ordinance for pri-

vateering, issued on the 28th March of last year,
and in consequence none in the eleventh, which un-
der the letter "d" declares that neutral vessels that

make use of the convoy or of the protection of the
vessels of war of Great Britain are to be considered
as good prize, if the Danish privateers capture
them under convoy. The undersigned must repeat,
that the rule laid down by that article of the ordi-

nance, will be followed by the prize courts when-
ever the proofs are clear, that the vessels under
American flags as well as those of other nations art
found in a convoy under the protection of the ene-
mies of Denmark. He does not wish to repeat here
what he had the honor of stating on the subject in

his preceding note, but he begs Mr. Erving to be so

good as to observe to his government, that none of
the powers of Europe have called in question the

justice of this principle.
Mr. Erving- has observed, that notwithstanding the

Danish courts have not been directed to consider the
certificates of origin granted by the French consuls
in the ports of America as false, until after 'he 22d
of September of last year, there has nevertheless
been imposed upon two vessels, acquitted by the

supreme court of admiralty, a fine solely for having
these certificates on board, as Mr. Erving had been
informed. The undersigned, although he is not in-
formed of these facts, will not call in question die as-

sertion of the minister ef the U. States; and re must

consequently suppose that the suspicion of the lega-
lity of these certificates was exci ed by the public
declaration which was before made on the pari of
the French government, thai the consuls of Fr nee
were not authorized to grant the certifica „- in

question, and tor that reason the courts have ;cid-

ed that the captors were justified in bringing m the
vessels for examination.

(Signed) ROSEXKRANTZ.
The Honorable Mr. Erving.

[At i ached to ihe last letter of Mr. HSrving are
several lists of vessels taken and condemned, releasi"

od or still under investigation^ in the various north
5*

crn ports of Europe for the two last years. The ,'bl-

lowing statement exhibits the result of the table::]
It results from the foregoing lists

That the number of vessels carried into the ports of

Norway in the year 1809 was 36. ofwhich onl) 6
have been finally condemned—None pending.

That the number of vessels carried into the ports of

Norway in the year 1810 was 36, of wbic only 8
are pending in the high court of admiral . at Co*

pennagen, and of which there has not been one
final condemnation.

That the number of vessels carried into the ports of
Holstein, Sleswickand the Danish Island:., in the

year 1809 wis 25, of which 7 were condemned
and 18 ..cquitted.

That the number of vessels carried into the ports of
Holstein, Sleswick and .he Danish Islands, in the

year 1810 was 68, of which 19 have bee-- finally
condemned and 6 are yet pending.

That of 18 convoy cases, 8 have been condemned-—
they were desperate cases—ten are yet pending-
some of them more favorably circumstanced than
others.

The pending cases of the foregoing lists—are
Of the Norway list of 1810, eight, viz. Egerid, cap-

tain Law; Oscar, Cunningham; Hfesolnuon, Rld-

ridge; Minerva, Baker; Pittsburg, Yardsly; Ma-
ria Theresa, Phelps; Richmond, Jarvis; Amiable
Matilda, Hague.

Papers sent to Paris in the cases of "Lydia," Che-
vers, and "Reno, Stow."

Of the Danish list of 1810, six, viz. Nimrod, Smith;
William and Jane, Bunker; Fair Trader, Craig;
Minerva Smyth, Mann; Washington, Alrny; Ariel,
Buder.

Of the convoy cases, ten, viz. Annawan, Donald-
son; Hope, Rhea; Mary, Ropes; Hope, Mfeik;
Rebecca, M-ik; Jamesj Gawn; Hesper, Cu fl-

ing; Elizabeth, Campbell; Polly, Graves; Irish,
Russell.

Legislature of South Carolina-

Message of his excellency the GOVERNOR, deliv-
ered o the Legislature of South Carolina5 the
26th Nov. 1811.

Gentlemen of the senate,
and of the house if representatives,

The luminous, temperate and dignified exposi-
tion of the state of our fore gn relations, so recent-

ly presented to the view of the nation, in the mes-

sage of the President of the United States to Con-

gress, precludes the necessity of any attempt on my
part, to communicate to you on this occasion, any
information on that head; I shall offer, notwi h-

statiding, a few observations on a subject invoiving-
as that does, our most important interests, and con-

'

necied in some degree, with your letri I" the duties.
We have long witnessed the United;States nur-

Buing a course of policy entirely pacific, impartial
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and conciliatory, and displaying, in all their trans-

actions with foreign powers, a degree of mildness

and forbearance almost without example" in the his-

tory of nations. Experience, however, shows, that

such a policy has failed of producing- the corres-

ponding dispositions which might have been antici-

pated, and renders a farther adherence to it in some
sort dues ionable, since> during the same period we
have beheld the belligerent powers of Europe, (un-
res*rained by anv regard to our neutrality, perhaps
invited by our known love of peace) interdicting
our lawful commerce with the ports of their ene-

mies respectively, and seizing and condemning un-

der their hostile orders and edicts, our unresisting
merchantmen.

It (.ppears at length, that France, yielding to con-

siderations of Justice or of interest, has determined

to discontinue her depredations, and has opened her

po-'.s to commerce; while England continues and

extends her captures and condemnations, refusing
to do us that equal justice to which she stood pledg-
ed in such case; at the moment too of our disap-

pointment in our most reasonable expectations, she

advances a new pretension, requiring- us to interfere

with the municipal regulations in the ports of her

enemy and to insist on the introduction of her pro-
ducts and manufactures uuder our flag; in short,

she demands of us what we have neither the right or

the power to do, as a condition of her ceasing to vio-

late our neutral rights. In addition to this accu-

mulation of wrong, she threatens farther restric-

tions on our commerce if we should not consent to

abandon the only measure of resistance lutherto op-

posed to her injustice.

It may not be unimportant to remark what vari-

ous modes of procrastination have been resorted to

by the British government, for protracting the nego-
tiations, and for deferring the final dec: s on of the

discussions with our government, thereby prolong-

ing a state of things, during which England enjoys

many of the advantages of peace, while America
Buffers nearly all the privations of war.

It is subject of deep concern to observe, that any
encouragement should be derived from the state of

parties in our country to a perseverance by the Bri-

tish government in their aggressioas; that such hat

been the case plainly appears from the minister of

that government alluding to "the contested legality

or justice of the President's proclamation," and

from other parts of his correspondence, as well as

that ofhis predecessors. This forms indeed a crisis in

which it is the duty of every American to lend his

best assistance to the support of the government of

his country, according to his station and abilities;

and public opinion may justly set the brand of re-

probation on such as shall continue yet to vindicate

the spoilers of their country's rights.

How much longer our patience shall be abused,
it is not our province to determine; but we may
look with confidence to the constitutional guardians
of our national rights, for such provisions as will ef-

fectually ma ntain them in all their integrity, and

rescue the United States from submission to foreign

injustice. The ulterior deliberations of congress
must decide what course shall be pursued, as best

calculated, to avert, or to meet the crisis; in the

mean time it will be safest for us to prepare against
the events of a war, which if not to be avoided with-

out a sacrifice of our maritime rights, will be, at

oace, just and necessary. Viewing the probability
oi such a state of things, I must add, that it will

best consist with your duty, as respresentatives of a

state, presenting a long extent of sea coast, which

becomes in war an exposed frontier, to provide, in

aid of such dispositions as may be made by the gen^
eral government, the means of a prompt and efficient

co-operations on the part of the state government
in all measures for the complete protection ofevery
portion of our territory, and particularly of our sea

ports and harbors.

Under the indications of impending war, which
appeared in the course of the past summer, I felt it

my duty to make such preparation, as the means f

possessed would afford. All the heavy ordnance,
which could be procured, has been fitted for imme-
diate service. Fort Mechanic, the only battery on
the harbor of Charleston, in possession of the state,
received such temporary repairs as were requisite.
The different military corps of the city

r and its vi-

cinity, were ordered to hold themselves ready at a
moment's warning; and there can be no room to*

doubt, from their known discipline and patriotism,
of their good conduct, if their services had been cal»

led for.

Brigade musters of officers have been held

throughout the state, in the spring and autumn of
this year, with great advantage to the service in the

opinion of competent judges: an opportunity has
been afforded to the officers of obtaining much in-

formation on the subject of tactic, as well as of the
routine of camp duties, by these musters; and it is

confidently believed, they will have a tendency to
cherish and support the military spiri so necessary
to the safety and liberties of the country: much
praise is due generally to the officers who attended,
and who have Aine themselves credit by the patrio-
tic and military ardor evinced in that attendance.
I !

. would be gross injustice to omit noticing, also, in
terms o^ approbation, the distinguished ability with
which the adjutant general of the state has acquitted
himself of the laborious dutjes assigned to him,-

during, his attend; nee at all these musters.

Before I dismiss the subject of the militia, I can-
not refrain calling your attention to the laws regu- .

la+ing the rise of officers; the mode now established
is attended by circumstances of delay and difficulty, .

which in case the country should require the active

services of this force, might create confusion, be- ,

ides fostering at all times, litigious spirit, and

producing disgust, and consequent resignations, in

all those whose claims, from length of service, are

disregarded.
I conceive I cannot urge in terms too strong;

vour taking into immediate consideration all such
measures as may be calculated to improve the gene-
ral system of our militia, on the perfection ofwhick
our safety so materially depends.

I shall reserve the subject of arming our troops,

together with that of arsenals and the munitions of

war, to a more advanced period of your session,
when I may be better enabled to judge of the extent .

of the appropriations for which it may be necessary
to call on you for those objects.

I cannot suffer the present occasion to pass, with-
out bringing to your view the propriety of provid-

ing free schools in all those parts ofthe state where
such institutions are wanted; there can scarcely be
a difference of opinion on the advantages which a

country must generally derive from the instruction

of its people; but one of the first objects of a go-
vernment founded on popular rights, should be to

diffuse the benefits of education as widely as possi-

ble, and to enlighten and inform the whole mass of
that people, whose collective will controls and di-

rects the energies of the country. A system of ge-
neral instruction is essential to the preservation of

Iour

political institutions. Your liberal support of

the South Carolina College,' a monument of your
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communication to make to you on that point oefore

the end of your session.

I shall content myself, for the present, with hav-

ing
1 thus called your attention to what appears to me

to be the most important objects claiming' it; only

adding- the expression of my confident expectation,
that you will proceed in your legistative function*,

under the guidance of an enlightened spirit of pa-

triotism, which cannot fail to redound to the gener-
al weal, and to insure you the probai ion of your
constituents. HENRY MIDDLETON

Columbia, 26th, Nov. 1811.

Legislature of North Carolina.

Message of the governor to the legislature at the

opening of its present session:

Felloiu-citisens of the senate

and of the house of representatives,

The important period has once more arrived

when by the wise provision of our well tried and

highly approved const ttution, those who are selec-

ted by the votes of a free people for their integri-

ty and ability, are convened for the purpose of

consulting together for the general good of the

state, and who, coming from every part of it,

bring with them a competent knowledge of the va-

rious wishes, wants and grievances of each county
therein. That this high distinction is well merited,
and that the confidence of the people will be great-

fully rewarded by the wisdom of your measures, I

feel the most agreeable anticipations: and ifby any
assistance and endeavors in my power, the public
welfare shall be advanced, the business of the state

faciliated, or the pleasantness of your session be

promoted, it will afford me heartfelt satisfaction.

When the last session had nearly expired, and
after the bill for establishing a penitentiary had been

rejected, I received from the executive of Virginia,
a pamphlet containing a collection of the several

acts of the assembly of that state concerning their

penitentiary, together with the rules and regulations
which have been adopted for the internal govern*

veneration for science and learning, testifies your

anxious solicitude to secure to our youth the high-

est advantages of instruction* and doubtless that

seminary will annuallv yield an accession ofnble: and

virtuous citizens to the state; but those alone whose

affluent circumstances have enabled them to pass

through certain preparatory studies, can enjoy the

benefits of that institution: it is now hoped that you

will emplov some portion ofyour funds in procuring

the elements of education for the children of indi-

gent persons. Reading, writing, and arithmetic,

are highly essential to those children, who must owe

their advancement in life to their own industry; and

while they are acquiring the keys of knowledge,

their hearts may be formed to a proper sense of mo-

ral and religious excellence. To the real philanthro-

pist, this must be an object of great interest, when

it is considered that the diffusion of useful know-

ledge has ever been found the means of correcting

the propensity of vice, and of diminishing the num-

ber of crimes.

As another plan of amelioration, I propose for

consideration the expediency ofestablishing a house

of correction for offenders against the laws; and of

revising, with a view to such an establishment, your

system of penal jurisprudence. The project has

already more than once occupied the attention of

the legislature, and it is a subject of deep regret

with humane persons, that no such plan has been

yet adopted; the experience too, of those states

which have tried the Penitentiary system, appears

on the whole to be highly encouraging. Under the

present enactments of our criminal law, it too often

happens that culprits escape, either by the acquittal

of a jury, or the pardon of the executive, because

the feelings of human nature recoil at inflicting ca-

pital or ignominious punishments for offences of

minor atrocity; in the penitentiary system there

may be a graduation of penalties proportioned to

each particular offence, in such manner as will most

effectually tend to the suppression of crimes, while

the certainty of punishment will increase as the

public mind shall become impressed with the per.

uasion, that no crime meets more than its just re- 'ment of that institution, accompanied by a duly
tribution

I herewith transmit a resolution of Congress pro-

posing an amendment to the constitution of the

United States. I have also to communicate to you
the ratifications of the same, by the legislatures of

the states of Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Kentucky
and Ohio.

Congress will probably, during their present

session^ fix the ratio of representation in the house

of Representatives of the United States for the next

ten years, under the last enumeration of the people.

If the ratio fixed upon should be such as to vary the

number of members to be sent by this state, a new
distribution ofelectoral districts will be necessary:

It may, therefore be expedient to devise some pros-

pective measure, if the legislature think it advisable,

to avoid calling an extra session.

In conformity .vith your resolution of the twen-

tieth of December last, the executive ofthe general

government has been requested to obtain the extin-

guishment of the Indian title to that portion of our

territory, which lies at the northwest side of the

Cherokee boundary; an answer lias been received,

signifying that measures have been taken, from

which it is expected that arrangements will result,

embracing the object of the resolution.

I have deemed it my duty to notify to the gover-
nor of North Carolina, your resolution of the

fourteenth of December last, on the subject ofboun-

dary: I hope that I shall have some satisfactory

certified statement of the number of prisoners re-

ceived in the penitentiary during each year, from it«

commencement to the 30th of last November—also,
the number pardoned, escaped, died, and discharged
by regular servitude; the number of prisoners and
their occupations; showing that the clear profits,
from April, 1807, to the 30th of November, 1810,

agreebly to the annual statement, (after deducting
the keeper's, assistant keeper's, turnkeys' and
clerk's salaries) amount to "forty three thousand
dollars." The abovementioned document, marked
No. 1. in the file of letters, herewith laid before

you, distinguished by the letter A, were accompa-
nied with a very obliging letter from Mr. Abraham
Douglass, keeper of the Virginia penitentiary, of-

fering any information in his power, with respect
to the system and plan of a proper building for the

purpose, as well as his personal attendance t«
advise how the prisoners might be employed.—
These valuable papers will be very serviceable, in

case the legislature should take into consideration

an improvement of such vast importance in the
cause of humanity, the establishment of which has
done honor to several highly respectable states of
the union. It is presumed a small additional tax

laid for a few years would be si: licient to commence
and carry on the system, tili it became sufficient to

maintain itself—a sum so trifling, that, divided

amongst the many thousand individuals of butf

population, there is probably not one, possessing •
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spark of worthy feeling, but would cheerfully give
double the amount to save the life of a fellow-crea-

ture about to suffer death in his presence. Many
very sound reasons, both of a benevolent and inter-

ested nature, might be offered in favor of this grand

plan of reforming the too sanguinary criminal code

derived from Great Britain whilst under her go-
vernment.

The long pending and unpleasant differences

with our neighboring states of South Carolina and

Georgia, respecting boundary, still remain in an

unsettled and disagreeable situation. A letter from

governor Middleton, in the file marked No. 5,

appears to merit prompt attention, for the reason

therein set forth. And you will assuredly in the

course of the session treat with all due respect, the

communication from governor Mitchell marked
No. 6. To it, the reply in the letter book page 54,

was made, which I trust will meet the approbation
of the legislature.

Too much attention cannot be paid to the all

important subject of education. In despotic go-
vernments, where the supreme power is in posses-
sion of a tyrant, or divided among an hereditary

aristocracy (generally corrupt and wicked) the

ignorance of the people is a security to their rulers,

but in a free republic where the offices tmd honors

of the state are open to all, the superiority of their

political privileges should be refused into every
citizen from the earliest infancy, so as to produce
an enthusiastic attachment to their own country,
and ensure a zealous support to their own constitu-

tion, laws and government, to the total exclusion

of all foreign influence or partiality. A certain

degree of education should be placed within the

reach of every child in the state, and lam persuaded
that a plan may be formed upon economical princi-

ples that would extend this boon to the poorest of

every neighborhood, at an expence trifling beyond

expectation, when compared with the incalculable

benefits from such a philanthropic and polite system.
In these schools, subject to proper superintendency,
the rising generation might be brought up in the

true principles of Christian religion, which includes

the purest morality, and would prevent that multi-

plicity of crime now too frequently perpetrated in

the country.

It gives me sincere pleasure to call your attention

to the masterly report of the manufactures of this

state, published by the martial of the district. The
amount and variety must swell with exulting satisfac-

tion the breast of every good citizen; for, however,

proper it may be to encourage and protect com-

merce, yet certainly a proper attention to our own
manufactures and products will render us more in-

dependent of foreign nations. True it is, that North

Carolina, from her great extent of uncultivated

territory, including some ofthe most fertile lands on

the globe, must long continue an agricultural state,

yet it is certain there are many persons who may be

advantageously employed in domestic manufactures.

But what, fellow citizens, will these and the many
other blessings we possess avail, if we cannot enjoy
them in peace and security

—if we do not evince a

willingness to defend our rights, a power to punish
insults and avenge wrongs!

1 To be prepared for

war, frequently ensures pence. To the federal go-
vernment belongs the fortifying our harbors, equip-

ing a navy, and raising a regular military force; but

it is in our power to do much by improving that na-

tural and powerful safeguard, the militia, one of the

strongest pillars of national liberty and security.

Whilst the use and necessity of a certain number of
regular troops cannot be denied, yet assuredly it
must be admitted, that with proper discipline, the
militia may be trained to achieve the most brilliant
victories, as they did at King's mountain, and manyother places, during our revolution. The people
possess all the bravery and patriotic zeal that is ne-

cessary to great and glorious actions—Give them
but arms, good officers and wise regulations. It is

true, that from a want of perseverance in digesting
a national miliiia system, this great rock of defence
has been too much neglected—yet it is observable
by every experienced officer that the smallest milita-

ry attention from those of high grade rouse., a
spirit of emulation amongst the men.—This isevi.
dent by the improvement from reviews. Under a
conviction of the good effects that would ensue, I
had determined to pass mod of the summer in visit-

ing the regiments in the healthy parts of the state,
and emploving myself in discharging the military
duties of my station, as commander in chief of the
militia, by reviewing them—but circumstances be-

yond my control (a^d which I shall ever regret)
prevented that as well as a more constant residence
at the seat of government, for which I had amply
provided. I shall reserve further remarks on this
favorite object of improving the militia, till a repre-
sentation is laid before you in a separate communi-
cation, respecting the situation of the stafe as to the
measures of defence taken by the general govern-
ment to place it in a posture to resist invasion—and
what further steps appear indispensibleto our safety,

Preparatory thereto, the papers marked Nos. 8, 9
and 10, in the file A. may be well worth your perusal

Fellow citizens—Portentous and threatening
clouds darken our political horizon, which must
soon be dispelled, or they will generate a storm that
will burst on our heads with redoubled fury. The
crisis is alarming. Too long have we borne the

injuries heaped upon us by the oppressive belliger-
ents of Europe. In vain have we depended on the

justice of those hostile nations. They have tramp,
led on our rights, imprisoned our citizens, plunder-
ed our property, and degraded us, with insults not
to be endured by a nation having any pretensions to

honor or independence. Our forbearance and love
of peace have tempted their avarice, encouraged
their presumption and pampered their insolence. It

is full time to make a determined stand. Let us

discard all foreign partialities or predjudices, the

bane of republics. Let us know the nations of the

earth only as "enemies in war, in peace friends*
Let us cling to our own government and support it

with zeal, as the ark of our safety. Let us assure

our political head of the warmest support, With our

lives and fortunes, in the sacred cause of defending
our country's rights. Viewing the man as a traitor,

who would encourage a separation of the states, let

us cherish that unanimity which will secure our

safety against a world in arms. Let us strive in our

neighbourhoods, both by precept and example, to

discard all party bickerings, and promote a spirit of

harmony and good will. Let us cherish industrious

and frugal habits, improve domestic manufactures,,
facilitate the means of education, but above all, re-

gard "the one thing needful" winch will bring
down blessings on ourselves and ensure from the

giver ofall good gifts, peace, liberty and happiness
to our common and beloved country.

I have the honor to be with the highest consider*

tion, gentlemen, very respectfully, your most obe-

dient.

BENJAMIN SMITH.
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Catholic Meeting.
[From the Dublin Evening Post,- of Oct. 19.]

The first meeting of tne general committee of the

Catholics of Ireland.

Saturday, Oct. 19.

This day the long expected meeting took place at

the Theatre, Fishamble-street Nearly three hun-

dred members attended from all parts of Ireland.—
A numerous concourse of spectators, of all reli-

gious persuasions, and many of the first men in

Ireland for rank, fortune and character, appeared
at an early hoar to grace the meeting with their

countenance and support. The boxes, pit, and

galleries of the Theatre were crouded. About 150

of the most distinguished members of the committee

were seen upon the stage
—all anxious—all deter-

mined—animated bv the love of the constitution—
tempered and guided by the most valuable spirit of

moderation and concord.
A r'e.v minutes before eleven o'clock, the earl of

Fingall presented himself to his approving country-

men, supported by a long train of peers, baronets,

and :he representatives of a great portion of the

Wealth, talents and virtue of Ireland.

At 11 o'clock precisely, on the motion of lord

NeUerville, seconded by lord viscount Southwell,
the earl of Fingall took the chair amid loud accla-

mations.

His lordship modestly addressed the meeting;
thanked them for the confidence thus reposed in

him, and declared that he would on that occasion, |

and on every other, discharge his duty with zeal and

fidelity. He stated that there was but one object in

view, namely—to be put on a equal footing with

their Protestant subjects, which was an act of sound

pol.cy, as of immutable justice. There was one

sole and definite object for their consideration, and
the introduction of any other business would be

perfectly irrelevant.—[Loud applause.
Viscount NeUerville rose, and produced a draft

of a petition for the consideration of the committee
and moved,
"That the draft now read, be approved of by

this committee, and recommended to the adoption
of the Catholics of Ireland, throughout the respec-
tive counties, cities, towns and parishes.

Viscount Southwell seconded the motion.

The petition was then read by Mr. Edward Hay,
and was received with universal approbation.
Lord Netierville's motion was then put, and una-

nimously carried.

It was then moved and carried, that the petition
be subject to revision, if necessary or prudent.

Also, that the committee do adjourn to a day
preceding the meeting of Parliament by one fort-

night, (which, of course, will be on Wednesday,
the 5th of N >vember,) the meeting of Parliament

being prorogued to the 20th of that month.
The hon. Thomas Barnewall then moved, that

the earl of Fingall do leave the chair, which being-

carried, lord Netterville was requested to take it.

The sincere and warm thanks of the meeting were
then unanimously voted to the earl of Fingall for

his dignified, manly, and prudent conduct this day
in the chair, upon the motion of Mr. Barnewall,
seconded by s;r Edward Bellow.

The chair being again vacated, and the intended

business of the day being thus happily and effectu-

ally concluded, the meeting broke up. The earl of

Fingall, Lord South well, and the other members
of the committee then left their seats, and were re-

tiring, when gentlemen from the head police office,

who had been for some time present, rose to ad*

dress lord Fingall.

Many persons at first imagined that these were ca-

tholics desirous to deliver speeches, and as the meet-

ing had adjourned, no attention was paid to them.

Alderman Pemberton and Mr. Hare, two of those

police magistrates, were evidently much embarras-

sed. The noise of mixed conversation and departing

visitors, completely drowned their voice.

At length some "gentlemen recognized them, and

apprized lord Fingall of the circumstance; his lord-

ship had just reached the door, but instantly re-

turned. The magistrate not knowing his person,
fell into various mistakes in this respect, and ad-

dressed several members successively with the title

of "My Lord." With difficulty they, after some

time, (and with the help of catholic gentlemen) ad-

dressed lord Fingall, who stood upon one of the

benches, in expectation of being addressed.

The meeting, as we observed already, had brok-

en up; the business had been concluded—no object
existed calling for its continuance, and therefore,

no chair was taken or called for. What followed

was merely in the nature of a personal conversation

between lord Fingall and Mr. Hare, in a corner of

the room.
Mr. Hare then said, I understand I have the ho-

nor of addressing lord Fingall. I wish to state my
purpose of coming to this meeting: [Loud cries of
—the business is concluded.] I wish to state the

fact—[Cries of—too late, too late.] I hope I shall

have the honor of a hearing. [Cries of—the meet-

ing is over.] I trust your lordship will not refuse

me a hearing.
Lord Fingall—Sir; I am no longer in the chair;

and I now speak only as an individual.

Mr. Hare—I wish to state my object in coming
here. I came here as magistrate on an information

which I received, that the general committee of the

catholics of Ireland were to be assembled here this

day. As soon as the chair was taken, a person, who
had been placed here for the purpose, came to me
to apprize me of the fact, and I walked immediately
here to disperse the assembly, conceiving the meet-

ing to be unlawful. [Loud and general cries of—
too late, too late.] I hope that you are perfectly
convinced that I did not mean to offer the slightest

personal disrespect to the feelings ofany individual,

but to discharge a public duty. My object is effected

as you now disperse; but I wish to say, that the very
moment I heard that the chair was taken, I walked,

here for the purpose of dispersing this meeting.
Lord Fingall

—Sir, I am no longer in the chair, I

am only as an individual here.

Mr. Hare having made some observations which
was not heard by our reporter.
The hon. Mr. Barnewall stepped forward and

spoke the following words:

Sir, I think myself called upon to come forward
as a member of the catholic body and the son of a
catholic nobleman, to assure you, that none among
us, from the peer to the ploughman, wish to shew

any disrespect to the government and the magis-
trates of this kingdom, but that we are all deter-

mined to join hand in hand with our fellow subjects
of every religious persuasion, in the defence ofour

country, to the last drop of our blood.

It is remarkable, that two of the head constables

of this district applied for admittance at twenty mi-
nutes before eleven, were actually admitted, and
were conducted to seats in the gallery by Messrs.

Murphy, Macon and Dromcoole, members of the

sub-committee of arrangement) and sat there quiet-

ly throughout the entire scene.
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Thus ended the business of this memorable day to f

the satisfaction anddelightofevery lover of religious

liberty; a glorious day to every member of the com-

mittee, who, on this occasion, attended to perform
his duty!—a delightful day for every honest, honor-

able Irishman'

New Island.

The island lately formed by volcanic eruption,
about 2 miles W. of St. Michaels, has been named
"Sabrina Island," by captain Tillard of the

British sloop of war Sabrina, who landed on the

island the 4th of July (the eruption having ceased)
and took possession of it in the name of his Britan-

nic Majesty. They found it very steep; its height
no less than 200 or 300 feet; the ground, or rather

the ashes, composed of sulphurous dross of iron,

&c. The whole island (in circumference from 2 to

3 miles) is however but a crater, and it was conjec-

tured, would soon break out again. In the place
where this island has appeared the water was

formerly 240 feet deep.

[The following account of the above remarkable
occurrence in natural history, though partially re-

lated before, will be read with some interest. It was
Communicated to the editor of the Boston Palla-

dium by a gentleman recently arrived from St.

Michaels.]
"In the first part of June last, the inhabitants of

the island of St Michaels were much alarmed and
astonished by the appearance of smoke, which ap-

parently issued from the earth, spread over the

western part of the island, and continued for the

space of two days. This smoke was so strongly

impregnated with a sulphurous quality, that the

residents of that part of the island were nearly suf-

focated. At the expiration of the above-mentioned
time an immense eruption was discovered to pro-
ceed from the bosom of the ocean, whose depth at

that place was 50 fathoms, at about 6 leagues dis-

tance from the principal town or village of St. Mi-

chael, called Posa Delgada, and one mile from the

shore. This eruption continued for two days more,

emitting nothing but fire and smoke, which appear-
ed spread as much as three miles round its vicinity,
and then disappearing entirely for the space of only
a few hours, when it again commenced its volcanic

vomitings one league further to the westward, in

the same direction from the shore.

"Now was to be seen one of the most awful and

magnificent sights that the eye of man ever beheld.

Let the reader picture to his glowing imagination
a tremendous marine volcano in its most violent

operations; casting forth continually immense
bodies of sparkling fire, beautifully variegated with
the colors of the rainbow, intermixed with rising vo-

lumes of smoke, at the same time very large rocks
are seen ascendingto an astonishing perpendicular
height, till their force being spent they return with

increasing velocity, to regain, as it were, their for-

mer watery station; then let him add the terrific

thunderings cf the greatest naval battle that was
ever fought; and he will have a complete descrip-
tion of this "awfully sublime" spectacle.

"This last eruption lasted about six days. When
it subsided and the smoke disappeared, a small island

was discovered in that place, composed of rocks
cemented together by the lava, similar to that which
comes from burning mountains This island is

supposed to be about one mile in circumference and

nearly round; having a large bason of water in the
centre apparently half a mile in circumference.

"During the continuance of this monstrous effort
of nature, numerous shocks of earthquakes were
felt over the whole island. The only damage done
that we know of, was the overthrow of seven small
stone houses, on the western part of the island,
which were entirely demolished. The occupants
were obliged to decamp very suddenly, in order to

avoid being buried in the ruins of their habitations.

A visit to the new island was contemplated to be
had immediately. The result of this visit will, no

doubt, prove highly interesting to the philosopher,
as well as important to the navigator.
The impatient curiosity of three gentlemen was

very near being paid with the loss of their lives.—
In attempting a v ; sit previous to the termination of

the eruption.they were,notwithstanding their great-

est efforts, drawnby an overpowering suction of air

about half a mile as they supposed, into the im-

mense body of surrounding smoke. Thev rmained

one hour and a half, much frightened by their peri-

lous situation. When at length, the glorious light

of Heaven again shone upon them, they were much

surprised to find their faces, hands, clothes and sails,

quite blackened, and the deck of their vessel en-

tirely covered more than an inch with a coarse black

cinder like those found in a blacksmith's shop. This

new island is in lat. 37, 46, long. 25, 53.

"It is not yet ascertained whether a vessel can or

cannot pass through between this new island and

the old land. This and many other particulars will

be the fruits ofthe expected navigation ofthis won*

derful gift ofold Neptune."

Curious Phenomenon.
On the 19th of July, about 12 o'clock at noon,

says a Dublin paper,"the following remarkable ap-

pearance showed itself near Mount Congrave:
—

Although the day was calm and very sultry, yet
at that point of the river, at the extremity of the

Long Reach, there arose a violent whirlwind,
which caused the water to be ruffled, and the waves

to roll uncommonly high. The commotion, after

a few minutes, produced a whirlpool, whose diame-

ter nearly equalled the breadth of the river, which

carried the water to a great height in a perpendicu-
lar line, and rendered the bottom of the river plain-

ly visible to the spectators. It was fortunate that

no boats came within the grasp of the whirlpool, in

whose bosom they would have inevitably been en-

tombed, for the assistance of sails and the plying of

oars could have availed them nothing. The fisher-

men that were at some distance in the small boats,

were so much alarmed, that they dropped their em-

ployment, and with all possible speed sought the

banks of the river, where they remained until the

wind ceased, and the phenomen vanished.

djfThe following explanation appears due to the

patrons of the Register, and may prevent some

anxiety and trouble in future:

Of the Jirstfour numbers of the Register, 2500

copies were printed
—at No. 5, the copies were

increased to 3000—at No. 9, to 3500, the' quantity
at this time worked off. A second edition ofNos. 1,

2, 3, 4, (and the supplement to No. 4) is now com-

pleted, and to subscribers, who have not received

them, were carefully forwarded last week. As
leisure permits, we shall proceed to re-print Nos.

5, 6, 7, and 8,
—but wishing to publish several

supplements while the present pressure of matter

continues, those desirous of possessing a complete
file, immediately after subscription, must secure it by
a speedy application. EDITOR.
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Legislature of Pennsylvania.
Mkssaoe uk tuk «<.vf.h.nou of Pennsylvania to

TUB IIP.NKH.U ASSKMULV OF THE CUM MON WT.\ L III,

j)KLiv>-.ui:r) ox tuk cIftu instant, at twelve

o'clock..

To the Senate und House of Representatives of the

Commonwealth of Penusylvauia.

FELLOW CITJ.ZBKi—
Through the blessings of Divine Providence 3011

re permitted to assemble and to deliberate on the

concerns of the commonwealth in peace and tran-

quility. In the commencement of the discharge

of the important dunes devolved upon in, permit me

to join with you to sentiments of sincere gratitude

to that kind Providence who lias favored us with a

continuance of internal peace and prosperity, with"

abundunt productions ot me earth and a general

prevalence of health throughout our country.—

Grateful for these blsssiiVgs, iei us took to him that

formed and can Control the human mind—to direct

to such public measures as will best promote the

real substantial happiness and prosperity of our

country. The communication recently made to

|ongress by the president of the United States, ana

voluminous documents accompanying the same,

which no doubt you have all read with attention

and solicitude, exhibit but a gloomy piospect.—
Amidst this gloom, however, it is with just pride

md pleasure we notice the firm, the candid and

Impartial conduct of the executive owards the two

conflicting powers who have violated the laws o.

Stations ami of common right* The justice* impar-

tiality and forbearance of the United S ates, wi'.l be

matter of wonder and approbation to a candid world,

and a lasting monument to the honor of a ires

Republican government. While it neutralizes the

poison of calumny, it inspires confidence, and it

must unite the hearts and hands of ul! true Ame-

ricans in support of tilth- government, in ev\r\

measure it may ultimately adopt for the mainte-

nance of our rights or to avenge our Wl'Ongsi Ii,

in the course of events, a last appeal must be made
to arms, we may with confidence rely o-.i the valor

and patriotism of the citizens of Pemis\lv mia, to

Unite with their fellow-citizens of other slates in

Supporting the honor and independence of our

beloved country. It is ni itler of satisfaction to per-

ceive that one of the belligerents has evinced a dis-

Sosilion

to respect our neutral tight*; and although
lat government has still left strong ground for

complaint, yet what it his done justifies a hope thai

it is a prelude to measures of ample justice. On
the part of the other belligerent, scarcely a symptom
fcppears to warrant an expectation of an amicabi -

idju&iment. To the general gov inmer.t we look

I

for that wisdom in council and persevering energy
•f action which will cause that power <n respect ail

*UY rights and redress our injuries and especially

that of impressing our seamtn. To despoil us of
the fruits of our honest industry and legitimate en-

terprise, is palpably unjus'—but to ensl vg art

American citisen, and compel, by the galling lash j

brother tdstaiil his hands villi brother's blonti,-— is

icl.ing insult and cruelty to injustice
—and ir atnpi

ling in the dust the most precious and esscnti d at*

tribute of n free and independent nation. l);-v;mtl/

deprecating the miseries of desolating war—pru-a

deuce imperiously suggests the propriety and t lie*

necessity of preparing to meet every evfeiit This

consideration .will naturally lead your attention te;

t!ie revision of our militia system. I. Cannot be too"

oftea. repeated that a well organized, wei! dfecipM

lined, and Well appointed militia, is 'lu only legit:

mate, efficient ana safe defence ol a Free repubheaif

government. It is generally acknowledged the pie-
•

sent system is maien dl\ defective, and the repeat^
ed essays of the legisla ure on that important cub-

j-rM, proves the difficulty of forming a :n s'vn thafi

will be effective in its operations without being 1 ])

pressive to tlie citizens.—Let not, however, dimcuV
ty deter; rather let it stimulate to exertion for the

completion of so indispensable an object; White oii

this subject, it is my duly to state to yoilj tftaj

1 lie public svtmi not distributed, are suffering ir.;Ue j

rial injury in consequence of no 1 ga! provision beincf
made to keep them from son ding ru '.

—nor are;

those which have been distwhtited (exc< pi sti h ad

are in the h mds of Volunteer assdcwtii n
) in - bet'

ter condition; because of the in-nffici cy of the

regimeiii.il funds, from the \v.mt 01 s j'ul.cious final

arrangement of ihe fines when collected, as well aS

the irregular manner of then collection. Frelqueni

applications have been made hy volunteer companion
for rifles; the applicants coul; not be gratified, be'

cause there are no rules in possession of the com-

monwealth. To you is submitted the importance
and propriety of making provision tb m et such up''

plications. The discipline of the mihu.- js m:re»

rially atft cteil by the frequent change of offic- rsj

arising fipin resignations, generally <,cc,
,

sioned bf
the expence to winch they are *xpo£ed in uniform^

mg, equipping, and lime in learning tiie n.diiat} art^

Perhaps a small compensation from the state fof

such sacrifices, or an exemption from lt.di'.ary duty
after a faithful performance of their duties as offv-i

cers for a given period of years, night probably ob*

viate the evil.

To the subject of education I would npain invitt?

youi! serious ^j-teutioh; c>f its beneficial til cts upoii
moral and political histimuoiis, I need not enlarges
To ignorance, our prisons, cur penitent iaf^J an

'

poof
houses are principally indebted for their inhabitants.

The value of education, is incalculably enhaheed jrt

•a govei-nii.ent of the people, such as otir', where

every citizen may be callsd in his turn to legislate
or to execute, A general diffusion of knowledge*
can alone insure and perpetuate our republican iu-

stitutio'.t*:; without a cempe'ent portion of W*>?
'
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h)a. ioijy rt.it kwi«1 libetiy c^nnr^tibe realize^,

—
it" c \%-'

r
$ perioi u&\ :>.t fe's'of. water

es. indeed lobe a blessing— i} .

g
n :•

i iniu liceti

tioiisness. Yom predecessors havs rum] Botnep.ro

gv >s n the business,; but not to the extent of the

COilS'.Uul lOiial injuiiC.lOll.

The pressnj enjbarrtssing state of our foreign re.

latinos, cih.ting off 'he sources o' suppli -s of manu-
factures from abroad, which we were in the habn of

importing, v\il necessarily lead your particular, at-

tention to*Uie encouragement of our own m.ouif c-

ti'.i-, The importance 6J thet.subject wiil receive I
S° ,,uin r"us and so situated are likes, rivers, and

adtitional force from the re: tdleci ion ol the Frequent !

k*sser streams, thai b\ exertions worthy the magni-
incurrence of manufacturing establishments being,)

ude and immense idvaittages of theobject, boih as

destroyed by fire, soul from iv-se u'nfertt tii ate vents.]'
1 fegafds interesjtaiid safety, water communications

being connected with circuinsfcince « ,ieli t-^nie l

m 'K nt ''e P-P^hed *n as to connect the e;.s.ern and

.hi age are too well
i lerstood to require much argument to prove 01 to
ustrau hem. The importance of such :

improve-
merfis wilj be greadj enhanced by recollecting rhat
bur coun rj en he most effecUi lly annoyed on tlie

•>ea board,— Man ime and hostile nations have it

in their power not only to interrupt, but almost

destroy, our coasting trade, rfid cut off ihe trade.
and water cornmunica iop between the states. Tins
pviicn rdoua be avoided by opening cmals; and

strong .suspicions thst ineendiahes nave been em-

ployed to perform the wurk of destruction, and
check? the enfcerprizmg spirifof our it tzans. Food
and rai nent are in li .pens ;ble to tli [ireservati »u of
real practicable independence. T.'JefsrtUityof ptu

soil, ui i t !
•

Indus ry of owr husbandmen, affordan

ample sjippij
>i" he forme-; the skill and enterprise

Of our ir z.n-, with the abupdana supply of mate-
ria, s which bin country fiords, are Sully compe-
tent to the Utter; -and only wufrt the {bstering hand
and p- ronage of government to make us in the
true and most nftUm e.i ncuseof the voni, an inde-

pendent nation. In the midst of emo r:a.s--ments

occasioned by tne interdict,on of commerce, it is a

consolatory fdea, that those very embarrassments
ba'tfe i tendency to wean our citizens from a too ar-
d-n pursuit of foreign commercial specnl .lions, and
invites their attention to tiie exploration of the in-

ternal resources of our own conn rv; and w<» view
them wall pleasure directingthe force of their ge
nias. heir eiMeiiprize, and theii capital to improve-
rt, ni., in agriculture an 1 m ,iurf<tctures, ivbich must,
if persevered in, ultimately1 couver a transient ca-
lam, v into a permanent subsLantial national ad-
Vai't tge.

V r* of experience, purchased, it is true, at

g'\ i vixpencr-, must convince us that foreign com-
m ce is a ^ood but of a secondary nature, and th t

ba'pp ne^s and prosperity must be sought for within
tii limits of our own country and not in foreign
Connections. Moral honesty among individuals is

bit! too rare; moral honesty in govfmmenis, espe-
Cidl. hos- f lunded r>n violence old wrong, is vi-

sion
'.ry. T!ie importance of the subject upon which

I have been addressing you is too p dpabie to ivqniiv-
argUrtiehtS to enforce it, and will command thai por
tion of your deliberation w lich it deserves. Imi-
ma'ely connected with the foregoing subject is that
of improving our roads, the navigation of our rivers,
an I opening of canals, by which the supplies of a'r-

ti'.i s produced in one part of the country, may be
t> isported to anoiier with cheapness anil facititv.
To he former of these subjec'ts, the attention «»r

your predecessors has been'directed wi li considen-
bl effect. Tiie liberality of the last legislature, in
the encouragement given to the improvhigof road^,
an i building bridges, Ins justly received the general
approbation of the

people
of this commonwe Ith —

Tlifse monuments of public hb.rdilv, I am hapm
to say, have been so effectually supported by private
wealth vnd individual exertion, that daring the re
Cess of the. legisl lure, three comjianies have bat
charters of incorporation granted them for tin

kuilding of asm nj bridges ovw the Susquehanna,
»t ^'Call's 'rrry—at Columbia— nd kt Sunlnirv
On reviewing that subject, you will probublv rlis

cover thai sometiiia;,- mme still remains to be done.
Litrie y i has o- it done in cu'' e; canals; 'o th - 1

point 1 would solicit your patticular attention. The

Western, the northern and southern extrem«s of he

Uoited States. Tins subject has engaged the atten-
tion of our sister states.

'

Tiie state of New York is

now ass, vii.Mid) ,-mployed in the project of opening
a waiei communication between lake Erie and he
Hudson river. From a vi< w of the map ol Pennsyw
vuii,,, as weil as from information derived from en-

lightened and scientific men who h tve explored the

country with < special view ;o (hat subject, it is

confidently bei'^ved that lake Eiie can with lesi/

difficulty and expence, be connected with the prin<!

cip d n.vigable waiersof 'he sUtfe— It is confident*

ly hop-d thai the government will not be inattenfirg
to tiie importance of those water commtinications^
which have been mentioned. There is one ^ i ch
may be considered as a prelim in ry step towards die

accomplishment of so interesting an operation, winch
I conceive is completely within the power of tiie

state to effect, the connection of *he Stisquehaunij
with the Schuylkill and Delaware rivers.

A company for that purpose has ahead) b^en

incorpor ted; but, in all probability, without the
aid of the state, neither the exertions, the en.er-

pr\ze, nor the resouices of die company, will be

adequate to the object. Some consideration, I mist,
will be bes'owed on the propriety and expediency of

aiimg them by a loan of money upon a moderate hv
terest, until their prospective r sources can be bro't

into action. I am persuaded of its practicability. Tne ,

object is worthy of legislative aid and p;;tronag<|
and it would be honorable even to have failed iaso
laud ibl? an attempt. I have only '0 add on tie fore-

gonig^subject generally,
—
Th.u/iomestic is immense-

ly more valuable than foreign coinmerce as it re-

gaids pecuniarj considerations; and in a political
view it becomes still more enhanced: it woulu f >rm

an indissoluble bond of union: it would, forever ban>
isli tiie idea of a separation of the siates: it would
create new and strong ties an l dependencies—new
and reciprocal advantages—and excite new syn. ra-

tines and affections among children of the same*

VmcTic n family.

Th- legislator, as well ns the mor<di*t, will search
for the sources (if evil eitli r felt or feared, in

'iie^
3

corruption of the morals and manners of the people,
as well as oil the d fects of then political constitu-

ents; in fact, he will perceive that they have a ne*

feessary and reciprocal influence on each other. A
r-publican legislator will examine the subject \f'h

peculiar interest, because he is aware tb-.t the sta»

bdily of the government depends not only on die

information but the virtue of the people. There ari

national vices which are nothing more nor h-ss nan

the aggregate vices of individnrals, which invite na»

lion 1 punishment. The predominant vices otOur
country are too p.dp hie to require a particular de-

tail—These fewrerttatks will lead your attention tfl

the revision bf the Ir^s for the sujipression of vie*

and (QnuoraJity. They\ are either too lenient in>
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their penalties, or tool ax and imperfeci in ilieii* pro-

visions, to correct or control the progress of moral

depravity.
Tint an evil of any considerable magnitude bIioti1<I

exist in Pennsylvania, without an appropriate renn-

d\, need only to be mentioned to ensure your early
attention. Application has lately been made to the

supreme court, by the attorney general, for leave

to rile an informal ion, in the nature of a Quo H'ur-

runto, against the trustees of a certain literary insti-

tution, i'o\- their misuse of a donation made them bj

the legislature) Another application was made by
the same officer, that un information, in the n iture

of a Quo (t'urranto, might be filed, md a rule grant-
ed, "> shew cause why a certain other corporation
should not be dissolved, for abuse of its powers.
The process pnyed for was refused in -both cases

on 'iie ground that the court had no jurisdiction.
—

Atdrentic copies of tire proceedings had before the

Court, will form tile subject of a special message.

By a law passed the 30th day of January, 1810, it

is enacted that the robbery or larceny of bank notes

of any incorporated banks, sh dl be punished in the

Same manner as ihe robbery or larceny of any goods
or chattels of equd amount. However laudable the

intern ion of dris law m ,v have been, -xperience has

shewn it to be productive of consequences injurious
to property n I to morals ; for, agreeable to the in- 1

terpret.ition 'his act has received from the
highest)

jit icial authority, ic is necessary in all cases of pro-
secution under it, to state in the indictment hat thei

notes stolen are the notes of in incorporated
h -ik ; !

and as it is requisite that all tire material allegations |

in an indictment" should be proved on the trial, con-;
vict ions are thereby rendered difficult and sometimes

1

impracticable. Bank notes of" all tire states in the

union are occasionally found in circulation'; and to

require the prOsecutihgadficer to m ike proof iir any
of the courts of justice in tbis^conamonwealth @i thej
ac'ual incorporation of a bank in South C irolm a, or|

in ny other distant stat", is attended wi'ir obvious;

and sometimes iifsurmountablt difficult' s. Thei
resi fiction of tire tic' in question to notes of b.oiks in

Pennsylvania, might, p°rh ps, make it less excep-j
tionable. Thus restricted; tt would si 11 tend to se-'

cure orteorits pii liicipal obj-cts, and prevent the evils
|

which have sprung, and may yet spring, from the ex-
j

jstence or formation, within this slate, of unautho-

rised banking associations.

By the 9t!r section of the act passed the 11th of
j

March, 1809, persons indicted for any criminal
of-|

fence in tire mayor's court of tire city of
Philadel-j

phia, in addition to the privilege they enjoy, of
re-j

moving the same into the supreme cour , have the

right forthwirh to demand tint such in lictmefit be|
removed to the court of quarter sessions of the

sounty of Philadelphia, there to be proceeded on and
j

tried. The operation also of tins law has been found
to produce embarrassment, del iy, and not (infre-

quently the entire failure of justice. The guilty

party, dreading the moment of trial, removes the

indictment when the public officer is prepared lo

call it up for trial. That the accused shottl t have

the right thus to interrupt the proceedings, without

any previous nolice, and remove them to a court, no*

of superior, but of co-ordinate powers iird jurisdic-

tions, without alleging any reason for such removal,
is such a novelty in jurisprudence, and attended

with so many inconveniences, that I have considered

it an important duty to present the subject to your
Consider ition. If a repeal be not ieemed sdutar>.

the imp isition at least of some, terms upon this right

might prove an useful amendment. .

These remarks upon particular laws lead me to
some reflections on our system of criminal juris-
prudence. Though its general excellence is ac-

knowledged by the enlightened statesman and phi-

lanthropist, yet it is evidently defective in arrange-
ment. By progressive legislation our criminal laws
at this lime amount to more than fifty. The distant
intervals of time at which different provisions, for
similar subjects hav» been enacted; the variety of"

p -liul or
prohibitory

cl mses interspersed in statutes,
which otherwise relate to matters of a civil nature;
the multiplicity of complex reference from one act
to another ; the partial repeals of laws and sections
of laws, connected with others of a subsequent date;
the difficult.) of collecting from fractional parts of
various acts, the meaning of the legislature so as to

produce one lucid whole, create much embarrass-

ment, and destroy that perspicuity winch is is one 6f
the most important characteristics of a good penal
code. The confusion occasioned by tbese several

cause, Iras frequently perplexed the enquiries of
m n the most accustomed to judicial research, and
too of en rendered the subject of legislative pro-
visions, totally unintelligible to the generality of our
citizens. It is respectfully conceived, that In Penn-
s<t Ivani >, claiming among her sons, those from whom
has emanated the ameliorating spirit of this interest-

ing br eicir of our polity, there cannot be wanting
that portion of an enlightened and benign zeal Which
may be necess

-.ry for its attainment to a still higher
state of perfection.

While on the subject of criminal jurisprudence,
permit me to reiterate the suggestion m lue to a iue
legislature; "whether the so istitution of imprison-
ment during life, or any other punishment, would
oe prod tic iveof less evil to society, than the punish-
ment of death, is question meriting the

1

attention
of huhiane and gntighted legislators.

" Without

presuming at '.his enlightened period of our pohcy,
lo altemp by aigum -nts familiar to you 11, to im-

press the suggestion; i m .v be permitted to si ite

the import nil f\ci, trial in Pennsylvania, containing
nearly one million of soul.-,, only oik* person i;»s

been convicted of the crime of wilful numier, t'o?

the period of two years an I .m half p st. Trie in*

Terences art obvious—either that "the habito, m ni-

ne rs and religious opinions of a respect ibl* number
of our citizens ne«ke them recoil from being in any
wise instrumental in bringing to the bar of justice,

testifying atgaitr'sf,
o;- convicting a fellow being,

wneir they know tire eonseq lence of that couvicti >u

is to be the de'atn of the criminal;" or lii.U the
crime of Wilful murder is seldom, if at ail, <a>m-

mitt d ;n PerthsylVuni u And that to use the 1 ar-

gu age of a philanthropic committee, contained in

a report on the journal of one of jour houses, "the

propitious period has now arrived for giving .hi

last stamp of gre aness nd humanity to the cha-
racter of Pennsylvania."

—Shall it theii be said

that in Pennsylvania; wherC triumph the purest

principles Of legislation, revenge and blood shall

longer stain her code of laws? Elevated *s isjier

character for lium.thity, there is yet permitted to

remain one o<h r stain on the oiherwi.se fair and be-

nign features of her polny. T..e galling yoke of

slavery is si id felt b\ some of our felloW cre.au res in

different p trts of this commonwealth; and its pres-
sure is made the more severe by witnessing the hap-
pitiess and freeilom of surroun ling multitudes.—
\. recent act of cru liy which cmie under my
notice, and which awakened feelings of a pain-
(il tuA distressing .'ne, wTll, I trust, esicuse

die in roduC'ion Lo our notice of a subje' .: '-.o

very mtetestirig to tire whole human family, and
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embracing facts p.nd practices, ^palpably
mconsis-

teiv, wan the terms and spirit or tiiut fundamen-

tal MS immutahle law of reason, "that ail men are

jfeurn free uiu equ.d."
Tne several law's for the sale of unappropriated

lands, wmnn tin- puichage of 1768, and
preceding

purchases, require amendment, it h is long been

Walter of regret, that the oenevulent intention of

the stale, by lowering the price or her lands,
anu

thereby bringing the acquisition of real estate with

in toe me-ius of die pgo (improvement and actual

Residence oeing a necessary pre-requisite to theoo-

tarfji ^ oi ^ warran ) lias in a great measure been

defe.aed b
3 die craf y speculator, who, by suborning

the ig loi-r 'i"'t or corrupt, obtains a title from the

gtate, witti>ut having brought i. is claim within the

Spirit and qfieaningot tne Uw.s,

Ulster * mistaken application by the land officers,

of tl;e provisions ui tlie Jaw of. the 3u of April, 1792,

(offering for sale vacant unappropriated lands) to

tne i >\v» ol \7<$3 anu 1786, uy which Litter laws,
were set apart and apprbp iated a tract of cotintry
north and kvest of tlie nvi_rs Ohio and ^lleghany,
for tlie iea. nipiion of depreciation certificates, a loss

has oeen siuwdned by tlie commonwe.dm, «ctual

settlers on uiose appropriated l urns (laving (under
the law of tne 3d April, 1792^ obtained warrants,
and -oiii'- ot thejn patents, without having refunded,
as wis d,r cud by law, their aue proportion of up-
wards oi 11,0; dolls. paid by the s ate for suryeying
those km is. The legi&latpi e, it is presumed, will

petceive the necessity of confirming such utles as

were granted in mistake, ana ai o of prescribing
some mode, whereby settle is on oilier st.cii 1 mus
m ay obtain legal titles fiom die cunnvioinvealth.

0>vi.,g io ..e circumstance of the offices of mas-

ter of rolls aii 1 recorder of deeds For tl.e county of

P. ui id( ipni.i, ii wing been at one nine vested m the

san..; person, sU.e papers and pipers of a loc.d na-

tuie a.*ve oeen promiscuously recorded in tne same

book. ; ssame ot winch books remain in the office of

the u i recorder of deeds, .a^i some remtatfi in the

^andoifije. Tliit ft ujIi difficulty is c.oised by such

H s.ti.e oi tilings is evideiu, and needs legislative
Collection.

Tne commissioners appointed by your predeces-

sors to view the sever d roads leading from Harris-

burg to Pittsburg, have nude a report as toey were

by law directed to do, which will be 1 ud before }ou.
'

l.te venerable Indian chief to whom your prede-

cessors granted fdrTy dpllarp immediately, anu forty

dollars yearly during life, u.d not live to enjoy thai

truly i.maaole, and by mm, »veii merited renuuiera-

tion, for mm, an . import ml services rendered the

Stale during the revolt* lonary War: iie died shortly
be lore die p iss tbe of ihe law. M .y 1 be permitted

%o invite tij
'

P'' sent legislature la expend by .small

donation to ms sons, a portion of that benevolent

feeling winch pervaded t ie last general assembly,
When considering the case of taeir ancestor.

There are ptber subjects whicn Will present them-

selves to your consideration. Among l_hese, permit
Trie to s*y, is tne necessity of a law for the continuing
an health office for die city and port of Piulauelplua—a rigid enforcement of tile provisions of the ex

rating law was instrumental in preventing the intro-

duction of oa.Uagions diseases from abroad. |Jul

the provisions in that law, for averting the daggers
that may arise from domestic causes, are generally
considered to be inefficient. The interest you feei

in preserving the lives and securing tlie comfort ana

Jiappmess ofso large aportion of our citizens, wif,
>
r

is presumed, direct the application of appropriate

r»»#eaies in a new law, which the espTr'Mj •-, at the

end of the present session of the legislature, of tha
present law, makes necessary.
By tiie uivesutiire of $500,000 in stock of the bank

of Pennsylvania, at par, under the act
continuing

the charter of that institution, passed the 14th day
of February, 1809, we may with safety Calculate ou
in addition to our annual reyenu ) of 50,000 dollar?,
that institution having lately paid the s.aic a divi-
dend of ten per cent, per year. This addition inde-

pendently of those sources of revenue from whence
were derived the means by whicti was effected the
investiture itself, and which are not yet exhausted,
as will appear from a report to be made by the ac-
countant officers, exhibiting a comprehensive view
of our finances, will, at a time when the general wel-
fare seems so strongl) to invite it, justify a renewal
of a suggestion to a legislature, in whose exertion
for the promotion of the public good I repose impli-
cit confidence, "that such ample means, liberally,
but judiciously applied, in cutting canals, improving
roads, and the navigation of rivers, in fostering our
infant manufactures, and in the diffusion of know-

ledge, will command the approbation and applause
of OuffeJloW citizens."

Such duties as by legislative injunction devolved
on the executive, have been, 1 trust, duly performed.
In all your endeavors to promote the future interest

of the commonwealth, be assured of my prompt and
zealous co operation.

SVMQN SNYDER.
Lancaster, 5dt December, 1811.

History
Of the Invasion of Spain by Bonaparte.
AlJlUiJGEDFROM THK MOST AUTHEHTIO SOT7IICES.

CHAPTER VI.

(CONTINUED IiROS PAGE 222.)

Siege of Zaragoza. Description of that city. Le •

gend' of our lady of tlie pillar. Contempt expressed
bij French writersfor the charucler of the citizens I.e-

Jebvre attempts to force the city and is repulsed: he is

reinforced by general Ycrdier from 1'umplona, and
ivn\s 'Vor.e-o Heroism of the women/ countess JJu-

rita. The French bombard
f/ie city ; they attempt to'

siorm it, and are again d fined. 7%«/ cross the river,
and complete the investment of the place. Jiattlemetits.

erected against the gates of Si. Engraciu. History of
that church and convent, -which are nctv destroy) d. The '

French enter the city, obtain possession of huf of it,

and arefnul/y driven oiil.

Winli the patriots were thus triumphant in An-

dalusia, their brethren in other parts of the penin-
sula wtve encountering greater danger with the

same spirit and resolution. Early in June, before it

was possible that any plan could be executed for

iefending the province, the French dispatched ge-
neral Lefebvre with 8u00 infantry aim 9dd horse
from Pamplona against Zaragoza. The Marquis
de Lazan, Palafox's elder brother, collected some
•irmed peasantry, and attempted to oppose this

army in the neighborhood of Tuuela. Such a force

wis unable to cope with regular troops in the open
held : they were compelled' to retreat to the vil-

lage of Mallan, and there suffered a second defeat,

[June 13] with considerable lo-s, thougti their po-
sition was supported by an olive grove, between
tlie canal of Arragon on their rigid, and the village
on the left. The chief prisoners were put to death ;

die French generals from the beginning of this w.ir

aBling upon the infamous principle ot tiie tyrants

whom 'hey served, that all who opposed them SP£*
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to be considered as rebels/ On the foHowiog
L
-dayj

(June 14) the Fre'nc i advanced to Alagon, about

jtixleen miles from Z ragoza. The citizens, halt

armed, an I undisciplined as they were, compelled
J-\ihf>x to lead them out; they soon found the

enemy in order of battle on a plain, where his caval-

ry an t living artillery gaye him a decided superior!
—
ty. i'lie patriots were again defeated;'; but their

pandftil of regulars, who had now been joined by a

few fusileers, protected their retreat with great

fteadiness. The victorious army advanced and took

a position very near the city in the v.dley on the

Opposite side of the tovn to ttlif which Was situated

on the Ebro. This position was covered by arising

ground planted with olive trees. Having occupied
this postj -they deferred their general attack on the

city till the morrow, but a small det tchment of ca-

valry thafcpenetrated into the town on the 14th of

June, paid dearly f6r. their rashness.

Zaragozi is not a for' ified toWn j+ it has n:> ad-

vantages of situation, »nd would not have been con-

sidered as capable of resistance by any men but

those Whose collrage proceeded from a virtuous and

holy principle of duty- It stands in an open plon,
which is covered with olive grounds, and bounded
on either h mi by high and distant mountains, but
it is commanded by some high ground calle I the

^Torrero, about a mile to the southwest, upon which
there is a r.onveht, with some smaller buildings.
To? can d of Ait -igon divides this el .-vation from ano-
ther rising grouftdj where the patriots li d elected a

battery. Toe Ebro bathe the walls of the city, and

separates it from the suburbs ; it fas two bridges
Within musket shot of eTch other; one of wood,
said to be m ire beautiful than any other of the like

materials in Europe; the other of freestone, con-

sisting of seven arches, of which the principal is

122 feet in diameter; the river is foidible above
the city. Two smaller rivers, die Gil lego and the

Gueiva, flow at a little distance from the city, the
on? on the ens!, the other on thg west ; the latter

Being separated from the w dls only by the breadth
of the common roil; both are received into the
Ebro. Unlike most other pi ces of the peninsula",
Z r g za has neither -idqueduct nor fountains, but
fterives its water wholly from the river. The peo-
ple of Tortosi, and probably of the other towns

upon its course, drink also of the Ebro, preferring
it to the finest spring ; the water is of a dirty red

colour, but, having stood a few hours, it becomes
perfectly clear, and lias a softness and pleasantness
of taste, which soon induces strangers to agree

[* '-Rebel" is a favorite term With monarchs,
their hireling man butchers and minions. The pro.
ceedings of the mgatista in the early part of the
American war, una the accursed remembrance of
the Jersey prison ship, where thousands on thou-
fands of " rebels" were li'erally starved to death,
"with the horrid massacres at Puoli, Wvomitiff, he. tic.

attest the truth of the assertion—An 'infamous prin-
ciple it certainly is—but always, and perhaps, neces-

sarily prevails among those who wick -dly affect to
believe in the " divine rig'.t of kings ,-'£ whose
''right" is eternally carrying on a releniless war
agunst th- rights of the people. There were.;W-
ncuu " hedels"—there are Irish and Spanish

"
hjj-

Bias -"J [EniTon.
f
" Eile est sans defense et sans fortificafien"

said Colmenar, wri'ing a century ago, fermee
d'une simple muraille ; mais ce defaut cut repare par-
la bravoure t/es habitans. After the pro it's which
fhe inhabitants have given of their patriotism, tins

praise appears 'ike prophecy.

with tiie natives in their preference of it. The po-
pulation w is stated in the census of 1787 at 42,600a
that of 1797, excellent as it is in all other respects,
lias he faults of not specifying the places in each
district; l.te accounts compute its inhabitants at
60,000 and it is certainly one of the largest cities
in the-peninsula, (t has twelve gates, four of tin m
in the old wall of Augustus, by Whom the older
toWn ofSdduba upon the same scite was enlarged,
beautified, and called Caesarea Augusta, or Caesar-

Augustus ; a word easily corrupted into its present
name.
The whol» city, even its convents and churches,

is built of brick ; the houses are no! as high as tliev

usually are in old Spanish towns, their general
height being only three stories; the streets are as

usual, very n u-row and crooked ; there are howe-
ver open market places, r.nd one very wide, long,
md regular built street, formerly called the Calm
Santa, having been the scene of many martyrdoms,
but now mon- commonly km-wn by die name of the
Cozo. The pe. pi , like the rest of the Arr.v.o.iese,
and their neighbours, the Catalans^ have been al-

ways honorably distinguished in Spanish history
for their love of liberty ; and the man) unavailing
struggles which they have made during the last four

centuries, have not abated their attachment to ihe

good principles of their forefathers. Within the

penimula, and once imi<-ed throughout the whole
of Catholic Eurppe, Zarage2a is famous as the city
of our Lady of the Pdlar, whose legend is still so

firmly believed by the people, and most of the clergy
of Spain, that it was frequently appealed to m
he proclamations of the different generals and jun-

tas, as one of the most popular articles of the
nation d faith. The 1 ;-,end is his; when the apos
ties, after the lesurrection, separated and went to

preach the gospei in different parts of the world,
St. .rimes the elder, Santiago, as he may more pro-
perly be called in his mythological history , departed
for Spain, which province, Christ himself had
previously commended to his care. When he went
to kiss the hand ol the Virgin, and request her leave
to set off, and her blessings, she adjured him in

the name of her son, to build a church to her ho-
nor in that city of Spain wherein he should make
the greatest number of converts ; adding; that she
would there give him further instructions concern 3

ing the edifice. S mtiago set sail, landed in tiailicia,

and, having preached with little success through
the northern provinces, reached Caesarea Augusta,
where lie made eight disciples. , One night, after he.

had been conversing and praying with them as

usual, on the banks of the river, they hi! asWp,
and just at midnight the apostle heard tb,e angels
sing, Jive J\faria gratia plena, lit fetl on his knees
and instantly beheld the Virgin upon a marble pil-
lar in the middle of a choir of angels, who went
through the whole of her matin service; When
this was ended, she bade him build her church
around that pillar, which his Lord, her Blessed

son, had sent him by the hands of his angels ; there,
she told him, that pillar was to remain till the end
ofthe World, and great mercies would bv vouchsafed
there to those who supplicated for them in her
name. Having s- id thi>, the angels tnns urted
her back to her house at .Teivusale.m— for this was
before the Assumption—and Santiago, in obedience,
erected there the first church which was ever dedi-i

cated to the Virgin.

Many mournful scenes of bigotry and superstition
have been exhibited in Zarageza ; hut, in these fife-

ry trials which Bonaparte's tyranny Was preparing
for 'die inhabitants, the dm*-; .

- 3 tinsel ofihcii' fajt'tt
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disappeared, and i
fs pure gol 1 remaine > Tite Fr nch»

a people of loo litde feeling to understand a charac
ter so infinitely bove them as that of the Spaniards,

speik wi tli peculiar contempt of ths Zaragozuis" Pew persons," said they,
" are to be seen among

t . m who slist ngu sh thems lv s oy their dress,—
ther-2 is little of that elegant attire so observable in

large cities. AH is serious and regular
—dull an!

monotonous. The place seems without any kind of

resource; beciuse the inhabitants use no effort to

ob'iin my; accustomed to a state of apathy and

langoiir, thev have not an idea of the possibility of

shaking it oh*'"* With his feeling, equally despising
th. strength of the phce, and the character of the

people, the French proceeded to besiege Zarngpza.

On the 15 h of June, with part of their force.

lh"y attacked t!ic
-

outposts upon the canal, and, with
their main body attempted to suirm the city by the

gate called Fori illo. The Z u-agozans attacked al-

most at toe moment, both in the outposts and at

the g-tes of their town, fought with a spirit wonln
of heir cause, tip y had neither' time, nof room, non-

necessity for order. Their c-mnon, which the)
had hastily planted before the gates, and in the best

si Nations without the town, were served by any
person v ho happened to be near them, any one

give orders who felt himself competent lo take the
command. Tney did not stop to load their muskets
a ,-econd time, but, as if regardless of their lives,
rushed on the French columns as th^y •dvmced,
widi the bayonet and other hand weapons. All

tfcre animated by the same spirit, and their efforts

af.er a most desperate conflict were finally crowned
With success. A party of the enemy entered th

to\V'i and were all put to death. Lefcbvte perceived
that it was hop l.;ss to persist in the att ick with his

present force, and drew oft his troops, having suf-

fered great loss. The patriots lost p.bout 2, 00 men
ki.led and as many wounded. In such a conflict,
the circumstances are so materially in favor of the

defendants, that the carnage made among th<* French
must have been very much greater. Their baggage
Siii-.l plundet

rwere left behind them in their retreat,
and the Zaragpz ms thus took 400 cavalry and 27

baggage waggons. The conquerors would hive

exposed themselves by a rash pursuit, but Pulafox
exhorted them not to be impatient, telling them,
that theenerm would give them f. equenl opportu-
nities to display their courage While he thus re-

strained their impetuosity, he continued to excite

their zeal. This victory, lie said, Was but the com-
mencement of the triumphs which they were to ex-

pect under the powerful assistance of their divine

patrons. The precious blood of their brethren had
been shed in the field of glorj

—on their own soil.

Those blessed martyrs required new victims; let us,
he added, prepare for the sacrifice !

The Zaragozans had obtained only a respite ; de-

feated as he was, Lefebvre had only removed beyond
the reach of their guns, his army was far superior
to any which they could bring against it; and it. was
Jiot to be doubted dial lie would soon return in great-
er force, to take vengeance for the repulse and dis-

grace which he had suffered. A regular siege was
to be expected ; how were the citizens to sustain it

with their mud wills, which Were not constructed
for defence, without heavy artillery, and without

troops who could sally forth to interrupt the besieg-
ers in their works ? In spite of all these discourag-
ing circumstances (says Mr. Vaughan, to whom
the English are in deb ed for a narr itiye of this most

glorious and memorable siege) the people confiding

"Xiborde. i

in Sod, m their own courage and in the justice of
their Cause, determined to defend the streets of their

city to the 1 .st extremity. Palafox immediately after
the repulse of the enemy set put to collect reinforce-

ments, to provide such resources for the siege as he
could, and to pi *ce the rest of Arragon in a state of

etence, if the capital should fall. He found about
fourteen hundred soldiers who hau escaped trod!

Madrid, and he united With them a small division
of militia which had oeen stationed in the city of

Caiatayud. Small as his force was, such was the
ardor o ( the men, that he resolved in compliance.
with their urgent desire, to attack the French, and

marched to Epila, thinking to advance to the vil-

lage of Muela, and thus place the invaders between
this little army and the city, in the hope of cubing
them off from ttieir reinforcements. Lefebre pre-
vented this; by suddenly attacking him at Epila,
oil the night of the 23d. After a most obstinate

resistance, the superior numbers, arms and disci-

pline of ihe French were successful. The wreck
bf this gallantband retreated to Caiatayud, and uf'er-

wards with great difficulty, threw themselves into

Zar 'guza.

In the meanwhile the enemy was reinforced by
general Verdier with 2,500 men and artillery from
P mp lun besides soni<' ba'.t li -s of Portuguese,
who, according to Bonaput.'s system had bees
forced out of their country, to, be pushed on in

the foremost ranks, wherever the first fire of a bat-

tery was to be received, a line of bayonets clogged,-
or a ditch filled with bodies. The) occupied the

several military positions in thp pi >in covered with
<dive trees that surrounds Zaragoza, though not

wi hout occasional molestations from the citizens.

In a short time however, they had invested nearly
one half of the town. On the .'7tU of June they at-

tacked the city and the Torrero, but they were re-

pulsed with the loss of 800 men, six pieces of artil-

lery and five carts of ammunition. The next morn-

ing they renewed the attack at both places; from

the city they were again repulsed, losing almost all

the cavalry winch was engaged. The Torrero was
lost by the misconduct of an artillery officer who
made the men abandon the batteries at a critical mo-
ment. For this treachery he was condemned to run

the gauntlet six times, the soldiers beating him with

their ramrods, and then he was shot.

The French having now received a train of mor-

tars, howitzers, and twelve pounders, which were
of sufficient forca against mud walls, kept up a con-

stant fire, and showered down shells and grenades
from the Torrero. About twelve hundred were

thrown into the town and there was not one building
that was bomb proof within the walls. After a time

the inhabitants placed beams of timber together

endways, against the houses, in a sloping direction

behind which those who were near when a shell

fell, might shelter themselves. The enemy conti.

nued to invest the city more closely, while the Ar-

ragonese made every effort to strengthen their means
of defence. " Gardens and olive grounds," says Mr.,

Vaiighan,
" that in bet'er times had been the recre-

ation an \ support of their owners, were cheerfully
rooted ur> by the proprietors themselves, whenever

they impeded the defence of the city or covered the

approach of the enemy." Women of all ranks as*

isted, they formed themselves into companies ;

some to relieve the wounded, some to carry water,

Wine and provisions, to those who defended the

gates. The countess Burita instituted a corps for

this service, a lady of great rank, young, delicate,

and beautiful. In the midst of the most tremend*

otis fire of shot and shell-, she was seen coolly at«
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tcnflinp to those occup-itions which were now be-

com.- her duty ;
nor throughout the whole of a

two months siege did the imminent dang r, to which

She incessantly exposed herself} produce the slight-

est appirent effect upon ber, or in the slightest de-

gree betid her from her heroic purposes. Some of

©ie Monks bore arms s others exercised their Sspiri-

tual offices to the lying; others, with the nuns,

wer? busied in making cartridges
which the chil-

dren distributed) Among three score thous nd per-

sons there will always be found some wretches

wicked enough for any" empiot ment, and the art of

cor opting h'.s constituted great part of the French

svs em of war. During he night of the 28th, Hie

powder magazine in the area where the bull fi„hts

were pei formed, which was in the very heart of the

city was blown up, by which explosion fourteen

houses were destroyed", and abput two hundred per-

sons killed. This Was the signal for the enemy to

appear before ihese gates winch had been sold to

them. And while the inhabitants were digging out

their fellow citizens, they opened a fire upon them

with mortars, howitzers, and cannons, which had

now been received for baiter ng the town. Then

attack seemed chiefly to be directed against the

ga'e called PortillO, and a Urge square building

near it, without tne walls, and surrounded by a

deep ditch; though called a castle it seu >nly

for a prison. The sand bag battery before this gate

was frequently destroyed, and as often re-construct-

ed nnier tne fire of the enemy. The carnage here

throughout the day was dreadful. Algustina

Zumg'iza, a handsome worn ui of the lower cl .ss,

about 22 years of age, arrived at the battery with

refreshments, at the moment when not a man who

defended it was left dive, so tremendous was the

fire which the French kept upon it. For a moment
the citizens hesitated to re-man the guns. Awgusli
na sprung forward over the dead and dying, snatch

ed a match from the hand of a dead artillery-man,

and fired off a six and twenty pounder ; then, jump-

ing upon the gun, she made a solemn vow never to

q lit it aUve during the siege. Such a sight could

no> hut animate all who beheld |1 wilja fresh cpursge.
The Z tragoz uis rushed on the battery and renew-

ed their fire with greater vigor th ui ever, and the

French were repulsed here, and at all other points,

wita great slaughter.
Afer this destructive bombardment of the city, a

variety of attempts were m-.de by the besiegers to

effect a lodgement, but through the spirited exer-

tions of the inhabitants they were uniformly repuls-

ed with great loss The military men in Zaragoza
considered these attacks as extremely injudicious.

L ebwre, probably, was so indignant at meeting with

anv opposition from a people whom he despised, and

a place which, according to the rules and pedantry
of w,r, was not tenable, that he lost his temper, and

thought to subdue them the shortest way, by mere

viohnce and superior force. But when lie found
'

his mistake, lie proceeded to invest the city more

closely. In the beginning of the siege, the
besieg-

ed received some scanty succours; yet, however

scanty, they were of importance. Four hundred

solo it-rs from the regiment of Estramadtira, small

parties from other corps, and a few artillery-men
entered the city. Two hundred of the militia of

Logrono were added to these artillery men, an

soon learnt their new service, being in the piesence
of an enemy whom they had such righteous reason

to abhor.—Two fourand twenty pounders and a few

-hells which were much wanted, were procured
from Lericla—The enemy, meantime, were amply

del of Pamplona, which they had so perfidiously
seized on their first entiance, as allies into Sp.in.
Hitherto thejrdiad remained on the right* bank of
the Ebro. On the 11th ofJuly they forced the pas*

aage of the ford, and posted troops enough on the

opposite sitle to protect the workmen while forming
i Boating bridge. In spile of nil Hie eflbits of the

Arragonese, this bridge was completed on the 14' I, ;

away was thus made for then- cavalry, to their su-

periority in which the French have been mostly
indebted forafl .heir victories in Spain. Tins gave
them the command of dl the surrounding country;
they destroyed the mills,. letted contnbut on- or. the

villages, and cut off every communication by which
the besieged had liith rio received any supplies)
These new lifficulties called out new resources in

this admirable people and their general—a m .n

Worthy of commanding such a people in such times.
Corn mills worki 1 by horses, were erected in vari-

ous parts of the city ; the monks were employed in

manufacturing gun powder, materials for which
were obtained by collecting all thr sulphur in the

pice, by washing the soil of the streets to ex -act
its nitre, and making charcoal from the stalks of

hemp, which in that part of Spain grow to a very
unusual magnitude.y
By the end of July, the city was completely in-

vested, the supply of food was scanty, and the inha-
bitants had no reason to expect succour; on t e
night of the 2 1 of August and on the following day,
the French bombarded the city from their baite ies

opposite live gate of the Cum n. A foundling hos-

pital, Which was now filled with the sick and the
wounded, took fire, and was rapidly consumed.—
Dming this scene of horror, the most intrepid ex*
ertions were made to rescue these helpless sufferers
from the flames. No person thought of his own
property or individual concerns. The women were
mmently conspicuous in their exertions, regardless

of the shot and shells which fell about them, and
bravingthe fhmes of the '.induing.
On die following day the French completed their-

batteries upon the right bank of the Gnerva, within

pistol shot of the gat- of St. Engracin, so Called,
from a splendid church and cwnventof Jeron'.mites,
Situated on one Side of it. Their batteries soon de-
molished the mud walls, and on the 4th after a se-

vere contest and dreadful carnage tliey were in pos-
session of one half of 2arago2a. Lefrbvre now sum-
moned Palafox to surrender, in these words :

—
•'' Head Quarters, St. Engracia. Cnpitulatiim ."—
The hero immediately returned this reply :

—" Head
Quarters, Zaragoz* W r at the knifed point."
The contest which was now carried on is unex-

ampled in history. On the 5'h when the ammunition
of the citizens began to fail, Don Francisco Palafox,
the general's brother, entered the city with a convoy
of arms, ammunition arid a reinforcement of 3,000
men. The war was now continued from street to

street, from house to house, ar.d from room to room—
pride and indignation having wrought up the

French to a pitch of obstinate fury, little inferior to

the devoted courage of t'.ie patriots. This most
obstinate and murderous contest was continued for
eleven successive days and Bights. The hostile bat-

teries were so near each other, that a Spaniard in

*In military language, you ahv^ys describe a coun-

try by the current of -r.'atcr, and" speak as if you
were looking down the stream.

t/O'.i
this simple foundation, says Mr. Vr.ugh.iu," a regular manufactory of gunpowder was formed

after !he siege, which produced 3 arrobas of Castile

•supplied with stores from the magazine in the cita-jper day, that ia 2'25 lb. of22ouoc£s.
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one place made way under cover of Uie dead bodi< s,

Which completely filled the space between them,
and fastened a rope to one of the French cannon ;

in the struggle which ensued, the rope broke, and
the Zaragozans lost their prize at the very moment
when they thought themselves sure of it. A new
horror was added to the dreadful circumstance of

War in this memoraole siege. The dead were left

Up.-i the field of battle, and the survivors remove to

clear ground and unturned atmosphere j but here

!—under the climate of Spain, aim m the month of

Augus , here where the d<jaa lay, the straggle was
still carried on, and pestilence was dreaded from
the enormous accumulation of putrifyiDg bodies.—
Nothing in the whole course of the siege so much
embarrassed Palifbx as this evil. The only remeuy
Was to ty ; i'ope.j to fie French prisoner^, ml push
them forward amid the dead and d) ing, Lo remove
'the bodies, and bring them away for interment.—
Even for this necessary office there was no truce,
it would h ive been certain death to the Arragonese
who should have attempted to perform it.

At a council of w;i which was held on the 8i.li, it

was determined that in those quarters of the city
Where the Arr.gonese still main lained their gtound
they should continue to defend themselves with the

same firmness ; should the enemy at 1 .st prevail,

they were then to fo' ire over the , Euro into the su-

burbs, breakdown (.he bridge, and defend the su-

burbs, till they perished. When this resolution
Was made public, it was received with the loudest

acclamation's. But in every conflict the Citizens

gamed ground on the soldiers winning it inch by
inch, mud on the-'morniiig'Of the 14th, after anight
uncommonly destructive the columns of the French
were seen at a distance, retreating over the plain,
on tine road to Punpalona.
The his.ore of a battle, however ski] full) nai'-

yated, is necessarily uninteresting to all rxcepi
manary men. One of the first cares of Pal.'fox,
after the delivery of the city, was to establish a

bo <rd of healtfi to provide against the effects of

putrefactions—such Was the number of F..ncl».

who were left dead in the houses and in the street .

The temper of the Zaragozans after their victory
was not less heroic than .heir conduct during the

struggle. When the lead were removed and the,

ruins sufficiently cleared, Ferdinand was proclaim <!

(20 h August) with all tli3 usual solemnities, a

eeri my, at other times atten.', ! to with no otlier

feeling than such as sports anu festivity occasion,
now made affecting by the situation of Ferdinand
himself^aim the scene which surrounded th- spec
tatovsj walls blackened with fire, shattered with

m-ti'.hvy and Stained w'^th blood. ^ lie obsequies of

theSp eiiai'tis who h > i fdleu were hex' (Aug. 25lh)
performed with 'military honors, and lU'*'u" funeral
bVation prbno'itnced from the pulpit. The br..\\

priest, S-uitiago Saas who hud signalled himself,

during the siege by fightVng nobly, by exhorting
ze .1 >usl\ , r.n.l by administering the holy

• om forts

ot religion to the dying, v.vs made chaplain to the

« mtm.mde;- in chief ; ftnd Palofox who had ajway
selected him i'ov the most dangerous enterprises,

gave him a military commission. Thesi were
times wh'ii ihe religion of Matathias and the M.c
cab-es was r< quired ; and the pri«s< of the altar was
in the. exercise of his duly, when defending r,

a'wonl in hand, in the field. A pension was settled

upon Augnstina, and the daily p-y of an artillery
man. She was .dso to wear a small -hiehi of honor

embroidered upon the sleeve of Iter gown, with

Zaragoza inscribed upon it. The general reward
which. PaUfox confevred upon the Zaragozan people.

is strongly characteristic of the high Spanish eeftsg
of honor. By nis own authority, and in the name:
of FerdniMiU, (September 20) he conferred upon
the inha htanis of the city and its districts, of bod*
stxes an a of all ranks, the perpetual and irrevocable

prvilege, never to be adjudged to any disgraceful
punishment by any tribunal, for any offence except
for treason or blasphemj .

(to b>: cnmriNUKi).

Horticulture.
PttF.SF.HVATION OF PLANTS FROM FHOST.

The following me hod of preserving plants from
dying after having been touches bj tlie frost, may
probably be found interesting to those of our readers
who are fond of such pursuits. It is particularly
useful for exotics winch are in flowerpots, because •

the experiment may more easily be effected on them.
Before the plain has been expose i to the sun or

thawed after a night's frost, t si o.d . i-e wellsprinfaj
led with spring w t t, in which sal ammoniac ot»

common salt has been infuse-:, this must be conti-
nued for some time ; but I would rather recom-
m nd, where it can be done, to immerse the whole
plant in the above infusion. It is particularly requP
-tie that the root should be immersed, Dec use that

part being hardier withstands the frost much longer,
and will not so soon thaw, ow.ng to its being covers
ed with earih. The philosophical reason will easily
be perceived. Indeed 1 am inclined to believe, that
if plants were to be watered every morning in the

spring, after the cold nights, With some such so.u-
tion it would preserve them greatly from the blight.
For if the blight is a species of gangrene or trior-

.fication, as Or. Garrtett asserts, (vol. 12, of the

Monthly M gazine) brought on b\ the action ot the:

un En the spring, on the morbidly accumulated
irritability which haa been produced by a considera-
ble sub. faction of heat during* the night;

"
especi-

11) if," as the doctor observes, ." a frosty night
succeeded hy a cloudy or misty morning, is never
attended With these .fleets, which almost certainly
follow, if, when the spring is considerably advanced,
a frost should be succeeded by a fine warm
morning"— if bight be a species of the disorder'
ibove mentioned, why should not this method be a3
enec ual in its cure of plants as snow is when used
to prevent a mortification in am of the human mem-
bers ?

Methodist Church.
From the " minutes taken at the several annual

conferences of the Methodist Episcopal church, for,
die year 1811," the following statement of the num-
ber of members inthe United States is taken :

Whites. Coloured.
Western conference, 25,681 1,467
South Carolina do. 19,404 9,1*9
Vuginia do. 19,345 6,

1

>J2
Baltimore do. 19.802 7,43d
Philadelphia do. 22 527 10,354
>«
T w York do. 18.001 985
New-England do. 11,765 72
Gennessec do. 11,700 55

Whites,
Coloured,

U0.8o5 .JO,/ JJ

Total 178,567

Jersey district, which is included in the Philadel-

phia pohference, contains, including Staten Islan •,

6434 white, and 546 coloured members.
There arc 669 preftcfcers in the United State?
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manufactured, and current prices, an 1 the quanti-
ties, and the whole amount,, if they think proper.

—
Tw> farms ofsuch a communication are subjoined,
for die uniformity and explanation.

Tins operation may be easily made. The infor-

mation which rnay be obtained, when digested by
tiits oliice, wilt pi. ce the resources and capacities
of the country, more fully before the various blanch-
es of the government, so as to enable them to act
as the n-tture of their powers and duties msy appear
to .quire or admit. It wilt facilitate the operations
or the purchasers for the public supplies, whom it

will enable to deal with manufacturers adjacent to
the divisions of the public forces, and distant from
their offices'.

Very considerable advantages, costing nothing,
would result to manufactures from this measure,
by trie light it would give upon the subject of this

spontaneous and very increasing branch of the na-

tional trade and business. Not only would the pub-
lic agents and the people at large be enabled to

know how, and where they could procure supplies
of American manufactures, but the legislature mi I

the executive, with its assistants, Would be enabled
to consider, for e\ery necessary purpose, the v.due,
the quantity, the local situations, the instruments
and means, the capacities, the denominations or

kinds, andlpther facts relative to the manufacturers
pf the United SLates, their stocks of domestic and fo-

reign raw materials and their goods and merchandize.
A note of any manufactures, on hand, at this time,

pr which could be completed within a few months*
might be an useful addition to the communication;
pait.cul-irly of blue, grass gi ecu, buff", white, black,

|nd scarlet broad cloths, at prices above two dollars,
aiid narrow in proportion; white swanskins, and whit?.

pn.ii s above fifty cents; strong woollen vest back
cioths; woollen or worsted lining stuffs, blue, green,
&.O. Blankets of 3 to 3 1-2 pounds weight, 6 feet

long find 4 1-2 feet wide,- and tweeled; white liner.

2d 1 2 inches wide, above 35 cents, ©r any other

proper military goods. TENCH COX,
Purveyor of public supplies

Form of a Mdimfactitrer'd statement.

Gkorgk i> Williams, of the township of North-

arnpton, county of Berkshire, and state of Massa-
c!m- ettsj makes and sells broad cloths at two dollars
and one haif, to three dollars per yard; blankets
at three to three doll ^rs nut one half each; narrow
cloths atone dollar and one third to one dollar and
one half per yar !| total of goods in a year 4231
yards of broadcloth, 736H yards narrow cloth <i»i

413 bLuikets. Total value 25,511 doihus and 45
cents'.

Ihe. -: ud George Williams employs and troves by
Vv.ile;., ,,, ;e carding machine and 150 spindles; and

by band four hundred and ten spindles in the woollen

iavanufaotUri.

t^nother form of a JMmivficturer's statement.

Piubi.' J. ti wis, No. 33, Washington-street, Win-
cii jster, * re lericfc county, Virginia, makes and sells,

tVOoi hats trtrrkiety to one hunched cents each, ro-

rum, castor or ea.iunou fur hats at-$ffuv to five dol-

lars each; and :ia<\ h >ts at five to six and one halt

dollars e..c\: total qVau'lty of goods in onej.ea ,4390
woo', bats, 1 1 03 rornrv. castor or common t'ur hats,

203 line fur luls. TotNd value £10,452-
„ . «- .

. ., v — ,

Smuggling.
fiirrJBg the continu nice of our embargo, a. British

i, £ r in o til .1 issued for the express and sole

ftipdsg oi e: Ciityaging violations of it, by, citizens

::'.' tlus t;.i'u'.d Su>te». Auieric tn vessels were or-

dered to be admitted to make regular entries it

British ports, however irregulu- their shipping

papers might be, or if altogether destitute of

them—thus transforming what would be account-

ed piracy (or, at least, make the property liable to

seizure and certain condemnation) in other times,

a legitimate business, "protected by the British

cannon."

Since the non-importation law went into operation,

astonishing attempts have been made by individu-

als of the British nation, and their friends in the

United States, to set it at defiance, in which they
have extensively succeeded; thotgh several sei-

zures have been made in the eastern states,tn which -

thr trade appears to have been chiefly carried on.

A thousand artful means have been resorted to, to

elude the vigilance of the officers of government.
It will be seen by the following order in council^

that the British ministry have also interfered in

t'ns matter, and done as much as in them lies to

promote and encotuvge a violation of that law.

This might-have been anticip ted. If Great Britain

will adhere to her orders in courxil, which prevent
us from earning the produce of our soil to the

continent of Europe, until the continental powers
will agree to receive, her manufactures* (and such,

in truth, is the pretension of her minister,) is it

surprising tint she would issue an order in coun-

cil to facilit tie the introduction of her fabrics into

the United States? We have already given our

opinion of the rinix importation law (page 133)—
ai.d ate happy to find it accords with the senti-

ments of those whose business it is, not only to

make laws, but to see them executed; and enter-

tain a hope, that it will be speedily abandoned or

fully coerced

From the Posion Centinet

Athf.titcav isTKTtci-aribiv—A gentleman hi town*

has received an official copy of the order of the Br i-

tish privy coUnciirfav allowing a trade between cer-

tain ports in the British provinces of J\"ova Scotia and

'jfev> Brunswick, and the United States of America;

which, after reciting a preamble, is as follows:

"His royal highness the prince regent, by virtue

of the powers vested in his majesty, by the above

recited act, is pleased in the name and on the behalf

of his majesty, and bv and with the advice of his ma-

jesty's prjvy conned, to order, and it is hereby or-

dered, that from and afier the first day of November,

1811, and during the continuance of the act above

recited, until further ordeis made thereon, it shall

be lawful in any ship or vessel, except in vessels be-

longing to France, or to the subjects thereof, to ex-

port from the parts of Halifax, J\"ova Scotia, and the

ports of St. Andrews and St. Johns, New Brims-

wick, to any pot t belonging to the United States of
. Imerica from which Brit ish vessels are, or shall be

excluded, any articles being the growth, produce or

manufacture of the united kingdom of Great Bri-

tain and Ireland, or any of his majesty's colonies,

plantations or settlements in the West Indies, pro-

vided such articles shall have been certified by the

collector and comptroller of his majesty's customs,

at any of the ports abovementioned, from whence

the same shall be shipped for any of the ports of the

United States as aforesaid, to have been imported
into one of the said provinces of JYova Scotia and

JYVio nruuswick, in a British ship or vessel from a

port o! the united kingdom of Great Britain and

Ireland, or from a port of the said colonies, planta-

tions or settlements; and also to import into the

ports Of Halifax, j\'n<a Sco'ia, and the ports of St.

Andrews and St. Johns, JVew Brunswick, from any

Df the axid porta of the United States, wheat and
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grain of any kind, bread ami biscuit and flour, pilch,
tar and turpentine, such articles being the growth,

produce, and manufacture of the said states."

Twelfth Congress.
IN SUN A IE.

December 13. Tjlie senate resumed the considera-

tion, in committee of the whole, of the bill for

completing the existing military establishment ; and

after m iking some progress in it, the senate ad-

journed,
December M. The senate resumed, in committee

of the whole, theconsi leration of the bill for com

pleting the •existing military establishment; which

was reported to the senate by the president with

amendments ; and was ordered to be engrossed for

the third reading.
The biil to raise for a limitted time an addition:.!

military force, Was returned, as in committee of the

whole; and read through by paragraphs, various

amendments being made to it. The senate adjourn-
ed without ordering it to a third reading.

December lt> Mr. Worthington from the com-

mittee on Indian affairs, reported a bill authorising
the president of the United States to raise certain

companies of spies or rangers for the protection of

the frontier of the United States, which was read

and ordered to pass to the second reading.

Tiie bill for completing the existing military esta-

blishment was read the third time.

Mr. Anderson moved to recommit the bill to a

select committee to consider further and. report

thereon, which was determined in the negative; and

On the motion, shall this bill pass ?" it was deter-

mined unanimously in the affirmative, twenty-eight

gentlemen being present, viz.

Messrs. Anderson, Bibb, Brent, Campbell of Ohio,

Campbell of Ten. Condit, Crawford, Cutts Dana,

Franklin, Gadlard, German, Giles, Oilman, Good-

rich, Gregg, Lambarc, Leib, Lloyd, Pone, Reed, Ro-

binson, Smith of Md. Smith of'N. Y. Tait, Taylor,

Turner, Varnum.
The senate then adjourned.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
December 13. Mr. Blackledge, after stating the

difficulties frequently experienced by the militia in

the course of their training, moved the following
resolution :

Resolved, That the president of the United States

.be requested to cause to be prepared and laid before

this house, a digest of the system of rules and regu-
lations by which the regular troops of the United

States are trained and disciplined.
An ineffectual attempt was made by Mr. Randolph

to take up the report of the committee of conference,

and the message from the senate on the census bill.

FOREIGN RELATIONS.
The house resumed the consideration of the re-

port of the committee of foreign relations.

. Mr. Boyd, Mr. Nelson, Mr. Dawson, Mr. Findley,
Mr. King, Mr. M'Kee and Mr. Lacock spoke in sup-

port of the report, and Mr. Stanford against it. Mr.
Nelson did not consider himself committed by this

vole as to ulterior measures.

Two or three unsuccessful motions were made to

adjourn.
Mr. Randolph stated his intention to make some

further remarks against the report, which might
oedtpy two or Liiree hours of the time of the house.

He then renewed the motion to adjourn, which was

carried. And the house adjourned, lo Monday.

December 16. Mr. Seybert from the committee
appointed on that part of the president's message
which relates to the manufacture of cannon and
small arms and providing munitions of war, made
a report, which was read.

He also presented a bill from said committee, au-

thorising the purchase of ordnance and stores, camp
equipage, &.o. which was read and committed to a
committee of the whole house on Friday next.

A letter from the secretary of the the treasury en-

closing the animal statement of the district tonnage
was laid before the house, and read.

The speaker laid before the house the petition of

sundry inhabitants of Orange, county, New-York,
pr..ying tiie a'd of the general government to encou-

rage the culture of hemp.

The petition of Return J. Meigs and others, pre-
sented some time sftice, as witnesses in the case of
'.he United States vs. Bun, was referred to the com-
mittee appointed to provide compensation for wit-

nesses in criminal prosecutions depending in courts
of the United States.

On motion of Mr. Morrow, it was resolved, that the
committee on the public lands be instructed to en-

quire whether any and what provision ought to be
m 'de to prevent the sale of land at private sale (in.

case o' reversion) for a less price than the land had
been sold for at th "public sales, and that they have
leave to report by bill or otherwise.

FOREIGN RELATIONS.
The house then resumed the consideration of the

unfinished business, being the report of the commit-
eeot foreign relations.

Mr. Randolph spoke for three hours in opposition
to the second resolution.

The question was then taken on concurring with
the committee of the whole in their agreement to
die second resolution, which is in the following
words :

" That an additional force of thousand regular
troops ought to be immediately raised to serve for
three years ; and that a bounty in lands ought to be
given to encourage enlistment."
And decided as follows :

YEAS.—Messrs. Alston, Anderson, Archer, Aver)',
B*con, Bake:-, Bard, Bartlett, Basseit. Bibb, Black-

lodge, Blecker, Biouni, Boyd, Breckenridge, Brown,
Burwell, Butler, Calhoun, Cheves, Cochran, Clopton,
Cooke, Condit, Crawford, Davis, Dawson, Desha,
Dinsmoor, Earle, Emott, Findley, Fisk, Fitch, Frank-

lin, Giiolson, Gold, Goldsborough, Goodwyn, Green,
Grundy, B. Hall, O. Hall, Harper, Hawes, Hufty,
Hyneman, Johnson, Kent, Key, King, Lacock, Lefe-

ver, Little, Livingston, Lowndes, Lyle, Macon, Max-
well, Moore, M'Biyde, M'Kee, M'Coy, M'Kim,
Metcalf.Milnor, Mitchill, Morg'.n, Morrow, Nelson,
New, Newbold, Newton, Ormsby, Paulding, Pick-

ens, Piper, Pond, Poster, Quincy, R-ecl, Ridgely,
Ringgold, Rhea, Roane, Roberts, Rodman, Sage,
Samons, Seaver, Sevier, Seybert, Shaw, Sniilie, G.
Smith, i Smith, Stow, Strong, Sullivan, Tailman,
Tracy, Troup, Tinner, Van Cortlandt, Whitehill,
Williams, Widgery, Wilson, Winn, \V right.— 103.
NAYS.—Messrs. Bigelow, Brigham, Champion,

Chittenden, D vertpoft, Ely, Gray, Jackson, Law,
L".wis, Moselv Pearson, Pitkin, Potter, Randolph,
Sheffey, Stanford, Sturges, Taggart, Tadlmadge,
Wne.tton, White.—22.

The question was then taken on the third resolu-

tion, in the following words :

" That it is expedient to authorise the president,
under proper regulations, to accept the service of
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any number of volunteers, not excee*Ir% fifty
thou

sand ; to be organized, trained and held in ;eadiness

to act on such service as the exigencies of the g'o

vernmerit may require."
And decided thus :

YEAS.—Messrs. Alston, Anderson, Archer, Avery,
Bacon, BAer, Hard, Bartlett, Bassett, Bibb, Black-

ledge, BleekfSr, Blount, Boyd, Breckenridge, Brown,
Burwell, Butler, Calhoun.. Cheves, Chittenden, Coch
ran Clopton, Cooke, Condit, Crawford, Davis, Daw-

son, Desha, Dinsmoor, Emott, Findley, Fisk, Fitch,

Franklin, Gholson, Gold, Gol.isborough, Gbodwy n,

Green, Grundy, B. Hall, O. Hall, Harper, Haw'es,

Hufty, Hyneman, Johnson, Kent, King, Lacock. Le

fever, Little,Livingston, Lowndes, Lyle,Macon, Max
well, Moore, M'Bride, M'Coy, M'Kee, M'Kim, Met
calf, Milnor, Mitch ill, Morgan, Morrow, Moseley,
Nelson, Newton, Nevvbold, Ormsby, Paulding, Pear-

son, Pickens, Piper, Pitkin, Pond, Porter, Quincy,
Reed, Ridgely, Ringgold, Rhea, Roane, Roberts,

Rodman, Sage, Summons, Seaver, Sevier, Seybert,
Shaw, Sheffey, Smilie, G. Smith, Stow, Strong, Sul

livan, Talmadge, Tallman, Tracy, Troup, Turner,
Van Cortlandt, White, Whitehill, Williams, Widge-
ry, Wilson, Winn, Wright:—113.
NAYS.—Messrs. Bigelow, Brigham, Champion,

Duvenport, Ely, Gray, Jackson, Law, Lewis, Potter,

Randolph, J. Smith, Stanford, Sturges, Taggart,
Wheat'on.—16.

_

The question was next taken on the fourth resolu
tion in the following words :

"That the president be authorised to order oiu
from time to time, such detachments of the militia
as in his opinion the public service may require."" And decided as follows :

YEAS.—Messrs. Alston, Anderson Archer, Avery
Bacon, Baker, Bard, Barilett, Bassett, Bibb, Black-

ledge, Blecker, Blount, Boyd, Breckenridge, Brown,
Burwell, Butler, Calhoun, Cheves, Chittenden, Coch-
ran, Clopton, Cooke, Condit, Crawford, Davis, Daw.
son, Desha, Dinsmoor, Earle, Emott, Findley, Fisk,
Fitch, Franklin, Gholson, Gold, Goldsborough,
Goodwyn, Gray, Green, Grundy, B. Hall, O. Hall,
Harper, Hawes, Hufty, Hyneman, Johnson, Kent,
King, Lacock, Lefever, Lewis, Little, Livingston,
Lowdes, Lyle, Macon, Maxwell, Moore, M'Bryde,
M'Coy, M'Kee, M'Kim, Metcalf, Milnor, Mitchill,
Morgan, Morrow, Mosely, Nelson, Newbold, New
ton, Ormsby, Paulding, Pearson, Pickens, Piper, Pit-

kin, Pond, Porter, Potter, Quincy, Randolph, Reed,
Ridgely, Ringgold, Rhea, Roane,' Roberts, Rodman,
Sage, Summons, Seaver, SevieT,Seybert, Shaw, Shef-

fey, Smilie, G. Smith, J. Smith, Stanford, Strong, Sul-
livan Talmadge, Tallman, Tracy, Troup, Turner,
Van Cortlandt, Wheaton, White, Whitehill, Wil-
liams, Widgery, Wilson, Winn, Wright.— 120.

NAYS.— Messrs. Bigelow, Brigham, Champion'
Davenport, Jackson, Law, Sturges, Taggart.—8.

^ The queston was then taken on the fifth resolution,
in the words following :

" That all the vessels not now in service belonging
to the navy and worthy of repair be immediately
fitted up and put in commission."
And carried as follows :

YEAS.—Messrs. Alston, Anderson, Archer, Averv,
Bacon, Baker, Bard, Bartlett, Bassett, Bigelow,
Blackledge, Blecker, Blount, Breckennd-e,' Brig-
ham, Burwell, Butler, Calhoun, Champion^ Cheves,!
Chittenden, Cochran, Clopton, Cooke, Condit, Craw-!
ford, Davis, Dawson, Desha, Dinsmoor, Eaile, Ely,
Emott, Findley, Fitch, Franklin, Gholson, Gold,
GoldsboroiUjh, Goodwyn, Green, Grundy, B. Hall,

O. Hat], H.i:-p^i,Havve>, Hyneman, Jackson, Johrr
sou, Kent, King, L cock, Law, Lefever, L,t?le, Liv-

ings on, Lo. n g L, !c, M.. swell, Moore, M'Byde,
M'Coy, M'Kim, Metcalf, Milnor, Mitchill, Moigan^
Morrow, Moseley, Nelson, Newbold, Newton,
Ormsby, PaifUTmg, {-.-.-•son, Pickens, P,per, Pit-

kin, Pond, Porter, Qumoy, Rtrd, Riogely, Ring,
gold, Rhea, Roane, Roberts, Sage, Summons, Sea-*

ver,, Sevier, Seybert, Shaw, G. Smith, J. Smith,
Strong, Sturges, Sullivan, Taggart, Talmadge, Tall-

inn/!, Tracy, Troup, Turner, Van Cortlandt, Whea-
ion, White, Widgery, Wilson, Winn, Wright—111.
Nats.—Messrs. Bibb, Boyd, Brown, Gray*>

Hufty, Lewis, Macon, Potter, Randolph, Rod-
man, Sheffey, Smilie, Stanford, Whitehill Wil-
liams.— 15.

The question was put from the chair on the 6th

resolution, in these words :

6. That it is expedient, to permit our merchant
vessels owned exclusively by resident citizens, and
commanded and navigated solely by citizens, to
arm under proper regulations to be prescribed by
law, in self-defence against all unlawful proceedings
towards them on the high seas.

When the resolution was, on motion, ordered to
lie on the table.

The three first resolutions for filling up the pre-
sent establishment, for raising an additional number
of regulars, and authorising the acceptance of vo«<

lunteers' services, were referred to the committee
who reported them, with instructions to bring in

bills in pursuance thereof.

And then the house adjourned.

Wednesday, December 17-
MARITIME DEFENCE.

Mr. Cheves, from the committee appointed on
that part of the presidents message which relates
to the naval force of the United States and to the
defence of our maritime frontier, made the follow-

ng report in part :

" The committee to whom was referred so much
of the president's message of the 51 h of November,
1811, as relates to the defence ofour maritime fron-

tier, report in part, that two communications from
the secretary at war, which accompany this report,
which were made in reply to queries propounded
by the committee, contain the bes f information on
the subject which th- y have been able'to collect.—
That one of them contains an enumeration of the

permanent fortifications which have been completed
or commenced, with remarks on the troops neces-

sary to garrison them. That for the completion of
works already commenced, no further appropria-
tion is requisite. But that some additional works
are deemed necessary, the precise extent of which
cannot at present b'- determined; for which, and
for contingent objects of defence on our maritime
frontier, in the even*, u* hostilities, thr committee
recommend an appropriation of one million of dol-

lars ; and the committee for that purpose beg leave
to report a bill, entitled "a bill making a further

appropriation for the defence of our maritime fron-

tier."

Mr. Cheves then presented a bill making a fur-

ther appropriation for the defence of our maritime
frontier; which was twice read and committed.

Mr. Cheves, from the same committee also made
a detailed report on the subject of our naval estab-

lishment.

Mr. Cheves, from the same committee presented
a bill concerning the navnl establishment ; which
was twice rea.i tnu committed..

Mr. Williams from the committee appointed on.

that part of the president's message which relates t»
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filling the ranks and prolonging (he enlis. menls ot Mr. Pm iley moved to postpone the further con-

the regular troops, and to an auxiliary force, to the I sideruti^n of the resolution and amendment, to the

acceptance of volunteer corps, to detachments of
j

first Monday in March next.

fliilitia, and to such i p;vpar.ilion ot the great bod)

pf militia, as will proportion its usefulness to its in-

trinsic capacity, asked and obtained leave to lay on

|he table all the documents obtained by that commit-
tee from the war department on the subjects sub-

mitted to their contention. Referred to the com-
mittee of foreign relations.

Mr. Niiwton reported a bill to deprive in certain

oases ships or vessels of their American character,

and to prevent, under certain disabilities any citizen

of the United States from taking- a license from any

foreign power to navigate the ocean, or trade with

any other foreign power. Twice read and com-
mitted.
Mr. Newton also reported a bill to prevent the

exportation from the United Stales or territories

hereof of any goods, wares or merchandize under
the authority of permits or licenses derived from

any foreign power: which was twice read and com-
mitted.

Mr. Poindexter reported a bill to enable the peo-

ple of the Mississippi territory to form a consti-

tution and stale government, and for the admission
of such sate into the union on an equal footing with
the original states; which was twice read and com-
mitted.

Tiie bill from the senate for completing the ex-

isting military establishment, was twice read and

committed.
The house then proceeded on motion of Mr. Black

After debate on these motions the house adjournp
ed without coming to a decision on either.

Mr. Porter, from the committee of foreign rela-

tions, to whom was committed the bill from the se-
n-He

"completing the existing military establish-

ment," reported the same without amendment. He-
teired to a committee of the whole.

BATTLE ON THE WABASH.

Mr. Ormshy moved the following resolution:

Resolved, That a committee be appointed to en-

quire whether any, and if any, what provision
ought to be m*de by law, for paying the officers and
soldiers of the miiitia who served under governor
Harrison in the late expedition against the Indians
on the Wabash, 1o compensate them for the loss of

horses, and for the relief of widows and orphans of
those who fell in the action of the 7th of November
last.

The resolution was ordered to lie on the table.
Mr. M'Kee offered the following resolution for

consideration:

R-solved, That the president of the United States
be requested to cause to be laid before this house
such information as may be in the possession of the

government and proper to be communicated, on the

following points:
1st. Any evidence leading to shew whether any

and what agency the subjects either public or pri-

vate
of any foreign power may have hud in exciting

ledg** to consider the resolution submitted by him the Indians on the western frontier to hostility against
the United Slates.

2. The evidence of hostility towards tlte United
States on the part of the Shawnese prophet and his

adherents, anterior to the commencement of the
late campaign against them under command of go-
vernor Harrison.

3. The orders and authority vested in governor
H rrison by the United States, under which the late

expedition against thc'lpdians vi *s carried on, and
such other information l\ lattng to the subject as in

the opinion of the president may be proper io be com-
municated to the house.

This resolution was also ordered to lie on the table.
Mi Rhea presented petitions from Louisiana ter-

ritory, in favor of the second tjrade of srovernment.

Referred.
The consideration of the unfinished business of

yesterday (respecting arming merchantmen, &c.)
w.is called for, when i

l

was, on motion of Mr. Ran-
dolph, ordered to he on the table.

APPORTIONMENT BILL.

The house resumed the consideration of the re-

port of the committee of conference made the 11th
inst. together with the message from the senate ad'

hiring to their amendments to the bill on this sub-

ject.
A motion was made by Mr. Randolph to commit

the bill and report to a committee of the whole, and
negatived.
A motion was thpn made by Mr. Fisk, that this

house do recede from their disagreement to the
amendments of the senate.

After much debate,
The question was decided as follows:

YEAS—Messrs. Anderson, Archer, Avery, Ba-
con, B»rtlett, Bibb, Bigelow, Bleecker, JSoyd,
Brigham, Champion, Chittenden, Cooke, Daven-
port, Davis, Dinsmoor, Ely, Emmott, Findley,
Fisk, Fitch, Gold, Goldsborougb, Green, B. HalY
?» Hall, Harper, Hvneman, Jackson, Kent, Kev'

on the 13 it, which was modified so as to read as

follows:

"Resolved, That the president of the United States

be requested to cause to be prepared and laid before

the house a system of rul»s an I regulations proper to

be adopted for training and disciplining the regular

troops
and militia of the United St >te

"

The i -solution was agreed to, an i M ssrs. Black-

ledge and Livingston appointed a committee to p.
J -

, sent thesime to the president,
The house proceeded to consider the report of the

i committee of conference on the apportionment bill;

j
when, on motion of M*-. Randolph, the further con-

sideration thereof Wi . postponed till to morrow,

FOREIGN RELATIONS.
The house resumed the consideration of the un-

finished business.

Tiis fif h resolution yesterday adopted, respecting
the navy, wis referred to the committee ot the whole
to whom was this d*y committed the bill concerning

I the naval establishment; an 1 ihe fourth, respecting
i authorizing the x^cutive to call out detachments of

] militia, was referred to the committee of foreign re-
; lations to report a bill.

The house then proceeded to consider the sixth
!• and last resolution reported by the committee, in the

following words-
6. Tim it is expedient to permit our merchant

vessels, owned exclusively by resident citizens, and
' commanded and navigated solely by citizens, to arm
un ler proper regulations to be prescribed by hw,
in self- lefence, against all unlawful proceedings to-
wards I hem on the high sets
Mr. Wright moved to amend the resolution, add-

ing thereto the following:

"And that if attacked by any British ship or ves
sel, it sha I be lawful to capture and briny such ship
or vessel into any port of the United. States for adjudi-

I
~aiiyn.
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Law, Little, Livingston, Lyle, M'K,,n, Metc-d;,

Milner, Mitchill, Moseley, Paulding, Piper, Pit-

kin, Pond, Porter, Potter, Quincy, Reed, liidgely,

Ringgold, Rodman, Sage, Sammons, S.-aver, S^y-
bert, Shaw, Smilie, G. Smith, Stow, S rone;. Si ur-

ges, Sullivan, Taggait, Talmadge, Tallm in, Tracy,
Turner, "Van Cortlandt, Wheaton, White, Widgery,
Wright—72.
NAYS—Messrs. Alston, Baker, Bird, Bassett,

Blackledge, Blount, Breekenriige, Brown, Bur-

xvell, Butler, Calhoun, Ciieves, Cochran, Clopton,
(Jondit, Crawford, Bvwson, t)esha

3 Earle, Franklin,

Gholson, Goodwyn, Gray, Grundy, H'jwes, Hufly,
Johnson, King, L -.cock, Lefjve'r, Lewis, Lowndes,
Macon, Maxwell, Moor?, M'Bryde, M'Coy, M'Kee,
Morgan, Morrow, Kelson, New, Newbold, Newton,
Ormsby, Pearson, Pickens, Pleas irits, Randolph,
Rhea, Roane, Roberts, Sevier, Sheffey, J. Smith,

Stanford, Stewart, Troup, WhitehiUJ Williams,
Wilson, Winn—62.

So the house agreed to recede from their disagree
merJto the senate's amendment, which of course pre

-

vcrils, and the ratio is fixed at 35,000.

^ The house Adjourned at 4 o'clock.

Thursday, Dec. 19.—A message from the president
was received Laying before congress two letters f.-or.i

governor Harrison, explaining in detail the affair on

the Wabash. [Which shall be bid before our rea-

ders when the copies are received.]
The house then proceeded to consider the sixth

resolution attached to the report of the committer
of foreign relations, and the motion of Mr. Wright
to amend the same (as noted in the precsdi'iL; mi-

nutes) being before the house—
After some remarks, the proposed amendment

was withdrawn, and the resolve, as originally repor-

ted, adopted—97 to 22—an»l referred to the com-
mittee of foreign relations to report a bill.

The proceedings shall be noticed more i'.i detail

jn our next.

The Chronicle.
Baltimore, Dec. 21, 1811.

The report of the promotion of captain Bingham,
for his attack on the President, is contradicted in

the London papers. The British king was living
on the 8th of November, but seems to be gradually

declining in strength. The last accounts from the

Mediterranean state there are 17,000 British troops
in Sicily

—an alarming scarcity of grain is said to

exist in the countries situated on this sea. Bonaparte
was expected to return to Paris early in November,
from his late tour. The Pacific, from New York,
.•irrived at Liverpool in 19 days—being only sixteen

from land to land. Many valuable captures have

been made since the last notice of them, by the

British, of American vessels to and from Prance.

The emperor of France has rendered Antwerp
one of tha strongest places, and best naval stations

in the world. The works are prodigious ; the dock

yards extensive and convenient without example.

Twenty three vessels of war, of which eij> ht are

three deckers, are on the stocks. The1

bason will

hold fifty ships of the line.

The bank of England has declared a half yearly
dividend at the rate of 10 percent, per annum, the

coinage of small change by the bmk is continued.

The armies in Spain and Portugal remain inac-

live. Bo. h parties seem to have adopted a Fabian
svstem of war, as if striving to weary out eacii other

by df.divs. Spirited reoo litres of small parties

frequently' take place, ofwhich the success is vari-

ous. Lewd* Wellington's head quarters were at

Freneda on the 22d October. The exportation of

specie from Spain is prohibited by the cortes. Tar.

r.igona is said to have been retaken by the Spa-
riiards, by which the French lost between 4 and 5000
men.
The Buenos Ayreans (republicans) are still carry,

i tig on the war against the Montevideans (royalists)—the success is doubtful, as the government of Bra-

zil has sent 7 00 men to the assistance of the lalteijj

A deputation from the provinces of Peru and Para*

guay n < re to mset at Buenos Ayres in November
last. The republicans appear much perplexed by
the intrigues of the tories.

Within thirty miles of the town of Providence, R.
1. there are 7o cotton nulls, several of which are just
erected. They have 51,690 spindles in operation,
and might ("and probably soon will) run 111,690

spindles. The spindles at present in use make yarn

enough to weave 128,655 yards of cloth per week,
at 30 cents per yard, worth g97,476 25.

So much in one little spot, for the British order*

and French ilecreea.

The law passed by the house of delegates of this

state " for the relief of the officers and soldiers of

the M ivyland line," noticed in our last, has been re-,

jected by the senate,

Jt will be se?n in our congressional proceedings
that the house of •representatives has receded from
its apposition io the amendment of the senate, re-

specting the apportionment bill. The ratio is fixed

at 35,000 and wants only the signature of the pre-
sident to make it a law—by referring to the table,

(No. 13, page 237) the number of representatives
that each state is entitled to, will appear.

The Editor's Department.
Until we made an examination of the official co-

py of the documents accompanying the president's,

message, we thought they were concluded with
Mr. E.-ving's correspondence, winch is terminated
in the supplement to Ar

o. IS, issued with the present
number. We find, however, that the official state-

ment made by the officers of the Little Belt has been

omitted— It shall promptly appear. Whatever may
be our private opinions, we never will make our-

selves liable to the charge of suppressing, or ne-

glecting to insert, any official paper belonging to any
series of them laid off for the Register. "All or--

no?ie," is our motto.

The speeches of the governors of the several
st tes—generally affording us sn epitome of their

history, and unfolding much interesting matter re-

garding their policy and resources, as also enabling
us frequently to draw very important political con-

clusions, shall all have a place in this paper
—

in,

the order received.

The current of political matter—much of it highly

intcresting-*-still overwhelms us. We have many
articles, on mamifdclures, and of a miscellaneous,

nature, that we are very desirous of inserting.
Two

or thyee weeks more, we expect, will relieve us from

the pressure The proceedings of congress, at this,

important period, we shall carefully detail—and

give some of the speeches, when, from the chief

part of them being before us, we shall be the better,

able to judge which of them may be most useful to

our readers, or honorable to the members, to re-

cord, publishing those on opposite sides. OCj' I«>.

examining the yeas and nays in congress, a reference

to the list of members, (No. 13, p. 233) will be sa-

tisfactory. As our work grows older, its importance
as a ijook or beferexce, will become the more ma-
nifest.
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Virginia Legislature.
noi'SE OF DELEO\TES.

Tuesday, December 17, 1811.—A motion was

made by Mr. Robertson that the house adopt the

following preamble and resolutions:

Whereas this assembly is deeply impressed with

the importance of the present crisis touching
1 our

foreign relations, and sensible of the encroachments

which the great belligerent powers of Europe have

been gradually and regularly making upon the

rights of the people of the United States, until their

persons and their property have been swept from

the ocean, which, we believe to have been made

by the God of nature for the free and common use

ofall nations, who might be pursuing a lawful trade;

and whereas most of these injuries have been pro-
duced by the operation of the orders in council,

adopted by the British government, and attempted
to be justified upon principles not less vicious than

in their consequences; they are injurious and op-

pressive; and whereas the forbearance which has

been manifested by the general government, arising
from an earnest desire to preserve to our country the

blessings of peace, has been mistakenly construed

into a want of spirit and firmrtess in both the go-
vernment and the people; and whereas all hopes of

obtaining from Great Britain, by honorable nego-
tiation, redress for past, or security against future

wrongs, ought now to be abandoned, and other

means resorted to, for the purpose of securing 1o

the United States the just and natural rights
which belong to them by the well established prin-

ciples of national law, and which peaceable and

repeated remonstrances have hitherto failed to en-

sure; and whereas the congress ofthe United States

By certain resolutions recently reported to the house

of representatives, by their committee on foreign

relations, seems about to assume an attitude, which
in the opinion of this assembly, calls for an expres-
sion of sentiment by the people, whose representa-
tives we are, and on whom the burdens and blood-

shed of war must fall—Therefore,

Resolved, That this assembly, speaking, as they
believe they do, the voice of the people of this com-

monwealth, hare viewed with approbation, the uni-

form zeal, and just remonstrances, pursued and

adopted by the general government for the purpose
of obtaining from Great Britain by honorable ne-

gociation, a redress of the many wrongs inflicted

upon us by her orders in council, and other mea-
sures equally hostile to the interests of the United
States.

Resolved, As the opinion of this assembly, that

however highly we value the blessings of peace,
and however we may deprecate the evils of war,
the period has now arrived when peace, as we now
have it, is disgraceful, and war is honorable.

Revolved, That this assembly will support the

general government in all constitutional and legiti-

mate measures which maybe adopted in vindication
ofthe rights and interests'of the people of the United
States, and in support of the character and dignity
of the government thereof; and for these purposes
we pledge "our lives, our fortunes, and our sa-
cred honor."

Kentucky Legislature.
In the house of representatives, December, 1811.

Impressed with the belief that national feeling
and gratitude are the best security to the endur-
ance of our republic, and giving life and energy to
the body politic, renders us firm in our union and
formidable to our enemies—That it is a country's
gratitude that compensates the soldier for his scars,

perpetuates grateful recollection of his services, and
induces the living to emulate the heroic deeds of the
dead—That it is a country's .gratitude that softens
the rugged pangs of those left to mourn husbands,
fathers and friends lost in avenging a country's

wrongs; with a view to the proper expression of this

gratitude
—

Resolved, by the general assembly of Kentucky-—
That the brave deeds of our officers and soldiers in
the late battle on the AVabash, deserve not encomi-
ums only, but unfading fame in the hearts of their

countrymen.
Resolved, That the members of this body and

their officers, will, for the space of thirty days, wear
crape on their left arms, in testimony of their deep
regret for the loss of the brave and meritorious cols.
Daviess and Owen, and the other volunteers from
Kentucky, who fell in battle.

And as a further tribute to their memory, Re-
solved—that Messrs. J. H. Hawkins, Moore and
D. Trimble be, and they are hereby appointed a
committee to wait on John Rowan, Esq. and soli-
cit his attendance at thecapitol on some day which
he shall appoint for the purpose of delivering a
funeral oration on the death of the late colonels
Daviess and Owen, and the other heroes who fell

in the late battle on the Wabash.
Extract, &c. Att.

THOMAS DOUGHERTY, c. u. b.

Legislature of Pennsylvania.
LANCASTEIt, DEC 5, 1811.

This day Mr. Gremmil, the newly elected sena.
tor from the district of Chester and Delaware, oc-

cupied the floor for a short time, while making some
very excellent observations on a preamble and reso-
lutions which he has submitted to the consideration
of the senate. Mr. Gremmil was heard wuh that
attention and respect to which both his matter and
his manner entitled him. His talents and principles
make him an acquisition to the legislative councils
of the state. Believing that even an outline of his

speech would be acceptable to your readers, togeth-
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ther with a copy of the preamble and resolutions, 1 1 serve them in the councils of the nation. I hav
herewith transmit them. Bern. Press.

Mr. Speaker—The attention of the house not

being
1 at this moment particularly occupied, I rise

to offer a few resolutions. As it is the first time

that 1 have had the honor to rise in a legislative

bodv, it cannot be supposed that I am minutely ac-

quainted with rules ofproceeding-. If, therefore, I,

in any instance, deviate from them, I hope that such

deviations mav be viewed with a charitable eye, a

correction from the chair, or from any member of

the senate, shall, on my part, be most thankfully re-

ceived.

The resolutions, sir, which I offer, grow out of

the existing- disturbed state ofour foreign relations.

Thev are immediately bottomed on the message of

the President of the United States, communicated
to Congress on the 5th of November last. One in-

deed is an exception; but that one is in the spirit

and coincident with the design ot that luminous,

temperate and patriotic message.
In offering them I have %' ree objects in view.

From the "unfriendly disclosures" which have

been made to the President in the late diplomatic

correspondence, lie has drawn the conclusion for

himself, and communicated it to the public, that

war will be the probable event.

My first object, therefore, is to convince the mass

of our own constituents, of its justice and necessity

by a short and intelligible statement of its causes,

sanctioned by the legislative authority.
With this, is closely connected another considera-

tion of importance. The local situation, the great

population, the well-known intelligence, and the

distinguished patriotism of Pennsylvania, justly

render her an object of imitation to her sister states

—Bv the early adoption of this measure, therefore,

we may be instrumental in spreading this all im-

portant conviction from the territory of Orleans to

the district of Maine. I call it, sir, an all impor-
tant convic' ion; for if we should be painfully and

reluctantly forced into a war, what can be ofhigher
importance than that the great body of the people
have a clear and strong conviction ofits justice and

necessity.
Mv second object is to strengthen the hands, to

encourage the hearts, to invigorate (not enlighten)
the deliberation of the national legislature, in car-

rying into effect the measures expressed and im-

pl.ed in the President's message.

My third object is, to daunt the spirit of aggres-

sion, and thereby to supersede the necessity of an

actual resort to hostilities. I believe, sir, no gen-
tlemen in this house, no man in our country, will

controvert the truth of the assertion that a tempe-
rate, firm, dignified and solemn determination to

repel aggression, is not an unlikely mean to pre-
vent it.

To confirm the truth of this assertion I need not,

sir, refer you to a most conspicuous and far-famed

reverse of it; in which reverse the long-suffering,

patience, tenderness and forbearance ofour amiable

therefore, shunned &fonn which might lead to any
division or opposition: for, in my estimation, har-
mony, unanimity, and brotherly love in the legisla-
ture of the state, are infinitely more valuable than
all the advantages that can possibly be derived from
a rigid adherence to a dubious principle.
These resolutions, with their preamble, are in-

tended by the mover, to be merely a simple, but a
solemn and impressive expression of the legislative
mind.

Resolutions relative to the proceedings of the general
government with the belligerent powers.

READ IN SENATE,
December 5, 1811.

The present is a period replete with national oc-

currences, as momentous as ever marked the annals
of the world. That collision of kingdoms and em-
pires, which has deluged Europe with blood, borne
down the practice, and nearly extinguished the
principles of justice and humanity, is not in its ef-

fects, confined to that unhappy quarter of the globe.
The unparalleled prosperity, the enterprising spirit,
and the expanding commerce of the United States
of America, have rendered them to the two mighty
belligerents, an object of envy, and a medium of re-

taliation, pretended.as to one,and iniquitous in both.
The emperor of the French has yet much to do,

before the just claims of our country can be satis-
fied—but he has annulled those decrees which were
the only legal obstruction to a friendly and com-
mercial intercourse with his dominions. He has
annulled those very decrees on which the British

government solemnly declared its orders in council
to be suspended. To the British government and
to the world, he has evinced the extinguishment of
those decrees by the united evidence ofsolemn pro-
fession and uniform practice.
But have the orders in council expired with the

French decrees? No. Compared with their prior,
their subsequent operation has been as life from the
dead. They have been execu< ed with redoubled ri-

gor. Our seamen are impressed: our citizens rob-
bed: our flag prostrated: our own waters infested:

our coasting trade annoyed: our harbors blockaded.
While maritime oppression has thus risen to its

summit, an envoy extraordinary is sent to our gov-
ernment, not (as might have been reasonably expect-
ed) to soften our irritated country, by conciliatory
language: not to offer atonement for offences and
indemnifications for wrongs that are past. These,
with a single exception, he passes over as things be-
neath the notice of the British government or its

envoy: or as injuries to which the inexhaustible for-

.bearance, the presumed timidity, or the abject de-
basement of the American government, would en-

sure her silent submission. He commences a new
species and system of insult. He prescribes to the
President what he shall recommend, and what the
national legislature shall enact. He demands a law
which shall admit the products and manufactures of
Great Britain into the ports of the United States;

and pacific government, instead of softening, have I although American manufactures are, even in time

emboldened aggressors, and covered the face of the ofpeace, excluded from the British dominions. He
ocean itselfwith a deluge of regression

You will find, sir, that I have given to these reso-

lutions neither the character of an address to the

President of the United States, nor the character

of instrucJ ions to our senators and requests to our

representatives in congress. My reason is this:—
The question seems tabe undecided, in the public

mind, whether the people and legislatures of the

several st:ites have, or have not, a right to address

inwtructions to those whoj)i they have selected to

commands the American government to procure, of

Napoleon, an abandonment of his continental sys-

tem, and the admission of British products and ma-
nufactures into his own and the ports of his allies.

A compliance with the first of these demands, is

a relinquishment of sovereignty. To fulfil the lat-

ter, the United States have neither right, or power,
nor the folly to attempt. The first is degrading; the

second impossible. And jet a submission to these

royal mandates, is menacingly declared to be the
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only condition on which the orders in council shall

be repealed, and the violation of our neutral rights
discontinued.

Solemnly impressed with these considerations,

and contemplating demands so unjust, so unreason-

able, so disrespectful to the intelligence, and so in-

sulting 10 the sovereignty of an enlightened, free

and independent people:WE the Senate and House of Representatives of the

Common-wealth ofPennsylvania, in General Assembly
met, do adopt the following resolutions:

1. Resolved, That the policy of the British go

State oi' the United States, the President's message,
delivered to both houses of Congress on the 5v.li

inst. and from the important contents of that in-

strument, I deem it my duty, upon reflection, offi-

cially to lay it before you.
The President by this public act, not only tells

us of the hostile disposition and conduct "of the
British government to the United States for years
past, and of their perseverance in

witholdirtg a
remedy for wrongs so long- and so loudly calling for
it, but that they persevere in the execution of mea-
sures, which under existing circumstances, have

vernnunt, as exhibited by her naval power on the the character as well as the effect of war on our
high seas, and expressed by her envoy near the lawful commerce. He then observes: "With this
United States, merits the reprobation, and cannot evidence of hostile

inflexibility in trampling- on
but rouse the virtuous indignation of every friend to rights which no independent nation can relinquish,
this country and its government. congress will feel the duty of putting the United

2. Resolved, That when submission or resistance, States in an armor and attitude demanded by the
to the unjust demands ofa tyrant, is the altemative,the crisis, and corresponding with the national spirit
latter only can be chosen by the freemen ofAmerica, and expectations." And permit me also to observe,

3. ResolveS, That although we would rejoice in shat the present crisis is one, in which the state of
that adoption and practice of justice, which would Georgia has not only an equal, but a greater inter-
secure to Great Britain, our friendship and friendly est, in proportion to her wealth and census, than
intercourse, we will, in order to repel aggression an

.V other state in the Union. The extent and
and obtain reparation, vigorously exert all the pow- weakness of our sea board; our frontier on the Flo-
ers which we possess, to accelerate the accomplish- ridas and Indians; and other local circumstances
ment of such military preparations, as the wisdom familiar to the mind of every one, but which I
of our national legislature may require: shall forbear to mention, are among the causes

4. Resolved, That it is our duty as legislators, to which render our situation peculiarly interesting at

employ a suitable portion of the finances of this the present moment; yet interesting and eventful
commonwealth, in promoting the growth and pros-

as it is, we are bound to meet it, and to meet \.oo

pjerity,
and in securing the permanence ofour infant with that spirit which ought to characterise free-

manufactures; that as individuals of the communi- nten who know and appreciate their rights, rather

ty, we will, as much as possible, abstain from wear- than any longer submit to the violation of those

ing anything in our apparel that is not the product rights; a violation "brought home to the threshold
of these manufactures; and that we will recom- of our territory" by a domineering nation whose
mend tlie same patriotic practice to our constituents, justice is measured by their strength, and law of

5. Resolved, That the question merits serious nations expounded by their interest,

consideration, whether, in order to suppress the sys-j
The language of the Pres.dent is clear and forci-

tem of plunder and impressment on the high seas, it
;
ble, and cannot be misunderstood: it breathes a man-

would, or, would not be a just, humane and effici-ily determination to maintain our rights at everv
ent retaliation to lay hold on property of the British hazard: And as the chance of war- increases ought
government or of its subjects, whether such

pro-] )
ve n°t to double our diligence in preparing to meet

pe.rty can be found, to an amount sufficient to index)

nifv the plunderedAmerican: and for every impress
ed American citizen, to seize a subject of his Bri-

tannic majesty, wherever such subject can be found,
and to subject him to imprisonment and labor cor-

respond ing to the condition of the impressed Ame-
rican, on board of a British ship of war.

6. Resolved, That the wisdom, patriotism, and
firmness of the executive and councils of the gene-
ral government, entitle them to our perfect confi-

dence, and their measures to our prompt and zea-

lous co-eperation.
7- Resolved, That the governor of this common-

wealth, be instructed to transmit a copy of these

resolutions to the president of the United States,
with a request that he communicate them to

congress.

vXj* The above resolutions passed the senate

unanimously
—The observations of Mr. Gremmil

and others on that occasion are laid off for insertion

,in a future paper.

Legislature of Georgia.
The following communication from the governor

Was read before both branches of the legislature:
Executive Department, Georgia,

MiUedgevilie, S2d Nov. 1811.
Gentlemen of the Senate, and of tJie

House of Representatives,

it? Surely we ought. It may be said, that if a
war ensues, it must be a war with the United States
and not with the state; but admitting that to be
true, yet the state in case of any sudden invasion or
hostile attack, is -bound, and It is her duty as well
as her interest, to repel such invasion or attack,
and that too, before the arm sf the union can be
extended to her aid and support. I therefore ear-

nestly recommend to your most serious considera-
tion, the necessity of some preparation to meet
events that may arise out of the present situation of
our affairs.

_

And in the adoption of whatever mea-
sures the wisdom of the legislature may suggest to
meet this object, you may rely upon my cordial co-

operation, b. B. MITCHELL.

I vvelfth Congress.
IN SENATE.

ADDITIONAL MILITARY FORCE.
Tuesday December 17.— The senate resumed

the consideration of the bill to raise an additional
military force.

Mr. Bibb moved to expunge the last section of
the bill as follows:

That every commissif ned and staff officer to be
appointed in virtue of this act shall be a citizen of
the United States or seine one of the territories
thereof."

The question was determined yi the affirmative;
By the last mail I received from the Secretary pf| by the Yeas and Nays as tiiey follow;
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YEAS—Messrs. Bayard, Bibb, Bradley, Camp-
bell of Ohio, Campbell of Ten. Crawford, Cutts,

German, Giles, Howell, Hunter, Leib, Pope, Ro-

binson, Smith, of N. Y. Taylor, Turner, Varnum,

Wbrthington
—19.

NAYS—Messrs. Anderson, Condit, Dana, Frank-

lin, Gaillard, Gilman, Goodrich, Gregg, Horsey,

Lambert, Loyd, Reed, Smith of Md. Tait—14.

Several amendments were made to the bill, on

which no divisions of the house took place.

The further consideration of the bill was post-

poned till to morrow.

Mr. Pope submitted the following resolution:

Resolved, That a committee be appointed to en-

ouire into the expediency of making provision for

the widows and representatives of the militia vo-

lunteers who fell in the late engagement with the

Indians on the Wabash, under the command of

governor Harrison; and also of making compensa-

tion for the horses and other property lost or de-

stroved; and that the committee have leave to re-

port bv bill or otherwise.

Wednesday, December 18.—The senpte resumed

the consideration of ihe bill to raise for a limited

time an additional military force, and the motion of

Mr. Anderson being unr'er consideration—
After debate thereon, the senate adjourned with-

out coming to a decision.

Thursday, December 19.—The president commu-
nicated to the senate a resolution of the legislature of

Vermont, confirming, on the part of that state, the

resolution for an amendment to the constitution

respecting titles of nobility; which was read.

The senate resumed the consideration of the bill

to raise for a limited time an additional military

force, and some time being spent thereon, it was or-

dered to be engrossed and read a third time.

The bill appropriating a sum of money for pro-

curing munitions of war, and the bill for the estab-

lishment of a quarter-master's department, were

each ordered to be engrossed for a third reading.

Friday, December 20.—The bill to raise for a li-

mited time an additional military force, was this

day read the third time, and on the question "shall

this bill pass" being taken, it was determined in

the affirmative.—Yeas 25. Nays 4.

Those who voted in the affirmative were,

Messrs. Anderson, Bibb, Bradley, Campbell,

(Ohio) Campbell of Tenn. Condit, Crawford,

Cutts, Franklin, Gaillard, German, Gilman,

Gregg, Horsey, Howell, Leib, Lloyd, Pope, Reed,

Robinson Smith, of N. Y. Tait, Taylor, Turner,

Varnum and Worthington
—26.

Those in the negative were,
Messrs. Dana, Goodrich, Hunter and Lambert—4.

The bill for providing munitions of war was read

the third time, and, on motion of Mr. Crawford,
the further consideration of it was postponed till

Monday next.

The bill for the establishment of a quarter-mas-
ter's department, was read the third time; which
was also postponed till Monday next.

The bill authorising the president of the United

States to raise companies of spies or rangers, after

being amended, was passed to a third reading.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
Thursday, December 19—'Die speaker laid before

the house, a resolution ofthe legislature of the state

of Vermont, ratifying and confirming an amend-
ment proposed by congress to the constitution of

the United States, concerning the acceptance of
titles of nobility from foreign powers by citizens of
the United States

Judge Toidmin—A motion was made by Mr.
Poindexter and seconded, that the house do come
to the following resolution:

Resolved, That a committee be appointed to en-
quire into the conduct of Harry Toulmin, judge of
the district of Washington, in the Mississippi ter-

ritory, and report whether in their opinion, he hath
so acted in his official capacity as to require the in-

terposition ofthe constitutional powers ofthe house;
and that said committee have power to send for

persons and papers. Ordered to lie on the table.
Mr". Rhea presented a resolution of the legislature

of the state of Tennessee, disapproving of the
amendment proposed by Massachusetts to the con-
stitution of the United States limiting the duration
of any future embargo acts; disapproving of the
amendment proposed by Virginia to the said con-
stitution respecting a removal from office of the
senators of the United States; disapproving of the
amendment proposed by Pennsylvania for the crea-
tion of a tribunal to determine controversies, be-
tween the general and state governments; and ap-
proving the amendment proposed by congress to
said constitution concerning the acceptance of titles

of nobility by citizens of the United States from

foreign powers.
The house proceeded to consider the report of

the committee of public lands which concludes
with the following resolutions:

Resolved, That provision ought to be made by-
law for the appointment, of commissioners, on the

part of the United States, to act with such commis-
sioners as the commonwealth of Virginia may ap-
point, to ascertain and finally determine and fix the
western boundary line ofthe Virginia military tract,

according to the true intent and meaning of the
condition of the deed of cession from Virginia to the
United States, touching the military reservation
between the rivers Sciota and Little Miami.

Resolved, That provision ought to be made by
law to prevent the issuing of patents on surveys
executed in virtue of Virginia military warrants;
west of the boundary line designated by the act of

congress of the 23d of March, 1804.

Resolved, That in the event of the said existing
boundary line being found by the said commission-
ers to exclude lands belonging to the Virginia mili-

tary tract, the said commissioners shall ascertain
the quantity and quality of the land so excluded,
and shall have power to locate other unappropriated
lands, equal in quantity and quality; which lands
shall be liable to location under Virginia military-
land warrants, from and after day of
These resolutions were concurred in by the

house, and the committee of public lands were
directed to bring in a bill accordingly.

Battle on the Wabash.
The following message from the president of the

United States, enclosing governor Harrison's
two letters to the secretary of war, on the subject
of the late engagement with the Indians on the

Wabash, was received and referred to a select
committee: •

To the Senate and Home of Representatives of the

United States.

I lay before congress two letters received from
governor Harrison of the Indiana Territory, re-

porting the particulars and the issue of the expedi-
tion under his command, notice of which was taken
in my communication of November 5.

While it is deeply lamented that so many valua-
Jble lives have been lost in the action which took
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place on the 9th ultimo, congress will see with sa-

tisfaction the dauntless spirit and fortitude victori-

ously displayed by every description of the troops

engaged, as well as the collected firmness whicli

distinguished their commander on an occasion re-

quiring the utmost exertions ofvalor and discipline.

It may reasonably be expected that the good ef-

fects of this critical defeat and dispersion of a com-
bination of savages which appears to have been

spreading to a greater extent, will be experienced
not only in a cessation of the murders and depreda-
tions committed on our frontier, but in the preven-
tion of any hostde incursions otherwise to have been

apprehended.
The families of those brave and patriotic citizens

who have fallen in this severe conflict, will doubtless

engage the favorable attention of congress.
JAMES MADISON.

Washington, December 18, 1811.

Vincennes, November 18, 1811.

Sir—In my letter of the 8th instant, I did myself
the honor to communicate the result of an action

between the troops under my command and the

confederation of Indians under the control of the

Shawanoe prophet. I had previously informed you
in a letter of the 2nd instant, of my proceedings

previo*sly to my arrival at the Vermillion river,

where I had erected a blockhouse for the protection
of the boats which I was obliged to leave, and as a

depositary for our heavy baggage and such part of
our provisions as we were unable to transport in

waggons. On the morning of the 3d instant, I

commenced my march from the block house. The
Wabash above this turning considerably to the

eastward—I was obliged in order to avoid the brok-

en and woody country which borders upon it to

change my course to the westward of north to gain
the prairies which lie to the back of these woods.

At the end of one day's march, I was enabled to

take the proper direction (T"f. E.) which brought'
me on the evening of the 5th to a small creek at

about eleven miles from the prophet's town. I had
on the preceding day avoided the dangerous pass of

Piue creek by inclining a few miles to the left where
the troops and waggons were crossed with expedi-
tion and safety. Our route on the 6th for about six

miles lay through prairies separated by small points
ofwoods.

My order of march hitherto had been similar to

that used by general Wayne; that is, the infantry
were in two columns of files on either side of the

road, and the mounted riflemen and cavalry in front,

in the rear and on the flanks. Where the ground
was unfavourable for the action of cavalry they were

placed in the rear, but where :t was otherwise they
were made to exchange positions with one of the

mounted rifle corps. Understanding that the last

four miles were open woods and the probability be-

ing greater that we should be attacked in front than

on either flank, I halted at that distance from the

town and formed the army in order of battle. The
United States infantry placed in the centre, two

companies of infantry and one of mounted riflemen

on each flank formed the front line. In the rear

of this line was placed the baggage drawn up as

compact as possible, and immediately behind it

a reserve of three companies of militia infantry.
—

The cavalrv formed a second line at the distance of
three hundred yards in the rear of the front line,

arid a company of mounted riflemen the advanced

guard at that distance in front. To facilitate the

inarch, the whole were then broken off in short

ii unns of companies, a situation the mo.;t favora-

ble for forming in order of battle with facility and

precision. Our march was slow and cautious and
much delayed by the examination of every placa
which seemed calculated for an ambuscade. Indeed
the ground was for some time so unfavourable that. I

was obliged to change the position of the several

corps, three times in the distance of a mile. At
half past two o'clock we passed a small creek at the

distance of one mile and a half from the town, and

entered an open wood when the army was halted

and again drawn up in order of battle. During
the whole of the last day's march parties of Indians

were constantly about us and every effort was made

by the interpreters to speak to them, but in vain—
new attempts of the kind were now made, but

proving equally ineffectual, a captain Dubois, of

the spies and guides, offering to go with a flag to

the town, I dispatched him with an interpreter to

request a conference with the prophet
—m a few

moments a message was sent b}- captain Dubois to

inform me that in his attempts to advance, the In-

dians appeared in both his flanks, and although he

had spoken to them in the most friendly manner,

they refused to answer but beckoned to him to go
forward, and constantly endeavored to cut him off

from the army. Upon this information I recalled

the captain, and determined to encamp for the night
and take some other measures for opening a con-

ference with the prophet. Whilst I was engaged
in tracing the lines for the encampment, major
Davies, who commanded the dragoons, came up to

inform me that he had penetrated to the Indian

fields, that the ground was entirely open and favor-

able—that the Indians in front had manifested no-

thing but hostility, and had answered every attempt
to bring them to a parly with contempt and inso-

lence. It was immediately advised by all the offi-

cers around me to move forward. A similar wish

indeed pervaded all the army—it was drawn up in

excellent order and every man appeared eager to

decide the contest immediately. Being informed

that a good encampment might be had upon the

Wabash, I yielded to what appeared the general

wish, and directed the troops to advance, taking care

however, to place the interpreters in front with

directions to invite a conference with any Indians

they might meet wi'h. We had not advanced
above four hundred yards, when I was informed

that three Indians had approached the advanced

guards and had expressed a wish to speak to me.—
I found upon their arrival that one oi" them was a

man in great estimation with the prophet. He in-

formed me that the chiefs were much surprised at

my advancing upon them so rapidly
—that they

were given to understand by the Delawares and Mi-

amies whom I had sent to them a few days before,
that I v/ould not advance to their town, until I had

received an answer to my demands made through
them. That this answer" had been dispatched by
the Patawatimie chief, Winemac, who had accom-

panied the Miamies and Delawares on their re-

turn; that they had left the prophet's town two

days before with a design to meet me, but unfor-

tunately taken the road on the south side of the

Wabash. I answered that I had no intention of

attacking them until I discovered that they would
not comply with the demands which I had made—
that I would go on and encamp at the Wabash,
and in the morning would have an interview whu
the prophet and his chiefs, and explain to them
the determination of the president

—that in the

mean time no hostilities should be committed.—
He seemed much pleased with this, arid promised
that it siiould be observed on their part I the
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resumed my march, we struck the cultivated; tion of my troops I used a single rank, or what i's

grounds about five hundred yards below the town,' called Indian file—because in Indian warfare, where
but us these extended to the bank of the Wabash' there is no shock to resist, one rank is nearly as
there was no

possibility of getting an encampment good as two, and in that kind of warfare the exten-
wmch was provided with both wood and water.— sion of line is a matter of the first importance.—
My guards and interpreters being still with the

j
Raw troops also manoeuvre w ith much more facili-

aclvanced guard, and taking the direction of the ty in single than in double ranks. It was my con-
town, ihe army followed and had advanced within ! stant custom to assemble all the field officers at my
about, 150 yards when 50 or 60 Indians sallied out

j
tent every evening by signal, to give them the

andwiih. luud exclamations, called to the cavalry j
watch word and their instructions for the night—

and to the militia infantry, which were on our
'

those given for the night of the 6th were, that each

right fhuik, to halt. I immediately advanced to the corps which formed a part of the exterior line of

front, caused the army to halt, and directed an in- the encampment, should hold its own ground until

terpreter to request some of the chiefs to come relieved. The dragoons were directed to parade
to me. In a few moments the man that had been

;

dismounted in case of a night attack, with their

with me before made his appearance. I informed
|
pistols in their belts, and to act as a corps de reserve,

him that my object for the present was to procure a
j

The camp was defended by two captains guards,

good piece of ground to encamp on, where we
could get wood and water—he informed me that

there was a creek to the north-west which he

thought would suit our purpose. I immediately
dispatched two officers to examine it, and they re-

ported that the situation was excellent. I then

consisting each of four non-commissioned officers

and 42 privates—andtwo subalterns guards oftwenty
non-commissioned officers and privates. The whole

under the command of a field officer of the day.—
The troops were regularly called up an hour before

dav, and made to continue under arms until it was

took leave of the chief and a mutual promise was quite light. On the morning of the 7th I had risen

again made for a suspension of hostilities until we |at a quarter after four o'clock, and the signal for

could have an interview on the following day. I calling out the men would have been given in two

found the ground destined for the encampment not
; minutes, when the attack commenced. It began

altogether such as I could wish it—it was indeed I on our left flank—but a single gun was fired by the

admirably calculated for the encampment of regular centinels or by the guard in that direction, which

troops that were opposed to regulars, but it afford-
j

made not the least resistance, but fbandoned their

ed great facility to the approach of savages. It
j

officer and fled into the camp, and the first notice

was a piece of dry oak land, rising about ten feet which the troops of that flank had of the danger,

above the level of the marshy prairie in front (to- was from- the jells of the savages within a short

wards the Indian town) and nearly twice that distance of the line—but even under those circum-

height above a similar prairie in the rear, through I stances the men were not wanting to themselves or

which and near to this bank ran a small stream

clothed with willows and other brush wood. To-
wards the left flank this bench of highland widened

considerably, but. became gradually narrower in

the opposite direction, and at the distance of one

hundred and fifty yards from the right flank, termi

to the occasion. Such of them as were awake, or

were easily awakened, seized their arms and took

their stations; others which were more tardy, had

to contend with the enemy in the doors of their

tents. The storm first fell upon captain Barton's

company of the 4tk United States regiment, and

nated in the abrupt point. The two colums of) captain Geiger's company of mounted riflemen,

infantry occupied the front and rear of this ground ;

which formed the left angle of the rear line. The

at the distance of about one hundred and fifty yards . fire upon these was excessively severe and the} suf-

from each other on the left, and something more

th in half that distance on the right flank—these

flanks were filled up, the fWt by two companies of

mourned riflemen amounting to about one hundred

and twenty men, under the command of major

general Weils of the Kentucky rrilitia, who served

as a m: jor; the other by Spencer's company of

mounted riflemen which amounted to eighty men
The front line was composed of one battalion of

United States' infantry under the command of

major Floyd, flanked on the right by two compa-
nies of militia, and on the left by one company.—
The rear line was composed of a battalion of United

States' troops under the command of captain Baen,

acting as major, and four companies of militia in-

fantry under lieutenant colonel Decker. The re-

gular troops of the line joined the mounted riflemen

under general Wells on die left flank, and colonel

Decker's battalion formed an angle with Spencer's

Company on the left.

Ttvo troops of dragoons, amounting in tire ag-

gregate to about sixty men, were encamped in the

rear of the left flank, and captain Parke's troop,

which was larger than theoiher two, in the real* of

the front line. Our order of encampment varied lit-

tle from that above described, excepting when
some peculiarity of the ground made it necessary.
For a night attack the order of encampment was
the order of battle, and each man slept immediate-

ly opposite to his post in the line. In the forma-

fered considerably before relief could be brought to

them; some few Indians passed into the encamp-
ment near the angle, and one or two penetrated to

some distance before they were killed. I believe all

the other companies were under arms and tolerably
formed before they were fired on. The morning
was dark and cloudy

—our fires afforded a partial

light, which if it gave us some opportunity of taking
our positions, was still more advantageous to the

enemy, affording' them the means of taking a surer

aim—they were therefore extinguished as soon as

possible. Under all these discouraging circum-

stances, the troops (nineteen twentieths of whom
had never been in action before) behaved in a man-

ner that never can be two much applauded. They
took their places without noise and with less confu-

sion than could have been expected from veterans

placed in a similar situatirn. As soon as I could

mount my horse, I roue to tne <".gle that was at-

tacked—I found ihat Barton's company had suffer-

ed severeh and the left of Geige' 's entirely broken.

I immediately ordeied Cook's company and the late

captain Wentworth's under lieutenant Peters, to be

brought up from the centre of the rear line,

where the ground was much more defensible, niid

formed across the angle in support of Barton's and

Geiger's. My intention was then engaged by a

heavy firing upon the left of the front line, where

were stationed the small company of United States

riflemen (then however armed with muskets) and
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the companies of Baen, Spelling and Prescott of

the 4th regiment. I found Major Davies forming
the dragoons in the rear of those companies, and

understanding that the heaviest part of the enemy's
fire proceeded from some trees about fifteen or twen-

ty paces in front of these companies, I directed the

major to, dislodge them with a part of the dragoons.

Unfortunately the major's gallantry determined
him

to execute the order with a smaller force than was

sufficient, which enabled the enemy to avoid him
in front, and attack his flanks. The major was

mortally wounded and his party driven back. The
Indians were however immediately and gallantly

dislodged from their advantageous position, by cap-
tain Snelling at the head of his company. In the

course of a few minutes after the commencement of

the attack, the fire extended along the left flank,

the whole of the front, the right flank, and part of

the rear line. Upon Spencer's mounted riflemen,

and the right of Warwick's company, which was

posted on the right of the rear line, it was exces-

sively severe; captain Spencer and his first and
second lieutenants were kiljed, and captain War-
wick was mortally wounded-j-those companies how-
ever still bravely maintained {heir posts, but Spencer
had suffered so severely, aiid having originally too

much ground to occupy, I reinforced them with
Robb's company of riflemen, which had been driv-

en, or by mistake ordered from their position on
the left flank towards the centre of the camp, and
filled the vacancy that had been occupied by Robb
with Prescott's company of the 4th United States

regiment. My great object was to keep the lines

entire to prevent the enemy from breaking into

the camp until day light, which would enable me
to make a general and effectual charge. With this

view I had reinforced every part of the line that had
suffered much; and as soon as the approach of

morning discovered itself, I withdrew from the front

line Snelling's, Posey's (under lieutenant Albright)
and Scott's, and from the rear line, Wilson's com-

panies, and drew them up upon the left flank, and
at the same time I ordered Cook's and Baen's com-

panies, the former from the rear and the latter from
the front line, to reinforce the right flank; fore-

seemg that at these points the enemy would make
their last efforts. Major Wells, who commanded
on the left flank; not knowing my intentions pre-

cisely, had taken the command of these companies,
and charged the enemy before I had formed the

body of dragoons with which I meant to support
the infantry; a small detachment of these were
however ready and proved amplv sufficient for the

purpose. The Indians were driven by the infantry
at the point of the bayonet, and the dragoons pur-
sued and forced them into a marsh, where they
could not be followed. Captain Cook and lieuten-

ant Larabee had, agreeably to my order, marched
their companies to the right flank, had formed
them under the fire of the enemy, and being then

joined by the riflemen of that
flank,

had charged
the Indians, killed a number, and put the rest to a

precipitate flight. A favorable opportunity was
here offered to pursue the enemy with dragoons,
but being engaged at that time on the other flank,
I did not observe it until it was too late.

I have thus, sir, given you the particulars of an
action which was certainly maintained with the

greatest obstinacy and perseverance by both par-
ties. The Indians manifested a ferocity uncommon
even with them—io their savage fury our troops
opposed that cool and deliberate valor which is

characteristic of the christian soldier.

The most pleasing part of my duty, (that of

naming to you the corps and individuals who par-

ticularly distinguished themselves) is yet to be per-
formed. There is, however, considerable difficulty
in it—where merit was so common it is almost im-

possible to discriminate;

The whole of the infantry formed a small brigade
under the immediate orders of colonel Boyd. The
colonel throughout the action manifested equal
zeal and bravery in carrying into execution my
orders, in keeping the men to their posts and

exhorting them to figiit with valor. His brigade-

major Clark, and his aid-de-camp George Croghan,
Esq. were also very serviceably employed. Colonel

Joseph Bartholomew, a very valuable officer, com-
manded under colonel Boyd the militia infantry;
he was wounded early in the action, and his ser-

vices lost to me. Major G. R. C. Floyd, the senior

of tlie fourth United States regiment, commanded
immediately the battalion of that regiment, which
was in the front line; his conduct during the action

was entirely to my satisfaction. Lieutenant colonel

Decker, who commanded the battalion of militia on
the right of the rear line, preserved his command in

good order; he was, however, but partially attack-

ed. I have before mentioned to you that major-
general Wells, of the 4th division of Kentucky mi-

litia, acted under my command as a major at the

head of two companies of mounted volunteers; the

general maintained the fame which he had already

acquired in almost every campaign and in almost

every battle which has been fought with the Indians

since the settlement of Kentucky. Of the several

corps, the 4th United States' regiment and two
small companies attached to it, were certainly the

most conspicuous for undaunted valor. The com-

panies commanded by captains Cook, Snelling and

Barton, lieutenants Larabee, Peters and Hawkins,
were placed in situations where the}' could render

most service and encounter most danger, and those

officers eminently distinguished themselves. Cap-
tains Prescott and Brown performed their duty als®

entirely to my satisfaction, as did Posey's company
of the 7th regiment, headed by lieutenant Albright.
In short, sir, they supported the fame of American

regulars, and I have never heard that a single indi-

vidual was found out of the line of his duty. Seve-

ral of the militia companies were in no wise infe-

rior to the regulars. Spencer's, Geiger's and War-
wick's maintained their posts amidst a monstrous

carnage, as indeed did Robb's after it was posted on

the left flank; its loss of men (17 killed and wound-

ed) and keeping its ground is sufficient proof of its

firmness. Wilson's and Scott's companies charged
with the regular troops and proved themselves wor-

thy of doing so. Norris's companies also behaved

well; Hargrove's and Wilkin's companies were

placed in a situation where they had no opportuni-

ty of distinguishing themselves or I am satisfied

they wotdd have done it. Tins was the case with

the' squadron of dragoons also. After major Davies

had received his wound, knowing it to be mortal,

I promoted captain Parker to the. majority, than

whom there is no better officer.

My two aids-de-camp, majors Hurst and Taylor,
with lieutenant Adams of the 4th regiment, the ad-

jutant of the troops, afforded me the most essential

aid, as well in the action as throughout the cam-

paign.
The arrangements of captain Pratt in the quarter

master's department were highly judicious, and nis

exertions on all occasions, particularly in bringing
off the wounded, deserve my warmest thanks. But

in giving merited praise to the living, let. me not

forget the gallant dead. Colonel Abraham Owen,
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commandant of the 18th Kentucky regiment, joined
me a few days before the action as a private in cap-
tain Geiger's company; he accepted the appoint-
ment as a volunteer aid de camp to me; he fell early
in the action. The representatives of his state, will

inform you that she possessed not a better citizen
nor a braver man. Major J. H. Davies was known
as an able lawyer and a great orator; he joined me
as a private volunteer and on the recommendation
of the officers of that corps, was appointed to com-
mand the 3d troop of dragoons. His conduct in

that capacity justified their choice; never was
there an officer possessed of more ardor and zeal to

discharge his duty with propriety, and never one
who would have encountered greater danger to pur-
chase military fame. Captain Baen of the 4th Unit-
ed States' regiment, was killed early in the action;
he was unquestionably a good officer and valiant

soldier. Captains Spencer and Warwick and lieu-

tenants McMahan and Berry; were all my particu-
lar friends; I have ever had the utmost confidence
in their valor, and I was not deceived. Spencer
was wounded in the head—he exhorted his men to

fight valiantly
—he was shot through both thighs,

and fell, still continuing to encourage them—he was
raised up and received a ball through his body,
which put an immediate end to his existence! War-
wick was shot immediately through the bodv; be-

ing taken to the surgery to be dressed, as soon as

it was over (bein^ a man of great bodily vigor and
still able to walk) he insisted upon going back to

head his company, although it was evident that he
had but a few hours to live

All these gentlemen, sir, captain Baen excepted,
have left wives and five of them large families of
children: this is the case too with many of the pri-
vates among the militia who fell in die action or who
have died since of their wounds. Will the bounty
of their country be withheld from their helpless or-

phans, many of whom will be in the most destitute
condition and perhaps want even the necessaries of
life? With respect to the number of Indians that
were engaged against us, I am possessed of no data

by which I can form a correct statement. It must
however, have been considerable and perhaps not
much inferior to our own; which deducting the

dragoons, who were unable to do us much service,
was very little above seven hundred, non commis-
sioned officers and privates; I am convinced there
were at least six hundred. The prophet had three
weeks before 450 of his own proper followers. I

am induced to believe that he was joined by a num-
ber of the lawless vagabonds who live on the Illinois

river, as large trails were seen coming from that di-

rection. Indeed, I shall not be surprised to find that
some of those who professed the warmest friend-

ship for us were arrayed against us—'tis certain
that one of this description came out from the town
and spoke to me tire night before the action. The
Potawatimie chief whom I mentioned to have been
wounded and taken prisoner in my letter of the 8th
inst.I left on the battle ground, "after having taken
all the care of him in my power, I requested him to

inform those of his own tribe who had joined the

prophet and Kickapoos and Winebagoes that if they
would immediately abandon the prophet and return
to their own tribes their past conduct would be for-

given and that we wouid treat them as we formerly
had done. He assured me that he would do so; and
there was no doubt of their compliance. Indeed,
he said, he was certain that they would put the

prophet to death. I think upon the whole that

there will be no further hostilities; but of this I

shall be enabled to give you some more certain in-
formation in a few days.
The troops left the battle ground on the 9th. inst.

It took every waggon to transport the wounded.—
We managed, however, to bring off the public pro-

perty, although almost all the private baggage of the

officers was necessarily destroyed.
It may perhaps be imagined, sir, that some means

might have been adopted to have made a more earlier

discovery of the approach of the enemy to our camp
the morning of die 7th instant, but if I had employ-
ed two thirds of the army as out posts it would have
been ineffectual; the Indians in such a night would
have found means to have passed between them—
placed in the situation that we were, there is no
other mode of avoiding a surprise, than by a chain

of centinels so close together that the enemy can-

not pass between without discovery, and having
the army in such readiness that they can get to their

alarm posts at a moment's warning. Our troops
could not have been better prepared than they were,
unless they had been kept under arms the whole

night, as they lay with their accoutrements on, and
their arms by their sides and the moment they were

up they were at their posts. If the centinels and

the guard had done their duty, even the troops on
the left flank would have been prepared to receive

the Indians.

I have the honor to enclose you a correct return

of killed and wounded. The wounded suffered

very much before their arrival here, but they are

now comfortably fixed and every attention has been
and shall continue to be paid to them. Doctor Fos-
ter is not only possessed of great professional merit,
but is moreover a man of feeling and honor.

I am convinced, sir, that the Indians lost many
more men than we did—they left from thirty-six to

forty on the field. They were seen to take off not

only the wounded but the dead. An Indian that

was killed and scalped in the beginningof the action

by one of our men, was found in a house in the

town; several others were also found in the houses,
and many graves which were fresh dug: one of

them was opened and found to contain three dead
bodies.

Our infantry used principally cartridges con-

taining twelve buck shot which were admirably
calculated for a night action.

I have before informed you, sir, that colonel Mil-
ler was prevented by illness from going on the ex-

pedition
—he rendered essential service in the com-

mand of fort Harrison; he is an officer of great merit.

There are so many circumstances which it is

important for you to know, respecting the situation

of this country that I have thought it best to com-
mit this dispatch to my aid de camp. Major Taylor,
who will have the honor of delivering it to you, and
who will be able to give you more satisfaction than

I coidd do by writing. Major Taylor (who is also

one of our supreme judges) is a man of integrity
and honor, and you may rely upon any statements
he may imike.

With the highest respect, I have the honor to be,

sir, your humble servant .

WILLIAM HENRY HARBISON.
P. S. Not a man of ours was taken prisoner and

of three scalps which were taken two of them were
recovered.

The honorable W. Ens is, Secretary of War.
A general return of the billed and wounded of the

army under the command of his excellency WiU
liain Henry Harrison, governor and commander
in chief of tae Indian Territory, in the action
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with the Indians near Prophet's town, November

7, 1811.

Killed—One aid-de camp, one captain, two subal-

terns, one sergeant, two corporals, thirty privates.

Wounded, since dead—One major, two captains,

twenty-two privates.
Wounded—Two lieutenant-colonels, one adjutant,

one surgeon's mate, two captains, throe subalterns,
nine sergeants, live corporals, one musician, one-

hundred and two privates.
Total of killed and wounded—188.

Names of officers killed and wounded, as per gene-
ral return.

General Staff".

Killed—Colonel Abraham Owens, aid-de- camp
to the commander in chief.

Field and Staff.

Wounded—Lieutenant-colonel Joseph Bartholo-

mews, commanding Indiana militia infantry; lieu-

tenant colonel Luke Decker, of do; major Joseph
A. Davies, since dead, commanding a squadron of

dragoons; doctor Edward Scull, of the Indiana

militia; adjutant James Hunter, of mounted rifle-

men.
United States Infantry, including t/ie late cabtain

Whitney's rifle company.
Wounded—Captain W- C. Baen, acting major,

since dead; lieut. Georg-e P. Peters; lieut. George
Gooding; ensign Henry Burchstead.

Colonel Decker's detachment of Indiana militia.

Wounded—Captain Jacob Warwick, since dead.

Major Redman's detachment of Indiana militia.

Wounded—Captain John Norris.

Major Well's detachment of mounted rifemen.
Wounded—Captain Frederic Guiger.

Captain Spencer's company, including lieut. Berry's
detachment of mounted riflemen.

Killed—Captain Spier Spencer; first lieutenant
Richard M'Mahan; lieut. Thomas Berry.

NATHt. F.ADAMS,
Adjt. of the army.

To Jus Excellency the Commander in Chief.

Vincennes, 4th Dec. 1811.
Sir—I have the honour to inform you that two

principal chiefs of the Kickapoos of the Prairie ar-

rived here bringing a flagon the evening before last,

They informed me that they came in consequence
of a message from the chief of that part ofthe Kic-

kapoos which had joined the Prophet, requiring
them to do so, and that the said chief is to be here
himself in a day or two. The account which they
give of the late confederacy under the Prophet is as

follows:

The prophet with his Shawanoes is at a small
Huron village about twelve miles from his former
residence, on this side of the Wabash, where also
are twelve or fifteen Hurons. The Kickapoos are

encamped near the Tippicanoe. The Potawatimies
have scattered and gone to different villages of that
tribe. The Winebagoes had all set out on their return
to their own country excepting one chief and nine
men who remained at their former village. The lat-

ter had attended Tecumseh in his tour to the south-
ward, and had only returned to the Prophet's town
the day before the action. The Prophet had sent a

message to the Kickapoos of the Prairie, to request
that he might be permitted to retire to their town—
this wa.3 positively refused, and a warning sent to
him not to come there. He then sent to request
that four of his men might attend the Kickapoo
chief here—this was refused. These chiefs say on I

the whole, that all the tribes who lost warriors iii 1

the late action, attribute their misfortune to the Pro-'

phet alone. Thut they constantly reproach him
with their misfortunes, and threaten him with death
—that they are desirous of making their peace
with the United States, and will send deputations
to me for that purpose, as soon as they are informed

that they will be well received. The two chiefs

further say, that they were sent by gov. Howard
and general Clarke, sometime before the action to

endeavor to bring up the Kickapoos from the Pro-

phet's town—they used their best endeavors to

effect it, but unsuccessfully—that the prophet's fol-

lowers were fully impressed with a belief, that they
could defeat us with ease—that it was their intention

to have attacked us at Fort Harrison if we had gone
no higher

—that Racoon creek was then fixed on

and finally Pine creek, and that the latter would

probably have been the place, if the usual route had

not been abandoned and a crossing made higher up—that the attack made at Fort Harrison was intend-

ed to shut die door against accommodation—that

the Winebagoes had 40 warriors killed in the action,

and the Kickapoos eleven and ten wounded—they
have never heard how many Potawatimies and other

tribes were killed—that the Potawatimie chief left

by me on the battle ground is since dead of his

wounds, but that he faithfully delivered my speech
to the different tribes and warmly urged them to

abandon the Prophet and submit to my terms.

I cannot say, sir, how much of the above may be

depended on. I believe, however, that the statement

made by the chief is generally correct, particular-

ly with regard to the present disposition of the In-

dians. It is certain that our frontiers have never

enjoyed more profound tranquility than at this time.

No injury of any kind that I can hear of has been

done either to the persons or property of our citi-

zens. Before the expedition, not a fortnight passed
over without some vexatious depredation being com-
mitted. The Kickapoo chiefs certainly tell an un-

truth, when they say there was but eleven of this

tribe killed and ten wounded. It is impossible to

believe that fewer were wounded than killed. They
acknowledge, however, that the Indians have never

sustained so severe a defeat since their acquaintance
with the white people.

I have the honor to be, with great respect, sir,

your humble servant,
WILLIAM HENRY HARRISON.

P. S. The chief of the Vermillion Kickapoos has

this moment arrived.

Hon. William Eustis, Secretary of War.

Foreign Relations—The house resumed the con-

sideration of the 6th resolution reported by the

committee of foreign relations, in the following
words:

6. That it is expedient to permit our merchant

vessels, owned exclusively by resident citizens, and
commanded and navigated solely by citizens, to arm
under proper regulations to be prescribed by law;

in self defence against all unlawful proceedings to-

wards them on the high seas.

Mr. Findly withdrew his motion to postpone the

same to the first Monday in March.
Mr. AVright withdrew the amendment he h ad pro-

posed, and moved to strike out these words: "in

self defence to all unlawful proceedings against them

on the high seas."

This question was decided as follows:—Yeas 46,

Nays 77.

Amo'ion was made by Mr. M'Kim, to amend
J\e said resolution by striking out tbese words;

"permit our ynerchant vessels, opened exclusively by
resident citizens, and command-id and navigated sole-
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by citizens to arm under proper regulations, to be pre- 1 of Washington, in the Mississippi territory, against
scribed by law in self-defence, against all unlawful

*

proceedings against them on the high seas," for the

purpose of inserting the following: authorize the

merchant vessels of the United States to arm under

proper regulations to be prescribed by law."
Tins question was decided in the negative.
The question was then taken on the resolution as

above, and determined as follows:

YEAS—Messrs. Alston, Anderson, Avery, Bacon,
Baker, Bassett, Bibb, Bigelow, Blackledge, Bleck-

er, Breckenridge, Brigham, Butler, Calhoun, Cham-
pion, Cheeves, Chittenden, Clopton, Cooke, Condit,
Crawford, Davenport, Davis, Dawson, Desha, Dins-

moor, Ely, Findley, Fitch, Franklin, Gholson, Gold,

Golds-borough, Goodwyn, Green, Grundy, B. Hall,
O. Hall, Harper, Hawes, Hyneman, Jackson, John-

son, King, Lacock, Law, Lefever, Little, Livings-
ton, Lyle, Maxwell, Moore, M'Bryde, M'Coy, Met-
calf, Milnor, Morgan, Mosely, Nelson, Newbold,
Newton, Ormsby, Paulding, Pearson, Pickens, Pi-

per, Pitkin, Pleasants, Pond, Porter, Potter, Quin-

cy, Reed, Ridgely, Ringgold, Rhea, Roane, Sage,
Sammons, Seaver, Sevier, Shaw, Smilie, J. Smith,
Stow, Sturges, Taggart, Tallmadge, Tallman, Tra-

cy, Troup, Turner, Van Cortlandt, Wheaton,
White, Widgery, Wilson.—97.
NAYS—Messrs. Archer, Bard, Blount, Boyd,

Brown, Cochran, Hufty, Kent, Lowndes, Macon,
M'Kee, M'Kim, Mitch"ill, Morrow, Roberts, Rod-
man, Sheffey, Stanford, Steuart, Whitehall, Wil-
liams, Wright.—22.

The resolution was then referred to the committee
of foreign relations with directions to report a bill.

INDIAN AFFAIRS.
On motion of Mr. Burwell,
Resolved, That the president of the U. States be

requested to cause to be laid before this house by
the proper officers, a statement of the capital em-

ployed in the Indian trade; the amount of annual

purchases, sales and articles received in payment;
together with the number, names and salaries of

agents employed, the places where stationed, and

specifying as far as practicable the state of the
trade at each place for the last four years.

Mr. Burwell and Mr. Bleecker were appointed a

committee to present the above resolve to the pre-
sident.

Friday, December 20.—The bill for completing
the existing- military establishment, was read the
tnii-a time m committee of the whole and passed.
YEAS—110.

NAYS—Messrs. Bigelow, Boyd, Champion, Da-

venport, Ely, Law, Lewis, Potter, Stanford, Stur-

ges, Wheaton—11.

The bill to raise an additional military establish-

ment was read the first and second times and refer-

red to the committee on foreign relations.

The house resumed as in committee of the whole,
the bill to prevent the exportation from the United
States or territories, of merchandize under the au-

thority of permits or licenses, derived from any
foreign power; when Mr. Nelson reported that the
committee (to whom it was referred) had the bill

under consideration and made some progress there-

in, it was ordered that the house do resolve itself

into a committee of the whole to sit again on the
same to-morrow.

Saturday, December 21.—On motion of Mr. Poin-

dexter,
The house proceeded to consider the resolution

submitted by him on the 19th inst. which Mr. Poin-
dcxier withdrew, and moved that the letter of Cow-
les Mead, with the presentment of the Grand Jury

Harry Toulmm, judge of said district, be referred
to a select committee, to consider and report there-
on to the house; which was agreed to, and Messrs.

Poindexter, Bibb, Rhea, Calhoun, Taliaferro,

Bigelow and Champion were appointed said com-
mittee.

Monday, Dec. 23-—Mr. Porter presented the pe-
tition of the commissioners of the state of New-
York appointed to promote the opening "a canal"

navigation between the great lakes and Hudson's

river," praying the co-operation of congress there-

in; which was referred to the same committee as

the petition of the President and Directors ot the

Union Canal Company of Pennsylvania, appointed
on the 7th instant.

On motion of Mr. Pitkin, it was

Resolved, That the Secretary of the Treasury be
directed to lay before the house a statement of the

several banks in which the public money is deposit-

ed, and the amount which is designated to each

bank, together with the greatest amount thai has

been deposited in each bank at any one period since

the 4th day of March, A. D. 1811, and also the

amount deposited in each bank on the 30th Septem-

ber, A. D. 1811, and he is also directed to inform

this house on what terms, under what authority,

and on what security such deposits are made.

The same gentleman moved the following resolu-

tions:

1st. That the secretary of the Treasury be di-

rected to lay before the house a statement of the

amount, in value, of the imports and exports of

the United States for each year from the 4ih of

March, A. D. 1789, to the close of the year A. D..

1810, as far as practicable, distinguishing the im-

ports and exports of each state and territory, also

distinguishing the value of the exports of domestic

production from those of foreign.

2d. Resolved, That the secretary of the treasury be

directed to lay before the house a statement of the

district tonnage of the United States within each

stale and territory, for each year from the 4th of

March, A. D. 1789, to the close of the year 1810,

distinguishing as far as practicable the amount em-

ployed in foreign trade, the coasting trade, and in

the" fisheries—also, a statement of the foreign ton-

nage employed in the trade of the United States for

each year, during the same period.

3d. Resolved, That the secretary of the treasury
be directed to lay before this house a statement of

the gross and nett amount of duties on exports and

tonnage within each state and territory, in each year
from the 4th of March, A. D. 1789, to the close of

the year A. D. 1810, with the charges of collection,

together with the amount of drawbacks for each

year, in each state, during the same period.

Which several resolutions were read, the first

concurred in and the second and third ordered to

lie on the table.

The following message was then received from

the President of the United States by Mr. Coles his

secretary.
To the Senate and

Rouse of Representatives of the United States:

I communicate to congress copies of an act of

the legislature of New-York relating to a canal

from the Great Lakes to Hudson river. In making
the communication I consult the respect due to

that statw in whose behalf the commissioners up-

pointed by the act have placed it in my hands for

the purpose.
The utility of canal navigation is universally ad-

mitted. It is not less certain that scarcely any
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country offers more extensive opportunities for that

branch of improvement than the United States;
and none, perhaps, inducements equally persuasive,
to make the most of them. The particular under-

taking' contemplated by the state of New-York,
which marks an honorable spirit of enterprize, and

comprises objects of national as well as more limit-

ed importance, will recal the attention of congress
to the signal advantages to be derived to the United

States, from a general system of internal communi-
cation and conveyance; and suggest to their consi-

deration, whatever steps may be proper on their part
towards its introduction and accomplishment. As
some of those advantages have an intimate connec-
tion with arrangements and exertions for the gene-
ral security, it is at a period calling for these that
the merits of such a system will be seen in the

strongest lights. JAMES MADISON.
Washington, December 23, 1811.

December 24.—On motion of Mr. Kent,
Ordered that the petition of the president and

directors of the Chesapeake and Delaware canal

company, presented the 28th January, 1806, and
the 13th of February 1807, be severally referred to

the committee appointed on the 6th 'inst. on the
memorial of the Union Canal Company of Pennsyl-
vania.

Mr. Morrow presented the petition of sundry
inhabitants of Champaign Company, Ohio, praying
that additional duties may be laid on hemp imported
into the United States: "which was ordered to be
referred to the committee of commerce and manu-
factures.

WEST FLORIDA.
Mr. Poindexter moved diat the house do come to

the following resolution:

Resolved, That the president of the United States

be requested to inform the house whether any ne-

gociation is now pending between the United States
and Spain, or any other power, respecting the
claim of the United States to that tract of country
of which possession was taken by virtue of the pre-
sident's proclamation, bearing date the 27th day of

October, 1810; and also whether he is possessed of

any information which in his opinion requires that
the legislative authority of congress over said coun-

try should be suspended with a view to future ne-

gocialion on that subject.
This resolution was ordered to lie on the table.

INDIANA TERRITORY.
Mr. Jennings moved that the house do

(
come to

the following resolution:

Resolved, That the president cf the United States
be requested to cause to be laid before the house any
additional information, verbal or otherwise, which
he may have received relative and important to the

public situation of the Indiana territory which may
not be improper to be communicated.
The resolution was read and also ordered to lie

on the table.

Mr Stow moved that the house do come to the

following resolution:

Resolved, That should, a war ensue between the
United States and Great Britain, it would be ex-

pedient to provide by law a bounty to impressed
American seamen and their associates for each
British ship of war which they may capture and
bivng into un American port.

This resolution was read and referred to a com-
mittee of the whole house on the 1st Monday in

February next
The house resolved itself into a committee of the

whole on the bill to continue in force for a further

time the first section of an act entitled "An act

further to protect the commerce and seamen of

the United States against the Barbary powers;" and
after some tune spent therein, Mr. Speaker resum-
ed the chair, and Mr. Basset reported that the

committee had, according to order, had the said -

bill under consideration and made no amendment
thereto. The bill was ordered to be read the third

time on Friday next.

Mr- Poindexter moved that the house do come to

the following resolution:

Resolved, That the committee of ways and means
be instructed to enquire into the expediency of pro-

hibiting by law, the corporation ofthe city of New-
Orleans from exacting any tax or duty on vessels,

boats or other craft, descending the river Missis-

sippi, having on board articles the growth or manu-
facture of the United States, or such articles of

foreign growth or manufacture as have been regu-

larly imported into the United States.

This resolution was read, and the further consi-

deration thereof postponed until the first Monday
in February next.

The speaker presented the petition of the legisla-
ture of the Indiana territory, praying that a grant
of land may be made to every officer and soldier

who served in the late expedition under governor
Harrison against the hostile Indians; and that a

similar grant may be made to the heirs of those

who were killed in the action of the 7th ultimo.

The speaker also presented the petition of a com-
mittee appointed for that purpose at a meeting of

the officers and privates of the several militia corps
of Knox county, Indiana territory, who served in

the campaign under governor Harrison "praying
that grants of land may be made to the heirs of

such officers and soldiers as fell in the action ofthe

7th ult. and that compensation may fee made for

horses and other pi*trpe44y-t±navoidably lost or de-

stroyed in said action;" which two petitions were
referred to the committee appointed on the 19th

inst. on the message from the president of the

United States transmitting letters from governor
Harrison relative to that action.

The bill from the senate authorising the president
of the United States to raise certain companies of

Rangers for the protection of the. frontier of the

United States, was read the first time, and on mo-
tion was read the second time and referred to the

committee appointed on that part of the president's

message which relates to filling the ranks and pro-

longing the enlistment of the regular troops and to

an auxilliary military force.

And the house adjourned over to Thursday. See

page 312.

Miscellaneous.

Two societies of rural and domestic economy have

been formed in Norway, one at Christiana, the

other at Asker. Each of them proposes premiums
and publishes essays on subjects analogous to the

purpose of their institution. The typographical
society of Christiana, has lately been re-organized,
and hap resumed its labours. The former number of

93 members is increased by 24 in Norway and 25

'.n Denmark.
Gbeece.—The Ionian Academy, established at

Corfu, has offered a prize of 600 francs, for the best
,

dissertation on the means of rendering the. potatoe
abundant in that island, in the shortest possible

time, and also of producing' an increase of grain.
The memoirs may be written in Italian, Latin,

Greek or French.
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their whole
strength

has been extracted. With the

liquor thus run off the second vat should be filled,

and the same process repeated until they ley has

acquired proof strength.* It may then be put away

in cisterns as ready "for the last process, or that ot

'evaporation.
There are various modes of subjecting the liquor

to this operation according to the convenience of

the manufacturer. B\r some they ley is evaporated
in ron crucibles almost to dryness and the residuum

subjected to the action of an intense heat until it be-

comes liqu fied, the melted salt is then poured upon
iron plates to chrystalize, and the work is finished.

But the evaporation of the ley and theliquification
of the salt may be done at once by means of a fur-

nace properly contrived and heated. It should be

heated almost to a white heat, and preserved as

nearly as possible at the same temperature during
the whole continuance of the process. It is to a

want of attention in this particular that many of the

v: ieties in the quality of the potash, are to be at-

tributed. The furnace being brought to this degree
of heat, they ley is poured into it from the cisterns

by means of funnels, care being ti-.ken to regulate
the stream, so as to prevent the flues or the funnels

from being choaked: an iron or brick trough should
be made leading from the furnace to receive the

product. In about an hour the potash will issue

out in a red hot stream, and if care be taken to pack
i way in close cases as soon as it is cold, without

any admixture of clay, l,me, gravel, &c. there can
be no doubt of its being as pure as the nature of the

substance will admit.

The appearances even of the best potash are so

various that is difficult to judge of its quality from
that alone. Il is considered impure if it have a

honey-comb appearance or an acid taste. That
which is white or cream colored, and has crystali-
zed in small round grains, is esteemed the best.

Besides Ihe innumerable uses to which this im-

portant article his been applied, as well in medicine
as in various trades, it has been discovered to pos-
sess (he remarkable property ofextinguishing flame
in the most speedy and effectual manner, and for

this purpose has been successfully used in some
parts of England to extinguish burning houses, a

quantity of it being dissolved in the water with
which the fire engines are charged.

the introduction of anew stockingframe, calculated
to lessen the employ of the weavers!—The king of

England still lived, but was very ill—the pi ince

regent had strained his ancle, and was confined to

his room. It is said the orders in council are be-

coming very unpopular, even with some of their
warmest, original advocates, and it is expected,when
the prince regent receives full powers, that they will
be abrogated. There is nothing of interest from
the continent; a rising of the people in Dalmatia
and Istria, is reported. A new ministry in England
is confidently spoken of. Lords Grey, Holland,
Lauderdale, and Lansdowne, are to go into the
council—Mr. Tierney to be chancellor of the ex-

chequer; lord Erskine, lord chancellor; Mr. Sheri-

dan paymaster of the navy, &.c.—The following cu-
rious article is from a late Irish paper:

"Things still continue in an unsatisfactory
state," to use a phrase of Mr. Pitt's, between the
British Islands and their former colonies. There
have been recent arrivals which speak of the most
deadly animosity having been excited between the
rival factions. The federalists, among whom are
included the friends of England, are losing ground,
and the democrats, at the head of whom is Madi-
son, president, are described as lords of the ascen-
dant. In the mean time nothing is done. Every
arrangement waits for the meeting of congress for
a legal sanction—of course we shall next have to
record the enactment of a non-intercourse law.

It is believed throughout the western country that
the British are chiefly to blame for the conduct
of the Indians. What leads to this opinion is the

frequent excitements the savages have received to
commit war upon us from the"agents of his "most
gracious majesty," and a knowledge of the fact,
that after the battle on the Wabash,*fifty fusees and
rifles, with the famous stamp of Ketland & co. to all

appearance new, were picked up—and the powder
taken was also pronounced to be "fine English glaz-
ed powder." Further, certain deputations from the
northern tribes lately visited the southern Indians,
to induce them to unbury the tomahawk—the de-

puties were armed with new English muskets. It

appears, however, they were unsuccessful; though,
it is said, the Chickasaws have risen for the purpose
of opposing the troops of the United States, who
are directed to cut a road through tlie country of
the Creeks. In such a state of things it is conso-

latory to reflect, that our affairs are committed to
the direction of that faithful veteran, col. Hawkins;
whose active benevolence has secured the attach-
ment of the red people as well as the admiration of
the White, and on whose experience and firmness
we may rely in any emergency.
The following extracts of a letter from gov. Harri-

son, to col. John M. Scott, of Frankfort, Ken.
as published in the Western "Argus" of the 11th
inst. corroborates, and shews additional causes

why the above opinion is entertained:

"Vixcexses, Dec. 2, 1811.

"Even in the event of a war with Great Britain,.
I think that the Indians will now remain neutral—
they have witnessed the inefficacy of British assist-
ance—for that assistance has been afforded in as am-
ple a manner as it could have been, if war had actu-

ally prevailed between us and that power. Within
the last three months, the whole of the Indians on
this frontier, have been completely armed and equip-
ped out of the king's stores at Ma/den. Indeed they
were much better armed than the greater part oi'rrn

troops; every Indian was provided with a gun,some serious riots at Nottingham, occasioned ty 1
scalping- knife, tomahawk- and war club, and 'most

* This is ascertained by weight, in the following
manner: take a vial which will exactly hold a four
ounce measure of water; having first ascertained
the weight of the vial, fill it with water and weigh
that also: divide the we:ght of the water into 128
equal parts, each of which is a caract—thus 1-63
of the whole weight would be two caracts 1-32
4 caracts, Sec. Ley that weighs 18 caracts is suffi-

ciently strong for evaporation. The strength may
be tried also by means of a fresh egg, which will
swim on the surface of strong ley, and sink in what
is too weak for use.

The Chronicle.

Baltimore, December 28.
The ship Pacific, whose speedy passage to Eng-

land was noted in our last, has returned to New-
York in 27 days, bringing London papers to the
19th of last month. Their contents do not appear
important. The price of grain is on the advance
in all parts of the united kingdom, and petitions
were preparing to prevent its distillation. A consi-
derable scarcity is apprehended. There had been
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of them with a spear
—whilst the gTeater part of the

riflemen had no other weapon than their rifle. The

Indians, had moreover, an ample supply of the hest

British glazed powder—some of their guns had

been sent to them so short a time before the action,

that they were not divested of the list covering in

which they are imported."
"After the battle on the Wabash, (says the Ken-

tucky Gazette,) governor Harrison buried 50 or 60

dead, upon the field—and we understand the In-

dians returned in a few days after his departure and

took them up, scalped them and left them on the

oTound, and then interred their own killed in the

graves."
The destructive war, heretofore noticed, rages

With additional force in many parts of Spain. The

most important event that has lately occurred is the

surrender of Saguntum to the French, under mar-

shal Suchet. The allies made an attempt to relieve

the place, but were defeated with great loss, the

French taking 4,639 prisoners. Saguntum surren-

dered the day after the battle, which added 2,580

prisoners; the whole, 7,211 in number, were march-

ed into France. The loss of the French is official-

ly stated to be only 128 killed and 596 wounded. A
body of 10,000 French troops are in the neighbor-
hood of Algesiras.
That famous outcast, Aaron Burr, is in England
American Manufactures.

—The following resolu-

tion passed the senate of this state, on the 30th

March, 1811, and was agreed to by the assembly.
—

It is published, in order that the members of the le-

gislature, who are to assemble at Albany on the last

Tuesday of January, may be seasonably apprised of

it, and regulate themselves accordingly.
On motion of Mr. Clinton,

Resoh>ed, (if the honorable the assembly concur

therein) that it be recommended to the members of

the legislature, to appear at the next session in

clothes of American manufacture. N.Y. Mer.Adv.

The legislature of Kentucky convened on the 2d

inst. John Simpson, Esq. was unanimously elected

speaker of the house of representatives. The se-

nate formed a quorum on the same day, when go-

vernor Scott delivered an excellent and highly spi-

rited communication—to appear in itscourse.

By -way ofLondon we first learn the important in-

telligence that the yellow fever prevailed in Phila-

delphia a short time ago. The despatches carried

to England from their minister in this country, by
the messenger, Mr. Proudman, were well fumigated!

Canal navigation.
—The locks and canals from

Concord to Boston now being nearly complete, we
have been informed that the agent for the Middle-

sex canal has contracted for a steam boat, upon a

plan peculiar to canal navigation. It is contem-

plated that this boat will propel, by the powers of

steam, four other boats of forty tons each, at the

rate of eight miles an hour. The boats will proba-

bly be in readiness to ply the Merrimack the ensu-

ing spring
—Such a project cannot fail to be ofgreat

importance to this town and the circumjacent

country. JV*. H. Patriot.

London, November 15.

Ex officio informations, those dreadful instru-

ments of power in the hands of an attorney gene-

ral, the indiscriminate use of which was lately dis-

couraged by the English court of king's bench,

appear to be the order of the day in Ireland. We
announced on Saturday, that the Irish attorney ge-
neral had filed information, ex officio, against the

earl of Fingall, and the proprietors of two of the

Dublin newspapers. To theso-we have this day to

add several other persons, making the following
list, viz:

The earl of Fingall for presiding at an aggregate
meeting at Fishamble street, on the 9th of JulyThe earl of Fingall (again) for presiding at a Ca-
tholic meeting in Navan, for the purpose of ap-
pointing delegates for the county of Meath, on the
29th of August. The honorable T. Barnewall, for

assisting at said meeting; the honorable Patrick
Barnewall for a like offence; the honorable Rich-
ard Barnewall; fhe honorable Joseph Barnewail
for the same; Philip Whitefield Harvey, Esq. pro.
prietor of the Freeman's Journal, for publishing the
Catholic proceedings on the 1st of August; Tho.
mas Townsend, Esq. barrister at law, propretor of
The Correspondent, for publishing the same pro*
ceedings.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

Thursday, Dec. 26.—Mr. Reed presented two pe.
titions of certain merchants of Salem, stating that
their vessels and cargoes, sent to Naples after

the issuing of the president's proclamation of Nov.
2, 1810, were there confiscated and sold under the
Berlin and Milan decrees, and praying relief. Re-
ferred.

Mr. Porter, from the committee of foreign re-

lations, reported a bill authorising the president to

accept and organize certain military corps [not ex-

ceeding 50,000.] The bill was twice read and refer-

red to the committee of the whole for Monday next.
Mr. Bibb offered the following resolution, which

was adopted:
—Resolved, That the secretary of the

navy be directed to lay before this house a state-
ment of the vessels belonging to the navv of the
United States which have been repaired since the

year 1801, specifying the time when they were re-

paired, and the cost.

The house went into a committee of the whole,
Mr. Nelson in the chair, on a report of the commit-
tee of claims unfavorable to a certain petitioner,
because barred by the statutes of limitation. The
debate involved the expediency or inexpediency of

suspending or repealing those statutes. The com-'
mittee rose without deciding, reported progress,
and had leave to sit again.
Mr. Gholson submitted the following resolution.

Resolved, That the committee ofclaims be instruct-

ed to enquire into the justice of all revolutionary
claims, notwithstanding they may be barred by the
statutes of limitation. Laid on the table.

Adjourned at 3 o'clock.

Erratum. In the census of Maryland, for

"4104 free whites" in the Eastern precincts of

Baltimore, read 3102. From a supplementary re-

turn it appears, that the population of Harford

county in 1800, was, free -whiles, 15,477-^slaves,
1344-Ltotai,, 17,626.

Next week, by the aid of a supplement, we shall

dispose of some ofour stock of manuscripts.
CC_f The first four numbers of the Register were

forwarded a few days ago to such ofour subscribers

as had notbeen furnished with them. If any have
been neglected (which we believe is not the case) 3-

notice of it will be thankfully received.

%* As, according to the terms of subscription,
our patrons are now considered as for one year

—
new subscribers for a less period cannot be received.

The effect would be to render our files incomplete,
and do more harm than good; as well as give an

imperfect work to the person so subscribing. Netf
subscribers will h* furnished from the beginning
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Mr. Grundy's Speech,
IS THE HOUSE Or KEPRKIBNTATtVES, OS THE
report of rsa coaunTTBH of foueiun ke-
LATlO.VS.

Mr. Speaker, I did not expect that the gentle-man from Virginia (Mr. Randolph) would liave
made aay enquiries into the motives or objects of
that committee, of which he himself was a member.
He, sir, attended faithfully to his duty, and witness-
ed every step the committee took, lie also saw the
report before it was made to this house, and must
have heard the exposition of our ulterior measures,
ts explained by our chairman. Why, then, sir,
shall he now affect not to understand us? Our ob-

ject, by those who will listen, shall not be misun-
derstood. And, Mr. Speaker, as I have no politi-
cal secrets, I feel no hesitation in declaring to you,
to this house, and to the nation, the view I have
taken of the subject. But before I do this, it is due
to the committee that an explanation of their eon-
duct should take place.
So soon as the committee on our foreign relations

was appointed, we' were forcibly impressed with the
serious and highly responsible station you had as-

signed his; to that committee, consisting of nine
members only, were not only the eyes of this house
but of the nation turned, and from us, in this the
most troubled season our world has ever known,
was it expected, that a course of measures would
be recommended, calculated to protect the interests

can members—and although what I am about to Bay

might be deemed impolitic on ordinary subjects of

legislation, yet, at this time, and on tuis occasion,
it would be Criminal to couceal a single though".
which might influence their determination. We
should now, Mr. Speaker, forget little party ani-

mosities, we should mingle minds freely, and, as
far as we are able, commune with the understand-

ings of eaah other; and, the dacisioa once made, let
us become one people, and present an undivided
front to the enemies of our country.

Kepublicans should never forget that seme years
ago a set of men of different politics held the reiiu
of this government, ami drove the car of state;

they were charged with being fri*»dly to standing
1

armies in times of peace, and favorable to expensive
establishments; not for the purpose of opposing
foreign enemies, but to encourage executive patron-
age, and to bring these forces to operate upon thvj

people themselves. These measures alarmed the
republicans; they remonstrated, they clamored,
thay appealed to the people, and by a national sen-
tence., the men then in pow«r were taken down
from their high places, and republican me* were
put in their seats.

If your minds are resolved on war, you are con-
sistent, you are right, you are still republicans;
but if you are not resolved, pause and reflect, ibr
should this resolution pass, and you then become
faint hearted, remember that you have abandoned

of seven millions of people. Under this impression, >
r°ur old principles, and trod in the paths of your

Mr. Speaker, we deemed it a duty to take time for processors,
deliberation: wethnucrhtithfH-pi.tr. #»nfr.iint/»i.tK» According todeliberation; we thought it better to encounter the

charge of having acted in a tardy and dilatory way,
than to take a rash step, by which this nation might
he plunged into difficulties, from which it could
not be

easily extricated. We therefore took the

necessary time to weigh the arguments both for and
against the measures we have recommended; and
as far as we were able,we surveyed the consequences
which were to follow from the course we proposed. f

rataer tnan be deserted whj
We foresaw, Mr. Speaker, that our countrymen /

tue storm thickens upon us
Were to fall in ihr* ,n,„i;t.,tt.) «„..«.„<- „...! *<._... nnu:„ „J :..:__ i i

ccording to my view ofthis subject, Mr. Speak-
er, we now stand on the bank; one movement
more, the rubicon is passed, we are in Italy, and We
must march to Kerns.

_

As a member of the committee, I feel no hesita-
tion in saying, that it' there be a member here, not
determined to go with us, to the extent of our
measures; I prefer now to take my leave of him,
rather than be deserted when the cl#uds darken^ and

were to fall in the meditated conflict, and that
American blood was to stream afresh. Nor were
we unmindful of the expenditure of public treasure.
And, sir, what cost me more reflection than evejy
thing else was the new test to which we are to put
this government. We are about to ascertain by
actual experiment how far our republican institu-
tions are calculated to stand the shock of war, and
whether, after foreign danger has disappeared, we
can again assume our peaceful attitude, without
endangering the liberties of the people.
Against these considerations, weighty in them-

selves, your committee felt themselves constrained
Y> ileciue, influenced by existing circumstances of
a charaoter too imperious to be resisted; these Iwul enumerate before I sit down. My business at

Lltl
t

,°.,
ad,l

l
oss a Particular portion of theprim ».< this hsvuc-I mean, sir, the reouhli-

This admonition I owed to candor—I have paid
it, not because I doubted; my purpose i3 settled,

my mind reposes upon it—I may be in an error it

I am, I hope my country will forgive me—From
my God I shall never need it, because he knows
the purity of my motives.

I will now state the reasons which influenced the
committee, in recommending the measures now be .

fore us.

It is not the carrying trade, properly so called,
about which this nation and Great Britain, are ai
present contending: Were this the only questionnow under consideration, I should feel «great un-
willingness (however clear our claim might be) fr
involve the nation in war, for the assertion of a
right, in the enjoymnnt of which the community at
large are not more deeply concerned. The true
ques tkm in 0» ntfcversy, is of a very diftorCht <*h;r.'

S •.'"
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racter; if involves the interest of thie whole nation:

K is the right of exporting the productions of our

own soil and industry to foreign markets. Sir, our

vessels are now captured when destined to the ports

of France, and condemned by the British courts

of admiralty, without even the pretext of having on

board contraband of war, enemies property, or

having in any other respect violated the laws of

nations. These depredations on our lawful com-

merce, under whatever ostensible pretence com-

mitted, are not to be traced to any maxims or rules

of public law, but to the maritime supremacy, and

pride of the British nation. This hostile and un-

just policy of that country towards us, is not to be

wondered at, when we recollect that the United

States ire already the second commercial nation in

the world. The rapid growth of our commercial

importance, has not only awakened the jealousy of

the commercial interests of Great Britain, but her

statesmen, no doubt, anticipate with deep concern

^he maritime greatness of this republic.
The unjust and unprecedented demands now

made by Great Britain, that we shall cause the

markets of the continent to be opened to her manu-

factures, fullyjustihes the views I have suggested.

That we as a neutral nation should interfere be-

tween belligerents in their municipal regulations,
will not be contended for by any one. From the

course pursued by that nation for some years past, it

evidently appears, that neither public law nor jus-

tice, but power alone, is made by her the test of

maritime rights.

What, Mr. Speaker, are we now called on to de-

cide? It is whether we will resist by force, this

attempt made by that government, to subject our

maritime rights to the arbitrary and capricious rule

of her will; for my part I am not prepared to say,

that this country shall submit to have her commerce
interdicted or regulated, by any foreign nation.—
Sir, 1 prefer war to submission.

Over and above these unjust pretensions of the

British government, for many years past they have
been in the practice of impressing our seamen
from merchant vessels; this unjust and lawless in-

vasion of personal liberty, calls loudly for the inter-

position of this government. To those better ac-

quainted with the facts in relation to it, I leave it

to fill up the picture. My mind is irresistibly drawn
to the West.

Although others may not strongly feel the bear-

ing which the late transactions in that quarter have
on this subject, upon my mind they have great in-

fluence. It cannot be believed by any man who
will reflect, that, the savage tribes, uninfluenced by
odier powers, would think of making war on the
"United S bates. They understand too well their own
weakness, and our strength; They liave already
felt the weight of our arms; the}- know they hold the"

VeVy soil on which they live as tenants at sufferance.

'How, then, sir, are we to account for their late

conduct? In one way only: some powerful nation

must have intrigued with them, and turned their

peaceful disposition towards us into hostilities.—
Great Britain alone, has intercourse with those
northern tribes; I therefore infer, that if British

gold lias not been employed, their baubles and
t;i:ikets, and the premise of a support and ofa place
or" refuge if needful have had their effect.

U I arw right it) this conjecture, war is not to
commence by sea or land, it is already begun; and
Mime of the richest blood of our country has already
been shed; yes, ?.Ir. Speaker, in one individual
has fallen, the honest man, the orator., and the I

soldier. That he loved his Country none can doubt—he died to preserve its honor and its fame I

mean the late commander of the cavalry; you, sir,
who have often measured your strength with his, in

forensic debate, can attest that he in a good degree,
was the pride of the western country, and Kentuc-

ky claimed him as a favorite son. l?or his Iojs,
with those who fell by his iide, the whole western

country is ready to march; they only wait for our

permission; and, sir, war once declared; I pledge
myself tor my people

—
they will avenge the deat.^

of their brethren.

Another consideration drawn from our past con-

duct demands the course we have proposed. In the

year 1808, congress declared thai this nation had
but three alternatives laic; war, embargo or sub-

mission; since that time no advantageous change
has- taken place in o.ur foreign relations; we. now
have no embargo, we have not. declared war; T

then say it, with 'humiliation produced by the de-

gradation of my country, we have submitted. Mr.

Speaker, I derive no pleasure from speaking in this

way of my country, but it is true, an^ however,

painful the truth may be, it should be told.

Another reason operates on my mind; we stand

pledged to the French nation to continue in force
our non importation law against Great Britain; .

without a violation of national faith we cannot re-

peal it. What effects is the operation of this law

producing? It is demoralizing our citizens; men
of commercial habits cannot easily change their,

course of life; those who have lived in affluence and
ease cannot consent to beg for bread. No, sirt

they will violate this law, they will smuggle: and,
sir, in politics, as in private life, if you wish men
to remain virtuous, lead them not into temptation.

This restrictive system operates unequally; some

parts of the union enjoy the same advantages which

they possessed when no difficulties attended our

foreign relations; others suffer extremely. Ask the
northern man, and he will tell yuu any state of

things is better than the present; enquire of the
western people why their crops are not equal to

what they were in former years; they will answer
that industry has no stimulus left, since, their sur-

plus products have no markets; notwithstanding
those objections to the present restrictive system,
we are bound to retain it—This, and our plighted
faith to the French government, have tied the gor-
dian knot; we cannot untie it; we can cut it with
the sword.

This war, if carried on successfully, will have

its advantages
—We shall drive the British from our

continent—they will no longer hpve an opportunity
of intriguing with our Indian neighbors, and setting
on the ruthless savage to tomahawk our women
and children—That nation will lose her Canadian

trade, and by having no resting place in this country
her means of annoying us will be diminished. The
idea 1 am now about to advance is at war, 1 know,
with the sentiments of the gentleman from Virgi-

nia; I am willing to reoeive the Canadians as adopt-
ed brethren; it will have beneficial political effects;

it will preserve the equilibrium of the government.
Wheit Louisiana shall be fully peopled,- the north-

ern states will lose their power; they will be at the

discretion of others; they can be dep ressed at plea-

sure, and then this union might be endangered—f-

therefore feel anxious not only to add the Flori Irs

to the south, but the (Janadas to the north of this

empire.
To you, Mr. Speaker, and to the members of

this house, my thanks are due, for the very patient

attention you have paid to my -embarrassed remarks-
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all human temptation. Where now is the revolut?

onary liero to uiiiiiii
_,
on are ab.ni to confide this

sacred trust?— to whom will you confide the fthArge
of

Leading the flower of our jouth to the heights of
Abraham? Will you ii;:d him in the person of an
acquitted felon-

1 What! then you were unwiiii; ,g
to vote an army where such men as bad been nam, d
held high command! when Washington himse f
was at the head—did you then shew such rel ,c-

vance, feej such scruples; and are you now noth g
loth, tearless of every consequence! Will you .v
that your provocations were less then than no

j
When your direct commerce was interdicted, yo ..-

ambassadors hootedwuh derision from the French
court—tribute demanded—actual war wagid ttpoa
you.

Those who opposed the army tlien, werfe indeed
denounced as the purtizahs of France; as the sam<2
men—some of them at least—are now held up as

ties o f England: those firm and undevia-

Mr. Randolph's Speech
ox toe second resolution ri:"orteu bt the

committee of foSeioN relations.

Tuesday, Jh-cember 10.—The order of the day

tfcing called for, the speaker observed, that the

gentleman from \ irgini.i on the right of the chair

v as entitled to the floor.

Mr. Kandolph said that if any other gentleman
had any observations to make on the question, lie

would "feel obliged to him if he would offer them;

as he was much exhausted by the fatigues of the

morning, and would be glad of a little time to re-

cruit his wasted strength and spirits
—After a

considerable pause no gentleman having manifest-

ed a disposition to speak,

Mk. JUxDOtra rose. He expressed his sense

of the motive which had induced the gentleman

fcom Tennessee (Mr. Grundy) to move the adjourn-

ment yesterday, and of the politeness of die nouse

in "-ranting it;' at the same time declaring, that m

point of fact lie had little cause to be thankful for

the f.vor, well intended as he knew it to have been

—since he felt himself even less capable of proceed-

in"- with Ids argument, than he had been on the

jprecediug day

It was a question, as it had been presented to

the house, of p*ace or wau. In that light i

had been argued; in no other fight could he consider

it, after the declarations Biade by members of the

Committee of foreign relations. Without intending

any disrespect to the chair, he must be per-

mitted to say, that if the decision yesterday was

correct, "that it was not in order to advance any

arguments against the resolution, drawn from topics

before other committees of the house"—the whole

debate, nay, the report itself on which they were

acting, was disorderly; since the increase of the

military force was a subject at that iirtie in agitation

by the' select committee raised on that branch ot

the president's message.
But it was impossible that

the discussion of a question broad as the wide ocean

of our foreign concerns—involving every considera-

tion of interest, of right, of happiness
and of safety

at home—touching, in every point, all that was dear

to freemen "their lives, their fortunes and their

sacred honor!" could be tied down by the narrow

rules of technical routine. The committee of fo-

reign relations had indeed decided that the subject

of arming the militia (which he had pressed upon
them as indispensible io the public security) did noi,

come within the scope oftheir authority. On what

ground, he had been and still was unable to see,

they had felt themselves authorised (when that sub-

ject Was before another committee) to recommend

the raising of standing armies, with a view (as had

been declared) of immediate war.—a war not ot.

defence, butot conquest, of aggrandisement of am-

bition: a war foreign to the interests of this coun-

try, to the interests of humanity itself.

He knew not how gentlemen calling thems eles

republicans, could advocate such a war. "What

was their doctrine in 1F98—9, when the command
of the army, that highest of all possible trusts in

any government, be the form what it may—was

reposed in the bosom of the father of his country!—the sanctuary of a nation's love—the only hope
that never came in vain! When other worthies of

the revolution! Hamilton, Pinkuey and the young-
er Washington, men of tried patriotism, of approv- of differences have not had a satisfactory issue-

ed conduct and valor, of untarnished honor, held Spoliations during the former war, for which sl>

subordinate

the advoc

tfrigvepublicaos, Who then dared, and now dare, fu-

eling to the ark oi'the constitution, to defend it even
at the expence oftheir fame, rather than surrender
themselves to the wild projects' of mud ambition.—
I'here was a fatality attending plenitude of pbw.er
Soon or late, some mania seizeSTUport its possessors—

they fall from the dix.zy height through the gid-
Jiiiess of their own heads. Lake a vast estate,

neaped up by the labor and industry ofonetnan,-
.vhich seldom survives the third generation.

—Pow
er gained b patient assiduity, by a faithful and re-

gular discharge of its attendant duties, soon g^tr.
above its own origin. Intoxicated with their own
greatness the federal party fell. Will not tiie same
caution produce the same effects now, as then? Sir,

you may raise this army, von may build up this va.t
structure of patronage, this mighty apparatus of
favoritism? but—"lay not the flattering ujietion to

your souls"—you will never live to enjoy the suc-
cession. Jfousjgn your political death warrant.

Mr. R. here adverted to the provocation to hos-

tilities from shotting up the Mississippi by Spain
i

i

command under him. Republicans
were then unwilling to trust a standingarmy even
r-o his hands who hj.a given prep'' thai he was above} yonrS iilfcrthtg other d5irrrs v

':

n 1803—but more fully to the conduct ofthe house

n 1895—6, under the strongest o fall imaginable pro-

vocations to war—the actual invasion of our coun-

try. He read various passages from the president^

public message of December 3, 1805.

"Our coasts have been infested and our harbors

watched by private armed vessels; seme of them

vithoutcommissions,some with illegal commissions,
ithers with those of legal form, but committing acts

beyond the authority
of their commissions."--

[These Mr. R. stated to have been Spanish and

French corsairs, fitted out chiefly in the western

ports of Cuba—the English cruizers complained of

in the same message, having regular commis-

sions and earning their prizes into port for adjudi-

cation ] "They have captured In the very entrance

of our harbours, as well as on the high seas, not

only the vessels of our friends coming to trade with

us, but our own also. They have carried them off

under pretence of legal adjudication,
but not daring

to approach a court of justice, they have plundered
and stink, them by the way, or in obscure places,

where no evidence could arise against them; mal-

treated the crews, and abandoned them in the open

sea, or on desert shores, without food or covering.

"With Spain our n emaciations for a settlement.

poliations during the former war, for whicii she

had formerlv acknowledged herself responsible
have b^ep. refused to be compeniated but on crmdi-

£<js FeerfPh
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Spoliations carried into Spanish ports] "in no wi«e

connected with them. Yet the same practices are

renewed in the present war,and are already of great
amount. On the Mobile, our commerce passing

through that river, continues to be obstructed by

arbitrary duties and vexatious searches. Proposi-
tions for adjusting amieably the boundaries of Loui-
siana have not been acceded to. While however
the right is unsettled, we have avoided changing
the state of things, by taking new posts or strength-

ening ourselves in the disputed territories, in the

hope that the other power would not, by a contrary
conduct oblige us to meet their example, and en-

danger conflicts of authority, the issue of which

may not be easily controled. But in this hope we
have now reason to lessen our confidence. Inroads
have been recently made in the territories of Or-
leans and the Mississippi."

—[Bourbon county—
part of the state of Georgia

—ot the good old thir-

teen states!] "Our citizens have been seized, and
their property plundered, in the very ports of the
former which had been actually delivered up bv
Spain, and this bv the regular officers and sol-

diers of that government. I have therefore found it

necessary to give orders to our troops on that fron-
tier to be in readiness to protect our citizens, and
repel by arms any similar aggressions in future."

Mr. R. said that on the 6th of December (three
days afterwards) a secret message was received from
the president, which was referred to a committee of
which it was his fate to be chairman. Its com-
plexion might be gathered from ihe report upon it,

forthe message itself is notinsertedin thesecretjour-
rial,sincc ordered to be printed. lie read the report.
"The committee have beheld, with just indigna-

tion, the hostflesph-it manifested by the court of
Madrid towards the government of the United
States, in withholding the ratification of its conven
tion with us, although sighed by its own minister,
iinder the eye ftf his sovereign, unless with altera-
tions of its terms, affecting claims of the United
States, Which, by the express conditions of the in-

strument itselfWere reserved for future discussion;
In piratical depredations upon our fair commerce;
in obstructing the navigation of the Mobile; in re-

fusing to come to any fair and amicable adjustment
of the boundaries of Louisiana; and in a daring vio-

lation, by persons acting under the authority of
Spain, and,no doubt apprised of Iter sentiments and
views of our undisputed limits, which she had so

solemnly recognized by treaty.
"To a government having interests distinct from

those if its people, and disregarding their welfare,
here is ample cause for a formal declaration of war,
ort the part of the United States, and such, did they
obey Ihe impulse oftheir feelings alone, is the course
which the committee. would not hesitate to recom-
mend: but a government identified with its citi-

zens, too fir removed from the powerful nations of
the earth for its safety to be endangered by their hos-

tility, peace must always be desirable, so long as it

is compatible with the honor' and interests of the

community.
"Whilst the United States continue burthencd

wirh a debt which annually absorbs two-thirds of
(heir revenue, and duties upon imports constitute
"ihe only resource from which that revenue can be
raised, without resorting to systems of taxation not
more ruinous and oppressive than the arc uncer-
tain and precarious, the best interests Of the union
cry aloud for peace. When that debt shall have
been discharged, and the resources of the nation

thereby liberated, then may we rationally expect to

;ais"e, even in li rife of war, the Supplies
• which our 'sioos at horn-"-.

frugal institutions require, uithoutrecurring to th.
hateful and destructive expedient of

loftiiej then
and not till then, may we bid defiance to the world.
The present moment is peculiarly auspicious for this

great and desirable work. Now, if* ever the natio. -

a) debt is to be paid by such financial arrangements
as will accelerate its extinction, by reaping the rich
harvest of neutrality, and thus providing tor tlut
diminuti >n ofrevenue which experience teacnes us
to expect on the general pacification of Europe.—
And the committee indulge a hope, that, in the

changed aspect of affairs in that quarter, Spain
will find motives for a just fulfilment of her stipula-
tions with us, and an amicable settlement of limits,

upon terms not more beneficial to the U. States than

advantageous to herself, securing to her an ample
barrier on the sideof Mexico, and to us the coutii
tries watered by the Mississippi, and to the eastward
of it. But whilst the committee perceive, in the

general uproar of Europe, a state of things peculi-
arly favorable to the peaceable pursuit of our best
interests they are neither insensible to the indignity
which has been ottered on the part of Spain, not-

unwilling to repel similar outrage. On the subject
of self-defence; when the territory of the United
States is insulted, there can be but one opinion,
whatever differences may exist on the questiou,
whether that protection which a vessel finds in our
harbors, shall be extended to her, by the nation, in

the Indian or Chinese seas! Under this impression
the committee submit the following resolution: the
annexed letter from tue secretary of war will ex-

plain why it is not more explicit.

"Resolved, That such number of troops (not ex-

ceeding ) as the president of the
United States shall deem s itfi< i It; piotect tlie

southern frontier of the United States, from Spa-
nish inroad and insult, and to chastise the same, be

immediately raised."

Mr. It. said that the peculiar situation ofthe fron-

tier, at that time insulted, had alone induced the
committee to recommend the raising of regular
troops. It was too remote from the population of
the country for the militia to act, in repelling and

chastising Spanish incursion. Mew-Orleans, and
its dependencies, were separated by a vast extentof
wilderness from the settlements of the old United

Slates; filled with a disloyal and turbulent people ali-

en to our institutions,language and inanners,und dis-

affected towards our government Little reliance

could be placed upon tbem, and it was plain, that

if "it was the intention o!" Spain to advance on our

possessions until she should be repulsed by an oppo-

sing force," that force m;:st be a regular army, un-

less we were disposed to abandon all the country-
south of Ter.nesse; that if the "protection of our

citizens and the spirit and the honor of our country-

required that ibrce should be interposed," nothing
remained but for the legislature to grant the only

practicable means, or to shrink from the most sacred

of all its duties—to abandon the soil and its inhabi-

tants to the tender mercy of hostile invaders.

Yet this report, moderate as it was, had been

deemed of too strong a character by the house. "It

was rejected; and, at the motion of a gentleman
from Massachusetts, (Mr Bidwell) who had since

taken a great f.ncy also to Canada, and marched
off' thither, in advance of the committee of fbrtig*

relations] "2:000,000 of dollars were appropriated
towards" (not in full of) "any extraordinary ex-

whk mij;nt Ij<* ir.curred in the intercoursepenSfc v. ill'.;.;• Illljill.
.

between the United States and foreign nations:" Fu

other words, to buy off. at Paris, Spanish aggrey-
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"Was tins fact given in evidence of oar impartial-

ity towards tlie belligerents? th.it to the insults and

injuries and actual invasions of one ofthem we oppo-

sed not bullets, but dollars; that to Spanish inva-

sion we opposed money, whilst for British ag-

gression on the high seas we had arms— >ffensive

war. But Spain was then shielded as well as insti-

gated, by a greater power. Hence our respect tor

her. Had we at that time aoed as weought to have

done in defence of our rights, of the v.Uale solum

itself, we should (lie felt confident) have avoided

that series of insult, disgrace and injury, which

had been poured out upon us in long unbroken

succession. We would not then raise a small regu-

lar force for a country, where the militia could not

act, to defend our own territory; now, we are wil-

ling to lew a great army, for great it must be to

accomplish the proposed object, for a war ef con-

quest and ambition—and this, too at the veryat the

of the strongestentrance of the "Northern Hive

part of the Union.

An insinuation had fallen from the gentleman from

Tennessee, (Mr. Grundy) that Relate massacre of

our brethren on the.Wabash had been instigated by
the British government. Has the president given

any such information? has the gentleman received

any such, even informally, from any officer of this

government? Is it to believed by the administra-

tion? He had cause to think the contrary to be the

Fact, that such was not their opinion. This insi-

nuation was of the grossest kind—a presumption of

the most rash—the most unjustifiable. Shew but

good ground for it, be would give up the question
•it the threshold—he was ready to march to Canada.

Ii was indeed well calculated to excite the feelings of

the western people particularly, who were not quite

so tenderlv attached to our red brethren as some

modern philosophers; but it was destitute of any

foundation, beyond mere surmise and suspicion.
—

What would be thought, if, without any proof

whatsoever, a member should rise in his place and

tell us, that the massacre in Savannah, a massacre

perpetrated by civilized savages, with French com-

missions in their pockets, was excitedby the French

government? There was an easy and natural solu-

tion of the late transaction on the Wabash, in the

well known character of the aboriginal savage o!

North America, without resorting to any such mere

conjectural estimate. He was sorry to say that for

this single calamity and disgrace the house was, in

part, at least answerable. Session after session,

their table had been piled up with Indian treaties,

for which the appropriations had been voted as a

matter of course, without examination. Advan-

tage bad been taken of the spirit of the Indi.-ns;

broken by the war which ended in the treaty of

Orenvillc. Under the ascendency then acquired
over them, they had been pent up by subsequent
treaties into hooks, straightened in their quarters

by a blind cupidity, seeking to extinguish their title

to immense wildernesses—for which (possessing as

we do already, more land than we can sell or use)
we shall not have occasion, for half a century to

come. It was our own thirst for territory; our own
want of moderation, that had driven these sons of

natuieto desperation, of which we felt the effects-

Mr. Randolph, although not personally acquaint-
ed with the late col. Davies, felt, he was persuaded,
as deep and serious regret for his loss as the gentle-
rran from Tennessee himself. He knew him only

through the representation ofa friend ofthe deceased

(Mr. Rowan) sometime a member of that house:

:> man who for native force of intellect, manliness of

character, and hjjjh'sense ofhongr, was not hiferior

to any that had ever set there. With him he svm
pathised in the severest calamity that could befal a
man of his cast of character. Would to God! they
were both then on the floor. From his personal

knowledge of the one, he felt confident that he
would have his support

—and he believed, judging
of him from the representation of their common
friend, of the other also:

He could but smile at the liberality of the gentle-

man, in giving Canada to New-Yoik, in order to

strengthen the northern balance of power, while at

the same time he forwarned her that the western
scale must preponderate. Mr. R. said he could
almost fancy that he saw the capital in motion to-

wards the falls ofOhio—after a short sojourn taking
its flight to the Mississippi, and finally alighting on

Darien; which, when the gentleman's dreams are

realised, will be a most eligible seat of government
for the new republic (or empire) of the two Ameri-

cas! But it seemed that "in 1808 we talked and
acted foolishly," and to give some color of consis

tencyto that folly, we must now commit a greater.

Really he could not conceive of a weaker reason

offered in support of a present measure, than tke

justification of' a former folly. He hoped we should

act a wiser part—^takc warning by our follies, since

we had become sensible of them.and resolve to talk

and act foolishly no more. It was indeed high time

to give over such preposterous language and pro-

ceedings.
This war of conquest, a war for the acquisition

of territory and subj ects, is to be a new commentary
on the doctrine that republics are destitute of ambi-

tion-—they are addicted to peace, wedded to the hap-

piness and safety 'of the great body of their people.
But it seems this is to be a holiday campaign—there

is to be no expence of blood, or treasure, on our

part—Canada is to conquer herself—she is to be
subdued by the principles of fraternity. The people
of that country are first to be seduced from their

allegiance, and converted into traitors as prepara-

tory to the making them good citizens. Although
he must acknowledge that some ofour flaming pa-
triots were thus manufactured, he did not think the

process would hold good with a whole community.
It was a dangerous experiment. We were to suc-

ceed in the French mode by the system o fraterni-

zation—all is French!—but how dreadfully it might
be ret orted on the southern and western sharehold-

ing states. He detested this subornation oftreason

„-No--if he must have them, let them fall by the

valor of our arms, by fair legitimate conquest; not

become the victims oftreacherous seduction.

He was not surprised at the war spirit which wa»

manifesting itself in gentlemen from the south. In

the year 1805—6, in a struggle for the carrying
trade of belligerent colonial produce, this country
had been most unwisely brought into collision with

the great powers of Europe. By a series of most

impolitic and ruinous measures utterly incompre-
hensible to every rational sober minded man, the

southern planters, by their own votes, had succeed-

ed in knocking down the price of cotton.to seven

cents, and of tobacco (a few choice crops excepted)
to nothing; and in raising the price of blankets (of

which a few would not be amiss in a Canadian

campaign), coarse woolens, and every article

of first necessity, three or four hundred per cent.

And now that by our own acts we have brought
ourselves into this unprecedented condition, we
must get out of it in any way, but by an acknow-

ledgment of our own want of wisdom and forecast.

But is war the true remedy; who will profit by it?

Saecnktofs; a 'few lnekv. merchants, who draw
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prizes in thclottery—commissioners and contractors.

Who must suffer by it? The people. It is their

blood, their taxes, that must How to support it.

But gentlemen avowed that they would not go to

war for the carrying trade—that is, few any other

but the direct export and import trade.—that which
carries our native products abroad, and bringS'back
the return cargo

—and yet they stickle for our

commercial rights, and will go to war lor them.—
life wished to know in point of principle, what
difference gentlemen could point out between the

abandonment of this or of that maritime Eight? Do

gentlemen assume the lofty port and tone oi chival-

rous redressers of maritime wrongs, and declare

their readiness to surrender every other maritime

light, provided they may remain unmolested in the

exercise of the humble privilege of carrying their

own produce abroad, and bringing back a return
-

cargo? Do you make this declaration to tiie enemy at

theoutset"? Do you state the minimum with which

you will be contented, and put it in hei-

power to

close with your proposal.- at her option; give her the

basis of a treaty ruinous and disgraced beyond

example and expression? and this too alter having
turned up your noses in disdain at the treaties oi

Mr. Jay and Mr. Monroe! Will you say to England,
"end the war when rjou please,giiv us the direct trails

fa our own produce, vie are content" Rut what will

the merchants of Salem, and Boston, and New-

York, and Philadelphia, and Baltimore, the men oi

Marblehead and Cape Cod, say to this? will they

ioin in a war professing to have for its object what

they would consider (and justly too,) as die sacri-

fice ot their maritime rights, yet affecting to be a

wax for the.protection o commerce?

Tie was gratified to find gentlemen acknowledg-

ing the demoralizing and destructive consequences
ofthe non-importation law—confessing the truth of

;ill that its opponents foretold when it was enacted:

and will you plunge yourseb/ee in war, because you
have passed a foolish'and ruinous law, and are asha-

med to repeal it?" "But our good friend the Prench

emperor stands in the way of its repeal," and as we
cannot go too far in making sacrifices to him, who
lias given such demonstration of his love for the

Americans, we must, in point of fact, become par-

ties to his war. "Who can be so cruel as to reiuse

him this favor?" His imagination shrunk from the

miseries of such a connection. He called upon the

house to reflect whether they were not about to

abandon all reclamation for the unparalleled outra-

ges "insults and injuries" of the French govern-
ment—to give up our claim for plundered millions,

and asked what reparation or atonement they could

expect to obtain in hours of future dalliance, after

they should hare made a tender of their persons
to this great deflower of the virginity of republics.
We had by our own wise (he would not say wise-

acreJ measures, so encreased the trade and wealth

of Montreal and Quebec, that at last we began to

cast a wistful eye at Canada. Having done so much
towards its improvement by the exercise of "our

i estrictive energies," we began to think the laborer

worthy of his hire, and to put in claim for our por-
tion. Suppose it ours—sire we any nearer to our

point? As his minister said to the king of Epirus

"may we not as well take our bottle of wine before
as after this exploit?" Go! march to Canada!—leave

the broad bosom of the Chesapeake and her hun-
dred tributary rivers—the whole line of sea-coast

from Machias to St. Mary's, unprotected. You have
taken Quebec—Have you conquered England? Will

you seek for the deep foundations ofher power hi the
frozen desarjs oi labnttffer:

1
*

"Her march is on the mountain wave,
Her home is on the deep!"

Will you call upon her to leave vour ports and
harbors untouched, only just till vou can return
from Canada to defend them* The coast is to be left

defenceless, whilst men ofthe interior are revellmg
in conquest and spoil. But grant for a moment,
for mere argument's sake, that in Canada vou
touched the sinews of her strength, instead of re-

moving a clog upon her resources—an incumbrance,
but one, which, from a spirit of honor, she will

vigorously: defend. In what situation would you
then place some ofthe best men of the nation? As
Chatham and Burke, and the whole band of her
patriots prayed lav her defeat in 1776, so must soi>i<*

ot the truest friends to their country deprecate the
success of our arms against the only power that
holds in check; the arcii enemy of mankind.

Mr. Randolph declared, that the committee had
outstripped the executive. In designating ijje oower
against whom this force was to be employed; as had
most unadvLuilv been done in the preamble or ma-
nuestowitb which the resolutions were prefaced;
they had not consulted the views ofthe executive;
that designation was equivalent to an abandonment
of all our claims on the French government. No
sooner was the report laid on the table, than the
vultures were Hocking round their prey, the car-
case of a great military establbhmcnt-Hiien of
tainted reputation, ot" hiv,ken fortune (if thev ever
had any) and of battered constitutions, "choise
spirits, tired ofthe dull pursuits of civil life" were
seeking after agencies and commissions; willing to
doze in gross stupidity over the public fire; to light
the public candle at both ends. Honorable men
undoubtedly there were, ready to serve their coun-

try, but what man of spirit or self respect would
accept a commission in the present army?
Tn« gentleman from Tennessee, (Mr. Grundy)

had addressed himself y&jterday exclusively to the

"Republicans of the Mouse." Mr. Randolph knew
not whether he might consider himself as entitled
to any part of the benefit ot flic honorable gentle-
man's discourse. It belonged not, however, to that

gentleman to decide. If we must have an exposition
of the doctrines of republicanism, he should re-

ceive it from the fathers ofthe church, and not
hxim the junior apprentices of the law. He should

appeal to his worthy friends from Carolina (Messrs!
Macon and Stanford) "men with whom he had men*
sured his strength," by whose side he had fought
during the reign ofterror, for it was indeed an hour
ofcorruption, of oppression, of 'pollution. It was not
at all to his taste, that sort of republicanism which
was supported on this side of the Atlantic by the
father of the sedition law, John Adams, and by
Peter Porcupine on the other. HspabUcanism! of
John Adams/ and William Cobbettf Par mobilefra-
trum, now united as in 1/98, whom the cruel walls

ofNewgate alone keep from flying into each other's

embrace—but whom, in sentiment, it is impossible
to divide! Gallant, crusaders in the holy cause of re-

publicanism! Such "republicanism does indeed

mean any tiling- or nothing."
Our people will not submit to be taxed for this

war of conquest and dominion. The government
ofthe United States was not calculated to wage
offensive foreign -war—it was instituted for the com-
mon defence and general welfare—and whosoe-
ver should embark it in a War of offence, would

put it to a test which it was by no means calculated

to endure. Make it out that Great Britain had in-

stigatad the Indians on a late occasion, and he was

ready for battle; but not for 'domLpotj. He was
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•unwilling, however, under present circumstances,

to take Canada, at ihc risk of the constitution! to

embark in a common cause with Kr.uice, and be

dragged aLthe wheels of the car of some Bfli*r or

Bonaparte. For a gentleman from Tennessae or

Geir.ie.isee, or lake Champlain, there may be some

mjtepect of advantage. Their hemp would hear a

jreatprtce by Ihe exclusion of foreign supply. In

that too the great importers were deeply interested.

The uppor country on the Hudson and the i.il::,

Wduld be enriched'by tlie supplies ibr the troops,

Which tiiej alone could furnish. They would have

the exclusive market; to say nothing of the increas-

,

ed preponderance from the acquisition of Canada

i
and that section of tlie union, which the southern

and western state:; had already felt so severely in the

apportionment bill.

•Mr. Randolph adverted to the defenceless state of

our seaports, and particularly of the Chesapeake.
A single spot only, on both shores, Slight be con-

sidered m tolerable security
—from the nature of the

;
rt and the strength of the population

—and that

.rut unhappily governed the whole state of Mary-
land His friend, the late governor of Maryland,
(Mr. Lloyd) at the very time he was bringing hii

warlike resolutions before the legislature of tlie

staie, was liable, on any night, to he taken out of

his bed and carried off-with his family, by tlie most

contemptible picaroon. Such was tlj,e situation of

many a family in Maryland and lower Virginia.
Mr. Randolph dwelt on the danger arising from

the black population, tte said lie would touch

this subject as tenderly as possible
—it was with

reluctance that he touched it at all—but in cases of

great emergency, the state physician must not be

deterred by a sickly, histericul humanity, from

probing the wound of iiis patient—he must not be

withheld by a fastidious and mistaken humanity
from representing lus true situation to his friends,

or even to the sick man himself, where the occa

sion called for it. What was the situation of the

slave holding states? During the war of tlie revo-

lution, so fixed were their habits of subordination,
that while the whole country were overrun by the

enemy, who invited them to desert, no fear was
ever entertained of an insurrection of the slaves.—
During a war of seven years, with our country in

possession of the enemy, no such danger was ever

apprehended. Hut should we therefore be unob-

servant fpeelators of the progress of society with-

in the last twenty years
—of the silent but pow-

erful change wrought by time and chance, upon
it*, composition and temper? When the fountains

of. the great deep of abomination were broken up,
even the ps>or slaves had not escaped the general

deluge. Tbv French revolution had polluted even
them. Nay, there had not been wanting men in

that house, witness their legislative legendre, the
butcher who once held a seat there, to preach upon
that floor these imprescriptible rights to a crowded
audience of black* in the galleries

—
teaching them

that they are equal to their masters; in other words,

advising them to cut their throats. Similar doc-
trines were disseminated by pedlars from New-
England and elsewhere, throughout the southern

countr)
—and masters had been found so infatuated

as by their lives and conversation, by a general
contempt of order, morality and religion, unthink-

ingly to cherish these seeds of self-destruction to

fhein and their families. What was the conse-

quence? Within the last ten years, repeated alarms
oi insurrection among the slaves—some of them
awful indeed. From the spreading* of this infernal

4octrine, the whole sonthcra country had been

i thrown into a state of insecurity. Men dead to the
! operation of moral causes, had taken away from

[tlie pool" slave his habits of loyalty and obedience
kp his master, which lightened his servitude by a
double operation; beguiling his own cares and
disarming ids masters suspicions and severity; and
now, like true empirics i,i politics, you are called

Upon to trust to the mere physical strength oi*

the fetter which holds him in bondage. You have
deprived him ofall moral restraint, you iiave tenant-
ed him to cat, of the tree of knowledge, just enough
to perfect him in wickedness; you have opened
his eyes to his nakedness ; you have armed his na-
ture against the hand that has fed, that has clothed
him, that has cherished him in sickness; that hand,,
which before he became a pupil of your school h«
had been accustomed to press with respectful affee-
• ib i. You have done all thi =—and then shew him
tiie gibbet and the wheel, as incentives to a sullen*

repugnant obedience. God forbid, sir, that the
southard states should ever see an enemy on their

shores, with these infernal principles of French
fraternity in the van. While talking of taking
C.i.iaila, some of us were shuddering for our own
safety at home; He spoke from facts, when he saict

that the night bell never tolled for fire in Richmond
that the mother did not hug the infant more closely
to her bosom- He had been a witness of spmeoT
the alarm; in die capital of Virginia.

f I j ./ had we shown our sympathy with the pa-
triots of Spain; or with her American provinces"?

By seizing oil one of them, her claim, to which we
had formerly respected, as soon as the parent eoun-

try was embroiled at home. Was it thus we yield-
ed them assistance against the arch fiend, who is

grasping at the sceptre of the civilized world. The
object of France is a3 much Spanish America as
Old Spain Herself. Much as he hated a standing
army he could almost find it in his heart to voteone^
could it be sent to the assistance of the Spanish
patriots.

Mr. Randolph then proceeded to notice the tin

just and illiberal imputation oi British attachment
,,

against certain characters in this country, some-
times insinuated in that house, but openly avowed
out of it. Against whom were these charges brought!

1

Against men who in the war of the revolution
were in the council of the nation, or fighting the
battles of your country. And by -whom, were they
made? By runaways chiefly from the British domi-

nions, since the breaking out of the French trou-
bles. He indignantly said—it is insufferable. It

cannot be borne. It must and ougiit, with severity
to be put down in this house—and out of it to meei.
the lie direct. We have no fellow feeling for the

suffering and oppressed Spaniards! Yet even tliem-

we do not reprobate. Strange! that we should
have no objection to any other people or govern-
ment, civilized or savage, in the whole world.~-
The great autocrat of all the Russias receives the

homage of our high consideration. The Dey of

Algiers and his divan of pirates are very civil, good
sort of people, with whom we find no difficulty in

maintaining the relations of peace and amity—
"Turks, Jews and Infidels," JMelimelli, or the
Little Turtle, barbarians and savages of every clime
and color, are welcome to our arms. With chiefs

of banditti, negro or mulatto, we can treat and can
tradi-. Name, however, but England, and all our

antipathies are up in arms against her. \gainst
whom? Against those whose blood runs in our
own veins; in common with whom we can claim

Shakespeare and Newton, and Chatham for our

countrymen—whose form, of government ife the
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freest o'n earth, our own only excepted
—*~fro'rti t palliate much less defend them. He well reme;h"'

whom every valuable principle of our own instku- bered flying with his mother and lier new born
tibhs has been borrowed—representation

—
jury tri-i child, from Arnold and Philips; and they had been

jj—voting- the supplies
—writs of habeas corpus

— driven by Tarlelou and other British pandours from
our wliole civil and criminal jurisprudence

—
against

our felloiv proteslants identified in blood, in language,
in religion with ourselves. In what school did the

worthies of our land, the Washington?, Henries,

Hancocks, Franklins, Itutledges of America, learn

those principles of civil libcily which were so nobly
asserted by their wisdom and valor. And Ameri-

can resistance to British usurpation had not been

more warmlv cherished by these great men and

their compatriots; not more by Washington, Han-

cock and Henry, than by Chatham and his illus-

trious associates in the British parliament. It

ought to be remembered, too, that the heart of the

English people was with us. It was a selfish and

corrupt ministry, and their servile tools, to whom
•we were not more opposed than they were. He
trusted that none such might ever exist among us,

for tools will never be wanted to subserve the pur-

posesj however ruinous or wicked, of kings and

ministci so; state.

He acknowledged the influence of a Shakespeare
and a Milton upon his imagination, of a Locke up-
on his understanding, of a Sidney upon his politi-

cal principles, of a Chatham upon qualities, which,
would to God! he possessed in common with thai

illustrious man! of a Tillotson, a Sherlock and a

Proteus, upon his religion. This was a British in-

fluence which he could never shake oft". He allow-

ed much to the just and honest prejudices growing
out of the revolution. But by whom had they been

suppressed when they ran counter to the interests

of his country? By Washington. By whom, would

you listen to them, are they most keenly felt? By fe-

lons escaped from the jails of Paris, Newgate and

Kilmainham, since the breaking out of the French

revolution; who, in this abused and insulted coun-

try; have set up for political teachers, and whose

disciples give no other proofof their progress in re-

publicanism, except a blind devotion to the most

ruthless military despotism that the world ever saw.

These arc the patriots, who scruple not to brand

with the epithet of tory the men (looking towards

the seat of col. Steuart) by whose blood your liner-

ties have been cemented. These are they, who hold

in such keen remembrance the outrages of the Bri-

tish armies, from which many of them were desert-

ers. Ask these self-styled patriots where they were

during the American war [tor they are for the mos>

old enough to have borne arms] and you strike them
dumb—their lips are closed in eternal silence. Ii

it were allowable to entertain partialities; every con-

sideration of blood, language, religion and interest

would incline us towards England; and yet, shall

they alone be extended to France and her ruler,

whom we are bound to believe a chastening God
suffers as the scourge of a guilty world! On all othei

nations he tramples
—lie holds them in contempt—

England alone he hates—he would, but he cannot

despise tier—fear cannot despise
—and shall we dis-

parage our ancestors? shall we bastardize ourselves

by placing them even below the brigands of St.

Domingo? with whom Mr. Adams had negociated
a sort of treat}', for which he ought to have been
and would have been impeached, if the people had
not previously passed sentence of disqualification
for their service upon him. This antipathy to ah
that is English must be fc'reach.

But the outrages and injuries of England: Bred; with aTl \^come f i;, r y 2
Vpm tae

prmcij3l«3 of the revolution, he couldnevra i , ;. L \-„ ifLfar

pillar to post, while her husband was lighting the
batiks of his country. The impression Was indeli-

ble on his memory; and yet [iike his worthy old

neighbor, who added seven buck shot to every car-

tridge at the battle ofGuilford and drew aiinesight
at his man] he must be content to be called a tory

by a patriot ofthe last importation. Let us not get
nd ofone evil [supposing it possible] at the expense
of a greater; mutatus jtatandis, suppose France in

possession of the British naval power; and to hsr
tiie trident must pass should England be unable to

wield it; what would be your condition? What
would be the situation of your seaports and their

seafaring inhabitants? Ask Hamburg; Luoec.
Ask Savunnah? What! sir, when their privateer*! |

are pent up in our harbors by the British bull-dogs*
When they receive at our hands evtry rite of hospi-

tality, from which their enemy is excluded—when
they capture within our own waters, interdicted to
British armed ships, American vessels; when such
is their deportment towards you, under such cir-

cumstances, what could yon expect if they -i ere the I

uncontroled lords of the ocean? Had loose prira-
teers at Savannah borne British commissions—at"

had your shipments of cotton, tobacco, ashes, and
What not,/ to London and Liverpool, been confisca-

ted, jand the proceeds poured into the English ex-

chequer
—My life upon it! you would never have

listened to any miserable wire-drawn distinctions

between orders and decrees affecting our neutral

rights," and "municipal decrees," confiscating in

mass your whole property. You would have had
instant war! The whole land would have blazed
out in war.

And shall republicans become the instruments of
him who had effaced the title of Attila to the
"scourkk of Gun!" Yet even Attila, in the ful-

ling fortunes of civilizai ion, had, no doubt, his ad-

vocates, his tools, his minions, his parasites in the

very countries that lie over-ran—sons of that soi
whereon His horse had trod; wiiere grass could
never after grow If perfectly fresh, Mr. Randolph
said, (instead of being as he was—his memory
clouded, his intellect stupified, his strength anil

spirits exhausted) lie could not give utterance to
that sirong detestation which he felt towards (above
all other works of the creation) such characters as

Zingis, Tamerlane, Kattli-Kan, or Bonaparte: His
instincts involuntarily revolted at their bare idea—
Malefactors of the human race, wlio ground down
man to a mere machine of their impious and bloody
ambition. Yet under all the accumulated wrong?
and insults and robberies o. the last of these chiei-

tans, are we not in point of fact about to become a

party to his views, a partner in his wars?

But before this miserable force of 10,000 men was
raised to take Canada, he begged them to look at

the state of defence, at home—to count the cost of
the enterprise before it was set on foot, not when it

might be too late—when the best blood of the coun-

try should be spilt, and nought but empty coffers

left to pay the cost. Are the bounty lands to be

given in Canada? It might lessen his repugnance
to that part of the sytem, to granting these lands,
not to these miserable wretches who sell themselves
to slavery for a fe v dollars and a gia3s of gin, but in

fact to the clerks in our offices, some of whom,
000 dollars lived at tlr?

contimtMion.':
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ra'e of4 <>.• 50Q0, and yet grow rich; who perhaps at

tiit snpmeut were making out blank assignments
for these lands.

He would beseech the house before they ran
their he-ids against this post Quebec, to count the
cost. His word for it, Virginia planters would not

jj>e taxed to support such a war-*-a War which must
aggravate, their present distresses; in which they
Ivul not the remotest interest. Where is the Mont-

gomery, or even the Arnold, or the Burr, who is to

march to the I'oint Levi?

He called upon those professing to be republicans
to make good the promises held out by their repub-
lican predecessors when they came into power——
promises, which for years afterwards they had ho-
nest iy, faithfully fulfilled. We had vaunted of pay-
ing qJF the national debt, of retrenching useless

establishments; and yet had now become as infatu-

ated with standing armies, loans, taxes, navies and
war, as ever were the Essex junto. What republi-
canism is this?

Mr. Randolph apologised "tor his very desultory
manner of speaking. He' regretted that his bodily
indisposition had obliged him to talk perhaps
somewhat wildly; yet he trusted some method
would he found in his madness. On the other reso-

lutions he should perhaps be obliged to trouble the
house again.

Pennsylvania Legislature.
GOVERNOR'S INAUGURAL ADDRESS.

Fellow citizens—Three years have this day elapsed
Since, in this house, surrounded as I now am by the

representatives of the people of Pennsylvania. I

solemnly swore to devote all the energies ofmy mind
to the promotion of their happiness.

I have a well grounded reason to believe that my
zealous efforts have not been unsuccessful; be-

cause, they have received the approbation of a free
and enlightened community. My re-election, and
the circumstances attending it, fill my heart with
gratitude, and produce a more perfect and entire

devotion, if possible, of all my faculties, to the
service of the people who have thus honorably dis-

tinguished me, I am sensible that my personal
merits have contributed but little to the concentra-
tion of the public suffrage. A faithful adherence
to republican principles, an earnest desire to pro-
mote the public prosperity, and a general coinci-
dence of opinion upon public measures with the re-

presentatives of the people, united to a cordial co-

operation with them in all their efforts to promote
the public weal, are the true causes of the unani-
mity which has been so happily manifested at the
general election.

We are, fellow citizens, placed in authority at a
momentous period of our history. The storm of
war which has long been deflating the old world.

Vol. I.
"

Z
'

howls along our coasts and hovers over our habita-

tions; whether it may be dispelled, or descend up -

on us in all its fury, remains undetermined. Th^
representatives of die people of th« several state -

;

are now in council. They have access to the best

sources of information, as to the conduct of the

belligerents. They well know die sen iinents oT
their constituents, and we may safely rely on their
wisdom and patriotism faithfully to discharge ths
trust reposed in them.

If they should delermine that \v» have not onl .-

exhausted the cup of forbearance, but tasted 6*
that of humiliation, and that our only hope of hav-

ing our wrongs redressed and our rights re*pecte-vi.
and of holding our equal rank a no ig the nations oi
the earth, is by an appeal to the last resort; the i

let us as citizens and public functionaries, cia" •

fully prepare to do our duty. Let the voice of fac -

tion be heard no more, but let every arm be raised
to defend the rights and liberties, and maintain th t

independence of he oidy free pejpie upon the earth.
Let us differ (if we must differ) abou. men or mino.-

political questions; let us, however, be unanimous
in our measures against the common enemy. Let
the sword and the shield be uplifted by the nation as
a band of brothers and freemen, who having a

righteous and common cause, are determined that
neither art nor intrigue, force nor fraud, shall in

duce them to abandon the common standard, upon
which is impressed the glorious motto of "virtiet ,

liberty and independence" With such determina-
tions, we shall be as invincible as our cause is jus r.

andsacred.

Again permit me, though faintly, to express to

you,and through you, to all my fellow citizens, the;

gratitude I feel for the distinguished manner of nit-

re-election; to renew the assurances of my devoted-
ness to the happiness of our common country; an X
to assure you of my good wishes for your personal
.happiness and welfare.

SIMON SNYDER.
Lancaster, Dec 17, 1811.

Indiana Territorial Legislature.
VixcEiunis, Nov. 23, 1811 .

The legislature of the territory met on Mond:t"
the lldi inst. James Beggs was appointed pre i-

dent of the council, and gen. W. Johnson was a;
-

•

pointed speaker of the house of representatives.
On Tuesday the governor met both houses in jths

representatives' chamber, and delivered thefollowi;> •

SPEECH:
Gentlemen ofthe legislative council, and

Gentlemen ofthe house of representatives.
The execution of an order received from t!-. ?•

President of the United States, at the head of a b

dy of our troops, prevented me from meeting y i

at the lime to which you were prorogued by ir

last proclamation. Although this circumstan- .

may produce, seme personal incouTenienee to y< :\f
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and perhaps a little additional expense to t!ie terri-

tory, il will not I BIB sure be regretted when it is

recollected that the result of the expedition whicii

I had the honor to command is a complete victory
over the hostile combination of Indians which had
been formed by the Shawanese Prophet. It is with

equal pleasure and pride, gentlemen, that I have it

inmypowerto inform you that in an action where
undaunted valor w: s conspicuous in every corps,
our own militia behaved in a manner to do credit to

themselves as well as the territory!
The nymerons duties which claim my attention

at this time gentlemen will prevent me from giving

my opinion upon such subjects as require legisla
tive provision. The most important of these, how-

eve;, you will find discussed at leng'h in my form-
er addresses. Permit me to recommend to you in-

dustry and concord in the discharge of your func-

tions, and be assured ot my cordial -co-operation in

every measure which may be calculated for the bene-

fit of our constituents.

Wm. H. HARRISON.
Vincennes, 19th JVot.

To his excellency William Henry Harbison, go

tainly correct, and as a proof of it, I refer you to the
first chapter of Genesis. There you will find vege-
tation had clothed the earth's surface, befor e Linymention is made of an animal; besides, vegei aides
are a more simple form of ma ter; u is absurd to

should

unship

one

suppose the Wise Disposer of all
tilings should

commence with the mo.it exquisite wor'km
and dwindled >wn Losimpficky.
After vegetation is men ioned in the 1st chap. 11th

v. we find rom he 19th to the 26th that God is

employed in making all die inferior animals, and in
the 26tn man is .brined, with power and dominion
over them. Man being the 1 ist ariimal formed, and
formed too from materials which have under*
sueh a variety of cha
must be composed of
and wrought up to the liighest pitch of perfection;
he therefore is an animal of ttie nighest possible
order, he claims a superiority in every respecc over
allotheis. There is in man the ihost delicate work-
manship; of the bestpqssibie contrivance. When
we view this animal properly, we find organization
carried to the greatest degree of perfection. Tiiree

tilings strike our senses, motion, sensation, .md
thought. Motion is of three kinds, voluntary, in-

verfior and commander in chief in and over tlie voluntary and mixed. Sensation, or the power of

nges in point bi' refinement,
matter wondei folly po.;„,ied

Indiana territory,
Sin—The house of representatives of the India-

na tenitory in their own name, and in behalf of

their constituents, most cordially reciprocate the

congratulations of youi excellencv on he glorious
result of the late sanguinary conflict with the Sha-

wanee Prophet, and the tribes of Indians confede-

rated with him: when we see displayed in behalfo
our country not onl\ die consummate abilities of

tli e general, but the heroism of the man; and where
we take into view the benefits whicii must result to

that country, from those exertions; we cannot for

a moment withhold our meed of applause.
We shall cordially and industriously endeavor to

co-operate with you, sir, in such measures as may-
best comport with the immediate interests of our

territory
—and although we may lament the occa-

sion which gave rise to the necessary delay of legis-
lative business, yet we feci it to be our duty as pa-

triots, as representatives, and as men, to submit
without a murmur to any inconvenience whicii the

good of our common country m;y require.
GEN. W. JOHNSON.

Speaker of the house ofrepresentatives.

Representatives? Chamber,

JS'ovember, 1811.

Gentlemen of the house ofrepresentatives,

Believing as I do that the highest reward whicii

a republican soldier can receive, is die approbation
of his fello^- citizens. I cannot be otherwise than

highly gratified at the applause whicii you have
been pleased to bestow »n my conduct as command-
er otthe late expedition. It has ever been my wish,

jjen'tiemei:, to deserve the confidence of your con-

stituents. To promote their welfare and happi-
ness, has been tor years, the great object of m\
cares, nd ii in the late action ii had pleased the

A!n::e,i.i; to seal wi h my life the victory, which
war to ensui e their

been cheerfully made.
Wjh.H. HARRISON.

icty, the sacrifice would have

Philosophic*.! Lisqiiisitions.
No. ill.

It set. that I have accounted for animal exist-

8a»ce, u; first supposing a vegetable one, this is ctx-

having feeling excited by means of impressions, is
diffused throughout the body; the nails and hair

excepted; and thought originates from the brain;
now motion, sensation and thought exist in most
animals, but man possesses them in a mucij fugner
degree than any other Motion, sensation °and

thought must be as various as the different causes
which ac. upon the body, each degree of exciting
matter wnich acts upon the animal organization,
produces a certain degree o: motion, which depends
upon tne affinity existing between the two portions
of matter.

All he various motions then, depend upon the
manner

exciting
matter acts upon organised animal

matter. The different sensations originate from tlie

great variety of motion, and die various faculties of
the mind depend entirely upon the manner sensa-
tion acts upon the brain. Asa prool that motion,
sensation, and thought are as various us the causes
which act upon the animal, we never yet found .wo
animals whose organization Was exactly alike, nor
did we ever see two animals wuose motions corres-

ponded in every particular; nor was tnere ever
two minds that thought alike on ali subjects; ,»

fact, we never saw two portions of any kind of nut-
ter resemble each other in every particular, aril it
never will be the case as long as there is a continued

change of figure in matter. J can conceive oi av#
small portions of matter of equal bulk, tout resem-
ble two other portions ot equal size. I can likewise
conceive of two organized bodies similar to each
other, that are acted upon by two causes similar to
each other, and the effects produced to lie similar:
but it tne organized bodies and unorganized matter
could be strictly examined, I doubt vert much,
whether there would be the same arrangement of
pans found in each. Were it possible to n.tve

two animals whose organization agreed in every
particular, their motions would not correspond; bc-

Gatrse the exciting ma.ter vnucli acts upon the one
would not agree in every particular with tne ex-

citing matter which acts upon die other, .utnougn
he action would be such as to produce similar mo-
tion in each other.

Tlie great varieties of exciting matter, wnich pro-
duce the different motions in animals are two nu-
merous to mention; but tht causes we are most

intimately acquainted with are the various stiinoii
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e«perienced daily, sucli as air, heat, food, light,
&c. ,

.Each application of stimuli produces motion ill the .

various organs, which changes Lheftwm of
thenr-j

gan. Organization then is continually undergoing
a change, in consequence of which, the organized
body looses the matter of which it. was first formed,
but the form and organization are still preserved by
a new portion o£ exciting matter.

The blood which circulates in the veins and ar-

teries, is washed off by different glands; a process
c.dled secretion; this secreted fluid is thrown oil by
insensible perspiration and other outlets. The animal
is now obliged to resort to tbod, drink; fee. to supply
the loss of disengagedmatter. From the great quan-
tity of solid and fluid matter which is continual!;
thrown offfvpm the body by the animal economy, and
the daily application of a fresh supply, 1 enfer, that

every part ofthe solid and fluid mass, ofwhich an ani-

mal is composed, must be continually undergoing a

change. Composition and deconi|x>sition are con-

tinually taking place, not o lly in the most delic te

fibre, but the hardest bone; so that all the princi-

ples, of which an animal was once formed, now
exist in other animals, earth, atmosphere, and plants:
certain portions of it mijr! I hive united to certain

other portions of disengaging matter, which had an

affinity for e ch other, and form worms, inseot-;,

frogs, Sic. The component parts of which those

inferior animals were first formed, may now give
thftui existence.

Perspirable nutter, uvin \ feces, &c. which were

thrown oft' from every class of animals last year,

may exist in a rose, pink, or orange this year. M)
present organization, no doubt, is composed of

principles, which o.ice organized ten thousand

different plants and animals, and it wouldnot be ab-

surd to suppose, that some individual ofthe United

States possesses part of the matter, which once or-

ganized Adam and Eve. T." wc imagine matter to

be annihilated, this would b< a very absurd suppo-
sition; but it cannot be absurd, unless we suppose
the matter of which our forefathers were fornv d,

has gone to the moon or some other planet.

Since the matter of which our earth is composed,
is in continued motion and changing its situation

continually; is it not probable that every part of it,

atone period or other, may 'xist in an atmosphere,

plants and animals? and the matter which now oc-

cupies the center exist on the surface forming an at-

mosphere and organizing plants and animals? Ma-
rine productions, found far below the surface, seem
to prove that a considerable revolution of this kind

has already taken place.
But if life is the continued application of new

matter, which supplies the place of the old, how is

it that an animal dies? why docs it not exist to all

eternity? For this plain reason, that it is a law of

God, that no generated being can always contin te.-^

Another reason is, that exciting matter is withheld;

the old not being capable of motion; without it, death

necessarily follows: if the exciting matter be too

great it destroys the organized body? death is like-

wise the consequence.
Life, strictly speaking, seems to be nothing but a

variety of motion. Where is the animal or vege.a-

blc, in existence, that does not possess motion? I

believe it is ascertained beyond a doubt, that anani

mal may exist without thought, or sensation; but

neither thought nor sensation can exist without

motion—therefore it necessarily follows that thought
and sensation owe their existence to motion, which
is produced, as I have observed, by the continued

application of exciting matter on organized matter.

This application has a tendency to destroy the organ

as soon as it is formed; but it is preserved bytM
affinity of new matter, the old gradually losing the

principles of which it was first formed, until • .''•

comes entirclv clear of all original matter and has

acquired a fresh supply from the action of new mat'*

1er.

Now if all exciting matter, which acts upon ani-

mal organization, could be withheld, it is evident,
that the animal would remain perfectly organize!
to all eternity; for there would be no cause what-
sovcr to destroy it; and were it in our power to

place «n animal suddenly in a Very low temperature
so as not to destroy any organic part, the animal

might remain frozen ten thousand years and at the
end of that period bee resuscitated at pleasure, oily

by admitting Lheordui .rv portion of exciting matter,
which is necessary to tiie life of the animal. Frogs
have been resuscitated after they have been con fin ed
in the hardest rock, perhaps for three, four, five or
six hundred years, or as many thousand for ought I

know.
A very remarkable phenomenon^ of this kind, is

related by Mr. Peiers of Vermont, to Samuel Har-

rison, esq. His letter is as follows: "V rock, near-

ly twenty feet square on its superfices, and about
ten feet thick, lay in the high road opposite to my
house, and as report ?aid, had been growing higher
for one hundred and fifty years, whereby it had be-
come a nuisance to carriages and travellers. To
remove this inconvenience, I ordered my negroes
to dig" a ditch around the rock, three feet wide,
and to go down with the ditch to its bottom.
This being done, I engaged a miner to perforate the
rock with an augur, near the middle of its surface.
The augur was two inches wide, and with it he made
a hole five feet deep. He then charged the rock
with half a pound of gunpowder, and fi ed it off

with a match, while the spectators stood at a proper
distance, to shun the danger and to see the effect.—
The explosion was very great, the rock was rent
into eight or ten large pieces, besides many frag-
ments; we soon hoisted up the fragments; at last

we came to the two centre and largest pieces, be-

tween which the augur had passed. Having taken

up the smallest, the largest. piece stood edgewise. I

then went down and viewed the path of the augur,
which had passed by a cavity as large as a goose &'^,
in which lay -a frog, who completely filled the cavity,
His thigh was bleeding by reason of a wound. The
orifice was too small to pull him out; the miner
*oon enlarged, and I took cut the frog, bound up
the wound, and placed him on some mud near a.

puddle of water, which I enclosed with a board
fence. The frog was alive and struggling for deli-

verance, when I first discovered him in his bed,
which was as smooth as the inside of a glass tumb-
ler."

Now this frog must have been iucrusted and con-
fined when the rock was forming, for there is no way
of accounting tor his imprisonment any other way;
and it is highly probable the rock has been formed
several thousand years. In this case, light, heat, air,

food, fee. w/fce withdrawn, and the temperature was
favorable to the preservation of the animal. As
soon as air, light, heat, &c. acted upon quiescent
organization, motion was produced and die frog was
forced into existence by the continued application
of exciting matter.

Many classes of animals, in high latitudes, re-
main torpid in the winter months, but as soon as
the g-enial warmth cf spring begins to act upon
diem, thev possess all the phenomena of life. The

[continued application of exciting matter produces
motion bytheaflmitj it has for organised ttflJDQj
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matter. Maynotallexcting matter, which produce
the great variety of diseases, act hy lessened or in-

creased affinitv! which necessarily produces too

little or too much motion in the animal on which it

acts? Is it not the affinity which the food hasf/.

animal matter, that causes an increased action in uil

the fluids as well as the solids of the animal, that

takes it in? Is not the affinity, which oxygen has

for the blood, that keeps up a certain degree of heat

necessary for the health of the animal that respires

it? Are riot all exciting matters variously modified?

Do they not act upon animal matter, producing
ef-

fects friendly or unfriendly to the animal on which

they act?

Life then depends entirely upon the affinitv

which exciting matter has for animal matter. If

there is little or no affinitv, there will bo little or no

motion; if the affinity be considerable, motion will

likewise be considerable. The union ofone portion
of exciting matter with another portion of animal

matter, lessens the affinity for a second dose of the

former; so that the old compound is obliged to give

place to the new, and bv this means the old is en-

tirely displaced. This is the case with respect to

perspiration, urine, focces, &c. The old compound
is removed, in consequence of motion being pro-
duced by the formation of new matter. The parts
thrown "off or separated for want of affinity, unite

with the first matter, for which it has an attraction.

Thus it is, that matter continues its journey;
aad

it seems that it is no nearer a quiescent state now,
than it was soon after it was formed and acted upon
by repulsion.

It is nothing in fact, but a continued round of

circulation, the relative situation of e-ich individual

particle, continually changing places with each

other, and this motion must continue until the great

cause, which first produced it, thinks proper to

remove repulsion. When that is the case, each

particle will unite with iis fellow; the atmosphere,
plauts, animals and minerals will return to the sun;

the sun will be a solid mass, kept together with

affinitv; and if the God of nature thinks proper to

take away this power ofattraction, matter wii! cease
to exist. This idea, of the non-existence of matter,
is a very singular one; perhaps it would lead to

some very important discoveries ifwe could trace it

properly. Can matter exist without attraction?

Suppose all attraction to be suddenly removed from

matter, in what form would it exist? It could not

possibly assume a solid, liquid, or aeriform state;
for each supposes some degree of attraction,I there-

fore, cannot conceive of any possible form, under
which matter could exist, if its attraction should
he entirely removed. CEBES.

of knowledge, and his prompt and active imagin ac-

tion seized instinctively on whatever was mo::t beau*.
tiful and engaging in nature or in art. His enthu-
siasm imparted a warm and vivid lustre to his

thoughts; his comprehensive and critical know-
ledge of language enabled him to convey the con-

ceptions of his fancy with uncommon" clearness.
and energy. In a word he always felt, and thought,
and spoke like a poet.
A mind so happily informed as Paine's; so alive

to feeling; so pregnant with invention, so iivught
with sentiments, so blest with the divinity of geni-
us; could not fail of success in the relherial crea-

tions of poetry. All his efforts in this favorite pur-
suit have received the highest praises of his coun-

trymen; and the "Invention of letter:;" the "Iluliiib

Passions," the two "Prologues" in dedication of
tue Boston theatre, the "Monody on Moore." the

"Epilogue to the Clergyman's Daughter" and the

Biographical.

FROST THE NATIOXAL 350IS.

Sketch of the Genius of RoBriiT Treat Paxsb,
Jn. Esq. a distinguished Jim'-yican Poet.

Of the genius of this great poet, whose labors

have so largely contributed to the reputation of

American literature, it would be difficult to speak
in terms of exaggerated praise. To the bounties of

nature who had lavished on his intellect, her rich-

est and proudest favors, were superadded those ac-

quired excellencies, which are the fruits of vigo-
rous study and ambitions cultivation.

As a poet,he ranks &rr.on%\bejirrt of\l\efrst class.

The piercing keenness of his mind gave it an easy
admission Into the most secret sod hidden sources

national song of "Adams and Liberty" may he
classed among the ablest specimens o. Engii ;h po-
etry. The character of his poetical genuis resem-
bled that of Pope, more than any other poei, parti-

cularly in the smoothness of his verse, die exacti>cs%

or his rhymes, the richness of his Lnguage, and t- t

condensation of his thoughts. His great fault Was
that of being sometimes too studiously classical—
He always felt proud of his learning, and would oc-

casionly display it at the expense of his poetry,
by drawing his images and allusions from f.iCisami

circumstances too little known, to be understood

by die generality even of intelligent readers.

His prose is, in the highest degree, stalely and

magnificent. It is t.ie style of Doctor Jt.hnso.i.—
He had a passion for the elegancies and refinements
of composition. His sentiments are carefully ba-

lanced, and his periods diligently rounded. Every
word is selected with taste and disposed with skill.

Inall his works, lie stroveafter attainable perfection,
nor was he ever satisfied with what he had written,-
while there was a fault to be rectified, a beauty to

be added, or a grace to be heightened Of revision

lie was therefore never impatient; on the contrary,
he seemed to take delight in reviewing his first

thoughts, and bestowing upon them such connec-
tion and improvement as they could receive from a
cautious and deliberate criticism.

With the philosophy of the fine arts, no man
was ever better acquainted than Mr. Paine. These
arts were the favorite and most frequent subjects of

his meditations. His mind dwelt on them with

fondness; and delighted to ascend to their first,

principles. As a critic, therefore, he stood on

very high ground. Bu. he was not like certain

grave and austere critics, who make it their whole
business to detect later* faults, nd urge skilful ob-

jections. He was candid and li >eral in all his deci-

sions. He had a soul to be pleased as well as to be

offended; and although no man had quicker per-

ception of literary blemishes, vet so nice was his

discernment oi excellence, and so great his plea-

sure on its discovery, that he would readily pardon
To voutigjtwo defects, for the sake of one beauty,

•mthors he ever manifested the kindest disposition.

He read their compositions with attention—he

praised their merits with liberality, and pointed out

i.heir faults with delicacy and tenderness. It is great-

ly to the honor of Mr. Paine, that he never felt the

envy of rivalship. He was among the first and

loudest in the applause of a brother author. Nor

Was this applause forced or hypocri ical; wherever

ne saw genius it was impossible for him to repress

die emotions of satisfaction. For the fame of
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American literature he always displayed a cordial

solicitude; and frequently expressed his sorrow and

indignation at the detestable expedients, employed
by so many of our own countn uien', to bring

-

it in-

to disgrace.

Some thereare, who h.-iv.? denied the solidity. of

Mr, Paine's critical abilities,
on the ground that

\ Skirmish
be too tie juently decided byfeeling rather than by

judgment- This objection, i hough plausible, is

by no meanSj satisfactory. In some of the fine arts,

tyefee'ihgs so instantaneously follows the judgment,
that it becomes identified whh it; in others, as in

muse, die Judgment joHo-a-s the feeling and is de-

;V)-w'?;e<7bv it. The best reason we can give why
Hi e approve ofa piece of music, is because it pleases
us. So it is with the highest flights of poetry.
Whatever greatly interests our passions, so as to

produce the effect intended by the poet, can with

: s much certainty, be pronounced good, as though
it were jipfujdly proved to be so by a pedantic dis-

ph.y of ch.brvutc reasoning Of what value then,

(it "in..\ he asked) are the works of .Aristotle, and

6n?«ft'ftflH, and Lofgifms besides a host of moderns

who have written on the science of criticism? To
this question' 1 answer, thafj to the poet, they are

ofno value. The art ofpocry is not derived from

the rules of the critics; but the rules of the critics

pie collected from the practice of thepoets. Crit-

ics are not the legislators of poets, but are the

mere expounders of those laws which the
_
poets

have promulgated'. Every great poet is a critic by
i nstii 'Ct, and in many cases, can decide more cor-

rectlyhy f>eli«g, than the mere . critic can, with

nil I, is boasted rules to assist him. Thereare cer-

t iin beauties of so high an order that they cannot

be perceived but by those who are susceptible of

the finest and most delicate emotions. In such

cases, the mere critic drops to a level with the me-

chanic, and finds his square and compasses of criti-

cism of little use, except 1o shows his impotency
—

But Mr. Paine did not decide by feeling, except in

cases where feeling is proper to be consulted as

the test of the poet's skill. He was familiarly, ac-

quainted with criticism as a silence, and could ap-

ply its reasonings v/ith wonderful precision and

elegance.

We are now to consider Mr. Paine as a con-

vefsationist. It was in conversation (confessedly
the most difficult of all arts) that he gave the most
brilliant displays of mind. It was here that his ge-
nius proudly triumphed in all its sovereignty. No
matter what the subject

—whether scientific or lit-

erary, its discussion was in" the highest degree mas-

terly and eloquent. His information was so exten-

sive and so various—his imagination so splendid,
Lis wit so enchanting, and his language so ele-

gant, that it was impossible to hear hiin without

delight.

Such was Robert-Treat Paine, jun. a man,
who, in genius and scholarship, has seldom been

equalled—perhaps has never been surpassed
—Bos-

ton has the honor of claiming him as its native-, and

injustice to the liostouians, it ought to be said, that

by them his talents were duly appreciated and libe-

rally patronized. He has left an amiable widow,
and several promising children. For their benefit
we hope his writings will now be collected and pub-
lished. We doubt not the sale of such a volume
would be co-extensive with its merit—and that the

public would rejoice in an opportunity of testifying
their regard for a work which will do 10 much ho-
nor to tkeir cpuntry.

History

Of the Invasion of Spain, by Bonaparte.

ABRIDGED FROM THE MOST AUTHENTIC SOURCE*.

CHAPTER VII.

[continued from page 288.]
'tea between generals Caro and Moncey—

Siege of J'alenlia. Moncey, repidscd, retreats to-

wards Madrid. Battles in Catalonia. Siege of
Gerona, Battle on the river Liobregate. Cruel-
ties ofgeneral Duhesme. Jiffairs in the north of
Spain. Capture of Logrono, Sevqgio. Valado-

lid, and St. Andero. La Cuesta defeated at Cube-

xon, by Sabathier. Junction bee-ween Cuesta and
Blake. They are defeated at Medina del Rfo Secg
by Laeelles. Correspondence between Bessiercs and
Blake. Proceeding at Bayonne. Joseph enters

Spain and reaches Madrid, from which city he es-

capes in ten days. Spanish troops in Denmark.—
Part of them brought off by admiral Keates. Base
proclamation ofthe court of Denmark.
Marshal Moncey was not more successful in Va-

lencia than general Dupont in Andalusia, though he
escaped capture. When he arrived at Cuesta, he
was at the head of 12,000 men besides cavalry, and
he equally threatened Murcia and Valencia The
latter kingdom is well fortified by nature, by means
of the rivers Gabriel and Xuccar and by a chain of
steep and rugged mountains. It was of great im-

portance to Moncey to gain possession of Valen-
cia, the most fertile and delightful province of Spain
would then be at his mercy, and a communication
secured with the French in" Catalonia. The passes
through the mountain, were defended by some
troops of the line, but these guards were attacked

by Moncey on the 21st of June and routed. Hav-

ing passed the mountains he marched straight on
to Valencia; a city which to a mere soldier would
appear as defenceless as Zaragoza.
On the 241 h advice was received that the French

had defeated the army of the Cabrillas. The junta
issued orders at four in the morning of the follow-

ing day through the Alcaydes of the different pre-
cincts, that all the inhabitants, without exception,
should repair to the citadel to provide themselves
with arms. So great was the number of applicants
that the quantity of muskets being insufficient to
arm them, all the English swords, of which there
were a great stock in the arsenal, were delivered

out, though many were without hilts. From the
citadel were conveyed a number of cannon, carry-
ing from 18 to 20 pound shot, and from the Grau,
four 24 pounders, and many more of various cali-

bres. At the gate of Quarte, where the enemy
were expected to make their attack, were planted
one 20 pounder, and several 12 and 16 pounders;
and the other gates were also fortified more or less,

according to circumstances. A great quaintity of

timber, which had floated down the river, served
to block up the entrances of the streets within the

walls, and to form a breast work for the protection
of the artillery posted without the city. Trenches
were cut across the roads to prevent the approach
of the cavalry, and to impede the advance of the

artillery. On the 26th, Moncey was attacked at

Bunolos, about a league from the city, by general
Caro, a nephew of the illustrious general Romanos.
He was attacked again by the same general between

Quarte and Mislata. In these attacks he suffered

severely; but notwithstanding such impediments,
he continued his march; and on the 28th he

planted his cannon before the mud walls of the

town, According t* th« usual c-u*tom, a flag
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©f truce was sent in, with a message, that if

the French were permitted to enter peaceably,

persons and property should be respected; bu; i:

not, they should enter with fire and sword. But
the patriots had had sufficient evidence of the sin-

cerity of their good allies; they knew what would
be the consequence of suffering the serpent to

warm himself; and they returned an answer express-

ing their resolution to defend the city to the last

extremity. A heavy fire was then opened on the

city, and an attempt was made to furce the g.ite of

Quarte, which was precisely the one that had been

put in the best state of defence. The enemy occu-

pied a broad street which runs in front of this gate
The gate was thrown open and a 24 poundev being
brought up, a dreadful havoc was made of the as-

sailants. The loss was incalculable, for their dead

lay heaped on each other in the street. The pa-

triots, defended by the walls and their heavy artille-

ry, searcely lost a dozen men. While they were
thus mowing down these imperial marauders, Mon-

cey had to maintain a confl ict with Caro, who had
followed close at his heels, for the defence of Yalen
tia. An impetuous charge with the bayonet made

'

such havoc among the ranks of the French that

they retired to their camp between Quarte and Mis-

lata, which was fortified by strong intrenchments

and formidable batteries. Their repulse had been

so deci ive that they did not attempt to renew it,

but retreated towards Madrid, leaving part of their

artillery, and suffering from Caro's detachments and
the peasantry, that vengeance which the excesses

they had committed on the march, so amply de-

served, Of 15,000 men, infantry, cavalry and ar-

tiller\
,
that marched with Moncey from Madrid,

10,000 returned, and 150 waggons carrying the

wounded; 1500 were made prisoners, and sent to

Carthagena. Here again we have un opportunity
ofpaying a passing tribute to that sex, which adapts
isclf so admirably to every vicissitude of fortune—
consoling in adversity and making thesmiles ofjoy-
even more delightful. "It is impossiblv," says an

eye-witness of these scenes of carnage, "adequately
to describe the heroism and enthusiasm of the fe-

males and the manner in which they contributed to

the defence of their country."
The spirit of patriotism was also displayed, with

great glory, and not altogether without success, in

the neighboring province of Catalonia. Duhesme,
the French governor of Catalonia, had been direct-

ed to reduce Gerona, at the same time when Lefeb-

vre was sent against Spain. He was not more suc-

cessful after spending upwards of a fortnight in the

siege of Gerona, into which he threw, in one night,

four hundred bombs and grenades, he was forced

to retreat to Barcelona, leaving some pieces of ar-

tillery and a considerable quantity of provisions and

ammunition. In this retreat he sustained a great
loss both of men and baggage; for, by this time,
the standard of liberty had been raised in every part
of Catalonia.

On the 30th ofJune, the French, under the orders

of general Goulles and brigadier general Bessieres

r> arched from Barcelona, against a body of Catalo-

nian peasantry who had fortified themselves with

cannon, found on the coast of the river Llobrogate.

Proceeding 1o the mouth of the river, they forced

tlu passage, and pushing up the right bank, took

several Catalonian posts in the rear. Undisciplined,
without a commander of any authority, or none
that could inspire any confidence; and surprised,

perhaps by this manouvre, though it might have
been expected,the peasants submitted without much
i L-ibtance. At the same time general Leckie, with

a division of French, 15,00 strong, assailed and too'e

possession of he bridge of Molinos del He , with
the three pieces that guarded the passage way; but
not .

; ithout a well fought battle, hi which the loss

of the French was supposed to be equal to that of
the Spanish.

General Duhesm, in revenge for his repulse from

Gerona, burnt many houses in the towns and vil-

lages by which lie passed; took m*ny prisoners,,
some ofwhom he killed in cold blood, and laid waste
the whole plain or district within the jurisdiction of
the city of Barcelona, all the cultivated fields, vil-

lages, convents and churches. On his return to

Barcelona, he found his two forts in want of pow-
der and provisions. During his absence, of about
a month, the city had been cut off from a communi-
cation with tiie neighboring country, and a vessel

loaded wi h powder and salted pork, had been tak-

en by the Engl sh Duhesme, who had already
acquired the cognomen ofthe cruel, pointed the can-
non of the citadel against the unfortunate inhabi-

tants, threatening them with death, if they did
not furnish him with 12,000 rations of provision*
daily, and an excessive number of pipes of brandy
and wine. Under the pretence of charges of an
intention to rebel against the emperor, he was ia

the habit of carrying away fr«m time to time, ihe
most respectable persons in Barcelona, separating
husbands from their wives and pare.its from their

children, for the purpose of extorting ransoms' for

their liberation!

In the mean time the affairs of the patriots in th

north of Spain wore but an unfavorable aspect, an™
a battle was fought at Medina del Rio Seco, in the

province of Leon, which turned the tide of fortune,
and might have exceedingly damped, if not altoge-
ther quashed the insurrection, if this advantage on
the side of the French had not been counterbalanced

by the events in the south and east just related. At
the same time that he sent a force against Zarago-
za, marshal Bassieres pushed forward columns for

the reduction of Logrono, Segovia, Valladolid and
St Andero. All these objects were easily accom-

plished. The raw and undisciplined levies of pa-
triots did not long sustain a conflict with .the impe-
tuous and well directed exertions of the veteran

and victorious Freich. On the 7th June, general
Frere, having arrived with his columns within amile
of Segovin, sent an officer to the magistrates de-

manding a parley. The insurgents, 5000 strong,
with 30 cannon ,would not suffer the messenger
to approach, but fired on him with cannon.

The place was taken, but not without some resist-

ance; a great number of wounded and others fell

into the hands of the French, with all their cannon,
and the city submitted. On the 8th, the town and

province ofPalentia submitted to general la Salle

and was disarmed. On the 12th, the same general
advanced to Duennas, where he formed a junction
with general Merle, and continued his march to

Valladolid, where the spirit of the insurrection had

grown very strong, and which was a rendezvous for

the patriots.

Don Gregorio de la Cuest.i, a general about 70

years of age, with 7000 men and six pieces of' artil-

lery, had taken post at Cabezon, a small town on

the Pisuerga, about nine miles to the north of

Valladolid. General Sabalthier was ordered to

force a position, which had been reconnoitred,

while general Merle was directed to cutoff his re-

treat to Valladolid. The firing, according to the

French accounts, lasted but half an hour, \vh<m

the Spanish were completely beaten,and scattered in
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eyery direction on the field of action, leaving- their

artMerv, 4000 muskets, and about 1000 kil ed.

The gazette of Madrid, that is the French ga-

zette, states, that five or six hundred French beat

fourteen or fit": een thousand rebels. The gazette
o.

Oviedo, on the contrary, says, that the number ot

the French and Spaniards in this engagement, was

that the French had the advan-

tage of a more numerous artillery; while the patri-

ots had only four cannon; yet thai in spite ot this

disadvantsre on the pt-rt of the Spaniards the

French had left seven hundred dead on die held o;

battle, from which the\ carried oft" their wounded.

The bishop of Valladolid, with the principal

clergv of the cii.v
came to meet general la Salle,

supplicating forgiveness for the city and ^inhabi-
tants, wiiich was readily ewanted. The citv and

province were,

, of the council of Pl.icentL,

The city

lowever," disarmed Ten members

Segovia and Valladolid,or ine council m ri.t^cimo, >j^^w»«u. u><^ . -"

were deputed to go to his catholic majesty (Josepi

Bonaparte) atBayonne, tliere to supplicate his for

feiveness in the act of tendering their own fealty and

that of their fellow citizens.

General Merle proceeded to the mountains of

St. Andero, a canton or small province on the

coast of Biscay between Austria de Santillanna,

Old Cas-ile and Biscay. On the morning of the

*>i-. of June he fell upon the patrio s headed b.

mdthe bishop, drove them from all their positions,

took from them two eighteen pounders, which,

loaded with grape shot they had fired only twice.

In other parts of the mountainous district, parties

of the insurgents were driven from post to post, into

St. Andero, by general Ducos. On the 23d, the ge-

nerals Merle and Ducos entered St. Andero, on dif-

ferent sides of the town. The peasants every

where returned to heir homes. The city of St. An-

dero, one ofthe first commercial por.s in Spa n, hav-

ing made its submission like Segovia, Placentia, .aid

Valladolid, was obliged to swear fealty to the usurp-

er. Thus quietness was restored, for the pros nt,

to Navarre, Guipuseo, and Biscay.

Marshal Bessieres, with a strong force, had the

charge of keeping open the pricipal road between

Bayonne and Madrid. It was of great importance

to die patriots that this communication should be

cut off. A number of patriots had been assembling
for some time atBenevento, under the command o;

Cuesta. In this number were comprehended all

the Spanish prisoners who had been sent back to

Spain by toe British government.* Cuesta had

bad the command of the force which belonged to

Castile and Leon, having been nominated captain

fene:al

ofthose provinces by the pusillanimous Fer-

inand during ids short reign. The Gallician army
Was commanded by don Joachim Blake, a.younger
officer of Irish parentage. The Juntas of the res-

pective provinces, bei.ig independent ofeac. otner

there seems to have been a want of good under-

standing between die two generals Blak, was as

much superior to Cuesta in abilities as he was be-

low him in rank, and unwillingly yielded the prefer-

hence it required the sacrifice of las own
to the probable injury of the common

ence;

judgment,

*Nearly 5000 Spanish prisoners who have been

released, sailed this day. As they embarked, they
poured forth the warmest wishes for the happiness
of mis country. Many of them took up the sand
from the beach, kissed it with reverence and affec-

tion as lie sand of a free nation, and put it into
their pockets to exhibit to their countrymen upon
^e»r return,. J^unUun paper, 13;A Jvl^.

cause Contrary to his judgment a battle was
risked, (14th July) near Medina del Rio Seeo
against a detachment of tiie French army undtp
general Laselles. The

peasantry and tit* new
levies attacked the enemy's infantry with such- ar-
dor that they forced them to retreat, won four of
their cannon and spiked them. They had even set
up then- shouts of victory; when the French caval-
ry-charged their left wing, and by their ffrea t su-
periority .cided the day. Blake covered the re-
peat of t.e Spaniards with great skill, and the
French were not able to pursue, so severely had
diev suffered. But they revenged themselves with
their usual ferocity when they entered Medina
del Itio Seco some hours af erwards; where having
first satiated themselves with massacre, and thenvuh plunder, they committed atrocities upon the
wome.i scarcely equalled in the worst ages o; mili-
tary barbarity:—the nuns were violated and tien
murdered. Six hundred persons were massacredm the streets and nouses. A Spanish officer wh»
.i:ul received tnree wounds was brought before one
oi die French generals, who ordered a dragoon t»
cut nun down; he put up his hands to save lums.lf.
suid they were nearly severed with a sabre. Uponthis ne fell—but as the dragoon was goimr, the
general called him back, and bade him shoot the-
blackguard for he was not yet dead. The office
knelt to receive his death—the ball passed between
his arm and body—he had presence of mind enoughto tall—and, crawling away in the night, Was

fought
to the Gallician army to tell his tale 1 When

uie French soldiers had pillaged every thing theycould find, they carried off infants, and made fchei'.-
laraits redeem them!
Bl..kc iud discovered such talents in this action,

i.iat Bessieres thought it of importance to win turn
over, n possible, to die intruder's party He
tnei-eiere wrote to him, under the pretext of assuring"-i.it toe Spanish patriots should be well treatou,ma .ook that occasion to try his patriotism, by urg-
ing him to obey the act »f abdication and acknow-
ledge Joseph Bonaparte. The Spanish generalmade answer (24th July) that he acknowledged ,» >

[Other sovereign than Ferdinand of Bourbon, or his
legitimate heirs; and if it happened diat that un-
fortunate family should be altogether extinguished
ois allegiance would then be due to the people of
spam, lawfully represented in a general cpr.bes—
ihese, he said, were the sentiments of the wiioV
army and of the whole nation; and he warned
uessierres against the error of mis taking the forced
submission of those towns which were Occupied byth*T«mich troops, for a real change of opinion in
die inhabitants. "Undeceive, therefore," said he,
"your emperor, and, if it be true that he has a :' i-

lanthropic mind, he will renounce the prqjec' o"
subduing Spain. Whatever partial succe.;-,e-; l\ .

may obtain, it is evident that his brother nev .r can
reign in this country; unless he reign over a desert
covered wuh the blood of die Spaniards, and of the
troops employed in this .mjust enterprize."

This an;,ver did not satisfy the Frenchman, who,
in a second letter told Blake, that it was his duiy
to avoid die effusion of blood; for While Franco
and the greater patt of Europe continued in their

present state, it was impossible that the Bourbons
could reign, lie accompanied this reasoning by
proposing a conference with him upon the subjset,
a proposal which, Blake replied, it was not fitting
diat he sh )<ild address to a man of honor. Bessierroi
had setat liberty foarortivehundred prisoners, under
tne name of peasants; this title the Spanish general
disclaim^ fo» ihsai, uiHintainins that they ware
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regular soldiers, incorporated with the troops of the long as canvass floor cloths; much more beautifJ
line, though not wearing the uniform; In explain- and above fifty per cant; cheaper. FRANCIS (ill *i

in"- ibis, hesaid, "his intention was not to release «»,-«-»«^~.
himself from the acknowledging the generous con- -s.-- 7i

_

Miscsil.'ihiioufS.duct of the marshal towards them, but to prevent
the possibility of their receiving, upon any occa-

sion, a treatment which they did not deserve; and

which, he was sure, from the sentiments which his

excellency had manifested, could not bill be painful
to his feelings." Blake mistook the character of

the French generals;
—

they affected humanity only

when they feared reprisals; and his answer was noi

what it ought to have been; for he allowed a distinc-

tion between the citizen and the soldier, instead of

proclaiming, that in the circumstances of Spain,

every man became and was to be accounted a soldier,

in virtue ot the cause which called upon him co take

arms. In consequence of Blake's conduct at the

battle of Rio Seco, he was appointed governor and

captain general of the kingdoniof Gallicia, and prc-
5 ident of the royal audience.

[TO BE CONTINUKH.]

Norway.—In Norway korst jjlegh now forms a
common art icle of food. Since the year 1808, t;icre

have been killed at Christiana, 400 horses fur the

consumption of that to • n.

A furrier at Copenhagen, named Gross, has in-

vented a inethod ofmaking black hats of seaUkin,
and has obtained a royal patent, w;iic!i en itles him
to the sole fabrication of that articlefor three veari

Domestic exports of u. Si ate*
Comparing the agricultural SiM o f!m- production? of 1791 ivitli

tin- last si ven year., from ufiicial documents, rained in ilollu'rs
of the Uniied Statts.

f.".om M/t. hi.oi)i;et T ?r ANTrr.iP.vrvny.

PRODUCE OF CHE SEA.

Year

Patent Paper Carpet.
The following has appeared in the Baltimore papers

us an advertisement, but as it announces an inte-

resting discovery, it becomes a proper article for

the Register. The editor has had an opportuni-
ty of examining, and in a degree o» testing the

firmness and probable durability of some of the

jicprr prepared for carpets by ^fr. Guy; and can-

not in justice refrain from giving an opinion, that

it will answer all the purposes designed.
The ne-ju invented patent Paper Carpet, at Mr. Ro-

bert Elliot's Paper Hanging iVare House,
I understand hasbeen visited by vast numbers of

our respectable citizens; many of whom have order-

ed their floors to be immediately covered with pa-

per cni'pets. But 1 am now busy in painting a num-
ber ofpictures that truest be Jiiiished with the utmost

possible dispatch. And as the above carpet is princi-

pally intended for summer use, a short delay cannot
be attaided with any material inconvenience. I am
r.lso informed that many doubt the durability of pa-

per carpets: no -wonder this; xor who at first thought
couid suppose that apiece of tender, flimsey paper,
could ever be made to wear under foot like nainted
canvas? Yet knives, razors, spectacles and mathe-
matical instruments are cased with paper; snulfbox-
er, and many other well known articles, are made ot

paper, and wear like wood—how strange then if we
cannot contrirx: to make a paper carpet tha; -mill wear
like cloth: However let the doubters suspend their

judgment upon the subject until the spring when I

will invite them by public advertisement, to see what

injury the above carpet has sustained by the scraping
feet of a thousand visitors, who generally try to

prove its texture by needless and unreasonable fric-

tion such as carpets in common use are never sub-

ject to. The theory of paper carpets at first seems
to give common sense a kind of electric shock, and
therefore may suppose it to be a dream; a more
flight of fancy; t iie offspring or a wild imagination;
a crude, indigested whim, that Queen Mab has been

driving heneatTiags through my brain, and left me
bewildered in the labyrinth of a fairy tale! If so, I

have been under die dominion of a stupid infatuation

for near five years past; for in 1806, I sent into the

pater.t office a specification of ihe above carpet to se-

cure the patent, and have been engaged from thai!

time to this, to prove its utility in every possible
way; and now I know to a certainty that I can make
carpets ofcommon lran^mg paper that will wear as

rieris

fish.

1/91 1,200,000

18»3|l,62b.O00
1804;2,41 ,230

18052,058,00
1806'2,150,000
13o7 1,896,000

iHcftle'd Si ha? oil Sperini \ To.al rjf

fish. Uitd bone. caadlesA the sea.

200,000 196,480! 60,000 1,656,480

175,000 2^635,000

.69,7 20] 3,433,423

I63,00oj 2,884,000

182,006- 3,116,000

130,000: 2,804,000

23,000! 832,000

560,000 280,000
6.39,419 311,028
348.000 314,000

366.0001 418,000
302,0(30 476,0U-.J

1808! 623,000 93,000 88,00;:

l809U,123,0b0 282,000 169,000
181Q: 913.000: 14,000 222

PRODUCE OF Tilli FOREST

,.,6,000 1.710,0001

\{l32.0O0 1,481,000

Year

1791

I8O0

1804
1805

18064

1807
1808
1809
1810

G. seng ty

peltry

290, 2J

630,0i»i,

1,047.305

1,115,000

980,000

995,000
161,000
468,000

*\'aval

stores

230,000
1-60,000

327,931
7o2 000

409,000

Pearl ££ Lumber,
pot ashes. masts 1

3-30,00.-

735,00:-

6.42,000

776 OOo

935,000

1,210,00,

2,800,000

2,548,000

2,602,000

2,537,000

Total of
theforest

£,080208

4,850000
4,65vid6

5,261u00
4,861000

235,0001,448,000 2,637,000,5 ,476000
102,0001 408,O0C| 723,000)1,399000
737,000 1,506,000 1,843,0o0,4,583i ) )9

317, <)0 473.00.4l.579,00, 2,597,OOO|4,978000
PRODUCE OF AGRICULTURE.

Year
Jlnmmal 1 i> egetubic

\foo<l,&'c. I fiod.

1791
1803
1804
1805
1806

1807
1808
1809
1810

1200000! 3640000
413500014680000
428456812086684

338500OJ1175200O
3274000
3086000
96S000
1811000
216900 1

Tobaci

400000
623000'

Cotton. TolulofJ.
gricuhvre

9S7000030,000

.920,000)32995000
600000". '7,404,117133885262

63410©O;9,445,o00!
156 1009

11050000:6572000'8,332,000 323750™
14432000:5476000 I4232l00|3783200o
2550090 833000 2,221,00oj 6746o0
8754000 2774000i8,515,000 23234000
'7S00Q0 5> 00015108000'2350200|

PRODUCE OF MANUFACTURES.

Year

1791
1303
1S04
1805
1806

1807
1808
1809
1810

Uohtestic >nu-' Oj J'aveigwTotal ma-,Grand total

nufactures.

600.000

790,000

1;134,864

1,579,000

1,889,000
1,652,000

309,000
1,266,000

1,359,000

matcnah\ifnfact'ura {

in each year

4,.,000! 1,093,000

565,0001,356,000

454,91612,189,000

721,000 2,300,000
8187000 2,707,000

463,oG0

35,000

240,00'-

2,120,000

344,000

1,506.000

14,600,005

•+2,235,000

41,095,000

42,387,000

46,504,000

48,700,000

9,433,030

31,405,700

558,0001,917,000 42,366,000
N. U Se\ ei al araoies not here specified a;

-e inclin-

ed in the toud sums.
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Fire at Richmond.
Richmond. December 23, 1811.

Overwhelming Calamity.—In the whole course of
our existence, we have never taken our pen under
:i deeper gloom than we feel at this moment. It

Falls to our lot to record one of the most distressing
scenes which c:ui happen in the whole circle of hu-
man affairs. The reader must excuse the inco-

herence of the narrative: there is scarcely a dry eye
in this distracted city. Weep, my fellow citizens,
ti>r we have seen a night of woe; which scarce any
eve hath seen, or ear hath heard, and no tongue can
:ide p lately tell.

How can we descrihe the scene? No pen can

paint i'.; no imagination can conceive it. A whole
theatre wrapt in flames—a gay and animated as-

sembly suddenly thrown on the very verge of the

grave
—

man}- of them, oh! how many precipitated
in'. > eternity

—
youth, and beauty, and old age, and

genius overwhelmed in one promiscuous ruin.—
Siirkks, groans and human agony in every shape,—this is file heart residing scene that we are called

Upon to describe, We sink under the effort. Rea-
der! excuse our feelings, for they are the feelings of
a whole city.

Let us collect our ideas as well as we can. On
T!r irsday night a ne.v play and a new afterpiece
were played for the benefit of Mr. Placide. Crowds
swarmed to the theatre—it was the fullest house this

season—there were not less than six hundred pre-
sent. The play went off—the pantomime began—
the first act was over. The whole scene was before
us—and all around us was mirth and festivity.

—
Oil God! what a horrible revolution did one minute

produce! The curtain rose on the second act of
the pantomime; the orchestra was in full chorus;
and Mr. West came on to open the scene, when

sparks of fire began to fall on the back part of the

stage, and Mr. Robertson came out in unutterable

distress, waved his hand to the ceiling, and uttered

these appaling words
—"The house is on fire." His

hand was immediately stretched forth to the persons
in the stage box to help them on the stage

—and aid

their retreat in that direction. This is all that we

caught of the stage; the cry offire,jire, passed with
electric velocity through the house; every one flew

from their seats to gain the lobbies and stairs.

The scene baffles all description. The most
heart piercing cries pervaded the house. " Save

me, save me." Wires asking for their husbands, fe-

males and children shrieking while the gathering
element came rolling on its curling flames and
columns of smoke, threatening to devour every hu
man being in the building. Many were trod under
foot; several were thrown back from the windows
from which they were struggling to leap. The
stair ways were immediately blocked up: the

throng was so great that many were raised several

feet over tiie heads of the rest;—the smoke threat-

ened an instant suffocation. We cannot dwell on
this picture. We saw—we felt it—like others, we
gave up our ourselves for lost—we cannot depict it.

Many leaped from the windows of the first story
:md were saved—children and females and men of

all descriptions were seen to precipitate themselves
on the ground below—most of these escaped;

though several of them with broken legs, and

thighs, and hideous contusions. Most, if not all

who were in the pit escaped. Mr. Tavlor, the last

of the musicians who quitted the orchestra, finding
his retreat by the back way cut oft, leaped into the

pit whence he entered the semicircular avenue
Which leads to the door of the theatre, and found it

Vol.. I f.xa or ii

nearly empty. He was the last that escaped from
the pit! how melancholy that many who were in.

the boxes did not also jump into the pit and fly in
the same direction. Hut those who were in the
boxes, above and below, pushed for the lobbies—

many, as has been said, escaped through the win-
dows—but most of them had no other resource
than to descend the stairs, many escaped in that way—but so great was the pressure that they retarded
each other; until the devouring element approach-
ed to sweep them into eternity. Several who even
emerged from the building were so much scorched
that they have since perished—some eren jumped
from the second window—some others have been

dreadfully burnt.

The fire flew with rapidity, almost beyond
example. Within ten minutes after it caught," the
whole house was Wrapt in flames. The colored

people in the gallery chiefly escaped through
the stairs cut off" from the rest of the house—some
have no doubt fallen victims. The pit and boxes
had but one common avenue—through which the
whole crowd escaped, save those only who leaped
through the windows.

But the scene which ensued—it is impossible to

paint Women with disshevelled hair, fathers
and mothers shrieking out for their children, hus-
bands for their wives, brothers for their sisters, filled

the whole area on the outside of the building. A.

few, who had escaped, plunged again into tne flames
to save some dear object of their regard—and they
perished. The governor perhaps shared this me-
lanchsly fate. Others were frantic, and would hav'4
rushed to destruction, but for the hand of a friend.
The bells tolled. Almost the whole town rushed to
the fatal spot
The flame must have been caught to the sce-

nery from some light behind. Robertson saw it

when it was no longer than his arm—Young saw
it on the roof, when it first burst through. livery
article of the theatre was consumed; as well as the

dwelling house next to it. But what is wealth in

comparison to the valuable lives which have gone
forever? The whole town is shrouded in woe.—
Heads of families extinguished forever—many and
many is the house, in which a chasm has been
made which never can be filled up. We cannot
dwell on this picture

—but look at the following
catalogue of the victims, and then conceive the

calamity which has fallen upon us—we must drop
the pen—when we have time to collect a more par-
ticular account we shall give it hereafter. On« mi-
serable night of unutterable woe!—[Enq.

In consequence of this terrible event a meeting
of the common council of Richmond, was held the
next day, at which four gentlemen were appointed
a committee to cause to be collected and distributed
in urns, coffins, or other suitable enclosures, there-
mains of the persons who suffered, which might
not be claimed by relatives, and the same to be in-
terred with all proper respect and solemnity, giving"
notice to the citizens ofRichmond and Manchester
of the time at which it would take place; and to

have further authority to erect over said remains
such tomb or tombs, as they might approve of, with
such inscription as to them shall appear best calcu-

lated to record the melancholy and affecting catas-

trophe.
The council also recommended an entire suspen-

sion of all kinds of business for forty eight hours,;
and ordained, that for four months thereafter n<«

public shew or spectacle, or open dancing assembly?
should be exhibited, or held in die cttv,, under the
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penalty or" six dollars and fifty-six' cents for every

hour the same shah beexhibi'ed.
_ _

A yen* numerous meeting of the citizens ofliien-

Hwmd was I eld at the capitol, the same day—the

sr.ayor in the ChAir—at which a committee was ap-

pointed to collect information of the names and

m'imber of persons who perished. They recom-

rne- red 1 he Wednesday' following as a day of humi-

ii. mnind prnvci— iliat the' citizens of Richmond

?! c, ffl wear crape for one month;, and named seve-

ral gentlemen as a committee to receive private con-

tributions in aid of the committee appointed by the

common council to erect a monument.

The following- are the names reported by the

above appointed committee, and -may be received

as ,K-;.'r!; accurate: 'the report says "dead and

missing."
X LIST OF HT-ATl \7n> ItTSSINfl.

'

Je/Zrwn Ward— George W. .Sir.ith, governor,

jSopffia Tronin, Celi.t T renin, dUti g-hters
of Mr.

Tronm. Joseph Jacobs, Elizabeth , Jacobs, his

daughter, Cyprian Marks,wife of Mordecai Marks,
j

Chrlovtc Raphael, daughter of Solomon Raphael,

Adeline Bausman, daughter of Mrs. Bailsman,

Ann Graig, daughter of Mr. Adam Craig
1

,

Nu tail, a carpenter, Pleasant, a mulatto woman

pelor.f; ing to Mi-. William Rose, Nancy Tatterson,

Woman of color, supposed to have perished.

Madison Ward.—-Abraham R.Venable, president

"pi
the b-nk, William Routhgate, son cf W. S.

jBe- i'lnin Botts, and wife, Arianna Hunter, Mary
Wl'irelock, Juliana Harvey. Mrs. Heron; .

Mrs.

Wc-rdm and child, Mrs. Robert Greenhow, Mrs.

Moss, Banrack Tudah's child, Mrs. Leslie, Ed-

Ward Wanton, a vouth, George Dixon, a youth,

William Brown, Mrs. Patterson, John Welsh, a

Stranger, nephew to sirA. Piggot, late from Eng-

land,. Margaret Copeland, Margaret Anderson, Sal-

ly Uatewoqd, Mary Clay, Lucy Gwathmey, Louisia

Mayo, Mrs. Gerrard, Mrs. Gibson, Miss Greer,.

.Mary D;» i% Thomas Frazier, a youth, June Wade,
& y©urig woman, Mrs. William Cooke and daughter,

Elizabeth Stephenson, Mrs. Covert and child,

.Patsey Griffin, Fanny Goff, a woman of coloui,

Be sev Johnson, a woman of color, free, Philadel

phi;.,
dc --mi -sing.

Monro? Wurd—Mrs. Taylor Braxton, Mrs. Eli-

zabeth PagiS, Mrs. Jenod, James Waldon, Miss

Elliot from N. Kent, Mrs. Gallego, Miss Conyers,

Lieut. James Gibbon, Mrs. Thomas Wilson, Miss

Maria Nelson, Miss Mary Page, Miss Laforest,

Mr. Almerine Marshal.

The following letter from a gentleman in "Richmond

to M. Clay, esq. a representative from Virginia,

gives an impressive account of the dreadful ca-

tastrophe.
Ricmro-jn, December 27-

gTR—I have a tale of horror to tell—prepare to

Tsev.r of the most awful calamity that ever.phmgeda
whole citv in! o ufflic ion. Yes, all Richmond is in

tears; children have lost their parents, parents have

lost their children. Yesterday a beloved daughter

gladdened my henrt will her innocent smiles; to-

dav she is in HeavenJ pod. gave her to me, and

<; ( )d—ves, it has pleased Almighty God to. take her

from me. O! sir, feel for me, and not for me only;

arin yourself with fortitude while I discharge the

mournful duty of telling you that you have to feel

also for yourself. Yes, for it must be toldj you
alto were the father of an amiable daughter, now
like 1113

beloved child, gene to join her mother in

Heaven
How can words represent what one night, one

Jrj»ur»f unutterable horror, has done to overwhelm

a hundred families with grief and despair tfft sir
impossible. My eyes beheld last night wh-rt no
tongue, no pen can describe—horrors that language
has no terms to represent.

Last night we were all at the theatre; every
family m Richmond, or, at lea; t, a very large pro-
portion of them, were ther©—the housewasuncom-
monly full—when, dreadful to relate, the scenerytook fire, spread rapidly above, ascending- in vo-
lumes of flame and smoke into the upper part of the-

buildings, whence a moment after it descended t«
force a passage through the pit and boxes. In tw»
minutes the whole audience were enveloped in hot
scorching smoke and flame.

Tlie lights were all extinguished by the black and
Smothering vapor; cries, shrieks, contusion and
despair succeeded. A moment of inexpressible
horror! Nothing, I can say, can paint the awtuL
shocking, maddening scene. The images of both
my dear children were before me, but I was remov-
ed by an impassible crowd from the dear sufferer.The youngest (with gratitude to heaven I write it>
sprang towards the voice of her papa, reached my
assisting hand, and was extricated from the over-
whelming mass that soon choaked the passage bythe stairs: but no efforts could avail me to reach,or even gain sight of the other; and mv dear, dear.
Margaret, and your sweet Mary, with her com-
panions, Miss Gwathmey and Miss Gatewood,
passed together and at once into a happier world.
Judge my feelings by your own, when I found that

v

neitlieir they nor my beloved sister appeared uponthe stairs First one, and then another and ano-
ther, I helped down; hoping every moment t«
seize the hand of my dear child—but no, no, I was
j

ot destined to have that happiness. O, to see so
so many amiable helpless females trying to stretch
to me then- imploring hands, cryi-.g

«save me,
sir! on, sir, save me! ! save mis! ! !" Oh God'
eternity cannot banish that spectacle of horror from
my recollection. Some friendly unknown hand
dragged me from the scene of flame and death—
and on gaming the open air, to mv infinite consola-
tion, I found my sister had thrown' herself from the
upper window and was saved—ves, thanks be to God
saved where fifty others in a similar attempt, broke
their necks or were crushed to death by those who
tell on them from the same h eighth.
Oh, sir, you can have no idea of the general

consternation—the universal grief that pervades
this city—but why do I speak of that? I scarcelyKnow wh t I write to you. Farewell. In haste andm deep affliction.o^

tag—a—a^Mw—o—
Twelfth Congress.

IN SENATE.
Monday, December 30.—The president commu-

nicated the resolution of the legislative council and
house of representatives of the Mississippi Territo-
ry, in general assembly, approving of the course
.pursued by the general government towards the

belligerent powers of Europe, and pledging- them-
elves to support the administration in its efforts u»

obtain justice from the offending nation: which was
ead.

Mr. Bradley submitted the
following resolution:

Resolved, thai the members of this house will
v ear crape on the left aim for one month in testi-

mony of the national respect and sorrow for the
•nfortunate persons who perished in the city of
Richmond in Virginia, on the night of the 26th of

,.he present month.
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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
Vttday, December 27.—Mr. Nelson presented

the

petition' of sundry inhabitants of Louisiana territo-

ry, praying thai the second grade of territorial go-

vernment, may be extended to the inhabitants of

said territory.
Mr. Poindexter presented the petition of sundry

inhabitants of the Mississippi territory, praying that

the said territory m ay be admitted into the union at

a state; which was ordered to be referred to the com-

mittee of the whole house, on the bill to enable the

people of that territory to form a constitution and

state government
Mr. WilUams, from the committee on that part of

the president's message which relates to filling the

ranks and prolonging the enlistments of the regular

troops, and to an auxiliary force,—to whom was re-

ferred the bill from Ine senate "authorising the pre

It is a great national calamity.
I well know that on such occasion!", grief, hit ho*

keen, is unavailing—that v!ie decrees offate arc irra-

vokable and ought to be submitted to with humili-

ty. In order, however, to testify the respect and sor-
row which this nation feels for the deceased, and to

prove that we sympathize with the afflicted, withont
further comment en thispainful subject, I beg leave
to offer tbo following resolution :

Resolved, That the members of this house, will

wear crape on the left arm for one month, in testi-

mony ofthe respect and sorrow which they feel for

those unfortunate persons who perished in the fire

in the city ofRichmond in Virginia, on the night of
the 26th o.

1
'

.December.
This resolution was unanimously adopted.
Mr. Milcliili presented a petition of sundry inha-

bitants of Orange county, New-York, praying th;

sident of the U. Stalss to raise certain .companies aid and patronage of the general government in th»

of rangers for the protection of the frontier of the cultivation of hemp; and

V. States," reported the same without amendment, Mr. Gondii presented the petition of sundry
and it. w.is ordered to be committed to a committee manufacturers of iron, in ths state of New-Jersey,
*!" the whole house to-morrow. praying lhat additional duties may be laid on the

Mr. Porter, from the committee of foreign rela-
1 importation into the United Skates on bar iron,

{Jons, to whom was referred die bill from the senate,
j
casting's, nails, Sec. These petitions were referred

*'to raise an additional military force," reported the to the committee ofcommerce and manufactures.
'

same witli an amendment, which was read, and, to- Mr. Morrow presented the petition of sundry in—

jfether with the bill, was committed to the commit- habitants of Cincinnati, Ohio, praying that addi-

ke of the whole housc'bn the state of the union. tional duties may belaid on hemp imported into

The bill to continue in force to a further 'imethe the United States.

first section of the act entitled "an act further to Mr. Poind exter presented a resolution, similar to

p-otect the commerce and seamen of the United that this day presented to the senate, of the legisla-

States against the Barbary powers,'.' was read the lure of the Mississippi territory; which was read

third time, and passed,
and ordered to lie on the table.

The bill directing the terms on which lands sold Mr. Bacon, from the committee of ways and
at private sale, and that revert for failure in payment means, made a report on the several petitions of the

shall again be sold, was read a third time and passed, collectors of the ports of Philadelphia, Norfolk,

Tj-e house resolved itself into a committee Of the Plymouth, (Massachusetts) B d iniore, and of the"

whole, Mr. Basset in the chair, on the bill to make
j

naval officer of the port of Philadelphia, referred

additional allowance to the post master general.
—

during the present session; which was read; and

Considerable debate took place on this bill; but

before i
; terminated, the committee rose, reported

progress and obtained leave to sit again.
The house adjourned to Monday.
Monday, December 30.—Soon after the journal

was read, Mr. Dawson rose and addressed the chair.

The Lowness of his voice, ov. ing to recent indispo-

sition, prevented our hearing him distinctly; but

his observations were neai ly as follows :

Leave being given, Mr. Bacon presented a bill in

addition to "an. act to establish the compensa' i n>
of the officers employed in the col eclion oi the
duties on imports and tonage* which was read
the first and second time, and committed to the
committee of the whole house on Thursday next.

Mr. MorroW, from the commute on public
lands, presented a bill to ascertain and establish the

western boundary dfthe* tracts reserved for the sa«

Mr. Speaker—Virginia, my parent state, has long, tisfying the military bounties to the officers and
to mourn the loss of some of her most valuable

sons >-rd eTimable daughters, who on the night
of th' 25t l of the present month, met their un
timelv -s.

Among those who perished in the flames, in the

metropolis of that »tate, on that 3ad night, wen?

therhiei" magistrate of the state, and a gentleman*
well known to many of us, and who for years h eld

an honorable station in this house. Some of the

most valuable and prominent characters in their

profession,
and others who promised ere long to

be ornaments to their country. With these, sir,

Was the rising offspring]- of one of our present
most valuable members, and many other amiable

and virtuous women who adorned and improved
society.

These, sir, with many others have fallen victims

to that unrelenting element, notwithstanding the

bold and generous efforts Which were made to save

them.
Their ashes are now mingled with the dust—and

their spirits have ascended to heaven.

*Mr. Venable. f Daughter to iU> V»»y.

soldiers of the Virginia line on the continental esta-

blishment; which was read the first and second
time and committed to a committee of the whole-
house.

Mr. Williams, from the committee apooinfed on
that part of the president's message wiiich relate*

to filling the ranks and. prolonging the enlistments

ofthe regular troops and to an auxiliary force, re-

ported (in part) a bill supplementary to "an ac+

more effectually to provide for the national defence

by establishing an uniform mililia throughout the

United States" and to "an act m;;kiug provision for

arming and equipping the whole body of militia of

the United States;" which was read the first and
second time, and committed to a committee of the

whole house.

Mr. Wright moved that the house do come to the

following resolution:

Resolved, That a committee be appointed to brine?

in a bill for the protection, recovery and indemni-
fication of American -earn *o.

The resolution was read arid, ordered to 1L' on. (fit

wbU,
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The house resolved itself into a committee of trie

Whole on the bill authorising the president of the

United States to accept and organize certain volun-

teer military corps; and after some time spent

therein, the speaker resumed the chair, and Mr. Ma-

con reported that the committee had had the bill

under consideration, and made some progress there-

in and directed him to ask leave to sit again, which

was granted.
Additional Military Force.~The house resolved

Itself into a commiltee of the whole house on the

bill from the senate "to raise an additional military

force" and the amendment reported thereto, by the

committee on foreign relations; and after some
time spent therein, the speaker resumed the chair,

and Mr. Breckenridge reported, that the commit-
tee had had the bill and amendment under conside

ration, and made some progress threin, and direct- 1 gideration

[Air. Clay's Speech.]
Mr. Clay observed, that when the subjv*t of raisv

ing an additional military force had beta discussed

some days past, it was the pleasure ofthe house not

to deliberate upon it in committee of the whole—
He should not complain of this course of proceed-

ing, nor indeed of any other which they might think

fit to take on any other occasion; but the effect had

been to preclude him, who now hr.d the honor to

address the chair, from participating in debatc;fro;n

taking upon him tlvat share of responsibility for mea-

sures which it had become important \o adopt at the

present moment; a responsibility from which ne

should never shrink vtx any period, or on any sub-

ject* He owed it to himself, to Ids constituents, to

his country, to express, on this occasion, hi* views

of the great interests involved in the bill under c m-

ed him to ask leave to sit again; which was grant
ed by the house.

Tiieiday, December 31.—After some petitions for

claims had been presented,
Mr. Poindexler called for the consideration of the

resolution which had been laid upon the table

Some days ago, calling upon the president for in-

fcrmat ion, whether any negociation be now pend

The first question which presented itself, in rela-

tion to this bill, was as to the quantum of force

which it proposed to raise. Was it too large or tco

small; too strong or too weak? The contemplated

army was, to his mind, too great for peace; and he

was fearful, far as it was above the wishesof rcme
of those with whom he generally had the horor to>

act, that it was loo small for the purposes of var.-

ing between the U. States and Spain or any other The bill provided for the raising of twenty five

power, respecting the claim of the United States to

that part of the country of which possession was
taken by virtue of the president's proclamation of

October, 1810, 2cc. which was agreed to, and a

committee appointed to wait upon the president
therewith.
On motion of Mr. Kent, the following resolution

was adopted
Resolved, That the president of the United States

be requested to cause to be laid beforethis housein-

thousand troops; the bill recently passed, was in-

tended to complete the enlistment for six thousand

more. The whole would amount to thirty one

thousand. Deducting for sickness, to wlrcli r.v
i roops were peculiarly exposed, and for other defi-

ciencies, a reasonable number of these troops, and

to give the most favorable result, we should not

raise by both lulls more than twenty or tw city five

thousand effective inen. Could Ja country bound*

loss iii extent, with a numerous line of forts r.nd

formation, whether lobacco the growth of the U.
garrisons, liable to invasions and predatory incur*

States is admitted into Holland, and if admitted
whether the administration or regie on that article

as it exists in France, extends to Holland, and the

Hanseatic towns, and whether the tariff in Holland
is the same as that in France.
The house, agreeably to the order of the day, re-

solved itself into a committee of the whole, Mr.

Breckenridge in the chair, on the bill from the

senate, to raise an additional military force; when
Mr. D. R. Williams moved that the committee

rne and have leave to sit again, in order to take up
the bill from the senate, authorising the president
of the United States to raiso certain companies
of rangers for the protection of the frontiers of
the United States; as, from information receiv-

«d, it Was probable that this force would be immedi-

ately Wanted. Serious apprehensions being enter-

tained of renewed hostilities from the Indian tribes
On our frontier.

The committee rose accordingly} and the house
resolved into a committee of the whole on the pro-
loosed bill, Mr. Stanford in the chair. The bill was

^oiic through, reported without amendment, read a
third time and passed.

The house then resumed the consideration in com-
mittee oi'thc whole of the bid to raise an addition-
al military force; when
Mr. Clay (the s

;
;e iker) moved to amend the bill

by the following proviso: "Provided, however,
that officers for eight reginents only shall be ap-

pointed, until three fourths ofthe private; of siich

eight regiments shall be enlisted, when the officers
mr the remaining five regiments shall be appoint-
ed." Which was agree 1 to.

The chairman was about to put the question o:i

tnecomTcittee's llsi.ijj wl«a

ions at every point, be defended, and at the same
time a war carried on, by a less number of regulars
fchsh twenty five thousand? If the legislative coun-

cils did err in such a case, they ought to err on the

side of safety and rigor. The question was
—will you

embark in a war which shall be feeble and protract-
ed to a great length cf time, or will you make a vi-

gorous stroke and nut an end to this territorial war

at once? Canada is the avowed object. Suppose you

conquer Upper Canada, 3-011 must leave men behind

to hold it, when >ou march to Quibec. Your rear

must be protected; it would be a new mode of war-

fare to leave it unprotected! Gentlemen would be

deceived, if they calculated upon the treason of the

Canadian people. Well, sir, you lay siege to Que-

bec, garrisoned, he was informed, by seven or eight
thousand British foices; you must have ..t least

double that number to take possession of the place.

Suppose Quebec reduced; high as was his sense of

the valor of his countrymen, he did not believe that

militia or volunteers could be obtained to retail

it for as long a period as would be necessary. But

in respect to the question of economy, he con*

eeived that it would be more expedient to raise a

large force at once With an army of twenty five

thousand men,thc territorial war would probably ter-

minate in one year: while it would last, waged with

eight or ten thousand troops, three or four years.***

lie said the territorial war; for he was aware, that

faryeafs after the enemy should be driven from the

provinces, hostilities might be prosecuted on the

ocean. So much for the quantum of the propose.!
force. Were he t amplify, as well as he might;
were he to draw tt extensively on the patience of

the committee, thav might te?A disposed to protest
hi: clra..

(

>.
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they
did

ing
C3se

He advanced to the consideration of the nature of
the troops. Our republican jealousies; our love of

liberty; the :kr.gerof siandmg armies,were themes
whichhad been successfully touched, in discussing
the;

il)jcc. be. ore the committee, at letst so far as

their feelings wereConcerned, however little weight
light have produced on their judgment. He
,: stand on that floor as (she advocate ofstand-
mics i.i times of peace,- butvhen war becomes
ial, he w<7» the advocate of raising able and

vigorous armies 10 insure its success. The danger
ofarmies in peace arose from their idleness and dis-

sipation; their con-upted habits which moulded
them to the will of ambitious chieftains. We had
beer the subject of abuse for vears by tourists

through this country, whether on horseback or on

foot, in prose or in poetryj.but although we might
not have exhibited as in inv great instances of disco-
veries and improvements in science, as the long es-

tablished nations ofEuropej the mass of our people
possessed more general political information than

any people on earth; such information was univer-

sally diffused among us. This circumstance was
one security against thearobition ofmilitary leaders.

Another harrier was derived from the extent of

the country, and the millions of people spread over

its' face. V:u is was taken, and all France conse-

quently subjugated. London might be subdued,
and England would fall before the conqueror. Rut
tie population and strength of this country were
concentrated in-no one place. Philadelphia might
be inv.-cka; New York or Boston might fall; every
6e,:}H>rt might be taken; but the country would re-

m.iiu free. The whole of our territory on this

side of the Alleghany might be invaded; still libertj
would not be subdued. We have or would soon
b;ive eighteen state governments, capable and pos-
ses.- inp; the right to apply their immense pecuniary
and physical military resources to oppose anv dar-

ing usurper who might attempt to prostrate our li-

borties. The national government; one or more
of the state sovereignties, riiigbl be annihilated; the

count.", would yet be safe. We possessed another

security against the dangers of armies in the great
body of militia.

lie hoped to Cod that ere long he
should sec every man proudly shoulder a musket to

'defend his liberties. .Massachusetts at this time pre-
sented the noble spectacle of fifty or sixty thousand
of her citizens with arms in their hands, ready to

point their bayonets to the breast of any tyrant who
might attempt to crush their freedom. And with
all these securities, do gentlemen seriously appre-
hend danger from a pitiful army of25 or 30,000 men?
lie trusted not.

The honorable gentleman proceeded to present
his views on this bill, as it involved the important
question of war. And her* he must beg leave to

differ with those gentlemen who had thought it im
proper to debate upon war in the face of day. It

was impossible to conceal the measures of prepara-
tion for war. Had gentlemen ever known of a war
between France and Russia, for example, without

receiving accounts of its being meditated for weeks
and mouths before it actually took place? You
might pass your laws in secret; but you could not

secretly execute them. Men must be' raised; could
they be enlisted in the dark? He felt no difficulty
on this point.

Gentlemen had enquired, what would be gained
by the contemplated war? Sir, I ask, in turn, what
will you not lose by your mongrel state of peace
with Great Britain? Do you expect to gain any
thing in a pecuniary view'' No, sir. Look at vour

treasury reports. You now receive only sir mill!

ons of revenue annually; and this amount must
be diminished in the same proportion as the rigor-

ous execution of the orders Wcourtcil shall increase.

Before the;e orders existed, you received six-

teen millions. You lose then to the amount of

ten millions of revenue per annum by your present

peace. A war would probably produce the repeal
of the orders in council; and your revenue would

be restored-, your commerce would Sourish; your
wealth and prosperity would advance. B it certain

gentlemen tell us to repeal the non-importation, and

men we shall have commerce and revenue. Admit

that we could be guilty ofso gross an act of perfidy,

after We have voluntarily pledged crar faith to that

power which should revoke its hostile edicts, to en-

force against its enemy this non-importation; admit

this; repeal your law; and what will be the conse-

quence? You will present the strange phenomenon
if an import without an export trade. You will

become bankrupt, if you should thus carry on a

trade. Where would your produce find vent? Un-

der tiie British orders, you cannnot send it to the

narkets of contirfental Europe. Will Great Bri-

tain take your exports? She has no market forthem;
her people can find use for only a small portion of

them. By a continuance of this peace, then, we
should lose our commerce, our character, and a

nation's best attribute, our honor. A war would

give us commerce and character; and we should en-

joy the proud consciousness of having descharged
our highest duty to our country.

But England it seems is fighting the battles of

mankind; and we are asked, shall we weaken her

magnanimous efforts? For argument's sake, let

us concede the fact, that the French emperor is aim-

ing at universal empire; can Great Britain chal-

lenge our sympathies, when, instead of putting
forth her arms to protect the world, she has con-

verted the war into a mean of self-aggrandizement;

vhen, under pretence of defending them, she has

destroyed the commerce and trampled on the rights
of everv nation; when she has attempted to anni-

hilate every vestige of the public maritime code of

which she professed to be the champion? Shall we
bear the cuffs and scons of British arrogance, be-

cause we may entertain chimerical fears of French

subjugation? Shall we swallow the potion of British

poison, lest we may be presented with the imperial
dose? Are we called upon to bow to the mandates

of royal insolence, as a preparation to contend

against Gallic usurpation? Whoever learned in the

school of l*ase submission, the lessons of noble

freedom, and courage, and independence? Look at

Spain. Did she secure her independence by sub-

mitting, in the first, instance, to the dictates of im-

perial usurpations? No, sir. If she had resisted

the first intrusion ; into her councils, her monarch
would not at this time be a miserable victim in the

dungeons of Marseilles. We cannot secure our in-

dependence on one power, by adastardly submission

to the will of another. But look at our own history.

Our ancestors of the revolution resisted the Cical

encroachments of British tyranny. They foresaw

that by submitting to pay an illegal tax, contempti-
ble as that tax was in itself, their liberties would ul-

timately be subverted. Consider the progress of the

present disputes with England. For what were

you contending the other day? For the indirect co-
lonial carrying trade. That has vanished. For what

are you now deliberating? For the direct export
and import trade; the trade in your own cotton,

and tobacco, and. fish, G'vre this up, and to mat,
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j«ow you must take up arms for your right to pass t arms, perish in manfully fighting tlicir battles,
from New York to New Orleans; from the upper while they would meanly cling to their places? But
country on James River to Richmond. Sir, when he could not persuade himself that the nation would
did submission to one wrong induce an adversary to be ungrateful. lie was com inced that when they
cease his encroachments on the party submitting:

— knew that their government had been strictly im-

Butyouare told you ought only to go to war when) partial towards the belligerents
—for surely n»

gentleman in that house could be so base as to as-
cribe partiality or other improper motives to thera

when they perceived tiie sincere and perse-

vering exertions of their government to preserve
peace; they would continue to adhere to them,
even in an unsuccessful war to defend their rights;
to assert their honor, the dignity and independence
of the country. But his ideas of duty were such,
that when his rights were invaded, he must ad-
vance to their defence, let what might be the con-

sequence; even if death itself were to be his certain,
fate.

The honorable member concluded with an apolo-
gy for having trespassed so long upon the patience
of the committee. He trusted that he had fully es-

tablished these three positions: that the quantum of
the force proposed by the bill was not too great

—•

that its nature was such as the contemplated war
called for; and that the object of the war was jus
tified by every consideration of justice, of interest^

'

of honor, and love of country. Unless that object
were attained by peaceful means, he hoped that war7

would be waged before the close of the session.

Mr. Clay was followed by Mr. Widgery, who spoke
in favor of the volunteer corps, as being preferable
to regular troops, and Mr. Boyd against raising so

large a number of men, and in favor, if possible, of

your territory is invaded. How much beMer than

invasion is the blocking of your very ports and har-

bors; insulting your towns; plundering your mer-

chants, and scouring your coasts? If your fields are

surrounded, arc they in a better condition than if

invaded? When the murderer is at your door, will

you meanly skulk to your cells? Or will you boldly

oppose him at his entrance?

He could wish the past were buried in oblivion.

But we could not shut cur eyes. The other day,
the pretence for the orders in council was retalia-

tion for the French edicts. The existence of these

edicts was made the ground of sir William Scott,
for the condemnation of the Fox and others. It

would be recollected that sir William had delayed
his sentence in the celebrated case, that proof of
the repeal of the French decrees might be produced.
It was produced Nevertheless the condemnation
took place. But the plea of retaliation had given
way to other pretexts and other claims. To the
astonishment of aii mankind, the British envoy
has demanded as a preliminary to the revocation of
the orders in council, that the United States shall

cause the continental ports to be opened for the ad-
mission of British manufactures! You are required
to compel France to repeal her municipal cult? it-

self! Sir, these are some of the motives ofthe British

hostility towards vour commerce. She sickens at
j

maintaining the country in peace,

vour prosperity; she is jealous of you; she dreads' TI,e committee rose and reported the bill, with

ymrrivalshipon the ocean. If you doubt this look the amendments; nut the usual hour of ndjourn-
at your trade in 1806. Your trade with' England wasj

mcnt having arrived, the house declined taking up
tvelve or thirteen millions in her favor. We bought

tne rcport.

fiftv millions worth of her manufactures, and sup-
The speaker laid before the house a eommumca-

p'ied her with the raw materials for those very ma-', tlon from t,,e secretary or tne treasury, containing

nufaetures. We furnished her with the necessaries !

an estimate of the expences for the year, 1812, and

of life, and in exchange, accepted her luxuries.—
' a statement ofthe receipts and expenditures tor the

How was our trade with France and Holland?
|

past year; whieh was referred to the committee of

Our exports to both these countries amouned
toj }

vaV(i and means - and ordered to be printed. Ad-

eighteen millions, our imports to twenty five millions
j

journed.
—Consider the superiority in trade with us, which! Wednesday, Jan. 1, 1812. Mr. Jennings, pre.

Great Britain enjoyed over her rival would she have' sented a petition from the legislative council and

relinquished that superiority, would she have given 'M"™ of representatives of the Indiana territory,

up her profitable trade, for "the single purpose ofI Paying for an extension of the electron franchise^

humbling thatofher antagonist? Would she have ha-! A1so a petition from the same bodies, praying to

zarded the evili of a war with this country for this
j

be erected into an independent state. Both petition*

object? No, sir, she saw in your numberless ships, i

wei-e referred.

whose sails spread upon everv sea; she perceived in I

Mr. Macon presented to the house, sundry reso--

votir hundred and twenty thousand t>-allant tars, the lutions adopted lately by the legislature of
NorU^

seeds of a naval force, which in thirty years, would Carolina, approbatory of the conduct of the general

rival her on her own element. She therefore com government, and pledging themselves
to give it their

menced the odious system of impressment, of which support in every measure wluci) congress may deem,

no language can paint mv indignant, execration; she necessary m maintenance of our country s rights,

dared to attempt the subversion of the personal free- Ordered to lie on tue table.

dom of your mariners. She aimed at depressing The speaker laid before the house, a commune
your commerce, which she foresaw would induce cation from the secretary of the navy, containing an

your seamen to enter her service, would impair the account of the application and expenditure of mo-

means of cherishing your navy, of protecting and.) ney in that department for the past year. Referred

extending your commerce, and would at the same
|
to the committee of ways and means and ordered U>

time raise her o.wn power

Sir, we are told this government is not calculated
to stand the shock of war; that gentlemen will

Jose their seats in this and the other house; that

your benches will be filled by other men, who after

j«ou have carried on the war, will make for you an

ignominious peace. He could not believe that to

retain their seats was the extent of the amor patriot
•f. ...ntlemen in this house. Could they let their
br ive cuutrv©«D} » Daviess and his associates in

be printed.

Mr. Smilie observed, that it had been customary
heretofore for the two houses to pay their respects
to the president of the United States on the first

day of the new year; and the hour for doing thjs,

having arrived, he moved that the house adjourn.
The yeas and nays were called on this motion,

they were taken, and the question was lost, 56 to 50.

The order of. the day being called for, the house'

took up the amendments of the committee a£.th$
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Vfhele to tlic bill from tlie senate for raising- an addi-

tional military force.

Havingcome tQ the amendment, which proposed
ih.it tbe officers for eight regiments-only be appoint-

ed, until three fourths of the men were enlisted.

Mr. Bun-ell moved to amend the amendment, by

striking- out the words, eight regiments and insert-

ing six-

Mr. Wright hoped this amendment would not pre -

"Vail. He considered this as a war measure; audit
we were to economize in thisway at the commence-
ment of the business, he should not calculate upon
our acting with effect. Our country w;.s too impor-
t-ant, and our rights too sacred, to 'be Frittering
down measures for their defence in the manner pro-

posed. In proportion (said he) as the commission-
ed officers are appointed, will the recruiting of the
men progress. These officers will inspire the peo-

ple, in the several parts of the country from which

they may be taken, with a military spirit, which
will induce them to enlist into the service. He
liked the bill better before it had received its pre-
sent limitation as to the appointment of the officers;

but as the committee had agreed thus to amend the

bill, he did not wish to stir the subject again. He
hoped, however, the reduction would not be carri-

ed any farther.

After some remarks bv Mr. Hunveil and a few in

reply by Mr. Wright, the amendment was agreed
to—ayes 57.

Another motion was made to adjourn, and the

yeas and nays called upon it—Lost by a larger ma-

jority than before.

All the amendments having been considered, and
others introduced, the question recurred on order-

ing the bfll to be engrossed for a third reading; but

several members expressing a desire to see the bill,

as amended, printed, before they gave a vote upon
it, a motion was carried for it to lie on the table, in

order to make way for another to have it"printed,
which was accordingly made and carried. Ad-

journed.
Thvrsdatf, January 2.—After a good deal ofminor

business (which will be noticed in our next) and a

variety of ineffectual attempts at further amend-
ments, the question on engrossing the bill from the
senate for raising an additional military ibrce, was
Carried—ayes 90, noes 36.

The Chronicle.

Many vessels have been wrecked on the coast by,
the gales of lasx week.
The ship New Galen has arrived at Boston from

England. (£j*While the Galen was lying at Spit-
head, a seaman from the Constitution' deserted to

the British frigate Havanna. lie was demanded by
captainHull, who was referred to the port admiral
at Portsmouth, and by him informed that the sea-
man should not be restored until the admiralty board
had instructed him on the occasion. In a dry or
two afl er, an American sailor swam from the H van-
nato the Constitution, and being demanded by the
British commander, captain Hull refused to deliver

him, until lie had received instructions from the U.

States, taking for the basis of his refusal the prece-
dent which the British officer had furnished him in
the first instance. The affair stood thus when the
Galen sailed.

The president of the United States has signed
the bill for the apportionment of representa-
tives among the several states, according to the
third Qurnneration; it has thereby bocom« a law,

and the ratio, for the ensuing tea years, is fixed at
35,000.

FUOM THK 011LF.A.IC9 OAZKTTE OF JTOV. 28.

Extract of a, letter from a gentleman at Mobile*
dated November 18.—"The court of Spain has

given orders to the governor of Pensacola, to give
Up the Florida* as far as the river Perdido. This,
news I received to day from my correspondent at

Pensacola, dated the 14th instant. I have also seen
several other letters mentioning the same."

Extract ofa latter from a gentleman in the navy,
dated Norfolk, Decc7>iber26.— ' i\ most horrid cir-

cumstance tock place here last evening. Young
Mercer/ whom you often heard me mention, had
received an insult from the mate of a merchantman—a challenge followed, and last evening about sua
down they met within a mile of the town; their dis-

tance of fighting was only sufficient for them not
to touch the body with each other's pistols; the word
was given; both fired, and both fell bead! The
whole town is in an uproar or the occasion. Ti;

seconds have taken Safety by flight, leaving their,

dead comrades without a soul near them; their
bodies were brought to town last evening and will
this day be interred.

New-Orleans.—The convention of the territory
of New-Orleans met, agreeably to adjournment, on
the21st of November; the main question whether
the said territory should become a state? was de-
termined in the affirmative—ayes 35, nays 7.

The day after, Mr. Magruder moved two resolu-

tions; 1st to adopt the constitution of the United
States, which was unanimously carried, 2d to re-
nounce all claims to the vacant lands, which was
referred to a committee of three. A committee of
seven were then ballotted for to draft a constitution,
Mr. Destrechen moved the appointment of a com-
mittee to draft a memorial to congress praying as
extension of territory, so as to embrace W. Florida
to the Perdido. This resolution, after some discus-

sion, was carried by a large majority; and the address
to congress referred to the committee who was to
draft the constitution.

The Indians.—On Tuesday last, Mr. McKee sta-

ted to the house of representatives at Washington
on information received from several gentlemen iri'

respectability in the western country, that the pro-
phet had gathered a force supposed to amount t»

2,000 men. This report is completely at war with
the official statements ofgovemor Harrison and the
belief of the legislature of Indiana, as appears bv
their reply to his speech—see page 221: we also

think it is at war with probability, and chiefly for

the reason that we believe it nearly impossible to

collect so great an Indian force at any given point.
Several shocks by earthquakes have been felt in.

various parts of the southern and western states—
which will be noticed in detail hereafter. It seems
probable that some dreadful calamity may have
been experienced in a distantpartof the world—pro-

bably South America; judging from the violence of
the sensations felt in different parts of the union. Iu

Georgia the effect was much greater than in Virgi-
nia—and at Lexington, in Kentucky; it is state!

several chimnies were thrown down; that "th«

agitation of standing water was remarkable, and the

trembling of houses and furniture violent and

alarming.
The lot on which the theatre stood at Richmond

has been purchased by the city, and the remains of
the unfortunate sufferers were interred in the cen-

* Mr. Mercer was an officer in the United States'

navy, and nephew to general Mercer...
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Ire where the pit was, over which it is intended i
°

erect a suitable monument.

Fiirpumck-Towy, Dec. 28.

General Wilkinson -—The general court mrrtial

assembled in this town for the trial- of general Wil-

kinson, after a session of almost four months, clos-

ed their proceedings, and adjourned on Christmas

day.
This tribunal has had before it a most intricate,

laborious and interesting enquiry, wherein tlie life

and character of a fellow citizen, whose best years
have been devoted to his countrv, have been made
subjerjs of investigation. The sentence has gone
to the president for his consideration, and whatever

may be the result, the standing of tbe gentlemen
*-ho compQsed thecourt, and their conduct through-
out the trial, will, to every candid mind, present a

guarantee for the independence, impartiality, and

justice of their verdict.

It has furnished a contemplation to the inhabi-
tants of this place to behold ihe order, decorum and

dignity which has invariably marked the deport-
ment of our citizen soldiers whom the occasion

brought together.-
1 but one impression appears to

have been left on the public mind: that is, of per-
gonal confidence and respect, and whatever may be
tlie rantings and revilings of the censorious and
insidious, the conviction results from our observa

tions, that with such defenders, the constitution,
the laws, the interests, and the honor of our coun-

try, will be asserted with effect, and maintained in-

violate.

[An opinion prevails, this officer has been acquit-
ted by the late court martial, from the circumstance
of Ids being very politely waited upon (in a body)
by tii e officers composing' it, as soon as the verdict
was given. We may expect the result will soon be

By the seventh section It would appear g375,000 are

to be paid as a bents,- which monies, it t* proposed,
to appropriate as follows ; 175,000 to making an ar-

tificial road from HarriaSiirg to Pittsburg , by tire

route agreed upon by ihe late commissioners for that

purpose. j£|iC0,000 to irate a like roadfrom the town

of Aorthttmberland to the town of Waterford on lake

Erie, $50,C0O to erect a bridge over the Susquehanna
at Columbia, and the like svm to erect another bridge

over the tume river at Ilurrisburg

The succeeding sections are as customary.

r^yit is high'y probable, from the low price rf

bills on F.vgland, being about twenty per cent. &-

low par, if the stock of the la. a bank of the United

Stales has been in the British market, that the grca.cr

part of'it has clanged owners, within the yeurpaat—,

offering, at a fir price, an eligible mode oj makings
remittances.

The Editors Department.

The procedir.gs of corgres? are assuming the

highest importance. We cannot now hesitate t>

believe that decisive measures will be adopted. The
calculations of dollars and cents, and of the ins anqj

outs, We would hope, are laid aside forever by tlie

weightier matter affecting the sovereignty and honor

of our country. The bill Mora the senate for f: i .-

ing twenty five thousand additional troops rr.&y bl
considered as virtually adopted by tlie house of

representatives; the amendments proposed by die

latter do not affect its general principles. Wc are

highly gratified with the common repugnance or"

tlie people to a standing army, a:,d hope it w i'l ever

exist in this country
—but there vow is an object ler

using
- a provisional force—that object is openly de-

officially promulgated; until when no officer is at
clared to be Canada, and the people will cheerfully

liberty to speak of it.]
bear it.

It the days of submission have passed, and congrss .

shall vigorously pursue tlie line marked out, they

may expect the full support of the nation. Tlie

times require unanimity, and unanimity most hap-

pily subsists ; one general sentiment pervades the

public body of the peopie; congress will not di-

rectitto rescue our civile: nom a worse than

Algerine bondage; to secure our frontiers from the

tomahawk of the savage"; to r.aintain our right to

carry the productions of our own soil to the proper
markets for them, and redress many other just
causes for complaint, they assuredly will merit and

receivethe execration of all good men of every par-

ty, ihe ti-uly British (ifany there ai'e) excepted.
To enable our readers more cr rrectly to estimate

the real state of tilings, we have, by great exertion^
the pleasure of presenting them witli Mr. Clay's

(speaker) speech, delivered in a committee of the

whole on Wednesday last. Weare indebted for the

sketch of it to tlie ".American" of this city ; eulogi-
um upon it is useless; every word and line of it

breathes tlie language ofan independent p^triot,who
"has counted the cost of rite contest andfound nothing
so intolerable as the voluntary abandonment rf UtC

uiiiUTs and \ioson of his countrymen'''

Many articles in type are postponed.
(j^rThe necessary kbseneeofthe editor, the great-

er part of the present week, may account for any
omissions in Ids usual attentions to pi ivate corres-

pondences or public duties.

***li any subscriber has net yet received the first

four numbers of the Registr. -heis requested to give
immediate notice, lest we may be unable to supply

the continued

Late Bank of the United States.

The trustees of the late Bank of the United States
have made an application to the legislature of Penn-

-sylvan
isfor a charter, with a capital of 7,500,000

dollars' and Theodoras Baily and others have

given notice of their intention to apply to the legisla-
ture rf New York for an act to incorporate a bank
with a capital of six millions of dollars.

The title, in Pennsylvania, is proposed to he the

American Hank—in New York, the Bank ofAme-
rica. Though it is not avowed that the application to

be made to the legislature of JSrew York, is to be
i.icde on behalf of the late directors, or present tvus-

iees of the late Bank of the United States, there

teems no reason to doubt, though two incorporations
ure desired, these banks will, in fact, be "one and
indivisible."

The petition to the legislature ofPennsylvania was
t eferred to agr.und committee of 31 members, one

from a county ; who, without a dissenting voice, re-

ported a bill, the leadingfeatures of which are notic-

ed below. It is, however, considered us doubtful if
ihe bill will pass, several members of the committee
having declared they would not feel themselves bound
so support it in tlie house.

The first six sections ofthe bill incorporate the com-
pany, us usual, with a capital of <g7 500,000, wider

ijSrtiP^
^ Cmtmm WlUl ihsfirst t-TWtfy him as speedily as we desire, from tt

•
I'ni 1-&V&

; ^crease ofour patrons.
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I wish no other herald
" No other speaker of my living actions,
" To keep mine honour from corruption
" But such an honest chronicler."

Shakspeare- -BK^RY VIIT.
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Legislature of Kentucky.
Monday, December 16.—Mr. Hawkins read and

laid on the table the following resolutions:

Whereas it is deemed by the legislature of this

state, that they have, in the name, and on behalf
of their constituents, at all times, a right to express,
so far as their knowledge and information will ena-

ble them, the sense of the good people of this state,

respecting the measures of the national government.
And a crisis in our public affairs having arrived,
which in the opinion of this legislature calls for

the expression of her public sentiment respecting
the course to be adopted, in order to resist the re-

peated, long continued and flagrant violations of

our rights, as a free and independent nation, by
Great Britain and France, and by the former espe-

cially
—whose pretensions are an insult to our sove-

reignty, and which if yielded to, must end in our

entire submission to whatever they may think pro-

per to impose.
The people of this state, though not immediately

exposed to those piratical depredations, which vex,
and destroy the commerce of their eastern brethren

on the ocean, cannot be less deeply interested in

their effects. They look to the sufferings and

wrongs of a single member as intimately affecting
the whole body. But when an evil becomes so

general and inveterate in its deleterious effects, as

to threaten dissolution, unless a proper and forci-

ble remedy is applied
—The state of Kentucky,

yielding to none in patriotism; in its deep rooted

attachment to the sacred bond of the union; in its

faithful remembrance of the price of our freedom,
and in the heartfelt conviction that our posterity
have a sacred claim upon us, to transmit to them

unimpaired, this God-like inheritance, cannot fail

to be penetrated, with any event which threatens

even to impair it; much less then, can she be in-

sensible to those daring wrongs of a foreign power,
which lead to its immediate destruction.

If the people of this state have looked up with

confidence to the general government, whose func-

tions empowered, and whose duty imperiously
called for a remedy to the evils so intolerable in

their progress, and in their consequences so me-

nacing
—(and redress for which, has been so long

delayed) it has not been without a firm, and settled

purpose, not always to bear the lash, nor finally to

become beasts of burthen.

Forbearance beyond a certain point, ceases to be

moderation, and must end in entire subjection.
It is not the purpose of this legislature to recapit-

ulate, or enter into any argument to prove the

existence and extent of those injuries, sustained

from both the great belligerents of Europe. Those
who feel, need not reason to produce the conviction

<of unjust suffering
—and those, who cannot feel

wrongs so palpable, no reasoning will convince.

We wish we couid have it in our power to say,

when Great Britain has ceased to harass and injure
us—-when she has shewn towards us an amicable

disposition in the true spirit of justice
—-when she

has ceased her efforts to diminish that security and

prosperity, which are the eternal barriers of sepa-
ration from her power, and to impair that liberty
and independence forced from her reluctant grasp.
We could willingly have hailed a friend in a for-

mer unnatural parent, and from the experience of
her regard to principles of justice, and reciprocal

good offices, have ceased to recall those wanton
cruelties that alienated us forever from her family.
But when we have discovered a systematic course

of injury from her towards our country, evidencing
too strongly to be mistaken, an utter disregard of
almost every principle of acknowledged rights be-

tween independent nations, endeavouring by almost

every act of violence on the high seas—on the
coasts of foreign poivers with whom we were in

amity—and even in sight of our own harbours by
capturing' and destroying our vessels: confiscating
our property: forcibly imprisoning and torturing
our fellow-citizens: condemning some to deathi

slaughtering others, by attacking our ships of war:

impressing all she can lay her hand upon, to man
her vessels: bidding defiance to our seaports: in-

sulting our national honour by every means that

lawless force and brutality can devise: inciting the

savages to murder the inhabitants on our defenceless

frontiers: furnishing them with arms and ammu-
nition lately, to attack our forces: to the loss of a
number of brave men: and by every art of power
and intrigue, seeking to dispose of our whole

strength and resources, as may suit her unrestrain-

ed ambition or interest—and when her very offers

of redress, go only to sanction her wrongs, and
seek merely a removal of those obstacles interposed

by our government, to the full enjoyment of het<

iniquitous benefits; we can be at no loss what course

should be pursued.
Should we tamely submit, the world ought to de-

spise us—We should despise ourselves—She herself

would despise us.

When she shall learn to respect our rights, we
shall hasten to forget her injuries. Wherefore:

'

1. Resolved, by the general assembly for the

state of Kentucky, that this state feel deeply sensi-

bly, of the continued, wanton, and flagrant viola-

tions by Great Britain and France, of the dearest

rights of the people of the United States, as a free

and independent nation: that those violations if

not discontinued, and ample compensation made
for them, ought to be resisted with the whole pow-
er of our country.

2. Resolved, that as war seems probable so far

as we have any existing evidence of a sense of jus-
tice en the part of the government of Great Britain,
that the state of Kentucky, to the last mdeof her

strength and resources, will contribute them to

maintain the contest and support the right of their

A A
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their country against such lawless violation-*; and

that the citizens of Kentucky, are prepared to take

the field.when culled on.

3. Resolved, that (while they have full and un-

diminished confidence in the administration and

general government of the United States'? in their

opinion, the crisis calls for energetic measures;

and that a temporising policy, while it might seem

to remove the evil to a greaterdistance,
would serve

only to secure its continuance.

4. Resolved, that we will most readily lend our

support also to any measures wnich may be adopt-

ed by the general government, to counteract the

arbitrary restrictions, or ujijust violations of our

commerce by France.

5. Resolved, that copies of the foregoing resolu-

tions be transmitted: one to the president of the

United States, to be by him laid before congress,
and one to each of our senators aud representatives
in that body.

legislature of JNorth Carolina.

Raleigh, December 24.

The following resolutions, expressive of then-

approbation of the general government, were adopt-

ed by our legislature on Saturday last; the two

first "with a very few dissenting voices, the last una-

nimously.

In general assembly, Dec. 19, 1811.

Resolved, that the sentiments contained in the

message of the president to the congress or the Uni-

ted States are such as must gratify the feeliug-s and
•advance the welfare of a nation, sensible of its rights
and determined to maintain and defend its sove-

reignty and independence.
Resolved, that the evils which we have been

compelled to endure for years past, have arisen

wholly from the unprincipled conduct of the belli-

gerent nations of Europe.
Resolved unanimously, That we will cheerfully

co-operate with the general government, in the

prompt and effectual execution of such measures as

may be deemed best calculated to promote the inte-

rest, and secure the union, liberty and independence
of the United States.

JOS. 1UDDTCK, .S' S.

JOHN STEELE, S. II. C.

for redress. Should the destinies which await the

nation, compel a vigorous resistance to the en-

croachment so long continued upon the envied

prosperity of our country, we will approach the

contest, animated by the fervent conviction, that

we shall be supported by every principle of a just
and honourable cause.

The conduct and charanter of our federal admin-

istration affords us the most assured and illumined

proofs of virtuous measures and manly intentions
—reflections that must embolden every pa'iriot and

soldier in his progress through the trying perils of

warfare, should he be reduced to that regretted al-

ternative.

It is not now for us to repose on a boasted display
of our designs, nor to rely on a pompous expression
of our feelings, but should our services be requir-

ed, it becomes us in the strength of calm and uni-

ted exertions, invigorated by the constant sentiment

of inflexible rectitude, to meet the deprecated strug-

gle with stern and unwavering contempt of indivi-

dual danger, convinced, that truth, reason, and

justice will be arrayed against guilt, rapacity and

violence. The general government doubtless feels,

on this eventful occasion, an anxious solicitude for

a knowledge of the temper and sensibility of the

nation; we will therefore, with unclissembled cheer-

fulness, hasten to declare our cordial approbation of

its administration and our confidence in its future

determinations.

And as an honest pledge of the sincerity of this

declaration, we do unanimously resolve, that should

the national legislature, in its wisdom, determine

our interests, our rights, or our honour to have been

outraged beyond the tardy remedy of negochition,
and tiiat an appeal to arms must be substituted, we

will, under the favor of Heaven, with our consent,

and with proud alacrity, fly to aid, maintain, and

s' >pport the government of our choice, and to de-

fend, protect and preserve our beloved country.

Legislature of Georgia.
Mtixr.uGEviLT.E, (Geo.) Dec. 11.—The follow-

ing animated report was yesterday read before the

senate, and ordered to lie on the table. When it

shall be taken up, we hope and believe it will pass
both brandies of the legislature unanimously.
The committee of tue state of the republic, to

whom was referred the governor's communication
en losing the president's message, report,
That the important information communicated

to congress by tiic president's message in relation

to our foreign affairs, loudly admonishes the people
of this stale to suffer no circumstance to surprise
their vigilance, or to find them unengaged in suita-

ble preparation for any event; congress is required
"to feel the duty of putting the United States into

an armour and an attitude demanded by the crisis;"
a precaution applying so forcibly to our own condi-
tion and interests that it cannot fail to excite a cor-

respondent feeling- of the necessity of a seasonable
readiness. On the verge of hostilities with nations

long unmindful of the obligation of national law, it

would be needless to enumerate their repeated
wrongs or our unsuccessful appeals to their justice

Fire at Richmond.
Nauhativi:.—We cannot paint the details of the

scene of Thursday night—no description can do

justice to its horrors—and there were so few per-
sons so cool and selfcollected as to accurately paint

any part of the mass of woes which fell in a mo-
ment upon us. Some scenes are so fraught with

horror, that a delicate pencil would have to skip
them.—Besides, time enough has not been had to

bring together an accurate group of woes.

It is painful to touch upon the catastrophe of those

who have gone forever. Their ashes are in the

grave
—but their memories are entombed in our

hearts.

The generous and worthy Smith, who but a few

days since was crowned with one of the highest
honors which Virginia can bestow, is snatched from

his country, his distracted family, his children and

his friends!! It is not certainly known whether

he had effected his escape from the building and

rushed again into the flames to save his child!—
There is a confusion in the story, and perhaps it is

as well if it never were cleared up!
Abraham B. Aenable, the president of the bank

of Virginia; a man who has filled our public sta-

tions with very high repute; Mho has been in the

house of representatives and in the senate ot the

United States during the most interesting periods—he too is gone! He has left no wife or children;

but a long train of relatives and friends to weep
his loss.—He was in the box with ladies; lie begged
them riot to be precipitate or impatient; but was
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at length driven toward a window in the lobby,

with a crowd of others. The suffocating smoke

came roling on. Mr. V. and some who were with

him were thrown down. Mr. Noland fell towards

the window and was saved; Mr. V. fell the othei

way and perished in the smoke!

Many doubtless perished in the same way. The
volume of smoke, which could not at first escape

through the roof, was bent downwards; black,

dense, almost saturated with only vapours. Many
were suffocated by it, who might have had strength

enough to leap the windows.—Several were saved

bv the fresh air which they inhaled at the windows
—or even at a cranny.
Poor Dotts ! a man of astonishing assiduity and

attainments at the bar, has perished with his wife

and her niece—he fell perhaps a victim to his hopes,
He thought it more prudent to sit still with his

wife, while the crowd passed by; but her sister in

law, Mrs. Page, yielding to the sympathetic impulse
of her fears, rushed forward and is saved.—What a

seal has death set upon his family! At one fell

our feelings, to comtcmplate those who seem again
to have "re-visited the realms of light." It is

almost as if the grave had given them up again
from its jaws. We are sorry, indeed, that our
limits do not permit us to give any but hasty
matches and sketches of events.

Mr. John G. Jackson was overcome by the suf-

focating smoke and fell senseless. Ilis last recol-
lection was that his feet were descending; but
whether the floor or stairway were broken or lie

had reached the descent, he was not conscious >

but insensibly he descended to the level of the pit
where a strong current of fresh air revived him, as
he lay among a heap of ptfstrate persons. He
struggled to rise and found himself on his feet with
a lady clinging to him and beseeching him to save
her. With difficulty he found the door, not being
acqauinted with the house, but at last he emerged
with the lady, when the fire was pouring through
the front windows, and ere they had advanced far
the roof tumbled in.

M. M. W. Hancock carried with him to the

swoop, fivehelpless children converted into orphans, play, his niece, the two Miss Herons and 3 bovs.—
When the alarm was given, he did all in his power
to save his proteges

—but was at last separated from
them all. The flames were approaching with a

degree of furv and rapidity that was perhaps never
exceeded. Hitherto the scene had been all bustle
confusion and consternation; it now changed to
one of awful horror and desperation that beggars
all description. He attempted to reach the centre
window in the lobby of the lower boxes. He at
last succeeded in mounting on the head of the
crowd betwixt him and the window, and finally
reached it, surrounded by the unavailing and af-

flicting cries of those suffocating around him. <•

He stepped within the window and with difficulty
raised the lower sash—he thurst his feet out, when
the sash was suddenly pressed down and cavght
his feet betwixt it and the sill. He extricated one
foot but could not the other until those behind him
who had sufficient strength left to mount over him
and the lower sash which kept him down, did so.

He found himself so far gone from suffocation that
he gave himself up as lost—the flames, however,
rushed over his head and the introduction of fresh

air at the bottom of the window gave him new life.

Those behind him being no longer able to keep him
down, he with a last effort raised the sash, extri-

cated his foot and jumped out. It gives us sincere

pleasure to add that the three boys and girls whom
lie carried witli him have all escaped with 1 heir lives.

Mr. John Lynch was the only person who passed
the window after Mr. Hancock. After lie had left

n turned round to seek some of the poor G.ibbon, he met witli a variety of horrid ad-
>oor Gibbon, and his lovely interest- ventures. All w;

How heavily has the hand of death fallen upon
the Harvies! Poor mourners, deeply have ye drank

of the cup of affliction. Within five short years
we had numbered among the dead, the venerable

Jobn Harvie, the distinguished Lewis Harvie,
the amiable Mrs. McCaw. and the interesting little

bov of Doctor Brokenbrough. But by one blow,
the distressed mother, Mrs. Harvie, has lost

her noble and high-souled daughter, Juliana, her

excellent son E J. Harvie, and '.hat sweet little

girl, Mary Whitelock, her beloved grand-daugh-
ter ! ! ! Reader, conceive if you can, what you never

have felt.

Lieutenant James Gibbon, of the United States

Navy, has gone with the rest! Young as he was,
he had tasted of the cup of affliction. He was taken

captive in the Philadelphia, and immured in the

prisons of Tripoli.
—On this fatal night, he and Mr.

John Lynch were in the same box with Mrs. Gallego,
Miss Convers, Mr. Venable and others—when the

alarm was first given, they endeavoured to quiet the

apprehensions of the ladies, but when the front

scene was in flame, they reached over tor Miss

Convers who had sunk motionless below—they took

her "over; they held her between them in a state of

insensibility," her head falling over Mr. Lynch's
left arm. In this manner they proceeded towards the

haed of the stairs, when Gibbon said "Lynch, leave

Sally to me. I am strong enough to carry her;

she is light and you can save somebody else." Mr.

L. replied, "God bless you, Gibbon, there is the

stair," and the

other ladies. Pool-

ing companion, sunk together.
We must drop this recital. We have already

stated the deaths of Mrs. Garardin and her sweet

hoy—of Mrs. Gibson, whose husband is perhaps
now on his way from Europe; what a blow upon
his heart!—of the venerabic Mrs. Page; of Mrs,

Lesslie; of the lovely Nancy Green, the daughter
of Mr. Green, the manager: of the amiable Mrs.

Robert Greenhow. The particulars of most of their

thtes are wrapped in oblivion. Theuj ashes are in

die grave.
These per.shed amid the flames—but Mrs. Pat-

terson and M.Wm. Brown were overwhelmed by

the crowd.
Let us change the scene

ful task to describe the fate of those who have, as

It is a far more grate-

it were, miraculously escaped ft n some relief to jpreserved him

as utter darkness in the lobbv, and
suffocation threatened. It was an awful crisis—
and but that one of the windows were bnrst open,
and let in fresh air; he thinks all in the lobby must
have perished; at length he reached the window,
where he found a gentleman fixed fast, whom he
since believes to have been Mr. Hancock. After

an awful lapse, the flames were rushing on in all

directions, his hair caught fire, hope deserted him;
he was struck with horror at the idea of bring
burnt alive. He rushed toward the \t indow wav-

ing his hands as quick as possible over his head and
clothes. This was a dreadful moment; he saw

many drop down on eac}i side of him suffocated—
he window was now free, and he was scarcely on

the bottom of it when he heard an awful crash

lehindhim. He threw himself out and providence
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Mr. Robert Creenhow precipitated himself down
the stairs over fire-brands and bodies, with his fine

son in his arms—and was saved.

Mr. Head Lynch made a wonderful escape with

It is child. His lady was saved by a strong
1 inrn's

pulling
- her by the hair of her head over the bodies

in the stair-way.
Mr. Stetson fell in the lobby with his head to the

wall—but for a crack which his mouth accidentally

caught, he would have died for want of air—the

fresh air that streamed through it revived him

enough to lift his head to the window—a fresh

draught of it revived him, and he jumped out.

Mr; Gordon was saved in a state of insensibility.
His lady was saved by jumping- through a window
and clinging to a man, and her little daughter

By hanging to her mantle. They had 3 children

there and not one of them was lost.

Several individuals were active in rescuing the

lives of their fellow -creatures Dr. M'Caw let

down several from the window—Mr. Doyle, Mr.
Grant and others, who were out, received many as

they were let or jumped down.

IlEPOjlT of the committee of investigation-

.

We the committee appointed by our fellow-citi-

zens "to enquire into the causes of the melancholy
catastrophe, which took place in this ci f

y on Thurs-

day night last; a catastrophe, which has spread a

gloom over a whole city, and filled every eye with

tears; have given to this melancholy duty all the

attention in our power. We feel it due to ourselves;

it was due to our weeping fellow-citizens; it was
due to the world to collect all the lights which

might serve to elucidate an event whose effects are

so deeply written in our hearts. We have seen eve-

ry person who was behind the scenes, that was
best able to assist our enquiries

—we have heard

their statements, and after sifting- them as accu-

rately as possible, beg- leave to submit the following-

report to our afflicted citizens:

On the night of Thursday last, the pantomine of

"The Bleeding Nun, or, Agnes and Raymond"
came on for representation after the play was over.

In the first act, amongst other scenes, was the

scene of the cottage of Baptist the robber, which
was illuminated by a chandelier apparently hanging
from the ceiling. When the curtain fell on the

first act and before it rose on the second, this chan-
delier was lifted from its position among the scene-

ry above. It was fixed with two wicks to it; one

only of them had been lit; yet when it was lifted

above, this fatal lamp was not extinguished. Here
js the first link in the chain of our disasters: The
man who raised it does not pretend to deny it—but

pleads that he did so in consequence of an order
from some person, whom he supposed authorised

to direct him.—That person was behind him; the
voice had reached him without his seeing the person,
and he does not pretend positively to recognise him.
We have not the most distant idea that there was
the slightest mischievous intention in the order or

in the act—it was inattention—it was the grossest
r.c gligence. The lifter of the lamps says that he was
aware of the danger, and remonstrated against the

act; yet yielded with too fatal a facility to the re-ite-

rated orders of a person whom he saw not but sup-
posed authorised to direct him. We cast not the
the slightest imputations upon the managers or or,

any of the regular comedians of the stag
-

e—their

positions at the moment as well as other circum-

stances, forbid the idea that the order ever passed
from their lips; yet the act was done. The lighted
lamp was lifted—the torch of destruction gleamed
at the top of the stage.

Mr. Rice (the property-man of the theatre) says,
that he saw the scene was over in which the lampwas used; he saw the lamp after it was lifted up;
he was aware of the danger of its remaining in that

position; and spoke to one of the carpenters, three
times repeatedly, "Lower that lamp and blow it

out." He did not see it put out; for he was drawn
by his business to another part of the stage.

Mr. West declares that he was passing by to

commence the second act of the pantomine, and
saw the lamp tip and heard Rice giving directions
to the carpenter to extinguish it.

Mr. Cook (the regular carpenter of the Theatre)
declares that he saw the carpenter, alluded to above

attempting to let down the lamp immediately after
the order to let it down had been given; that he
has no doubt this attempt was made in consequence
of the order; and he saw the cords tangle and the

lamp to oscillate several inches from its perpendicu.
lar position. The chandelier above was moved by
two cords which worked over two pulleys, inser-
ted in a collar-beam of the roof, and the straight
line from the beam to the lamp was, Mr. Cook
thinks, about 14 or 15 feet. Thus some idea may
be had of the degree of oscillation.

Mr. Anderson (one of the performers of the the-

atre) says, that he had remarked even before the

representation, how unskilfully the chandelier had
played; and that an attempt to move it had caused
it to ride circularly round.

Mr. Yore (another of the workmen of the machi-

nery,) most conclusively confirms this statement.
He saw, that in the attempt to lower the lamp, as it

was perched among the scenery, the carpenter had
failed in his effort, that he then j irked it and jostled
it, that it was thus swerved from its perpendicular at-

titude, and brought into contact with the lower

part of the front scenes. The scene took fire; the
Maine rose, and tapering abane it to a point, must,
have reached the roof, which was elevated 6 or 7
feet above the top of the scene
We were assured that there was not one transpa-

rent scene hanging; that is a scene coated with
varnish and extremely combustible—that there was

only one paper scene hanging, which Mr, Utt the

prompter declares, was removed six or eight feet

behind the lamp. Thirty-five scenes were at that
moment hanging exclusive of the flies or narrow
borders which represent the skies, roofs, &c.—and
of these, thirty-four were canvass paintings; which

though not extremely combustible on the painted
side are on the other so well covered with the fibres

of the hemp as to catch the flame.

Efforts were made to extinguish the flame. Mr.
Cook, the carpenter, ascended into the carpenter's

gallery;
but in vain. He did succeed in letting

down some of the scenes upon the floor, under an
idea that this was the surest means ofextinguishing
the flame, but he could not extinguish the cords
of the scene that was then on fire. The roof soon

caught and the sense of danger compelled him to

fly for his life.

The committee must now be under the necessity
of drawing the attention of our fellow-citizens, to

the events which took place in front of the curtain
Mr. West states, that immediately on his entering
the stage to go on with his part he heard some bus-
tle behind the scenes which he conceived to be a
mere fracas—-the cry of "fire" then saluted his

ears, which gave him no serious apprehension*, as

he knew that little accidents of this description had
often taken place, that lie heard, some voices ex-
claim "don'i ho alarmed," which exclamation he

'repeated through a solicitude to prevent hurry and
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confusion; that he had not at that moment seen any
flakes of fire fall from the scene; but seeing

- them
at length falling from the roof, he retired behind the

scene and found the whole enveloped in flames; that

lie at'empted to pull down some of the hanging pie-

ces; when finding it unavailing, he attempted to

m;:ke good his own retreat.

Mr. Robertson, who was die only performer be-

sides, that came before the audience, assured the

committee, that at the moment when he first dis-

covered the flame, it was not longe
• than his hand-

kerchief; that he repaired immediately to the stage
as near the orchestra as he could come; there he

conveyed to the audience, not wishing to alarm

them, by gesticulation to leave the house; that in

the act of doing that, he discovered the flames

moving rapidly, and then he exclaimed, "the house

(or the theatre) is on fire;" that he went directly to

the stage box where some three or four ladies were

sitting, entreated them to jump into his arms; that
he could save them by conveying them through the

private stage door; and that he still entreated, until

he found it necessary to make his own escape; thai

his own retreat by the private door was intercepted
bj he flames; that he found it necessary to leap
into the stage box, and join the general crowd in

the lobby; that he gained one of the front windows;
assisted in passing out some ten or twelve females,
but at last found it necessary to throw himself from
the window.

Tins narrative is due to the exertions of a gentle-
man, who first sounded the alarm; and to whom
there are afew who have not done that justice which
he deserves.—Let us now return to the transmis-
sion of the fire—where the point of flame reached
the roof. The roofw as unfortunately not plastered
and ceiled—there was a sheathing-" of plank, pine
plank we are *->ld, nailed over the rafters; and over

these, the shingles. The rosin of the pine had

perhaps oozed out of the plank, through the heat of
our summer's sun, and stood in drops upon it. Yet
however these may have been, no sooner did the

spire of the flames reach the roof than it caught.
Tito fire spread with a rapidity through this com-

bustiole material, unparalled, certainly never

equalled by any of the too numerous fires which
have desolated our city

—In four or five minutes at

least, the whole roof was one sheet of flame—it

burst through the bull's eve in front—it sought the
windows where the rarefied vapour sought its pas-
sage; fed by the vast column of air in the hollows
of a theatre, fed by the inflammable pannels and

pillars of the boxes, by the dome of the pit, by the
canvass ceiling of the lower boxes, until its suffoca-

ted victims in the front were wrapt in its devouring
flame or pressed to death under the smoulding
ruins of the building.

Here might we pause in our melancholy task.

We have traced the conflagration to the fatal lamp,
lifted as it was lit, then j irked and jostled out of its

perpendicular position, to the scenery
—to the roof;

until every thing was enveloped in its fury-—
—But

there is one part of the subject which though it does
not fall strictly within the letter of the Resolution,
or perhaps the line of our duty, is yet too intcresing
to be passed over. Why, this fatality? Why have
so many victims perished on this melancholy occa-
sion? It cannot be said, that it was the combusti-

bility of the building and the rapidity of the fire,

great as
they

undoub tedly were, which altogether
produced this mortality of the species; for we can-
not believe, if large vomitories had been erected for

the passage of the crowd, if there had been doors

enough to admit them, that more than one tenth ol

an audience should have perished on the occasion

It was the opinion of the committee that the ill

construction of the theatre itself, was principally
its cause. How numerous were the occasions on

which it had long before been said, as the crowd was

slowly retiring at the end of u play, "Suppose the

house were on fire, what should wc do?" Yet we

slept with too fatal a security over the evil—wc
trusted and we are ruined. New doors were not

opened; the winding stair case was not straitened,

the access to the avenues of the theatre was not en-

larged.
Even the relics of our fellow citizens as they lay,

pointed out the causes of this fatality. They were
found strewed in heaps at the foot of the narrow
stair case, which led from the boxe:,; and, though
with less profusion, on the ground immediately
tinder the lobby of the boxes above, from which

lobby, their retreat down the stairs had been inter-

cepted by the crowd which choaked them up. On
that fatal night, there were in the pit and boxes 518

dollar tickets and 80 children, exclusive of 50 per-
sons who were in the galleries. Oi' these, 598 had
to pass through one common avenue, and although
all the spectators in the pit may have escaped, ex-

cept a few who may have jumped into (lie boxes,

yet the crowd in the lower and upper boxes had no

other resource than to press through a narrow angu-
lar stair case, or to leap the windows.
The committee cannot, close their melancholy

labors without expressing one hope, that irreparable
as our own calamities have been we may not have
suffered altogether in vain; that our own misfor-

tunes may serve as beacons to the rest of our coun-

trymen, and that no theatre should be permitted to

be opened in the other cities of the United States

until every facility has been procured for the escape
of the audience."

[Pursuant to an ordinance of the common council
of the city of Richmond, the place of burying the
remains of those who suffered by the fire was chang-
ed from the public ground to the area formerly en-

closed within the walls of the theatre," which wa"s

ordered to be enclosed by a wall five feet high.
The interment took place on Sunday the 30th. A

mournful procession was made to the "devoted

spot." The mangled remains wer.e chiefly enclosed
in two large mahogany boxes; and were deposited
in the centre of the place where the pit stood. The
city was bathed in tears.]

Register of the Dead.

(Xj
3 In addition to the 63 persons (says the Enqui-

rer) who were published in our last* from the report
of the committee, we are pained to be compelled to

subjoin the following melancholy list:—
Perished in the flames—Miss Elvira Coutts, Mrs.

Pickit, not wife of Mr. C. P. Miss Littlepage, Jean

Baptiste Rox, Thomas Learoix, Robert Ferrill a

mulatto boy.

Expired since—On Saturday night, Mrs. John
Boshen, and at 11 o'clock on

"

Sunday night E. J.

Harvie, esq. in consequence of an injury received in

his efforts to save his unfortunate sister from the

flames!!

To the citizens of Richmond.
In the sincerity of afflicted minds, and deeply

wounded hearts, permit us to express the anguish
which we feel for the late dreadful calamity, ofwhich
we cannot but consider ourselves the innocent cause—From a liberal and enlightened community we

See page 330.
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fear noreproache:,, but we are too conscious that ma-

ny have too much cause to wish they had never

known us. To their mercy we appeal for forgive-

ness, not for a crime committed, but for one which

could not be prevented. Our own loss'cannot be

estimated but by ourselves—'tis true (with one ex-

ception) we have not to lament the loss of life—but

we have lost our friends, our patrons, our property
and in part, our homes—Nor is this all our loss—
In this miserable calamity we find a sentence of ba-

nishment from your hospitable city. No more do

we expect to feel that glow of pleasure which per-
vades a grateful heart, while it receives favors libe-

rally bestowed. Never again shall we behold that

feminine humanity which so eagerly displayed itself

to soothe the victim of disease, and view with ex-

ultation the benevolent who fostered the fatherless,

and shed a ray of comfort on the departing soul of a

dying mother. Here then we cease—the eloquence
of grief, is silence.

James Rose, William Anderson,

Hopkins Robertson, Thomas Burke,
Charles Young, A. Placidc,
Charles Durang, J. W. Gh-ee?i,

William T-waits, Wm. Clark.

From the Enquirer of January 2.

Cotjclusiox.—There are some of the unfortu-

nate victims of Thursday night, whose particular
fates we have in vain attempted to penetrate. We
have taken uncommon pains to collect an authentic

narrative of the events of this disastrous night; we
have requested the aid of every person whom -we had
heard was capable of furnishing any information and
to whom the subject was not too tender to be men-
tioned; yet it is with some pain we have failed in

our efforts. We should be sorry even to wear the

mos distant appearance of neglecting the fate or

the memory of any one who perished on that deplo-
rable night

—but this appearance at least is inevita-

ble. Tnere were few persons so cool and collected

as to be able to illustrate the horrors of that night ;

several.who were able to point out particular threads

in the disastrous web or destiny are no doubt un-

known to us : And some who have promised to re-

duce their narratives to paper, have been prevented
from doing so by their eng-agements or their feelings.
The following are the only statements which we
have received. They are enough, however, to

communicate a faint idea of the collective horrors

of the seene; what a group would have breathed

upon the canvass, i f"a few faint strokes of the pci>
cil are so affecting! If such were the feelings of a

few individuals, what must have been the situation

of 500 people? How impotent is the pencil of Ra-

phael in the Vatican, where he attempts to paint the

conflagration of Rome !

We should still proceed in our researches—but
the reader has contemplated horrors enough. It

is time to leave the paths of death. We have dwelt

long enough on this melancholy theme; .and we
are anxious to relieve our columns from the sombre
table of woe. With this paper, therefore, let us
eea e the strains of grief; let us drop the subject.
There is only another point of view in which we
yet propose to consider it; but this not directly
calculated to harrow up the feelings of such as have
los' their friends. Let us open the pages of history,
and ee whether this is the only city, which has
been fflicted by so severe a visitation—whether
this ... .lie only people, whom "the paths of plea-
sm ii ve led to the grave!"

_

We .have leaml nothing very particularly authen-
tic of the fate of Mrs. Thomas Wilson—we have

merely heard that with the cool and deliberate reso-
lution of a strong mind, she remained for a time in
her first position, fearing rather the consequences
of precipitation and tumult, than the rapidity of
the flames. They indeed baffled all ressonoble cal-

culation, and too many have fallen victims to this
fatal mistake! Mrs. Wilson perished

—one of the best
of wives, the best of of mothers, the most exemplary
step-mother that ever lived! Words cannnot express
the agony of her distressed family

—the deep de-

jection of all her friends.

The fate of Mrs. Heron is also wrapt in oblivion.

She had been unfortunate enough to lose her hus-
band by a disastrous accident—and her children
have now lost their mother by one still more rapid
and resistles. She was eminently true to all the

domestic charities of life. But neither the hand of

affection, of friendship, nor respect could snatch her
from the tomb.

Mrs. Cook, the lamented wife of Mr. William

Cook, and her daughter Rebecca, perished toge-
ther. Long shall the disconsolate husband and

father, weep over their ashes. Three motherless
children are left behind her.

But why spread before the reader, all the havoc
of the scene?—The young have sunk as well as the

married: The Interesting Margaret Copeland, the

third daughter of Mr. Charles Copeland; Patty
Griffin, the only child of her aged mother; Miss

Nelson, Miss Page, Miss Craig, all of them dear
to their families and friends, William Southgate,
the only prop of the family of Wright Southgate,
dec. Each has his merits; each has the public tear.

What a scene was exhibited for several hours af-

ter the tragic event. Many were ignorant of the

fate of their friends. Almost every one had his fears

and stLspicions. During the next day two persons
could scarcely meet without exchangingexpressions
full of solicitude:—"Have vou lost any of your
family: "Is your family safe??' "I am glad of it

I am glad of it."

Many escaped with extreme difficulty. Several

have a broken limb. Mr. John Richards has bro-

ken his leg; Mr Carter Page has broken his. Miss
Pendleton has also broken a limb. Mr. Scott, of

Fairfax is much burnt. Some were severely burnt,
whose clothes were whole.
We trust that the number of the dead is now ex-

hausted. We had understood that some strangers
had arrived at particular taverns whose names were
unknown—and these were said to be missing. We
have enquired, and are happy to find it a mistake.

[Here follows several details by persons who escap-
ed, which we are compelled at least to defer.

Cannon, Small Arms, &c.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

Jifonday, Dec. 16.—Mr. Seybert delivered the fol-

lowing report:
The committee to whom was referred "so much of the

President's message as relates to the manufacture of
cannon and small arms, and the providing munitions

of war," after having, according to order con-

sidered the several subjects submitted, beg leave to

HEl'OJIT IX 1'AUT,

That, it is, at all times expedient for a nation to

be supplied with an ample stock of all such articles

and materials as are requisite for defensive or offen-

sive operations. Such provisions will make its citi-

zens confident at home, whilst they, at the same
time, guarantee respect on thepartofforeign nations
No one, it is presumed, will deny that an extensive

supply of implements pf- war is preferable to tltc.
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amount of their cost lying buried m the vaults of

the treasury, more especially when it is considered,
that on occasions of the first importance they are

indispensably necessary, and that tor the greater

part they are imperishable from their nature. The

proposition just laid down will appearevident, when
it is recollected that the least rumour of a war will

immediately add to the value of such articles, very

generally, from 50 to 100 per centum; nay, this

declaration might be carried much further, and it

may be our place to notice the fact, that under cir-

cumstances fir from bring- the most unfavourable;

refined salt petrc has commanded the enormous

price of one dollar and fifty cents per pound; where-

as, its ordinary value is about thirty cents per pound
in our markets.

It is also well known, that manufactured articles,

which are made in haste, are generally very defec-

tive—this should be particularly guarded against in

the case of fire arms of every description. When
it becomes absolutely necessary to provide such

equipments, contractors always insist upon ihei-

own terms. Experience has proved that contracts
under such circumstances on national account, we
do not confine this assertion to our own country,
have been made to great disadvantage. Regular an-

imal supplies, in time of peace, should always be

preferred. It would be unwarrantable in the extreme
to hazard a Want of this kind until the last moment—until the enemy may be at our doors. I< will be
in vain to look lor additions from Europe at a period
when the extensive naval force of an enemy, aided

by many private armed ships, shall swarm on the

Ocean. Who could then be so hardy as to entertain

the expectation of frequent arrivals in our ports?
It is with peculiar satisfaction your committee

finds itself, under the warranty of the proper depart-
ment, to state that many of the most necessary,
are articles of which there is a considerable stock
on hand, and that others of them are abundant in

our territory. Or, in the words of the message, we

may be permitted to repeat that "the manufacture of
cannon and small arms, and the stock and resources

of all the necessary munitions are adequata to emer-

gencies."
Tlie flourishing state of the foundaries through-

out the United States; they have been heretofore

successfully employed, on government account, in

Rhode Island, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Mary-
land, the district of Columbia, &c. The regular
supplies of small arms, of every description, from
the establishments which are now under the control

of the government, and these seconded by the several

contracts which have been already made with indi-

viduals in various parts of the Union, together with
the ease with which they may be multiplied so as to

meet the demands which circumstances may require,

independent of the arrangements made on the part
of the states individually, are some of the many
proofs which demonstrate the great resources of
this republic. What nation can boast of more or

better iron than the United States? Our foundaries
have not only been in successful operation, they are

far from being infantile, and have arrived at perfec
tion. Upon the best authority we state the furnaces,

forges and bloomeries in the United States to be five

hundred and thirty. The art of boring cannon is,

in manV places in Europe, deemed a secret of great
importance; they there keep their cutters conceal
ed from strangers in leathern bags. In the United
States this process is so well understood, that an in

spector of our artillery has declared to the world
"lie never was compelled to reject a gun on account

of a defect in the bore," though he examined "up-
wards of two thousand cannon of different calibres."

It is noionous that we may have lead, from the

mines of our country, to any amount. Our resour-

ces lor salt petre in the western states are said to be

inexhaustible. Of sulphur we have a considerable

stock in store. Each of the states can furnish an

extensive catalogue of powder mills; their number
in the United States amounts to two hundred and

seven, and many of them are celebrated for the ex-

cellence of their powder. Notwithstanding these

facts, it is necessary to repeat, that under the pre-
sent aspect of affairs, it is proper a further provision
of all the munitions of war be forthwith made. Ex-

penditures to a considerable amount when applied
to such purposes, will ultimately be found to be

economy in the true sense and meaning of the term,

by the saving of the difference between the present

prices ami such as will be demanded when we shall

be at war. In conformity with these views, your
committee beg leave to report a bill.

Twelfth Congress.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

Thursday, January 2.—Mr. M'Kve stated to the

house, that as chairman of the committee on In-

dian affairs, he had received a letter from the secre-

tary of war on a subject which did not come pro-

perly before that committee, but belonged to the

committee of commerce and manufactures. This
letter complains of the want of goods proper for

the Indian Department, and suggests the propriety
of making an exception in the non-importation law
in faveur of these goods. Mr. M'Kee, in conformi-

ty with this letter, offered the following resolution,

which, with the letter of the secretary of war, he
wished might, for the present, lie upon the table,

until members- shall have had an opportunity of con-

sidering the subject,

"Resolved, that the committee of commerce and
manufactures be instructed to enquire into the ex-

pediency of authorising- by law, the introduction

into the United States, such foreign goods as may
be necessary for the usual supply of the Indian De-

partment."
—Ordered to lie on the table.

Mr. Bassett wished to make a motion on the sub-

ject of a claim which had been before congress for

24 years, and which, therefore, ought to be decided

upon. Much difficulty, no doubt, had attended

the investigation; but, nevertheless, if the claim

be a just one, it ought to be allowed, or, if other-

wise, rejected it. In order to obtain this object, he

proposed the following resolution:

"Resolved, that the committee of claims be iiv*

structed to enquire into the expediency of referring
the claim of Beaumarchais' heirs to some court of

the United States, in form of a case agreed between
the attorney-general and the agent of the said claim,
or in such other form as may be agreed on by the

attorney-general and the said agent."
After some objections from Messrs. Fisk, Pitkin,

Quincey and Alston, the resolution was negatived.
It was stated to be a novel procedure; that if this

claim were to take the proposed direction, there

were hundreds of others might follow it. It was

hoped that congress would never send any claim

made upon the government to be decided in her

courts. This, said Mr. Alston, "would be throw-

ing the independence of the country at the Feet of

the judiciary." This claim, though it appeared in

the name of an individual, it was stated was more
in the nature of a claim of the French government
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upon the government of this country, than an indi-

vidual claim. The committee of claims, at all

events, ougtit to come to a decision upon this sub-

ject, without attempting' to remove the settlement

to any other tribunal.

ThV speaker announced a bill from the senate

extending the time of certain patents granted to Ro-

bert Fulton, which was twice read and committed;

though not without some objections.
Mr. Alston stated it to be a very extraordinary

thing that an application should be made for an ex-

tension of a patent which had not been granted
more than two years. After some remarks from
Mr Mitchill in favour of the extension, the bill was
suffered to take the usual course.

Amehican seamen—Mr. Wright called up for

consideration, a resolution which he had laid upon
the table some davs ago, proposing the appointment
of a committee to bring in a bill for the protection,

recovery and indemnification of American seamen.
It was accordingly taken up, agreed to, and a com^
mittee of five members appointed.
Additional army.—The house then took up the

order of the day, which was the bill from the senate

to raise an additional military force.

Mr. Wright moved to amend the bill, by adding
thereto a new section, providing

" that the officers

appointed by virtue of this act shall respectively re-

ceive their commissions during such term only as

the President of the United States shall deem neces-

sary; and it shall be the duty of the President to

discharge such officers whenever their services are

no longer wanted. And that no general, field or

staff officer who may be appointed under this act,
shall be entitled to receive any pay or emolument
until called into actual service, nor for any longer
time than he shall remain therein."

This amendment was carried, there being 69
members in favor of it.

[Several other unsuccessful attempts at amend-
ments were made—on the final question

"
shall the

bill be engrossed for a third reading?" the yeas
and nays were as follows:

YEAS.—Messrs. Alston, Anderson, Archer,
Avery, Bacon, Bard, Bartlett, Bibb, Blackledge,
Bleccker, Brown, Burwell, Butler, Calhoun,
Cheeves, Clay, Corchran, Clopton, Condit, Craw-
ford, Diivis, Dawson, Desha, Dinsmoor, Earl,

Eraott, Findley, Fisk, Franklin, Gholson, Gold,
Green, Grundy, B. Hall, O. Hall, Harper, Hawes,
Hynemon, Johnson, King, Lacock, Lefever, Lit-

tle, Livingston, Lowndes, Lyle, Maxwell, Moore,
M'Coy, M'Kee, M'Kim, Metcalf, Mitchill, Mor-
gan, Morrow, Nelson, New, Newton, Ormsby,
Paulding, Pickens, Piper. Pond, Porter, Quincy,
Reed, Ringgold, Rhea, Roane, Roberts, Sage,
S.umuons, Seaver, Sevier, Seybert; Shaw, G. Smith,
Strong, Sturges, Sullivan, Tallman, Talliaferro,

Tracy, Troup, Turner, Van Cortlandt, Williams,
Widgery, Winn, Wright—90.
NAYS —Messrs. Baker, Bigelow, Boyd, Breck-

enrid ye, Brig-ham, Champion, Chittenden, Daven-

port. Ely, Fitch, Huftv, Jackson, Kev, Law, Lewis,
M.con, M'Bryde, Mosely, Newbold,' Pearson, Pit-

kin, Potter, Randolph, Rodman, Sheffey, Smilie,
Stanford, Stewart, Stow, Sturges, Taggart, Tail-

madge, Wheaton, White, Wilson—35.

Friday, January 3.—Mr. Newton, from the com-
mittee ofcommerce and manufactures, reporteda bill

to authorise the secretary of the treasury, under the

authority of the president of the United States, to

purchase from Winslow Lewis his patent right to a

new method of lighting light-houses, and for other

purposes. [Mr. N. stated, that by this new method, a

light-house which now consumes 1400 gallons of oil
in a certain period, would be supplied by 400 only. ]

The bill was twice read and committed.
Mr. Rhea said, that persons entitled to pensions

had found great difficulty in complying with the

requisitions of the law as it now stood. He wish-
ed to simplify the business, and for that purpose of-

fered to the house a resolution, which, after some
observations from different members, and receiving
an amendment from Mr. Gholson, the chairman of

the committee of claims, was agreed to, and refer-

red to that committee.
Mr. Porter, the chairman of the committee of

foreign relations, said that it having been discover-

ed that there was some parts of the bill for raising
a vc'unteer corps, which required correction, and
which could be better done by the committee who
reported it than in committee of the whole, he
would move to discharge the committee of the whole
from the further consideration of the bill, in order
to recommit it.

The motion to discharge the committee of the

whole was agreed to, and the bill recommitted.
Mr. Jennings offered a resolution calling upon

the president of the United States for information

respecting the appointment of certain Indian agents,
&.c. in the Indiana and Illinois territories; but some

objection being made to it, on the ground of a simi-

lar resolution having already been entered into, it

was ordered to lie upon the table.

The order of the day being- called for, the bill for

raising an additional force was taken up and read
the third time, and the question being put

" shall

the bill pass its third reading?"
Mr Sheffey rose and spoke for about three hours

against the passag-e of the bill, and in favor of main-

taining the country in a state of peace.
After which, Mr. Rhea said he wished to deliver

his sentiments on the passage of the bill; but as it

was late, he moved an adjournment, which was
carried.

Saturday, January 4—The speaker laid before

the house a communication from the secretary of

war, containing an account of the application and

expenditure of monies in that department for the

past year.

Also, from the same department, on account of
the expenditures from the contingent fund.

And a communication from the treasury depart-
ment, in conformity to the act of 1810, with an
account of the expenses attending our intercourse

with the Barbary powers.
These several documents were referred to the

committee of ways and means, and ordered to be

printed.
A bill from the senate, for establishing a quarter

master's department, was twice read, and, on mo-
tion of Mr. Blount, referred to the committee to

whom was referred that part of the president's mes-

sage relating- to military affairs.

Mr. Morrow proposed the following resolution,
which was agreed to, and a committee of five mem-
bers appointed:

""

Resolved, That a committee be appointed to en-

quire into the expediency of confirming the north-

ern boundary of the state of Ohio, as designated by
the constitution of that state, and as provided by
law for the actual surveying of the north and west

boundary lines of the said state, and that they report

by bill or otherwise.

The order of the day, which was the bill for rais-

ing an additional military force, was then taken

up, Messrs. Rhea, Pickens, Lowndes, Harper
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Widgery and M'Kim spoke in favor of the bill, and

Mr. Macon against the arrangement of ihe force,

intended to be raised; but in favor of the general

principle of the bill.

The house rose at 5 o'clock, widiout taking the

question on die nassasrc of the bill.

Monday, January 6.—Mr. Bacon, from the com-
mittee of ways and ;neans, to whom was referred

the petitions of the collectors of several ports, made
a supplementary report, which recommended that,

the prayer of the several petitions of the collectors

of the ports of Philadelphia, Boston, New-York,
Baltimore and Plymouth, Massachusetts, and of

the naval oflieer of the port of Philadelphia, ought
not to be granted. Committed.

Mr. Grundy, from the committee of foreign re-

la' ions, reported tlie bill authorising the president
to accept of volunteer corps, with sundry amend-
ments, which was commit.' cd.

Mr. 1). R. Williams said, by an act of 1808, a

regiment of light artillery was directed to be raised.

This was considered by the secretary of war as

horse artillery; but the bill did not provide for

moun+ing them. He therefore introduced a bill

supplementary to an act for raising, for a limi'ed

time, an additional military force, which was twice

read and commit led.

The speaker laid before the house a report from

Mr. Seybert reported a bill for authorising the

purchase of ordnance and ordnance stores. Mr. S.

observed that as we had the men we should provide
the arms necessary to put into their hands. We
had great resources, 534 forges, 207 powder mill.?,

lead in abundance could be procured—sulphur was
the only article of difficulty. [The bill appropri-
ates § 1,500,000; and has passed its second reading
in the house.]
The house then went into the committee of the

whole, Mr. Tallmadge in the chair, on the bill for

the relief of disabled and superannuated officers and
seamen.
Several amendments to the bill having been agreed

to, the committee rose, and the house laid it on the
table.

A message was received from the President of the
U. States, by Mr. Coles, transmitting a report
from the directors of the mint relative to the opera-
tions of the mint during the last year. Read and
ordered to be printed.
The house resolved itself into a committee of the

whole on the resolution against the repeal of cer-

tain provisions in the statutes of limitation—Mr.
Nelson in the chair.

Mr. Clay spoke against the resolution. It was

disagreed to, and a resolution in favor of the re-

peal of those statutes so far as regards certain des-

the secretary of the navy, in pursuance of a resolu- captions
of cMms embraced in a resolution sub

lion of the house of the 26th ult. requesting a state

ment of the vessels which had been repaired since

the year 1801, and the cost thereof, which was or-

dered to be printed.
The house then took up the bill for raising an

additional military force; which after speeches from
Messrs. Stanford, Boyd and Slow against it, and

by Mr. D. R. Williams in favor of it," finally passed
94 to 34. The yeas and nays were as follow:
YE \S.—Messrs. Alston, Anderson, Archer, Av-

ery, Bacon, Bard, Bartlet, Bassett, B.bb, Black-

ledge, Bleecker, Blount, Brown, Burwell, Butler,
Calhoun, Cheeves, Clay, Cochran, Clopton, Con-
dit, CraM'ford, Davis, Dawson, Desha, Dinsmoor,
Earl, Emmott, Findlev, Fisk, Franklin, Gholson,
Gold, Green, Grundy", B. Hall, O. Hall, Harper,
Hawes, Hvneman, Johnson, Kent, King, Lacock,
Lefever, Little, Livingston, Lowndes, Lvle, Max-
well, Moore, M' Coyj M'Kee, M'Kim," Met calf,

Milnor, Mitchill, Morgan, Morrow, Nelson, New,
Newton, Ormsby, Paulding-, Pickens, Piper, Pond,
Porter, Quincy, Reed, Ringgold, Rhea, Roane,
Roberts, Sage, Sammons, Seayer, Sevier, Sevbert,
Shaw, G. Smith, J. Smith, Strong, Sullivan,
Tallman, Talliaferro, Tracy, Troup, Turner, Van-

Cortlandt, Williams, Widgery, Winn, Wright—94.
NAYS.—Messrs. Big-clow, Boyd, Breckenridge,

Brig-ham, Campion, Chiltenden, Davenport, Ely,
Fitch, Htiftv, Jackson, Kev, Law, Lewis, Macon,
M'Bride, Mosely, Newbold, Pearson, Pitkin, Pot-

ter, Randolph, Rodman, Shelley, Smilie, Stan-

ford, Stewart, Stow, Sturges, Taggart, Tallmadge,
Wheaton, White, Wilson—34

Tuesday, January 7.—Mr. Bacon reported a bill

for defraj'ing the cx^ences of six companies of

rang-ers for the year 1812, which was twice read

Mr. Newton from the committee of commerce
and manufacture reported a bill for the relief of
those numerous petitioners who have purchased
goods previous to the proclamation, and which now
remain in Great Britain and her colonies. Mr. N.
observed tr at the committee had paused on these pe-
titions, till they saw that Congress had taken a po-
sition from which they would not go back—"amanly
attitude" Made the order ef the day for Friday.

mitted by Mr. Bacon, and reported several times

verbatim, was adopted— yeas 49; nays 36.

The committee then took up the resolution to in-

struct the committee of claims to report accord-

ing to the merits of all revolutionary claims, al-

though they may be barred by the statutes of limita-

tion.

Mr. Gholson spoke in its favor; Mr. Bacon against
it.

Before a decision obtained, the committee rose.

And the house adjourned at three o'clock.

Wednesday, January 8.—The speaker laid before

the house a petition of the Urselme Nuns at New-
Orleans, praying* that the hospital which adjoins
their convent, and is in a decayed state, may be re-

moved, and that they may be permitted to build a

house thereon for the education of females.—Refer-

red.

The speaker laid before the house, an address and
resolutions of the legislature of the state of Ohio,

approbatory of the measures of the general govern-
ment, which were ordered to lie on the table.

The speaker also presented a statement from the

secretary of the navy, in conformity to the act re-

quiring the same, respecting the compensation of

clerks.

And another, of the contracts made by the secre-

tary of the navy during the past year; which weie
ordered to be printed.

Mr. M'Kee, from the committee to whom was
referred the message of the president of the United

States, transmitting two letters of governor Harri-

son respecting the affair on the Wabash, made a re-

port, recommending sundry resolutions, making
provision for the sufferers' in that engagement; as

well for the widows and orphans of those who were

killed. The report was committed.
The following- bills were read a third time and

passed, viz. an act to enable the secretary of the

treasury to decide upon the case of the Eliza Ann,

belonging to Ezekiel Hubbell; and an act authoris-

ing the purchase of ordnance, ordnance stores,

camp equippage, and other quarter master's stores,

and small arm .
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Volunteer Cohps.^—On motion of Mr. Smilie,

the house took up the order of the day, and went

into a committee on the hill to authorise the presi-

dent of the United States to accept of certain vo-

lunteer corps, Mr. Basset in the chair.

The bill being read, an amendment was proposed
to prevent the land which is provided for the heirs

and representatives of any volunteer who shall fall

in the service from being sold to speculators; but
after various attempts at amending the amendment,
and considerable discussion, it was discovered that

no volunteer could dispose of this land, as he never
would have any right in it, as it vested in his heirs

in case he died in the service only. The amend-
ments were of course disagreed to.

A motion was afterwards made to allow every
volunteer, who had served twelve months on leav-

ing the service, eighty acres of land; but this was

disagreed to, on the ground that the men who enter-

ed into this service, would enter from patriotic mo-
tives and ought not to be put on a level with the re-

gular soldiers.

The committee rose without going through the

bill, and obtained leave to sit again. [The blank in
the 8th section was tilled with §3,000,000 to provide
for 50,000 men.]
A message was received from the senate inform-

ing the house that the senate had agreed to all their
amendments to the bill to raise an additional milita-

ry force, except the proviso in the first section,
and the three additional sections, to which they dis-

agree.
The proviso disagreed to, is in the following words:
"Provided, however, That commissioned officers

for six only of the said regiments shall be appointed
until three-fourths of the privates requisite to com-
plete such six regiments have been enlisted, when
the commissioned officers for the remaining seven

regiments shall be appointed."
The following are the 3 resolutions disagreed to:

"That the officers, who may be appointed in
virtue of this act, shall respectively continue in

commission during such term only as the president
shall judge requisite for the public service; and
that it shall be lawful for the president to discharge
the whole or any part of the troops, which may be
raised under the authority of this act, whenever he
shall judge the measure consistent with the public
welfare."

"That no general, field or staff officer, who may
be appointed by virtue of this act, shall be enti-

tled to receive any pay or emoluments until he shall

be called into actual service, nor for any longer
time than he shall continue therein."

"That in the recess of the senate, the president of
the United States is hereby authorised, to appoint
ail or any ofthe officers, other than the general offi-

cers proper to be appointed under this act, which
appointments shall be submitted to the senate at

their next session, for their advice and consent."

Adjourned.
last page

—352.
[ For Thursday's proceedings

—see

Mr. Shefifey's Speech.
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, ON THE BILL
FROM THE SENATE TO RAISE AN ADDITIONAL MI-
LITARY FORCE—JAN. 3. 1H12.

Mr. Sheffey professed to have no intention to

embarrass the progress of the bill. The deep in-

terest which every man felt, or ought to feel, in the

prosperity of the country, compelled him to g-ive
his reasons for voting against the bill. Ke differed

essentially from its friends; but he would by no
means impeach the purity of their motives;- and he
would expect the same liberality to be extended to

him by gentlemen. He conceived the bill to be

pregnant with ruin to the interests and liberties of
the country. If the majority of this house had de-
termined to change the attitude of the nation, they
ought directly to have presented the question of

war; and although he should have resisted war in

every possible shape, yet the moment tbe house
would say that war must be declared, no man would

go further than he would in voting means to prose-
cute that measure with vigor and success. But a

'

full developement of the causes and the object of
the war had not been made in a satisfactory manner.—There was a great difference between those cau-
ses and those objects. The causes of a war might
be ample, without its presenting a substantial ob-

ject. The object, as well as the causes, might be
sufficient; and yet the means of conducting the war
might be inadequate.
He had looked for a developement of the objects

of that measure which the house were called upon
to adopt against Great Britain, and from which,
when once taken, they could not recede. He had
seen only high colored statements of the wrongs
which she had inflicted upon us. In the presence
of this august assembly and of the nation, he would
not hesitate to say that we had ample causes of war
not only against Great Britain, but the other belli-

gerent too. Our not going to war when these
causes first arose, was a proof that the objects of
war were not substantial. The orders in council
were justifiable causes of war. One belligerent had
no right to wound its enemy through the medium
of neutrals. Indeed, those orders were hostile to

the policy, it was the interest of England to pursue.
Either the Berlin decree was a mere dead letter, or
it was not. If that decree were nug-alory, then

surely it could not justify the British orders. If it

were not nugatory; if it prevented British manu-
factures from going to the continent, the British

orders could not subserve the policy of England
against her enemy. They interdicted American
vessels from going to France, when the Berlin
decree itself had prohibited them from going there

with British manufactures. And as to the remain-
der of American trade with France, it was in arti-

cles which were not necessary to her people, and
which she could raise at home. The trade in

colonial produce, carried on in American vessels,
was prohibited by the Berlin decree. The British

orders therefore injured neutrals, without effecting
1

the enemy. This furnished one cause of war to

us; but was it prudent to go to war for this cause?
He admitted that in the impressment of seamen,
Great Britain had injured us; hut not to the extent

generally supposed. He protested against waging
a war for the protection of any other than native

born American seamen, or those who were citizens

when the independence of the country was atchiev-

ed. It was enough to protect them while they re-

main within our territories. Within these we had a

right to make regulations. But we had no right to

make regulations on the ocean, which would con-

flict with the pretensions of all civilized nations,
who claimed the allegiance of their native born

subjects, either by the divine right of the governors,
or by implied compact. He should not inquire
whether these claims were compatible with the

rights of man. It was sufficient that they grew
out of the established usag'es and principles of civi-

lized kingdom, which we had no right lo contro-
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Vert oat of our own limits. lie would therefore

not protect any other than natural American citi-

zens on the ocean. We did not deny the right of

England to search for property; she 'went farther,

and claimed ihe privilege of searching for her sea-

men. The similarity of our manners and language
occasioned her to abuse the privilege in some cases

by the impressment of our seamen. This was not

an abuse of principle, but of honour And before

we go to war with her for impressment, he would
make her this offer:—he would agree not to let any
man enter our merchant vessels but a natural citi.

zen of these United States. Impressment, he al-

lowed, was another cause of war.
But should a nation go to war for an indignity

without a sufficient object to be attained by it?

What was the great object of the proposed war? It

was the right to trade with the continent. We had
an unquestionable right to this trade; but what
was it practically worth!1 Would it repay us for

the treasure which would be expended, and the
bio >d which would be spilled, in a war? He assert-

ed that the trade with the continent, were the or-

ders in council revoked, would be worth very little,

and that it would daily diminish from the anti-com-
mercial policy of the French cabinet! We had
boasted of the justice winch France had done us

by the repeal of the Berlin and Milan decrees To
what did this plenitude of imperial justice amount'
In 1807, our exports to France—lie did not include

Italy and Holland—were equal to 2,700,000 dollars;
the whole of our export commerce was 43,500,000
dollars. What is your commerce now to the domi-
nions of France? Where is the trade with those
dominions which your merchants then carried on
in colonial articles, received in exchange for their

horses and their lumber in the West Indies, and
sold on the continent for bills on London, for

French wines and German linens? This friendly
commerce with his imperial majesty was now cut
off. Where is your trade in tobacco? In 130", you
shipped 68,000 hogsheads of tobacco; at this time

only 4,000 hogsheads are consumed in France.—
And as to cotton, the other great staple of the
southern states; she imposes a duty on it equivalent
to a prohibition of its exportation. The policy of
France was to encourage the cyltUreof cotton in

Italy and her southern provinces. She aimed at

the extinction of all foreign commerce to her domi-
nions. From this view, he was satisfied that the

object of the war which we were about to engage
in, to obtain a repeal of the orders in council,
would not be worth two millions per annum. If

the orders were repealed to-morrow, our trade to
ihe continent, under the imperial regulations and
edicts, wovld not amount to two millions per vear.
What American merchant, but an adventurer/who
disregarded every principle of prudence, would
engage in so shackled a commerce? Even when he
should go to France, and dispose of his export
cargo; when the greater part of it should have been
extorted from him by his imperial majesty and/his

rapacious agents, in the shape of duties arid
charg-

es, he would be forced to take wines and silks m
return. In 1307, he proceeded to shew, the ex-

ports in our own products to Great Britain amount-
ed to 23 millions; and the exports to the French
West India islands, to the Isle of France and the
isle of Bourbon in India, and to the Cape of Good
Hope, all of which had since been conquered by
Great Britain, amounted to four or five millions
per annum. Our exports then to France would,

ed to thirty-two millions. And would the house

go to war, and sacrifice this export trade of thirty-
two millions i'.n- two millions' They could not ex-

pect to have a great increase of commerce during
war; Spain, Portugal and the Brazils might come
under French dominion; the trade to which only

amounted, in 1807, to three millions.

But they had been told that they must fight for

honour. Could they change the aspect of the civi-

lized world? He considered the great defect in the

policy of this government for several years past to

have proceeded from a supposition that they could
effect by their measures, a change in the policy of

Europe. They thought that they held in their hands
the destinies of the world; that by frowning on
the belligerents, they would yield to our demands.
We were mistaken; and we must wait until the

present state of Europe should be changed, before

we could be rc.nstated in our rights. There were
times when nations, as well as individuals, must

suppress their feelings. This was the period when
neutrals possessed no means to support their rights.
The claims of belligerents always conflicted with
the rights of neutrals. Heretofore during war,
there generally existed two or three neutral powers.
A belligerent had therefore not dared to attack the

rights of neutrals, lest they should combine against
him. But now we were the only neutral power.

—
Public law had been consigned to the grave; neu-
tral rights buried under French dominion. It was

visionary to think of protecting them The house
must tell their citizens that they were incompetent
to protect their trade: that if they went on 1 he ocean,

they must go at their own peril. They had made
a fine hand of selecting their enemy! They had
thrown themselves in the arms of him who would

give him two millions of trade for the loss of thirty-
two millions! As to this honour; it ought always
to be guided by prudence. We ought not to en-

gage in a war for this chivalric, fanciful, Quixotic
notion of honour, without looking at the consequen-
ces. How should we feel, if at the end of a seven

years' war, after sacrificing thousands of valuable

lives, and so much blood and treasure, we should
be compelled to sit down quietly under the British

orders in council? He considered the notion of
honour practically fallacious. We paid a tribute to

the dey of Algiers, to pay him off from depredating
on our commerce; and we paid a tribute to the

French emperor, not in dollars and cents, but in

something' as valuable, for the privilege of going to

the British dominions, where we had an indisputa-
ble right to go by the law of nations. Why had we
not gone to war to prevent this dishonour? Because
)i iidence forbade it. Gentlemen must bend to

circumstances; circumstances would not bend to

them.

But gentlemen contend that war will invigorate
the nation, and give us a military character; that

peace v. ill render us effeminate, and expose us to

fall a prey to an invader. Sir, how many nations

have been enslaved by peace—how many by war"

Wc have been referred to the seven Uniled Provin-

ces, and told that they were enervated by peace and

commerce. He denied the fact and said that Hol-

land had been embroiled in most of the continen-

tal wars. He adverted to Switzerland, which he
said had possessed so much practical civil liberty,
to prove that for centuries of peace, a nation might
preserve its military character. Hut, on the idea

that peace would enfeeble us, shall we, he asked,
make ourselves miserable now, in order that we

hy- the repeal of the orders in council, amount to I may not be miserable hereafter? Should we lay an
: ro millions; our export-; to Great Britain amount-

1
excise internal taxes; create armies and navies, to
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preserve a military character? he disclaimed such

an idea.

If there be a substantial object of war at the pre-

sent time, he contended that we had not the means

of carrying it on: we had not the means ofcompelling
Great Britain to relinquish her orders in council.

We could not raise men to take Canada. The patriot-

ism of those who might be enlisted under this bill

waschemerical. All patriotism was a phantom.
—

The bill was framed on the principle of interest.—
The troops were to have pay and bounties. Gen-

tlemen have said that the members of this house

came here to paralyze the ardor of people. Let

them not be misled. Let them recollect the fate

of Mr. Adams. Look at the addresses to him; the

fulsome collection of fulsome matter, which some-

body had printed and bound up in a volume, pledg-

ing the lives and sacred honour of so many meetings
of the people to support him in a war against France.

Yes, sir, you can get pledges, pledges and pledges
on paper in abundance. The men in power then

were so foolish as to think that these pledges, which
were the mere buzzings of insects, were given in

earnest by the people. Mr. Adams even went so

far as to assert that " the finger of heaven pointed
to war." If you rely on public opinion and patri-
otism to carry you through a war of foreign con-

quest, you will soon find yourselves on dry land;

you will soon find yourselves ebbing. I am glad of

it. This is a valuable principle in the people. They
are quiet at home. They will not support you in

the invasion of a foreign country. When the soil

and the liberties of their country shall be assailed,

then, and not till then, will their spirit be found equal
to a contest with an enemy. You have been told

that you could raise volunteers to atchieve the pos-
session of Canada. Where are these volunteers?

I have seen none of these patriotic men who were

willing to go to Canada in the private rank; all of
them want ofiices. You may raise a few miserable

wretches for your army, who would disgrace the

service, and only serve as unprincipled minions to

their officers. Will your farmers' sons enlist in your
army? They will not, sir. Look at the army of '98.

It had twelve or fifteen regiments nominally. It

was disbanded in eighteen months; when half the

men had not been raised. Why, sir, you had more

patriotism on paper then even, than you have now;
and yet you could npt raise half the forces for your
army. If you pass the bill, you will not raise 25
thousand men in three years. The object of the

war may by that time vanish. The nation will be
saddled with all the vast expenses of these troops
for nothing-. No nation can safely engage in a fo-

reign war without being prepared for it when they
take the resolution. Are you prepared? Your

secretary at war has told gentlemen that even blan-

kets could not be procured; and you saw a letter

from him yesterday, which informed you that the

small supplies for the Indians could not be had with-
out a relaxation of your commercial restrictions.

Will you send your soldiers to Canada without
blankets? Or do you calculate to take it by the
end of the summer, and return home to a more ge-
nial clime by the next winter! This would be well

enough; but I think it will require several cam-

paigns to conquer Canada.
You will act absurdly if you expect the people of

that country to join you. Upper Canada is inhabit-

ed by emigrants from the United States. They
will not come back to you; they will not, without

reason, desert the government, to whom they have

gone for protection. No, sir, you must conquer it

by force, not by sowing the seeds of sedition and
treason among the people.

But, suppose you raise the men, what will Great
Britain be doing in the mean time? Will she be

asleep? You march to Canada: where will be your
security at home? will you desert your own country;
will you leave your cities to be sacrificed, plundered
and sacked, for the sterile deserts of Canada, of No-
va-Scotia, and New-Brunswick, and all the frozen

regions of the north? Sir, go to Canada, and you
will soon have to recal your army to defend your
southern soil; to rescue your people from rapine
md destruction. You will have to employ your

energies in protecting the south from British inva-

sion. Sir, will the little force you leave at home,
be able to oppose the power of British 74's? Look
at Copenhagen. It is true, sir, as honourable gentle-
men say, that I am secure beyond the Alleghany,
after the eastern states shall have fallen. Liberty is

there secure! But as a member of this confederacy,
I cannot consent to exchange my present situation

for such a state of things.
In relation to our pecuniary inability to raise

an army, Mr. Sheffey entered into a detailed cal-

culation to shew, that the 30,000 troops proposed
by the bill which was passed this session, and the

present bill, could not be set in motion with a less sum
than 45,000,000 of dollars. His statement lie made
from actual expenditures on the army in 1809, which
consisted of 6,800 men, and cost in that year upwards
of three millions; or about 490 dollars each man.
It was true, that the house had an estimate on their

table which allowed to each man 170 dollars per
annum: but they knew that estimates always fell

short of the actual expenses by 100 per cent. It

was the case in 1808. He said that this nation paid
for every thing one hundred per cent, more than any
other nation. He did not know what became of the

money. Perhaps the rats eat it. The expenses of

our republican administration amounted to a third

more than those of the profligate John Adams.

Supposing- the war then to last three years, it would
cost at least 130 millions, which would be eqml to

one fifth of the annual proceeds of the labour :.nd in-

dustry and soil of the whole people of the United

States. The income of the British government
was only one tenth, until it was doubled by those

friends of the people, Mr. Fox and others! He
asked for the objects of taxation, by which this vast

sum coidd be raised. Where were they? They
coidd not be found in the country. Including the

duties on importations from England, the revenue
derived from imposts and tonnage during the last

year was only 7,500,000 dollars. Rut in war, where
should we have a commerce whence to derive re-

venue? Would we go to the West-Indies which
were in possession of the British? We could not

then trade to the north of Europe, because we had
to go by the British channel. We should not find

much commerce in Spain and Portugal; nor in the

Mediterranean; for the British were masters of the

Mediterranean. Would we g-o to British India?

No. And our trade to China would not be worth
a cent. He asserted that during this proposed war,
our revenue from commerce would not amount to

two millions per annum. Where then, he repeated,
were we to find 130 millions, to carrv on this extra-

There

country; and if there were,
we could not borrow it without paying- the interest

annually, and giving some substantial security for

the ultimate redemption of the principal. The
reason that Great Britain, the wisdom of whose

Ic

vagant Quixotic war ? We could not borrow.
was not capital in the
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system be eulogized, had been enabled to sustain her ous ocean,

paper credit so long-, was the one per cent, which tain high.
had been thrown into the sinking fund, and was bottom,

always applicable only to the redemption of the

principal of her debt. This gave her creditors con-

fidence. He ridiculed the folly of engaging in the

fanciful project of invading Canada, to compel
Great Britain to relinquish the orders in council,

the relinquishment of which would not, he said

produce a single salutary efTect. He said our notion

of honor was too fanciful.

If this army was raised, and put into the hands
of the executive, there might be danger. He knew
this notion was out of fashion. But he adverted to

the situation of our army at the close of the revo-

lution, and intimated that had it not been for Wash-
ington we should now be groaning under a military

despotism. The cloud which hovered over the

country, had been dissipated by the genius of that

man, whose equal was not to be found, and who,
under Divine Providence, had brought us safely

through the revolution. War would damp the

spirit of liberty. We were in former times afraid

of armies; but it seemed they excited no alarm
now. What had produced the change? Alas, alas!

we were then out, and now in power. He feared

that we were running the same race with that na-

tion, from whom we derived our civil and political
institutions. We had seen the history of her Wal-

poles, her Pultneys, her Fox's, and Grenvilles.—
Man was but a man.
He knew gentlemen would stare at him, when

he contended that they were going to war against
Great Britain, while she was struggling for the

liberties of the world. But this had great weight
on his mind. She was the only power that stem-

med the torrent of universal despotism. He had
little experience in the human heart, -who believed

that there would remain any security for us after

the maritime dominion, as well as the dominion of
the land should be consecrated in the hands of the

great Napoleon. These conquerors had always
been the same. When they had subdued the world

they sat down and shed tears because they could
find no other world to conquer. Our victory over
Great Britain would be our defeat.

Gentlemen, to his surprise, had asked, what
would be gained by peace? He would answer, hap-
piness, prosperity, liberty and tranquility. Though
deprived of foreign luxuries, we were at this time
the happiest and most prosperous nation upon whom
the sun had ever shone. To complain was ingra-
titude to that being who had given us liberty and

security at home. Give me these, and take your
orders in council; take your commerce to France—to the whole world.

Could he believe that war would compel the

English cabinet to do us justice, he would unite

heart and hand with gentlemen to declare it. But
we should be misled in supposing it. We-had laid

an embargo and a non-intercourse, which, with
some reason, we thought would bring Great Bri-

tain to a sense of justice. We had been deceived.
We could not starve nations out. The existence of
the world did not depend upon out fiat. He was

unworthy of the name of a statesman, who would

engage in a war without locking to theconsequences.
It becomes us, Mr. Speaker, to remain in our pre-
sent situation: to let the present state of the world

pass away. Until the great waters subside; until

whilst its billows are running moun-

Ifyoudo, I fear you will sink to the

the auci land marks re-appear, and the flood

shall have gone. Desert not, I pray you, this your
ark of safely. Embark not, sir, on the tempestu-

Mr. D. R. Williams in reply.
Mr. Williams expatiated at length on all the topics"

involved in the bill before the house.* He observ-
ed that it was natural; not only natural, but justi
liable, for gentlemen to be anxious to express their
sentiments on measures of importance, more espe-
cially of such vital importance as that now under
consideration. The question was not merely on
the passage of this bill; but the question was, shall

we have war? He too felt objections to the details

of the bill. Its provisions were new. It organized
an army on a new plan. It was not the plan of
marshal Ney, as had been said. But he should
vote for it; because he approved the principle upon
which it had been brought forward. Its adoption
would produce war with Great Britain; and he
was decidedly in favor of that measure. The only
question was, would they repeal the non-importa-
tion and go to war with France? or would they
resist the orders in council? For however unplea-
sant the fact might be to gentlemen, it was never-
theless true that our faith was pledged to France;
that to repeal the non-importation, would violate

that faith which was yet pure and uncontaminated.
He himself had no hand in producing this state of

things; this was not, however, any reason why he
should not help to take us out of it. But he was for

resisting the orders in council in preference to re-

pealing the non-importation. He should not enter
into petty details of what was, or what was not
done in '98. Shall Great Britain exercise an un-

qualified supremacy over us? Shall we submit to

her taxation; to that despotism which she has set

up over us? Honored with a seat in this assembly

* The American, from which we have copied Mr.
Williams' speech, as well as Mr. Shelley's, has

the following remarks, (we presume) written by
the reporter for that paper—who also acknow-

ledges his disability to do justice to the speaker.
"I cannot convey to you a just idea of the speech

of Mr. Williams, from South Carolina, in sup-

port of this war measure. No man whose mind
was not feasted with the extatic delight which it af-

forded can conceive its irresistible weight of argu-
ment, its glowing pathos, its fire, its splendid dress,

the impressive manner with which it was delivered,

nor the Roman energy and overwhelming vehem-
ence of the speaker's elocution. This gentleman
isun ornament to the councils of his country. His

speech alternately excited indignant rage against the

inveterate foe of the nation; contempt of those who
had depreciated theirresources, and exalted thepow-
er of the enemy; drew forth tears for the slaughter-
ed East Indian, as well as American, and filled the

grateful soul of the patriot with unspeakable feel-

ings, while the orator dwelt upon the noble virtue

and brilliant achievements of our illustrious ances-

tors of the revolution. You have seen and heard

Copper. The voice of Mr. Williams is more vi-

gorous, more powerful, more commanding than

that of this celebrated tragedian. I could perceive
a striking resemblance between his manner, when
he gave utterance to the bolder feelings of scorn and

indignation, and the manner of Cooper. A more

glorious exhibition of the powers of eloquence has

not been witnessed this session within the walls of

the American capitol."
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by his country, should he basely succumb to Bri-

tish supremacy? or should he resist? It was not

the question, were the Berlin and Milan decrees

revoked? For whether they were or not, the Bri-

tish orders would still be enforced. But shall we
submit to carve out a channel for British manufac-
tures and commerce to the continent of Europe?
Shall we require, in her behalf, the abolition of all

the domestic regulations of France and her allies?

This was the question. In sucli a state of things,
lie felt humbled that he was unable to give that sup-

port, on this floor, to the country, which the oc-

casion afforded. Indeed, he felt humbled at the

necessity of argument at all. But they were de-

manded by the observations of the worthy and dis-

tinguished gentleman from Virginia (Mr. Shefley.)
Of him he would say, "I respect the man; but I

abhor his arguments." Even that gentleman had
confessed that ag'ainst Great Britain we had ample
cause of war. He would not go into a repetition
of the nauseous details of British aggressions. No
man could bear to hear the disgusting recital in

this house. For notwithstanding the miserable

slang that had been uttered by miserable wretches
out of the house against the dominant party; there
was not a solitary member who was not convinced
of the numerous and aggravating causes of war
which existed against that nation.

Great Britain imposes a transit duty on your
produce going to Europe. No, I am wrong. The
orders have been modified. Indeed! And has that

proud unbending government, who is never driven
from her purpose, say, gentlemen, yielded to a

modification of her principles? Sir, she confines

you to trade to what ports she pleases; she has

intercepted you from the continent. Is tiiis, I ask,
in the name of God, sir, better than the imposition
of a transit duty on your commerce? Sir, the
British ministry found that in laying this duty,
they had touched the spirit of the revolution. They
saw in the burning of the gin at Baltimore, some

thing like the destruction of the tea at Boston.—
They had taken too rank hold upon you; thev
were obliged to change the mode of attack upon
your commerce. But the objects of the war—
what are they? The objects of the war are involved
in its causes. The enfranchisement of your incar-

cerated seamen, the liberation of the ^eas from
British dominion—these, sir, are simply, and in a

word, the objects of the war. Sir, she scorns to

respect the rights of any nation. She advances in

her pretensions upon every people that yield one
inch to her. She claims the right of exclusive

legislation over the ocean. Her acts of outrage
have fixed a gangrene at our heart, which, if you
submit, must continue to imposthumate, and soon
issue in corruption and ruin. But, sir, you are
told that your constitution is not calculated for war.
And is it so, indeed? Then its glories

—
yes, sir, its

brightest e lories are gons forever. and mv solici-

tude for its fate has vanished with its virtues. But,
sir, I do not believe it. What is your constitution,
1 pray you, Mr. Speaker? It unites and protects

The soil not touched, sir? yes, sir, the soil is touched ,

Every fanner in the nation feels it; he feels that his

plantation has been invaded, his produce destroyed.
The export trade between Charleston and Bordeaux
is as useful to him as the trade between Charleston
and Boston. Let your bay and your river craft;

your Potomac, your Chesapeake, Long Island

Sound, sir, be infested by pirates; suppose them
British pirates too;—mind, sir, your soil would not
then be touched! Further—Let your harbours be
blocked up, the castle of Boston levelled wi h the
dust—-still, sir, the soil would not be touched! Sup-
pose invasion—you drive the invader into Canada;
but you dare not go over; it would be foreign con-

quest—as much then as now, sir. Really, Mr.

speaker, can gentlemen be serious in such argu-
ments?

If the gentleman from North Carolina (Mr.
Stanford) will have a comparison between '98 and
now; if pounds, shillings and pence mitst govern
us, let us see how it stands, For spoliations com-
mitted by P'rance at that time upon our merchants,
their claims, provided for by the treaty with her,
amounted to 3,500,000 dollars. Since the condem-
nation of the Fox by sir William Scott, ninety
others have been condemned, which valued at fifty
thousand each, will amount to upwards of four

millions of dollars, plundered from us in that short

space oftime by British cruisers. The captures are

daily increasing. In 1798 too, sir, we had a prac-
ticable chance of maintaining our neutrality; not

so now. The treasures of the golden harvests of

neutral trade were borne into our country from every
part of the world. Where are they to be found now,
sir? We are jealous of an army. He wished not

to excite unpleasant feelings; but the nation did
then fear, that the army was raised to break down

opposition. They thought that a great and powerful
state [Virginia] was to be humbled in dust and

ashes; that the government was to be subverted.

The states were robbed of their rights to appoint
officers for the volunteers that were raised. Yes,

sir, I say they were robbed of their right. But do
all these powerful motives exist at this time tor

maintaining peace? No, sir.

The honourable gentleman then entered into cal-

culations to prove the fallacy of those made by the

gentleman from Virginia (Mr. Shefley.) He ex-

hibited a view of the exports and imports of the

United States during several years preceding 1805;

at one time the balance of trade was 14 or 15 mil-

lions in favour of Great Britain. He asked, whence
did our merchants derive the means to pay the

Rritish this great balance? The answer was easy.

They had pushed their trade into all parts of the

world, which had enabled them to make good their

deficiencies in the Rritish trade. The orders in

council had deprived them of that resouce: they

had reduced their experts to France and Holland to

two or three millions; and yet the gentleman from

Virginia had made the effects of these orders to

justify the orders themselves, and our submission to

them. It was the deadly efficacy of these orders

the various and peculiar interests of the different which had reduced our exports to the continent to

sections of this vast union. He really felt for

New-England, whose right to navigate the ocean
was involved in the proposed measures, when he
heard it advanced that the constitution was incom-

petent to protect that right by war: a right which
was as exquisite to the heart of a New-Englander,
as the right of holding slaves was to a southern man.
The soil, it seems, has not been touched, and we

must not go to war; it would be foreign conquest;

a mere trifle. But, said the gentleman, would you
sacrifice your exports to England, worth 52 mil-

lions, for your two millions to France? Sir, your
custom-house books might show an export of thir-

ty-tWo millions to Great-Britain. But what is the

fact? Why, sir, your merchants cannot find sale in

that country for more than a fifih of their produce,
their tobacco and cotton. The balance which they

might send y#ti would be a dead loss. Ask your
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cotton planters, and your tobacco raisers and mer-

chants, what has become of their crops tor 1810 and
1811? They are rotting on their hands This is the
effect of the orders in council. I, sir, know—I

feel their effects myself.
But will you go to war for honor—a mere bubble,

a phantom? Really, sir, I cannot believe that the

gentleman from Virginia was serious in asking this

question. Is that proud virtue which must be so dear

to the gentleman himself as an individual; is it to

be treated with disrespect, to be utterly discarded,
when the concerns of the nation come to be consi-

dered? Of what is the nation composed? Of brutes,

sir, or men—high minded men, honourable men,
descendants of honorable ancestors? Is honor to be
thus scouted out of this house? Sir, we are on the

high road to ruin, when the interest of individuals

are made, by calculations, to be a variance with

those of the nation, or its government. Such doc-

trine must destroy you. But it seems, this honor
is nothing, because we pay tribute to the Barbary
powers. The genteman will excuse me, sir, if I say
that I did not suppose he could stoop to use such an

argument. It is even destitute of originality. The

gentleman says we have purchased from France the

privilege of going to England: we have purchased
of Napoleon our passage to England? Sir, I had

thought that that gentleman knew better. He
must be too honourable himself to suspect others of

sucli dastardly conduct. Did we not offer the same
terms to England which France accepted? And
hoiv, sir, can vhe gentleman say we have purchased
from France a right to go to England? I cannot

think that he could be guilty of believing such an

insinuation himself. It was not a fact. We had
even gone much farther in conceding to England
than to France. Onr minister there had begged
and entreated the repeal of the orders in council,
until the nation was supposed by many to have
bee:i disgraced by his supplications. I did not

think that he was wrong.
But we must not go to war with this England;

she was fighting for her existance! If tier existence,
sir depends on our destruction, then, I say, down
let her go. She is contending for the liberties of

the world too, it seems. I would as soon have ex-

pected to hear that the devil had espoused the cause

of, Christianity! fan universal burst of Laughter J
Sir, we may trace her progress for, years through
blood! Did she raise the standard of liberty in In-

dia? Was it for liberty that she offered up to the
sword so many human hecatombs on the plains of

Indostan? Was it to plant the standard of liberty in

this country, that she immolated even infant inno-

cence during the war of the revolution? Is it to

extend or secure the blessings of freedom to us,
that the fireside and the cradle are exposed to savage
incursions in the west at this time? He scouted the

absurd idea.

When the war should be commenced, he said it

would, it must be carried on be the expence what
it might, We should probably always find revenue
or ^axes—and be was for taxes, if they could not
be done without—to pay at least the interest on the
loans which it would be necessary to obtain. We
need but appeal to the patriots, "the spirits of the
dead to ascertain whether war could be prosecuted
by this nation with success. The effects of the

contemplated war, he said, on Great Britain, would
be seen in the pressure on her manufactures and on
the profitable cultivation of her West India islands,
and in the conquestof her province. The falls of

Niagara could be resisted with as much success as 1

the American people when they should be called into
action.

But armies are to subvert our liberties.—The gen-
tleman from Virginia might have spared the insinu-
ation which he had uttered against the revolutiona-

ry army. That army was true to the core. The
letters of Newburgh had proved it. Those letters
also proved that there were traitors every where
He felt the profoundest adoration, if adoration of
men are justifiable, to that patriotic body of men,
who had achieved the revolution: and Washington
himself, justly as he had been described "sancu-

tuary of a nation's best love," could, at no time

during the war, have become a successful usurper.
No, sir, impossible. But we must submit to every
indignity, it seemed, every daring invasion of our

rights; we must not make war, because, if we do,
armies must be raised; the government would be
subverted; the vail of the temple of the constitu-
tion might be rent in twain.

The Chronicle.

Baltimore, January 11, 1812.
James Barboch. Esq. of Orange county, (speaker

of the house of delegates) has been elected govern-
or of Virginia, in the place of the lamented GeorgeW Smith,
The Bank of Virginia has declared a half yearly

dividend of six per centum.
John Wood, of Richmond, well known to the

public for his lalents, has been appointed professor
of mathematics in the college of William and Mary.
At a meeting of the American Philosophical Soci-

ety, held at their hall in Philadelphia the 3d instant,
the following officers were duly elected:

President—Thomas Jefferson. .

Vice Presidents—Caspar Wistar, Benjamin S.

Barton, Robert Patterson

Secretaries—Thomas C. James, Thomas T. Hew-
son, Nathaniel Chapman, Joseph Cloud.

Counsellors for three years
—Rev. Nicholas Col-

lin, Benjamin Rush, Win. Tilghman, Andrew El-
licott.

Curators—John R. Smith, Zaccheus Collins, Rob-
ert Hare.

Treasurer—John Vaughan.
The ofiicers of the navy and marine corps, are

ordered by the head of that department to wear
crape on the left arm and sword hilt tor one month
as a tribute of respect to the memory of commodore
J\'icholson, senior officer in the navy of the United
States, lately deceased at Boston.
The legislature of Georgia have appropriated

10,000 dollars towards erecting' a penitentiary.

English bunk notes—We arc informed (says the
Belfast News-Letter) that Robert Eateson, esq. of

Orange field, has most generously allowed the ten-

antry of his extensive estates in theci.unty ofDown^
to pay their rents in bank notes, without charging
a»>! discount. We also understand, that he has tak-
en bank notes for some time past at alowdiscouut."

General Moreav's splendid mansion at Morris .

ville, with the green house, &.c. was destroyed by
fire on the morning of the 2.5th tilt. The fire was
accidental and origininated in the green house. A
part of his furniture was saved, but many valuable

papers lost.

On the 21st uit. the house of Mr. Fetterman,

(Mifflintown Penn.) was consumed by fire—his

daughter and a hired girl perished in the flames!

The mother nearly lost her life in endeavouring to

save them.
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Despatches from Mr. Barlow, our minister at

France have reached Washington. It is stated that

the aspect of our concerns in that country are flat-

tering-, though nothing- positive had been done,

ow.ng, perhaps, to the absence of 1 he emperor.
Tlie presidents of several of the banks in this

city have offered §1000 reward for the apprehension
of a person who passes by the name Seneca Page,
or Parker, who formerly kept a livery stable in

Boston—"He is a tall slender young- man, of light

or fair complexion, and stutters or stammers in his

speech." He is supposed to be one of the gang- of

counterfeiters lately infesting this and the neighbor-

ing states, and doing business on a grand scale.

We have no European intelligence since our last.

Register of the deab—We published in our

last a list of 72 victims who have perished in the

late calamitous conflagration. To these should

have been added the name of James Edmonson, a

free mulatto boy, who expired afterwards.

We have now to subjoin the name of Mr. John

Shaub; who died yesterday morning, at the house

of Charles Beck and co. of this city.

His funeral was conducted under the eye of the

committee of arrangement, to the "devoted spot."
Rich. Enquirer.

Among the acts passed at the late session of the le-

gislature of South Carolina, we notice the follow-

ing;
An act to establish Free Schools throughout the

state.

An act to authorise the commissioners of the

Orphan House of Charleston, to select the number

of youths therein mentioned from those educated

and maintained on the bounty of that institution,

who shall be allowed to complete their education at

the South Carolina college.
An act to prevent any citizen of this state, from

being sent to jail until he be heard by himself or

counsel.

An act to make appropriations for the support of

a professor of chemistry in the South Carolina

college.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

Thursday, January 9.—A motion was made by
Mr. Porter, that the house recede from their amend-

ments to the bill of the senate for raising 25,000 ad-

ditional troops. Mr. Wright, Mr. Little, Mr.

Grundy and others supported the motion—Mr. Smi-

lie, Mr, Johnson and others opposed it.

Mr. Randolph made a motion superceding that of

Mr. Porter, namely for an indefinite postponement
of the bill. Mr. Randolph spoke about two hours,

against the bill and against war. Among other

things he declared the bill to be in opposition to the

wishes of the administration.

The yeas and nays Mere taken on indefinite post-

ponement, and were—ayes 29—nays 98.

The question on receding from the first amend-

ment, the proviso to the first section, then recurred,

and was taken by ayes and noes, and decided in the

affirmative—ayes 67—noes 60.

Question on receding from 1he second amend-

ment the three additional sections, 25, 26 and 27,

aided by the house to the bill. The question was
divided and taken on the diffei'ent sections, sepa-

rately. On the 25th section—ayes 63—noes 61.—
26th section—ayes 49—noes 76. 27th section-

ayes 61—noes 60. So that the house have receded

from alt their amendments, except the 26th sec

Adjourned, half past 4 o'clock.

The Editor's Department.
WAR or PEACE!

War with Great Britain, or and adjustment of
differences with her, will shortly ensue, and the

people ought to make their calculations upon it. In
the vote to raise an additional army of 25,000 men,
we consider the Rubicon as passed, and that con-

gress, without "idle debate," will proceed to do, all

that in them lies to prepare the country for the crisis.

It is supposed, that on the return of the Hornet,
which may be expected early in March, that war
will be formerly declared, if the propositsons she
carried out are not immediately agreed to, without
further intrigue, equivocation or delay

—and in the

meantime, that all the details necessary to offensive

or defensive war will be forwarded with as much
expedition as possible.

It is the opinion of some that the British Mill

recede, M'hile many believe that her pride will make
her persist in injustice, and cause her to hazard the

contest. Be this as it may, one fact is evident; if

the United States shall "unbury the tomahawk,
which has been so long hid," that it will truly be a

war of the people of America against the government

of England; the fragment of population seated in

some of our sea ports and opposed to a reclamation

of our rights, are too contemptible to be considered

as affecting this general proposition. From all

quarters of the country
—from the mountain tops

of the interior, we have a common expression of

the public will.

This almost universal disposition for war in such
a peace loving people as the Americans, augurs a

favourable result. The man who deliberately enters

upon a measure, assured of the 7iecessity of accom-

plishing it, is not easily repulsed.
The frigate Congress, says the National Intelli-

gencer, having undergone a thorough repair, last

summer, has, arrived at Norfolk, completely
fitted for service. QTjMany people begin to think

that the Congress convened at Washington has also

been somewhat repaired since the last session—
seeing' almost one half of its members (or timbers)
have been removed.

dj°With an unceasing cesire to cheapen the

Register by rendering it more and more valuable,
and a due regard for the liberality of the public,
a supplement accompanies this number, which we
would have issued without particular notice except
it were necessary to say

—
that, as for about four

weeks we shall be fully engaged in re-printing
certain numbers of the Register, now nearly ex-

hausted, it will not be in our power to give another

extra for that time—unless something important
should occur. There are yet to be inserted a great
deal of official matter, which with the current affairs

of the time will fully occupy the paper and generally
exclude articles in manuscript prepared or pre-

paring for the work. We expect shortly to receive

our small type, and have room to embrace every

subject, original proposed.
The proceedings of Congress, with the speeches

of Messrs. Sheffey and Williams, having made (to

use a printer's term) a great deal more than was

at first supposed, have shoved out several things in

type which ought tohave bee.i inserted inthisnumber.

Some of our friends fear we may inundate them

with congressional speeches and political matter. As

to the first, there are not many more that we expect
1o publish at length; and we shall dismiss the ac-

cumulated mass of the latter as briefly as we can,

so as to preserve those things M'hich must, and

should be, preserved, for reference.
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Mr. Wright's Speech,
tX THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, ON THE REPORT

OF THE COMMITTEE OF FOREIGN* RELATIONS.

Mr. Wright—Mr. Speaker, I must beg the indul-

gence ofthe house, while I deliver my opinion on the

subject now under consideration, the most important

that has been submitted to the congress of the Uni-

ted States. I, sir, shall take the liberty of varying

the question from the honorable member from Vir-

ginia. (Mr. Randolph) who yesterday considered it a

question of peace or war—I shall consider it a ques-

tion of war or submission, dire alternatives, of

which, however, I trust, no honest American can

hesitate in chusing, when the question is correctly

stated, and distinctly understood. The gentleman
from Virginia contends, that it is a dispute about

the carrying trade, brought on us by the cupidity of

the American merchants, in which the farmer and

planter have little interest; that he will not consent

to tax his constituents to carry on a war for it; that

the enemy is invulnerable on the "mountain wave,"

the element of our wrongs, but should they violate

the "natale solum" he would point all the energies

of the nation and avenge the wrong. Was that gen-

tleman stricken on the nose, by a man so tall that lie

could not reach his nose, I strongly incline to think

his manly pride would not permit him to decline the

conflict. Sir, the honorable member is incorrect in

his premises, and of course in his conclusions, I will

endeavorto convincehim ofthis, and shall begratified

could I enlist his talents on the de of a bleeding

country.—Sir, the violations ofthe
immercial rights

of which we complain, do not only embrace the car-

rying trade, properly so called, but also the carrying
ofthe products of our own soil, the fruits of our own

industry; these, although injurious only to our pro-

perty, are just causes of war. But, sir, the impress-

ment of our native seamen, is a stroke at the vitals of

liberty itself, and although it does not touch the

"natale solum" yet it enslaves the "nativosJMos"

the native sons of America, and in the ratio that li-

berty is preferable to property, ought to enlist the

patriotic feelings of that honorable member, and

make his bosom burn with that holy fire that inspired

the patriots of the revolution.

Sir, the carrying trade, by which I mean the car-

rying articles the growth, produce or manufacture of

a*foreign clime, (except articles contraband of war)

is as much the right of the American people, as the

carrying the products oftheir own soil, and is not on-

ly secured by the law of nations, but by the positive

provisions of the British treaty.—To us, sir, it is an

all important right. We import from the West In-

dies, annually, property to the amount of forty mil-

lions of dollars, for which we pay in the products

of our own soil; of this, ten millions only are con-

sumed in the United States, and the surplus thirty

millions are exported to foreign countries on which

the American merchant pays three per centum on
the duties to the United States, obtains the profits
on the freight of thirty millions of dollars, and fur-

nishes a market for American productions to the
same amount. The honorable gentleman from Vir-

ginia said, that that little spot in Maryland, Balti-

more, which was well fortified and secure from an
attack, had unbounded influence, "that the lords of
Baltimore" governed the representatives of Mary-
land, in their votes on this subject. No, sir, every
district of Maryland solemnly protests against sub-
mission to any foreign power, and I have no doubt,
will approve the votes of their members on this floor,
"to prepare for war," or for war itself, rather tha 1

sumbission.—Baltimore, by the industry and com-
mercial enterprizeof her citizens, has grown out of
the sea into a great commercial city, has diffused
the benefits of commerce into every section of the
state, by making a great demand for the products of
our soil and industry, and a consequent increase of
price, whereby every foot of land in Maryland is

made more valuable, and whereby the interest of
every part of the state is identified with theirs; for
vhis she is justly entitled to our respect. But, sir,
she has no occasion to infuse her patriotic fire, (so
pre-eminent in the case of the Chesapeake) into the
representatives of Maryland. They know the wish-
es of their constituents, and will most certainly obey
them.

Mr. Speaker, I hope if the gentleman from Vir-

ginia will not defend the carrying of foreign arti-

cles, he will defend the carrying the products ofour
own soil, a right most

disgracefully violated.
When our own citizens have been carrying provi-
sions, the produce of their own soil in their own
ships, to feed the armies of England and her allies,
on the continent of Europe, they have been captur-
ed on their homeward bound passage, on their own
coast, and condemned in aBritish court of admiralty.
If it does not inspire him, yet I am not without hopes
that when he reflects on the impressments of our
native American seamen, carrying the products of
our own industry to market, thousands of whom at

this moment are languishing under the ignominious
scourge, on board the infernal floating castles of
Great Britain, he will feel like an American, devoted
to avenge their wrongs. He has said that if Great
Britain had an agency in exciting the Indians to the
massacre qf the troops under governor Harrison he
would avenge it. Sir, can he then feel lees bound
to avenge the slavery and death of American im-
pressed seamen, committed directly by Britons
themselves, than the death of citizens by the sava-

ges through the British agency? I should like to hear
him exercise his logical talent in the discrimination
of these cases, which, however profound, would 4
presume be ineffectual to that purpose. Sir, the
impressment of American seamen is of ancient
date, tlio outJrage was remonstrated against by (jun
A
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Washington, and by every administration since, and

every diplomatic energy, in every administration,
exerted to put a atop lo this infamous practice, in

vain.

Mr. Speaker, I ask honorable gentlemen ifwe are

pot -bound by the moat solemn ties to protect our
seamen by all the lawful means we possess' I have
ever considered, that protection and allegiance were

reciprocal obligations, the counterparts of each

other; that the protection of the citizen in his li-

berty was secured to him by the constitution, and

every member of the government, bound by oath to

support that constitution securing,to him that right.
1 ask, should an impressed American seamen (who
has been for seven years under the lash1

* and whom
we hadeluring that time neglecteel) he indicted for

high treason, when found with our enemies in arms

against Ua, shoulel be plead specially that fr.ct,

would it avail him; and if it would not,.how can we
neglect to protect him in his liberty, secured by the

social compact, which we are bound by oath to exe-

cute. Mr. Speaker, it is well known that my sym-
pathies have always been enlisted for this hardy anel

valuable class of our fellow citizens, who, though
poor, yet as "honest tar»" proverbially, in a peculiar

manner, are entitled to our protection.

Sir, we all recollect the capture of the Philadel-

phia by the Turks, and we can never forget how the
news of so many of our fellow citizens being sub-

jected to Turkish bonelage in a moment electerized

the sympathies of the American people; that a

squaelron was without elelay dispatcned to' the Me-
diterranean, anel a large, sum of money voted for their

ransom: Bu>, sir, we have so long submitted to the

British impressments of our seamen, that it has be-

come an old story, and we seem to have set down
easy under it, instead of making them pay for it,

with interest. But, sir, the murder of Pierce in our
own waters; the killing of our citizens in the Che-

sapeake; the hanging of Wilson in cold blood, taken
out of that ship by violence; anel the' very recentcase
of the American citizen impressed into the Little

BeU, and compelled to fight, against his own coun-

trymen, who was killeel in that action, are fresh in

our recollection, and if these outrages which cry
aloud for vengeance, elo not animate you, I fear the
sacred fire that inspired your fathers in the revolu-

tion is nearly extinguished, and the liberty of their

degenerate sons in j eopordy. Mr. Speaker, the gen-
tleman from Virginia has declared, that if he could
believe that the late massacre of the troops, in the

attack on governor Harrison by the Indians, under
the Prophet,

1
'

was the effect of British agency, he
would unite with us heart and hand, and personally
assist to avenge the bloody deed I fell a confidence
that if the gentleman will attend to the circum-
stances of this case, and take a 1 etrospective view
of the conduct of the British government, he will

feel no doubt of the fact, I will take the liberty of

pointing the gentleman's attention to some of "the

prominent features of that government, which will

go fir in
establishing

the fact:—When Dunmore, go-
vernor of Virginia, in 1775, found it necessarv to

quit the seat of government, and go on board "the

fleet, for
syfety,

from the revolutionary vengeance
of the patriots of Virginia—at a period, too when,
the Americans were suing for justice, by their hum-
ble petitions to the king and parliament; and when
that Chatham, the gentleman from Virginia has so

highly extolled, was the advocate of our violated

rights, Uunmore issued a proclamation inviting the

negroes to his standard, to cut the throats of "their
masters, and promised them a pardon. This fact 1

knew, from having pros ented that nroclamatjon to

a court at Northampton, in Virginia, to induce thei i

to commute thepunishmen' ofdeath (passed on some
of the victims of his peifidy,) to working in the
mines: which they did. I will next remind the geiv
t lenian of the speech of lord Dorchester, to the In-

dians, after the peace, in which he advises them to
use the tomahawk and scalping knife, whereby num-
bers of the inhabitants on the frontiers, of aft ages,
sexes and 'conditions were sacrificed. This was the
eause of the Indian war that shortly after took place.
This tact was tested by the newspapeis of the day,
which had universal credit.

These cases go to prove that the principles that

ought to govern civilized nations have at all times
been totally disregarded by the officers and agents
of that government. After these cases we shall feel
little hesitation in believing there was a British

agency in the case of the massacre by the Prophet's
iroops, on governor Harrison's detachment, when
the circumstances relied on are duly con-idered.
At the late great council with governor Harrison,
the chiefs of many tribes were convened, al>ofwhom
except Tecumseh, the Prophet's brotner, in their

speeches avowed their friendly dispositions, and de-
votion to peace with the United States—Tecumseh,
who, with a number of his tribe, came f.om fort

Maiden, in Canada, declared his hostile intentions

against the United States, left the council with thai
avowed intention, and returned again to fort Mai-
den, Shortly after which, tiie Shawuncse assembled
a large body in arms in the Indiana territorj ; under
the Prophet, and committed the assaidt on tiie troops
of governor Harrison, though they Ijave paid for
their temerity. This, I trust, connected as h is with
the immorality and extraordinary pretensions ofthat
government at this crisis, will satisfy, not onu the
gentleman from Virginia, but this house, of a Bri-
tish agency in the case. . •

But to divert our attention from the wrongs of
which we complain, the gentleman from Virginia
tells us that our own restrictive system has undone
us; that our cotton is reduced to seven cents, and
our tobacco to nothing. S r, there are now 1.0 it-

slrictions to the exportation of these articles, ai.d
if thathad been the pause, 6u its removal the effect
would have ceased with it. No, sir, We are to 1 ;,k
for the cause of the reduction of tiie prices of our
cotton and tobacco in the political and commercial

history of Europe.—The price of our cotton depends
on the demand for the manufactures of that article;
the English made cottons depended on the continen-
tal markets, from which the British manufactures
are excluded. The price of tobacco never was ma-
terially varied by die consumption in England, but

depended on the foreign demand from Great Britain,
which, by their exclusion from the continent, is al-

most entirely arrested. Sir, if we examine with
candor the cause of the reduction of the prices of
these articles,' we shall find that the retaliatory sys-
tem of the two great belligerents produced i :—
The "British proclamation blockading system" of
1806 induced the {continental blockadeof 1807,
and ultimately the interdiction of all artic es the!

growth, produce or manufacture of Great Britain to

ttie continent.

America, ever faithful to herself, determined to

preserve a state of neutrality, and not to commit her
destinies with either of the great belligerents who
were* deciding the rise anel fail of empires, by the

swoid, and recording their destinies in blooel. Our,

policy was peace, anel in this we persevered with a

degree of equanimity unexampled in the annals of

tne world; nor, sir, was the non-intercourse act, now

soviolcntly complained of by Great Britain, marked
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ith the slightest shade of partiality. By tlvat act

.it the same time, and, as it were, "into Jlutu,'"
we

ottered to both nations the same terms, and agreed
hot to import any articles thi growth, produce or

manufacture of tlxc other, her colonies or dependen-
cies, on either revoking their edicts. violating our

neutral commerce, unless they should within three

months thereafter revoke their edicts. The empe-
peror of the French did revoke Ids decrees, but the

British did not revoke their prders in council with-

in the tiree months; but congress, in her peaceful

ested motives, he c mfesscs, that the situation of the
blacks in the stale lie represents, impressed as they
are with the new French principles of liberty, and
their desire, for th •

fraternal hug, are seriously to be
feared;, that these new principles have been taught
them by the pedlars from the East, who while they
sell their trinkets inculcate these doctrines, iie suf-

fers his fears, for the statehe represents in the event
of a war, on account of the blacks to interest him:
and had lie not told us that if the "itatale solum" was

touched, or that if there was a British agency in the

policy, by a law, mvitedher, and authorised her to late attack on governor Harrison, he would go to

do it at any time, so that in fact she may i>e consi-

dered as fixing tlie restrictions of which she com-

plains,' on herself, as she lias it in her power to re-

move them at her will and pleasure.

Sir, the monstrous pretensions insisted on hy her
minister near the United States, were not less ex-

ceptionable in their manner, than in their mater.

However, the American minister, in a stile and man-
lier that did honor to his head arid his heart, detect -

< d and exposed their'' fallacies, and placed the Uni-

ted States on that high ground her just claims en-

titled her to hold, and g-avc a celebrity to that state

paper, that it will be quoted with pride by the A-

uierican statesman, as the mirror of British inso-

lence.

Mr. Speaker—I regret that the gentleman from

Virginia, should ascribe to gentlemen of the west,
a disposition for war, with a view to raise tlie price
of their hemp, or to the gentlemen of the north, with

a view to raise tlie price of their beef and flour.—
Thes.e, sir, are selfish motives, and such as I cannot

for a moment believe will be taken into considera-

tion on deciding this important question; they will

with every other section of the union unite in de

war—I mould have been ready to conclude, that as
the state of the blacks would be a permanent objec-
tion, no cause could occur that would induce him to

go to war.

Mr. Speaker, tlie gentleman from Virginia says,he expects to be charged with being under British
influence; howe cr, he disregarded it. I assure him
I siiail not be one of his accusers; 1 believe him go-
verned by himne'f, and influenced by pure American
motives; and thot if lie saw the subject as I do his
bosom would burn with the same'
avenge our wronas

sacred fire to

arid was I to hear him charge' I

m ins absence wftii British influence, I should repel
it, notwithstanding he has told us in a prideml man-
ner, that lie has descended from British ancestors;
that from a Shakespeare he had formed his taste,
from' a Locke his mind, from a Chatham his politics,
from a.Sidney his patriotism, and from a Tiilotson
his religion. Mr. Speaker, had I been that honour-
able member, I should have boasted a nobler line o:"

ancestry, I should have claimed ray descent from
the beardless Powhatan and the, immortal. Pocahon-
tas, and 1 should have taken as models from my own
state, a Ueiry for my eloquence, a Jefferson for my

riding on "its merits; they will count the wrongs wei^
liuos > :l ^Vlishi

jton^or my patriotism, and
• 1 dison, or rather the oracles of revelation,, forHave sustained; thry will reflect that the honor, the

interest and the very independence of the United

States is directly attacked—they will, as giiardians

of tlie nation's rights, agreeably to the advice of tiie

administration, "put the United States into an ar-

mor and an attitude demanded by the crisis, and

Correspondent with tlie nation's spirit and expecta-

tions," they will prepare to chastise tlie wrongs of

the British cabinet, which the president tells us,

"have the character as well as the effect of war, on

our lawful commercial rights, which no independent
nation can relinquish." They will decide with the

president, the executive organ of the nation's will,

"that these wrongs are no longer to be endured."—
They will decide with the committee of foreign re-

lations—"that forbearance longer to repel these

wrongs has ceased to be a virtue," and, I hope they
\<111 decide with me, that submission is a crime; and,

sir, if they will examine a document on that table 1

mean the returns of the twelfth congress, and com-

pare them with the eleventh—they will find nearly
ope halfof the eleventh congress removed—this, sir,

may correctly be considered as the sentence of the

nation against the doctrine of submission.—It is cer-

ainly an expression of the nation's will, in a lan-

guage not to be misunderstood, and too serious in

i'3 application not to he respected. We have also,

sir, the expression of Maryland through her senate,
who unanimously approved the spirited resolutions,
introduced by the late governor, who did not suffer

his exposed situation, so alarming in the opinion of

the gentleman from Virginia, to deter him from do-

r-g his duty. We have also, sir, the resolutions or

the legislature of Pennsylvania, an honest test of
fik-if non-submission principles. Mr. Speaker, 1

•
• not forbear the remark, that while the gentleman
f ' m Virginia, ascribes to th^ West and north intpr-

my re-

ligion. But, sir, 1 am myselfso much a Boman, that
I can truly sa\ 111 their language.

Aut ge.ius ant pro vvos, aut .pa non feei.nus

vix ca nostra voco.

Honor and shamsfrum no condition rise,

./c' losll'your pdrt, there all the honor lies.

ipse

.Sir, the charge of foreign influence, and the re-
crimination of one political party by the other, are

oice to see the cur-It should riunpleasant things.
tain of oblivion drawn over 'hem, and all uniting
under the nobler distinction of American. I, sir,
feel it due to the federalists ofMaryland to declare,'
that when the outrage was committed on the Chesa-
peake, they expressed an equal zeal to avenge the
wrong and to volunteer their services under the
standard of their common country. Nor, sir, can
I, from the pleasing aspect this house presented
when acting on the first resolution, feel a doubt.
that they will, on all proper occasions, zealously co-
operate in protecting the solid interests of th ; -

country,'to which their destinies are committed.
Sir, I sincerely regret that the gentleman from

1

Virginia shou'd treat with so much freedom, th.r
class of society, which in case of a war must make
tlie standing army. It was illy calculated to ain
the recruiting service, to call them "the scourings
of the seaports, to be collected by the .scavengers
of the army," "engines of despotism," ever dan
gerous to liberty. This could have no good effect .

That there is a.mixt society in the seaports I admit,
adventurers from all nations, but the great mass <>.'

our people is truly respectable, and I trust the' in-'

nest/ of their principles is not to he measured 1-
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afty standard of wealth. The usual bounty and pay
with the 160 acres of land, and the love of their

country, will induce respectable young men to

enlist, they will never suffer those rights, their in-

heritance, purchased by the blood of their fathers

of the revolution, to be lost by a degeneracy of

their sons. I wish gentlemen, when they speak of

the soldier}', would recollect, how they came into

this house, and by whose blood the independence
of the United States was purchased. Sir, if they
will examine their own history they will find that

he tax in blood was paid by the poor in the ratio of

sixty-four to four, the number of privates when

compared with the officers, and indeed they will

find that many of the best officers were poor. Sir,

we know many of the privates of that army who
^re new among the most respectable of our citizens.

Sir, have we forgot the disinterested patriotism of

Paulding, a Williams, and a Yanwert, who conduct
ed Andre to the gibbet? They were poor, but ho-

u est—gold could not corrupt them.

this record of his patriotism and magnanimity, "a
letter of the 3d, from James Wilkinson was read, set-

ting forth 'that he is informed the marked distinc-

tion conferred on him has occasioned a dissatisfac-

tion in the army,' that 'to obviate any embarrass-

ment that may result from the disposition by the

consequent resignation of officers of merit, he begs
leave to relinquish his brevet of brigadier, wishing
to hold no commission, unless he can wear it to the

honor and advantage of his country, and that his

conduct, however repugnant to fashionable ambition

he finds consistent with those principles for which
he early drew his sword in the present contest." Re^

solved, that his resignation be accepted.

Here is a record of his having distinguished him-

self in his early yovith, in the opinion of congress,
who presented him with a sword, which he wore
with distinction to the end of the war.

Mr. Speaker, we find him afterwards in the con-

fidence of the great Washington, when president
of the United States, whose penetration and know-

Mr Speaker, the same patriotism that inspired
j
led f him taught him to appreciate his worth,

tnen; fathers yet inspires their sons. We have with wh£se conMence heretained to his death. We find
national pride seen a Summers, a Wadsworth, and
an Israel, to liberate their brothers in arms from
Turkish slavery, perform a prodigy of valor unex-

ampled in the pages of history. It lias been honora-

ry recorded in the archives of congress; and their

monuments in the navy yard will ever be dear to

American seamen, and an evidence of the magnani-
mity of the naval officers, who, at their own ex-

pense erected them, and who, in a war for their

impressed brother tars, I have no doubt would dis-

tinguish themselves whenever an occasion present-
ed itself.

Bat, Mr. Speaker, the gentleman from Virginia,
could he be reconciled to a war and a regular armv,
would have, as he tells us, insuperable difficulties on
account of a commander in chief; he says we have
no Washington, and that our present chieftian is

an "acquitted felon."' Sir, our Washington was
little known at the commencement of the revolu-

tion, nor after he was known could his distinguish'
ed character secure him against intrigues to remove
him from the command of the army; however, they
fortunatch failed. I am truly sorry, sir, that the

delicacy of the situation of the gentleman from Vir-

ginia, and the more delicate situation of general
Wilkinson, now under trial by a court martial, had
not restrained his invectives. In such a case the

press is muzzled, nor ought such freedom ofspeech
to be indulged in this house.

1 hope I shall be excused from presenting the re-

him in the confidence of every administration, the

favorite of his country, until he nipped Burr's trea-

sons in the bud, and had brought the traitor nearly
to the gibbet, and had sent on a number of choice

spirits, connected with him in the works of treason,
to be dealt with according to their crimes—an of-

fence of too deep a dye ever to be forgiven by them
and their powerful friends. Hence, although he re-

ceived the approbation of his government and the

plaudits of a grateful country, he drew down upon
himself a train of persecutors and slanderers, of
whose history you are all informed—of whom, I

have no hesitation in saying, that if they were pro-
secuted for their forgeries andperjuries with halfthe

zeal that he has been persecuted, I really believe

would not be called "acquitted fdlovs." Sir, was

the gentleman from Virginia correctly informed on

the subj ect, such are my impressions of his magna-

nimity and justice, that "he would be enrolled with

the friends of the general, and that he would consign
his prosecutors and accusers to the obloquy they so

justly merit.

But, sir, from a militia of nearly eight hundred

thousand, we can never be at a loss to create a re-

gular army Of thirty or forty thousand—nor, sir, can

our liberties ever be endangered by that army,
while we have an armed militia of seven hundred

thousand, composed at least of as good materials.—
Nor, sir, can we be at a loss for a commander of that

armv, even should general Wilkinson be slandered

solutions of that congress who were distinguished in I
out of the confidence of the nation. We certainly

history as "a constellation of worthies," testing the

early, the active and distinguished services of gene-
ral Wilkinson, a native of Maryland, with whom I

have long been acquainted.

Nov, 6,1777, in Congress, Resolved, that colonel
Jfanies Wilkinson, adjutant-general of the northern
army, in consideration of his services in that de-

partment, and being strongly recommended lay gen.
Gates* as a

pliant officer, and promising military
grimis, and having brought the despatches to con-

gress, giving ah account of the surrender of lieute-
nant general Hurgdyne and his army, on the 17th of
Octbhcrlast, be continued in his present employ-
ment, with a brevet of brigadier general ofthe army
of the United States.

Nov. 6. 1777, Congress proceeded to the election
Oi a secretary of the board of war and ordnance,
the ballots being taken, James Wilkinson, esq. was
elected. Again, on the 6th ofMarch, 1778, we find

have patriots and soldiers of talents and enterprise,

who would have the confidence of the nation, and

who would lead her army to honor and glory, and

crown their arms with success.

French Marine.

Hamburgh, Sept. 27.—In the name of his majesty
the emperor of the French, &c. &c. &c. the com-

mission of the government established by the decree

ofthe 18th December, 1810, considering the decree

of his majesty, dated 26th December, 1810, ordering

that a maritime administration and navigation po-

lice should be established in the Hanseaiic depart-

ments, conformably to thelaw and regulations in force

in France upon the report ofthe counsellor of state,

intendant of the interior and finance, decrees as

follows—
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Art. 1. There shall be taken throughout the Han-

seatic department, a particular
account of French

citizens who are destined to navigation.

2. The offices for maritime inscription are provi-

sionally established at Hamburgh and Lunenburgh;
at Travemundc for the arondissement of Lubeck;

at Stadte for the arondissement of Stadt; at Bre-

merich for the departments of the mouths of the

Weser; and at Varel for the department of the up-

per Ems.
3. There are comprehended in the maritime in-

scription:
1. Sailors of every description, whether navigat-

ing armed or merchant ships.
2. Those who navigate, or fishermen.

3. Those who sail in barges or boats upon the

coasts or in the roads, rivers, or canals, comprehend-
ed in the maritime districts.

4. There shall be included in the maritime con-

scription, every citizen aged 18', who has fulfilled

one of the following conditions:
1. The having performed two long voyages, or to

the grand fishery.
2. Having been at sea 18 months.

3. Having been employed in the coasting fishery

two years.
4. Having served two years apprenticeship to the

sea.

5. All foreign sailors residing in the territory of

the empire, who have married French women and

sailed in French merchant ships, are subject to the

maritime inscription.

6. The already mentioned sailors are bound to

present themselves at the officeof maritime inscrip-
tion in the district where they reside and have their

names inscribed.

7. Carpenters, sailmakers, &c. &c. exercising
their professions in maritime ports and places, shall

be called to the military ports in the event of war,

preparations for war, or of extraordinary or consi->

derable works: There shall be kept an exact regis-

try in the offices of inscription, and they shall be

exanptfrom all other requisitions than those rela-

tive to the maritime service.

8. Every French citizen comprehended in the
maritime inscription, are exempted from all other

14. All captains, &c. navigating the river, or on

the coasts of the 32d military division, will from

hence to the first of November next, provide them-

selves with a role d'equipage at the maritime of-

ficeof inscription.

15. Every captain, &c. who after the first of No-

vember, sails upon the rivers, coasts, &c. of the

323 military division, and has not conformed to the

dispositions of the present decree, shall be punish-

ed with eight days imprisonment, without prejudice
to still greater penalties, should there be occasion

to inflict them.

Given at the palace at Hamburgh, September 27-

(Signed)
The marshal prince ofEchmuhl.

Miscellaneous.

Denmahk.—Much has been done in Denmark of

late years for the education of the poor. Schools

for the peasants and the poor have long been esta-

blished throughout the country
—but partly they

were too few, partly the masters were not sufficiently

paid and therefore mostly compelled to seek a liveli-

hood by other employments. The law passed in

October, 1806, directs that the country shall be
divided into school districts, in each of which there

is to be a school, and no district must be larger
than the children may, as to the distance, attend

without inconvenience. A decent income, with a

free house, is appointed for the masters—and all

parents are compelled to send their children regu-

larly to school after the age of seven years. The
children are divided according to their age and pro-

ficiency into different classes, which are to attend

the school at different times of the day and week,
so that no child is taken away from its parents more
than a part of the day. Instruction is to be given in

reading, writing, arithmetic and
religion,

and to

those who have capacity and inclination for it, in

the history and geography of their country. None
are to be dismissed from school before they can read
both print and plain writing, and give a rational ac-

count of the principles of Christianity. Those re-

services than those of the navy, marine arsenals, and gulations arc, for the first, limited to the islands of
the national guard, in the arrondissement of their

districts.

9. Every sailor who has sustained the full age of

fifty years, is, by right, exempt from the requisi-
tions for the ships or arsenals of the empire, with-
out however losing the power of continuing the em-

ployment offishing, or even of serving in the ships
of the state.

10. There shall be granted to enrolled sailors,

pensions according to their rank, age, wounds, or
infirmities. These pensions will' be paid according
to their services on board the ships and arsenals of
the empire, and the merchant's vessels.

11. The length of service of the" three depart-
ments, either in the merchant's service or on board
of ships of war, shall be computed agreeable to the
article 205 of the imperial decree ofthe 4th of July,
1811, as if it had taken place on board of French
ships, and give the same right to half pay and pen-
sions upon the invalid marine chest.

12. The widows and children of sailors shall have
the same claims to assistance and succours, as those
of military men who died in the service.

13. The patents delivered to captains, &c. accord-

ing to articles one and two of the first of March are
abolished

Zealand, Funen, Coland, and Galster; but after

they have beea tried, they will, no doubt, perhaps
with some alterations and improvements, be extend-
ed to all the rest of Denmark.

From a statement laid before the king by the

supreme court of justice at Copenhagen, of all cri-

minals in the Danish dominions—including Iceland
and the India colonies—on whom sentence was
passed in the year 1806, it appears that 205 cri-

minals, of whom 18 were executed, were, in that

yearsentenced to corporeal punishment—5 for mur-
der, 8 for other capital crimes, 7 for forgery

—the
rest for inferior offences—and that the number of
criminals bears a proportion to the whole population
as one to 10,000.

Andrew Olsen Bun, an inhabitant of Overhalden,
has attempted to make cloth with the hair of cattle.

He has been completely successful, by mixing the
hair, with wool before it is wrought.

A Remark.—General Wayne is remembered by
ihe Indians under the name ofBig Wind or Tornado.
Was ever an appellation more appropriate?

Jiirth.—The princess of Bavaria has been deli-

vered of a son, which has been babtized Charles

Anthovy Maximilian
Mrinrnd

Jncichim ZephJrlr Fredprirk
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Cemtcssee—conttmteD.
I In 1800." In 1810.

COUNTIES.

Sevier, - - -' -

Granger, - - -'",•""
Jefferson and Cooke, (for 1800—Jefferson alone for 1810)
Hawkins, ...
Carter, ..
Sullivan,

- - - * - -"
Washington,
Green, ..-..--
Cooke, - - - - - - --
Claiborne, -

Campbell, .--..--
Anderson, .....
Roane, ...
Rhea, - - -

Bf.dford, .... - -

jDlCKSON,
- -

l""llANKLIS,
- - - - -

Giles, ........
Hickman, - - - - -

Humphries, - ------
Jackson, - . . - -

Lincoln, -....---
Oveiiton, .....
rctherfoiid, .-..-.-
Stewart, . - . - -

White, - - - -

Warren, -

Mauri-

,
........

Totals, -....--

6,871

8,295

5,667
4,509

9,710

5,821

7,137

i

162

496
695
811

208
491
533
471

6 ^

3,419

7,367

9,017

6,563

4,813

10,218

6,379
7,610

4,296
5,678

6,442

6,697
3,828
6,071

6,854
9,046

4,702
4,436
2,507

2,694
4,896

2,290

7,057

3,536
5,020

3,813

2,33

1,366

4,912

5,382

5,282

7,527

3,465

3,745

5,241

9,722

05

294
537
783
930
262
773
850
655
436
327
103

260
670
214

1,180
980
709
>T .->.-»

(JJ
245
132
481
720
365

2,701
779
283
476

2,626

91,709' 13,584 105,602||215,875|44,535 261,727

4,595;

6,397:

7,309,

7,643'

4,190

6,847;

7,740

9,713
:

5,154.:

4,798'

2,668=

3,959

5,581:

2,504
. 8,242

4,516

5,730

4,546

2,583
:

1,511-

5,401;

6,104!

5,643;

10,265;

4,262]

4,028 1

5,725 i

10,359,

©bio.
Jefferson,

Washington,
Adams,
Hamilton,

Wayne,
Ross,

I'ranibull,

Athens,
Belmont,
Butler,
Catahosa,
Champaign,
Clermont,
Clinton,

Columbiana,
Delaware, ,

Fairfield,

Fayette,
Franklin,
Gallia,
Geauga,
Guernsey,
Green,
Highland,
Knox,
Licking,
Madison,
Miami,
Montgomery,
Muskingfm,
Pickaway,
Eortaga,
Preble,
Scioto,

Stark,
Tcscarvwa,
Warren,

Total,

8,731

5,409

3,417

14,692

3,067

8,415

1,298

45,0281

17,136

5,943
9,413

15,100

15,144

8,616
2,787

11,009

11,071

1,445

6,238

9,928
2,66

10,779

1,956

11,326

1,850

3,443

4,166

2,914

3,044

5,831

5,640

2,137

3,844

1,590

3,920

7,658

9,961;

7,055;
2,988,

3,279

3,370!

2,727

3,039]

9,836|

[dj^Fornote see next page.

8.7G5I'

5,427

3,432

14,692

3,206

8,540

1,303

45,365 |229,861

17,260

5,991

9,434

15,258

15,514
8,671

2,791

11,097

11,150

1,459

6,303

9,965

2,674

10,878

2,000

11,361

1,854

3,486
4,181

2,917

3,051

5,870

5,766

2,149

3,852

1,603

3,491

7,722

10J036J
7,124]

2,995 !

3,304

3,399

2,734

3,045

9,925

230,760'
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NOTE FOR THE PRECEDING PAGE.

(EjOhio became a state in 1802—the census of

which follows (for 1800,) contains the then popula-
tion of the counties named, forming a district of

country at that time called the "Territory of the

United States N. W. of the Ohio."

American Antiquities.
FROM THE MERCURY.

Chilicothe, Nov. 6, 1811.

Mr. Giii.ei.awh.—In a former letter I promised to

send vou a description of the ruins of an Indian city

which has been discovered in this state.

I was upon an electioneering excursion some

weeks ago, when I came in company with Mr. De

Voas, a gentleman who lives about eleven miles

from this place (Chilicothe) and he politely invited

me to his house. On cur way thither we passed an

Indian mound, which I made some remarks upon,

and then enquired of him whether there were not

in his part of the country, some antiquities that one

might conveniently visit. He replied that there was

some on his farm (for they are all farmers there)
which would highly gratify the curiosity of any one,

and that if I had any curiosity, he would go with me
to examine them.
On the next morning we rose early and proceed-

ed to examine a fortification which is on the level

summit of a high hill It contains about one hundred

acres, and is enclosed by a stone -wall, which (if we

may judge from the quantity of stones, for it is in

ruins') must have been twelve or fifteen feet high
and four or five thick- Within the erea there are

about thirty furnaces, from some of which I took

cinders that resemble in every way those formed in

blacksmith's forges. From some of them I gp,t pie-

ces of burnt inwrought clay that looks somewhat

like pumice stone, but are of a pale blue color.

Those lying on the surface of the earth are covered

With coats of rusty mail, which probably had 1 .in

there since the days, of Lycnrgus.
The fort is nearly circular, and has, if I recollect

rightly, ten passes or gates, which are placed at re-

gular distances from each other.

At one of these passes, and on the outside, there

is the appearance of a well or spring enclosed, with

a stone wall. This well was intended, I suppo:;e, to

supply water to those who might have occupied the

fort, a3 there is nothing like a spring or watering

place within the limits of it.

There are trees now growing in this fortification

which are four or five feet in diameter, and they ap-

pear to have been preceded by a race still more gi-

gantic, if we may judge from the long traces left by
those that have rotted into their native dust. Some
of the largest grew out ofthe foundation of the wall

in places where the stone had tumbled down on the

side of the hill.

These tilings shew the antiquity of the work, but

there arc things that shew it to have been also a

work of great labor; far there are no stones thai could

be used for building, within a mile of the ruins, ex-

cept in Paint Creek, which runs by the edge of a

hill; but the creek stones are of a very different kind

from those used in the wall.

At the bottom of the hill on the south west side

are the ruins of the to-vn, or rather city.
The cel-

lars afad the stone foundations of the houses still re-

main. The streets are in regular squares. Near it

1 here is a large mound perfectly level to the top.—It

was from all appearance the residence of a warlike

'•ace; but a description of it will form the subject of

a future communication.

The wildest speculations have often proved to be
the most correct, and conjecture or accident are the
leaders to the discoveries of experience.

But on this subject the first impressions will pro-
bably with most people be the last; and the general

opinion will be still generally admitted as the true.

The notion of bishop Madison of Virginia that
those ancient works, whose remains appear in our

country, were never intended as fortresses, is the
most outre that I have known to be advanced. I

think he has not had the opportunity of viewing any
one built of stone. Very few, I presume, who have
examined for themselves, will believe that these
works contain the fixed habitations of the people
who erected them. The situation of these fortifica-

tions (for I will venture to call them so) must have
rendered them every way inconvenient for the set-

tled residence even ofa warlike people, and present
only the advantage of security.

Placed on the summits of hills they screened
those within them from all missille weapons, and
from all weapons I suppose, their autedeluvian in-

habitants were acquainted with. The face of the
hill formed the glacis and superceded the nece^sitj
of nfosse.
Of that long destroyed race of people we know

nothing except what we learn from their works-
even their traditions have sunk with them into a
common grave. But we have enougii left in these

vestiges of their labors and their wars to convince us
that they were much more civilized than ttie present
Indian inhabitants of any portion of our continent.

Concerning the origin of the Indians there have
been numerous, learned, profound and original con-

jectuies. Tome the one that seems most reasona-

ble, is, that they are degenerated branches of the
nations which erected these works; and those na-

tions were originally from Asia, and if so, probably
they are Scythyans. Among the little of the na-

tional traits of character, that these branches bear

to the other representatives of their original stock.

I am, my dear sir, with the sentiments of friend-

ship and esteem, yours, &c.

JAMES FOSTER.

Militia of Maryland.
OFFICIAL RETURN—1811.

Major generals 3. Brigadier generals 12. Adju-
tant general 1. Aids de camp 6. Brigade majors
and inspectors 12. Quarter master generais, &c.-»

Lieutenant colonels 40. Majors 82. Adjutants 42.

Quarter masters 33. Surgeons and surgeons mates

73. Captains 447- Lieutenants and ensigns 871.—

Sergeants 1633. Musicians 448. Rank and file

28,193. „ ,

Arms belonging to the state.—Rifles 530. Muskets

3889, chiefly with bayonets and cartridge boxes,

complete, and some small stores, or appendages.
There are 40 regiments or battalions of infantry;

12 brigades, and, including the officers, 39,539 men.

Cavalry. Major 1. 'Captains '32. Lieutenants

and cornets 94. Sergeants 106. Rank and file

1135—in all including the officers 1385 men.

Jh-tWery.—Captains 12. Lieutenants 29. Men

423. Field pieces 22.

Of the Riflemen no particular return is given.—
Total militia 41,410.

The return contains a minute detail of all the

arms and ammunition belonging to the state lying

in deposit. Among them we notice 2400 new mus-

kets, a quantity of old ditto fit for service; 58QQ

new cartridge boxes, and 250 pair (new) horseman s

TMStols.
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—I wish no other herald
" Ni) other speaker of my living actions,
" To keep mine honor from corruption
" But such an honest chronicler."

Shakspeare-^-mTunr viti.

Printed and published bv H. Nilks, Water-street, nenr the Merchants' Coffee-House, at <§5 per annum

Postage of the Register.
Having understood that some doubts existed as to

the "
legal character" of the "Weekly Regis-

tkb," and that pamphlet price had been exacted,

in certain places, asthe postage of it, I felt it a du-

ty to myself and subscribers to appeal at once,

to the highest authority, and have the point
settled. Tiie following letter from the gentleman
who presides over the post office department with

so much honor to himself and usefulness to his

country, will silence all doubts on the subject
—

it is copied word and letter from the original.

The following are the rales of postage which may
be legally demanded for the Register

—for each

paper, if carried not over 100 miles, one tent—if

over 100 mites, one cent and a half-
—but to any

part of the state [Maryland] in which it is print-

ed, be the distance what it may, the postage is

only one cent.

GejteraePost Officb,

January 13th, 1812.

Sir—Yours of the 6th is before me, as well as

Vour former letter on the same subject. The delay
of this answer has arisen partly from a multiplicity

of business, and partly from a serious doubt of the

legal character of your publication. But I am now
satisfied and admit your publication to be a news-

paper and to be rated at news-paper postaga
With esteem,

G. GRANGER.
ii. N1LES, Baltimore, Md.

The Legislature of Maryland
Adjourned on Tuesday evening, the 7th instant,

after a long and busy session, in which upwards of

220 acts (124 of which were public) were passed,
and many other important matters done.

The resolutions introduced into the senate bv
Mr. Lloyd, (see Weekly Register, page 242) were

approved in the house of delegates
—

ayes 34, nuys
23. Previous to the final rote on these resolutions,

Mr. C. Dorsey offered the following in their stead :

" Whereas the President of the United States, in

his message tocongiess at the opening of the pre-
sent session of that honorable body, has signified
that unless an accommsdation of our differences

with Great Britain should speedily take place, a

resort to force will be requisite for the vindication

of our neutral rights, and recommended " a sys-
tem of more ample provision for maintaining
them."—This general assembly, feeling at all time's

disposed to co-operate with the government in giv-

ing effect to nTiasu'-es calculated to maintain the

dignify and support the independence of the union,
and believing that "

talcing care always to keep
ourselves in a respectable defensive posture," is the

best security for the permanent enjoyment of tiie

blessings ofpeace—therefore,

Resolved, that national honour and sound policy
call imperiously on congress "to put the country in-

to an armour and an attitude demanded by the crisis

and corresponding with the national spirit and ex-

pectation."

Resolved, that in the event of the United States

being compelled to resort to the exercise of the
"

terrible right of war," (so severely to be depre-
cated) the freemen of Maryland will demonstrate
to the world, that they are prepared to renew th*

pledge given by their fathers for the defence of A-
merican liberty

—" their lives, their fortunes and
their sacred honor."
A bill for taxing bank stock which passed the

house of delegates, bv a considerable majority, was,
after much debate, rejected in the senate by tlia

casting vote of the president.
The legislature has made liberal provision

Tor the Penitentiary
—also appropriated #1000 per

annum to St. John's College, and $25,000 per
annum for the support of county schools. They
have also passed a new assessment bill chiefly con-
formable to the old law.

The followirig resolution was adopted by both
branches of the legislature.

—We are informed that

the $80,000 thereby invested in the banks was of-

fered to the government of the United States, and
declined.

"Resolved, That the treasurer of the Western
Shore shall be, and he is hereby authorised and em-

powered to subscribe, on the part of the state; on
account of the stock reserved in the Commercial
and Farmer's Bank of Baltimore, 25,000 dollars; in

the Hagers' town Bank, 5000 dollars; in the Elk-
ton Bank of Maryland 10,000 dollars; in the Mer-
chant's and Farmer's Bank of Baltimore^ 15,000
dollurs; in the Franklin B.mk of Baltimore, 15,000

dollars, and in the Marine Banteof Baltimore, 10,000
dollars; and that the amount thereof be p rid out of

any unappropriated money in the treasury.
The per diem of the members has been raised to

four dollars—a very proper and prudent provision.
As opportunity offers, we may further notice the

proceedings of the session. It is however pleasing
to remark that the legislature with wise liberality
has dipped its hand more deeply into the public

treasury than, perhaps, on any former occasion—
and that an uncommon harmony existed among the

members.

" Jl voice in the Wilderness"

Legislature of Ohio.
Resohilion of the general assembly of the state of

Ohio, relating to the foreign affairs of the United,

States.

The occasion, which induces this measure, irft-

presses the general assembly of Ohio, with a full

sense of the responsibility consequent on its adoption*
The efforts of the two principal aelLigereiits of'

..^
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Europe to weaken and humiliate each other, havejiiant
with events of sermus import)—the general

fallen upon this strictly nett ral land, like a scouige assembly of the state of Ohio, trust, will be

from heaven The proper I), the persons, :ind the promptly taken and vigorously pursued. Tlie re-

lives of an honest, people have been assailed by the port of tiie select committee, in the house of rtpre-

ruthless hand of Unprincipled power. Tnis assem- sentatives in congress, to whom was referred that

bly have watched the afflicting progress of beliiger- part of the president's message which relates to

ent outrage and aggression with painful concern. A our foreign affairs, breaths a spiri' in unison with

retrospective view of the sufferings, injuries and our own; the energy, it proposes is demanded by
insults wliich have flowed to this country, from

peculiarly characteristic system of maritime depre-

dation, must elevate the mind of every American
to the posture of unyielding resistance.

The conduct of the government of France in re-

scinding the Berlin and Milan decrees, has, as it

respects the United Slates, manifested a disposition
to return to the path of justice ; and is in its nature

a tacit acknowledgement of the violence and wrong
committed against the eternal principles of equity
and the law of nations; and carries with it an im

plicit engagement to m-'ke fair and ample restitu-

tion for their depredations ofour neutral commerce.
An 1 we have the utmost conS lence in the vigil nice

ani firmness of congress ; and that they will in-

sK: on a full ana prompt indemnity for the afore-

said spoliations ; and that they will meet the late

restrictions on our commerce, in the municipal re-

gulations of that nation, by corresponding restric-

tions, so as to ensure an equality of rights so far as

may be to our citiz ns.

The conduct -of Great Britain towards this coun-

try, is a gross departure from the known ndfst
blished law of nations. Our rights as well those

derived through the immemorial us ges of nations

as those secured by compact, have been outraged
without acknowledgement—even without remorse.

Solemn stipulations by treaty, and implied engage
mints have given pl»ce to views of an over-reaching ,

selfish, and depraved policy. Life, liberty, and pro

periv, have b.^en th° sport of measures, unjust,
cruel, and without a parallel. The flag of freedom
an.! impartial neutrality has been wantonly insulted'.

Tears of the w down: and orphans of murdered

Americans, have flowed in vain. Our countryme i

have been torn from the embrace of liberty ana

plenty. The cords ofconjugal, filial, fraternal, ami

paternal affection have been broken. Almost every
sea and ocean buoys upon its impartial surface, the

vic'ims ofcapture and impressment. Vain is every
effort and sacrifice for an honorable state of safeiv

and tranquility Mission has followed mission—rar

monfctrance has succeeded remonstrance; forbearance

"has stepped on the heels of forbearance, till the

mind revolts at the thought of a prolonged endur-
ance. Will the freemen of a still favored soil unre-

sistingly groan under the pressure of such ignomi-

ny and insult?

Tiiis assembly looks back on the conduct of the

government of the United States, relating to

foreign affairs with a consolation unembittered
with the recollection of a single act of injustice
or partiality, towards either of the European
belligerents. In a retrospective view of the Presi-

dent's deportment towards them, we feel a satisfac

tion, which alone dan flow, from an entire and un-

sh -ken approbation ofhis conduct. The sentiments

expressed in his communication to congress at the

opening of the present session, have given new and
additional evidence of his fitness for the high sta

tion he orcupies. The measures he recommends
are not only justified, but are rendered indispensa-

bly necessary, from the critical posture of our

national affaire. The attitude he advises congress
to a.isunie, it this momentous period— (a period

the

are

op.

the crisis

Wlien we reflect on recent occurrences on
W bash, new sources of grief and sympathy
opened. This assembly cannot pas* over this

partunity without .assuring all friends to trw.'om,
and the rights of humanity, especially he friends'

and relations of those who have f lien in the i e

struggle with savage perfid\ and ferocity, thai we
commisserate their loss, and offer our condolence at
the shrine of their sorrows.

Therefore resolved, by the general nPsembh of
die.state ol Ohio, that we will at the call of our

country rally round the standard of freedom . We
will suffer every hardship—'submit to every priva-
tion in support of our country's rights and honor.

Though we love peace and invoke its blessings—
3 et we will not shrink from the dangers of war. In
behalf of our const Hit tits we pledge ourselves that
our government will receive from them a prompt and
efficient support. Relying constantly, on ih. mer-
posiug protection of Heaven, we will meet with firm-
ness ever) event.

And be it further resolved, That his excellency
tlie governor of this slat , be requested to forward
to the president and vice president of the United
States, the speak r of the house of representatives
in congress, »no to our representatives therein, one
certified copy each, of the for* going pveair ble and
resolution. MATHI AS CORWIN, Speaker of

the house of representatives.

Attest,- THOMAS E1RKER, Spetfker of
the Senate.

R. ORSBORN, elk. H R.

CARLOS A. NORTON, elk. of the senate.

December 26, 1S11
1 certify the tort going to be a correct copy ;

original is on file in this office.

.IER. M'LENE, Sec'ry.ofthe state of Ohio.

the

Louisiana.
From the JVeto Orleans Gazette.

The following ate the principal features of the

constitution, as reported by Mr. JUugruder some

days ago.
The state to be called LOUISIANA.
The general assembly to consist ot two branches.

The lower house to contain not less than 25, nor

more than 50 members ; to be elected by persons

owning 50 acres of land (or paying tax on property
of the valup thereof) for two years. Their qualifi-

cations are twenty-four years of age, property to the

amount of 500 dollars, citizenship of the United

States, and two years residence in the state.

Senate elected for four years, by the electors of

representatives. Qualifications—thirty years ofage,

citizenship of the United States, and four \ ears resi-

dence in ihis state, and property to the value of

one thousand dollars. One half ot them to go out

every two years. The state is divided into twelve

senatorial districts, of which each county forma

one; and they are to remain indivisible.

The governor elected by the people for fctir years.

Qualifications—35 years of* age, citizenship ot the

. United States, and six years residence, in the state

hh tiie desfuiTffe of the American republic preg- ineligible for the succeeding four years.
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The lieutenant governor, elected in the same

manner as governor, and for same term—to be pre-
sident of the senate ; when that body is in commit-

tee', to vote and debate in the same manner as the

rest of the members. In case of death or disability
of tiie governor, he is to act in his stead—and in

failure of both, the president elected by the senate

to officiate.

The judicial power is confided to a supreme
court of errors and i.ppeals, and to such other infe-

rior courts as may be created.

The judiciary for such oflences as are not im-

peachable, may be removed from office, on the joint
addre-s of three fourths of each branch of the legis
lature. The appointments to office (except in the

militia) to be made by the governor and senate.

Militia officers, beiow the rank of major to be

elected by the persons composing the companies:—
Those above, by the officers.

Congressional Reports.
The committee to whom was referred the memo-

rial of the legislative council and house of represen-
tatives of the Mississippi territory, and the petitions
of sundry citizens thereof, praying to be admitted
into the union of t he United States, on an equal

footing with the original states ; and also the pe-
tition of the inhabitants of West Florida, setting
forth their desire to be annexed to said territory,
for reasons therein contained, have had these sub-

j cts under consider ition, and made a lengi hy report
in favor thereof— to which is annexed the following
resolution, embracing the views of both petitions:

Resolved, That it is expedient to admit ail that

tract ofcountry'bounded north hyaline drawn due
east from the river Yazoo, where it unites with the

Mississippi, to the river Chatahouchy, and down
said river to the thirty-first degree of latitude;

thence along said degree of latitude to a point op-

posite the river Perdidoj thence to the confluence ot

said last mentioned river with the gulph of Mexico,
and thence in a direct line through the middle of the

lakes Maurepas and Poiichartrain, to the junction of

the Iberville with the river Mississippi, and up said

river to the above-mentioned river Yazoo, into the

union of the United States, on an equal footing with
the original states.

Tiie Committee to whom was referred the mes-

sage of the president of the United States transmit-

ting two letters from governor Harrison, of ths

Indiana territory, reporting the particulars and the
issu-? of the expedition under his command against
the hostile Indians on the Wabash, and to whom
also was referred the memorial of the general assem-

bly of the Indiana territory, and the memorial of the
officers and soldiers of the militia of Knox county, in-

ths Indiana territory, who served in the late cam-

paign under the command of governor Harrison,
have made a very honorable report on behalf of the
said officers and soldiers, which concludes with the

following resolutions—
1st. Resolved, That one month's pay ought to be

allowed, in addition to the common allowance, to
the officers, (according to the rank which they held)
the non-commissioned officers and privates of the

regulars, volunteers and militia, and to the legal
representatives of those who were killed, or have
since died ot their wounds, composing the arm\ un-
der the command of governor Harrison, in the late

campaign on the Wabash.
2d. Resolved, That five years half-pay ought to be

allowed to thje legal represenatives of the officer*.

(according to 'he rank which fhey held) the non-
commissioned officers and privates of tiie volunteer.',
and militia, who were killed in the battle of the 7th
November, 1811, or who have since died of their
wounds.

-xl. Resolved, That provision ought to be made by
law to pf.ee on the pension list, the officers, (ac-
cording to the rank which they held) the non-
commissioned 'officers and soldiers of the volunteers
and militia, who served in the late Cumpaign on the
Wabash, under the command of governor Harrison,
and who have been wounded or disabled in the said

campaign.
4th. Resolved, That provision ought to be nW.e

by law to pay for the horses and other >roper1 y of
individuals, lost in, or in consequence of the said
battle.

5lh. Resolved, That the farther time of years
ought to be allowed to the officers and soldiers who
were wounded, and to the legal represent .fives of
those who were killed in the said baUle, to complete
the payments due, or which may fall clue, io the U.
States, on any purchase of public lands made by them
before the said battle.

Mint.
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the

United States :

Hay before congress, for their information, a re-

port of the director of the mint.

JAMES MADISON.
Mint of the U. States, January 1, 1812.

Sin— 1 have now the honor of h\ ing before you a
report of the operations of the mint during the last

yea r.

With the exception of a few weeks, after the ex-

piration of the charter of the hank of he United
States, the supply of bullion, nvmfurnished cfa'efy

hy the oilier banks in this city, has never been more-
abundant.

From the treasurer's statement of the last year's
coinage, which is herewith transmitted, it will ap-
pear that dining that period there have been struck
and issued— in gold coins, 99,581 piece , amount-

ing to 497,9.05 dollars; in silver coins, 1,268,824

pieces,amounting to 608,340 dollars; in copper coins,
281,165 pieces, amounting to 2.495 dollars 95 ecn^fc
—making in the whole, 1,649,570 pi. ees of coin,

amounting to 1,108,740 dollars 95 cents.

lhave, sir, the honor to be, with sentiments of the

greatest respect and esteem, vour most obedient ser*

vant,
'

R. PATTERSON.
jAjrEr M-lTlTSON,

President of the United States.

Estimates for the year 1811?.
«/

CFounded on a peace establishment.J
Tiixiscnx 1);.MBTMKXT, D c 31, 1811,

Sir—I have the honor to transmit, herewith, the
estimates of the appropriations proposed for the ser-

vice of the year 181'2; also a statement of the receipts
and expenditures at the Treasury, for the y^ar ending
on the 30th of September, 1811.

The appropriations, as det iled in the estimates,

amount, in the whole, to six million: seven hundred-
and eighty-five thousand eight hundred and sixty-five,
dollars seventy-six cents, viz.

For the civil list, 638 690 94
For miscellaneous expences, including

the additional estimate at foot for In-

dian trading houses, 339$!? 4?
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Tor intercourse with foreign nations, 142,000 00
For tlie military establishment in-

cluding, 164,500 dollars for the In-

dian department, 3,161,277 80

Vorthe naval establishment including
2,504,669 60the marine corps,

$6,785,865 76

The estimate of the secretary of the war depart-
ment is calculated on the whole number of troops
authorised by law ; but it does not include the

permanent annuities to certain Indian tribes,- nor the

annual appropriation of 200,000 dollars for furnish-

ing arms for the militia, those objects being provid-
ed for by permanent laws. The sums which may
be aMually expended in the year 1812, for those

objects, are not therefore included in the aggregate
ab:>ve stated.

The funds out of which appropriations may be

made, for the purpose abovementioned, are,
1. The sum of si* hundred thousand dollars of

the proceeds of duties on imports and tonnage,
which will accrue in the year 1812; which sum is

by law annually reserved for the support of govern-
in en'..

2. So much of the balances of appropriations un-

expended on the 31st of December, 1811, as is not

wanted to defray the expences of that year.
3. The surplus of the revenue an 1 income of the

United States which may nccrne to the end of the

year 1812. after satisfying the objects for which ap-

propriations have been heretofore made.
4. The proceeds of such loan or loans as may be

authorise I by congress.
! have the honor to be, very respectfully, sir, your

"most obedient servant,
ALBERT GALLATIN.

Tie lumwable the speaker

of the house ef'representatives'.

District Tonnage of the U. S.
Letter from the secretary of the treasury transmitting
an annual statement of the district tonnage of the

United Stales, on the 3l»t of December, 1810.

T llKASTUT DkPAHT-IIKNT,
December 12th, 1811.

£tn— I have the honor to transmit the annual

statement of the district tonnage of the United

States on the 31st.of December; 1810, together with

an explanatory letter of the lt.-gister or the trea-

Ml ,.v J_j have the honor to be, verv respectfully, sir,

-. our obedient servant, ALBERT GALLATIN.
The hon iliesp akcr,

of the house of representatives.
Tiikasvhv DepaTitmekt,

Regittefa Office, Dec, 7th, 1811.

glW I have the honor to transmit the annual

•!•,' ment, to 31st Deeimber, 1810, of the district

lonnatre ot the United States.

Tons. 95lhs.

The registered tonnage is staled in said

abstract, at 984,269 05

The enrolled and licensed, at 405,346 69

Th3 falling vessels, at 35,167 48

Enrolled and licensed tonnage employ-
ed in the coasting trade, paying an
annual duty,

Fishing vessels the same,
314,687 Sj
30,3u8 50

Note.—Duties were also

paid on tonnage owned
by citizens of the Unit-
ed States, engaged in

foreign trade not regis-
tered, 30,041 88

Do. in the coasting trade, 59 00

1,221,288 32

30,100 88

Total amount of tonnage on which
duties were collected, 1,251,389 25

The amount of the registered tonnage
s as examined and settled at ihe trea-

sury, from the accounts of the col-

lectors of the several districts, is

stated at 984,269 5 95 tons. This

aggregate is something more than
the true amount : to correct which,
lists of the outstanding registers
are forming at the treasury, from
the marine records. Upon each
collector being furnished with a
list of outstanding registers (com-
prehending the number, name and

tonnage of each vessel) applictble
to his district, he will be enabled
to correct the same by striking off

those vessels which no longer be-

long thereto. From these results,
a corrected statement will be exhi-
bited for the ensuing year. I beg
leave to observe, that on a former
occasion you resorted to this mode ;

and on which your communication
was made to the house of represen-
tatives of the United States, on
the 27th February, 1802. 984,269 '&$

The enrolled and licensed tonnage is

stated at the amount upon which
the annual duly Was collected in

1810, on that description of tonnage,
as being the most correct, and

may be considered nearly the true

amount, 514,687 85.
The fishing vessels the same, 30 208 50

Amounting to

Titf tonnage, on which duties were

collected during the same year,

:.in\oniited as follows :

ii< -gistered tonnag« paying duty on

each >oyoje.

The district tonnage of the U. States,
on 31st Dec. 18io, is estimated at 1,329,165 4'

Of the registered tonnage, amount-

ing as before stated, to 984,269 5-95,
it has been ascertained th >t there
were engaged in the whale fishery 3,249 78

Enrolled and licensed, also in the
whale fishery, 339 24i

Amounting .to 3,589 02

It appears by the collector's abstracts that

127,575 86-95 tons new vessels were built in the

1,424,783 27 year 1810, whereof 102,479 72-95 tons were regis-
tered, and 25,096 14-95 tons were enrolled.

I have the honor to be, with the greatest respsct*
sir, your most obedient humble servant,

JOSEPH NOURSE, Register.

876,391 89 Hen. Albert GqUutln, secretary of the treasury.
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I

Treisurj/ Department, Registers Office, 7th December, 1811.
:U)stract of the lonnage of the Shipping of the several districts of the United States on the-

last day of December, 1810.

Portsmp'uh, N. H.

NVwburyport, Mass
Gloucester
Sdem
Ipswich
M blehead
Boston

Clymoiitli .

Barnstable .

N in: nek -t

F

DISTRICTS.

rtown
N :wbe#fbrd

)lglUOU
York

Iv-nnsimnk .

B Ideford, Saco
Portland .

Bath .

\V:*c asset

W dd^bo rough
P*-.iobscot

Fr *nch man's BayM ichias

P ssamaqiioddy
V ( mont .

Newport, R. Island
B' istol .

Providence
^T w London, Conn.
Middletown
New Haven
F i field

Like Clumplin, N.Y
Hudson
New York

Sig-Hubor
Pftrth-Amboj, N. J.

Little Egg H.rbor

Burlington*

B:-idgelown .

Great E^g Harborj-
Philadelphia, genn.
Presque 1*1 J

Wilmington, Del.
B dumors, Md.
Chester
Oxford
Vienna
H ivre-.de Grace
Snow-Hill .

Annapolis
Nottingham
Nanjemoy, St. Marys
Georgetown, Col.

Alexandria

Hampton, Va.
Norfolk .

Petersburg .

Richmond
York Town .

East River

Tappa bannock
Yeocomico
Dumfries

Folly Landing .

.)
- v '\ Sforip

R ,
r s i-p

'e mi i urn l Temporary

niN 95ths tons 9.5///.V

23.897

139,514

4 882
33 459

129

10,699

1)0,- 85

13,119
1.274

11,940
153

18,157

2,184
1.676

7.7S6

6,003
22,592
15 867
13,970

7,330

8,674
763
798

1,03
494

7,278
6.226

12,428

3,487

10,401

6,798
632
150

1,563

163,553
948

2,517

76
60
76

43

13

55

74

74

67
82

48
67
75
5i

76

52

38
82
65

47
46
83
90
51

26
38
92
'43

58
32
49
78
86
81

71
92

Id)

187 94

100,953
173

789
78,878

784

557

1,206

5,952

23,284
2,988

1,170

536
802

08

72
83

44

JO
53

39
37

18

15

75

856
330

*4$ quarter 180«
? Oeing the

59
59

la?l

IS

6s

8(

71

40
38

& Li en e

I'ermuuent Temborii y

Lit a der2'J

I oast.trudt

ro\s 95Msto>s 95.'/i.s tons 95ths

636

3,944
120

1,449
22

328
23,494 52

607 71

83
109
463
91
80

221
418
153

2,337

1,574 41

474
856
579
572
278

72

01

80

60

08

2,444 30

1,631
419
590
775
372
203

62
4-1

21

26

78

3,650

5, -.98

3,502
6 446
911

9,576

19,589

9,d54 64

14,045 83

4.436 67

712
7,955
4 743

1,512
448

1494
6,266
2.547

2,671

9,857

7,745

2,793 29

1,040 12

22,102 80
236 57

14,632 55

8,501 72

553

9,520

248
57

05

22

02

06

227

2,029

12,206

1,110

1,459

100
391

84

53

24

31

70

30

102 39

55

47
13

84
54
16

08

16

86

49

14

34'

37
19

14

04
04

3,155 67

1,065 26

2.844 67
5,8i)9 3:

=\349 8o

3,128 48

5,894 84

1,790 71

79,089 84
3 037 88

7.034

1,847

,00/

9,661

3.976

12,921

6,182
12.980

1,519

10,335
9 496
1,857

5,121

1,63 3

1,385

1,916

1,804

2,857
593

7,182

3,o4u
3,4i)8

3,293
1,106

4,373

1,426

1,091

1,266
705

64

92
1!

93
61

44

4S|

84]

S3]
17

49
07
86
12

65

38
25

92
62
18

93

82
77

168 26

74 41

21 12

131 33

4,740 13

124 02
70 16

213 8.

32 66

42 85

26 3>-

70 50

100 69

133 S8

1,S10 68

187 53

65 73

332 04
99 84

26 22
43 89

1,333 90

79 10

121 40
53 27

2,399 17

488 91

278 58

36 87

537 55

133
60

319
32
.46

186
456
15

403
76
29

131

91

129
15

15

513
124
39
151

371
421
81

15

Cud Jishei

ton* 95;//

56
78
81

94
84

74

67

03

77
02
69
21

05
15

12

67
58'

63

02
18

90

47
o n

45

263 78
65 59

305 55
675 41

264 02
142 8

99 20

3,801 41

151 21

682 42
51 54

228 92

1,575 21

1,547 49

687

2,065
93

1,781
1 933
119

751

449
48

249
566
775
233

2,571
479
4

323
28;'

784
431

318

1,325

45
•6

63

64

73

88
8

7

5o
46
4-7

73

40

~9i

15

6.i

41

82

82

6-;

71

5

of each district

181 38

2,493 73

73 7i

146 38

745 61

107 18

297 5;

112 82
139 68

52 4

788 90

231 15

755 35
846 8u
648 33
143 35
60 72
13 74

371 16

33 15

tons 95YAs.
<

28,820 09
39 100 0:

11,393 8o

41,462 8.

1,277 31

20,922 26

149,121 85

23,028 42

16,175 57

16,776 57
1.391 7.

26,378 02

7,126 7o

3,7 .'3 25

8,808 10

7,719 70

32,599 78*

20,344 81

17,911 15

19,041 74
18,019 64

j

4,823 20

2,2o9 18!

5,801 06
494 51-

12,517 06

7,776 72
15,863 85
10.814 55

17,131 76
10,494 10

6,670 2*
150 78

!

t),5oo 8^

268,548 01

4,407 62

24,867 2i

1,899 06,

1,592 rq,
11,468 66

3.976 54

125,258 15

173 t4
8,192 11

103,444 69

1,612 74J

12,365 &4
12,271 5.

1.977 3?

6,430 60

2,083 61

1,433 8CJ-

2,165 6

3,805 1

11,736 36
880 5.'"

47,643

8,107

6,357 57,

3,653 5b
2,024 29

6,S90 2C

1,857 82

1,513 18

3,449 09
1.547 !7

I

'•('two, *4fA quarter 1809, being the last rfftw.i .
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A statement of the amount of American and foreign tonnage employed in foreign trade,for
the year 1810, as takenfrom the records of the treasury.

Am >' ; can tonnage in foreign trade ..... Tuns, 906,434

Foreign onliage,
- - -' . - - - - 80,316

Total am Hint of tonnage employed in the foreign trade of the United States, - 986,750

Proportion of foreign tonnage to the whole amount of tonnage employed in ~) o «
,qq

the fo eigi ti-i i- of th United" States, $
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's office, Nov. 9, 1811.

JOSEPH NOURSE, Register.

4- statement exhibiting the value and quantities respectively of merchandize on which duties

ac'uatty accrued during the year 1810, consisting of the difference between articles pay-
ing I u'y imported, and those entitled to drawback re -exported,) and also the net revenue
tclioh accrued during that year,from duties on merchandize, tonnage, passports and.

clearances
GOODS PWING DUTIES AD VALOREM.

39,714.120 dollars at 12 1-2 per cent - - - 4,964,265

7,703.290 15 - - - - 1,155,493 50

552,151 20 - - 110,4JO 20
a Additional duty on 47,806,962 dollars at 2 1-2 per cent. 1,195,174 05

47,969,561

b. $;> fits,

c. Sugar,
d. Wines,
C. Te;s, - -

Coffee, -

Mohsses, - -

f. All other articles,
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Other materials,

4 th 31,064
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ii. in be made for filling the ranks and prolonging the

enlistments of the regular troops'; for an auxiliary
force o be engaged fin

- a more limitted term; for

the acceptance of volunteer corps whose patriotic
ardor may court a participation in urgent services ;

for detHchnjents, as they may be wanted of other

pdrtiohs of the 'nilitia, ami for such a preparation
«>f the great body as will proportion it usefulness to

its intrinsic capacity.

Here we find, in the first place, the most solemn
an! imperious. call upon congress' in the character oi

"the legislative quurtlians of the national rights, foi-

st
sj's

m nt' more ample pro\ isions for maintaining
them." The president then very properly and em

piratically proceeds to tell us why lie nukes this so-

lemn call upon t lie legislative guaidians of tire nation

at tins time. He tells us in substance, that notwith-

standing "the scrupulous justice, the protracted mo-

deration, and the multiplied efforts on the part of the

United States to induce Great Britain to recede from

her hostile aggressions upon their essential sovereign

rights, so far from yielding to those poli'e and pa-

th-tic invitations, she had increased her aggressions,
and had adopted 'measures, which, under, existing
circumst .nces, have tiie character as well as the ef-

fect "f war upon our lawful commerce;" and thai

these measures are, in their execution, "brought
home lo the threshold of our territory." Could the

president have chosen language more emphatic to

shew the imperious character of the call upon con-

gress to furnish him with adequate p! ysical means:

to retrieve the honor an t redress the wrongs of the

nation ? L^st there might be some possible mistake,

on the pari of congress, he tells us explicitly that

theaggressions of Great Britain have the character

as well as the effect of war upon our lawfiij commerce,
and that this war is brought home to the ihreshuldrfaur

territory.

Bib, sir, the president does not stop here. He tells

us, diat notwithstanding our protracted moderation,
&c. &c. Great Britain with hostile inflexibility, per-

severes in trampling on essential sovereign rights;;

rights, at least, "which no independent nation can

relinquish." Here then, it is evident, the president
conceives that our independence as a nation is

brought into question, and put at hazard. Can any

subject put a more awful ana imperious call upon
congress to exert and apply the whole energies of

the nation, than a question of indepexdf.sce? The

plain English of all this communication, he under-

stood to be, that all the inefficient measures which
have been adopted in relation to the belligerents for

three years past, had not answered the expectations
of their projectors; but instead of the expected re-

cession, had produced on the p.<rt of Great Britain,

at least, inflexible hostility. This was a very natu-

ral result, and one which he had always anticipated,
as was well known to this honorable body. But the

administration having learnt wisdom by these feeble

experiments, had now determined to change its

course, and for the purpose of rendering this hostili-

ty more flexible, had at length resolved, instead of

commercial restrictions, to try the effect of physical
force. An adequate force is therefore demanded by
the executive ; and the adequacy of that force is ve-

ry properly referred to congress, where the responsi-

bility is placed by the constitution ; where it ought
to rest—and for one, he was willing to take his full

share of it. But, sir, the president goes on further.

After designating the objects, he points out the stan

dard for ascertaining the adequacy of the force de-

manded for their effectuation. In his official respon-

sible message, he tells
-

us, that "congress will feel the-

duty of putting the United States into an armour
and an attitude demanded by the . risis, and corres-

ponding with the national 'spirit and expectations ."

The standard here pointed out for calculating the

quantum of force to be .supplied is 'the ci isfs/ which
had been previously described in the most tiolenm

ud imposing terms, and "the nutmiul spirit • :m' , ,-

pectations." Whether the committee had rer.op.ed

too great a force for subduing the crisis, he was
willing to submit to the verdict of the national spirit

and expectations.

But it is now said or intimated in substance, that

this official responsible standard is only ostensible,
and that the true standard for estimating the quan-
tum of force demanded, must be derived from the

decrepid state of the treasury and. the financial fame
of the gentleman at the head of that department,
This subject will require a distinct consideration;
but in the mean time it is sufiicient to

say, that the
committee unanimously refused to be influenced by
any considerations, but those resulting from the offi-

cial responsible communication, and their awn reflec-

tions- upon the state of the nation, as disclosed there-

by They unanimously rejected informal inofficial

communications.

It will be observed too, in the message, the presi*.

dent in his more specific recomn>enda lions, after de-

signating thu kinds of force suited to the occasion,
leaves the quantum of force to be judged of, and
decided by congress, where tiie responsibility did,
ind ought to rest ; and he war unwilling, by rececfc

ing from his constitutional duty, to revert this re-

sponsibility upon the executive.

It thus appearing, said Mr. Giles, that the force

demanded, was for the purpose of war, if unfortu-

nately we should lie driven by Great Britain to lh.it

last resort, and that although the War would be un-
dertaken upon principles slric;ly defensive; yet, iu

its operation, it must necessarily become offensive

on our part; and that congress was to determine

exclusively upon the adequacy of the means for

conducting it; he would now proceed to enquire
more particularly-!— 1st. whether the committee had
recommended a force more than adequate to the

purposes of the war; and 2d, whether if was within
die capacity of the United States to supply the force
thus recommended.

Mr. G. said, that in estimating the quantum of
force demanded by the existing crisis, it appeared
to him gentlemen had not given sufficient considera-

tion to the altitude assumed hy the United States

in relation to the Fioridas, to vha extension of our
southern and western frontiers, to the Lite hostile

•ids and threatnings in that quarter ; r.or to the im-

portance of New Orleans ; its exposed position
and defenceless situation. These circumstances,
however, entered deeply into the consideration of
the committee, and induced it to conclude that the
whole military establishment now authorised by
law, if completed, would not be more tiian sufficient—perhaps insufficient, to answer the necessary ob-

jects of the government in the scenes just described?

it was therefore intended that the whole of that force

should be left free to act therein according to cir-

cumstances, and that the additional force now re-

commended, should act exclusively in the northern
and eastern portions of the union. This force no

gentleman will pretend c:m be too gre.it for our ob-

jects in that quarter, in the event of war, unaided

by the existing establishment. Hence it was mat-

ter of great surprise, to him that the western gentle-
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men should wish to diminish the number of men now

proposed to b- raised; because he believed, thai

everv man deducted from llie proposed force, would
take one from the force intended by the committee
to protectour southern and western frontiers. These

gentlemen, he presumed, must be betterjudges than

himself, how many of these man they can generous-

ly spare from th-ir own protection; but, for his

part, he thought there was not one to spare from

these objects, and the committee were willing to

give the whole of th^m that destination.

With respect to the protection of O. leans, he knew
it was the expectation of the late administration,
that in the event of war, Great Britain would pos-
sess her-elf of that city; and it was not their inten-

tion to incur the expence of being constmdy pre

pared to repel the first incursions of the enemy; he

did not know the intention of the present adminis-

tration in that respect, but presumed it was acting
on the same policy. In case the British should take

possession of Orleans, the western people mustne
cessanly b:- called on to drive them out, and he

ddubted very much whether it would be either a ve-

ry acceptable occupation, or a very easy task, H
had always disapproved of this policy, and in the

event of war, he thought it wise, not only to be pie-

pared for defence at all points, but to givo the fjrst

blow. He believed, in the end, it would be found
not only ' he wisest, but the most economical policy,
both in blood and treasure.

Having presented to the senate, the objects to

which the existing military establishment ought to

be assigned, according to the views of the commit-

tee, he would proceed to enquire, whether the ad-

ditional force recommended would be more than

competent to the objects to which it must necessa-

rily he assigned, and which ought unquestioably to

be effected by it. In case of war, an event he de

precated as much as any gentleman present, the

new army woidd have to man your fortifications on
the seaboard, from Norfolk to the extremi'ies of

our territory north and east, and to occupy Canada.
These are the contemplated and indispensable ob-

jects of this army, in the estimation of the execu-
tive ,-.nd the honorable mover, as well as of the com-
mittee. Tlie question will therefore turn upon the

accuracy and conectness of their respective calcu-

lations as to the quantum of force necessary to effect

these objects.
Mr. Giles said he had a conversation with the se-

cretary for the department of war, in his character
of ch iiman of the committee of foreign relations,
in which the secretary did endeavor to demonstrate
to him, that a smaller number of men than 25,000,
would answer these objects; but so fur from produc-
ing this conviction, it satisfied him that the number
was too small. He thought that every inference
drawn by the honorable secretary, ought to have
been inverted. For instance, he was asked, how
many men were indispensably necessary to man the
fortifications at New York? The honorable secreta-

ry replied 2,000; but he intended to m.dce 1,000
answer, and would rely for the rest of the comple-
ment on the local militia. Now, said Mr Giles, he

inferred, if 2,000 men were necessary for that most

exposed and important position, that 1.000 would
not answer with the precarious and accidental aid
of the local militia; that 2,000 ought to be calculat-
ed on for that service; and, if, with the aid of the lo-

cal militia, they could protect N -w York against the
force Great Britain might detach against that city,

they
would perform their full share of the toils and

perils of the war.

Tvvo thousand men, completely furnished with all

the means of annovance, possessed of all the skill

that military science could afford, and imnelle i by
all the subordination and management thai mdit try

discipline could impose, with 'he aid of the local

militia also, would deserve well of their country, if

'hpy should preserve New York from the grasp of

Great Britain, in case, the should think proper o di-

rect the fore- she might have at command ag fnst

that city. Then, why send one thousand on a ser-

vice, when we know that two thousand are necessa-

ry, and perhaps incompetent? Is it becaus tae

United Sties have not the c ipucity to send 2000 ?—
That question shall be ex mined presently The
s me observations will apply to the protection of

lihode Island, where 2,000 more will be necessary;
• ml 1,000 will be as few .scan possibly becie.ached

for the other fortifications. Admitting then 5,0'0
men to be necessary to man the various fortifications

on the seaboard, and supposing every man to be rais-

ed, is proposed in the hill, there will be a disposa-
ble force of onlv 20,000 men for the occupation of

Canada. But upon tin. executive project, there

would be left for that service only 5,000 men; un-

less, indeed, the western and southern frontiers

should be left unprotected., or the fortifications on

die seaboard shoul i be only half manned, and of

course left to the sport of the enemy. Mr. G said

he apprehended that in the first onset of the war,
Great Britain would direct her force to the occupa-
tion of New York and Orleans; and if she should

possess h°rself of these two points, he would venuire

to predict that the administration which commenc-
ed the war, would not finish it; especially under a

system of policy, which would only furnish one half

of ihe means deemed necessary for their protection—
yes, sir, known to be inadequate at the time of

applying it. What apology could be made to an in-

jured nation under such circumstances? We knew
2,000 men to be necessary for the defence of New-
York; but we sajpfely determined to apply 1,000 only
to that object, for fear of incurring the expence of

the requisite number. This would be self-condem-

nation. The people would lose all confidence in

such calculators, and would certainly make the ex-

periment of a change. Under such circumstances,
Mr. G. said, he would be the first to cry out for a

change of administration; for it would not be pos-
sible to lose by it. Defend Netv York with all the

judgment an 1 skill you command; fill the fortifica-

tions with the full complement of troops amply pro-

vided; call in the local militia, &c. and he should
not be surprised if the British should get possession
of that city. But then there would be no blame on the

administration; all its duties will have been perform-
ed; nd the result would rest upon the fortune of war;

but a single act of neglect or misconduct would

certainly deprive the administration of the public
confidence.

11, sir, Greit Britain should get possession of New
York and Orleans, and you should g-t possession of

Canada, you would be very glad to make the ex-

change upon the termination of the war. There-

lore, take care of these two points.
Mr. Giles said, he also requested the honorable

secretary to consult with the president, and inform

him, as the president's secretary, whether the pre-
sident wished to have the nnmber of men reduced?

or whether he had a preference for any other number?
The reply, after the consultation, very properly,

was, that the president had no opinion to «ffer on
that point. He considered it a subject of legislative
discretion. &c. Of course, any informal executive
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views ought not to be substituted for our own dis-

cretion and responsibil ty. Mr. Giles said, hi

knew it had been suggested, and, perhaps, from

very high authority, timt nothing was necessary to

induce Great Britain to recede from her aggres-

sions, but to convince her, that instead of opposing
to them inefficient commercial restrictions, lb

;

would be resisted with physical force; and thai rais-

ing 10,0 men would produce this conviction, with-

out incurring further cxpence. This suggestion fur-

nished some of his strongest objections *o limiting
the force to be raised to 10,000 men. So f r from

producing that conviction on the British cabinet, he
Was convinced it would pro 'roe precisely the op-

posite cfT ct The British cabinet would look a

the means provide. 1 for effecting the object; as he
best evidence of the object itself. And as these

means would be viewed so utterly inadequate to

the purposes of war, the cabinet would necessarily

conclude, that we were not in earnest; that we were

joking, even upon the most serious subject; that

war was not 'intended, ami would not be resorted to

under any circumstances. This impression, the

necessary result of our former measures, has be-

come so general, botli at home and abroad, that

we have much to do to retrieve our lost reputa-
tion: we do not stand upon original ground. Our
measures must be of a very different character
from what they have been, to produce the desired

conviction, either at home or abro id. Having ch-.uig
ed our principle of action from commercial restric-

tions, to physical force, limiting that force to ten

thousand men, would be, in his judgment, as much
trifling with the energies of the nation, as ineffi-

ci- tt commercial restrictions had here'ofore been

trifl.ng with the character and interests of the na-

tion, and, he feared, was dictated by the same un-

fortunate imbecile spirit and policy. IVfr. Giles

said, that whilst upon this part of the subject,
he begged to be excused for reading a few, para-

graphs from a newspaper, which he accidentally

picked up last evening, containing the annunciation
of the president's message at Quebec; the very point
to which the proposed force might probably be di-

rected. It fully demonstrates the impressions ex-

isting' there, and which have been produced by our
former measures.

Quebec, nov. 18.

President's Message. Happily, the expectation of

Mr. Madison's speech, steps in opportunely, as

something of an antidote to the effect of the Euro-

pean dearth. From that speech shall we- learn, thai

the terrible being, John Bull, does not suffer his.

thousand armed vessels, manned and equipped at

an enormous expence, to lie wholly idle; but that

they are guilty of the audacious tyranny of being, in

some degree, a check on the violent inclinations of

Dime Columbia to extend her arms to cherish, aid

and assist her admired hero, Napoleon, in effecting
John's annihilation. Much will the speech complain
that the sovereign of the ocean is not powerful to no

purpose, and does not descend and put himself on a

level with the imbecility of the United States, with
their dozen

ships. Unpardonable is the grievance,
that the leviathan is not as powerless as the cod; that

thejackall, whom nature meant for the lion's provi
der, is not permitted to divert its provender to the

support of the tyger, with a view to the destruction
of tlie lion.

The speech may not say these things in direct

terms; but such will, unquestionably, be its mean-

"With syllogisms 'twill make a clatter,
With abstract rights, three-deckers batter;
An empty purse a' millions sliake,
And no trade, 'gains* a free trade stake;
Of rotting produce count the gain,
A sen-board coast shut from the main;
To seamen recommend the loom,
And on the mist to fix the broom;
Merchants, for lack of foreign wares,
To retail apples, plums and pears."

Limit all our mighty efforts to 10,000 men, and it

will afford a better subject for another pasquinade,
than the president's message had done for Hit- one
jusi read. He should not have ventured to read
these paragraphs to the senate, however, if these im-

pressions were merely local. But he believed simi-
lar impressions pervaded Europe and America, and
had unfortunately found their way into the French
and British cabinets. Nor should he have thought
these sarcasms worth regard, were it not for ihe
truisms with which they were pointed. When the
due de Cadore, upon his review of our proceedings,
told us officially that he would have expected more
from a Jamaica assembly, he thought i

1 both imper-
tinent and insolent; but the point of the off nee, was
a consciousness that it was too much like the truth.
It is the truism which forms the sting of every sar-

casm. We find the emperor N :,pol£on, too. acting
under these same impressions, when he seizes and
confiscates your property, without even - piatisiole

pi'ete xt. The only ground upon which he acted, was
a conviction that you would not resent it, and he
therefore might plunder with impunity. The same
impressions direct the British cabinet in its ''inflexi-

ble hostility" and its ajar upon our commerce, both
"in character ma effect, brought home to the thresh-
liold of our territory," If our protracted modera-
tion, wonderful moderation, &c. by which he pre-
sumed were meant our feeble contrivances for the
last three years, and of which, he feared the inqui-
sition of 10,000 men, vras a branch both in spirit
and policy, should still be continued, he believed
it would degenerate into something of a very differ-

ent character, and would receive a very different de-
nomination from the public.

Mr. Giles begged the senate to turn its attention
to the means of resistance now actually in Canada,
which would probably be opposed to the contem-
plated force. From the best information he could
obtain, the British had at this time in psnada from
7 to 10,000 regular troops, and from 12 to 15,000
well appointed, well furnished militia, drawn from
a population of nearly 300,000 souls. If. therefore,
your troops could be ready to act in the spring be-
fore the breaking up of the ice, and before the Bri-
tish could throw further succors into that country,
it appeared to him that there would be very good
employment for 20.000 men in subduing this force
and population; and if undertaken with fewer men,
a failure of the enterprise would probably be the

consequence. Besides, sir, we should recollect, that
Great Britain is the same Great Britain we encoun-
tered in 1775, 1776, &c. and although some gentle-
men seemed to suppose that she was fully occupied
with her European war; that she was impoverished,
fighting for her existence, Sec. &c. and of course had
it command very little disposable force, he viewed
the subject very differently.

It is true, Great Britain is engaged withaformi-"
dable enemy; but hitherto she has greatly the advan-

tage in the war. Where has she lost one inch of

territory'!
1 What acquisition of territory and popu-
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lalion has she not made, both in the East ana Wes iffire; if, after all this, we should taper down to p/o
Indies? What obstacle is she now opposing to the

occupation of the southern peninsula by hep enemy?
So far from her population being diminished at home,
it appeared to be greatly increased by the last cen-

sus, notwithstanding all the distresses and starva-

tions we haw heard of, &c. Count the number of

French and English prisoners, and you will find that

Great Britain has the advantage of, perhaps, ten to

one. He" fleet is unrivalled—ofcourse left more free

to act than at any time during die revolutionary wa

viding 10,000 men to subdue such a crisis, would it
not be a wonderful discovery in the art of sinking?
Would it not undervalue the resources and energies
of the nation? Would it not insult and deceive the
national spirit and expectations? Whether he view-
ed tins subject in reference to the interests of the

nation, or the party m power, he should equally pro-
test against this little miserable policy of resorting
to means so utterly incompetent to the objects. He
cautioned the party in power vow, as he often hud

He, therefore, concluded, diat we should have to con- \rfone before, against longer sporting with the na
tend now, with the same Great Britain we did then,

with renovated powers and resources. Yet to this

power, it is proposed to oppose only 10,000 addi-

tional troops. Mr Giles Said it was uncertain how

long Great Britain might keep her army upon the

peninsula; but, whenever it shall be withdrawn,
[either by choice or necessity, she will have a very
formidable disposable force, in numbers, skill and

bravery; and, whether she withdraws that army or

not, you will find that she will command a respect-
able force for the protection of Canada, if you wait

for the breaking up of the ice which now envelopes

tional sensibility, the national character and the na-

tional interests.

Mr. Giles said, in making the calculations of the

degree of force required, the ComVnitt.ee was pre*
chi'ied taking into the estimate an auxiliary force to
be derived from the militia; because an impression
appeared to be almost universally entertained, that

congress could not constitutionally command, the
services of the militia beyond the limits of the Uni-
tt-d States; of course, Ui- regular force must be

proportionably augmented. He said, although he

all the avenues of that country. Time, therefore,!
believed he sU ' ;h1 Sll1brle :uld alone, he protested

is all-important, and not a moment for preparations
J

"gamst tins doctr,,e—lie did not propose now to

ought to be lost.

Prance, it is. true, has astonishingly aggrandized
herself during the existing war in Europe; but it

lias been done at theexpence of other nations, not of

Great Britain. Great Britain has had her share of

the spoils also.

Let us then not undervalue our enemy. Sir, this

project of iimiting our efforts to 10,000 men, seems
to be too much upon the plan of a scare-crow, and it

appeared to be regarded in that light by some gen-
tlemen. He said Great Britain was the last nation

on earth, that he Would undertake to frighten with

scare-crows; besides, even upon the scare-crow plan,
he should suppose that 25,000 men would be better

than 10,000. Mr. G said, he disliked this project

extremely, from another consideration which it

examine this question—because it would be useless.

He would, however, read tiie clause of the 'consti-

tution, which gave to congress thepowntnf calling
forth the militia, and make one or two remarks oh
it. Congress shall have power "lo provide for call-

ing forth the militia, to execute the laws of the ««&.«,.
to suppress insurrections, and repel invasions." The
first object for which the militia may be called forth,
is to execute the laws of the union. A law de-

claring war, is a law of the union; and if the war
is to be carried on beyond the limits of the United

States, it is still a law lo be executed, although be-

yond the limits of the United States; and he could
see no reason why the militia could not be called
forth to execute it. Indeed, it is one of those laws,
to the execution of which force is indispensably

forcibHv impressed Upon his mind. It must evident- aml pivp&fy applicable; and if the laws can have

iy have been recommended by the same spirit and[|
a legitimate influence beyond the limits of the Uni-

policy, which had heretofore relied upon the chap
ter of accidents for success, and not upon our own
energies and resources. It seems to have been
founded on ihe hope, that Great Britain would re

cedz without an effort on our part. It is a falla-

cious hope. The hope itself will always defeat its

own objects, by avoiding the means necessary to

ensure its own success. He said we had enjoyed a

long course of prosperity; but we ought not to cal

ted States, the power of congress over the militia,
must beco-exiensive with the laws which are thus

required to be executed. He would only observe,
further, that when this subject was more particular-
ly brought into discussion, on a former occasion,
it was said, that even in Great Britain, the militia
could not be ordered out of Great Britain; no, not
even to Ireland. But it should now be recollected,
that since that lime, the British patliament, without

cutiiteupon a perpetual exemption from the common te

*5?
il

<luestioh :,s t()
)he right, has ordered British

calamities of nations. When days of adversity shall militia to Ireland, and Irish militia to Great Britain.

arrive, we should meet them v/itii becoming toiti-

ti :de and energy. He deprecated' that spirit which

appealed to be longing and whining after prosperity
that is pisl, as if it feared to look adversity in liie

face. Mr. IVesident, when adversity comes, you
must look her in the face; yes, sir, you must stare her
Out of countenance; you must meet her with cou

rage, and with means sufficient to subdue her.—
Mr. President, if, after we have been solemnly called separation, could not be called forth for any purpose

Twenty six regiments are said to be transported at
this time.

Mr. G. said, that in considering the peculiar geo-
graphical situational the United States; withcolo-
|nies at each end of them, belonging to powerful
distant nations, with which we may be often brought
into collision, il would be unfortunate for the Uni-
ted States, if the militia bordering on the lines of

together to receive communications of great and

weighty matters, and after our meeting, have been

told, that our independence is at hazard; that there
is actual war, both in character and effect, upon
our lawful commerce, brought home to the thresh-
old of our territory ; that rights are trampled upon
which no independent nation can relinquish, Lc. ike.

when, in short, our wrongs are painted in such

glowing terms, as to have, set the whole nation on
k ry force. Gentlemen, however, propose Lo remedy

of chastisement, or any other object the government
might have in view, in relation to those colonies or
their respective mother countries. If sucli be the
unfortunate organization or interpretation of the

constitution, an amendment for remedying so im-

portant a defect ought to be instan ily proposed and
adopted. Us inconvenience is now sensibly felt, in

precluding all reliance upon that important auxilia-
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this defect by a volunteer force. Mr. G. said, he

would not reject, nor did he mean to disparage, this

species of force. Rut from the nature of its organi-

sation, it cannot be suited to offensive War, n«r to

the occupation of a country afier it should be taken.

He had been told too, by military gentlemen with-

out exception, that it was always found to be t!ie

most expensive; and less efficient
force. He hardly ex-

pected to have heard it relied upon for the contem-

plated object, by the honorable mover, because he

thought that gentlemen concurred with the other

experienced military gentlemen in these respects.

Mr. G. said, upon an impartial view of all the con-

siderations he just had the honor to suggest, he

thought it was demonstrated, that the force propo-
sed wis not more than competent to the objects ot

the government ; and that a smaller number would

correspond, neither with the national spirit nor ex-

pectations. He would therefore proceed to consider,

whether that number proposed, exceeded the national

Wpacitity to furnish.

[to be conttxded.]

whole, the bill to regulate the collection of duties on
imports and tonnage, together with the amendment
proposed to it. Postponed till Tuesday next.
The consideration of the bill in addition to the act

concerning the commercial intercourse between the
United States and Gival Britain and France,and their

dependencies, with the amendment thereto, was re-

sumed, and also postponed until Tuesday next.
The bill to alter the time of holding the district

court of the United States for North Carolina, was
reported by Mr. Franklin without amendment, and
passed to a third reading.

Twelfth Congress.
IN SENATE.

Monday, January 13.—Mr. Giles from the commit-

tee to whom was referred the bill authorising the

purchase of ordnance and ordnance stores, camp
equipage and other quarter master's stores and small

arm. ; reported it without amendment.
The senate resumed, as in committee of the whole,

the bill in addition to the act supplementary to the

act concerning the commercial intercourse between

the United States and Great Britain and France and

their dependencies, and for other purposes-, the fur-

ther consideration thereof, together with an amend-

ment to it, proposed by Mr. Smith (of Md.) was

postponed till Wednesday next.

The senate resumed the consideration of the bill to

prohibit the importation of rum, taffia, or other spi

rituous hquor distilled from sugar cane, sugar or mo
lasses, during the continuance of the act concerning
the commercial intercourse between the U. States

and Great Britain and France and their dependencies
and for other purposes ; and
On motion of Mr. Lloyd,
Resolved, That the secretary of the treasury be

directed to lay before the senate a statement of the

quantity of rura imported into the United States,

curing the year ending September, 1811, where im-

ported and from whence.
On motion of Mr. Giles,
The bill authorising the purchase of ordnance and

ordnance stores, camp equipage and other quarter-
master's stores and small arms, was read the third

time, and passed by unanimous consent ; twenty-two

gentlemen being present. Adjourned.
Tuesday, January 15.—The bill to alter the time of

holding the district courts of the United States for

North Carolina, was read the second time, and refer-

red to a select committee composed of Messrs. Frank

lin, Horsey and Lloyd.

Wednesday, January 15.—The senate resumed, as

In committee of the whole, the bill to prohibit the

importation of rum, taffia-, and other spirituous li-

quors distilled from sugar cane, sugar or molasses,

during the continuance of the act concerning the

commercial intercourse between the United States

and Great Britain and France, and their dependen-
cies, and for other purposes. Postponed till Monday
next.

The senate also resumed, as in committee of the

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
Friday, January 10—Mr. Lewis from the commit-

tee on the subject, reported a bill to incorporate the
trustees of Washington college; which was twice
read and committed.

Mr. Blackledge, from the committee to whom was
referred the resolution respecting the district court
of North Carolina, reported a bill to alter the timer

oMiolding the district court.- of NorthCarolina [which
provides that three courts shall be held at E •enton,on
the third Monday in April and October; at Newbern,.
on the first Tuesday after the third Monday in those:

months, and at Wilmington on the third Monday af-

ter.] This bill was twice read and ordered to be en-

grossed for a third reading.
Mr Randolph rose and said, that having been en-

gaged in raising a large military force, he, for one,
if the United States were to incur this expence, was
disposed to give them employment, not probably
though the identical employment of which the house
had heard so much. It was the boast of the RAmart

legion and its commanders, that the Roman soldiery
was as well versed in the use of the pickaxe and the

spade as the firelock ; and so essential was it deem-
ed by that wise and military people that the soldiery
should not only be able to perform their military du-

ty, but be useful as laborers, that their military le-
vies were always made from the country, from men
engaged in the employment of husbandly, in prefer-
ence to the dissolute and profligate loungers of the
town. He, for one, had been, for a long time, sur-

prised that the government shouid be paying immense
sums in all parts of the United States for labor, whilst
the soldiery, which annually draw millions from the

treasury, are kept in a state of perfect idleness, lend-

ing to depravity and dissoluteness of manners. He
believed that regular and wholesome labor would not

only have a good effect in preserving the health of
our soldiers, but it would render the load of life

which they are at present compelled to bear, less

burdensome, and prevent them from having recourse
to intoxication. If they were to be employed in dig-
ging the President's house or the war office from
under ground, it would not only give them an appe-
tite for their regular meals, but some appetite for

their existence.

At this moment it is contempl.il ed by the govern-
ment to perform some works of great utility. We
have already decided that if these men shall be rais-

ed, and if the public service does not require them
to be employed, the President shall not have the

power of disbanding them ; but before the bill can
be carried into operation, a considerable time must
elapse ; and if there be no war, our large peace es-

tablishment will be entirely out of employ, except
Una they may shoulder their muskets on the south
side of sum- range of buildings.

Believing, therefore, that the employment of
ihese men, would not only be useful in forwarding
works of public utility, butt, ni totfuiroivr, com-
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fort and happiness—if there can be such a tin ,gas a

happy mercenary stive— tnd in some measure, sup-

ply that loss of i ibor wuich is taken out of the mar-

ket by their enlistment , iie wished some measure

to be 'adopted for this. purpose. He aKo believed,

that if the officers had something
1 like employment,

by overlooking their men, and seeing that they per-

formed their work properly, they would be thereby

materially benefitted; for he could conceive ot no-

thing so injurious to the comfort of t man as lead-

ing tne life of a drone without business. The great
est geniuses of the age, spending their time in this

wav, would become drones and dead weights on so-

ciety. He, therefore, moved the following resolu-

tion :

"Resolved, T'hat the president of the U. States be

authorised to employ the regular army of the United

Stites, when not engaged in actual service, and when
in his judgment the puolic interest will not be there-

by injured in the construction of roads, canals, or

other works of public utility,"

Mr. R. wished this resolution ^o lie on the table;

but this was objected to, and a debate arose. In the

course of which, the resolution was amended, by

adding the word "fortifications," before the words,
"roads and canals," and, instead of taking a tju s

tion on the resolution's lying on the table, it w s

taken on its passage, and negatived 102 to 15 The

affirmatives were Messrs. Blocker, Brigham, Ek,
Emott, Fitch, Jackson, Liw, Lewis, Nelson, Pit-

kin, Potter, Randolph, Stanford, Wheaton and

White.
The house went into a committee on the bill an-

"thbrising the president to accept of the serrieeo'f a

volunteer corps ;
but rose without taking any ques-

tion, and iiad leave to sit again.
The senate informed the house, by message, that

thev had receded from their disagreement to the

amendment which this house had insisted upon, to

tile bill for raising a military force. So that this bill

now wants only the signature of the president to be-

come a law. Adjourned.
Saturday, January 11.—The speaker yesterday

l^id before the house a report from the secretary of

the navy in relation to the navy pension fund, which
was ordered to be printed.
Mr. Milnor introduced the following resolution :

'
:i

"Resolved, That a committee be appointed to en-

quire and report whether any and what alterations

are necessary in the act prescribing the mode in

which public acts, records and judicial proceedings
of any state, shall be authenticated, so as to be ac

knowiedged in every other state."—Agreed to.

Mr. Little presented the following resolution :

"Resolved, That the president be requested to

cause to be laid before this house, as far as may be

practicable, a. list of the whole number of vessels cap
tured upon the ocean under the authority of the

British government, their value and their cargoes,
since the ratification of the treaty of amity, naviga-
tion and commerce of 1794, and also the amount of

indemnification, if any has been made during the

same period to the citizens of the United States, on

account of the aforesaid captures, condemnations and

detentions."—Ordered to lie on the table.

Mr. Pitkin called up for consideration two reso-

lutions which he laid upon the table on the 23d ult.

calling upon the secretary of the treasury for state-

ments of the district tonnage of the United States,
within each state and territory, for every year since

the 4th of March 1789 ; and the gross amount of

customs within eacli state and territory for the same

period
—which was agreed to.

The house resolved itself into a committee of the'
whole on the bill authorising the president of the
United Sta'es to accep' and organize certain volun-
teer military corps, Mr. Bassett in the chair; when
Mr. Porter moved to strike out the three first sec-
tions of the bill las' reported by the committee of
foreign relations^ which provide fbr the appointment
of the officers in the manner prescribed by law in
the several states and territories, ana insert, in lietf

thereof, the fourfirst sections o*' die bill first report-
ed by the same committee, which give authority to
the president to appoint the officers. Considerable
debate took pi tee on this subject, which shall be
given hereafter. All seem willing that these volun-
teers should be raised'; but there is a great differ-
ence of opinion as to the b»st mode of organizing
them; If they are to be considered in the light of
militia, and officered by the several states, doubts
are entertained whether they can be employed with-
out the limits of the United States ; and if they are
officered by the president, under an engagement for
a limited time, they will be nothing different from
die regular force, except that they engage for a
shorter period. No question w*s taken, the commit-
tee rose m Iliad leave to sit again. Adjourned.
Monday, January 13 —The speaker laid before-tbe

house the protest of two members of the legislature
of the Indiana territory against the admission of that

territory into the union. Referred to the select com-
mittee to whom the memorial on this subject had
been referred.

Also, a report from the secretary of the treasury
on the subject of deposits made of public money in
the several state banks since the expirations of the
charter of the bank of the United States, together
with the correspondence which he had held with the
banks in relation thereto.

>Mr. Seybert proposed the following resolution,
which was agreed to :

Resolved, That the secretary of state be directed
to lay before this house, a list of the names of per-
sons who have invented any new or useful art, ma-
chine, manufacture, or composition of matter, or

any improvement thereon, and to whom patents
have issued for the same from that office, subse-

quent to the 28th of December, 1810, with the
:l«tesand general objects of such patents ; and also
that the secretary of state be directed to lay an an-

nual report before this house, embracing the above

objects.
Mr. Williams, from th<? committee on the subject*

reported the bill from the senate, establishing a quar-
ter-master's department, with amendments, which
was committed.

Mr. Little called up his resolution respecting cap-
tures made by Great Britain of American vessels .uid

property; but an amendment being moved 1o add
"and any other government," some debate ensued,
which was interrupted by
Mr. Porter, who said, though the information which

this resolution called for was desirable, he thought a

discussion upon it ought not to prevent a progress
with more important public business. He hoped,
therefore, the resolution would be suffered to lie up-
on the table for the present, and that the house would
take up the bill authorising the president to accept
of a volunteer corps.
The motion whs carried, and the house accord-

ingly resolved itself into a committee of the whole
on said bill, Mr. Jiassett in the chair; when, after

considerable debate, the committee ro-e and report-
ed the amendatory bill with arm ndments. So thai the

corps, as the bill now stands, -will be n volunteer militia,

corps, the offcers being appointed by the several stales
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The usual hour of adjournment having arrived,

the liouse did noi take up the amendments, but ad-

joii;„. t.

Tuesday, January 14. The speaker hid before

the house a lei.ei from the secretary of the treasury

containing a sta cment of the sums paid to the clerks

in that department.
Mr. Khe« moved that the select committee, to

wh >ni ivus referred the presentment against judge
Toulmin, be discharged from the further consider •

than <rf the subject, as every member who had

heard the representation read to the house this

morning, must be convinced that the charges made
a; inst thai gentlem ill were entirely without foun-

d i'!i; and that he had acted the pan of an upright
man.

Mr. PoindeSter was of opinion that the charges

brought against the ju ige were not only unfounded,
but IQal they proceeded from corruption: bu; lit

hoped t!.e committee would not be discharged, as

he had received • letter from 'he judge, in which

he iays lir shall be able to transmit such evidence as

will convince every man that the charges hare no

foundation. He hoped therefore, the papers would

remain referred, that the report might be made upon
tit subject which would set the matter in u proper

light to the world.

The motion to discharge the committee was nega-
tive 1.

The liouse then took up the order of the day on

the bill for authorising die president to accept of a

Volunteer corps ; when, tfter a long debate, a ques
tion Was t*ken on striking out the words fifty thou-

sand, and inserting twentyjive thousand, and nega
tiv i, 86 votes to It. This"-motion Was made by Mr.

15 co i, with a view, »f it was carried, of afterwards

b inging in another bill providing for 25.000 other

Volunteers to be commissioned by the president,

for a short period
—that the one force might be kep

Wi Inn die United States, and the other sent without

the United Slates.

I'lie question was tlien taken on concurring with

the coin Tin tee of the whole on the amendments re

ported, which was carried by a large majority. Il

being late the house adjourned without taking :,

question on the bill's being engrossed for a third

rea"ttmg.

Wednesday, January 15. The speaker laid before

the .louse, a letter from the post master general,
with i report containing an account of the contracts

entered into by that department, and a list of the

clerks and their salaries.

Mr. Condit understood a gentleman as saying in

the course of the debate which had lately taken

phce, when speaking of the impressment of our

seamen by the British vessels of war, that had not

Our government asked too much, they might have

obtained redress. He therefore moved the follow

ing resolution, in order to get some information on

the .object:

"Resolved, That the president of the United

States be requested to furnish the house with co-

pies of the instructions heretofore given to our mi-

nister at London, on the subject of the impressment
of American seamen into tiie naval service of Grea'

Britain, excepting so much as it may be improper
to disclose, on acconnt of any impending negocia-
tions."

Mr Newton saw no necessity for this resolution.

as !;e believed all the information which the execu

tive possessed on this subject had been laid before

congress and printed, he could mention one circum

Stance to shew, that the pretence which Great Bri-

tain makes for the impressment of our seamen is

without foundation. Our right to naturalize fo-

reigners is established by our constitution ; and if
i lute publication of that country, "Abbott on ship-
ping," be referred to, it will appear that any fo-

reigner who sh 11 remain in the British navy three

years, op many a wife in England, shall become a
s !nj c of that country ; so that while they make
subjects of our citizens, they deny us the right of

making citizens of iheir subjects.
Ordered to lie on the table.

The house then took up the order of the day, viz.
he bill authorising the president of the United
States to accept of a volunteer corps. The whole-

day was occupied in debate. Several unsuccessful
attempts were made to amend the bill. The house
then adjourned without taking the question on the

going to a third reading.
[/'or Thursday's proceedings see next page—376.]

The Chronicle.
Baltimore, January 18, 1812.

Bank notes. Foi many years past the people of
the eastern states have been much vexed and in-

jured by a gang of counterfeiters chiefly rendez-

vousing in Canada, and detection was rendered
more difficult on account of the moral impossibility
of acquiring a critical knowledge of the numerous
and different notes in circulation. But latterly coun-
terfeits to a prodigious amount have been discover-
ed on the banks of the middle states, some of which
are admirably executed. If able to obtain a list and
description of them, it shall have a place in the Re-

gister. It is stated that three persons were taken

up at Washingsoh city a fey days since, one of whom
lad in his possession conterfeits notes to the amount
of §62,000.

In their new emissions of paper many of the
banks h ive taken what appears to be the most ef-

fectual barrier to counterfeiters. The unrivalled

beauty of their engraving, the join l.bor of a con-
stellation of artists at Philadelphia, and the superi-
ori y of their paper, throw, we would hope, insu-

perable objections in the way ; and besides the
stile of the work is so rem trkable that every man
may easily become acquainted with the genuine
bills :

General Wilkinson—The National Intelligencer
says

—"It is generally understood that the judgment
of the court [martial that lateiy sat at Frederick

town,} is decidedly in favor of the accused." From
the great mass of testimony accompanying the re-

port, we are given to understand the decision of the

president may not be known for some time.

Additional JMilitury force.
—The bill which passed

both houses of congress for raising an additional

military force of 25,000 men, was signed by the pre-
sident on the 11th inst. and is therefore a law.

Virginia.
—The following gentlemen hive been

elected by the legislature to fill the vacancies in the
council occasioned by the constitutional removal of
two members the death of one, and the resignation
of the two others—gen. James Wood, JY H. Clai-

borne, Robert Quarks, Peter Dunie I and John Camp-
bell.

John Brockenborough, late cashier of the Bank of

Virginia, has been appointed president in the room of
A. li Y:vuble, deceased.

Massachusetts. The legislature of this state met
at Boston on the Slh instant. Governor Gerry open-
ed the business of the session with an admirable

-peech.
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On the 19th instant, a proposition was submitted

fo the senate of Pennsylvania by Isaac Weaver, Esq.
in the form of certain resolutions devising a method

whereby the sense of the citizens of ih.it state might
be had on calling a convention to alter some parts

of the constitution, It is proposed that the people

give a vote at the general election in October next,

in the same manner as other votes are given, and on

the tickets to be expressed whether they will have

"a convention" or "no convention." The amend-

ments proposed to be made are specified, and to the

following purport :

1. Senators to be elected for only one year. 2. The

general assemidy to meet on the second Monday in

January, or on a day appointed by law—unless other-

wise convened by the governor. 3. To deprive
the governor of the power to negative a bill—but a

bill not to become a law without his consent unless

re-pissed by the legislature. 4. Judges to hold iheir

offices for seven years, if so long thev behave well.

.7. Justices of the peace to be elected by the people,
* convenient districts, for five years, if so long they
behave well. The number of districts and justices
to be fixed by law. 6. The third legislature to be

elected subsequently to the adoption of the foregoing
amendments, and every tenth legislature to be elect-

ed thereafter forever^ shall have power to make
amendments to this constitution, which, when

adopted by the next succeeding legislature, shall

become a part of the constitution of this common-
wealth.

Commidnre Jlodgers made a harbor at Martha's

Vineyard, about the middle of December, in the

President. The day of his arrival a vessel from

Sligo, Ireland, had been cast on shore, and the

passengers, 80 in number, were in a destitute con

uition. Commodore Ii. administered to (.heir imme-
diate wants, by giving two dollars to each of them
and offered every other aid in his power to assis'

them in getting to New York, the place of their

destination.

The British Minister, (it is sail, ;.n the New-York

Evening Post) has had a long conference with the

president; demanding the object of the military pre-

parations going forward, &.c. If such is the fact,

he, doubtless, received a proper reply.
Delaware.—The general assembly of Delaware

convened at Dover on the 7th instant. James Sykes
wis chosen speaker of the senate, and Cornelius P.

G rnnegys speaker of the house of representatives;
—

Governor Haslet's message is worth} of the princi-

ples for wliich his father died at Princeton.

New-Jersey legi^lature has reassembled agreeably
to arljou; nment.
The road fom Fort Hawkins to Fort Stondart,

through the Indian territorv is completed, and the

troops are returning to their respective stations.

The yellow fever rages violently in several places
in Spain—particularly at Carthagena and in Murcia—in the latter 6000 persons are said to have died of

it. A dreadful mortality also prevails in the Canary
Islands.

Fears are entertained that tiie Nautilus of 18

guns, lieutenant Sinclair, and crew, are lest at sea.

phet was surrendered a prisoner to gov. IIarrissi\

by some Indian chiefs; that Tecumseh his -brother,
was to be surrendered also, in like manner—and
that the Indian chiefs stated that in the late engage-
ment on the Wabash, the Indians had iost 214 kill-

ed, besides a number wounded.

HOUSE OF UKPIIESKNTATIVES.

Thursday, January 16.—A communication was
received from the president contiining a statement
of the expences attendant on t (king por-session oT
the country east ofPerdido. The expense $3396;
also a list of persons impressed by the British. Or-
dered to be printed
The volunteer bill was called up: An amendment

Was before the house yesterday which was still un-

der consideration, which binds the volunteers to-

do duty "within or out of the United States."—
Considerable discussion took place, and at length
the motion so to amend was withdrawn by the mover,
Mr. Gholson.

After various motions, the question recurred, shall

the bill be engrossed and read a third time? On the

question, the ayes and noes were called—yeas 96—
nays 25.

It was ordered to be read a third time to-morrowv

The following message from the president of the
United States was receiv d ;md read.

To the senate and house of representatives of the Uni-
ted States.

I communicate to congress i letter from the En-

voy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of
Great Britain to the secretary of state, with the an-

swer of die latter.

Tiie continued evidence afforded in this cones*

pondence of the hostile policy of the British govern-
ment against our national rights, strengthens die

considerations recommending and urging the pre-

paration of adequate means for maintaining them.
JAMES MADISON.

Washington, Jan. 16, 1812.

The house went into commi""" of the whole, Mr*
Lewis in th> chair, on the bill from the seivite with
the amendments reported by the select committee,

establishing a quarter master's department.
The committee went through die bill and adopted

the amendments reported by the select committee,
rose, and reported them to the house.—The house
took up the report.

(£j* The letters referred to in the above message
•ire lengthy. Mr Foster's is dated December 17, 181 !,

and Mr. Monroe's reph January 14, 1S12. Mr. F.

denies that he had demanded that the United Sites'

should insist on the introduction of British goods
into France; but renewedh m-nifests the deter-

mination of his government to adhere to the prac-

tices we complain of. Mr. Monroe savs "on a

full view of the conduct of

ment, it is impossible to si e

spirit of determined hostility to the rights and interests'

af the United States" £Jc, These letters are not

very important, further than they convey the sen-

timents above stated; yet we regret they must lay
over until next week; as, from the number of the

IIf.gisteh to be printed, and the time required to

! fold uul park them for our many subscribers, it is

jindispens >bly necessary tha* one side >f our sheet

should be on the press on Friday ar 12 o'clock—
But this necessity we hope to avoid for the fun' re,

by some arrangements about, to be made. The

message will probably put an end to talking in con-

gress, and it is high time for it.

*' 'he British govtvn-
ny thing short of a
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Twelfth Congress.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
Thursday, Jan 16.—The following were the yeas

and nays oil engrossing the "volunteer bill."

Yka*—Messrs. Alston, Anderson, Biker, Bard,

Bartlett, Basset, Bibb.Blackledge, Bleecker, Blount,

Bovd, Breckenridge, Brown, Burwcll, Butler,.

Calhoun, Cheves, Clay, Cochran, Clop ton, Con-

dit, Crawford, Davis,
"

Dawson, Desha, Dinsmoor,

Earl, Emott, Findley, Franklin, Gholson, Gold,

Green, Grundy, O. Hall, Harper, Hawes, Huff-

ty, Hvneman,
"

Johnson, Kent, King", Lacock,

Little,' Livingston, Lowndes, Lyle, Macon, Max-

well, Moore, M'Bride, M'Coy, M'Kee, Metcalf,

Morgan, Morrow, Nelson, New, Newbold, Olms-

bv, Paulding, Pickens, Piper, Pond, Porter, Quid.

cv, Reed, Stidgely, Ringgold, Rhea, Roane, Ro-

berts, Rodman, Sage, Sammons, Seaver, Sevier,

Shaw', Smilie, G. Smith, Stanford, Steward,

Stow, Strong, Sullivan, Tallman, Talliat'erro,

Tracy, Troup, Turner, Van Cortlandt, Whitehill,

Williams, Widgery, Wilson, Wright—96.
'

Nats—Messrs. Archer, Bacon, Bigelow, Brig-

lam, Champion, Chittenden, Davenpost, Ely,

Fisk, Fitch, B. Hall, Jackson, Key, Law, Lewis,

Mnsely, Pearson, Pitkin, Potter, Seybert, Sturges,

Taggart, Tallmadge, Wheaton, White—25.
The following message was received from the

president of the United States, read, and ordered to

be printed.

To the senate and house of representatives of the

United States.

I communicate to congress a letter from the en-

voy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of

Great Britain, to" the secretary of state, with the

answer of the latter.

The continued evidence afforded in this corres-

pondence of the hostile policy of the British go-

vernment against our national rights, strengthens

the considerations recommending and urging the

©reparation of adequate meansfor maintaining them.
" ' JAMES MADISON.

Washington, Jan. 16, 1812.

Mn. FOSTER TO MB. MOXKOE.

Washington, December 17, 1811.

Sin—1 did not mean to have written to you at

^his moment on the subject of our late correspm-

-dence, but that 1 have- had the mortification to

perceive statements circulated from highly respect-

able sources, which gave a view of the preten-

tions of Great Britain relative to the United States

not warranted by any of the letters which I

had the honor to address to you, and which at

> time when discussions are continuing so impor-
• tantto the iwo .countries, might, if left unrectified

produce an effect highly to be lamented by both the

American and BriwsU jfOTerrcm*atS\>
inasmuch as

I by creating unnecessary irritation iuv ui°-htUtrow obstables in the way of a restoration of a
friendly understanding between them.

I find it asserted in the statement referred to, that
I have, ki the name of my government, demanded
that the United Stales government should passa law for the introduction of British goods into the
American ports, and also that the United States
should undertake to force France to receive into
her harbors, British manufactures.

I beg permission, sir, to declare that neither of
these demands have been made by me, and thatmy
meaning must not have been understood if suchwas conceived to have been its import, I could not
have demanded the passage of juch a law

as, above
stated, because my government does not pretend to
interfere with the internal government ofa friendlr
power, nor did I mean to demand that America
should torce France to receive our manufactures

All I meant to say was, that the admission' of
French commerce while that, of England has been
excluded from theUnited States ports, was regard-ed by Great Britain as highly unfriendly in Ameri-
ca, and that a continuation of such policy would be
retaliated upon by Great Britain with similar re-
strictions on her part which was so far merely are
offering of like for like. But while the America™
non importation act excludes British trade from the
United States' ports, it must be recollected that it
goes still further and excludes also Bri ish arm-
ed ships from American ports, while it admits
those of the enemies of Great Britain. "A neutral
nation is responsible for the equality of its rules of
conduct towards the bellige: eat powers" (o use the
words of an American secretary of state in the year
1796) and therefore the part of the law which estab-
lishes an inequality wasjustly an object of more se-
rious complaint on the part of Great Britain. You
are aware sir of the advantage which his majesty's,
enemies have derived from this state of inequality
which enables them, though possessing no port of
this hemisphere, continually to prey on the trade of
Ids majesty's subjects, secure of a refuge for tlieip
cruizers and their prizes.
The prohibition of entry to his majesty's ships

under t : ,ese circumstances, might perhaps justify
Great Britain in asserting that whatever reason
she may have for repealing or modifying her order*
in council, so as to lessen or entirely remove the
pressure now unavoidably laid on the trade ofAme-
rica as a neutral nation, she might yet refuse to en-
ter into any discussion on that subjec with the Uni-
ted S-ates, until either by the revocation of the
prohibition above stated, or the placing all the bel-

ligerents under the same prohibition. America
should cease to violate the duties ofa neutral nation.

With respect, however, to the supposed demand
that America showld force the entry of British,
manufactures into France, it is most particularly
accessary ttrat t ebouid explain, rovsetft <ts a.t9#!
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n*J*conception appears to have taken place upon

this point. The question of retaliation on the

French decrees is 'directly one between England
and France. Ir.«i«nsequence of the extraordinary

block: c!e of Enghnd, we have in our defence been

obliged to blockade France, and prohibit all trade

in French articles in return for the prohibition by

France of all tivde in English articles. This mea-

sure oi retaliation, it is wislied, should operate on

Vrai.ce alone, but from the trade carried on with

pr •

,-( bv Americaj it unavoidably operates also on

her; it is a measure to destroy the French trade in

»etufn for the similar measure of France on which

it Is retaliatory and its acting on neutrals is an

jr.cide, ,.ta! effect of it, consequent upon the submis-

sion of neutrals to the original measures of the

eiien^ against Great 'Britain, rt is, indeed, melan-

Sidlv that the unnatural situation of Europe should

nroo'-ce such a result, but I cannot see how this

cat be considered a war upon American commerce,

when all other American trade but that which is

carried on with our enemy's ports in defiance of a

blockade authorised by the laws of retaliation, is

affected by"
it. We complain that America does

not resistthe regulations of the Berlin and Milan

decrees, and object to permitting the French To

trade with her during their continuance against the

commerce of En gland; but this is not exacting, as

has been represented,
that America should force

British' manufactures into France; it is pursuing

only a iust course of retaliation on our enemy. Ii

Am erica wishes to trade with France, it French

commerce is of importance to her—we expect she

should exact of France to trade with her as she has

a right to demand in her quality of neutral; but if

she'doesnot choose to exercise this right, all we

ask is, that she should abstain from lending her

assistance to the trade of France, and not allow

her commerce to be a medium of undermining the

resources of Great Britain.

I have thought it necessary thus to endeavor to

set these two points in their true light; the repeal of

the law was asked, as being an unfriendly measure,

partial in its onerat ion against Great Britain, and a

prospect of retaliation was held out on its commer-

cial operation:,
if continued. This is no demand on

the United States to admit British manufactures;

they are at liberty to continue that law, only as it

is of an unfriendly nature, some restrictions of a

similar kind was to be expected from England; and

with respect to the alleged demand for forcing Bri-

tish roods; the property of neutrals; into French

ports^ if the United States are willing to acquiesce

in the regulations
of theFrench decrees unlawfully

affecting England through them, they cannot surely

be surprised if \ve consider ourselves as at liberty

to .rehtse permission to the French to profit by that

acquiescence.
I will now, sir take the opportunity of stating

to you, that 1 have received from his majesty's

atcre ary of state the correspondence of which you

«tn! me the honor to transmit tome a copy in your

letter dated October 17. My government have

not been able to see in it satisfactory proof of the

repeal of the, French decrees, and doubt whether

the trade carried on by licences between France and

Amei ic: , will not be regal ed, even here, as proof of

the continuation of ihetft in their fullest extent, For

iKhey Were to any extent repealed, to that extent

at least no licence should be necessary, a licence

being given t< allow what, but for that licence,

. < eld he prohibited.
ike continued absence hitherto of any instru-

BKT.t by which hfi^-eai l.t.s been affected, ,. ;

matter also of surprize, for if there were any fk'r

dealing' in the transaction, no reason can be g-iven

by France for not producing it; it is very desirable
that it should be produced, if such an instrument
be in existence, in order that we may know to what
extent the decrees have been repealed, ifthey really
have been so in any respect. Mi. Rossel, however,
does not appear to have been in possession o r it at

thedateofhislet+er of last July- It is indeed be-

come particularly interesting, that we should see

this instrument since the publication of Mr. Rus-
sel's correspondence with his own government, by
which it appears that really, and in fact, the French

government did not release any American ship tak-

en after November 1, un'-il they bed become ac-

quainted with the president's procl vmr.tion, and
that vessels have been taken so late as December 21,
in the direct voyage from this country to London;
foruntil a Copy of such instrument i.s produced, it

is impossible to know whether any other trade is

allowed bf France than that between. her own do-
minions and the ports of the Ur.r • LStat.es.

I have the honor to be, with the nig. est conside-

ration, sir, your most okedient humble servant.

AUG. J. FOSTER.
To the honorable James Monroe, &c. &c.

MH. MOXHOE TO MB. FOSTKR.

Department of State, January 14, 1812.
Sir—I have had the honor to receive your letter

of December 17th, and I embrace the first moment
that I could command to make the observations
which it suggests.

It would have afforded great satisfaction to the

president, to have found in the communication,
some proof of a disposition in the British govern-
ment to put an end to the differences subs ising
between our countries. I am sorrv to be obliged to

state, that it presents a new proof only of its deter-
mination to adhere to the policy to which they are

imputable.
You complain that the import of your former

letters has been misunderstood in two important
circumstances; that you have been represented to
have demanded of die United States, a law for the
introduction of British goods into their ports, and
that they should also undertake to force Fjance to
receive British manufactures into her harbors.

You state that on the first point, it was your
intention only to remonstrate asjainst the non-im-

portation act, as partial in its operation, and un-

friendly to Great Britain; on which account its re-

peal was claimed, and to intimate that if it wast

persevered in, Great Britain would be compelled
to retaliate on the commerce of the United States,

by similar restrictions on her part. And on the
second point, that you intended only to urge, that

in consequence of the extraordinary blockade of

England, your government had been obliged to

blockade France, and to prohibit all trade in I'rench
articles in return for the prohibition by France of
all trade in English articles.

It is sufficient to rem lk on the first point, that
on whatever ground the repeal of the non importa-
tion act is required, th.-Uiued Siaes are ju-,.;tkd
in adhering

1 to it, by lite refusal of the British go-
vernment to repeal its orders in council; and if a

distinction is thus produced between Great Britain
and the other belligerent , it must be referred to die

difference ofthe conduct of die two p trties.

On the second point, I have to observe- that the

explanation given cannot be satisfactory, because
it dees not meet be esse now existing, France

did, it is true, declare a blockade ot England,-
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against {he trade of the United States, and prohibit

all 'rade in English articles on the high seas, but

this blockade and prohibition no longer exist. Il

is true also, Sh it a part of fcho e Lecrees did prohi-

bit a trade in British articles within her territorial

jurisdiction; but this prohibition violates no nation-

al rights, or neutral commerce of the United States.

Sdli your blockade and prohibition are continued,

in violation of the national and neutral rights of

tlie United Suites, on a pretext of retaliation, which

if even applicable could only be applied
lo the for-

mer; and not to the latter interdicts; and it is re-

quired that France iih.ill change her internal regu-

lations against English trade, before England will

change her external regulations againsst the trade

of the United States

But vou still insist that the French decrees are

restraint. It seems impossible to extract From it in

any respect, that the Berlin and ! til in decree j ire'

in" force so far as they prohibit the trade bfitw^iii

the United States and England, f might here- re-

peat that the French practice of gran tin
; licejv;e.i

to trade between the United States a id 1" unce, m ly

have been intended in part, atleist, as a security

against the simulated papers; the forging of which,

was not suppressed in England. It is n it to be in-

ferred from these remarks, that a trad- by licence,.

is one with which the United States are satisfied.

They have the strongest objections to it, but the c

.ire founded on other principles than Uiojc sag; sit-

ed in your note.

It is a cause of great surprize to the presicts.it,

that your government has not seen in the corrcs-

DOadence of Mr. Russell which I ha 1 the honor to

unrevoked, and urge in proof of it, a fact drawn communicate to you on the 17th of Oel >ber last,

from Mr. Russel's correspondence, that somfe A^ne-fand which has been lately transmitted to yon'by
rican vessels have been taken since the first of No- --oar government, sufficient proof of the repeal of

ember in their route to England. It is a satisfac- the Berlin and Milan decrees independent of the

t- rv answer to this remark, that it appears by the (conclusive evidence of the fact which tli.it c >rre;-

suii j correspondence that every American vessel; pondence afforded, it was not to be presumed from

which had been taken in that trade the seizure of! the iutim tiion of the marquis of Weils dey, that iff

wluch rested on the,.Berlin and Milail decrees only, it was to be transmitted' to you, t > be taken into

were, as soon as "that fact was ascertained, deliver.? consideration in the depending disciissu.'Ys, that

ed up to their owners. Might there not be other it was of a nature to have no weight in these dii-

grourid also, on 'which seizures might be made?— cussions.

fire.\t Britain claims aright to seize for other causes,! The demand which you now make of a*view of

and all nations admit it ;n the case ofcontraband of: the order given by the" French government to its

war. Ifby the law of nations, one belligerent has! cruizers, in consequence of the repeal ofthe French

a right to seize neutral property in any case, the.l decrees, is anew proofof its indisposition to repeal
other belligerent has. the same

yight,
Nor ought 1 1 the orders in council. The declaration of the

to overlook that the practice o't^ counterfeiting A>aEreoch government was, as has heen heretoforeOb-

meripan p.pers in England, which is well known, servcd, a solemn and obligatory act, asid as "such

to. the continent, has, by impairing he faith due to , entitled to the notice and respect of other goverh-
Ainerican documents, done to the United States] ments. It was incumbent on Great Britain, there-

essential injury. Against tliis practice the minister
J
forej in fulfilment ofher engagement, to have pro-

of the United States at London, as will appear by! vided that her orders in council should not have

reference to his letter to the Marquis Wellesley Of effect, after the tiijie fixed for the cessation of the

the 3d of Stay,'1810, made a formal representation, French ^Lecrees.
A pretension in Great Britain to

in pursuance of instructions from his government keep he'i? orders in force tUlalie received satisfac i a

with an offer of every information possessed by him £ the practical compliance of Prance is utterly

which might contribute to detect and suppress it.—
'incompatible with her pledge A d > 'i h

, foiindted

It is piiufnl to add that this communication was on any single act, however unauthorised, commit,

entirely disregarded. That Great Britain should
j
ted bv a French privateer, might, on that principle,

complain of acts in France to which by her nc- become a motive for delay andi refusal. A'suspicio:i

gleet, she was instrumental, and draw from them, that suck acts Would be Committed, might hare the

proof in support of her orders in council, ought same effect; and in like manner her compliance
certainly not lo have been expected.

You remark also, that the practice of the French

government to grant licenses to certain American

vessels engaged in the trade between the United

States and France, is an additional proof that, the

French decrees stilt operate in their fullest extent.

On what principle this inference is drawn from that

fact, it is impossible for me to conceive. It was not

the object of the Berlin and Milan decrees to prohi-

bit the trade between the United States and France.

They were meant to prohibit the trade of the Unit-

ed Stages with Great Britain, which violated our

neutral rights, and to prohibit the trade of Great

Britain with the continent, with which the United

States have nothing to do. If the object had been

to prohibit die trade between the United States and

France, Great Britain could never have found in

them anv pretext for complaint. And if the idea

of retaliation, could in any rospect have been appli-

cable it would have been by prohibiting
our trade

with herself. To prohibit it with France, would

not have been a retaliation, but a co-operation. Ii

licensing by France the trade in certain instances,

rove any thing, it proves nothing more than tiiat

he trade with France in other instances, is. under

migktbe withheld as long as the war continued.—
But let me here remark, that if there was rooni for

a question whether the French repeal did or did hot

take effect, at the date announced by France, and

required by the United States, it can-no t be alle tged

tluit the decrees have not ceased to operate since the

2d of February last, as hitherto observed. Aiia.a*

the actual cessation of the decrees to violate <iur

neutral rights, was the only essential fact in the case,

and has been long known Lo your government, the

orders in council from the date of unit kiiOwle Ig •,

ought to have ceased according to its own princi-

ples and pledgees.
But the question whether anrl when the r: peal of

the Berlin and Milan decrees took effect ;•;< rela-

tion to the neutral commerce of the United State :

is superceded by the novel and extraordinary cl dux

of Great Britain to a trade in British article:, \Vri

the enemy; for supposing the repeal to. have taken

place, in the ^tllest extent claimed by the United .

States, it could according to that claim have h.j

effect in removing the orders in council.

On a full view of the conduct of the 8 -hish .

vernment in thst f.-ansactioas, it is imoo's,s'i

see iu it any t?; ng short of a spirit ofdetcnai Efe'l
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hostility to the rights and interests of the United, spoke for about two hours in support of th<S bill
States. It issued the orders in council, on a prin- A message having- been received from the president
pie or retaliation on Prance, at a time when it ad- of the iTui ed Stalesci

jnit'ted the French decrees to be ineffectual: it has

sustained these orders in foil force since, notwith-

standing the pretext for them has been removed,
and latterly it has added a hew condition to their

repeal to be performed by France, to whicli the
Uni ed States in their neutral character, have no

claim, and could not demand, without departing from
their neutrali y, a condition, which in respect to the
comine-ce of other nations with Great Britain, is

repugnant to her own policy, and prohibited by her
own laws, and whicli can never be enforced on any
nation without a subversion of its sovereignty and

independence.
I have the honor to be, Sec

JAMES MONROE.
Augustus J. Foster, esq. &c. Sffc.

On motion of Mr. D. R. Williams, the house re-

solved itself into a committee of the whole, Mr.
Lewis in the chair, on the bill from the senate,
with the amendments recommended by the army
committee, to whom it hud been referred.
The bill with the proposed amendments being-

gone through,
Mr. Williams said, he would, in as few words as

he was able, explain the nature of the amendments
which the select committee had recommended—
This bill he said, was predicated on the destruction
of the office of purveyor of public supplies, w!u is

properly the commissary general of the United

States, and contemplates the establishment in its

place not only of a quarter-master general for the
United States, but a commissary general in the
same person. In investigating- "this subject, the
committee could see no
two important offices

which are important, perfectly distinct, and ikvc
were blended m any country in the world: and for

es and the usual hourof adjourn-ment bemg arrived, Mr. C. said, if it were agree-
able to the committee, he would finish his observa-
tions to-morrow. The committee accordingly rose
and had leave to sit again.
The following message from the president of the

United States, was then read and ordered to be
printed.
To the senate and house of representatives of the

United States.
I lay before congress a letter from the envoy ex-

traordinary and minister plenipotentiary of Great
Britain to the secretary of state, with the answer
of the latter.

JAMES MADlSOff.
It ashington, January IT, 1812.

MR. FOSTER TO ItfR. MO!?ROE.

this crood

Washington, December 28, 1813.
Sin—I have been informed by Mr. Morrier, that

so long £go as the third of last January; in conse-
quence or. a written communication from sicJam.es
Craig, Ins majesty's governor general and cfliiv-
mander hi chief in Canada, dated the 25th of No-
vember, 1810, acquaintinghim with his suspicions
of its

being the intention of some of the Indian
tribes, from tiie great fermentation among them, to
make an attack upon the United States, and au-

thorising him to impart his suspicions to the Ame-
rican 'secretary of state; lie had actually done s%
verbally to Mr. Smith, your predecessor "in office,
and on searching among the archive's of this mis-
sion, I have found the letter alluded to of sir James
Craig, by which he did authorise Mr. Mirier to

rea'so. for blending the-,e.j"
1LtiU

'

'-' lt: communication in question, as well as a
in one, the duties of both memorandum of its having been so m ule, as also an

^p/ess declaration ofsir James Craig, that aU'.w'igh.
he doubted .there would not be wanting persons who
would be re,dy to attribute the movements of the
Indians to the influence of the British government,
yet that His department were actually making every
exertion in their power to assist in preventing their

these officersreason tnese osticers are a cilecic upon
each other: one being ;he put-chaser and the other
the distributer of supplies; whereas, if they- were
united in one person, frauds toone person, trau'ls to any amount migat
be committed without tnepossibility ofdeleciioii.—
Besides, it is necessary the quarter-master general
should be a military man; indeed his presence is at

all times required in the held, to distribute the sup-
plies; while the purveyor, 6"r commissary general,
wh.se business u is to pmvhase supplies of every
kind for the army, ought to be a man well acquaint:
cd with mercantile concerns.

After some objections from Messrs. Alston and
Rhea, and some remarks in reply from Messrs

Talmadge and Fiudlcy, the amendments v.Tiicli

went to keep up the purveyor's office, were agreed
to; and the committee rose and reported the bill.—
The house took it up and concurred with the amend-
ments, and ordered the bill to a third reading to-

morrow. Adjourned.
Friday, January 17.—The biil authorising the

president oi the United States to accept and organ-
ize certain volunteer corps, was read a third time and
passed, 87 to 23. Tfie yeas and nays were the same
as upon the question of ordering the bill to be en

grossed; except that some of the members who vo-
ted on the former question, were absent on this.

The bill for establishing a quarter master's d<

partment, was read the third time, and after some
objections, passed its third reading.
The house then went into a committee of the

whole, Mr. Nelson in the chid:, on the bill concern-

ing the naval establishmen
j when $fr. Cheves

This evidence, sir, of a friendly disposition fo

put tiie U States government on their guard against
the machinations of the savages, and even to aid in

pre* en ling die calamity which has taken place, is so

Honorable
;
to the governor-general of Canada, arid

so
clearly

in contradiction to the late unfounded re-

ports which have been spread of a contrary nature,
that I cannot resist the impulse 1 have to draw your
attention towards it, not that I conceive, however,
that it was necessary to produce this proof to the
United Stales government of the falsitv of such

reports, which the character of the British nation,
and the manifest inutility of urging die Indians to
their destruction should have rendered improbable,
but in order that you may be enabled, in case it shall
seem fitting to you, by giving publicity to this let-

ter, to coiVect the mistaken notions on the subject,
Which have unfortunately found their way even a-

mon'g persons of the highest respectability, only,
as 1 am convinced, from their having been misin-
formed.

1 have the honor to be, &.c.

AUG. J. FOSTER.
The Iiuliorabie James Jlfonroe, &c. &c.

MR. MONROE TO MR. FOSTER.

Sir I b ive h a tiie honor to receive your letter

of the 2S.t'j uU, .'^avowing any agency of your go

~v>
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vemment m the hostile measures of the Indian tribes

towards the United States. If the Indians desired

any encouragement from any persons in those mea-
sures of liosti ity, i. is very satisfactory to the pre-
sident lo receive from you an assurance tliat no au-

thority or countenance was given to them by the

British government.
I h.»ve the honor to be, !kc.

.1 AS. MONKOE.
J/is Excellency .-iugusius J. Foster, C9C.

Friday, January if.—Tiie house was occupied
this day on die bid for establishing a quarter master 's

department. Yne chief question discussed was,
whether, if this department were established, the
oihee of purveyor of supplies sliould be abolished?
It was contended by several of the members who had
been in tiie army, diat the duties of these two officers

were, and of right ought to be, seperate and distinct

from each other—that one should be a soldier arid

the ouier a merchant; the first to distribute the sup-
plies obtained by the second. The bill, founded on
tl, is principle, finally passed its third reading by a

large majority.

Saturday, January 18.—After some minor busi

K6§5, the most interesting part of which was the

presentation of a petition of the officers and soldiers

engaged in the expedition on the Wabash, praying
for compensation, the house resolved itself into a
committee of the whole, Mr. Nelson in the chair on
the navy till—when Mr. Cheves spoke at length in

iLror of ii;e bill, and Messrs. Seybert and M'Xee, in

Opposition 10 it.

tilvnday, January 20—A few private petitions be-

ing disponed of—
Mr. Bacon observed, that the committee of ways

and means Had received a letter from the secretary
of the treasury, in answer to an enquiry addressed
to him by ttie committee, which they deemed of

public importance; and, therefore, contrary to then-
usual practice, the committee had directed him to

communicate it to the house, in order that it might
be printed for the use of the members, as it might
be some time before the commit! ee would be able to
make their report, and by having the letter of the

secretary of the treasury before them, and their at-
tention drawn to the subject, the house will be bet-
ter able to meet die consideration of it,when it shall
be brought before them by the committee. Mr. B.
then laia the letter ofthe chairman of the committee
to the secretary of the treasury, with his answer,
{containing his budget of the proposed taxes for

meeting die expenses of war) before the house;
v.luch were read, and are as follows :

Committee Room, December 9th, 1811.
Sin—In your annual report, prepared in obedi-

ence to the act, supplementary to the act, entitled
"an act to establish the treasury department," and
transmitted to the house of representatives on the
22d ultimo, it is stated, 1st. That to place the finan-
cial system of tiie U. States on a solid foundation, it

requires the aid of a revenue, sufficient, at least to
defray the ordinary expences ofgovernment and to
pay the interest on the public debt, including- that
on new loans which may be authorised:
That the expences of the year, 1812

calculated on the existing state of
affairs, and including the interest
on the public debt, will amount to S9 400 000

That the Whole amount of actual re-

Teipts into the treasury during tiie

yew 1832, may be estimated « 8,200,000

Leaving a deficiency [which it is pro-

posed to supply by authorising A

loan] of 1,200,000
And that an authority to borrow a

sum equal to that which will be re-

imbursed of the principal of the

public debt, during that year,
will

be necessary, and amounting to not

less than .

,
2,135,318 41

Making the whole sum, which it is

proposed should be provided for by
the loan, for that year, 3,335,313 41

Under this view ofthe subject, the committee of

ways and means have instructed me to enquire of

you, whether, according to the principle, first above

stated, it does not become necessary to provide
"

i

fixed revenue," to be received during- the year 1S1J,

equal as well to the estimated expences of thai year
and amounting as above stated to 9,400,000 dollars,

as also to the interest whicli will arise on tiie pro-

posed loan of 1,200,000; or otherwise, whether it

is proposed to provide for the payment of such

interest, out of the money in the treasury, at thfc

commencement of that year, or from any oilier

source?

2d. It is stated in your report "that a fixed reve*

nue of about nine millions of dollars is necessary un-

der the existing circumstances of the U. Slates; and
that the same amount would be necessary, and with
the aid of loans, will, in your opinion, be sufficient

in case of war.'

In reference to this state of things, the committee
wish you to state, whether, as in the event of war,
increased loans will undoubtedly be required, it will

not be necessary to provide an additional and gradu-
ally increasing revenue, to pay the interest of such
loans?

3d. It is stated in your report "that the perma-
nent revenue, or annual receipt, after the year
1812 (calculated on the existing state of aftVirs) to-

gether with an addition of50 per centum on the pre-
sent amount of duties, may be estimated at nine m il-

lions of dollars; and that should any deficiency
arise in the event of war, it may be supplied without

difficulty by a further increase of duties, by a resto-

ration of that on salt, and by a proper selection of
moderate internal taxes."

The committee request that you would favor them
with the best opinion whicli you are able to form

(calculated on the event of war) of the probable
amount of the receipts from duties: a specification
of the increase of duties, which you would think

practicable and advisable: an estimate oftheamount
of that on salt, and such a selection of moderate in-

ternal taxes as you would recommend, with the pro-
bable expence of collection; and the amount of nett

revenue estimated to arise therefrom.

4th. The committee requests that you would ftfr-

nish them, in connexion with your replies, to the

preceding inquiries, with an estimate of ways and
means (calculated on the event of a war which will

provide a revenue sufficient to meet the ordinary
expences of government, and provide for the legal
reimbursement and interest of the public debt, in-

cluding the interest on new loans to the amount
at least of ten millions of dollars per annum; ac-

companied with such a scheme for the reimburse-,
ment of the principal of the new loans as you should
deem expedient, together with such opinions as you
may have formed respecting the terms on which
such loans may probably be obtained; also such
t&rther yiews or information coaneoted with, or
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touching the foregoing- objects of enquiry, as you
mav ueem' necessary and expedienB.

Wi'.h great respect, I have tiic honor 1o be your
obedient servant E. BACON.

Hon. filbert Ga.'laiin, secretai~y af'thellrkasWftf.

TBEASUBT DEPAKTMETTT, JAN. 10, 1812.

SIR—In answer to the fust enquiry of the com-
mittee of ways and means, reladve to the interest

arising on the proposed loan o! l,20u,U'jj dollars,

necessary o supply the deficiency in the receipts o!

the year 1812, 1 beg leave to observe th&>: liua item
was not included amongst die expenses of tha year
became me estimate being made with reference to

the expenses alone which hudpreviduslybeen autho*
-rised by law, and a considerable proportion of those
•n account ofthe public debt, taViingon thefirst day
ofthe year, it would not havt been necessary in '-hat

view,-,! tie stfbjeci, to borrow that sum previous to

thai day, and ll/e i:' crest would not therefore have
become a charge iiil Use yew 1813.

With respect to the second enquiry of die com-

mittee, it was certainly c mternpLued, in conformity
with he recommendation of tCe president, whose

expressions were td6p ed in die report, to rail e a

revenue''"sufficient at leas! to defray
ti:e ordinary

expencesof governmen., and to pay the interest o.i

^ the public, debt, incVuding.thal on new loan.* which

may be authorised." The sum of about mac mil-

lions of dollars, was assumed as answering that de-

scription tor the present, and the .expression of

'-fixed revenue," which had been used in reference
to c:; ;;, I

i.ig circumstances,was i taxh < rl
ently applied

ti the case ofwar. It will undoubtedly be proper,
as remarked by the committee, to provide annually
an additional and gradually increasing revenue, suf-

ficiem 10 pay th.e interest "on leans required in the

event of war. If, therefore, he loan For the present
, year will, according to the suggestion of the com-

mittee, amount to ten millions of dollars, i he re-

ceipts into the treasury to be provided for lie year
1813, should, an those data, amount to about

9,600,000 dollars.

The committee ask, in the next place, the best

opinion which I Am able to ibrm of die probable
amount ofreceipts from duties on tonnage and mer-
chandize in the event of war.
As ihat amount will depend on the extent of the

commerce between the CTni edStates and nations at

peace with them, and on die number of the captures

respectively made bv our priva- cers, and by the ene-

my, it is a matter of conjecture, and not a subject
of calculation; for which reason i

: was stated in
the report, that the amount could not at present be
determined. Considering the rigorous restrictions
laid byFranceon the commerce of the United States,
with her own dominions, and other counties under
her influence, the dangers to which our commerce
with the Baltic and with China will be exposed;
the relations of England with Portugal and with

Spain; and also that no inconsiderable part of the

captures made by our privateers, will be sent into

foreign ports, a great defalcation in the receipts
en duties on imported merchandize, must be ex-

pected. The amount, under existing laws and

circumstances, has, from correct data, been stated
in the annual report, at six millions of dollars.

It would, in my opinion, be unsafe, in an estimate
of ways and means intended to be relied on with

certainty, to calculate in the event of a war, on
more than 2,500,000 dollars at the present rate ot

i. itties.

To the next enquiry of the committee, respecting

the increase of those duties which is thought prac.
ticable and advisable, it is answered, without hesita-

tion, that the rate ofdu ies may, in the event of war,
be doubled without danger or inconvenience. There
will, in such an event, be less danger of smuggling
at that rate, than diere is now with the existing du-
ties. With that increase, the duties will stiil be
much le.s on an average, than those paid on impor-
tations in E.igiand, France and mostodier countries.

And fhey will be collected wi.h more ease to go-
vernment and less inconvenience to the people, than

could be devised to the same amount in any other
nanner.

A duty on imported salt might now be calculated

on at least 3,5011,000 bushels; but in the limeofwar,
cannot be estimated at more than two millions of

bushels, producing ateihe rate of twenty cents per
bushel, $400,000.
The duties on tonnage and imported merchan-

dize, including the former duty on salt, and doub-

ling the rate of all others, would according to that

estimate amount to §5,400,000
To which :.dding the proceeds of the

sales of public lands estimated, as by
annu.d report, at 600,000

Makes an aggreg.it e of
And leaves a deficiency of

6,000,030

3,6.00,000

hi order to complete the net revenue of 9,630,000
is wanted for the service o:' 1813

On the basis of annual loans of 10,000,000 of dol-

lars during the continuance of the war (which is .he

sum assume 1 by the committee, and Which; 'consi-

dering tire expenses already voted by congress, is

not more than will be wanted) and es imatmtr, at

tiie lowest rate, the interest on the 1 >an of 1813, the

deficiency for 1814, to be provided for by other re-

sources, will amount to 4,233,uuO dollars. Tie ex-

penses of assessment and collection, and incidental

losses on the internal taxes, from the proceeds of

widen this deficiency-must be supplied, may be es-

timated at 15 per cent. In order to produce a net

revenue of §4,200,000, the gross amount of taxes

must therefore be near five millions of dollars. As
die taxes which iflay be organized during the pre-
sent session of congress, will not become due till

the ensuing year, and as it is sufficiently ascertain-

ed from universal experience, that taxes will not

produce their full nominal amount in the first year

they are in operation,it may be relied on that a gross
amount of five millions, intended to produce a net

revenue of 4,230,000 dollars will not yield that sum
until the year 1814, nor produce in 1813, more than

3,630,000 dollars. Five millions of dollars will

therefore be assumed as the gross amount of taxes

including the expences of assessment and collec-

tion and the incidental losses necessary to be raised

at this time. That sum is calculated to cover the

interest on die loans of ten millions a year, wanted
for the service of the years 1812 and 1813; leaving
the selection of the additional taxes, which may
hereafter be necessary to provide for the interest

of subsequent loans, to be made according to the

experience which will' be afforded by those tw»

years.

Before I proceed to answer the enquiry of the
committee respecting a selection of the internal

taxes, now necessary, permit, me to observe, that it

was stated in the annual report of Dec. 10, 1808, 'hat

'no internal taxes, either director indirect, were

contemplated, even in the case ofhostilities carried

against the two great belligerent powers." An as-
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iertion which renders it necessary to shew that the

prospect then held out was not deceptive, ami why
it has not heen realized.

The balance in the treasury amounted at that time

to near fourteen millions of dollars. Butawarethst
that surplus would in a short time be expended, and

in a short time injure public credit, impair the nsft

tional resources, and ultimately render much hea--

vier and perpe:ual taxes absolutely necessary.

Of the gross amount of$ 5,000,000, to be now
provided according to the preceding estimaie», >v

internal taxation, it is respectfully proposedj that

having stated that the revenue was daily decreasing, 3,000,000 should he raised by a duvet Ux, and
2,000,000% indirect taxes.

The sura of 3,000,000. will not, considering, .the
increase of population, he a ranch greater direct

tax, than that of 2,000,000 voted in the year 1798,
To this permit me to add another view of the sub*.

jee'e:

T'-.e direct, taxes laid by the several states, during
the last years ofthe revolutionary war, were gene-
rally more heavy than could bepaidwith conveniences

it was in the same report proposed "that all the ex

isting duties should be double&on importations sub-

sequent to Hie li.-s. day of January, 1809." As tiie

net revenue accrued from customs during the three

years, 1809, 1810 and 1811, has without any increase

ofdutiesexceeded ^26,000,000, it follows that if the

measurethen submittedhad been adopted, weshould
after making a large deduction for any supposed di-

minution ofconsumption arising from the proposed
increase, have at this time about twenty millions of But during' the-years 1735 to 1789 an annual direct
dollars on hand; a sum greater than the net amount
of the proposed internal taxes for four years.

In proportion as the ability to borrow is diminish-

ed, tli e necessity ofresorting to taxation is increas-

ed. It is therefore aiso proper to observe that at

that time, the subject of the renewal' of the charter

ol the bank of theUnited States had been referred

bj the senate to the secretary of the treasury, nor

had any symptom appeared from which its absolute

tax ofmove vha» £>2jJ,0J'J [g2Q5,189] was raised uv
Pennsylvania, which was not oppressive, and was
paidwith great punctuality; Toe increase of popu-
lation of that state, between the years 1787 1812
is in the ratio of about 4 to 9. A tax of §450,000
payable in the year 1813 is not higher in proportion
to population alone, and without regard even to the
still greater increase of wealth and of circulating
medium, than a tax of §200,030 was in the rear

dissolution without any substitute could-have been! 1787, But the quota of Pennsylvania, on a tax of

anticipated. The renewal in some shape, and on
aj §3,000,000,

will (counting Orleans as a state) hardly
more extensive scale was confidently relied on: and exceed §365,000. The proposed tax will therefore

accordingly, in the report made during die same' so far as relates to Pennsylvania,!)? near 20 per cent.

session to the senate, the propriety of increasing the

capital of the bank to g30,000j000 was submitted

with the condition tiiat that institution should, if

required, be obliged to lend one half of its capital to

the United States. The amount thus loaned might,
without any inconvenience, have been increased to

twenty millions. And with §20,000,000 in hand,
and loans being secured for 2u,000,OUO more, with

lighter, in proportion to the respective population
than that paid during the years 1785 to 1789.
The rule of apportionment,prescribed by the con-»

stitution, operates with perhaps as much equality
as is practicable, in relation to states not material-
ly differing in wealth and situation. It may. there-
fore, be inferred, that a direct tax whick is not great-
er than Pennsylvania can pay with

facility, will not
eut any increase of the stock of ti.e public debt at i press heavily upon any of theother Atlantic states

market, internal taxation would have been unne-
j

it is or.ly in reference to the western states that)

cessary for at least four years of war, nor any other the constitutional rule of apportionment, accord-
recource been wanted than an additional annual loan '

ing to the respective number of inhabitants in e.:th
of live millions; a sum sufficiently moderate to

j

state, may be supposed to be unequal. Being at a
be obtained from individuals, and on favorable terms.

These observations are made only in reference to

the finances and resources of the general govern-
ment. Considerations of a different nature have on
both these subjects produced a different result,

which makes a resort to itnerual taxes now neces-

sary, and will render loans more difficult to obtain,
and their terms less favorable. But the resources

of the country remain the same; and if promptly
and earnestly brought into action, will be found

amply sufficient to meet the present emergency.
—

With respect to internal taxes, toe whole amount to

be raised is so moderate, when compared either

with the population and wealth of the United
States; or with C|ie burthens laid on European
natiur.s by their governments, that no doubt exists

of ti.e ability or will of the people to pay without

any real iiieonveniti.ee, and with checi'i'uiness, the

proposed war taxes. For it is still hoped, that

the ordinarypeace revenue of the United States will

be sufficient to reimburse, within a reasonable

period, the lo<m» obtained during the war, and ihat

neither a perpetual and increasing public debt, nor
a permanent system or ever progressing taxation,
shall be entailed on the nation. These evils

cannot, however, be otherwise avoided than by tne

greater distance from a market, and having, on ac-
count of the recent date of their settlements, less
accumulated capital, it is certainlv true, that' they
cannot, in proportion to their population, pav as
much,

or^
with the same facility, as the Atlanti©

states. Two considerations will, however, much
diminish the weight, if they do not altogether obvi-
ate that objection:

1. Of the articles actually consumed in the wes-
tern states, there are two of general consumption,
on which duties are laid, or proposed to be laid, and
on which, being articles produced in those states,
key will pay nothi;:g,or less than the Atlantic states!
-).i salt, they will pa- nothing, as the whole quan-
ity consumej th«r« is of domestic origin; and
ch'u observation affords aa argument in favor of the
restoration of the duty on that article, since it. will
tend to equalize the operation ofthe direct tax. A.
considerable part of the sugar those states consume,
nearly 7,000,000 of pounds, is also the produce of?
the maple, and pays no duty. And in time of war,
it is probable, that the residue oftheir consumption
will, in a gre»1 degree, consist of New-Orleans su-

gar, also duty free.

2. A considerable portion of the direct taxes in
those states, is laid on lands owned b» persons re-

Speedy organization of a certain revenue. Delays siding in other states, and will not fail "on the inn^
ui that respect, and a l ehai.ee on indefinite loans to i bitants. It appears by a late official statement thafe
den-ay the war expenditure, the ordinary expenses more than two thirds of the land tax ef the s'ate of
•t government, and the interesl on the loans them- Ohio, are raised on lands owned by sox residents
selves, would be equally unsafe and i iwneus; would

|
The portion of the quota ofthat state, ou the United-
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Sites' direct tax, which will be payable by its in-

habitants, vi:i, for that reason alone be minced to

one third part of the nominal amount of such quo-

ta. And ohho'jeh the proportion may not be the

seme in the o. her western states.it is well known,

tluvt a similar result, ftfcugb.
not perhaps to the

•same extent, will take pianein all.

From evcrv view widen has been taken of the

subject, it satisfactorily appears, that the proposed

amount of .",,i.;ijO,000 is moderate, and cannot be

productive ot anv real inconvenience, provided that

theobjcctsonwliich thetax shall be assessed be pro-

perly selected.
• A direct tax may be assessed either on the whole

amount of the property or income of the people, or

on certain spocific objects selected for that purpose.

The first mode may on abstract principles, be con-

sidered as n:o-;t correct; and a tax I* id, in case of

^election an the same articles in all the states, as

wjs don.'' in il e direct tax i»J 1/t^S^is recommended

by its uniformity, and supported by respectable au-

thority. It ism.everthcless believed,that the systems

of laxat ion rest -.cclively adopted by t he sevcr.d 9tates

matured, modified and improved, as they have been

by long experience, will generally be found to be

best adap..td to the local situation and circumstan-

ces ol a: ch stat,8; and they aft certainly most conge-
nial with the feelings and halms of the people. It is

therefore, proposed, that th-e direct tax. should be

Kid and acses^d'ia e.xj sue, upon the same ob-

jects of taxation on which die direct taxes levied

under theaiithorityofihcstateare bid and assessed.

The attempt made under the former direct tax ot

thclniiedStates to equalize the tax, by authorising

a board of commissioners, in each state, to correc

the valuations made by the local assessors, was at-

tended with considerable expense, and productive

pf great delav. In order to obviate this inconveni-

ence, it is proposed, that the quota assigned to each

state, according to the ride prescribed by the con-

s.itu do», should be apportioned by law amongst the

several counties, towns or other subdivisions of

each state, adop ing in each state, where a stale

taxis now levied the apportionment of the state mx,
whether that be an absolute quota fixed by a pre-

vious state law on the county or town, or whether

it be only the amount -which shall appear to have

been }ast laid on such county by the operation of

the general state laws imposing a direct tax, making
the appo: tionment in the states where no state tax is

now lev ied, according to the best information and

materials which can be obtained; and authorising
the states respectively to alter the apportionment
thus made by law, at any time previous to the da}'

iixtdby law for assessing the United States' tax on

individuals. The whole process of assessment will

thereby be reduced to that ofassessing the quota of

each county, town, or other subdivision, on the

lands and inhabitants of such subdivision. It will

be as simple, and may be effected as promptly, and
with as little cxpence, as the assessment of a county
tax: and, the objects of taxation being the same, ii

may be s' ill more facilitated by authorising an adop-
tion of the sta e assessment on individuals, vvhene-

ver it can he obtained from the proper authority.
With respect to indirect taxes, it does no c appear

necessary to resort to any other than those which
had been formerly levied by the United Siates. As
tin v were in operation during several years, their

defects, ;,rd \hfi modifications and improvements
xA' which t.bfy are susceptible, are better tuider-

stocd, titan, new taxes could be. With some altera-*

tions, they may produce the amount now wanted;:
•*f»d.il.d"es not appear, that any mh«r equally pro-

ductive could be substituted wi-h apy rep) aduan.

t ge. Tiie gross amount of those taxes in .the year

1801, was near one mi(Hon of dollars. They would

according to the increase of population, and with-

out any augmentation in their rate, yield now near

1 '.00,000 dollars. An average increase of about

Super cent, in I lie rate, would produce the intended

gloss amount of two millions. But it is believed,

thai that increase ought not to be the same in all

those laxcs, and that some are susceptible of great-
er augmentation oj? extension than others.

1. Jhiries on (h'twatic spirits distilled.—There ig

not any more eligible object of taxation th;n ardent

spirits but Ui* mode of taxation is liable to strong

objections, p • riieylarly with respect to persona who
are not professional manufacturers, and who only
occasiouaUv dis'.il the produce of their farms, ft
m therefore 'proposed, that the duties on the quanti-
ty of spirits distilled, BhonJd be levied on iy on spi-
rits distilled from foreign materials, at the rate of
ten cents per gallon distilled; and on other distille-
ries employing st ills, the aggregate of which shall
contain more tlum tour hundred gallons, at the rate
of three cents per gallon disulled; and that instead
ofa duty on the .spirits, or of licences in proportion
to the time employed, ail other distillers should only
pay an annual tax of five dollars, for each still

solely employed in the distillation of fruit, and at"

fifteen dollars for each still otherwise employed.,-*
This tax may also, slid, without reference to time
be made to vary according to the size of the stills*
At those rates, this class o*' dudes is estimated to

produce at most 400,000 dollars; and it is intended
in tlt^t case th -t another duty should be levied on
the same article, in the shape of licences to retail.
ers. By the adoption of that mode, the expenses
of collection vvi}l be considerably diminished, pen-
al ies for not entering stills will be unnecessary, an4
they » ill be confined with respect to country "stills

to the case of clandestine distilling without paying:
the tax.

2. Duties on refined szigar.
—A duty of double

that heretofore laid, viz. at the rate of four cents
per pound, is estimated to produce 200,000 dollars.
The drawback both of that duty, and of that on
tjie importation of the raw material, to be allowed.

3. Licences to retailers.—These are believed !•

besuscepubte of considerable and very proper aug-
mentation and extension. The following rates are
estimated to produce 700,000 dollars:

i'or a licence to reiail wines, g 29
do do. spirits generally, 2©
do do. domestic spirits only, 45
do do. any oth er spec i es of fo-

_
reign merchandize, 1(0

Tavern keepers licenced under the authority of
any state, and not living in any city, town, village
or within five miles thereof, to 'be excepted. Every
other person who sells vyines, foreign spirits or fo-

reign merchandize, otherwise than in the vessel or
package of importation, or in the case of dry-
goods; otherwise than by the piece, and every per-
son who sells domesiic spirits in less quantity than

thirty gallons, to be considered as a retailer.
4. Duties an saks at miction.—These confined to

the sales of articles of foreign produce or manufac-
ture, and at the same rate as heretofore, may pre-*.
duce about 50,000 dollars.

5 Duties upon carriages for the conveyance ofper'
sons.—Those duties adding at the rate of fifty

per cent, on the duties tonnei ly raised, are estimat-
ed to produce 1S0,©(K) doUfti s.

6. Stamp duties—An association of ideas which
oewtcts ibyse *tuties with the attempt of Great
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Britain to tax America, and which might With

equal propriety attach odium to die duty on the

importation of tea, has rendc ed their name in some

degree unpopular. The great extension of post

roads and the facility of distribution, have how-

ever removed the most substantial objection to

which they were liable. They do not appear to be

more inconvenient than any other internal tax, and

the expences of collection are less than on any

other being' gtiIv a commission on the sale and the

cost of paper and stamping. At the same rate as

heretofore, with the exception of bank notes, on

which an increase appears proper (with an option

to the banks to pay 1-20 part of their dividends in

lieu thereof,) they are estimated to produce 500,000

RECAPITULATION,
g 5,000,000

gross

Direct taX,gross amount,

Duties on spirits,
and li-

cences to distilleries,

cross amount,

Refined sugar,
mount,

Retailers' licences, uo.

Sales at auction, do.

Duties on carriages,
do.

Stamp duties, do.

jg 400,000

200,000

?Q0,000
50,000

150,000

500,000
-2,000,000

g 3,000,'J00

750,000

i 4,250,000

3,600,000

Total gross amount

Deduct expences of assessment and

collection and losses, estimated at

15 per centum.

Set amount estimated for 1814,

But are not estimated to yield

in 1813, more than

Most of the internal taxes have been estimated at

their maximum; but it is hoped that any defalcation

from the estimated amount, will be compensated by

a diminution in the expences oi collection, which

have also been computed at the highest rate
*

For the snperintendance
of those taxes, both di-

rect and indirect, it appears indispensable mat the

office of commissioner of the revenue snould be

re-established. For their collection, the lormer

offices of supervisor and inspector, are believed to

have been unnecessary aud injurious
links in tne

system, and that the expense will be diminished,

and the collection and accountability better secured

bv the division of the states into convenien collec-

tion districts, and by the appointment of a collector

to each district, who will pay into the treasury, and

be immediately accountable to thai, department m
the same manner as the collectors ot customs.—

This arrangement, the greater amount to be col-

led ed, and the sii^plincation
in die •bjects and

mode of taxation wnl, it is hoped, reduce in a short

time the expences of collec-ion ot the indirect

taxes to7 1-2 instead of 13 per centum, which they

formerly cost, when brought to their highest
de-

gree of improvement. In estimating the charges

on the direct tax at 15 per cent. 5 per cent, have

been allowed for die assessment 5 per cent, tor the

collection, and 5 per cent, for losses. This last item

is principally on account ot losses on unseated lands,

and on some remote districts of country, and is

not susceptible of much reduction. That for assess-

ment may be lessened in those states where the ob-

jects o.' taxation do not require an annual valua-

tion, or where the state or county assessments may-

be used. The expense of collection proper may be

alio in some degree lessened in cities and populous

Vor. I, END Of ?*

districts, and by uniting it with that of the internal

taxes. It is, however, necessary that the compen-
sation of the collectors be sufficient to command
the service ofmen properly qualified, and bi every
respect worthy of the trust.

In performing the ungracious task of pointing out
new objects of taxation, those have been submitted
which appeared sufficiently productive, and least

oppressive. The objections to which each, includ-

ing the increase of duties on importations, is liable

have not been stated, not because I was insensible

ofthem, but because no substitute of any impor-
tance was perceived, w hicti was not still more ob-

jectionable Every tax being in some degree an

evil, is therefore liable to seme obj\4iion; and

every one taken singly, may for that reason be

easily combat ted. But if the necessity of an addi-

tional revenue be admitted, the objections afford no

argument why (lie tax proposed, should he rejected,
unless another less inconvenient be substituted.—
The necessity of such an addition to the revenue,
has in the course of this letter been strongly urged,
because it was strongly felt; but with respect ta
the taxes proposed, the selection is submitted with

diffidence, and it will be highly gratifying that some
more eligible may be devised.

The last inquiry of the committee relates princi-

pally to the terms on which loans amounting to at

least ten millions of dollars per annum, may be
obtained, and to the plan proper to be adopted foe
the reimbursement of such loans

The terms on which annual lo.uis to that amount

may be obtained, can be ascertained only by expe-
riment. Government has never since its organiza-
tion, obtained considerable loans within the United
States, at the rate of six percent, per year, except
from the bank of the United States; and these on
a capital of ten millions, never amounted to seven
millions in the whole. In proportion to the amount
wanted for the service of the year, and to the in-

crease of stock of the public debt at market, the
terms must naturally become less favorable. It

must also be recollected, that in addition to the
sum wanted to defray the extraordinary expences
of the war, an annual loan equal to the annual re-

imbursement ofthe six per cent, and deferred stocks

prescribed by law, will also be required. This,

together with the reimbursement of the residue of
the converted stock, amounting to 565,000 dollars,
will for this year amount, as has been stated in the
annual report, to 2,135,000 dollars. As the inter-

est on the existing debt is included in the "current

expences," the loan necesssry for the reimburse-
ment of the six per cent, and deferred stocks will

far each subsequent year, amount only to 1,570,000
dollars. The loans for those stuns, will indeed
crea*e no addition to the amount of the debt, but
will nevertheless increase the total sum to be annu-

ally borrowed. It must also be observed, that if

the price of stocks should sink below par, the com-
missioners of the sinking fund are bound, by the

existing laws, to apply the residue of the annual

appropriation of eight millions a year to the pus.
chase of stock; and that residue will this year
amount to 3,640,000 dollars, wineh in that casi
must also be borrowed. It is a view of those seve-

ral considerations, which has crea ed an apprehen-
sion that loans to such large amount might not

perhaps be obtained on as favorable terms as under
other circumstances, and with thepowerfol assist-*

anceof a national bank, had been formerly antici-

pated. The same view oi' the subject has most

forcibly impressed a conviction of the necessity of
an additional revenue, For if further loans be also
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resorted to for defraying theotdinary expences a: d

the interest, they must, if at all practicable^ be

obtained on the tnOSt ruinous terms. Excluding

thai idea, and embracing only the loans which are

absolul ely necessary, i* appears to me more prudent

iint to limit .the'; rate of interest by law. A discre-

tionary power, in that respect is, so far as relates to

the executive, altogether ineligible; but it is prefer-

able to the riskoHeaving the public service unpro-

vided lor. It Is also for the same reason, requisite

th.at theioans may be made irredeemable for a term

not less than ten years.

In a former communication to the committee of

-ways and means, it was suggested that "treasury

notes," b.-a ing interest, might, to a certain extent,

be issued, and'to that extent diminish the amount

to be directly borrowed. The advantage they would

have would result from their becoming a part ofthe

circulating medium, and taking, to a certain decree,

the place of bank notes, it is evident, however,

that for the same reason the issue must be moderate

and never exceed the amount which may circulate

without depreciation.
The loans necessary for the present year, are,

1st A sum equal to that which may, during the

'ear, be reimbursed on account of the principal of

the debt. 2dly. The amount ofexpences which 'nave

been or may be authorised by congress and are not

included in the annual estimates.

The first sum will certainly amount to 3,135,000

dollars, and may be greater if the stock should sink

below par.

The second sum cannot yet be stated, since the

extent of the expences which may be authorised is

not yet ascertained, and as the estimates for the

additional army already authorised, have not yet

been received by the treasury department.

The deficit of 1,200,000 dollars (on the peace

establishment) is not included as absolutely neces-

sary, although its payment will, as stated in the

annual report, leave "in the treasury, a smaller ba-

lance than under existing circumstances, is eligible.

It may be proper to repeat that so long as the

public credit is preserved, and a sufficient revenue

is provided, no doubts are entertained of the possi-

bility of procuring, on loan, the sums wanted to

defray the extraordinary expences of a war; and

that the apprehensions expressed relates solely to

the terms of the loans, to the rate of interest at

which they can be obtained.

The reimbursement of the new debt which may
be created, must ultimately depend on the respective

revenue and expenditure of the United States, after

the restoration of peace. No artificial provisions,

no appropriations or investments of particular fluids

in certain persons, no nominal sinking fund how-

ever constructed, will ever reduce a public debt,

unless the net annual revenue shall exceed the

aggregate of the annual expences, including the

interest on the debt. Those who create the debt

can only estimate what the peace revenue and ex-

penditure will be, and presume that the supposed

surplus will be faithfully and perseveringly applied
to the payment of the principal.

The current or peace expences have been es-

timated at nine millions of dollars. Supposing the

debt contracted during the war not to exceed fifty

millions, and its annual interest to amount to three

millions, the aggregate of the peace expenditure
would be no more than twelve millions. And as

the peace revenue of the United States may at the

existing rate of duties be fairly estimated at fifteen

TniUions, there would remain from Ute first outset

a surplus of three millions Of dollars applicable Id
the redemption of the debt. So fat therefore as
can now be foreseen, :heie is the strongest rea-
son to believe that the debt thus contracted will
be discharged with facility and as speedily as
theioans will permit. Nor does any other plan in
that respect appear necessary to ex* end the applica-
tion of the annual appropriation 'of eight millions,
and which is amply sufficient for that purpose, to

the payment of interest and reimbursement of the

principal of the new debt. No doubt can he enter-

tained of that mode being sufficiently efficacious^
since by that plan alone forty six millions of" the

public debt have been reimbursed during the last

eleven years. If the national revenue exceeds Uhe
national expence, a simple approp] iation for the

payment of the principal of the debt and co-exten-
sive with the object, is sufficient, and will infallibly

extinguish the debt. lithe expence exceeds the

revenue, the appropriation of any specific sum,
and the investment of the interest extinguished, or
Of any other fund, will prove altogedter nugatory;
and the national debt Will notwithstanding that

appropriation, be annually increased by any amount
equal to the deficit in the revenue.

The annual interest on the existing debt
amounts to

<g 2,2 20,000

And estimating the interest on the new
debt at 3,000,000

The sum which, on the annual appro-
priation of eight millions, would at
the restoration of peace, be applicable
to the payment of principal, is 2,T80SOQQ

8,000,000

A sum sornewhat less than the presumed surplus
of three millions, ss above stated, and which will
be nearly sufficient to reimburse before the year 1823
the whole

existing debt of the United States, with
the exception of the three percent stock. The loans
contracted during the war being made irredeemable
for at least ten years the first reimbursement would
fall on that year; and the whole of the appropria-
tions of eight millions aft er deducting 4 85,000 dollars
for the interest of the three per cent stock, would
thenceforth be applicable to th< payment of the inte-

rest and principal of the new debt. The precise pe-
riod of final extinguishment, and the precise amount
of annual payments will depend upon the terms of
the loans, and upon the number of years for which
it may be necessary to make each loan irredeemable .

Rut this sketch is sufficient to show, 1st, That no
inconvenience will arise in making the loans irrc«

deemable for ten years, since there is not much pro-

bability that they could be sooner discharged. 2dlv,
That the appropriation of eight millions will be suf-

ficient for their final reimbursement. 3dly, That
the reimbursement, and that of the whole debtofthe
United States (the three per cent, stock excepted)
will probably be effected within fifteen years after

the restoration of peace. It must always be remem-
bered that those estimates are predicated on the

supposition that an additional revenue to the amount

already stated will be provided, and that the in-

crease ofdebt during the war, will not exceed fifty-

millions.

In answering the inquiries of the committee on

subjects so intimately connected with the most im-

portant questions of national concern, it became an

imperious duty to represent j every circumstance

precisely as it was or appeared to be, and without

exaggerating or disguising any »f the difficulties
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which must he encountered. To understand these

to their full extern will alFord the best means ofo-

vercoming tbero; and Lherc is none waichappe ''"• in -

surmountable or even discfmragmg. What appeal's

to be of vital importance is, tuat the i risis snould.

at once be met by the adoption of efficient inci

sores, which will with certainty provide means

commenstuate wj h the < xpcnse, and by preserving

unimpaired, instead of abu .ing, that public
cr idi'

on which the public respuic a so eiuincnuy depend,
will enable the United Stales to persevere, in the

contest until an honorable peace shall have been

(,'.i ained.

1 have the honor ta be, with great respect, sir,

your obedient servant,
ALBERT GALLATIN.

The honorable Esekial IL-

Chairman of the commitee ofways ami means-

Mr.Mosely proposed that 5000 copies of the com-

munication should be printed. Tius motion was

seconded by Mr. Milnor; who, on account of its

importance, contended for the necessity of making
k as public as possible. It was opposed by Mr-

Bacon, as improper, and incurring an unnecessary

expense. Improper, because, it would be giving
an undue sanction to a letter to one of the commit-

tees of the house, which bad not been acted upon

(and which it was unusual to publish at all) incur-

ring an unnecessary expense, because the letter of

the secretary wou\d undoubtedly be printed in every

newspaper in the United States, and by this means

be made more generally public, than it wculd be in

any other way. Motion negatived 75 to 42.

Mr. Maxwell

printed. This
then moved that 1000 copies be

motion, after some observations

from Messrs. Wright, Fisk and Findley, in which

they urged the impropriety of giving any counte-
nance to a letter, containing propositions which
would not probably ha agreed to by congress, and
which would serve only unnecessarily to alarm the

people, was negatived 60 to 52.

Mr. Davenport moved tc have 500 copies printed,
which motion was also negatived, and the usual num-
ber ordered to be printed.
The house then resolved itself into a committee

•f the whole, Mr. Nelscn in the chair, on the bill

concerning the naval establishment, when Messrs.

Bassett and Mitchell each spoke at considerable

length in favor of the bill. After which, the com-
mittee rose, and had leave to sit again. Adjourned.

Tuesday, Jan. 21. After several private petitions
had been presented and referred—
The speaker laid before the house, statements

from the secretaries of' state and war, containing
lists of the clerks, with their compensations,employ-
ed in each department

Also, a report from the secretary of state, in pur-
suance of" a resolution of the house of the 20th ult.

calling for a list of the names of persons who have
obtained patents for new arts or inventions.

The several communications were ordered to be

printed.

The house then resolved itself into a committee
of the whole on the bill concerning the navy. Mr.
Nelson in the chair; when Messrs. Johnson and
Roberts spoke against the bill and Messrs. Lowndes
and Law in favor of it; after which, the committee
rose, and had leave to sit again. Adjourned.

Wednesday, January 22. Mr. R ichardson, a mem -

her from the state of Massachusetts, appeared and
took his seat

Several petitions of a private nature were pre.
sente.1 and referred.

A message was received from the president of
the United States, inclosing a communication from
the governor of [few Jersey, wit:i certain resolu-
lioi • of the legislature of thai state approbatory of
tiit- measures of the general government. Ordered
to lie on the table.

'i he house again went into a committee of the
\vb >leon the bill concerning the navy, Jifr. A'cison
in the chair. The question on filling up the bl ink
in the section winch provides for repairing the ves-

sels on hand, with four hundred and eighty thou-
sand dollars, was carried by a large majority.
The next section provides fix the building of

additional frigates.
Mr. Cheves proposed to fill the blank with the

word teti.

Mr.
Rjhea moved to strike out this section from

the bill. After some debate, in which Messrs.

Rhea, Smilie, Black! edge and Boyd spoke in favor
of the motion, and Messrs, Gheves, Newton, CLay
(the Speaker) and Mitchell against" it, the motion
was negatived 52 to 47. The committee then rost
and obtained leave to sit again. Adjourned.

(For Thursday's proceedings see page 392-J

Additional Ai- rily.

The force to be immediately raised bv the bit!
which has passed Congress is to consist of

Ten regiments of infantry,

Two regiments of artillery,

One regiment of light dragoons.

The regiments of artillery are to consist of two
battalions of ten companies each. The efficient

force of a regiment of artillery to be as follows:

. - - 1Colonel,

Lieutenant Colonels

Majors,
Captains,
First Lieutenants,

Second Lieutenants

Cadets,

Adjutants,
Quarter-master,

Pay -master,

Surgeon,

2

20
20
20
40
2
1

1

1

Surgeon's Mates,
Serjeant majors,
Quarter master

serjts.
Senior Musicians,
Serjeants,

Corporals,

Artificers, .
]

Musicians,
Privates, .. jy

Total, 191S

A regiment of infantry is to consist of the same
field and staff officers as above, with 18 captains,
18 first and 18 second lieutenants, 18

ensigns, 72
serjeants, 72 corporals, 3.6 musicians, and 1800
privates; to form two battalions, each of nine com-
panies. Total 2070. Tne total of the regiments of
dragoons 1182. They are to be raised for five

years.

The new general staff is to consist of two major
generals, to be allowed two aids each} five bri-

gadier generals, each to be allowed a brigade major,
and aid; an adjutant general and an inspector ge-
neral.

The pay of the general staff as follows:—Majo
r

generals, two hundred dollars, and twenty dollar5

for forage, per month, and fifteen rauoiio per day.

Brigadier generals, one hundred and four dollars^
and sixteen dollars for forage, per montn, and
twelve rations per day. Aids de camp u> major
generals, twenty-four dollars and ten dollars four

forage, per month, and four rations per day, m ad,^

ditiou to their pay in the lint [(Jemine!,
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^tdjtpiU

COUNTIES.

Detuoit,
F. R I K,

Hvhott

MlCllILIIIACIiTXAC,

TOTALS,

In 1800. 1810.

3
n

2,111

1,327
578
599

4,6U

17
4

2

1

2

24

2,227

1,340
580
615{

4,762 1

Loufefanau

District o>' St. Charles, -

Do. St. Lor is,

Do. St GeNKVIKVE,
Do. Ca?k GiRAuriBAr,
Do. New Madrid,

Settlement ofHopefield & St. I'jsaxcis,

Do. on the Arkexsas,

Totals, ....

i 3,2/1
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him, and which cannotbe levied or distrained upon,
to satisfy any demand whatever; provided, that eve-

ry such inhabitant shall make oath that he has not

before received a stand of arms; liable to be fined

and punished for making false oath.
Sec. 9. Any militia man selling his stand ofarms,

or disposing of it in any manner, shall be fined 40
dollars and imprisoned 90 days.

Sec. 10. Any person exporting, or causing to be

exported, any such stand of arms shall be fined 50
dollars.

Sec. 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, contain provi-
sions to regulate the manner in which the arms shall
be preserved, or forfeited in particular events, and
to carry into execution the preceding provisions of
the bill.

*K

operations. Of the first piece finished by those
gentlemen the president of the United States wore
a suit on the 1st inst.—it was finished only on the
24th of December. It is stated by good judges to
be equal, in every respect, to the best quality im-
ported.

Mr. Dupont was the first, or among the first, of
those who introduced the merino into the United
States; and his flock is,, perhaps, the largest and
best in America.

EMERY.—The art of making emery [corun-
dum] which is an article of the first consequence
in the cotton and woollen manufactories, and in
white smithery, has been discovered by Pliny Earle
and Brothers, card makers, in Leicester, (Mass.)
It is presumed that after a few small manufactories
of this article are established, the expense of which
will not be great, a supply can be furnished of u

superior quality to that which has been imported:
The manufacture of this article will make a consi-

derable annual saving to the United States; and at

a time when it is becoming scarce, it must be a

pleasing circumstance, that one more article of

prime necessity is reduced, for certainty, to domes-
tic origin and manufacture. How far the raw ma-
terial pervades this country, is not known—as

Arts and Manufactures.
At Lynn, in Massachusetts, during the year 1811,

nearly one million pairs of women'." shoes were ma-
nufactured. The upper leathers are formed of the
domestic sheep or foreign goat skins dressed in mo-
rocco fashion. Sheep skins, which a few years
ago were worth only a few cents, when finished for

making shoes and slippers as above, are valued atj
vet> lt; has becu found in but few places; it is, how-

two dollars and a quarter. Domestic manufactures !

ever
expected^

that New-England will furnish an
of morocco commenced in 1796 or 1797—at present, [

ample supply for ages; and it is supposed that it

the whole union is supplied with it, and there is no may be found in various parts ofthe Union
occasion whatever for the imported material. JYfefc »£
The following advertisement is copied from a Phila-

delphia paper as announcing the liberal establish-
ment of a most important and interesting manu-
facture.

AMERICAS MANUFACTORY OF PLANE IRONS, &C
The public are respectfully informed, that the

subscriber has (of Mr. Daniel Pettibonete -Manufac-
tory of cast or other steel) for sale, plane irons, by
the gross, dozen, or single, warranted; also, book-
binder's knives.
And at short notice can furnish, clothier's shear

blades, paper mill knives, hay knives, straw knives,
ehissels, gouges, hoes, spades, shovels, trowels,
drawing knives, scythes, siths, coopers and block
maker's tools, furrier's knives, tanner's fleshing
knives, knives for dpessing skins for gloves or parch-
ment, knives for cutting tobacco—and almost all

other plated edge tools.

EBENEZER BETTS.
North seventh-street, Philadelphia.

P. S. The above articles are manufactured accord-

ing to Mr. D. Pettibone's patented improvement.
Nf.wbitrgh, (n. t.) Dec. 24.

Messrs. Reeve and Dubois, of this village, have
received from the woollen manufactory of Mr.

George Booth of Poughkeepsie, an assortment of
common and superfine broad cloths, which they
are now selling at a lower rate than European cloth
of the same fineness, and which is more durable
and of equal beauty.A citizen of this state, has lately deposited in

the patent office, drawings, specification, &c. of a

machine that will perform the labor of 6 or 8 hands

per day. It will cut with the greatest accuracy.
—

Any description of files, from the coarsest to the

finest, may be cut by changing one wheel or pinion.

[jEgis.
The manufacturing establishment of Messrs. Du-

pont, Battduy, and Co. on the Brandywine, near

Wilmington, Delaware—an establishment second
to none in this country, and for execution is likely
to be inferior to few in the world, has commenced its I prosecute to advantage so noble a design.

American J^Ianufactures increasing.
—Gilbert I.

Hunt is about establishing a manufactory of e»ie-

rt, which we are told is of a superior quality, and
will supercede the necessity of application to the

European market for that article. (yV. I*. CuU

From the Boston Chronicle.

Very interesting discovery.
—Two very ingenious

mechanics, living at Montpelier, within the pale of
the Green Mountains in Vermont, having a lauda-
ble zeal to improve the mechanic arts with advan-

tage to themselves, and their country, and farther
stimulated by the generous premium offered by
the French government, for the best method to

spin flax, &.c. engaged in the invention of machi-

nery for that purpose; and it is with pleasure that
the writer of this article can say, with the fullest

assurance, that they have accomplisbW this grand
design. This machinery has sto«d the test of

experience; the principle is entirely new, and as

simple as perfect. The machinery is now in actual

operation, and has run (more or less) for six months

past.
The principle, if rightly applied, with suitable

materials and corresponding machinery, will pro-
duce every kind of cordage manufactured from flax

or hemp, which is necessary for the convenience of

mankind, from the coarsest rope to the finest cam-
bric.

The economy produced by this machinery, when
contrasted with cotton spinning, is three-eights,
and upon manual labor four-fifths.

This astonishing* improvement in the art of spin-
ning, which mechanics and men of science in all

parts of the glabe have labored in vain to produce,
seems peculiarly reserved to be brought forth by the
new world, and at a time he most fortunate.

It is worthy of remark, that the authors of this

invention are sober, industrious men, but in very

indigent circumstances, and it is feared unable to
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Chronicle.

Balti.mouk, January 25, 1812.

Thr Senate of tlie United States, lias been chiefly

occupied frith business of a private nature, since

our last notice of their proceedings. Thebillfrom
the house of representatives authorising the presi-
dent to accept and organize certain volunteer corps,
was twice read on the lTdi inst. and referred to a

committee of five members On the 21st Mr. Reed
laid on the table a resolution for the purpose of as-

certaining, as far as the same may be practicable,
the number of ships or vessels, and amount of

tonnage, and merchandize of the growth, produce
or manufacture oftheUnited States, exported from
thence to any port or place in France, subsequent
to the repeal of the Berlin and Milan decree*, also

to ascertain the duties paid or payable on such arti-

cles of merchandize.

Governor Harrison.—It is the easiest thing in the
world to find fault. The pert insinuation of a fool,

(who condemns before he reasons, or is ready to

amnoer before he hears a question) has oftentimes
done most serious injury to a wise and good man.—
The conduct of governor Harrison, and the pre-
sumed instructions of the executive, have afforded
a pretty fertile field for paragraph oratory in the

news-p.ipers, in which the editors supposed what
they pleased, and drew their conclusions accordingly.
As soon as room is afforded, we intend to insert the
letter of this valuable man to that old veteran, his

friend, general Scott, governor of Kentucky, with
various proceedings much to his honor, as well as
that of colonel Boyd, of the regular army, of whom
governor H. has so handsomely spoken on every
occasion: but cannot refrain, at this time, from

presenting the following resolutions of the house of

representatives of Kentucky, a state that suffered
the loss of some of her best citizens in the conflict,
and whose representatives, it is fairly to be presu-
med, know nearly as much of the business as some
others who have decided with more promptitude,
and no less assurance.

liKGisLATURE of Kentucky, Jan. 7, 1812.

Resolved, by the senate and house of representa-
tives of the state of Kentucky, in the late campaign
against the Indians upon the Wabash, gov. Wm.
Henry Harrison has behaved like a hero, a patriot,
and a general; and that for his cool, deliberate, skil-
ful and gallant couduct in the battle of Tippecanoe,
he well deserves the warmest thanks of his country
and the nation.

Resolved, That the governor of this state be re-

quested to transmit a copy of the above resolution
to governor Wm. Henry Harrison.
On the night of the 16th inst. eight or nine

wooden houses were destroyed by fire at Richmond—"the night of the 26th/' (on the alarm being
given, says the writer of the account) "rushed up-
on the memory of all, and screams and shrieks re
echoed and run through the streets." The loss of
property, is estimated at 15 or §20,000 Dut no one
personally injured. The ravages of the flames were
stopped by the parapet -walls of an adjacent brick
building.

COtfTIJTOBNT EXPEICCE9—1811.
On the 16th inst. the president of the United

States by message, presented to congress an ac-
count of the contingent expences of the executive
for the year 1811, as follows:

To—three warrants drawn in favor of
William C. C. Claiborne

One do. in favor of D. Holmes,
governor of the Mis. Ter.

Balance subject to the orders of
the president

By—amount granted the president
February 20, 1811,

Ditio from C. A. Rodney, late

attorney general of the United
States, a balance in his hands
of monies heretofore advanced
from this fimd in a former ap-
propriation

g2,300 00

96 00

16,842 72

20,240 72

20,000 00

240 72

Counterfeiters of Bajik notes-—We congratulate
the public on the dissolution of the most formidable
co-partnership in villainy that ever existed in the
United States. The gang that lately sat out to in-
undate the middle states with counterfeit notes, ap-
pears to have been completely broken up at the very
commencement of its career. Twelve or thirteen

persons are secured.

rr » v . . . S20,240 72
1 he NAvr.—A strong disposition is manifested to

increase the navy of the United States to such an
extent as may bejudged adequate to the protection
of our coasts and harbors. The report of the com-
mittee, to whom that part of the president's mes-
sage relating to a naval establishment was referred"
of which Mr. Vheves is chairman, has long been
laid off for insertion, but as yet omitted—it is de
cidedly in favor of building some ships of the line"
and a number offrigates. This report was supported
by Mr. Cheves in committee of the whole, a few-
days ago, in a most eloquent and argumentative
speech—and on Wednesday Mr. Clay (speaker*
advocated the building of ten frigates in his usual
masterly manner—contending that the western
states were as much benefitted by a navy as anv
other, to secure New Orleans and the safety ofnas-
sage through the gulf, &c. The committee of
the whole have agreed to appropriate money for
fitting out all our present force; and, by a majori-
ty of five, negatived a motion to strike out the sec
tion for building ten additional frigates, as may ap-
pear by referring to the proceedings.The vice consul of France, at Savannah, has «-i-
ven notice to the collector of that port, that his
functions had ceased on the 1st inst. in consequence"of the odious encroachment committed in that
city, on the flag and subjects of his imperial majes-
ty. Alluding to the late riot in which two French
privateers were burnt, &c. as related in the Weeklv
Register.

It is stated that gen. Dearborne, of Massachu-
setts, has been nominated by the president, as a
major-general in the additional arm}'—But others
insinuate that gen. Armstrsasr is to have the com-
mand. Perhaps there is no truth in either rumor.

"Washington, Jamiary 11.

"By a statement sent to the senate this morning*from the treasury department, it appears that, du"-

nng the year beginning October 1st, 1809, and
ending September 30th, 1810, 4,162,766 gallons of
spirits were distilled in the United States from ma-
terials other than grain imported from the West-
Indies; and that 2,682,947 gallor.s were distilled

*

trom materials other than grain imported from the
same islands, during the nine months commencing
the 1st of October, 1810, and terminating the 30th
June, 1811. The senate have been engaged on no

i interesting subj e# for several days. [.imfr/
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The general assembly of North-Carolina adjourn-
ed on Monday, the 23d of December, after having

passed 23 laws ofa public and 109 of a private nature.

From the necessity, (says a Raleigh paper,) to

which the public treasurer has been driven of bor-

rowing money from the banks for two years past, a

small augmentation has beer, made in the i axes.—
Land is to pay lOd. instead of 8d, on the 100 acres,

and town property and polls 2s. 6d. instead of 2s -

wholesale merchants §12, and retail dealers, 5§6;

pedlars Jj§6 for every county, ind billiard tables §60.

Earthquake;—Extract from a letter to the edi-

tor dated Henderson, (Ky.) Dec. 28, 1811. "A
severe shock of an earthquake was felt at this

place on the 16th inst. at halffast 2 o'clock, A. M.
—many chimneys were cracked by the motion;—
and at sun-rise another shock threw down most of

the chimneys so injured. We have had a shock

every day since until the 25th instant. I expect to

send you a more particular account."

At the date of our last advices from Spain, the

grand armies were many miles asunder, without

any apparent intention of attacking each oilier,

gen. Suchet, after the fall of Saguntum had pro-
ceeded to invest Valentia. The Spanish general
Ballesteros had overrun Andalusia, advancing- with-

in six or seven leagues of Seville, and defeating se-

veral small corps of the French. A great degree
ofmilitary activity seems to prevail in many parts of

Spain, and the recontres of adverse detachments

are frequent and very destructive.

A great want of harmony exists in the Cortes—
Some of their meetings have been very boisterous.

In one instance the members and spectators were

so unruly that the president was compelled to ad-

•iourn. A commission has been appointed to try the

ex-regent Lardizabal. Mr. Valiente, a member of

tilt Cori es, denounced by the people, was protected

by a military force on board a ship for a safety.
—

Much more confusion was expected, and indeed

•there seems reason to fear that a counterpart of the

horrors of Paris during some part of the French re-

volution, will be performed at Cadiz.

The militia of the city and county of New-York,
{says the Columbian) consists of ten regimen's of

infantry, one battalion of riflemen, one squadron
*>f cavalry, three regiments of artillery, one com-

pany of flying, do. and one company of veteran
volunteers. The field pieces are of brass, incom-

plete order for service, and well provided with am-
munition.

Exclusive of these, the heavy iron pieces mount-
ed on travelling carriages, and the small arms and
accoutrements in the arsenal, under commissary
M'Lean, are numerous and in perfect readiness, but

to what amount, we are not precisely informed.

The fortifications belonging to the United States,
exclusive of the forts at the Nairows, and immedi-

ately attached to the city, are as follows, and could

be strengthened by almost aMy number of cannon at

•the shortest notice.

City battery
Nortp do.

'On Bedlow's Island

On Ellis' do.

At Castle William

Tort Columbus

28 thirtyrtWo pounders
16

'

do.

30 twenty-four's
14' thirty-two's
26 forty-two's
26 ihirtv-tvvo's, and
50 fifty's
48 twenty-four's, and
57 18's beside* held

pie'.-;.

Total 350.

Letters have been received at Washington, which
state, tiiat a large body of Indians, say 3 or 400,
had assembled at the mouth of Cumberland river
north of the Ohio, Mho had taken 15 boats, and
killed every person on board of them except two,
that escaped in a canoe. We are sorry to be indu-
ced to believe there is two much truth in the state-

ments.
Three hogs were brought to Wilmington market

on the 11th inst. which weighed together 2301 lbs.

They were raised in the neighborhood.
London, November 5.

A curious invention has been adopted on board
some of our merchant ships, which seems excel-

lently calculated to prevent their being boarded by
the enemy's small privateers or boats. It consists
in fastening to the ruff-trees and quarter rails of the
vessels a set of boxes, which contain spring b.-.v-

onets four feet in length, and which in case of alarm
are immediately pushed out in a horizontal position,

thereby forming- aline of bayonets one foot asunder,
completely fore and aft over which it is extremely-
difficult for the boarders to pass. They seem to

meet with such general approbation, that it is very

probable they will supercede the use of boarding-

nettings.

.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
Thursday, January 23.—A few unimportant peti-

tions were presented and referred.

The navt'—The house again went into a com-
mittee of the whole, Mr. Nelson in the chair on
the navy bill.

On the motion to fill the first blank in the second
section (number of frigates) with ten, Mr. Widgery
spoke sometime in its favor.

The motion was lo§t by a large majority.
The vote taken yesterday, not to strike this sec-

tion, was re-considered, and the section was strick-

en out.

Mr. Cheves moved to fill the blank in the fourth

section (for the purchase of timber, &c.) with two
hundred thousand dollars annually for three years.
Mr. Rhea moved to strike out the section. Messrs.

Clay (the speaker) Wright, and Mitchell, opposed
the motion. It was lost, and the motion of Mr.
Cheves carried by a large majority.
The committee then rose and the house adjourned.

The Editors Department.
At this eventful crisis, when every ear is opened

to learn the proceedings of Congress—when mea-
sures ofthe most important nature and tendenev are

agitated or acted upon, it might be reasonably expect*
edthat the pages of the Register would be chiefly
devoted to these topics, though so voluminous as to

exclude almost every tiling else, without being
able to keep pace with them. The presentnumber
will befound highly interesting

—the letter from the

secretary of the treasury to the chairman of thecom-
mittee of ways and means, will command universal

attention—Its great length, connected with the ar-

rangements made previous to the receipt of it,

have compelled us to postpone the remainder of
J)Ir. Giles' speech

—the continuation of the History
of §pain, with many valuable articles of a miscel-

laneous nature. It' possible (compatible with ex-

isting necessity to reprint certain back numbers of
the Register) a supplement shall be issued next
week. tXj'JIdi-Lig discovered i/ie disadvantages of
the procedure, we shall not, infuture, so overload our-

selves with speeches as vie have done—but give a

<;ki;atb;; bjvsesIti of matter.
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« 1 wjsh no other herald
" No other speaker of fny living action?,
" To keep mine honor from corruption
'' P>ut such an honest chranicler."

Shak-speare
—nEXRT vrir.

Legislature of Ohio.
December 28, 1811.—A hill to' amend thejactre-

bating- to judgments and executions being' under

spnsideration—
On motion of Mr. T. Morris to agree to the first

":ct;on of said bill as amended, as follows :
—

Beit enacted bit t!:r genera! assembly of the state of

Ohio, that each person who has a family, shall he

allowed to hold twelve sheep, also the wool, and all

the yarn and cloth manufactured by such family,

exempt from all attachments, distresses-, executions

or sale for debt and damages ; and the question

thejreUpon being taken; it was determined in die

affirmative. Yeas 38—Nays 13.

Finances of Virginia.
HOUSE OF DELEGATES.

Friday January 10, 1812.—Mr. Purnall, from the

poramittee appointed to examine the treasurer's ac-

ounts presented a report, as follows:

Tha joint committee of both houses have, accord-

ing to order, examined the treasurer's accounts, from
die 1st day of Jan. to the 31st day of Dec. 1811,

inclusive, and find that at the last, settlement of his

accounts, on the thirty first day of December, 1810,
there remained in the treasury, a balance of one hun-
dred and sixty-e ght thousand two hundred and four-

teen dollars, and twenty-five cents: since>y."hich time,
the treasurer has received on public account the fol-

l-v.v.ng sums, Viz:

On account of the revenue tax 1811 260,472 46
Arrears of taxes 26,775 46
From clerks and notaries 24.057 91
D.vcrs persons on sundry accounts 21,508 86

Inspectors of tobacco 12,140 56
Militia fines 3.568 94
Bank of Virginia 33,000 00

Register of the land office 2,556 68

Penitentiary agents 11,108 81

Redemption nit land 17,905 41

Unappropriated land 643 13

g 414,133 S

Amounting, in .whole, including the

s.iid balance rema nmg in thi

treasury on die thirty-first da* of

December 1810, 168,214 25
to the sum of five hundred and

.eighty-two thousand, three bun-

erred and fifty two dollars, and
fe.rrv-seven cents.

SS 58^,352 47
Your committee further find, that the treasurer,

in the period aforesaid, has disbursed and admitted in

discount, according to Ucvv, the following sums, viz.

Expenses of the general assembly 54,974 85
Officers of civil gorernnien . 69,303 08
GfScers'c'f-mifiti 4,837 76

R>

Militia fine fund 2,773 27
Criminal charges and guards in the

country 21,416 06

Removing criminals to the peniten-

tiary

'

1,911 75-

Internal charges of the penitentiary

including officer's salaries 17,801 53
Slaves execu'.ed and transported 8,387 23
Puhl.c guard in the city of Richmond 7,904 03
LunaticHospital 8,069 25
Seventh instalment of the bank inclu-

ding one vear's interest on the state

shares in the same 34,800,00
Interest on the public debt 4,851 80
Pensioners 5,464 31

Repairs of public warehouses and com-
missioners 4,040 11

Commissioners of the revenue 16,981 25

Manufactory of arms, including foun-

dery and boring mill, and officer's

salaries 60,649
Rifles made under contract 5..000

For the purchase of lead and materials
for powder 527

PnbLc services of circuit court clerks 3,105
For clerk's and sheriff's fees 386

Representation to congress and state

senate 297 22

Mak.ng gun carriages, including ex-

penses of repairing arms under con-
tract 7.S29 40

Contingent expenses 14,383 3o

Special acts of assembly 4,875 18
Warrants not provided for 1,125 59
For budding a house for the governor 8,000 00
Certificates discounted 266 19

64
00

00
50
87

g 369,912 17

Amounting in the whole, to the sum
of three hundred md sixty-nine
thousand, nine hundred and twelve
dollars and seventeen cents, and

leaving on the 31st day of Decem-
ber eighteen hundred and eleven, a
balance in favor of the treasury of
two hundred k v.d twelve thou-

sand, four hundred and forty dol-

lars, and thirty cents.

Your committee having compared the warrants
:-:nd receipts in the treasurer's office, and having
found them to correspond with the different entries

in his books, have destroyed them, and also the

certificates which have been discounted.

Your committee have likewise examined the re-

gister of public debts, since the Inst settlement of*

the treasurer's accounts, and find that he has re-

newed certificates thereof, from No. 441 to No. 445
inclusive, and that the interest thereon has been cor-

rectly calculated.
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Finances of Kentucky.
In the House of Representatives, December 7, 1811.

The speaker laid before the house a letter from

lohn P Thomas, treasurer of this commonwealth,

'enclosing his account of the state of the treasury,

from the 10th day ofNovember, 1810, untd the 10th

day of November, 1811; which was then token up

and read as follows, to wit:

To the Honorable the Speaker

of the Honse of Representatives.

St«,_\ law makes it my duty to report to your

honorable house, on the 6th day ofyour session, the

state of the treasury; which with pleasure I here-

with enclose.

With respect, I am, sir, vour obedient servant,

JOHN P. THOMAS, Treasurer.

The Treasury to the State of Kentucky, Br.

November 10th, 1811—To cash in

the treasury on the 1 0th day of No-

vember, 1810, §16,112 11 5

To cash received of Sheriffs, from

the 10th dav of November, 1810, to

this dav inclusive, 41,745 20

To do. received of clerks of courts

the same time, 4,482 03

To do. received of non-residents the

same time, 11,253 15

To do. received of the register for

fees of office, do. 1,930 52

To do. received from the state bank

for shares on dividends 1st January
and 1st July last, 14,645 37

To do. received of Green lliver set-

tlers, same time, 29,419 94

To do. received on Tellico lands,

do. do. 103 20

To do. received of the estate of the

lute Colonel Johr. Ix>gan, deceased,

same time, 1,500

To do. received of Daniel Ramsey for

a stray horse, 15 54

To do. received of John Rowan for

land,
"
4 75

§121,242 81 5

Upon which sum, the keeper is entitled to his ten

per cent.—amounting to six hundred and thirty-five
dollars forty cents.

The debts due to the penitentiary in

notes and accounts, amount to g 13,008 21 "8

Cash in hand, 717 99
Raw materials, 1,526 55 8

Manufactured articles in hand, 1st

inst. 8,033 45 5

Amount due Treasury, as ^ «, . „~.

per appropriation in 1807 3
*^ '

Deduct for bad debts, 500

23,286 21 5

-4,500 00

Total worth, gl 8,786 21 5

The institution is, therefore, worth, after paying-
all demands against it, eighteen thousand seven

hundred and eighty six dollars, twenty one cents,

five mills.

There are thirty nine convicts in confinement.

Your obedient servant,
JOHN WATKTNS, a. p.

The speaker laid before the h»use a letter from

the auditor of public accounts, exhibiting the sums
drawn annually from the public treasury, for tlie

last five years," by brigade inspectors; which was

then taken up ?nd read as follows:

Auditor's Office, Bee. 9, 1811.

Sin—Pursuant to a resolution of your house of

the 7th inst. requiring of the auditor to report the

amount of money drawn from the treasury for five

years past, by brigade inspectors, the following re-

port is respectfully submitted:

From November 10th, 1806, to No-

vember 10th, 1807, S744 00

From November 10th, 1807, to No-

vember 10th, 1808, 763 75

From November 10th, 1808, to No-

vember 10th, 1809, 1.-208 00

From Novemhtr 10th, 1809, to No-

vember 10th, 1810. 924 25

From November 10th, 1810, to No-

vember 10th, 1811, 464 50

To cash in Uic treasury, lOthNovem-

b,.-, 1311, $31,196 43 5

COYTRJ, Or.

November 10tfi, 1811—By auditor's

warrants paid and taken in from

10th Nov. 1810, inclusive,

By militia certificates for Green Riv-

er land, same time,
Rv interest on them

By cash in the treasury 10th Novem-

ber, 1811

89,819 70

190 61

126 07

31,106 43 5

Total amount for 5 years past, §4,204 50

GEORGE MADISON, a. p. a.

$121*242 81 5

December 9.—The speakc'lnid before the house

a letter from the agent of the penitentiary house,

co"tamm;r his report ofthe accounts of that institu-

t;ar. and the number of convicts confined therein;

which was then taken up and read as follows, to

wit:—
Arkvt's Office, Dsc 9th, 1811.

The honorable John Sympson,
Speaker of the House of Representatives.
SIR}—This is my report concerning the peniten-

tiary. The labor performed by the convicts, from

the 'first of December, 1810, to the 1st inst. after

decu c.tiug the price of materials, amounts to six

thousand three hundred and fifty-four dollars.

Mr. Giles' Speech*
IN SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES,

December 17, 1811.

On the motion of Mr. Anderson, to strike out the

word "ten," for the purpose of inserting a small-

er number of regiments, in the bill to raise an ad-

ditional military force.

[coxciriiKi) fhom page 373.]

It will appear, said Mr. Giles, from the census

lately taken, that the population of the U. States

is perhaps not less than seven and an half millions

of souls. Now, sir, this must be a population of a

most extraordinary character, and under the influ-

ence of a government of a most extraordinary

organization, if it cannot command the services

of 35,000 men, upon the most extraordinary exi-

gencies. But we are not without a memorable ex-

periment upon the population and governments of

the United States, at a former period. In 1775,

1776, we commenced the revolutionary war with

Great Britain, with a population, very little, if at
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all, exceeding twomillions of souls.* Let us see the

cumber of regular troops, not merely voted, but

actually brought into the field, and paid for their

services during the whole of that war. They are

as follow:—Total in pav, in 1775—27,443; 1776—

46,891; in 1777-34,820; 1779-27,699; 1780—

21,015; 1781—13,292; 1782—14,256; 1783—13,476.

These are the regular troops' actually in pay, ex-

clusive of militia.

In making this comparative estimate, he was

willing, in these degenerate days, to give two, nay

three for one, over the population of 1775 and

1776; and it would appear, that the committee
j

had not drawn upon the existing population beyond i

moderation. With a double, nay threefold popula-

tion; with more than quadrupled pecuniary re-

sources; with a capacity for furnishing munitions

of war above one hundred fold, the committee pro-

posed to draw upon the existing population for

35,000 regular troops in the whole. In 1776, there

were actually in the field and paid, 46,891 regular

troops, exclusive of militia. Great Britain, with

a population of but little more than double that of

the United States; laboring too under a debt of

more than seven hundred millions of pounds ster-

ling, has, at this time, in her land and naval ser-

vice, perhaps 300,000 men; yet an alarm seems to

be produced here by a proposition to call into the

service of the United States, thirty five thousand

men. This too for repelling the aggressions of the

same Great Britain we encountered in 1775 and

1776; and for the same cause. Yes, sir; it is as

much a question of independence nou; as it was

then. It was tJu^-n a question, whether Great Bri-

tain should impose a tax of three pence per pound
on tea, when in our colonial state? It is no-w a

question, whether Great Britain shall regulate by
force the whole of our commerce, in contempt and

violation of the laws of nations, when we effect to

be in an independent state' If, sir, our fathers had

condescended to calculate the costs of a tax of thice

pence on a pound of tea, compared With the costs

of the war for achieving our independence, as some
of their sons are now doing with respect to the va-

lue of our commerce submitted to the regulation

of.Great Britain, we should not now have it in

our power to degrade their memories, by the pro-

fligate abandonment of the independence achieved

for us by the profusion of their blood and treasuic.

And what, sir, became of the 46.891 men raised to

oppose Great Britain in 177G } We know they were

sfien compelled to fly before superior British forces,

ztA by the waste of the war and short enlistments,

werereduced in 178J to 13,476. Yet we seem now
to be willing to fidl into this same fatal error—
And for what? and from what cause? From ground-
less and visionary fears of the possible influence of

r tguiir troops upon our liberties. But, sir, tfiese

tears come too late. They should have come upon
us long ago. It i:> too late to say, we are move
afraid of the meanj of annoyance, than the enemy
to be anuoyed. We ought to have submitted long

ago. \V*c have now taken the ground of resistance,
and cannot recede! lie hoped that the considera-

tions urn;, d tin' other day upon th.s subject, were

sufficient to demonstrate the fallacy of these alarms,
*»ni their unfortunate tendency in relation to the

public welfare in the present state of our affairs.—
Upon these views of the whole subject, he trusted

*
SOTT.s—POPrilTION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Atfour aeiieral periods.

1730 I 1790 I 1800 I 1810

2,051,000 | 3,929,326 f 5,308,666 \ 7,230,903

that the senate would concur with -the committee
in opinion that the number of men recommended,
is not too great for the purposes of thq government;
nor beyond the convenient abilities of the United

States.

Mr. G. said, he would now ptocecd to the (endcr-

est point of this discussion—the decrepid state of
the trcasurv department. Mr. G. said, he did not

think this the true standard for estimating the na-

tional resources, nor energies; nor for estimating
the means necessary for repelling aggressions upon
our national rights; nor is it the one recommend-
ed in the president's responsible message. But the

honorable mover had said, it demanded and ought
to receive our first attention. He complained too,
that Mr. G. had said the objects at stake were too

great for counting the costs. Mr. G. said, this

was not precisely the view he had before presented
of this part of the subject. The opinion he express-
ed was, that there would be an economy in furnish-

ing means sufficient to effect your objects; that the
costs could not be dttmed excessive, which would
ensure success; but if you dealt out your means so

sparingly as to fail of your object, it would then
become prodigal waste and profusion of economy.
To this opinion he still adhered; and he thought
that never was an occasion, where the remark
would apply with more force ar.d propriety, than
at present. The gentleman who expresses so much,
concern for the treasury department tell us, that the

gentleman at the head of that department possesses
the most splendid financial talents, &c. Mr. G. said,
he hoped he did; and he was not disposed to de-
tract aught from this impression; but he could not

help remarking, that he should feel more confidence
in that gentleman's financial reputation, if it were
founded more on facts, and less on rumor and an-

ticipation. The honorable secretary's financial re-

putation was made to his hands by others. He
has hid little or no share in it. He has

annually given us the most lucid views of the
amount and manner of revenue received at the

treasury, u hich was provided by others, and the
manner in which it has been disbursed for the pur-
poses* of the government. But this is no difficult

task, and is no evidence of financial bkill; which,;
he understood to consist in the faculty of getting
the most money into the treasury, with the least

Inconvenience to the contributors. He was not

disposed, however, to complain of this inactivity
on the part of the honorable secretary; because
the government h^d never called upon him for

greater exertions, and perhaps had no occasion to

have made such a call, until about three years ago.
But, sir, what does this gentleman tell us, upon
whose splendid financial talents we all rely? That
the national resources are equal to all the national

exigencies. In his last report, he says, in .';ub-

itance, there C41 be no doubt of the ability and the
will qf the nation to furnish all 'die necessary sup-
pi en. If, then, reliance can be placed on his splen-
did financial talents; only give them scope for ac-

tion; apply them to the national ability and will;
let them perform the simple ta.sk of pointing to the
true modus operandi,- and what reason have we to

despair of the repubLc? What reason have we to
doubt of the redundance of the treasury supplies*
Until now, tlu- honorable secretary has had, no
scope for the demonstration of his splendid finair-

cial talents. 01' all the revenues receivable at the

treasury, he knew of but one fund for which we
are indebted to the suggestion of that gentleman.,
That is what is culled the Mediterranean' Fund; and
that is annually presented to us in a. very awkward
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end crooked form. But against this rpay be placed
the repeal of the suit tux; one of the most Improvi-
dent measures ever adopted by this, or any other

government. He- presumed the secreltarv at feast

}ielded his assent to that measure. Mr. G. said, he

was extremely opposed to this measure at the time

of its adoption: had twice reported against it as the

chairman of a committee, to whom ihe subject was

referred; and he believed, it was twice rejected by
this honorable body. His single Vote, lie believed,

turned the scale. He should have persevered in

his opposition, notwithstanding the pwubu- cry
raised at the time; hut he yielded at length to an

imposing claim urgee! on him by many members of

the house of representatives
— that the house of re-

presentatives was peculiarly entrusted by the consti-

tution with the power of raising revenue; and it

could hardly be considered as correct in a
single

individual of the other branch of the legislature,
1o put his vote to a measure in relation to revenue,

which was recommended by so large a majority of*

tlia-t hr».rrh, to whose discretion rlf subjects of re-

venue were entrusted in a peculiar manner. To
this claim, and the very high respect he entertained

for the house of representatives, he yielded a reluc-

tant consent, upon condition that the repeal should

be postponed until one month after the meeting of

'he next session of congress; and that'the house of

representatives
would ag-aln review and consider

the subject. The month elapsed without re-enact-

ing the' law, and the tax ceased. Mr. G. sa.d, he

never ^ave a vote more against the conviction of

his own judgment than he did on that occasion, al-

though the motive was one which he conceived

ought to exempt him from censure If c,emlcmen

will uqw multiply the product of that tax, by the

number of years since it was taken off. they would

find, it would have produced all ihe sums which

have since been called for by loans, provided no

greater expenditures had been incurred fry the

rovernment than have taken place. Resides, the

diminution of treasury funds it has had the most

baneful influence upon the s; It wo- ks, wh'ch had

been established under its protection, and which

would, under the influence of (he same protection,

iti a very short time, have rendered us iridependenl

of foreign nations for the supply of this article of

the first necessity. He was not disposed, however.

on these accounts, to distrust the spiend d financial

talents of the honorable secretary; although can-

dour compelled hun to acknowledge, that he should

feel more confidence in them, if it were r.ot for the

unwillingness evidently manifested by that gem Io-

nian himself, during the last three years, in afi'ord-

have been
readily and zealously granted by congres-s

upon the executive request, at" any moment. When,
we were driven from that measure by the inexecutidn
of the law, this honorable body proposed a substi-
tute, in his judgment, infinitely better calculated
to retrieve the honor and promote the interests
of the nation, than the embargo itself. It \v«
done too against the known and anxious opposition
of the executive, acting, he beheved, under the
same unfortunate influence. Th : s measure consist-
ed :n presenting

- to the aggressing belligerents an
impartial and honorable proposition for accommo-
dation; and in the event of its rejection, to issue
letters of marque ;rd reprisal against the refusing
nation. This measure was so sliongly and obvious-
ly recommended by the pecul ar circumstances un-
der which we were coercively placed by both the

belligerents, that he was astonished at the anxious

opposition it received; and to the success of that

opposition, after the embargo was abandoned, may
clearly he traced all our present sufferings and de-

gradations. Roth the belligerents had determined
that we should be no longer neutral; and had adopt-
ed the most injurious measures .n relation to us, to

coerce us into the war; each urging- us to war against
its enemy. tVhat was the proper and manly reply
to theso aggressing nations? Here is a proposit'on
of accommodation to each ofyou; if either accepts,
we pleiige ourselves to issue letters of marque and

reprisal against the other,it refusing the accommo-
dation. This was the very situation in which each
Wished to place us against its enemy; and of course
both would probably have accepted the proposition;
one or other certainly would; and if the acceptance
of one before the other, would have produced a state

of hostilities against that other, it would have been
of very short continuance; because neither of them
would find any interest in a war against us; and
'each wished us to take part in the war, not against
itself, hut against its enemy; and perhaps theaccom-
inodation would not be the less durable for having
been :;ealcd with blood. This measure was not op-

posed upon its intrinsic merits or demerits; but it

n quired to be hacked with other measures of pre-

paration red expense: and hence the real cause of
its failure The practical understanding of the re-

jection of this measure, both at home and abroad,
was submission to the belligerent aggressions: or in

other words, notwithstanding all our previous pa-
triot c speeches and resolutions, we were determin-
ed not to resist by force. And what has been the

result of this conviction on the- part of the belliger-

ents, of submission on our part? Great Britain

immediately disavowed an arrangement made by .Mr.

iilt their usefulness to the government, in times Rrsk.ne, under the influence ot instructions given
whte.h imperious!} demanded their fidl and pvomptl under a contrary conviction: a conviction produc-
esertions. ed by the measures of this body, and by a report

Mr. Ci. said the recession ofthe treasury depart- ! made by a gentleman, then a member of the house

ment, from the tryjng difficulties of the nation dur-. of representatives, and whom I now see with pie:

ing that period, must he evident to e\e'i-y impartial

observer:' and he believed he w;»s acquainted with

circumstances which amountfad to a knowledge,
that all the measures wh.ch have dishonored the na-

tion during the same time, are, in a gi eat degree,

attributable to the indisposition ot the lale and pie-

sent administration to press on the treasury depart-

ment, and to disturb the pojiulauty and repose of

the gentleman at the head or it. That the .ncxecu-

tion of the embargo is properly attributable to that

cause, he had no doubt; and notwithstanding all

the clamor upon that subject, its mexecution pro-

duced its repeal. The executive refused to incur

the experts* and accept thr means necessary for its

effectual execution; which, he believed, would

sure. on this floor, anel a resolution adopted in con-

sequence of that report. This resolution declared

our chteiminat on to resist the belligerent uggrcss-

sions, with only two dissent.ent votes. The mea-
sures of this

-

house, Without any declaration, were

calculated to produce the same conv etion. In tins

state of things Mr. Krskine received his instructions

and a satisfactory arrangement.with Great Britair

was ihe conSequence; but the moment G. Rritair

found we had recede el from our own ground, and
faisefied our professions, she disavowed the arrang-

Jnent, and now perseveres .id' hostile inflexibility.
—

How did France act, upon heinp apprised of this im-

provident and fatal recession? Her emperor imme-

diate!} seized and confiscated all your property with-
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i» his control; unci his minister officially told us,
that he would have expected something' more from
a Jamaica assembly! It is not to be presumed that

Great Britum and France acted in concert upon
this unfortunate occasion; and therefore the anal-

ogous conduct of each, must he proof positive of
the practical understanding and effect of our depre-
cated recession. It was a declaration of submission
as far as submission consists in perusing resistance
bv force.* The government se ins now sensible of

"Note.—observe the chronological statement of
the following tacts, and mark, the obvious course of
cause and effict.

House of Representatives U.S. Dec. 13, 1308. The
|

beating down all the measures, which he btlieved,

question was taken on agreeing to the following res

this fauil i rror, and is determined to retrieve it;—
but. he was- sorry to observe, with measures as in-

efficient upon the principle of resistance by force,

as were commerc al restrictions, in a substitution

of that princ.ple. And when wc look for the causes

of this deplorable inefficiency, they resolve them-

selves, as hcretofo:.'. into tenderness for the treasury

department, &c.

Mr. Giles sad, that whilst upon this mostunplea
sant part of the subject , he wished to be indulged
in a few observations upon the state of our public;
debt; because this subject, in the hands of a skilful

financier, had been the most efficient weapon for

oiuh'm, .to wit:

''Resolved,, that the United States cannot without
a sacrifice of their rights, honor and independence.

words: "-and to cause to be iistted, ithder suitaole

filed?!": and precautions,, tetters of marque and feprt~
sal aP'j\iis!. the tuition thereafter continuing hi foren

submit to the late edicts ofG Britain and Prance." I*& wdaioful edicts against 'the commerce of the United

And resolved in the* affirmative as follows; yeas
118; nays 2.

Yr. as—Messrs. Alexander, AV. Alston, I.. Als-

ton, Bacon, Bard, li.irker, Rassettj Blackledge,
Rl.tke, Blount, Boyd, Boyle, Brown, Burwell,
Butler, Calhoun, G. \Y. Campbell, Champion,
Chittenden, Clay, Clopton, Culpepper, Cutts

States.

It vy'as resolved in the affirmative as follows:—
yeas 7<l; nays 33.
YR \S—Messrs. Alexander, \V. Alston, Bacon,

Barker, B,bb, Blackledge, Blake, Blount, Boyd,
Butler, Champion, Coo!:, Culpepper, Dana, Durell,
llo., Ely, Rppes, Fmdley, Franklin, Garnett,

Davenport, Dawson, Deane, Desha** Diirell, Elliot," ]
**bolsori, Goodwill, Harris, Helms, Humphreys,

Ely, Fmdley, Fisk, Franklin, Gardner, Carnctt, i

! ' s
'*-'.
v
> R. S.. Jackson, Jones, Kelly, Kenan, Lam-

GholsSn, Goodwjn, Gray, Green, Harris, He;si- i

De!'*J Levels, Livertnore, Lloyd, Lyon, Macon,
ter, Helms, Holland, Holmes, Howard, Hum- , Marion, Masters, Milnor, Jno." Morrow, Moseley,
phreys, lisle}-, J, G. Jackson, 11. S. Jackson,
Jenkins, Johnson, Jones, Kelly, Kenan, Kev,

Kirkpatrick, Lambert, Lewis, Lloyd, Love, Ma-
con, Marion, Masters, M'Creery" Milnor, I).

Montgomery, J. Montgomery, N. R. Moore, T.

Moore, Jer. Morrow, Jolm Morrow, Mosely,
Mumford, Nelson, Newbold, Newton, Nicholas,
Pitkin, Porter, Quincy, Randolph, Ilea, Rhea,
J. Richards, M. Richards, Russell, Say, Seaver,
Shaw, Sloan, Smelt, Smilie, J. K. Smith, J.

Smith, Southard, Stanford, Stedman, Storer,
Sturges. Taggart, Tallmadge, Taylor, Thompson,
Tngg, Troup, Upham, Van Allen, Van Gortlandt,
Van Horn, Van Ilensselear, Vcrphmek, Wharton,
Whitehill, Wilbour, Williams, A. Wilson, X. Wil-
son, Winn—118.

N vts—Messrs. Gardcnier, Hoge—2.

Senate of the U.S. Feb. 20, 1809.—The bill "to
interdict the commercial intercourse between the
United States and Great Britain and France, and
their dependencies, and for other purposes," was
read the second time, and considered as in com-
mittee of the whole; and the president reported the
bill to the house amended.
On motion by Mr. Reed, to strike out of the 11th

section, the following words: "And to cause to be
issued, under suitable pledges and precautions,
letters of marque and reprisal, against the nation
thereafter continuing in force its' unlawful edicts

against the commerce of the United States."
It was determined in the negative, as follows;

yeas 11—nays 14.

YF.AS—Messrs. Condit, Franklin,
Goodri

Mumford, Newbold, Pugh, Quincyi Randolph,
Rjker, Rowan, Sloan, J. K. Smith, S. Smith,
Southard, Stanford, Stedman, Storer, Sturges,
Swart, Tiiggai-t; Tallmadge, Thompson, Upham,
Van Allen, Van Cortlandt, Van Dyke, Van Ilensse-

lear, Yeiplanck, Whitehill, Wiibour, Williams,
Wilson—74.

NAYS— Messrs. Bard, Bassett, Bovle, Brown,
Calhoun, Clay, Cutts, Deane, Desha, Fisk, Green,
Holland, Holmes, Johnson, Love, M'Creery, J.

Montgomery, N. R. Moore, T. Moore, Newton,
Nicholas, Porter, Rea, Rhea, J. Richards, M.
Richards, Say, Seaver, Smilie, J. Smith, Taylor,
Wilson, Winn—38.

In Smut,; Feb. 28, 1809.—The Senate proceeded
to consider i he amendments of the house of repre-
sentatives to the bill entitled "An act to interdict
the commercial intercourse between the United
States and Great Britain and France and their de-
pendences, and for other purposes."
On the question to agree to the amendment of thn

11th section, as follows: strike out the words, "And
to cause to be issued, under suitable pledges and

-

precautions, letters of marque and reprisal against
the nation thereafter continuing in fbrceits unlawful
edicts against the commerce of the United States."

It was determine;! in the affirmative, as follows:—
yeas 17; nays 14. '-

YEAS—Messrs. Anderson, Bavard, Bradley,
Condit, Franklin, Gregg, Uowlaiid, Kitchel,

Mathcwson, MeigfS, Mitehill, Parker, Pope, Reed,
Sumpter, Tiffin, White—17.

NAYS—Messrs. Gaillftrd, Giles, Gilman, Good-

G^^To^tntM^^^ G
f^'\ /*£ fine's instructions were given on the 23d

son SmTth
?
Md Lith N fSth T ' 5 fl"*'

of¥Uai* 1809 ' :m,j his ™,gement proclaimed

runi-14
N
j\>

Smith' fen ' lim,! > by the president of the United States on the 19th of

House of Representatives U S Feb 94 1809 -O- fiij^ ' Th
i^ittgemeivt

was disavowed by
the question, that the house doTctnct ^ftS Tt FriT'^T'-nVfc

^°^Y' 18°\comSe of the whole in striking out of the IHh 23dmS 18W ^ ^^P 1** "*^
section of the above mentioned bill, the following
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"Were best calculated to support the character and

promote the interest of this country. Mr. G. said,

it has always given him pleasure to sec that debt in

a rapid state of reduction, and he had at all times

given his aid to facilitate that object. We had, how-

ever, experienced the effects of a debt, of above

80,000,000 of dollars, now reduced to perhaps
40,000,000 of dollars; yet this difference of the

amount of debt had never been felt by society. It

had produced no sensible effect upon the common
intercourse amongst men in their pecuniary affairs.

He asked every gentleman to reflect and recollect,
whether in his pecuniary arrangements, he ever

took into his calculations the present, compared
with the former state of the public debt? For his

part, he said, he should never have known of the

reduction of the debt, but for the annual treasury

report. The reason why a debt of eighty millions

of dollars is not felt, in the United States, is, that

the amount is so entirely withm their ability. Now,
sir, is it not infinitely better to restore the debt to

its former amount or more, when we know from ex-

perience how little influence it has on society, and
that influence will necessarily be diminished in

proportion to our increase in wealth and population,
than to surrender the smallest attribute of the na-

tional sovereignty'
Mr. G. said, before he concluded, he begged

permission to observe, that particular individuals

supposed they had an interest in imputing to him a

wish to involve this nation in a war with Great

Britain, and had accordingly reproached h:m with
the most unworthy epithets. He said, no gentle-
man present w.shed for peace, or deprecated a war
With G;ej.t Britain more than himself. He said he

hoped he was not blind to his own interests, nor

the interests of those inhabiting the same scene of

country with himself. It was imperiously their in-

terests, not only to preserve peace with Great Bri-

tain, but a free commercial intercourse with her.

Grain was the principal product for exportation in

that part of the country; Great Britain was almost
at all times in want of that article, and was at this

moment giving very high prices for it. Tlie coun-

try was generally in a very prosperous condition,
in consequence of this state of things, and it could

pot be desirable to change it. But lie never could
see the incompatibility between the desire of pre-

serving peace, and a preparation to meet unavoida-
ble war. It appears now to be almost universally

agreed, that if this course had been heretofore pur-
sued, it would have ensured peace; and if war
should now come, it would be in coi^equencc of
the fatal rejection of the proposed measures of pre-

paration for war. In £ict, there is no sounder

inaxim, than that a preparation for war, was the
surest mean of preserving peace. If in this moment,
in consulting his own and the nation's interest, in

the preservation of peace, he Were called on to de-
cide merely in reference to tut^t object, whether we
should now raise thirty thousand men (his favorite

number) or ten thousand, or no men at all, he
would certainly prefer the thirty thousand.

If you had 30,000 men on the confines of Canada,
Great Britain would then believe you were in ear-

rest. She would know that alter that force was
raised, it must be applied to its objects, and she
would of course begin to calculate itsconsequences.
If she found that the inconveniences of opposing
such a force, would not be compensated by her
hostile aggressions, she would probably abandon
them. If she thought that by the chances of war,
an obedient and friendly colony might be converted

into an enemy's country, it would afford a great
inducement to her to avoid the war. If she found
a hostile population approaching Halifax, the in-

ducement would be increased; for that is the point
nearest her heart; and she would risk much m its

protection. It is important to her, as a protection to
her West Indies, &c. Besides, the war would deprive
her of her best commercial customer, &c. &c. These
and similar considerations might induce her to pre-
fer peace. Without presenting a competent milita-

ry force, perfectly prepared and placed in a situa-
tion for action, none of these inducements for the

preservation of peace will be presented to the Bri-
tish cabinet. But if disregarding these considera-

tions, she should prefer war, no gentleman can seri-

ously conclude that even 30,000 additional troops
can be too many for the purposes of war.

Exports of the U. States for 1811.
The following letter was laid before the House of

Representatives on Thursday the 23d ult.

Treasury Department, Jan. 21, 1812.
Sir—I have the honor to transmit herewith a

statement of goods, wares and merchandize, export-
ed from the United States, during one year, prior
to the first day of October, 1811, and amounting to

61,316,833 dollars.

The goods, wares and merchandize, of
domestic growth or manufacture, in-

cluded in this statement, are estimat-

ed at 845,294,043
And those of foreign growth or manu-

facture at 16,022,790

S 61,316,833
The articles of domestic growth or mi.nufacturej

may be arranged under the following heads, viz.

Produce of the sea, 1,413,000
forest, -5,286,000

agriculture, 35,556,000
Manufictures, 2,376,000
Uncertain, 663,000

S 45,294,000
And they were exported to the following coun-

tries, viz.

To the dominions of Russia, Prussia,
Sweden and Denmark, 3,055,833

Ditto «reat Britain, 20,308,211
Ditto Spain and Portugal, 18,266,466
Ditto France and Italy, 1,194,275
To all other countries, or not distin-

guished, 2,469,258

£ 45,294*043
The goods, wares and merchandize of foreign

growth or manufacture, were exported to the fol-

lowing countries, viz.

To the dominions of Russia, Prussia,
Sweden and Denmark, 5,340,117

Ditto Great Britain, 1,573,344
Ditto Spain and Portugal, 5,772,572
Ditto France and Italy, 1,712,537
To all other countries, or not distin-

guished, 1,624,220

& 16,022,790
I have the honor to be, with great respect, sir,

your obedient servant,
ALBERT GALLATIN,

The Honorable tlie Speaker
of the Hovsc of liepivseatatives;
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.1 summary nf the value of export!from each state.

Domestic. Foreign. total.

New Hampshire
Vermont
Massachusetts
Rhode-Island

Connecticut
New-York

New-Jersey
Pennsylvania
Delaware

Maryland
Dist. of Columbia

Virginia
North Carolina
South Carolina

Georgia
f Territory of" U. S.

Total dollars

fMichigan terrify

Mississippi ternt'v

New-Orleans

Total dollars 2,523,280

315,054
538,306

6,042,645
944,868

994,216

8,747,700
1,871

5,694,447
76,945

4,553,582
2,060,331

4,798,612
793,975

4,650,934

2,557,225

2,523,28-

45,294,043

19,997

1,441

2,501,842

53,809

32,798

5,192,82J
626,556
38,138

3,518,515

3,865,670

11,687
2,280,405

2,920

23,695
4,001

210,295
11,641

149,840

16,022,790

1,632

148,208

368,863
571,101

11,235,465

1,571,424

1,032,354

12,266,215
1,871

9,560,117

88,632
6,833,987

2,063,251

4,822,307
797,976

4,361,279

2,563,866

2,673,122

61,316,833

21.629

1,441

2,650,050

149,840 2,673,120

Treasury Department,
Register't Office, January 20, 1812.

JOSEPH NOURSE, Kegister,

Banks of Pennsylvania.
The legislature of Pennsylvania lately appointed

a committee to examine and enquire into the state

and condition of three banks in which that com-
monwealth is interested, when the following highly

satisfactory results appeared:
The quantity of paper in circulation is as follows:

Bank of Pennsylvania, 1 ,425,203

Philadelphia, 713,300
Farmers and Me-

chanics, 804,730
2,943,242

But from this must be deducted
notes held mutually of each other

not in circulation—
Pennsylvania 506,266

Philadelphia 231,945
Farmers and Mechanics 337,752

1,075,963

Total in circulation by these three Banks, 1,867,279
The cash in hand is as follows—

Pennsylvania 1,071,136

Philadelphia 305,861
Farmers and Mechanics 345,695

Total cash 1,722,68.;

The deposits of individuals -in those banks are as

follows—
Pennsylvania 1,697*^6
Philadelphia 734,671
tanners and .Mechanics 927,612

South-America.
The people of the province of Carthagena, in

South America, through their representatives in

general congress assembled, at the city of Cartha-

gena, on the 11th of November last, published a

manifesto to the world setting forth their reason^

for declaring that province to be, from that day,
A FREE, SOFKREItttf AND INDEPENI1ENT STAT'.

"And tor the better securing and ejecting this our

declaration, (says the congress) we pledge our live?

and properties; swearing to spill the last drop of

our bipod in support of this so sacred and solemn a

declaration."

The first fruit of freedom at Carthagena, was the

abolition of the i.vauisiTiosr; in which city was the

chief veut of that accursed tribunal for all the pio-

vinces of Terra Firma. The buddings belonging
to the institution are devoted to Civil purposes.

We are extremely anxious for inteiligen.ee from

the other great provinces of this country, particu-

larly of Quito and Santa Fe; both of which, we

believe, with some others, have established free

representative governments. It is highly probable
that these several provinces will soon become

united under a general head, forming a greatfederal

republic, like that of the United States. The phi-

lanthropist has anticipated such an eveut lor seve-

ral years past.

The above mentioned declaration of independence
is placed on file, and shall be inserted in the iU-

GI9TEE.

djr* It would be desirable in this place to give a

short geographical sketch of the province of Car-

thageim, were the materials in our possession. Hut

we know little of its extent, population or resources.

It appears, on a map before us, to extend about

three hundred miles into the interior, bounded on
the north by New Grenedu, or, as it is frequently

called, St. Fe,- on the east by the province of St.

Martha, and on the west by JJarien, being, perhaps,
one hundred and sixty miles wide. Rtibertefoi* and

after him some others says, it is "thinly peopled,
and of course ill cultivated. It produces, however,
a variety of valuable drugs, and some precious

stones, purt.cul. i ,y emeralds." The city of Car-

thagena is one of the most important places in

Smith Amsr&a, "having the safest and best
forti-^

fied harbour of any in the An- ?ncan dominions of

Spain." It was the centre of a. vast commerce before

the late wars of Europe, and present disturbances

in Spam; all the revenues of the king from JVsw
Grenada and Terra Firma being brought to it The
streets are broad, straight and well paved; the

houses budt of brick or stone, generally one story

high. It
j.s nearly surrounded by ".-iter, but the

entrance of the harbor, defended by three strong
for,.-*, is so narrow that onh one vessel cm enter at

s tnue. The climate is unhealthy, yet the city is

saal to contain from '25 to 30,0J0 inhabitants. N.

lat. 10 27, W. Ion. (from Greenwich) 75 22.

3,359,949
The biiis discounted are—

By bank of Pennsylvania and branches 5,088,305

By bank &f Philadelphia and brancnes 2,873,480

By Fawners and Mechamcs 2,849,1)30

10,811,715

*
It is about 23 years since Jiobertson

,
n writings

were published, and tiie information his work.con-

veys of the then existing state of the councn , is

very slight indeed. As heretofore observed, it has-

been the constant policy of Spain to keep fro'u the

world every tiling relative to her colou.es, as well J-i

to kxep tiie colonists ignorant of what was dung in

tiie world. Hence ouuwant of knowie3.ge of die

geography at'tlmtSfc extensive countries.
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Caracas.
Late accounts from this new republic announce

the success of their cause and- triumph of their

principles. Vakntia, to which the tories chiefly

resorted, has attached itself to the new government,
and its police is completely organized, according to

the new order of things. St. Martha still holds out,
but had been kindly entreated to cease an useless

opposition, being given to understand, at the same

time, that measures of force would be resorted to if

the royalists continued to thwart the views of the

republicans. The gazettes are filled with essays
agamst monarchy, and the inquisition, and in favor
of popular government. If our file affords any
thing worthy of translation it shall be inserted in

the Register. From the general aspect of their

affairs, and the means of defence provided, there
is every reason to encourage the pleasing hope, that

the change will be permanent.

The Small Pox.

"One hundred and sixty persons (savs the Na-
tional Intelligencer) died of the SMALL POX in

the city of New-York, in the year 1811; and yet,

strange to pay, '-accinalion is performed gratia kt
the dispensary of that place." But nine or ten

persons have died of this loathsome disease in every
week, for some weeks past, in the city of Baltimore,

though vaccination is performed gratis at the dis-

pensary, at the "Vaccine Institution," and by al-

most every physician in the city; some of whom
have publicly invited, nay, begged the people to

come to them, without fee or reward, in order to

exterminate it. What excuse can parents or guar*
dians give for neglecting to use the preventive so

bountifully afforded by Providence, and so gener-

ously offered at their very doors? IIow will they
account for the death of their children and others

committed to their care, in neglecting, wilfully

neglecting, so important a duty? Ts it not sinful to

omit this duty, knowing its consequences; is it

not murderous? Aye, "Murdf.ii of the first

degree." It is disgraceful to humanity to be as-

sured that such horrible negligence exists—it goes
far to reduce us to a level with the brute creation

supposed never to reason, yet instinctively avoiding
the paths of knoirn danger. There are no doubt,
some fatal cases which prudence, itself, covdd hard!,

prevent—but they are too few to do more than af-

ford exceptions to this general censure.

Official Papers.
Accompanyimg the Secretary of tlie Treasury's annual report. (See page 229.)

(continued from i>age 368.)
(B 2)

Ji statement of the duties which accrued on the principal articles imported from Great
Britain and her dependencies, during the year 1810, with an estimate of the debentures

issued on the same articles, deduced from a comparison with the whole amount of duties

accruing, and debentures issued during the same year on all articles of the same description

importedfrom all countries.
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D.

Jin estimate of the principal redeemed

October, 1810, to the 30th September IS 11

September, 18 U.

of the debt of the United States, from the. 1st

; and alsofrom the ist,J}pril, 1801, to the 30th

Q\ ACCOUNT OF THE DOMESTIC. DEDT.

Redemption from
1st October, 1810,

to 30th Septem
ber,1811.

The amount of warrants issued on
the treasurer of the United States,

on account of the interest of the
domestic debt, and of the reim-
bursement of the old six percent,
and deferred six per cent, stocks,
from the first of October, 1810, to

the 30th September, 1811, exclu-

sive of a re-payment of 140,000
dollars and of the re-irnbursc-

ment of the exchanged six per
cent, stock, as stated below, was §3,153,408 01

Deduct interest, which accrued du-

ring- the same period, calculated

quarter-yearly, 1, 346,260 4.5

Re-imbursement of the old six per cent, and de-
ferred stocks,

Ditto of the navy six per cent, stock,
Ditto ofthe five and a half per cent, stock,
Ditto of the four and a halfper cent, stock,
Ditto and purchase of eight per cent, stock,
Ditto ditto of the exchanged six

per cent, stock, ...
Payments made for lands, in certificates of the

debt of the United States,
Ditto to foreign officers, and for certain

parts of the domestic debt,
Ditto on account of domestic loans,

Reimbursements of the foreign debt,

i

1,307,147 56

3,751,125,26

g 5,058,272 82

Redemption from 1st: Total redern/ftion

April, 1801, to 30thfrom 1st April,

September, 1810, per^l801,to30tfi Sep-
the secretary's report, tember, 1811.

of Uth Dec. 1810.

12,005,699 01

711,700
1,847,500

176,000

6,359,600

2,542,225 86

268,240 70

90,092 58

3,440,000

faj 10,075,004

37,516,062 15

13,312,846 57

711,700
1,847,500

176,000
6,359,600

6,293,351 12

268,240 70

90,092 58

3,440,000

10,075,004

(6)42,574,33397

8 42,574,334 97

(~aj This sum of §10,075,004 is the true amount of the foreign debt (including principal and premi-
ums) actually due on the 1st April, 1801. The whole of it having been re-imbursed, this sum is sub-
stituted for that of $10,239,442 33, inserted in the estimate (D.) of last year, in which the advances for

interest payable in Europe on the Louisiana stock, had been blended with the payments for principal
of the old foreign debt.

CbJ To this sum of ---.----
must he added,

Difference between the nominal amount of three per cent, stock

extinguished and that of converted stock issued under the act of the
11th of February, 1807, $ 1,001,4.58 45

DifTerenceJbetween the nominal amount of six per cent, and deferred
stocks as here stated and the amount actually re-inibursed, as per ac-
counts settled at the treasury, arising from unclaimned dividends and
arrears of interest, ...... - 280,884 60

1,292,343
From which deduct re-irnbursement on stock paid in for lands prior

to the 30th September, 1805, ..... 4,229 90

True amount re-imbursed from 1st April, 1S01, to 30th September, 1811,
The re-imbursement of six per cent, and deferred stocks, on the 31st

December, 1811, is estimated at ..... 865,90997
Ditto of converted stock .... 1,294,452, 29

1,288,113 15

843,862,448 12

2,160,362 26

Amount re-imbursed from 1st April, 1801, to 1st January, 1811, as

per secretary's report, ........ §46,022,81038
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register* office, 20th November, 1811.

(to be continued).

JOSE PI* NOURSE, Registsr.
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Twelfth Congress.
IN SENATE.

Monday, January 27.—Mr. Franklin, from tb-e

committee to whom was referred the bill authoris-

ing the president of the United States to accept and

organize certain volunteer military corps, repor-
ted the bill with amendments.

Tuesday, January 28.—The bill in addition to the

act supplementary to the act concerning the com-

mercial intercourse between the United States and

Great Britain and France, he. being under conside-

ration, Mr. Oilman moved to postpone the further

consideration until the 1st Monday in June, which

motion was negatived 19 to 10. On motion of Mr.

Lloyd, it was postponed till the first Monday in

March, 27 votes to 2.

The bill to continue in force for a further time the

.first section of the act further to protect the com-
merce and seamen of the United States against the

Barbary powers, was read the third time and passed.
The bill supplementary to the act regulating the

grants of lands appropriated for the refugeei from

the British provinces of Canada and Nova-Scotia,

was recommitted. Adjourned.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
Friday, January 24. The house again resolved

itself into a committee of the whole, Mr. Nelson in

the chair, on the bill concerning the naval establish-

ment: and after a speech from Mr. Gold in favor

of the bill, the blank in the section for providing a

dock-yard, was filled with one hundred thousand

dollars.

Mr. Rhea moved so to amend the bill, as to fix

the dock-yard in the navy-yard at Washington
city; but his motion was negatived by a large ma-

jority.
On motion of Mr. Cheves, the words "central

and," were struck out, so as to leave the scite of
the dock-yard to be determined by the executive.

The committee having gone through the bill, rose
and reported it to the house with the amendments.
The house took up the bill; and on the question of

filling up the blank for repairing the vessels on
band with/bur hundred and eighty thousand dollars,

it was carried; yeas 90; the nays were as follows:

NAYS—Messrs. Bibb, Bovd, Brown, Cochran,
Frankhn, Gray, B. Hall, O. Hall, Lacock, Lyle,
Macon, M'Xee, Metcalf, Piper, Rodman, Seaver,

Shaw, Smilie, G. Smith, Stanford, Whitehall,
Williams—23.
The question was next put upon agreeing to the

report of the committee to strike out the second
section ofthe bill, which contemplated the building,
of new frigates; when Mr. 1). It. Williams spoke at

length against the bill, and was replied to by Mr.
Cheves. The house adjourned without taking the

question.

Saturday, Janvary 25.—Mr. D. R. Williams gave
notice that he should, the first opportunity which
he could get, call up the bill for classifying and arm-

ing the militia of the United States.

After some remarks Mr. Condit offered the fol-

lowing resolution to the house:

"Resolved, That the committee of ways and
means be directed to enquire into the causes of the

suspension of payment and losses which have ac-

crued from the defalcation of public officers, and

report to this houne what alterations or amendments
are necessary in the laws for the collection of the

revenue, in order to secure the prompt payment of
its officers in future.''

After a few explanator)' observations from Mr.
Bacon (chairman of the committee of ways and

means) from which it appeared that the attention of
the committee had already been drawn to this sub-

ject, the resolution was agreed to.

The house then took up the order of the day,
which was the bill concerning the naval establish-
ment. And the question on agreeing to the report
of the committee of the whole to strike out the
second section of the bill, which provided for the

building of anumber of new frigates, being under

consideration, Mr. Wright and Mr. Quincey spoke
against striking out the section, and Mr. Fisk and
Mr. M'Kee in favor of the motion. The house

adjourned without taking the questien.

Monday, January 27.—Mr. Bacon from the com-
mittee of ways and means, reported a bill making
appropriations for the service of the government
for the year 1812, which was committed.

Mr. Seybert said, that when he considered it his

duty to take up the subject of the navy, he had oc-

casion to look into the expenses of that establish-

ment, and especially into the expenses of the navy-

yard in this city; and from examining the account

lately laid before this house by the secretary of the

navy, of the expenses of 1810, he was induced to

offer the following resolution:

"Resolved, That the secretary of the navy be
directed to lay before this house, a statement of the

expenditures of public monies in the navy-yard of
the city of Washington, during the pusi year, dis-

tinguishing the value of the materials used for re-

pairs, the labor bestowed and the nature of the
work performed, the number of officers, overseers
and workmen, together with their pay and duty."

Mr. Basset hoped the gentleman from Pennsyl-
vania would have no objection to add the navy-yard
of Philadelphia to the resolution.

Mr. Seybert declared he would not; and on sug-

gestion of Mr. D. R. Williams, the resolution was
so modified as to embrace all the navy-yards, and

then agreed to.

The house then took up the order of the day,
viz. the bill concerning the navy; the question of

agreement to the report of the committee of the

whole to strike out the section for building new

frigates being still under consideration, Mr. Bibb

spoke at some length against the navy establishment,

and Mr. Nelson in favor of it: when
After a few remarks from Mr. Smilie against the

navy, and from Mr, Widgery in favor of it, the

question on agreeing to strike out the section for

building the negates, was carried 62 to 59. The
Yeas and Nays as follows:

YEAS.—Messrs. Anderson, Archer, Bacon,

Bfird, Bibb, Boyd, Brown, Burwell, Butler, Coch-

ran, Clopton, Crawford, Davis, Desha, Dinsmoor,

Earle, Findley, Fisk, Franklin, Gholson, Goodwyn,

Gray, Grundy, B. Hall, O. Hall, Harper, Hint, .

Hyneman, Johnson, Kent, King, Lacock, Lefevre,

Lyle, Macon, M'Coy, M'Kee, Metcalf, .Morgan,

Morrow, New, New bold, Ormsby, Pilkens, Piper.

Rhea, Roane, Roberts, Rodman, Sage, Seaver,

Sevier, Seybert Shaw, Shelley, Smilie, G. Smith,

Stanford, Strong, Tailiaferro; Whitehall, Williams,
—62.
NAYS.—Messrs.' Alston, Baker, Basset, Bige-

low, Bleeker, Breckenridge, Brighum, Calhoun,

Champion, Cheves, Chittenden, Condit, Davenport,

Dawson, Fly, Emott, Fitch, Gold, Green, Hawei,

Jackson, Key, Law, Little, Livenston, Lowndes,

Maxwell, M'Bride, M'Kim, Milnor, Mitch-

dl, Moselv, Nelson, Newton, Pearson, Pitkin,
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Piensatits, Pond, Porter, Potter, Quincy, Reed,

Richardson, Ringgold, Sammons, J. Smith, Stow,

Sturges, Taggart, Tracy, Troup, Turner, Whea-

ton, White, Widgery, Wilson, Winn, Wright—59

The next question was, on agreeing with the

committee of the whole to fill the blank for provi-

ding ship timber and other imperishable materials

with the words two hundred thousand dollars, which
was carried 92 to 37.

NAYS—Messrs. Anderson, Bibb, Boyd, Brown,
Cochran, Clopton, Desha, Gray, Grundy, B. Hall,
O. Hall, Hufty, Johnson, Lacock, l^efever, Lyle,
Macon, M'Kec, Metcalf, Morgan, Mor.ow, New
bold, Pickens, Piper, Rhea, Roberts, Rodman,
Sage, Seaver, Sevbert, Shaw, Smilie, G. Smith,
Stanford, Strong," Whitehill, Williams—37.
Another question was on agreeing with the com-

mittee of the whole to make the above appropria-
tion for three years, viz. for the years 1812, 1813
and 1814. This motion was carried 67 to 52.

The next question was on agreeing with the com
raitteeof the whole to appropriate one hundred thou-

sand dollars for providing a Dock Yard.

Mr. Rhea moved to strike out the section; but
this motion being decided to be out of order, Mr.
D. R. Williams spoke against the propriety of ap-
propriating money without estimate, for an object
not wanted until we went about building 74's.

The House adjourned,on motion of Mr. Smilie, with
out taking the question.

Tuesday, January 28.—Mr. Jackson presented a
memorial and remonstrance from certain inhabitants
of East Greenwich, Rhode-Island, condemning, in

strong terms, a resolution some time ago introduced

by a member from New-York, offering a bounty to

American seamen, on board British vessels, who
should bring in any such vessel into the ports of the
United States. This remonstrance, was very long,
and contained a number of severe reflections upon
the measures of government. After the reading
had progressed for some time, the further reading
of the paper was objected to, on the ground of its

being indecorous. This producing some debate,
Mr. J. withdrew the memorial.
The Speaker declared, that in future, when he

discovered that any paper presented to the house
was couched in disrespectfuland improper language,
he should consider it his duty to take the sense ofthe
house on the propriety of suffering the reading to

progress.
Mr. Bibb presented a petition from the managers

of a manufacturing company inGeorgia,praying for

permission to supply the Indians with such goods
as they may be able to manufacture.—Referred to
the committee on Indian affairs.

The Speaker laid before the house a communica-
tion from the Treasury Department containing state-
ments of the miscellaneous expenses of the'treasu-

ty, war and navy departments paid at the treasury
during the year 1811, and an account of the expen-
ditures at the several ports of the United States on
account of sick and disabled seamen, and of con-
tracts and purchases made by the collectors for the
year 1810, which was ordered to be printed.

Mr. Archer [after some remarks expressive of his
repugnance of applying to stamp duties and excise
laws] offered the following resolution:

"Resolved, That the secretary of the treasury be
directed to give this house such information as he
may possess relative to the

practicability of effect-

ing loans for the government of the U. States and to
what amount such loans may be obtained, and at
what rate of in* "rest."

After Mr. Smilie had caused an extract from Mr.
Gallatin's late letter, touching this subject, to be
read, the resolution was agreed to.

The order of the day, viz. the bill concerning
the naval establishment, was then taken up; and
the question on agreeing to the report of the com-
mittee of the whole to fill up the blank in the sec-

tion providing a dock-yard, with one hundred thou-

sand dollars, being under consideration, Mr.
Cheves stated the grounds upon which the com-
mittee had recommended this provision of the bill,

and replied to some remarks of his colleagoe (Mr.

Williams) made yesterday.
Mr. Rhea then moved to strike out the whole

section in relation to the dock-yard, which after

some little debate, was carried 56 votes to 52.

Mr. Blackledge moved a new section to the bill

providing for the building of four seventy-four gun
ships. As an inducement to the house to adopt this

new section, he stated there were sufficient timber

and guns on hand; that the whole expense would
not exceed 1,300,000 dollars, and the guns and tim-

ber being already provided, an appropriation of

824,000 dollars only, would be necessary to com-

plete them.
The question was negatived 76 to 33.

The hill was then ordered to be engrossed for a
third reading to morrow.
On motion of Mr. D. R. Williams, the house

resolved itself into a committee of the whole, Mr.

Breckenridge in the chair, on the bill supplementa-

ry to an act more effectually to provide for the na-

tional defence, by establishing an uniform mditia

throughout the United States; and to an act mak-

ing provision for arming and equipping the whole

body of the militia of the United States. The bill

having been gone through, without amendment,
Mr. Williams said, it might be expected from

him, as a duty to state what were the reasons which

induced the committee to bring forward this bdl.-—

As the day was far spent, however, and as this

could be as well done in the house, as in the com-

mittee of the whole, he would move that the com-

mittee rise and report the bill. The committee

rose accordingly.

[A sketch of the bill was given in our last.]

Wednesday, January 29.—Mr. Harper presented the

petition of the directors of the New-Hampshire Iron

manufacturing company, stating, that they had

expended large sums of money in the erection of

their works, without being able, as yet, to make

ihem in any degree profitable; owing to the low

price at which British articles of the kind which

they make, have been sold; they pray, therefore

for an additional duty on all imported hollow iron

ware.—Referred.

Mr. Milnor presented the petition of the survi-

ving officers of the Pennsylvania line, praying for

remuneration for their revolutionary services, which

was referred to a select committee.

The engrossed bill concerning the naval establish-

ment was read the third time and passed. The

Yeas and Navs on its passage were as follows:

YEAS.—Messrs. Alston, Anderson, Basset,

Blackledge, Breckenridge, Burwell, Butler, Cal-

houn, Cheves, Chittenden,, Condit, Davenport

Davis, Dmsmoor, Ely, Emmot, F.ndlcy, iisk,

Fitch, Franklin, Gholson, Goodwin, Green,

Harper, Ilawes, Hyneman, King, Little, Living-

ton, Lowndes, Maxwell, Moore, M'Bnde,

M'Coy, M'Kim, Milnor, Mitchell, Nelson, New-

ton, Pitkin, Pleasants, Pond, Porter, Potter,

Richardson, Ringgold, Rhea, Seybert, 8heffey, C.
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Smith, J. Smith, Srewart, Stow, Sturges, Taggart,

TalliafeiTO, Tracv, Troup, Turner, Van Cortlandt,

Wheaton, White, Wilson, Winn, Wright—65.

NayS _Messrs. Bacon, Bibb, Boyd, Brown,

Cochran, Crawford, Desha, O. Hall, Hufty, John-

son, Lacock, Lyle, Macon, M'Kee, Metcalf, Mor-

gan, New, Newbold, Piper, Roane, Roberts, Rod-

man, Sage, Seaver, Shaw, Smilie, Stanford, Strong,

Whitehill, Williams—30.
The house then took up the bill for classifying

and arming the militia; when Mr. D. R. Williams

spoke at considerable length in its favor, explain-

ing the objects of the bill, and Mr. Mitchill against

it, who concluded his observations by a motion to

strike out the first section of the bill. He was

followed by Mr. Wright in favor of the bill. After

Mr. W. had been speaking a considerable time, the

speaker observed that there was not a quorum of

members present. A motion was made to adjourn,
and carried.

[For Thursday's proceedings seepage 403.]

"Legitimate Princes/*"

I never hear an American citizen speak of the" le-

gitimacy" of princes without indignation or pity. It

"betokens a dangerous foreign influence, or betrays
a weak mind: the latter may be commiserated, but

the. former must be despised. The legitimaqi of

kingsis in the strength of their swords, and their

pretensions to a " divine right" to govern, absurd
in the extreme. If the fact were disputable, I would
disire no better evidence to establish it, than the

inconsistencies of those who affect to fight for "
le-

gitimate princes" in Europe, or prate about them
in America; as from this the knavery is demon-
strated. Truth is simple, eternal, universal—the

same in India as in Spain,- and applies equally to

things belonging to the everlasting snow-capt
Andes, as to the regions of the burning zone:—
time or place can make no alteration of it.

A "
legitimate prince," son of the late Tippoo

sultan of India, a little while agr>, put a period to

his existence by discharging a fowling-piece into

his chest, at Calcutta. The father of this "
royal

prisoner'" had been despoiled of all his rich posses-
sions by the British—he M'as slain when gallantry

defending his country, sword in hand, against the

"mercenary bandits of the usurper." His fatally
and friends were carried into captivity, and his late

valuable dominions annexed to the British territo-

ries. The war was evidently provoked, or rather

sought for, by the British—the fact is admitted by
their own historians. The power of Tippoo was

-•feared; and his possessions, rich in resources, were

very convenient to the spoilers of the east. Y.engi
Khar and 'Nadir Sham were humane and merciful,

j

mild and beneficent, compared with the late con-

querors and present possessors of India. It lias i

frequently been stated and never denied, (that T have ;

heard of,) that in thirl y-fi >"e years
—from 1758 to

'

3793, more than thirty-six milMofts of the people of ;

this country, perished by the sword or famine, in !

consequence of the invasion of the British} whose in-
j

trigues, in exciting the various petty princes to war
against each other (that their forces might be mu-
tually weaken-*-!) were not less cruel than their mo-

nopolies of rice, which btrewed the high-ways so

thickly with the dead} is to tender them sometimes i

impassable for carriages.* Tins is no rrfefcaphor
— it

j

*
This devastation is not easily conceived Al-

!

lowing tbe whole of the persons destroyed to have
\

been cist into one heap and allowing each to occupy
'

is plain matter of fact. Of the destruction since 1793we have not seen an estimate—it is, however decla-
red that where flourishing cities once stood, the
tyger holds his savage habitation; and that great
districts, lately fertile and highly cultivated, are
turned into jungles or thickets, arid desolate.
But to wipe off the "usurpation" of India, and

cleanse herself from the blood of thirty-six millions

destroyed by her lust for territory in Asia, "Great
Britain is fighting for the liberties of the wouij»"
—in Europe?—deprecating the inordinate ambition
of Bonaparte who wants to rule over, not to kill,
ten or eleven miliums of Spaniards,—and denounc-

ing him as the most perfidious of wretches for

keeping Ferdinand from his people. Agreed that
he is so but is Ferdinand better than Tippoo?
Why are the claims of the former so much more
powerful than the claims of the latter to this "shield

of afflicted humanity" the English nation, and their

friends? Young Tippoo was the lawfnl child of the

prince his father, and lived unimpeaehed of crime.
Ferdinand was infamously acknowledged by Ids own
mother to be the fruit of her adulterous intercourse
with the villain Godoy, whose connection with her
was notorious to all the civilized world; and he was

charged by the man to whom he supposed him- elf

indebted for Lfe—the h-ing^ of a design to murder
him;—which confession and allegation there are the

strongest reasons to believe were true.

We should call things by their proper names
The same causes that led Great Britain "to fatten

the fields of Indostan with the blood of her sons,'
;

prompted the emperor of France to invade the

peninsula; and the same causes that led Bonaparte
to invade the peninsula, induced Great Britain to

cherish the opposition of the Spaniards. Suppose
(as was talked of some ve.';rs ago) the French had
marched an army to India, furnished the natives

with the munitions of war, and excited the former

subjects of Tippoo to revolution—would the Indians'

have been called ""patriots" 6? the'French acquir-
ed honor for their magnanimity? I ihink they
would not; it would be evident that the- French were

using the people of India to carry on the war against
their enemy, the British—and so, in the plain truth,
are the British using the Spaniards to carry on the

war against their enemy, the French.

What are the alliances of kings? Bargains of

necessity or • convenience—contracts of plunder,
devastation and blood. The "legitimate" sovreigns
of Jltissia, Austria and Prussia entered into a "holy
alliance" and like the robbers of the Appenines
assailing

- the cottage of the peasant, they inva-

ded Poland, and dispossessed her "legitimate sove-

reign" of the greater part ofhis "legitimate" domi-

nions. Great Britain allied herself to almost every

"legitimate" power of Europe at the commmencc-
ment of the French revolution, and the object or"

the allies was, to partition and curtail the domi-

nions of ^France, and impose a king upon the re-

maining possession, without the consent of the

people. In his late correspondence with the secre-

tin- of state, the British minister, Mr. Foster, pre-

fers a compiaiut against Bonaparte for compelling
tile governments of Europe to adopt his commer-
cial restrictions. Has the minister forgotten what

Britain and her allies did against France? Docs

he not1know that Nervey, the minister of his king

only s:x feet—that heap would be nearly three

rru'/es long, three 7»iles wide and three miles high.'—

and, with the bodies, a road 12 feet wide might be

covered as ifpaved with stone, the length ol three

thousand fair hundred miles.
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:\ the court of Tuscany, literally bullied the grand toforce France to receive into her harbors, British

uuko (disposed to remain neutral) into a declaration 1 manufactures" as a condition for the repeal of the

of war against the French republic, under no less a orders in council.

penalty than that of having his territories invaded Having
1

asserted that he did make this demand,
by an overwhelming army, while a British fleet

should batter down" the city of Leghorn? France

and Si'Aiv were at peace with Portugal—the royal
families of the two latter nations were intimately al-

lied bv marriage
—vet France and Spain plotted the

dismemberment of Portugal, and actually compell-
ed the court to seek its safety in flight

—can we then

feel commiseration for the old king of Spain, see-

ing this very league to destroy Portugal brought
about his own-ruin? £Vn&>KWM?COnspired to dispos-
sess Charles of the throne, by violence—and Bona-

part? compelled Ferdinand to resign the pretension
.so obtained! Here the account is balanced and

Ferdinand, at least, treated justly. Great Britain

\v:is at peace with Denmark—but Copenhagen was

treacherously assailed) and the fleet carried off.—
France pretended Portugal thwarted her views re-

garding England.' and England affected to believe

that France might obtain the Danish navy. With-
out"a declaration of war, France commenced hos-

tilities against Spain, and, tmder like circumstan-

ces, Gr.-at Britain effected her famous seizure of
the Spanish frigates laden with specie, returning
from the colonies. The French troops, under se-

cret orders, made themselves masters of many for-

tresses in Spam, and the British fleet, with sealed

orders, to be opened in a certain latitude, robbed
the Spaniards «»f their money. Hut it is a sicken-

ing detail, and we hasten to close it by observing,
that "legitimate" princes always have done, and

necessarily will do, such illegitimate acts—"a cor-

rupt tree cannot bringforth goodfruit."
The emperor of France declares himself a friend

to the liberty of the seas—because his navy cannot

cop;' with that of England. The-

British ministry
would make us believe they are fighting for the

or what is tantamount to it, it became us to ex-
amine the grounds on which our assertion rest-

ed; to retract it, if erroneous—and maintain it, if

just. Ave have done so—and in despite of the mist
that obscures all Mr. Foster has said, think ive

perceive clearly that we have not wronged this re-

presentative of George III. If room is afforded
next week, we intend to introduce a few extracts
from the correspondence which gave rise to the

accusation, in proofof its rectitude—always bearing
in mind the saying of old Job—"O that mine enemy
had written a book.'"

liberties of the -world—meaning only those parts

they cannot conquer for themselves; witness India
and frelan d. Such are the consequences which trulj
attach themselves to the pompous declamations of
the Hberty-loving creatures. When Bonaparte shall

give freedom to the land, we may be inclined to

bel-cve he is a friend to the liberty of the sea. And
when Britain, who has dethroned more "legitimate"
princes in >lcia than reign in all Evrope, shall res-

tore them to their territories and their people, and
cease t(; be a robber and man-stealer on the ocean,
some credit may be due her exalted pretension.

H. N.

Massachusetts.
The state of parties in the house of representa-

tives of Massachusetts, is ascertained by the yeas
and nays on the reported answer to the governor's
speech, which is as "warmly" republican as any
publ.c paper we ever saw. On foreign relations,,
the bouse says, "the period has now come when this-

country mist cease to be an independent power, or-

reclaim her vsurped rights," and points directly to a
war with England. Of the internal opposition they
declare—"It is the peculiar misfortune of this com-
monwealth that the enemies of the United States have
most of them, rendezvoused in this capital [Boston]
and its vicinity." The reply shall be inserted at

length, as usual, when room permits:
For this reply there were, ayes 223—nays 110—

majority in favor 113.

Mr. Fosters explanations.
On reviewing the whole of this gentleman's cor-

respondence with the secretary of state, we are irre-

sistibly led to conclude that he is the most extraor-

dinary envoy [reversing his title] that ever left the
island of Great Britain, on any mission whatever.
Op.e half of his letters are incomprehensible, and
the other half is among the dullest of ail composi-
tions. The secretary of state seems out ofpatience-
with him, and well he may be;—Mr. F. has been

giving explanation, upon explanation ever since his

frs&letter, but inevitably falls into the very position
he supposes bad been mistakenly applied to him. \

If we understand any thing from his late letter to

Animated Pathology.
Review of "a lecture introductory to a course of lec-

tures on, the cause, seat and cure of diseases, pro-
posed to be delivered in tlie city of Baltimore, bv
John Crawford, M. />."—1811. p.p. 51.
New theories of any particular science may

claim the attention of those unconnected with the

professional pursuit, from several considerations;
the novelty of the hypotheses upon which they are
founded; the brilliancy of talents displayed in their

developeinent; or their felicitous adaption to com-
mon understandings. In the science of medicine,
more particularly, every man is, in_a greater or less

degree, interested; for upon the correctness of

prevailing notions with regard to the treatment of
diseases, must depend the inestimable blessing
of health. From the very nature of man this sci-

ence, perhaps, is not susceptible of that degree of
perfection which may be attained by every other; >

and hence the necessity of inquir.ng into the plausi-
bility of every plan which may be proposed by
those into whose hands we commit the precious
trust of preserving our lives. Ini lependent of these

general considerations, our attention has been more
particularly directed to the lecture before us, by
finding it emphatically addressed to "those who
are not of the profession.;" "In such," says ihe au-

thor, prejudices may exist, but they cannot have
tJieir passions excited, and to such i would boldly
suv. they are the most dctt.lv interested. To have

Mr. Monroe, published in the last number of the
j
a rational pi an in the treatmenl oi their diseases

Begistxb, it is, that his meaning has been misun
derstood; and a denial, that he demanded, or ex-

pected, that the United States "should undertake

correctly pursued, must be to ihcm of very gr<it
moment, and if a rational idea of these diseases
can be conveyed tx> their minds, they w.il quickly,
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discover how far the knowledge of tfiose they em-

ploy, is adequate to the task they undertake. It

there should be sufficient evidence that an erroneous

path has been pursued, the objects of practice will,

in a very short time, exact a relinquishment of

ascertained errors, and self-interest will enjoin the

study of medicine in such a way as may best pro-

mote the disclosure of truth, as may best secure

the improvement of the science." We are sorry

to perdeive from this and some other hints, that

the doctor's brethren of the rvig and cane have not

lent him that patient hearing to which his learning

and respectability certainly entitle him. Whether

this proceeds from an intuitive persuasion on their

parts, of the fallacy of the doctor's arguments, or

indignation at the threatened attempt to expose to

the vulgar eye the whole arcana of the shop, is un-

important to' our present purpose, which is simply
to enquire into the nature of the task the author

has imposed upon himself, and the probable benefit

which may result to his hearers from its perform-

ance.

The doctor proposes to commence his course

with "a natural history of the diseases incident to

life" according to the principles of the great phi-

losopher Bacon; that is, he promises to attend to

nature only, and not to the erroneous conceptions
of man, with respect to her operations. That this

can, in every instance, be steadily pursued, we

may be permitted to hazard a doubt, without with-

holding our entire approbation of the plan. The
mere operations of nature must be as uninteresting
and as uninstructive to the philosopher, as to the

most superficial observer, unless applied to the ex-

plication of phenomena otherwise unintelligible.
—

To this end the faculty of reason must be exerted,

find here it is that we are so prone to deceive our-

selves; each one will be willing to think his own

interpretation right, and where the ultimate refer-

ence must be to the great first cause, the confirma-

tion of opinion must rest alone upon the ingenu-

ity of its author. But notwithstanding these

difficulties, the plan proposed has a decided supe-
rioritv over every other which has been pursued in

medical investigations; it will bring into more ge-
neral view the great "volume of creation," and

tend by imperceptible gradations to lead the mind
from the contemplation of the operations of nature

"up to nature's God." This cannot fail to produce
its advantages, even though the immediate object
of research be unattainable.

Tn the prosecution of his history of diseases, the

author proposes to institute a comparison between

the diseases of which the causes have been clearly

ascertained, and those wherein they have remained

concealed; and here the nature of his theory be-

gins to be unfolded. "I shall then proceed," says

lie, "to- consider the cause of suffering in the ani-

mals that are in nearest connexion with us, con-

tinue my inquiries through all the animal tribes,

down to the smallest insect, as far as the means of

information have been within my reach; and final-

ly advert to the leading sources of destruction in

the vegetable kingdom. In the pursuit of this in-

quiry I shall have occasion to notice much of the

economy of the several species. Having prosecut-
ed what has been demonstrated to be the cause of
disease and death in these correlative objects, I

s-bali revert to man, and hope to reflect the light
elicited from them on what is obscure in our own
species." This is a task of Herculean magnitude,
sufficient to rppal a mind less devoted to the cause

of truth and science thsn th*t of our author; but

we know his unwearied industry and great researc li-

es, and do not doubt its accomplishment, in a way
which, if it shall not rescue the science of medi-
cine from its acknowledged obscurity, will at least

open sources of information useful to every class of
hearers.

The pride of man will long oppose a formidable
barrier to the general reception of the doctor's

theory, which strikes at once at the root of that

superiority of which we have so long boasted, over
the other parts of creation. His account of the

various gambols with which our little concealed
enemies amuse themselves at our expense, reminds
us ofDr. Johnson's description of a set of invisible

"hunters whose game is man" which he has inge-

niously brought into his review of an inqviry into

the nature and origin of evil, for the purpose of ridi-

culing certain opinions of its author, and which
we cannot resist the temptation of quoting. The
doctor says that these invisible beings "stand
round the fields ofBlenheim or the walls ofPrague,
as we encircle a cock-pit. As we shoot a bird fly-

ing, they take a man in the midst of his business
or pleasure, and knock him down with an apoplexy.
Some ofthem, perhaps, are virtuosi, and delight in

the operations of an asthma, as a human philoso-

pher in the effects of the air pump. To swell a

man with tympany is as good sport as to blow a frog.

Many a merry bout have those frolicsome beings at

the vicissitudes of an ague, and good sport it is to

see a man tumble with an epilepsy, and revive and
tumble again, he knows not why. Sometimes ob-

structing the bile, that they may see how a man
looks when he is yellow; sometimes wasting a man
to a skeleton; and sometimes killing him fat for

the greater elegance of his hide." We shall con-
clude this little notice of the doctor's "introduc-

tory lecture" with expressing our unqualified com-
mendation of his proposed course. It presents a

diversity wherein every class of society may find

something to amuse or instruct them, and we most

earnestly hope such an opportunity will not be lost

to the public.
1 ———q—

American superfine Cloths.

The commencement of the year 1812, presents
us with an opportunity of noticing the great ad-
vancement and improvements made in this highlv
important branch of our manufactures; improve-
ments which a few years since it would have been
deemed impossible to have made in half a century.
There is now exposed for sale, at the domestic

society's warehouse, superfine cloths, fiom the
woollen manufactory recently established at Middle-
town in Connecticut, made of the first imported
Merino wool, and which will bear comparison
with the best of imported; the wool is superior to

most of the foreign superfines, and the colors war-
ranted to be in every respect equal.

—Mr. William

Patridge, a first rate dyer from the west of Ehg
land, and who has resided in this city for some vears,
has the management of the dying department.—
These cloths are the first which the Middletcwn
company have introduced into this city, and we
doubt not but every encouragement will be given
to the sale of ihem, in a decided preference bv all

who are friendly disposed to the progress of Sir. -

i provement in our country.
It gives us much pleasure white* noticing this

subject, to make mention of Oliver Evans' stenm

engines; all the various machinery of the above
establishment is carried on by one ofthem made here
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about r2 months since, and which has given great
satisfaction to the proprietors. In every respect

they consider it altogether superior to the English

engine (and the best power for a woollen manufac-

tory—not only in the manner of using the steam

=nd the great' saving of fuel resulting therefrom

(which is Mr. Evans's great improvement) but in

the construction and simplicity of all parts of the

machinery. By means of one steam valve revolv-

ing in one direction in a rotatory manner, he at

once docs away the necessity of all the complicated
and expensive" valves used to Watt and Bolton's

engines for introducing and discharging the -(team

from the main cylinder. Besides the advantages
resulting to the establishment from the use of this

engine in warming the rooms free of expense from
the waste steam that has done its work, the same
steam is also applied in connexion with the brush-

ing machine in
finishing their cloth, without adopt-

ing the method of oiling and hot pressing as is com-

monly practised in England. In this method of

finishing, the cloth does not require sponging be-

fore it is made un. [.iurora.

Native Oil.

Finer and sweeter oil, no country can supply,
than what we can, with little trouble and expense
prepare for ourselves. The tall annual Sun-Flower
will prove this—its seeds bruised and pressed, will

vield an oil as sweet, and as fine as that we can im-

port from Florence.—From a bushel of this seed, a

gallon of oil may be drawn—and with this advan-

tage, that it can be obtained at any time, quite soft,

bland and fresh. The seed also, and mass that re-

mains, after the expression of the oil, are of excel-

lent use to feed and fodder hogs, poultry, &c. But,
besides these uses, the growing plant is of eminent
service—it having been proved that near twenty
times as much pure dephlogisticated air is exhaled
from one plant in 24 hours, in light and clear

weather, as a man respires in a vitiated and impure
state in that space of time. Hence the inhabitants

of close, ill-aired and unwholesome places, should
be diligent in its cultivation.—[Del. Watchman.

Mr. Joseph Lancaster.

We are glad to insert the following honorable testi-

mony in favour ofthe prince regent. It is so seldom
that kings and princes (of whom much is re-

quired for they have much in their power) act

like honest and enlightened men, that the mind
dwells with pleasure on so rare an example of

royal virtue.

The Prince Ttegent and JWr. Lancaster.—When
Mr. Lancaster, a short time ago. attended at Carl-
ton house (agreeably to the prince's appointment)
after sending his name to col. M'Mahon, he was
shown to the audience chamber, where he was to

he introduced to the prince regent. The gentleman
wbo did this, said, "sir, you will place yourself
here, and when the prince regent comes down to

go to council, you will take off your hat, and pre-
sent your petition, kneeling on one knee. Mr.
Lancaster replied, "that is more than I can do;

my religious principles do not permit me, I have
been introduced to the prince before, and he dis-

pensed with this etiquette." The gentleman im-

mediately withdrew, and in a few seconds returned
with a condescending command—"You are to do
only what you please and what von usually do."
In a few minutes after the miii :; came down, and at

once addressed him, by saying, "Lancaster, it is

some time since I saw you; it was at Devonshire
house. [ find you have been doing much good
since, and am glad of it." Mr. Lancaster answered,
"whatever good I have been doing, thy name, thy
father's name, and the names of all the royal family,
have been my passport to usefulness—my plans
would have been cried down but for your support."
To which the prince, with that graceful manner
which so eminently distinguishes him, said—"We
have done something

—we must do more; you shall
have our support for the good of the country. You
are doing more good than any man alive." He then

presented the petitions; the prince received them,

saying, "I will answer them, I Will do all you ask."
On which the audience closed. [Lmdon paper.

i— a '
-i - a

The Chronicle.

Baltjjiohe, February 1, 1812.

The United States brig Nautilus, supposed to

have been lost, has arrived safe at Newport. De-
cember 23, she carried away her bowsprit, and

foretopmast, lost her stern boat, and some of her
sails and spars, and was obliged to throw all her

guns overborrd.

A vessel has arrived at Boston in 44 days from
Corrunna in Spain. There had been no recent bat-
tle or movement of the armies that excited alarm or

interest. The British head-quarters are about 100
miles from Lisbon. Where the French are, is not
mentioned.

Various parts of the United States have been

severely agitated by earthquakes during the two
last months. Having preserved the greater part
of the remarks upon them at different places, we
propose, hereafter, to give a digested narration of
the effects of the phenomena, that their lustoi-y may
be preserved.

General Henry Dearborn, late secretary of war.
now collector of the port of Boston, has been ap-
pointed, by the president of the United Slates and
senate, a major general in the army of the United
States. This appointment places that gentleman at

the head of the army ofthe United States. [Nat Int.

We understand that the committee of foreign
relations have lately had a meeting, at which con-

siderable unanimity prevailed among the members
as to the ulterior measures which they intend to

report; and it is believed, they only wait the arri-

val of the proper period to present to the house 6f

representatives a course Consistent with the honor
of the country.

—
[lb.

The application of the subscribers to the late

Bank of the United States to the legislature of

Pennsylvania, fur an act of incorporation under the
title of the "American Bunk" as noticed in the

Rr.oisTEn, page 336, was rejected by the house or"

representatives on the 20th ult. Yeas 69, Nays
22. The veas and r.ays were as follow: O^rTlie
bonus offered was g,J0,0C0!
YEAS—Messrs. Alter, Anderson, Baxter, Bean,

Bond, J.Brooke, Brown, Clunn, Clemens, Dale,

Darlington, Davis, Dcekart, ! tingman, Dickerscn,
Donaldson, Duncr.n, Dysart, Evans, Faekenthall,

Farrelly, Feger, Ferguson, Fields, Forstcr, Fraile. ,

Gibson, Ilames, Hail, Hanila, Ileaton, Hendrlx,
Hihshman, Hill, Irwin, Lurbv, Kurtz, Lawrence,
Magdl, Marks, M'Alevy, M'Call. M'Cier.achan,
J. Mitchell, Montgomery (of M.) Montgomery (nf

W.) Plumer, Rankin, John Reed, Joseph Jit ed,

Reiff, Rose, Jan-rs Scott, Samuel Scoit, ShauiTler,

$bearep, Shoemaker, Shrove, James Smith, Ro-
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bert 'Smith, St. Clair, Stevens, Thompson, "Weav-

er Weiss. Weygandt, Whiteside, Winter, and

Todd, (Speaker)—69.

NAYS.—Messrs. Mathew Brooke, Clawges,

Drinler, Graham, Groves, Hamilton, Heston,

Hbdgden, Holgate, M'Comb, M'Euen, M*Leod,

M'Sherry, W. Mitchell, Morgan, Newhard, Pen-

nock, Pollock, Robinette, Satterlee, S. Smith and

T. Smith—22.
The United States have, at different periods, ap-

propriated 300,000 dollars for carrying on trade

with the Indians, 10,000 of which remain in the

treasurv. We have seventeen Indian agents and

assistants, the aggregate of whose salaries amounts

annually to 12,650 dollars, paid from 1 he treasury:

and the aggregate of their annual allowance for

subsistance, paid from the trading fund is 4,585 dol-

lars. The amount of returns is not precisely known.

The nominal number of troops, officers and sol-

diers, in the old military peace establishment, and

the additional military peace establishment, is

10,000; the actual number appointed and enlisted, is

5,539. [American.
From a late Londonpaper.

PAran xo?jet.—By a -useful calculation, it may
be shewn, that, taking the bank three shilling to-

kens as the criterion, a one pound bank note is only
worth 16s. 3d. 1-2 sterling. But the gentleman
who made this calculation was not, it seems, aware,
that the dollar silver, in point of fineness, is 8 dwts.

-morse, than English standard silver ; as therefore

the dollar is now issued at 5s. 6d. and its divisions

in proportion, bank paper is to sterlingas 513-4 to 66,

ivb'ch makes the sterling value of the three shil-

ling token, 2s. 4d. 1-4 and of the one pound note,

ISs.Sd. 1-4.

In sterling, the one pound note is

worth 15 8 1-4

the 5s. 6d. token 4 3 3-4

the 3s. token 2 4 1-4

the guinea 1 10
the shilling 10

In the Bank of England paper,
the pound is worth 10
the 5s. 6d. token 5 6
the 3s. token 3
the guinea I 6 9
the shilling 13 1 3

The depreciation is therefore 27 1-2 per centum ;

and these results are drawn from data furnished by
-hebank company themselves, in their tokens.

Washixotojt, (M. T.) Dec. 20, 1811.

Colmiel Simonds has just received orders to move
his troops to Baton Rouge. Conjecture destines

them to the margin of the I'crdido, and to occupy
the fort of Mobile.

Decembei 22.—We have received orders to pro-
ceed to Baton Rouge. Colonel Simonds has order-
ed 100 men to the Natchez, to prepare transports
for us. We are not to remain at Baton Rouge.

Aurora.
Ngw-0 ii lea:**, November 28.

The court martial, oi" which colonel Alexander

Smyth is president, convened agreeably to adjourn-
ment, at Batan Rouge, on the 1st Proximo, for the
trial oi colonel Cusnipg, pf the secend infantry.

The members and witnesses from this city are

gore up. It will be a very interesting trial, as it is

on use military points that the court have to di_cidc

noticed, the house took up the order of the da",
the bill for classing the militia of the United State's.
There was much speaking, but no decision.

GC/* The senate bave passed the volunteer bill from
the house qf representatives to a third reading wj.tft
one amendment—appropriating one million instead
ofthree millions of dollars, for their equipment, &<-

The Editor's Department.

arn. c.allatin's letter
To the chairman of the committee of ways and

means, has given great activity to public discussion,
and his plan for raisinga revenue has its friends and

opponents. It is contended, in favor of the "budget,"
that the articles specified arc fair subjects for taxa-

tion; and that as an additional income must be
had to meet the expected change in our political re-

lations, prejudice should not condemn it merely be-
cause those articles were resorted to by a former

administration, for similar purposes. On the con-

trary, the letter is considered by others as "a damper*
upon the new army, &c. artfully drawn up for the

express purpose of alarming the people, and check-

ing the decision of congress
—and, that it derogates

much from Mr. Gallatin's character as a financier

to be able to point out no other menus of raisin? a
revenue than those recommended by hia predeces-
sors in office, Messrs. Hamilton and H'olcott.

If these discussions assume a bony and form

worthy of record, we shall condense the arguments
and insert them in our numbers; adding there-

to such statistical facts as we belies e are necessary
to assist the formation of a just conclusion on
this highly interesting subject. The committee of

ways and means is composed of some able and intel-

ligent men (Messrs. Bacon, Cheves, SmiHe, Bibb,

BurweU, Johnson, and Pitkin,-) to whose report,

yet to be made, much weight will be attached as

they command "a view of the whole ground;" and
have liberal access to many sources of information
unknown to the people, generally.

PnEsinr.NTiAT, election.—It would be well for

the members ofthe legislatures ofthe several state^

|
now in session, to look to the laws relating to the

election of a president and vice president of the

United States, the electors for which are to be
chosen according to the new apportionment of repre
sentatives, see 2nd vol. Laws of the United States,

page 22. For this hint we are indebted to George
J\l. Bibb, Esq, member of congress from Kentucky,
who has written a letter to governor Scott on the

subject.

bouse of nr.piiESEvrATivr.s.

Thursday Jan. 20. After a variety of business of

no immediate importance, but which slmll be duh

The History of the invasion of Spain will be re-

sumed next week, and continued in the two suc-

ceeding numbers, bringing it down to the battle of

Corunna and death of sir John Jlfoore, where we

propose for the present to stop.
Mr. Anderson's speech, in reply to Mr. Giles, shall

appear next week, when a supplement will be issued.

(Tj' The price of thefirst volume of the Register
wdl be raised to three dollars and fifty e&fttsto those

who have an opportunity to subscribe for and ne-

glect to do so until after it shall be completed.
Books -wanted. The editor will feel himselfmuch

obliged to any gentleman who can furnish him

With, or give information where he can obtain them,
the following books—ForAfce^s Ooimtati/s Aug locum
and an old work, entitled, Conversation of Gentle'

men, printed at London about 100 years ago.
The request of a friend at C(,!ui.;bia, (a. C.) shall

Ibe comrdied with next week.
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-I wish no other herald
" No other speaker of my living actions,

"To keep mine honor from corruption
" But such an honest chronicler."

Shakspcare
—itexiit vtn.

1
Legislature of New-York.

GOVERNOR'S SPEECH.
Gentlemen of tJitt senate and of the Assembly, The

approaching crisis &f «i"lr national concerns, and

the arduous and diversified duties of revising the

whole system of statute law, upon which the peace,
the happiness, and the destinies of nearly one mil-

lion of free citizens may depend, give to the session

upon which you have just entered, more than or-

dinary solemnity and interest. It becomes us, there-

fore, to advance to its cares, with minds untainted

with party acrimony—unswayed by selfish and in-

terested motives, and with our aspirations of praise
and thanksgiving

- to the great preserver of nations,

to mingle a humble and devout supplication for his

guidance and approbation in the accomplishment of

the task before us

In my communication to the representatives of

the people at their last meeting, I had the honor to

revert to the then state of our foreign relations, and
to note the accumulated injuries which had been

inflicted upon us by the powers of Europe. I shall

therefore ibrbear to repeat the disgusting detail, on

the present occasion.

Nothing has occurred to alter our relative situa-

tion with France since the last session of the legis-

lature. One item of complaint, however, has been

expunged from the long catalouge ofBritish wrongs,
whilst fresh aggravations and insults have been sub-

stituted in its stead. The almost forgotten topic of

an attack upon the frigate Chesapeake^ has been

lately revived by an unexpected tender ofreparation
which has met the acceptance of our national ru-

lers.

An affront calculated to excite equal sensibility,
is to be found in the late assault of the Little Belt

upon the frigate President, mitigated, to be sure,

by the consoling reflection, that it was bravely and

nobly chastised upon die spot.

Although accumulated evidence of the actual sus-

pension of the operation of the obnoxious decrees
of France, has been submitted to the British cabi-

net, we are still doomed to witness a persistence in

her orders in council, of which the edicts 6f Berlin
and Milan were the pretended and ostensible basis,
in d. fiance of a solemn stipulation to the contrary;
and to be the victims of an increased rigor in their

execution, which has given the decisive and ulti-

mate blow to our neutral commerce.
It would he painful to dwell upon every item of

aggression and insult which swell the list of oui

grievances. The precise points of difference are

stated, and luminously discussed in the documents
which have recently been submitted' to congress by
the national executive. These are so universally
and well understood, and the merited confidence in

the wise and patriotic managers of our national con

produced an union of feeling and sentiment in th
1

nation, seldom before witnessed; and it furnishes a
source of conscious pride and satisfaction in every
American bosom, to be convinced, that whatever

may be our local and domestic differences, wc shall

be an united and formidable people, upon all ques-
tions which involve our national existence and pri-

vileges, or which affect the vital principles of inde-

pendence.

Experience has at length taught us the fetble re-

liance which is to be reposed on appeals to the vera-

city, the magnanimity or the justice of monarchs,
and has dissipated every remaining gleam of hope
that our neutral rights will be suitably respected.

—
The consequent unanimity and spirit which inspire
the nation, and whichhave dictated the late measures
of congress shew a determination to enforce respect
for our rights and sovereignty at every hazard.

It therefore behoves the state of New-York to

clothe herself in armour, and to stand prepared for

the approaching contest. The security of her val-

uable and exposed rnaratime frontier on the south,
and the protection of her inhabitants upon the ex-

tensive bowlers of the north and west, challenge our
anxious solicitude and united services.

The documents now communicated, with others

which will be laid before you by special message, in

a few days, will funish full and accurate informa-

tion of thenuii ber and equipment of the militia, of

the extent and distribution of the military stores,

and of the situation ofour fortifications and military

deposits.
With respect to the militia, the most flattering

improvements in discipline and equipments, have
been universally exhibited both by the officers and

privates. The introduction of military schools into

several of the counties, has contributed materially
to excite ambition and a spirit of emulation.

, We
may repose unlimited confidence in the patriotism,

gallantry and efficacy of the militia, whenever the

honor and safety of the country shall require their

services. The organization established by the act

of 1809, has been found to be satisfactory and judi-
cious in most respects. It is, however, essentially
defective on one or two partictdars. It prescribes
no limitation or g-uide to the jurisdiction of military
courts, nor is there in it any designation or defini-

tion of what shall constitute military offences, nor

any rules or regulations for the practice and pro-

ceedings of those tribunals. The remedies proposed
for these, and for other omissions and defects which

practice has discovered, will be specified in a a spe-
cial report of the adjutant general, which will be
livid before you previously to the revi .ion of the mi-

litia laws.

The revision of our code of laws will furnish yotl
with opportunities of making many beneficial alte-

a\ ions. To devise the means for the gradual and
oerns l\*s been so thoroughly ccjifiirned, as to have! eAtinwte extermination front among,' us. ofsla> arv,

F w
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that reproach of a fiee people, is a work worthy the;
You will, in a few days, receive the report of

representatives
of a polished and enlightened nation.

'

the commissioners, who were appointed to invest i-

Allow me here to observe, that the law which |gate the titles of the Onondaga salt lots. Its im-

authonses the transportation of slaves convicted of.portance will doubtless direct your serious atten-

ofFences, is very generally considered impolitic andjtion to the general regulation and permanent use-

unjust. Impolitic, because it cherishes induce- (fulness of that invaluable establishment. Every
rocnts in the master, to whom alone those

unfortu-j
discernible avenue ought to be closed, by which

nate creatures can look for friendship and protec- 1 associations or individuals may monopolize the

lion, to aggravate, to tempt or to entrap the slave; lots, or the salt manufactured at the public springs,

in o an error~-to operate vipon his ignorance or his >

If that he permitted, the object contemplated by
fears, to conk-* a charge, or to withhold from himjthe government may be defeated, and the industri-

the means ofemploying counsel for defence, or of es-jous and enterprising citizens of that nourishing
portion of the state, be essentiallyand permanently

injured.
Our treasury, for upwards of twenty years, has

been constantly drained by the discharge of pre-
tended or real demands against confiscated lands.

The best means of resisting or limiting those de-

mands, has frequently engrossed the earnest atteiv

tion of the legislature. The systems which it has

heretofore devised, however, have been more or

less parried by speculative management or legal in-

genuity. Possessions of nearly twenty years, war-

ranted and confirmed by public authority, are con-

stantly disturbed, and our treasury still feels the

pressure of demands, which the purchasers of those

claims are constantly heaping upon it. It is essen-

tial to our financial resources, that effectual bar-

riers be interposed against those claims. It would,

tablishing a reputation which is frequently the only

shield against a criminal allegation. This induce-

ment will he peculiarly strong, where the slave is

<f>f that description, the sale of which is prohibited;

for a conviction will enable the master to evade that

restriction, and to make a lucrative disposition of

What miu;ht otherwise be a burthen to him. It is

unjust because transportation is added to the full

sentence which may be pronounced upon others.—
To inflict less punishment for the crimes of those

who have always b. eat heel the air of freedom, who
have been bctft filed by polished society, and by

literal}
7
,
moral and leligious instruction and exam-

ple, than to the paBsions and frailties of the poor,

untutored, unrefined and unfortunate victims of

slavery* is a palpable inversion of a precept of our

benevolent Redeemer. The servant "that knew

not, and did commit things worthy of stripes, shall; perhaps, contribute materially to lessen their

be beaten with few stripes; for unto whomsoever
j

amount in future, were you to make void, and pun-
much is given, of him shall be much required." i ish as fraudulent and criminal, speculators upon the

It would be an employment equally grateful and 'state, all direct or indirect purchasers of them,

honorable, to endeavor to ameliorate the condition! Much of the time of the legislature has hereto-

and cultivate the affections of the natives, who ! fore been engrossed with the concerns of incorp'b-

dv.cll within our territory. These have generally
|

rated institutions. It is a question worthy of our

demeaned themselves in a friendly and inoffensive
i serious meditation, whether corporations, other

manner. Alt hough they are amenable to our laws, |ihan those of a literary, charitable or religious

they are vet disqualified from pursuing the ordina-'kinel, have not already been multiplied to a dunger-
rv means of redress, for injuries committed upon ions and alarming extent, particularly those of them
their persons or their property. It is not to be

dis-j which are endowed with the power of conducting
uiiised that worthless and unprincipled white per

sons, availing themselves of the ignorance of the

Indians, and of their horror at becoming- the ob-

jects of punishment, by laws which they cannot in-

tevpret or comprehend, wantonly and boldly vio-

late thier individual possessions and national do-

main. Such persons are generally of transitory

residence, and are amongst the most depraved mem-

monied operations.
It has already been announced, that petitions for

new banks, to the amount of eighteen and an half

millions of capital, will be presented during the

present session. It will appear by a report on your
files of February last, and by an inspection of the

laws passed since that, that our existing bank capi-

tal, including the stock to be subscribed by the

i bers of community, who, besides the violation of! state, amounts to nearly thirteen millions of dollars,

the individual arid national rights of the Indians, iThe debts which may now be legally contracted

GOmipl and debase iheir propensities and ha-. upon that capital, are thirty nine millions; and if

bis. These imrudcrs bid defiance to the ordinary ! eighteen millions and an half of additional capital

remedy by ejectment, the issue of which they can ! should be gTanted, the banks of this state alone will

protract for two or three years, and if they c.amot,
r,v the meart time, avail themselves of the contin-

•

gencv of the purchase, by -the state, or of special

legislative interposition in their behalf, they escape
before a final process overtakes them, and leave

(the state or the Indians encumbered with the ex-

pense of the proceeding's. Of repeated and earnest
'

appeals for the redress of these grievances, a wise
• and prudent legislature cannot he regardless. As
no right to the possession or title of Indian lands

can be acquired from then 1

by an individual, and as,

therefore, no legal or valid defence can possibly
be made in a suit at law, it is submitted whether
a power to expel, in a similar way, intruders upon
Indian territory, or upon public lands, where no

pre-empiive right is reserved,ought not to be vest-

ed somewhere, to be exercised under suitable re-

stric ion-, and Whether .shell iiiti.aduts ought no.

t • be deemed public offenders, and be dealt with

accordingly.

then be enabled to contract debts, or in other words,
to issue their paper to the enormous sum ot ninety
four millions of dollars, a sum at least sixteen times

greater than the whole specie capital of the state.

A failure to discharge such a debt, will produce
universal bankruptcy and ruin.

The fearful prospect piesented to my imagination

by die preceding facts, and by the infatuation which

has hitherto occasionally prevailed, with respect to

banks, demand of me, as a sacred, official duty, to

submit to your considetation a few rcmaiks upon
that subject.
The intrigue and hollow pretences, which are

frequently practised to draw the legislatuie into

the views of applicants, by exciting expectations
that particular local benefits will flow from the grant
of the charter solicited; or that particular classes

of citizens, or politicians, will be peculiarly grati-

fied by It, ought not to impose upon us at this la e

day; for we know, that expectations, excited by
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su«h representations, have too often vanished in a

subsequent, selfish, speculating' and demoralizing,
distribution of the stock. Neither ought we to Ik

unmindful, that not unfrequently, the prominent
men who seek the incorporation of new banks, are

the very same who have deeply participated in the

original stock of most of the previously established

banks. Having- disposed of that stock at a lucra-

tive advance, and their avidity beings sharpened b\

repeated gratification, they become more importu-
nate and vehement in every fresh attempt to obtain

an opportunity of renewing their speculations. It

is also worthy of preliminary notice, that the appa-
rent unanimity in favor of a measure which often

surrounds 'his capital, when the legislature are

beset with bank applications, is no real indication.

of the sentiments of the community at targe.
One prominent objection, which meets us at the

threshold of an examination of this subject is, that

the vaults of b;;nks arc the reservoirs into which
the specie is collected, and where larger quantities
of it are at all times accessible by those who may
wish to send it out of the country, than would be
the case were the specie left diffused, instead of the

paper.
Bank stock is generally owned by the speculat-

ing, the wealthy, and the aspiring part of society.
An amount of their personal property, equal to

that vested in stock, is withdrawn from other ap-

plications and appropriations of it, which would

probably be more beneficial to the agricultural,

manufacturing and labouring interests. Hence arises

the difficulty experienced by enterprising farmers,
manufacturers and mechanics, to raise money at

lawful interest upon the best security; and hence
it follows that the necessity of temporary pecuniary
relief, frequently chives them into the embraces of

unprincipled, avaricious usurers, who fertilize up-
on the wants and distresses of the needy and un-
fortunate.

The influence or the wealth amassed and concen-
trated in bank stock, wielded under the direction

of a few persons not accountable or responsible to

the community for their conduct, nor restrained

by any official oath, may be deto'ed to a sway over
individual passions, sentiments and exertions,

alu-ming in a representative government. A dili-

gent observer will have already perceived one pal-

p -ble operation of this influence on public senti-

ment, in the fashionable, erroneous opinion, which

prevails, that there is greater sanctity in corporate,
titan in individual property and rights, and that the

one is less amenable than the other to govermental

control, and less subservient to airy paramount pub-
lic good.
The multiplication of banks increases the facility

of counterfeiters to make depredations on society,
and their operations arc almost exclusively prejudi-
cial to the less wealthy part of the community,
whose business does not familiarise them with the

great variety of paper money which is put afloat.

The last mentioned part of society are generally
the most moral, upright and useful members thereof,
and are the main dependence of government in

times of danger and of war. Of them, therefore,
the legislature ought to be the peculiar guardians.
A recent detection of immense quantities of false

bills, creates serious apprehension that the amount
of forged paper already emitted, bears a great pro-
portion to the quantity or' genuine paper in circu-

lation; and if so ho v will the country be deluged
with the former, if the facilities lor putting it off be

multiplied?

• One of the baleful consequences of banks, is the

facility with which credit may be obtained by cer-
tain descriptions of persons in and near cities

and villages through the medium of a responsible
endorser. The fictitious capital thus acquired by a

man, inspires confidence in all descriptions of deal-

ers and mechanics, who consequently trust, him.—
Whenever adversity overtakes him, the proper'y
on hand is immediately transferred to the endorser
to secure the bank demand. This course is dic-

tated by a sense of gra> itude to the endorser, and

by a desire to propitiate the good will and future

patronage of the bank: and thus it happens, that,

while the bank obtains full payment, more humble
creditors, who have trusted the insolvent in conse-

quence of imposing appearances, with which that

very bank invested him, lose the utmost farthing of
'heir dues. Hence, and not from the defect of the
insolvent law, as is generally imagined, proceeds the
universal complaint, that the estates of insolvents

yield no dividends t« ordinary creditors.

The wound which the morals and reputation of

neighboring states have experienced from a too

great indulgence of the bank mania, and the pre-
sent depreciated credit of bank currency there and
in England, furnishes a lesson of vast importance
to patriotic and upright statesmen. The paper of
the late bank of he United States had an unbound-
ed credit and circulation. At its first creation,
there were few rival institutions in the great mer-
cantile cities, where its brandies were established,
and

ft therefore enjoyed the deposits and business
of the first houses and characters in the union. It

was also patronised by the exclusive deposits of the

general government to the amount of near wenty
millions annually, which added greatly to its ability
for accommodation; and if that bank with such

unprecedented advantages, can neither make a di-
vidend for the present year, nor redeem the origi-
nal stock at p;ir af er payment of its debts, which
is evident from the price of its stock, what would
be the fate of many of our present banks, were
their affairs brought to a close? And they will

assuredly be brought to a close whenever a mate-
rial shock shall be given to the credit and circula-
tion of their paper. The then disastrous conse-

quences are incalculable, consequences which will
not be confined to cities and villages, but will per-
vade in a more eminent degree the agricultural
parts of the state.

To facilitate commercial operations is the osten-
sible pretext for soliciting bank charters, and is -.he

only justification for granting them. But at this
moment commerce is almost annihilated, and there-
fore there exists now no necessity, ostensible cr
real, for the multiplication of banks.

Tiiere is one other consideration of emptfetical
influence at the present period. It it wdl known
that stock is generally considered an unfit subject
of taxation, and in fact, i.-> not included in the taxa-
ble fund, nor does it contribute to discharge the

public burdens, nor is it liable to distress, or to

seizure or sale upon execution. To increase, there-

fore, the amount of that untang-ible kind of property
at this moment of apprehended war, would be justly
considered a partiajj exemption i'.om contribution
towards the public burdens of so many mil'io.is of
the personal property of the rich. With what
indigna'ion would the yeomanry, 'he great body of
our constituents receive the intelligence of inci-
sures directly calculated to increase their burthens,

by a partial indulgence to the property of the 1 icl,
;

Finally, we must be feelingly alive to every thing
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<Which has a,tendency to impair confidence in the

public fim'ctionarics. If the interests and the sen-

timents of the great mass of our constituents are

opposed to the further m corporation of the banking
stssociations: If their institution will greatly facih-

,.,:,, for,.e,s in passing false bills: h' the suspension

of commeice takes away the only plausible and

rational pretext for countenancing' them: If Hie

wisdom taught us by the experience of neighboring

states, of foreign countries, and by the supposed

situation of the late United Slates Bank, confirm

and proclaim the danger to be anticipated from

assenting to the increase of the number and capital

of banks: If they contribute to drain the country of

specie, and discourage agriculture and manufac-

tures, by withdrawing from other uses and appro-

priation's mere benefic.al to them, the money of the

affluent: If they have an influence which enables

them to obtain die whole properly
of insolvent

debtors, to the injury of other creditor.-- If their

tendency be to the subversion of our government,

by vesting in the hands of the wealthy and aristo-

cratic class, powerful engines to corrupt and sub-

duv republican notions? If the augmentation of

bank capital, causes an equivalent curtailment ol

the taxable fund, and will thereby relieve the

wealthy stockholders from their equal share of

contribution to the public service
.,
and proportion-

ably enhance the tax on the hard earnings of the

farmer, foariuFacturer, mechanic and labourer: II

the wisdom and example of the Rational govern-

ment be worthy of respect or imitation: And ii

we stall persevere in multiplying banks, will there

«o1 he danger of infusing' into the public mind a

suspicion, either that we yield too pliantly to the

management and pressure ofexternal combinations,

or that the unhallowed shrine of cupidi'a has its

adorers within the very sanctuary of legislation.
—

Such a suspicion will be the prelude to the down-

fill of republican government, for it is erected and

supported upon the affections of the people at large,

and. upon their faith in the inviolable firmness, and

probity of their public agents, and when once the

foundation is removed the superstructure must

fall of course. Let us, therefore, conscientiously
endeavour so to dispose of the various ba.uk. appli-

cations with which we are to be assailed, as to pro-

mote the general welfare, and at the same time, to

retain and confirm public confidence, not only in

the wisdom, but also to ti»e unbending independence
and unsullied integrity of the legislature.

A communication from the chancellor of this

state, relative to certain existing evils in the admi-

municating to the legislature my ideas of corpo-
teal and capital punishments. I shall not, therefore,
dwell upon that theme now, longer than to iepe.it
that I have always entertained serious doubts or die

right of society 1o take away life in any c; se. That
such extreme and vindictive punishment i. b\ no
means indispensable for the pie-iervationof the so-

cial compact, or for the peace and security oCsocie-

ty; and that it is offensive and repugnant to those

sympathetic emotions, those beneficent virtues,

and that refinement of policy and of reason which
adorn civilized and free communities. If by inviting

your reflections once moie to this interesting topic,
I shall be so fortunate as to subserve the cause of

humanity, by effacing from our revised code that

vestige of barbarism, in will be to me a souice of

high and durable satisfaction.

Gentlemen.—For the unusual length of this

address, my only apology is to be found in the great

variety and importance of the matters which will

necessarily en gross your attention.

With an acknowledgment of my high sense of

your patient indulgence, I offer a fervent prayer to

Him, who directs the passions and talents of n.an,
and controuls the destinies of nations, to inspire us

•with unanimity, patriotism and wisdom, in the per-
formance of the high and responsible duties of our

respective stations, and to grant that our services

may redound to the lasting happiness and welfare

of the state. DANIEL D. TOMPKINS.

Albany, January 8, 1812.

Public Sentiment,

The following is a copy ofthe resolul ions introduced

in the house of assembly of lids state on Thurs-

day last, by Saw-el Penningtox, Esq. appro-

batory of the proceedings of the general govern-
ment, and tendering their aid and support in

such measures as shall be adopted for the general
welfare. [JVevti-»?r& Centinel.

LEGISLATURE OF NEW-JERSEY.

house or assembly, ja]s\ 11, 1812.

Wkeht.as, in cases of great national concern,

involving in their consequences the interests, the

rig/its and the welfare as well of the future as of the

present generation; it cannot fail to be useful and

acceptable to those entrusted with the national go.
vernmentto be made acquainted with the deliberate

opinion of every portion of the union: The mem-
bers of die legislature ofNew-Jersey at this momen-

i

tous crisis in our national concerns, think it a duty
lustration 6t justice, in the high and important

|

incumbent on them, publicly to express, as well the

tribunal over which he presides, is now presented. | sense f ( ne legislature, as the known feelings and
Your discernment and Watchful careiover the rights sentiments of the citizens of the state they repre-

sent. In contemplating the convulsive struggles
that have within the last twenty years broken up
the governments, overturned the ancient land marks

©f your consuaients, and the dignified and respec

table source from whence the representation of the

existence of those evils is derived, will doubtless

engage your
bes; efforts to devise and apply the

j

and'earried disorder and distress into almost every

appropriate reitiedy. quarter of the European world; the citizens of

The report of the commissioners of the school
\ New-Jersey

have surveyed the destructive pro-

fund, shortly to be laid before you, will attract your jgress
of tins war of ambition on the one side and of

Mention to the diffusion of useful knowledge, and mercantile monopoly on the other, not only as men

the consequent promotion of virtue and happiness, commiserating the sufferings of oihers, but with a

The flourishing- state of domestic manufactures. 'view to the consequences on die safety and bappi-

and the share which the encouragement and bounty jness
of America. The anxious solicitude maniiest-

oFthe legislative lias had in contributing to their ed by the general government to observe an impar-

acaivitv and success, and the consequent indepen-|
tial neutrality in relation to the belligerent nations,

deuce "of the country, prompt to a continuance oft lias at all times met the decided approbation of die

every countenance and support compatible
oar resources.

. Oil a lonner occasion I
£>ad

the lionor of cam

with government pud citizens of New-Jersey.

I: was confident b hoped that this Line ofconduct

would have secured to our country the complete
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observance of the acknowledged laws of civilized

nations, or at least have protected the persons and

properly of our citizens frvm outrageous violence.
It was therefore not without emotions of astonish-
ment and indignation, that they saw thetwo greater
belligerent European powers, at one and the same
time, set at defiance the public law of nations by
commencing a wanton unprovoked attack upon the

property and persons of our citizens on the high
seas. This indignation was increased by the insults

offered to an enlightened nation in pretexts assigned
as the causes of this violence. The danger and

impolicy of waging war against all Europe at once,

justified the course pursued by the general govern-
ment, of remonstrance, negotiation and commer-
cial restrictions. It has now become a subject of
some consolation that one of the great belligerent
nations has receded from her hostility,

ceased to
violate our neutral rights, made assurances of fu-
ture amity and the observance of the laws of na-

tions, and thereby left America a single antagonist
to contend with—one against whom she has already
measured Iter strength.

In contemplating the evils inflicted on our coun-
try by Great Britain, the legislature of" New-Jersey
Lisciaim bringing into the calculation the injuries

suffered by the revolutionary war, these havingbeen
magnanimously buried in the treaty of 1783. Nor do
they take into account the altedged instigation ofthe

savages to hostilities on our frontier settlements, the
facts not being officially ascertained and declared;
they leave out also the insult to the American Bag
in the at^ck on the Chesapeake frigate, that having
been amicably adjusted; nor would they at this
time think proper to complain of the refusal of
Great 3 itain to accede to the desires of the civiliz-
ed world, of ameliorating the evils of war, bv adopt-
ing as a rule, that free ships make free good's. Even
if the controversy between the two countries arose

solely out of the interruption to our carrying trade,
although they consider the trade founded on a per-
fect indisputable right which ought never to be
yielded by treaty, yet policy mightsuggest the pro-
priety of sleeping over the injuries arising from the
deprivation of the exercise ofthis right for a time.
But the two following causes of complaint on

which America and Great Britain are at issue, are
of so unquestionable a nature as to leave no doubt
Or hesitation oh the mind: First, the abominable
practice of impressing nafive American seamen,
while in the pursuit of a lawful commerce, forcingthem on board their ships of war, and compeliin*
them under the lash to fight against nations whh
whom we are at peace, and even against their own
country.

_

Second. The depreciations committed on the le-

gitimate commerce ofAmerica, it being now openly
avowed by the British government, thai an Ameri-
can unilt ship, owned by the citizens of the United
States, navigated by native American seamen, laden
with goods the growth or manufacture of the United
States, not contraband of war, bound to a belliger-
ent port, which is neither invested nor block al'ed,
is subject by the orders of the British government
to seizure and condemnation; both ship" and cargo;
the ruin of individuals and the desirticti in ol com-
merce, e\ idence the rigid execution ofthese orders.

This flagitious conduct of the rulers of Gre a
Britain, needs no comment; it is tor, notorious to be
denied, too palpable to be susceptible ofexpknai i in,and too attroci >us for palliation or excuse, 'i he an-
swers to the reasonable Remonstrances ©flour go-
vernment have only added Insults to

assuming positions, at variance with reason, justice
and the public law, in consequence ofwhich further

negociation becomes idle and vain: it only remains
for the constituted authorities of the union to guide
the destinies of a numerous, brave and pov. erful

nation, by marking out i,s future course. That in

doing this they may rely with confidence on the sup-
port ofNew-Jersey*

—
He it resolved by the legislative covncil and general

assembly of the stale of New-Jersey, That at tiiL im-

portant crisis in our national concerns, the govern-
ment of New-Jersey entertain a full and perfect
confidence in the wisdom and integrity of the pre-

sident, the senate and house of representatives of
the United States of America—and hereby rnu»t

solemnly assure the national governmeru, that

New-Jersey will readily accord it: any measures
which it may, in its wisdom, think proper to adopt
for the redress of national wrongs. That they cor-

dially approve the recommendation of the president
of the United States to both houses ofcongress, ad-

monishing them to put the nation in armor. That
in case the government of the United States shall

eventually determine to resist by force the lawless

aggressions committed by the British iia\>>u on the

persons and property of our citizens, this legisla-

ture, in behalf of themselves and the citizens of
New -.Jersey, whose representatives they are, pledge
themselves to the na. ion to render to the general
government all the aid, assistance and support in

their power, and will with readiness, perform ad
the duties required of them in the prosecution of
a war undertaken for the common defence and gen-
eral welfare.

Resolved, That his excellency the governor be

requested to transmit a copy ofthe foregoing to the

president of the United' States, with a request, that

he would be pleased to communicate a copy to each
branch of the legislature.

liesnlvi-il, That his excellency the governor be
also requested to transmit a copy to each of our
senators and representatives in congress.

.—
r V1ratir rNlll MBB1 sti-^tm

Burr "Mill Stones.

Some months ago, I had the pleasure to announce
to the public, through the Halt-more Evenir.j
Post, the discovery of a quarry oi stones in the
state of Georgia, which it was believed, would
answer all the purposes of the French Buns,- in

that publication it was stated they were under
trial at the famous Biwndiftwne mills, See. I have
now the pleasure to communicate the result of
that trial to the numerous readers of the Wkkkiv
Rkgistjbr, and to congratulate them on the dis-

covery of so great a desideratum.
To those that are personally acquainted wi'.h the

gentlemen who sign the annexed article, (from
the Jlmer'tcan Wj-xtciutsm J anv ill ins* /could sav
Oi their prudence and dremmpechen, or of their

capability ofjudging in this matter, might wed.
be deemed superfluous. l

J ut to those who do
not know then-., I feel a pleasure to declare, that
the most implicit confidence may be placed in all

they assert. [Eu.
It m now some months since we took the liberty

to request the public to suspend their opinion of Lue
'.

ieorgia Bin r Stones, until an opportunity had b< en
offered by experience to test tutirvu'lue. We.now
ii .\ e four pair oi mill stone.-, made from the Geor-

gia Burrs, in the mills we woik, and nave supplied
. mr othei pairs Lb different nailers at*hls ana o titer

injuries, by [pieces; and wfe>hive no doubt uiat if tue proper
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cure is taken in selecting them at the quarries
and

in making them up, they
will be found adequate to

all the wants of the country. The quarries are said

to be very extensive. One only objection can be

made to them—that they are too soli; but if taken

out of the earth and exposed to the air as the French

Burr's are, we believe they will be found in no re-

spect inferior to them, and in some circumstances

they are much superior to the French.

Wm. POOLE, & Co.

Brandy-i-hie JMills.

History
Of the Invasion of Spain by Bonaparte.

ABIUPGKD FIIOM THE 7I10ST AUTHENTIC SOURCES.

CHAPTER VIII.

(cOXTINUEn FROM PAGE 328.)

While the peasantry of Spain were thus manfully

struggling for th ir liberties, the g-randees weieaci-

ing a very different part in Bayonne. This city
once belonged 10 England, and was, tor a considera-

ble tin*.-, the residence of her favorite hero, Edward
rhe black p'ince. It is remarkable that he there

received the visit of Pedro, the exiled king of Cas-

tile, who requested his assistance in the re-conquest
of his kingdom: and from that place the English
force marched which did restore him to his throne.

It was now the residence of Joseph Bonaparte.
H re he received a deputation of the grandees of

Sp >in, with the duke del Infimtado at their head,
who expressed their lively joy at presenting them-
selves before his royal person. His presence, thev

said, was necessary to the re-establishment of their

country. The grandees had at all times distinguished
themselves by their fidelitytowards their sovereigns,
and that fidelity he would now experience from
them. He answered by assuring them of his espe-
cial protection, and declared that it was his inten-

tion to rule only by virtue of the laws. Deputations
from the different councils, and from the army,
were ready also with their homage and their flattery.
—The serene brother of the great Napoleon, the,
told him, deserved to be his choice on this im-

portant occasion; for he united in his person the
sublime qualities by which thrones are supported
and strengthened; "Your mHesty," said dice

sj cophants, "constitute apart of rhe family des ined

by Providence to govern. The fame of your deeds
has stretched itself over the Pyienees and spread
itself over all Span." Ore tidng- which passed &1

this audience is especially worthy of notice; Joseph
said to the deputies of the inquisition, that other
countries allowed of different forms of religion, but
he considered it as the fclicily of Spain that she
had but one and that the title one!.

A national assembly had been convened at Bav-

onne, to do homage to Joseph, and receive from
him a new constitution. Of 150 summoned, not
mere than ninety attended. Hon Miguel Joseph
dc A.anz.-, the pre.-ident of the body, pronounced
an empty declamation— in which he congratulated
the venerable meeting on the pleasing- and honor: -

ble task in which thej were engaged, and exhorted
them to offer their individual benefiison thealtaa of

their country, in order to raise a simple and great
monument, in place of the gothic and tottering
structure of their former government.

For ' •

feelings of some of this convention, irony
and - .:ca ,m could not have employed language of

keener reproach. Let the motives of their conduct

be what they may, whether their submission to the

intruder have been affected or sincere, the whole

weight of their sanction was given to his authority,
and the nation at large is the more to be admired
for its general insurrection: because these men to

whom it had been accustomed to look up as the

most enlightened and patriotic of its chiefs—had

apparently sold themselves to Joseph Bonaparte.
An address was voted to Joseph. It was in the

basest strain of adulation. They spoke of the reso-

lution which he had announced of governing only

for the happiness of Spain, as "a resolution worthy
the monarch, whose fame was spread over the uni-

verse, as a model of gentleness and virtue—who
constituted the delight of the people whom he go-

verned, and whom he left in tears, because he went

to bear away his virtues in another land." At the

third sitting (June 20) the constitutional statute for

Spain was presented by order of Napoleon Bona-

parte, who is ambitious of the fame of a legislator

as well as that of a conqueror. On the seventh, the

ceremony of accepting this constitution was per-

formed, 'at which another speech was addressed to

Joseph. A few days before this mockery took place,

he had abdicated the crown of Naples. "Provi-

dence," said he in the proclamation which he ad-

dressed to the Neapolitans, "Providence whose

designs are inscrutable, having called us to the

throne of Spain and the Indies, we have found our-

selves in the cruel predicament ofwithdrawing our-

selves from a people who had so many claims to our

attachment, and whose happiness was our most

gratifying hope, the only object of our ambition."

With' that impious hypocrisy which belongs to

kings, he appealed to the searcher of all hearts, to

witness how reluctantly lie left them, for the pur-

pose of accepting another kingdom. But to insure

their future comfort, he presented them a new con-

stitution of the latest fashion, which Napoleon ap-

proved and guaranteed. Some weeks elapsed before

the people of Naples were informed of the name of

the prince, to whom the emperor had committed

the charge of rendering them happy. Murat at

length, (July 20) who was now recalled from the

scene of his procrip'.ions f» Bayonne, announced

to them that the crown had been ceded to him by
his brother-in-law, conformably to the decrees of

Divine Providence; that he had assumed the title

of Joachim Napoleon, by the gi ace of God, and the

constitution of the state, king of the two Sicilies,

and grand Admiral of the empire, and that be should

appear in the midst of them with the queen Caro-

line, his august .-pouse, and the prince royal, Achil-

les Napoleon. Such, however, was his fear of his

new subjects, that one of the first measures of his

reign was to revive a law prohibiting the manu-
facture of arms without permission from govern-

ment, and to pass a decree compelling gimmakcrs
<o register the name of every man who bought a

musket, and forbidding any person to carry arms

without an especial license.

Joseph, with a suite ofabout one hundred carriages,

cmered Spain by Irun (9ih July) two days after he

had received lion age irom the junta at Bayonne.
When he reached Bergama, a deputation suit from

St. Andero, while the" French were in possession
of that place, appealed to solicit his forgiveness
and ratify the submission of their townsmen, a few

hours only before those townsmen recovered their

liberty. Deputations also from Guipuscoa aid

A lava were ready with their compulsory homage.
At Viitoria he was proclaimed; all the troops were

under arms when he entered that city, and the
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inhabitants were compelled to receive him with the

forms of rejoicing. On the evening of the 20th he

reached Madrid, all the troops being' under arms,
a necessary part of the parade. He bad previously
been crowned king in the city of St. Sebastian, on

the ninth inst. Instead of tbe rejoicings usual on

such occasions, the most sullen silence prevailed

during the coronation. The general reception he

met with, is detailed in tbe following letter, dated
from that city July 11. "Last Saturday, at half

past one in the afternoon, arrived here a person of

the name of Joseph, and found a city deserted by
ni le tenths of its inhabitants, who fled before his

arrival to shun his sight. There was not a single
individual who returned the bows he made in his

coach, and no shouts were heard but those of a

woman in the market place, who, on his passing by,

exclaimed, long live Ferdinand VII." This entry
resembled the funeral of a poor deceased in the

hospital. A certain Urquijo complained of this

conduct, but no attention was paid to his com-

pl dots. The constituted authorities received him
with the respect which is due to a foreign prince,
and told the Urquijo, that they could not controul

the sentiments of the people. On the 10th he was

again proclaimed at Vittoria, and under circum-
stances not more flattering. Every possible means
were taken, therefore, to prepare the metropolis for

his reception in a more flattering manner, and to

keep do vra the spirit of the people. The publica-
tion of news from the provinces was prevented by
the severest measures-, and, if anv of the patriots'
manifestoes found their way to Madrid, to print,

copy, read or listen to them, was declared and pun-
ished as high treason. A proclamation was forg-
ed in the bishop of St. Andero's name, recommend-

ing the people to receive with grati' ude the king
and the army who were come to regenerate them.—
The proclamation of Joseph took place on St.

Iago's day; the grand standard bearer and his son,
effected their escape from the capital, and thus

avoided the degradation of appearing in such a

procession. Nothing indeed could be more strik-

ing than the contrast between this day and that on

which Ferdinand made his entrance as king; then,

the streets swarmed with the population of the

whole surrounding country; then, all the zeal and

authority of the magistrates were necessary to re-

press the popular enthusiasm:—now, what few de-

monstrations of joy were made was procured hy
authority, the officers going from door to door to

call upon the inhabitants!

The houses were just sufficiently decorated to

preserve them from the military commission to

which they would otherwise have been exposed.—
The money which was scattered among the popu-
lace, lay in the streets where it fell, for the French
themselves to gather up; and the theatres which
were thrown open to the people, were left to be filled

by Frenchmen,

Joseph seems to have halted at Vittoria till he

received intelligence of Hessieres' victory at Kio

Leco, and to have advanced to Madrid in full con-

fidence that the French would be equally victorious

in all parts of the Peninsula. The first news which
reached him after his arrival was of tbe defeat and
surrender of Dupont. St. Andero had been reco-

vered by the patri its, Mancey had been put to

flight before V dentil, Lcfebvre, afier sustaining a

repulse, was in vain attempting to subdue Z.irn-

gozu;-
—meantime two victorious armies, one from

Valentia, and one from Andalusia, were advancing
towards Madrid. Bessieres, instead of being able,
as he bad hoped, to inarch to the assistance of Ju-

not in Portugal, was fain to fall back himself, and

provide for his own safety; and lilake, whom the

defeat at Rio Leon seemed only to have rendered

more formidable by displaying his talents, and ob-

taining diat reputation which he merited, was ready
with the Gallioi n army to co-operate for deliver-
ance of the capital, and might not improbably cut
off the retreat of the French court unless it were

speedily effected. The French force at Mad i id

would perhaps have been sufficient to have defeated
all these hasty levees had the contest been with these

only; but the inhabitants of the metropolis were

ready to rise upon them at the first favorable occa-

sion, and take vengeance for their murdered bre-

thren. On die 29th July, says tbe Oviedo Gazette of

2d August, it was reported that Joseph Bonaparte
was marching, and that all the troops in the city
were following him. He intended to start in the

dusk on the 30th. The carriages were harnessed

and repaired io the court of the palace, but the

coach-men and mule drivers, and most of the at-

tendants of the private carriages, had disappeared'.
He was therefore obliged to wait until the following

day, when he departed on horseback, being unable

to put the carriages in motion. Before he went he

took all the horses, mtdes and harness from the sta-

bles and sold them for the lowest price. He forced

open the public treasury and the bank, pulling die

people in the greatest terror, from the apprehension
of a general pillage. At two in the morning of the

1st Aug. a cannonade was heard, which chough at

first was taken for a fatal signal, was in fact but die

precursor of the brightest and happiest day that

ever shone upon Madrid. Before the French left

the city, they seized upon the regalia and the crown

jewels, burnt the gun carriages, spiked the cannon,
threw two hundred barrels of powder into a pond,

and, generally, destroyed all that they could not

take with them. When the inhabitants of Madrid
saw themselves delivered from the horde, the)' re-

turned thanks to the supreme ruler of events, and
assumed as a badge tiie portrait of Ferdinand.

Spain had no sooner risen in arms against the

Bonapartes, than the attention of the British gov-
ernment was directed to the Spanish troops, who,

having been marched under false pretences into the

northern parts of German}', were now stationed in

the Danish Islands, There the emperor thought he
had secured them, the court of Denmark being dis-

posed to act with subserviency to his will, partly
from its attachment to France, and partly from a

deep-rooted feeling of hatred towards Great Britain.

The Paris journals (Aug. 12) had published that

these troops had taken die oath of allegiance to

Joseph with universal enthusiasm. Nu man who
knew the Sp.mi.sh character—no man, indeed, who
knew any thing of human nature, believed this false-

hood; on the contrary, when this oath was propos-
ed, for as they were from Spain, with no probabi-

lity, scarcely with the hope of returning to it— ig-
norant of the spirit which had manifested itself
'

here, and surrounded by French and Danish troops,
who were equally hostile to the cause of the patri-

ots, they planted their colors, formed a circle round

diem, and there swore on their knees to be faithful to

then- country. The difficult ta>k of opening a com-
munication with their Commander, die marquis de la

Romana,* and endeavoring to bring oh' their trooor,
——.— ——.

*The marquis was kept in profound ignorance of
the events hat had taken place in his country, and
v.iiio is attempts had been made on the part of the
B.iti >h government, to communicate the tidjhg.s, to.

him, and to devise means for his escape with the
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was entrusted to rear admiral Keats, one of the

ablest and most distinguished officers in the British

service. The main body of these troops were with
the commander in chief upon the island of Funen,
some were in Jutland, some in Zealand. A smaller

body in Lang-land. It was proposed by the British
admiral (Aug. 7) that those in Funen shotdd secure
themselves in a peninsula on the north side of the

island, from whence if necessary, they might be
removed to the small island of Rumsoe. The Danish

gunboats would be rendered inactive if the Spanish
general had it in his power, and should think it pro-
per, to seize on the town and port Nyborg; but this

measure admiral Keats thought might endanger
the safety of the troops in Zealand and Jutland, by
inducing the Dines to act hostilely, when they
otherwise might be disposed to wink at, or make no
serious efforts to impede, the quiet removal of the

Spaniards. There was lit'le hope that any negoci-
al ion for their peaceable departure would be success-

ful; but immediately af'er the movement should
have commenced, a declaration of the unoffending
object in view, might thus, he thought, be ad
vantageous. The troops in Zealand, it was propos
od, should attempt to force their way to the penin-
sula near Corsoir, where it seemed likely that they
might be able to defend the isthmus till they could
be removed to the neighboring island of Sproe.

—
Those at Frederisca, in Jutland, were to seize ves-

sel-, and endeavor to unite with their countrymen
at Funon; but if the troops in Langland were strong
enough to feel themselves in safety, it would be bet-
ter to land all the others there, from whence they
could be transported at leisure.

troops under his command, without effect. At
length a Swedish clergyman was found, in whose
good sense and enterprising disposition, the firmest
confidence could be placed. This gentleman, dis-

guised as a low and travelling tradesman, went by
the way of Heligoland, and having overcome many
obstacles with the utmost patience, prudence and
fortitude, at length arrived at the place where the

marquis and his troops were stationed. Having as-

certained the person ofthe marquis, he was obliged
to watch incessantly for an opportunity of address-

ing him, without exciting the suspicion of the nu-
merous spies by whom he was surrounded. The
venerable agent at last was obliged, as if by acci-

dent, to jostle the marquis in the street, in order to

attract his attention. Having done .50, he apologis-
ed, as ifig-norant of the person whom lie addressed,
and concluded with offering to sell him some excel-
lent coffee. The marquis treated this offer with

contempt, and sig-nified that he supposed lie was
talking to a smuggier. The minister, however,
persevered in recommending his coffee, and in the
course of the conversation, found means to intimate
that he was not a smuggler but a gentleman. "We'd
soon see that," said the marquis; and then asked
him if he could speak Latin. Theminister answer-
ed in the affirmative, and a conversation ensued, ap-
parently about coffee, as the gestures of both were
C-'culated to deceive all who might observe them.
The marquis was tiicn duly informed of every thing
that had occurred in Spain, of the assistance the

British government had rendered, of their readiness
to adopt any measure that might be thought prac-
ticable for effecting the rescue of himself and Ids

troops, that they might join their countrymen in

resisting the French in their attempts to enslave
them.

Ii. was scarcely possible that these various move-

ments could be concerted without exciting suspi-
cion, prepared as the French officers and the Danish
government were to expect some such attempt, and
after the manner in which the Spaniards had ex-

pressed their abhorrence of the usurpation of their

country. A premature execution of the plan be-
came necessary, and Komana, accordingly (9th

August) took possession of Nyborg. Admiral
Keats had hoisted his flag the preceding day, in the

Superb, off that town; and as soon as the Spaniards
entered it, he dispatched a letter to the govern-
or, informing him, that notwithstanding the state

of war between England and Denmark, it was his
wish to abstain from every hostile act, provided no

opposition was made to the embarkation of the

Spanish troops. While this was going on, he must

necessarily co-operate with those troops, and, con-

sequently, communicate with the town of Nyborg;
but the strictest orders had been given to ail under
his command to observe the utmost civility towards
the inhabitants. If, however, the Spaniards were

opposed, he must, however reluctantly, take mea-
sures which might occasion the destruction of the
town.

The Danish garrison had yielded to circum-
stances: but an armed brig and a cutter which
were moored across the harbor, near the town, re-

jected all the pacific offers, both ofthe Spanish gen-
eral and the English admiral, and even all the re-

monstrances of their own countrymen: such small
vessels and boats as could be collected were sent

against them and they were taken. It had been the

special care of Romana, that no act of hostility
should be committed by his men, except such as

were absolutely necessary to secure their embark-
aiion. Some of them, however, irritated at the

obstinacy with which the English were opposed,
fired a few shots at the Danish ships before they
struck. Admiral Keats now addressed a second let-

ter to the governor, telling him that as his entrance
into the harbor had been opposed, it was evident
that he was bound by no absolute law or usage,
to respect the property of the inhabitants. The
Spanish general had occasion for some of the
small craft in the port: unless the masters and
crews would assist them in equipping- and navi-

gating them, it might not be in his power to se-

cure them from inj ury; if they would, he pledged
himself, after the short service for which they
were required should be ended, not only to secure

them from injury, by every means in his power,
but also grant them passports to return in safety.

Accordingly a great part of the artillery, baggage
and stores, Were embarked on board such vessels as

were in the ports; the troops, amounting to 6000,
were taken on board, and landed upon Langland;
and a convention being made between Romana and
the governor of that island, in which the latter

agreed to supply the Spaniards with provisions,

they, on their part, abstaining from hostilities.—
Above a thousand troops from Jutland effected their

escape in the manner proposed, and joined their

countrymen while at sea. Another thousand hud
arrived at Langland. One regiment in Jutland was
too distant, and too unfavorably situated, to effect

its escape; and two in Zealand, after having fired

upon the French general who commanded them,
and having- killed one of his aides-du-camp, were

overpowered and disarmed. Nothing could exceed
thejoy of those who effected their escape

—^the reg-
iment of Zamora made a march of eighteen Dan-
ish (equal to eighty-two EnglishJ miles in twen-

ty cr.e hours. This regiment, which made this
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surprising exertion for the sake of returning to

their own country, to maintain its independence,
Was one of those which the French papers describ-

ed as discovering the greatest attachment to Jo-

seph.
The court of Denmark issued a proclamation on

this occasion, expressing its astonishment at what
it called the treachery of the Spaniards, and charg-

ing- them with having violated the most sacred du-

ties! That court was therefore the first to give'its
sanction and support to the usurpation of Spain.

[to be continued.]

Official Papers.

•Accompanying the Secretary of the. Treasury's annual report. (See. page 229.)
(continued rnoM pake 401.)

(D.d.)
Statement of the amount of the public debt on thefirst of April, 1801, and on Hie first

of January, 18 12.

Principal. Interest.

1,

Debt on 1st April, 1801.
Six per cent, and deferred, unredeemed,
Three per cent, outstanding,
Five and a half per cent.

F.mr and a halt* per cent.

Eight per cent, (including 800 dollars

over issue
!

)

Navy six per cent.

Temporary loans, viz.

at six per cent,

at five per cent.

1796 six per cent.

Foreign debt, on first

January, 1801,
Deduct principal and pre-
miums paid between 1st

January and 1st April,
1801,

'

Unfunded debt, consisting of such parts of
te-ed debt, and debt due to foreign officer

been subsequently paid,

2,040,000?
1,400,000 5

10,419,000

343,996

847,500 1

176,000

482,500
711,700

3,440,000

the regis-

s, as have

Debt, first April, 1801,
Reimbursements from 1st April, 1801, to 1st Jan. 1812, viz:

On six per sent, and deferred stocks,
Three per cent, including reimburse-
ment ofconverted stock and deduct-

ing converted stock outstanding,
Eight, five and a half, four and a half,

and navy six per cent, stocks and

temporary loans, paid all in full

Foreign debt paid in full,

On account of unfunded debt,

Total reimbursement,

Debt on first January, 1812.

First, old debt, viz:

(i)Six per cent and deferred, - .. 17,067,096 08

(c)Tnree per cent. - 16,157,890 04? 1fi

"

9ns .

Converted six per cent. 565,318 41 5
10>'^^[J0 *°

1796 six per cent. - . . 80,000

20,820,744 46

2,379,269 44

12,6.57,700

10,075,004
90,092 58

Old debt,

Second, new debt, viz:

Louisiana six per cent.

Total amount of debt, first January, 1812,

37,887,840 54

19,102,477 89

12,657,700

80,000

10,075,004

90,092 58

79,893,115 01

46,022,810 48

2,273,270 43

573,074 33

863,218 50

4,800

465,100

1,249,244 67

(a) 54,418 53

863,218 50

466,100

4,180,463 26

1,024,025 75

518,655 80

4,800

33,870,304 53

11,250,000

45,120,304 53

The reimbursement of principal for 1812, will be 1,569,900 65, thus:
Nominal amount of six percent, and deferred stocks, 32.424,080 14

~)
at six per cent, - . ... .' . 2,593,926 41 >-

Of which is interest, as above, .... 1,024,025 76J

Total amount annually payable on the public debt utter 1S15"{,

2,632,981 70

1,547,481 56

675,000

2,222,481 56

1,569,900 65

3,732,382 21
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Notes to Statement D. <1.

(a) Interest extinguished on 2,379,269 34 at three per cent.

Deduct, interest increased, three per cent, on 565,318 41
converted six per cent, stock, outstanding-,

71,378 08

16,959 55

Diminution ofinterest on three per cent, stock 54,418 53

(*)Six per cent, and deferred stocks, 1st January, 1801. Nominal amount,
exclusive of the sinking fund, .......

The previous reimbursements, by the accounts of receipts and expendi
tures, amounted to, ----.....

Deduct for an error, as stated in the accounts for the year 1803

But of that reimbursement there has been paid on stock transferred to

the sinking fund, a sum of .......
Leaving for the reimbursement on the above stated nominal amount,

And making for the unredeemed amount, as per report of April, 1808,
The reimbursement paid on 31st March, 1801, was

Unredeemed six per cent, and deferred, on 1st April, 1801,
The paymentt ofprmcipalfromfrst .April, 1801, tojrst January, 1812, are

asfolloiu:
I. Annual reimbursements from 1st January, 1801, to 1st January,

1811, per printed accounts of receipts and expenditures,
Deduct reimbursement for 1st quarter of 1801, as above,

Reimbursement of the year 1811, estimated at

II. Paid in for lands and purchased, viz:

For lands, unredeemed amount, as stated in the several esti-

mates marked D, .... 61,282 10

Deduct, on account of the nominal amount, instead of the
unredeemed amount, having been inserted in those esti-

mates, prior to the 30th September, 1805, 4,229 90

57,052 20

17,517 61Purchased in 1806,

HI. Exchanged stock, reimbursed in full,

Unredeemed amount on 1st January, 1811, ...
Deduct reimbursement of 1811, estimated as per above, at

(r) Three per cent, stock on 1st January, 1801, (including Higgins' stock,

17, 18, stated subsequently in the accounts) per report of April, 1808,

Ditto, issued subsequently thereto ....
Total outstanding 1st April 1801

Reimbursements.
I. Surrendered in exchange for converted stock
II. Paid in or lauds ......

Outstanding on 1st January, 1812

From the above amount of reimbursements

Deduct, outstanding converted stock, on 1st January 1812

Makes the reimbursement on three per cent, stock (including converted)
from 1st April 1801, to 1st January 1812,

viz. Difference between three per cent, surrendered and converted stock
issued under the ret of February 11, 1807,

Three per cent, stock paid in for lands ...
Converted do do
Do do to be reimbursed on the 31st December, 1311,

3,976,239
24,210

84

31

3,952,029

4,177

53

7?

37,947,458 20

59,617 66

13,012,741
59,917

12,953,123

1,499,000

16

66

S3

14,452,123 53

74,569
6,294,051

81

12

41,895,310 01

3,947,851 81

37,887,840 54

18,566,096

1,499,000

08

2,861,309

83,278

15

70

2,944,587

565,318

85

41

1,001,458

83,278
80

1,294,452

45
70

29

20,820,744 46

17,067,096 08

19,093,902 21

8,575 68

19,102,477 89

2,944,587 85

16,157,890 04

2,379,269 44

2,379,269 44
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Financial Views.
A friend, who is quite out of humor with Mr.

tiallatin, and his letter to the Chairman of the com-
mittee of ways and means, has urged some general

propositions on finance with a view to their publi-
cation in the Rfgistf.u; accompanied by such re-

marks and observations as we might believe calcu-

lated to elucidate his ideas—which we are the

more inclined to do from their novelty, in one in-

stance, and apparent plausibility in another.
He proposes,

1 oajjs. There shall be two kinds of loans; di-

rect loans and loans from individuals, or corporate
bodies, as usual.

The direct loans are to supply the place of direct

tevres, and supercede the necessity of some of the

internal revenues proposed by the secretary of the

treasury. Suppose these loans to amount to

3,500,000 dollars per annum, to be raised from the

people as their county levies are raised. Let each
state be directed by the general govern] runt to

raise her proportion of the said amount according
to her representation, by directing her several lev}'

courts, or county commissioners to assess such an

additional per centum on their usual taxes as will

supply the quota to be furnished by the county;
which supply shall be according to population,
rating the slaves agreeably to the principle laid

down in the constitution of the United States. The
money, when collected, to pass from the county
treasuries to the state treasury, and from thence to

the treasury of the United States; the proper evi-

dences of the contribution being given, in the first

instance, by the state treasurers to the county trea-

surers, and by the treasurer of the Un.ted States

to the state treasurers, upon drawing the money.
On tile supplies thus raised, no interest shall be

paid at present [if at all]; but on the return or'

peace, or at such period as may be agreed upon,
ways pud means shall be provided to return to the
states every succeeding year, for the reimbursement
of the counties, a sum equal (at least) to one half of
the amount levied in any one year, With the whole
or some proportionate part of the interest, [if

thought most expedient] until the principal [with
simple interest therefor] shall be finally and fully

p:ud. On the receipt of their instalments the states

shall direct the counties to make an abatement of
the i r usual levy, proportionate to the sum that re-

verts lo thern, and so continue, to do unt,l the whole
war loan is exhausted for county purposes—or, in

other words, in fact, returned into the pockets of the

people*
The organization of this system is exceedingly

simple; and will be attended with no expense
whatsoever, except die usual per centum allowed for

collection.

To pay the interest upon the monev thus obtain-

ed, or cast out a sheet anchor for the extinguishment
of the debt, suppose that one seventh part of the
contribution shall be annually invested by the pur-
chase of evidences of die public debt heaving inter-

est \\iyable semi-annually or annually, and so form
n sinking

ruND.-j- If actively employed, it will pro-
duce tlie following results:

*
If at the time these instalments are to be rep id,

any of the counties shall feel themselves in aoondi-
tion to appropriate the money to public works, what

elegant i-i-als and bridges might be m :ie—what
useful public buildings nught be erected!

fjf the .theory of this sinking fund i:; not ap- 1

r • • '1 of, l
p t it be thro v. n aside altogether

—we can

At the end of the first year the amount
of principal, and interest will be g 530,000

Add to the fund one seventh of the con-
tribution 500,000

1,030,000
The interest on which for one year, at

six per cent, is 61,800

SEcoxn tear
Add one seventh, as above

Interest

THIRD TEAR
Add one seventh

Interest

FOURTH TEAR
Add one seventh

Interest

1,091,800

500,000

1,591 800

95,508

1,687,308

500,000

2,187,308

130,838

2,318,146
500,000

2,818,146
169,748

FTrTH tear 3,087,894
And so on until the expiration of ten years, when
the amount of the fund will be $7,1Z%675.
There may be, and, perhaps, must be, some ob-

structions to the perfect operation of this plan; but
it is presumed the purchase of stocks on which the

interest is payable semi-annually would fully make

up for any time lost, and give a result at least as fa-

vorable.

Here, with this system, it is proposed, in part, to

stop. The war has lasted ten years; peace is re-

established, and business has assumed its usual
channels. We have now a large surplus revenue,

[to be shewn hereafter] and can appropriate 8 or 10

millions to the payment of the principal of the pub-
lic debt, after discharging the interest. Let the

sinking fund attached to the direct loam operate 10

years longer, by the mere accumulation of interest,

and it will amount to $$12,766,497
—of this sum the

principal invested is only 5 millions in the whole,
and there remains a balance of g7,766,496 applica-
ble to the payment of the imerest, and a clear pro-

fit of §3,266,497 by theoperation.*
But suppose that on these direct loans no interest

should be paid during the period of war, and for five

years af.er its conclusion, when a sum shall be an-

nually refunded equal to one year's contribution and
the current year's interest on the whole sum bor-

rowed? Would any think the imposition grievous?
Would not such a sacrifice (if a sacrifice it can be

called) be among the least that any man could ex-

pect to make? Who would feel or know it? No
person could be sensible of it unless he took up
pen and paper to caladate it; when he would rather

estimate a profit that might have requited than a

do very well without it, and would have g500,000
a year more for defence than has been calculated,
and the final reimbursement willonh be obstructed
for six months. Hut the fund might be useful as

a marketfor stocks, and strengthen the public cre-

dit by its demands.

i Balance after payment ofprincipal §7,766,497.
Fifteen years interest (equated time) on

five millions 4,500,000

Profit S3,266,407
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fo*s actually sustained. Yet this non-receipt of

interest as above proposed, would stand in lieu of

taxes to the amount of two millions per annum

during the war, (supposed for ten years) which

taxes, every man would very often feel and know.

Loans from individuals to the amount of ten mil-

lions per annum it is presumed may be easily ob-

tained. This is Mr. Gallatin's calculation; and of

the will or capacity of the people to furnish such a

supply there can be no question. There is a vast

monied capital in the United States which such re-

quisitions would bring into action. The sums

raised, it is to be remembered, are not lost to the

people, but immediately revert to them through a

thousand different avenues. Indeed, it is the opi-
nion of many, and an opinion that appears pretty
well founded, that money would thereby become
much more plenty (to use a common saying

-

) than

it is at this time. Open war would give a free cir-

culation to that which in our mongrel peace, every
man is afraid, or has not the spirit to part with.

Thus is provided a resource say of thirteen mil-

lions a year
—but the secretary, for all his purposes,

wants about twenty millions—there are yet seven

millions deficient.

It is admitted that the duties on goods imported
jf doubled, will produce five millions. This is cer-

tainly the lowest possible estimate that can be

formed. §
The tax upon salt is allowed to be a good tax, in-

asmuch as it will give a great spur to an important
domestic manufacture, and can be collected with-

out any or but little additional expense. This will

raise says Mr. Gallatin, $400,000.

Granted that whiskey is, of all possible sub-

lets that can present itself, the fairest for taxation.

•Had Great Britain such a resource she would levy

twenty millions a year upon it in addition to all her

present excises and duties, and the tax would be

paid. Notwithstanding our immense supply of

domestic distilled liquors, we have imported ten

millions of gallons in one year of foreign spirits;

a drop of which could not sometimes be found by
a traveller in a whole day's ride, within fifty miles

of a senport; and yet our foreign liquors have cos;

^ It is probable this source of revenue would

produce at least eight millions. Willi raW their navy
the British could not watch the American coast as

closely as they watch the Atlantic shores of Fiance,
as it were at their doors; and of our vessels (whe-
ther- on the coast of France, or the high seas, or at

the mouths of ovr mm harborsJ they do not seize

more than one of three engaged in the commerce,

though they are not prepared as they would be if

open, undissembled, candid war was declared. It

should be recollected also, that the United States

can and probably would soon have afloat 1000 or

1200 of the wickedest and most active privateers that

ever were on the ocean, and that a vast quantity of

the richest commerce of Britain passes by our

coasts. We have the ships and vessels fitted tor the

service; hut, what is more, we have 200
;000 sea-

men and half seamen," a quantity greater, perhaps,
than all the world possesses besides, Great Britain

herself excepted. Docs any man suppose that a

spot of.the navigable world, from the sea of Aiw-
echatka to the Irish channel ( between England and

Ireland) will he unvisited by these privateers? Cap-
tures will be made upon ihc coast of England—in

the sight of her ?'-j"s man) will be retaken, but
some will arrive safe, and the duties on the cargoes
will run up very fast, being doubled.

the people about as much as their whole esport of

provisions were sold fori ||
In many parts oi tJie inte-

rior no other than domestic spirits are seen—anci in

no part of it are loreign productions in gene;;.l n-"C
j

From this it is presumed that the quantity of ho;, e-

made liquors distilled will amount to at least thh .y
millions of gallons a year; perhaps to 40 millions.

Let the duty on foreign spirits be trebled—those on,

the sea-board who choose to drink them will pay ror

them. Their consumption will be diminished; but
|

this dimunition will give a proportionate vent lor

the domestic product; excite the distillers to im-

prove the excellency of their article, and aflord a

great home market for our extra qualities of grain,
&c. Whiskey, which but a few years ago was
accounted as fit. only for the lowest dreg's of the

people, is now to be found on the side-boai ds of the

most opulent amongst us; and a duty upon it, fbtf

making it appear more respectable!J would rather

increase than diminish its consumption.
It is concluded that at least 30 millions ofgallons,

of whiskey, rum, gin or brand)
—

say whiskey, is

distilled every year in the United States—the ave-

rage price of it is 35 cents in the interior—45 in the

sea-ports
—

say 40 cents per gallon. Let a duty be
laid according to the proofto produce an equation
of 25 cents per galfon, and its average price will be
65 cents. This duty shall be permanent. The
price of the article will yet be low enough in all

conscience. The retailers will raise it from three

cents a gill to four cents; it will only cost a man
one cent more to get tipsey then than it does now,
and his heart be.ng warm he will pay it with plea-
sure!—The only inconvenience that ought to attend
this tax, is the payment of it, in the first instance,

by the distillers—but a plan may be devised,

whereby, on giving the proper securities, they

may be excused, until a period has expired presum-
ed sufficient for them to make sales, as is the case

with goods imported by our merchants.

This excise, then, will raise $7,500,000 per an-

num**—deduct one million for expense of collec-

||
In 1804 we imported 10.488,696 gallons of spf

rits, the average duty on which was more than 29
cents per gallon

—we also imported 3,003,312 gal-
lons of wine, the average duty on which was almost

32 cent? per gallon, producing together are venue

of $4,059,124 19—of which were re-exported a-

bout as much as, by drawback, reduced the net rev-

enue to three millions and a half. This, perhaps, is

more than the average; and we will call it three

millions, to aid the suppositions.
The citizens of the United States living on the

sea board, or in the immediate neighborhood of

seaport towns, constitutingmot one sixth of the whole

population, have paid at least three fourths of this

revenue of three millions; and what has been the

inconvenience or hardship of it? Let a man loon- at

itfairly. If the one sixth of the people have paid,
without being the least oppressed, or feeling the

least inconvenience from' tiie tax, three fourths of

three millions a year for foreign spirituous liquors,
can it be believed that the whole people will be unwil-

ling", or are miable to pay for all their ardem drinks,

the small comparative sum of seven million-; and a

half? The proportion of the tax upon the whole, >vill

the/; be as th? tax is at present on the part, as 1 is io

2—tint is, for one cent that the whole of tlie people
will have to pay,a part ofthe people no * pay 2 cents.

** Fruits being perishable, the duty might i->e

lower on the spirits produced from the.m— tiie de-

ficiency to be made up by a higher duty on those

{n'ade offoreign materials.
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tirm and losses, and we have a clear revenue of six

r... '.lions and a half, and more than five millions

'above the wants of the secretary of the treasury,

Without oppressing or vexing any part of the com-

munity, or sending out, swarms of officers, like lo-

tsts, to eat up their substance. Iiesides, thirteen

hundred th Hisand dollars might be raised from the

,i ,\ sales •>' public land, and the contemplated taa?

i retail x% he latter to be collected by the same

persons who collect Oie excise upon whiskey.

A'JNTAt Supplies.

foirect loan, after deducting' g 500,000

I >r sink: lg fund, 3.000,000

o :. 10,000,000
hi key, rum, gin aad brandy, 6,500,000

! ist, including a duty on >salt - - 5,400,000
„ Land .--'.--:- 600,000
es to retailers 700, J0Q

g 26,200,000
the war to last ten years, though no man

. more than from two to fiveyears,

vigoi , and we shall have borrowed

$35,000,000
100,000,000

.'.•if, say
- - 40,000,000

Lowe S 1-5,000,000
- the whole of the war we have a sur-

t me beyond the apparent wants of the

;, . .,.-,- of s mitHom each year, and, from our

, 'fand, hav -.< the treasury, at the end of 20

i thir •(-'"• millions of dollars. So that

t who!' red amount of debt cannot be assum-

it more than about 130 millions, the interest

or.
•

.•'. \ '.n >e.;ing one half of it to be raised at

8 V ce~nt will be per annum § 6,100,000

Xba ordinary expenses of a "peace es- -+

tablishment," will be less than - - 5,500,000

Expense ofgovernment and interest g> 11,600,000

S'h( n Unary imposts will raise in a

a timeofprosperity - - - - §15,000,000
Excise on whiskey,

which shall^
be permanent protected by high v 6,500,000
duties on foreign liquors 3

& s of land -

'

600,000
Many small items - 400,000

Whole revenue - - - - g 22,500,000
A sum must certainly within the means of the

people
—and which will leave almost 11 millions a

year applicable to the reduction of the national debt,

and effect its whole redemption in from. 10 to 12

y . rs.

It mav be urged by the fastidious, that congress
h ive no constitutional ri?rht to compel the states to

make these "direct loans" and that some will not

Comply with this requisition. It can hardly be be-

lieved that any would refuse; but to guard against

it, let it be called a tax and its reimbursement a do-

nation. The first may be coerced and the latter will

not be rejected.' The fact will be the same, except

Jhe state refusing will lose so much money as the

e ^ pense to be incurred by appointing extra commis-

sioners, attestors, collectors, &.c. The matter mav
be jo arranged that interest shall lead all heartily

into it. The revenue to be derived from whiskey,
at v first view may be considered extravagant

—but

we have actually paid more ("per gaXbmj on foreign

spuits, and can as easily pay it on d*e domestic ar-

ticle. The estim.i'e ofihe quantity distilled is be-

low the real amount.

With such prospects is it not sinful to "despai*
oft/f republic?'* Our resources arc like the infant

Hercules in the cradle—let the serpents of despo-'
lism attack us, and our strength will be manifest.

There is no country under heaven with the same po-

pulation, that has so much general wealth; and like

our soil, our resources are new and vigorous. And
to guarantee the whole, if a guarantee is necessary,
there is a public property in land (not mfigyret or

paper money!J—but firm substantial soil, worth,
(and will ultimately produce,) from six to seven hun-
dred millionsof dollars. Our papulation is doubling
itself in every 25 years, and the -wealth of the coun-

try is trebled in the same period. Labor begins t#

be employed in all parts of the country to the best

advantage. The states are fidl of machinery—and
the ingenuity and enterprizeof our people are second
to none under the canopy of the sky. Let cov-

GKESS, WHICH SHOULD BE THE FOUNTAIN OP
WISDOM AND ENERGY, PUT THEIR TBUST IN THAT
PKuVIDENCE WHICH NEVER DESERTS A GOOD

CAUSE; RISE UP IN THE MAJESTY OF THE PEOPLE

WHO HAVE GIVEN THEM THE LEAD, AND FEAH.

\o danger. War, by this means, may be avoided;

if it must come, we shall be prepared to meet it as

we ought. The resources of the country are adequate
to its wants, and he who doubts should be suspect-
ed. It is time to act or at least to leave offtalking'.
As the last section of this monition is only in our

power, we obey it by concluding
1 this very long ar-

ticle; under a hope that if it does no good to the

nation, it may furnish a little amusement to some
individuals composing it.

The British Minister.
It has been doubted, by several great men, whe-

ther language contributed more to the advancement
or hindrance of human knowledge, and an eminent
scholar of the last century has said that the English

language, of all others, possessed the greatest num-
ber of defects. When we consider the variety of

interpretation which may be given to the same

phrases; the contradictory constructions of the

same words; and the easy transposition of senten-

ces to suit the particular views of the writer or

reader, we are inclined to give a ready assent to the

correctness of the opinion.

Diplomatic writers who should, of all others,
seek to be the most perspicuous, so far from endea-

voring to attain so desirable an object, even boast

of the ingenuity with which they can cast a shade

of obscurity over every line they pen. Explana*
tions are ready for every emergency, and a negocia-
t/on, which might be concluded in a couple of days,
is thus kept up, always to the dishonour of one or

other of the parties, for as many years. Mr. Foster

whose meaning, if we believe him.- elf, ha^ not been

understood on any essential point of his correspon-

dence, has lately complained, in a whining strain of

puerility, to the secretary of state, "that the import
of his former letters anticipating we presume the

same fate to the present) has been misunderstood in-

two important circumstances."* We shall not stop
to ask Mr. Foster why the discovery of this import-
ant misunderstanding was not made sooner;—
perhaps he knew the moment for explanation
but we shall proceed to inquire whether it were

possible that the import of his letters in these "two

important circumstances" could be understood in

any olher sense than that given to them by the se-

cretary of state. The import which he denies to

Seo Weekly Ilegister, p. 377-
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be conveved by his words is, on the first point, that

he had demanded that the United States' govern-
ment "should pass a law for the introduction of

British goods into the American ports," and on the

second point, "that the United States should tin

dertake to force France to receive into her harbors,

British manufactures. I beg permission, sir, (says

Mr. Foster) to declare that neither of these demands

have [has] been made by me, and that my meaning
must not have been understood, if such was con

ceived to have been its import." "With respect to

the first point, unless Mr. Foster is so nice a logi-

cian as to draw a line of distinction between the

passing a law for the introduction of British goods,
, and the repeal of a law already in operation, to pro-
hibit it, we are really at a loss to conceive upon what

other ground he has declared that he made no such

; demand. In las letter to the secretary of state of

the 3d July, 181 l,f we find the following passage,
"I am instructed by my government to urge to that

. of the United States, the injustice of thus enforcing
that act ('die non-importation) against his majesty's

dominions, and I cannot but hope that a spirit of

justice will induce the United States to reconsider

the line of conduct they have pursued, and at least

to re-establish theirformer state of strict neutrality."—Again, in his letter of July 14th,+ "Allow me
then, sir, to repeat my request to learn from you,
whether I may not convey to his royal highness
what I know would be most grateful to his royal

highness' feelings, namely, the hope that he may be

enabled by the speedy return of America from her

unfriendly altitude (die operation of the non-impor-
tation act) towards Great Britain, to forget alto-

gether (generous soul!) that he ever was obliged to

have any other object in view besides that of endeav-

oring to promote the best understanding- possible be-

tween the two countries." Again, July 26lh,§ "From

every consideration which equity, good policy or

interest can suggest, there appears to be such a call

upon America to give up this system (the non-impor

tation) which favors France to die injury of Great

Britain, that / cannot, however little satisfactory

your communications aie, as yet abanden all hopes
that even before the congress meet, a neiv vieiv may
betaken of the subject by the president, which will

kad to a more happy result." Can any language

convey an acknowledgment, that such a demand had

been made, more unequivocally than the following.'

In his letter of October 22ndJ "I beg you will per-
mit me 10 make some remarks in reply to your letter

ofOctober 1st, being extremely anxious to do away
the impression which you seem to have received,

relative to the demand 1 had made for a repeal of the

non-importation act of the present yea)
—how ever you

view the demand made on the pari of Great Britain,

I can safely say, that it was made in consequence
of its appearing," &c. &.c. &c. It was indeed

hardly to be expected that the representative of

a nation renowned for its honor, would, in two

months, "nay, not so much," after having penned
the preceding paragraph, have had the shameless

effrontery to declare that he had made no such demand.
—He only meant to say that his royal master would

retaliate upon us it we refused to admit his ves.-els

into our ports. He could not think of condescend-

ing to ask us for a repeal of our lav, but he would

frighten us into the measure by threatening us With

the wrath of his offended master; as an .ir.gn-

•j
See Weekl) Register, p. 155.

4 lb. p. 158.
'

5 lb. p. 180.

| ib. p. 184.

father would treat an obstinate child: he does not
say, "go and do this," but with the rod of correc-
tion in his hand, repeats, "if you do not do this,,

sir, you shall befogged." Bat let us proceed to the
second point ofmisunderstanding, namely, "that the
United States should undertake to force France to
receive into her harbors, British manufactures."—
This also Mr. Foster begs permission to declare is

an interpretation of his meaning not warranted by
his language. Either tire president and secretary
of state (for both of them have thus construed the
minister's letters) have purposely intended to de-
ceive th? people of die United States, of they have
drawn the only inference fairly deducible from the

premises. Let us examine the grounds of their

opinion. Great Britain affects to deny that the

president had a right to consider the Berlin and
Milan decrees as revoked, and under that presump-
tion, she continues to pursue what she calls retalia-

tory measures against France, or in other words,
her ships of war continue to capture every Ameri-
cana vessel bound to or from the ports of France.—
The United States, on the contrary, maintain that

these decrees have been repealed, or that they have
at least, been so far modified, as no longer to operate
against their neutral commerce. Now as die ope-
rations of those decrees could be no farther a sub-

ject of complaint by us, than as they immediately-
interfered with our neutral rights; and as we could
have no possible claim to urge their revocation
with respect to other nations, or so far as they
formed a part of die municipal regulations of
France; we were certainly bound to consider such
modification as conforming to the provisions of the
act ofcongress of May 1, 1810, and consequently as

calling for the proclamation of the president, which
renewed the intercourse between the country so

modifying its edicts and the United States. "The
violations of neutral commerce alluded to in tlis

act, were such as were committed on the high seas.

It was in the trade between the United States and
the British dominions, that France had violated
1 he rights of the United States by her blockading
edicts. It was with the trade of Fiance and her al-

lies, that Great Britain had •iommittecl similar

violations, by similar edicts. It was the revocation
of those edicts which the United States had in

view, when they passed the law of May 1, 1810."—
Yet Great Britain complains that we have violated

our neutrality by enforcing the provisions of this
1

act against her; and therefore treats us upon the

high seas as her enemies, and the allies of France,
and promises to continue this ivar upon our com*

merce, until France shall have repealed her decrees
in toto. Those decrees, it will be recollected, con-

tain provisions with, which we, as a neutral nation,
have no pretensions to intermeddle. All that v. e

had aright to a^k, all that was contemplated in the

provisions of the act has been done on the part of

France; and notwithstanding, Mr. Foster tells us

that "not until the French decrees shall be effectu-

ally repealed, and theieby neutral commerce res-

tored to die situation in which it stood previously to

their promulgation, can his royal highness conceive
"

himself justified, consistently with what he owes
to the safety and honor of Great Britain, in forego-

ing
1 the just measuies of retaliation, which 1 is

majesty, in his defence, was necessitated to adept

against tiitm.-f" Now, previously to the promul-
gation of those edicts, the manufactures of Great

Britain and the productions of her soil, when own-

Weekly Regi3 er, p. loo.
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ed by neutrals, were admitted into the ports of

Trance and her allies.* But France determined

to adopt every means which could tend to the des-

truction of her ancient enemy, refuses to furnish

her any longer with a market for her manufactures

or productions. This determination, however, it

may abridge the trade of neutrals, is nevertheless

a municipal regulation, with which they have no

natural or leg;d right to interfere. How then

stands the case between Mr. Foster and the secreta-

ry of state? Tis true lie has not in direct terms

said to Mr. Monroe "demand of the emperor Na-

poleon permission to carry our productions and
manufactures into her ports, and we will suffer

your vessels to pass and repass unmolested, because

you will then be contributing- to enrich us as well

as yourselves." No, this is not indeed the lan-

guage of the minister; but he has said unless you
exact from France the restoration of neutral com-
merce to the situation in which it stood previously
to the promulgation of her restrictive decrees,

(namely, to that situation which permitted the in-

troduction of British productions and manufactures

into the extensive markets of the French empire)
the orders in council shall remain in force, his royal

nig-hite** will persist in his measures of retaliation,

he will aim a blow at the Cormcan which must

pierce you before it can reach him. We ask, in

the name of common sense, where is the difference

between these two propositions? AVe confess our

ignorance of any: indeed we cannot avoid consi-

dering' the correspondence throughout a tissue of

mean prevarication, to say no more. Almost every
second letter is an attempt to do away tfte impression

naturally, and fairly flowing out of the first. Is

this the effect of imbecility fai the minister, or is it

a concerted scheme to trifle with the already ex-

hausted patience of the nation?

We would follow Mr. Foster through many
more of his turnings and doublings; but this article

is already extended to a much greater length than

we in. ended; we trust we have
1

succeeded in prov-

ing hat the import of Mr. Foster's letters has not

been misunderstood in either of the cases adduced;
and that the pretensions, setup by Great Britain as

necessary preliminaries to her repeal of the order*

in council, are wholly inadmissible by the United
Sutes.

Twelfth Congress.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Friday, January 31.—Mr. Bacon from the corn-

mi 1 ee of ways and means, reported a bill for the

support of the military establishment of the United
states for die year 1812. Read twice and referred

to a committee of the whole house.
Mr. Bacon from the same committee, reported a

bill making appropriation ; for an additional mili-

tary force—read twice and referred as above.
The house took up the order of the day, the bill

for classing the militia.

Mr. Mitchell's motion to strike out the first sec-

tion still before the house. The question was taken,
without further debate, by ayes and noes, and were

—yeas 38, nays 64.

Mr. Lacock moved to strike out the 8ih section
for the purpose of introducing a new section.

Thismotion produced a long debatenot unattend-
ed with warmth; but was subsequently withdrawn

t President's Message, .7r'n Nov.__

to make way for an amendment, whicli Mr. L.

offered, to the 13th section, making it optional
with the state legislatures to direct the mode of

distributing the arms.

Mr. Nelson moved to recommit the bill to a com-
mittee of the whole house, for the ptu-pose of "so

modifying its provisions as to produce more unani-

mity amongst the members of the house. Motion
lost.

Question on Mr. Lacock's amendment recurred,
and was decided in the negative—Yeas 48, nays 6T.

Various amendments of minor importance were
made to the bill, and on the question, "shall the
bill be engrossed and read a third time?"

Mr. Nelson spoke at length against it. Messrs.

Bigelow, Gholson and Troup, also assigned their

reasons for voting against the bill, and the house

adjourned without taking the question.

Saturday, February 1.—Mr. Big-elow from the
committee appointed to wait on the president with
his resolution, passed some days since, reported
that the committee had performed the same, and
that the president had informed the committee, that

the subject should receive due attention.

The house then took up the bill for the classifica-

tion and arming of the militia.

Mr. Widgerv mov^d an indefinite postponement
of the bill—Motion lost, 48 to 53.

Mr. Condit moved a reduction of the annual

appropriation, from g> 400,000 to § 200,000—
Carried.

On motion of Mr. Tallmage, it was ordered that
the bill lie on the table, when,
The bill reported by the committee of ways and

means, for defraying the expenses of the civil list

for the year 1812 was gone into.

Tuesday February 4.—Mr. Rhea presented a re-

solution of the legislature of Tennessee, requesting
the assistance of the general government in opening
a road between Augusta, in Georgia, and Tennessee.
Referred to the secretary of war.
Mr. Bacon, from the committee of ways and

means, reported a bill to repeal the 10th section of

the act incorporating the Bank of the United States,
which was twice read and committed. [This sec-

tion provides that the notes of the United States'
Bank shall be receivable in all payments to the
United States.]
The speaker laid before the house a letter from

the secretary of the treasury, containing a state-

ment of imports during the last year.
Also an account of the tonnage of the United

States, in conformity with a resolution of the house.
Also a letter from the secretary of the navy, with

an account of the pa)' and rations of the several
officers employed in the navy of the United S'.ates,
which were ordered to be printed.
The house resumed the consideration of the bill

for classing and arming the militia of the United
States. The question was on the bill's going to a
third reading. Messrs. Bigelow, Moselej , Rhea, and

Sturges spoke against the bill's being engrossed;
and the latter gentleman concluded Ids observations,

by a motion to recommit the bill.

Messrs. Harper, Potter, Rhea, Gholson and

Widgerv expressed themselves in favor of arming',
but not of clasing the militia.

Messrs. Williams, Macon artd Wright (members
of* the committee who reported the bill,) opposed

]

the motion to re-commit die bill. They wished the
I sense of the house to Ll- taken upon it, without
further loss of time; but if the house decided in

*

favor of re-coDunkmenij they hoped
ri.e bill would
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not be sent back to them, as they had reported such

a bill as they approved; and if it were to be new

modelled, they wished it to go to those gentlemen
who had expressed so much dissatisfaction with it,

enough they believed but few of them would vote

for it in any shape.
The motion for re-commitment was lost.

The question was then taken upon the engross-
ment of the bill, and carried 62 to 59.

On motion of Mr. D. R. Williams, the house

making appropriations for the support of an addi.
tional

military force, for the same period. The
committee having filled up the blanks in the several
bills, they were reported to the house. The house
took them up, concurred with the committee in the
amendment, and ordered the bills to be engrossed
for a third reading to-morrow.
On motion of Mr. Bacon, the house again resolv-

ed itself into a committee of the whole,. Mr. Nel-
son in the chair, on the bill making appropriations

resolved itself into a committee of the whole, Mr. [for the support of the navy for theyear 1812. The
Calhoun in the chair, on the bill supplemental to an

(
committee having gone through the bill, reported

act for raising, for a limited time, a military force.

Mr. Williams explained the object of this bill to

be to provide for mounting a regiment ofhorse artil-

lery, directed to be raised by a law of 1808. The
bill was reported without amendment, and ordered

to be engrossed for a third reading.
On motion of Mr. Cheves, the house went into a

committee of the whole, Mr. Widgery in the chair,

on the bill making further appropriation for the de-

fence of our maritime frontiers.

The blank in the bill for the appropriation, was
filled with a million of dollars. The house concur-

red in tiie amendment, and the bill was ordered to a

third readinsr.

it to the house with amendments. The house con-
sidered the amendments, agreed to them, and or*
dered the bill to a third reading on to-morrow.

Thursday, Feb. 6.—Mr. Williams reported a bill

authorizing a detachment of 100,000 militia, and

appropriating one million of dollars for the purpose.
Some minor business was done, to be noticed

hereafter.

The Chronicle.

We have accounts from France to the 22d of
December, but no news of importance. Our min-
ister, Mr. Barlow, appears to be very respectfull)'Wednesday, Feb, 5.—The speaker laid before the ""*• "ir> ",U10W

»,
a
P

)use certain resolutions of the legislature of Ken- !?*™ Flour and rice are in demand, the crops
The Prussian armv js reduced

house certain resolutions of the legio«»>.uiv w^ *^.»-, >

tuckv, expressive of their approbation of the course
navinS been

*>**,
Of policy pursued by the general government, and £

a Peace establishment. Hostilities between the

pledging their most cordial support.
'
Russians and 1 urks have

A' bill f

e for a long time been sus-

1 from the senate to p.omoie'the progress of;P
endcd; hui

e
now lik

?i?
to be renewed. Public

and useful arts, was twice read and r< ferred °Pim°n > as far as could be ascertained m France,

,„+ :+„«> was favorable to America.
science

to a select committee

[The yeas and nays in our next.]
The bill supplementary to an act to raise, for a

limited time, an additional military force, passed ,

the 12th of April, 1808; was read the third time and ?f^,on
;

H°^es were expected to commence

Valentia, which city it was believed at Cadiz,
would be taken bv the French. Blake is accused

passed.
The bill m

defence of our

time; and on
third reading?"

in Sicily between the Sicilians and the British, and
le-

aking a further appropriation for the
|

th
.

e
.

ktter *PPear to calculate upon driving the "le-

r maritime frontier; was read the third l*"™* •«*?*#
of the island to Sarikma.'

the question "shall the bill pass its
A long article m the London Courier notices the

p»
* *

president s message, and insists on those conditions

Mr. B. Hall called the yeas and nays upon the
bein

£ ^ed winch Mr. Foster, by explanation,

question, [and stated his objections.]
sa
>?

be
^^

not expect. The affair of the President

It was defended bv Messrs. Cheves, Mitchell, fdi^^ /ie/Ms a so spoken of-the
f
*^r propo.es

Talmadge, Potter, Wright, Sheffev, and Widgery, £
sf/e

t

tJ 'e afi
.

air bX semhn8" out a fn"ate ^ attack

who stated that the appropriation was called for by
' ie nrst A»«w«n frigate she can meet with; 1 o

the proper authority: that New-York and Rhode-
Uus

.

w
f'

Wlth e
?
Ual c

?«
fidence »nd consequence.

Island had been mentioned by the secretary of war
j

sa>
I

but
1

on
.';

w
/>"

-aok^,,.
Tlie united States fngate Constitution, captainas requiring a part of the expenditure, but that the

appropriation was intended to be left at large, to be
used as the president of the United States might
think proper, and according to existing* circum-

stances; that it was impossible at this time, to fore-

see what might be necessary in this respect; and
iliat the president, who is entrusted with the use of
the military force of the country, might very well

Hull, sailed from Cowes for France, December 2i.

The king of England was as well as per last

advices.

7'he orders in council were still in force.

American flour is stated to command a prise
equal to twenty dollars a barrel in England.

Price of stocks, December 18.—3 per cent. cons,

for op. 64 1-8 1-4, 3 per cent. *>2 3-4 7-8, 4 per cent.be entrusted with the expenditure of this money, „„ ,,\,' V 9
or any part of it, on such fortifications as he might

'
,£

'

... ,

^Mm ;l „„„„„„ , *„ „ * ,„:..
° the British have captured flatavio, the famous

seat of the Dutch power in the East. Details here-
eteem it necessary to erect or repair
The question on the passage of the bill was car-

ried, 08 to 25.

The unfinished business being postponed,
On motion of Mr. Bacon, the house went into a

committee of the whole. Mr. Stanford in the cliair,

on the bill making appropriations for the military
establishment of the U. States for the yeir 1812; the
bill making appropriations for six "companies of
mountain rangers, for the yeai 1812; and the bill

after.

QTj" By the aid of a supplement, we present our
readers with a

plentifitl repast of original and se-

lected matter. As we have given agenei al credit to

the JVational Intelligencer, for congressional articles^
it is just to observe, that Mr. Anderson's speech is

copied from the American.
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-I wish no other herald
" No other speaker of my living action*,
" To keep mine lionor from corruption
" But such an holiest chronicler."

Shakspeare—utsnr vnr.

Destruction of- the Mainalokes.
[From Bait's Weekly Jlfessentfer.]

The. following narrative is said to be extracted

from :he papers of a gentleman who was travelling
in Egypt, in the capacity of Travelling Fellow of
the university at Cambridge, at the time the massa-

cre took place:

Egypt has ever been considered by the Mamalukes
as their patrimony; and so deeply was this idea

impressed upon their minds by long possession and
undisturbed enjoyment, that they complained ofthe

infringement of their rights, when upon the evacua-
tion of the English army, the Porte was reinstated

in its original authority. But had it even been
Consistent with" justice to res tore to the Mamalukes
their usurped dominion, such conduct would scarce-

ly have been reconcile.tble to sound policy; since

their numbers have been so much reduced by the

auperiority of the Fiiench arms, as to incapacitate
them from defending the country against the attacks

•f a foreign invader, or even from suppressing the

languid efforts which the native Egyptians might
make against the tyranny of their masters. Yet
the Beys, though sensible of their weakness, still

sighed for the pleasure of unlimited dominion, of
which they had been so lately deprived; their obe-

dience to the Turkish viceroy, except when enforc-

ed by arms, was nearly nominal, and the operations
of his government were perpetually embarrassed
and resisted by Mumaluke intrigue or rebellion.—
They were carrying on open war in upper Egypt
against Mohammed Ali, the present viceroy and

Pacha, and were even then on the eve of extermina-

tion, when the news arrived of the landing of the

British army under general Fraser. Upon the receipt
of his intelligence, the Pacha immediately con-

cluded a peace with the Mamalukes, as his less dan-

gerous enemies, and led his troops against the Bri-

tish, with what success is too well known. In one
of the articles of that treaty, it was stipulated that

the whole corps should come and reside at Cairo;
wi r h this condition great part of them complied;
and, under the command ofSciaim Bey, fixed their

residence at Gizeh, near the capital, but on the op-

posite bank of the Nile: the remainder, under the

command cfIbrahim Hey, continued in Upper E-

gypt. Tlie Beys, convinced of the inutility of con-
ten ling against a man who was their equal in fraud,
and their superior in force, relinquished for the

present, their attempt to overthrow the Pacha's au-

thor! :y; waiting until one of those suddci) tonvul-
(irins to which Oriental despotism is subject, should
remove or enfeeble the object of their apprehen-
sions, and open a wa\ to the recovery of their for-

mer influence.

About this period, the Porte entertained consid-
erable aL.ia on account of the rapid progress of
the IVechttbt. Media and Medina were in the pos-
session of these seceders from the catholic faith of

O o

Islamism; and the head of the law at Constanti-

nople had asserted, that misfortune must attend nil

their undertakings, so long as the cradle of their

faith remained in the hands of heretics. Jutsuf,

pacha of Damascus, had not been able .o resist the

numbers and the enthusiasm of this new sect; and

Suliman, paca of Acre, hud in consequence been

commissioned to send the head qfjussuf to Con-

stantinople; and assume the command of the

Pachalik of Damascus. The unfortunate jussuf
fled lb Cairo, where he was hospitably received by
Mahommed Ali, and protected from the attempts
of his rival; and the Porte finding Suiiman no bet-

ter able than JussufF to support its authority

against its infidel impugners, at last oide.ed the

pacha of Egypt to undertake the recovery of the

holy cities, and promised to invest him with the

government of Damascus and Acre.
Tiie pacha of Acre was already highly exaspe-

rated against the viceroy of Egypt on account of
the asylum granted to his unfortunate predecessor;
and this order and promise of the Porte at once
increased his desire for revenge, and presented an

opportunity of gratifying it. He listened with

eagerness to the proposal made to him, by the
Mamalukes ofjoining his forces with theirs, and of

falling upon Mahommed Ali and the small re-

mains of his army which would be left in Egypt
after the departure of the expedition against Mecca
under the command of his son. The plan was ma-
tured and the period of its execution seemed last

approaching; as the pacha of Egypt had assem-
bled a number of boats, nearly sufficient to con-

vey his troops down the Red Sea to Cedda, and
his army was collected and encamped near Cairo,
in readiness to march down to the coast. But the

jealous\
r and vigilance of the viceroy was as great

as the treachery of his enemies. A person in die

confidence of Sciaim Bey had been bribed to betray
his master, and regularly transmitted to the

pacha copies of the correspondence carried on by the

Beys of Cairo with tho»e in Upper Egypt and isuii-

man of Acre. The porte was duly informed of the

designs of the conspirators] and when its dt finfive
orders were received, the viceroy immediately pie-

pared to carry them into execution.

Mahommed Ali, on his return from Suez to

Cairo, announced the approaching completion of

his preparations against Mecca; and that therefore

on the first of March he should celebrate the grand
festival on the occasion of solemnly investing his

son, Tussorn Pacha, wjth the pelisse of command,
•previous to the departure of me expedition. The
Mamalukes in Cairo were requested to lionor the

cereinom, with their presence; and accented the in-

vir.i;io,ji, The procession was to pass through the,

priva e streets of Cairo, up to die citadel, vt;he e

the investure was to take p...ce. Tue Turkish m-

Ifchtry led the way, and was followed by die Ma-

malukes on houebitck, under the command of
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Sciaim Bey, who was supported by two sons of the

viceroy Ibrahim Be}
-

, and Tussum Pacha; the

Peliiatri or Turkish cavalry followed, and closed

the procession. The foot had already entered the

interior of the citadel, and the Mamalukes pressing
1

between the inner and outer wall of the fortress,

along
1 a narrow way inclosed on both sides by high

walls and ruined buildings, when the gates at each

extremity of the passage were closed. The p;icha
bad revealed his iiitei i >n to no one until this mo-

ment, whenhe ordered ids infantry to line the wails

wliich surrounded the Mamalukes, and to com-
mence a heavy fire upon them; even his sons were
still mixed with them, and for a time exposed to

the same rate. The Mamalukes, cooped up in a

narrow space, where their equestrian skill, and
their dexterity in die use of the 'sabre, were una-

vailing; impeded by their own numbers, encum-
bered by their dresses ofceremony, and sui-roUnded
on ail sides by an enemy stiperio! in force and pro-
tected by his situation, made but a feeble resis-

tance, and were soon compelled to surrender. The
wicket of the inner gate was then opened and he
Turkish soldiers draffged out their victims one bv
one into the court of the cit:idel, where they were
first stripped and then beheaded. They met their

fate, it is said, with the mo't undaunted courage;
regretting only that the cowardice of th< ir adver-

sa; ies had deprived them of an opportunity- of dis-

playing that bravery and skill which the Turks
h.d so often and so fatally experienced; and mena-
ced fhcir executioners with the vengeance of their

brethren in Tipper Egypt. Sciaim Bey was

brought alive into the presence of the pacha, who
reproached hjm with his treachery o himself, and
with the assassination of his adopted father, Eifi

Bey; and then ordered him to be led away to cxe-'

cution. Some of the Mam-dukes, whilst the atten-

tion of the Turks was engaged by the slaughter
pf their companions, succeeded in climbing over

the walls which enclosed them; most of these,

however, unable to escape out of the precincts of

the citadel, were taken and beheaded in the course
of that or the following day; three of them con-
trived to secret themselves for nearly a week
anonrs: the dilapidated bNildings at the fortress,

and '.hen almost expiring with hunger, were dis-

covered and shared the fate of their comrades.—
Several who had concealed themselves until the

fir
'

fury of then- murderers was overpast, were

suffered to live for seme time in the dungeons of

thi
'

ie; and the pacha, when his safety required
no farther bloodshed, was disposed 10 sp;je their

liyeF;
but the Chiaja Bey, viceroy lieutenant,

bearing of th s intended clemency, and doubting
the pOiicy'ojj'it, immediately caused his prisoners
to be privately executed, before the intelligence
of their pardon could be officially announced to

him. Oi' eight hundred Mamalukes who were en-

cl> ••: withi i die walls of the citadel, il is not cer-

tainly knowy that any£sc^ped! except a few bovs,
who owed their safety to dieir • xlreme youth and

per.f.'uii attracts s, During the carnage, the

pelhati, against whom \he gates of he citadel had
pei closed, after die entry of th- Mamalukes, by
v ) equrivalen for then absence from the slaugh-
ter, began to plunder the nouses of the Beys,-^-
Tl-'-h «r;>mrkj their money, their jewels, 'noises,
and .'i.-

, ft !! J] into die h; n5s of" :he spoilers
—

This pillagejiide^vi, was conjrarj to the orders' of
t:

1

pacha, who ijad i o int ntion hat so valuable a

booty should i
• lost tc hiins! if; but lie could* not

leave unnnisfied the worli of death in the citadel;

and it was not until the houses of 1he MamaiukeJ
were already strapped of every thing valuable, that
he sallied out at die head of his guard, and by the
instant execution of the most active delinquents;,

put a stop to farther depredation, and delivered the

inhabitants of Cairo from the apprehensions of a

general sack and massacre.

The day after this butchery, the heads of the bey3
and principal cachefs, to the number oftwenty-four,
were forwarded to Constantinople. An order was

given at the same time for the slaughter of all -he

remaining Mamalukes in Egypt. In the course of
the month seven or eight hundred were destroyed
in the to ivns and villages; and the heads,of such as

had been taken in the neighborhood of the capital,
were brought on camels to Cairo, and daily exposed
before the gates of the citadel. A large body of

tioops marched immediately against the beys in

upper Egypt, who were encamped near the Cata-

r cts, at the head of eight or nine hundred Mama-
abres, with a considerable body of negroes

and Arabs, under the command of Ibrahim Bey.—
This chieftain is, with the exception of Osmnn

Bey Hassan, the only leader of note who survives,
and is well known as such to every English and

French commander who has served in Egypt. But
both he and Osman are incapacitated by age from

acting wi ih energy proportioned to their difficul-

ties, and from supporting the fatigues incident to

their erratic mode of warfare. Indeed, a report has

lately reached England, that the pacha's troops hud

surprised the Mamalukes of Upper Egypt, and
succeeded in destroying the last remains of this

singular people, which had subsisted under such va-

ried fortune from the days of Saladin to the present

period.
The beys who perished on the first ofMarch last,

were:—Sciaim Bey Elfi, Achmet Eey, Murad Bey,

J.chiaBey, Noman Bey, Emim Bey, Hussein Bey,
the elder, Hussein Bey, the younger, of the house

of'Elfi; Suliman Bey, Rosehvan Bey, Ibrahim B<:y,
Achmet Bey, of the house of Elbuab; Jussuff Bey
Abujah; M;.rzue Bey, sen of Ibrahim the Great;
Ali Bey el Fajumi, Achmet Bey Chercngi; with
five other Beys of less note,

Emim Bey Elfi, and Achmet Bey Elfi, (two who

accompanied Elfi Bey to England) were reported
to have escaped. It was said, that on seeing the

inner g-ates of the citadel closed, they immediately-

suspected treachery, and, being in the re;ir of the

Mam duke procession, had time to turn round and

escaped before the outer gates were closed upon
them. It is not probable, however, that they were
thus fortunate, as the officers of the pacha assdted
that their heads weie amongst the number of the . e

sent to Constantinople. The principal beys who
remained in March last in command in Upper
Egypt, were Ibrahim Bey the Great, Osman Bey
Hassan, Selim Bey Machrami, Achmet Bey Muin-

fauch, Ah Bey Ajub.

New-^ealaiicl Flax.
The flax of New-Zealand has been repeatedly

offered to the attention of" the institution of U;e arts

in France, and Labillardiere has communicated the

result of his experiments, which he fully describes.

The re; tilt is, that the Indian cordage had its

strength represented b\ the power of seven, that of

flax between eleven and twelve, that of hemp be-

tween six een and seventeen, that of the fir.x of

V w-Zeah.nd, which is 'hePhoniiiuni tcnax of Lin-

metis, between t\\ em y -three ui:d twenty-four, and
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that by silk of thirty-four. And that the quantity
in which they stretch before they break, is another

proportion which he represents for the Indian cor-

dage at two and an half, for the flax at half, for the

forbidden to cause any rani whatever 1o be castrated,
until one of our said inspectors shall have, examined
the animals both old and young; shall have i iven

to the sheep owner an attestation thereof; shrill have

New-Zealand flax, one and an half, and five for silk, chosen rams for the depots, and shall have lice ii.ed

The report ends in a recommendation of the New- the castration of those left defective, which he shall
™ i in _ _..u:_i. ' Li 1 l-:. ...<_.! :.. l^..„^/»,» l„, ...1, IV.. il,..t ».„.„„.,.. 'l*k.» ... .... .1 l...li U„ k„. . ,-!.*•
Zealand flax, which might be cultivated in France

In the recommendation he says, "It is easy to per-

ceive all the advantages which may result from the

cultivation of th<> valuable plant, particularly for

our marine, and in regard to the burden of the ves

mark for that purpose. The surplus shall be bought
from time to time on account of government.

9. Every owner of a flock of the mixed breed,
who is within the depot, and to whom the dep r can
iirnish rams for his ewe.s, shall be held 1 bound to

6elsj for in a 74 we allow 68 thousand weight for have all his males to be castrated.

the cordage used upon her. The flax of NeW-Zes

land would lessen the weight more than one half, and

by diminishing the weight of the cordage reserved

below decks, n would admit more ariicles of the

first necessity. As the cordage lessens in diameter,

and not in strength, the vessel might sail better,

and the cordage Being smaller and lighter
than that

of hemp, fewer hands would be required to manage
it, and so more vessels might be navigated with

few^r hands. [Essex Reg.

Merino Sheep.
France and America are at this time, (says a late

Glasgow paper,) indefatigable in their respective ex-

eru ).is to propagate, as extensively ;.s possible, the

breed of merino sheep, with the evident view of ri-

valing, in lime, the woollen manufactures of Great
j vjsjt

10. Any breach of the articles shall be ascertain-

ed by the inspectors of the flocks, or, at their ) e-

quisition, by the officers of the police, and punished
by confiscation of the castrated animals, hi the catfe

described by the ar'icle 8, and the animals not cas-

trated, in the case described, by article 9, and fur-

ther, by the penalty of not less than one hundred,
and not more than one thousand francs, which sit, .11,

however, be doubled in case the offence being re-

peated.
11. There shall be for the superintendence and

inspection of the depots, for the purpose of making
1

purchases, and exercising the police, four inspec-
tors general, and a common inspector for each dis-

trict, the extent of which shall be regulated by our
minister of the interior.

12. The inspec ors general sly 11 be charged to

once a vear, every depot, and every flock of
lira. in. The following decree by Bonaparte plainly pure aIld ;mDi .OVed blood, each in that part of the
maniiests his views of this important subject.

[empire
which shall be assigned to him; moke pur-

COPV.
j
chases of rams on account of government, compre-

Palace'ofthe'Thmlleries, March 8, 1811. jhendingail the information which he car, obtain

Napoleon, Emperor of the French, King of Italy, with respect to this"branch of rural economy.
Protector of the Confederation of the Rhine, 13. The common inspectors shall superintend
Mediator of the Swiss Confederacy, &c. &c. 8cc. the depots, distribute the rams for the season, visit

O.i the report of our mi.iis er of the interior, .4.ml the flocks which they are serving; precribe saluta-

our council of state having heard the same, we ry measures, and cause them to be executed; in-

have decreed as follows: spect the pure and improved flecks, as well as cor-

Format.'on of D.-pols of .Merino Hams. respond with the minis' er of the interior, the pre-
Article 1.—In the course of the year 1811 and feet and inspector general, under whom they shall

1812, there shall be formed 60 depots of merino be placed.

mrns. 14- The inspectors general shall have a salary of

2. Each of these depots shall consist of at least 8000 francs per annum, and 4000 francs for the" ek-

150, or at most 250 rams. penses -if their circuit.

3. They shall be entrusted to land owners, or far- 15. The common inspectors shall have a salary

mers, who shall maintain and take care of them, of 8000 francs per annum, and 4000 francs for the

receiving the profit which arises from the fleece, and expenses of their circuit.

an annual indemnity, to be, in the first instinct?, 16. To carry .he preceding measitfe into execu-

regulated by our minister, according to the price tion, there shall be placed, at the disposal ofout mi-

or fodder, and other local circumstances. nister of the interior, a fund of 600,000 francs ;br

4. When the seasort shall arrive, the rams shall 1811, and successively for other years, the siim ne-

be distributed gratuitously among the owners of the cessasyto conipleieafid mai itain the depots till die

native flocks, \vh.) shall take care of them, shall be system of amelioration shall be fully attained:

answerable for them, except in cases ofunavoidable Our ministers of the interior, of finance, and the

accidents, and dhall return them to the depot, after treasury, arc charged, each as far as it concerns

using them. him, with the execution of the piesent decree,
5. The number of depots shall be annually in- which shall be insetted in the bulletin of laws.

creased for seven years, till there shall be 500.

6. Their situations shad be determined by our]
minister of die interior, according to the Wanes of

breeders, and other local circumstances.

7. In older ^o form these depots, all the rams
shall be ..ukeu which arc on our imperial farms, ex-

cept a reserve for their own want,; ail those, which
shad in future be produced thereof; -11 tjjpse, which
shall from time to time be bought of individuals,

they being ascertained by the inspectors, f whom
mention will be made below, to be of pure rac< ,

wi'boiit admixture.
8. Every owner of a flock, therefore; which i

known to be of p. ire bio-jd as above described, i*.

(Signed) NAPOLIJON.
By command of the emperor,

H. d. Duke of SasBano.

Mr. Aiuiersoirs Speech.
In the senate ofthe United States, Dee. 17. 311, in

snpport of this Motion to red/ice tk? number t/ n»m.
menu propose^ in the. bill to raise an a<Luiximd

militatyforce, and in reply to .Me. Giles.

Mr. Anderson said, he was not a little surpriVd
to hear the gentleman from Virginia (;Vfr. GileV,)
ae that hi. was unprepared to oppose a very un< v
oecthd motion, when he (.Mr. A.) hud two du.ys bs*
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fore, whilst the bill was under consideration, sug-

gested his intention in his place, to make the motion

he had now made; upon which the honorable

member expressed a wisli to postpone the conside-

ration of the question, and immediately moved the

postponement of the bill, which was not opposed,

and of course prevailed. Mr. A. said, that the mo-

tion was not therefore made without due notice, and

he would add without due consideration. He had

consulted with a number of the members of this

honorable body, for whose judgment and opinions

he had great respect, and with whose approbation
and he might indeed add, at whose instance, the

motion had been made. He was however himself

re::dv and willing to meet all the responsibility that

mi^ht attach to it; notwithstanding the surprise of

the"hcnorable member as to the question from which

jt had come.

Mr. A. said, he should not pretend to replv to all

the various oh nerval ions the gentleman had thought

proper to make, very many of which he considered

altogether irrevelant to the question under conside-

ration, but which might perhaps answer some other

purpose which the honorable member might have

in view.

Mr. Anderson said, he was as strongly impressed
with the necessity of a sufficient force, for the inva-

sion of Canada., as the gentleman from Virginia
could |.<.ssiblv b%, and not a single expression had

escaped him 10 induce a belief that he should be un-

willing to vote a proper and ample force for that

service; but he differed greatly with the gentleman,
as to the kind of force we ought immediately to

employ. The honorable member appeared to place

his sole dependence upon regular troops; and yet,

if he understood his argument, he was decidedly in

favor of making a descent upon Canada early in the

spring. As to the time, Mr. A. agreed with him;

but as to the means, he certainly differed very great-
lv from him. The number of regulars contemplat-
ed by the gentleman could not possibly be raised

within the time; he was therefore of opinion, that

a less number ought ,o be inserted in the bill. It

should be recollected that we had very recently au-

thorized the regiments in the peace establishment

to be filled; they would require at least 6,000 men;
add thereto, 25,000 more, the number proposed by
the honorable member; and he would ask him to

answer candidly, whether he really believed that so

great a number of troops could he enlisted wi'hin

the time required for the seivice to be performed.
Mi'. A. said, impressed as he was, with a firm belief,

that not more than half the number proposed by the

lion, member could be enlisted within the time they
must take the field, in order to act efficiently against

Canada, he could not see the propriety of retaining
the whole number contemplated by the bill. Mr.

A. «aid it must be well known to every gentleman,
that the invasion of Canada must necessarily take

place before the breaking up of the ice in the river

St. Lawrence; otherwise, twice 25,000 would be

required; because large reinfo: cements, as soon as

an opportunity presented, would most certainly be

thrown into that country. Mr. A. said, upon a fair

view pf the whole subject, as it presented itself to

bim, he was decidedly of opinion that the niu&ber

of regular troops u> be raised b\ that bill, ought not

to exceed 16,000, and he had no hesitation in say-

ijlig
ihat in his opinion, as efficient a force would be

faised under such a provision within die time limited

for tak ing the field,as would be raised were the present

nuriib.or in the bill retained—and in the former case,

we should piove u> our enemies, that we were able

to raise such number of regular troops as might Ke
wanted upon a sudden emergency; but in the latter,
we should not be able to make the same exhibit.—
What then would be the consequence? You woulxl

give a most mortifying proof, that your means wene
not commensurate to your ends: that your plaj>
had been badly digested, and worse executed. And
surely the gentleman can have no desire to present
such a state of things, at the very moment when all

the energies of the nation seem to be required. Mr.
A. said, to avoid this extraordinary exhibit, was
also one of his objects; and this in his opinion,
could be done by taking the course he had comem-
•plated; reduce the number of regulars, and supply
the deficiency by volunteers. This he firmly be-

lieved was in our power. Combine the two co; ps;
take nearly an equal number of each; and the ob-

ject intended could be effected. Mr. A. said, he
was convinced that it was the mode the president
had contemplated: and he entirely approved it; and
if the honorable member had attended to anUher

part of the president's message, where it speaks of

volunteers, he must himself have been convinced,
that the president did not mean to make the descent

upon Canada with the 10,000 regulars only; which,

had been understood as the gentleman had staied,
to be the auxiliary force referred to in the message.
The object of the president cannot be better cx-

1 plained than by referring to the message itself He
:says

—"I recommend accordingly, that adequate
| provision be made for filling the ranks and prolong-
ing the enlistments of the regular troops; for an
i auxiliary force, to be engaged for a more limited

time,- for the acceptance of volunteer corps vhose

'patriotic ardor may court a par . icipaticu in urgent
'

services." The manner in wh ch the president

j

spt«Jvs of the volunteers can leave no doubt upon the

j

mt^d of any one, as to the service in which they
were to be employed—they are evidently intended

j

to be united with the regular troops to perform ur-

\gent services, according to the express language of

(the message. Mr. A. would ask the honorable

(member, what was the urgent service meant by the

[president?
most certainly a descent upon Canada,

[in
which the regulars and volunteers were equally

i to participate. Why then the hon. member had taken
' so much pains to prove that the 10,000 regulars

|

were die only military force with which the president
;had intended to perform the urgent service referred

;to in his message, Mr. A. wa6 at a loss to compre-
hend; for he understood the message, and objects
of it very differently; and he should have expected

I that the candor of the hon. member would have

j

induced him to have given the message a fair inter-

pretation. That he had not done so must be sup-
I posed to proceed from his recent, but very strong
attachment to a regular military fbree. However,

1 anti-republican this doctrine Lad formerly been, it

seemed now to be viewed through a different medi-
um by the hon. member from Virginia. Mr. A.

s:dd, that having, as he thought, proved by a fair

interpretation of the president's message, that he
intended to unite the volunteers, (that might be

thought rcquisi.e) with the regular troops, to per-
form the urgent services ofwhich he speaks,he would
endeavor to present a fair and impartial view of
the course recommended by the president, and

compare it with the course which had been t;.ken

and so strenuously supported by the hon. member
from Virgiania. The president had recommended
die raising of volunteers: ar.d it was incidentally
made known, that the auxiliary force spoken of,

was 10,000 regular troops. If then provision had
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been immediately made by law for raising 10,000

regular troops, and also for raising volunteers, those

troops now would be in a slate of preparation; a

considerable number of regular troops would ere

now have been enlisted, and the chance of getting
the whole number greatly increased. If time had
been afforded, as it might to have been, the laws

passed within two or xhi ee weeks after congress met,
which might have been done, a sufficient regular
force would, in all probability, have been in a state

of readiness in all the month of" April; and the num-
ber of volunteers which might have been required to

Tn.tkc up the necessary force, would no doubt long
since have offered their services, and the whole
have been in a slate of preparat ion to take the field

in time to have performed the arduous services con-

templated by the president Rut instead of that

coarse having been pursued, what has been done!1

Your first military bill reported only a lew days ago,
is now under consideration; the session now almost

half expired, and ai this late period, the honora-

ble member, to whom as chairman of the commit-

tee,- Seethe whole management of the military bu-

siness was referred, insists upon raising twenty-five
thoUsand regular troops, whose duty it shall be to

m;.ke a descent upon Canada, in all the month of

May. Can the gentleman be serious? Docs he be-

lieve it practicable? I

'

be does, Mr. A said, he should
be obliged to believe, that the hon. member was in

earnest «ome days ago, when he assured the senate

that he knew very lit tie of military affairs. Mr. A.

said, from the proofs we have repeatedly had, of the

difficulty in obtaining men by enlistment for so long
a time as five \e.irs, and the want in our country of

th i.-^e kinds of materials of which regular troops are

m.ale, he did not believe that one h.df the number

proposed to be raised by the bill could be enlisted

within the time required. Mr. A. said, that, although
he was not as much in the habit of prophesying as

the lion, member, he would, under all the circum-

stances, adventure to predict, that the scheme ofiunt>

raising twenty-five thousand regular troops, to per-
form the arduous service contemplated in the presi-
dent's message,Would ehl irely fail,and that the course

p liriied out by the president must at last be adopted;
th it is, to unite volunteers w-ith regular troops.

Mr. A. said, he trusted that the honorable mem-
ber and himself had in view the same object, but

lAiffered as to the means of carrying it into effect;

the ineah's proposed by the honorable member
Were regular troops only, tf then the bill should

p; ^s to raise twenty-five thousand, entire depen-
dence would, in all probability, be placed upon
the regular troop-, ordered to be raised; the conse-

quence, as he had before said, would be, that the

whole object must fail. He was therefore for tak-

ing all die regular troops that could be raised in

time, and supplying the additional number of men,
which might be wanted, by volunteers: fifteen or

twenty thousand of whom could, he had no doubt,
be Brought into the field, bef >re ten thousand of the

res:' Uu troops con'emplattd by the bill, could be

enlisted bv this mode. Notwithstanding so . nuch
time h .d been lost, an efficient army might yet be

provide- 1 in time to carry into effect the objects of
the government, which, Mr. A. said, de did not

beii we, could or would be done, if dependence
were placed only upon the regular troops. Not-
wi bstaiiding the little confidence which the honor-
able member seems disposed to place in ihe volun-

teers, Mr. A. said, he had no hesitation in giving
it, as his most decided opinion, th t a least as

miteh dependence might be placed Upon the volun-

teers, as upon the newly raised regular troops. The
volunteers could have the same chance of discipline
that the new regulars would have. A sufficient

number of those who offered their services, might
be called into the field, as early as the season would
admit, and placed under strict discipline; to which,
for their own honor they would readily submit;

may require, if left to their own choice; for .he
first object they would have in view, would be to

acquire military skill; and they would not only be

very soon prepared to perform field duty, but might
be entirely depended upon for any other service.-*-

Witness the prowess of the volunteers at ihe battle

on the Wabash, and these had not been disciplined
at all. Mr A. said, he expected the honorable
member would admit, that the materials of which
the volunteers would be composed, would be at

least equal to those of which the regular troops
would be formed; and the officers of the volunteer

oorp
;
,

b'efrig appointed by the president, would, he
had not a doubt, faithfully perforin their duty.—
These, Said Mr. A. are means completely in our

power; and he considered it our best policy, as well

lis our duty, to b; ing them into action. Mr. A.

said, in addition to the efficiency of themeans which
he proposed to bring in ; o the fit Id, it would have

one very considerable advantage over the regular

army of the honorable member. It would be more
coniormable to the true principles of the consti-

tution, and would consequently be more accepta-
ble to die nation. The confidence with which ha
had : poken of volunteers, was not founded upon
visionary theory, but practical experience; he had
often in the revolution had opportunity to witness

their military ardor, and persevering firmness; on
two occasions, in particular, the one at Connecti-

cut farms, the other at Springfield, in the spring of

1783. The enemy had advanced, :n force about
two thousand", to a place called Connecticut, farms,
about four miles from Elizabeth-Town, New-Jer-

sey
—The only troops that were within striking dis-

tance, to oppose this force, was the brigade of

Jersey regulars, containing then about a thous:md

men; many volunteers, however, flocked to their

standard—the enemy were met by this force—a bat-

tle ensued—the American army had the advantage
of the ground; but the right wing of the enemy,
extended so far, that if not suddenly checked, it

would have enabled them to have flanked our left.

It was necessary to prevent it—services of this

kind must be promptly rendered—four hundred re-

gulars and two hundred volunteers were ordered to

execute it; no more could be spared from the line.

A good position alone c ulu have justified the at-

tempt, with the disparity of numbers. It was first

made bv maiiccuv.e, but it was soon found, i: could
only be done by the bayonet. A determined charge
was made, and it was successful; the enemy were

repulsed; the volunteers were upon the lef,: not a
man broke his ranks. Some brave fellows fell, but
heir places were immediately filled; all behaved
with the firmness of veterans. The next day,
those troops had the thanks of General Washing-
ton in general orders. Those volunteers had only
ioined the regulars a few days before

1

the action.—
In about two weeks after, the enemy advanced in

greater force—about five thousand—the troops who
had been in the former act-on, had kept their posi-
tion where the battle had been fotight;

it was ad-

vantageous for an inferior force; it was a defile,

cov< rtd for some distance on the light by a morass;
on 'he left it was not well protected. Agahwt this

position, the enemy ag it advanced; and bj their
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increased numbers, they were enabled to extend

their right wing- so far as completely to turn our

jeft. We were obliged to retreat; but not without

having kept the enemy a considerable time in

check. You know, Mr. President, there is no si-

tuation so trying to the bravery and firmness of

troops, as a retreat (for evenyov, sir, I believe, had

to retreat sometimes.) The volunteers, upon this

occasion, behaved like themselves; a sullen, indig-

nant step, marked their movements; and from the

mouths of their guns they spoke to the enemy the

language of defiance; the enemy did not advance

one mile, before a fortunate position, supported by
determined bravery, enabled the united force of the

regulars and volunteers to arrest their progress

for the remainder of the day. This day's action

began with the dawn of the morning, and continu-

ed\mtil the setting of the sun, when the enemy
fell back to take a secure position against the ex-

pected attacks of the night. During the whole of

this dav's action, the volunteers kept the stations

assigned them, which they sustained with as much
firmness as the regular troops. Many of them

were killed and wounded. Among the number,
were said to be seven of one family connexion,

brothers-in-law, and cousins; several of whom he

b.;d himself seen afier the action. Scenes like this,

Mr. President (said Mr. A.) of which we have been

an eye witness—and in which he claimed some par-

ticipation, had given him that confidence in volun-

teers, which he had evinced to the senate in the

course of his observations, and which, he said,

should never cease but with his existence. They
are, sir, the best military materials in your country

ihey are the flowers of your forests; they ought
not to be 'brown into the back, the better to enable

the honorable member from Virginia to present his

regular:; in front, \

Mr. A. said, I have stated, Mr. President, per-

haps with some warmth, the grounds upon which

mv confidence in volunteers has been founded; and

be it remembered said Mr. A. that they weie mili-

tia volunteers. He said, he ought to have stated*,

that the enemy they had encountered, was compos-
ed of regulars and Hessians—the whole under the

command of the Hessian gen. Knyphausen. Mr. A.

said, the volunteers he now proposed raising, he

would have engaged for nine or twelve months,

from the time of their reaching the place of general
rendezvous. They should be engaged by officers

to be appointed by the president, under such regu-
lations (of course) as might be provided by law;

but which cotdd not now be well detailed.

Mr. A. said, he should now oiler some observa-

tions upon the number of troops that ought to be

employed. He said, thai the invasion of Canada
was not now contemplated for the first time— it

had often been a subject of conversation, whenever

there had been any prospect of a war with England.
It has been considered as the most convenient mean
which we could make reprisal, and thereby obtain

some small reparation for the many losses and inju-

ries, which have been sustained from the depreda-
tions committed upon the honor and interests of

tile-nation. Mr. A. said, that upon different occa-

sions, he had always given it as his opinion, that a

descent upon Canada oughl never to be attempted
with a force of less than twenty-five thousand men;
that such a force would make an awful impression,
and would in all probability save man* valuable

Ires; as no opposing ibice, in the usual state of

the country, would be able to meet it in the field.

Mr. A. saidj
lie repeated, that no expression had

escaped him, either in public debate or private con-

versation, to justify the insinuations made by tlie

gentlemen, that he was unwilling to vote a sufficient

force for the invasion of Canada. On the contrary,
he believed that no man who had seen active mili-

tary service, and who had any knowledge of the
situation and state of that country, would say that

it wotdd be prudent or safe, to make a descent upon
Canada, with a force of less than twenty-five thou-

sand men; peculiar circumztcmces might, however,
render it necessary, to attempt it with a smaller

number, and depend upon immediate supplies be-

ing furnished, to sustain the ground that might be

acquired. Mr. A. said, the honorable member had
intimated that he had not taken into consideration,
the peculiar situation of the United States in rela-

tion to the Floridas, and the other parts of the

southern and western frontiers—He said, lie was
much indebted to the honorable member, for evinc-

ing so much interest for those sections of the union
—but Mr. A. said, he considered those already

provided for, by the provision made to fill up die

regiments on the establishment, which when com-

plete, would amount to ten thousand men—-this
number will be quite competent to all the objects

suggested by the honorable member, and it had
not been contemplated, that he had heard, to re-

move any of these troops from the south or west—
consequently the situation of those parts of the

union, can have no relation to the number of men
to be raised, by the bill under consideration.—
These troops are understood to be exclusively for

the northern section—and with that express view

they are to be raised. Mr. A. said, before he quit-
ted the subject of the sou (hern and western frontier,
lie felt himself constrained to take notice of some

very extraordinary language, used by the honorable

member in relation to the intentions of the late and

present presidents, respecting the city of Orleans,
in the event of a war with England. It was ex-

tremely painful to doubt the correctness of any
gentleman's statement; but this was of so very ex-

traoidinacy a character, that in duty to the sec-

don of the country he represented, and from the re-

spect due to those distinguished characters, Mr.
A. said, he considered himself bound to take notice,
in a particular manner, of the assertions made by
the honorable member from Virginia. Mr. A. said,

the words had very much surprised him, when he
heard them uttered: and he had immediately writ-

ten them down. The honorable member has said,

that he did know, that in the event of a war,, it

was the intention of the late president, to let the

English take Orleans -vithovt opposition, and leave

it to the -western people to l-etake it themselves,- and
he did believe that it was the intention of the pie-
sent administration to act in the same way. [Mr.
('iles attempted to explain; but Mr. A. insisted

that the words as he had taken them down were

correct, for which he appealed to the house. Mr.
G. desisted from making any further attempt r*t

explanation, and Mr. A. proceeded]
—

If, sir, said

Mr. A. I could believe that the late presideut of the

Unjted States capable of such an act; capable of so

deliberate an infringement of the letter and spirit
of the constitution, and all the moral and political

obligations by which iie was bound to his country
and to his duty, I should not hesitate to say that

all his well-earned fame ought to be for ever

merged in such an atrocious, contemplated act.—
But, said Mr. A. knowing asl do, the/motives and

views by which the late president had been uniform-

ly actuated v itii respect to the whole western coun-

try, 1 have very solid reason to believe he never

contemplated, nor was he capable of committing
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80 daring an outrage on the rights and interests ot

the whole western section of the union What,
Mr. President, would any one of the old states say,
at thus being thrown out of the protection of the

union'—nay, what would be the impulse of the

nation, were the president capable of declaring-,

that in the event of a war with an enemy, no mat-
ter whom, lie would leave either Philadelphia, New-
York or Boston, without offering any defence, to

be taken possession of by the army of the enemy,
and leave it to the citizens of the state, whose town
should be thus occupied, to retake it themselves?—
Sir, the indignation of these people, and of the

nation, would rise to such a height, that whatever

respect, esteem or veneration, they might have hud
for him—ail would be instantly swept from their

bosoms, and he would be hurled from their confi-

dence forever. But, said Mr. A. the well earned
fame of our late illustrious chief, is his shield and
his buckler, as well upon this, as it has been upon
many other occasions; and an elucidation of facts

will test the correcctness of the assertion made by
tile honorable member from Virginia. If, Mr. Pre-

sident, ther*: was any one part of the United States

dearer to the late president than any other, in a

national point of view, Mr. A. said, he should na-

turally suppose it was New-Orleans. It was, as it

were, his own begotten child; he had nursed it in

its infancy, and had almost reared it to manhood.—
Sir, he could never forsake it; much less could he

voluntarily surrender it, to be sacked and plunder-
ed, as it most certainly would be, by a mercenary-
foe. I will now, Mr. President, examine some
facts, said Mr. A. which have a strong bearing tip-
on the assertion made by the honorable member
from Virginia. It would be recollected by every
honorable member upon this floor, that some few

years ago, when it was understood that general
Prcscot, with a body of troops, had sailed from

Halifax, with intent, as it was expected, for the
mouth of the Mississippi, the then president ap-

prehended the movement might possibly be to

possess Orleans. What was the conduct of the'

president on that occasion? Did he leave it de-

fenceless for the enemy to take? No,
1

sir, he im-

mediately g-^ve orders for all the troops that could
be collected widiin almost an- reasonable distance,
to march immediately for the protection of the

place; and those that were near the sea-board were

instantly transported by water; and every exertion
was made to throw a sufficient force into Orleans
and its vicinity, to afford it the most ample projec-
tion. This, sir, happened shortly before die presi-
dent went out of office; and no other occasion pre-
sented itself of evincing his good disposition to-

ward that portion of the union, until he was suc-

ceeded by the present cluef magistrate, who has
also been measurably implicated in the same charge,
by the honorable member; but of this he has onlv

expressed his belief; he has not, however, told us

upon what that belief is founded. Inasmuch, then,
Mr. President, as this charge exists only in the
belief of the honorable member, it is fair to pre-
sume purity of intention on the part of the execu-

tive, until the contrary shall appear; and this, Mr.
A. said, he telt entirely confident never would ap-
pear. The uniform tenor or' the president's moral
and poli; ical rectitude, were ample vouchers for the

correctness of his motives and the purity of his

intentions. Mr. A. said, so far as we have b id an

opportunity of judging of the disposition of the

present ckief magistrate, in rela: ion to the protec
tion of Orleans, we had not the smallest reason to

douot Uie purity of his intentions; and ho had en-

tire confidence, should an occasion present, that the

president would faithfully, ably and impart ially, dis-

charge I he duties he awed to every part ofthe union.

Mr- A. said, the observations of the honorable

member, respec'ing the secretary of the treasury,
the financial department, and the administration as

connected with it, required and should receive an

answer. Mr. A. said, he considered himself pecu-

liarly bound to support the secretary, as he had

been the innocent cause, by introducing him into

the debate, in the course of the observations he had

made, in support of his motion, and diercby bring-

ing upon him the animadversions, which the hon-

orable member had taken occasion to make. Hi3

attack upon the secretary is of a singular kind; he

does not impeach a single official act of that officer,

but throws out vague insinuations in so untangible.

a shape, as almost to defy an enquiry into their

truth. The official acts of a public officer are id?

ways free subjects of investigation and discussion;

but, does it comport with the dignity of a membu*
of this body to asperse without proof, not his acts,

but his supposed opinions. The honorable mem-
ber presumes the secretary gave his assent to the

repeal of the salt tax—Upon what authority dec: a

he found this opinion of the secretary? No proof
can be given of it. Mr. A. said, he had always un-

derstood that the secretary was opposed to the re-

peal of that tax. His numerous reports prove the

fact, in all of which, if they are examined, it will be

found, that he considered" that duty as one of the

branches of revenue upon which he relied. But

there would be no criminality, if we were to sup-

pose that the secretary had joined in the general

opinion and given his assent to the repeal, as well

as the honorable member has done; the fact, how-

ever, Mr. A. averred to be otherwise. That officer

must be supposed more alive to every thing connect-

ed with the treasury, than other members of the

government. So far had the secretary carried this

feeling towards the treasury, that he was not only

opposed to the repeal of the salt tax; but, Mr. A.

had always understood that he was opposed to the

repeal of the internal taxes at the time they took

place; with a view no doubt not only to be able to

meet all the demands that could be legally made

upon the treasury, but to procure a surplus, to

meet any contingency that the peculiar state ot our

foreign "relations might demand. How then the

honorable member can charge the secretary wnh
the deficiency which the salt tax would have pre-

vented, according to the gentleman's calculation,

Mr A. said he was at a loss to know. The honora-

ble member ought more properly to charge his own

complaisance with the great deficit which he seems

so anxious to charge to the secretary. The secre-

tary was opposed to die repeal of the salt tax

from his opinion of the correctness of it. The

honorable member was also opposed to it, for die

same reason; but from the complaisance, he him-

self tells us, he voted for the repeal. He, then, and

not the secretary, is answerable to the treasury for

the great loss sustained by the repeal of that tax;

for he has told us, that its repeal depended upon
his single vote; and that vote he gave from com-

plaisance, not from a conviction ot its correctness.

The honorable member charges the treasury de-

partment with a recession from the difficulties of tne

nation during the last three years
—and wi h the

unwillingness of the secretary to afford the useful-
,

ness of his. talents to government. Mr. A. said he

could not well understand tiie meaning of this

e.ha:ge, as the honorable member acknowledges
that government had not called on die secretary tor
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greater exertions. Mr. A. said he would ask the

fionorable member,—in what do that recession and

unwillingness consist? Have not all the duties of
the office been performed? Has the secretary ever

shrunk from responsibility upon any occasion, or

declined answering' to the fullest extent, any of the
calls made upon him by congress, either for infor-

mation or opinion? Has he not carried the financial

bark safely to tins moment, notwithstanding :he

difficulties of the times? Have not all the public
engagements been fulfilled; all the increased ex-

pences been defrayed; notwithstanding the de-
crease of revenue, occasioned by the state of our

foreign relations? What is then meant by recession?

Does the bono able member mean to say, that it

Was the duty of the secretary to point out ne"
branches ot i evenue; while those already existing
were sufficient to defray the expences authorised

by law? At this moment, whilst we are acting on
the subject of the army, which will (great1) more
than double the public expenses, the honorable
member does not deign to enquire into the ways
and means. He scouts the very idea, and finds great
fault with him (Mr. A.) because he presumed to

make some enquiry into the present state of the
national treasury. Whether we now vote six or
ten regiments of infantry, with the addition of those
of artillery and horse, the expense will be greal;
but we think it necessary some additional troops
shall be raised, and will vote accordingly. After

they shall have been authorised, and not before, the

treasury department may properly be called upon,
to point out the resources and present them to our
consideration. The honorable member, not satis-

fied with his vague charge of what lie calls a reces-
sion of ihe treasury department, extends the charge
in a most extraordinary manner, to the late and

present administrations. To their indisposition to

press, on the treasury, and to disturb the repose and

popularity of the secretary of the treasury, the
fronorable member ascribes the measures, which in

his opinion had dishonored the nation, the last

three years. Can this be correct, Mr. President?
Can this house believe that the late and present
administrations would be capable of acting upon
sue'.: principles? The honorable member has roundly
as iei ,ed that the late president; that Mr. Jefferson",
Whenever lie was opposed to what he deemed unne-

cessary expense, instead of being actuated by his
known aversion to saddle such an expense on the

people, instead of being, as he expressed it, averse
to taking ft-om the mouth of labor its hard earnings,
had no other motive but a fear to disturb the repose
and

popularity of the secretary of the treasury!
But, Mr. President, what is the treasury, abstractly
speaking; and what does the honorable member
mean, by a tear to press on he treasury? The offi-

cers 01 the treasury are mere agents to receive and
to pay the money which is collected from the people.
Theft is never any real pressure on the treasury.
Ii there be at my time a pressure for the purpose ot

de'.i.o mg any expense, it is apressureon the people,
who must pay the money. Whe her the treasury
has u or twenty millions to collect from die peo-
P'. : to pay to the other agents of.governmerit,
t e ot the secretary i^> in rot in the least
d When, during the revolutionary war,

as obliged to call on the people tor heayj
*~ -nable ro redeem our paper-money, ihe

P'
'

i on the people, who had the taxes to

P' '"- whofce hands the paper-money died
av

, hen notwithstanding these inadequate
resource, we were unabio to defray the most ne-

cessary expenses, the pre sure fell on whom? On
your empty treasury? No, sir—it tell on the army—on die defenders of your country

—on diose -war-

worn veterans, who were scantily fed, Aur,. fa clo hed,
and no* paid at all, and whose earnings at ie i

i

into the hands of speculating harpies, i.-

what effect had this state of things upon the
j

spnal repose of your then commissioueis ol ."he

treasury? Not tire leas t,
—except so tar as uh< ieU

for the distresses ot Jitir country, ana ice: ifiea

thejriselyes with its fate; and it is only in 'his

point of view, said Mr. A. that the repose of a se-

cretary of your treasury can be disturbed on simi-
lar occasions. That subsatution of the treasury—-
of the chest into which tht taxes are paid,

— lo me
peupie themselves who pay ihem, is pne of those

equivoques oi which U>e honorable member is so
fond. It is, however, an artifice too thinly veiled,
to deceive che senate, or mislead our constituents.

Mr. A. said, the course taken by the honorable

member had been so devious, thai it had been hard
to follow him, and indeed sometimes to understand
his meaning correctly. Mr. A. said, he could not,
nor had he intended when he rose, to answer all

die observations of the honorable member— he had
selected the most prominent, and should answer

only two more. The honorable membei had said,
that to the unwillingness of the late and present ad-

ministrations to incur expense, he attributes the

present situation of our country. Although he has
made this charge against the administrations, he
has not specified any case, in which the present
administration had refused to incur expense. Mr.
A. supposed it would have been rather oo bold a

charge, after the measures adopted by the president,
and with their result now before us: he had how-
ever specified two cases under the fbrmei adminis-
tration—a refusal to incur the expense necessary U*

carry the embargo into efiect, and a rejection by
the house of representatives of a proposition (o au-
thorise contingent letters of marque and reprisal.
Mr. A. said, he had always understood, iLa.. the
executive had used with great assiduity every means
which had been placed in his hands by congress, to

carry into effect the several embargo laws; that ^he
laws were as well executed as any restrictive Jaws,
of so pressing a character, could have been upon
so extensive a coast, and more so than the restric-

tive laws of Great-Bi itain and France had ever

been, with all their navies and their numerous ar-

mies; and that it was not because tins law was not
well executed that it was repealed; but in conse-

quence of another consideration, well known to

the honorable member himself, who can give as

accurate a history of the repeal of that law, as any-

honorable member of either house. Mr. A. said*

with respect to the failure, on the part of the

house of
representatives to adopt contingent letters

of marque and reprisal, he could not set how that

could whb any propriety be attributed, to the late

president. He did not indter
1

, by any official mes-

sage, recommend such a measure, and the cor-

loctncss of such a course might well be doubted,

upon constitutional grounds. Put, Mr. A. said, lie

well knew that the president was anxious for a pro-
vision of that kind, as a substitute for the embaigo:
win. .her in the precise phraseology of the provision
the house rejected, Mr. A. could not say; but know-

ing, as he did, that ihe president was desirous of a

strong substitute, he was sorrj that ihe hon mem-
Iber had attempted to attribu e to him the failure of

Jso important a measure, which he was in no way
•responsible.
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Legislature of Massachusetts.

Wednesday, Jan. 22.—The following message was

received from he governor. In senate read and

committed to Messrs. Otis, Means and Sprague
—

In the house, read and concurred, and Mr. Green, of

B. Mr. Whitman, of B. Mr. Smith of W. S. Mr.

Cobb, of P. and Mr. Prentiss, of M. are joined.

Gentlemen of the senate and gentlemen of the house of
representatives.

It being officially announced, that the Indians

complain, "they cannot receive the usual supplies of

goods, by reason of the non-import a. ion act," and

that they are not to be purchased "wiihin the Unit-

ed States."

I submit to your consideration, whether it is not

incumbent on this state, to use the means in its

power for enabling the national g-overnment to rise

superior to such a humiliating circumstance. In

the year 1775, when our war with Great Britain

commenced, and when, immediately preceding it,

a non-importation act had been strictly carried into

effect, the state of Massachusetts apportioned on

their towns, respectively, to be manufactured by
them, the articles of clothing wanted for their pro-

portion of the army which besieged Boston: fixed

the prices and qualities of those articles, and they
irere duly supplied within a short period.
Thus before we had arrived at the threshhold of

independence, and when we were in an exhausted

state, by the antecedent, voluntary and patriotic
sacrifice of our commerce, between thirteen and
iburteen thousand cloth coats were manufactured,
made and delivered into our magazine, within a

few months from the date of the resolve which first

communicated the requisition.

Thirty-six years have since elapsed, during twen-

ty-nine of which we have enjoyed peace and pros-

perity, and have increased in numbers, manufac-

tures, wealth and resources, beyond the most san-

guine expectations.
All branches of this government have declared

their opinion, and I conceive, on the most solid

principle, that, as a nation we are independent of

every other, for the necessaries, conveniences, and
for many of the luxuries of life.

Let us not then at this critical period, admit any
obstruction which we have power to remove, to dis-

courage or retard the national exertions for assert-

ing and maintaining our rights; and above all, let

us convince Great Britain, that we can and will be

independent of her for every article of commerce,
whilst she continues to be the ostensible friend, but

implacable foe of our prosperity, government, union
and independence.

By calling on the inhabitants of this state, and

offering them reasonable prices, there exists no
doubt in my mind of our ability to supply every
article of cloathing, which may be wanted for our

proportion of troops that may be required to carry
on a defensive, or the most vigorous offensive war,

and at the same time every article wanted for the
Indians.

But if this should appear in any degree a doubtful

point, cannot the wealthy and manufacturing states

of Massachusetts, New-York and Pennsylvania, and
those north of the latter, effect that object?
The question requires not a moment to give a-

prompt and affirmative answer. The legislature
then having a thorough knowledge of the resources,
of this commonwealth, of her abilities, and her dis-

position to draw them forth on such an important
occasion, leaves nothing necessary to be added on
this subject. E. GERRY.

Council Chamber Jan. 21, 1812.

United States Militia*

The bill for classing and arming the militia, which
has occupied the house of representatives, for sis:

or seven days, having been rejected on its third

reading on the 5th instant, (as will have been ob»

served by our minutes of the congressional pro-

ceedings of that day) we do not think it worth
while to go through a detail of all the debate
which took place on the bill. We suppose our
readers will generally be better satisfied with an

abstract of the arguments used for and against
the bill, given at once, than to have them drawn
out at length in several successive papers, at a
remote date—[JVat. Intel.

This bill, as has already been stated, in our mi-
nutes of congressional proceedings, provided that

the militia should be divided into three classes, viz.

minor, junior and senior classes. The first to con-

sist of youths over 18 and under 21 years of age*
to be called out for three months at a time only, and
within their own state; the second, to consist of
citizens over 121 and under 31 years of age, to be

employed for twelve months at a time, in any man-
ner in which the president ofthe United States may
direct; and the last to consist of citizens over 31
and under 45 years of age, liable to be called out
for six months at a time, in he state in which they
live, or an adjoining state. The bill also provides
that every youth arriving at the age of 18, shall be

provided with a stand of arms at the expense of the

government.
This bill was supported by Messrs. D. R. Wil-

liams, Macon, Wright, Stow, Randolph and Smi-

lie, on the following grounds. In behalf of the

classification, it was said, that in consideration qf

youths from 18 to 21 being generally engaged in

either obtaining an education, or in learning some
trade or profession to fit them for future usefulness

in life, they had laid the burthen of military ser-

vice lightly on them, and confined them within a

moderate distance from their homes: That on the

next class, consisting of citizens in the prime of

life, considering them as being possessed of the

great physical strength and spirit of the commu.
nitv, they had laid the heaviest burden of duty
H H
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though no more than every citizen is at present lia-

ble to be called ypon to perform: On the senior

class they imposed a lighter duty, oecause they
considered them as being more necessary at home,
and as being less able to sustain service than the per-

sons composing the second class. Though at first

view, it might appear that the service was unequal,

yet it was stated, that if it were considered that

every man who lived to be of the age of 45, would

pass through all the classes, it would, in the end,

be a perfect system of equality, and considerably
lessen the present burthen of militia service, at the

same time that it would' afford to the country its

most efficient force whenever it should be necessary
to call out the militia; and though one-third only
of the whole number of citizens liable to do militia

duty, could be called out to any considerable dis-

tance from home, yet, from our increased popula-

tion, it wa9 argued, this would be a greater force

than the government could possibly want for any
distant service;, and the minor and senior classes

would be always ready to perform service in their

own and adjoining state. Under this arrangement,
it was said, every citizen would know the kind of

service w:iich he was liable to be called upon to

perform, and would have the satisfaction in passing
from one class to another, until he arrived at that

age which exempted him from militia service.

This arrangement, it was contended, would have
no visible operation upon the militia, until they be-

came detached for the service of the United States,

in consequence of a call from the president, in con-

formity with a law of congress; as all that this bill

requires while the militia retn lins

the returning nicer shall ma]

his return, instead »f one; c i
j [frig an account

of the puiuber ofmen there are in each ofthe class-

es, inetes i oi returning the whole in one column
as at present.

This kind of classification would do away the

inconveniencies which are always experienced in an

army, by having young and old men in the same
ranks—from having the father and son on the same
battle ground. Every experienced officer, every
man, must know, that old and young men cannot

sustain the same fatigue in marching and other ser-

vice; as a proof of this it was asked, if an officer

would not always prefer an army of men, from the

ae^ of 21 to 31, to one composed of men of all ages
from 18 to 45? It was added, that most of the cele-

briety which had been obtained by the emperor of

France, a9 a warrior, had been owing to this mode
of drawing out the strength and flower of the popu-
lation of the country, in preference to the mode of

mixing all ages together.
It was further urged, that the classification must

be agreeable to the citizens themselves who com-

posed the different classes; as men of nearly the

same age would be more likely to be pleased with

each other's company, by having similar turns of

thought and inclination; that stronger attachments

were more likely to be formed amongst men of the

same age, and pursuits, than could be made where
the disparity of aire was greater

—that the habits

and dispositions of the old and the young never

accorded well together. That this classification

wotdd certainly tend to render the militia more ef-

fective; would comply with the first and last in-

junctions of the great father of his country, general

Washington; and in proportion as the militia sys-

tem was improved, in the same degree would a

standing army become unnecessary.
In favor ofarming the militia, it was said, that it

having been provided by the constitution, "the

right of the people to keep and bear arms shall net
be infringed," it was the duty of congress to provide
them; as, if it were left to the people themselves,
experience had shewn, that some citizens will pro-
vide themselves with arms, and some will not, and
that those which they get will be of various sizes
and qualities, unfit for military service, where all

the muskets ought to be of precisely the same cali-

bre. Besides, that this mode of procuring arms
operates very unequally, as it lays the same bur-
then on the poor as on the rich—is a kind of polk
tax, the most oppressive of all others. For surely
nothing can be more unjust, than that the poor man,
who, if there beany fighting, will have to do it,

should be forced to purchase himself arms, when,
perhaps, he finds great difficulty to procure bread
for himself and family, whilst the rich man, who
can always hire a substitute to fight for him, is call,

ed upon to do no more, in the -way of tax than hi»

poor neighbor. The injustice of this is so glaring,
that the law, in many parts of the country, has not
been complied with.

In consequence of this unequal tax, and because
the arms cannot in some parts of the country be

procured, the militia are, in certain parts of the
United States, particularly in the middle and south-
er.3 states, very imperfectly armed. Some of the
state legislatures h:..ve endeavored to remedy this

defect, by manufacturing or pin-chasing arms, and

loaning them to the militia-men, either by putting
them into their hands for a limited time, or by plac-
ing them in armories, and handing them out occa-

sioijaflv when wanted! In both which cades mcon*-
ancles bad beeti ^experienced. Where the arms

] into the hartds of the individuals many of
-

""ere lost or disposed of; and when they were
kept in depols, ma'iv were spoiled or greatly injur-
ed by the rust.

This bill it was stated, was calculated to do away
all these difficulties and inconveniences, by putting
suitable arms into the hands of every free, white

young man in the United States, when he arrives

at the age of 18 years, at the public expence; so

that, by degrees, the whole nation would become
armed. The idea of arming the nation at the pub-
lic expence was not new; it had been acted upon in

the year 1808, by passing a law, appropriating two
hundred thousand dollars annually for the purchase
of arms, to be placed in the hands of the executives
of the several stales, in proportion to the population
of each, to be distributed by them among the mili-

tia men, or kept in armories, as they might judge
most expedient. This appropriation, however, was

inadequate to the object, nor was the mode of dis-

tribution approved.
This bill, therefore, proposed originally to ap-

propriate 400,000 dollars annually, in addition to

the former appropriation, (but in the course of the

debate 400 was stricken out and 200,000 inserted)
for the same object, but instead of placing the arms
at the disposition of the several state governments,
it proposed to place them immediately in the hands
of the militia-men themselves. And as the plan em-
braced the whole United States, it would make no

difference, whether a man who received these arms
continued to reside in the same place, or removes
to another—wherever he went, within the United

States, the arms would be equally useful for the

public service. ^
It was believed, that by placing the arms in the

'lands of the citizens themselves, they would con-

sider them as their own property, and take care of

them as such; and they would become better ac-

quainted with the use of them than if they were
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em\y put into their hands occasionally. Resides,

it would be more strictly complying
1 with the con-

stitutional provision, "that the right of the people
to bear arms shall not be infringed." Having- them

in possession, they would be ready for any emer-

gency which might occur.

It "was supposed that from 50 to 60,000 stands of

arms would be wanted annually; the procuring of

which, it was believed, would be attended with no

difficulty, as within the last year there had been

manufactured at private manufactories within the

United States, about 30,000 stands, which, by hold-

ing out proper encouragement to the manufactur-

ers, it was supposed, might be doubled. Govern-

ment had made about 30,000 stands annually at

the manufactory at Harper's Ferry,which, by pro-

per exertions, might probably also be doubled; so

that the arms wanted, if this bill passed into a law,

might be got from either resource.

And when the nation shall be thin armed, said

the advocates of this bill, who will dare to molest
us? The country will be safe from any enemy with-

in or without. The government would have noth

ting to fear from a standing' army, o:- from an ambi-

tious military chief A well-informed people, un-

derstanding their rights, with arms in their hands,
cannot be subdued. They are invulnerable. And
being

1 the real sovereigns of the country, govern-
ment has nothing to fear from them; because the

government is, and will be, at all times, what they

please to make it.

Reference was had, as an illustration of the effi-

cacy of an armed people, to the capture of Bur-

goyne, by the people of New-England, and to all

the other acts of bravery of the revolution. Give

the people but arms, said they, and the Republic is

safe.

The passage of this bill was opposed by Messrs.

Mitchill, Boyd, Pitkin, Nelson, Gholson, Findley,

Tallmage, Law, Quincey, Bigelow, Mosely, Rhea,

Jjturges, Potter, and Widgery, principally on ac-

count of the classification. Several of these gentle-
men expressed a willingness to vote for arming the

militia, if that was presented to them in a separate

bill; and an unsuccessful attempt was made, on

motion of Mr. Nelson, to recommit the bill, for the

purpose of amending it.

The objections made to the classification were,
that it threw too great a burden en that portion of

citizens who were between the ages of 21 and 31;

that citizens in good health from 18 to 21 and from

31 to 45, are as able to perform imlitia duty as any
others; that this classification would lessen the

effective strength of the country. It was contended

that it would break in upon the settled habits ofthe

people, and derange all their present plans, with

which they are very well satisfied. That in the

eastern states, especially, the militia are not only
armed but well disciplined, and will not approve oi

such a change as is proposed. It was said that

this classification was calculated to produce bick-

erings and dissatisfaction among the people, by
being divided, some into a favored and others into

an overburdened class, That they would not see

the justice of such a division. A man a k\v months
older or younger than his neighbor, with whom he
had been used to perform equal burdens, would
not like to be called out for twelve months, and sent

wherever the president might direct, while his more
fortunate neighbor, if older, would be subject only
to a six months tour in his own or the adjoining
6tate; or if younger, subject only to a three months
tour in his own state. It would not satisfy him to

be told, that when he arrived at the age of 31, he

would also be in a favored class—that time might
never arrive to him, or it might arrive when his
sen ice would no longer bo wanted.

It was objected against the plan of classification,
and calling out one description of citizens to the
exclusion of others, that it had too much resem-
blance to the coriscriptiong of the emperor ofFrance,
which were too odious to be imitated by the free-
men of this country.

It was doubted by some, (by Mr. Mitchill parti-

cularly,) whether it might not be rather a disadvan-

tage than an advantage, to divide the youths and
the elderly citizens from the junior class. It was
thought to be an advantage to the youth to associate
with men of experience, part of whom might have
seen some military service, and be able to give valua-
ble instructions to their young friends, not only in

their, military duty, but in taking care of their
health, their persons, &.c. That much mischief

might ensue from youths being encamped ogether,
without any persons of riper age to restrain the

thoughtless levities incident to that season of life.

It was contended, that this bill proposed no im-

provement to the militia system; it contained no

provision for producing any better discipline than
at present exists. The objectors, therelbre saw no
use in passing he bill.

With respecj: to that part of the bill, which went
to arming the militia, it was stated to be unecc-ssary
for the eastern states, as the militia were already
well armed, and that young men when they arrived
at the age of eig-hteen, would provide themselves
with arms, as their fathers had done before them.

This provision was said to be unnecessary on ano-
ther ground. A law has been passed by congress,
in 1808, appropriating 200,000 dollars annually for
the purchase of arms, for the purpose of arming the
militia. 6^0,000 dollars have therefore -lready been

appropriated for this purpose. By this law, it is

provided, that the arms shall be distributed to the
executives of the several states, agreeably to their

respective population, to be by them disposed of as

they judge proper: and this mode of disposing of
the arms, was thought to be far preferable to the
mode proposed in the present bill. If the arms be
put into the hands of individuals, government may
calculate upon a loss of at least ten per cent, annu-

ally.

It was contended, that the arms for which it is

now proposed to appropriate money, will be of no
use in the present contest. They are to be put into
the hands of youths of 18, who are to stay at home—it will be some years, therefore, before any con-
siderable number oi'the arms would be brought into
use.

It was said, that this appropriation would be alto-

gether unnecessary, if the citizens of other parts
of the United States had complied with the laws of

congress as punctually as the people to the eastward
had done; but, if this bill were passed, no man
would hereafter think of purchasing his own arms.
All would look to the government of the United >

States for a supply; and though the appropriation
for the present be reduced to 200,000 dollars, as it

is provided that every youth, arriving at the age of
18 years, shall have arms put into his hands, the

appropriation must hereafter be made commensurate
with the object.

Many objections were made to the details of the
bill respecting the regulations which were thought
necessary by the military committee, for preserving
the arms within the states, by means of fines, &c.

It was doubted whether congress had a right to im-

pose fines on the militia while remaining in tbe
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states to which they respectively belong. The
fchrase ''militia of the United States." was objected
to. It was contended that the militia was the "mi-

litia of the several states," until called into xhe ser-

vice of the United States.

[The following- are the yeas and nays on the

above bill, noticed in the proceedings of congrc
and Promised insertion, in page 424 of the Weekly
Rr.OiSTETi.]
Yeas—Messrs. Alston, Anderson, Baker, Bas-

se tt, Bibb, Breckenridge, Calhoun, Cheeves, Clay,

Cochran, Crawford, Dawson, Dinsmoor, E;.vle,

Fish, Franklin, Green, Grundy, B. Hall, O. Hall,

Hufty, Johnson, Kent, Key, King, Lacock, Le-

fever, Lewis, Little, Macon, M xwell, Moore,

M'Bryde, Metcalf, Morgan, Morrow, Newbold,

Orrr.sby, Pickens, Ringgold, R dgely, Roane, Sage,
Seaver, Sevier, Shaw, Sheffey, Smilie, Steward,

Stow, S'rong, Troup, Williams, Winn, Wright—55.

NAYS—Messrs. Archer, Bacon; Bard, Bige-
low, Bleecker, Boyd, Brigham, Brown, Butler

Champion, Chittenden, D:venport, Davis, Ely,
Emott, Findley, Fitch, Gholson, Gold, Goodwyn,
Gray, Harpei', Hawes, Hvneman, Jackson, Law,
Livingston, Lvle, Mdnor, Mitchill, Mosely. Nel-

son, Newton. Piper, Pi kin, Pleasants, Pond, Por-

ter, Potter, Reed, Rhea, Roberts, Rodman, Sammons,
Seybert, R. Smith, Stanford, Sturges, Taggart,
Tallmage,Talliaferro, Turner, Van Cortlandt. Whea-
ton, White, Whjt ehill Widgery, Wilson—58.

Catholics of Ireland.
Jn the supplement to No. 15 of the Weekly Re-

gister, page 279, is inserted an account of the

first meeting of the general committee of the

Catholics of Ireland; which, though conducted
in the most orderly manner, was designed to have
been interrupted by the British police of that ill-

fated iiland. From the following narration of
the trial it appears that a similar meeting was
afterwards held in the chapel at LirTey street,

and that certain persons, for assembling there,
were indicted for high misdemeanors. A care-

ful perusal of this sketch will enable the reader

justly to appreciate the "blessings of royally"
and, while we admire the honest firmness of
a jury so justly selected, cannot fail to depre-
cate a system of tyranny practised in Ireland
which an eastern despot ought to blush at The
famous major Sirr it seems is still in office

—he
is a fit tool for the British government in Ireland.

The ferment of the French revolution never

spewed up a more atrocious or accomplished
wretch—JSfurat and Robespierre wotdd have he-
sitated at the cool and deliberate proceeding of
this man. His office was long considered the
head aziarters of perjxtry~\he grand engine of
the crown, to swear aiuay the lives of its victims.

That it still maintains its infamous celebrity
may be gathered from the conduct of the clerk,
Mac Donoiigh.

Inconsequence of the lively feelings of the people of
Dublin when the verdict was known, though no
breach of good order had been committed, the

garrrison hid orders to be in readiness, and a se-

cond order commanded the artillery to limber

their guns.

From the [Dublin] Freeman*s Journal.

Dublin Nov. 23.

One of the most splendid, one of the most ani-

mating scenes ever witnessed in a free country or

in a country looking for freedom, was exhibited

'last night in the court of king's bench. From th«J

i

late hour at which the court adjourned, it will not
be expected that we can give an account of all that
occurred on this most important and memorable oc-
c^inn—important not only to the traversers at the
bar of the bench, not only to the Catholics of Ire*

land, but to Ireland itself, and not to Ireland alone,
but to the empire, of which this island forms so

powerful and indispensible a member. Although,
therefore, we cannot give the debate, we shall en-

deavor to present to the public, the essence and

spirit of yesterday's proceedings.
The court assembled after ten, when the chief

justice called on Mac Donough, a clerk in major
Sirr's office, to explain certain parts of his evidence,
which in his lordship's mind was contradictory and
inclusive—The witness was examined by the court,
and appeared very much dashed and confounded.—
He was asked, whether among these persons sworn
to in the information, he had mentioned doctor
Breen as present.
He could not actually say that doctor Breen was

in the chapel at Liffey-street
—heard his name to the

best ofhis recollection mentioned—did not see him
in the chapel

—knew his person, and heard that he
was one of those concerned in the delegation.

Mr. Justice Osborne.—But in the information
before us, you do not speak as to your belief—jou
swear possitively that doctor Breen was one of the

persons chosen.

Chief Justice.—Then you swore positively to a
man who you did not see.

Witness ordered to retire.

Mr. Burrowes then addressed thejury in a strain
of manly and persuasive eloquence, which we feel

it impossible for us to follow. Perhaps in a court of

justice, there can be remembered few exhibitions

equal in point of ability, whether we consider it as

addressed to the understanding of the audience, to

the temper of the jury, to the policy of the case,
and the law under which the Catholic gentlemen
were indicted, an appeal so powerful, so convincing,
we might say, so overpowering was ever yet made.
The learned council began by arranging the con-

duct of the crown in the formation of the jury.—'
He lamented to have witnessed that more decency,
or the appearance at least, if it was no more, of

justice on the part of the Crown. He did not lay

any blame to his majesty's attorney general, whose
virtues and talents he took occasion repeatedly in

a speech, which lasted upwards of three hours, to

panegerize. He was convinced that the honoura-
ble and upright man would not be privy to any act

of meanness, of unconstitutional and illegal inter-

i ference on the part of the known agents, instru-

jments, nay, the very creatures of administration.—
It was notorious that on the jury, there was not a

single Catholic, in a cause in which the Catholic

interest was so deeply concerned. He reflected

upon the circumstances with pain, not mixed with
a considerable portion of dismay, that in a city,
nine tenths of whose inhabitants consisted of

Catholics, not one was to be found on a jury in

which theCatholicswereto.be tried. Ifwas, he
feared ominous for the country, when government
had recourse to such paltry artifices Nay, the on-

ly Catholic on the pannel was instantly objected tt>

—but that was not enough for the crown—it was
not content with objecting to the solitary Catholic
—but in the spirit of liberality which so very ho-

norably distinguished the administration of *be coun-

try, it objected against twekti-two protectants

upon no grounds whatever. These protestaiits, it-
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should seem, were under the suspicion of being sus-

pected as friends to the great Catholic cause. Hut

the very circumstances of these shameful chaUengi

put the present jury in a most delicate and awful

situation. The eves of the country were on them.

From the partiality evinced by the crown to

their selections from among
- so many other of their

excellent and liberal fellow-citizens, it would natu-

rally be concluded that they were prejudiced, and

illiberal. He did not insinuate that they were; he

believed in his heart that they were not—but see

the situation in which they were placed by the

crown—a situation he wotdd contend not only inde-

licate, but almost unconstitutional. T ' would,

however, he felt convinced, risk themselves from
the peculiarity in which they were so unhandsome-

ly placed, contradistinguished from the remainder
of their fellow-citizens

Mr. Burrowes, then at great length, and with a

force of eloquence seldom surpassed at the Irish

bar, and never, we are persuaded, equalled at that

of England, went into the subject matter of the

trial before the court. As we have already suid, ir

would be impossible for us, this day, to enter into

any thing- like a detail of this admirable forensic

display. He first addressed himself to the facts,
then to the Iftw

—next to the history of the Catholics
of Ireland, and finally to the policy of the Irish ad-

ministration. In all these divisions, Mr. Burrowes
was super-eminently, supremely happy. But we
are compelled to reserve until our next ^satisfac-

tory report of this admirable speech. Aff e'- he

had sat down, there was a murmur of applause,
and he was congratulated on all sides by his frierids.

Indeed the union of honesty and talent was eminent-

ly conspicuous in this address, and we never saw
more powerfully exemplified what great virtue,

aided by great ability, is able to perform. In the
course of his speech Mr. Ban-owes pronounced
panegyrics on the FREE PRESS OF IRELAND,
and stigmatised in his powerful and impassioned

language, the incendiaries and slaves hired by the

Castle* to influence the popular mind, and to in-

flame the people to madness.
When Mr. Burrowes had concluded, the council

for the traverser, relying upon the evidence of the

crown and the law and justice of their case, declin-

ed calling witnesses or occupying the attention of

the court and jury on a case which they thought
already proved for their client.

Mr. Goold then in a strain of eloquence so pecu-
liar to himself, and which fascinated the court for

more than two hours, touched upon all the leading-

topics of this great cause. We feel ourselves at

this hour totally incapable of giving an outline of

this speech. We shall therefore reserve it for this

evening's publication, when we hope to be able to

convey some faint outline of his manner & argument.
The solicitor general replied with greatanimation

and force, and with great peculiar grace ofdelivery
and happiness of diction for which he is so justly

prized. Although our feeling and conviction went

against Mr. B.Ushe and his cause on this occasion,
it would he absurd to denv, that he exhibited a

splendid instance ofwhat great abilities—great art,

admirable action and imposing face, may do for any
cause. We lamented, it is true, to hear Mr. Bushe
uiter such sentiments, but we should do injustice
to our nature, if wc pretended that we did not ad-

mire the man. He concluded his speech by observ-

ing that a new body, the Catholic Convention, had

*
Meaning the government—from the castle being

the residence ofthe Lord Lieutenant, Sec. [Ed.Rrg.

arisen in our political horison, obedient to no rules,

governed by no attraction, a stranger to our sys-

tem, and which menaced its rum.
The chief justice, after recapitulating the evi-

dence, proceeded to define the law. We could not

discover in his lordships speech, any shade of dis-

tinction from that delivered on Thursday by his

majesty's attorney general. After about an hour
and half's charge, the jury retired.

It is impossible—indeed language sinks under
the effort to describe the state and anxiety mani-

fested while the jury were in the box. Although it

was nine o'clock at night, yet the hall of the four

courts, the court of king's bench—all the avenues

leading to the courts, the very attick windows at

the ' op of the courts, were crowded with people.
When it was annonnced that the j ury had agreed

to their verdict, there was at first a murmur, and
when they again appeared, after an hour and a halt's

deliberation, there was a deep silence for a minute.

Mr. Byrne, the clerk o^ die crown, then called over

the names of the jury. Having answered, Mr. Geale,
the foreman, handed down the issue-*sfOT guilty.

The word was scarcely pronounced when a peal
ofhuzzaing and shouts rung through the court and

galleries, and shook the very judicial bench. It waa

caught by the anxious auditors in the hail. The

judges attempted to speak; the officers attempted
to act—the enthusiasm deafened and destroyed eve-

ry attempt. The judges waited for some minutes,
and the chief justice attempted to address the

court, but he could not be heard—nothing could be
heard but the loud, the overwhelming torrent of

popular enthusiasm,
As the jurors passed through the hall, they were

greeted With waving ofhats and clapping of hands;
our excellent, worthy, and truly virtuous sheriif,

Hartij, to whose honesty and incorruptibility we are

indebted ibr suck a juar, and who, we will be bold
to say, has, by this one act, conferred rcurt Luting
benefit o;i his country, than any man who has held

this exalted situation before, our sheriff, Robert

Warty, was received wit -V the most unbounded tu-

mults of approbation and applause.
Nor was this popular exhibition confined to the

populace merely. The verdict.in the course of ten

minutes was known in every part of the vowr:—the
tide ran instantly in every direction. The shouts-

reached the most remote streets with the rapidity
of an electric stroke. We should like, for curiosity
alone, to observe the philosophic countenance of
Mr. Pole when he received the gratifying intelli-

gence. No doubt he was rejoiced at the fate of his
Catholic countrymen. But his Catholic, country-
men did not think of Mr. Pole. They were too

much engaged in their own happiness to shade it by
the recollection of Mr. Foleoi his administration.

We shall here subjoin the list of ihe names of the

honest menXo \\]\ose conscience the safety ofdie stale

and what yet remains of the liberty of the subject
were entrusted, and who nobly fulfilled the awful
conditions of their oath.

1. Eenjqmin Gea.le, Esq.
2. Pi-ter J). Latouche, Esq.
3. Leland C'rosthwaite, Esq.
4. Jcirn On; Esq.
5. John Duncan, Esq.
6. John Pepper, Esq.
7. William Sparrow, Esq.
8. John Mutton, Esq.
9. Robert Armstrong, Esq.

10. Edward' Clibborn, Esq,
11. Charles Pentland, Esq.
1". John Hamilton, Esq
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OFF C1AL PAPERS, (D.)
Accompanying the Secretary ofthe Treasury's annua/ report. (Concluded from page 418.)
Statement oj receipts and payments at the treasury of the United States,from tlie ist Oc-

tober, 1810, to the 30th September, 1811;

Cash in the treasury, subject to war

rant, Oct. 1, 1810,
Received from the pro-
ceeds ofthe customs, 12,490,656 14

Internal reve-

nue, 6,319 60
Direct tax, 6,362 87

Sales of public lands,
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History
Of the Invasion of Spain by Bonaparte
ABRIDGED FROM THE MOST AUTHENTIC SOURCES.

CHAPTER IX.

(rONTI^r/ED PROM PACE 417.)

Conduct of the council of Castile after t/ie fight of

Joseph from Madrid. Answer of Palafox to

their letter. The council publishes a defence. Or-

ganization of a supreme Junta. Bonaparte orders

out a new conscription and joins Jus brother at

Vittoria. Opening of the campaign. Position and

strength of the French and Spanish forces. Defeat

of the three Spanish armies under Blake, Belvedere

and Castanos Madrid, by the treachert/ of Mar-
ia and the prince of Custle Franco is surrendered

to the French.

While Joseph was yet at Madrid, those friends of

Ferdinand who had been compelled to enter into

his service, took the earliest opportunity to effect

their escape, and declare themselves in favor ot the

patriots. The duke del Infantado got out of the city

in the dress of a peasant, and in that disguise made
his way to Salamanca, where he joined one of the

Spanish armies. The duke del Farque who had

been appointed captain of the body guards, and

travelled in the same carriage with Joseph from

Madrid, threw oil' the charge which had been im-

posed upon h,im and went to bear arms in defence

of his country, Cevallos (28th July) sent in his re-

signation, haying previously secured his retreat: and

the first use he made of his liberty was to lay before

the worldan account of the iniquitous transactions

at Bavonne. The council of Castile who, probably
morefrom cowardice than corruption, had sanction-

ed all the measures of the French, during the usur-

pation, were now alarmed for their own safety, and

addressed a proclamation to the people of Madrid,

every line of which betrayed a consciousness oftheir

own misconduct, by its flattery and its ill-disguised

the chiefs of the nation, had sustained their cause,

and the rights of the throne. Not a few individuals

among them had been led, by fraud and force, lar

beyond the limits of Spain,' and though without

Jibertv, and exposed to the severest insults, they had

proved the inflexibility of their loyalty, and the

religious purity of their opinions." And then, with-

out introducing anv excuse for their own baseness,

they bade the people distrust the signatures which

had been circulated among them, and wait with

patience for the testimonies of their conduct.

A circular address in the same spirit, was sent,

at the same time, to the provincial juntas. "The

council," it is said, "which could not fail to be, in a

great degree, involved in the consequences ot the

subjection of the capital availed itself of the first

moments of liberty, to make its sentiments known;

these could not but correspond with the immutable

loyalty, and the indeliable love ofjustice, which al-

ways constituted its character, and had gained it,

in all times, the confidence of the nation. This it

was which had supported them in the midst of the

greatest dangers, and added firmness to the con-

stancy with which they had refused to recognize
the intruder farther than circumstances justified."

Affecting them to believe that the juntas which it

addressed riflist be convinced of this, the council

professed its readiness to co-operate with them in

any plans of defence. With respect to measures of

another kind, which were necessary for the salva-

tion ofthe country, it belonged to this supreme tri-

bunal, said the address, merely to rouse and excise

the national authorities, which it Mould assist with

its influence, its advice, and its knowledge. As it

was not possible, under the existing extraordinary

circumstances, to adopt the expedients pointed out

by the lavs and customs of Spain, the council

would not occasion any delay by ill-timed discus-

sions, but would confine itself for the present, to

' the indication of a measure in which it would with

fear. (Aug. 6.) It called them a generous and war- the greatest satisfaction concur—which was, that

thy people, virtuous Spaniards, worthy citizens,
j

deputies be appointed by all the different juntas,
' who should concur on this most important object,
and make such an arrangement, that all projects
and expedients, proceeding from this common
source of action, might be as expeditious as the

end in view required.
A separate letter was addressed to Palafox (Aug 4)

in which, after the same apologetical protestations,

they exhorted him to contribute, with all his pow-
er, to the safety of the capital. This letter wa3
written at the time when the war was raging with

most violence in the heart of Zaragoza; and when
this modern Cm, to whom it was addressed had lei-

sure to reply to it, it is not to be wondered at, if the

sight of the ruins and slaughter around him occa-

sioned in him some feelings of not unreasonable in-

dignation. The integrity with which the council

of Castile, he said, had conducted itself in other

times, had rendered it respectable, even in foreign

countries; but, in these mournful circumstances,
in which Spain had been assailed by perfidy, the
most enormous that the history of the world pre-

sents, this tribunal has not fulfilled its duty. Many
of the individuals who compose it have established

satisfactory proofs of their own justification; but
others suffering themselves to be seduced at such
' time by France, or perhaps prompted by the de-

good men, and true patriots. It told them that what

thev had suffered was but a punishment necessary

for" their correction; their morals having almost

reached the point of complete corruption: that the

innocent victims whose blood had been shed, had

implored forgiveness for them; the God of battles

had heard their intercession, and was appeased,
and all their victories were owing to God and our

lady the virgin. Would they then add to the cala-

mities of their country? would they commit new

insurrections and excesses? They who were cry-

ing out for justice, and were eager, under the pre,

text of exercising it for themselves, to pillage, and

burn, and destroy, were not inhabitants of Madrid,

or its vicinity, but vagabonds, who Laving fled

from their own magistrates, took shelter in the me-

tropolis. "Judge no one," it said, "for that renders

you liable to sacrifice many innocent.—If there

have been among us any traitors, the supreme tri-

bunal will avenge their crimes, and if they merit,

it, cast them away, as unworthy of the name of

Spaniards. God grant that there be no occasion to

draw the sword of justice! Let it be employed

against the enemies of our nation, against the op-

pressors of our liberty." In another part of this

address, the council ventured even to pronounce
their own eulogy.

—"The government and the faith- Ipravity of their own hearts, have not been content"

ful provinces," they said, "would be filled with
jto

remain neuter; they have even sided with the

jov, when the council should have exhibited before 'most cruel enemies of their country, "I myself,"
them and all Rurope, the constant firmness with. !said Palufqx, "to my bitter sorrow, have seen some
winch the first nobility, the superior tribunals, and !of them direct the operations of the enemy, and
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appear with them before Zaragoza, where they

wrote treasonable papers, and circulated addresses

which are a disgrace to the Spanish nation. I know

well that the council was not at liberty, and

that after the outrages of the French in Madr'd, it

was reduced to <he necessity of being the mere

executor of the pleasure of that most execrable

to a resolution that all the provinces should be cal-.

led upon to raise forces in proportion to their popu-
lation: ihe number of the whole, according to

then- estimate, might amount to 300,000. After
much coi i . ion, however, with the infante Don
Antonio, and vith persons who came with confi-

dential instructions from Ferdinand and Cevallos,

government; but had it only once expressed the
|

that resolu ion had been abandoned, as tending to

general wish of the nation, it would, by such an endanger the kingte person
• and prematurely to put

act, have given more importance to what was trans- 1 to hazjfd the safety and independence of the king-

acting in the provinces, it would have united itself jdom.
Don Antonio, nevertheless, engaged to

to them and would at least have prevented its appa- 1 transm c instructions privately to the cap.auis gene-
rent sanction of those detestable, treacherous, and ral of the provinces, Lq take every measure consis-

false proclamations. To this there seems tome no pent With prudence for increasing their military

insuperable obstacle, and even if there had the good
; force. And when the junta of the government

of the whole and the welfare of the nation, ought 'ordered the council to send a circular notice to all

the provincial tribunals, enjoining diem o see that

the most cordial recep ion w a ; given to the French

troops, they transmitted a memorial in reply, expa-

to have been preferred to the personal interest of

any individual."

The council next published an elaborate justifica-

tion of then- proceedings, from the time of the tiating on the dangers which migh resuL from any
affair of the Escurial; referring to the firmness i attempt to repress the high pint 01 loyalty and

with which they had then protected the prince and affection .owards Ferdinand, with which the peo-

ple were animated.
The day after the dreadful massacre of Madrid,

a memorial had been laid before thetn from the cap-

itis friends, as the first proofof their good conduct

in the most delicate circumstances wherein the tri-

bunal had ever been placed. "When the French

troops entered the kingfom various objects had '

tain-general of Catalonia; seating the means to

been surmised—the protection of Ferdinand, the ! wi.iclihe had lecourse for the relief of the poor of

occupation of Portugal, the defence of the coast,
' Barcelona, and requesting their sanction. Con-

tiie conquest of a part of Africa, were talked of; i
vinced that this was only a pretext on his part to ob-

but at length, suspicion was excited, even in the
,
tain the funds necessary for procuring arms, they

most unwary. The council observed, that even in ! immediately sanctioned his proceeding, without

times of great security, the confidence with which
j

those previous inquiries which the usual forms re-

these troops were received would have been most i quired. They had received a decree from Murat,

imprudent, both on account of their number and direcUngfchfe formation ofja. junta of police, having
of the position which they took; above all, that it :

two Frenchmen for its commissaries: they had re-

was contrary to the constant maxim of not receiv-
j

fused to obey, quoting th. law, which excludes all

ing the forces of an ally superior in number to our I foreigners from any share in the public administra-

ow.i; and that it was an act of unexampled weak-
jtion'of justice: thus was .he door shut against the
favorites of the grand duke; thus were those mis-
chiefs obviated which must have come upon the

state, had they been appointed; and Madrid thus
continued under her own magistrates. When they
were called upon to acknowledge Joseph Bonaparte
as their king in consequence of the renunciation
of Ferdinand and his parents, they argued, that
such a renunciation was altogether nugatory, and

incompatible with the laws of the constitution: it

was monstrous to suppose that the royal family
could give away the sovereignty of the nation, or

ness to let them take possession of the fortresses.

But having no constitutional controul over affairs

of this nature, it had been compelled to dissemble

its inquietude, especially because it would have

been dangerous to manifest any apprehension while

a probability remained that the object of he French

might be generous, and that they intended to sup-

port the interests of Ferdinand.

When the court were preparing to emigrate, and
had ordered the troops from Madrid to escort them,
the council trembled for the safety of the prince,
and endeavored to impede or retard, as much as that any one act which they had performed could be

possible, the departure of the soldiery, that thev considered bmding, on account of the tiirie, the

might at least be able to facilitate his escape, for situation and the circumstances in which they
which thev were assured that secret measures had were placed. Once however, they observed, that

already been taken. They therefore presented a

report to the king in wiiich they endeavoured to

make h.m abandon his design, and to lessen his

confidence in his favorite; and urged him, if airy

extraordinary measures were necessary, that he
would consult with a competent number of well

informed subjects, devoted to their sovereign and
to their country; adding, that if they were thought
worthy of being advised with, they would deliver

their opinion b> iefb-, sincerely and faithfully, hav-

ing in view nohing but their duty to God, the

king and the people. The subsequent events, til)

the departure of Ferdinand for Bayonne, were but

too well known. On the 20th of April, a printer
informed them that some Frenchmen had request-
ed him to strike offcopies of a proclamation, signi-

fying, that, the royal parents were about to re-as-

cend the throne; in consequence of this informa-

tion, two Frenchmen, who stated that they were

supposing the treaties of abdication and cession
were valid, and that the throne devolved to a branch
of the imperial family, it was their opinion that ihe

king of Naples, Joseph Bonaparte, appeared the

fittest for it. This fact indeed was too notorious to

be denied or dissembled, and it invalidates the

whole apology.
When they were called upon to publish the decree
or convoking the assembly at Bayonne, they sus-

pended its publication, and sent in a memorial to

the grand duke, Murat, observing that their body
never I tad taken, nor could, according to the laws,
take upon itselfthe' national representation,

—that

these were consequently, and by the same laws,
excluded from the election oftheir sovereign,

—that

whatever change took place in the succession was

entirely the concern of the nation; and that when
a succession look place, without the proper forms,
it was to be deeriied, according to the actual consti-

in the service of general Groutchv, were arrested) tul ion of the monarchy, null and void. This spirited

and put in confinement. The council then came I answer, *-"ey affirmed, drew upon them much
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indignation, and they were even threatened with a

process tor sedition,—but they admitted, that, at

length, confessing themselves influenced by the

reasons assigned by the president of the assembly
at Bayonne, and likewise by the request of Joseph
Bonaparte, they ordered the documents to be print-
ed. "From that time they had perhaps greater
difficulties to struggle with," they added, "than
the nation was aware of. Thev were threatened
with the loss of their authority; but they determin-
ed to yield it up altogether, "rather than retain it

when polluted. Persecution, banishment and death
became familiar to their ears; but the consciousness
of their integrity supported them amidst all their

trials. Such was the state of affairs, when they had
the unexpected happiness of witnessing the sudden

departure ofthe French. The Omnipotent Ruler
of human events, by a supreme act of his Divine

Providence, delivered the council from the immi-
nent danger which hung over it, thus rewarding the

purity of its intention, and the unshaken loyalty,
which it had preserved, amidst all its troubles and
all its difficulties. Joseph Bonaparte departed with
his army, and the council had never taken the oaths
to him, never been introduced, nor on any occasion

paid him even those honors which they had always
been in the habit ofperforming' as marks of respect
to foreign princes."
The council of Castile so far succeeded in its ap-

peal to the compassion of the people, that its weak
members were pitied, and the guilty ones remained
unpunished. Shocked at the atrocities of the
French revolutionists, the Spanish patriots have er-

red on the side of clemency: They should have
censured this council as soon as a provisional go-
vernment was formed, and have displaced all its

members, as men who, by their own admission, had
failed in their duty, and lent their aid to the degra-
dation and subjugation of Spain. Meantime, the

necessity of a central government was felt by all the

provinces, various projects were talked of, and the
different juntas seemed to expect the decision of
that of Seville, which, not less from the wisdom of
its measures than from its favorable situation, had
hitherto, in some degree, been regarded as the lead-

ing authority. Thatjunta published, upon this oc-

casion, a paper of great importance. Hitherto,
they said, the cause of the Spaniards had been pros-
perous, and nothing could impair or frustrate their

hopes of eventual and complete success, except a
want of union among themselves. Their enemies
were anxious to foment divisions. Human passions,
personal interests ill understood, the ignorance, the
weakness, the blindness of men, might perhaps as-
sist these evil designs, destroy a beginning so glo-
rious, and facilitate and consummate the ruin of

Spain. This they were endeavouring to guard
against, protesting, before God and man, whose aid

they invoked with all fervencv, that thev would
Write nothing but what was dictated bv the love of
their country, for the preservation of their king and
of their rights, not mingling with it afly thing that

appeared to partake of passion, of interest, or of
any other personal motive; but being always ready
to hear the opinions of the other provinces, and to
amend their own errors, whenever it had been shown
that they had committed any. The chief care should
be to avoid whatever was riot absolutely necessary,
and might serve to sow the seeds of disunion,- of this
nature were all discussions concerning the royal
house, and the order of succession in the different
families whichiderived a right from it. The laws

upon this point were well known; but are we, said

they, in a situation to talk of this? Long live our

king and indisputable sovereign, Ferdinand VII. and
long live his august brothers, heirs of the crown af-

ter his attested decease! Why anticipate enquiries
which could only be necessary in default of them?
It was both absurd and dangerous to dispute about
the succession in cases evidently remote; and the

provinces ought to confine themselves to avowing
the general principle of hereditary succession, ac-

cording to the fundamental laws of the monarchy.
The second question which agitated the people,

was of a different nature:—Was there a necessity
for creating a supreme government which should
unite the sovereign authority of all the provinces,
till the restitution of Ferdinand to his throne? The

junta of Seville declared, that, from the beginning,
they had been persuaded such a supreme govern-
ment was by all means necessary, and that without
it the country was in danger. Man}' juntas and

many military commanders had expressed their

conviction of this truth as a conviction arising
from the indispensable necessity in ever}' nation

of a civil government, whose duty it is to attend

to the happiness of the kingdom, and to which
the military may be subordinate. The confi-

dence of the nation, the public funds, and the ca-

pitals of individuals, must have a civil government
for their support. Without it the military power
would inevitably be compelled to employ violence,
with the view of acquiring that confidence which it

never could attain, and getting a command of those

capitals which it would be equally impossible tor

it to bring within its grasp; for thus it would ulti-

mately destroy that public prosperity and happiness
which ought to be the sole object of every govern-
ment. Spain had derived a lesson of wisdom from
the history of past ages, and had never thought of

appointing a military dictator. Her generals, and
the fact was most honorable to the Spanish name,
had been the first to embrace with the utmost cor-

diality, a system of things as ancient in Spain as the

monarchy itself. The experience of these times,
the confidence ofthe people in the supreme juntas,
the facility and abundance with which pecuniary
resources had been placed at their disposal, the he-

roic loyalty with which the generals and the armies

had acknowledged and obeyed them, and the happy
issue, thus far, of their civil administration, and of
the military enterprizes which they had directed,

placed in the most conspicuous light, and establish-

ed, beyond all doubt, this fundamental truth, and
most essential political principle. But who was to

create this supreme civil government? Who were
to compose it? Where should be its place of resi-

dence? What the extent of its authority? How
might it be established, without interrupting the

public tranquility, and producing disunion among
the different provinces? How was the public opin-
ion to be so regulated, as that this tranquility could

be obtained without opposing it, and all risk of dis-

turbances obviated? These were the important

questions to he examined. It had been said that

the cqrtes should assemble, that the council ofCas-

tile should convoke them, and the whole proceed-

ings be executed under the authority of that tribu-

nal. But the cot', oil of Castile never possessed
the right of convoking the cortes—why then should

they give it that authority? Was it because it had
lent the whole weight of its influence to the usur-

pation? Because it had acted in opposition to those

fundamental laws which it was established to pre-
serve and defend? Because it had Afforded every fa-

cility to the enemy to usurp the sovereignty of Spain,
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to destroy the hereditary succession of the crown,
and the dynasty legally in possession? Because it

had recognized and seated on the throne a foreign-
er destitute even of the shadow of a tide to it; for

it was incontrovertibly manifest, that the renuncia-
tion of Charles IV. could give him no such claim?
What confidence could the Spanish nation place in

a government convoked by an authority, incompe-
tent, illegal and guilty of acts which might justly
be ranked with the most atrocious orimes against
their country? But the council of Castile being
thus excluded from all consideration, who was to

convoke the cortes? It was the peculiar and ex-
clusive prerogative of the king to summon them;—
the provinces would not submit to any other autho-

rity; they would not unite: thus, therefore, there
would be no cortes, or if a few deputies should as-

semble, that very circumstance would occasion di-

visions in Spain the very evil which all were anxi-
ous to avoid. Besides, some of the cities which
have votes in the cortes, had neither undertaken
the defence of the kingdom, nor even their own
defence, nor had they made any effort to defend it

in their corporate capacities. With due respect for
them and their rights, still it was necessary that the
truth should plainly be spoken; and certainly, in
not referring to these forms they had acted prudent-
ly, and with a due observance of law. The king-
dom found itself suddenly without a king and with-
out a government—a situation unknown to its his-

tory, and to its laws. The people legally resumed
the power of appointing a government—this truth
had been avowed by various supreme juntas. They
created these juntas without any regard to the cities

which had votes in the cortes. The legitimate
power was therefore lodged in these juntas; in vir-

tue of that power they had governed, and were still

governing with real authority, and h<*d been, and
still were, universally acknowledged and obeyed.
Their situation nad not changed; the danger still

existed: no new authority had been supervened—
the lawful authority, therefore, resided entire in the

juntas which the people had created, and to which
they had confided it. It was therefore incontestable
that the sole and exclusive right of electing those
who were to compose the supreme government was
vested in the supreme juntas. And whom should

they elect? Most certainly individuals of their own
bod\-; for they alone derived their power from the

people; and in them the nation had reposed entire
confidence. Should any other persons be chosen,
they would possess neither the consent nor the
confidence of the people. Hence, if there were any
province in which the military power subsisted

alone, it was absolutely necessary that a supreme
junta should be constituted there, by which the

people might act; this being indispensable in order
to concentrate the legitimate power of the people;
for, under the present circumstances, the supreme
government could not be legitimate, unless it origi-
nated in their free consent.
The junta of Seville was therefore of opinion that

all the supreme juntas meeting on the same day,
should elect each from its own members, two
deputies, to form the supreme government;—Jsid.

the persons so elected should, ",om that moment,
be acknowledged and obeyed as the governors-ge-
neral of the kingdom. The supreme "jun las ought
nevertheless to be continued until the termination
of the present state of things, being; invested with
the internal management of their respective pro-
vinces, but under due subordination to the general

government. Tiiey ought to give instructions lo

heir deputies constituting that government, and it

would be the duty of those deputies to observe them,
and to represent and support the claims of their

provinces, as far a^ was consistent with the public
weal. If there were one of the royal family capable
of presiding in the supreme government, he and
no other, ought to be appointed to that office: but
if there were no person of the blood-royal, then it

must elect a person from its own body; and, to ob-

viate all danger the presidency should be only for

such a limited time as might seem best. Thejuntas
would appoint a place for the seat of government,
which the government might afterwards change,
by a majority of votes. It ought to be at a distance

from all the dangers of war, and should possess
other local advantages. Seville possessed all those

advantages, but had no anxiety to be elected, and
most cordially sacrificed all her claims. The junta
of that city would however, frankly state, that in

their opinion, La Mancha was most convenient for

the seat of government, and especially, either the

city of Ciudad Real or Almagro.
The system thus recommended by the junta of

Seville was adopted; yet their advice was unfortu-

nate, if not unwise, and the reasons upon which

they grounded it were inconclusive; for, to the

question, who should convoke the cortes, if it

should be deemed necessary to observe all the forms
of government, in a country whose government
had been suddenly destroyed,- there was a ready
answer. Ferdinand had expressed his will that it

should be convoked, in a decree addressed to the

royal council in the first instance, and, in case they
could not put it into effect, to any chancery 01*

audience. What farther formality could be requir-
ed? Assuredly also, the people were qualified to

elect a cortes by the same right in virtue of which

they had elected the juntas,
—the right of self pre-

servation; the right of appointing a government
|
when they were without one; the right which is

: inherent in every people to recover, maintain and

j

establish their freedom. The name and the nominal

j authority of Ferdinand, served indeed as a rallying
i point lor the Spaniards, and prevented the possi-
! bility of dissensions. A circumstance sufficiently
I similar to be remembered as a precedent, had oc-

curred in the history of the Portuguese, who, in

I

their struggle against the first usurpation of the

Castilians fought in the name of an infante who
was then a prisoner in Castile. By the fiction of

supposing Ferdtnand to be their king, they post-

poned the difficult and dangerous task of forming a

new government; but it was no more than a fiction,

and the difficulty was only postponed by it, sure

to recur at last. For the most sanguine friends

of that prince could scarcely think it possible that

cither he or any of his family could ever return

from the place of their imprisonment. There were

therefore, persons who, when they considered the

miserable mis-government by which Spain and

Portugal had been weakened and degraded, during
so many -generations, wished that both nations

had taken their stand tipon loftier ground, that they
had given up the weak and unworthy dynasties of

which they had so unexpectedly been lvd—dynas-
ties equally weak, unworthy and con' emptible" in

their remotest branches—and united themselves in a

federal commonwealth. This form of government
is peculiarly adapted to Spain, because of its pre-

vious division into different kingdoms, with ditt'er-

ent laws, and it would remove all objections to a

union between the two countries. Had they pro-

claimed a revolution upon these principles, it is

possible ttiat the English government mi^rht, for a

time, have withheld its assistance from them; but
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It is not less possible that they might have for.nd

allies in France itself. So bold a resolution, in-

deed, though the people might readily have acqui-
esced in it, was not to be expected, and some bene-
fit in i he early part of the struggle, undoubtedly
arose fi-om their attachment to Ferdinand, the prin-

ciple of personal loyalty being to patriotism, what

image worship is to piety. This political idolatry

might safely be permitted whde the idol was at a

distance; and the Spaniards, by assembling the cor-

tes, might constitutionally have strengthened their

cause With all the resources of a popular govern-
ment. The provisional government which was now
adapted had none of these advantages, notwith-

standing the primary derivation of its authority
from the people. Neither, indeed, were the provin-
cial juntas so much chosen by the people in the first

instance, as they were recognized by it after they
had constituted themselves:—They were chiefly

composed of men whose influence arose from their

rank or property, whose sanction was of the utmost

importance in exciting the nation to take arms, but

among whom it was little likely that the genius ne-

cessary for directing a country in such times would
be found;—men, top, who, from the very circum-
stance of their possessing those adventitious ad-

vantages, were liable to be tempted by the intruder
at the easiest price, and who, it might not unrea-

sonably be suspected, if they fpund the patriotic
cause declining, would be disposed to listen to his

overtures. Subsequent events have shown with
how much reason this was to be feared. A cortes
would have been the best security against this

danger; it would have realised all the benefits to

the nation which the intruder falsely promised; and
it would have opposed the tyrant with that energy
of which free governments alone are capable, and
with that, which, of all things, he dreaded most—
the principles of freedom.
The temporary expedient of a central junta was

preferred: they chose the palace of Aranjuez for

the place of their sittings, and there the ceremony
of installation was performed, on the 25th of Sep
tember. The archbishop of Laodicea, coadjutor of
the archbishop of Seville, and one of the deputies
from the junta of that province, celebrated mass,
and administered to each of the appointed members
an oath of fidelity, having previously in their pre-
sence, taken it himself.

Count Florida Blanca was appointed president
ad interim, and his first act was again to proclaim
Ferdinand from the front of the palace. The g-ates
of the palace had been closed since the departure
of.Charles for Bayonne, and were now first opened,
and the ceremony of thus proclaiming Ferdinand in

the favorite residence of his ancestors,
—the scene

of his own childhood,—the place where, four
months ago, he had been acclaimed king—he, who
was now a prisoner, in the power of the tyrant:,
who had betrayed him—and in a foreign land,—af-

fected the venerable nobleman who first pronounc-
ed his name, to tears, and excited thoughts of poig-
nant sorrow and indignation in the multitude.
which heightened and hallowed the enthusiasm
with which they repeated it.

The central junta thus peaceably established and

unanimously recognized by the nation, began its ad-

ministration with the fairest promises. But it soon
afforded an ominous proof, that, however, en lie-lit -

ened and patriotic some of its members migftt be
the majority, were either ignormt of the nature oi

fret .lorn, or ready to betray it; for* after having cal-

led for tiie advice of every individual who thought

himself qualified to give it, respecting reforms in
the government, they issued an edict, prohibiting
the circulation of all books, pamphlets or papers,
printed without the names of their respective au-
thors. Their measures for prosecuting the war
were as little correspondent to the plans which they
had proclaimed. A military junta of five generals
was formed at Madrid, that the central government,
freed from the anxiety of directing the campaign,
might give their undivided attention to the means
of raising and supporting the armies and the civil

affairs. Castanos and Morla were members of this

council of war: the people had confidence in both:

but Morla was a traitor in his heart; and it is not
to be wondered at if nothing effective proceeded
from a council in which he bore a leading part.—
The spirit of the people remained the same; yet by
the formation of a regular government, they were
rather weakened than strengthened; for that confi-

dence which every province had till now felt in it-

self, in its own measures, and in its own exertions,

gave way, in some degree, to a feeling of dependent
reliance upon the central junta. The nation was rea-

dy for any sacrifices, any efforts, but it waited to be

called upon; and the provincial and subordinate

juntas, losing their consequence, lost a great por-
tion of their activity.

Bonaparte having ordered a conscription of

160,000 conscripts, set his troops in motion for

Spain, and provided for all that which might be de-

manded by the contingencies of war, set out from
Paris for Spain, without waiting for the answer to

an overture for a negociation with the British gov-
ernment, in like manner as he had hastened to meet
the Prussians, leaving lord Lauderdale to dispute
with his ministers about the basis of a negociation
in the autumn of 1806. With his usual celerity,

having set out from Rambouillet. 30th October, he
arrived at Bayonne 3d November, and on the 5th,

accompanied by a reinforcement of 12,000 men, he

joined his brother Joseph at Vittoria.

In time of peace Bonaparte has proper persons

employed to furnish him with the most correct to-

pographical maps of different territories, on a great
scale: by which means, being acquainted by his

generals, with the relative positions of the oppo-
site armies; he is enabled to giye general directions,

even at a great distance. The campaign had been

opened a few days before his arrival, according to

his directions.

Jt would not serve any purpose either of amuse-
ment or instruction to enter into a detail of the

means by which the first military commander in

the present, and one of the greatest of any age, at

the head of a numerous, well equipped, and veteran

army, accustomed to conquer, and of which the

different divisions were also under the orders of the

ablest generals,
—it would be idle in the present

period of striking events following each other in

rapid succession, to detail the steps by which such

a commander, with such an army, through the

boldness of his tactics, the con binat ion of his move-

ments, and the rapidity of his 'marches, defeated

armies scarcely yet organized, chiefly composed of

new levies, without being properly equipped, with

out regular supplies of provisions, and extended
over too large a space ofground, without sufficient-

ly strengthening the line of their communications.
When Bonaparte put himself at the head of the

French armies in Sp.iin, they amounted to not less

than 200,000 men. The head quarters were at

Vittoria. The left wing, under Moncey (duke of

Comegliuno) was posted along the banks, of the
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Arragon and the Ebro, having
1

its head quarters at

Rafalla. Ney (duke of Elchingen) was with his

division at Guardia: Bessieres (duke of Istria) at

Miranda, part of his troops garrisoning- Pancorbo.

General Merlin, with one division, occupied the

heights of Durango, and defended the heights of

Mondragon, from the threatened attack of the

Spaniards Castanos, in order to concentrate his

forces, and cover the province of Arragon, quitted
the line of the Ebro, and posted himself on the left

bank of the Arragon, forming a line from Sanguessa
to Villafranca, and leaving 2,500 men at Logrona.
His right wing touched die left of Palafox's arm}-;
but their united forces did not exceed 20,000 men.
The armies of Estremadura and Murcia, computed
at 30,000, were in the centre, opposed to the French
on die Ebro: they expected to be joined by the Bri-
tish under sir John Moore and sir David Baird,
whose effective force amounted to 28,000. Blake's

army was now estimated at 35,000. The whole force

therefore, to be opposed to the French 200,000,
was only 113,000, if the British had joined. The
first object of the French was to prevent this junc-
tion. In a series of actions from the 31st October,
Blake, notwithstanding some unsuccessful conflicts

was driven from post to post: from Durango to
Cuenas: from Guenas to Valmaseda: from Valmase-
da to Epinosa. Never, indeed, did soldiers endure

greater privations; several days they were continual-

ly exposed in the open air, during rainy nights and
the most inclement weather; they were all without

bats, great part of them without clothes or shoes:

and they were whole days without food. Yet under
all these sufferings, not a murmur of dissatisfaction

was heard, and they manifested no other wish
than that of contributing to the destruction of the

enemy and the safety of the country. Blake at lengUi
attempted to collect the scattered remains of his

army at Revnosa: but on (he 11th November he
was suddenly attacked both in his centre and on
the two wings; and he was obliged to take refuge in

Asturias. But all credit is due to this gallant lit-

tle army: no men ever behaved more valiantly, nor
witJi more determined patriotism. Without caval-

ry, without clothing, almost without food, they
fought battle after battle, against troops always su-

perior in numbers and discipline, and whose losses

were always repaired by fresh reinforcements. Nor
was there one circumstance of disgrace attending
their defeat: there was no capitulation: no surren-
der of large bodies or of strong places: the ground
on which they fought was won by the French, and
this was all that they won.
While the French were thus successful against

Blake, they quietly suffered the Estramacluran

army, consisting of Walloon and Spanish guards,
a few regiments of the line, and the students of the
universities of Leon and Salamanca, under the
command of the young count Belvedere, to take

possession of Burgos. Here the French cavalry
under Bessieres and the infantry under Soult at-

tacked him. (Nov. 10.) Twice they were repulsed,
nor was it till after a third action had been obsti-

nately contested for thirteen hours, that the French

by their superiority in numbers, and especially in

cavalry, were successful. The count, with "the

wreck of his army, fled to Lerma and thence to

Aranda.
The armies of the north of Spain and of Estra-

madura being thus routed, the central army under
Castanos became the next object of attack." From
Burgos, where lionaparle had now established his

bead quarters, Ney and Victor (duke of Belluno)

were dispatched to take post behind him, while
Lasnes (duke of Montebello) should attack him
with 30,000 men in front. Upon advice of this,
Castanos fell back, without any loss, to a position

extending from Tarragona to Tudela. On the 23d
Lasnes came up with the Spaniards, whom he found

posted with their right before Tudela and their left

occupying a line a league and a half; a position,

says die French bulletin, altogether faulty. Casta-

nos had also, contrary to the advice of Palafox and
the representative of the junta, neglected to secure^
some commanding heights, of which the French

possessed themselves. Yet the action was well

contested. On the right, the Spaniards had the ad-

vantage, but their centre was broken, and the

French cavalry passing through, came in the rear

of the pursuing wing, and decided the fate of the

day. According to the French account 4000 Span-
iards eidier fell in the field or perished in the Ebro,
and nearly as many more were made prisoners; a
number probably not much exaggerated, as Casta-

nos states his loss to be very considerable. Casta-

nos retreated to Borga and then to Calatagud: not

finding sufficient subsistence for his army at this

place, he next marched to Siguenza. The total de->

feat of Castano had compelled Palafox to fall back
to Zaragoza, the defence of that city being the ob-

ject for which he was especially to provide. The
scurrilous manner in which this was stated in the
bulletins evinced how deeply this noble Spaniard
had wounded the emperor's pride. "A fellow cal-

led Palafox," lie said, "formerly a garde-de-corps,
a man without talent and without courage, a kind
of insignificant monk, the fit head of a party, which

gave him the name of general, was the first to take

flight:
—it was not the first time he had acted irj

that manner—he had done so on all occasions."—
Such language proved only the innate baseness of-

the heart from which it proceeded. The confident

manner in which this extraordinary man had spok-
en of the limited resources of Arragon; his denun-
ciations of vengeance against the mighty chief of
the French empire, whom he professed to hold per-

sonally responsible for the safety of die Spanish

princes, his religious zeal, his loyalty, the whole
tenor of his language, whether addressed to his fol-

lowers or the council of Castile could not but ex-

cite the hatred of Bonaparte: and this was the way
lie chose to gratify his feelings.

By the battle of Tudela the road was laid open tq

Madrid. On the 29th Nov. a division of the French

army, under the command of general Victor, ar-

rived at the pass of the Sierra Morena, called Puer-

to. It does not appear to have been defended with

much spirit. The French were soon successful,

and on the 1st of December, advanced parts of their

cavalry appeared before Madrid. Now was the time

for that city to have emulated Zaragoza; and the

spirit was not wanting in the people, had there been

a man like Palafox to have directed them. The in-

habitants breathed a determined spirit of resistance:

they began to erect batteries, tip barricade the

streets, tear up the pavements and carry the stones

to the tops of the houses. But it was in vain. They
had previously been sold by Morla and the prince of

Castlefranco.
"

The enemy was beaten back several

times: but on the 3d, they were in possession of the

gate of Alcala; and also of the Reteiro, the reduc-

tion of which place cost them very dear. The junta
then hoisted a white flag-, which the people pulled

down, persisting in their resolution to defend the

City, Besskres sent his aid-de-camp to summon the

town: he was seized by the populace, and would
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bave keen killed, if the soldiers had not protected

him. On the fourth a second summon arrived, and

in the evening Morla and Don Rertrando Yriarte

waited on Berthier, and were introduced by him to

Bonaparte, who told them, that if the city did not

tender its submission by five or six o'clock next

morning
1

,
it would be taken by assault and every

one found with arms in his hands be put to the

»word. Bonaparte, with affected magnanimity,
extended his clemency to the degraded deputation
from the junta. To conceal their concert with

him, and at the same time to gratify his splenetic

humor, he cunningly taunted Morla for his former

perfidy, in breaking the capitulation with Dupont.
"The English (said he) are not renowned for good
faith: but having agreed to the convention ofCintra,

they observed it."

During the night, those persons who had come
from the country to defend Madrid, and those ofthe

inhabitants who were more zealous in the cause of

liberty, left a place where they were no longer at

liberty to exert themselves; and at ten on the morn-

ing of the 5th general Belliard took the command
of the city. The mockery of a capitulation was not

observed by Morla, till some days after the French

were masters of Madrid. It was then stipulated
that no religion should be tolerated except the Ca-

tholic: that no persons were to be molested for their

political opinions: that the Spanish were to march
out with the honors of war, &c. &c. This last ar-

ticle was scarcely necessary, for a few ofthe soldiers

remained to take advantage of it. Castillar and all

the military officers of rank, refused to enter into

anv terms, and with the main body of the troops

and 16 guns, had marched out of the city on the

night of the fourth and made their escape.

Morla's fortune and military rank were preserved
to him. The same indulgence was shown to his

associate, who, having joined him in betraying their

country, did not disdain to live under the protection
of the usurper. Morla, in a circular letter, addres-

sed to the Andalusians, endeavored to draw them

over to the side of king Joseph, who, he told them,
was a man of great mildness and humanity of dispo-
sition. Thus did this traitor bely all his former pa-

triotism, and render himself an object of contempt
as long as history shall endure.

(TO BE CONTINVBn.)

The order of the procession was as follows:

The senate, preceded by their president, the ho-

norable Samuel Warren, vested in robes of state,

commenced the procession.
The members of the house of representatives

with their speaker, the honorable John S. Richard-

son, likewise in robes of state, at their head, fol-

lowed next.

His excellency John Drayton, governor and com-
mander in chief, followed by the trustees, came next

in the procession.
The faculty, at the head of the students of the

college closed the procession.
In this order the procession moved from the

state house to the college chapel. No prospect
cotild be so elegant, or so animated to the feelings

of the patriot. Here were the constituted authori-

ties leading on the rising hope of our country, and

giving their sanction to the laudable exertions of

youth.
The graduates on this occasion, acquitted them-

selves with honor, and to the entire satisfaction of

a numerous and brilliant assembly.
But what principally arrested the attention of

the learned was the eloquent and masterly farewell

address of the president to the graduates who
were about quitting college. Whether we consi-

der the sentiments, style or the energetic and forci-

ble delivery of this address, it must be pronounced
a complete and truly finished performance. It was

highly impressive ok. the surrounding audience,
and it is presumed the wholesome instruction and
rules of conduct through life, which it contained,
will never be forgotten by those to whom it was
addressed. Such is the present flourishing state of
the college, that we have reason to congratulate
ourselves on that degree of learning and refinement

to which our state is fast approaching.
While our legislature continues its liberality, the.

time is not very distant, when our college shall stand

pre-eminently conspicuous amongst the best insti-

tutions of the Union. [Communicated.]

College of South Carolina

On Monday the 2d ult. was celebrated the com-

mencement of the South Carolina College at Cohim-

tia.

Exclusive of the performances of the day, this

anniversary was rendered brilliant and truly interest-

ing, from the singular attention paid to this rising
institution by its generous founders and patrons the

members of the legislature.
For the purpose of giving a token of their appro-

bation, and publicly lending their sanction to the

occasion, both houses of the legislature were ad-

journed.
The procession, which added so much grandeur

to this day, was commenced in front of the college

by the students, with Mr. Maxcy, the president
of the college and the rest of the faculty, at their

head. From college it proceeded to the governor's
house, where it was joined by his excellency the

governor and the rest of the trustees of the college.
The procession then proceeded to tiie state house
and waited on the members of both brandies of the

1 legislature:

Twelfth Congress*

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

Thursday, February 6.-~Mr. Quincy presented
the memorial of the Vermont mineral factory com-

pany, stating that they had established a manufac-

tory of copperas, equal they believe, to the sup-

ply of the consumption of the United States, and

praying that such a rate of duty may be laid upon
imported copperas asmay to them appear expedient.
Referred.

Mr. Gold presented the petition ofthe Union Ma-

nufacturing Company of Oneida county, in the

state of New-York, complaining of their want of
a certain kind of wire used in their manufactory of
woollen cloth, and praying for leave to import it.

Referred.

Mr. Williams from the committee on military af-

fairs, reported a bill authorising a detachment of
the militia of the United States. [The detachment
is proposed to consist of 100,000 men.] Twice read
and committed.
The bill making appropriations for the mounted

rangers; the bill making
-

appropriations for the mi-

litary establishment; the bill making appropiations
for the navy; and the bill making appropriations for

the additional military force, were severally read

the third time and passed.
Mr. Condit said, that it might not be considered

that those who voted yesttwday against the passage
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of the bill for classing
1 and arming the militia, were

unfriendly to arming the militia, and believing there

Was a considerable majority of the house in favor

of arming, he moved the following resolution, which

Was agreed to:

"Resolved, That the committee on military affairs

be directed to report a bill making provision for

arming the militia of the United States."

The bill for the relief of infirm, disabled and su-

perannuated officers, was then taken up in commit-

tee of the whole, and passed to a third reading
—

ayes 54—nays 38.
'

Friday, February 7.—Mr. King presented the

petition of John Rutherford, praying permission to

import certain negroes from the West Indies. Re

ferred to a select committee.

A bill from the senate, respecting the enrolling

and licensing of steam boats, was twice read and

committed.
A message from the senate was read, informing

the house that they had postponed the further con-

sideration of the bill for establishing a quarter mas-

ter's department, until the first Monday of Decem-

ber next.

On motion of Mr. Williams, the house resolved

itself into a committee of the whole, Mr. Nelson in

the chair, on the bill authorising the President to

make a detachment of the militia.

[This bill authorises the calling out of 100,000

militia, and appropriates one million ofdollars. The
bill is similar to the former laws on this subject,

except that it contains no provision for accepting
of volunteers.]

—It was ordered to a third reading
without amendment.
On motion of Mr. Jennings, the house went into

a committee, Mr. Bassett in the chair, on the report
of a select committee allowing the legal representa-

tives of the officers and soldiers who fell at the bat-

tle of Tippecanoe, certain bounties. After some

time spent upon the report, Mr. Jennings moved to

change the allowance reported by the committee

from money to land. The chairman of the select

committee not being present, on motion of Mr.

Grundy, the committee rose, and obtained leave to

sit again. Adjourned till Monday.
Monday, Feb. 10.—Mr. Macon called the atten-

tion of the house to the informal proceedings of

Saturday, occasioned by the death of his friend

and colleague, general Thomas Blount, which he

moved might be entered upon the journals. The
motion was unanimously agreed to, and they were

entered as follows:

"House of Representatives,

"Saturday, February 8, 1812.

"In consequence of the death of general Thomas
Blount, last evening at 3 o'clock, a member of the

house of representatives from the state of North

Carolina, of which Mr. Blacklcdge communicated
information to the speaker, he requested the atten-

dance of the members in the chamber of the house

of representatives on this day at 12 o'clock; and a

quorum having accordingly assembled, he address-

ed them as follows:

"Of the event, gentlemen, which has deprived
this house of one of its most valuable members, and
a disconsolate wife of one of the tenderestof hus-

bands, you have all heard. The usage of the house

of representatives, in paying the last sad respect to

departed worth on such occasions, I have no doubt

accords with the sentiments of every one of you. To
enable you to execute this melancholy duty, your in-

formal attendance has been requested. You will there-

fore take such order as may seem to you proper."

Whereupon, on motion of Mr. Williams,
1. "Resolved unanimously, That a committee be

appointed to take order for superintending the fune-
ral of general Thomas Blount, late a representative
from the state of North Carolina.

2. "Ordered, That Messrs. Macori, Alston,

Blackledge, Cochran, Franklin, King, M'Bryde,
Pearson, Pickens, Sawyer, and Standford, are ap-
pointed the said committee.

3. "Resolved unanimously, That the members of
this house will testify their respect for the memory
of general Thomas Blount, late one of their body,
by wearing crape on ihe left arm for one month.

4. "Resolved rtnanimously, That a message be
sent to the senate to notify them of the death of ge-
neral Thomas Blount, late a member of this house,
and that his funeral will take place to-morrow

morning at 10 o'clock.

Mr. Macon moved the following additional reso-

lution, which was also agreed to:

"Resolved, That the speaker of this house notify
the executive of the state of North Carolina of he

vacancy occasioned by the death of the late general
Thomas Blount, one of the representatives from that
state."

The bill for the relief of disabled and superannu-
ated officers and soldiers, was read the third time;
and on the question being put "shall the bill pass
its third reading?" i. was opposed by Messrs. Stow,
Alston and Rhea, and supported by Messrs. Gold,

Wright & Dawson. Mr.Tallmadge spoke in favor of
the bill generally: but objected to certain parts of
the details. On which account, Mr. Gold moved to
recommit the bill. This motion was negatived 50
to 37; and afterwards the bill was lost 57 to 47.

The bill authorising a detachment of militia; the
bill for the relief of captain Selah Benton; the bill

to establish a land district in the Illinois Territory,
east of the district of Kaskaskia, and to attach cer-

tain lands to the district of Jeffersonv die; and the
bill to ascertain and establish the western boundary
of a tract of land reserved for settling the military
bounties allowed to the officers and soldiers of the

Virginia line on the continental establishment; were
read the third time and passed.
On motion of Mr. M'Kee, the house again re-

solved itself into a committee, Mr. Bassett in the

chair, on the report of a select committee on cer-

tain petitions in relation to the affair on the Wabash;
when Mr. Jenning's amendment, which proposed
allowing the widows, &c. of the slain officers and

soldiers, bounties in land, instead of money, was

negatived. The resolutions allowing the bounties,

pensions, &c. as recommended by the select com-
mittee, were all agreed to. The report of the com-
mittee of the whole was concurred in by the house,
and a bill ordered to be reported accordingly.

Tuesday, Feb. 11.—Mr. Newton, from the com-
mittee of commerce and manufactures, to whom
was referred the bill respecting" steam-boats, report-
ed >.he bill without amendment, which was com-
mitted.

Mr. Williams, from the committee on military

..ffairs, in pursuance of the direction of the house,

reported a bill for arming the militia of the United

States, which was twice read and commuted.
Mr. W. was also directed by the same committee

to offer the following resolution for adoption, which
was agreed to:

"Resolved, That the committee appointed on
so much of the message of the president as relates

to military affairs, be directed to enquire into the

expediency of authorising an enlargement of the
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armories of the United Slates, and the establish-

ment of an additional number, and to report by bill

or otherwise."

On motion of Mr. Gholson, the house resolved it-

selfinto a committee ofthe whole, Mr. Breckenridge
in the chair, on a report of the commmittee of

claims recommending- certain claims, (including
1

the different species of liquidated claims) to be

exempted from the operation of the statute of limi-

tation. It was found that the committee of the

whole had agreed to this resolution; but that there

was another in the following words, referred to the

same committee, not acted upon.
"Resolved] That the committee of claims be in-

structed to enquire into the merits of all claims

which may be referred to them, which originated

during the revolutionary war, notwithstanding such

claims may be barred by the statute of limitation,

and that they report their opinion thereon to the

house."
The committee took this resolution into consi-

deration, and after considerable debate, in which
Messrs. Gholson, Clay, Wright, Fisk and Gold,

supported, and Messrs. Stanford-, Smilie, Alston,

Boyd and Roberts opposed the resolution, it was

carried, 53 votes being for it.

The committee rose and reported the resolution

to the house; but no decision was taken upon it be-

fore the house adjourned.

Wednesday, Feb. 12.—Mr. Troup laid before the

house certain resolutions of the legislature of Geor-

gia, expressive of their approbation of the measures
of the general g-overnment, and their determination

to support them in such ulterior measures as they

may determine upon. Referred to the committee
on foreign relations.

Mr. Burwell offered the following resolution,
which was agreed to:

"Resolved, that the secretary of war be directed

to lay before this house, a list of the persons on the

pension list, the state or territory in which they
live, and the amount allowed to each person by law."

The amendment of the bill from the senate for

the more convenient taking the affidavits and re-

cognizance in civil cases depending in the courts

of the United States—was agreed to.

\->'ITED STATES BASK NOTES.

On motion of Mr. Bacon, the house went into a

committee of the whole, Mr. Blackledge in the

chair, on the bill to repeal the 10th section of the

act establishing the bank of the United States.

Mr. 13. said, the committee of ways and means
had thought it necessary to bring forward this bill,

in consequence of a decision which had been made
in the circuit court of Virginia, that the notes issu-

ed by the bank of the United States are still a ten-

der in payments to the collectors and other officers

of the United States. The committee do not know-

on what ground this opinion was given; they had
conceived that as the limitation of the law had ex-

pired, no part of it still could have force. But, as

this opinion has been given by the chief justice of

the United States, it produces great inconvenience

to the officers of the United States as the notes of

the several branches, say Charleston, Savannah,

New-Orleans, 8cc. will not be paid only at the

branches from which they issue.

Some irregular debate took place on the proprie-

ty of passing the bill at all. It was contended that

the whole law having expired, it was altogether un-

necessary, not to say improper, to pass a bill to re-

peal a section of that law. It was replied by the

chairman of the committee of ways and. means, and

others, that as the passing of the bill Would prevent
any further trouble to the public officers, and it

could have no influence on any thing which had
heretofore taken place, its passage was das rable.

The committee rose and the house ordered the
bill to a third reading.

Salaries of officeus.—On motion of Mr. Bacon,
the house went into a committee, Mr. Macon in
the chair, on the bill to continue in force for a li-

mited time the salaries of certain officers of govern-
ment therein mentioned.

Mr. B. stated that this bill was intended to con-
tinue in force a law passed in 1799, for increasing
the salaries of the heads of departments and other
officers of the government, which had been continu-
ed from time to time ever since. Mr. B. stated what
the several salaries were before this law passed, and
what they had been since, and left it for the com-
mittee to decide on the propriety of passing the bill.

Mr. Stanford disliked the phraseology of the li-

mitation clause to this bill, which was "for three

years and to the end of the next session of congress
thereafter." He said the bill might as well be made
for four years at once. He made two unsuccessful

attempts to amend the bill in this respect.
Mr. S. then moved to amend the bill, by adding

to the salary of the postmaster-general (over and
above the augmentation included in the bill) 500
dollars per annum; and to the first assistant post-
master-general 300 dollars.

A division of the motion was called for, and the
addition to the postmaster-general, was carried 58
to 24.

But the question being put on adding 300 dollars
to the salary of the first assistant postmaster-gene-
ral, it was opposed by Messrs. Bassett and Lacock,
and supported by Mr. Tallmadge. On motion of
Mr. King, who thought it would be well to take a
longer time to consider the subject, the commit-
tee rose and obtained leave to sit again.

Scarcity in Europe.
"We learn that American flour is selling at froth

18 to 20 dollars per barrel in Bordeaux, and from
20 to 22 dollars per barrel in Liverpool.
For some years past it has been the policy of that

timazing genius who directs the destinies of" Franco,
to supply his enemy, Great-Britain, with bread,- by
which he accomplished a double purpose: obtained
a market for the surplus productions of his own
people, and, by a constant drain of specie from the

country supplied, naturally effected a mighty de-

preciation* of the value of its paper currency, on
which its exertions so materially depends. It is

said that Bonaparte is, himself, possessed of a great-
er quantity of English guineas than there are in all

the world beside. This is mere supposition; but

possibly true, from his known partiality for this

kind of money, and the means he has had to obtain

it; the balance being against England to the amount
of many millions per annum, which found its way
to France in a manner, direct or indirect, most

pleasing to the emperor.
From the present scarcity in France considera-

ble revolutions in the present posture of human
affairs in Europe may be anticipated, To use. a

vulgar saying "there is no joking with the belly,'''

it has no ears, and will not be reasoned with: The
emperor must withdraw his armies from Spain, or

* Of the 27 1-2 per centum. See Weekly Regis-
ter, page 408.
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prohibit the exportation of grain to England. If

these alternatives only present themselves, the ex-

port of grain from France will be prohibited; as he

has already sufficiently shaken the paper credit of I

his enemy, and the maintenance of his armies is a

matter of the first importance. In this case Great-

Britain, hitherto dependent on the continent of

Europe for so much of her bread stuffs, must look

to the United States of America for aid; admitting
the present state of things to continue, it may at

least be expected, that the price of grain and flour

in England, Spain and Portugal will be unprece-
dented.

The Chronicle, &c.

Baltimore, February 15, 1812.

Since our last we have various scraps of intelli-

gence from South America; the general appearance
of things is highly favorable to the cause of the

patriots. The congress of the province of JVeiv-

Grenada were to assemble at the city of Ybaque,

[probably, sometimes called St. Jacint de Yaguache]
which was to be the seat of the new government, in

December last. The expeditions that sailed from

Porto Rico for Caracas have failed; many of the

vessels were lost and others taken. At Sa?ita Fe
the public enthusiasm seems to have reached a

great height
—a letter from that place says, that hav-

ing received the news of the independence of Vene-

zuela, all was bustle and joy, and the streets re-

sounded with the cries of "long live Caracas and

absolute independence
—death to Ferdinand the Vllth,

the government of old Spain, and all its partisans."

The funds of these new governments appear ample,
as well from their natural resources as the liberal

donations of the people. The ladies at Barinas

offered to perform military duty in that city while

the troops were sent against the tories in fort St.

Fernando.
We have a translation of a letter from don Joseph

Manuel de Goyeneche, a royal general, who, from

his own relation (which is about as modest as capt.

BobadiPs account of himself) defeated the patriots

of Peru, on 20th June last. He states that all the

artillery and munitions of War, with 200 prisoners
fell into his hands, that the war is terminated,

[which we do not believe] and that he was about to

inarch against the Beunos Jlyreans.
Accounts from Qiuto announce, in general terms

the complete success of the patriots, after several

very hard fought battles.

The Buenos Ayreans, by the peace with Monte-

video, have 12,000 men at leisure to meet don Gay-
eneche.

From Montevideo we learn that a peace has been

patched up between the whigs and tories. Five

thousand troops arrived to assist the Montevideans

from Brazil after peace was made; they demanded

payment for their loyal services, which being deni-

ed, they threatened to attack the town and indem-

nify themselves. The assault was hourly expected
when our last advice came away.
A letter from Havana, dated the 16th ult. notices

the arrival tthat port of a 74 gun ship, & a number
of transports from old Spain with troops, 5,400 of

which are destined for Vera Ciiiz to maintain the

royal authority in Mexico. There is reason to believe

that the patriots have possession of Vera Cruz, or,

at least, are in great force in its immediate neigh-
borhood; and some hopes may be entertained that

the royal force will arrive just in time to—be Bur-

gvyned.

Ji Proclamation, by the President of the U. States-*

Whereas information has been received that a
number of individuals, who have deserted from the

army of the United States, have become sensible of
their offence, and are desirous of returning to their

duty
—

A fidl pardon is hereby granted and proclaimed
to each and all such individuals as shall, within
four months from the date hereof, surrender them-
selves to the commanding officer ofany militarypost
within the United States, or the territories thereof.

In testimony whereofj I have caused the seal of
the United States to be affixed to these presents,
and signed the same with my hand.

Done at the city of Washington, the 7th day of

February, in the year of our Lord, one thou-

sand eight hundred and twelve, and of the

independence of the United States the thirty-
sixth. JAMES MADISON.

By the president,
JAMES MONROE, Sec'ry of State.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

Thursday, Feb. 13.—The speaker laid before the

house a communication from Mr. Tucker, the trea-

surer, containing a statement of the accounts of that

office from Oct. 1. 1810, to Oct. 1, 1811; also the ac-

counts of that office with the war and navy depart-

ment, for the same time. Laid on the table.

Leave was granted on motion of Mr. Bacon, to

'the committee of ways and means to set during the

I sitting of the house, the sooner to complete their

'revenue plans.

\

On motion of Mr. Poindexter the house proceed-
ed to consider the resolution some time since offer-

ed bv him, directing the committee of ways and
means to enquire into the expediency ofpreventing
the corporation of the city of New-Orleans laying a

tax on boats descending the Mississippi laden with

articles of the growth, produce or manufacture of

the United States. After a short debate, in which
the resolution was opposed by Mr. Troup, it was
carried.

Mr. Lacock took the chair, in committee of the

whole, on the bill for arming the whole body of the

militia of the United States.

Mr. Williams spoke some time in favor of the

bill. The committee of the whole rose and report-
ed the bill without amendment.
The house immediately proceeded to consider it.

Mr. Roberts moved to amend the bill so as to leave

the distribution of the arms to the legislatures of

the several states.

Mr. Sturges demanded the yeas and nays on this

question.
Mr. Tallmadge spoke in favour of the amend-

ment.

Mr. Randolph spoke in favor of the bill generally.
The amendment was carried by ayes and noes—

ayes 70, noes 41.

Mr. Milnor and Mr. Nelson spoke against the

severity of the punishment for not furnishing lost

arms or paying twenty dollars for them: the person
so offending being liable to imprisonment till the

money was paid, which might be for lite. On mo-

tion of Mr. Nelson, the duration was made not to

exceed three months.

The house adjourned without disposing of the

bill.

0Q*With a view to the close of the present vo-

lume, we have given less variety to this number
than was desirable—but its contents are interesting.
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-I wish no other herald
" No other speaker of my living actions,
" To keep mine honor from corruption
" But such an honest chronicler."

Shakspeare—henry tiii.

Transmission of the Register.
I venture to assert that no paper published is put

up with as much care as the Weekly Register;
and the system adopted in the office is such that an

error cannot easily be committed, or at least, pass
undetected. While I offer a just tribute of grati-
tude for the excellent manner in which the concerns

of our manifold post-offices are generally managed,
and congratulate my countrymen on the great abil-

ity with which this liberal and most useful estab-

lishment is governed, I am not without just causes

of complaint, as, indeed, might have been anticipat-
ed. In the hurry which must frequently occur, we

•cheerfully find an apology for the detention of the

Rkcisteh; yet it ought always to reach its place of

destination; but it is often entirely lost; which I pre-
sume must arise from mere carelessness or something
worse; for, if fairly treated, the packages are strong

enough to bear the most circuitous and lengthy
route in the union. Further to secure the work
from damage I intend to have made for the pur-

pose a high sized paper, in which each number shall

be enveloped, and to pack them yet more firmly
than heretofore. This may prevent injuries from

rough usage; and this is all /can do. But
When I commenced the paper I was well assured

that a great part of its value would consist in it as

a book of reference, and that every subscriber would
wish to have a perfect and complete copy. I was
sensible that an apprehension of its not being regu-

larly received, would prevent many from support -

. ing it; yet as from a belief that its defects might be

supplied, much carelessness would be promoted, I

refrained from saying as I do now, that / will enszire

the safe delivery of all the numbers of the first volume,

b-j supplying the places of those that miscarry, appli-

cation therefor being made free ofexpense.
H. Nii.es.

Baltimore, Feb. 21, 1812.

History
Of the Invasion of Spain by Bonaparte.

ABRIDGEn FROM THE MOST AUTHENTIC SOURCES.

CHAPTER X.

(continued from page 445.)

Jlfaxch of Sir John JWoore into Egypt—his retreat—
battli' of Corunna—death and character of Sir

John Xloore.

Sir Johk Moore had acted both in the Medi-
terranean and in Sweden as commander in chief, and

had acquired die esteem of all ranks for his abil-

ities as an officer and his qualities as a man.—
When it was determined to send a British force

into Portugal, his army was ordered on that ser-

vice, but lie was superceded by Sir Harry Burrard,
and directed to serve as third in command. He
betrayed no resentment at this, but declared his

willingness to serve in any station, however loft',

I 1

diat the good of his country might require. In a

similar spirit of magnanimity, when he arrived in

Portugal, after the battle of Vimiera, he declared

that as Sir Arthur Wellesley had done so much it

was fair that he should take the lead in the opera-
tions against Lisbon, and offered to execute any

part that was allotted to him, without interfering

with Sir Arthur. After the disgraceful and disas-

trous convention of Ciutra, the three generals by
whom it was made, Sir Harry Burrard, Sir Hew

Dalrymple and Sir Arthur Wellesley, were order-

ed home for trial, and the supreme command of the

forces devolved upon Sir John Moore. He re-

ceived his appointment at Lisbon, on the 6th of

October. Nearly two months before this time, the

English government had determined to send a
force into Spain, but all this time had been lost in

the very profitable service of transporting Junot
and his armv into France, on their way to the same
field of battle!

His instructions were to march through Spain
with his force towards Burgos, which was to be
the general rendezvous for his troops and those

with which he was to be reinforced from England:
and here he was to combine his operations with
those of the commander in chief of the Spanish ar-

mies. From the papers laid before both houses of

Parliament, it appears, that this plan of sending a
British army into the heart of Spain, to act in the

plains of Leon and Castille, was formed by lord

Castlereagh and the marquis of Romana, not only
without any communication either With Sir Hew
Dalrymple, then commander in chief of the Bri-

tish forces in Spain, or Sir John Moore, who was
destined to command the army to be sent there, but
also without any concert either with the supreme
and central, or any of the provincial juntas.

In aid of Sir John Moore, a detachment from

England, under Sir David Baird, was to land at Co-

runna, with whom he was to form a junction on
the borders of Leon and Gallicia. Sir David arriv-

ed at Corunna on the 18th October, and was as-

tonished to find that he could not be permitted to

land his troops until permission had been obtained

from the supreme junta. When at lengih he was
allowed to disembark, his reception was so cold,
the assistance afforded him so reluctant, that he
was inclined to couclude that the Spaniards really
did not desire the assistance of the British. Sir

John was no better pleased with his reception.
—

As a coasting voyage at this season of the year
was both uncertain and dangerous, it was deter-

mined that the army should go by land. The Spa-
being consulted con-nish commissariat -general

cerning the means of subsisting the army on the

great road by Elvas, replied that it Wfts not possi-
ble to furnish an adequate supply. In the north
of Portugal there was abundance of food, but the

Portuguese said that artillery could not be trans-
\ ported across the mountains. It became necessa-
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rv therefore to divide the army. The artillery and

cavalry were entrusted to lieutenant-general Hope
with four regiments of infantry; they were to

march to Elv;ts, on the Madrid road: and two

brigades, under general Paget went by Elvas and

Alcantara. The rest of the army moved through
Almeida, two brigades under general Beresford, by-

way of Coimbra; three under general Frazer by

way of Abraites. These were to unite at Sala-

manca, and general Hope and Sir David Baird

were either to join them there ov at Valladolid.^-

As sir John Moore approached the scene of action

he gradually acquired more just accounts of Spa-
nish affairs than had been transmitted to his go-
vernment. The manifestoes of all the provinces
had breathed a most determined spirit of patriot-
ism. But the correspondent of the British general

gave him more accurate views of Spanish affairs.

They said liitle to him of the ardor and enthusi-

asm of the Spaniards; but their letters were filled

•with details of the weakness and tardy measures

of the Junta. This assembly consisted of thirty-
two persons, with equal powers. They were di-

vided into four sections or committees: one for

the administration of the interior; a second for

that of justice; a third for war; and a fourth for

the marine. Their councils were distracted by
self-interest, mutual jealousies, and discords. On
the whole, they Beemed to be less afraid of any fo-

reign enemy, than of internal riots and revolution,
which they set themselves by all means to obviate

and particularly suppressing the liberty of the

press. Thus they damped and chilled the spirit of

the nation. Judging of what Bonaparte could do,

by what the Spaniards were capable of, they

thought it almost impossible for his army to tra-

verse the Pyrenees in winter. Should the French

have the temerity to effect such a passage, they
would soon, it was believed, be famished. These
notions were applicable to the resources formerly

possessed by France. But the magnitude of the

military preparations of their prtsent enemy, and
the celerity of his movements, confounded all their

calculations. A judicious plan of a campaign can

be formed only by reflecting on the actual state of

things, and must necessarily be hollow, and preg-
nant with calamity if founded on false intelligence;

yet the Spanish junta exerted all their art to de-

ceive, not their enemy, but their ally; and they
succeeded so perfectly, as to lead them to execute

• a plan adopted to a state of thing's the reverse of

their real condition. Their ardent and eloquent

proclamations, exaggerated numbers, and vaunted

enthusiasm, could not deceive hira whom it would
have been useful to deceive. Bonaparte found
means to obtain exact information. There were
traitors even among the loudest of their patriots,
v ho enabled him to calculate with perfect accuracy
the precise portion of patriotism scattered through-

. out the kingdom. Yet there are some facts, as

Moore observes, that would almost lead us to sup-

pose, that the Spanish juntas, from an excess of

presumption and ig'norance, and a heated imagina-
tion, were so blinded, as to have misled the Bri-

tish cabinet unintentionally. They certainly, at first,

considered Spain as more than a match for the

French, and they applied to their allies for arms
and money, and not for men, whom they did not
consent to receive until the 26ih September.

Early in the month of Nov. Sir John Moore en-

tered Salamanca. There he first learned the de-
fiat of the Estramaduran army at Burgos, and on
the second night after his arrival, he was awaken-

ed by an express, who brought intelligence that
the French were in possession of Valladolid—*

twenty leagues from his present quarters. His
force consisted of only three brigades of infantry,
and he had not a single gun. Every day brought
with it new causes of anxiety, and intelligence of
new disasters. Blake and Castanos were march-

ing from the place of junction, and the boasted ar-

my of the latter did not amount (Oct. 25,) to above
one-third of what it had been represented. It was
no other than "a mass of miserable peasantry,
without clothing, without ammunition, and with
few officers that deserved that name." Such was
the account transmitted by captain Whutingham
and Lord Wm. Bentinck. Sir John Moore plac-
ed nearly in the centre, between two divisions of
his army, which were approaching, and apparent-

ly abandoned by his allies, was compelled to re-

main inactive. Perceiving the supiner.ess of the

Spanish government, and indignant at discovering
the weakness which they had concealed from him
till he was in the heart of Spain, he began to des-

pair of the cause. He saw nothing around him,
but an inactivity, which he mistook for torpor and
indifference. They had not, he said, shown them-
selves a wise or a provident people; their wisdom
was not a wisdom of action. Yet still he felt that

they were a fine people; that they had a character
of their own, quite distinct from that of any other

nation, and much he thought might have been done
for them. He erred in thinking that they would
not do much for themselves.
On the 28th of Nov. while Sir John Moore

was waiting the junction of his forces, he receiv-

ed intelligence of the total defeat of Castanos at

Tudela on the 22d; the question was now no long-
er how to aid the Spaniards, but how to provide
for their own safety. The question whether twen-

ty-six British tr«ops should remain to bear the
attack of 100,000 French, or by retiring upon Lis-

bon, they should preserve themselves for more
fortunate times, left no alternative. The intention

of retreating being made known at Salamanca, ex-
cited very general disapprobation. Murmurs a-

gainst it were heard in every quarter, aHd from
men of all ranks. Even the staff-officers lament-
ed this resolution of their commander, and doubt-
ed the wisdom of his decision. In his letter to

Mr, Frere, the British ambassador, at the court
of Madrid, to whose advice he had been directed
to pay great respect, written before the defeat of
Castanos was known, he had propo^.d the ques-
tion what the British army should do, in case of
that event; whether he should retreat upon Por-

tugal, oi march upon Madrid, thus to run all risks,
and share the fortunes of the Spanish nation?

The ambassador thought that great advantages
would result from advancing speedily to cover
Madrid. It was a point of great moment for effect

in Spain, and still more in France, and in the west
of Europe. The people of the town were full

of resolution, and determined to defend it in spite
of its situation; and nothing could be more un-
favorable to the claim of the intruder than a .>eige
of the capital. The first object of the English
therefore, he thought, should be to march there,
and collect a force capable of resisting the French,
before further reinforcements arrived from France-

Before, this letter arrived, the general's resolution

had been taken, in consequence cf the defeat of

Castanos; and though his staff'-oflicei s disapproved
of his decision, he afterwards learned that General

Hope agreed with him en this, as on all points
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The Supreme Junta, unwilling to trust to the de-

voted credulity of the British ambassador, nor even

to the false statements with which Moria abused

that minister's understanding in despite of his eyes,

dispatched two Spanish Generals, under pretence
of concerting operations between the British and

Spanish armies, and accelerating their combined
movements and avoiding all delays, so contrary to

the noble and important cause of the two countries.

These generals corroborated the flattering state-

ments which Sir John had received. But they

things went on very well in Catalonia! All the in-

formation which Moore received, was contained in

an intercepted letter from Berthier to Soult, by
which he also learned the strength and situation

ofthe different divisions of the French army.
Here he likewise receive! a letter from the Mar-

quis of Romana at Leon, approving the reasons
ofretreat he had formerly intended. From this

city he intended to move to Valladolid. But the
situation of Marshal Soult, with two divisions at

Saldannha, and Junot at Biu-gos, exposed Sir D.

were rather surprised when he introduced to them
j

Baird, to be attacked in forming his junction.—
Col. Graham, who had, the night before, supped . Sir John accordingly returned to Toro, in order to

with Don Juan in his way from Madrid, whom Ijoin Sir D. Baird as soon as possible. At Toro he

they had represented as in possession ofthe pass I receired advice of the disorganized and feeble

of Somo-Sierra. A few days after the receipt of

this letter brought by these generals, Moore re-

ceived another, dated at Madrid 2d Dec. from the

Prince of Castel Franco and Moria, professing
to be a true and faithfid representation of af-

fairs at that moment. General Castanos' army, it

stated, amounting to about 35,000, was falling
back upon Madrid in the greatest haste to unite

with its garrison. The force which was at Somo-
Sierra (10,000) was also coming to that city for

the same purpose where nearly 40,000 men would

join them. While Sir John was deliberating upon
tdiis urgent summons to Madrid, he received ano-

ther dispatch, da'.ed on the 5th, from Mr. Frere,
at Talavera, repeating in terms still more vehe-

ment, the necessity of an advance upon Madrid,
and resting the fate of Spain upon the British Gen-

eral.

It could never enter into the conception of Sir

J. M. that the two chiefs of the junta had con-

spired to betray the capital of their own country,
to entice the army of their allies into the hands of

the enemy; nor was it to be imagined that the

British minister covdd be so grossly deceived, as

to send for his instruction, intelligence the reverse

of truth, or to require of him in so positive a man-

ner to defend a city which had actually surrender-

ed. M jore now resolved to attempt a diversion in

favor of the capital. He wrote to Sir David Baird

to return to Astorga. "We must be at hand,"
said he, "to aid and take advantage of whatever

happens. The wishes of our country and our du-

ty demand < his of us, with whatever risk it may
be attended." He added this melancholy and pro-

phetic sentence—"I mean to proceed bridle in

hand, for if the bubble bursts and Madrid falls,

state of Romana's army, with which he was medi-

tating a junction for adding vigor to his intended
attack on Soult. From Toro too, he dispatched
an account to Mr. Frere, ofthe intelligence he had
received by the intercepted dispatches; and here

he was again assailed by the harrasing imreaties

ofthe junta, and the insulting representations of
the Minister Plenipotentiary. The general, firm

in his designs, and above the petty resentments

of a weak mind, continued Ins march on Villa-

pardo and Valderos. On the 20th he reached Ma-

jorga, and there, by completing his junction with
Sir D. Baird, united the whole British army,
which now amounted to 23,000 infantry, 2,300 ca-

valry, the latter being in advance within a few
miles of Sahagun, were about 700 ofthe enemy's
cavalry were posted. Lord Paget attempted to

surprize and carry off this corps, and though his

complete success was prevented by an accident, he

dispersed them and brought off 157 prisoners.—
Frequent skirmishes took place, with the success
of which the British had no reason to be dissat-

isfied. In one of these actions, a French officer

of chasseurs was cut down. His cloak bag was
found to contain a silver ewer and basin, beaten
close together, for more convenient packing, the
handles of some silver knives and forks, a great
many trinkets plundered from churches and an
embroidered jacket, with the budge of the leeion
of honour. Most of the wounded Fngl.sh were
cut in the head, owing to their fantastic caps:-

1—
the French helmets were not heavier, though lined
with a hoop of iron, and protectin;;" the side ofthe

face, either with chain or bar work. On the 2lst,
tiie army arrived at Sihagun: the weather was se-

vere, the roads bad and covered with snow; and
e shall have a run for it." He opened a corres- as the soldiers had suffered a great deal from forced

pondenee with the Marquis of Romana and com-
municated to him his intention of marching by
Valladolid towards Burgos, in conjunction with
Sir D. Baird, and with or without the army of

Romana, for the purpose of threatening the com-
munication of the French. On the 12th, he
marched from Salamanca to Alocjos, on his road

to Valladolid, and the commencement of his en-

terprize was signalized by the capture of a small

corps of the enemy at the village of Rueda; an

event of little importance, except as it was highly
honorable to the skill and enterprise ofthe caval-

ry under the orders of Brigadier general Stuart.-—

On the 14th, he received, at Alocjos, the first in-

telligence of the base surrender of Madrid on the

4th—the same Madrid which the junta, at TjUh-

vera, on the 8th, had declared to col. Graham to be
still under arms; indeed, so late as the 13ih, the

junta wrote from Merida to Estramadura, that the

peop'e stui held out at Madrid, that the French had
'bee-, beaten back, and gone to Zaragczjt; and that

marches, the general baited, that they might re-

cover. On the two following days every arrange-
ment was completed for the attempt on the enemy,
consisting of 18,000 men under Soult, at Carrion
and Saldanha The Mv.-quis of Romana witli the
wreck of Blake's army with whom a cu-operation
had been concerted, was, on the 23d, at Mansilia,
with about 7000 infantry, 120 horse and 8 pieces
of artillery, expecting directions for the combined
attack.

The convents in Sahagun were prepared for the

reception of the wounded: the so!die,s hailed the
orders for preparation with rapture, for they con-

fidently anticipated a glorious victory. The ge-
neral was less sanguine. "The movement I am
making," he said to Mr. Frere, "is one ofthe most

dangerous kind. I not only risk to be surrounded

every moment by supeiior forces,, hut to have

my communication with Ga'.licia intercepted-—
I wish it to be anpsivent tG tj)s whole world, as
it is to e?fl|^i*wtividuta of the army, that we
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have done ever)- thing;
in our power to support the

Spanish cause, and that -we do not abandon it until

lone? after the Spaniards had abandoned it them-

selves.'

At the hour appointed the whole force was un-

der arms; the right column had began its march,
and the rest were in high spirits, expecting- the

word of command. At this moment a letter ar-

rived from Romania, communicating intelligence

which entirely altered the face of things. Rein-

f u-cements had been continually pouring forward

to the assistance of Soult, so that hi, own army
alone was much superior to the British. Junot,
who had advanced from Bulges to Flaccntia,

threatened the right flank of the Briish. The

corps under Lefebvre which had advanced to Ta-

lavera de la Rayna in its way to Badajos, was di-

rected to march backward on Salamanca. Bona-

parte* himself, in person, on the 10th ot December,
matched from Madrid with 32,000 infantry and

800 cavalry: even Mortier's division, which was on

hs march to Zaragoza, was slopped. In a word
the whole disposable force of the French army,

forming an irregular cresent, were marching like

radii to environ the British. Thus it fully appear-
ed that the bold measures which had been adopted

by Sir John Moore, had prevented the immediate

subjugation of the peninsula: for there was no-

il ling to resist the victorious career of Bonaparte
in the South, and Lisbon and Cadiz would have

yielded to him
%
as easily as Madrid had done. It

remains to be seen what was the plan adopted by
the British General to extricate his army from its

perilous situation.

THE RETREAT OF SIR JOHN MOORE.
Immediately on receiving intelligence of the

combination of the enemy, the General issued his

orders for the army to return to quarters, and by
daybreak the next moining to be under arms.—
"In my life," sa} s one who heard the order, "I

never witnessed such an instantaneously
—with-

ering effect upon any body of living creatures!

A few murmurs only were heard, but every coun-

tenance was changed, and they who, the minute

before, were hill of that confidence which ensures

v ictory, were at once deprived of all heart and

hope." The retreat of the British army began
bv the passage of die river Edar. Romana was

left in possession of the bridge of Mansilla, and the

road to Leon.. Sir 1). Baird crossed the Eslar. by-

the ferry of Valencia, where he took
'

post to

cover the magazines at Benevento and Zamora.—
The General with the remainder of the army, On

Christmas day, followed General Hope, with the

n.^rxc and the light brigades, over the bridge of

Castro Gonsalo. These movements were masked
bv lord Paget, who, advancing close to the divi-

sions of the enemy, tell in with and defeated seve-

ral detachments of cavalry which Bonaparte had

pushed forward from Tordesilias. A thaw came
on the day they first fell back, and on the follow-

ing day it rained heavily, without intermission;

the soil" in ihat part of the country is a heavy loam,
and the roads were a foot deep in clay. The pro-
clamations of the French travelled faster than the

British army; these were, as usual, full of pro-
mises which would not he fulfilled, and menaces
which would.. The British soldiers were indig-

*
It is assorted that when Bonaparte received

intelligence 'that the British were moving to the

Duero, he said, "Moore is the only general fn to

contend with me, I shall advance against him in

person." quart. Rev. Aug. 1809, p. 208.

nant with die Spaniards for their apparent supine-
ness; they were exasperated by the conduct of
some poor wretches, whose carts had been pressed
to carry the sick and wounded, and who,' as many
of them as could, had taken their mules and run

away in the night, partly from natural selfishness,
still more because the movements of a retreating

army exposed themselves to imminent danger, and
their beasts to certain destruction. Weary and

disheartened, in want of rest and food, disappoint-
ed of their confident hopes of victory, and indig-
nant at turning their backs upon an enemy whom
they would so eagerly have met in the field, it was
a relief to them to give vent to those feelings, in

the shape of anger, upon the only objects within
their reach. In this temper they began to plunder
and commit havock wherever they went; and the

officers, many of whom already murmured at the

rapidity of their retreat, and were discontented at

the total silence which the commander in chief

maintained respecting his future measures, did not

exert themselves as they ought to have done, to

prevent these excesses.

Dec. 26.—Sir D. Baird, who took the shorter

line to Astorga, by way of Valencia, effected

his march without molestation. The sick and

wounded, following the same track, halted at

the latter place, to pass tl _• night. Hardly
were they provided with the necessary food, and
laid to rest, before the alarm was sounded, and

they were again hurried into the waggons. The
night was cold, misty, and exceeding dark, and
the Ezla wan to be forded some little distance from
the town. The ford is dangerous, because of the

rapidity of the stream, occasioned by two narrow
banks of shingles, which form an angle in the mid-
dle; and at this time the river was fast rising,
from the melting of the snow upon the mountains .

Perilous* however, as the ford was, the passage
was accomplished, without other loss than that of

some baggage waggons which broke down. In

the mean time the other division of the army un-

der Sir John Moore, reached Benevento; there

the soldiers had an opportunity of displaying a

spirit more becoming them as Englishmen. Soon
after the rear of the army had marched into the

town, Dec. 27, an alarm was given that the enemy
was on the opposite heights. In an instant all was
on .the alert; every man hastened to his place of

rendezvous; and the cavalry poured out of the

gates:
—the plain on the opposite side was covered

with fugitives, and the streets were filled with
women bewailing their fate, and calling on their

Saints and their Virgin for protection. The
French, seeing with what alacrity they would be

encountered, looked at them from the heights,
and retired. On the following morning when the

troops resumed their retreat, and the whole infan-

try and cavalry had departed, intelligence arrived

that the French were again appearing, and that

tiieir cavalry were in the act of passing the Ezla.

Lord Faget and Gen. Stuart were still in the

town. Lord Faget, still seeking danger, from the

double impulse of courage and wretchedness, has-

tened to the spot; he found four squadrons of im-

perial guards already formed, and skirmishing
with the piquets; other cavahy were in the act

of passing. The tenth hussars were sent for: as

soon as they arrived, Gen. Stuart placed himself

at the head of the piquets, and charged the ene-

my. The French gave Way, and repassed the iord

more precipitately than they had crossed it. On
the other side they formed again, and threatened
a second attempt; but three pieces of horse artil-
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leryy which now came up, were stationed near the

bridge, and opened a fire upon them that did con-

siderable execution. About 70 prisoners were ta-

ken; among them was the young Gen. Lefebvre,

commander of the imperial guards. It was said that

the Emperor himself was on the heights, and
viewed this action. The ardor of the French was

manifestly damped—and Moore soon after uniting
with Sir D. Baird, pr >ceeded (Dec. 30) on to Villa

Franca and Lugo. At Astorga all the superfluous
camp equipage was destroyed, and all the

sumpter mules, horses, &c. that could not keep
up with the mules, abandoned. On the march, the

military chest was sacrificed. Barrels full of dol-

lars were staved and precipitated over rocks into

ravines, dens and rivers. From Astorga, to Lugo,
the road lay for the most part through bleak moun-
tains, covered with snow, affording so scanty a sup-

ply ofprovisions, owing to the marches of the dif-

ferent armies backwards and forwards, that the

troops were sometimes two days without tasting
any food. The men, half famished, half frozen,
and altogether desperate, were no longer in any
subordination. They forced their way into the

houses where their rations should have been serv-

ed, seized it by- force, and destroyed more than
the- could carry away. During the march the ex-
tremes of vice and misery seemed to meet. In
some of the villages the unburied dead bodies of
the inhabitants lay outstretched before the doors
of their own houses, from which they had been
driven by the unrelenting soldier, urged by his

own necessities, to perish with cold and hunger.
—

In others no trace of inhabitants were to be found.

Stragglers from different corps plundered the

different magazines, commissaries, stoms and

cellars, and afterwads lay intoxicated by the side-

way, mixed with the sick and those overcome with

fatigue, to be trampled under the feet, or mangled
by the sabres of the enemy.t Besides the terrible

example of a man who had been shot at Villa Franca,
for such conduct, Gen. Moore held up other warn-

ings, not less impressive. Several stragglers who
had been hacked and hewed by the French troopers,
were led through their respective corps, as exam-

ples of the consequences of drunkenness and diso-

bedience to orders.

Bonaparte pursued no further than Astorga; he
then charged Marshal Sonlt with what he called

"the glorious mission of destroying the English

army—of driving them into the sea." The British

army pursued their weary way, without pfovison to

sustain nature, shelter from the rain and snow,
fuel for fire, to keep the vital heat from total

e

the snow; their bodies reddened in spots the while
surface of the ground." The men were now des-

perate; excessive fatigue, and the feeling of dis-

grace there was in thus retreating, or as they
said, running away from the enemy, excited in

them a feeling which was almost mutinous. A
few hours pause was what they unanimously
wished for, an opportunity of facing the French,
the chance of an honorable and speedy death, the

certainty of sweetening their sufferings by taking
vengeance on their pursuers. A Portuguese bul-

lock-driver, who had faithfully served the English
from the first day of their march, was seen on his

knees anv.d the snow, with his hands clasped, dying
in the attitude and act of prayer. He had ait least

the hopes and the actual consolation and com-
fort of religion in his passing hour. The soldiers

who threw themselves down to perish by the

way side, gave utterance to far different feeling.-;

with their dying breath; shame 'and strong anger
were their last sentiments, and their groans we c

mingled with imprecations upon the Spaniards,

by whom they fancied themselves betrayed, and
the generals, who rather let them die like beasts,
than take the chance in the field of battle. That
no horror might be wanting, women and chil-

dren accompanied this wretched arm}'; some were
frozen to death in the baggage waggons, wh.ch
were broken down, or left upon the road for want
of cattle; some died of fatigue and cold, while
the infants were pulling at the exhausted breast

—one woman was taken in labor upon the moun-
tain; she lay down at the turning of an angle,
more sheltered than the rest of the way from the
sleet which drifted along; there she was found

dead, and two babes, which she had brought forth,

struggling in the snow; a blanket was thrown over
her to hide her from sight

—the only burial that

could be afforded, and the infants were given in

charge to another woman.

(to be continued.)

Philosophical Disquisitions.
NO. IV.

From what has been said in my former number,
animal life is the continued application of new mat-
ter acting upon organized animal matter, produc-
ing motion in the animal on which it acts; but does
the action of exciting matter on animal matter, give
us all the phenomena of life? How are we to ex-

plain sensation, volition, irritation, the passions, &c.
order to do this, I will first observe, thatIn

xtinction, a place where" the sick and"fatigued j

there is an uninterrupted communication kept up
ould rest a moment in safety. All that had hi- between that part of an organized animal called the

therto been suffered was but the prelude to this

consummate scene of horrors. It was still attempt-
ed to Carry on some of the sick and wounded; and
the beasts which drew them failed at every step;

they were let"; in the waggons to perish, ill the

snows. "I looked round," says an officer, "when

brain, and every other part of the body; this com-
munication between the brain and body, is occasi-

oned by an unknown modification of matter, called

nerves; they have their origin from the brain, and
are distributed to every pari, ofan organized animal;
those nerves, which are intended for the senses,
have their origin immediately from the substancewe had hardly gamed the. highest point of those

slippery precipices, and saw die rear of the army
of tire brain- those which produce the great variety

winding along the yarrow road. I saw tue.r wa'v
i

ut
"

voluntary, involuntary and mixed motions, ori-

m irked bv the wretched people who lay on all
{
fffaate from the spinal marrow: now as soon as one

dies expiring, from fatigue and the severity Df;
ofthose nerves passes off from i he brain or spine,

'

' _ .
, ,

it divides and subdivides into an infinite number of

i The child of a Woman who died of hunger and
j

minute branches and ramifications, pervading tlae

fatigue, was found clinging and trying to draw rtiost delicate fibre ofevery parr&fthe animal solid.

Sustenance frojrhthe cold breasts of its lifeless ino- Now, thfe'great variety of sensation, volition, ir-

ther! A soldier of a Highland regiment, took the ritatioh, &c must be produced by the great varie-

•nf'iiit, carried it along with him, and now protects ty of exching matter, acting upon the ends of those
and calls it his child.—AnuualRegister, vol.5l, p. 19. nerves, producing motion m them, which motion
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is communicated to the brain. An idea then, seems

to be nothing' more than motion produced in the

brai: by exciting- matter, from without, acting upon
the end of a nerve, and it seems highly probable,
that this is the case with respect to all ideas and

every faculty the mind possesses.
In order to explain this more clearly, I will give a

few examples. The exciting matter of a ray of light,
acts upon the retina of the eye, this produces motion
in the retina, which gives rise to perception in the

brain, through the mec'ium of the optic nerve,
hence the origin of light and objects. The exciting
matter of sound, produces vibration in the ah, which
acts upon the tympanum of the ear; motion is com-
municated to the brain through the medium of the

auditory nerve, hence the origin of hearing. The
exciting matter of odors, acts upon a very delicate

membrane of the nose, this membrane is put in mo-
tion, which is conveyed to the brain by the olfac-

tory nerve; hence the origin of smell. The ex-

citing matter of food acts upon the tongue, mo-
tion is conveyed to the brain; hence the origin of
taste. Various exciting matter acts upon the ends
of the fingers and surface of the body, motion is

communicated to the brain through the medium of
a. variety of nerves; hence the origin of touch or

Reeling.
The great variety of exciting matter produces

the great variety of motion, and the great variety of
mo', ion produces the great variety of sensation, vo-

lition, irritations, &.c. either agreeable or disagreea-
ble to the animal on which it acts. The exciting
matter of ccr.tag-ion produces motion, unfriendly to

the animal nerve on which it acts; hence the origin
of epidemic fever. The exciting matter of food,

drink, &c. produces motion friendly to the nerve
which receives it; hence the origin of health.

Now, as long as exciting matter continues its

action on animal matter, so as to produce motion,
which has not a tendency to destroy org-anization,
the animal is supported by it; but when it acts in

such a manner as to disarrange its parts; without

arranging them again, the animal becomes incapa-
ble of performing his office. Organization being
destroyed by the improper application of exciting
matter, the parts of which it was composed become

exciting matter for other animals producing new
organization. When we consider, that an animal
is nothing more than an organized machine placed
within the reach of a great variety of exciting mat-

ter, and that a certain portion of it is continually

acting upon it in order to produce motion, it would
not, at fiist view, seem strange that this organ
should be so often out of repair.

All the matter of which animals are composed, is

divided by physiologists, into solid and fluid. The
polid parts consist 'of bone, cartilage, muscle, inte-

gument/nerve, &c. The fluids consist of blood
and that which is formed from it—although the solid

may appear to be entirely free from fluidity, yet when
subjected to chemical analysis it is found to contain
a considerable portion of fluid matter, every portion
of the solid is continually receiving a due portion
of moisture for the purpose of keeping up a suffi-

cient degree of motion tb preserve its organization.
The fluid which filters through the solid is continu-

ally acting upon it, by reason of its affinity; as it

circulates, a portion of the solid is carried along
with the fluid, and leaves a portion of fluid matter

behind to supply the place of the worn down solid.

After fluid matter has acted some time on soiid

matter, the affinity between the two is lessened in

consequence of die greater affinity existing between

the solid aggregate; this affinity increases until the
animal solid arrives to a certain age, for the more
dense and solid matter becomes under certain cir-

cumstances, the gTeatermust be the powers required
to overcome its resistance. This is the case with
most matter as far it has come under my observa-

tion, and I have also observed, the longer a given
bulk of matter remains together, the more firmly
united and consolidated it becomes, and its affinity

for other matter diminished.

Fluid matter now exerts a more feeble influence

upon solid matter; it passes through it without

producing the same sensible chajuges as was for-

merly observed; now when fluidity passes through
a solid having but little affinity for it, its mot ion

must be necessarily slow, unless remote affinity im-

pells it forward. The circulation of all the fluids

beingretarded in consequence ofworn-down affinity,

it is at length incapable of exerting any influence

upon solid matter; the parts of which the solid

are composed, have so great an affinity for each

other, that exciting matter cannot act upon it in

such a manner as to produce the variety of motion

necessary to the life of the solid; it now exhibits

none of the phenomena of life. This I imagine to

be the case with very old animals, that die with

age: for it has come under the observation of al-

most every person, that when an animal arrives to a

great age, the solids become rigid, and will not give

way to the impulse of the fluids; of course the cir-

culation of the blood and all the fluids secreted

from it, glide slowly through the system: the fibres

of the stomach become incapable of acting upon
the contained food; of course a larger portion than
is consistent with health is required to rouse the
stomach into action; the lacteals do not absorb a
sufficient quantity of chyle; the intestines become

torpid; the power of the heart and arteries lose

their force and fiequency; and death from worn
down affinity closes the scene. The old organ loses

gradually the parts of which it is composed, and
becomes exciting matter for new organic germs.—
The time required for its dissolution depends in a

great degree upon the manner exciting matter acts,

and the demand neighboring organic germs have
for it.

Physiologists all agree in opinion, that the solids

of all animals derive their existence from fluids,

although strictly speaking, there is no such thing
in matter as fluidity, for it seems to be nothing
more than solidity partially antagonized by re-

pulsion. The male semen when it first conies in

contact with the ova of the ovarium, is in a fluid

state, but in a short time, it assumes a very differ-

ent form, viz. from a fluid paste to the hardest bone.

In tracing the rudiments of a new being from flui-

dity to a state of solidity, it is necessary to observe,

that a great portion of the solids of all animals ex-

hibit a fibrous appearance, those fibres were evi-

dently formed from vessels circulating fluid. In

the embryon state, fluids pass without much resist-

ance; but as soon as fluid and affinity erected their

affections, the fluid found considerable resistance,

made on the part of the solid: this resistance in-

creases, and" at length the fluid matter is not suffer-

ed to pass through the solid, unless it is the more
.1.volatile parts. Every lamina of bone, fibre, muscle,

tendon, &c. seems to have been once vascular,

ipplicalion of fluid matter causesbut the continued

die vessel, through which it passes u> thicken: the

diameter oi eacn circular *ibie is continually be-

coming less until all the fibres of which the vestel

was first formed, become soiid. Were not this
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the case, how are we to account for the fibres of

muscle, bone, &c. running' more or less parallel to

each other—these fibres are very plainly seen in the

muscles of an adult, or bones of a fcctus. As soon

as one vessel becomes solid, and has obstructed the

passage of fluids, it is compelled to seek another

route in the neighborhood ofthe solid: the solid now
directs the course of the fluid along its surface, and
in a short time, a thin and delicate membrane is

formed around the fluid: the fluid now is no longer
governed by the solid which first directed its course,

having a reservoir of its own, it circulates through
it, and imparts fluidity to its inner surface, until it

becomes a solid by uie laws of affinity.

Now, we have two parallel fibres, with a delicate

membrane, or bond of union between them; this

seems to be the first solid part formed from fluid

matter, it pervades the whole body, and gives union
and strength to it This membrane by physiolo-
gists is called cellular, from its having a number of
cells. It must be formed at a very early period, for

as soon as fluid matter comes in contact with the
solid matter, one portion of the former united with
another portion of the latter: there is now a medi-
um between the density of the two: this new mat-
ter increases in solidity by its affinity, until a thin

membrane is formed: fluid matter now, has a less

affinity for it; singular changes take place in the
fluid contained in the membrane, until the whole
becomes a solid. To give the reader a more
correct idea of this substance, let us take for

instance, any of the large muscles, and mace-
rate it in water for several days, when taken

out, a thin membrane is found partly detached;
this is the connecting medium between the

muscle and its fellow: after this coat is removed,
the muscle seems to be composed of a number of

parallel fibres: remove these fibres, and we find

eacli connected to its fellow by a like membrane:

eo, that a muscle, when minutely examined, is

composed of nothing but a number of thin and mi-
nute lamina. This is likewise the case with bone,

cartillage, Sec. The periostium seems to be coeval

with bone, perhaps it is first formed, ossification

then takes place in the contained fluid, and conti-

nues until the whole is converted into beny matter:

this hard substance having closed almost every
avenue: fluid matter is now conducted along the

surface of the bone; and in consequence of lessened

affinity between the two, a substance of a softer

consistence is formed on the bone called cartillage.
The size, strength and form of the cartillage, will

depend upon the size, strength and form ofthe bone,
and the quantity of fluid, which comes in contact

with it. Now as the first affinity acts with the

greatest force, the second with a less, &c. it seems

probable that the rudiments of the hardest sub-

stance of an animal are first formed, viz. bone.—
The next affinity acting with a less force, may Iky
the foundation tor a substance called cartillage,

—
The third tendon, muscle, &c.
Now the first affinity existing between the male

semen and the fluid which is contained in the ova of

the ovarium, when this comes in contact, is the

greatest; of course, the foundation is laid for the

hardest animal substance, minor affinities succeed
the first, until the solid becomes properly formed
and organized, it is now only capable of giving to

the fluidity a small portion of its matter, and at the
same time receiving from the fluid mass,new matter

*>qual to that which it parted with: The continu-
ed application of fluidity is now necessary to keep
up a degree of motion on liie organized body, and

its motions depend upon the action of fluidity and
other exciting matter.

Having traced the rudiments of a new being
from Uie fluid to the solid state, and finding its or-

ganization similar to the parent matter, which gave
it existence, it is reasonable to suppose, the parent
is not capable of supporting it any longer; it is

therefore disengaged from its place of confinement,
and ushered into light and life. Immediately it

conies into existence, it is acted upon by exciting
matter very different from that furnished by the

parent The air. for instance, acts upon the lungs
and tender surface of the bod)'; the effect of this

is an exertion on the part of the infant, to relieve

pain; it cries aloud, the lungs now become dilated

by atmospheric air, the vitaf parts of which are ab-

sorbed by the small blood vessels of the lungs; it

stimulates them to action; the circulation of the
red fluid is put in more rapid motion, and conti-

nues to go on until life ceases to exist In order that

parental affinity may not be entirely withdrawn
after the new being js disengaged from the parent,
the first six or nine months it sucks the bteast ot

the mother. It is then capable of withstanding the

great variety of rough agents, which have a ten-

dency to destroy it: the world is now before it

where to choose, and exciting matter its guide.
Cjehes.

Twelfth Congress.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

Friday Feb. 14.—After disposing of some private

petitions
—

The house resumed the consideration of the bill

for arming the militia; when on motion of Mr. Jttil-

nor, an amendment was made to that section of the

bill which inflicts a penalty on the representative of

any deceased militiamen, improperly withholding
his arms.

Mr. M. Clay stated that he yesterday voted in fa-

vor of an amendment to the bill, leaving it with the

respective states or territories to distribute the arms

provided by tlus bill, in such a manner as they may
direct. He now wished to have that vote reconsi-

dered, and moved to that effect.

The yeas and nays were called upon the question.
Mr. Lacock observed, that as this was an impor-

tant question, upon which, perhaps, the fate of the

bill depended, he could wish to have it decided in a

fuller house, there being barely a quorum of mem-
bers present. He therefore moved that the house

adjourn.
—Carried.

Adjourned till Monday.

J\(anday, Fab, 17.—Mr. Racon, from the com-
mittee of ways and means, made the following im-

hoktakt special REPORT, which was read, refer-

red to a committee of the whole on Monday next,
and ordered to be printed:

REPORT.
The Committee of ways and means having taken.

into their consideration tlie subject of tlm revenue

and expenditure of the United States,for the pre-
sent and two succeeding years, in particular refer-

pence to a state ofcontemplated tear during a great-
er portion of that period, ask leave to itEroKT,

That the ordinary expenses during the present

year, grounded on the estimate already laid before:

congress, are estimated as fqdows, viz.
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Expenses of a civil nature both fo-

reign and domestic,

Army, exclusive of the additional mi-

litary force authorised by the act

the present session, and including

jg 32,800, for the service of militia

in the years 1809, 1810 and 1811,
Naval department, including the ma-

rine corps,

Arsenals, arms, ordnance, repairs of

fortifications, including g 200,000,

permanent appropriations for the

purchase and manufacture of arms,

Indian'department,
Interest on the public debt,

Total ordinary expenses,
That the actual receipts into the trea-

sury during the same year are esti-

mated at

g" 1,260,000

2,581,000

2,500,000

614,000
220,000

2,225,000

9,400,000

8,200,000

Leaving a def cit in the receipts of 1,200,000
Which deficit may however be paid out of the

monies remaining in the treasury at the close of the

year, leaving a sum of g 1,800,000 on hand, which,
in the opinion of the committee, it would not be

prudent under existing circumstances farther to ex-

haust.

That the extraordinary expenses of the present

year already authorised by law, or which by bills

pending before congress are in a course of autho-

rization, are as follows:

Ordnance and ordnance stores, camp
equipage and other quarter mas-
ter's stores, , g 1,900,000

Six companies of mounted rangers, 108,772
Additional military force, 5,112,560 26

Repairing vessels out of commission
and purchase of timber for naval

purposes, 680,000
Erection of additional fortifications, 1,000,000

Calling out certain corps of volun-

teers, 1,000,000

Calling out militia 1,000,000

estimated as for the present year at

about
To which must be added the interest

then accruing on the loan proposed
to be authorised for the service of

the present year, estimating the

same at six per cent, and amount-

ing to

Making the revenue necessary to be

provided, for paying the ordinary

expenses, and interest on loans for

that year [and leaving the extraor-

dinary expenses of the year also to

be provided for by loans]
That the receipts into the treasury

from the present sources of revenue

during that year, calculating on a

state of war during a greater por-
tion of the present year, are esti-

mated (conjecturally) at

Leaving a deficiency to be provided
for by additional revenues to be re-

ceived during that year of

Estimating the ordinary expenses of

1814 as for the present year at about
And adding the interest accruing on

the loan proposed for the present

year
And also the interest then accruing

on the loan which in all probability

may be necessary to cover the ex-

traordinary expenses of 1813, and
which it would not be prudent to

calculate at less than eleven millions

Making the revenue necessary to be

provided, for paying the ordinary

expenses and interest on loans for

that year [and leaving the extraor-

dinary expenses of the year also to

be provided for by loans]

Estimating the receipts into the trea-

sury from the present sources of

revenue during that year at

g 9,000,000

660,000

g 9,660,000

3,100,000

g 6,560,000

g 9,000,000

660,000

660,000

g 10,320,000

3,100,000

g 10,801,332 26
Total extraordinary expenses (say) 1 1,000,000
The whole of which sum it is necessary and is

accordingly proposed to mise by loan conformable to

the bill herewith reported by the committee.

That the amount of the principal of the public
debt which is reimbursable during the same year,

consisting of six per cent, deferred and exchang-
ed stock is g 2,135,000

^nd in the event of stocks falling be-

low par [thereby imposing upon
the commissioners of the sinking
fund an obligation to purchase in

order to satisfy the annual appro-

priation of tight millions of dollars

for the reduction of the public debt]

may amount to the further sum of 3,640,000

Total amount of the principal of the

public debt which may become re-

imbursable during the present year $5,775,000

Which sum it is also proposed to

authorise the commmissioners of the

sinking fund to borrow, conformable
to such bill as may hereafter be re-

ported.

That the ordinary expenses ofgovern-
ment for the year 1813, may be

Leaving a deficiency to be provided
for by additional revenues to be re-

ceived during that year of g 7,220,000
Under this prospective view of the financial situ-

ation of the government, it became in the judg-
ment of the committee their imperious duty as well

in reference to the obligations incumbent upon them
from the general trust with which they were cloth-

ed, as also in deference to that portion of the mes-

sage of the President of the United States, which
had been specially referred to their consideration,

to enter as early as possible upon a system of
ways

and means calculated to provide a revenue, "suffi-

cient at least to defray the ordinary expenses of go-

vernment, and to pay the interest on the public

d.bt, including that on new loans which may be

authorised,"

Any provision falling short of this requisition,

would, in the opinion of the committee, Betray an

improvidence in the government, tending to impair
its general character, to sap the foundations of its

credit, and to enfeeble its energies in the prosecu-
tion of the contest into which it may soon be driven

in defence of its unquestionable rights, and for the

repulsion of long continued and most aggravated

aggressions. Should the ruinous system of relying

altogether upon the aid of loans, for defraying, not

only the extraordinary expenditures of the present
and succeeding years, but also a large portion both
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of the ordinary expenses of the government, and the

Interesi on the public debt, including
1 that on new

loans, be suffered to prevail, and no additional re-

venues be seasonably provided, it will result, that

the loans which it maybe necessary to authorise du-

ring the year 1813, must amount to at least 10,560,000

dollars, and for 1814, to 18,220,000 dollars; an ope-
ration which, by throwing- into the market so large
an amount of stock, accompanied with no adequate
provision for paying even the interest accruing on

such as may be created, but relying altogether upon
the decreasing ability to borrow for the purpose of

paymg such interest, must have a most unfavorable
effect upon the general price of public stocks, and
the consequent terms of the loans themselves.—
It may be added, that a system of tha\ sort would,
it is believed, be found altogether unprecedented
in the financial history of any wise and regular
government, and must if yielded to, produce at no
distant period, that general state of public discredit

which attended the national finances during the war
of the revolution, and which nothing but the pecu-
liar circumstances of the country, and the wants
of a well organised and efficient government during
the period of that revolution, could at all justify.
To have withheld from the public view a fair ex-

position of the probable state of the fiscal concerns
oi'the government, under the first pressure of active

Var, or to have deferred submitting to the house
such a system as in the opinion of the committee
was indispensable to place the revenues of the coun-

try upon a basis commensurate with the public ex-

igencies, would in their judgment, at once have
evinced in the eyes of foreign nations an imbecility
of action and of design, the effects of which must
be too obvious to be mistaken. And as it regards
our own country, would have indicated a policy as

feeble and short sighted, as it must have been consi-

dered deceptive and disengenious; as unworthy the

rulers of a free and enlightened nation, as in its re-

sult it would have been found fatal to its interests,

and paralysing to all its efforts. It is obvious that

the whole amount which it is necessary to raise in

order to meet the anticipated deficit ofrevenue for

the ensuing years, is indeed "moderate when com-

pared either with the population and wealth of the

United States or with the burthens laid on European
nations by their governments."
To doubt whether the "will or the ability" of the

people of the United States to bear such burthens
as are indispensable to this end, would be to doubt
their dispositions to meet seriously the contest

which is presented to them, and woidd go far to

prove that it had better not have been attempted.
To doubt the readiness of the government to

bring "promptly and efficiently" into action the ne-

cessary resources ofthe nation, would be casting dis-

trust over the sincerity of those pledges which they
have so recently and distinctly given to the world in

that respect, and would imply a suspicion of then*

firmness or forecast not for a moment to be enter-

tained.

For a more full and distinct elucidation of the ge-
neral subject which it has become the duty of the
committee to present to the house, they beg leave

to refer to the letter of the secretary of the treasury,
in answer to the several enquiries made of him by
their order, and which has heretofore been laid be-

fore the house; concurring as they most fully do in

the general opinion expressed by him, "That what

appears to be of vital importance is, that the crisis

should at once be met by the adoption of efficient

a\easurep, which will with certainty provide means

commensurate with the expense, and by preserv-

ing unimpaired instead of abusing that public cre-

dit on which the public resources so eminently de-

pend, will enable the United States to persevere in

the contest, until an honorable peace shall have
been obtained."

It is then proposed by the committee, that the

additional revenue which will be necessary "to de-

fray the ordinary expenses of government, and to

pay the interest on the public debt, including that

on new loans which may be authorized," should

be immediately provided for in the followingmodes,
viz.

1st. Additional duties of imposts and tonnage.
1st. An increase of the duties now pay-

able by law on imported merchan-

dize calculated to yield a net revenue

of g 2,500,000
2d. A further retention on the amount

of all drawbacks allowed by law on
the exportation of goods wares and

merchandize, calculated to yield a
net revenue of 100,000

3d. An additional tonnage duty on A-
merican and foreign vessels, calculat-

ed to yield a net revenue of 200,000
4th. A duty on salt imported, calculated

to yield a net revenue of 400,000

Total net amount of revenue estimated
from additional duties of impost and

tonnage g 3,200,000
Id. Internal duties.

1st. A duty on licences to distil spirits
from foreign and domestic materials,
calculated to yield a gross revenue of 275,000

2d. A duty on licences to retailers of

wines, spirits, and foreign merchan-

dize, including tavern-keepers, calcu-

lated to yield a gross revenue of 500,000
3d. A duty on sales at auction of foreign
merchandize and of vessels, calculat-

ed to yield a gross revenue of 150,000
4th. A duty on all sugars refined in the

United States, calculated to yield a

gross revenue of 200,000
5th. A duty on carriages used for the

conveyance of persons, calculated to

yield a gross revenue of 150,000
6th A duty on various instruments of

writing
-

, to be collected by means of

stamps, calculated to yield a gross re-

venue of 450,00Q :

Total gross amount of revenue estimat-

ed from the internal duties g 1,725,000
3d. Direct tax.

A direct tax to be laid and apportioned

among the several states according to

the rule prescribed by the constitu-

tion, gross amount
Total gross amount estimated to be re*

ceived from internal duties and direct

tax, when they shall be effectual!*'-

organized (or in 1814)

3,000,000

Deduct expense of assessment, collec-

tion and losses, at about 15 per ceiit.

Net amount estimated from imernal eUfi--

g 4,725,000

700,000

ties and direct tax for 1814 g 4,025,000

Net amount estimated from additional

duties, ofimposts and tonnage, inter-

nal duties and direct tax for 1814 g 7,225,000
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But which on account of the ineffectual

organization of the internal duties

and direct tax may not yield, in 1814,
that amount by a sum of §650,000

Leaving the net amount estimated for

1813 $6,575,000
And for this purpose the committee recommend

to the house the adoption of the following resolu-

tions, viz.

1. Resolved, That an addition of 100 per cent, be

made to the several rates ofpermanent duties now

imposed by law on all goods, wares and merchan-

dise, imported into the United States.

2. Resolved, That 25 per cent, be retained on all

the drawback allowed by law on the exportation of

goods, wares and merchandise, exported from the

United States.

3. Resolved, That additional tonnage duties be
laid at the following rates, viz.

1st. On all vessels licensed for the coasting trade

or fisheries, 20 cents per ton a year.
2d. On all other vessels owned by citizens of the

United States, 25 cents per ton on the entry of the

vessel.

3d. On all foreign vessels, 1 dollar 25 cents

per ton on the entry ofthe vessel.

4. Resolved, That a duty of 20 cents per bushel
be laid upon all salt imported into the United States.

5. Resolved, That duties be laid on licences to

distil spirits at the following rates, viz:

1st. On stills employed in distilling spirits from

foreign materials, at the rate of 75 cents per gallon
on the capacity ofsuch stills.

2d. On stills solely employed in distilling spirits

from domestic materials, at any distillery at which
there are one or more stills of more capacity to-

gether than 150 gallons, at the rate of 50 cents per

gallon on the capacity of such stills.

3d. On other stills solely employed in distilling

spirits from fruit, at the rate of five dollars on each

still a year.
4th. On other stills solely employed in distilling

spirits from any domestic materials, at the rate of

jgl5 dollars on each still a year.
6. Resolved, That duties be laid on licences to

retailers of wine, spirits and foreign merchandise,

including tavern keepers, at the following rates,

viz:

If in cities, towns or villages, containing more
than 100 families,

1st. On retailers of foreign merchandise, includ-

ing wines and spirits, §25.
2d. On retailers of wines alone, §20.
3d. On retailers of spirits alone, §20.
4th. On retailers of domestic spirits alone, §15.
5th. On retailers of foreign merchandise other

than wines or spirits, §15.
If in any other places than cities, towns or villa-

ges, containing more than 100 families,

1st. On retailers of foreign merchandise, includ-

ing wines and spirits, §15.
2d. On retailers of wines and spirits, §15.
3d. On retailers of domestic spirits alone, §10.
4th. On retailers of foreign merchandise other

than wines and spirits, §10.
7. Resolved, That duties be laid on sales at auc-

tion of foreign merchandise, for every hundred
dollars of the purchase money, 2 dollars—and on

sales at auction of ships or vessels, for every hun-

dred dollars of the pnrcliase money 25 cents.

1 9. Resolved, That duties be laid on carriages
used for the conveyance of persons, at the follow -

ing rates, viz:

1 st. On every coach, charriot or post chaise, §25.
2d. On every phxton, and on every coachee, hav-

ing pannel work in the upper division thereof, %5
dollars.

3d. On every other four wheeled carriage hang-

ing on steel springs, §10.
4th. On every four wheeled carriage hanging up-

on iron or wooden springs, and on every two wheel

carriage, with a top, or hanging on steel or iron

springs, §5.
5th. On every other four or two wheel carriage,

3 dollars.

10. Resolved, That stamp duties be laid on the

following instruments of writing, viz:

1st. On all notes payable to bearer or order, issu-

ed by any bank or bankers, at rates on an average
of one dollar for every hundred dollars, with an op-
tion to pay, in lieu thereof, 2 1-2 per centum on

their dividends.

2d. On all notes of hand, above 50 dollars, paya-
ble to bearer or order, having one or more endors-

ers—and on all bills of exchange above 50 dollars,

having one or more endorsers, at rates on an average
of five cents for every hundred dollars.

11. Resolved, That three millions of dollars he

raised by a direct tax to be apportioned among the

several states .-greeably to the rule prescribed by
the constitution.

12. Resolved, That each state be authorised to

pay the amount of its quota to the United States

with a deduction of 15 per cent, if paid before the

assessment is commenced, and of 7 1-2 per cent, if

paid before the tax becomes due.

13. Resolved, That all the duties above enumer-

ated and the tax aforesaid, shall be laid and become

payable only after the United States shall have be-

come engaged in a war with a foreign European
nation, or shall have authorised the issuing letters

of marque and reprisal against the subjects of such

nation.

14. Resolved, That the said duties and tax shall

continue until one year after the conclusion of peace
with such foreign nation and no longer.

The report being read, was ordered to be printed

and made the order of the day for Monday next.

Mr. Bacon then introduced a bill to authorise a

loan for any sum not exceeding millions of dol-

lars, which was twice read and committed.

Mr. Portergave notice that he -would to-morroxu

bring in a bill to raise a provisional military force of

20,000 men.

The speaker asked and obtained leave ofabsence,

after to
day,

for Mr. D. R. Williams, for the re-

mainder of the session.

The house assumed the consideration of the bill

for arming the militia of the United States; when
Mr. M. Clay's motion to reconsider the amendment
which had been agreed to, putting it in the power
of the respective states to distribute the arms as

they thought proper, came under discussion. It

was supported by Messrs. Macon, Sniilie, Stow,

Fisk and Little; "and opposed by Messrs. Roberts,

Tallmadge, Widgery, Rhea and M'Coy.
It was argued, in favor of a reconsideration,that

this amendment might defeat the object of the bill,

which was to put arms into the hands of every

young man when he attained the age of 18; that this

amendment placed it in the power of the state le-

gislatures to lay tin the arms in an armory, or to8. Resolved, That a duty of 4 cents per pound .

be laid on all sugars refined in the United States, [put them into the hands of a favored party; instead

allowing a drawback on the exportation of the same, of arming the nation, the arms might be locked up
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from the people
—it would be arming

1 the govern-
ment against the people, and not placing the people
in a situation to defend themselves against any op-

pression with which they might be menaced from

whatever quarter it might come. Allusions were
made to the period when M'Pherson's Blues threat-

ened the peace of the city of Philadelphia, and to

the Embargo times, in order to shew that the arms
would be safer in the hands of the people, than laid

up in armories by the states.

Against the reconsideration, it was contended
that the respective state legislatures might safely be

trusted with the power of distributing these arms;
that they never could be supposed to become the

oppressors of the people, since they were annually
elected by the people; that the probability was they
would distribute the arms amongst the citizens in

such a manner as each state would deem best cal-

culated to render the militia efficient. As to the in-

stances of improper conduct in a small number of

individuals, alluded to, no danger could ever be ap-

prehended from such momentary delusions.

The question for reconsideration was negatived
62 to 52.

Mr. Williams moved to amend the bill, by ad-

ding a proviso to the amendment above alluded to:

"Provided such directions shall not contravene the

provisions contained in the first sectioji of this act."

[Which directs that every citizen arriving at the

age of 18 shall be put in possession of a stand of

arms.] This motion was negatived 55 to 54.

Mr. Hall moved another amendment: "Provided
that no regulation shall be adopted by any state which
shall extend further than to cause the arms to be pro-

perly taken care of."
Before a question was taken on this amendment,

the house adjourned.

Tuesday, February 18.—Some private petitions

being disposed of——
Mr. Porter, agreeably to notice offered to the

house the following resolution:

Resolved, That a committee be appointed to pre-

pare and report a bill authorising the president of
the United States to engage, commission and or-

ganize a provisional military force of twenty thou-
sand men, in addition to the force already authoris-

ed by law.

The house agreed to consider the motion.

Mr. Porter spoke at some length in support of
his motion; [the following sketch of his speech
was reported for the American] he presented the rea-

sons which had induced him to offer this resolution

He explained the nature of the provisional force pro-
posed to be raised. It was a volunteer force, which,
when commissioned by the president, would become

regulars, to serve for twelve months. He said,
that an army eniisted for a short period could be
considered in the light of volunteers; and volun-

teers, raised aid commissioned by the president
according to the principl .; contemplated by the

resolution, were an army on short enlistments. It

gentlemen were serious in their declarations re-

specting an invasion of Canada, a provisional force

of this description were absolutely necessary to en-

sure a prompt success. It could 'be organized in a
few -weeks, and prepared to act with vigor. He
declared the sincerity with which he had determin-
ed to go to war; and if the proper means to secure
success were not adopted, it should not. be imput-
ed to hiin. He had Heard, with no small degree
ofsurprise and i egret, gentlemen from the interioi

accused of being particularly anxious to in-

volve the nation in a war, because they were out

of danger. He said, he was from the interior; but
he and his constituents would be as much exposed
in a war with Great Britain, they would have to

make as great sacrifices in such a war, as any part
of the nation. His house and property were on the

British lines; he had many friends in Canada, with

whom he had been in habits of intimacy for a long
time. He had not therefore lightly made up his

mind to exchange the present, in many respects,

happy and prosperous situation of the country, for

the uncertainties and calamities of war. Having

deliberately decided upon his course, he should not

shrink from it. He should despise himself, if he

could be influenced to swerve from it by any consi-

derations of exposure of his property or personal

danger. His Canadian friends were sensible of his

situation and the motives which governed him.—

They knew that he was guided by the same love for

his country and regard for its rights, by which

they were animated in relation to their country and

its rights. The only hope ofhis constituents, in the

event of an invasion of Canada, was in the prompti-

tude, vigor and effect with which it should be un-

dertaken and prosecuted: their hope was in the

celeritv with which it should be subjugated: their

safety depended upon this. The only question was

then with respect to the best kind of force which

could be most speedily brought into action to effect

the contemplated object From personal observa-

tion, and from the knowledge of the British provin-
ces which he had derived from other sources, he

undertook to state that Canada possessed only a

force of 6000 regulars, stationed at Quebec, and

about 20,000 militia, not well organized, armed or

disciplined. He was willing to admit, in the ab-

stract, that a regular army, enlisted for a long peri-

od, was generally the most efficient force to carry
on war; but it would be a long time before such

an army could be raised. If we meant to invade

Canada with a prospect of success, it ought to be

done before the British could throw reinforcements

into it. The ice in the St. Lawrence would break

up by the last of May: reinforcements could be

thrown into the upper country by the last of June.

His idea was, that a provisional force, to consist of

15or 20,000 northern volunteers, already disciplined
and armed ibr actual service, should be immediately

authorised, and marched into Canada before the

last of May. They could have taken Canada while

we have been talking about it. They would be

enabled to subjugate Canada in a few weeks, with

the exception of Quebec. They should then fall

down at some eligible position below Montreal,

establish a fort, the officers exercise and make
themse.'ves acquainted with thet'practical use and

duties of artillery, and proceed at their leisure

to the seige and reduction of Quebec. A part
of them could return to New-England, and, with

other forces, proceed thence into the eastern pro-

vinces and to Halifax, for the purpose of taking-

possession of them. The military nuxim, advanced

the other day by his honorable friend from Georgia

(colonel Troup) that an unsubdued enemy garrison
should liOt be left in the rear of* an invading army,
did not apply to the case of proceeding io take

Halifax previous to the reduction of Quebec. The

distance between Quebec and Halifax was so great,

the country so rugged, that the best plan would be

Lo proceed to Halifax, not from Quebec, but from the

northern section of our own country. Besides, it

would be imprudent and impossible, without die

greatest hazard, for am part of the British ferees
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stationed for the defence of Quebec, to leave that

garrison for the purpose of attacking the American

army sent against Halifax, or for the purpose of re-

taking any part of Canada occupied by the Ameri-

cans. The army authorised to be raised and enlisted

for five yeas, could in the mean time, be organized
and disciplined to reinforce the troops contemplat-
ed to act in the first operations of the war. It was

impracticable, he said, to raise this army in due

time. The people of the northern states were will-

ing to serve in the war; they were willing to in-

vade Canada; but they must do it as volunteers.—
They were not willing to become military slaves

for five years, lie presumed it was not necessary
to argue in favor of the efficacy of volunteers in

this house, whatever might be the opinion in the

other branch of the legislature. Mr. P. then en-

deavored to demonstrate that the Tolunteers already

provided for, would be inadequate to effect the ob-

ject for which they were authorised. He contend-

ed that they were militia, commissioned by the

states, and could not be marched out of the limits

of the union. He examined, with precision and

perspicuity, the constitutional doctrines heretofore

advanced in relation to this subject. He said, the

militia belonged to the states/except for the spe-

cific purposes of executing the laws of the union,

suppressing insurrection, and repelling invasion.—
They were designed to enable the states to resist the

encroachments of the federal government, if it

should ever become necessary. As to the right ot

this government to use the physical force of the

nation for the purposes of war, derived from its

power for such purposes, that right could only be

exercised according to the mode pointed out by the

constitution. Congress had an unquestionable

right to the physical force of the nation; but it

could not use the militia in foreign military opera-
tions. The moment a militia man engaged in the

service of the United States for foreign war, he

ceased to be such; he became a regular soldier.—

He reprobated the doctrine, that the militia could

be drafted and sent on a foreign military expedition.
He said, of all the tyrannical arts of Bonaparte,
none were more detestable than his conscriptions
to enable him to prosecute the wars of his ambition.

The king of England himself had no power over a

sing'le man in the kingdom for foreign war, except

by the voluntary engagement of such man. And
would any man contend, that in this country of

liberty, of republican liberty, the militia could be

compelled to go on a foreign service? But, say

gentlemen, although the militia cannot be forced

to march out of our limits, they may do so by their

own voluntary consent. He admitted this; but

they must bee, te federal troops: they must become

regulars to a certain extent; they must be com-

missioned by the U. States; they must volunteer ac-

cording to the constitution, not according to their

own will and pleasure.
This was the essence of freedom—to regulate

our actions agreeably to laws fiecly enacted. He
denied the sovereignty of the general government
t" r any purposes. What was sovereignty? It con-

sisted in an undefined, unlimited discretionary

power. It existed only in heaven; of if political

sovereignty resided any where in this country, it

was in the people, not in the government. No s<>-

verign powers, UrSVefore, except those expressly

and specifically delegated in the constitution, could

be exercised by congress. He had been alarmed,

when it had been said that the president was of opi-
nion the militia could be marched out of the union.

taken in connection with the proposition to the re-

port of the committee of ways and means, of yes-

terday, to raise money through the medium of the

states, instead of raising it by taxes imposed by
congress. He pledged his reputation that the

president would not march the 50,000 volunteers

already authorised out of the country. Gentlemen
had asked the committee of foreign relations for

their ulterior measures. Were the committee of

foreign relations madmen or fools? Would you
have them to lay a declaration of war on your table

at this time, when the president has not a single
man to carry on the war? You have given him ar-

mies and volunteers on paper, not actual efficient

troops.
The question on the resolution was taken by yeas

and nays without further debate, and negatived, as

follows, yeas 49—nays 57-

YEAS—Messrs. Anderson, Archer, Bard, Bart-

lett, Blackledge, Burwell, M. Clay-, Cochran, Con-

dit, Crawford, Davis, Dinsmore, Earle, Findley,

Fisk, Gholson, B. Hall, Hawes, Kent, King, La-

cock, Lefever, Little, Lyle, More, M'Coy, M'Kee,
M'Kim, Metcalf, Morrow, Nelson, Newton, Orms-

by, Pickens, Piper, Pleasants, Pond, Porter,

Richardson, Rhea, Sage, Sammons, Sevier, Sey-

bert, Shaw, G. Smith, Stow, Tracy, Turner, White-
hill—49.

NAYS—Messrs. Alston, Baker, Bassett, Bibb,

Bigelow, Bleecker, Boyd, Breckenridge, Brigham,
Butler, Champion, Cheves, Chittenden, Davenport,

Desha, Ely, Emott, Fitch, Franklin, Gold, Gray,

Green, Grundy, O. Hall, Hufty, Jackson, Law,
Lewis, Livingston, Lowndes, Macon, Maxwell,

M'Bryde, Milnor, Morgan, Moseley, New, Newbold,

Pearson, Pitkin, Potter, Quincy, Ridgley, Roane,

Roberts, Rodman, Smilie, J. Smith, Stanford, Stew-

art, Sturges, Taggart, Tallmadge, Troup, White,

Widgery, Wilson, Wright—57.
On motion of Mr. Newton, the house resolved

itself into a committee of the whole, Mr. Stanford

in the chair, on the bill authorising the secretary of

the treasury, under the direction of the president of

the United States, to purchase of Winslow Lewis,
his patent right for a new mode of lighting light-

houses; which being amended, and an appropria-
tion of 60,000 dollars made, the bill was reported
to the house, agreed to, and ordered to be engross-
ed for a third reading.

Auming the militia.—The house resumed the

consideration of the bill for arming
- the militia;

when Mr. B. Hall's amendment being under consi-

deration, for limiting the operation of the amend-

ment which gives to the respective legislatures the

power of disposing of the aims as they may direct,

to the mode of'taking cure of the arms:

The question being taken on Mr. Hall's amend-

ment, it was negalived 55 to 51.

The question was now, "shall the bill be ordered

to be engrossed for a third reading?"
This was opposed by Mr. Brigham and Mr. Pit-

kin, principally on account of the fines, fee. cou-

ta :ned in the bill. The latter gentleman denied the

right ofCongress to impose any fine on militia men
before they came into the service of the U. States;

and cited "the act of 1792, to shew that no penalties
were inflicted in that law.

Mr. Macon replied to them, and said 'here could

be no doubt but the power vested in congress bj the

constitution, "to'pi'oviriefor organizing, arming cud

disciplining the militia" included the power to make
suitable provision for preventing the arms from
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being made away with. It would be strange to say,
'

that when congress put arms in the hands of the
,

miliiia, they could not make regulations for their,

preservation for the use of the public. The reason
',

why nothing of this kind was provided in the law
j

of 1792 was, Congress had not then put arms into

the bauds of the militia.

Mr. Milnor spoke against the bill, principally on
'

account of its objectionable penal clauses, and con-
;

eluded his observations with a motion to strike out

the 4th section: but on his taking his seat, amotion
was made and carried to adjourn.

Wednesday, Feb. 19.—Mr. Wright, from the com-'
nuttee in relation to American seamen, reported a

bill for the protection, recovery, and indemnifica-

tion of American seamen, which was twice read

and committed.

Mr. Porter from the committee on foreign rela-

tions, reported a bill supplementary to the act to

raise an additional military force.

Mr. P. said, it would be extremely inconvenient

for the executive authority to make all the appoint-
ments of the officers for this additional military
force immediately, for want of proper information

on the subject; it would be particularly so, to make
them all aii the same day, and it was a rule in the

army that promotions should be regulated by the
date of commissions. This bill provides, there-

fore, that all appointments made during the pre-
sent session, shall bear the same date. It was in-

tended also to supply an omission in the law res-

pecting the light artillery and light dragoons.
Mr. P. wished, if there were no objection, that

the bill should be ordered to be engrossed for a

third reading; but Mr. Quincey objecting to this

course, the bill was committed for to-morrow.
A message was received and read from the pre-

sident of the United States; covering a report in

compliance with a resolution of this house of the

19th of December, calling for a system of rules and

regulations proper to be adopted for training and

disciplining the regular troops and militia of the U.

States. Referred to the committee on military
affairs.

The speaker laid before the house a report from
the secretary of war, in conformity to the act of

1794, containing an account of the expenditure in

the fabrication and repair of arms in the Armories
of the United States, which Was ordered to be

printed.
WATl CONTRIBUTION'S.

Mr. P.. Hall said he found that considerable alarm
had been produced by the report of the committee
of ways and means in relation to war taxes, which
he proposed to allay by the following resolution:

"Resolved, That the committee of ways and
means be directed to enquire into the expediency
of authorizing the citizens of the several states and
territories to furnish for the seamen, marines and

army of the United States, the various necessary
articles of clothing

—the expenses for clothing, &c.
to be apportioned amongst the several states and
territories in conformity with the constitutional

principles of levying a direct tax; and whether, and
how far, it may be practicable or expedient for any
and what article* of provisions or supplies for the

army and navy, to be furnished by the citizens of
the several states and territories, in lieu of duties,
excise or taxes."

Some objection being made to the reference of
this resolution, Mr. D. iiall said that ten millions of
dollars could be mote easily paid in this way in

Georgia^ than two millions in specie, why then,

said he, not suffer the people at once to furnish the
articles wanted, instead of the money to purchase
them with? It would, indeed, take the business
out of the hands of contractors; but that would be
no loss to the nation. It was no more than a pro-
position for the consideration of the committee of

ways and means. If they deemed the plan imprac-
ticable, they would say so. He hoped, therefore,
it would be agreed to.

On motion of Mr. Rhea, the resolution was or-

dered to lie on the table and to be printed.
The bill authorising the secretary of the treasury

to purchase Wihslow lewis's patent right for a
new method of lig-hting light-houses was read the
third time and passed.
The house resumed the consideral ion of the bill

for arming die militia of the United States; when
tiie question was taken on Mr. Milnor's motion to

strike out the 4th section; and negatived, there

being only 23 votes for it.

[After several other motions to amend the question
for engrossing the bill was finally carried—Yeas

53, Nays 48.

[For Thursday's proceedings see page 464.]

Atbeiiian Society of Baltimore,

The progress of this patriotic establishment must
afford high gratification to its friends, and the

public in general. In its business we may observe
a true type of the state of our country at large;

silently, but surely, advancing to entire indepen-
dence. May heaven speed the issue; and so dimi-
nish our connections, and of course lessen our in-

terests, in the concerns of the old world!
About three years ago a few private individuals,

taking into consideration the many good effects

that might result from establishing a warehouse
for the sole purpose of receiving and vending
domestic manufactures, associated and form-
ed a stock of only jg 20,000 divided into 1000

shares, on which, at tin's time, not more than

$ 12,000 are paid. They have since obtained an
act of incorporation.

The affairs of this prosperous little society are

managed by a president and seven directors, who
have under them the necessary clerks and assis-

tants. The business done is the best evidence

any man can desire to have of the zeal, industry
and prudence of those to whose charge it has
been committed—and, without derogating from
the praise so justly due to others, we think it a

duty to state, that to Mr. Burneston, the presi-

dent, the public, as well as the stockholders, are

greatly indebted for the success of this charming
institution.

Though the business of the corporation is consi-

derable, and for the money employed, exceedingly
large, we fairly presume i'c will \et experier.ee a

great annual increase, when its merits become
more generally known, as the capital may be

further augmented. Hitherto we are informed

the funds have been amply sufficient; the ciedit

of the society being most scrupulously maintain-

ed in every particular.
At the ware-house, in Market-street, is collected a

very valuable and extensive assortment of Dry
Gooc/s, &c. in part belonging tu the society, and in

part to individuals, deposited for sale on commis-
sion. Independent of business done for large

manufactories, it is one branch of the concerns

of this institution to ir.Jce. advances to the more
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humble fabricators of goods on deposits—and,
as profit was not the object of the association,

such goods are disposed of on the most generous
and liberal terms—calculated merely to defray

the expenses.
In the progress and great increase of the sales of

the society, we may observe not only an increase

of manufactures but a decrease of prejudices, the

most formidable enemy it has had to encounter.

.Formerly it was a received opinion (and many,

perhaps, hold it yet*) that we could not make cer-

tain tilings asgood as they could be made in Eu-

rope
—but actual experience has put this matter at

rest, and the destructive notion is rapidly parsing
awav. Again,

—nineteen twentieths of the peo-

ple still have an impression that American made

goods, no matter of what kind they are, must be

sold dearer than the imported; yet this idea, in

regard to numerous important articles, is as ab-

surd as the first; without taking into view the

generally superior durability and firmness of the

home-made Stuffs. Those who have opportuni-

ties, from their residence in, or vicinity to, Balti-

more, are invited to the Athenian Society's -ware-

house to learn the fact lor themselves, and by a

pleading certainty to banish a painful conjecture.
There is plenty ofroom for two or three other such

institutions in Baltimore—and an increase of

them in all the towns of the United States would

greatly promote and facilitate the use of domestic

manufactures. The editor of one of the daily

prints in this city,! sometime ago, threw out

a hint which I am astonished has not been im-

proved. He said that if some competent taylor
were so to arrange his business as to sell, or

make up, nothing but home-made stuffs, and

keep a good assortment of them (~assortments are

to be hadJ in Baltimore, he would make a rapid
fortune. What would answer in this city will

do in any other considerable town; and the tay-

lor so conducting himself would obtain the very
"cream" of customers—lie would have but little

11 mo. §17,608 95

13 32,137 92

12 51,519 14

* About seven years ago I witnessed a circum-

stance which afforded me a high gratification. I

was in a book-store (no matter where) when a per-

son came -in and asked for a ream of le ter paper.
The bookseller shewed some of an excellent quali-

ty, with which his customer was fully satisfied—
but asking the price, was led to suppose, from its

cheapness, that it was American, and demanded if

it was so? On receiving an answer in the affirma-

tive, he said it would not do—he wanted "English."
''I have other paper," said the bookseller for which
I must have such and such a price, will you look

at it, sir?" The price being high enough, the

gentleman after much examination and comparison
made his purchase, paid his money cheerfully, and

carried his paper away. The two reams exhibited

came from the same mill, and were taken out of

the same bundle! [Large quantities of paper are

made in the United States with British water marks
—and, if not openly offered as British, at least

insinuated to be so, and sold as such. I can see no
harm in it—the quality is as good, and if the peo-

ple -a-iU have prejudices, let them pay for them!]—
We may laugh at this story and think the purchaser
was a fool—but, verily, many of us, though not so

silly ur; to paper, are as great dunces in other things.
It is not long since that certain manufacturers of

dry goods to the Eastward, were compelled to pack
their commodities in British cases to insure their

sile''

f "The Whig."

occasion for that plague of mechanics, a day-book;
and might do eleven-twelfths of his business for

cash.

The following are the articles that gave rise to the

preceding remarks:

TO THE STOCKHOLDERS OF THE ATHEKIAU
SOCIETY.

The president and directors of the Athenian So*-

ciety submit the following statement of the business
and the progress of the institution, for the year
1811, since the last exhibit submitted on the 2d of

February last.

The total amount of sales from the 1st January
to the 31st December, 1811, is g 51,519 14.

To show the progress and great increase of the

sales of this institution, it may be satisfactory tor

bring into view the sales of the several years
—

Sales from the 1st Jan. 1809, to
;

1st Dee. 1809
1st Dec. 1802 to

:

31st Dec. 1810
1st Jan. 1811 to;
31st Dec. 18111

The net profits of the last year are apparently-
small, on the amount sold, which arises from the

large proportion of sales made on commission, and
the moderate profits on those sold for account of the

society. It being the avowed object of the institu-

tion, to facilitate the general use of American manu-

factures, smallness of profits is the only certainmode
of producing this desirable object.
The amount of dividends heretofore generously

relinquished, stand to the credit of the premium
fund, conformably to the act of incorporation, and
held to the order of the premium committee for

premiums they may award, with all additional divi-

dends now declared, that may not be called for, hut

generously relinquished and given to the premium
fund.

It may be unnecessary to call the attention of
the stockholders to the utility of this institution;
the present exhibit is a practical comment, more for-
cible than speadalion.

All which is respectfully submitted, by order of
the board. ISAAC BURNESTON,

President of the Athenian Society.
Feb. 3, 1812.

Baltimore, Feb. 15, 1812-'

The "premium committee," for the year 1812,

Appointed by the "Baltimore Athenian Society,
for the encouragement of useful arts and domestic
manufactures," agreeably to th* act of incorpora-
tion, have agreed to propose the following premiums
for the present year.
The committee have to reget that the infant state

of the fund committed to their disposal, does not
enable them to offer more liberal rewards to those

patriotic citizens, whose exertions are directed to-

wards the attainment of so great an object of na-
tional wealth and independence. The success,

I however, of the institution beyond even the expec-
i
tations of it« friends, affords a well grounded hope

I that in future, more extensive premiums will be of-

fered. The committee, well aware that no manu-
factures can ultimately succeed, which will not

I
bear a competition, in quality and price, with any

j

others whatever, have not the most distant idea of

;

the manufactures of the United States now requir-
ing any other encouragement than the fosteiing

- aid

j

of the general and state governments: they, there -

I fore, propose these premiums merely as honorary
'

rewards.
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val between the two pontoons. In front of the seat

stands a small table, on which the rider may
read, write, draw, or eat and drink. His hands

being at perfect liberty, he may even play an instru-

ment, load and fire a gun, or do whatever he

pleases. It is evident that this machine must be ad-

mirably calculated fur die purpose of taking sketch-

es of aquatic scenery, as also for the diversion of

shooting water-fowl; in which case, the sportsman
conceals himself behind a light screen of branches

or rushes, so as to approach the birds unperceived.
This article is far safer than a common boat, the

centre of gravity being constantly in the middle of

a very large base, a circumstance, which renders

overturning, even in the heaviest gale, absolutely

impossible. It is moreover so contrived, that it may
be taken to pieces in a few minutes, packed in a

box, and put together again in a very short time.—
It is not improbable that this highly original inven-

tion may in time be applied to more important pur-

poses than mere diversion.

Bohemia.—The German Journal gives the fol-

lowing statistical account: The kingdom of Bohe-

mia contains 266 cities, 110 suburbs, 295 towns,

11,892 villages, 521,702 houses, and 752,437
families. The number of native inhabitants is

3,114,288, and exceeds that of 1810, by 27,634.—
Of this number, 1,429,745 are males, and 1,684,543
are females. If to this be added the number of stran-

gers, 15,569 of whom are from other parts of Bohe-

mia, 791 from other provinces of the monarchy,
6,847 from foreign countries, the whole population

PREMIUMS.
1. To the person or persons, in the United States,

who will, during the present year, completely bleach

and finish, the greatest quantity of domestic linen,

not less than ten pieces, each twenty yards long, and

not coarser than a twelve hundred—a preminm of

a piece of plate, or its value, fifty dollars.

2. To the persons who will, during the present

year, manufacture the best sheeting made from flax;

not less than ten pieces each twenty-two yards long,
and 9-8 wide; the same to be at least half bleached,
and not coarser than an eight hundred:—a piece of

plate, or its vHue,fifty dollars.

3. To the person or persons, in the state of Ma-

ryland, who will during the present year, manu-
facture ;he best piece of superfine cloth, not less

than twenty yards in length:
—a piece of plate with

an appropriate motto, or its value, thirty dollars.

4. To the person in Maryland, who will, during
the present year, manufacture the best woollen blan-

kets,- not less than ten pair, each 9-4 wide:—a gold
medal, or its value thirty dollars.

5. To the person who will, during the present
year, manufacture the best piece of fancy vesting,
not less than twenty yards long:

—a gold medal, or

its Value, twenty dollars.

6. To the person who will, before the first of

July nexl, manufacture and completely bleach, the

finest piece of muslin, suitable for ladies' dresses,
and not less than twenty yards long:

—a gold medal,
or its value, twenty dollars.

7. To the person who will during the present

year, manufacture thefinest cotton stockings; notj Df the kingdom"amounts to 3,137,495. Of this
less than five dozen:—a gold medal, or its value,

j

number 4,194 are ecclesiastics, 2,085 nobles, 6,404
twenty do'lars.

Candidates for any of the above premiums, to

exhibit the fabrics at the domestic ware-house ofthe

society, No. 80 Baltimore street, for the inspection
of the committee.

Communications, postpaid, directed to the secre-

tary, No. 20, Chatham street, will be promptly at-

tended to.

Signed, by order and in behalf of the committee
ROBERT

Joax D. Craig, Secretary
M'KIM, Chairman.

Miscellaneous Intelligence.
RrssiA.—A peasant named John Semzow, has

discovered a method for making paper stoppers for
bottles so expeditiously, that one man may make
7000 in an hour. In consequence, 1000 corks which
sometime since sold for 65 rubles, have fallen to 8,
and it is expected, that should the competition con-
tinue, they will be so low as half a ruble per thou-
sand, which is the price of the paper substitutes.
GERMAxr.—M. B

, counsellor of Mines at

Munich, in Bavaria, has invented, what he terms an

aquatic sledge, constructed on such a principle,
that it may be impelled and guided on the water, by
the rider himself without any aid. The first public
experiment was made on the 29th August, 1810,
betbre the royal family at Nymphenburg, with
complete success. It consists o: two hollow canoes
or pontoons, eight feet long, made of sheet copper,
closed on all sides, joined to each other in a parallel
direction, at the distance of 6 feet, by a large wood-
en frame. Thus joined, ihey support a seat resem-
bling an arm-chair, in which the rider is seated and
impels and steers the sledge by treading two large
pedals before him. Each of these pedals is connect-
ed with a paddle, fixed perpendicularly in tlie afiee-

part of the machine behind the seat, and the inter-

public functionaries and headmen, 75,727 burges*
ses, commercial men and artists, 139,369 peasants,

22,030 gardeners and journeymen, and 50,629 Jews.

Of the males 557,530 are married, and 872,215 are

bachelors and widowers.

Sweden.—A late London paper states that the

croWn-prince of Sweden, (Bernadotte, an ex-French

general, and favorite of the emperor) had positively
refused to comply with the demand of Bonaparte
for a supply of 8,000 men—stating, plainly, that

Sweden was not under any obligation to him, and
that all the troops she maintains are necessary for

her own defence.

There is probably some truth in the preceding.
Bernadotte, represented to be an excellent and well
informed man, as well as a valiant and successful

soldier, has made himself very popular with the

Swedes, and feeling his own independence will na-

turally resist the claims of the emperor, who, but

lately was commanded by him.

American seamen.—Mr. Wright's bill for the

protection of American seamen, now before con-

gress has the following provisions
—with all our

heart and soul we wish they were or could be car-

ried into full extent. Our government has know-

ledge of the impressment of 6,257 oi our citizens

by the British—this is not certainly one half that
have been feloniously and villainously kidnapped—
more hereafter. The bill declares—that any person
impressing a seaman shall be treated as a pirate,
and suffer death-^-that a seaman shall be justified
in wounding or killing any person attempting to

impress him—that ibr every seaman impressed the

president shall retaliate by seizmg a subject of the

government permiuing such impressment—that an-

impressfcd -seaman may attach any sum in the band.;

of any debtor of a British subject, at the rate of

thirty dollars per mon'h for 'he. time h.~. hi. - been
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detained—that British seamen shall be seized and

the same he exchanged, by cartel, if Great Britain

shall thmk proper
—that no supplies shall be furnish-

ed to any vessel whose commander has impressed

an American seaman—that no vessel belonging to a

foreign power in the habit of impressing our sea-

men, shall be permitted to unload her cargo in any

port ofthe United States.

The Chronicle.
Baltimoiie, February 22, 1812.

The senate has been chiefly engaged in consider-

ing the several appropriation and other bills, passed

by the house of representatives.

The rejection of Mr. Porter's proposition (see

Tuesday's proceedings of congress,) is said to have

arisen from an opinion that the volunteers already

authorised may be used for offensive war. The re

suit of it, however, convinces us that when the plain

question of war shall be put, a large majority will

be found in its favor.

Maj. gen. Dearborn and brig. gen. Wilkinson are

at the seat of government.
The Orleans convention have finished their busi-

ness, and appointed two of their members to carry
the constitution adopted to congress, for its appro-
bation.

The United States armories at Harper's Ferry

and Springfield, cost for the year 1811, $245,142
77, during which time were made 22,020 muskets,

and 1,505 do. repaired.
Aarox Butir was to take passage for the United

States from London, the latter end ofDecember.

Our accounts from Denmark are rather favorable.

Mr. Erving's exertions are indefatigable. Advices

are just received of the restoration of two ships

worth $100,000 each.

Mr. Weaver's resolutions for calling a convention

to take into consideration the propriety of altering

certain parts of the constitution of
Pennsylvania,

were negatived in the senate—16 to 12.

The president of the United States has, we learn,

approved of the acquital of brig. gen. James Wil-
kinson of all the charges alledged against him, and

caused his sword to be restored to him. The par-

ticulars of the case have not reached us in such a

shape as to enable us to speak of them with certain-

ty; but we shall probably hive it in our power to

lay them before our readers in a few days. (~jY.Int.

Late advices are received from France and Eng-
land. A letter from Paris dated the 18th of No-

vember, gives a most favorable account of the recep-
tion of our minister, Mr. Barlow, by the emperor.
\ particular day was appointed for his audience, in-

stead of being received as usual among a crowd of

diplomatists. He was waited upon and compli-
mented by the "great dignitaries of the empire,"
and introduced to the emperor's cabinet by the

prince arch chancellor, the high officers of state be-

ing in waiting. Mr. Barlow's address to Bona-

parte has not been received; but the following is

given as the reply of the emperor.
"I am happy to receive a minister plenipotenti-

ary from the United States, particularly so distin-

guished a gentleman, whose opinions are so well

known to hie—make the English respect your flag,

and you will obtain every thingyouwish from me."

,h seems as though immediate attention had been

paid to Mi". Barlow's representations. So much of

i hem as relate to commerce appear to have been

submitted to the council, to whom such subjects
arc referred, at wTych the einneror Kithselfpresided,
and hopes ofa satisfactory change in his system arc

entertained. Many valuable vessels sequestered
under the Rambouillet decree, have been given up
to the claimants, and permitted to make sales or
depart, as they thought expedient. We have

lately-
had many arrivals in the United States from France
the value of their cargoes is immense, and the

voyages appear to have been highly profitable. On
the whole there is a well-grounded hope that a lu-

crative and extensive trade will be opened to the

continent, if the British will permit it.

Our London dates are to the 26th of December.—
A general opinion prevailed that parliament, on
their meeting January 7, would cause the orders
in council to be abrogated or satisfactorily modified.

[This opinion has obtained much credit in some of
the cities in the United States.] The old king for

two or three days had refused to eat, and his de-

cease was looked for. The duke of Clarence,
William Henry, third son of the king, is appom ed
"admiral of the fleet," or commander in chief of
the British navy. Stocks, December 26, 3 per
cent, reduced, 62 1-4 3-8 5-8. French troops Had
been passing through Austria, towards the Russian

frontiers. It is said preliminaries of peace have
been signed between Russia and Turkey. The fol-

lowing article is from the "London Statesman," of

December 10 and called "iaujoaTAisT."
"Government has received intelligence from

France, from which it appears to be ore cf Bona-

parte's principal objects, is at this moment, to get
a squadron of French ships into an American port,
as an inducement for the United States to declare

war against England. He has five ships of the

line equipped and manned at L'Orient, supposed to

be destined immediately for that important service,

he has also fifteen sail of the line at Toulon, while

our blockading
-

squadron off that port consists only
of eleven; a reinforcement of it, however, we un-

derstand, may be expected daily."

HOVSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

Thursday, Feb. 20.—Mr. M'Kee, from the seleot

committee to whom the resolution on that subject
had been referred, reported a bill for the relief of

the officers and soldiers who were in the late en-

gagement near the Wabash. Twice read and re-

ferred to the committee of the whole for to-morrow.
The bill supplementary to the bill for raising

25,000 men, was read a third time and passed.
The house again proceeded to consider the bill

for arming the militia.

Mr. Calhoun and Mr. Tallmadge spoke against it

Mr. Calhoun objected, because the distribution was
left to the state legislatures, who might put the

arms in arsenals. Mr. Tallmadge objected to very

many of the details. Both were friendly to the

principle of arming.
Mr. Nelson, Mr. Macon, Mr. Randolph, and Mr-

Wright spoke in favor of the bill.

Mr. Little was tired of this long debate on the

subject, considering it a waste of time, and called

for the previous question, which always is, shall the

main question be now put?
More than a fifth of the members present rose in

favor of putting it.

Mr. Goldsboroue'h called for the aves and noes?

Granted. They were, ayes 52, noes 62.

By one of the rules of ihe house, if the main

question is determined in the negative the subject
in debate is postponed till the next day.

[Of the other business done, being of no great
or immediate importance, due notice ahull be taken
in our next.]
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-I wish no other herald
" No other speaker of my living actions,
*' To keep mine honor from corruption" But such an honest chronicler."

Shakspeare—;hejtrt vur.

Printed and published by H. Niles, Water-street, near the Merchants' Coffee-House, at g5 per annum*

To the Public.
It has been a custom, from the infancy of time.

for the managers of periodic; I magazines to halt a

certain convenient stopping places on their literars

journey, for the purpose of haiding a little familiar
chat \vi h die friends who have accompanied them
on 'he v.ty. To take a retrospect of the dangers
and difficulties he has surmounted, emboldens an
editor to look forward with hope and confidence
to 'hose he has rtill to encounter; and if he should
lie happy enough to have kern his companions in a

cheerful disposition to pay the traveling expenses,
he resumes his course with increased alacrity. In

the language of a late accomplished scholar, we
have' arrived at our ftpst-turnfiike; and now may be

pc -niiied'to count tlie milestones we have passed,
and describe the rout which we sliali take for the
future.

In his original contract with subscribers, the

editor gave rhe:n the privilege ofwithdrawing their

ftatrd iage, if after the 13.th No. they found the work
not to answer their expectations. It affords him a

high gratification to say that very few, indeed,
availed themselves of tins indulgence; and it is no
Small cause of triumph, to add, that in the short

Space of six months, a third edition of some of the

first numbers of the Register was rendered neces-

sary to it. the continued increase of his sub-

scription list. While these proofs of liberal appro-
bation flatter his prospects of interest, they are at

the same time well calculated to excite and keep
alive a spirit of presevering industry, and a proud
ambLion still to enhance the value of his labours.

The strong current of poli deal matter which be-

gan to flow in upon us, soon after the commence-
ment of this publication, has rendered the first
volume less various in its contents than, from the

prospectus, it may have been expected to be. But
the editor acted from a sense of duty in preferring
these objects of immediate and general interest, to

others speculative in their nature, or of more re-

mote concerns. A single volume of a connected

series cannot offer, in all its parts, a fair example of

the grand design of the whole. In the progress of

the work the editor hopes that every description of

readers may fin i something to attract his regard,

something "which may deceive the burthen of life,

or invigorate the enthusiasm of literature."

With respect to the mscliamcal execution of the

work, the editor has made such arrangements as

allow him to promise without fear of disappoint-
ment, that the second volume will exhibit a beauty
of typography not exceeded in any work, and wfaieh

from its smaller size will greatly augment the mta?i-

tity of matter, though already mucli more consid-

erable than that of any other magazine, pubiisned
at price.
With respect to the literary department, the edi-

tor speaks with pride of the associates engaged to

aid him. They are men, who, to all the elegant ac> ;

K is.

quirements of genius and learning, unite the rare

accompaniment of a prompt and never-wearied in-

dustry. They are resources upon which he can at
dl times draw without a dread of defalcation.*
A large stock remains on our shelves for the

-econd volume. The series of Revolutionary State

Papers commenced in this volume, will be continu-
ed as soon as leisure serves; together with the en-
tirejournal of the Stamp Act Congress, of glorious
memory.
On our naval and military ..ffdrs, we shall select

a few of the speeches from both sides of the house,
which appear to contain the mos comprehensive
views of the subjects. In the number laid off are
<-ho.se of Messrs. Chaves, Qui?icey, Calhoun, Stan-

ford and Nelson.
In Statistics we have a rich variety of articles,

original and selected.

Of History, there are many interesting articles on
hand; among the rest an account of the Invasion of
Portugal, by the author of the history of the Inva-
sion oi Spain; a history of the attack upon Copen-
hagen, by another hand, as also a narrative of our
war with Tripoli.
For our Geographical department, we have an ac-

count of Venezuela ready for the press; some no-
tices of Canada, which in the present situation of
our affairs will not fail to be interesting, are nearly
prepared for insertion.

The Philosophical and Miscellaneous departments
shall be adorned with all the elegant variety of
which our resources are capable, and under the' lat-
ter head we shall hereafter devote an occasional

page or two to "Sunday Readings."
To close this tedious harrangue, the editor will

apply to himself the language of Burke, used on a-

very different occasion: "I faithfully engag-e by
night or by day, in town or in Country, at the desk
or in the forest, without regard to convenience .

ease or pleasure, to devote myself to the service" of
my numerous patrons.
The Title, Index, &c. shall be given with the

next number, ifpossible. H. NILES.

* It has been a cause of frequent regret that more
room could not be afforded for original articles.—
The reason is, in part accounted for in the preced-
ing paragraph: besides to a large portion of our
readers, the Register assumes the character of a

newspaper, while many receive it chiefly as a hock
of reference. These interests clash with the desire

of others (and, indeed, with our own inclination)
that it should be more devoted to miscellaneous
and original communications, of which we are able
and willing entirely' to fill the work—but the views-

of all must be subserved; and by the arrangements
made toget in nvare matter, we hope to satisfye*ery

description of readers in a very short time. The
sebond volume will probably contain from a fati£&

to atirlh ntotc matter thaa ths •
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x
(C/" ^v ^ie terms 0I"the contract between the edi-

tor and his patrons, there is now due from each

(except of those who have paid in advance) the sum

of five dollars. Subscribers in Baltimore will be

immediately waited upon—those resident in the

neighborhood of an agent (see page 175 and below)

will please to apply to him tor their bills and receipts

—and those who have no agent in their vicinity

will be kind enough to make remittances by mail,

or some other safe conveyance, as soon as conveni-

ent. On the general payment of the little sums due

to the editor, is the foundation of his hope to in-

crease the value and adorn and beautify this work.

jSxpence will be lavished "paripassu"" with theabi-

litv afforded.

To avoid mistakes and preserve a check upon the

numerous accounts of the office, the editor requests

that no money may be paid but upon his own re-

ceipt, or the receipt of a gentleman whose name is

recorded as an agent. It is designed, however, to

furnish these gentlemen with the accounts belong-

ing to their respective neighborhoods: but, in some

instances, they may have forwarded the names of

subscribers with whose bills they may not be fur-

nished, in which case they will be pleased to supply
the deficiency.

SuPPLEMEXTATlT 1TST OF A(5ENTS.

At Bloomingsburg, Pa. John Park, esq. P.M.—
at Etanton, <^eo. Mr. John Smith—at Batavia, N.

Y. Dmd E. Evans, esq. In the city of J\'eiv-York,

Mr Francis Hall—at. Poughkepsie, N. Y. Major j

Ba-'lev—at Hamilton, N. Y. John Adams Smith, esq.

—at Chillicothe, O. Samuel Williams, esq.—at Fre-

dericksburg, Va. Mr. William F. Gray—at Edge-

field, C. H. S. C. Jesse Simpkins, esq.—at Hopkm-
xonville, Kv. Thomas Ashbury^esq.

P. M.—at Je-

mappe,\'v.. William Woodford, jr. esq.—at the Brick

Meeting House, Md. Ellis Chandler, esq. P. M.—at

Fredericks <m, colonel Steven Stoner.

The editor claims the indulgence of any gentle-

man who has kindly undertaken to act as an agent

for the Weekly Register, if his name lias been in-

advertently omitted. If mistakes of this kind ex-

ist, they will be rectified with pleasure.

Pli story

<6fihe Invasion of Spain by Bonaparte.

ABRIDGES i'llOM THE MOST AUTHENTIC SOURCES.

CHAPTER X.

[CONTINUED IKOM PA#E 453.]

At length, on the 11th of January, the British

armv, after repulsing? several attacks from Soult,

reached Corunna entire and unbroken: and in a

military point ofview the operation was successful

and splendid. Nearly 70,000 Frenchmen, led by

Bonaparte, with a great superiority in cavalry, had

in vain endeavored to surround or rout 26,000 Bri-

tish. Two hundred and fifty miles of the country

h;«l been traversed; mountains, defiles and rivers

had been crossed, in daily contact with their ene-

my. Though often engaged, even their rear guard
was never beaten nor thrown into confusion: but

it was victorious in every encounter. Much
bag-

cage undoubtedly was-lost; but nothing whs taken

by force. What was left was owing U> the inability

of the horses and mules to proceed. The courage

and menacing attitude maintained by the Cavalry

and reserve always repelled and overawed the ad-

vanced -guard of the enemy; and at Lugo, battle

was offered by this handful of men, to three divi-

sioHd oS France, commanded by their miuvshsJs.—

This challenge was declined; and the impression if

made, enabled the British to terminate their march
almost undisturbed. In fine, neither Napoleon
nor the Duke of Dalmatia, won apiece of artillery,
a standard, or a single military trophy, from the
British troops.
The greatest danger was still to be encountered:

the position at Corunna was found to be extremely
bad, the transports were not arrived, and the ene-

my were appearing
- on the heights. Some expe-

rienced general officers, of excellent judgment and

distinguished valor, were so impressed with the

melancholy aspect of affairs, as to consider the
state of the army almost desperate. They repre-
sented to the commander in chief the little proba-

bility there was of being able to resist the attacks of
an enemy cannonading and pouring upon them
from the hills, while they were waiting for shipping.

The}' therefore advised sir John Moore to dispatch
a messenger to the duke of Dalmatia, and propose
to enter into terms with him, for the safe embarka-
tion of the British army. Happily for his own me-

mory he rejected this advice: and gave to the army
an opportunity of proving to the world that cour-

age which had never forsaken th :r. staid all their

disasters.

The French were seen r.ext morning (12th Jan.)

moving in force on Ihe. cppvsi'e side of the river

Mero. They took a pos, ion
- ar the village Pe-

ri llo on the left flank and occupied the houses

along the river; wh.3 John Moore -as inces-

santly occupied in p.t; : or the deft nee of his

post, and making every arrangement fox the em-
barkation of his troops. Th° generals and every
officer of the army, were now -themselves
to restore discipline afl&regtrl ;.:-,' to the troops,
who were receiving such refreshments as could be

procured in that piece and some repose from their
toiis. On the 13th Jan. sir D. Baird marched out
of Corunna with his division, to occupy the p i-

tion on ihe swelling grounds, and to remain out all

night. Had tiie army consisted of double its num.
ber it might have defended itself against a very su-

perior force, by occupying ,the range of hills about
four miles from Corunna. But this position was
found to be too extensive; for the two wings must
have been exposed to be turned, and the enemy could
have penetrated to Corunna, especially by the right
flank. Tiie possession of these high hills was there-

fore given up to the enemy, while the British were
under the necessity of occupying a second range of
much inferior heights; Disadvantageous as this po-
sition was, it was preferable to leaving it also to this

enemy, and contracting the posts close-to the town.

For if that had been done the enemy would have ap-

proached so near the shore, that every movement
would have been seen, and the embarkation would
have been rendered impossible. The commander
in chief therefore directed that one division under

general Hope should occupy a hill on the left, which
commanded the road to Bentanzos, but the height
of which decreased gradually towards the village of

Elvina, taking a curved direction. Sir D. Baird's

division commenced at this village, and bending to

the right, the whole formed nearly a semi-circle.—
The rifle corps on the right of sir D. Baird, formed
a chain across a valley, and communicated with

general Eraser's division, which was drawn up near

the road to Vigo, and about half a mile from Co-
runna. The reserve under major-general Paget oc-

cupied a village on the Bentanzos road, about half

a mile in the rear of general Moore. He had been

on horse back' from day-break, to make every ar-

RUjgemefit for battle. Ik returned about eleven in
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the afternoon, exhausted with fatigue, and sent for

brigadier-general Stuart, and desired him to proceed
to England and explain to ministers the situation of

the army. He was 'so fatigued thai lie declined

writing; but two hours afterwards, having taken

some refreshment, finding that the vessel was not

yet gone, he called for paper and wrote his last des-

patch to government.
On the 14th the enemy commenced a cannonade

on the left, near the road to El Burgo; the British

artillery returned the fire with great effect, and at

last compelled the enemy to draw off his guns- In

the evening the transports hove in sight, which

gave the troops the invigorating- hope of being able

to see their native shores once more. All the pre-

parations for embarking were completed on the

morning of the 16th and the general gave notice

that if the French did not move, to begin embark-

ing the reserve at tour in the afternoon. About
noon he sent for colonel Anderson, to communi-
cate his final instructions about the embarkation.—
He directed that he must send the sick men, horses

and baggage as quickly as possible; but that he

wished ail the boats to be disengaged by four in the

afternoon. He continued transacting business un-

til a little after one o'clock, when his horse was

brought. He took leave of colonel Anderson,

saying, "remember I depend upon your paying
particular attention to every thing that concerns
the embarkation: and let there be as little con-

fusion as possible." He then mounted his horse

in good spirits, and set off to visit the out posts,
and explain his design to the general officers.—
He had not proceeded far before he received a

report from general Hope, that the enemy's line

were getting under arms. The general expressed
the highest satisfaction at this intelligence; and

only regretted that there would not be day-light

enough to profit sufficiently from the advantages
he anticipated as certain. He stuck spurs to his

horse and Mew to the held. The advanced pic-

Jiuets

were already beginning to tire at the French

lght troops, who were rapidly pouring down the

hill on the right wing of the British. The army
was drawn up in the order of battle he had planned
three days before, and was filled with ardor. The

general surveyed them with pleasure; and examin-
ed carefully the movements of the French cavalry.
In a few minutes he despatched almost all his staff

officers with orders to the generals at the different

posts. General Frazer, whose brigade was in the

rear, was commanded to move up, and take a dis-

position on the right; and general Paget was order-

ed to advance with the reserve to support lord

William Bentinck. The French now commenced
a destructive cannonade from eleven heavy guns,

advantageously planted on the hills. Four strong
columns were seat moving from their position.

—
One advanced from a wood, the other skirted its

edge; and both were directed towards the right
wing which was the weakest point. A third co-

lumn approached the centre; and the fourth was

advancing slowly upon the left along the road from

El-Hurgo. Besides these, there was a fifth corps
which remained half way down the hill, towards
the left. It was the opinion of Sir John Moore,
that the presence of the chief m command near to

maintained this dangerous post. The guards were
in their rear; and, to prevent the right being turn-

ed, captain Napier was dispatched to desire gen.
Paget to bring up the reserve to the right of lord

William Bentinck. Sir David Baird leading on his

division, had his arm shattered with ;i grape shot;
and was forced to leave the field.

The French artillery plunged from the heights,
and the two hostile lines of infantry mutuary ad-

vanced, beneath a shower of balls. They were
still separated from each other by the stone walls
and hedges, which intersected the ground: but as

they closed, it was perceived that the French line

extended beyond the right flank of the British; and
a body of the enemy were observed moving up the

valley to turn it. An order was instantly given,
and the half of the 4th regiment, which formed
this flank, fell back, refusing their right, and mak-

ing an obtuse angle with the other half. In this

position they commenced a heavy flanking fire.—
The general watching their manoeuvre, called out
to them, "that was exactly what I warned to be

done," and rode up to the 50th regiment command-
ed by majors Napier and Stanhope.. They had

passed an* inclosure in the Sront and charged the

enemy most gallantly. The general animated them

by his applause, "well done tlie fiftieth! well done

my majors!" They drove the enemy out of the vil-

lage of Elvira wi h great slaughter, but Napier,

advancing too far, was taken prisoner and Stanhope
received a mortal wound.

Sir John Moor next proceeded to the 42d,
"Highlanders" said he "remember Egypt;" and

they rushed forward drivingthe French befoie them
until they were stopped by a wall. The general ac-

companied them in: his charge and told them he
was well pleased with their conduct. He sent capt.

Hardinge to order up a battalion of guards to the
left flank of the Highlanders; upon which the offi-

cer commanding the light company, conceived that,
as their ammunition was nearly expended, were to

be relieved by the guards, and began to fall back:

but sir John, discovering their mistake, said to

them, "my brave 42d, join your comrades, am-
munition is coming, and you have your bayructs."

They all moved forward instantly. Capt. Har-

dinge now returned, to report that the guards were

idvancmg. While he was speaking and pointing-
out the situation of the battalion, a hot fire was

kept up, and the enemy's artillery played ir.cessam-

Iv upon the spot. Sir John Moore was too con-

spicuous. A cannon ball struck his left shoulder,

which ft tore off with part of his col.ar bone, leav-

ing the arm hanging by the flesh. He fell from his

torse on h'.s b ck, not a muscle or 1 s f re altered,

aor did he betray the least sensation of pain. He
raised himself and looked instantly a\ ute Highlan-

ders, who were warmly engaged. Capt. Hardit.pe
threw himself from his horse and took his hand:

observing his anxiety he told him thai the 42d were

advancing, upon which his countenance immedi-

ately brightened. His friend col. Graham who now
came up, seeing the composure of his features be-

gan to hope that he was not even wounded, till he

saw the dreadful laceration. As it was in vain to

make any attempt in stopping the blood, he gene-
ral consented to be'removed to the rear ,n a blanket.

the point where the great struggle recurs, is often : In raising him up, his sword, hanging or, the vyoimd-

most useful. He probably thought it peculiary ed side, touched his arm, and became entangled

necessary to follow this rule here, as the position of between his legs: Capt. Hardinge begin .o r.n-

hy, rigiit wing was bad; and if the troops on that
j

buckle it, but the general said, in his.usual tone

point gave way the ruin of the army was inevitable,
J

and manner, and in a distinct voice, "i' is as we I

Lord William Bentinck's brigade, consi ting of as it is; I had rather it should go out of the field with

three regiments, the 4th, the 42d and the 5Qtb; me." Six soldiers of the 42d and the guards bore
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Mm. Hardinge observing' his composure, caught

at the hope that the wound might not be mortal,

and sad to him, he trusted he would be spared to

the armv. Moore turned his head and looking

stedfas'dv at the wound for a few seconds, replied,

"No, H /rdinge, I feel that to be impossible." He

then ordered the captain to report his wound to gene-

ral Hope, who now assumed the command. As the

soldiers were carrying him slowly along, he made

them frequently turn round, that he might see the

field ofbattle,and listen to the firing; and he was well

pleased when the sound grew fainter. A spring

waggon came up, bearing colonel Wynch, who

was^ wounded : the colonel asked who was in the

blanket, and being told it as Sir Jolin Moore,
wished him to be placed in the waggon. Sir John

asked one of the Highlanders whether he thought
the waggon or the blanket was better? The man

replied that the blanket would not shake him so

much, as he and the other soldiers would keep the

step, and carry him easy. "I think so too" said the

general. "So they proceeded with him to his quar-
ters at Corunna, the soldiers." says capt. Hardinge,

"shedd.ng tears as they went."

Many of the soldiers knew that their two chiefs

were carried off, yet they continued the fight un-

daunted. Gen. Paget, hastened to the right with

his reserve. Colonel Beckwith dashed on with the

rifle corps, repelling the enemy, and advancing on

their flank. They penetrated so far, as nearly to

carry one of their cannon; but were at length for-

ced to retire, before a much superior force, which

moved up from the valley. Paget then attacked this

corps with the 52nd and some more of the reserve,

and quicklv repelled it. He pressed on to a great

distance, dispersing every tiling in his front; till

the enemy perceiving their left wing quife exposed,

drew it entirely back. The French then advanced

-upon the centre, where general Manningham and

Seiih successfully resisted their onset. The ground
there being more elevated, and favorable to artil-

lery, the guns were of great utility. An effort

without success was likewise made on the left. But

a. corps of French took possession of a village on

the road to Bantanzos from which they continued to

fire. On which lieutenant colonel Nicholls boldly
attacked the village, and beat out the enemy with

los9.

Light now began to fail, and the French had fall-

en back on every side; yet the roaring of cannon

aud report of musquetry, continued till dark.

The victory was complete though gained under

great disadvantages. The French force amounted
to full 20,000 men, and the British had not 15,000.

The superiority in artillery was equally great, and,

being planted in the hills, they fired down upon
the British with dreadful effect. The French,

too, cloathed in the very stores which they had
overtaken on the road, elated with a pursuit in

which no man had been for£ed beyond his strength,
and hourly receiving reinforcements to their alrea-

dy superior numbers.—The English in a state of

misery, to which no army perhaps had ever before

been reduced till after a total defeat; having lost

theirmilitary chest, their stores, their baggage, their

horses, their women and children, their sick, their

wounded—every tiling but their innate courage.
The loss of the British in killed and wounded was,

about 800 men, while that of the French, as gen.

Napier, while a prisoner, was informed, amounted
to 2000. This was ascribed to the quick firing and

steady aim of the British troops; the French vete-

ran officers declaring that they had never been in so

hot a fire

The general lived to hear that the battle Was wdrA
"Are the French beaten?" was the question which
he repeated to every one who came into his apart-
ment; and he expressed how great a satisfaction it

was to him to know that they were defeated. "I

hope," said he "the people of England will besatis*
fied! I hope my country will do me justice." Then
addressing colonel Anderson, who had been his
friend and companion for one and twenty years, he
said to him, "Anderson, you know I have always
wished to die this way—you will see my friends as
soon as you can—tell my mother" but here his
voice quite failed, and he became excessively agi-
tated, and did not again venture to name her. Some-
times he asked to be placed in an easier posture.—
"I feel myself so strong," he said, "I fear 1 shall

be long dying. It is great uneasiness—it is great
pain." After some interval he said "Stanhope, re-

member me to your sister." Then pressing the
hand of colonel Anderson, he died without a strug-

gle, in the 47th year of his age.

Thus, to employ the language «f lieutenant ge-
neral Hope, in a despatch which is among the most

simple, clear, intelligible and interesting composi-
tions of the kind that we have ever seen, from the

plan ofany modern commander, and may even bear
to be compared with those of Julius Caesar—thus
did sir John Moore, after conducting the army
through an arduous retreat with consummate firm-

ness, terminate a career of d.stinguished honor by-

death, that has given the enemy additional reason
to respect the name of a British soldier. Like the
immortal Wolfe, he was snatched from his coun-

try at an esrly period of a life spent in her service;
like Wolfe, his last moments were gilded by the

prospect of success, and cheered by the acclama-
tion of victory; like Wolfe also his memory will
ever remain sacred :r, that country which he sin-

cerely loved, and which he had so faithfully served.
The benefits derived ' o n army from the exam-

ple of a distinguished cammajider, it was said in the

general orders which were issued on this occasion

by the Duke of York, do not terminate at his death:
his virtues live in the recollection of his associates,
and his fame lerr.ains the strongest incentive to

great and glorious actions.

In this view, the commander in chief, amidst
the deep and universal regret, which the dea.h of
lieutenant-general sir John Moore occasioned,
thought it his duty to recal to the troops the mili-

tary career of that illustrious officer, for their in-

struction and imitation. Sir John Moore from his

youth embraced the profession with the feel ngs
and sentiments of a soldier, he felt, that a perfect
knowledge, and an exact observance of the hum-
ble, but important duties of a subaltern officer, are
the best foundations for subsequent military fame;
and his ardent mind, while it looked forward to
those brilliant achievements, for which it was form-
ed, applied itself with energy and exemplary assi-

duity, to the duties of that station. In the "school
of regimental duty, he obtained that correct know-

ledge of his profession so essential to the proper di-
rection of the gallant spirit of the soldier; and he
was enabled to establish a characteristic order, and

regularity of conduct, because the troops found in
their leader a striking example of the discipline
which he enforced in others. Having risen to com-
mand, he signalized his name in the West Indies,
in Holland and in Egypt. The unremitting atten-
tion with which he devoted himself to the duties of

every branch of his profession, obtained himfthe
confidence of'sir Ralph Abercromby, and he became
the companion in arms of that illustrious officer,
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who fell at the head of his victorious troops, in an

action which maintained the Engli ill superiority
over the arms of France. Thus sir John Moore, at

an early period, obtained with general approbation,
that conspicuous station, in which he gloriously
terminated his useful and honorable life. In a mi-

litary character, obtained amidst the dangers of

climate, the privations incident to service, and the

sufferings of repeated wounds, it is difficult to se-

lect any one point as a preferable subject for praise;
it exhibits however, one feature so particularly
characteristic of the man, so important to the best
interest of the service, that the commander in chief
marked it with peculiar approbation. The life of
sir John Moore was spent among the troops. Dur-

ing the season of repose, his time was devoted to
the care and instruction of the officer and soldier;
in war, he courted service in every quarter of the

globe. Regardless of personal considerations, he
esteemed that to which his country called him, the

post of honor, and by his undaunted spirit, and un-

questionable perseverance, he pointed the way to

victory. His country, the object of his latest soli-

citude, will rear a monument to his lamented me-
mory, and the commander in chief, felt that he was
paying the best tribute to his fame by thus holdinghim forth as an example to the army.*He had often said that if he was killed in battle,
he wished to be buried where he fell.

They created a little alarm among the transports;
but the rear-guards embarked without the slightest
effort being made by the enemy to interrupt them.
Thus ended the first British campaign in Spain.-r-
(17th January, 1809.)

General Wilkinson.

INSPECTOR'S OFFICE,
Washington, Feb. 19, 1812.

At a general court martial of which brigadier gene-
ral Peter Gansevoort is President, convened at Fre-

derick-town, in the state ofMaryland, on the 2nd
of September, 1811, and continued by adjournment*
to the 25th December folio-wing, brigadier-gene-
ral James Wilkinson was tried on the following
charges and specifications, viz.

CHARGE. I.

That the said James Wilkinson, while in the mi-

litary service, and holding the commission of bri-

gadier general in the army of the United States,
did corruptly stipulate to receive, and by virtue of
such stipulation, did actually receive, by way ofpen-
sion or stipend, divers sums ofmoney from the officers

and agents of a foreign power; that is to say, from
the Spanish officers and agents concerned in the ad-

ministration of the late provincial government of

The body Louisiana and its dependencies, for the intent and
was removed at midnight to the citadel of Corunna. purpose of combining and co-operating with that
A grave was dug for him on the rampart. No cof- power, in designs adverse to the laws and policy,
fin could be procured; and the officers of his staffs and hostile to the peace, interest and union of these

wrapped his body, dressed as it was, in a military
states; contrary to his duty and allegiance as an

cloak and blankets. The interment was hastened; officer and a citizen.

for, about eight in the morning, some firing was
|

Specification 1 . Two mule loads of money, (the
heard, and the officers feared, that if a serious at-; amount unknown) being received at New Orleans
tack were made, they should be ordered awav, and b

)
r one

.
Joseph Ballinger, for the use, and by the

not suffered to pay him their last duty. The officers authority, of him the said James Wilkinson, on
of his family bore him to his grave; the funeral account of the said pension, and delivered by the
service was read by the chaplain; and the corpse

hands of one John Ballinger to him, the said James
was covered with earth. A monument was after- Wilkinson, at Frankfort, Kentucky, some time in

wards raised on the spot by the marquis Romana;
the moilth of December, 1789.

and in consequence of an address from the house of specification 2. Two other mule or horse-loads

commons to the king, it was ordered that his me- oi mone
.V» (the amount unknown) being received

mory should be honored in a similar manner, in the
b

-v him tiie said James Wilkinson, assisted by one
cathedral church of St. Paul's, London. Philip Nolan, at New Orleans, some time in the

Upon weighing the circumstances under which au
.

tumn
°f the year 1789, also on account of the

said pension.

Specification 3. Four thousand dollars and up4
wards, being received by one La Cassagna, at New
Orleans, some time in the year 1793, or in the year

ble to retain his position long. A"succeVsion'of 1
"-
94' forlhe use, and by the authority, of him the

attacks from fresh troops, must ultimately over
sald James Wilkinson, also on account of the said

whelm the British. At ten o'clock at night he or- .

I
,e^on

> . A a .
ri , _ „

'

dered all the troops, by brigades, to move from the Specification 4. Six thousand dollars, being re-,

field and march to Corunna. The boats were all
ceivcd

.

bv one.Henry Owens, at New Orleans, some
in readiness, and the previous measures had been'

time m lbe summer of
"

the vear i;r94 » for the use
so well concerted, that nearly the whole army was and by the authority ofhim the said James Wilkin-
embarked during the night" The piquets were

sonJ also on account of the said pension.

the British army was placed and the reinforcements
which were at hand and would soon reach the
French, general Hope, upon whom the command
now devolved, considered that it would be impossi

withdrawn before day-light, and immediately car^
ried on board the ships, so that nothing remained
on shore but their rear-guard. The French had no
disposition to renew the engagement; but when the
morning rose, and they saw that the British were
gone, they pushed on their light troops to St. Lucia.

•The whole of this order is so beautiful, savs the
author of a "Cursory view of the late administra-
tion," that it deserves to he retained in the memory
of every military man. It not only teaches the duty at N
of a soldier, but inspires a laudable ambition ofde
serving the same just but simple praise.

Speeificaiion 5. Six thousand dollars and up-
wards, that is to say, from six thousand three hun-
dred and thirty-three, to eleven thousand dollars,
or thereabout, being received by one Joseph Col-

lins, at New Orleans, some time in the summer of
the year 1794, for the use and by the authority, of
him the said James Wilkinson, also an account of
the said pension.

Specification 6. Six thousand five hundred and
ninety dollars, being received for the use, and by
the authority, of him the said James Wilkinson,

Jew Orleans, by some person unknown, some
ime prior to the date of a letter from the said James
Wilkinson to one John Adair; in which letter, da-
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ted the 7th of August; 1795, the receipt of that

sum is mentioned, also on account of said pension.

Specification 7. N.ne thousand six hundred and

forty dollars being sent by the baron de Carondelet,

governor general of Louisiana, from New-Orleans,
some time in the month of January, 1796, and by
his direction deposited at New Madrid for the use,
and subject to the order of him the said James Wil-
kinson; and af erwards, some in the summer of
1

r
P6, L.ken by one Thomas Power from New-Mad-

rjd to Louisville, and by him delivered over to one

Philip Nolan, by Hie direction and authority and
for thr use of him the said James Wilkinson, also on
account of the said pension; he the said Power,
retaining- out ofthe said sum ofmoney, six hundred
and forty dollars, for defraying his expc-nces, and

receiving the instructions of him the said James
Wilkinson, to secure for him the reimbursement of
the same from the Spanish government.

Specification 8. Ten thousand dollars, or there-

about, being received by him the said James Wil
kinson,.ai New-Orleans, some time between the 7th
of Pec. 180.3, and the 21st ofApril, 1804, also on ac-
count of the said pension.

Specification 9. He the said James Wilkinson,
(in consideration of having so corruptly engaged
himself with the Spanish government) receiving at

divers other pl.vces yet unknown, and on divers
other days and times, between he first day of Janu-

ary, in the year 1789, and the 21st of April, in the

year 1804, by divers secret ways and means, a pen-
sion, stipend or gratuity, from the officers and

agents of that government.
Specification 10. He the said James Wilkinson,

did, some time in the month of October, in die year
1798, at the camp at Lofus' Heights, ,n a secret
Conference there with one Daniel Chirk, set up a
claim to ten thousand dollars as a balance due to

him, the said James Wilkinson, from the Spanish
government, on account of his said pension or sti-

pend, and did then and there request the said Dan-
iel Clark, to propose to the Spanish governor Gayo-
so, that the latter should, in consideration of the
said balance often thousand dollars, due to the said
James Wilkinson from die Spanish treasury, trans-
fer to htm, the said James Wilkinson, a plantation
near the Natchez, then belonging to the said Gay-
oso.

CHARGE II.

That he. the said James Wilkinson, while in mi-
litary service, and holding the commission of bri-

gadier getncal in the army of the Uni.ed States,
did combine and confederate himself with the offi-

cers and agents of a foreign power; that is to say,
will the Spanish officers and agents concerned in

the administration- oi£ the late provincial govern-
ment of Louisiana, for the purpose of devising and
carrying into effect certain pernicious and treasona-
ble proj ;cts for the d.smemberment of the United
States, and fir an unlawful and treasonable confed-
eracy between certain dismembered portions of the
United States and the said foreign power; and, for
that purpose and intent, did hold divers secret con-
sultations, and carry on secret and treasonable cor-

respondences with certain officers, ag-ents and emis-
saries of that power, contrary to his duty and alle-

giance as an officer and a citizen.

Sp&cification 1. Me, the— aid James Wilkinson,
in pursuance, and in execution of his said unlawful
piot and confederacy; did, Some time in the mon hs
of Ociober and November, in die year 1795, at Cin-
cinnati, carry on ,i treasonable correspondence with
the Spanish governors, the baivn de Caroncle-
Jet and don Manuel Gayoso de Lem touching

the execution of the said unlawful plot and confed-

eracy, which correspondence was earned on by
means of a certain emissary employed by the said

governor Gayoso, named Thomas Power; and did
at the same time direct the said Thomas Power to

lay certain observations verbally before the said go-
vernor Gayoso and the baron de Carondelet, calcu-

lated to arrange and settle a plan for condnuing a

secret and unlawful correspondence between him,
the said James Wilkinson, and the Spanish officers

and agents in the province of Louisiana; and for se-

cretly preparing the means necessary to the execu-
tion of the >aid unlawful plot and confederacy.

Specification 2. He, the said James Wiikinson,
in pursuance of his said unlawful piot and confede-

racy, and in continuation of his said unlawful and
treasonable correspondence, on or about the 22d

day of September, in the year 1796, did send from
Fort Washington, a certain letter in cypher/ ad-

dressed to the said governor Gayoso, for the pur-
pose of further devising ways and means to conceal
the treasonable correspondence and confederacy
between him, the said James Wilkinson, and the

Spanish officers and agents in Louisiana, and fur

ther to advise and devise ways and means to exe-

cute the unlawful objects of the same.

Specification 3. He, the said James Wilkinson, in

pursuance of his said unlawful plot and confedera-

cy, and in contmra ion of his said unlawful and
treasonable correspondence, did c ause and procure
his confidential agent, Philip N( ian, to write cer-

tain instructions to _the said emissary, Thomas
Power, tor the prudential government of his, the
said Thomas Power's conduct, in performing the

part assigned in the said plot and confederacy, and
for the purpose of regulating the said Thomas
Power's proceedings therein, so as to guard him a-

gainst detection or mistake.

Specification 4. He, the said James Wilkinson,
on divers days and times, in the year 1795, 1796 and
1797, at Frankfort, at Cincinnati, at Greenville, at

Detroit and at Fort Washington, did hold divers
secret and unlawful conferences and calculations
with the said Spanish emissary, Thomas Power,
both by day and by night, for the purpose of advis-

ing and devising the means of executing his said

unlawful plot and confederacy.

Specification 5. He, the said James Wilkinson,
at divers other days and times, between the 1st clay
of January, 1789, and the 21st day of April, in the

year 1804, at divers places in the United States, and
at New-Orleans and divers other places in the pro-
vince of Louisiana, did, in pursuance of the said

piot and confederacy, and in further continuation

of .he said unlawful correspondence, hold and car-

ry on divers other secret, unlawful and treasonable

conferences, correspondence and consultations with
die said Thomas Power, with one Gjlberto Leo-

nard, Andres Armesty, the baron de Carondelet and

governor Gayoso, all officers or agents ofthe provin-
cial government of Louisiana, and wilh divers other

confederates, as yet unknown, engaged on behalf

of the said government.

CHARGE III.

That he, the said James Wilkinson, while com-

manding the army of the United States, by virtue

of his said commission of brigadier-general, did
combine and confederate himselfwith known trai-

tors, or with those known to be conspiring treason

against the United States, with intent to promote
and advance the consummation of such treason, or

conspiracy oftreason, contrary to his duty and al-

legiance as an officer and a citizen.
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Specification. He, the said James Wilkinson,

combining and confederating with one Aaron Burr

„ and his ssociatea and coadjutors, in the years 1H05
and 1305, in a certain treasonable conspiracy to

dismember the United States, .by affecting a sepa-
ration and division of il\.' states and territories west
of the Alleghany, from those to the east, and to set

up a separate and independent empire to be com-

posed of such western states and territories.

CHARGE IV.
That he, the said James Wilkinson, while com-

manding- the army of the United States, by virtue of
his said commission of brigadier general, and being
bound by the duties of his office, and bv his fidelity
as 1 citizen, to do all that in him lay, to discover
and frustrate all treasons and conspiracies against
the United States, did, nevertheless, connive at and

permit conspiracies of treason, and did encourage
and abet the same, by his coumenance, as comman-
der of the army.

Specification. He, the said James Wilkinson, in

the years 1805 and 1806, receiving from the said
Aaron Burr and his associates confidential commu-
nications of their treasonable designs, and permit-
ting their solicitations of his active co-operation
in their treason, without his making any timely
discovery of their pernicious designs.

CHARGE V.
That he, the said James Wilkinson, while com-

manding the army of the United States, by virtue
of his said commission, and being- bound by the
duties of his office to do all that in him lay to disco-
ver and to frustrate all such enormous violations of
the law as tended to endanger the peace and tran-

quility of the United States, did, nevertheless, un-

lawfully combine and conspire to set on foot a mili-

tary expedition against the territories of a nation
then at peace with the United States.

Specification. He, the said James Wilkinson, in

the years 1805 and 1806, combining and conspiring
with Aaron Burr and his associates, to set on foot a

military expedition against the Spanish provinces
and territories in America.

CHARGE VI.
Disc' alienee of orders.

Specification. In that t e aid brigadier general
James Wilkinson, being then in command of the

troops assembled at New Orleans, was, by written
orders and instructions from the war department,
dated April 30, 1809, required and directed to give
the necessary orders, for the immediate .removal of
said troops to die high ground in the rear of Fort
Adams, and to the high ground in the rear of Nat-
chez, in the Mississippi territory, referring to his
discretion to occupy those stations respectively with
such portion of troops as he should judge most con-
venient and proper; which order and instructions
the: said general Wilkinson wholly neglected and
refused to obey, and did, there-afterwards, in the
month of June following, cause said troops to be
removed in a contrary direction to a station called
Terre au Bccuf, below New-Orleans, at which sta-

tion lie formed an encampment and remained until
the month of September following.

CHARGE VII.

Neglect of duty.

Specification 1. In that the said general Wilkin-
son permitted b.ul and unwholesome provisions to
be issued to, and consumed by the troops under his

command, during- tlie summer and autumn of 180?,
and did not exercise the right of a commanding offi-

cer, in respect to the execution ofthe contract made
by James Morrison with the war department, ibc

supplying provisions, as provided in the 2d, 4th and
51 h articles of said contract.

Specification 2. In not selecting previous to the

nmoval of the troops to the Mississippi territory,
in September, 1809, and in not leaving at the hos-

pital in New-Orleans under the care of proper offi-

cers and physicians; such of the sick and convale-

scent as could not be removed without manifest and
increased danger of their lives, and in so distribut-

Wg the men in the transports, when removing, as

to incommode and endanger both the sick and well,

thereby disregarding and defeating the primary
object of the order for removal.

Specification 5- In not ordering tfre military agent
at New-Orleans, to make the necessary advances of

money to the brigade and regimental quarter-mas-
ters, and in not giving orders for the troops to re-

ceive their pay, clothing, medicine and hospital

stores, which were in readiness for them in New.
Orleans, at the time of their ascending the river in

September, 1809.

CHARGE VII.

Misapplication and waste of public money and

supplies.

Specification 1. In that the s*aid general Wi'.'tin-

son, in May 1805, ordered the assistant military

agent at Pittsburgh to pay for the transportation
of his private property from Baltimore, out of the

public money "and place the same to the recount of

public transportation for military service."

Specification 2. In halting a detachment of the

army at Louisville, Kentucky, in February, 18u9,

consisting of several companies, which detachment
was descending the Ohio in transports, and 111 then
and there detaining said detachment to take on
board ten horses, the private property of said gene-
ral Wilkinson, which horses we/e transported in

public boats to New Orleans by his order, and were
fed at public expense for several months.

Specification 3. In authorising certificates to be
annexed to the provision abstracts of the army con-

tractor, to enable the contractor to receive irom

government the full price of good and wholesome

provisions, when it was well known to the said

general Wilkinson that a great portion of the pro-
visions comprised in those abstracts, so passed in

the summer and autumn of 1809, were unmerchant-
able and unfit for use.

To which charges and specifications general
Wilkinson pleaded "Not Guilty."

Wednesday, Dec. 25th 1811.—The court
'

:ing
cleared, proceeded to form and deliver its definitive

sentence as follows, viz:

On the first charge, and the ten specifications,
attached to that charge, (after hearing all the evi-

dence both for and against the accused, and due
deliberation being had thereon) the court is of opi-

nion, that thev are not supported, and therefore

acquits brigadier general Wilkinson of ail and each
of them.

I" is due to the nature and magnitude of this trial

to state, the testimony reduced in support of the

two first charges, and their several specifications,

appears to be well calculated to wan-ant the suspi-
cions which have long- prevailed, of a corrupt con-

nexion between said Wilkinson and the late Span-
ish provincial government of Louisiana, and fully
to justify a

leg,-'! inquiry into the grounds of them .

The court, to the best of its ability, has pursued
this' enquiry—which has been the most latifHaptif

and perplexing, from the agreemer)' of the govern-
ment afid accused, to admit. 011 all *•_• chii-g- and

Specification's^ without discrimination, the docu-
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mental testimony, collected and reported to the

house of representatives by several committees of

that body, as also part of the testimony given on the

trial of Aaron Burr: much of which is unessential

as to matter, and incorrect as to form, and inadmis-

sible injudicial proceedings on any other principle
than that above stated.

Hence the admission of testimony in support of

the two first specifications to the first charge,

though it is within the knowledge of some of the

court, that, in 1789, (the time when it is alledged
the accused received of the agents of Spain large
sums of money on account of a pension or stipend)
said \V ilkinson did not hold a commission In the

army of the United States, and therefore is not

amenable to a military tribunal for those alledged
offences; nor do the records of this court exhibit

any evidence in support of them.
In support of the other eight specifications to the

first charge, the evidence arising from said docu-
mental testimony is mostly relied on; part of which
has been confirmed, under oath in open court, by
one of the original deponents. Unquestionable evi-

dence appears on the records of this court, exhibit-

ed on the part of the accused, that general Wilkin-
son, in the month of August, 1788, obtained of the

Spanish provincial government of Louisiana, the

privilege of carrying the products of Kentucky to
the New-Orleans market; that the said products,
thus carried or forwarded by him prior to the year
1790, as appears by the several accounts current,
sold in said market for more than eig'hty thousand
dollars—a sum of gTeater magnitude than is alledg-

ed, in the specifications to the first charge, to have
been received by said Wilkinson on account of bis

pension or stipend; that during the year 1790, the

shipments of said Wilkinson, to a very considera-

ble amount, appear to have been sold, by particu-
lar agreement, to governor Miro, who purchased
them on account of the king of Spa.n—the pro-
ceeds of which were subsequently remitted to said

Wilkinson at various times, and by means of vari-

ous persons, and therefore a strong presumption re-

sults from the evidence, that the several sums em-
braced by the several specifications to the first

charge, (alledged to have been received by said

Wilkinson, on account of his Spanish pension or

Stipend) were part of the avails due to said Wilkin-
son on account of the several shipments made by
him during the period of his commercial transac-

tions at New-Orleans.
The preceding remarks are grounded on proofs,

both direct and collateral; from the whole ofWhich
a violent presumption arises, that the connexion,

formerly subsisting between general Wilkinson and
the late Spanish provincial government of Louisia-

na, was exclusively of a commercial nature, which
was maintained on the part of said Wilkinson, by
such means as his policy and interest suggested to

ensure success, though tending to excite jealousies
and unfavorable suspicions of his views; that said

Wilkinson made no shipments, subsequent to the

year 1790, and that the avails of said shipments
were occasionally remitted to him till the yeai
1796, when the account between general Wilkinson
and governor Miro was finally closed, and balanced
b their respective agents

—after which there is no
evidence of die receipt of money by him from said

Spani ii provincial government, or any of its agents,
except in one instance, by his own voluntary Con-

•si.;i, and tliat on account of former mercantile
^tracts.
' the second charge, and the five specifications

attached to that charge, (after heavi: . xlence>
both for and against the accused, sid due '.. ltx.a-

tion being had thereon) the com i is o) . i at

said charge and specifications are J,

and theretbre acquits brigadi'er-genei V\ ll-

kmson of all and each of thern.

The evidence adduced in sUppor -ge
and specifications, appears in a g: to

grow out of the private co^responde c al

Wilkinson with the Spanish office:
,

-ie

statement of one witness, and the oral .iy,

deposition and narrative ot ant'.-

It appears evident to the court, t] i 1 >
;
%

considerable sum of mo; A
Wilkinson from 'he Spain brnrnenf at ISiew-

Orleans, on accouilnt of his commerci transac-

tions. This circumstance is de {fictent to

account for such parts di ndence as

has been proved, which intended iQ

preserve the friendshi] md ; gents of

the Spanish power; to e importance of

general Wilkin on in cure his pro-

perty then under their con.. -Orleans; and

tdj facilitate its remittance i on .ace.

There is no proof before the c- tn
,

.; a ihe letter

said to be in cypher, bearing date the 22d o: Sep-
tember, 1796, was actually written by general
Wilkinson, and forwarded by him to governor

Gayoso, as said lettei imports: On the contrary,
the only witness who has e.v-ihed on this point,
doe:; not pretend to the least knowledge ol the fact;

raid all he pretends to know is, that said letter was

ptiv into his hands by said Gayoso, who certified it

to be a decyphered copy of one written by general
Wilkinson, addressed to himself.

Strong doubts are entertained by the court, whe-
ther general Wilkinson evei directed the emissary,
mentioned in said specifications, to lay before the

baron de Caiondelet and governor Gayoso, the ver-

bal observations alluded to in the first specification,
because the court has no other proof than the tes-

timony of said emissary, whose general character,
as to truth and veracity, has been impeached by
several creditable witnesses, and whose conduct
before the court, while under the obligations of an

I

oath, was such as to render his allegations suspi-

!

cious—because his testimony, in general, appears

[

to have been given under the dominion of strong
I

prejudices, if hot malice—because the testimony

j

of said emissary, so far as it is applicable to the

! points in issue, is contrary to the most solemn as-
'

surances, both written and verbal, previously made,
1 and uttered by him to various persons, even so

recent as 1807—and because said testimony ap-

pears to have been voluntarily offered, after a lapse
ofmany years; which in any case ought to be ad-

mitted with some caution, and much more so, from
the character oi the witness and emissary in ques-
tion.

The court is of opinion that the instructions to

said emissary, alledged to be in the hand writing of

Philip Nolan (if any such were ever authorised by
g-eneral Wilkinson) were mostly intended o accom-

plish an object hy no means criminal, which grew
otu of the dispute at that time unfortunately sub-

sisting between him and the late gen. Wayne.
The records of this court will shew that the wit-

ness first alluded to, by two letters addressed to said

emissary just before lie exhibited his statement un-

der oath, in January, 1808, and in contemplation of

that statement, manifested such a decided hostility

to said Wilkinson, as apparently to meditate Ins

ruin without regard to the means. The mo-
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lives of that statement, as fully explained in said

letters, are sufficient to shake his* credibility as an

impartial witness; and considering that his charac-

ter as to truth and veracity is likewise impeached,
the statement just mentioned, which is in evidence

before the court, cannot be received as veracious,

especially as it is not supported by proofs of a more
credible nature. This statement, likewise, appears
in some measure repugnant to the sentiments of

the same witness, as expressed nearly ten years
before in a memoir, on the trade of Louisiana, and

deposited in the office of state.

If, in 1795 and 1796, the said emissary, as is al-

ledged by him, visited said Wilkinson with the view
of promoting a separation of the union; and if, as

he intimates, said Wilkinson disclosed to him the

whole scheme or project of dismemberment, it does
not appear to the court that said Wilkinson took

any measure to aid such separation; on the con-

trary, a strong presumption exists, that if he appa-
rently listened to propositions of this nature, it was
to advance his pecuniary interest, and not to injure
that of his country.
The court cannot perceive any thing in the mis-

sion of said emissary in 1797, to implicate general
Wilkinson. This mission appears to have been
undertaken with a view to two objects—First, the
dismemberment of the western country from the
Atlantic states—and, second, the delivery to general
Wilkinson of an official dispatch from the baron
de Carondelet, relative to the detention of the posts
to die nordi of the 31st degree, contrary to the trea-

ty previously concluded between the United States

and Spain. If said emissary disclosed to general
Wilkinson the first object of his mission, it does
not appeal-, even by his own testimony, that he
favoured it; on the contrary, said emissary was re-

ceived cooh', and confined to the quarter* of the
officers: the delivery of the posts, according to

treaty, was urged by said Wilkinson in conversa-
tion with him; and it likewise appears that he sent
said emissary under guard to Louisiana, and at the
same time instructed the officers commanding at
Fort Massac, not to permit said emissary to return

up the Ohio again, but to send him back in case
he made the attempt. On the second object, gene-
ral Wilkinson in his reply to the letter of the baron
de Carondelet, urged the fulfilment of the treaty,
and endeavored to remove all apprehension of Lou-
isiana by tiie English of Canada.

It appears sufficiently evident to the court, that

general Wilkinson, during the time he had proper-
ty in New Orleans, held the language of concilia-

tion, ifnot that of a temporising policy, with the
officers and agents of the Spanish government: and
his views appear to have been directed to the security
of that property, and by no means against the tranqui-
lity of these states. But subsequent to 1796, at which
time it is believed he had drawn most of his proper-
ty from New Orleans, and provision was made for
the free navigation of the Mississippi, he seems to
have changed his language. If said emissary is to
be credited, general Wilkinson declared to him in

September 1797, that he had relinquished all inter-
course with the Spanish government; and at the
same time intimated his determination to oppose its

projects. It must be remembered that general Wil-
kinson was at that time at the head of the army,
and that, while that station opened new and safe
channels of communication with the officers and
agents of Spain, and multiplied the menus of dis-

memberment, he appears tohave disregarded them,
and at the moment, too, when he had it in his power /

to favor their designs with effect. It is pertinent to

remark, that if attempts were made to corrupt the

patriotism and integrity of general Wilkinson, the

records of this court exhibit no one act of his mili-

tary life, which can, by the most constrained con-

struction, be considered as the effect of such cor-

ruption. If general Wilkinson actually formed a

corrupt connection with the Spanish government,
the repeated applications made by him many years

ago for an inquiry into his conduct, appear rather

inexplicable—especially as many of the witnesses

of his guilt, if he was guilty, then lived to testify

on the subject.
After a full hearing of the evidence, both for and

against the accused, on the third, fourth and fifth

charges, and after the most mature deliberation

thereon, the court is of opinion that they are not

supponed, and therefore acquits brigadier-general
James Wilkinson of the said charges and their res-

pective specifications.
The impressions naturally made on the minds of

the citizens of these United States, by the events

which gave rise to the third, fourth and fifth charg-
es, justify a few explanatory remarks.

General Wilkinson is said to have conspired with

known traitors, and on this notoriety all the legal
force of these charges depend. In the eye of the

law, as well as of reason and humanity, every man
is presumed to be innocent till proved to be guilty;

consequently there can be no known traitor, unless

the proof be established by the record of his con-

viction; and it is not within the knov/ledge of this

court that any known traitor did exist in the space
of time designated by these charges; no man, as it

appears, having been convicted of treason.

As the accused has taken no exception to defects

of matter or form, and as a full investigation is de-

sirable on all sides, the difficulty which thus ap-

pears at the threshold of the inquiry, will be past
over.

The period of time embraced by these three

charges, is between the commencement of March,
1805, and the end of October, 1806.

Among the last acts of that session, which ter-

minated the vice presidency of Aaron Burr, will

be found an act erecting the territory of Upper
Louisiana into a government, and, soon after the

close of that session, general Wilkinson was ap-

pointed its chief magistrate.
It is in evidence before this court, that the gene-

ral engaged with great zeal in a scheme to cause
Aaron Burr to be elected a member of congress for

the state of Tennessee; and after the failure of that

scheme, he gave him warm introductions to influen-

tial characters at New Orleans. It also appears m
evidence, that one speculation was contemplated
for cutting a canal round the falls of the Ohio, on
the Indiana side; another for opening a commer-
cial intercourse between the territories of Spain and

Upper Louisiana and in all these schemes it is self-

evident, that their ultimate success was essentially
connected with the integrity and tranquility of the

union, as well as the prospect of permanency in

the general's newly acquired civil and important
station; for a public commotion would have inevi-

tably destroyed them all.

It further appears in evidence before this court,
that after the failure of previous attempts to gain a

seat in congress for Mr. Burr, general Wilkinson
endeavored to engage the governor of Indiana, in a"

plan to cause him to be elected a delegate for that

territory: and the manner of doing this implies an

apprehension that Mr. Burr would, do. some despe-
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rate act if he failed. The expressions are, "1 will

demand from your friendship a boon, in its influ-

ence and effects co-extensive with the union; a

boon perhaps on which that union may much de-

pend.'/
It is in evidence before this court, that in the

month of October, 1805, subsequent to this last

and ineffectual effort to serve colonel Burr, but

twelve months before any discovery was made by
any other person, general Wilkinson communica-
ted to one of the heads ofdepartment, his suspicions
that Mr. Burr "was about something

1

, whether in-

ternal or external he could not discover, but he

thought he ought to keep an eye upon him."—
These facts seem to be irreconcileable with any
views hostile to the peace, order and integrity, of

these United States.

Respecting the fifth charge it ought to be remem
bered, that general Wilkinson was by the order
of government, at the head of an avowed expedi-
tion against the Spaniards, at the very time he is

thus charged with being concerned in a secret and
criminal one; and is self-evident that he had it

in his power, by a single skirmish only to have car-

ried such a scheme into the most complete effect,

with the aid of the public force under his command,
and with the probability of receiving the fruition of

all his views in case of success; with a certainty

On the eighth charge, and its three specifications

(after hearing all the evidence, both for and against
the accused, and due deliberation being had there-

on) the court is of opinion, that brigadier general
James Wilkinson is not guilty of said charge, nor

any of its specifications, and therefore acquits him
of all and each of them.

The court deems it necessary to offer a few re-

marks in explanation of the above decision, especi-

ally as it regards the two first specifications to the

eighth charge.
The transportation of the baggage of gen. Wil-

kinson by the public, appears not to be prohibited

by the "act fixing the military peace establishment

of the United States," nor by the rules and articles

of war. It is, therefore, presumed that his claim

to transportation is as equitable as that of other offi-

cers; and in this view of the subject, the order for

the payment of transportation, as mentioned in the-

first specification, cannot he considered by the court

as a military crime—more especially as the sum

paid by the assistant military agent at Pittsburg,

appears to have been debited to general Wilkinson

as long ago as 1805, on the books of the accountant

of the department of war.

The court cannot perceive that the public sus-

tained anv injury from the short halt of the detach-

ment on 'the Ohio, to take on board the horses of

also, of suffering neither loss nor blame, in case of
j general Wilkinson; nor does it appear that the

failure. But it is in evidence before this court that
j public sustained any injury from the transportation

from the time of his leaving St. Louis to the con-
j

of said horses, in public boats to New Orleans,

eluding convention near the Sabine, gen. Wilkin- [ It does not appear, in evidence, that general Wil-

son was zealously and incessantly employed in
ef-jkinson directed said horses, on their passage down

fecting an honorable peace; and particularly so i the river, to be fed at thepubhcexpen.se; but it

after the criminal views of Aaron Burr were dis-! does appear in evidence, that general Wilkinson

covered by him at Nachitoches; it is besides a saved a quantity of public corn, which was sunk in

contradiction in terms to say that general Wilkin-; the Mississippi, on board of a public boat, in front

son favored those views, when it is avowedly owing ! of his quarters at New Orleans; out of which,
to him, that they were discomfitted. after he caused it to be removed on shore and dried,

From the evidence adduced on the sixth charge he detained two hundred and three flour barrels full

and its specification, both for and against the ac-;of said corn in the ear—and for which quantity he

cused, the court is of opinion, that the written or-
j
afterwards sent his receipt to colonel Russel, under

ders and instructions from the war department, whose charge said corn was transported from the

bearing date April 30th, 1809, relative to the re- 1 Ohio to New Orleans, as will more fully appear by
movai of the troops from tew Orleans, to the high reference to the testimony. The court is therefore,

grounds in the rear of Fort Adams and Natchez, of opinion, that under all" the circumstances of this

were sufficiently explicit and imperative to have au-l case, the taking of said corn in the manner above
thorised an expectation of a prompt obedience, had 'stated, does not constitute a military offence, espe-

they reached New Orleans prior to the removal of; cially as it appears not to have been chimed or re-

the troops from that place to Terre an Boeitf; but
j gularly drawn on account of forage.

as there is no evidence that said orders and
instruc-J On "the whole, the court thinks it proper to de-

tions arrived at New Orleans, antecedent to the
j
clare, that from a comparison of all the testimony,

14th of June, 1809, which was subsequent to said general Wilkinson appears to have performed his

removal, the court acquits brigadier general James various and complicated duties with zeal and fideli-

ty, and merits the approbation of his country.
'

(Signed) P. GANSEVOORT, Brig. Gen.

Test, President.

(Signed) WALTER JONES, Jn.

Officiating as Judge Advocate.

The court then adjourned, sine die.

Wilkinson of the said sixth charge, and of the spe
cifications attached to the same.

After a full examination of the evidence, both for

and against the accused, on the seventh charge, and
after the most mature deliberation thereon, the
court finds the accused not guilty of thesaid charge,
nor of any of its three specifications, and does ac-

cordingly acquit him of all and each of them.
On considering the great mass oftestimony which

has been produced to this court relative to this

charge, there appears a decisive preponderance in

favor of the attention, activity and humane exer-

tions of brigadier general Wilkinson; and when it

is considered that the troops consisted mostly of
new levies; that the climate on both sides of the

river Mississippi, to a very great extent, is at best

insalubrious; and that the summer and autumn ot

1809, were unusually sickly; the court is of opinion
that the misfortunes alluded to in the second speci-
fication are amply accounted for.

I have examined and considered the foregoing

proceedings of the general court martial, held at

Fredenck'town, for the trial of brigadier general

James Wilkmson—and although I have observed

in those proceedings, with regret, that there are in-

stances in the conduct of the court, as well as ot

the officer on trial, which are evidently objectiona-

ble, his acquittal of the several charges, exhibited

against him, is approved, and his sword is accord-

iitffly ordered to be restored.

•(Sighed) JAMES MADISON,

February, Uth, 1812.
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The general court martial, of which brigadier

general P. Uansevoort is president, is hereby dis-
solved.

£1/ command ofthe Secretary of War,
A. Y. NICOLL, Adjutant and Inspector.

Imperial Parliament.
Housf. of Lonns, Tuesday, Jan. 7.

Soon after 3 o'clock, this day, a considerable
number ofpeers attended in their places, in conse-

quence of his royal highness the prince regent's
proclamation for the assembling of parliament for
the dispatch of business. Thelord chancellor, his

grace the archbishop of Canterbury, the Marquis
Wellesley, the earls of Westmoreland and Cam-
den being attired in their robes of state,' took their
seats on the bench, in front of the throne, as his

royal highness' commissioners. Mr. Quarme, act-

ing usher of the black rod, was then dispatched to
order the attendance of the commons, who forth-
Avith appeared at the bar, to a considerable number,
with their speaker at their head.
The lord chancellor, then, as organ of the com-

missioners, delivered the following speech on the
part of his royal highness, the prince recent:

"My Lords and Gentlemen,—We are commanded
by his royal highness the prince regent, to express
to you the deep sorrow which he feels in announc-
ing to you the continuance of his majesty's lament-
ed indisposition, and the unhappy disappointment
of those hopes ofhis majesty's early recovery, which
had been cherished by the dutiful affection of his

family and the loyal attachment of his people.
"The prince regent has directed copies of the

last reports of her majesty the queen's council to
be laid before you, and he is satisfied that you will

adopt such measures as the present melancholy exi-

gency may appear to require.
"In securing a suitable and ample provision for

the support of his majesty's royal dignity, and for
the attendance upon his majesty's sacred person,
during his illness, the prince regent rests assured'
that you will also bear in mind the indispensable
duty of continuing to preserve for his majesty the
facility of resuming the personal exercise of his
royal authority, in the happy event of his recovery,
so earnestly desired by the wishes and the prayers'
of his family and his subjects.
"The prince regent directs us to signify to vou,

the satisfaction with which his royal highness 'has'
observed that the measures which have been pursu-
ed for the defence and security of the kingdom of
Portugal, have proved completely effectual, and
that on the several occasions in which the British
or Portuguese troops had been engaged with the
enemy, the reputation already acquired by them has
been fully maintained.
"The successful and brilliant enterprise which

terminated in the surprise in Spanish Estremadura,
of a French corps by a detachment of the allied ar-

my, under lieut. gen. Hill, is highly creditable to
that distinguished officer, and to the troops under
hi., command, and has contributed materially to ob-
struct tiie designs of the enemy in that part of the
peninsula.
"The prince regent is assured, that while vou re-

flect with pride and satisfaction on the conduct of
his majesty's troops, and of the allies, in these va-
rious and important services, vou will render justice
to the consummatejudgmentajid skill displayed by
general lord viscount Wellington, in the direction
of the campaign. In Spain the spirit of theneople

remains unsubdued; and the system of warfare so

peculiarly adapted to the actual condition of the

Spanish nation, has recently extended and improved
under the advantages which result from the opera-
tions of the allied armies on the frontier and from
the countenance and assistance of his majesty's
navy on the coast. Although the great exertions of
the enemy have in some quarters been attended
with success, his royal highness is persuaded that

you will admire the perseverance and gallantry
manifested by the Spanish armies. Even in those

provinces principally occupied by the French forces,
new energy has arisen among the people; and the
increase of difficulty and danger has produced more
connected efforts ofgeneral resistance.

The prince regent, in the name and on the be-
half of his majesty, commands us to express his

confident hope that you will enable him to continue
to afford the most effectual aid and assistance in the

support of the contest, which the brave nation o£
the peninsula still maintain, with such unabated
zeal and resolution.

His royal highness commands us to express his

congratulations on the success of the British arms
in the island of Java.
The prince regent trusts that you will concur

with his royal highness in approving the wisdom
and ability with which this enterprise, as well as

the islands ofBourbon and Mauritius, has been con-
ducted under the immediate direction of the govern-
or-general of India; and that you will applaud the

decision, gallantry and spirit conspicuously dis-

played in the late operations of the brave army un-
der the command of that distinguished officer, lieu-

tenant general sir Samuel Achmuty, so powerfully
and ably supported by his majesty's naval forces.

By the completion of this system of operations,

great additional security will have been given to

the British commerce and possessions in the East-

Indies, and the colonial power of France will have
been entirely extinguished.

"His royal highness thinks it expedient to re-

commend to your attention the propriety of pro-

viding such measures for the future government of
the British possessions in India, as shall appear
from experience, and upon mature deliberation, to

be calculated to secure their internal prosperity,
and to derive from those flourishing dominions the
utmost degree of advantage, to the commerce and
revenue of the united kingdom.
"We are commanded by the prince regent to ac-

quaint you, that while his royal highness regrets
that various important subjects of difference with
the government of the United States of America
still remain unadjusted, the difficulties which the

affair of the Chesapeak frigate had occasioned have
been finally removed: and we are directed to assure

you, that in the further progress of the discussions

with the United States, the prince regent will con-

tinue to employ such means of conciliation as may
be consistent with the honor and dignity of his ma-

jesty's crown, and with the due maintenance of the

maritime and commercial rights and interests of the

British empire.
"Gentlemen ofthe House of Commons,

"His royal highness has directed the estimates
for the service of the current year to be laid before

you. He trusts that you will furnish him with
such supplies as may be necessary i« enable biro to

continue the contest in which his majesty iseaifhtg-
ed with that spirit and exertion wh.ch will afford
the best prospect ot'its successful termination.

His royal highness commands us to recoir.-
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mend that you should resume the consideration of

the state of the finances of Ireland, which you had

commenced in the last session of parliament. He
has the satisfaction to inform you, that the improved
receipt of the revenue ofIreland in the last, as com-

pared with the preceding
-

year, confirms the belief

that the depression which that revenue had experi-
enced is to be attributed to accidental and tempora-

ry causes.

"My Lords and Gentlemen,
"The prince regent is satisfied that you entertain

a just sense of the arduous duties which his royal

highness has been called upon to fulfil, in conse-

quence ofhis majesty's continued indisposition.
"Under this severe calamity, his royal highness

derives the greatest consolation from his reliance
on your experience, wisdom, loyalty and public spi-

rit, to which in every difficulty he will resort, with
a firm confidence, that through your assistance and

support, he shall be enabled under the blessings of
divine providence, successfully to discharge the

important functions of the high trust reposed in

him, and in the name and on the behalfofhis belov-
ed father and revered sovereign to maintain unim-
paired the prosperity and honor of the nation."

Philosophical Disquisitions.
NO. V—AND THE LAST OF THE SERIES.

The most important act in nature is coition. It

is an enjoyment when properly indulged that is at-

tended with indescribable pleasure. When the male
and female of every class of animals arrive to a cer-

tain age they feel an inclination for this enjoyment.
The human race in this respect, possess a superi-

ority over all other animals, in not having any fixed
time for venereal gratification. All other tribes

of animals have certain periods of the year for the

propagation of their species, and afterwards seem
to forget the pleasures of Hymen. By this wonder-
ful intercourse, the animal kingdom is capable of be-

getting its like, and continuing their species. Very
many theories and opinions have been advanced on

generation; it is a subject which has for ages, en-

gaged the attention of philosophers; and it is very
doubtful whether we possess more intelligence on
this subject than our forefathers did severaljthous-
and years ago. The ingenuity ofman has done very
little towards explaining the phenomena of genera-
tion; the industry of a Spallanzani and some
others, has given us a few new facts, which seem

only calculated to embarrass and mislead. The
particular manner in which this great and impor-
tant work is effected, is yet unknown to the philos-

opher. It lies buried in obscurity, very far below
the depth of human understanding.

Ancient opinions on this subject seem strange
and absurd: while some have believed in the exis-

tence of germs from the beginning of the world";
others have supposed the whole mass of matter of
which the earth is composed, to be formed ofgerms,
and that each is to be evolved by the action of cer-

tain agents; others again have supported the opin-
ion of one primitive germ from which all the ani-
m.il creation were formed.
The rudiments of a new being, according to some

ingenious theorists, belong, exclusively, to the

mule; and the female uterus serves only as a bed or

place of deposit, and a mean by which it is protect-
ed and nourished. Others have supposed organic
matter formed by the female, and that the male se-

men excited it into action by giving to it vitality and

certain powers of motion. A third opinion, which,
seems most probable, is, that the embryo is formed
by the union of the fluids from both male and female.
The learned Haller supposes that the male semen,

in the act of coition, comes in contact with the fe-

male ova and that the union of the two forms the

embryon animal.

According to the ingenious naturalist, M. deBuf-
fon, the male and female furnish atoms, which ar-

range themselves in their natural order; this seems
probable if we suppose the same laws of affinity go-
vern the atoms that govern the adult animal; the

affinity being the same, the atoms require nothing
but time to.unite them.
The immortal Harvey supposes the male semen

to be taken into the blood of the female by absorp-
tion, and after going the round of circulation, some
of its parts come in contact with the ova of the ova-

rium, and a new being is formed by their union.

Dr. E. Darwin, who seems to have paid great at-

tention to this subject, imagines the new being to

be formed by a livingjilameut, disengaged from the

male, with certain capabilities of sensation, irrita-

tion, volition, &c; and the female only affords sus-

tenance for the male filament. He is decidedly of

opinion that the embryon is secreted or formed from
the male; and not by the conjunction ©f fluid9

from both male and female; he thinks it appears
from the analogy of vegetable seeds: for says he—
"In the large flowers, as the tulips, there is no si-

milarity of apparatus between the anthers and the

stigma: the seed is produced, according to the ob-
servations of Spallanzani, lpng before the flowers

open, and in consequence, long before it can be im-

pregnated, like the egg in the pullet. And af-

ter the prolific dust is shed on the stigma, the
seed becomes coagitated in one point first, like the
cicatricula of the impregnated eg

-

g." The doctor's

ingenuity ought not to have suffered him to resort

to vegetable analogy to prove the important work of

generation in the higher class of animals. If, agree-
able to his theory, the embryon is produced by the

male, and not by the union of fluids from both male
and female; why is it necessary for the male semen
to be deposited in the female? And why is not the

new being formed in the male without being at ali

dependant on the female? The male semen is fre-

quently, if not constantly, present in the vesiculx

seminales; the same laws govern them both; there

is the same degree ofheat, motion and moisture; the

seminal receptacle is a very handsome little uterus,

and what prevents the formation of a new being,
when the male semen is present in its reservoir?-—

Again, if the rudiments of a new being belong to

the male only, why does not impregnation take

place in female animals deprived of the ovaria? we
know the male frequently has connexion with them
in this state, but the female was never known to

bring forth young, after having been deprived of

those organs. Thirdly, why the necessity ofhaving

appendages to the uterus, such as the fallopiau tubes

and ova?ia, if the embryon is formed by the male,
and nothing more recmired but its introduction into

the uterus? For what purpose can those organs b?

formed, if they do not assist in generating a new

being? Fourthly, if, agreeable to Dr. Dai win, the

embryon is formed irom the male, there would be

no necessity tor the direct application of the male

and female oigans of "generation; every animal

would producers like, and there would be no ne-

cessity tor the distinction of sex; the first and &ost

simple animal would impregnate itself, and this

mode of generation would now be observable. There.
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is another circumstance Dr. Darwin adduces in con-

firmation of his opinion, viz. the cicatricula of the

Qgg is given by the cock, and is evidently the rudi-

ments ofthe new animal. In objection to this, I will

observe, that it is not ascertained that the cicatri-

cula is given by the cock, it is well known that with-

out the cock there will be no cicatricula; but may
not this be formed by the cock and hen in the act of

copulation: this is certainly more probable than

to suppose the female only affords sustenance for

the future animal. A fifth objection to the doctor's

theory is, that admitting
1 the embrydn to be formed

by the male, it follows, that all animals must be

males, and after the female dies or becomes incapa-
ble of affording nourishment to make organic mat-

ter, we should have nothing left in the animal crea-

tion but males,which in one generation must become

extinct, as they would not, unassisted, be capable of

continuing their species. It may not be impossible
for male semen, unassisted by the female, to pro-
duce a new animal if it could be so acted upon by
the parent from which it was formed, as to evolve

its parts. This may sometimes be the case, but it

seems improbable. However, in support of so

strange an opinion, I have the authority of a very
learned physician in Virginia, of great celebrity in

his profession, who, in attending some anatomical
lectures in France, was an eye witness to a fectus

perfectly formed in the abdomen of a male subject,

brought into the anatomical room for dissection.—
The foetus, he stated, was found near the valve of
the colon. But if this ever happens, the new being
must partake ofthe sex of the parent; for it is very
absurd to suppose the male semen nourished by the

male, should produce a female; this seems contrary
to the general laws of nature. Admitting the male

capable of impregnating himself, we must likewise

admit this power in the female, for it is just as pro-
bable in the one as the other. It is well known
that the male semen, and the fluid contained in the

female ova, is formed from the blood; this fluid (the

blood) circulates through every part of the body,
and carries with it principles, affinities, &c. from

every part; now the male and female matter of ge-
neration must be composed of infinitely small par-
ticles ofmatter collected from every part of the bo-

dy which once organized it; this being the cage, it

is reasonable to suppose, that when a sufficient

quantity of fluid organic matter is formed from the
male and female and united by coition, it is then ca-J

pable of becoming a new being by the laws of affi-l

nity. In the act of coition the male and female are
j

both mutually engaged in the greatest act that can

possibly interest them. The semen is forcibly e-

jected into the vagina of the female; the stimulus,
which the semen imparts to the female organs of

generation, rouses them into action, the fallopian
tribes become rigid, the fimbriae of which embrace
the ovarium in such a manner, as to burst one of its

ovas, the organic fluid which it contained is con-

veyed by a spasmodic action of the tube into the
uterus, and the union of the male and female organic
fluid forms the rudiments of a new being. Affinity
first unites them; when united, it is compelled to
assume the form of the parents, because it is com-
posed of parts which once organized the originals,
and of course carries with it part of its affinitv.—
This original affinity, together with the new affinity
ofthe parent, causes the infant to assume the exact
form ofthe originals. Now ifthe male organic fluid \s

greater than the organic fluid from the female when
the^unite, the new being will be a male, if on the

'

contrary, a young female will be formed, and this

difference in organic matter marks the sex. If a

greater quantity of organic matter is formed by the
male and female than is necessary for the existence
of a new being, there may be twins, triplets, &c. if

on the contrary, the new being will be mal-formed.
In objecting to my theory, it may be said, that if

organic matter is formed in the semen of the male
and fluid of the female ovunij why may it not exist
in all the fluids secreted from the blood, knowing
that it is formed from the general mass? In answer-

ing this question, I will put another, by asking-
how perspiration, urine, bile, saliva, gastric juice
and fifty other fluids are formed from the blood.—
It may not be impossible, so far from it, I think it

probable, that all secreted fluids possess organic
parts, and would be formed into new beings, if

circumstances were favorable. Would it be a very
absurd supposition to imagine a new being formed
from equal portions of saliva, tears, or any secreted

fluid from the male and female, if they could be
retained in their proper place, and acted upon by-
causes favorable for their evolution? Extra—Ute<»

rine conception seems very much in favor of such
an opinion.

It is Well known that there are males and females
in most classes of animals, and in order that their

species may be continued,a mutual embrace between
them is absolutely necessary; the genitals of each
must come in contact and unite fluid matter. In
the female there is a place of deposit for the fluid,
after it is united, and this compound acting as an
extraneous substance, invites fluids from every part
of the modier; this affords it sustenance and causci

organic parts to arrange themselves in their natural

order; this is done by the laws of affinity, which
tends to bring together all analagous parts. Now
it seems probable that organic fluid matter formed
from bone, will not unite with organic fluid matter
formed from muscle, because there will be little or
no affinity existing between them; the organic
parts of bone, will therefore be continually changing-
places with organic muscle, tendon, &c. until it

Comes in contact with bony matter, for which it

has an affinity; they unite; and this union conti-

nues until the bone is complete. In like manner,
cartilage, muscle, tendon, &c. are formed until the
new being is perfect in all its parts; thus a young
animal is formed, merely by the affinity existing
between organic portions of fluid matter, which was
originally an organized solid. We now have a

young animal, a miniature of the parent which re-

quires the continued application of exciting matter
from the mother to evolve it.

After the young animal is formed, it must neces-

sarily inherit the disposition of the parent, be-
cause the parts of which, it is composed has receiv-
ed from the original the same capabilities of action;

being formed from organic matter, disengaged from

every part of the old mass, and united again by the
same laws, it is impelled to the same actions; hence
we find offsprings from unhealthy parents inherit-

ing their diseases, children from gouty, scrophulous
or consumptive parents, are subject t those dis-

eases. Organic parts, disengaged from unhealthy

solid, carry with the in disease, and when formed
into a new being, the foundation is laid for morbid
action, similar to that which exist:; in the parent.—
May I go so far as to suppose* that an animal, in a
number of generations, might be entirely changed
in form, by gradually removing the parts of which
its Forefathers were composed? Buffbn mentions a.

race of dogs that had no tails, and accounts for it by-

supposing the original BQale 2nd female had their
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tails removed by their owners. Suppose for instance

we were to take a male and female pup, remove

their tails, and when they arrive at mature age, let

them have connection with each other; the first

litter perhaps will have this member shorter than it

otherwise would have been had it not been remov-

ed: continue removing this part of the animal for a

number of generations and it seems probable that

the animal at length would have all its parts per-

fect except the one originally removed.

I am acquainted with a gentleman whose fingers

and toes grew together: this gentleman had several

children whose fingers and toes were united in the

same manner. A gentleman of my acquaintance

has nix toes: this gentleman has three chilchen who

have the same number. I am likewise acquainted

with a gentleman whose flexor tendon of the little

finger causes it to be partly shut: this is likewise

the case with his child. On the contrary,, I have

witnessed persons with the loss of a leg, arm, &c.

whose children were perfect in all their parts, and

this is only to be accounted for by supposing a su-

perfluous portion of organic matter formed from

the remaining member to supply the deficiency. If

the same member from the male and female be re-

moved, the probability is, that the offspring will be

deficient in that particular part; but if one remain,

the offspring may be perfect, because there may be

a sufficient portion of organic matter formed to

render the new being complete.

It has been observed, and I believe it is an obser-

vation of some truth, that the offspring descended

from parents of uncommon energy of mind, are

somewhat deficient in their mental powers. Great

minds seem so much employed in ardent pursuits

of life, that they are in some degree called off

from the pleasures of love: at least this passion is

not enjoyed with the same degree of feeling by them,

as it is with those whose minds are more limited,

and have not so many objects to divert their atten-

tion. Mind is matter disengaged from the brain,

which in a great measure influences the body:
whenever it is unusually exerted, the b»dy suffers

in consequence of this exertion; the effect of this

is debility in that part of the animal, which is most

powerfully acted upon; this part is the brain. The

organic matter formed from brain, must likewise

be debilitated, and of course, when a new being is

formed, its brain will be less energetic than it oth-

erwise would have been had the parent brain part-

ed with organic matter in a more vigorous state;

this is not only the case with respect to mind, but it

holds equally good with every part of the body;
hence tne necessity of choosing a companion from

parents whose mental and bodily powers are not

too much worn down by great exertion, and hence

we find some of the most enterprising men the

•world ever afforded descended from obscure and

ignorant parents.

When the animal kingdom was first formed it is

probable that all animals were hermaphrodites, viz.

having the male and female united in the same indi-

vidual. They must have remained in this situation

until by the laws of affinity they were separated into

male and female. This we find to be the case now
with the lower order of animals, such as a variety pf

worms, &c. The animal world seems to have been

improving ever since our earth was formed, and it

sand years, we would be very much astonished at

the great changes (not only in the animal) but ve-

getable and mineral kingdoms. Cebes.

Presidential Election.

The members of both branches of the general

assembly of Virginia, met in the capitol on the

evening
of Wednesday the 12th inst. for the pur-

pose of nominating suitable persons to be support-
ed at the ensuing election of electors of a president
and vice-president of the United States—but the

business not being completed on Wednesday, the

meeting was held by adjournment on the two suc-

ceeding evenings; at which Andrew Stevenson

(speaker of the house of delegates) was chairman,
and Thomas Ritchie, secretary.
On motion, and the question being taken on each,

the following persons were recommended as elec-

tors for president and vice-president of the United

States, viz:

For the 1st district, Joseph Godwin, (of Nanse-

mond.)
The 2nd. Benjamin Harrison, (Prince George,

Mt. Airy.)
The 3d. Edward Peg-ram, (Dinwiddie.)
4th. Richard Field, (Brunswick.)
5th. Thos. Reid, sen. (Charlotte.)
6th. Matthew Cheatham, (Chesterfield.)
7th. London Cabell, (Nelson.)
8th. Charles Yancy, (Buckingham.)
9th. George Perm, (Patrick.)
10th. William G. Poindexter, (Louisa.)
11th. Spencer Roane, (Hanover.)
12th. Sthreshly Rennolds, (Essex.)
13th. Robert Taylor, (Orange.)
14th. Gitstavus B.Horner, (Fauquier.)
15th. Robert Nelson, (York.)
16th. Mann Page, (Gloucester.)
17th. Walter Jones, (Northumberland.)
18th. John T. Brooke, (Stafford.)
19th. Hugh Holmes, (Frederick.)
20th. Daniel Morgan, (Jefferson.)
21st. Archibald Rutherford, (Rockingham.)
22d. Archibald Stuart, (Augusta.)
23d. Andrew Russell, (Washington.)
24th. James P. Preston, Montgomery.)
25th. William McKinley, (Ohio.)
The committee then proceeded to nominate cor-

responding committees for the several counties and

boroughs in the commonwealth, and also to appoint
a central corresponding committee in the city of

Richmond, which consists of the following gentle-
men— William Wirt, Peyton Randolph, Andrew Ste-

ve?ison, Thomas Ritchie, Samzie! Pleasants, William

Mumford and William Brokenborough, Esquires.
"It may be proper to say (says the Enquirer)

that but one sentiment reigned through the meeting—and that the only test laid down, whether they
should or should not vote for such and such an elec-

tor, wa9, whether he would or would not vote for

James Madison as president of the United States."

Congress.Twelfth

HOUSE OF REPRES. PAT
Friday, February 21.—Mr. Seybert said, after

making a very few preliminary remarks, he would

is impossible to tell to what state of perfection it will 1 offer a resolution for the consideration of the house,
at length arrive, should it still continue progressing ! connected with a highly important national object,
in improvement. Were it possible for us to appear [By the eleventh congress he was indulged in a

on the earth after having been absent sareral thou-, motion to reprint a valuable report of a foimer
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secretary of the treasury on the manufactures of

the United Suites. To that same congress the

present secretary of the treasury made a report in

part on the same subject, lie" said he need not

recite to the house its merits; they were generally

acknowledged. By the act of the 1st May, 1810, it

was provided, that further information be obtained,

by the marshals and then- deputies, on the subject
of manufactures. The result of their enquiries
was a mass of facts which are now buried in the

archives of the treasury, and answer no useful pur-

pose to the nation. His present object, he declar-

ed to be, the publication of the facts thus collect-

ed. Upwards of 30,000 dollars had been already-

appropriated; which, if the matter remained as it

now is, would answer no beneficial purposes. His

resolution, if adopted, would bring to light many
facts concerning the agriculture and manufactures

ef the United States, and oilier statistical informa-

tion, connected with the true basis of national in-

dependence. These objects constitute the perma-
nent sources of the wealth of the nation; they are

the real and fixed capital of the country. We shall

thereby be enabled to trace our progress from in-

fancy to manhood. By this report we can alone be
in a situation to enact a wise, politic and systematic
;.:*•: /"of duties; it alone can teach us to discriminate
the proper objects of protection. I might add
much more on the subject; this would be consum-

ing time unnecessarily; I will therefore proceed to

read the resolution.

"Resolved, by the senate and house of representa-

tives, in consp-ess assembled, That the secretary of

the treasury be directed to employ a person to di-

gest and reduce to such form, as shall be deemed
most conducive to the interests of the U. States,

a statement of the number, nature, extent, situa-

tion and value of the arts and manufactures of the

United States, together with such other details con-

nected with these subjects, as can be made from
the abstracts and other documents and returns re-

ported to him by the marshals and other persons

employed to collect information, in conformity to

the second section of the act of the first of May,
IS 10, and that he report the same to congress at

their next session."

After some observations from Mr. Newton, stat-

ing the difficulty of the proposed digest, from the

want of uniformity) connection or method u\ the

returns, and the probability that the motion might
be so amended as better to attain the object in view,
the resolution was ordered to lie on tiie table.

Mr. Orms-by, after adverting to the difficulty of

distributing arms of the United States, by land or

water carriage in the interior of the western coun-

try, offered the following resolution:

"Resolved, That the committee on so much of

the message of the president of the United States

as relates to our military affairs, be directed to en-

quire into the expediency of authorising the estab-

lishment of an armory at Louisville in Kentucky,
with leave to report by bill or otherwise."

The resolution was agreed to without opposition.
ARMING THE MILITIA.

The house resumed the consideration of the bill

for arming the militia.

After some observations from Mr. Potter and
Mr. Wright in favor of the bill, and from .Mr. Ro-
berts and Tallmadge against it, the question was
taken on the passage of the bdl and carried in the

affirmative, by Yeas and Nays as follow:

Ybas—Messrs. Anderson, Archer, B..ker, Bard,
Basalt, Bibb, Biackiedge, Breckenridgej Bunvell,

Butler, Cheves, Clay, Cochran, Condit, Crawford,
Desha, Dinsmore, Franklin, Gholson, Goldsbo-

rough, Gray, Green, Grundy, B. Hall, O. Hall,

Harper, Hawes, Hufty, Johnson, Key, King, La-

cock, Lefever, Lewis, Little, Lowndes, Lyle, Ma-
con, Moore, M'Bryde, M'Coy, M'Kee, Morgan,
Morrow, Nelson, New, Newton, Ormsby, Pearson,
Pickens, Pleasants, Potter, Randolph, Ridgely,

Ringgold, Roane, Sage, Sevier, Shaw, ShefTey, G.

Smith, J. Smith, Stanford, Stewart, Troup, Tur-

ner, Wilson, Wright—67.

Nays.—Messrs. Alston, Bacon, Baftl, Bigelow,
Blcecker, Boyd, Brigham, Brown, Calhoun, Cham-
pion, Chittenden, Davenport, Davis, Ely, Emott,
Findleyj Fisk, Fitch, Gold, Goodwyn, Jackson,
Kent, Livingston, Maxwell, M'Kim, Metcalf, Mil-

nor, Mitchill, Mosely, Newbold, Piper, Pitkin,

Pond, Read, Rhea, Roberts, Rodman, Sammons,
Seybert, Smilie, Strong, Sturges, Taggart, Tall-

madge, Tracy, Van Cortlandt, Wheaton, White,
Whitehill, Widgery—51.
The bill was sent to the senate.

Mr. Basset laid upon the table the following re-

solution:

"Resolved, that the standing rules and orders of
the house be so amended that a majority of those

present shall be required to admit the previous

question."

JMonday, Feb. 24.—Mr. Bacon, from the commit-
tee of ways and means, to whom was referred the
amendments of the senate to the bill making ap-
propriations for the support of government for the

year 1812, reported it as the opinion of the com-
mittee that the amendments ought to be agreed to.

The bill, with the amendments, was committed;
and the house afterwards, on motion of Mr. Racon,
went into a committee on the subject, Mr. Nelson
in the chair; when the amendments were agreed to
and reported to the house, and by the house con-
curred in.

These amendments restored to the clerks in the
several departments the 15 per cent, which had
been struck out of the bill when last before the

house, and appropriated 100,000 dollars for the

contingent expenses of foreign intercourse. The
yeas and nays were taken upon the additional al-

lowance to the clerks, and carried 64 *o 40; the al-

lowance for contingent expenses of foreign inter-

course, was carried 83 to 17.

Supreme court.—Mr. Gold said, it was well

known, that from the increased business of the

supreme court, considerable delay and injurv was
occasioned to suitors by their causes being laid
over from one court to another; and the judges
having to attend to their several circuit courts,
could not devote sufficient time t \ the business of
the supreme courts Mr. G. thought it improper
that the same judges who preside in the circuit

courts, should afterwards revise their own judg-
ments, in cases of appeal, in the supreme court. He
did not believe that this was in conformity to the

meaning of the constitutional provision, that "the

judicial power of the United States shall be vested
in one supreme court, and in such inferior courts as

the congress may, from time to time, ordain and
establish." He saw no difficulty that would attend
the holding of the circuit courts by two or more
district, judges from adjoining districts. In order
to bring this subject before the house, Mr. G. offer-

ed the following resolution:

"Resolvied, that a committee be appointed to

enquire whether any, mid if any, wlut alteration is
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necessaryin thejudicial system of the United States,

and that thev report by bill."

Agreed to, and a committee of five appointed.

Mr. Bassett called up the resolution which he had

laid upon the table on Friday last, proposing an al-

teration in the rules of the house, requiring a ma-

jority instead of one fifth of the members present,

to call for the previous question. Alter a few ob-

servations from Mr. B. on the propriety of this al-

teration of the rules, seconded by Mr. Stanford,

who said it would render the rule much less obnoxi-

ous than heretofore, it was agreed to 51 to 40.

The following bills passed their third reading,

viz: a bill supplementary to an act providing for

the accommodation of the general post-office, and

patent-office,
and for other purposes; a bill for the

relief of the officers and soldiers who served in the

late campaign on the Wabash; and a bill to incor-

porate the trustees of the Georgetown Lancastrian

School Society.
On motion of Mr. Porter, the house resolved

itself into a committee of the whole, Mr. Stanford

in the chair, on the bill supplementary to the act

for raising an additional military force; which

after being amended, was reported to the house,

and, on motion of Mr. Macon, ordered to lie on the

table.

The Loan.—On motion of Mr. Bacon, the

house went into a committee, Mr. Basset in the

chair, on the subject of ways and means, when

the bill authorising a loan for a sum not exceeding
millions of dollars, was taken up. And

the bill having been read through, the blank for the

amount of the loan was filled up with eleven mil-

lions of dollars, r.nd the blank for the time after

which the United States shall be at liberty to reim-

burse the sum loaned, was filled with twelve years.

The committee then rose, and the house concurred

in the amendments. On the question
—"shall the

bill be engrossed for a third reading?" the yeas and

nays were called, and the question was carried, 86

to 28. The yeas and nays were—
YEAS—Messrs. Alston, Anderson, Archer, Ba-

con, Bard, Bassett, Bibb, Blackledge, Boyd,

Brown, Burwell, Butler, Calhoun, Cheves, Clay,

Cochran, Condit, Crawford, Dawson, Desha, Dins-

more, Earle, Emott, Findley, Fisk, Franklin, Gold,

Goodwyn, Green, Grundy, B. Hall, O. Hall, Har-

per, Hawes, Hufty, Johnson, Kent, King, Lacock,

Lefever, Little, Livingston, Lowndes, Lyle, Ma-

con, Maxwell, Moore, M'Bryde, M'Coy, M'Kee,

M'Kim, Metcalf, Morgan, Morrow, Nelson, New,

Nev.bold, Newton, Ormsby, Pickens, Piper, Plea-

sants, Pond, Porter, Potter, Quincey, Ringgold,

Rhea, Roane, Roberts, Sage, Sammons, Seaver,

Sevier, Shaw, ?milie, G. Smith, J. Smith, Stow,

Tracy, Troup, Turner, Van Cortlandt, Whitehill,

Widgery, Wright—86.

NAYS—Messrs. Baker, Bigelow, Brigham,

Champion, Chittenden, Davenport, Ely, Fitch,

Goldsborough, Gray, Jackson, Key, Law, Lewis,

Milnor, Mosely, Pearson, Pitkin, Ridgely, Rodman,
Stanford, Stuart, Sturges, Taggart, Taliaferro,

Wheaton, White, Wilson—28.

On motion of Mr. Bacon, the house agreed that

they would to-morrow take up the report of the

committee of ways and means, in relation to the

contemplated taxes.

Tuesday, Feb. 25.—Mr. Seybert called up the re-

solution which he had laid upon the table some days

ago, proposing to authorise the secretary of the

treasury to employ a proper person to arrange and
digest the information on the subject of manufac-
tures, received from the marshals of the several
states, which, after receiving some little modifica-
tion from its mover, was read three times and
passed.
The loan.—The engrossed bill for authorising

a loan for eleven millions of dollars,, was read the
third time; and the question being put, "shall the
bill pass its third reading?"

[After a proposition for a postponement by Mr.
M. Clay, and a speech from Mr. Randolph, which
may be recorded hereafter:]
The bill passed its third reading, 92 to 29. The

yeas and nays were:

YEAS—Messrs. Alston, Anderson, Archer, Ba-

con, Bard, Basset, Bibb, Bleecker, Boyd, Brown,
Burwell, Butler, Calhoun, Cheves, Clay, Cochran,
Condit, Crawford, Davis, Dawson, Desha, Dins-

more, Earle, Emott, Findley, Fisk, Franklin.,

Gholson, Gold, Goodwyn, Green, Grundy, B.

Hall, O. Hall, Harper, Hawes, Hufty, Johnson,

Kent, King, Lacock, Lefever, Little, Livingston,
Lowndes, Lyle, Macon, Maxwell, Moore, M'Coy,
M'Kim, Metcalf, Mitchill, Morgan, Morrow, Nel-

son, New, Newbold, Newton, Ormsby, Pickeus,

Piper, Pleasants, Pond, Porter, Potter, Quincy,
Reed, Richardson, Ringgold, Rhea, Roane, Ro-

berts, Sage, Sammons, Seaver, Sevier, Seybert,

Shaw, Smilie, G. Smith, J. Smith, Stow, Strong,

Tracy, Troup, Turner, Van Cortlandt, Whitehill,

Widgery, Winn, Wright—92.

NAYS.—Messrs. Baker, Bigelow, Breckenridge,

Brigham, Champion, Chittenden, Davenport,
Fitch, Goldsborough, Gray, Jackson, Law, Levis,

Milnor, Mosehy, Pearson, Pitkin, Randolph, Ridge-

ly, Rodman, ShefFey, Stanford, Stewart, Sturges,

Taggart, Tallmadge, Wheaton, White, Wilson—29.

Wats and means.'—Mr. Bacon called for the

order of the day on the report of the committee of

ways and means on the subject of the contemplated
taxes.

[After an unsuccessful proposition to postpone a

consideration of the subject.]
The house then resolved itself into a committee

of the whole, on the report of the committee ofways
and means, Mr. Bassett in the chair; when the first

resolution, proposing an increase of 100 per cent.

on impost duties being under consideration, Mr.
Bacon rose, and took a very able and comprehensive
view ofthe subject, in a speech ofmore than an hour,
a sketch of which shall be given hereafter. After

which the house adjourned.

(Xy- On Wednesday the house again took up the

report of the committee ofways and means, in com-
mittee ofdie whole—and the resolutions attached to

said report were adopted by considerable majorities,,

by referring to which (see page 455) we avoid the

repetition of them here.

On Thursday the house took up the report of the

committee of the whole, and made some progress
therein. Various propositions were made, and much
debate had—but the 1st resolution was passed, 71

to 40—the second, 78 to 47—the third 82 to 40—
when the 4th was taken up, some opposition arising,

the house adjourned at 4 o'clock.

*„* The necessity of inserting some articles

to close the volume has prevented a notice of

others.
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